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Seventeentk Year, )

Semi-Montkly. f
CHICAGO, APRIL 25, 1912 ^'^o^ {IrnV.ec^'X'i'dc.n..
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LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANCFACTUREB OF

Mahogany, veneer
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street
Telephone Canal 9S0

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

CHICAGO

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER & CO.

RepreseBtinc
WEST TIKGrNlA SPRCCK LUHBEB CO..

Casi. West Virslnla.

Fifth Are. Bldg.,

NEW YORK

On the Following StockWe Will Make
Special Prices for Prompt Shipment: Keys-Walker Lumber Go.

Manufacturers
40 M ft. 6/8" Sap Poplar.

175 M ft. 6/8" No. 1 Com. Poplar.

60 M ft. 6/8" No. 3 Com. Poplar.

210 M ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Poplar.

190 M ft. 1" No. 2 Com. Poplar.

80 M ft. IVa" No. 2 Com. Poplar.

200 M ft. 2" No. 2 Com. Poplar.

15 M ft. 1%" No. 1 & 2 Qtd. Pop.
80 M ft. lYz" No. 1 Com. Chestnut.

38 M ft. 2" No. 1 Com. Chestnut.

115 M ft. 1" No. 1 & 2 Qtd. W. Oak.
140 M ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Qtd.W.Oak.
30 M ft. 1" Strips Com.Qtd.W.Oak.

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.
70 Kilby St., BOSTON, MASS.

West Virginia Hardwoods
Soft Yellow Poplar
Oak—Chestnut—Bass—Hemlock, Etc.

Rough or Dressed Write for Prices

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

"CHICKASAW BRAND^'
OK IT PI OOPIIMP* ^^^^ ^" ^^^ largest

-'^'^ ITLiV-fVylXlllVJ exclusive Oak Floor-

ing plant in the world. Right in Price, Grade and Manufacture

Made by MEMPHIS HARDWOOD FLOORING COMPANY, Memphis, Tenn.

LUMBER INSURANCE GO. OF NEW YORK

r:23ILCapital $400,000

Leading Stock Fire Insurance

Company making a specialty of

Lumber and Woodworking Risks

84 Williams Street NEW YORK

PROCTORVENEERPRY£[^ FIREPROOF

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
RECOMMENDED BY ALL THOSE WHO HAVE TRIED IT

NO
SPLITTING

NOR
CHECKING

NO
CLOGGING
..:<NOR

ADJUSTING

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEP'T.L HANCOCK & SOMERSET STS. PMILA.PA.

II II I I II imii II II II II II II IITnnnnnnnnnnnnnrnii m n m u m n n n u n m m »

»

ADVERTISERS- CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READ1N0 MATTER
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McILVAIN'S SPECIALS for Immediate Delivery

Ash, Bass, Beech, Birch and
Butternut

BoDe Dry for Inimediate Shipment.

Chestnut
4-4 to 3 inches thick. West Virginia
and Tennessee Stocks.
Sipecial grades fpr Veneering.

Mahogany
^a inch to 6 inches thick.

Thoroughly Dry. Especially tine for
Figure and Texture.

Quarter-Sawn White Oak
and Quarter-Sawn Red Oak

Finely Hgured. Good Widths and
Lengths. Thoroughly Dry Stock. In
separate or mixed cars.

Maple
Hard, Soft. Band Savvn. Dry Stock.
Can sliip straight or mixed cars. Good
Widths and Lengths.

Cedar
Florida-Tennessee Stock.

Straight cars from Mills. Local Ship-
ments from Philadelphia Yard.

Cypress
Gulf Stock. Any thickness. Dr.v. Can
furnish Special Widths and Lengths.

Popliar
Soft Yellow Stock. Band Sawn. 50 per
cent. 14 and 16-inch Length. % inch
to 5 inches. Dry Stock. _^__

Cherry
1 iDch to 5 inches thick. Baad Sawn.
West Virginia and Pennsylvania Stock.
Can ship straigrht or mixed cars.

Wide Quarter-Sawn Oak
10 Inches and up AVide. 12 and up
Wide. Quarter Sawn. Fancy Figure.
Bone Dry.
Van supply any Quantity or Width in
nijxed care.

White Pine
All Grades and Thicknesses.

Soft Cork Michigan Stock. California
Sugar Pine. California White Fine.

Oak (Construction)
We make a specialty of this stock for
Car Building, Bridge Building. Boat
Building, etc.

CUTM/~'I CC CAI.IFOBNIA BED WOOD
orillNijl-.Il.D WASHIWGTON CEDAK

CTFBESS: No. 1 Heart Bived (strictly hand-made)
Sizes: 6x20 inclies; 7x24 inches In straig-ht or mixed cars

'We have it if it's Hardwood'

SPECI/^Li ^^ '"^^ '" position to ship in mixed cars di-

rect from our Nashville (Tenn.) Yard, giv-

ing you the benefit of carload prices on mixed cars of

Oak, either plain or quarter sawn, red or white. Chestnut,
Soft Yellow Poplar, Tennessee Cedar, Tough White Ash,
Hardwood Flooring, etc.

J. GIBSON McILVAIN (Si COMPANY
Offices: Crozer Building, 1420 Chestnut St.

Yards: Fifty-eighth and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

WE MUST MOVE
the following stock immediatelj\ Get our prices.

They are attractive.

3 Cars 1" Is and 2s White Ash—10" & wider

1
" 2" Is and 2s White Ash—10" & wider

3
" 1%" Is and 2s Plain Red Oak

5
" 1^4" Is- and 2s Plain White Oak

1
"

lYz" Is and 2s Qtd. Red Oak
5

" ly^" No. 1 Common Chestnut

3
" iy2" No. 1 Common Chestnut

3
" 1" Clear Sap Poplar

5 " 1J4" No. 1 Common Poplar

2 " lYz" No. 1 Common Poplar

5 " 1" No. 1 Common Black Walnut

Write or wire for delivered prices to

The FuUerton-Powell

Hardwood LumberCompany
South Bend, Indiana

H. G. GREITH & GO.

HardwoodLumbor

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOK. HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

Michigan Hardwoods
MANUFACTURED BY

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.

CADILLAC, MICH. April 10th, 1912

DRY STOCK LIST

4/4 Basswood No. 1 Common 3 00 M
4/4 Birch is & 2s Red S M
4/4 Cherry No. 3 Common & Better 10 M
8/4 Gray Elm Is & 2s 1.00 M
8/4 Gray Elm No, 1 & 2 Common 30M

12/4 Gray Elm is & 2s 60 M
6/4 Hard Maple Step Is & 2s 30 M
8/4 Rock Elm No. 3 Common 8 M

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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For

Immediate

Shipment

RED GUM
3 cars l" is & 2s Red Gum, 10 to 16'

1 car 1" is & 2s Red Gum, 10 & 12'

5 cars t" No. 1 Com. Red Gum, 10 & 16'

1 car 2" IS & 2s Red Gum, 12 mos. dry

5 cars 2" No. l Com. Red Gum

SAP GUM
50 M. ft. 1" IS & 2s Sap Gum

80 M. ft.

30 M. ft.

50 M. ft. 6/4 is

25 M. ft. 8/4 IS

No. 1 Com. Sap Gum
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum

& 2s Sap Gum
& 2s Sap Gum

COTTONWOOD
2 cars 13 to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards

90 M. ft. 1" is & 2s Cottonwood, 6 to 12"

1 car l" is & 2s Cottonwood, 13 to 17"
185 M. ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Cottonwood

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF CUTTING OAK TIMBERS AND SMALL SQUARES FOR FURNITURE TRADE AND WILL
MANUFACTURE THE STOCK TO THE SIZES DESIRED

All Lumber Listed Above Is Band Sawn, Equalized and Trimmed, and Can Be Shipped at Once

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA. MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished

banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-

cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our
reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors

solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
JAMES D. LACEY, WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

LARGEST TIMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building, Seattle

1104 Spalding BIdg., Portland
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MANUFACTURERS OF
HARDWOOD LUMBER,
HARDWOOD FLOORING
AND INTERIOR FINISH

Knoxville, Tennessee
^ Situation: Center Appalachian Hardwood For-
ests.

^ Equipment: Band Saw Mill, Planing Mill, Door
and Interior Finish, Dry Kilns, Sheds, Yard, etc.

The best and most improved money will buy—all

connected by a tram gravity system, ideal for

handling large quantities.

fl Experience: Over 30 years at our present site

and each year has added to our knowledge of the
business, and our interiors and hardwood floors are

not excelled in manufacture and workmanship by
the best, and made from lumber thoroughly pre-
pared by air drying followed by kiln drying.

^ Our oak flooring is end matched perfectly and
goes together like the rail and stiles of a door,
perfect fit hair line sharp corners. Special designed
machinery.
^ We are large manufacturers of Oak, Poplar,

Chestnut and Ash lumber.

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:
Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. .\SHER. Mgr.

We want orders for the following dry stock:

15,000 ft

12,000 ft

20,000 ft

15,000 ft

1

100,000 ft

70,000 ft

40,000 ft

30,000 ft

165,000 ft.

12/4 Select Poplar.

12/4 No. 1 Common Poplar.
12/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.
4/4 .\1 2" & up Select and No. i Com-

lon Poplar.

4/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Wormy Chestnut.
4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Qtd. White Oak.
4/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.
5/4, 6/4 and S/4 Qtd. White Oak.

i^

i

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PUIH OAK. POPLAR. WALNOT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LOMBER
BAND MILLS AT VliSTAL. A SLIBUKB OF KNUXVlLUii. SOUTHEKN AMD LOUISVILLE & NASllVILl^E RAILROAD

Ven eer s

"The Very Best"

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.

KNOXVILLE, TEXN.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

For Prompt Shipment, we offer:

1 car 4/4" Is & 2s Plain Oak.
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain Oak.
1 car 4/4 (Log Run) No. 2 Common & Better. O'td.

White Oak.

Dry, Equalized and Good Widths

m
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NASHVILLECELE;^F2i^TED FOR HIGHEST T"5rF>E TIIVIBER GROWTH, F-AULTI^ESSIVL^TSrUF^^^VCTURE J^rVD GOOD GEi/^DES.

JOHN B. RANSOM
^ COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD I UMBER
3 cara 4/4 I's &. 2's Qtd. White Oak, 6" & up (wide In).

1 car 4/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 6" & up (se-

lected for flgnre).
1 car 4/4 I's & 2's Qtd. White Oak, 10" 4 up.
2 cars 6/4 I's & 2's Qtd. White Oak, 6" & up.

1 car 6/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" i up (very
nice).

1 car 8/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" & up (rtrj
nice & dry).

1 car 4/4 I's & 2's Qtd. Red Oak, 6" & up.

2 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Qtd. Red Oak, 4" & up.

2 cars 5/4 I's & 2's Chestnut, dry, good widths.
2 cars 5/4 No. 1 common Chestnut, dry, good widths.
10 cars 4/4 No. 2 C. & S. W. Ckestnut, dry.
2 cars 16/4 I's & 2s White Ash, very dry & tough.
2 cars 6/4 No. 1 common Hickory, Tery dry & tough.
1 car 8/4 No. 1 common- Hickory, Tery dry k tough.
1 car 10/4 No. 1 common Hickory, Tery dry & tough.
1 car 12/4 No. 1 common Hickory, Tery dry & tough.

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

OUR AIM IS QUAUTY, NOT QUANTITY

Ewing & Gilliland

MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD
One car 5/8 Common Poplar.

One car 2 54" Common & Better Poplar.

One car 3" Common & Better Poplar.

One car 4" Common & Better Poplar.

One car 5/4 Common & Better Chestnut.
One car 6/4 Common & Better Chestnut.
Ope car 5/4 Good Quartered Red Oak.
One car 5/4 Common Quartered Red Oak.

WHAT WE MAKE, WE MAKE RIGHT

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
We have a large and well assorted stock of bone dry Quar-

tered White Oak, 1 Inch to 2 inches thick, all grades.

We Also Have

A yard full of choice Plain Red and White Oak. Chestnut.

Poplar, Ash, Hickory and other Southern Hardwoods. Our
Own Manufacture. Ask for complete stock and price list.

LOVE, BOYD &i CO.
Nashville, Tenn.

THE
Davidson, Hicks & Greene Co.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

QUART. WHITE OAK
1.56,000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s.

36,000 ft. 5/4 Is & 2s.

24.000 ft. 6/4 Is & 2s.

38.000 ft. 8/4 Is & 2s.
72,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 com.
32,000 ft. 5/4 No. 1 com.
62,000 ft. S/4 No. 1 com.
42,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 com.
42.000 ft. 8/4 No. 2 com.
28,000 ft. 4/4 clear strips.
22,000 ft. 5/4 clear strips.

PLAIN WHITE OAK
48,000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s.

5/4 Is & 2s.

6/4 Is & 2s.

8/4 Is & 2s.

10/4 Is & 28.

2.000 ft. 12/4 Is & 2s'
72.000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 com.

5/4 No. 1 com.
G/4 No. 1 com.
S/4 No. 1 com.

PLAIN RED OAK
32,000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s.
26,000 ft. 6/4 Is & 2s.
12,000 ft. 8/4 Is & 2s.

28,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 com.
34,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 com.

BASSWOOD
36,000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s.

15,000 ft. 6/4 Is cfe 2s.
6.000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 com.

12,000 ft.

36,000 ft.

12,000 ft.

r.ooo ft.

14,000 ft.

48,000 ft.

38.000 ft.

YELLOW POPLAR
24.000 ft. 5/8 Is & 2s. 8-18".
18.000 ft. BoxBoards, 13-17-.
56,000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s. 7-17".
26.000 ft. 4/4 Panel & wide.

No. 1

18 & 19".
20 & 21".

22 & 23".
24" & up.

14.000 ft. 5/4 Is & 2s, 7" A
up.

82,000 ft. 5/8 Sap & Select.
80,000 ft. 4/4 Sap & Select.
21.000 ft. 5/4 Sap & Select.
11,000 ft. 6/4 Sap & Select.
2.000 ft. 8/4 Sap & Select.

26,000 ft. 5/8 No. 1 com.
76,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 com.
12,000 ft. 5/4 No. 1 com.
2,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 com.
2.000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 com.

72,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 com.
64,000 ft. 4/4 No. 3 com.

CHESTNUT
24.000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2a.
2,000 ft. 6/4 Is & 2s.
2,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 com.

ASH
18.000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s.
15,000 ft. 6/4 Is & 2s.
15.000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 com.
12.000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 com.

This is only a partial list. Write us for anything you
may need in Poplar, either Rough or Dressed. And our
List on Hardwoods may be had at any time, covering
Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Ash, etc.

Hunt, Washington & Smith
Nashville, Tenn.
"Bone Dry Specials"

200 M 4/4 Is and 2s Plain Red and White Oak
100 M 6/4 Is and 2s Plain Red and White Oak
30 M 4/4 Is and 2s Poplar

30 M 4/4 13" to 17" Poplar Box Bds.

20 M 4/4 9" to 12" Poplar Box Bds.

250 M 4/4 No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak
GET OUR PRICE AND STOCK LIST

Tennessee Hardwoods

Tennessee Hardwood
Lumber Co.

West NashvUIe
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HUNTINGTOIN
CENTE.R OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

THE D. E.HEWIT LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of

West Virginia Soft Yellow Poplar and Hardwoods

MILL LOCATED IN CITY OF HUNTINGTON. ALL TIMBER SHIPPED TO MILL BY RAIL

1 car 5/4 Poplar Box Boards, 13 to 17" wide 1 car 4 4 1st & 2nd Basswood

1 car 4/4 Poplar Box Boards, 9 to 17" wide 2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. & better Basswood
2 cars 4 4 No. 2 Com. Qrtd. White Oak

HUTCHINSON LUMBER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

OAK BILLS, CAR STOCK AND SWITCH TIES
All Kinds of Furniture Dimension Stock

Dry Stock

for Quick

Shipment

MILLS: NAUGATUCK, W. VA., AND LOGAN, W. VA.

10
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO

3\ m bothGrade and

> Measurement '

Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.

TELEGRAPH

CODES

UNIVERSAL
HARDWOOD

WESTERN UNION

Cable Address, Lamb

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD — ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

Let us quote you right on any part of the following especially desirable stock:

87,000 feet 4 4 FAS Quartered White Oak

75,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 Common Quartered White Oak

30,000 feet 4 4 FAS Plain Red Oak

59,000 feet 4 4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak

127,000 feet 4 4 FAS Red Gum
100,000 feet 4 4 13 ' to 17 Sap Gum Box Boards

OIB HI1\IBEK CONTAINS ALL WIDE STOCK PRODUCED IN M .VNUFACTIRING AND WILL KIN OVER 50% OF 14 AND 16 FT.
LENGTHS. WE ALSO MANITACTURE OAK TIMBERS AND BRIDGE PLANK — FACILITIES FOR KII.N DRYING AND DRESSING

TEflRn
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY

Mr. Furniture Manufacturer:

—

TWO WEEKS AGO WE CALLED ATTENTION TO OUR STOCK OF END CURED, WHITE, ROCK HARD MAPLE. IT IS

TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO BUY NOW. THE SUPPLY OF WINTER SAWN STOCK IS LIMITED. WE HAVE THE NICE
WHITE LOWER PENINSULA, MICHIGAN, VARIETY, VIRGIN STOCK.

Note the assortment:

60,000' 1" Ists & 2nds End Cured White Maple
140,000' 11/4 " Ists & 2nds End Cured White Maple
50,000' 11/2" Ists & 2nds End Cured White Maple
45,000' 2 " Ists & 2nds End Cured White Maple

SPECIAL LOW PRICE ON A FEW CARS 1 M " FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT

THE STEARNS SALT & LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers

LUDINCTON, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.
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MEMPHIS
THE HUB OF THE HARDWOOD WORLD

UfUY NOT9 ^^^^^ °^^> ^"^ ^^"^ y^"** Nuiries^ 1 1^\^ I ! and orders direct to the producer

We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood
A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you. '

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on results.

J. &, J. V I N K E
Agents for the Sale of

AMERICAN HARDWOODS IN LUMBER AND LOGS

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

MORE THAN 2,000 LUMBERMEN
are using the new Gibson Tally Boo;: with its duplicate
or triplicate tally tickt-ts. If yuu haven't seen it. let u3
send you one with specimen tickets on approval. They
solve your shortage and inspection troubles.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO

OUR NAME
GUARANTEES the quality of our

PLAIN RED and WHITE OAK, QUAR-
TERED WHITE OAK, ASH,

And Other Hardwoods

Our special attention to MIXED CARS means ECONOMICAL
BUYING for you

John M. Woods & Co.
Main OfBce and Digtrlbnting Yard, EAST CAMBRIBOE, MASS.

WHOLESAIE YAKD, MEMPIUS. TENN.
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REDUCE YOUR OPERATING EXPENSES

MODERN WOOD-WORKING MACHINES
Avoid everything but well tried features, and no essentials are left out.

They are heavy and well constructed, which insures a wide margin of

safety and low maintenance. Nothing but the best grade of workman-

ship is turned on DEFIANCE machines, which insures the highest mar-

ketable price.

In fact, they are the last word in modern machine ideas.

Write ii.-i 'I'oHAY for liill informiition an<l prii's

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS ^^m^^^^f^^
414 Perry Street, DEFIANCE, OHIO No. 9—36" Band Re-saw

OVER
500

VARIETIES

No. Variety Turning & Boring Lathe

EVERY
TOOL

GUARAN-
TEED

D" Handle Lathe Automat It Thread Cutter

THE BEST
HARDWOOD FLOORING

"BAY CITY

HANSON-WARDVENEER CO.
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CI N C I N NATI
T H E GATEWAY OF THE, SOUTH

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

15 Cars 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

15 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

Band Sawn, Equalized and Thoroughly Dry. Good Width and Lengths.

W.E.HEYSER
LUMBER CO.

GENERAL OFFICES AND YARDS:

Winton Place, Cincinnati, Oliio

Branch: MEMPHIS, TENN.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Quartered and Plain

Red and White Oak, Ash,

Poplar, Chestnut, Gum
and all Southern Hardwoods

SHIPMENTS DIRECT FROM
OUR OWN YARDS AND MILLS

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on

the Following:
153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—30%

13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5/4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",

bone dry.

6 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.
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TheFlood Had Nothing
to Do With Louisville

To Buyers and Users

of HARDWOODS

If your usual source of supply has been affected by high water,

and you have been having trouble getting prompt shipments, this is

a good time to trv out the facilities of Louisville.

Our dealers have complete stocks of dry lumber, ready to ship,

and can supply you at once with anything in our line, from a straight

car of plain or quarter-sawed oak to a mixed car containing oak, ash,

poplar, or any other hardwood or veneer items you may be in need of.

Those who are famiHar with Louisville dealers do not need urging

to buy here; those who are not well acquainted should take advan-

tage of the present shortage at many points and have their needs

supplied in Louisville.

THE LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD CLUB

Bookee-Cecil Co.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co.

Edwaed L. Davis Lumber Co.

Louisville Point Lumber Co.

Norman Lumber & Box Co.

C. C. Mengel & Bro. Co.

Ohio Eiver Saw Mill Co.

The Louisville Veneer Mills.
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WHEN VENEERS
MEET VENEERS

THERE is a great difference in the charac-

ters their faces reflect.

When you put fine faces on doors, fur-

niture, pianos, etc., they call forth admiration

from the purchaser whether he be dealer or ulti-

mate user. If they don't, and meet this kind of

competition, the salesman has to do a heap of

talking, where the product should talk for itself.

When you purchase veneers for faces from this

company, our inspection department eliminates

every piece that does not fill your specifications.

Tliis same careful work prevails on your order,

from the selection of logs, their steaming, cutting

and drving, right to the inspecting and packing.

All this care is the result of 42 years' experience.

Faces that reflect character cost

you no more from

The Adams & Raymond
Veneer Co.

Tenth Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

SPECIALS
DRY

1 car l"x4 to 4^^" Clear Qtd. White Oak Strips

—

Indiana stock, exceptionally free of sap.

1 car l"x2 to 3 54" No. l Com. Qtd. White Oak Strips.

1 car 6/4 Log Run Hickory—cut Indiana timber.

1 car S/4 Log Run Hickory— Kentucky highland
growth timber.

1 car 1" X 6 to 10" wide Winter Cut Basswood, Band
Sawn, 90% 12' long.

1 car 2"x8" and wider x 12' and longer White Ash.

1 car 5/4 X 10" and wider band sawn Indiana Qtd.
White Oak.

1 car 4/4 No. 2 Common & Better band sawn Black
Walnut.

1 car 3" 1 and 2 Poplar, sap no defect.

Specialty—Hickory Lumber
All Grades and Thicknesses

S. P. GOPP0GK& SONS COMPANY
FORT WAYNE, IND.

ANY REASONABLE OFFER Will buy the following stock:

DRY-IN FINE CONDITION

4 cars 4/4" No. 2 Common Quartered White Oak

1 car 3/4" No. 1 Com. and Bet. Qrtd. Red Oak

1 car 3/4" No. 1 Com. and Bet. Plain White Oak

1 car 2]/," No. 1 Com. .and Bet. Plain White Oak

2 cars 4 4" No. 2 Common Quartered Red Oak
1 car 4/4" ls-2s Poplar

5 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Poplar

2 cars 4/4" Log Run Ash

We, of course, have a complete stock of Quartered and Plain Oak, Poplar and Hickor_v, etc., in all grades

and thicknesses, and will be glad to have your inquiries for anything you may need.

J. V. STIMSON & CO. OWENSBORO, KY.

TWO MILLS IN INDIANA
FORT WAYNE AND LAFAYETTE

Biggest Band Mill in the State

Long Timbers up to Sixty Feet

HARDWOOD SPECIALTIES
Everythiag from Toothpicks to Timbers

Perrine=Armstrong Co.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

Wanted Orders ,
f?"^ ?••«

___^^^^-> -^—^^^_ following

5 C/L 5/4 No. 1 Com. Yellow Poplar.
5 C/L 5/4 No. 2 Com. Yellow Poplar.
5 C/L 5/4 No. 3 Com. Yellow Poplar.
5 C/L 4/4 log run Basswood.
3 C/L 5/4 log run Basswood.
2 C/L 6/4 log run Basswood.
2 C/L 8/4 log run Basswood.

WEST VIRGINIA STOCK
THE DOMESTIC LUMBER CO.

Hardwood Forest I'rodiicts

Columbus, Ohio
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SCHOFIELD BROTHERS
MANUFACTURERS and WHOLKSAI.ERS

DAILY OUTPUT: 40,000 FT. WHITE PINE; 150,000 FT. HARDWOODS-STANDARD GRADES

WE SHIP STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS
WE CONTROL THE

SALTKEATGHIE LUMBER COMPANY wuhMnis.D.yK,.ns.E.c.a, SCHOFIELD, S. G.
Manuiacturing Our

FAKOUS UNIFORM COLOR RED CYPRESS and YELLOW POPLAR, ASH, OAK, RED and TUPELO GUM
ALSO HAVE OTHER MILLS UNDER CONTRACT

SALES OFFICE: 1019-20 PENNSYLVANIA BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & NIXON
REAL ESTATE TRUST BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
Nice FLAKY STUFF

CURRIE & CAMPBELL
MAPLE SPECIALISTS

LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
HEMLOCK HARDWOODS SPRUCE

Philadelphia, Pa.

TOMB LUMBER COMPANY
1605-06 REAL ESTATE TRUST BLDG. PHILADELPHIA
WE JLAKK A SI'FXIAI/rV Ol OIK BII.l, TIMBEKS AM) 2' OAK

ri.ANKS 1 KOM 6 TO 12" «IDE, lU TO 20' LONG. lOK CON-
STRICTION riRI'OSES. AND MANCFACTURE A GENERAL LINE
OF HARDHOODS. RED AND WHITE OAK. CHESTNUT. I'OPLAR
AND ALSO WEST VIRGINIA WHITE PINE. WE HAVE TWO
BAND MILLS IN CONSTANT OrERATION.

SUMMIT LUMBER cO. """""'"''"'"''
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HARDWOODS SOFTWOODS
We know LUMBER, we koow BUYERS, we know SELLERS — Let as know YOU

THOS. E. COALE LUMBER COMPANY
FRANKLIN BANK BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WE ARE LARGE DISTRIBUTORS OF EVERY VARIETY OF FOREST
PRODUCTS IN THE EASTERN MARKET. AND ARE ALWAYS IN THE
MARKET FOR DESIRABLE LOTS OF STRUCTURAL, CAR BUILDING
AND FINISHING HARDWOODS. KEEP US POSTED ON WHAT YOU
HAVE TO OFFER.

a ImmPdi'ltP ^ cars 4/4 No. 1 Coninion Yellow Poplar

Qi- I 4 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Oak
Onipmcnt dry—Good lengths and widths

J. S. KENT CO., PHILADELPHIA

OAK
BEECHER & BARR

CHESTNUT POPLAR
WHITE PINE, YELLOW PINE AND HEMLOCK

INTERIOR TRIM. HARDWOOD FLOORING.

442 LAND TITLE BLDG. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PALMER Si, PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY ebony
ENGLISn OAK i#e-Mmie DOMESTIC
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT VENEERS HARDWOODS

1 03 Medford Street, Charlestown Dist,
BOSTON. MASS.

W. R. TAYLOR LUMBER COMPANY
1023 LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA

WHITE I'lNE FOR I'KESENT OK FITLKE DELIVERY
150,000 ft. No. 1 box. 300.000 ft. No. 2 barn and better.
100,000 ft. No. 2 box. 50.000 ft. No. 2 ininiiinn Toplar— mostly A.

Two million feet Cypress, all grades and thicknesses on sticks.

Mouldings a specialty.

CHAS. K. PARRY & CO.
Hardwood Lumber

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PH1LADEI.PHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
8/4 Ni>. 1 eolnnion Red Oak
l.o^ Run BaNtsWood

U/CUIAUT 5/4 No. 1 oonimon Red Oak
nLlTHni 4/4 No. 2 common Red Oak

WM. WHITMER ^ SONS
INCORPORATED

Manufacturers and Whole-
salers oi \11 Kinds of

"If Anybody Can,

We Can"

HARDWOODS
West Virginia Spruce and Hemlock
Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Franklin Bank Bldg. PHILADELPHIA
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LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY
TOWNSEND, BLOUNT COUNTY, TENN.

inbothGradeand '

Do you desire Hardwoods in special thickness or width? We malce it.

We are cutting some of finest MOUNTAIN OAK you ever saw, clean, smooth, and free from

most of the defects that are common in oak. Do you want us to cut some to your order? We
would be pleased to do so; thick, wide, clear.

How about some SMOKY MOUNTAIN WHITE ASH, which will please the most fastidious?

This Ash grows to a remarkable size, and retains the strength and resiliency of second growth

stock. This we carry in stock 2" and thicker, but are glad to cut special orders.

Our soft YELLOW POPLAR is so well known that it needs no introduction. We wish to say

that we aim to cut and carry in stock, at all times, High Grades, in the thicknesses and widths that

others find hard to make. Of course we have some of the regular sizes, but are always cutting

specialties.

We will have more to say in another issue regarding other kinds of lumber that we cut, and

other specialties.

WE WANT TO MOVE
5 cars 8/4 No. 2 Poplar—band sawn—60%

14 and 16 ft.

8 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak.

10/4 and 12/4 Poplar, all grades.

FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY
Sales Office

1657 MonadDock Block
CHICAGO, tLLINOIS

Main Office

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

YARDS—CAIKO AND BROOKl'OKT, ILI,.

•^'>"J'***'("l"t'*********************'l"4'*'4"J"i'*****^J

*

*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Write for quotations on

FOUR-QUARTER BASSWOOD,
ALL GRADES

TAYLOR & CRATE
Buflalo, N. Y.

*
*
*
*
*
*

»4*i{^44j|ll|ufi;|4*|iifiitii{*ifit{4l)i4i4*l|i^4ufuf<l|«4ilfi;|ii{ii|i4|44ii{i»f4i}*4'^4^*l*4*^4*^^

FIRE
INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

K, F. PBKBT, Manager.

HERE ARE A FEW ITEMS
WE WISH TO MOVE

2.'>.000 ft. V2" Is and 2s Ash. G" and up wide
12,000 ft. 1" Is and 2s Ash, 6" to 10" wide, S' and 10' long
20,000 ft. 1" Is and 2s Ash, 10" to 14" wide, 307- S' and 10'

12,000 ft. 5/4 Is and 2s .^sh, 6" and up wide. 40% 14' and 10'

25.000 ft. 6/4 Is and 2s .Ash, 0" and up wide. 40% 14' and 16'

.5,000 ft. 16/4 Is and 2s Ash, 6" and up wide, 40% 14' and IG'
50,000 ft. 3/8 Is and 2s Qtd. White Oak. 6" and up, average T%"
25.000 ft, 3/8 Is & 2s Qtd. White Oak. 10" and up.
100,000 ft. 1/2 No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

RUSSE & BURGESS, INC.
Memphis, Tenn.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Poiisiied

HARDWOOD

& MFC. CO
SA RDIS

MI5S-

Hollow

'"^ Backed
and

Bundled

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which began operations on January 1,

is equipped throughout with every modern improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.

We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,
moulding, finish, etc.

THE W. C. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
IRONTON, OHIO

Watch This Space
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General Market Conditions
The hardwood trade the eouutrj" over now marks a condition

of demand in excess of the possibility of supply. The flood con-

ditions in the lower Mississippi valle}', that have prevailed dur-

ing the past month, have practically shut off shipments from a

large and important district of supply, and orders have accu-

mulated in excess of any that have obtained for many years past.

Shipments from now on will test the capacity of manufacturers

to load out stock, and of the railroads to handle it.

Plain oak is in particularly heavy request and short supply.

Prices on this stock have materially stiffened. There seems to

be pretty nearly a general cleanup of all varieties of plain oak,

including low grades.

Manufacturers in the Mississippi valley have never had as short

stocks as at the present time, and those in the mountain regions

are shipped up close to green stock, and are being obliged to

turn down a large quantity of business that is being offered at

prices which would be entirely satisfactory if they had the stock

to supply it.

The stock of northern woods of all varieties is very low and

what little remains in first hands is being marketed freely at

stiffening prices, save the one item of 4/4 maple flooring stock,

and even this is being worked off at fairly satisfactory prices in

moderate quantities.

The maple and oak flooring situation shows comparatively little

improvement, owing possibly to the decadence of building opera-

tions. There is undeniabh- an overstock in manufacturers' hands

of nearly all grades of hardwood flooring, and the prices for

such stock as is moving today does not fairly represent lumber

values with manufacturing cost added.

Veneer and panel producers are fairly busy, and in some in-

stances capacities are overtaxed. Manufacturers of domestic

woods in both veneers and panels are still making very low prices,

but producers of imported veneers are securing quite a handsome

advance over prices that have prevailed for some years, and are

crowded with orders. However, there is a marked increase in

demand for quarter-sawed oak veneers and prices are stiffening.

The demand for mahogany lumber is greater than it has been
for years and there is a constant accretion in values. This in-

crease obtained for mahogany is being reflected in the prices of

other imported woods.

The handle trade in hickory and broom and implement stock,

is perhaps in better shape today than it has been for several

years, and handle producers are feeling quite optimistic over the

business outlook.

The ijolitical situation seems to be playing very little part in

business affairs. Business has apparently come back to stay,

and with short stocks, good demand and satisfactory prices, there

should be nothing to complain of in the general hardwood situa-

tion for some time to come.

A Forest Products Exposition

There seems to be a general enthusiasm, as evidenced by the

interest being taken on the subject, in behalf of a forest products

exposition, to be originally opened in Chicago, and then moved to

other chief commercial cities of the United States as a means
of exploiting lumber and its remanufactured products. This is hav-

ing manifestation in the endorsement the movement is receiving

at the hands of various lumber organizations, both in building

woods and hardwoods.

It is contended that, to no considerable extent, this movement
is having a substantial endorsement on account of the question-

able results that have been attained during the past year by the

magazine advertising campaigns that have been carried on by
producers of several of the leading woods. It has gone beyond

a suspicion in the minds of those who are supplying the funds

for these expenditures, that the results attained are not commen-

surate with the money that has been spent, and hence the aver-

age man interested in advertising wood is satisfied to take up

some other variety of exploitation that looks reasonably logical.

One only has to refer to the majority of leading magazines to note

what is known as the general publicity advertiser has evidently

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the United States and it9 possessions,
and Canada. $2.00 the year: in foreign countries. $1.00 extra postage.

In conformity with the rules of the postoffice department, subscrip-
tions are payable in advance, and in default of written orders to the
contrary, are continued at our option.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address,
should be sent one week before the date Ihey are to go into effect.

Both old and new addresses must be given.

Both display and classified advertising rates furnished upon
application.

Advertising copy must be received five days in advance of publloa*
tion dates.

Telephones :—Harrison 8085-8087-8088.

Advertising Representatives: Jacob Holtzman, 5254 Larchwood Ave-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E. W. Meeker, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chi-
L-ago, 111.

Entered as second-class matter May 26, 1902, at the postoffice at V!hi-

cago, 111., under act of March 3, 1879.
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changed his mind about the value of miscellaneous magazine ex-

ploitation, and has withdrawn his business to a very large extent.

The majority of magazines are carrying only thirty per cent of

the advertising business they did a year ago and there are con-

stant defections from the ranks of this class of generous con-

tributors to magazine funds. It goes without saying that if maga-

zines were "making good" to the general advertiser, this result

would not obtain.

It is an open secret, in spite of the very substantial funds

spent by the cypress people in their magazine campaign, that

there is an unusually heavy stock of cypress in first hands, which

is not moving with very much freedom. Actual statistics of

stacks on hand among cypress manufacturers are not available,

but it is well known that several of the large producers have on

sticks more than two years' normal output.

Perhaps the red gum people have had the best results from

their campaign, but they distributed their funds to a consid-

erable extent in technical and semi-technical publications, rather

than cheap magazines, anil again, they had a very substantial

support in public appreciation

before they commenced their

campaign, and beyond that, had

a wonderful argument in the

way of quality of their wood,

and low prices to induce in-

creased sales.

The white pine people have

gone into an alleged magazine

advertising campaign that is

not proving fruitful of sub-

stantial results, and is being

handled with such weakness of

copy and frailty of judgment

in vehicles of exploitation as

would perhaps make it wise to

say very little on the subject.

However, to make succinct crit-

icism of this expenditure, very

few contend that it is not an example of the most inefficient and

senseless advertising that has ever been attempted. The money
of the advertisers simply has been taken away from them and

dissipated.

All of this has a bearing on the advertising possibilities of a

well-conducted forest products exposition, to be primarily estab-

lished in Chicago or some other chief American city, and then

transferred for periods of a weeli or two at a time to other com-

mercial centers. This scheme presents an opportunity of abso-

lutely '
' showing '

' the public not only the possibilities, but the

surpassing worth of wood as compared with any and all other

substitutes for this sterling material. It is an opportunity

that should be embraced and worked out in a systematic way
to a logical conclusion. The plan has such possibilities beyond

its advertising value as a self-supporting movement, that sundry

gentlemen, well versed in the exposition "show business," would

be very glad to have the opportunity of financing the enterprise.

They will do this with the reasonable certainty that they will

g(!t handsome dividends out of their investment, but the accept-

ance of this proposition would constitute very questionable judg-

ment on the part of the lumber industry.

Haedwood Eecord holds that the business of organizing a for-

est products exposition should be taken over by the National

Lumber Manufacturers ' Association, which should become the

financial sponsor for the enterprise. It should be perfectly easy

fur the managers of this organization to secure trained talent to

organize and conduct this series of expositions, not only on a

profitable basis, but in a way that should form the greatest adver-

tising propaganda for wood utilization that has ever been known.

Manifestly it would be a mistake to let professional showmen

take out of the hands of the lumber industry this opportunity of

having its interests properly and justly exhibited to the public.

and be made into a money-making eurteprise per sc.

Incidentally it might be very wise for sundry prominent lum-

bermen, at the head of this big organization, to confess to them-

selves that they don't know how to "run a show," but are

perfectly willing "to be shown." However, they should by no

means let this matter be taken out of their hands and handled

by people whose sole interest is to get what money they can out

of it. There has been altogether too much of this sort of thing

in the advertising expenditures already made by several groups of

lumbermen.

It is sincerely to be hoped that at the forthcoming meeting

of the National Lumber Manufacturers ' Associtaion at Cincin-

nati, May 7-9, the subject of a forest products exposition shall

have long, serious and intelligent consideration, and that plans shall

there be formulated to work out this scheme to a logical conclusion.

An Inspection Prophecy

The ways of arriving at a logical and correct system of hard-

wood lumber inspection have been long, devious and harassing.

Right now there is another im-

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL

^errine=^rmstrons Companp
iHamtfarlitrrra of nnh Wifoltsak

itairrs in ISariiuiaiiiJ Humbf r

Fort Wayne, Ind., Mar. 13, 1911.

Gentlemen—We think HARDWOOD RECORD Is a good

medium for advertising hardwoods. It probably reaches

as many as, if not more than, any other lumber trade

journal we know of.
VAN B. PERRINE.

portant movement at hand that

looks as though it might have

a favorable outcome to a settle-

ment of this vexing question.

It is to be sincerely hoped that

this desideratum will be at-

tained. In time it surely will

be, because many men occupying

important positions, both in the

hardwood manufacturing and

jobbing industry, as well as in

hardwood association work, are

very earijest in their desire that

logical accomjilishments in this

particular shall be reached.

However, let it be remembered

that this fertile and vexing

question never will be settled

until it is settled right, and during the next few months there will

be an opportunity of having it settled on this basis.

The English Hardwood Market
The Liverpool wood trade circulars for March, from the prin-

cipal dealers, are at hand, and show a very small arrival of ma-

hogany logs. In fact, specifically, the arrivals during March oi*

African logs amounted to only about :!,:iOO; of Cuban. 4,000; Hon-

duras, 50; San Domingo. ?,2, and none of Mexican, tabasco, Nica-

raguan, or Colombian varieties. Such logs as have arrived have
in rare instances been figured or of high value. There seems to

be a dearth of high-class wood, and it is an open secret that

the real big stocks of both desirable mahogany and Circassian in

the world are owned in the United States, and quite largely cen-

tered in Chicago.

The Liverjiool situation on elm is featureless. In ash the recent

imports have been modeiate, and a fair quantity is passed into

consumption. Prices on prime wood are said to be firm.

In black walnut logs there is a good demand at firm prices

for prime qualities of good average size. Boards and plank of

better quality realize good prices, but inferior logs and lumber

are not sought.

It is held that prime, in good quality, red gum is in request

at good prices. In poplar logs there is a larger demand for

average prime quality ami sizeable wood, with a fair inquiry for

better quality of lumber. Other circulars make a very unsatisfac-

tory report on the gum situation, advising that the demand is

fair but values rule low.

The demand for California redwood is small and prices are

without change.

Birch logs have been moderately imported during the month
with a fair consumption. Stock is said to be small. The arrivals
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of plauk have been lair. JStocks of desirable qualities are said

to be light and demand good, with an improving tendency. Good
hickory is in moderate request.

In oak boards the demand for both plain and quartered is said

to be satisfactory. There have been no direct shipments of Jap-

anese oak to Liverpool recently, and the wood is evidently falling

in appreciation there, as it is on the Pacific coast of the United
States.

Another report indicates very firm values in oak wagon plank,

and that oak wagon boards of excellent quality are desirable at

satisfactory figures, but inferior lumber is not wanted.

While in general hardwood stocks are reported low in the Liver-

pool market, there is nothing in the situation to warrant increased

exports, and consignments especially should be deprecated.

Annual National Hardwood Lumber Association

Every hardwood man in the country, whether he be allied

with the National Hardwood Lumber Association or not, should

not miss attending the annual meeting of this organization to be

held at the Sherman House, Chicago, Thursday and Friday-, June 6

and 7. There are matters of such paramount importance to be

presented at this meeting that no hardwood manufacturer can af-

ford to be absent. From the social side of the affair much is to be

expected, as Chicago lumbermen are simply going to outdo all rec-

ords in the line of entertainment to give the expected thousand or

more visitors the time of their lives.

It now looks as though this function would result in the heal-

ing of all breaches between every element of the hardwood indus-

try, and it is hoped that every member of the association will

come to Chicago with a friendly spirit in his heart, and in the

thorough belief that mutuality of concession, friendship to his

fellows in the trade, and loyalty to the good of the industry,

shall be the slogan of the meeting.

Appalling Disasters

For a moment, in the concrete example of the appalling dis-

aster of the sinking of the Titanic, the public has almost lost

sight of the tremendous loss of life and untold suffering that is

being encountered by probably more than fifty thousand people

in the flooded districts of the Mississippi valley. While the gov-

ernment is spending a moderate sum of money in relief work,

there is much more to be done on the part of a spirited and

charitable public in alleviating the distress over a large area of

the South.

The total loss of life during this flood will probably never be

known, but it doubtless will equal in number that of the Titanic

disaster. However, it is to the suffering living that the public

owes its duty today, and it is to be hoped that heroic efforts

will be made to relieve the distressed condition of the great num-

ber of both whites and blacks that are undone by this untoward

calamity.

Importation of Foreign Woods
There are some government figures just available showing the

value of woods invoiced through the American consulate at Liver-

pool to the United States during 1910 and 1911. In 1910 the

value of mahogany exported through Liverpool to the United

States was $1,230,286; in 1911, $787,308. Of teak the value in

1910 was $23,314, and in 1911, $13,110. Of Circassian walnut

in 1910 the value was $130,200, and in 1911, it grew to $193,038.

Liverpool is the large, central exporting market of the three

woods named, and by wood exports through this port, judgment

can be pretty closely based on the situation prevailing in other

localities. Here was a decline in exports of mahogany through

Liverpool in one year of well towards a half million dollars,

which accounts quite logically for the substantial advance that

has obtained in mahogany values, both in this country and abroad

thus far during 1912. There is a legend that, owing to the wide

range of territory in which mahogany grows and its isolated

character of growth, there will be a supply of this wood to meet

all reasonable demands for an untold number of years. How-
ever, it now looks as though mahogany sections that produced
any great quantity are pretty well exploited and have been fairly
exhau.sted within reasonable distances from water transportation.
It is also logical to believe that mahogany from now on will com-
mand a much higher price than it has in the past, and this price
will constantly rise. Moreover, it is fair to assume that the days
of cheap mahogany are over, and that it no longer will compete on
the basis of price foot by foot with oak and other high-class

American woods.

The increasing quantity of Circassian walnut exported during
1911 is explained by reason of the very high prices obtained for

this wood. It is well known that the quality of Circassian being
obtained is constantly deteriorating, and that comparatively few
high-class logs are now available. The Black and Caspian sea
region, the only place of the growth of this wood, is very elosely

depleted, and within a short time Circassian walnut will be re-

garded as one of the precious woods of commerce. It would not

be surprising if, within a few years, it will be :forced out of gen-

eral utilization, not because of its price, but on account of an
absolute inability to obtain the wood.

The Wood Substitute Game
Every since last September Hardwood Kecord has carried a series

of articles under the above title in which have been recited numer-
ous striking examples of the failures encountered by the several
materials that latterly have been introduced as substitutes for

wood. A continuation of this series of articles is not contained in

this number. This is not owing to the fact that the subject has
been exhausted, but is occasioned simply from a lack of room.

The most striking example of the failure of steel cars that has
occurred during the past few days is the derailment on April 2 on
the Missouri Pacific mail train No. 2 running from Kansas City
to St. Louis. The fault of the derailment lay with the steel mail
cars, although several of the wooden coaches followed these cars

off the track. There were no fatalities. It is noted, as is usual

in steel ear wrecks, that the engine did not leave the track. The
average newspaper story of the wreck has it that the "lives of

the passengers were saved" from the fact that the baggage and
mail cars were of steel, but there is just about as much reason as

visual for this deduction.

On April 15 a wooden train derailment took place on the Rocky
Mountain Limited on the Denver & Eio Grande Eailroad in Colo-

rado. There were twenty-three passengers in the wooden chair

car, which went oft' the track at a high embankment, and turned

completely over twice in its fall. Not a passenger was killed. There

are other causes aside from the rigidity of the wooden ear that

were to blame for this derailment, but there are no editorials

appearing in the press the country over reciting that this remark-

able railroad accident resulted in no loss of life by reason of the

cars being of wood construction.

It is growing more apparent every day that steel passenger equip-

ment is fast coming into disrepute, not onl}- with the traveling

public but with railroad authorities themselves. The ticket agents

of various lines radiating from Chicago state that a larger portion

of the passengers buying tickets demand that they shall have

reservations in wooden cars.

It is equally manifest that a good many other wood substitutes

are losing favor in general appreciation, and this is particularlj'

true in the case of owners of 1911 models, steel-body automobiles

which, in nine cases out of ten, look as though they had been built

of rusty stovepipe iron. There is an increased demand among auto-

mobile purchasers today for wooden bodies on their cai-s, and be-

yond question a good many more wooden bodies will be utilized

during the present season than for several years past. One promi-

nent automobile body builder, in sending H.4rdwood Record his

list of lumber requirements for the current year, wishes to have

trebled the quantity of No. 1 and panel poplar employed over the

quantity' used last year.



IN HIS MIGHT
Like spectral shapes, the tree-tops stand
Above the flood that's o'er the land:
To stem this tide that's o'er the land,

Men run around with hags of sand.

I Stand on Memphis Bluff to-day.

And watch the Mississippi sweep
Resistless on its sullen way

—

Majestic, silent, grim and deep.

An angry ruffled turbulence

Its tumid bosom agitates.

With swirling volume thick and dense.

The filchings from a dozen states.

A thousand brooks their tribute bring,

A hundred streams their contents pour
From Allegheny's mountain spring,

And far Itasca's crystal store

;

Big Muddy's varied galaxy.

From distant reaches of the Kaw,
From Cumberland and Tennessee,

And murky creeks of Arkansas.

"Bring on your fill," the Giant cries!

"I'm Father of the Waters, and
I care not to what heights I rise

;

I'll take what space my needs demand."
And puny men embankments rear,

This mighty monster's course to stake

;

And sit complacent, for a year.

And then again the levees break.

The countless Ages past and gone.
The Present, with its busy hum,

Form moments only. Through the dawn
Of countless centuries to come

You'll rise and fall, and never heed,

—

Your task is endless,—never done.
I'll venture, you'll be here in deed
When weak Man's transient race is run.

Like spectral shapes, the tree-tops stand
Above the flood that's o'er the land;
To stem this tide that's o'er the land.

Men run around with bags of sand.

—A. Kkaetzer.
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BENJAMIN BRUCE BURNS
(See Portrait

Environment is a strong influencing factor in tlie life of any
man. It is a fair assumption that a man born and brought up
amid certain surroundings will have ideals, ambitions and capa-

bilities in accordance with those surroundings. In the lumber
business it is not often that a man is born and raised, and spends

his entire lifetime operating in one state, particularly if that state

is as small as West Virginia. But such is the case of Benjamin
Bruce Burns of the Tug Eiver Lumber Company, the Eock Castle

Lumber Company and the C. L. Hitter Lumber Company of Hunt-
ington, W. Va., whose portrait forms the supplement to this issue

of Hakdwood Record.

Mr. Burns was born in the woods in that state December 1,

1S69, and ever since has been associated intimately with every

phase of the life in the woods, at the mill, and in the yard and
office. His instinct toward the sawmill and the lumber pile is the

natural heritage from a family that has always been associated

with lumber, and principally with West Virginia operations.

The first operation of the Burns family was at Burnsville, Brax-

ton county, W. Va. His father and uncle established themselves in

that place directly after the Civil war, and erected a circular mill.

Five jears after their advent in that section of the country, they

were joined in partnership by J. R. Hoilman, known as the inventor

of the band mill. It was at this mill site at Burnsville that the

fifth band mill ever erected was installed by the partners about

1875. Mr. Burns says it is a curious fact that only a few years

ago he actually saw certain parts of this original band mill still

running in the vicinity of the location of the old mill. The style

under which the partners first operated was Burns Brothers &
Hoffman, which style was later changed to Burns Brothers. Facili-

ties for the transportation of logs at this time were confined

entirely to skidding with animals to rollways on the streams, and
from there floating to the mill. The principal cut at this mill was
poplar and walnut.

The business of Burns Brothers was eminently successful. The

partners from the beginning followed a policy of gradual enlarge-

ment of the extent and variety of operations with the result that

when the B. B. Burns made his active advent into the business at

the age of sixteen, he was entering a well-founded organization.

Mr. Burns' father had died when the son was but eight 3'ears old,

and as a consequence his responsibilities began earlj- in life. But

there was always a close tie between its members, and as a conse-

quence by co-operation and holding together, they were brought

successfully through difficult stages.

When Mr. Burns entered the employ of his uncles, he was not

stepping into a bed of roses, but was working with men who were

strict believers in the merit system. His early and rapid advance-

ment, therefore, was in no part due to any preferment on their

part, as progress with them was an impossibility without having

proven abilitj'. As a consequence his time with his uncles was

well invested, his advancement coming only when deserved. Vested

gradually with added responsibilities, as he proved his capabilities,

his schooling in every capacity in woods, yard, mill and office was

such as to fit him for the successful solution of any problem or

emergency which he has had to meet during his career as a lum-

berman.

Mr. Burns was first located at Elizabeth, W. Va., when in his

uncles' employ. Here the company had two band mills. He later

moved to Sattes, W. Va. He devoted his entire energy to the

work at hand during his employment with Burns Brothers, and as

a consequence at the time of his retirement from that connection

in 1899, had the entire active charge of the management of the

"company 's large interests.

In 1899 Mr. Burns became one of the active organizers of the

SttppJemcnt
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Tug River Lumber Company, with him being associated M. N.
Offutt and C. L. Rltter. The three joined forces as equal partners.

The headquarters of the company were at Welch, W. Va. The
original policy was to run the business strictly on a wholesale
basis, handling all kinds of hardwoods, and working along these

lines, the progress was rapid and consistent. The company's suc-

cess probably was due as much as anything to a close and intimate

touch with the small mills of that country, enabling it to effect

excellent buying arrangements. The office at Welch was main-

tained until 1901 when it was moved to Bluefield, W. Va. From
Bluefield the headquarters were moved to Bristol, where they were
maintained until 1910. Since that date the interests which Mr.
Burns represents have been located at their present offices in Hunt-
ington, W. Va.

The first digression from a purely wholesale business came in

1902 when a circular mill was started near Appalachia, Va. A year

later a band mill was installed in Scott county, Virginia, and sub-

sequently a second one in that county, and an additional one in

Wise county. Thus the policy has been gradually reversed . While
originally entirely wholesalers, Mr. Burns' interests are now con-

sidered among the most important hardwood manufacturing con-

cerns in the country, and a large bulk of the stock sold is cut at

the companies' own mills, although considerable quantities of oak

and poplar are handled on a wholesale basis.

While the Tug River Lumber Company was the original incor-

poration, there are now closely associated with it, and conducted

from the same offices the RoQk Castle Lumber Company and the

C. L. Ritter Lumber Company. The former was established origin-

ally in Martin county, Kentucky, and the latter at Whitewood, Va.

The same interests control all three companies, and Mr. Burns

devotes himself to marketing the product of all the mills.

Ten years ago Mr. Burns married the daughter of a prominent

Texas banker, and the couple are blessed with two girls and a boy,

whose ages are respectively seven, five and three years. Mr. Burns'

personal life revolves closely and exclusively around his home, and

the things which go with an ideal home life. Being brought up in

the woods, he is a great lover of the open, and considerable of a

sportsman. In his home life he is far from being actively inter-

ested in the formal social functions of his towny and gets his chief

pleasure from a close association with his family. It is probably

this home loving characteristic which gives him a certain gentle-

ness of nature not at all common with modern business men, but

one which, in this case, one cannot help but remember as a strong

contributing element to an engaging personality. A perfect

stranger will feel with Mr. Burns that there is no barrier of

formality to be worn away before gaining access to his close atten-

tion. He is possessed of a singularly keen judgment and insight,

and a directness of thought that has been one of the features in

his remarkable progress.

While always widely known and respected in the trade, it has

only been during the last few years that Mr. Burns has taken an

active interest in lumber association work. His activities have

been mainly in connection with the Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association of the United States, and at the last meeting of that

organization he was elected second vice-president and a member

of the executive board.

He has never been conspicuous in reciting arguments at

the conferences of his associates in the hardwood industry, but

when he has anything to say it is put forth in such a logical and

convincing manner as to carry conviction with it. He has strong

beliefs, which, when expressed, are most heartily respected by

his confreres. Although Mr. Burns is still a young man, the im-

press of his work on the trade is most strongly felt.
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OSAGE ORANGE
ToiTylon pom»/er«m-Knf. Madura aurantiaca-T^lutt.

The natural range of the osage orange is from southern

Arkansas (south of the Arkansas river) through southeastern Okla-

homa and southern Texas. Its range for economic planting, how-

ever, includes the middle western states from central Illinois south-

ward and westward to eastern Colorado and New Mexico. It is

hardy as far north as Massachu-

setts but is likely to be winter

killed during severe season in the

northern part of Iowa, Nebraska

and Illinois. In forests its princi-

pal associates are the hickories,

the elms and the oaks. It grows

on rich bottom lands and fertile

slopes and is most abundant and

attains its best development in the

valley of the Red river in Okla-

homa. The tree is also known by

a number of other names, among
which are bois d 'arc, bodock, bow
dark, mock orange, bow-wood,

osage apple tree, yellow wood.

hedge, hedge plant, and osage.

The osage orange is a tree of

medium size, with a short trunk,

ridged scaly bark and wide spread-

ing branches. It forms a hand

some open irregular round topped

head. The branchlets are light

green, often tinged with red and

coated with soft pubescence when

they first appear. The winter buds

are partly immersed in the bark

and are covered by a few round

light chestnut brown scales. The
bark is two-third inch to one inch

thick and deep and irregularly di-

vided into broad rounded ridges.

Within its natural range the tree

oeeasionali.v reaches a height of

sixty or seventy feet and a dia-

meter of two feet. It usually, how-

ever, is not more than thirty to

forty feet high and about a foot

in diameter. It produces a com-

pound globular fruit, four inches

to five inches in diameter, that

looks somewhat like an orange, is

yellow when ripe in the autumn
and contains a large number of

seeds.

The osage orange adajits itself

to a great variety of soil and cli-

matic conditions. It rarely suc-

cumbs to drought and on this ac-

count is one of the most desirable

trees for planting in the Middle West. It is fairly tolerant of

shade, and consequently is well adapted for planting in mixture.

The usual rate of growth under good conditions is one-quarter

to one-third of an inch in diameter yearly. Height growth is

relatively slow after the first few years. On good soil the osage

will produce fence posts in about fifteen years. It is usually free

from any serious fungus attack, and a tree with decayed heart-

wood is seldom found.

2.S—

TYPICAL OSAGE OIIANGE GltOWTH, KANSAS

Eeproduetion is abundant from seed, suckers, and stump sprouts,

and when an osage is once established, its complete removal is a

matter of some difficulty. Sprout growth furnishes the best means

for reproducing a plantation for posts or fuel since the young

trees grow from the stumps with great vigor and the second

crop is more likely to consist of

straight, tall timber than the first

unless, of course, the trees of the

original plantation were cut back

for two or three years after plant-

ing. The osage orange may also

be propagated from root cuttings

and from seed, the pistillate trees

bearing oranges in abundance.

In planting, the trees should be

set close to overcome the tendency

towards profuse branching, and
should not be more than three feet

by six feet or four feet by six

feet apart. It is well adapted for

planting in mixture with light-

loving species such as black wal-

nut, locust and ash.

The wood of the osage is yellow

in color, heavy, strong and hard.

It is close-grained, compact, very

durable in contact with the

ground and susceptible of a very

high polish. The bright orange

color of the wood turns slightly

brown on exposure. Many years

ago the Indians used the osage

for bows on account of its great

strength and elasticity, and on this

account travelers called it bow-

wood, or in French, bois d'arc.

Later on the osage came into use

extensively for posts and other

uses on the farm. Although the

osage does not attain large size,

nevertheless much of it is sawed
by small mills and finds its way
into use for wagon felloes, insula-

tor pins, tool handles, small parts

of machinery, and oftentimes into

cabinet work. It sometimes is

used also for railroad ties. In a

recent investigation of its utiliza-

tion by the United States Forest

Service, it was found that its uses

in the order of their importance

were approximately as follows:

Posts, piling, house blocks, wagon
felloes, insulator pins, and tele-

phone poles, the posts consuming
approximately ninety per cent of the total. During the past few
years the osage has also found use in a small way for numerous
products. Among such are police clubs, clock cases, canes, wooden
rollers, rustic- rockers and benches, parquetry flooring, tobacco
pipes and wood paving. The bark is sometimes employed in tan-

ning leather, but its commercial value is not sufficient to induce
operators to peel the logs they take to the mills or the posts they
send to the markets. Its use for this purpose, however, should



OSAGE ORANIJE FIOXCE I'OSTS,

This is a Kansas farm and barnyard scone, representing the riclis of

liedge posts that have been cut from the overgrown hedge row. It is

valued principally for the excellent and durable posts it will produce.
JMost of the farms in eastern Kansas have an ample supply of such posts
for thoir owu use and a surplus to sell.

be looked into further. The root, it has been found, contains moric

and morintannic acid. In the region where the osage grows the

wood, bark and roots are employed for dyes. The coloring matter

is extracted by chopping the wood into small pieces and boiling it

in water. Cloth treated with the dye stuff is colored yellow.

The manufacture of wagon felloes and rims from osage orange

is of considerable proportion, it being estimated that about 12,000

wagons are manufactured annually in the United States in which

osage orange is used for these purposes. The demand for such

wagons is principally in dry, warm regions, where roads are com-

paratively free from rocks. There is very little shrinkage or

swelling under climatic changes, and a wagon wheel with osage

rims gives long service under conditions which are soon fatal

to an ordinary wagon. On rocky, solidly built roads, the rims,

however, are unsatisfactory, because the violent impact due to

striking unyielding obstacles splinters the wood. So great has

been the demand for wagons supplied with osage rims and felloes

that there is already a distinct shortage of supply of the wood.

The logs that go to osage rim mills are small in size and dis-

torted. Saw-logs of even fair size and moderately symmetrical

form are seldom seen. As a consequence the manufacture of rims

from osage is expensive and tedious. On account of this scarcity

of good saw-logs, an immense amount of timber must be culled over

to supply the demand for good stuff. It is calculated that 26,000,000

feet of osage is cut annually, of which amount less than three
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on log input established a decrease of eleven per cent during the

year in all woods aid a decrease of fourteen per cent in the input

of hardwood logs.

Secretary Kellogg deplored conditions which will permit the mar-

keting of log grade stock at far less than cost. He quoted the

figures of a prominent Wisconsin manufacturer as showing a total

manufacturing and marketing cost of $11.73, against an average

selling price of $6.44 for No. 3 hemlock. The same firm showed

proportionate figures for hardwoods.

In discussing the question of insurance among the members of

the association, the secretary stated that the average ratio of

losses to premiums on the present basis is thirty per cent for

sawmills, twenty-eight per cent for planing mills and thirteen

])er cent for the yards.

After touching briefly on general advertising of lumber by the

association members, Secretary Kellogg closed with an analysis of

general market and trade conditions that were both comprehensive

and encouraging.

President E. H. Hamar then presented the following report:

President's Address

Since our annual meeting held Jan. 31, we have seen a steady improve-

ment in market conditions, notably in hemlock and low-grade hardwoods.
The general condition in the country is gradually improving in all lines

of trade. The presidential election is no longer a bugbear, and from
present indications business men and business interests are doing business

regardless of politics. All indications point to a strengthening market,

and if we do not get the cost plus a fair profit out of our lumber during

the coming year, we shall have no one to blame but ourselves, as apparently

we are our own competitors. The cargo market on hemlock at upper
Lake Michigan points is now about $14 for merchantable 10 to 16 feet.

This means practically $15 for No. 1 and $13 for No. 2. How many of

us are getting this shipping by rail after deducting yarding and carrying

cost? It is a self evident fact that the large wholesalers are looking

for a good market, or they would not be laying in stock at these prices.

Another indication of the strength of the market is the constant inquiry

from eastern points.

At the annual meeting our president was instructed to appoint an
advertising committee to look into the matter of joining the National
association in its advertising campaign, or of carrying on an independent
campaign. Such committee was appointed and will report today with its

recommendations, which I trust will bf favorably acted upon. We
lumbermen have boon asleep while the patent roofing man, the cement
man, the stucco man and numerous others have been carrying on extensive

advertising campaigns. All of the building substitutes are floated by
liberal advertising. There is not a patent roofing or building substitute

that is not sold almost exclusively on an advertising basis. If the lumber-
men are going to head off this encroachment, they must do it through
advertising.

Your secretary, as instructed at the annual meeting, has been gathering
statistics regarding the amount of money expended by the members for
insurance during a stated period of years. In this work he has been
partially successful. He has, however, found some members averse to

giving him the necessary figures. As long as the rates are not asked for

we can see no good reason for not giving him the information. A compila-
tion of these figures plainly shows that the lumber manufacturer has
been paying too much for insurance. There are now a number of good,

well managed inter-insurance associations in the field that insure at

actual cost. These associations will bear investigation and we think they
can be made the means of saving our members a large amount of money.
One of the things the members of this association should take into

consideration is the matter of forest fire protection. We have in the
upper peninsula of Michigan a well organized association with secretary in

charge and a number of forest rangers. Why could not the Wisconsin
timber holders join this association and make one large organization of it?

I think that this is worthy of your individual consideration.

We have with us today a member of the Wisconsin Industrial Commis-
sion who will later address you on safeguarding machinery. Up to
the present time, or rather until the workman's compensation law was es-

tablished, we have been a little careless of this part of our business. I

think it a good plan for a manager of a plant to take an occasional trip
through the lower part of his mill looking for unguarded places. A
foreman becomes so accustomed to seeing these exposures that ht- becomes
hardened to them and they cease to appear dangerous.

Following this report, the president opened a discussion of the

question of inter-insurance among the association members and
manufacturers in Michigan. He suggested that operators in Mich-
igan and Wisconsin organize an inter-insurance company, stating

that present companies of that type can carry about fifty per cent

of the possible business. It was moved by A. L. Osborn and car-

ried that the president appoint a committee of three to look into

the possibilities of such an organization, separate from the asso-

ciation, and report at the next meeting.

C. W. Price of the Wisconsin Industrial Commission gave an

interesting talk on the Possibilities and Actual Accomplishments

in Preventing Accidents and Loss of Life in Industrial Plants.

Mr. Price had provided an exhibit of several hundred pictures

illustrating present methods in use in large plants for safeguard-

ing workmen. He told of results of the application of modem
ideas for the protection of men in some of the largest plants in the

country, citing as an example the plan of the Hlinois Steel Com-

pany, the father of the movement. This concern in eight years

reduced the number of accidents over fifty per cent. The system

as explained by Mr. Price embodies not only the installation of

safeguards, but a campaign of education among the workmen,

inspection and meetings of foremen of dejiartments, with the idea

of bringing out ideas through discussion.

In closing Mr. Price said that the Wisconsin Industrial Commis-

sion is endeavoring to promote the scheme on the same basis as it

is already applied privately, and is incorporating the best ideas of

all the present systems.

B. A. Johnson, editor Lumber World Review, Chicago, spoke

broadly on the subject of a forest products exhibition, enumerat-

ing the possible features of such a function and the benefits to

the lumber trade at large. A motion then prevailed that the presi-

dent appoint a committee to co-operate with any other committees

which may be appointed by any of the other associations.

W. A. Collar, chairman of the railroad committee, spoke of the

threatened withdrawal of railroads running into Chicago territory

of the concentrating rate on box lumber. It was moved that the

committee do everything possible to prevent such a withdrawal,

and that its members attend the hearing of the box manufacturers

in Chicago on April 18.

The report of Chairman MeCullough of the advertising com-

mittee was then read as follows:

Eeport of Advertising Committee

I am firmly convinced that we should advertise. Every substitute for

lumber, both for rough construction and finish, have been busily pushed
for some time, and are making serious inroads on our business. We have
been asleep, and this is strikingly brought home by a recent letter to our
secretary from the editor of a building and engineering magazine who
says :

We take the lilxu'ty of stating that the reasons our pages contain so
much cemi'nt news, etc., is on account of the fact that the cement manu-
facturers keep us constantly supplied with such data. etc.. and despite our
frank requests, we have never yet succeeded in getting even a line from
any lumber firm, although we are and have always been ready to give
such articles space.

The further I look into this matter the more convinced I am that we
should do something in the way of proper advertising. A campaign can
be carried on, of course, for any amount we care to spend, but I believe

a great many will be 'as surprised as I have been to know how eflCective

a publicity campaign can be carried on for a comparatively small amount.
For instance—an attractive booklet can be gotten up, and all necessary

information could be placed in the hands of architects and builders direct

from our secretary's ofllce for not to exceed $.'iO per thousand. I under-
stand there are approximately 5.000 architects in the United States.

I am sure that a much more effective campaign could be carried on by
using a few advertising mediums that will roach the very people who in-

fluence the character of materials usimI in private and public construction
of all kinds.

In reply to our secretary's circular of Feb. 23, asking for data on
advertising from each of our members, forty-five answers were received.
Of this number, twenty-oigbt firms report no expenditure at all for adver-
tising, and seventeen members report a total expenditure of $0,300 per
year. This circular was sent to eighty members, so it appears thirty-five

failed to report at all. We certainly can assume that the total amount
spent by all our members for advertising is at least from $9,000 to

$10,000 per year. Some of the answers given by the members as to the
effectiveness of their advertising, replying to the question : "What in your
opinion have been the results of your advertising';" are as follows:

"Not very effective.**
"Not that we are able to see."
"Has not benefited us very much."
"Scwes to keep name only before dealers."
"Sliahl."
".Always."
"None."
"Not what it should l]i' in comparison to the amounl sp.'ut."
".\dvortise only to kei'p our iianii' familiar. Uo not look for direct

results."
"None."
"Has increased number of inquiries in some territory."
"It may to some extent, but doubt if it pays."
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"Increased salps and got us in toueli witli a large assortment of
customers."

"Has brought birch to attention of many unfamiliar with it. and in-
creased demand."

"Our advertising brings us no results. We simply carry it as a
recognition of the value of service of lumber journals."

To my mind, such information direct from our members proves con-

clusively that wo should start some systematic advertising, and I believe

that this can be done at a very small individual cost. I have only gone
into this in a general way, and do not think it should be dropped, but on
the other hand, would suggest going into an advertising campaign as soon
as it can be properly outlined. If this cannot be handled as an association

matter, I have no doubt but that it can be carried out by a number of our
members who are already greatly interested in the scheme. I feel, however,
that it certainly should be backed by the entire association membership,
as each and every one of them would reap their share of the benefits,

and the campaign would not be carried on by individuals and their

companies given prominence. M. P. McCdlloogh.
Chairman advertising committee.

The morning session closed with a discussion of the question of

general advertising.

AFTEENOON SESSION

The meeting ojiened with a report of the committee on grades

and information which told of the working on the general revision

of the present grading rules of the association. Regarding the

market conditions, the committee said that hardwood stocks are

pretty well cleaned up, with low-grades from one to two dollars

higher than during the winter. Box lumber is still further ad-

vanced and hemlock lumber has enjoyed a two dollar increase in
price during the last ninety days, especially in lower Michigan
and Ohio Territory.

A discussion of the prevention of forest fires brought out that
unless some action is taken by Wisconsin timber holders, legis-

lation on the subject inimical to the best interests of the Wiscon-
sin operators is likely at the next session of the Wisconsin legis-

lature. As an offset to such legislation, it was proposed to join the
Northftn Forest Protective Association, an organization that
has already proved of inestimable worth in the suppression of
forest fires and their prevention by means of efScieut patrols and
by a comprehensive system of education among all persons who
might be in the woods as settlers, operators, campers, etc.

T. A. Green reviewed very vividly the work of the Northern
Forest Protective Association, after which a motion prevailed
instructing the secretary to arrange for a meeting in Wausau of all

the Wisconsin timber owners, with a view of meeting Thomas B.
Wyman of the Northern association and working out means of

spreading the good work of that organization through Wisconsin.
A motion was then made and carried that the next meeting of

the association be held at Houghton, Mich., instead of at Mil-

waukee. This meeting will probably be held about the middle of
July.

The meeting then adjourned.

<ygogaaiaxMa^>sa::;iTOTOWtt^>^wsiyte^^

Huntington as a Lumber Town
The plentiful supply of cheap fuel, power and raw material,

makes Huntington, W. Va., an ideal center for manufacturers.

This is particularly true of those manufacturing industries which

use as raw material the products of the forest, for this city is so

situated as to be within easy call of the hardwood forests of

eastern Kentucky and Tennessee, West Virginia and western

Virginia. Situated as it is on the Ohio river, it has ideal water

transportation in addition to splendid facilities for shipping by
rail. The Ohio is an avenue of traffic for the Southwest to the

Cincinnati and Louisville markets, while from the Northeast tons

of freight are exported to and imported from Pittsburgh, Wheel-

ing and other points, at a very low cost.

Huntington is fortunate in being located on three of the big

trunk lines of the country—the Norfolk & Western, the Ohio river

division of the Baltimore & Ohio, and the main line of the

Chesapeake & Ohio. Huntington depends upon the Norfolk &
Western for access to the agricultural territory north, and the

mining region to the south and east. This region offers a consum-

ing market for a great many lines of manufactured products,

including those of the forest. The Baltimore & Ohio, passing

northward and eastward through the territory along the Ohio,

and connecting with northern markets, is an important artery

which carries from Huntington a great deal of raw material and

finished products. The main line of the Chesapeake & Ohio opens

to Huntington the region of the New river and the Alleghany

mountains, and with It the immense Kanawha and New river coal'

fields. In addition, it connects directly with Cincinnati and

markets to the south and west. Its main branch lines tap the fast

developing timber and mineral territory.

It is undoubtedly due to the excellent transportation facilities

and unusual opportunities for procuring fuel, labor and raw ma-

terial that Huntington has shown the remarkable development it

has during the last few years. It is a fact that in five years the

population of this progressive town has doubled, and now stands

at about 35,000.

The development of the wood using industries in Huntington has

placed them foremost among the city's industrial enterprises. They

are represented by twenty -five to thirty concerns in good stand-

ing, which consume annually in the neighborhood of 16,000,000

feet of lumber. Of this approximately fifty per cent is pine and

the remainder hardwood. The most important of the wood
consuming industries are the Baltimore & Ohio Railway ear shops,

at 'Which are manufactured a great many of the express cars and
some of the passenger cars used by this system. It is estimated
that this concern alone consumes 600,000 feet of lumber per month.
The American Car & Foundry Company was formerly a large

consumer of lumber at Huntington, but its plant is now confined

entirely to the production of steel cars, and it is using wood only
in minor details of car construction. The city boasts of two well-

equipped sawmill plants and a high-class veneer plant. Among
the other wood-working concerns are numbered table factories,

furniture factories, sash, door and blind factories, planing mills,

handle plants, a bung factory, which is the West Virginia branch
of the United States Bung Company and a plant of immense size,

wagon factories and car plants.

There are eight concerns actively interested in the lumber busi-

ness in Huntington, and they ship their products over a large

territory in the eastern part of the country. They have the pick

of the choicest timber and a region which produces unequaled
hardwoods. Three of the companies are actively interested in

the manufacture of lumber either in Huntington or adjacent

country. These concerns are the Tug Eiver Lumber Company, the

Rock Castle Lumber Company and the C. L. Eitter Lumber Com-
pany, as a group, the D. E. Hewit Lumber Company and the

Peytona Lumber Company. Other active concerns in the trade at

Huntington are the Hutchinson Lumber Company, C. S. Brown, the

Wood Lumber Company and the R. P. Chambers Lumber Company.
Huntington 's largest lumber interests are the associated Tug

River, Rock Castle and C. L. Eitter Lumber companies, whose
administrative oflSces are in the Frederick block in Huntington.

B. B. Burns is the active manager of the sales end of the business.

These allied interests handle almost entirely their own stock

manufactured at their own mills, although the.y do quite a little

wholesaling in oak and poplar. The mills are located in Virginia,

West Virginia and Kentucky. The three companies are of wide

prominence in the trade at large, and their ofiScers are prominent

in association work.

The T>. E. Hewit Lumber Company is now actively engaged in

the manufacture of lumber in Huntington, having taken over the

Sliger mill in that city. This company recently purchased 17.500
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acres of high-grade timber on Kum creelc ou the Guyan valley

division of the Baltimore & Ohio in West Virginia. It is exiseeted

that this piece of timber will cut about 60,000,000 feet of

lumber. The company also owns another tract of timber on Buffalo

creek on the same division of the Baltimore & Ohio. This will

cut in the neighborhood of 6,000,000 feet. All this timber will be

shipped by rail to the company's Huntington mill. It is all virgin

timber and high-class stulf, and consists of about one-third^ poplar

and the balance oak, chestnut, ash, basswood and hickory. The

Huntington mill will cut in the neighborhood of 35,000 feet a day,

and it is the plan of the Hewit company to specialize in oak bills,

ear stock, bridge timbers, switch ties, etc., in addition to all grades

and thicknesses of southern hardwood lumber. In addition to the

Huntington mill, the Hewit company has two mills on the Norfolk

& Western, bringing the daily output up to about 75,000 feet. It

also handles the output of two large mills in the South manufac-

turing oak and poplar. D. E. Hewit, head of the concern, has

been in the lumber business for the past twenty-five years. Before

going to West Virginia, seven years ago, he was connected with

Wilcox & Co. in Pennsylvania.

The Hutchinson Lumber Company is headed by R. L. Hutchinson,

as president, while W. H. Locke is secretary. The business has

been running on the present basis for about four years, and has

already established a high-class reputation at producing and con-

suming ends of the trade. The Hutchinson company handles about

two-thirds of stock of its own manufacture, and wholesales the rest

of the 1,000,000 feet handled monthly, consisting entirely of hard-

woods. The company owns its own timber and contracts for the-

cutting at the mills at Logan and Xaugatuek, W. Va. It has a

great many thousands of dollars invested in virgin growth stand-

ing timber that will keep it running for a long time.

« C. S. Brown, with offices in the Eobson-Prichard building, is a

successful wholesaler of anything and everything in hardwood

lumber. He bases his success to familiarizing himself with the

exact needs of his trade and delivering what he promises to. Mr.

Brown was formerly associated with the Taylor-Brown Timber

Company, but for the past year has operated under his own name.

He has unusually good facilities for getting hold of almost any

kind of lumber and delivering without delay. Recently he doubled

his office force and office capacity, and is reckoned as one of

Huntington 's leading lumbermen.

The oldest concern in connection with the production of forest

products in Huntington is the Central Veneer Couipan}'. Willian>

Seiber, its active manager and proprietor, came to Huntington

in 1894 to superintend the erection and operation of a new veneer

plant which was about to be constructed in Huntington. In 1S95-

this concern was incorporated as the Southern Veneer Company.

Mr. Seiber landed in Huntington with flftecn cents in his pocket,

but two years after had progressed to such an extent that he was-

able to purchase all the other interests in the Southern Veneer

Company and to start in business for himself on the present basis.

He began his education in the veneer business in Cincinnati

with the old E. D. Albro Company. In the present plant he

originally cut drawer bottoms, but within two years commenced the

production of crossbanding, and is now manufacturing it almost

exclusively. Last summer the company started cutting rotary

mahogany veneers, and will incorpoi'ate this branch as a regular

feature of the business. Mr. Seiber has planned to install a new
rotary machine in May or June in addition to the two that he-

already has. He will also install a modern, quick veneer drier, and

estimates that his total output per day, when his new equipiiiont

is entirely installed, will be 175,000 feet.

The Peytona Lumber Company, Inc., was organized on August

5, 1905. It has been operating on the present site only since

December, 1911, prior to which the mill was located at Peytona,

W. Va. The company's present mill is an 8-foot band, sawing

between forty and fifty thousand feet a day. The Peytona Lumber
Company owns its own timber, consisting of 14,000 acres in Logan

county, West Virginia, from which log deliveries are made by rail

in special ears consigned via the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway. In

addition to this timber the company owns 6,000 acres in Nicholas

county. Both these tracts predominate in soft yellow poplar, white

oak, ash and basswood. E. K. Mahau is secretary and general

manager of the company; W. E. Smith, vice-president, and Green

Smith, formerly of the Smith Brothers Company, Hugheston, W.
Va., treasurer.

'
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Meeting Michigan Manufacturers
.\t the Pontchartrain hotel, Detroit, on Friday, April 19, oc-

curred the quarterly meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association. President Charles A. Bigelow presided.

There were present about forty of the sixty four manufacturers

allied with this association, who were represented by one or more

members, and the attendance was about the usual number.

The secretary read the minutes of the January 25 meeting, which

were approved, and then read a report as follows, which was

also approved.

Secretary's Report

Another quarter lias rolled around and we meet to^etlier today to

consider the interests surroundinK the lumlier trade, viewed not onl.v

from the manufiictuvcr's standpoint, luit also from the standpoint of the

other fellow.

Man.v manufacturers in speaking of Ihe outlook of business condi-

tions this year as compared with last, believe they are fully as Kood as

last year, and in some respects better. Our marliet conditions committee

will report fully ou this subject.

The forest lire protective committee of our association met in Bay City,

Feb. 14, and after considering the needs of members along this line, en-

gaged Charles F. Hiekok of Grand Maries as chief warden of the Forest

Fire Protective Department of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association. The committee had no time to bring this matter before the

members as it was deemed imperative (hat this work be started at once

in order to be prepared at the opening of the danger season this spring.

Mr, Hicltok has established headquarters at Gaylord. and a special report

on this subject will be made by the chairman of that committee,

l'"or a period of three and one-half years members of this association

and other manufacturers shipping lumber and tiooring to Pacific coast

terminals have been trying to obtain a T.'j-cent rate as against an S.">-cent

rate that applied from this territory prior to April 1. 11)12. They
endeavored to obtain relief through the Michigan railroads, who. while

recognizing we were entitled to such a rate, were powerless to hel|) us
and referred us to the trans-continental railroads. The subject was
taken up with the latter but we were told that inasmuch as the Intersate

Commerce Commission had established the basis, they would not make any
changes in the rates. We were, thereto're. compelled to file complaint with
the Interstate Commerce Commission, which we did in May, 1009, and
March 24, 1910. the commission sent an examiner to Cadillac, who heard
the case on their account. -Attorney Percy argued our case orally before
the entire commission on Nov. 10. 1010. and Feb. 19, 1912, we received

notice from the commission of its decision in the case, allowing an
SO-cent rate on south and west of a line drawn from Muskegon to Saginaw
valley. West Bay City, Vassar, Port Huron, Detroit and Toledo, which

' only served a small proportion of the interests involved because of its

seeming lack of knowledge of the geography of Michigan. We then peti-

tioned the commission for reopening of the ease, and are still contending
for the 75-cent rate. In the meanwhile, the railroads, seemingly welt
pleased with the decision rendered by the commission, placed the SO-cent
rate in effect from all the lower Michigan territory. We have received
some criticism regarding our antagonizing the railroads on account of this
case from one or tw^o parties, but believe we are right in carrying the case
through to a definite decision, and wish' to state that we have not
antagonized the railroads in so doing, as most of them have recognized
the justice of our position in the matter and have felt wi- should have
relief.

The subject of transit lumber has recently engaged the attention of the
Inti rstate Comm'-rce Commission, who reojumed hearing on the question
at Washington, D. C. March 28, 1012. where lumber intiM-.-sts from the
East. South, Central West and West were present. In addillim to the rail-

roads who were interested in this subject were lumbermen from Buffalo.
Grand Rapids, Saginaw Valley, Memphis, Chattanooga and other points
that were specially interested in handling lumber on the transit basis.
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These lumboi-mpn were placed on the stand and testified as to the present
practices and stated what they desired to apply in the future. The com-
mission was very emphatic in stating that its orders must be complied
with and the practice of substitutins one kind of lumber for another,
the using of lumber at the transit point in manufacture or otherwise and
the application of in billing on .shipments out where other lumber was
substituted, must be discontinued.

From the commission attorney's questions to witnesses of both railroads

and lumber Interests, it would seem as though the commission will demand
if a car of maple lumber is shipped in, maple lumber or the product of

maple lumber must be shipped out. In other words, they would not allow
a car of maple lumber in and a mixed car of maple, beech and birch
lumber out.

The new employer's liability law enacted by our last legislature should
be studied with care by each member as there are points contained therein
which every employer of labor should be conversant with. It is probable
that this subject will be discussed here today.

Report from the grading rules committee with recommendation as to

changes in the rules of the National Hardwood Lumber Association will be
presented to you today for your decision before forwarding to the National
association.

When we reported on our assessment for 1912 at the last meeting,
there were several members who had not sent in their checks. We are
pleased to state that we have now collected the amount due from every
member of the association, shipping hardwood lumber during the period
covered by the assessment.

Our treasurer's report will show the association to be in good rmancial
standing, and we might explain here that the amount expended in the
Forest Fire Protective Department will be collected from the members
interested when the assessment is levied against the lands in the Forest
Fire Protective Department and the members reimbursed for the amount
expended. J. C. Knox^ Secretary.

Treasurer C. T. Mitchell reported the total receipts of the asso-

ciation since the last meeting at .'(!5,G31.33 and expenditures ot

,$1,831.93, leaving a .balance on hand of $3,799.40. The report was
approved.

President Bigelow made a brief address on the business out-

look, which he regarded very optimistically, reporting demand and
prices satisfactory, and everything promising a good year for

Michigan manufacturers of both hardwoods and hemlock.

The chairman of the railroad and legislative committees ad-

vised that they had no reports to make.

President Bigelow read a letter from the fire warden, recently

engaged by the association to carry on the forest fire protection

service of members of the organization, in which he stated that

lie had now mapped out 26.5,956 acres into eleven districts be-

longing to various participants in the movement, and it is be-

lieved that within a short time, ])robably not later than April 28,

appro.ximately 3U(I,000 acres will be covered by the patrol serv-

ice.

President Bigelow announced that the fire warden was doing

his work carefully and systematically, and that the system would

afford manifest jirotection to the timber holdings of the partici-

pants in the movement. He announced that the bills of this

department would not have to be cared for by the parent asso-

ciation, as the owners of the timber patrolled would pay same.

On motion of Mr. Richardson, an assessment of ten cents an

acre was made on the owners of the timber lands that had joined

the fire protection movement to take care of the cost of this

service until the next meeting of the association.

Bruce Odell, chairman of the market conditions committee, then

presented a report which follows:

Report of Market Conditions Committee

This is one of the times when your committee finds its task a very easy

and pleasant one, as notwithstanding the precedent of generall.v disturbed

business conditions during a presidential year, we are now in the midst
of political strife and business seems oblivious of the fact. Whether the

people have come to a realization of the fact that our country is greater

than any man in it, that it is not dependent upon any one man or set

of men for its prosperity, we are unable to say, but of this we are very

positive, the lumber business from the standpoint of the manufacturer

of northern hardwoods and hemlock is good—decidedly good.

The lime may have been when some few items may have been in lignter

supply and in stronger demand, when prices for some items were higher

than at present, but we know of no time when northern hardwood and

nemlock, as a whole, was in better demand, and this seems true not only

of our own state but throughout all of the northern district.

Stocks of hemlock generally are light with very little in shipping condi-

tion, and large orders booked for shipment as soon as dry enough to ship.

These conaitions are even more pronounced as regards low grade hemlock.
The prosperity of the farmer and the fact that there is no accumulation
of yellow pine, seems to warrant the prediction that this very desirable
condition of hemlock will continue throughout the year.

While the estimated peel for 1912 is considerably in excess of the
actual peel of 1911, it is only about eighty per cent of the estimated peel
for 1911, and it is .sate to assume that many manufacturers will lind this
year as they did in 1911, that quite a proportion of their hemlock will
not peel, and that the actual peel for 1912 will fall short of that of 1911.
Unless the use of hemlock bark is supplanted by the use of other mate-
rials we should realize somewhat better prices for our bark this year
than last.

With one exception the prospects for northern hardwood lumber probably
never were brighter and nothing short of a general business disaster seems
likely to prevent the manufacturer from realizing a fair price for his
product. Stocks generally are low, the demand is excellent and the esti-

mated cut tor 1912 is nearly Identical with that of 1911. The prices

obtained for northern hardwood lumber during the past sixty days as
reported by members, indicate a good healthy demand with no marked
shortages except possibly in beech of all grades and No. 3, common hard-

woods generally.

Beech, our lowest priced northern hardwood, has shown remarkable
gains as to prices during the past year and a corresponding shortage has
developed. In fact the consumer has come to realize a fact that your
committee has tried to impress upon both producer and consumer of beech
lumber, which is that for many uses beech is much better than many other

kinds of wood that have been selling at much higher prices.

Prices for low grade hardwoods of all kinds have also made heavy gains
during the last year, owing largely to the following reasons : First, the

prices obtained for No. 2 common and No. 3 common during 190S, 1909,

1910 and part of 1911 were not suflicient to reimburse the m.anutacturer

for manufacturing costs so that he found it necessary to change his

logging plans to fit current conditions with the result that more timber

was left on the land, a better class of logs containing less low grades was
taken out of the woods, with the result that less low grade lumber was
produced. Second, the stampede to fiber packages was checked as it was
found that for many purposes the fiber box was not a suitable or accept-

able substitute for the wooden package, and consequently more low grade

lumber weut into the manufacture of wooden boxes. Third, an immense
amount of low grade lumber was diverted from former channels into the

manufacture of hardwood ties. In the opinion of your committee, the

use of low grade lumber is on the increase, both for the manufacture of

wooden packages and railroad cross ties and the production of low grade

hardwood lumber will not increase materially until the price will pay

the manufacturing cost.

The only item in the whole list of northern hardwood lumber that shows

any indication ot sluggishness is that of the flooring grades of hard maple

and we are glad to note a decided improvement even in that item. There

were indications of a serious break in prices for this item at one time, but

there are now many indications of improvement and a level of values

reached of approximately .fl less than last year. Because of the unusual

demand for thick maple, white maple, straight grained maple and many
other specialties in maple. It is probable that less than the usual amount

of flooring stock will be put up this year and the greatly increased demand

for four quarter maple for uses other than for flooring, is reducing the

surplus of flooring stock rapidly. We would recommend that the manu-

facturer be in no haste to dispose of his flooring grades of maple and that

he divert as much as possible to other channels and we believe that if

these recommendations are followed the slight surplus of this one item

will be worked off without any serious sacrifice of values.

With a comparatively light stock of northern hardwood lumber, a good

general demand at very satisfactory values, no increased production for

the year contemplated, and a very decided reduction in the production ot

southern hardwood lumber anticipated because of floods and other condi-

tions peculiar to the southern hardwood district, we feel decidedly opti-

mistic as to northern hardwood conditions throughout the year.

We at this time want to compliment the manufacturer of northern

hardwood lumber on the improvement he has made during the past five

years in his method of marketing his product. An improvement that is

very clearly demonstrated in the last report of prices obtained by the

different manufacturers. While there is still room for improvement and

still quite a wide range between the high and the low man we seem to

be coming nearer to a reasonably uniform standard of values. There of

course will alwa.vs be quite a wide range in prices because of a difference

In the quality of timber in different localities, a difference in the methods

and facilities for manufacturing and marketing and the freighting dis-

tance from the consuming market, but with lumber as with all other

commodities, there should be some reasonably close range of values, a

condition we have never obtained and which we can not approach with-

out reasonable co-operation.

We are glad to note the growing tendency to market northern hard-

wood lumber on grade instead of mill run. log run. No. 2 common and

better er No. 1 common and better. This is the only way in which you

can give your customer any degree of guarantee as to value, and so long

as the matter is left in doubt the purchaser is inclined to take the benefit

ot the doubt and reasonably so. If you have a good article to offer you

can not -et full value for it sold as log run or No. 2 common and better.
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and it yoj liavu a poor run of stock tlio consumer does not gi-t value

received.

The report of prices received by members would indicate that in many
instances higher prices have been obtained than shown by the January list

and that nearly all items are strong at this list. Our recommendation is

that you be in no haste to sell your stock and that you keep in mind the

fact to which we have repeatedly called your attention heretofore, which

is that supply and demand fix the price. At this time the demand with

one exception is unusually good and the supply less than usual.

On motion, the report was accepted.

E. H. Hamar, president of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association, was introduced afld stated that in

Wisconsin there was a manifest shortage in both hemlock and

hardwood lumber. He regarded the report of the market condi-

tions committee very conservative.

He then spoke in behalf of an advertising campaign for the

benefit of woods produced by Michigan and Wisconsin manufac-

turers, and also in behalf of an inter insurance plan. He stated

that statistics gathered by his association showed that only twenty-

three per cent of the supis paid out for policies had been re-

turned to the policyholders in the form of fire losses. He be-

lieved that the cost of insurance could be materially reduced

by participation in an inter-insurance plan.

Secretary' Kellogg of the Wisconsin association was then intro-

duced and said that the members of that organization were in a

very cheerful mood; saw improved business conditions at all

points and better prices; reported short stocks. He stated that

hemlock had advanced in value from one to two dollars per thou-

sand since January 1, and for detailed information referred the

members to the statistics as analyzed in his report.

B. A. Johnson, editor of the Lumber World Keview, Chicago,

was then introduced, and spoke in behalf of a forest products

exposition, or a series of such expositions to exploit forest prod-

ucts. On motion of F. A. Diggins, the association went on record

endorsing- the project of a forest products exposition and agreed

to lend its moral support to such a movement.

D. H. Day, chairman of the grading rules committee, on behalf

of his committee and of a corresponding committee of the North-

ern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers ' Association, presented

a report commending sundry changes in the rules to be brought

before the National Hardwood Lumber Association at its next

annual meeting. Considerable discussion ensued concerning these

I'hanges, and slight amendments were made in the report, and then,

as amended, it was unanimously adopted and signed on behalf

of both associations by the presidents and secretaries.

F. A. Diggins offered a resolution, which was adopted, specifying

that the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers ' Association was in

sympathy with the transit privileges now being urged by the

Grand Rapids and Saginaw valley operators so far as they could

be put in form in conformity with the law and the rulings of the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

President Hamar of the Wisconsin association invited every

member of the Michigan organization to be present at the meet-

ing of his association, which will be held at Houghton, Mich, in

July.

D. H. Day urged the attendance of every member of the asso-

ciation at the forthcoming meeting of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association to be held in Chicago, June G and 7.

The meeting then adjourned.
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The Handle Trade
A NEW HANDLE ASSOCLA.TION

The manufacturers of hickory tool handles of all kinds have

been having several meetings of late with a determination to

form a strong organization, which is greatly needed to protect

their industry. From what I see of the methods employed by

a few of them to sell their handles, 1 think that they need to

get together to not only talk over prices and resolve or recom-

mend to do certain things, but rather to form a strong selling

corporation and sell all of their products through or to this com-

pany. I believe that this would not conflict with the Sherman

law, as it is done by hundreds of firms every day. We used to

say that competition was the life of trade. It may be that this

was true in the past, but now it is simply the death of most

trades, and does but very little good to any of them.

Our largest corporations have practically no competition and

yet they have not raised the prices of their product—in fact,

they are paying high wages to their employes and yet are selling

their goods for but a very little, if any, more than the same

goods were sold before the consolidations.

Handles of all classes are not bringing the prices that thej'

should bring, but if the cost of selling could be cut manufacturers

would have a nice profit. A selling corporation, by reason of

selling the larger jiercentage of the handles made or even all

of them, could sell at a great deal lower selling cost than the

separate firm, and as it would be handling all the handles, could

get a better price and dispose of all the grades and distribute

them so that they would not conflict with the sale of the higher

grades. Practically all these handles are at present bought by

jobbers, among whom there is no cooperation. Thus the handles

can be purchased for less than they are worth. The very large

manufacturers, on the other hand, have none of this trouble, as

thev have ]>lenty of capital and if they wished could hold the

handles until the market suited them, but like the smaller handle

men who haven't the capital, they do not want to keep their

money tied up very long and so sell the handles at prices that

are unsatisfactory. The small handle men usually claim that

the larger ones do the price cutting, but from what I have learned

by correspondence with firms of all sizes, this does not hold good.

1 find that the price cutting is done by smaller factories that

are new to the trade, and not being able to make a first-class

handle, sell what they do make under the best grade names and

take low-grade prices for them. This is where most of the trouble

arises and this is where a selling corporation would do the most

good, as it would be able to buy up the handles made by this

class of factories and regrade and sell them on a right basis.

By all means let the good work go on and let us see a strong

association formed to eliminate this class of handle makers.

HANDLE NOTES
Adulteration seems to have reached the supply house people

as well as the others. We opened a bag of sand this week that

had been bought for No. white sand. It was a mixture of all

grades from the finest to the coa'rsest. We have also found the

same trouble with our glue and will have to get Dr. Wilej' after

some of the manufacturers

Broom handle men hav.> just had one of the best years in the

history of the industry, an<l the prospect for the coming year

looks to be just as good. It is too early to make any prediction

as to the broom corn crop, but as a high price usually encourages

the grower to plant more corn, so it is expected that there will

be a large plant of corn in the different states. Although there

was enough corn last season to supply every factory, there was
but little to spare and the bare reports served to put a price on

the brush that was higher than it was really worth. This put

the price of brooms so high that the output was curtailed to a

certain extent. It is to be hoped that the crop this year will

be handled at a more reasonable figure.
* « *

Vacuum cleaner makers are beginning to use the hard maple
handle in preference to the metal handle that was first tried.
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Handles for these and for the carpet sweepers must be made

from the very best hard maple and are graded very closely—in

fact, handles for these machines must be perfect. A high price is

put on them, as the makers are sure to get a large percentage

of handles which are not up to grade and must be either reworked

or burnt up. H. B. A.
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Utilization of Hardwoods
AKTICLE FIFTY SEVEN'

THE KITCHEN CABINET

TYnCAr. KITCHEN CABINET.

In some respects the kitchen cabinet

is the evolution from the old punctured

tin-front kitchen safe in which was car-

ried the cooked and uncooked food for

speedy consumption. Tn other respects

the kitchen cabinet is different, because

within its various drawers, pigeon-holes

and compartments are housed the flour,

meal, spices and various condiments of

cookery, as well as the sundry utensils

employed in preparing the food. From a

crude kitchen cupboard the modern

kitchen cabinet has resolved itself into

a compact arrangement for the storage

of nearly all kitchen paraphernalia, as

well as for the materials that go to make
up the regular menus of breakfast, lunch-

eon and dinner.

The modern kitchen cabinet is made
from various kinds and grades of lumber

and other materials, and varies in charac-

ter of construction. Perhaps the past five

years have seen this evolution to a new era in this ideal type of

kitchen furniture. Some of these equipments are very modest in

character and sell as low as ten dollars each, while others are of

very substantial and elaborate workmanship, made of the finest

woods, finished in an excellent way, and retail as high as fifty

dollars each. Today there is an annual sale of kitchen cabinets

that taxes the capacity of scores of large factories, and to the minds

of housewives they are recognized as important labor-saving devises

essential in every kitchen.

The remarkable expansion of the trade in kitchen cabinets is due

largely to their convenience to the housekeeper, supplemented by
a vast deal of money that has been spent in exploiting them. The
old-fashioned housewife would have been disposed to think that a

high-grade piece of furniture like a kitchen cabinet was altogether

too expensive to go into the kitchen of the house, but with growing

good taste and belief that even this room is entitled to some respect

in domestic economy, the kitchen cabinet has come into being and

is now a permanent feature of practically every well-conducted

household.

The old perforated tin-front safe, as well as the tin-top deal table

and the wood bottom chair has disappeared from the well-ordered

kitchen forever. One kitchen cabinet manufacturing house alleges

that nearly a half million of its cabinets are in daily use the coun-

try over, and this is only one of numerous concerns which devote

their entire plants to the production of these modern kitchen neces-

sities.

While the ordinary and cheaper types of kitchen cabinets are

manufactured from low-priced woods, man.y of them now are pro-

duced in a make-up of which are involved red gum, white and red

oak, elm, hard and soft maple and black ash, and in some excep-

tional instances fine specimens of kitchen cabinet work have been

produced with an exterior finish of mahogany.

Illinois is not a remarkably large producer of kitchen cabinets,

but this state alone in the production of these goods annually util-

izes, according to the report of the Wood Utilization Department

of the Forest Service, 320,000 feet of red gum; 300,000 feet red oak;

300,000 feet elm; 200,000 feet soft maple;

2.5,000 feet white oak and 5,000 feet black

ash, or a total of considerably more than

a million feet of lumber, showing an aver-

age cost of upwards of twenty and a half

dollars per thousand feet.

For the manufacture of kitchen cabinets

lumber is bought in both firsts and seconds

and No. 1 and No. 2 common, and largely

in 4/4-inch thicknesses. Considerable of

this stock is resawed for panel work, and

it often happens that considerable quanti-

ties of the panels are made from three-ply

veneers.

These cabinets vary from three to five

feet in length and have an average height

of about six feet. Red gum seems to be

the favorite material for their production,

although the oak cabinet is also very popu-

lar. The compartment sections are usually

made of sap gum, cypress, basswood or Cot-

tonwood, and occasionally some yellow pine

is employed, and in the very cheapest sort, yellow pine is now

generally utilized.

In Chicago there are about a half dozen manufacturing insti-

tutions devoting themselves exclusively to the manufacture of

kitchen furniture, including kitchen cabinets, but perhaps Indiana

produces more of this kind of furniture than a half dozen of

any other states in the Union.

A canvass of this industry throughout the country should prove

profitable as a source of distribution of many varieties of hard-

woods, because the kitchen cabinet can be made of almost any

variety of wood of substantial growth. It is a trade that is increas-

ing rather than decreasing in volume, and it promises to constitute

one of the most important places for hardwood distribution of all

manufacturing lines.

"Don'ts" for Exporters

The Hardwood Manufacturers' Association in a recent circular

publishes the following paragraphs, which constitute good advice to

everyone having foreign transactions:

Don't let the oflSce boy mail foreign letters short of postage.

Don 't send letters to foreign customers '

' dictated but not read. '

'

Don't forget the courtesies in correspondence which are still cus-

tomary in foreign trade.

Don't try to dictate instructions regarding shipping documents

or other technical details, unless the letter is cheeked carefully in

every detail before sending.

Don't assume that the legal requirements in shipping documents

are mere "details" which can be left to an inexperienced clerk.

Don't let an export shipment leave the house without thorough,

expert inspection of every detail in the specifications, bundling,

marking and documents. In some countries there are penalties

for marking with a brush without a stencil.

Don't ship something "just as good."

Don't quote "dumping" prices to a foreign merchant, or any

other prices that will interfere with any business previously con-

tracted for by you.
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Utilization of Wood Waste
The utilization of forest, sawmill ami factory waste is a very

important one, and that it is attracting the attention of a great

many wood users is manifest. Recently an article appeared m the

Saturday Evening Post on this subject, written by Forrest Crissey.

The author evidently acquired the glittering generalities contamea

in his story trom an interview with H. S. Sackett, in charge of the

otiice of Wood Utilization, United States Forest Service, Chicago,

and like a good many newspaper writers who are altogether unfa-

miliar with their subject, succeeded in involving his story to no

considerable extent. The result of the publication was that Mr.

Sackett has been deluged with more than a thousand letters from

people who are interested, or believe they are interested, in the use

of wood. Most of the inquiries gave him only a general idea ot the

problems involved, and the head of this department of the 1 orest

Service has found it mighty difficult to answer the majority ot his

interrogators intelligently.

In self-defence, Mr. Sackett issued the following circular letter:

Tn converting trees into usable form there is entailed a ';"-'.'»i° ""o""*

product Is used.
.

..

This waste whether resulting from operations in, the woods at the

mmmmmss
charcoal, alcohol, turpentine, resin, etc., aie pioduced.

\t the present time in this country, in view of the enormous amount

of wood available and its relatively low price, the u"^. "' "",^*
ere "^re a

'•'"

e'^ To^ ll'ZX'"'cntZlX l??l"Cnd?el%'i"o'me"'h^n21l^' Jor

".Znet mnnets.niU hickory wason rims are reduced to flrst-class spokes

msmmmmm
trimmed from (be end of a basswood box board.

In the other field of wood waste utilization, however, wl^^e .*he form

and substance of the wood are changed and wood pup and distdlat on

|,rmiuets are made the outlook is often more promising In making

mmMmMmm
a bove purposes. . ,

^f i< rPili7Pd that a brief statoment of this character can give only

;!i^£iS:^iJ^ofsr^L;'s^si^'o?'^.-rsr;^;4^^^f
each is a totally different one.

Among the many letters received at the office of Wood I tilization

pertaining to this subject, the following is printed as an example

of tlie few that bore any marks of real intelligence covering the

subject under discussioni and is from a manager of a large and

important lumber and veneer manufacturing house in the South.

mills and veneer mills.
.

as the black gum.

Will state tlmt we manufacture (piile ii good deal of gum "nd popldi

v,.neeVs and like the i-est of the veneer manufacturers, we have found no

order to utilize the stock without loss.

SO" or in widths running up to 1^ and under 1- ion„.

We also cut veneer thinner thnn v." and have quite a large waste in
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1/20" and 1/30" cross banding, caused very largely by tearing in the
drying process. The thinner veneer mentioned comes of a higher grade
than the thicker veneer and is used for cross banding requiring a single
sheet, that is, you can not put pieces together, and there is no demand
for small pieces. I mean 1o say, there is no demand in the cabinet trade.

At this point I wish to state that all the veneers that we make here
are for cabinet purposes and we do not make any baskets or packages.
Veneers made for baskets and fruit packages are m'ade by a process much
cheaper than we use, as it is not necessary for them to-be so accurate-
in the making, nor is as much attention paid to ruptured surfaces caused
by fast cutting.

Another problem that comes to us is in our sawmill. Wc make quar-
tered oak almost exclusively and the waste that we complain about most
seriously with quarter-sawing is the amount of sap-wood and the amount
of narrow strips necessarily made, and these strips are used very largely"
by the flooring manufacturers, but the flooring man does not want sap
strips, and it is even a diflicult matter to get them to take the amount
of sap as prescribed by the rules of inspection.

We have at this particular time several cars of quartered white oak
strips running from IV2" to 3V2" wide, absolutely clear on one face and
two edges, straight, lu'ight. clean stock, and we can not get an offer for
thi-m for more than about .$18.00 to $20.00 per M feet, and they are
worth that much to ns to cut up into piling sticks. There also is a large
percentage of these strips that are graded No. 1 common on account of
having a knot or defect showing through the strip, and will say that
there is a limited demand at from .$15. (jo to .$17.00 per M feet. These
prices, of course, are f. o. b. mill in Tennessee or Mississippi.

This grade of strips is used by some of the floor manufacturers and
the clear part of the strip is cut out and put into high grade flooring
and parquet work, and the rest of the strip is made into low grade fac-
tory flooring, but there does not seem to be a demand for a medium grade
flooring. The high class user wants a flooring absolutely clear ot all

defects and sap. The writer has suggested that a process of fuming or
coloring be used, that is. that the pieces that show part sap and part
heart-wood, in order to make them a uniform color, be stained, but no
manufacturer considers the proposition seriously, claiming that there is

not a demand tor it. and luun* of them care to create a demand.

We have tried on several occasions to work .up our common strips and
No. 2 tommon quartered oak into furniture dimension stock, but we
have been unable to lind a furniture manufacturer who was willing to
|iay a fair pi-ice for this iii;iteiial. lie expects us to furnish him abso-
lutely dear stock in which there will lie absolutely no waste to him fc
,wbicli he expects tu pay about a No. 1 common price, lumber that re-

quires cutting over 0tJVj7( clear face, and on which he has to put the
expense 01 cutting out the detective parts and cutting iuto workable
sizes and shapes.

Ccaild we get in touch with some furniture manufacturer who was
willing to pay a clear price ,.for clear lumber, we would very gladly re-

sume part of' our business, but as it is has been in the past it has been
a great deal of work and w<n-ry securing the business, getting it out and
on the market, and in tlic end' it is only a case of swapping dollars and
in some instances an absolute loss.

We presume that this subject has been threshed out with .vou before
and vou are. no doulit. more fiimiliar with the subject than the writer,
and i am giving you these facts that you may know the class of infor-

mation that I wa'nt and if you have anytbiug at hand that would help
us, we would be very glad, indeed, to have it.

The utilization of wood waste as before noted is one of para-

mount importance, but there is no general rule by which waste of

this character can be economically transformed into a merchant-

able commodity. A great many attempts at economy in utilization

of this sort prove to be extravagances, and it is only by the most

itiligeut and painstaking study that even a limited utilization ot

large quantities of waste can be made on a satisfactory basis.

The letter from the lumber company noted above recites only

a few problems in waste that are encountered by one concern

Kvery manufacturer and remanufacturer of lumber views askance

his forest waste and the lumber waste pile in mill and factory, ana

.ieprecates many times over the apparent lack of efficiency that

prevails in the lumber in.lustry that does not enalde him to utilize

these by-products.

The whole difficulty lies in the fact that timber is too cheap and

that lumber is too cheap. When a man can go into a virgin forest

and cut bolts for the manufacture of as crude and cheap articles

as clothes-pins, dowels and meat skewers, at a less cost for raw

material than he can employ wood waste, there is no argument

that will induce him to adopt the more expensive system of saving

the waste pile from the fire box. Close utilization of wood waste

will come about only when lumber is a much more expensive com-

modity than it is at the present time.

The above statements are made after due thought, analysis ana

deliberation, and in no wise with a desire to discourage attempts

at wood waste utilization. A few manufacturers arc accomplish

ing very good results in utilizing certain forest waste, .slabs, edg-

ings, trimmings, etc., but in the majority of eases, as before noted,

these attempts at economies have proven manifest extravagances.

Time will come when the value of raw materia! will be high enough

to insure a profit in utilizing a lot of available wood that is now

employed only as fuel. This time may come much earlier than

the average man thinks, but coining it surely is, and no iutelligent

operator should give up his attempts to get something out of his

waste.
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Piecework in Lumber Handling
Hardwood Record recently printed an artii-le on the subject of

handling lumber on the piecework basis. This system is of such

immediate interest, and the question as to whether it is worth

while or practicable in a given yard or mill is being so generally

discussed that definite figures showing the experience of a large

concern which has the plan in use may not be out of place.

It should first be emphasized that • until a proper system of

cost accounting is in use in the lumber yard, the proprietor of the

business is not in a position to discuss the subject of the institu-

tion of piecework intelligently. That is to say, if you are manu-

facturing hardwoods, and are grouping mill expense, yard expense

and office and selling expense together, so that at the end of the

year you know merely how much it has cost you to move a

thousand feet of lumber from the saw to the buyer, you cannot

determine with any degree of accuracy what the result of trying

out the piecework system will be.

The plan of dividing, on the books, each section oi the business

into a department, and then figuring the individual expenses in-

volved against it, is the only satisfactory one. In addition it will

give the lumberman the specific information which will enable him

to determine whether he 11 paying too much or too little for his

handling, and whether he would be likely to show an improve-

ment in this end of the business by changing from the per

diem to the piecework basis of paying his men.

Then, too, the yardman is justified in insisting on the piecework

system saving him money; otherwise there is no need of his adopt-

ing it. In other words, he cannot know how big a price to pay

for each thousand feet of lumber handled unless he knows what it

costs him on the per diem basis, and he cannot know that unless

he keeps accurate tab on his expenses and figures out to the cent

what each operation is costing him. Each inspector ought to be

tabulated, on the basis of the amount of lumber handled, the

number of men working under him and the exact operations per-

fortned. The figures ought to show how many feet were moved

from the mill to the pile; ,how much from the pile to the car; how

much from the car to the truck; and how much from the truck to

the pile. The number of men used in each division of the work,

together with the salary of the inspector, indicates the amount

paid for the work, and after figures covering a sufficient length

of time, including various kinds of weather and various kinds

and thicknesses of lumber, have been compiled, the lumberman is

in a position to determine "where he is at" and whether he can

make money by adopting the new system.

After he has found out how much he is spending, and decides

that he wants to cut off some of the expense, he is in a position

to fix a figure which will force the men in the yard to do more

work in order to get the returns they have been securing on the

per diem plan. It is unnecessary to sympathize with the yard

crews at this point, for experience has proved that they are per-

fectly able to take care of themselves and that they usually

manage to shove the notch up so high that they come out of the

game a good deal better oi? than they were before. This sounds

a good deal like a lumbermen 's Utopia, but it is nevertheless true.

It simply results in each man speeding up his operations, and

every man in a crew is so insistent on more work being done that

there is no opportunity for the lazy individual to "soldier." As

the usual plan is to give the same amount to each member of a

crew, based on the amount of, work performed, one man has no

opportunity to lag, but is forced to hold up his end with the rest

of the crew with which lie is working.

A big hardwood manufacturer, who also rehandles a lot of lum

ber, w^s paving his men $10 a week, or $1.66 a day. He figured

out, on the basis of the amount of lumber handled, that it was cost-

ing him from eighty to eighty-five cents a thousand to move lumber.

That was not the total handling charge, of course, but the cost of

taking it from the saw and piling it. He figured that this cost was

excessive, and by comparisons with some of the other lumbermen
in his community, he found that his expenses at this end of the
business were lop-sided. He accordingly announced that he would
pay forty-four cents a thousand thereafter for performing the work.
The men in the yard were not acquainted with the figures, and

did not know that on the basis of their piast performances they
had been getting almost twice that amount, but wei'e told, how-
ever, that by "getting a move on" they would be able to make
as much or more than they had been making. They started in

on the work with a determination not to let their pay-envelopes
get any thinner because of the changed u.ode of payment, and
this is the result:

Instead of earning $1.66 a day, they are averaging $2; some
days, when conditions are not favorable, they fall as low as $1.50,

but on other occasions, and in fact most of the time, they run
well above the $2 mark. The average day-in-and-day-out scale i;^

probably $2.2.5. That is, the men are now making $13.50 a week,
on an average, compared with $10 previously, an increase of about

thirty-three and one-third per cent. On the other hand, the

lumberman is getting his work done for almost fifty per cent less

than he did before.

That is a graphic and credible demonstration of what the system

does. There is nothing remarkable about it, for it is simply

putting into operation the well-known psychological law that man
strives in order to get immediate and substantial reward, and

relaxes his effort when no extra recompense results. When the

yard man knows that he will get his dollar-sixty-si-x per every

Saturday night, he jjlugs along, doing enough work to hold his

job and keep things moving, and lets the man in the office worry

about the increase in handling costs. When he is put on a basis of

pay which demands that he perform a certain amount of labor

in order to get a given return, he becomes a partner of the

employer, as it were, and it is to his interest to reduce the time

involved in handling, whereas before this was the problem of the

boss only.

The plan of profit-sharing and bonus-giving has this idea—the

employe sees the prosperity of the employer in the same terms as

that of himself. In the lumberyard, under the old s.ystem, the

welfare of the man demanded getting as much for as little work

as possible; under the new plan it means doing as much work in a

given time as possible. If it were possible to get a man to go

at top speed without the incentive furnished by higher pay for

increased efforts, the piecework plan would not be necessary; as it

is there does not appear to be any other satisfactory way of getting;

around this requirement.

The piecework plan worked just as eft'eetively in rehandliug lum

ber, in the experience of the manufacturer who has been referred

to, as it did in the case of stock moved from the saw of his own

mill. He found that a seale of payment which gave the yardmen

fifty cents a thousand for taking lumber from the pile and loading

into cars was economical from his standpoint and satisfactory

from theirs. For taking lumber from the ear and distributing on

trucks, the scale is thirty cents a thousand; for bulking from

trucks, twenty-five cents a thousand, and for stacking dry lumber

from trucks, forty cents a thousand.

The same scale is used for all widths and thicknesses of lumber,

and while there is undoubtedly a difference in the labor and time

required to pile the various dimensions, the proposition is aver-

aged in the course of a day, as the crews get to handle pretty

nearly the entire range of the yard's lumber. Naturally more

lumber can be piled when the planks are wide and thick than

when they are narrow and thin. If a great deal of the latter stock

were piled, probably a premium would have to be paid in order

to balance with the price paid for piling the other dimensions.

An interesting comparison was made by this lumberman with

another in the same business not long ago. The latter uses the

old per diem system of payment, and found that under this jdan

—•37—
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it cost him $2.12 a thousand to handle his stock. That is to say,

the yard expense of all the lumber handled in the course of a year

was $2.12 per thousand l<iet. The other man figured out a cost

of $2.04 per thousand feet, this including all operations, both to

the pile and from it. It must be added, too, that the per diem

man is an unusually efficient operator, and knows how to get the

most work out of his men under his system of handling.

The difference of eight cents doesn't look large, but when figured

up into the millions of feet it is easy to realize that it may make

a great difference between no profit at all and handsome earnings.

As a matter of fact, in view of the large volume of business done

and the number of savings which are possible on lumber handling,

it seems to be here that the hardwood man has the best chance to

pay his dividends. If he can sell lumber on the same basis as his

competitor, and yet save eight or ten cents a thousand on his yard

expenses, he can make money while the other man is trying to

get the banks to extend his line of credit more than they care

to do. G. D. C, Jr.
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A Preachment on Sales Methods
Editor's Note

The following analysis was written by a well-known lumber wholesaler, and generally reflects the legitimate

jobber's position on the important subject of lumber sales methods. It is well worth perusal.

The recent article in the Hakdwood Record, on "Who Will

Survive?" leads me to make a few plain statements in favor of the

legitimate wholesaler.

Do you realize that almost nine-tenths of all lines of products

to-day are marketed through wholesalers? And isn't it logical that

they should be—the wholesaler's trade lies in a certain well defined

section; he is in dose touch with his customers, watches their

accounts closely, accommodates them in money matters and in

general goes out of his way to accommodate them and hold their

trade. What chance has the mill, situated in a small place,

worried with logging and manufacturing conditions, of taking

interest in consumers far off! Generally, the owners of these mills

are not the kind of merchants to arrange for effective distribution.

A large producer of lumber wishing to sell his stock at the

lowest selling cost, will do well to dispose of his lumber through

legitimate wholesalers. The wholesaler is on the job in his section

to look out after the mill's interests, as well as to protect his

customers and see that each gets a square deal. He is in line

with the market prices and keeps in close touch with the ever-

changing conditions of his market.

It is all very well for a millman to make a visit to the consum-

ing trade, get thoroughly lined up as to the stock each uses, etc:,

but he will find that the requirements will change almost before

he returns to the mill.

The way some millmen handle their sales end is almost a farce.

They will spend months studying the manufacture of their product,

trying new machinery, etc., in order to reduce manufacturing

fosts, and then put some incompetent clerk in charge of the selling,

who, in turn, will quote a ridiculously low price, just because the

cost has been lowered a little. This one low price in a market

will have a depressing effect on the whole market. Reduce your

manufacturing costs if you can, but why reduce your price? As

one well-known authority says, "What does it cost you to make

your lumber? If you cannot tell exactly, you do not know whether

you are making a profit oi not. Profits flo not necessarily follow

immense or increased production. Profits are the honest reward

for well-directed effort. Unless you take your profit you are not

doing your duty to yourself, your business or society.
'

'

Too many mills underestimate the value of co-operation with

the wholesaler. They think more of the dollar or two per thousand

they can get by selling direct to the consuming trade. Nine times

out of ten, the wholesaler jiays cash, settles without a kick and has

the mills' interests at heart, while the consumer who buys from

a mill far off, has them at his mercy, often makes a claim, generally

gives a note and the mill stands for it. The wholesaler probably

buys fifteen cars to the consumer's one—the mills overlook this

fact. Nine times out of ten, bad accounts on the mill's books are

the consumers. The legitimate wholesaler is familiar with condi-

tions at the mills and you will find most of his class visiting the

tnills regularly. His customers get to know this and depend on

what he says. Could the mills want any better representation?

Could they put out a salesman at any price, to represent them

better?

At the recent convention of the Sales Managers' Association,

in Chicago, one of our foremost manufacturers said: "Let us take

off our hats to the real lumber merchant, the balancewheel of the

lumber business, and the shrewd judge and dictator of lumber

values—the legitimate wholesale jobber. The successful jobber

specializes on personal contact with his customers, and we pro-

ducers, who sell the wholesaler at a price that his definite and
specific knowledge enables him in turn, to advance to the consumer,

must acknowledge the ett'eetiveness of his methods." He's dead

right, and when a millmau of experience makes this statement, its

something to be considered.

Mr. Mill Man, when you have a car turned down that was sold

direct to a consumer, whom do you turn it over to? The most

reliable wholesaler in the market, don't j-ou? He'll handle it for

you and do it right and get its worth for you. Why didn 't you

let him handle it in the first place?

Here is an example of another practice that some mills resort

to: One large manufacturer writes that he has several cars of a

certain thickness of poplar at a certain price, on a cash basis.

Then he turns right around and sells a car out of the lot direct to

a consumer, at a dollar less; and in this case the consumer gives

a long-winded note. Can you beat that for salesmanship or

generalship?

Within the past three months fully thirty mills have adopted a

new price-list scheme. These mills mail stock-sheets with prices

to consumers. They also mail the same stock-sheets to the whole-

sale trade, but subject to a five per cent discount. Now, are these

mills favored by the wholesaler in buying? You bet they are, for

the\' are doing the right thing by the wholesaler and the mills

have the wholesaler's co-operation.

I am in receipt of a stock sheet from a well known millman,

accompanied by a letter stating that he had withdrawn his sales-

men, and in the future will market all his stock by mail and

through the wholesale trade—allowing the wholesaler a discount of

$3.00 per thousand.

If the manufacturers did sell direct for a dollar or two more

per thousand, wouldn't they have to add just so much more per

thousand, to cover sales costs by means of salesmen, etc., and

wouldn 't the cost be greater than by marketing through whole-

salers? About a year ago, a very large millman decided he would

bid direct to the consumers, so abandoned all his wholesale trade,

employed salesmen and went to a heavy expense. After losing

considerable money in bad accounts, he is now glad to again market

his stock through the wholesaler. This experience is not an

isolated one, and speaks for itself.

The legitimate wholesaler of to-day has the most effective and

logical means of distribution. He is well known in his market;

has a steady trade, is a specialist in marketing lumber, and repre-

sents to the millman the lowest selling cost. Go ahead, Mr. Mill

Man; devote your time to reducing manufacturing costs—you're a

specialist in manufacturing—know your cost, add your profit, then

put your stock-sheet and prices in the hands of the legitimate

wholesaler. Think it over.
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The '^Coming'"' of Tupelo Gum
A manufacturer convinced against his will is of the same

opinion still.

Prejudice is the hardest thing in the world to overcome. The
greatest obstacle to the use of any new method, device or material

is that the deep-rooted opinions which have grown up about a
confirmed practice resist destruction so persistently that the man
who has the job of extirpating them usually realizes that he has

lost some cuticle before he gets through.

This is true in the industries concerned with the use of woods
as much as in any other. Manufacturers of wood products usu-

ally become attached to a particular material, and when, because

of the lessening of the supply, accompanied by an increase in

price which is almost prohibitive of use, some other material is

offered to take its place, those who have been accustomed to the

former wood find it a matter of moral impossibility to welcome
the new offering. They may accept it and use it, but their minds
refuse to give it place.

An exception to this general rule, which is interesting because

it is exceptional, is the rapid progress which has been made in the

substitution of tupelo, or bay poplar, in the cigar-box industry.

This material has made its way so generally that it is perhaps

safe to say that ninety per cent of the veneered box material con-

sumed by the trade at present consists of bay poplar. The period

within which the change has taken place has been unusually short,

yet, with an occasional exception, the cigar-box men say that they

are pleased with the wood, and that it is doing the work as well

as they could have expected.

The man who was familiar with the trade five years ago would

have been justified in stating that it would be impossible to put

poplar out of business as the principal material for box purposes.

He would have asserted, with the qualities of that wood in mind,

and those of the available substitutes under consideration, that

the cigar-box men would never discontinue using poplar, even

though the price rose to $30 a thousand or more. Poplar advanced

in price and became less plentiful; the manufacturers of cigar-box

material studied bay poplar and found it suitable, and the trade

put it into use and general acceptance within the short space

of little more than a year.

The tupelo movement is simply the result of the operation of

the law of supply and demand. Poplar went sky-hooting with

the development of the automobile trade, and this gave the first

impetus in the direction of securing a substitute. Although poplar

is not at the crest of the wave which made it the feature of the

lumber market during the automobile boom, it is still sufficiently

high-priced to make it worth while to produce a cheaper wood, pro-

vided it can be furnished at a price low enough to make the

change worth while.

Several woods were considered before bay poplar was finally

resorted to. The requirements are that it be reasonably soft,

absolutely odorless, and that it take cedar veneering well. All of

these qualifications, as indicated, were filled by poplar more

exactly than any other wood, but tupelo was found to be a good

second best. This is proved by the fact that of the large number

of cigar-box lumber manufacturers in the .country only one is

turning out old-fashioned poplar material as the bulk of his

production.

It is hardly likely that the demand could be supplied at present

prices if poplar were specified, as there does not appear to be

enough of the material to go around. The increasing use of pop-

lar in the furniture trade, where it has won a place for cross-

banding in built-up work, and the increasing consumption in the

same direction by piano manufacturers, has practically put it out

of the market as a box material.

On the other hand, the demand for tupelo box lumber has been

so great, since it was made the staple, that the price has gone

up, too. The price of this material at present is reported to be

what poplar was before the big increase in its valuation was devel-

oped. Present quotations on poplar material, f. o. b. the mill, are
about $21.50 per thousand, while the manufacturers of tupelo
cigar-box lumber are asking from $16.50 to $19 on the same basis.

It is, therefore, evident that after all there is not such a large
difference in price between the two. If the trade were to make an
attempt to revert to the general use of poplar, the chances are
that quotations on that material would undoubtedly advance
sharply. The price quoted may be taken, therefore, as represent-

ing its value under present conditions, with tupelo the principal

material used.

The average manufacturer of cigar-boxes accepted the change
as one that had to come, and made the best of the situation. Before

long he had reached a point where he was thoroughly accustomed

to Ijay poplar, and while not entirely reconciled to the loss of the

easily worked poplar material, he was content to go ahead with
the new offering and accept it as the best that could be secured

under the conditions. It was this willingness to give a good substi-

tute a fair test and to accept it if it did the work required of it,

that is worthy of comment.

Most manufacturers of cigar packages assert that the new
material is all that could be desired, eliminating poplar, and that

they have had no trouble making the change. It is somewhat
harder, as a rule, than poplar, and this makes it a little more diffi-

cult to work; but those who have become accustomed to this

assert that the difference is not sufficient to be really noticeable.

They do not believe that any other substitute could be found which

would do the work and would be available at anything like the

price which is being paid for tupelo veneered with cedar.

On the other hand, a box man is occasionally found who still

uses poplar whenever he can get it, and who insists that tupelo

is greatly inferior to it. A vigorous opinion on the subject was

recently expressed by a western manufacturer, who said:

"If poplar were no more than two dollars higher than tupelo

material, I should buy it and consider myself getting the better of

the bargain, for it certainly costs that much more to work the

substitute. It's harder on the saws, it takes more time, thereby

increasing the labor expense, and the work is not as good. As

an example of this, I should say that the number of drive-outs,

or cases where the nails fail to hold and show on the surface of

the box, has increased several hundred per cent since we began

using tupelo. We have had to change the gauge of our nails,

which has resulted in clogging up our nailing machines. Alto-

gether, we have not found it satisfactory.

"The worst feature is the lack of uniformity about the material.

Some of it is comparatively soft, other pieces are moderately so,

and others are extremely hard. This makes it difficult to set a

standard by which to judge the work which is being done. One

of the best qualities of poplar is that it is always uniform. You

can usually count on getting the same soft, smooth-grained wood

every time, with no variations. That helps the manufacturer a

lot, and it is a big handicap not to know what you have to work

when you open a shipment of material."

Generally speaking, however, bay poplar seems to be giving

satisfaction, and while there are a few weak spots, as suggested,

it is making good to a greater extent than anyone familiar with

the exact suitability of poplar and the obvious objections to

nearlv any other wood would have thought possible.

G. D. C, Jr.

Annual Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Meeting

The annual meeting of the Southern Cypress Manufacturers'

Association will be held at the Grunewald hotel. New Orleans,

commencing at 10:30 a. m., on Wednesday, May 15. Secretary

George E. Watson states business of great importance will come

before this meeting, and it is earnestly requested that all mem-

bers plan their engagements so as to be present.

—39—
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Tales of the Trade
FINE EXAMPLE BOOKBINDERS' ART

Among Chicago's artistic element is Mrs. Alice Weeks Dering

of Steinway Hall, a manufacturer of splendid examples of fancy

bookbinding, which art she also teaches to a select class of stu-

dents. The book illustrated in this paragraph has three-eighths

inch covers of solid bird's-eye maple, supplemented with blind

tooled pigskin and solid carved gold clasps.

The work done by Mrs. Dering, while different in kind, is in

every way as fine an example of magnificent bookbinding as any

»

GUEST UK WEDDING BOOK

of the work done by Morris. In this binding Mrs. Ueriug employs

not only bird's-eye maple, but figured mahogany and black walnut
as well.

THE BRASS BAND AT FONTAINA
R. E. Wood and his brother, G. Leidy Wood of the Montvale

Lumber Company, Fontana, N. C, and of the E. E. Wood Lumber
Company, Baltimore, Md.. spend a good deal of time, thought

and money in keeping their employes amused and satisfied with
sawmill surroundings. Besides maintaining clubhouses at their

various plants, with reading rooms, card tables, etc., for indoor

amusement, G. Leidy Wood has organized at the company's plant

at Fontana, Swain county, N. C, a cornet band, which is herewith

pictured.

Mr. Wood is a memlier of the band, and ia seen in the center

of the picture with a sliding trombone. It is said that the boys
of the Montvale Lumber Company put up some classy music,

which is borne back to them in echoing cadences from the cliffs

of the Little Tennessee river.

TAKING PASSAGE WITH DYNAMITE
Several northern lumbermen wore in the passenger list of a line

steamer that sailed from New York for the tropics one day last

winter.

It happens sometimes that lumbermen are inquisitive. Thev
have had so much lumber worked off on them that is below grade
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that they get into the habit of looking into everything. So it hap-

pened that one of them began to wonder as the time of sailing

approached whether the ship would start off on time. He- knew
that it would be useless to ask any of the officers or agents of

the steamer, as they would be sure to say that the sailing would
be on time, so he went down on the dock and asked some of the

freight handlers. One of -them, a very innocent fellow, replied

that they still had fifty tons of dynamite to load and if they

had no trouble with that, he thought there would be no delay!

The lumberman 's hair rose a trifle, for he felt that the fellow

was not capable of making up such a story. The situation was
one where a person might better kiiow a little less about things,

but it was too late now. The dinner did not taste very good that

day and when the poor victim of overconfidence tried to shift the

burden by telling some of the other men on board he was cau-

tioned not to say anything that would come to the ears of the

ladies.

On approaching the port of destination the ship 's captain was
visibly growing uneasy. The sun had not shone for a day or

two and he was unwary enough to declare that he was not going

to run down past a well known rocky coast at night. Reason,

of course, as certain well-posted but rather careless passengers

explained, that dynamite is mostly non-committal unless it runs

afoul of a fire or gets a shock, then » * » *

The too-wise lumberman did not sleep very well that last night,

and when the steamer fetched up towards morning and lay to till

daylight, he was ready to walk about on his toes. He has not con-

fessed the fact, but it could be proven that his hat has seemed
very high up on his head lately, and he has not worn the heels of

his shoes oft' at al! since he took passage on the New York liner

bound for Pnnani:i.

ISN'T IT TRUE?
"Did it ever occur to you," asked a lumberman, in a retro-

spective moment, "in the midst of all this talk of the 'lumber

barons,' 'lumber trust,' etc., of the position of (he manufacturer,

wholesaler and retailer, compared with the ice-man, coal dealer,

Sjroeer, and, in fact, a large majority of purveyors of merchandise?

"I would say off-hand that ninety to ninety-five per cent of

lumber that is sold for any purpose is measured or a count made
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and knew by a mark on liis bin the space that it occupied.

This year he put in fourteen tons and it apparently did not take

up as much space as the previous thirteen tons, but he threw up
his hands and said, "What could I do? I had no means of measur-
ing it and could not prove that it was not there."

Consideration of all these facts, which every lumberman knows
are true, ought to convince the average man, who makes such a

howl about the "lumber robber" that the dealer in lumber gives

the customer more chance to ascertain whether or not he is get-

ting just what he buys than anyone else with whom he deals.

BAND SAW EFFICIENCY
On a recent trip to the South, H. C. Atkins, president of E. C.

Atkins & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., encountered a remarkable
demonstration of saw eflBeiency in the plant of the Boone Timber
Company at Clothier, W. Va. Mr. Atkins happened into the filing

room of the company's mill, which is presided over by C. L. Park,

where his attention was attracted to a pair of seven-inch Atkins'

silver-steel saws.

"How do you happen to have seven-inch band saws in youi

filing room?" asked Mr. Atkins.
'

' Those two bands were not always seven inches wide, '
' replied

Mr. Park.. "They were purchased some time ago and have worn
down from ten to seven inches."

"What kind of timber have you been cutting?'" was the next

<iuery.

"That's the remarkable part of it," said Mr. Park. "Those
saws have been running in mixed hardwood, such as hickory, beech,

maple, oak, ash, gum and poplar, and another thing I will say,

those saws were on the wheels every day, making an average

run of four hours without change. It is my experience that a

saw that will hold a cutting edge for four hours in mixed hard-

wood such as we are cutting is a record-breaker."
'

' Those saws are as good today as when they were delivered;

with the exception of three inches which is worn away. I have

not found a single crack, nor have I had the least trouble in

handling them."
'

' What do you figure your average cut per day ? '

' asked Mr.

Atkins.

"Thirty-five thousand feet.''

"And you say these saws have run for five months?"
'

' Yes. sir ; that 's what they have. '

'

'
' Let us figure this out and see for ourselves what a small item

the proper kind of saws are as compared with the total cost of

cutting lumber.
'

' Figuring twenty-six days to the month and thirty-five thou-

sand feet per day, we have an average monthly cut of nine hun-

dred and ten thousand feet, which in five months aggregate four

million five hundred and fifty thousand feet of lumber, cut with

two ten-inch bands."

"That is all right." said Mr. Park, "but those bands are good

for several million more feet. Let us wait until they are worn

out before we figure their cost.
'

'

SOME FOOL RED GXTM STOKIES

"The attitude of consumers of lumber has undergone a won-

derful change in regard to the qualities of gum." said a manu-

facturer, while talking with several others in the smoking compart-

ment. "I handled this wood years before there was any demand

for it to amount to anything, and remember an incident the boys

used to tell of a darkey who. during the noon hour, went to sleep

on a wide gum board out in the sun. When the whistle blew

at one o'clock they had to cut him out. as the board had warped

entirely around him.''

"That reminds me," said number two, "of the time when my

yard was situated next to another hardwood yard in a southern

city with only a six-foot fence between; we used to have to brand

our gum, as every night it would warp over the fence and we

would have to claim it the next day."

"I had a somewhat similar experience," said number three.

"Mv vard, being located at the top of the hill at the foot of

which a small stream flowed, the gum in my yard would leave

the pile in the night and go down to the stream for a drink."
Serioush- speaking, gum acquired a bad reputation in advance,

largely on account of its poor manufacture, and the inattention

given to proper piling. Since it has become a wood of commercial

value and increasing popularity, it is carefully manufactured,
well piled with plenty of sticks and is certainly one of the

coming woods.

"I remember the time," remarked one of the speakers, "when
you could hardly sell a Cottonwood box board to a wagon manufac-

turer, it being claimed that the stock would warp terribly, but

those same factories have used cottonwood for years and there

is a ready sale for practically all that is put on the market."
"Necessity has compelled the consuming factory to turn to

cheaper stocks, which has brought gum into notice and I think it

will never lose the place that it has acquired as there is certainly

no wood produced in the country that can be put on the market
more cheaply, considering the widths and grade. In other words,

gum has come to stay. '

'

LUMBER PHILOSOPHY
One of the peculiar features which every lumberman has ex-

pressed at some time is the aptitude of lumber to vary in weight;

one car of oak weighing -1,000 pounds to the thousand feet and an-

other car loaded out of piles put up at the same time, weighing

5,500 pounds to the thousand feet. It is rumored that the weighing

departments of some of the railroads might account for this

difference, but this is generally discredited, as the weighing asso-

ciations have repeatedly stated a fair weight on oak being any-

where from 4,000 to 10,000 pounds to the thousand feet. It is

also a custom of the railroad companies, we believe, to verify

weights of lumber in cars by taking out a wagonload and carefully

weighing it at some intermediate or terminal point. This, of

course, is a matter of expense to the railroads but is practical,

on account of their great desire to be fair to the lumbermen in this

matter.
* * *

Lumber is a commodity that can easily be cornered and manipu-

lated by a trust, as there are probably, in diiferent parts of the

country, not to exceed 30,000 sa^vmills cutting various competing

woods. It should be a very easy matter to secure concerted action

among such a small number of producers and "trustify" the prod-

uct which runs only into the billions of feet per year.

* » *

The marketing of lumber is easy on account of freedom from

competition, as it must not be supposed that over five hundred

to one thousand mills cover the same general territory and this,

no doubt, accounts for the "princely fortunes" accumulated by

numerous "lumber barons," especially in the last few years.

* * »

Before recommending your lumber as being better than that of

your neighbor, think twice before you speak, and when you speak

—talk to vourself.
* * *

A genius in lumber affairs is just the same as in other lines of

endeavor, and is he who does the right thing without being told

more than seven times.
* * *

In selling lumber there is a bit of sterling philosophy involved

in the injunction to inspire respect for yourself and confidence in

the goods vou are selling.

Remember: A customer neglected is a customer lost.

* * *

Don't be afraid to blow your own horn. If you don't believe

iu yourself, how in the mischief can you expect others to believe

in you?
^ ^ ^

The man who doesn't get some comfort and some enthusiasm

out of his daily work is in a bad way.
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The Seconds in Face Veneer
There is an old and ever new problem confronting the veneer

making and the veneer using trade, the solution of which no one

seems certain of. This is the question of the profitable handling

of the seconds in face veneer, and it has to do with the face stock

sold to users and to the panels sold to the furniture man.

A furniture man more seriously concerned with economy in

manufacturing and the meeting of competition in his own trade

than with the technical grading of veneer, brought the subject out

into the open for an airing in connection with a bit of sharp

bargain driving for some veneer stock. He was out to economize

on every little point, and he conceived the idea in connection with

some davenports and other work of that kind, that it was not im-

portant to have conspicuouslj- figured veneer in the ends and other

parts not exposed directly to view. He told a veneer man about

his idea and asked the veneer man what he could do in the way of

better prices on that kind of stock—quartered oak that would

harmonize with the face, but might have small defects and be

lacking in conspicuous figure.

It so happened that this fit in nicely with the veneer man's

requirements. He had some stock that was hardly good enough

for faces, and yet it looked like a waste of good material to use

it for backs. So they soon struck up a bargain that was entirely-

satisfactory to both.

That looked like a simple and perfectly obvious solution of the

whole problem of seconds in face veneer. But wait; the story does

not end here. It barely made a halt until a rival veneer man
appeared on the scene. By some means the rival saw either the

order or the invoice for this stock, which did not carry with

it anything to show that it was seconds. And that is where

the furniture man did a little bargain driving that was not in his

mind in the placing of the original order. The new candidate was
anxious for his share of orders for face veneer, and in order to

get it he met the prices he had seen for seconds, only there was
no agreement on the part of the furniture manufacturer to accept

off-grade stock. He simply drove a smooth bargain and got good

face stock for what he was perfectly willing to pay for seconds.

The furniture man didn't really want to talk about the matter,

for it was working to his advantage, and the way to keep it work-

ing that way was to keep it dark. Such things will out in time,

though, and when they come out they bring with them questions

that must be met and answered. In this case we have a question

which the trade seems to try to avoid. It is a thing that

will have to be faced squarely some day, though, and the sooner

some rational solution is found for it the better it would be for all.

There is not much permanent advantage to gain by striving to

keep part of the trade ignorant of what the other part is doing in

such cases.

There is not much doubt but tha:t it may help the veneer manu-

facturers and the furniture men to have some recognized stand-

ing for these seconds in face veneer. There is always more or

less stock that is not of the very highest grade ynd yet it is too

good to use for backs. If by sorting this out and using it for

faces in obscure places on finely figured furniture, and for the

whole of less expensive furniture, one is able to make the bal-

ance of his face stock show up better and sell for more money, he

can afford to take a little less for this and thus even things up

with the furniture manufacturer.

The disadvantages suggested are that it creates loopholes of un-

certainty. There is an indefiniteness of description and specifica-

tion that makes it a matter depending not only on the honor and

integrity of the parties trading, but also on their ability to under-

stand each other clearly in what each regards as seconds of this

kind. Moreover, it is not easy to specify clearly in a set of rules

for general use what should be seconds. Then, as one veneer man,

spoken to on the subject pointed out, there are several peculiar

angles to the problem. For instance, manufacturers of case goods

using quartered oak, naturally want the most conspicuous figure

in front, and if there is any small or obscure figure they will want

it classed as seconds and furnished cheaper. How then can one

draw a line clearly between inconspicuous figures and face stock

with small defects and set forth a second grade of faces that will

not always be a source for wrangles.

One might logically claim that all clear quartered oak is good

face stock, whether the figure is conspicuous or not. And it might

be better to place the conspicuously figured quartered oak in a

class by itself, just as figured mahogany is classed, with each

particular lot fixing its own price according as it appeals, and

entirely apart from the standard grade of clear faces. In plain

oak this matter of distinction by figure is not as strong a factor

as in quartered aud in mahogany, but it is there just the same in

]ilain oak, gum, birch and other woods, and it is a question

whether or not an eft"ort to classify the seconds in face stock might

have the efl'ect of lowering the standard of special figured stock to

what is now considered clear faces.

The whole question is one which, the more it is studied, the

more puzzling it gets; it is oue that the trade shows an inclination

to fight shy of, but it is there just the same, anil some day, some

wav, it will have to be faced and answered.—J. C. T.
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The Glue Problems
"Every now aud then," said the panel man, as he wiped the

April perspiration from his brow with the care that characterizes

spring discomfort, "you see .something in the trade papers on
the subject of studying glue. We are told that we need educa-

tion (as we undoubtedly do), and that we can't expect to get the

best results until we wise up on this proposition along the lines

of analyzing each batch we make up as to tensile strength, vis-

cosity, and so forth.
'

' That 's all very well and good. I thoroughly believe that

every man who uses glue ought to know what his requirements

are, and ought to get them in all that he buys. But, on the other

hand, it looks to me as if there might be some pretty effective

educational work done among the glue manufacturers themselves.

Either they can't or they won't tell us what their glue con-

tains, so that it is purely an empirical proposition, and you have to

try out each batch on its merits.

—42—
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' Along that line, just take a look at this,
'

' and the panel

expert tossed a letter in the direction of his visitor. It bore the

name of a well-known glue house at the top of the sheet, and

was couched in about the following terms:

Dear Mr. Panel Manufacturer :

Wo are .lust pnttinsr out a liii; lot ol glue that we believe will prove
unusually satistaotorvto our customers. We haven't much to say for It

as to looks, but it has been made in the good old-fashioned process which
makes good glue without regard to the appearance of the material.

Yon haven't given us .nn order for glue for some months, and we are
especially anxious to have you try out some of this particular lot. We
should l)c glad to have you take a few barrels and determine whether the
stock will answer yotu" purposi's. We will be able to make yon a price on
this, for introductory purposes, which will enable you to cut down your
glue expense considerably. If yon can take as much as twenty barrels to
start with, we can give you the" slock for eight cents.

Let us send yon a sample barrel, and we will apply the price (pioted.
provided yon order in tlie amount noted. We believe .von will have no
difficulty getting splendid results from this glue, aud we oommend it to
you with full confidence.

Trusting to hear from yon at your earliest convenience, we remain,
Very truly yours.

Glue MAXUK.vcrrnixr, Company.
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"Well, what do you think of it?'' inquired the panel man after

his friend had finished perusing the communication.

"I hardly know what to think," was the reply. "He cer-

tainly doesn't tell you much about it, does he?"
"No, and that's just the point," remarked the glued-up stoelc

builder, as he shoved the letter back into his basket. "He wants

me to buy unsight, unseen, and to find out for myself whether

the glue will answer my purposes. I judge, from the price, that

it isn "t a very high-grade glue, and that he 's trying to get it

out solely on the basis of its being a bargain in price. How-
ever, it rnaj- be worth while, and if the glue man were to say

just what it will do, what its spreading qualities are, what its

tensile strength is, and in a definite way tell me what I may '

expect of it, I might be .able to determine what the stuff will do.

"If the salesman for that house comes around I expect he'll

tell me that this glue which his concern is offering is the best

on the market and will take twice its own volume of water

without any difficulty. He will probably give me a lot of hot air

about what a certain customer of his is doing with it and expect

me to buy just on his enthusiasm. But as I have a brand of

glue which is working well and as I can't afford to take any

chances of ruining high-price panels with cheap glue, I suppose

I'll have to pass up this tempting proposition, even though the

glue is the good old-fashioned variety."

As a matter of fact, the average glue salesman isn 't very strong

on the educational proposition. Instead of helping the user to
find out just what his requirements are, that is to say, just how
grc-at strength is required for the particular class of work he is

doing, and trying to fit the job with a special brand, he puts it

up entirely to the consumer and expects him to take a chance with
whatever lot he happens to be offering at that particular time.

He makes all sorts of general claims, as a rule, but has very little

specific information to offer which will enable the buyer to pur-

chase more wisely than if another were offering stock.

Business men in nearly every line have learned that they can
hold trade most firmly when they sell something other than
material. If they prove that they can furnish something in addi-

tion to the goods and can offer a few idea^ with the particular

commodity they are dispensing, they know that they need not

worry about their price being a cent or two above the market
or about a bargain lot being offered to their customers.

Ideas have a high market value, because they can be con-

verted into dollars and cents. If a glue salesman can give really

good advice to his customers about the quality of glue they need
for their particular line, he is in a position to get their confidence

and their esteem, and to land their orders with marked regularity.

It is simply a case of mutual assistance, or to use a vulgar but

expressive phrase, '

' You scratch my back and I '11 scratch yours. '

'

If you can perform a service for the other fellow, he will do

his part about returning the favor. G. D. C, Jr.

'

M:iroit;Mi:fea^?t«ii'K*wi;i)Wi^^

Hardwood in Doors and Millwork
Now is the time more notice than usual is given to what is

going on in the niillwork trade, as it is the season of activity on

the part of the planing mills. This year some special features may
be taken note of in connection with various reports on the wood
using industries in different states.

Hardwood has been a factor of first importance in the door

and millwork trade for some time, but it is doubtful if even those

who have taken note of this fact are aware of the importance of

the millwork trade as a whole as compared to other wood using

industries, or how big a factor hardwood is in this work.

The figures from Illinois show white oak as second in the quan-

tity of woods used, and sash, doors and millwork as second in the

list of the value of total wood used in a year, being exceeded by

car works in quantitj- and value of lumber used, and by boxes in

quantity, but not in the value of lumber used.

In Hatch-Maxwell report on the wood using industries of Mis-

souri some interesting details are given that are worthy of special

study. The planing mills and sash and door factories head the

list in the value of lumber used, which is partly by virtue of the

fact that there is included flooring, ceiling and considerable stock

that is made with planers operating in conjunction with sawmills.

This fact should be kept in mind because it serves to add emphasis

to the importance of hardwood in the industry as shown by the

figures given in detail.

From the table showing the different woods used in Missouri

for sash, doors, blinds and general millwork, there is taken the

following as properly belonging to hardwood:

HARDWOODS USED IN MILLWORK IX MISSOIT.I.

Feet.

White oak 4,992,937

Red oak 4,077,857

Sweet birch 1,785.320

Yellow poplar 1,297,537

Red gum 1,176,107

Sugar maple 390,267

Mahogany 357,273

Silver maple 306,639

Beech 200,000

Locust 200,000

Basswood 198,412

Chestnut 51,000

Cottonwood 50,000

White a.sh 35,137
Black walnut 16,000

Black cherry 15,900
Sycamore, Vermillion, holly, butternut, satinwood, Circassian walnut and
hickory in quantities ranging from 300 to .ibove .3,000 feet.

Here we have above fifteen million feet of hardwood used annu-

ally for the millwork trade in one state alone, where the total was
a little under seventy million feet, something less than a fourth

of the total. However, when we consider that a large part of that

total was made up of pine lumber dressed into flooring, ceiling

and finished at the sawmills, the ratio of hardwood used in mill-

work becomes larger. Then let us quote from the report accom-

panj'ing the figures for another point of interest:

"Built-up construction has largely taken the place of the solid

work of former times. The inside is of one w^ood, and the visible

part is of something else. The outside material is veneer-oak,

birch, mahogany—glued upon the core. '

' That is the thing that

adds wonderfully to the size of the hardwood figures in the mill-

work business—quite a lot of it is veneer, which makes a thousand

feet board measure spread out over a large territory. However,

our idea is not to convey the impression that it is only in the

form of veneer that hardwood is an important factor in millwork

—

far from it. It is more to emphasize the magnitude or spread

the quantity listed. The use of hardwood veneered doors carries

with it an enlarged call for hardwood trim to match, so that while

the door makers are using more hardwood veneer, the planing mill

also finds a call for more hardwood casing, base and other trim.

Hardwood in millwork is not becoming a big factor—it already is

big, and growing bigger. J. C. T.

Lumber Fire Losses
The Lumbermen 's Underwriting Alliance in its last bulletin

states that, according to careful compilations from the various fire-

reporting mediums, lumber property losses in February, 1912,

amounted to $623,000 as against $481,000 for the corresponding

mouth of 1911. In March, 1912, the lumber plant losses ran some-

thing over $600,000, or practically the same as for February, but

in March, 1911, they reached the tremendous sum of $1,126,.'500.
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The Mail Bag

B 234—Work of National Hardwood Lumber

Association

The following is the report of the presi-

dent and secretary of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association as issued to its members

under date April 15, covering the March re-

port of this organization.

A detailed report of each inspector ac-

companies, showing that nearly seven million

of the total was handled by salaried in-

spectors.

—

Editor.

Chicago, 111.. Apr. ID. 1U12.

To the Membership :

The enclosed statement of our official inspec-

tions for March shows that our men handled a

total of 9,045,383 feet of lumber during the

month, showing a gain of about 350,000 feet

over March, 1911, which is gratifying when we

consider the bad weather conditions, floods, etc..

that have operated to curtail the shipment of

lumber.

The inspection bureau cost the association

$438.60 more than it earned during March.

We have received fourteen new applications

since our last statement was issued, and we now

have a total of 154 since our Memphis conven-

tion.

Inspector H. W. Miller has been appointed

successor to D. K. Buchanan, in charge of the

Cincinnati district, and you are requested to ad-

dress all applications for Inspection in the Cin-

cinnati district to H. W. Miller, 211 Bodman

street, Mt. Auburn, Cincinnati, O.

The arrangements for our annual meeting at

Chicago are not yet completed, so that we can-

not give you the program of entertainment, but

enough of it has been decided upon to warrant

our saying that it will be the most notable in

the history of the association.

None of our members who are not bedridden

should miss it. The dates are June 6 and 7.

B 235—Seeks Willow Lumber

Monroe, Mich., Apr. 13.— Editcu- ILiRDWOori

Record: Can you give us the addresses of any

southern mill manufacturers who cut willow ?

We are considering the use of this wood as a

substitute for basswood. Can you give us any

information as to the nature of willow? Does

it warp and twist when subjected to kiln-drying?

Manufacturing Co.mpany.

The writer of the above letter has been

supplied with the addresses of several manu-

facturers of willow, and any others who

would like to communicate with this pros-

pective purchaser can have the address by

writing and referring to B 235.

The correspondent has been advised that

willow is very uneven in color, and is con-

siderably subject to warping, and further

suggests that for the purpose named possibly

buckeye or Balm of Gilead would form a

better substitute than the wood named.

—

Editor.

B236—Wants Maple or Birch Squares

Jamestown, N. Y., Apr. 16.—Editor Hardwood

Record : We are in the market for clear maple

or birch squares, and will be pleased to have

you make this known through your publication,

or in any other manner.
Furniture Co.virANY.

This inquirer has been supplied with the

names of several producers of this material,

and any others interested can have the ad-

dress on application by referring to B 236.

—

Editoe.

B 237—Interested in Article on Seasoning

Lumber

New York, Apr. 16.—Editor Hardwood Rec-

ord : Please accept my best thanks for calling

my attention to the article on seasoning lumber

in your magazine of Apr. 10. I have been

greatly interested in this process, and I wish to

assure you that it will be of great service to a

large number of our students in civil engineer-

ing. Carlton C. Curtis,

Department of Botany. Columbia University.

B 238—Seeks Legal Decision

Cincinnati. O., Apr. 12.—Editor Hardwood

Record : We would like to have, if possible,

any legal opinions or decision of which you

have a record, covering the legality of having

the printed part of any sales conditions printed

on letterheads, necessitating its location imme-

diately under the salutation.

terials. can have the address on application,

by referring to B 241.—Editoe.

B 242—Wants Addresses of Wooden Novelty

Manufacturers

Burnside, Ky., Apr. 3.—Editor H.UIDW00D Rec-

ord : Shall be pleased to have you mail me
names and addresses of wooden novelty manu-

facturers. Am especially interested in the dis-

position of small red cedar dimension.

The above correspondent has been advised

that Hardwood Eecord has no register of this

decision, but there is a general legend to the

effect that the text of conditions covering

sales, acceptances of orders, etc., are not

binding when printed at the top of a letter-

head, but should form a part of the body of

the letter or acceptance. If anyone has a

record of this decision. Hardwood Record

would be very glad to have it.—Editor.

B 239—Wants Information About Liverpool

String Measure

Owensboro, Ky., Apr. 10.— Editor Hardwood

Record : Can you advise us the method used

in computing the number of feet in a log by Liv-

erpool string measure? Also the correct way in

which these logs should be measured?

The above correspondent has been advised

that we have applied to our Liverpool corre-

spondent for this specific system of log

measurement, and when it is received will

supply it to him. In the meantime, he is

advised that the results of measuring logs

by this system is about fifteen per cent more

than by Scribner 's scale.

—

Editor.

B 240—Commends Editorial on Timber Bonds

Chicago, Apr. 11.— Editor Hardwood Record:

We have read your very able article on Timber

Bonds published in current issue of Hardwood
Record, and wish to commend all you say.

Think it a good article, well written, and timely.

F. A. Brewer & Co., Bankers.

B 241—Seeks Source of Supply

London, England, Mar. 30.—Editor Hardwood
Record : We should be glad if you would put

us In touch with manufacturers of the following

products, of which we are large buyers : Three-

ply panels, wood skewers, wood dowels, oak

spokes and wood laundry studs.

The above inquirer has been given the

names and addresses of several wood novelty

manufacturers. Any others interested in

red cedar dimension can have the address on

application by referring to B 242.—Editoe.

B 243—Wants Formula for Cement

Brooklyn, N. Y., Apr. 4.—Editor Hardwood
Record : We would appreciate it if you would

advise us of a cheap cement to fill half-inch

mortise holes, one that will set hard and quickly

and will not crack or fall out. Must be light in

color, and also take a mahogany or dark oak

stain. _
Company.

This concern has been advised that Hard-

wood Record is not able to supply the infor-

mation requested. Any correspondent who

can furnish it is asked to communicate it,

when it will be forwarded to the corre-

spondent.

—

Editoe.

B 244—Wants List of Mills Producing Hard-

wood DimeuEion

Delphos, O., Apr. 4.—Editor Hardwood Rec-

ord : Do you publish or can you direct us to

anyone who gets out an up-to-date list of hard-

wood mills producing dimension stock?
Company.

The writer of the above letter has been

supplied with a list of sundry mills manu-

facturing dimension stock, and any others

who want to get in communication with the

prospective buyer of this material can have

the address on application and referring to

B 244.

—

Editor.

B 245—Seeks Source of Supply for Alder-

wood
Owensboro, Ky.. Apr. 22.—Editor Hardwood

Record : We have an inquiry from one of our

good customers for twelve dozen sheets three-

ply alderwood veneers, i," thick :;ii"x48". If

you can advise us where such slock can be ob-

tained, we will greatly appreciate the favor.

The above correspondent has been sup-

plied with a brief list of manufacturers of

the various items enumerated, and any others

who would like to get in touch with an im-

portant London buyer of any of these nia-

The above inquirer has been advised that

this wood is not known commercially, or

does not grow in commercial quantities in

this country. The inquiry possibly refers

to Almns gUitinosa, the alderwood that

grows in Continental Europe, which is a

wood of brownish-red color, becoming lighter

with age and dryness, and is essentially a

sap-wood tree. It is employed for veneer

and some other purposes, and is the wood

used for piles on the Rialto at Venice. It

is sometimes used for turnery, bobbins, toys

and pattern work.

He has further been advised that the

wood is known in this country, but is only

naturalized in a few localities for orna-

mental purposes. There are seven other

varieties of alderwood known in the United

States, but none of them grow in commercial

size or importance. The natural source of

supply for alderwood veneers and panels

would be the Hamburg market.—Editor.
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Annual Philadelphia Lumliermen's Exchange

The Lumbermen's Exchange of Philadelphia

held its twenty-sixth annual meeting in the ex-

change rooms on Apr. 11. President Wm. C
MacBride presided. After the minutes of the

last meeting were read and approved, the presi-

.dent appointed Owen M. Bruner judge and Dan-
iel Adams and Eli B. HoUowell tellers of the

elections for the new year.

Augustus J. Cadwallader, in the absence of

Treasurer Chas. P. Maule, then read the treas-

urer's annual report, which showed the exchange
to be in satisfactory financial condition.

John H. Lank, secretary, followed with his

statement of the high standing of the exchange

as to the membership, etc.

Fredericli S. Underhill, chairman of the rail-

road and transportation committee, reported con-

siderable progress made in matters laid before

It, particularly in the effort being made to have
a demurrage commission appointed for Philadel-

phia as has been the case of Boston.

The committees on legislation, membership,
by-laws and rules, finance, arbitration and au-

diting had nothing of special importance to re-

port.

Amos Y. Lesher, chairman of the credit sys-

tem committee, gave an interesting report upon
which action will be taken by the incoming ad-

ministration.

President ^lacBride next read his report,

which was a review of the doings of the ex-

change during the past year.

Frederick S. Underhill then took the opportu-

nity to introduce the subject of a forest prod-

ucts exhibition. On the subject of steel cars, he
thought the recent wrecks of cars of this con-

struction proved conclusively that they were no
more safe or no more to be relied upon than
those made of wood. The using of cement, con-

crete and other lines as substitutes for lumber,

which is being so strongly urged and so exten-

sively exploited at large exhibitions held annu-
ally, renders the holding of an annual forest

products exhibition a vital necessity. In con-

clusion Mr. Underhill made the following reso-

lution which was adopted :

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meet-
ing that an annual exhibition of forest products

would undoubtedly prove of benefit to the lum-
ber industry.

The recommendations of Mr. Underhill on
these important matters were strongly endorsed
by Owen M. Bruner and President MacBride.
The election of officers resulted as follows :

Pkesidext, Wm. T. Betts of Charles M. Betts
& Co.

VicE-PitEsiDENT, Benjamin Stoker of Geo. W.
Stoker & Son.
TkeasureRj Chas. P. Maule.
Secuetakv, .John H. Lank.
Auditors, Samuel B. Vrooman, Eli B. Hallo-

well and Franklin Smedley.
Trustee Relief Fuxd, "Samuel B. Vrooman.
Directors, John E. Lloyd, George A. Howes

and Amos Y. Lesher.

The annual banquet, which was held in the
evening in the garden of the roof of the Conti-

nental hotel, was of sumptuous appointment and
greatly enjoyed by all. Speech making was
omitted and instead a high-class vaudeville show
was a principal and most enjoyable feature of

the evening's entertainment. Great credit is

due to the office and entertainment committee
for the very pleasant wind-up of the year. The
handsome souvenir booklets, containing the menu,
were contributed by the Pennsylvania Lumber-
men's ^lutual Fire Insurance Company of Phila-

delphia, Pa., the Lumber Mutual Fire Insur-

ance Company of Boston. Slass., the Lumber-
man's ;Mutual Insurance Company. Mansfield. O.,

the Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Com-
pany, Indianapolis. Ind., and the Central Manu-
facturers' Mutual Insurance Company, of Van
Wert. O.

Annual Issue Timber Trades Journal
The annual speiinl issue of the Timber Trades

Journal, dated March 30, published by William
Rider & Son, Ltd., 164 Aldersgate street, Lon-
don. E. C, has reached Hardwood Record. In

this issue the editor has given especial atten-

tion to the export wood trade of Russia. The
several articles under this heading include an
account of a journey from St. Petersburg to

Archangel and along the Marie system of canals,

which is accompanied by a folded map of the

route. This, with articles on the various ex-

porting firms in Archangel, St. Petersburg, Riga
and other leading Russian ports, all fully illus-

trated, form a most interesting feature of the

issue.

There are many other important articles, in-
cluding a comprehensive review of the foreign
lumber situation, involved in the number. It is

a splendid example of a lumber newspaper en-
terprise that has scarcely ever been duplicated
in the annals of the lumber trade press on this
side of the water.

Congratulations are extended to the publish-
ers of this sterling timber trade journal on the
splendid issue they present to their subscribers.

Work of Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion of the United States

Secretary Doster of the Hardwood Manufac-
turers' Association advises that his force is now
engaged in gathering statistics on various mat-
ters for the benefit of its members, which fig-

ures will be submitted later. One of the impor-
tant subjects being taken up is the stock condi-
tion of low grades in poplar, Cottonwood and
gum. Indicating the amount on hand April 1.

1011, and on the corresponding date of 1012.
The secretary advises that statistics obtained in

January and February of this year will be
greatly changed owing to the climatic conditions
that have prevailed in both the mountain and
lower Mississippi valley hardwood districts for
some time. This has changed the complexion of
the production materially. Figures involving
total of prospective production will be greatly
reduced.

The secretary says that he finds a barometer
for business conditions in the number of com-
plaints registered concerning shipments. When
stocks are in good demand, complaints decrease.
He says that although the volume of business
handled on the grades of the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association is materially on the in-

crease, there is a decided decrease in the amount
of reinspection demanded as a result of differ-

ences between shipper and purchaser. This sit-

uation is also helped from the mill inspection

service offered by the association, as it invaria-

bly sends a competent inspector to the mill of

any member for the purpose of demonstrating
grading when it is found necessary to do so.

The Hardwood Manufacturers' Association has
recently published a folder showing the various
divisions of departments which the organiza-
tion has in effect, and figures regarding the
work that has been acomplished, and is being
undertaken at the present time. These folders

will be sent to anyone on application.

The offices of the Hardwood Manufacturers'
Association have been moved from suite 1206
First National Bank building, Cincinnati, to

WILLIAM T. BETTS. PRESIDENT PHILADEL-
PHIA LUMBERMEN'S EXCHANGE.

BENJ. STOKER, VICE-PRESIDENT PHILA-
DELPHIA LUMBERMEN'S EXCHANGE.

CHARLES P. MAULE, SECRETARY PHILA-
DELPHIA LUMBERMEN'S EXCHANGE.
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lai'gei- quartors. suite m'J-14i;0. This change

was' made imperative by reason of the necessity

of increase in clerical force which required more
room.

Currie & Campbell

One of the flourishing young iirms of Phila-

delphia is that of Currie & Campbell, wholesale

lumber. Commonwealth Trust building. It was
formed in December, 1909, and its progress

toward the front rank has been steady.

Ben C. Currie is one of the best known and
liked lumbermen in the East. He has been asso-

ciated with the sales end of the lumber business

for many years, and has represented some of the

best lumber manufactviring concerns. His part-

ner, J. H. Campbell, is the practical member of

the firm and a thorough lumberman. For five

years he was superintendent of the Pocahontas

Lumber Company, Burner. W. Va., and for a

year or more was connected with its home office

at Brookville, Pa.

Currie & Campbell handle hardwoods, spruce,

hemlock and yellow pine. They have excellent

mill connections through which they can control

the required lumber in volume to meet all de-

mands, and the transportation facilities are such

that prompt shipmenls c.-in be guaranteed.

BEX C. CURRIE, CURRIE & CAMPBELL,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Memphis Lumbermen's Club Active

Present indications are that one of three

things will happen in connection with the estab-

lishment of a tralfic bureau here on the part of

lumber interests. As matters now stand, it is

likely that the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis,
the Memphis Manufacturers' Association, and the

Memphis Freight Bureau will join hands to estab-

lish a bureau which will be very strong and will

look after the interests of shippers of other

commodities besides lumber. If the Memphis
Freight Bureau does not care to co-operate, a

bureau will be established by the other two
organizations, and if the Lumbermen's Club and
the Manufacturers' Association are not able to

get together on satisfactory terms, it is proposed

to establish an independent bureau to be operated

solely by the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis.
The board of directors, the advisory board and
the river and rail committee of the club held a

meeting last week, at which it was decided to ap-

point a committee of five from the Lumbermen's
Club to take up the subject of the formation

of a joint bureau with the Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation. At a meeting to be held very soon,

at which the subject will be further discussed,

it will probably be decided as to whether or

not the co-operative plan can be put through.

If it is found impossible, the process of elimina-

tion will begin and Memphis will have an Inde-

pendent bureau in all likelihood to look after

the interests of lumber shippers.

It was decided, upon motion of C. B. Dudley,

that the baseball team of the Lumbermen's Club
of Memphis be continued for another season un-

der the same management as last year. When
the subject first came up President Robertson

remarked that, if there were any members of

the last year's management who did not care to

hear what was said about the team, they might
retire. This was prompted by the fact that the

team last year lost every contest played against

a team from any other city.

K. D. McKellar, representative in Congress

from the tenth Tennessee district, advised the

club that he would support its recent resolution

asking that corporations be allowed to make their

returns at the end of their fiscal year Instead of

as of December. 31. The returns in question are

to be made the basis of federal taxes.

Michigan Timber Purchase

Charles A. Bigelow, acting for the Kneeland-

Bigelow Company, of Bay City, Mich., recently

purchased from the David Ward estate a tract

of land in Otsego county, Michigan, containing

3,400 acres of mixed timber. The tract is esti-

mated to cut 70,000.000 feet of merchantable
lumber valued at about $230,000. The timber

will be transported to Bay City, and the larger

portion of it will be manufactured at the plant

of the Kneeland, Lunden & Bigelow Company.
This addition to the timber holdings of the

Kneeland-Bigelow Company makes a splendid

provision for the future of its two concerns at

May City, and gives it a total of 30,000 acres

which are estimated to cut 40,000,000 feet of

l"gs for the mills annually for the coming thirty

yeai-s.

American Machinery Abroad

The Linderman Machine Company of Muskegon,
.Mich., recently gave a demonstration of Its new
jointer at Newark, England. A report of this

demonstration published in the Daily Consular
Report tells that the machine created a very
favorable impression. It is designed to utilize

otherwise wasted strips of wood by converting

tbem into boards of any desired width with a

dovetailed glue joint, so accurate as to be in-

discernible.

Building New Mill

The Forman-Earle Company at Heidelberg,

Ky., allied with the Thomas Forman Company,
the well-known flooring manufacturer at Detroit,

Mich., is rebuilding its sawmill destroyed by
fire recently, and will soon have it in running
order. It is building even a better type of mill

than the one lost by fire, which, as will be re-

called from the report made at the time, was
fully insured. The company has a full stock of

logs for the season. This mill will manufacture
thiefly the fine type of white oak growing in

eastern Kentucky.

The National Lumber & Manufacturing

Company

The National Lumber & Manufacturing Com-
pany of South Bend, Ind., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of .$125,000. The new con-

cern is rite result of the merger of the interests

of the J. C. Paxton Lumber Company and the

St. Joseph Lumber Company, which was brought
about because of the larger business resulting

from additional capital. The headquarters of the

company will be at the old Paxton yard on
South Main street, but the wholesale sash and
door end of the business will be handled at the

recently acquired plant of the St. Joseph Lum-
ber & Manufacturing Company.

The officers of the new organization are ; J.

W. Paxton, president ; F. Elmer McDonald, vice-

president and manager ; J. C, Paxton, vice-presi-

dent ; Chas. A. Wayne, treasurer, and Herbert

Paxton, secretary. All of these gentlemen are

experienced lumbermen, having been identified

with the industry for some time.

Marriage of Frank E. Schofield

One of the most interesting and delightful

weddings of the Easter season was that of

Frank Edwin Schofield of Schofield Brothers,

Philadelphia, and Miss Kathryn Boswell, daugh-
ter of the Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martin
Boswell, which took place iu Calvary Methodist
Episcopal Church on April 9. The maid of

honor was Miss Dorothy Florence Boswell, sis-

ter of the bride ; the best man George Elliott.

The bridesmaids were Miss Charlotte Hine of

Bay City, Mich. ; Miss Bertha Mann of Kanka-
kee, III, ; Miss Elizabeth Hazelhurst of Balti-

more. Md. ; Miss Helen Adams of Brooklyn. X.

Y.. and Miss Irene Shetzlone and Miss Mabel
Lynch of this city. Following the ceremony at

the church, a reception was held at the home
of the bride's parents, 409 South Fifty-first

street, which was attended by over two hun-
dred friends of the bride and groom. The happy
couple left on a honeymoon trip through the

southlands to Memphis and Jacksonville, Fla.,

after w^hich Ihey will take a short sea voyage
and then return to Philadelphia. Prior to the

J. C. CAMPBF.LL. CURRIE & CAMPBELL,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

wedding, and over the Easter week end, the
whole bridal party, under the chaperonage of

Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Schofield, was enter-

tained at Atlantic City, X. J., by the bridegroom,
who rented a cottage for the occasion. It need
not be said it was a time ot great good cheer
and happy merrymaking.

New Timber Tree Book

Hardwood Record is indebted to the publish-
ers for a new work pertaining to forestry and
timber trees entitled "The Important Timber
Trees of the United States," by Simon P. Elliott.

The book involves a manual of practical forestry
for the use of foresters, students and laymen in

forestry, lumbermen, farmers and other land-
owners, and all who contemplate growing trees
for economic purposes. The author is a member
of the Pennsylvania Forestry Reservation Com-
mission and an associate member of the Society
of American Foresters.

The work is Illustrated with forty-seven half-
tone pictures made from photographs. It Is an
authoritative and practical handbook of every-
day forestry, and will bo a notable addition to
the very limited literature pertaining to forestry
and the timber trees ot the United States. The
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work is tree from' tecbnicality and confusing de-

tail ; it is helpf ull.v arranged, clearly written,
and handsomely illustrated. It should meet a

definite and largo demand. It is a large crown
Svo, selling at .$2.50 net ; postage eighteen cents
extra, and is published by Houghton, Mifflin

Company, 4 Park street, Boston, Mass.

New Knoxville Lumber House

The Maphet & Shea Lumber Company is the
name of a new manufacturing and wholesaling
hardwood house just established at Knoxville,
Tenn.. with offices located at 703-705 Henson
building, and yards at Middlebrook Pike and
Lounsdale car line. This house is made up of
Ed. Mapbct. formerly allied with the Logan-
Maphet Lumber Company. Knoxville, and John
L. and James T. Shea, the well-known logging
contractors, who are now stocking, to the e$-
tent of 100,000 feet a day, the big mills of the
New River Lumber Company at Norma, Tenn.
Shea Brothers formerly handled the logging op-
erations of the Little River Lumber Company
at Townsend. Tenn., and before that they were
engaged in similar enterprises in Pennsylvania.

Ed. Maphet is too well known to the hard-
wood manufacturing and jobbing trade to re-

quire an introduction, as he has been engaged in

this line of work in the Knoxville district for
many years. He has achieved an en%-iable repu-
tation as a competent hardwood man. The sec-

retary of the new company is E. J. Clark.
The Shea brothers will not take any active

personal interest in the new company, but will

continue in their logging enterprises. They
have large timber holdings in this section, and
the Maphet & Shea Lumber Company has just
taken over 2,000 acres of this timber and a half
interest in a Clark band mill, fully equipped
and in running order, which It will operate in

connection with its jobbing business.

The assorting yard at Knoxville will enable
the company to re-assort lumber, and mill in

transit, as a motor-driven planing mill equip-
ment will be put in at the yard.

Everyone acquainted with the members of the
Maphet & Shea Lumber Company will wish them
unbounded success in their new venture, as the
principals certainly should be competent to

carry it on to a successful conclusion.

A Skidding Record

The star crew of the Industrial Lumber Com-
pany of MarioDville. La., recently completed a

four-day record with a four-line Clyde steam
skidder. The total number of logs skidded in

the four days was 4,325. containing 865,000
feet 'as follows :

March 30 1,000 logs, 200,000 ft.
April 1 1,000 logs, 200,000 ft.

April 2 1,003 logs, 200.600 ft.

April 3 1,322 logs, 264,400 ft.

This is a daily average of 1,081 logs or 216.-

250 feet. This record was made with the most
modern equipment of the Clyde Iron Works of

Duluth, Minn.

No Forests in China

Consul-General Knabonsbui' of Tientsin says

that forestry is a subject in which the Chinese

evince no interest, as there are no forests In

this country. The Great Plain, on which Tient-

sin is located, never had forests, being entirely

of delta formation, and the mountainous regions

to the north and west were denuded of their for-

ests centuries ago. The surface soil of these

mountains has been washed away, and to refor^

est them would be a matter of great difficulty.

The only nurseryman in this consular district is

F. Bade of the Tientsin Nursery Gardens, who
is much interested in tree culture. He raises

various shade and ornamental trees from seed,

but the soil of the Great Plain is alkaline and
comparatfrely few varieties of trees will flourish

in it. He has had the most success with the

acacia, which is also being used by the Germans
in the Tsingtau district.

A British corporation engaged in mining and

shipping has a concession for coal mining in
the Kaiping district, about eighty miles north-
west of Tientsin. The surface of the region is

broken by hills fifty to two hundred feet high,
which are absolutely bare of trees, and the com-
pany has begun the work of afforestation. It
already has 1.000,000 young trees growing,
chiefly acacia, and is preparing to establish a
nursery for them on an extensive scale.

There are no government forestry officials,

schools of forestry or horticulture, magazines
devoted to these subjects, or associations of for-
esters, nurserymen, seedsmen, etc.. in China. At
Tsingtau. German China, afforestation has been
successfully carried on by the German govern-
ment.

B. Heinemann Company Starts Sawing
On July 12. liiu. the sawmill of the P.. Ileino-

mann Lumber Company at Antigo. Wis., was
completely burned. In the latter part of Febru-
ary, 1912. this company purchased the entire
sawmill and planing mill plant of the Alexander
Stewart Lumber Company in M'ausau. Wis.,
and on April 18 sawed its first lumber in that
plant.

This company has been prominent in Wiscon-
sin lumber circles for fifteen years, starting
originally in Antigo on about the same basis as
it was operating when burned out. The Heine-
mann interests own timber in Marathon. Lang-
lade and Lincoln counties, Wisconsin, which runs
about equally in hemlock and hardwood with ten
per cent in pine.

The Antigo operations are closed up for the
time being, and it is the hope of the company
to be completely established at Wausau in thirty
days. In addition to the complete planing mill

equipment and the sawmill, containing a band
and a circular saw, gang edger and band resaw.
the excelsior plant now located at Antigo will

be moved to Wausau.
B. Heinrmann is president of the company ; W.

B. Heinemann. vice-president and G. B. Heine-
mann. secretary and treasurer. All are widely
and favorably known in northern lumber circles.

Dr. Scheuck's New Work
In last issue of Hardwood Record there was

briefly acknowledged receipt of the work of

Dr. C. A. Schenck. director of the Biltmore
Forest School, entitled "Loggin.g and Lumbering
or Forest Utilization." This book is a large

quarto text book for forest schools, and em-
braces within its little less than two hundred
pages, an abstract of about all that is worth
knowing about the lumber business from the
forest to the finished product. It is an abstract
of every detail of logging and lumbering from
the forest to the consumer. Outside of its

use as a text book, it should possess no in-

considerable value to every student of lumber
affairs. It is to he hoped that Dr. Schenck
printed a sufficiently large edition that he may
market a considerable number to lumbermen.

As an idea of the comprehensive character of

the publication, briefly may be recounted a

synopsis of parts and chapters : Under loggin.g

operations the work covers labor employed in the
forest, cutting operations, transportation of logs.

Part 2 : The manufacture of lumber : foundation
of manufacture ; manufacturing industries.

In the second section is involved chapters

covering manvial labor : animal labor ; woodmen's
tools and implements ; felling the trees ; cross-

cutting; land transportation without vehicles;

water transportation ; transportation on land by

vehicles ; arrangement for loading logs : aero-

logging ; discussion of various systems of trans-

portation : the American forester as a lumber-

man ; motive power ; transmission of power : .

technical use made of trees ; technical qualities

of trees ; the sawmill : woodworking plants

:

veneering plants ; bos factories : basket works,

and so down the line to miscellaneous manipu-
lation of woods into various manufactured pro-

ducts.

The work is a most worthy addition to Dr.
Sehenck's previous contributions to the litera-
ture of lumber affairs.

A Successful Organization
Success has crowned the efforts of the new

Bissell-Wheeler Lumber Company of Marshfield.
Wis., since its active advent into the hardwood
business on March 1. This concern was incor-
porated in the latter part of February to do a
general wholesaling business in hardwoods.
Equipped with .?2o.000 paid in capital and hav-
ing unusual mill connections, progress has been
rapid and uninterrupted.

In a measure the company's success can be
attributed to its personnel, all the incorporators
being prominent In the lumber business. W. H.
Bissell of Wausau, associated in the Yawkey-
Bissell Lumber Company, is president : S. K.
Bissell of the same interests is vice-president
and treasurer and W. D. Wheeler, formerly with
the VoUmar & Below Company, is secretary.
Ever.vthing presages a brilliant future for this
new enterprise.

The Appalachian Work
Wm. L. Hall of the Forest Service, in imme-

diate charge of the selection of areas recom-
mended for purchase for the Appalachian and
White Mountains National Parks, has the fol-

lowing to say on the subject in American For-
estry for March :

The Forest Service is now practically getting
into the routine part of the Appalachian work,
and I think this year's appropriation will run
over one million dollars. If it should turn out
that purchases are to be made in the White
mountain region, the Forest Service itself would
be in a position to report upon the land. It

has examined it to the extent of a hundred
thousand acres or so. at a valuation of perhaps
from six to eight hundred thousand dollars.

Should It turn out that we cannot purchase
lands in the White mountains this year, we ex-

pect that we will complete examinations in the
Southern Appal.achians. enough to consume the
appropriation of .f2.000.000 which is available
for this present year; so that, in any case, we
believe it will be possible to use- the money which
Congress has put into our hands.
When this proposition was under consideration

for the ten or twelve years it was before Con-
gress, it was pointed out by those who thought
it was unwise that, if this law were passed, we
would encounter all kinds of difficulties. It was
said, in fact, that it was a scheme of the land
grabber ; it was a scheme of the speculator, and
that when we actually got into the work of

acquiring land, we would find that the specu-

lator had gone in advance of us and had gath-

ered in the lands, and would turn them over to

the government only at a great profit. We have
not found that to be true. In a few cases

locally, we have found that men have gathered
in considerable bodies of land, expecting, pos-

sibly, that the government would come in as a

purchaser eventually. That has not been hard .

to deal with. Generally, we have found the land

owners have not discounted the action of the

government at all, and are ready to deal with
us on a frank and businesslike basis.

The passage of this law, however, did in a

measiu-e set acting a certain class of men, men
who were very anxious to become closely ac-

quainted with the .$11,000,000. and they have

attempted to operate in various ways. Some of

them have attempted to impersonate government
officials in filing their options on land : others

have attempted to get options in their own
names with the idea, of course, of making a
good profit ; others are endeavoring to show that,

as agents, they can save the government a great

deal of money, and also obtain enormous prices

for the owners of the land. But, with a stiff

backbone against all that sort of thing, we are

able to make progress, and we shall undoubtedly

be able to make progress, and carry out effec-

tively the law as it was the intention that it
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should be carried out, and as it was tlie expecta-

tion of tile entire country that it should be

carried out in a reasonable and businesslike

way, doing justice alike to the land-owners who
have land to sell and to the whole people whose
money was to be used for the purchase of those

lands, and only at a reasonable price.

Did It Ever Happen to You?

A man who was too economical to purchase

or to subscribe for a paper sent his little boy

. to borrow the copies taken by his neighbor.

In haste the boy ran over a .$4 stand of bees,

and in ten minutes looked like a warty summer
squash. His cries reached his father, who ran

to his assistance, failing to notice a barbed wire

fence, ran into it. breaking it down, cutting a

handful of flesh from his anatomy and ruining

a pair of $4 pants. The old cow took advantage

of the gap in the fence and got into the coru

field and killed herself eating green corn.

Hearing the racket, the wife ran, upset a

four-gallon churn full of rich cream into a

basketful of kittens, drowning the entire litter.

In her hurry she dropped a $23 set of faise

teeth.

The baby, left alone, crawled through the

spilled milk and into the parlor, ruining a brand

new .^iaO carpet. During the excitement the

eldest daughter ran away with the liired man,

the dog broke up eleven setting hens, the calves

got out and chewed the tails off four fine shirts.

Dallas \<-ics.

Where He Sought Peace.

Chatty Lodger (to landlord)—"You seem to

have seen a good deal. What are you ?"

Landlord—"Well, sir, I were a lion tamer,

and I'd be there now if I 'adn't a-married. But.

you see, my wife were a knife thrower in the

same show, and she got to practicing her turn

on me. Well, thinks I, life ain't too long to

run no risks, so I took on a safe job and became
a steeplejack."

—

Punch.

A crank always thinks that he is the only

one who is not a crank in the circle of his crank-

dom. But, after all, cranks are what make the

wheels go 'round.

Miscellaneous Notes

B. .Jordan recently commenced the manu-
facture of handles at Monticello, Ga.

Fenn & Rice recently began the manufacture
of hubs and bent woodwork at Jasper, Ind.

The Monro Lumber Company recently began
wholesaling hardwood lumber at I'^ort Smith,

Ark.

The Tula Lumber Company, Tula, Mich., has

increased its authorized capital stock to $100.-

000.

The Cuero Lumber Company, Cuero, Tex., has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $21.-

000.

The Park Lumber Company, Stillwater, Minn.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000.

The No-Break Handle Company has been in-

corporated at Hugo, Okla., with a capital stock

of $3,000.

The Union Lumber Company, Kansas City,

Mo., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $16,000.

The Nuzum-Hunter Lumber Company, Viola.

Wis., has increased its capital stock from $50,000
to $100,000.

The Gillette-Mount Company recently entered
the wholesale lumber trade at 50 Church street.

New York, N. Y.

The Clayton ' Wells Furniture Company of

Laurel, Miss., has been incorporated with a capi-

tal stock of $.30,000.

The Lake Mills Lumber Company, Des Moines,
la., has been incorporated with an authorized
capital stock of $20,000.

The Hayden-Denman Lumber Company, Mount
Vernon, Tex., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $15,000.

The Jordans Bay Boat Company, Raymond,
Me., has been incorporated with an authorized

capital stock of $10,000.

The Hirsch & Schiner Lumber Company has

been incorporated at Providence, K. I., with a

capital stock of $20,000.

The Eastern Carolina Land & Lumber Com-
pany, Kinston, N. C, has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $25,000.

The Tomb Lumber Company of Watoga, W.
Va., has gone into voluntary bankruptcy. The
liabilities are about $204,000.

The Southern Veneer & Panel Company. High

I'oint, N. C, has been incorporated witli an au-

thorized capital stock of $.50,000.

p. A, Stratton, who has operated a handle

factory at Tower, Mich., for several years, will

move his plant to Atlantic, Mich.

The Grand Marsh Lumber Company has been

incorporated at Grand Marsh, Wis., with an au-

thorized capital stock »i $10,000.

The Continental Lumber & Tie Company,
Houston, Tex., recently increased its capital

stock from $200,000 to $300,000.

The Smith & Peterson Lumber Company has

been incorporated at Marquette, Mich., with an
authorized capital stock of $10,000.

The McConnell Lumber Company, McConnell,

Blounts Creek P. O., N. C, has been incorporated

with an authorized capital stock of $10,000.

A. C. Titus & Co.. of Salem, Mass.. have been

incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000,

for the purpose of manufacturing furniture.

The Lubin Manufacturing Company Is the

style of a new concern which recently began the

manufacture of wooden novelties at Attalla, Ala.

A new concern, which has recently entered

the wholesale hardwood lumber trade at Lady-

smith, Jllnn., is the Gillette & O'Leary Com-
pany.

The Des Moines Billiard Table Manufactur-

ing Company has recently entered the trade at

Des Moines, la., and will manufacture billiard

tables.

The Western School & Church Furniture Manu-
facturing Company, Spokane, Wash., has been

incorporated with an authorized capital stock

of $200,000.

The St. Germain Marine Company. Greene-

ville. Me., has been incorporated with an author-

ized capital stock of $10,000 and will manu-
facture boats.

The Lance Lumber Company, Reading, Pa.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10,000. George F. Lance is treasurer of the

new company.

The Udell-Predock Manufacturing Company,
manufacturer of tables and furniture, St. Louis,

Mo., has increased its capital stock from $25.-

000 to $35,000.

A new organization has recently been com-
pleted at Mariintcm, W. Va. M. F. Wilson and
W. A. Rexroade have started In the lumber
business under the style, Wilson & Rexroade.

The plant of the 'Ximpson Handle Company,
Timpsou, Tex., which was destroyed by fire on
Feb. 3, will be rebuilt at once. The company
has purchased machinery for its immediate needs.

The Mericle Lumber Company, Montevideo,
Minn., has been Incorpoi-ated with a capital stock

of .^^50.000. The incorporators are Wm. Dun-
brack, John W. Mericle and Charles J. Thomp-
son.

The Kneeland-McLurg Lumber Company. Mil-

waukee, Wis., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $50,000. The incorporators are

David M. Kneeland, Percy S. McLurg and C. B.

Perry.

The Driskell Brothers Lumiier Company has

been incorporated at Marshall, Tex., with an
authorized capital stock of $20,000. The in-

corporators are D. C. Driskell. W. L. Martin
and W. M. Driskell.

A meeting of the National Commissary Man-
agers' Association will be held at the Hotel

Frederick, Huntington, W. Va., May 7 and S, at

which It is expected more than two hundred
store managers will be present.

On Mar. 14 the plant of the Lodi Lumber
Company, hardwood manufacturer at Lodi, O.,

was destroyed by fire, occasioning a loss of $6,-

000. The company is rebuilding its plant and
expects to be in running order again by May 1.

The Salamanca Panel Company, Salamanca,

N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $50,000, and will manufacture veneer panels,

veneers, veneer products, etc. The incorporators

are Earl R. Morrison, Salamanca, N. Y. ; P. Z.

Morrison and Thos. McCabe of Warren, Pa.

The Cuban Mahogany & Tie Company, Man-
hattan, New York, N. Y., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $150,000. The new com-

])auy will import and deal in mahogany and other

lumber. The incorporators are J. C. Duff, J, M.
de la Torre and W. F. Randal.

The Southern Mercantile Company, Memphis,
Tcnn., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $100,000, and will manufacture house-

hold furniture, making a specialty of a patented

kitchen cabinet. The incorporators are W. K.

Burton. H. W. German, E. P. Anderson and H.

A. Sorrels.

The Australian Hardwood Lumber Company,
Inc., of San Francisco, Cal., agent for Allen,

Taylor & Co., Ltd., of Sidney, Australia, re-

cently closed a contract with the United States

government for the delivery of 150.000 feet of

iron bark timbers at Mare Island Navy Yard,

California. The size of this material ranges

from 6x14-8' to 18x19-36'. The company secured

the government's last contract for this wood
which embraced 312,000 feet.

The Wolverine Lumber & Supply Company of

Iron Ulver, Mich., which was recently organ-

ized, has changed its name and will hereafter

be known as the Phoenix Lumber & Supply

Company. The new company is incorporated

with a capital stock of $20,000,000. and is con-

trolled by the following officers : I'resident, \¥.

n. I'nnnor, Marshlield. Wis. : vice-president, J.

Robert I^yons, Iron River, Mich.; secretary, Fred
B. Tonkin, Iron River, Mich. ; treasurer and
manager, I-L N. Truckey, Iron River, Mich.

vt^iaK»matm!rotTOM)tiiKTO»iim»^^

Hardwood l>Jews ^otes

CHICAGO

The Lumbermen's Association of Chicago is

holding a meeting at noon today at the La
Salle hotel, accompanied by a luncheon. It

is anticipated that sundry matters of importance

to divisions of the association will be discussed

and acted upon.

W. B. Burke, manager of the Lamb-Fish
Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss., spent
several days in Chicago last week. This com-
pany's plant at Charleston has not suffered any
by water. The woods operations of the com-
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pany, however, hare been suspended owing to

overflow, not from the Mississippi, but from the

rise in local streams caused by heavy rains.

The illustration with which the poem "In His
Might," in this issue of Record is embellished,

depicts flood conditions in the Lamb-Fish Lum-
ber Company's timber. This photograph is

used through the courtesy of Jlr. Burke.

A. J. Gillette of Gillette Brothers. Memphis,
Tenn., was a Record caller a few days ago. This
company has suflTered somewhat from high water,

a portion of its yard and plant being submerged
to a depth of four or five feet.

E. W. Benjamin. Cadillac Veneer Company,
Cadillac. Mich., was among the Chicago visitors

during the last few days.

D. E. Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills,

Louisville, Ky., always a welcome Chicago visi-

tor, paid bis respects to H.irdwood Record last

week.

A. E. Gorham of the Gorham Brothers Company,
big veneer and panel producer. Mount Pleasant,

Mich., spent several days in Chicago last week.

B. W. Lord of the Chicago Veneer Company,
Burnside. Ky.. was among the veneer men visit-

ing in this city during the last few days.

E. r. Arpiu of the Arpin Hardwood Lum-
ber Company, Grand Rapids. Wis., was
in Chicago last week on one of his regular visits

to this city.

G. von IMaten. well-known hardwood man of

Grand Rapids, Mich., spent a few days in Chi-

cago last week. Mr. von Platen was very

optimistic over the northern hardwood outlook.

M. J. Fox of the Von Platen Lumber Com-
pany. Iron Mountain, Mich., made a call on a

few of his Chicago customers a few days ago.

The Lumbermen's Credit Association, "Red
Book" publisher, is now located in its spacious

offices on the seventeentli floor of the Heisen

building, this city, having recoutly moved there

from the Great Northern building.

E. II. Klann. hardwood wholesaler, for years

located in the Masonic Temple, Chicago, who is

also secretary of the Lumber Sales Managers'

-Association and of the Chicago Lumbermen's
Club, will move to the Fisher building. May 1.

W. W. Diugs, secretary of the Garetson-Grea-

son Lumber Company, St. Louis. Mo., has re-

cently returned from a lumber cruising trip in

Texas, and favors the Record with a photo-

graph of the biggest tree growing in that state,

a black gum thirty-three feet in circumference

at the base. The tree is ou the lands of the

Waterman Lumber Company. The Garetson-

Greason Lumber Company will soon start up its

new mill at Blocker, Tex.

W. li. Jlorgan of the Anderson-Tully Com-
pany, Memphis, was a Chicago visitor several

days last week. High water shut down some of

this company's plants, but others have been in

commission during the high water conditions.

Mr. ^lorgan anticipates a higher range in hard-

wood values.

The semi-annual. April issue of the "Blue

Book." containing a classified list with capital

and pay ratings of all manufacturers, wholesale

and retail dealers in lumber, as well as factories

which buy lumber in carload lots, has just been

placed in the hands of subscribers. This is the

seventeenth volume which has been published by

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Cor-

poration, with executive offices in the Lumber-

men's building. St. Louis. Mo.

T. S. Estabrook of Estabrook-Skeele Lumber
Company, Fisher building. Chicago, spent a day

or two this week in Cleveland on business.

C. L. Willey, the well known Chicago veneer

and mahogany magnate, has engaged passage for

Liverpool early in June, for the purpose of mak-

ing one of his regular business and pleasure trips

to England and the Continent.

lumber operations in Nova Scotia. Following
the resignation of Jlr. Shepherd. J. M. Hast-
ings, the big Pittsburgh lumberman and head
of the Davison Lumber Company, took up
his quarters at 1 Madison avenue and will con-

tinue to look after the affairs of the compan.v
here pending final decision in regard to future
operation.

L. R. Crosb.v. formerly of the Christy-Moir
Company, has joined the selling slatf of the A.

Sherman Lumber Company, DO Church street,

city, and will represent it in fhe Long Island

and Jletropolitan District trade.

Dr. C. A. Schenck, director of the Biltmore
Forest School, Biltmore, N. C, accompanied by his

wife and thirty students of the school, arrived

liere recently from Darmstadt, Germany, where
Ihey spent the winter for practical forest work
in the German forests.

N. Irving Lyon, for thirty years associated

with the Cross, -\ustin & Ireland Lumber Com-
pany of Brooklyn, and for several years its

treasurer, died on Apr. 7 at Pasadena, Cal..

where he went about three years ago in search

of health. John H. Ireland of the company,
was with Mr. Lyon at the time of his death.

The Wright Piano Company, manufacturer
of pianos. 485 Greenwich street, this city,

has been placed in the hands of a receiver in

bankruptcy. This is a New Jersey corporation

and James D. Carpenter of Jersey City has
been appointed receiver in New York and New
Jersey.

The Cummer Lumber Company, headquarters

1 Madison avenue, has just announced that it

is now ready to accept cypress business from
the trade to be supplied from the up-to-date

product of the new Cummer Cypress Compan.v
plant at Sumner. Fla. Manager Walter Adams,
of the local office, announces that Martin C.

Hughes, formerly of the Sea Coast Lumber
Company. New York will be associated with him
here, and have charge of the cypress depart-
ment.

PHILADELPHIA

The Forest Lum'oer Company of Pittsburgh,

has moved its Philadelphia office to 160,'5 and
1006 Real Estate Trust building, where it will

have more room for its enlarged business. A.

J. Levy, manager, will devote most of his time
to the sales end. F. X. Diebold, president, has
moved to Philadelphia, and will hereafter make
this office his headquarters.

The Tomb Lumber Company has removed to

934 Real Estate Trust building, where the busi-

ness is carried on by J. R. Droney. receiver.

The Lance Lumber Company. Reading. Pa.,

was incorporated recently with a capital stock

of $10,000.

The Davis Furniture Company, L'niontown.

Pa., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $20,000.

The Gettysburg Furniture Company. Gettys-

burg, Pa., was incorporated under Pennsylvania

laws, Apr. 11, with a capital stock of $50,000.

The Chase Lumber Company. Wcnonah. N.

J., was incorporated under New Jersey laws.

Apr. 11. with a capital stock of $50,000.

The Monroe Lumber Company, Stroudesburg.

Pa., was chartered under Pennsylvania laws.

Apr. 17. with a capital stock of .?20.000.

The Enterprise Lumber Company, Wilming-

ton, Del., received a charter under Delaware

laws, Apr. 19. It is capitalized at $.50,000.

BUFFALO

NEW YORK

C. O. Shepherd has resigned as director and

managing director of the Davison Lumber Com-

pany, 1 Madison avenue, this city, with large

II. S. Janes of this city is president of thp

newly incorporated New England Hardwood
Company of Wilmington, Vt., and A. C. Meyer,

who has been Mr. Janes' associate here, is as-

sistant treasurer. In connection with its hard-

wood purchase, the company has also bought

the capital stock of the Deerfleld River Rail-
road Company. The company will cut 10.000,000
feet of spruce logs in addition to its hardwood.

Frank T. Sullivan, representative of Hamilton
II. Salmon & Co.. finds that the new office at

the yard on the Buffalo river front is not get-

ting along as fast as he had hoped, and he is

anxious to get the yard filled up with lumber.
The steamer Kongo, which the company recently

bought for that purpose, is now ready for busi-

ness.

F. W. Vetter reports that a number of meet-
ings have lately been held between the lumber
interests and the local freight committee in

order to discuss the reconsignment privileges on
lumber.

F. M. Sullivan's yard will soon be in receipt

of elm, maple and brown ash, these stocks having
recentl.v been manufactured to order. Some
maple is now coming in from Pennsylvania.

Anthony ililler reports a fair amount of

activity in hardwoods, although the weather is

stated to have been a drawback.

The yard of O. E. Yeager has been getting in

some stocks of poplar and other woods from
the South.

Davenport & Ridley, whose yard lately oc-

cupied has been sold, have begun to vacate and
will occupy a yard in the same neighborhood,

where about 1,000,000 feet of hardwoods will

be carried.

PITTSBURQH

The Duquesne Lumber Company, under the

direction of President Rex Flinn, and Sales Man-
ager G. C. Adams, is establishing its wholesale

business in fine shape. Its plant at Braemer,
Tenn.. will soon be running on a heavy daily

capacity.

President J. J. Linehan of the Liueban Lum-
ber Company is confident that this will be a

fairly good year in the hardwood trade. Build-

ing in other big centers, he reports, is far in

advance of the development so far in sight in

the Pittsburgh district.

The Breitweiser & Wilson Company has taken

a larger space in the Oliver building, and is

enlarging its force. It is branching out and go-

ing after the hardwood trade in a decidedly en-

ergetic fashion.

The Camp Manufacturing Company is now
located in fine quarters in the Oliver building.

The W. E. Terhune Lumber Company is also

moving from the House building to the Oliver

building and the C. P. Caughey Lumber Company
has taken larger quarters in the same sky-

scraper.

Fred R. Babcock has bought a very handsome
country place of 100 acres near Valencia. Pa.,

where the fine country estate of his brother, E.

V. Babcock. is located.

BOSTON

James F. Madden, for many years associated

with the Trimount Lumber Company, Boston,

and previously wtih the R. E. Cleaves Lumber

Company, is now sales manager for the J. F.

Gerrity Company of Bangor and Boston.

An important transfer of hardwood lumber

lands has been made in Vermont. The Deer-

field Lumber Company has transferred to the

New England Hardwood Company of Wilming-

ton, Vt., about 26,000 acres. The purchasing

company is given twenty-five years from Oct.

1, 1912, in which to cut it. Gardner I. Jones

of the Jones Hardwood Company. Boston, is

treasurer of the New England Hardwood Com-

pany.

E. W. Parkhill, who for many years was con-

nected with the Burlington, Vt.. office of the

Shepard & Morse Lumber Company, resigned re-

cently and will open an office in that city from

which he will conduct a wholesale lumber busi-

ness. Mr. Parkhill has been succeeded by Shirley
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L. Gale, formci-ly a salesman at the Boston office

o£ the Shepard & Morse Lumber Company.

The plant of the Cairns Wood-Working Com-

pany, East Hartford, Conn., has been destroyed

by fire.

The L. M. Young Lumber Company, Boston,

has removed its office from the Wentworth build-

ing to the Marshall building, corner of Central

and Broad streets.

grades and varieties. Low grades are especial-

ly strong, and advances have been made in

several varieties.

BALTIMORE

This city was represented at a hearing in

Washington on Apr. 11, on the chestnut blight,

lumbermen interested being called on to give

their views as to the means to be adopted for

combatting the tree affection which threatens

to cause great damage to chestnut timber all

along the Appalachian chain. The blight has

begun to attack trees in Virginia, and there is

every indication that it will spread to the Caro-

linas, all of the states north of the Potomac

being already touched.

A concatenation of the Hoo-Hoo of western

Maryland and West Virginia was held at Cum-
berland, Md., on Apr. 12, the gathering being

largely attended and various additions made to

the membership.

S. Eobb Eccles, a widely known Baltimore

lumberman, has been appointed vice-gerent snark

of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo for Balti-

more and Washington, for the current year.

The new factory of the Maryland Basket &
Veneer Company, which concern was recently

reorganized, is in active operation in all of its

departments. The new factory is in a five-story

brick building on East Falls avenue, and has a

frontage of thirty-eight feet, with a depth of

some ninety feet. David N. Sills is the secre-

tary and general manager of the plant.

Richard W. Price of Price & Heald, who has

been in Los Angeles, Cal., has returned much im-

proved in health, and has again resumed his

duties.

Fire on Apr. 7 destroyed the sawmill of M.

M. & D. D. Brown, and the dry-kilns of the

Elkins Pail & Lumlx-r Company at Elkins, W.
Va. The total loss is estimated at $60,000.

To relieve the freight congestion on the Balti-

more & Ohio railroad, between Harper's Ferry

and Brunswick. Md., improvements calling for

an outlay of about $2,500,000 will be made. The

tracks will be raised as much as twelve feet in

some places, and three additional tracks will be

laid.

COLUMBUS

The Potters Lumber Company of East Liver-

pool, O., has been incorporated with a capital

of $23,000 to deal in lumber and building

materials. The incorporators are L. E. Connor,

C. O. Beatty, Frank Crook. Minnie Conner and

Cora Beatty.

H. M. Uowe of Powell & Rowe, says since the

weather has settled there is quite an improve-

ment in the demand for hardwoods. He says

the trade during the past two weeks was ex-

ceptionally good and that prices are ruling

firm. He expects a continuation of the good

trade during the remainder of the season.

The South Side Lumber Company has moved

its offices and yard to the adjoining lot at 1929

South High street. The move was made neces-

sary by the fact that the erection of the South

High street viaduct made egress to the yard

impossible.

M. A. Hayward of M. A. Hayward & Son

says orders are coming in for all kinds of

hardwoods. High-grade stocks have been pick-

ing up rapidly, and prices are advancing, in the

better grades of oak. Lower grades are aiso

In good demand. Hardwood flooring is firm and
stocks are light.

R. C. Willis of the W. M. Ritter Lumber
Company said that orders are coming along

nicely, and are fairly well distributed over all

TOLEDO

The Winchester Handle Company will remove

its factory from Attica, O., to Bellevue. The

contract has been let for the new factory build-

ing at the latter place. The structure will be

two stories high and will be completed and ready

for occupancy by July 1.

'The Southern situation is bad," said Frank

Spangler of the Frank Spangler Company, "and

we have personally suffered a loss of a thousand

or two dollars from the floods. It is getting

difficult to secure dry stocks and prices on dry

plain oak have increased during the past thirty

days. The gum country was badly flooded, and

we are experiencing difficulty in securing red

gum shipments. The lower grades of gum have

also increased in price. I look for a good busi-

ness a little later and anticipate that there will

be little difficulty in disposing of hardwoods."

The Gotshall Manufacturing Company reports

a good live demand for hardwoods, especially

oak, the bulk of the business coming from furni-

ture factories which are running well.

INDIANAPOLIS

The McLaren Lumber Company of Shelby-

ville has changed its name to the Shelby Lumber

Company.
Announcement has been made that the re-

cently organized and incorporated Cline & Wilt

Lumber Company has taken over the business

of Cline & Wilt at Portland.

Furniture and woodenware will be manu-

factured by the newly organized Gem Manu-

facturing Company of this city which has been

incorporated with an authorized capitalization

of $10,000. The directors are W. O. Hall, J.

H. Johnson and F. B. Moreland.

A part of the property of the Foster Lum-

ber Company at Senate avenue and St. Clair

street has been sold to the J. I. Case Thresh-

ing Machine Company, which will erect a six

story building for its local sales branch.

Notice has been filed with the Indiana secre-

tary of state of the voluntary dissolution of the

Eureka Lumber Company of Bloomingtou.

A new company has been organized at Deca-

tur under the name of the Kirsch, Sellcmayer

& Sons Company to manufacture and sell lum-

ber. The company is capitalized at $ir),000.

Wooden bandies will be manufactured at

Auburn by the newly organized Auburn Handle;

Company which is incorporated with an author-

ized capitalization of $12,000. Those inter-

ested in the company are C. Buck. R. W. A'aughn

and C. D. Buck.

necissary to detour its trains. The Rock Island,

Frisco and Iron Mountain systems are cut off

from the West as a result of the washing away

of the embankments. It is impossible to say

when train service will be resumed on the part

of these roads. This will depend altogether on

how soon the water recedes and renders it pos-

sible to make the necessary repairs to the road-

beds. The only way to get into Arkansas from

Memphis Is by way of boat from Madison or

Helena or by way of St. Louis.

Lee Wilson & Co. lost heavily in the break

of the levee at Golden Lake, Ark., which flooded

its yards and holdings at Wilson. The company
has its largest mill at that point. Mr. Wilson

is authority for the statement that considerable

quantities of lumber were lost and he also stated

that there is a great deal more which has been

under water and which has suffered some dam-
age.

The Anderson-Tully Company has found it

necessary to close down its two mills, and its

box factory at Vicksburg. Miss. The water

some days ago reached a stage of fifty feet at

that point and the plants can not be operated

after it passes that level.

Application for a charter for the Alamar Tim-
ber Company has been filed. The capital stock

is placed at $100,000. The incorporators are

R. R. Roths, J. A. Murray. J. E.- Clelaod, C. C.

Gillespie and A. H. Murray.

The Shawmut Lumber Company. Shawmut.
Pike county. Ark., has purchased the mill and
timber lands of the Rockdale Lumber Company,
near Delight, Ark. J. W. Bishop is president

of the new company and A. C. Anderson is sec-

retary. The purchasing firm has assumed the

Judgments against the Rockdale Lumber Com-
pany issued as a result of long standing litiga-

tion.

A meeting was held recently at which repre-

sentatives of the Lumberraon's Club of Mem-
phis, the Memphis Manufacturers' Association

and the Memphis Freight Bureau were present.

There was much discussion of the formation of

the traffic bureau which has been under consid-

eration for some lime, but it was impossible to

reach a definite basis on which all of the or-

ganizations were willing to join the proposed

bureau. However, it was announced after the

meeting that further conferences would be held

before the cooperative idea was abandoned.

MEMPHIS

There has never been a time iu the history of

Memphis when the amount of hardwood lumber

being produced was as small, compared with nor-

mal, as now. For the past fortnight almost noth-

ing has been done here, and the outlook is very

unsatisfactory from the standpoint of lumber

producers. This statement applies with more

force to the plants which are now flooded and

which are directly affected by the overflow. How-

ever, it also applies in some measure to the mills

which are not directly affected for the reason

that the outlook for an adequate timber supply

for them is very discouraging.

The transportation problem is a somewhat

serious one. The Illinois Central has opened

service northward from Memphis to Chicago by

way of Cairo, but it is seriously interfered with

south of Memphis on both the main line and the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley roads. The South-

ern Railroad, entering Memphis from the East,

also has some of its track gone, and is finding it

NASHVILLE

The Nashville Lumbermen's Club has ad-

dressed a strong letter lo Secretary John II.

.Marble of the Interstate Commerce Commission
on behalf of the lumber shippers of Nashville

asking for a suspension of the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad order recently issued cover-

ing .transit privileges at Nashville on logs, bolts,

etc., drawn into Nashville over said railroad,

and manufactured and shipped to points on or

via the same road. The suspension of the

tariff referred to is asked on account of the

change adopted by the railroad in the ratio of

products outbouu'd to raw material Inbound.

This tariff provides that for each pound of

rough lumber shipped, outbound transit rates

will be applied on two pounds of logs, whereas,

under the former tariff, a transit rate was al-

lowed on three pounds of logs for one pound of

rough lumber outbound. The contention is made
that Ibis change causes a decided increase In

the net rate on logs into Nashville, as by actual

experience it takes more than three pounds of

logs to manufacture one pound of rough lumber,

and the effect of the proposed rule will result

in the loss to the lumber men of one-third ot

the inbound tonnage of logs, making a material

increase in the through rate finally protected.

The mill property of W. E. Cathey & Co., at

Burns, Tenn.. has been sold in bankruptcy to

J. E. Gibbs of White Bluff tor $1,000. and will

be operated by him. A tight barrel stave mill

will be installed.
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Large receipts of lumber from the upper Cum-
berland territory and tributaries, consisting of

oak, ash. hicliory. poplar, chestnut and other

hardwoods, have been reported during the past

ten days. John B. Ransom & Co. received nearly

1,000.000 feet recently from Red Boiling Springs

and Leiberman. Loveman & O'Brien have been

receiving equally as large shipments. It is esti-

mated that the receipts may total fully 3,000.000

or 4,000,0000 feet and possibly more. Recent

Hoods, however, have materially interfered with

operations. Much loss was caused along the

rivers by the washing off of cross ties, logs and
loose lumber piled on the shores for shipment.

Tbe extent of these losses cannot yet be esti-

mated, but they were heavy.

John B. Ransom & Co. of this city have

bought for some .?40.000 about 2.000 acres of

timber land near Taylor, Ark. The property

will be developed through the mill operated by

the company at Hope, Ark. The land contains

eight or ten million feet of oak and red gum.

chiefly, of splendid quality.

The Althauser-Webster-Weaver Lumber Com-
pany of Nashville has purchased a large tract

in Wayne county. Kentucky, which is said to

be rich in fine timber.

The Lasater Lumber Company, capitalized at

.$40,000. has been formed at Taris, Tenn. A
large plant, with spur tracks and other con-

veniences, will be erected at once. O. C. Barton

is president ; C. P. Hudson, vice-president : S. B.

Lasater, secretary-treasurer ; W. 1!. Lasater.

manager, and H. G. R.vals, assistant manager,

of the new company.

LOUISVILLE

The new mill of the Norman Lumber & Bos
Company of Louisville, located at Holly Ridge,

La., has been put in operation. From now on

Barry Norman, vice-president of the company,

will spend much of his time supervising opera-

tions there.

Not only were the mills of the Mengel Box
Company at Hickman. Ky., put out of commis-
sion by high water, but the sawmill at Mengel-

wood. Tenn., was also submerged.

There is considerable discussion going on at

present regarding new milling-in-transit regu-

lations proposed by the Louisville & Nashville

and effective Apr. 29. Under these rules, while

the identity of the shipment of logs need not

l>e maintained, it is necessary to use oak credits

to apply on oak shipments, etc. An involved

system of dividing the credits where a mixed
car of logs is received has been devised and
will be administered by the Southern Weigh-
ing and Inspection Bureau. Heretofore a much
more liberal system has been in effect, by which
any log receipts could be used in securing the

mill-in-transit refund on shipments of lumber
moving out over the Louisville & Nashville. It

is understood that the road took the new step

because of the stand of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in favor of uniform regula-

tions on the subject.

A. E. Norman, former president of the Louis-

ville Hardwood Club and one of its charter

members, read a paper before the club recently

on "The Advantages of Club Membership."
The paper was a strong argument in favor of

local association work, and brought out many
reasons in favor of extending such efforts.

The Louisville Point Lumber Company has
resumed operations after having been shut down
because of high water, which invaded the mill.

A large amount of logs have been received from
the Big Sandy timber districts.

R. L. Thomas has announced plans for a
large sawmill at Winchester, Ky. George S.

Tomliuson. of that city, has also arranged to

erect a mill.

T. M. and J. G. Brown of W. P. Brown &
Sons Lumber Company recently attended the
wedding of their sister, Agnes, to A. Duggan in

Indianapolis. The couple will make their resi-

dence there.

The Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Company
has filed articles of incorporation in Louisville.

Its capital stock is $16,000 and the incorpora-

tors are Gustave E. Bauman of Owensboro. and
Herbert Bauman of Louisville.

ST. LOUISJ
The Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis dispensed

with business at its last meeting held on Apr.

9 and also with its dinner. Instead of assem-

bling as it usually does at 6 :30, the members
did not get together until 8 o'clock, when the

entertainment committee provided a lecture on

the Panama Canal, which was given by Spear-

man Lewis, the historian of the Business Men's
League of St. Louis. There were many ladies

present and parlor A at the Planters Hotel was
filled.

Fire recently visited the yards of the Ameri-

can Hardwood Lumber Company entailing a

loss of $5,000.

F. G. Hanley of the F. G. Hanley Cypress

Company has returaed from a trip through the

cypress districts and reports mill shipments as

good as can be expected under the circumstances ;

that available stocks of dry cypress are low and
that well informed buyers are purchasing what
lumber they need believing there will be an

advance in the near future.

Curtis P. Jennings, who looks after the hard-

wood department of the Berthold & Jennings

Lumber Company, reports the demand for hard-

wood as being more active than it was, particu-

larly in the call for car material.

sociation of New Orleans, and the organization
of an export branch were the principal features
of a very successful monthly meeting of the
New Orleans Lumbermen's Club in the dining
room of the Progressive Union Tuesday, April
9. To the fact that the organization, through
its name of "club," had come to be looked upon
as a sort of jovial gathering rather than a busi-
ness body was due the change in name. The
meeting was probably the most important in the
history of the club, and was presided over by
President Ludwig Haymann. there being in at-

tendance nearly thirty other members. Im-
tnediately after the general meeting, the ex-

porters got together for the purpose of organiz-
ing an export branch. W. P. Toung, who had
resigned the chairmanship of the transporta-
tion committee of the parent body, was made
chairman of the export branch committee, and
O. M. George was made chairman of the trans-

portation committee to succeed Mr. Toung.

MILWAUKEE

^E^V ORLEANS

George B. Terry, formerly manager of a hard-

wood sawmill at Baskin, La., has been appointed

general manager of the new hardwood mill be-

ing erected by the Grayling Lumber Company at

Arkansas City, Ark., and is now in full charge

of the construction work yet to be finished.

When completed this will be one of the finest

hardwood plants In the South. It will have
two bands and a resaw, with a capacity of 75.000

feet per day.

Change of its name to the Lumbermen's .\s-

The Merrill Woodenware Company of Merrill

is installing a new blower system that will cost
about $2,000.

The Fred Eggers 'Veneer Seating Company of

Two Rivers recently received two carloads of

mahogany logs that came from Gaboon, French
Congo, Africa. The importation was in the
nature of an experiment and if it proves suc-

cessful, the company may continue to import.

The Combination Door Company, recently

organized at Fond du Lac as a branch of the

Standard Manufacturing Company of Appleton,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$30,000 by L. C- Schmidt. Walter W. Schmidt
and L. J. Schmidt. The company will special-

ize in the manufacture of a combination screen

and storm door, but will manufacture oflice,

store and bank fixtures as well. The plant of

the Wisconsin Cabinet Company has been pur-

chased and is being remodeled.

The Berlin Machine Works of Beloit, one of

the largest manufacturers of wood-working ma-
chinery in the world, recently made its largest

shipment of equipment for export. The ship-

ment, destined for Sydney, New South Wales,

Australia, was made up of five carloads of saw-

mill equipment, including the largest sawmill

ever manufactured by the company.

'
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CHICAGO
uo wise damaged from this cause. Local trade

looks very promising and it undeniably would be

of much larger volume if stocks were available.

Chicago hardwood buyers are evidently awak-

ening to the necessity of making prompt pur-

chases, as during the last fortnight many sub-

stantial orders have been placed, not only by

the small miscellaneous factory operators, but

by many of the railroads and corporations

placing their orders in this city. Several orders

ranging well up into the millions of feet have

been placed, and there is a scurrying among the

big jobbers to secure additional stocks to take

care of current and prospective demands by lake

and rail. There have been unusually heavy sales

of northern stocks, and every item from this

section of the country seems to be in good de-

mand except 4 '4 maple flooring stock, and even

this item shows a fair movement.

Local jobbers are seriously handicapped by

their inability to secure shipments from the

southern flood country, but believe that reced-

ing waters will enable railroads to very soon

reopen their lines and crowd shipments forward.

It is recognized that while considerable quanti-

ties of lumber have been under water, there is

still a large amount of stock that has been in

NEW YORK

The hardwood market at New York is very

firm, particularly on good lumber. Stocks are

scarce, inquiry active, and a fair volume of busi-

ness is moving. All indications point to a firm

and active market for the balance of the spring

and early summer. Plain oak is strong and
quartered oak shows some improvement. Poplar,

ash, maple and birch are in active demand and
firm.

BUFFALO

The local hardwood trade is only fair, and
has not strengthened much, if any, in the last

two weeks. The weather is probably responsible

for this state of affairs. However lumbermen
are looking forward hopefully to an increased

inquiry. Stocks are arriving more freely from
the flooded sections of the South than formerly.
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While plain oak has been soaring, quartered

oak has been resting. The strength of the

former is quite marked, while the latter shows

little or no improvement. Birch is moving

comparatively well, and maple continues to get

its share of the orders. Lower grades in hard-

woods hold their strength and there seems to be

a general demand for them.

PHILADELPHIA

With the exception of easier shipments dur-

ing the fortnight, there has been no salient

change in the hardwood situation. Stocks of

standard woods at mill ends are still scarce,

and, owing to the continued wet season, it will

be some time before sufficiently seasoned mate-

rial is available to meet the demand. The fur-

niture and other wholesale consuming indus-

tries show more life, and prospects are fair

for a continued activity. Box makers keep busy,

and the markets in both hard and soft wood

have been scoured for material. The demand

for oak is increasing. Chestnut is holding its

own. Beech and birch are running easy. Cy-

press keeps a good reputation. Poplar is im-

proving and ash is running smoothly.

PITTSBURGH

There is a steady improvement in the local

hardwood trade. Low-grade hardwood, which

has been a very slow seller for more than two

years is now in splendid demand. Yard mills

are busy, but are under a heavy handicap

owing to the impassable roads and bad logging

conditions. Kailroads are putting in a new lot

of requisilions, and warehouse construction is

taking considerable oak.

BOSTON

The improvement reported in the demand for

hardwood lumber a few weeks ago has been

maintained, and a steady increase in business is

now looked for.

Stocks of hardwood lumber have been allowed

to get low during the winter months. Hence,

practically all buyers are again looking the mar-

ket over and taking liberal sized lots in many
instances. Considerable firmness prevails in the

market. Manufacturers are In better position to

demand firmer prices, and in some (*ases slight

advances are demanded. Maple is selling freely,

but prices have a wider range than usual. Cy-

press is in larger call. T'lain oak is in better

request and prices are held more firmly. The
demand for quartered oak, while larger, cannot

as yet be called active.

BALTIMORE

While there is an ab^' uc' of important

changes in the lumber trade situation, the de-

mand for stocks is moderate and the movement
would he larger if weather conditions were
favorable for drying. Some of the plants have
fairly big stocks on hand, but none of the lum-

ber is sufficiently dry to sliip, and the calls for

supplies cannot be taken care of. A Baltimore

hardwood company, for instance, has nearly

two million feet at one of its mills, and yet is

unable to fill orders, as none of the lumber Is

in condition for the market. Many other pro-

ducers are in the same position. Prices under
these circumstances are not as high as would
be looked for. Good dry oak is one of the

scarcest articles on the market, and the quota-

tions are very firm, the tendency also being up-

ward, though the range of values is not as high

as might be expected. Ash and other woods are

either holding their own or show a stiffer

tone, the one exception l>eing extra wide poplar

of high grade, which keeps rather low. The in-

terference with operations at mills by the bad

weather does not appear to have brought any

decided change for the better in this division

of the trade, while the lower grades are moving

in suthcient volume to take care of the output,

the assortments in the yards being relatively

small. Chestnut is practically free from pres-

sure, the mills being able to dispose of their

holdings with comparative freedom and at prices

which, while they do not represent a considera-

ble advance, give encouragement to the producer.

Taken as a whole, hardwood values are satis-

factory, and the members of the trade with suit-

able stocks are in a position to make money. A
measure of quiet prevails in the export busi-

ness for the reason that the effect of the

British strike has not been entirely dissipated,

but it will not be long before steamers will be

able to move with their old regularity, and
the forwardings will assume increased propor-

tions. Prices are satisfactory and even at-

tractive, the quotations on oak planks being at

the high level noted some time ago.

COLUMBUS

The better weather which has succeeded an
unusually rigorous winter, has resulted in a

good demand for all grades and varieties of

hardwoods. Prices are ruling firm in every

variety and grade, and every change in quota-

tions has been towards higher levels. Manu-
facturing establishments, especially the furni-

ture, vehicle and box factories are in the

market for stocks and automobile factories are

also buying better. Stocks in the hands of re-

tailers arc not large, and they are already in

the market for a replenishment of stocks. Dry
stocks in the hands of manufacturers and job-

bers are short and this means that prices will

be advanced. Hardwood flooring is selling well

and prices are firm.

The lower grades of hardwoods lead in de-

mand, and prices are stronger in those grades.

There is also a good demand for the Ix'lter

grades. Oak is in good demand and chestnut

is selling well. Poplar stocks are moving well.

TOLEDO

There are differences pf opinion as to the

local situation, indicating that trade is a trifle

spotted and that deviations are being made
from list prices. Local yards are well stocked.

Owing to the severity of the weather the call

has been rather light, and local concerns are

just beginning to move their stocks. Indlea-

tious for summer business are good, and there

is a general feeling of optimism among Toledo

hardwood men.

CINCINNATI

Conditions in rhe *.'inoinnati hardwood
market show considerable improvement. With
the return of more favorable weather a good
demand has developed. Yard work has natur

ally been held back by frequent rains, and ship-

ments, which have been made, have been delayed

in transit by the congested condition of lines

north of the Ohio river.

Plain oak holds the center of the stage, thick

plain white oak beiug very scarce. Plain red

oak is more plentiful as a rule, although certain

items are short. Prices on plain red oak are

lower than quotations on white oak. which
have advanced. Quartered oak of good figure

is in demand. Chestnut is active for the toj)

grades, with prices strong. Sound wormy
chestnut of good widths, practically free from
defects other than worm holes is in demand, at

top prices. There is plenty of low-grade, sound
wormy to be had, but prices are low. Poplar

is meeting with a fair volume of trade in the

manufacturers' grades. Wide poplar is slow,

with but slight inquiry. Red gum is in fair

demand for ones and twos. There ari^ many
inquiries for saps and common, which are scarce

in good dry stock. Birch is in fair request for

both red and white. The outlook for mahog-
any is rosy, Cuban, Honduras, African and
Mexican being in good demand. American wal-

nut, oak boards, thick white ash. red gum and
hickory are in fair movement to the foreign

trade. Cypress continues to grow stronger, and
the spring trade promises to be excellent. Prices

are firm with a slight advance in some grades.

INDIANAPOLIS

The hardwood market has shown a satis-

factory improvement during the fortnight. Busi-

ness is much better than it has been at any
previous time this year, and the outlook for the

immediate future is considered bright.

Prices are steady, and an advance is antici-

pated within the next few weeks in lines that

an- strongest in demand. Shipments are mov-
ing; promptly, and there is no complaint of car
shortage in this vicinity. There is an active
trade in hardwoods for interior finish, partic-

ularly in all grades of oak and mahogany. Poplar
is also active, on account of the great amount
of building operations which have been started
since Apr. 1.

r MEMPHIS

The liardwood situation at Memphis is one of

increasing strength and every indication points

to still higher prices for lumber. There is al-

ready an acute scarcity of dry stock in a num-
ber of directions, and. with the almost complete
stoppage of production over a large area, the

outlook is anything but reassuring. The sup-

ply of timber available is not large, and some
niembcM-s of the trade say that it will be well

along into the summer before anything like a

normal supply of hardwood lumber in shipping

dry stock can be looked for. I'rices are mcas-
lu-ably firmer all along the line as a result of

the flood conditions ajid the unfavorable weather
which have prevailed for a number of weeks.

There Is a good demand for every kind of hard-
wood lumber offered, though perhaps the strong-

est features are the lowt-r grades of cottonwood
and gum, red gum in firsts and seconds, and
plain oak in all grades. There has been a per-

ceptible increase In the demand for quartered
oak, and prices are measurably higher than they
were a short time ago.

NASHVILLE

Tliere has been a marked impruveuient in the

Nashville hardwood market. Manufacturers
liave been enjoying a brisk demand for hard-
woods. Quartered oak. which was dull for so

long, is showing an improvement and plain oak
and poplar led in the demand. Ash, chestnut
and cottonwood are active. Cypress and hickory

are sharing in the bettered conditions. There
were very heavy receipts of hardwoods during
the past ten days from the upper (Cumberland
river and tributaries, the totals running up to

about three or four million feet. The floods

in the Mississippi river se<'tions did so much
d;iniage and so impeded shipments that numer-
ous buyers, who might otherwise have gone to

other markets, came to Nashville seeking to sup-

ply their needs and this added to the volume of

local orders. The local plants which suspended
operations pending a subsiding of the floods,

have resumed work and are endeavoring to

catch up with orders. The outlook for both

the wholesale and retail trade is good. Pre-

vailing prices remain steady, with indications

of increases in ruling figures. The logging men
are showing additional activity. The consuming
factories and railroads are making good demands
for material.
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^EW ORLEA^S

Uigh water in the Mississippi and its tribu-

taries has retarded trade to some extent. Stoelis

at the mills are light, and there is a marked
scarcity of low grades. The factory demand Is

strong, and the price situation is more satis-

factory than for some time.

The note of Optimism in the export trade
grows in strength in a degree which has special

significance in view of the near approach of the

summer season. Price conditions are generally
satisfactory abroad, and there is a fair balance
between the marliets there and on this side.

Movement from the interior has been consid-
erably hampered by bad weather, but with the

return of favorable weather conditions, orders
now being placed should ho delivered in time
to keep the movement active. Stocks are gener-
ally low. and prices are well kept up.

ST. LOUIS

The hardwood situation at this point is Im-
proving, and the demand is now of seasonable
proportions. While there is not the activity

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers, oi

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Ofiica, Memphis, Tenn.

IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING

READY FOR SHIPMENT
CLEAR «T1ITE 0.4K SQIWRES.

7.000 pieces 2 "x2"—35'
7,200 pieces 2"x2"—15"

60,000 pieces l"xl"—48"
20,00« pieces l"xl "—22"
20,000 pieces 1".y1"—12"

100,000 ft. No. 2 Conunon and Sound
Wormy Chestnut

WHITE 0.4K TIES
12,000 7"x8"—8' 6" Sawed
3.000 8' 6" Standard Hewn

Write us for prices.

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.
RIDGWAY, PA.

Checking

Splitting

Rotting

Prevented by LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and
Dimension Stock against weather and time. A BOY
CAN DO THE WORK.
T. B ALLKN A: CO.. Galveston, Texas, say:

"Fleaje ship us at once two barrels Lorar. We are very moch
leased with the result obtained by uaing this."

NoSatisfacdon, NoSy. TRY LORAC NOW

Shown tliat tlieie should be at this season of
the year, the bacliwardness ol spring weather
is the probable cause. A decided improvement
is expected very soon. Wide poplar, dry ash
and white oak in the upper grades are fair
sellers. Elm and cottonwood of the lower grades
are doing better than formerly and are now in
fair demand. Depleted stoclis in the yards of
the retailers and in the hands of the factories
will no doubt create a good demand in the very
near future for nearly all items on the hard-
wood list. Prices are firm, particularly on high-
grade oak and poplar stock, and gum of the
choice grades. The last two items are firmer
than they have been for several weeks. There
is a more cheerful feeling in the local cypress
market. The volume of business being done is

satisfactory under existing conditions, and the
outlook is liright.

LOUISVILLE

Good weather has greatly stimulated busi-
ness in the Louisville market. The fact that
many southern shipping points have been pre-
vented from operating by high water, has created
a big demand for hardwoods ready to ship, and
as local dealers have been in a position to sup-
ply the wants of their customers without dif-

ficulty, they have been handling a large amount
of business. There has been a brisk demand, and
prices have advanced. Plain oak continues to
lead in demand, both white and red having a
good call. Poplar is moving better than for
some time. Quartered oak is also selling well,
although there has been no appreciable change
in price. Ash and hickory are in better de-
mand, and chestnut is also selling well. Busi-
ness, with good weather and normal conditions,
is expected to reach its height within the next
month or sis weeks.

MILWAUKEE

The shortage of dry stocks in the upper grades
is causing considerable concern in the local lum-
ber market at the present time. Upper grade
birch is practically exhausted, while both plain
and quartered oak is scarce. New birch stocks
will not begin to arrive from northern Wiscon-
sin and Michigan before the middle of Jlay,
although basswood stocks are expected to arrive
by the end of the present month. Prices are
higher in all lines as a result of the shortage
and the better demand. Steady advances have
been made in low grade stuflf, as bu.vers have
been forced to buy in these grades. Local
wholesale lumbermen believe that still higher
prices may be expected this season, in view of
the present shortage and because of the flood sit-

uation in the South, which will deter shipments
of southern hardwoods.

The sash and door plants and milling interests
in general are buying much more readily, and,
to a certain extent, have abandoned the "hand
to mouth" system which has been followed for

many months. The building season in Milwau-
kee and about the state has opened with a
rush and the prospects for a successful year
are bright at the present.

Birch, plain and quarter-sawed oak, poplar and
basswood are in brisk demand. Maple and
maple flooring is wanted and the over-supply
which seemed to exist some time ago has been
worked off.

LIVERPOOL

Your verdict to be final.

WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

THE GEORGE HENKE CO. 62 Beekman Sl, N. Y.

Business here is still at a standstill. The rail-

roads have given notice that, owing to the short-

age of coal, the.v cannot carry timber of any
kind. Xo round timber has been carried by rail

for some weeks, and the coast steamers are much

in the same position. . Naturally, with this state
of affairs existing, no one is anxious to specu-
late. Arrivals have not been heavy, but such
as they are they have been firmly dealt with in

spite of the extra expense incurred through the
labor troubles. Round ash logs are in demand,
and exceptional prices have been secured by
shippers for several parcels coming on consign-
ment. Round hickory is also exceedingly firm,

and the wood which has arrived has been above
the average. The result has been that good
prices have prevailed therefor. The mahogany
position is exceedingly firm, and firm prices have
been paid for stock on hand. Prices should ad-
vance at the coming sales and buyers are advised
on no account to be caught short of stock. Prices
will probably advance considerably during the
summer months, and there is not the slightest

chance of a reduction in value for some months
to come. Everything points to a good year of
trade.

GLASaOVV

The strike is now practically at an end and
it is expected that the miners will go back to

work as soon as the pits can be put into work-
ing order again. Trade all over the country
has suffered severely owing to the long stoppage,
and it will be some time before conditions are
again normal. Most people are still very chary
of buying, and little stock has been moved from
the public storage grounds, except for im-
mediate requirements. The only bright spot in

the horizon is the shipbuilding industry, which
has not suffered much, owing to the foresight

of the employers in having stored sulEcient coal

to carry on the business. A number of orders

are on hand, and those coming in are plentiful.

This in itself augers well for the timber trade
of this section. Cabinet makers are quiet, as
also are the Joiners, and it will be some time
before these revive again. The wagon build-

ing trade is fair, and deliveries of oak planks
are being taken from the various docks to the
works. Oak planks at present on the quay are
very well manufactured, and of good sound
quality. The boxmaking trade is sluggish, but
hopes are entertained that this industry will

soon come into its own again.

The demand for first and second canary white-
wood is poor, and prices rule acordingiy. Ship-

pers should avoid consignments, and only ship
against regular contracts. Numbers 1 and 2
common whitewood is also slow of sale.

The demand for first and second quartered oak
boards 1 inch thick, is slight. However busi-

ness in 6 inches and up and 10 inches wide
by 114, 1^ and 2 inch thicknesses is fair, and
good prices are obtainable for the latter. The
thinner sizes are also in good demand.

The demand is still very poor for first and
second plain white oak boards, and is expected

to continue so. The supply of No. 1 common
is sufficient tor the demand, except in lU, H6
and 2 inch stuff. A few carloads of these sizes

would meet with a prompt sale. Xo. 2 com-
mon in the same thicknesses is also in good
request, and a few carloads would do well.

The demand for first and second white oak
logs is exceptionally brisk, and large sized logs

will bring remunerative rates. There have been

no consignments recently, and none have come
in against contract. The best size is 24 inches

and up diameter at the small end. The demand
for first and second canary whitewood logs is

non-existent. Prices are very poor, and ship-

pers would only meet with a sharp loss in con-

signing any parcels to this market. The market
for first and second white ash logs is firm, with
a good demand. Consignments of lower quali-

ties should be carefully avoided, as it only

means running the shipper into unnecessary ex-

pense. The same remarks apply to first and
second white hickory logs. The demand for

persimmon and dogwood logs is good.
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WHY?
TXT" HY DO more than 320 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-
''"

turers exchange nearly $26,000,000 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fourteenth year,

BECAUSE $728,910.41 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $756,787.21 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,012,427.96 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOE FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative Haffy Rankill (^ CO.
HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

I BRING BUYERS AND SELLERS
together. No matter where located, if you want
to buy, sell or exchange any kind of property

or business, write me. Established 1S81.

FRANK P. CLEVELAND,
2440 Adams Express Bldg., Chicago, III.

ONE OF THE LARGEST
Hardwood Lumber firms in Ontario with Al con-

nection, wants sole selling agency for Canada
for southern hardwoods and Teneers on com-

mission, large sales, territory thoroughly worked.

Address "BOX 47." care Haedwood Record.

rOR SALE
One seven-foot right-hand Clark band mill com-

plete, filing room machinery, steam feed, live

rolls, edger, trimmer, lath mill, sawdust and slab

conveyors, planer and matcher, boilers and engine,

all in good condition. Mill now in operation at

Twin Rocks, Pa. Could give possession about

April 1st. For particulars w^ite WEBSTER
GRIFFITH. Ebensburg, Cambria County, Pa.

OPPORTUNITY FOR WOOD-WORKING
industries Dover and Foxcroft, Me., situated in

heart of vast forestry of Ash, Birch, Beech, Maple,

Fir, Pine. Spruce, Cedar and Poplar, at junction

of Maine Central and Bangor & Aroostook R. R.'s.

Water, steam and electric power. No labor

unions. Desirable place for home. Address C. O.

I'AINE. Dover & Foxcroft Board of Trade, Fox-

croft, Me.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered t boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.
INDIANA QIIARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 4L:d St., New York, N. Y.

MACBINERY WANTED

WANTED—VENEER DRYER
in good condition. Describe make ; how long in

use ; what type : length, width, etc., and for

what kind of veneer best adapted. Address

"BOX 48," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED.
Second-hand log loader in good condition,

either standard or 42" gauge.

KENTUCKY LUMBER CO., Williamsburg, Ky.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
One S8" Merritt Veneer Lathe.
One Coe Clipper to match.
One S ft. Clemons Belt Sander. All slightly

used. EMPIRE VENEER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE CHEAP
One first-class second-hand Kimball brougham ;

everything in good condition, including rubber
tires ; have pole and shafts. Address "BOX 36,"

care Hardwood Record.

Business Stationery
of the Finest Quality

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES TO

SAUL BROTHERS
626 Federal Street CHICAGO

Qerlach Modern Machines
Produ«;< the Cheapest and Dest

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular, Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER GERLACH CO, aeveland. 6l)i City, U.SJV.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are freqaeot
except where
our

Two Piece
Geometrical
Btrter Coin

la In use, then
Imitation Isn't
pOBBibie.
Sample if you
ask Cor It.

S. D. CQILDS
< CO.
Chicago

We also make
Time Checka,
StenollB and
Log H&mmeri.

CHICAGO
Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

WM. A. EAGER
FISHER BUILDING

Sound Wormy Chestnut
A SPECIALTY

McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. sts-ss Laain st.

HARDWOODS
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

1508 MASONIC TEMPLE - CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank. Paving Blocks, Posts
and Yellow Pine

W.B.CRANE^MDCo^1PA^lY.
Kstahlished 1881

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

Long Distance Phones: CANAL 3190-3191
Office. Yards and Planing Mill

:

Mill at
22nd. Sangamon and Morgan Sts. Falcon. Miss.

A Veneer Gaage iB the answer to a Veneer Uai^r't

cravicg for years , Thii" Walker Brand" Veo-
eer Gauge is a Bteel gauge that will satisfy

yoorwantsfor all time. Ton cantduyour-
6el( a better turn than to buy cne of

these gauges. It gauges ACCURATELY
every tQicknessfrom 1-40 inch to % inch
INCLUSIVE. Wnke up to this opporta-

Dity. Priceonly$1.98delivered by U. S.

Mail. Order now, today. Address—6456
ffoodlawn Ave. Phone Hyde Park Sit.

%tET^rrrs

I i I We Make Veneered Panels 1 1 b

\Vc do. not claim to Oe
lower in price, but wo
do claim our PANELS
are cbeaper in the long
run as they
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CLYDE STEAM SKIDDER
The original skidder which has

made ground skidding popular

Equipped with outhaul system, carries the skidding
line out farther than a horse could pull it and at a
speed of 1000 feet per minute. It also has auxiliary
setting drums for carrying out a light setting or pilot

line. Self-propelling—powerful—efficient.

The most economical all around loading machine is

the old reliable

McGIFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is

also equipped with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use
on light rail. These trucks always remain in hori-

zontal position when raised and come back squarely
to the track when lowered. Send for Catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN.
BRANCHES

CHICAGO, ELI-
SIS Fisher Blder.

C-113

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
431 Carondelet St.

SAVANNAH, GA.
501 Gerniania Bk. Bldg.

Corrugated Joint Fasteners
Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"ADVANCE"

CORRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in Differenl

Types lo Meet

All Conditions

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

mnm eup^^^

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPINV ILL BRINCHES

STlNOmD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ALA

ILBtNY MILL SUPPLV CO.. ILBINV. Gl.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Works)

CHICAGO
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If you attempt to dry two-inch oak
in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAIND RAPIDS, MICH.

The Simonds Band Saws pictured above are

of a size unusual to a great many of the readers

of Hardwood Record. They are each nearly

46 feet long and only 5j^ inches wide. Two
saws are neatly folded, one inside of the other,

and, as seen in the illustration, are just ready
for crating- and shipping from the Simonds
Fitchburg, Mass., factory. Another interesting

feature is that the Saws are being sent to cus-

tomers in England and are to be used as log

saws on English made machines. Simonds Band
Saws of this kind are furnished bv us for several

firms in England.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.
Factories

FITCHBURG, MASS.
CHICAGO, ILL.
MONTREAL, QUE.

The price— whether

high or low— paid

for a Saw is always

overshadowed by the

results obtained.
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New
Standard

54-Inch

Band

Re-Saw

MERSHON BAND-RESAWS

"A Specialty, Not a Side issue."

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.,
*«'naw, m.ch..

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

,, MDCERWOOD

W'^.::--.---:^."--- - S>?^ a . ,
<?*-' -•?- Ij-ri;-^-^ e H ICAGO ,

&

eXtViI E-„^- ; f, ^
>..-.-/.. •>,.',.;:;••.,;>,,. n»,^v* -• "• -i<.-^K>, ,^- n ..-, i Agencies' -" -5,

•'—

LIDGERN^OOD' MFG CO neworleans-woodward.wight&co.i
QfiLiUVjl-w «^.-irt M V I

CANADA-ALLIS CHALMERS BULLOCKyOLiberty Mreet. New York Montreal Vancouver

LTD.
LTa

117 VAIT WAltfT THE BEST SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
ir lUU VYAlll RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,

and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension

stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Talli; Book Dept., HardWood Tijecord, Chicago
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co,

We Want to Buy for Cash:
OAK. ASH AND

OTUEB HARDWOODS
[ All grades and thicknesses.
Will receive and inspect

^

stock at shipping point.
Branch .vard. Memphis, Tenn.

940 Ssneca Street, Bu£FaIo

Buffalo wants your hard-

'ood business and wants it

1 ecause it can make it to

our advantage to buy your
I imber in Buffalo.

Buffalo lumbermen are

xperienced in the produc-

on, purchase, grouping,
are and shipping of hard-

woods, and this experience

; at the service of every

wholesale consumer of hard-

woods.

We have one of the

I irgest stocks of hardwoods
1 eld by any lumber trade

enter of the country. It

omprises every variety of

1 oth northern and southern

woods. This lumber has

1 een selected for its high

/pe, good sawing and fine

exture.

Hu^h McLean Lumber Co.

Our Soecialty:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

STANDARD HARDWOODl
LUMBER COMPANY

OAK, ASH,

and CHESTNUT

1075 CLINTON STREET

ORSON E. YEAGER

Specialties:

OAK, ASH,

AND POPLAR
932 ELK STREET

T. Sullivan & Co.

Specialties:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST
FIR and SPRUCE

2 ARTHUR STREET

G. ELIAS & BRO.
Buy and Carry Large

Quantities of

ALL KINDS OF
HARDWOODS

955-1015 ELK STREET

Frank W. Vetter

Dealer in All Kinds of

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1142 SENECA STREET

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS\

893 EAGLE STREET

Above all things else,

Buffalo can give you better

service by reason of its un-

surpassed facilities for the

distribution of hardwoods
than any other market in

this country. Again, from

Buffalo you can invariably

get a square deal on grade

and measurement.

Buffalo can give you serv-

ice, and the right kind of

service.

Write to any one of us, or

all of us, and let us figure

with you on your hardwood
requirements.

We can ordinarily get

cars set for loading within

six hours. An order des-

patched to us from any
distance within five hundred
miles of Buffalo can usually

be loaded and forwarded the

next day.

I. N. Stewart & Bro.

Specialties:

CHERRY
AND OAK

892 ELK STREET

J

' .1!
»""i||"viir'|i"i|

r ^T^



^k £ .^ ^^-^ ^p^ ^^^ ^a Manufacturers Old-Fashioned

Soft

Yellow
in Wide Stock, JL^X Ip^^X JL^^XA ^Ltf^ YO'plSX
Specialty ^^^Compainy

' - Kitchen &
Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Buildint
400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthia*, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN-WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Co. Boyne City Lumber Co.
Mills and General Offices at BOYNE CITY. MICH.

Wholesale Yards: BUFFALO, N. Y.

C We are now ready to figure with you on your 1912 C We have a new plant, fully equipped for the sole pur-

requirements for Lower Michigan Hardwoods, Maple, pose of meeting the requirements of the trade who pre-

Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash. We have the best fer their Maple, Beech and Birch Lumber, delivered in

up-to-date mills, cutting virgin timber ; our grades are the rough and cut to sizes most suitable for their needs,
right and our manufacture unexcelled. Write us at once, stating what you will require.

C The product of our mills needs no introduction to the trade who use the best. We want
your business and are in a better position to serve you than any one else in our line.

YELLOW POPLAR
MANUrACTUMERS

WATER SEASONED

BAND SAWED
POPLAR LUMBER

a in both Grade and

Mcasurpmcnl •

ALL GRADES
ROUGH DIKSSCD

QUKK SMPMCNT

Goal Grtve, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO.



Seventeenth Year, I

Semi-Monthly. f
CHICAGO, MAY 10, 1912 (Subscription $2.

(Sinele Copies, 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANDFACTCRER OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street
Telephone Canal 930

BAND MILUS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

CHICAGO

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing
WEST VIRCrNIA SPRITE LUMBER CO.,

Cass. AVest Virginia.

Fifth Are. Bide,

NEW YORK

The Burning Question of Fire insurance
IS BEST ANSWERED BY THE ECONOMICAL AND RELIABLE TRADE MUTUALS

INDIANA LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Indianapolis, Ind.

LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Mansfield, Ohio

THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Boston, Mass.

PENN. LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Philadelphia, Pa.

CENTRAL MANFRS. MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Van 'Wert, Ohio

Average rate of dividend to Policy Holders, now 36%
^#A|l could justly claim a superior article if for TWENTY YEARS you had specialized in

Villi one line.

I WW When you consider that we have made a SPECIALTY of QUARTERED OAK
for that long give us the benefit of the same conviction.OURAIMISTO

Cut only such timber as will guarantee quality and figure, and '^ f_
To give each board the benefit of twenty years of quarter-sawing experience.

WE BELIEVE WE DESERVE A TRIAL.
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS FAIR.

For immediate shipment:

5 cars 5/4" No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak.

5 cars 6/4" No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak. E. & T. H. YatdS, EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
YOUNG & CUTSINCER,

111

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Indianapolis, Indiana

HARDWOODS
OAK ASH GUM CYPRESS

PRocTORYENBERDRYEg FIREPROOF

11 II
11 11 II II II II II II II II II II II II II II nil II II II II II II II II nil II II II II n II II U M M M I M II M II H II

ADVERTISERS- CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
RECOMMENDED BY ALL THOSE WHO HAVE TRIED IT

NO
SPLITTING

NOR
CHECKING

[

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEP'T.L HANCOCK St SOMERSET STS. PHILA , PA.
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McILVAIN'S SPECIALS for Immediate Delivery

Ash, Bass, Beech, Birch and
Butternut

Bone Dry for Immediate Shipment.

Chestnut
4-4 to 3 inches thick. West Virginia
and Tennessee Sluclis.
Special (grades for Veneering:.

Mahogany
% inch to & iDcbes thick.

Thoroughly Dry. Especially thie
1 igure and Texture.

Quarter-Sawn White Oak
and Quarter-Sawn Red Oak

Finely Hgnred, Good Widths and
Lengths. Thoroughly Dry Stocli. In
eparat< or mixed cars.

Maple
Hard, Soft. Band Sawn. Dry Stocli.

Can ship straight or mixed cars. Good
Widths and Lengths.

Cedar
Florida-Tennessee Stock.

Straight cars from Mills. Local Sblp-
uienls from Philadelphia Yard.

Cypiress
Gulf Stocli. Any thiclinesa. Dry. Can
furnish Special Widths and Lengths.

Poplafar
Soft Yellow Stock. Band Sawn. 50 per
cent. 14 and 16-inch Length. % inch
to 5 inches. Dry Stock.

Cherry
1 inch to 5 inches thick. Band Sawn.
West Virginia and Pennsylvania Stock.
Can ship straight or mixed cars.

Wide Quarter-Sawn Oak
10 inches and up Wide. 12 and up
Wide. Quarter Sawn. Taney Figure.
Bone Dry.
Can supply any Quantity or Width In

mixed cars.

White Pine
All Grades and Thicknesses.

Soft Cork Michigan Stock. California
Sugar rine. California While I'ine.

Oak (Construction)
We make a specialty of this stock for
Car Building, Bridge Building, Boat
Building, etc.

CAI.IFOBNZA BED WOOD
WASHINGTON CEDABSHINGLES

CTFBESS: No. 1 Heart Bired (strictly hand-made)
Sizes: 6x20 Inches; 7x24 Inches In straig-ht or mixed cars

"We have it if it's Hardwood'

SPEjCIAL ^^ ^'^^ '" position to ship in mixed cars di-

rect from our Nashville (Tenn. ) Yard, giv-

ing you the benefit of carload prices on mixed cars of

Oak, either plain or quarter sawn, red or white. Chestnut,
Soft Yellow Poplar, Tennessee Cedar, Tough White Ash,
Hard^vood Flooring, etc.

J. GIBSON McILVAIN <a COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.Offices

Yards
Crozer Building, 1420 Chestnut St.

Fifty-eighth and Woodland Ave.

.

WE WANT ORDERS

IN THE FOLLOWING:

50,000 ft. No. 2 Common &
Better Rock Elm.

150,000 ft. No. 1 Common Chest-

nut.

100,000 ft. No. 1 Common Poplar.

125,000 ft. 1st and 2nd Plain

White Oak.

50,000 ft. 1st and 2nd Plain Red
Oak.

50,000 ft. No. 1 Common Plain

White Oak.

Write or Wire Us for Delivered Prices.

You Will Find Them Low.

The Fuilerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.
South Bend, Indiana

H. G. GREITH & GO.

HardwoodLumbor

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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FLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

For

Immediate

Shipment

RED GUM
3 cars l" Is & 2s Red Gum, 10 to 16'

1 car 1" is & 2s Red Gum, 10 & 12'

5 cars i" No. i Com. Red Gum, 10 & 16'

1 car 2" is & 2s Red Gum, 12 mos. dry
5 cars 2" No. l Com. Red Gum

SAP GUM
50 M. ft. 1" is & 2s Sap Gum

80 M. ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Sap Gum
30 M. ft. 1" No. 2 Com. Sap Gum
5 0M. ft. 6/4 IS & 2s Sap Gum
25 M. ft. 8/4 IS & 2s Sap Gum

COTTONWOOD
2 cars 13 to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards

90 M. ft. l" is & '2s Cottonwood, 6 to 12"

1 car l" is & 2s Cottonwood, 13 to 17"

185 M. ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Cottonwood

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF CUTTING OAK TIMBERS AND SMALL SQUARES FOR FURNITURE TRADE AND WILL
MANUFACTURE THE STOCK TO THE SIZES DESIRED

All Lumber Listed Above Is Band Sawn, Equalized and Trimmed, and Can Be Shipped at Once

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

<y

or

UJ cc
E <

«n 00 u
UJ — —

I < <
a. z z
< <

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D p pv D/^/^I/' Published Semi-annually
l\l-^LJ DWvyi^. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers ef lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.
A well oreanized Coltcction Department is also operateil and the same is open to

Tou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
(!08 So. DearlMtrn St.

CHICAGO McDtisD Thh Paper.

ESTABLISHED
lt7S

116 Nassau Street
NEW VORK CITV
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KNOXVIUUE

D. M. ROSE & GO.
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER,

HARDWOOD FLOORING AND INTERIOR FINISH ^

Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeatnut

KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE
103,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Quartered White Oak.
200,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak.
55,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Plain White Oak.
60,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Plain Red Oak.

668,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Plain Red and White
Oak.

AM the above is Band Sawn, nicely manufactured,
good quality oak and thoroughly air dried. Has
been on sticks from 12 to IS months.

10,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2S Poplar.

60,000 ft. 4/4 Saps & Selects Poplar
15,000 ft. 4/4 Clear Heart.

250,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com.
35,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Com.
15,000 ft. 5/8 is & 2s.

10,000 ft. 5/8 Saps.

15,000 ft. 5/8 No. 1 Com.
10,000 ft. S/4 No. 1 Com.
5 4,000 ft. 4/4, 6/4, 8/4 Common & Better Ash.

145,000 ft. 4/4 Log Run White Pine.

13 5,000 ft. 4/4 Common & Better Chestnut, kiln

dried.

WILL SHIP IN MIXED CARS, EITHER ROUGH OR
DRESSED

H. S. MIZXER,
Pres.

C. C. CANNON.
Vice-Pres.

J. M. LOGAN,
Gen'l Manager

C. R. SWANN,
Sec'y and Treas.

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Oflice and Yard:

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHEK. Mgr.

We want orders for the following dry stock:

15,000 ft. 12/4 Select Poplar.

12,000 ft. 12/4 No. 1 Common Poplar.

20,000 ft. 12/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.

15,000 ft. 4/4x12" & up Select and No. 1 Com-
mon Poplar.

100,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.

70,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Wormy Chestnut.

40,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Qtd. White Oak.

30,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

165,000 ft. 5/4, 6/4 and S/4 Qtd. White Oak.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

OUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN DJJK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASliVILI^B RAILROAD

Ven eer s

"The Very Best"

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.

KNOXVILLE. TENN.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

For Prompt Shipment, we offer:

1 car 4/4" is & 2s Plain Oak.
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain Oak.
1 car 4/4 (Log Run) No. 2 Common & Better. Q'td.

White Oak.

Dry, Equalized and Good Widths
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NASHVILLE
CE.JJE.EiTiJ^rrE,D FOR HIGHEST T-VPE

IVLcvTSrUF-v^VCTURE J^ISID GOOD GFI.CVDES

.

—^«i=>c»

JOHN B. RANSOM
a COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD I UMBER
3 cars 4/4 I's & 2'8 Qtd. White Oak, 6" & np (wide to).

1 car 4/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 6" & up (•-
lected for flgnre).

1 car 4/4 I's & 2's Qtd. White Oak, 10" t up.
2 cars 6/4 I's t 2's Qtd. White Oak, 6" k up.
1 car e/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" & up (Tery

nice).

1 car 8/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" & up {jtrj
nice & dry).

1 car 4/4 I's & 2's Qtd. Red Oak, 6" & up.
2 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Qtd. Red Oak, 4" & up.

2 cars 5/4 I's & 2's Chestnut, dry, eood widths.
2 cars 5/4 No. 1 common Chestnut, dry, jood width*.
10 cars 4/4 N*. 2 C. & S. W. Chestnut, dry.
2 cars 16/4 I's & 2s White Ash, rery dry k tough.
2 cars 6/4 No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry k tough.
1 car 8/4 No. 1 common Hickory, rery dry k tough.
1 car 10/4 No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry & tough.
1 car 12/4 No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry & tough.

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

OUR AIM IS QUAUTY, NOT QUANTITY

Ewing & Gilliland

MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD
One car 5/8 Common Poplar.

One car 2}^" Common & Better Poplar.

One car 3" Common & Better Poplar.

One car 4" Common & Better Poplar.

One car 5/4 Common & Better Chestnut.

One car 6/4 Common & Better Chestnut.

Ore car 5/4 Good Quartered Red Oak.
One car 5/4 Common Quartered Red Oak.

WHAT WE MAKE, WE MAKE RIGHT

WK

JUI

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
We have a large and well assorted stock of bone dry Quar-

tered White Oak. 1 Inch to 2 inches thick, all grades.

We Also Have

A yard full of choice Plain Red and White Oak. Chestnut.

Poplar, Ash, Hickory and other Southern Hardwoods. Our
Own Manufacture. Ask for complete stock and price list.

LOVE, BOYD &L CO.
Nashville, Tenn.

THE
Davidson, Hicks & Greene Co.
NASHVILLE, .-. TENNESSEE

YELLOW POPLAR
24,000 ft. 5/8 Is & 2s, 8-18".
18.000 ft. Box Boards, 13-17".
66,000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s. 7-17".
26,000 ft 4/4 Panel & wide.

No. 1
18 & 19".
20 & 21".

22 & 23".
24" & up.

14,000 ft. 5/4 Is & 2s. 7" A
up.

82.000 ft. 5/8 Sap & Select.
60.000 ft. 4/4 Sap & Select.
21.000 ft. 5/4 Sap & Select.
11,000 ft. 6/4 Sap & Select.
2,000 ft. 8/4 Sap & Select.

26,000 ft. 5/8 No. 1 com.
76,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 com.
12.000 ft. 5/4 No. 1 com.
2,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 com.
2,000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 com.

72.000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 com.
64,000 ft. 4/4 No. 3 com.

CEEESTNCT
24.000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2s.
2.000 ft. 6/4 Is & 2s.
2,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 com.

ASH
18,000 ft. 4/4 Is & 2a.
15,000 ft. 6/4 Is & 2s.
15.000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 com.
12,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 com.

This is only a partial list. Write us for anything you
may need in Poplar, either Rough or Dressed. And our
List on Hardwoods may be had at any time, covering
Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Ash, etc.

QUART
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WEST VIRQINIA
WHERE THE BEST HARDWOODS GROW

AMERICAN COLUMN & LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

YELLOW POPLAR, HARDWOOD LUMBER, POPLAR,
PLANING MILL PRODUCTS AND OAK FLOORING

ST. ALBANS, W. VA.
FOR SALE

10 Cars 13-16x21 in. Clear White Oak Flooring, all that

could be desired in quality and workmanship

HILL BROTHERS TIE
AND LUMBER CO.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Railroad Ties, Timber
and Hardwood Lumber

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

OAK TIMBERS YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER

DOCK, CAR AND VESSEL OAK
Oak Timbers for all Purposes a Specialty

Write us for prices

THE PARKERSBURG MILL CO.
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Have to move at once

Two Cars 6/4 No. 3 Common Dry Ash

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

3 cars 4-4 1st and 2nds Chestnut, band sawn

West Virginia stock running about 60% 14

and 16 ft. long, dry and ready for prompt

shipment. Write for quotations.
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HUNTINGTON
CENTER OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

THE D. E.HEWIT LUMBER COMPANY
Meinufacturers of

West Virginia Soft Yellow Poplar and Hardwoods
MILL LOCATED IN CITY OF HUNTINGTON. ALL TIMBER SHIPPED TO MILL BY RAIL

1 car 5/4 Poplar Box Boards, 13 to 17" wide 1 car 4 4 1st & 2nd Basswood
1 car 4/4 Poplar Box Boards, 9 to 17" wide 2 cars 4 4 No. 1 Com. & better Basswood

2 cars 4 4 No. 2 Com. Qrtd. White Oak

HUTCHINSON LUMBER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

OAK BILLS, CAR STOCK AND SWITCH TIES
All Kinds of Furniture Dimension Stock

Dry Stock

for Quick

Shipment

MILLS: NAUGATUCK, W. VA., AND LOGAN, W. VA.

10
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Rmn
A few words to the users of this excellent wood and those who contemplate using it.

Many years' experience in the manufacture and marketing of this item of stock have satisfied us that
in this wood, more than in any other hardwood, the successful consuming manufacturers insist upon
having only high quality stock—not only as to grade, but manufacture and careful handling while in pile

for seasoning.

Choice logs do not always produce good lumber— it depends largely upon how much care is exer-
cised in the process of manufacture ; nor does the production of high quality stock end here—it must be
carefully put into piles and sufficient piling sticks used to insure its drying out flat.

When you are about to place an order for Gum, some of the essentials that suggest themselves to

you are

:

Full and uniform thickness.

Very dry stock that in the process of drying has remained flat and straight.

Good range of widths and lengths to assure you of a good yield of clear cuttings of various sizes you
require.

Last, but not least, after placing orders you want them executed promptly and on time—also honest
grading and measurement.

We are equipped with six band mills, backed by our own timber lands, to give you that kind of
stock and unexcelled service.

A partial list of Red Gum ready for shipment
Amount.
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TEflRR
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY

Mr. Furniture Manufacturer:
TWO WEEKS AGO WE CALLED ATTENTION TO OUR STOCK OF END CURED, WHITE, ROCK HARD MAPLE. IT IS

TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO BUY NOW. THE SUPPLY OF WINTER SAWN STOCK IS UMITED. WE HAVE THE NICE
WHITE LOWER PENINSULA, MICHIGAN, VARIETY, VIRGIN STOCK.

60,000' 1

"

140,000' VA'
50,000' V/z'
45,000' 2"

Note the assortment:

Ists & 2nds End Cured White Maple
Ists & 2nds End Cured White Maple
Ists & 2nds End Cured White Maple
Ists & 2nds End Cured White Maple

SPECIAL LOW PRICE ON A FEW CARS IM " FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT

THE STEARNS SALT & LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers

LUDINGTON, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

IMfLJY NOT9 ^^^^^ ^^' ^"' ^^"^ ^^^^ inquiries

^" n Mm\J I and orders direct to tlie producer

We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood
A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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MEMPHIS
THE HOB OF THE HARDWOOD WORLD

GREEN RIVER
LUMBER CO.

"After all, it's the timber that

counts. If you haven't quality tim-

ber, all other things will avail but

little in the production of really

good lumber."—
We manufacture from such

timber exclusively, — our stock

shows it.

It's up to you to let us prove

it. Stock list and prices to be had

for the asking.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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CYPRESS
Special Low Prices on These Items:

QUICK SHIPMENT from Arkansas City, Ark.

_

THE HYDE LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND INDIANA

OUR FIGURE TALKS
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TheFloodHad Nothing
to Do With Louisville

To Buyers and Users

of HARDWOODS

If your usual source of supply has been affected by high water,

and you have been having trouble getting prompt shipments, this is

a good time to try out the facilities of Louisville.

Our dealers have complete stocks of dry lumber, ready to ship,

and can supply you at once with anything in our line, from a straight

car of plain or quarter-sawed oak to a mixed car containing oak, ash,

poplar, or any other hardwood or veneer items you may be in need of.

Those who are familiar with Louisville dealers do not need urging

to buy here; those who are not well acquainted should take advan-

tage of the present shortage at many points and have their needs

supplied in Louisville.

THE LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD CLUB

Booker-Cecil Co.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co.

Edward L. Davis Lumber Co.

Louisville Point Lumber Co.

Norman Lumber & Box Co.

C. C. Mengel & Beo. Co.

Ohio Biver Saw Mill Co.

The Louisville Veneer Mills.
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No. 4 Band Rip Saw

MORE WORK WITH LESS MACHINES

WOOD-WORKING MACHINES
Perform twice the amount of work in one day than the same
number of inferior tools can ever hope to perform in a week's
time.

Then, too, there isn't the expense connected in the production
of your output that is always found in the use of cheap machines.

All this counts when the trial balance is taken off and your
dividends declared.

DEFIANCE machines are built right, sold right and produce the

right kind of goods.

I>et us send you full particulars and prices

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS
414 Perry Street Defiance, OhlO

"The Quality Producers"

Hammer and Hatchet Handle
Lathe

N<». t: l>.iMt.l.- i;<iuiilizer No. 1 Hub Lathe No. 50—12" Felloe, Hound and Bow Bender

THE BEST
HARDWOOD FLOORING

HANSON-WARDVENEER CO.
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CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE, SOUTH

Why Is Cincinnati?
The Leading Veneer Market •

SEE THE ADVERTISERS ON THIS PAGE AND YOU WILL KNOW

ACME
VENEER & LUMBER

COMPANY
CINCINNATI OHIO
Our mill is now cutting what is said to be the
LARGEST VIRGIN WHITE OAK timber in

Ohio. It is of soft, brashy texture from the
best White Oak Section.

Our new line of Circassian is ready for the

market.

Do not overlook us when in the market for

MAHOGANY
CURLY BIRCH

ROSEWOOD
OR ANY KIND OF PLAIN VENEER
We make a specialty in all woods of 1/8, 3/16
and 1/4 thicknesses for Interior Finish and
Door Work.

THE MALEY, THOMPSON
& MOFFETT CO.

Veneers,Mahoganyand
Hardwood Lumber

Larcest Stocks Best Selections

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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CIN CI NNATI
THE GATEWA-r OF THE. SOUTH

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

15 Cars 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

15 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

Band Sawn, Equalized and Thoroughly Dry. Good Width and Lengths.

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on

the Following:

153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—30%
13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5 4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",

bone dry.

6 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.

W.E.HEYSER
LUMBER CO.

GENERAL OFFICES AND YARDS:

Winton Place, Cincinnati, Ohio

Branch: MEMPHIS, TENN.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Quartered and Plain

Red and White Oak, Ash,

Poplar, Chestnut, Gum
and all Southern Hardwoods

SHIPMENTS DIRECT FROM
OUR OWN YARDS AND MILLS

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
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LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY
TOWNSEND. BLOUNT COUNTY. TENN.

Do you desire Hardwoods in special thickness or width? We make it.

We are cutting some of finest MOUNTAIN OAK you ever saw, clean, smooth, and free from
most of the defects that are common in oak. ' Do you want us to cut some to your order? We
would be pleased to do so; thick, wide, clear.

How about some SMOKY MOUNTAIN WHITE ASH, which will please the most fastidious?

This Ash grows to a remarkable size, and retains the strength and resiliency of second growth
stock. This we carry in stock l" and thicker, but are glad to cut special orders.

Our soft YELLOW POPLAR is so well known that it needs no introduction. We wish to say
that we aim to cut and carry in stock, at all times, High Grades, in the thicknesses and widths that

others find hard to make. Of course we have some of the regular sizes, but are always cutting
specialties.

We will have more to say in another issue regarding other kinds of lumber that we cut, and
other specialties.

TF YOU are having trouble getting prompt
•* shipments—try us. Our yards at Cairo
and Brookport, IlHnois, were not affected by
the flood. Wire orders—loaded following

day. Anything in Poplar from 4 4 to 12 4,

Plain or Quartered Red and White Oak,
4/4 to 8 4.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY
Sales Office

1657 Monadnock Block
CHICAGO. LLLINOIS

Main Office

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Write for quotations on

FOUR-QUARTER BASSWOOD,
ALL GRADES

TAYLOR & CRATE
Buffalo, N. Y.

* .

*
»

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

^4*4*'l'*f*4*4i*l*4**f*4*4^^-T*4*^*f*4*^*?*4**f'*7*4^^^*{''l*4'*f'')'4^^4**f^4'4^'l*7K

FIRE
INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

B. F. PBKRir, Msnsser.

HERE ARE A FEW ITEMS
WE WISH TO MOVE

i;:..noo

i:;,(ino

I'li.uoo

ii.',iioo

i.'i.dllO

.-..(100

..0.(100

i:.^..ooo

100,000

ft. J^" Is and 23 Aah, 6" and up wide
ft. 1" Is and 2s Ash. 6" to 10" wide, 8' and 10' long
ft, 1" Is and 2s Ash, 10" to 14" wide, 30% 8' and 10'
ft, 5/4 Is and 2s Ash, 6" and up wide. 407<. 14' and 16'
ft. 6/4 Is and 2s Ash, 6" and up wide, 407o 14' and 16'
ft. 16/4 Is and 2s Ash, 6" and up wide, 40% 14' and 16'
ft. 3/8 Is and 2s Qtd. ^Vhite Oak, 6" and up, average TA"
ft. 3/8 Is & 2s Qtd. White Oak, 10" and up.
ft. 1/2 No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

RUSSE & BURGESS, INC.
Memphis, Tenn.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried v^?

Polistied

HARDWOOD

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which began operations on January 1,

is equipped throughout with every modem improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.

We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,
moulding, finish, etc.

THE W. G. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
IRONTON, OHIO

Watch This Space
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General Market Conditions

Although wholesale hardwood jobbers and consumers have- been
warned for months of the impending shortage in nearly every

variety of hardwood lumber, a good many seem to have believed

that stock would come into being as required from some unknown
and remote source. Of course in this particular they have been

disappointed, and with the serious flood conditions affecting not

only the operations in the mountain country, but over a large range

of territory supplying hardwoods throughout the Mississippi valley,

which has suspended all shipping, buyers are up against the most

serious situation they have encountered in the history of hardwood
production. Today there is a scramble from every source to secure

sufficient lumber to carry on manufacturing and building oper-

ations, with the result that prices on many items have sharply

advanced, and in spite of the willingness of buyers to pay the

advance, it has been almost impossible to secure supplies.

From the buyer's viewpoint the only consolation is that there

is not a remarkably strenuous demand on the part of a great many
factory consumers. The furniture trade is notoriously slow and in

the dumps. The stock of hardwood flooring in first hands in both

oak and maple is still sufficient to take care of building wants for

some months to come, although there has been a decrease in oak

and maple flooring of perhaps fifty per cent from high tide of

accumulation of this material.

Plain oak is one item of which there seems to be an absolute

paucity in the market, and what little there is in first hands is

meeting a ready sale at from two to even as high as five dollars,

above the prices that obtained thirty days ago, which value is

being reflected to a material extent in quarter-sawed oak, and in

some instances manufacturers are receiving a five-dollar advance

on quotations made earlier in the year.

Poplar manufacturers report they are feeling an impulse in sales

incident to the shortage of stocks in other woods, and that good

grades of poplar, which have been dragging considerably for a long

time, are now in reasonably active demand.

The ash market has shown an improvement of from three to five

dollars a thousand within the last sixty days. However, it must

CO

^

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the TTnited States and its possessions,

and Canada. $2.00 the vear: in foreign countries. $1.00 extra postage.

In conformity with the rules of the postoffice department, subscrip-

tions are payable in advance, and in default of written orders to the
contrary, are continued at our option.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address,

should be sent one week before the date they are to go into effect.

Both old and new addresses must be given.

Both display and classified advertising rates furnished upon
application.

be recalled that ash struck a very low range of values during the

last year, and its renaissance to an approximation of relative values

as compared with other woods, is not at all remarkable.

The mahogany market is remarkably strong, and sellers are getting

a good ten dollars a thousand over prices that obtained a few months
ago, with every prospect that they will secure a considerable added
price very shortly.

In nearly all northern woods there is a severe shortage. Only one

item appears to be in fairly good supply, and that is the grade put

up especially for the flooring trade, and this is by no means au

unusually large stock and can certainly be absorbed very soon.

The only serious danger in the present situation is that many items

of hardwood may advance to a price that will induce increased wood
substitution, but it is believed that sellers generally recognize the

danger of this situation, and will be satisfied with a reasonable

advance, and not attempt to secure prices that will be prohibitory.

It goes without saying that it is believed that the demand will

materially increase with the advancing season, and there is such

a small quantity of hardwood that will be ready for use for months

to come as to insure a strong demand at good values for the entire

remainder of the year.

A Commendable Legislation

The marked agitation in the last few years, looking toward the

establishment of workmen 's compensation laws, has made apparent

the fact that it is extremely difficult to enact legislation which will

provide uniform laws to cover conditions in various parts of the

country. In fact, it has been practically impossible to meet the

diverse conditions existing in the various states by any general act,

and as a consequence the states themselves have been actively at

work outlining and putting into effect workmen's compensation

laws to govern the needs of industrial workers in their various

industries.

Probably one of the most successful and complete of these acts

went into eft'ect in the state of Washington on October 1, 1911. This

law was drafted, after considerable agitation on the part of the

lumber interests of that state, by a committee composed of a repre-

Advertising copy must be received five days in advance of publlca*
tion dates.

Telephones:—Harrison 8086-8087-8088.

Advertising Representatives: Jacob Holtzman, 5254 Larchwood Ave-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E. \V. Meeker, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chi-

cago, 111.

Entered as second-class matter May 26, 1902, at the postofBce at 'Chi-

cago, 111., under act of March 3, 1879.
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sentation of professional men and an equal number of employers

and emploj'es. This commission conferred together for a consider-

able period and worked as a unit without any apparent desire on

the part of any faction to drive a hard bargain with the others.

As a result the law, as outlined in the report at the convention of

the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association at Cincinnati,

meets every phase of the question squarely and successfully, and

provides for adequate insurance in event of accident without

working any injustice to the employer.

The operation of the act so far has been highly successful and

in every case the beneficiaries have received their benefits in full

at a minimum cost. It is provided in the act that emploj'ers must

reimburse the insurance fund which is created by assessing the

various industries, by half the benefits paid, when accidents are

due to noncompliance with existing laws providing for safety

appliances. It is the aim of the act to raise only sufficient

funds to make the insurance fund itself neither more nor

less than self-supporting. This

means that basing it on per-

centage of payroll, which is

the manner of assessment, the

cost will represent but one per

cent of that amount. A pro-

vision is made in the act for

assessments only when they

are needed as the fund de-

creases, hence there is an addi-

tional incentive to employers

to do all in their power to pre-

vent accidents.

The act is more conipleti'ly

outlined in the report of the

convention contained in this

issue of Hardwood Eecoed, and

might well serve as a model on

which to formulate similar acts

in other states.

Abolition of Commerce

Court
The decisive vote in the

House of Representatives on

May 9 of one hundred and

twenty to forty-nine amounts

practically to the abolition of

the C'onmierc-e court, and is not

an unexpected ]ihase of Wash-
ington legislation. It is be-

lieved that the Senate will con-

cur in the vote of the House.

While the Court of Commerce is

a pet measure of President Taf t,

there seems to be such a general feeling the country over that this

court has played into the hands of the railroads to such an extent as

to make its continuation undesirable, hence there is a well-defined

desire on the i)art of the general business public that it be abolished.

Undeniably the President will feel that this action tends to upset

his pet contention against the recall of the judiciary, but at the

same time it is not believed that he has strength enough, even if

he should veto the enactment, to succeed in continuing this re-

actionary court, whose unpiqiularity hns steadily increased.

Men of the Meaner Sort
Men of ihe meaner sortmen of the section gang

—

Men of the pick-stroke men of the hammer clang

—

Men of construction camps, forcing the track
Always ahead, with not a look back
Into the wilderness put through the right of way
On which you are gliding so smoothly to-day.

Men of the meaner sort? maybe but then
The work that they do is the work of men.

Men of the meaner sort men of the safety lamp,
Facing the cave-in, daring the fire damp
Gnomes of the coal mine—down in the dark.

Toiling like Vulcans, sweating and stark.

Digging out coal that your house may be warm.
Though deep the snow and chill winds storm.
Men of the meaner sort? maybe—but then
The work that they do is the work of men.

Men of the meaner sort -men of the forest tracks

—

Men of the lumber camp men of the ax

—

Men of the logging trail—men of the clearing—
High of heart, strong of hand, pioneering.

Now^ >vhere the wolf howled rings out the ax stroke;

Now where the Indian skulked farm chimneys smoke.
Men of the meaner sort?—maybe—but then
The work that they do is the work of men.

—Wex Jones

The Cincinnati Meeting

In this issue llARinviKiri Kkcorh lias a pretty thorough abstract of

everything that happened of importance at the tenth annual con-

vention of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association. The
more important documents are carried in full or practically so, and
a thorough perusal and analysis of the work of the association is

worthy the attention of evervone interested in the lumber business.

Especial attention is called to the analysis made concerning work-

men's compensation legislation, the trust question, adverse con-

ditions affecting the lumber industry, the cypress situation, the

fire hazard attack on lumber, lumber prices, the attitude of the

Hardwood Manufacturers ' Association of the United States as

voiced by President DeLaney, and to other papers and discussions

of almost equal importance that had a hearing at this time.

The confidence of the allied associations in the corps of officers

of the association was fully emphasized in the reelection of nearly

the entire board of officers and board of governors.

It is thoroughly believable that the National Lumber Manufac-

turers' Association is fulfilling an important function in connection

with the lumber industry.

Conditions Affecting the Lumber Industry

No one who attended the annual meeting •of the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association at Cincinnati this week
could fail to realize that the

adverse condition affecting the

lumber industry was the one

subject that was first in the

minds of everj' prominent dele-

gate in attendance. There

seems to be a combination of

distressing conditions sur-

rounding the industry at the

present time, which, unless

remedied, means chaos to a

large share of the industry. A
good many decisions of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission

for years have been inimical

to the interests of the lumber

trade, and the more recent rul-

ings of the Commerce Court

have in nearly all cases been

against lumbermen. The long-

dragged-out alleged investiga-

tion of the Department of

Justice contending that a

"lumber trust" exists, has

been a serious handicap to the

trade, and while there is no

question that the outcome of

this investigation will clear the

industry of even a suspicion of

trust methods, it is having its

serious effect, notably by in-

spiring the yellow newsjiaper

and magazine press to con-

stantly repeated attacks on the

integrity of the trade.

Timber values are showing

a constant accretion. Food supplies for both workmen and live

stock have reached almost a panic value stage, with the result

that the cost of production has advanced to such an extent that

the majority of lumber manufacturers are scarcely able to produce

a new dollar for an old one, and in many instances very substan-

tial losses are being sustained in lumber production. This is espe-

cially true on the Pacific coast. Cypress manufacturers are mak-

ing little money, and a good many northern producers have not

succeeded in developing any profit out of their business.

Hardwoods are perhaps in better shape from a profit viewpoint

than any of the building woods, but still the profit in this line of

production is so inconsequential that the business is being carried

on with little factor of safety between cost and jirices possible

to be realized.

While the volume of trade is generally improving and prices of

hardwoods are materially advancing, this situation is not reflected

in a marked degree in the building wood industry. It is hoped that
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as the season advances, better prices may be obtained for Pacific

coast woods, northern soft woods, yellow pine and cypress, and
unless this condition does obtain, it spells pretty hard times for
the general run of lumbermen.

Lumber Sales Methods
It is distinctly notable in recent meetings of lumber associations,

perhaps inspired to a considerable extent by the work of the Lum-
ber Sales Managers' Association, that much added interest is being
manifested in the method of sales as applied to lumber. With the
decreasing profits in lumber production and the exhaustion of
ability to further retrench in cost of logging and manufacture,
there is being made a distinct effort to decrease the cost of sales.

Lumber manufacturers seem to be divided into two camps, one
element believing the jobber, and especially the lumber scalper,,

should be eliminated from the business, and that sales should
be made direct to the wholesale consumer to insure the greatest

economy in the business. The other camp alleges that the merchant,
and notably the legitimate merchant, is such an important factor

in the sale and distribution of lumber that his extinction would
be a serious calamity to the industry. They believe the manufac-
turer can aft'ord to assist legitimate jobbers in a continuation of

their business, and that furthermore they can afford to pay.ttem
a reasonably generous sum for their work in connection with the

distribution of their product.

In this connection Hardwood Record is in receipt of a letter

from a well-known jobber complimenting it on the publication of

an article in its issue of April 2.5 entitled "A Preachment on Sales

Methods.'' He says "this man writes like one who has had many
years " experience in the lumber business, and he hits the nail on the

head.
'

' He further says that '

' heretofore a good many millmen

have been under the impression that they were gttting about one

hundred and ten per cent of par value if they could get direct to

the consumer, rather than putting their stock through the hands

of ilie jobbers"'; and further says ''they fail to count the cost,

time and money of placing stock, and seem to think that if they

go behind a jobber, they have accomplished more than could be

done any other way. '

'

To the mind of this writer the position of the wholesaler is

unassailable, and he believes the intelligent manufacturers of

lumber are surely and certainly waking up and finding out that their

efforts are best expended in the manufacturing end of the business

and by letting those who are entirely competent to market the

product do so and pay them a reasonable profit for the work.

Forestry in Indiana

That the cause of forestry is making more rapid progress and in

a more practical way than is popularly conceived is evident from the

large amount of printed matter on this subject emanating from vari-

ous sources all over the countr}'. The gi'eatest drawback to the

movement has always beea that those apparently most interested have

been liighly unpractical in their demands and suggestions, and that

the work has not attracted the attention of those more naturally

interested in the perpetuation of the timber supply and in a position

to render assistance that would really count for a definite advance-

ment along these lines. In some sections, however, the active interest

of the lumbermen has been enlisted with the result that real forestry

has made considerable progress. A notable example of this condition

is in the state of Indiana. The State Board of Forestry of Indiana

numliers among its members some of the prominent hardwood manu-

facturers of that state. It is headed by Samuel Burkholder of the

S. Burkholder Lumber Company of Crawfordsville, who has always

taken. an active part in the work, and it is probably due to his efforts

in this direction as. much as anything else that forestry in Indiana

has progressed so far and on such a practical basis as it has.

The board has just issued a new bulletin for 1911 which takes up

specifically the various timber trees of the state and contains a large

amount of practical and botanical information relative to each of

the species. The work has every indication of the practical mind

behind it, and is very much out of the ordinary in this respect.

Forestry in Indiana has been on a practical basis for the last ten
years. A great deal of educational work has been accomplished
through various means, but most notably through the experimental
station, comprising 2,000 acres, which was purchased to demonstrate
tree culture. A great many problems have already been worked
out at this station, where it is conceded today that the best demonstra-
tions of growing hardwoods in the United States is made.
The purpose of the book is to give land-owners authentic informa-

tion as to the real values of different tree species growing on their

property in order that they may eradicate the undesirable species

and work for the preservation and extension of species desirable
for wood consuming industries. Work of this kind comprehensively
taken up by other states would accomplish a vast amount of good
along the lines of conservation.

Exports and Imports for March
A total value of imports of all woods and manufactures of woods

for March, 1912, into this country was $2,887,000. In the cabinet

woods the value of imported cedar during the month was $65,000
and of mahogany $186,450, cedar falling off by half, and mahogany
doubling during the year. The import of round timbers and logs

aggregated $29,680, which is more than double the import for

March, 1911. The total value of imported pulp-wood was $238,700

and of boards, planks and deals, and other sawed lumber $627,000.

Wood pulp to the value of $961,250 was brought into this country

during March, 1912.

The total export value of all woods and manufactures of woods for

March, 1912, was $7,715,800. Logs and round timbers, including

hickory, oak, walnut, valued at $311,000 were exported from the

United States during the month. Timbers hewn and sawed valued at

$894,800 were shipped during that period. There was an export of

boards, planks and deals and other sawed lumber during the month
aggregating $3,920,000.

A Ne'glected Opportunity
About two years ago the United States Forest Service established

in connection with the University of Wisconsin at Madison, Wis.,

one of the most completely equipped timber testing laboratories in

existence. The plant contains testing appliances to try out the vari-

ous properties of any kind of wood under every conceivable condi-

tion and circumstance, and is also equipped with a complete modern
paper mill in miniature, and a department for establishing the im-

pregnating qualities of all kinds of preservatives in various woods.

The opening of the laboratory was attended by a large representa-

tion of lumbermen from various parts of the country. Considerable

enthusiasm was displayed at that time on the part of the lumber

fraternity as to its possible benefits to the industry, but the director

states that within the last year not one lumberman has visited the

insitution, while manufacturers of paper have a standing committee

to visit it regularly.

It was hoped by those instrumental in establishing the laboratory,

to provide a means for testing out the various wood species with a

view to their introduction in place of other species, the supply of

which had decreased to such an extent as to be inadequate to meet

the demand. It was also hoped to discover new uses for different

woods, and in short to work out any problems submitted to the lab-

oratory by the lumber trade, with a view of maintaining a

balance between supply and demand of forest products, as conditions

changed.

With the introduction of many substitutes for the products of the

forest, it certainlj- will be imperative upon lumbermen to establish

new outlets for their lumber, and it is certainly a logical supposition

that scientific investigation will be of more assistance to them in

locating new markets than a mere haphazard search on their part.

It surely seems that the laboratory could be well utilized by the

lumbermen in many particulars. That they are up against a great

man}' problems which might be solved at Madison is evident from

the numerous correspondence received at the oflice of Haedwood

Eecord and other trade journals soliciting information on these

subjects.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

Bring me in a dry Martini, waiter,

Chase in something that's wet

;

I was out to the olam bake yesterday.

And I haven't got over it yet.

Throw mo a pleasant look, waiter.

Smile at me. pray don't frown

—

And put some glue on my breakfast,

So I can keep it down.

I hear they've discovered the pole, waiter,

I wish I had it here now

;

They can't come any too cold for me
To put on my aching brow.

Beal Hard Luck
"Speaking of hard luck," remarked

Senator Klutch, "I bad some hard luck

once during my early days."

"Elucidate." said Senator Graball.
;

"I bad just Invested my last five dol-

lars in a meal ticket."

"Yes, yes."

"As I started down the street a gust

of wind tore the ticket from my band.
A lumberjack was passing, wearing
heavy, spiked boots."

"Yes, go on."

"And he stepped on my ticket and
punched out $4.83."

—

Kansas City

Jottrnal.

That Tired Feeling

"Y'ou'ro a nice fi'llow. Won't come
boating nor do anything else. Don't you
get tired doing nothing?"

"Yes, old man : I'm having a rest

now."

—

Sketch.

A Life Saver
Knicker

—
"Why dors .Jones keep a par-

rot?

Bocker—It is trained to yell cuckoo
ten times whenever be comes home.

—

Neic York Siiu.

Cynical Definition

"What is your idea of patriotism?"
"Patriotism," rei)lied Senator Surghum,

"is what inspires a man to point out
many needs for reform in bis country,

but causes him to resent an indorsement
of his views by a foreigner."

—

Washing-
ton Star.

Not What He Expected
Physician— I do not think any local

treatment will do you good, madam.
Patient—All right. I'll go to a spe-

cialist in New York.

—

Baltimore Amer-
ican.

Tipping

Church— I see the ancient custom of

putting a coin in tbe hand of the dead is

still occasionally followed in the rural

districts of France.

Gotham—Gee ! Don't the tipping busi-

ness even stop after death'/

—

Yonkers

Statesman.

As Shelley Has It Not
I fear thy kisses, gentle maiden,

, I fear thy mien, thy tone, thy motion

—

Methinks thine eyes are heavy laden

With thoughts about this leap-year notion.—Jmhje.

As Seasons Go and Come
The smiling Ice man now counts o'er

The dollars he has won.

And the gloating coal man adds anoth-

Er dollar to the ton.
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In tha Dull Gray Dawn of the Morning After

By Jack Laskey.

Many a schooner was wrecked last night, waiter,

And the waves ran mountain high ;

Personally, I was soused to the gills.

But today I'm awfully dry.

It was a terrible night at sea. waiter.

And many are missing, I think.

But as near as I can remember,

I never missed a drink.

Lead me down to the dock, waiter,

For a watery grave I pine ;

The place for a man that's pickled

Is over his head in brine.

HARDWOODS
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Going Up

Tell them at Illiopolis, waiter,

I died as a hero should
;

Up to the neck in the cold, cold suds.

Guaranteed drawn from the wood.

I'd like to leave you a gift, waiter.

Just something to remember me by ;

And to show you that I am not tight.

You can have my piece of pie.

And after I sink in the deep, waiter,

You'll do me one favor, I hope ;

Tell them if I blow up bubbles,

It wasn't from eating soap.

An Explanation

Two little six-year-olds stood on Six-

teenth street watobiug a rambunctious

horse snort its disapproval at an ap-

proaching motor car. "What makes a

horse act naughty when he sees an
auto?" asked one of the kids and the

other little wisehead replied : "It is this

way : Horses is used to seein' other

horses pull wagons, and they don't know
what to think of 'em goin' along without

a horse. Guess if you saw a pair of

pants walkin' down the street without a

man in 'em you'd be scared, too."

His Mind on Business

Her Father— I don't know about let-

ting you have my daughter, Mr. Sellers.

Will you take care of her in good style?"

Ilor Suitor (in the retail line)

—

"I'll

guarantee it, sir, or—or return the goods-
—Boston Evening Transcript.

An Interesting Antiijus

"Fine old inn. sir." commented the

host. "Everything in this house has its

story."

"I don't doubt it." r emarked the

grouchy tourist. "And is there any
legend connected with this old piece of

cheese?"

—

LouisriVc Ctniricr-.Jnitrnal.

Quite the Opposite

He—"Oh, but you mustn't blame me
for my ancestors, you know,"

She—"I don't, I blame them for you."
—Boston Evcnimj Transcript.

Case of Heredity

Clinton—"I suppose your little ones

ask you many embarrassing questions?"

Clubleigh— "Y'es. they are just like

their mother."

—

Boston Ercning Trans-

cript.

Vanished Quickly

"Er—by the way, old man, you

haven't forgotten that five you borrowed

from me about six months ago?"

"Oh, dear, no."

"But .vou said you only wanted It for

a short time."

"And I told the truth. I didn't keep

it twenty minutes."

Glory That They Missed

Achilles never felt tbe wild, sweet thrill

That comes from flattening a barking dog :

He never skidded in a reeking bog.

Nor scared a team while coasting down a hill ,

Achilles never had the splendid skill

It takes to knock the bristles from a hog

Or lie beneath a tonneau like a log

Till help arrives, when there has been a spill.

Bold AJax bade the lightning do its worst.

And many a Trojan felt his fatal jab ;

When from the clouds the fiery currents burst.

He babbled things no other dared to bab,

lint Ajax never dodged and, dodging, cursed

The driver of a passing taxlcab.

—B;/ 8. E. Kiser.

The Spice of Life

Taking His Measure.—Tommy—What does the

paper mean by calling Mr. Sharp an elght-by-ten

business man?
Tommy's Father— I presume it means he is

not exactly square.

—

Home Herald.
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American Forest Trees
XIXETY-SIXTH I'AI'EU

Supplement to Sixty-Miitli Paper, Febniari/ 25, 1908

PECAN
Hicoria pecan (Marsh.) Britton. Vurya oUvaeformis (Xutt.)

The natural range of the pecan is in low rich ground, in

the neighborhood of streams from the valley of the Mississippi

river in Iowa, through southern Illinois and Indiana, western

Kentucky and Tennessee to central Mississippi and Alabama, and

through Missouri and Arkansas to southeastern Kansas, Okla-

boma, western Louisiana and

Texas.

It reaches its best development

in Arkansas and Oklahoma and it

is the largest and most important

tree of western Texas where speci-

mens four and five feet in diam-

eter are not uncommon along the

damp and fertile river bottoms.

The average size of pecan trees in

Arkansas and Oklahoma, where the

species is considered to be at its

best, is from two to four feet in

diameter and from ninety to one

hundred twenty-five feet tall. It

is occasionally planted as a shade

tree, especially in the southern

states. The tree is known also as

pecan nut, pecanier (La.), Illinois

nut, and pecan tree.

The tree usually has an enlarged

and buttressed base, with stout,

slightly spreading branches form-

ing in the forest a narrow sym-

metrical and inversely pyramidal

head, or with abundant room in

the open, a broad round-topped

crown. The bark is one inch to

one and one-half inches thick, light

brown, tinged with red, and deeply

and irregularly divided into nar-

row forked ridges. The winter

buds are compressed and covered

with clusters of bright yellow

hairs, and the terminal bud is usu-

ally about one-half inch long. The

fruit is in clusters of three to

eleven, pointed, and from one inch

to two and one-half inches long,

dark brown in color, with a thin,

hard and brittle husk. The seed

is sweet, red-brown, with its nearly

•flat sides grooved from near the

base to the apex by two deep lon-

gitudinal grooves.

The peean adapts itself to a

great variety of soil and climatic

conditions, but for even medium

development, it requires a good soil

and plenty of moisture. The pres-

>ence of rocks and adverse climatic conditions do not seem to affect

it, provided it has plenty of water and is in good ground. Repro-

duction is abundant from seed, suckers and stump sprouts, princi-

:pally the first. The tree is not planted, however, and is enlarging

its distribution only through natural seeding. Owing to its exact-

ing soil and moisture requirements and its slow growth, the pecan

-will never be a serious factor in hardwood reforestation.

TYPICAL FOREST GROWTH I'ECAX, MISSOURI

The pecan is one of the hickories, and is the largest species of
the genus, and the wood is usually regarded as inferior to all the

other hickories. The wood is the lightest of all of them, but is

heavy in comparison with many other woods. It is hard and
brittle, but not strong; close grained and compact. The color of its

heart-wood is light brown, tinged
with red. The sap-wood is of a

lighter brown than the heart-wood.

All of the hickories have thick

sap-wood, but when the tree is

well developed and of rapid

growth, pecan has the thickest of

all.

The name is said to come from

an Indian word meaning a nut

that must be broken open, in dis-

tinction from soft shelled nuts, as

the chestnut and acorn, which can

be cracked between the teeth. The
Indians gave specific names to but

few trees, and pecan happened to

be one of them, because it was val-

uable as a producer of food.

White people have, in a measure,

followed the example of the Indian

in regard to this tree. When they

speak of it as a producer of nuts,

or as an ornamental tree, they call

it "pecan"; but when they put

the wood to use they call it

"hickory." No manufacturer of

wooden commodities ever reports

the use of pecan in the production

of his wares, though the quantity

of this wood passing through the

sawmills and entering shops is

proof that a good deal of it is

used.

There is a prejudice against it,

and it is not entirely without rea-

son, for the wood falls a good deal

short of first class hickory. Wagon
makers have learned that it may
be employed in vehicles, provided

the pieces are large. Tongues for

heavy wagons and carts are made
of it; but it is not much in favor

for buggy shafts and carriage poles

because it lacks the toughness

which is essential.

Though it has not the fine ivory-

like smoothness of the best of hick-

ory, it polishes well, ind a good

deal of it is worked into chair

rounds and legs, and also in spin-

dles for stairs, balustrades and grilles. It is much the color of

ash, and it takes a better polish in the lathe. It is not suitable for

axe and hammer handles, where toughness and elasticity are

demanded, but it serves very well as handles for certain agricul-

tural tools, such as hoes, rakes, and short shovels. Peean pick

handles possess suificient stiffness and strength to meet the require-

ments. It also makes good handles for heavy sledges.

—25—
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Furniture makers occasionally use the wood for narrow panels

where plain effect is all that is desired, for pecan has little figure.

It has well-marked annual rings, but the difference in color between

the bands of spring and summer wood is too slight to give much

contrast, even when stains and fillers are employed to heighten the

effect.

The available supply is fairly large, and it will probably last

longer than the other hickories with which it is associated, for the

reason that it is not specially sought, but is taken only when

lumbermen find it convenient.

Pecan culture is rapidly assuming considerable importance in

this country. The commercial growing of the pecan bearing hick-

ory is being worked out on a scientific basis, with the result

that the quality of the nut as well as the abundance of the crop

is constantly becoming more satisfactory. Pecan orchards are laid

out symmetrically, the quality of the nuts being secured by

planting seeds from selected trees, or by grafting from trees

which are already bearing a high grade of nut. However, even

with the best methods, there is a great uncertainty in the quality

and quantity of crops, which results in a great deal of specula-

tion in the pecan market. The old methods of buying from the

owners of small lots of pecan trees, wherever the nuts are obtain-

able, is being supplanted by larger interests going into the field

on an extensive basis. This condition has already led to the intro-

duction in some instances of questionable financing of these propo-

sitions. Schemes have been promulgated similar to the manj' get-

rich-quick methods followed bj- some of the supposed introducers

of eucalyptus culture in California. But this condition is not at all

prevalent and an investment in pecans offers rather flattering

returns if backed and carried through by responsible people.
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National Lumher l^frs* Assn.

The tenth annual convention of the National Lumber Manufac-

turers' Association was held at the Sinton hotel, Cincinnati, O..

on Tuesday and Wednesday, May 7 ^nd 8. The meeting was a

typical one of this important national organization, which, as is

well known, is the parent association of the various lumber manu-

facturing associations of the United States. Comprising its mem-

bership are the Northern Pine Manufacturers' Association, North-

ern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, Michigan

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, the Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association of the United States, North Carolina Pine Asso-

ciation, Georgia-Florida Saw Mill Association, Yellow Fine Manu-

facturers' Association, Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association and Pacific

Coast Sugar and White Pine Manufacturers' Association.

Being a convention by delegates of comparatively limited num-

bers, the attendance was not large, but strictly representative of

the great lumber industry.

President E. G. Griggs of Tacoma called the first session to

order at ten a. m., and after an invocation by Rev. Charles Fred-

erick Goss, appropriate addresses of welcome were made by W. E.

DeLaney, president of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,

and by Charles F. Shiels, the newly elected president of the Cin-

cinnati Lumbermen's Club.

President Griggs made a brief response.

The roll call of the associations showed that all the subsidiary

organizations involved were represented by from one to a dozen

delegates.

President Griggs then presented his annual address, which is

herewith reproduced in full:

President's Address

Tin yeais ago. on December 10. 19iiL>, this association was organized.

We are now celebrating its decennial and are confronted by so many

National problems that our future discloses opportunities more absorbing

than our past accomplishments.

It must, indeed, be a source of gratification to the founders of this

association to realize the combined strength of its affiliated membership

and feel that as a national body we can claim presidential recognition,

senatorial courtesy and congressional investigation. Composed, as we now

are, of ne.trly a dozen affiliated associations of 1,000 members, and an an-

nual capacity of sixteen billion feet, we represent the combined capacity

of the lumber producing districts of the entire United States.

When you realize that in 1910 the Bureau of Census compiled statistics

from 31,934 active sawmills, cutting 40,018,282,000 feet of lumber,

3,494,718,000 latb and 12,976,362,000 shingles, you begin to appreciate

what the Department of Commerce and Labor seems finally to have dis-

covered and so haltingly announces that here is no lumber trust.

We have a business organization capable of doing what it has Inaugu-

rated in tbe past, a great national work in uplifting an industry that con-

cerns a vast army of employes and a wealth of raw product that affects

the entire country, federal and state alike.

During the past year your president has been confronted with some

problems of membership, but I am pleased to report all have been satis-

factorily adjusted. The membership Is united and active. On the coast

we have formed the West Coast Lumber Manufacturers' Association, ab-
sorbing three others, and vigorously supporting the National. There is

a confidence expressed throughout our membership in our honest efforts

to accomplish real beneficial results for the entire lumber fraternity. We
must look beyond the individual membership and compass in our work the
entire industry and even those outsiders who prey upon the combined
efforts of others, profiting but not subscribing.

Radical steps were necessary during my mcumbency, but your board has
been unanimous in its recommendations and appreciative of the difficulties

encountered. I can only say that I bring you today a united organization,
linked together for the common good, and true to the principles that called

it into being.

Associations of independent business organizations must of certainty
pass through travail and trial in meeting the problems of the day. If It

is awake and actively alive to the interests of its members it will make
itself felt. Its policies, laid down by its organizers and interpreted by its

board of governors, may not always be approved by the individual mem-
bership, but the work of the National association in its ten years has been
an epoch in association work and every member may feel proud of its

record.

I can not censure too strongly the efforts of publicity seekers to foist

upon the public a misinterpretation of the work of the National, and a
narrowing of its efforts to the scope of the individual.

If we as an association do not take up the cudgel and fight for our
rights, who in Heaven's name will: It we are to reward conscientious

individual effort toward the betterment of our associated condition with
censure and distrust, where can we look for sacrificing personality': The
success of this association is not determined by the men who occupy the
honorary positions, but by the confidence imposed in it by its entire mem-
bership.

During the past year, and immediately on succeeding to the office of

president, I found it absolutely necessary to recommend to the board the
removal of tbe manager's headquarters to the West, where I could be in

close touch with the organization. At the end of a year, and by that same
authority invested in me by the board, after launching into the advertis-

ing campaign, and being unable to again meet with the board before this

annual meeting, I authorized Mr. Bronson to again establish his office In

Chicago, where he could conduct the association work and be in touch
with the advertising committee.

I know the move has resulted in a strong supporting fiank on the West
coast, and not a little credit is due both the manager and our treasurer,

Mr. Freeman, for the attitude of the West coast manufacturers.

The frequent exchange of ideas and the necessity of familiarizing the

National with the conditions and men in each component part is my rea-

son for insisting upon at least occasional visits to the different associa-

tions by our manager.

There will be from time to time organizations and reorganizations, but

I trust the lumbermen will ever maintain that respect for the National

which it deserves and which is indicative of the character of tbe men who
founded it. No matter how strong, either financially or numerically, the

individual associations, there is still that great field in the National work

that can only be filled by the larger organization. Maintain it at all

hazards : it will prove its importance in the years to come, and it will

survive all the petty disturbances that the local associations must of

necessity inflict upon it.

We are concerned in the welfare of an industry employing the largest

body of laborers in the United States, affecting the one asset in the coun-

try of which the government itself is the largest individual owner,

permeating in its ramifications all the conservation theories of the day

and controlling through its timbered area many irrigation problems, an
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industry furuishing more tonnage wbioh concerns the railroads and
population of the country than any other.

The proper utilization of our trees can only be brought about by
national co-operation, because few communities where timber is growing
can utilize locally the entire product of the log. Transportation problems
confront us, and freight rates play tha most important part in the dis-

position of our product. Every day new problems concern us and nation-

ally we must meet them.

I have asked the manager in his annual report to cover in detail the

operations of the past year, so that I will confine my report to generalities.

In the work of the association, I had in mind the practical working out

of statistical information that would be concise and accurate and promptly
received by the membership while it was of value. The secretary, with
headquarters at St. Louis, has worked out some valuable statistics, which
will grow in value as comparisons can be made. To be of better service

it is only necessary for the membership to return responses promptly. 1

belie%-e we are on the road to securing data that will be of the utmost
value to the association and statistical information that will be authentic.

We hope to secure in time a businesslike inventory of our timber hold-

ings that will controvert the alarming assertions of the timber famine
bugaboos.

With the now defunct reciprocity and its attendant waste in our own
log operations, the estimates of standing timber would be very easil.^'

modilied. T'nless we can find a market for the entire tree the amount of

timber cut to the acre will vary tremeudously and will nullify all esti-

mates of standing timber. The people must realize that as prices advance
timber holdings previously unavailable are opened up, and with higher

values less of the tree is wasted. The same devastation takes place with

timber that has taken place with every surplus nature has favored us.

Timber was cleared to make farms, farms sold to make cities, and water

has been going to waste for years and will until the population warrants

the investment necessary to harness it.

During the past several years the efforts of a venal press and political

factions to establish in the eyes of the public a "lumber trust" seemed

paramount. It would take the genius of a divinity to bring i.his to pass,

and the aggravations of the lumber business do not breed this kind of an

organizer.

You are all familiar with the correspondence which has been made pub-

lic through the press and through it all mu.st realize a hidden purpose to

harrass the industry.

It is nothing less than criminal to allow the personalities of the tariff

issue and the senate squabbles to poison the minds of the people regard-

ing the manufacture and sale of lumber. I believe that political inter-

views from the President of the United States should be so censored that

no injustice could be done. If the attitude of the administration is such

that the lumber manufacturers are to be continually misrepresented, it is

apparent that we are negligent in not refuting these statements as often

as they appear. When the story is finally written of the tariff fight, the

reciprocity campaign and the free pulp for paper, we may understand the

attitude of politician and press. I believe we have a right to know the

cost to the government of this investigation and its results.

No set of men are doing more for the development of our country than

the logger and lumberman. Pioneers they are and have been in the

front rank and on the firing line, facing financial crises with brain, brawn
.ind borrowed money ; developing the latent resources of the country and

striving to convert into marketable products everything of value that the

log contains. It takes something more than theory and conservation

propaganda to meet pay rolls and develop the country. Instead of being

despoilers of the. realm they are the builders of the country. Come
with me to any community where the lumber manufacturer and logger

reside and I will show you men identified in every way with civic im-

provement and progressive development.

Waste is the loss in etficiency which every manufacturer deplores, and

if, as someone says, the packers' secret is to save everything but the

squeal, it is surely our province to save even the bark. Transportation

and taxation are controlling factors in our operations and no man escapes

either.

Disappointed, it would seem, in being unable to locate a lumber trust,

we are told that a most appalling and unfortunate condition threatens

the country in that our timber control is passing into the hands of three

interests—and two of these are railroads that have passed through re-

ceiverships and every other financial disturbance and are hungry for

freight.

Some men invest in mines, some in real oslate. and some men in timber.

The risk of fire in timber investment, coupled with the outlay of taxes,

merits some return, and entices capital only in so far as it assures profit.

It requires a large investment to undertake permanent operations and the

prosperity of our country depends upon successful operations.

I can not but feel that the men who occupy high positions in the

councils of our country should pause before they jump at the throat of

the lumber industry or any other, because of the encouragement in a lesser

degree of the socialistic agitators who are prompted in their tirades

against the world. The anarchistic doctrines now running riot are against

law and order and stand for revolution. Given free rein, their leaders

openly advocate a labor trust and preach sedition, disrespect to the flag

and the abolishment of the wage system.

I do not wish at this time to give undue prominence to the Industrial

Workers of the World movement, but I believe that our forefathers have

sacrificed too much blood in establishing the great American republic to

allow sedition, riot and revolution to be preached throughout the land.

Must it ever take some frightful holocaust, some explosion like the Times,

some Titanic marine disaster, to turn the American people from paths

that lead but to loss of life and principles? Do we realize that there is

a spirit of unrest at home and abroad stirring up revolution? From At-

lantic to Pacific, from the Gulf to British Columbia, you will find men

inciting these very things. It may be the forerunner of returning prosper-

ity and will lose itself, as did Coxey's army, but those of us who have

come in contact with it and have any red blood in our veins must chafe at

the teachings and documents that are sown broadcast and recognize the

disrespect shown our national emblem. The tactics employed in the West

are the same as employed in the East, and we American citizens must

wake up to the necessity of stifling this dissension breeder.

The lumber business has passed through a serious ordeal during the

last few years, with tariff issues, price difliculties, lessened demand and

severe curtailment. It is but natural to assume that these conditions

have affected both capital and labor. Both suffered alike, as they

always will. Where labor is such a large factor in the selling price of

lumber the reflection of a disastrous market is felt throughout the land.

Conversely the return of prosperity is similar in its effect. The broadened

market occasioned by renewed demands of railroads and industrial de-

velopment is reflected in the sawmill pay roll. Capital and labor are

inseparably linked in this development and are controlled by that in-

exorable commercial law of supply and demand.

The preaching of new doctrines and isms to readjust the present day

ills may give political prominence to their advocates for a time and cause

honest labor to be misled temporarily, but until capital becomes so un-

mindful of its welfare as to divorce itself from prosperous labor conditions

there is little fear of the final outcome.

When, the logger and lumberman are happy their labor is equaUy so.

It is a business where merit is rewarded, and justly so, as efficient labor
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has mucb to do with the balance sheet. Look over the successful
operators and you will invariabl.v lind men who have worked their way
to the top. The man who wheels sawdust today is running the saw to-
morrow, it he prove himself capable. The sawyer becomes the superin-
tendent and the superintendent the manager—and there is always room
for the man who is not looking for salt pork and sundown.

Under these conditions it is little short of criminal for an organized
gang of traveling hoboes to inflict them.selves upon a community and be
permitted to attempt to sjircad dissension and disquii-tude. which always
affects the innocent ones in the end. To that class of labor that is devoid
of ambition or education it is important that we as operators and em-
ployers give some heed.

Where personality no longer appeals and industries become so large that
men furnishing the capital do not recognize the hardships of labor, it is

important that greater heed be given to the welfare of the employe.
Efficient labor is greatly to be desired and the work of some employers,
together with the Young Men's Christian Association industrial secretaries
and their collaborators will bring about benelils apparent to all who have
tried this method. Establish during noon hours the facilities for promot-
ing this work; disseminate the right kind of literature and reward energy
and indu.stry and we will counteract the lawless soapbox orator and agi-
tator. Married men and less whiskey and licentiousness will work
wonders in our industrial conditions. If dividends are sought at the ex-
pense of our citizenship it will not profit us,

I believe the employers are realizing more and more the obligations
they owe to society, and if the emyloye can be brought to assume his own
responsibilities the condition of labor will continue to improve.
The state of Washington has bceu alert to the welfare of her laborers

in the workmen's compensation act recently adopted. Among other
states it has taken the lead and the report of our committee will show
with what results. The lumbermen of our state willingly initiated this
work. Conditions prior to the adoption of this law were well-nigh con-
fiscatory. It is the same in all manufacturing states. The elimination
of a class of blackleg lawyers, professional jurors and corrupt witnesses
has been one of the benefits of this legislation. It has removed the neces-
sity of contributing any portion of the pay roll or operating expenses to
outside capital and has resulted in prompt payment of money benefits to
the unfortunate employe and his beneficiaries in the time of need, and
without any of it sticking to other hands,

I recommend careful consideration to the report of this committee that
we as a national association can play our part in improving labor con-
ditions in hazardous employment.

We will profit by the mistakes of others and improve conditions by
lessening the opportunity of accident. As much care and more should be
exercised in the prevention of accidents as of fire. Inspections should be
frequent and penalties to the careless emplojer and laborer alike inflicted.

I believe our associations have accomplished as much good in flre pre-

vention and insurance laws as in any other Held. It is only by united
action that we can bring the imporlance of this work to the attention of
our state and federal governments alike. We are guardians not only of
our own propert,v, but of the vast holdings of timber of the state and
government. Where standing trees have value their protection is an obli-

gation the government oflicials too often fail to realize. The burning of
adjoining tracts affects ail and menaces the property rights of others. As
logging operations continue, changed conditions prevail and the proper dis-

position of the entire tree is as much a national question as it is an
Indivdual one.

We should be awake to the proper use of our logged-oBf lands and
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reforestation. It will require a national movement to properly adjust our

taxation laws so that our present timber holdings can profit by the mis-

takes of the past or the country can adopt sane laws of conservation and
reforestation, Eact district must be studied intelligently and sentiment
aroused that will appreciate the value of timber—reforestation will never
be practiced if lumber has no value.

We can not expect men who are striving to make operations pay under
present conditions to give much thought to generations yet to come, when
they have difHcuIty taking care of the present.

In some sections of our country timber is the only crop that is de-

vekiping the district, and population and transportation play a very
important part in the value of the tree,

I believe we should continue our co-operation with the Forest Service,

and I can not praise too highly the philanthropic efforts that the National
association has made in the past in establishing schools of forestry.

These contributions and the continued support our manufacturers are

rendering along similar lines go a long way in combatting the assertions

of scandalmongers, magazine writers and their kind,

I believe we should exercise every effort to secure adequate govern-

mental appropriations to protect the country's forests. It is certainly

good insurance for the future welfare to provide nationally a fund equal

to one-tenth of one per cent of the value of standing timber today in the
national forests. This association should and must be in close touch with
our national government on all these policies.

The necessity of cooperating with the government, both national and
state, in preventing tile importation of insects detrimental to fruit trees

and forest growth of our country is a matter which has 1km>u brought to

my attention by a number of our interested operators and timber owners.

It will reipiire the attention of a strong committee and the endorsement
of tills association to take the necessary steps to prevent the detrimenlal

effect cavised by the spread and increase of these insects if proper preven-

tion is not undertaken at once,

I am a convert to this conclusion : That it takes more than a congres-

sional term to educate any business man—and tariff issues must be

studied by experts and with time to delve into the intricacies of each
individual case.

In carrying on the work of this association we are securing facts and
figures which are as vital to the welfjire of the whole United States as

the agricultural figures (jf any crop that concerns humanity. We should
be prepared at all times to show an inventory and balance sheet,

I had hoped ere this to have published regularly, and at least monthly,
a bulletin recapitulation of generifl standard statistical information con-

cerning the lumber industry. It will be i,ssued and I believe will be inter-

esting to our membership. The affiliated associations will have to secure

accurate and reliable data and promptly forward it to the secretary to

bring about tlie results we anticipate, and I am confident it will be

secured.

Our association credit book, known as the Blue Book, has been madi'

the object of a lumber trust tirade as rank as it is unjust. No sane
business can be conducted without the best credit ratings and every busi-

ness man knows that we get caught with some bad accounts despite our
precautions. As long as there arc crooks, cranks and critics we will

have failures and losses.

The peculiar license that allows a man to make Ills living by publish-

ing lies to Inflame the public mind will have to he met by an appeal to

libel or an advertising and publicity campaign so straight, sincere and
above-board tliat it will counteract these libelous attacks, I believe that

in our advertising work and the committee as now constituted, we have
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accomplished the grandest work yet undertaken b.v the Xational. People
want to know the facts, are hungr.v for information, and we have, now
provided the best means of reaching them. Xo committee will care to

undertake a work of this magnitude without the unanimous assurance of

this membership that their obligations will be cared for and the further

assurance that the whole force of this magnificent organization is behind
it. I congratulate the committee on their excellent start and have every

confidence in the success of their eflForts.

Our railroad work has been handicapped by lack of committee organiza-

tion, but I am pleased to state we have secured a number of willing

workers who will push this work. We have so much to accomplish in

legislation governing equipment, freight allowances, actual freight paying
weights, master car builder sizes and grades, that co-operation on these

lines is essential.

Our standardization work is a tedious operation, but essentially so.

There is no more necessity for a half dozen different thicknesses of

ceiling, drop siding, flooring and dimension, when used for the same
purpose, than for the railroads returning to the old link and pin couplers

or narrow gauge rails. We should have national standards and any other

patterns should be charged for.

Our West Coast and Gulf states are vitally concerned in the Panama
Canal tolls, as is every consumer of lumber. So many questions are in-

volved th.'it I believe the Xational association can not take issue, but

there is a safe, sane solution of these commercial questions so vital to

our country's prosperity that I bespeak for this question your careful con-

sideration. A readjustment of transportation rates and charges must

result on the opening of this great waterway and no false premises should

be assumed. We as lumber producers will be drawn more closely together,

and the country will be benefited at large, and justly so. We must realize

that the country is a unit on its national policies and can not legislate

against any one district.

I am greatly impressed with the dignity of the Xational Chamber of

Commerce of the United States and its ultimate results, which was

recently formed as the result of conference in Washington. I believe it

will mark an epoch in business development as viewed from a federal

standpoint. Our lumber interests are given full consideration and will be

looked after.

I wish on this occasion to thank the board and committees of this

association for their active, energetic co-operation during the past year.

The difficulty of getting together must be apparent to all as we come from

the four corners of the United States. The prompt attention to the de-

tails of our work and the quick responses to our written requests have

made it a pleasure to be associated with such a fine body of men.

Manager Leonard Bronson of the association presented a very

exhaustive report covering the details of the association's work

during the last year. Important excerpts from his address follow:

Report ot Manager Leonard Bronson

Tun Railroad Committek

It has been a disappointment to President Griggs and everyone con-

cerned that the railroad committee was not organized and at work long

ago.

Under the guidance of this committee should be handled such matters

as freight classification, including working out, if possible, the vexed

problems of lower rates on low grade lumber ; methods and conditions of

weighing, and negotiations with the railroad for adoption of weight

standards ; car construotion and equipment laws and regulations
:

inter-

state regulations for the handling of logs, etc. This committee, I believe.

can settle the car stake question to the satisfaction of lumber and

other shippers. A number of questions have been submitted by affiliated

associations to this committee for consideration.

Employers' Liaeilitt and Workmen's Compexsatiox
The law relating to employers' liability and workmen's compensation

is in the process of making. Most, if not all. ot the acts on the statute

books of the different states are admittedly experimental ; only ten

states have adopted such acts in any shape, and in only four of them

have the acts been successfully tested in the courts. A special report

from our committee on this subject makes it unnecessary for me to

dwell upon it at length.

Statistical Departmext

Under the administration of President Griggs, the collection of reports

regarding stocks on hand, cut and shipments, has been undertaken. At

first the number of reports was small, but it has been increased until

now the hgures received represent about one-third of the entire lumber

product of the United States, or in the neighborhood of fifteen billion to

sixteen billion feet. We believe that this statistical work can be enlarged

with great profit to the industry. We wish to determine during the

coming year the fundamental facts of the business..

Advertising and Pcblicity

The subject which took the most rime and attracted the most attention

at the annual meeting last year, was advertising of wood as against its

substitutes.

The outcome of this discussion was the appointment of a committee

on advertising and publicity, consisting of A. T. Gerrans. Houma, La., J.

E. Rhodes, St. Paul, Minn., and G. E. W. Lueirmann of St. Louis. Mo.

Immediately work was begun to secure the support of the associations

in this campaign ; contributions being asked on the basis of one cent for

each 1,000 feet of lumber produced, it l)eing estimated that if all the

affiliated associations joined the levy would produce $125,000 to .$1.50,000

a year. But in view of the fact that some associations might not be

able or willing to join on this assessment basis it was decided that the

campaign should be undertaken when $100,000 had been thus subscribed

and at least twenty-five per cent had been paid into the treasury.

At a meeting of the Board of Governors on Jan. S. 1912, the work of

the advertising committee was approved, and authority was given to the

committee to proceed with the actual work as soon as the sum of

$100,000 was fully pledged.

Ptblicity

The working up of the advertising campaign will mean far more than

merely buying of space in the publications and filling that space with

well prepared copy, and it will mean more than a follow-up campaign, no

matter how thorough or ingenious.

Let all these associations and all these individuals join their In-

fluence in demanding of the press fair treatment of the lumber business

—

not treatment prejudiced in their favor, but let us demand that they

shall merely treat us as fairly as they do other lines of business ;
that

their columns shall be opened to the same kind of news of the lumber

business that they are in regard to others : that where the character of

It permits they shall handle matters favorable to the lumber business

as readily as matter favorable to other lines. In short, to abandon their

prejudice against us in favor of at least an impartial attitude.

We refuse to bribe anyone, we refuse to buy that which should not be

sold, but absolutely legitimate publicity may cost something in its

handling, and. therefore. I would recommend the establishment of a

publicity fund of moderate proportions, but which will be instantly avail-

able when needed.
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Reciprocitv With Cax.\da

Perhaps it is better lo let bygones be bygones, but in view of the fact

that some members of atfiliated associations more or less seriously ob-

jected to the activities of the National in opposition to the Canadian
reciprocity bill, reference in this report should be made to it.

Allow me to s[)eak frankly as to what I have learned as to the at-

titude of lumbermen in this matter. The majority believe that in the in-

terest of conservation there should be such a duty as we have at pres-

ent, which, bein;; a specific duty, is protective only upon the lower

grades ; and that national fair play would require, so long as we are

operating under our present financial system, that the very small duty

upon lumber should not be distributed and that this is true whether the

tariff be viewed either from a protective or revenue standpoint. Some
sections feel that their comparatively new or heavily burdened industry

needs some protection. On the other hand, there are some who are

opposed to any import duties whatsoever, even for revenue. There are

more who feel that the protection to lumber is so slight under the

present tariff that the benefit of its retention is hardly worth the cost

in time or money or any criticism that it might arouse.

A very distinguished senator said to me only throe months ago : "I

think even you have, little idea of how intense the prejudice against the

lumber business is. Almost everybody here in lK)th ends of the Capital

knows that there Is no lumber trust, but public opinion has great weight

and I believe that if somebody were to get up in the House and offer

a resolution that all sawmills should be burned and all private timber

confiscated that it would pass with a whoop."
This was a cartoon, i)ut It expressed a fact which a good many of our

people recognize when thej' say that it would be l)etter not to make
another fight for an import duty on lumber—that if lumber Is put upon
the free list, while many lumbermen will suffer In one way or another

the people, after all, will be the chief losers.

FosEST Products Laboratory
At Madison, ^^'is., the Forest Service has established and has had in

operation for nearly two years a laboratory for investigation of all

problems relating to forest products ; their characteristics, better utiliza-

tion, preservation, etc.

Lumbermen expressed much interest in this institution when it was
being planned and when it was opened, but there their interest seemed
to cease. The director of the laboratory informs me that not for a

year has a single lumberman visited that institution, while every day
come to It men engaged In other lines concerned with forest products, as

paper and pulp. A standing committee of paper men visit regularly. It

is frequently inspected by visitors from abroad. Almost every foreign

country of Importance has sent its representatives to see what Uncle

Sam Is doing at this laboratory.

The work it does will very largely be determined by the demands made
upon it, and it will be of direct value to the lumber business if lumber-

men call upon It for assistance and co-operate with it. Any of the

questions which are met with individually will be gladly taken up by
this institution if you will present them to it.

Free Tolls on Panama Canal
Regulations to govern the I'anama eanal are of great Interest to every

lumberman, but .-speclallj to the producers of the Pacific coast and the

hardwood manufaelnrers of the Fast. As patriotic citizens we want the

canal to develop American resources, to build up American trade, and
especially to facilitate commerce between our Atlantic and Paeiflc coast.

To open the canal free to our coastwise trade will require the amend-
ment of no law. will not Involve the tariff difliculty. and If it can be

done at all It can be done promptly. So far as it goes it will help.

—so-

Foreign advantage in the use of the canal lies in lower cost of con-

struction, maintenance and operation of vessels as compared with our
own. If the toll be set at $1 or $1.50 per ton. American register, we
will still, though coastwise trade be free, be at a disadvantage. But it

will help. Witheut such assistance the development of untouched re-

sources on the Pacific coast will go on more rapidly in British Columbia
and Mexico than in our own territory. And the manufacturers of Europe,

who compete with our own manufacturers, will have transportation ad-

vantages which in many cases will offset our import duties. Further-

more, this measure will tend to build up a merchant marine of the true

deep sea character, for a voyage between the Pacific and Atlantic ports

Is a long one and requires vessels of stability.

It is sometimes argued that so far as lumber is concerned it would
be for the benefit of the Pacific lumbermen as against the manufacturers
in the East. I think it must he admitted that in all probability the

flr people will profit more from the canal than the yellow pine producers

;

but eastern woods will also profit. And then it should be remembered
that if our eastern associations are going to have this competition from
the Pacific coast, as they will have, they better compete with their

own p-^ople rather than foreigners.

But It should be remembered that we are short of vessels, that when
the eanal is open there will not be the tonnage available greatly to in-

crease West coast shipments into the Gulf or Atlantic ports. The vessels

must be built and that will take time.

At first, I think, you of the East and South will not feel the West
coast competition, for the above reason, and for the additional reason that

the first movement will be of lumber and timber for special purposes, and
which will not seriously affect the markets for eastern woods. And by the

time the west coast has the ships to take advantage of the canal, and the

manufacturers of the East have developed the full possibilities of a west-

bound trade in lumber through the canal, it will be wondered why there

should have been any hesitancy in the matter.

Insurance op Standing Timber

Some attention has been given to the possihilitj*, at least in special

cases, of insuring standing stumpage against loss by fire.

Since standing timber has come to he the basis of bond issues It would
seem that insurance protection to such securities might properly be

offered and that the time will come when any timberman could insure

his holdings against fire loss as now the sawmill is protected. In con-

nection, we asked .Tames D. Lacey, whom you all realize as an authority

on timber land matters, to prepare a paper on this subject. He found it

impossible with his other engagements to glve.lt the necessary atten-

tion, but I will quote from a letter received from him.

*'I gave this matter considerable attention two or three years ago, and
discussed the feasibility of it with several Insurance companies, but

could get no expression from them other than that it would be almost
impossible to Insure timber lands, owing to the difficulty, parllcularly.

of taking care of the fire hazard. Since that time, however, a great

deal has been done in the West in the way of organizing forest fire pro-

tective associations, both by the government, the state and by iudlvidiuils.

and it might not be as difficult today to interest insurance capital as it

was a few years ago in an enterprise of this kind. I still believe,

however, that It is going to take some time yet to bring about the

necessary education to establish timber Insurance on a basis that would

warrant the large timl)er owners in insuring their lands. The one

Instance in which it worked was through the English Lloyds, by Price

Brolhers & Co.. Ltd., of Quebec, who insured a certain ptutlon of their

standing timber for the further protection of a five million lx)ud Issue.
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This is the first instance I know of where insurance was taken for such

a purpose, and it is but another indication of the upward movement

toward eventually establishing suitable rates of insurance for standing

timber."
CORRESPOXDENCE WITH THE PRESIDENT

One of the most interesting features of the work of the year has

been the effort to obtain from the Xational Department of Commerce and

Labor a report on its investigation of the lumber business. A letter to

the President of the United States was prepared, submitted to the

Board of Governors for their approval, and, as finally revised, was

mailed to the President on Dec. 14, last. Response was made by the

President on Feb. 2. 1012.

After President Taft had given permission to make it public, it was

sent out by the Associated Press with a news summary, which summary

was used by many of the daily papers in different parts of the country.

About one thousand copies of the summary and correspondence were thus

distributed. The United Press also sent out a briefer summary.

On publication of this matter the United Press had a brief interview

with Commissioner Herbert Knox Smith of the Bureau of Corporations,

reported in the following dispatch :

Washington. D. C, April 5.—Complete ignorance of a combine to con-

trol ?heh,raber manufacturing industry is expressed Ij^'.todayb.v Herbert

Knox Smith, commissioner of Corporations, in reply to the demand of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association to publish the result of his

invcS;i"atiin of the alleged lumber trust. Smith said : 'As far as we

have feen ab"e to ascertain, no group of individuals control, dominate

Sr influence to anv great extent the lumber manutacturing mdustry.

However there are a few individuals who, to a certain extent, appear to

control the standing timber."

Sax Francisco Exposition

The great exposition of 1915 at San Francisco will give a chance to

demonstrate to the people of this country the utility of wood and it

seems to many that it is an advertising opportunity that should not be

neglected. . ^ * *..,•

A tentative proposition has been made on the Pacific coast to this

effect : That each of five western lumber states should have a building

showing its particular products in the most attractive way.

Another suggestion, which seems to meet with favor on the Pacific

coast, surrenders their particular advantage in favor of a national

exhibit under the leadership of the National Lumber Manufacturers

Association. ^ ^ i.

Whatever is to be done along this line should be set on foot, perhaps

authority being given to the advertising committee to handle it or

some special committee being appointed to co-operate with the adver-

tising committee. .

Manager Bronson closed with a discussion of the desirability and

best methods of promoting the proposed Forest Products Exposition.

He h^'^ilY endorsed the idea and said that it should be flnancialLv

backed by the lumber trade itself, employing competent men to carry it

out.

Secretary George K. Smith of St. Louis presented his report,

which follows:

Eeport of Secretary Geo. K. Smith

.MEMBERSHIP

The membership at the end of the fiscal year, March 31, 1912 consists

of twelve associations with members and yearly production a^ j^o[^°^j\g

No En- Ap-
. .. „ Members Production. titled, pointed.

Association. .uemueia.
R.,Vjnnnonn 9 s

Western Pine Mfrs Assn . . ^ 44 6-0,000,000 .

Southern C.vpress Mtrs. Assn. . .51 ooo.-«,^-o o

Hardwood Mfrs. Assn ot C. S -
.230 S54'o397i2 6 6

Michigan Hardwood Mfrs. Assn.. b4
rooooOOOO 9 9

Northern Hemlock & Hdw. Assn. . 83 5^V'S2?'g74 i? .. 17
Northern Pine Mfrs. Assn 40 l',^2i'5Si'oi5 43 43
Yellow Pine Mfrs. Assn 24o

-^-Sf|-29§-2i| Jg lo
North Carolina Pine Assn .3 o Uq's?!'OOO 24 IS
West Coast Lbr. Mfrs. Assn. ... .139 -JS^'S^'XXX 4 1
Pacific Coast Sugar & W. P. Assn 14 l^J'SSS'^se 6 6
Georgia-Florida Sawmill Assn... 16 i{_2,04.,4ot) o

Redwood Manufacturing Assn 20 ^o report.

1,079 11,589,003,459 145 132

statistical department

Since June 1 1911. there has been issued monthly a report entitled

"Production an^ Movement of Lumber." It contains reports from .ipprox-

imately seven hundred sawmills, located in twenty-two states.

Summary of Cut and Shipments and Production Below Normal for Ten

Months, June, 1911, to March, 1912, I?^clusi;/^:
^^^ ^^^^

^l"?!?'- reomlfog Cut Shipments. shipned. shipped.
1911. repo.ting

-^qoo 549,500,000 64.000.000

Tn?v ""40s .539 100 000 499,600,000 39,500.000

iu4st"" 545 •796,100,000 769,100.000 27,000,000 •;•-• •^;-

SeD°tember' "557 781500 000 786,200,000 o:^-4^R'^^^
pllfr..::hhj. 9io.sno,oao |j^g«K,^

::::::::::: i^i:iSS:^^S

^TcZr/r ::i4i ok:;;;;:;:- lo|o,ooo m-ioaooo

March .:.. 679 823.400.000 953.700,000 130.,300.00

~^1 7 "56 oooTlOO 7.712,000,000 130.500,000 580..-:;00.000

Excess shlpments'3ver cut, 456,000,000 feet, or 6.28 per cent.

Production below rated capacity of the 591 mills reporting cut and

shipment

:

June, 1911 276,163.000
July 286.4112, .-,110

August -iu-t..-'.ir,,(iii(i

September 34."..4.".T..".i.iO

October :.:.'. ^:<':.'^i»t

Novemlier ;.,::;;, .,4
,
.-''to

December n'.ic.TmiiiuO

Januarv, 1912 712,057,000
February 500,047,000
March " 514,247,500

4,827,074,000 feet or 39.95%
Only one-third of the mills on our mailing list have reported their cut

and shipments. If this statistical work is continued it should be sup-

ported by every manufacturer who is requested to send in his monthly

report.

An interesting comparison of stocks on hand at the same 609 mills at

three different periods has also been compiled, and is submitted herewith :

Comparison of Stocks on Hand July 1, 1911, Jan. and Apr. 1, 1912.

Hated Yearly Stock on Hand.
No daily normal Feet in millions and tenths,

mills cap. ft. prod, based July 1, Jan. 1. AR^o"^'
reptg. in. M.on 275 days. 1911. 1912. 1912.

Alabama .... 39 2.390 657.3 69.9 ^63.9 60.I

Arkansas ... 49 3.853 1.059.6 246.0 239.6 228.3

California .. 11 841 231.3 78.6 96.8 8..3

Ga.-Florida.. 23 1.565 430.4 62 o7.0 oS.4

Idaho 16 2,575 708.1 360.9 44o.4 362.3

Indiana 4 34 14.9 6.6 i-i 8.2

Kentucky""
*

110 30.3 21.5 18.5 16.0

Louisiana '."..lOS 9.880 3,717.0 791.0 673.2 654.S

Michigan 37 2,996 824.0 308.2 288.1 328.8

Minnefota •.-.. U JsSO 1,328.1 493.6 591.5 47S.S

Mississippi .. 49 3,775 1,038.1 161.9 149.6 139.8

Mo.-Oklahoma. 10 590 162.3 54.o 49..D 47.8

rSina" I rst l$l ^
: ^ll 11

B^.:A f ilf M M f
Sr-^-ii € ^'il ill :p ;iwSSwngtin . 77 8,215 2,259.0 509.5 o37.4 494.1

Wisconsin ... 58 5,067 1.393.4 _' l^j*^
6^0.8 Mb.i

60i "56,182 15.450.1 4.496.5 4,538.9 4,188.5

'''^*
i!lfriulv°l'*T9V'°-

' '*""•
'?'.f°T.'.''^ 42,400,000 ft., or .9%

'"''
wftTfuly'? f9Tf

-"^^ '• '^''.''.?°'°.'."''%08,000,000ft..or6.8%

^•''t deerease in- stocky Apr. 1, 1912, ^s compared^.^^^^^^^
^^ ^^ ^^^^

Stock on hind" Jul.v"i."l9il, 29.1% of yearly normal Production.

Stock on hand Jan. 1. 1912. 29.4% of yearly normal product on.

S?o?k oS haSd Apr. 1, 1912'. 27.1% of .yearly normal production

Mill average-July 1,1911
:;:;:::":::: 7;t65;296 ":

Apr' 1' 191^ .".;.'." 6.SS8.980 ft.

The manager handles the other departments of this association and the

work done through them will be covered in his report.

The president read a telegram from George B. Shaw of Eau

''ciaire, Wis., announcing the death of his uncle, Eugene Shaw.

Resolutions of respect were immediately prepared and by rising

vote unanimously passed.

Invitation was received from the Convention Bureau of St. Louis

asking that that city be honored with the next meeting of the

association. This matter was referred to the board of managers.

President Griggs then announced the appointment of committees.

J. B. White, chairman of the conservation committee, n'ade an

exhaustive and interesting report on the subject of conservation,

in which he stated that he was a good deal discouraged with this

movement and believed that forest conservation presented very

little allurement for the individual at the present time.

Charles A. Bigelow, acting on behalf of the committee having in

charge a memorial for the late J. E. Defebaugh, reported that the

committee had purchased and placed in the Forty-first Street Pres-

byterian Church of Chicago a memorial window in memory of Mr.

Defebaugh. The report was accepted and the committee received

the thanks of the association.

A paper followed, covering a report of the workmen's compensa-

tion committee, by Paul E. Page of Buckley, Wash., which is

herewith reproduced in part:

Report of Workmen's Compensation Committee

As a report from the workmen's compensation committee I herewith

tender an explanation of the Washington compensation act. I have gone

into considerable detail in order that our members might understand the

act thoroughly. „ „ , r _k„.
In Januarv. 1910. at its annual meeting, the Pacific Coast Lumber

Alanufacturers- Association passed a resolution deploring the conditions

which existed through lack of adequate laws governing industrial ac-

cidents, condemning the methods of the emplo.vers' liability companies and
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asking that representatives of capital ami labor get together and devise

some method by which an injured employe could receive the benefit of the

large sums of money which were being wasted in litigation. This action

of the lumbermen of our state attracted much attention and the reso-

lution was print?d and commented on by every newspaper in the state.

A mass meeting was held in Tacoma in June of that year, at which Gov-

ernor Hay presided, consisting of men who represented not only the

employer and employe, but professional and business men as well. This

meeting resulted in our governor appointing a commission to draft a bill

on workman's compensation to present to the next legislature.

This commission was composed of five employers of labor, three lumber-

men, a logger and a coal mine operator, and five representatives of

labor unions, two coal miners, a carpenter, a printer and a locomotive

engineer.

The act as drawn by the commission was passed by the legislature

after the "first aid" feaiiae was eliminated, and became effective on Oct.

1, 1911.

The Washington compensation act is compulsory for hazardous employ-

ments and elective for others, and has the state insurance feature. The

state pays all the expenses of administering the act through an appro-

priation. Industry takes care of its industrial accidents which are sus-

tained in the course of employment, unless due to deliberate intention of

injured worker. State insurance benefits are covered.

All injury caused to an employe while in the course of his employ-

ment by a third party is covered, providing employe so elects. If he

chooses to take action against such third party he can do so, and In case

he elects to take the state compensation he assigns his action against

the third party to the state. Voluntary plans of employers to care for

hospital and first aid to injured employes is permissible.

If the employer default in the payment of his premiums, injured work-

man may maintain action for damages, and defenses of fellow servant

rule and assumption of risk are abrogated.

Payments for death are as follows : Payment of $20 per month to a

widow until death or remarriage. A dower of $240 in case of remarriage,

but no further payments. The sum of $5 for each child under the age of

16, per month, uutil the age of 16 is arrived at, but not more than $15

for any one family of children having a widowed mother or father.

Orphan children, $10 per month to the amount of $35 per month until

16 years of age. For partial di^endents, not to exceed $20 per month.

For all death claims the sum of $4,000 is taken from the general fund,

invested at interest to procure funds with which to meet the monthly

payments.

For total disability : If unmarried, $20 per month. If married, from

$25 to $35, according to family. For total disability not permanent, bene-

fits are Increased first six months 50 per cent, providing this sum does not

exceed 60 per cent of regular wage. Monthly payments In all cases may

be converted in lump sum payments either in whole or in part. In cases

where the injury causes a disability which is not total or permanent, such

injury is paid for in lump sum and the maximum amount is $1,500.

Employer is held responsible in case accidents are caused by neglect to

comply with safety laws, and must reimburse the insurance fund for half

the benefits paid In each case.

The intent of the act, as set forth In Section 4. is that the fund cre-

ated by assessing the industries shall ultimately become neither more nor

less than self-supporting.

In making such assessments the commission grouped each industry in a

class which was shown by the employers' liability insurance companies'

rating manuals to take the same rate of premium. Each such group pays

for its own accidents only, and for none other. There are forty-seven of

the groups or classes, covering every industry in our state. In addition,

there is the non-hazardous group, which Is elective.

The premiums charged each group vary from one and one-half per cent

to ten per cent, and the levy is made on the yearly payroll of each in-

dustry In the group.

Inasmuch as the intent of the act is to secure only such funds as are

necessary to meet the benefits, assessments are made only as needed. If

no accidents happen there is nothing to pay, and I cannot conceive of

anything that would act as more of an incentive to employers to pro-

tect their machinery and use their best efforts to prevent accidents than

this provision of the act. Up to date the operation of the act has been

highly successful and has been accomplished without cost to the employer.

The lumber industry in our state is in a class which requires the pay-

ment of a premium of two and one-half per cent on the yearly payroll.

In the lumber class the assessment for the first three months after the

act went into effect amounted to $167,000. lUp to Apr. 15, 1912, there

had been paid out of this fund $60,000 for accidents settled for and $45,-

000 was taken from the fund and invested to take care of 17 fatal ac-

cidents. At that time (April 15) there were 12 fatal accidents un-

settled for. If these 12 fatal accidents call for the same amount of

benefits as the 17 which were settled for required, it would make a total

paid out and to be paid of $135,000, which represents the sum required to

pay the benefits in the lumber class group for six and one-half months

—

that is, from October 1, 1911, to April 15, 1912.

Because of the hazardous circumstances of night work In our mills In

winter I l)elievc that the accidents in the lumber class for the six and

one-half winter months were greater than they will average for the other

months of the year : but, suppose they represent the average, then the

total cost to Ihe lumber class would be some $270,000 for the year.

Using $167,000 as two one-half per cent of the lumber class payroll for

three months makes a total payroll for the lumber industry of $27,000,-

000 for the year. In order to raise $270,000 by taxing $27,000,000 it re-

quires one per cent, and that is exactly what the cost to the lumber in-

dustry figures up to the time of the closing ot the Industrial Commis-

sion's books on April 25, 1912.

Something like $20,000,000 was paid by the employers to the em-

plo.yers' liability companies in 1911 throughout the United States. Near-

ly $10,000,000 in judgments was rendered in personal damage cases. Id

most of these cases the lawyer received one-halt of the judgment, which

left $5,000,000 for the injured workman.
Under the Washington compensation act it costs the employer con-

siderably less than it did under the old system, and every injured employe

is paid and tvery cent collected from any industry goes directly to the

injured employe. Furthermore the lumber industry makes the poorest

showing of any group which comes under the act.

A. T. Gerrans on behalf of the railroad committee presented a

memorial to the Interstate Commerce Commission which was a

duplicate of the enactment made by the National Wholesale Lumber

Dealers' Association at its recent Louisville convention, seeking

standardizing of estimated weights on lumber and demanding that

shippers have a right to verified weights of carloads of lumber,

and in default of such authentic weights that the estimated weights

should prevail as a basis for freight charges.

M. B. Nelson of Kansas City, chairman of the classification com-

mittee, made a comprehensive report on the subject of the work

that had been done with the railroads towards securing a special

classification for goods packed in wooden containers, and stated

that the wooden box and other interests hertofore had carried on

this campaign largely at their own cost, and suggested that it waa

a matter that should be financed by lumbermen. He recommended

that the box manufacturers' association be paid the deficit of

about five thousand dollars to cover its cost for the work done to

date, and that in the future work to secure this end be financed by

the lumber industry.

TUESDAY ATTEENOON SESSION
On invitation of President Griggs, AV. E. DeLaney, president of

the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, made a brief and inter-

esting address on the subject of "The Association I Eepresent."

This forceful address is here reproduced in full.

Address of W. E. DeLaney
If I burden you for a fi-w moments with a story with which you are

all familiar—it is for the purpose of refreshing your memory, that I

may show why our association was formed and will be maintained.

It has frequently been stated, and never to my knowledge disproved,

that the manufacturers of the South as a whole have made no money
in the manufacture of hardwoods. It is true that some have shown
profits, but they have been made on the enhancement of stumpage

values rather than in the manufacture of lumber. I have heard it stated

often that If a timber holder had sufficient time In which to dispose of

his holdings, he could realize more from Its sale than from its man-

ufacture into lumber. With this condition prevailing, it is easy to under-

stand what the manufacturer Is up against in the purchase of his raw
material. After the timber is purchased he begins to figure the cost of

getting the timber into logs and delivered to his mill. I want to ask

if there is any manufacturer in the South present here today who has

ever been able to install and operate his equipment for less than his

original estimate. As soon as he starts his operation—trouble begins

;

it is a fight from the time the whistle blows In the morning until the

whistle at night. Fortunate is the one who does not continue the

fight after the closing signal.

If operating in the mountains he is dealing with the most Independent

labor in the entire country. If the boss happens to come on the Job

a little out of humor in the morning he is likely to lose half his crew

by night. If the work of a laborer Is criticised he takes his gun and

goes squirrel hunting,- which Is much easier than "ballhooting" logs out

of the mountain, if the operator Is In the flat country of the South be

is up against climatic conditions that make it difficult for him to pro-

cure satisfactory labor. He will work diligently for a day correcting

some leak in the operation, go to bed at night feeling that the following

day will run smoothly, but he no sooner gets on the job the next

morning then he finds another leak, usually more serious than the one

with which he has just battled.

He usually figures the cost of his railroad at $2,000 a mile. Formerly

he was surprised when it ran to $5,000, but now has become so ac-

customed to it that be takes it as a matter of course. He must keep

a careful eye on every step in his operation. The woods-man may
either cut too much timber, permitting it to damage, or he will not have

enough to meet requirements. If he happens to want IG' lengths he will

discover that his cutters found it impossible to get other thau 12' and 14'.

He finds the condition reversed If he wants 12 and 14'. He finally gets

his logs to the railroad, though this does not mean delivery. Numerous
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tbings may Uappen betoi-p the train gets to the mill. I only lecently
asked a logging locomotive engineer why he was backing his empties
up over the road instead of pulling them, and he said that he "had been
having better luck that way."

After one has succeeded in getting the logs to the mill, he must care-
fully watch their manufacture. The curing requires an amount of care
or the lumber will stain or warp. The manufacturer constantly faces
the two greatest known risks,—Are and water, the recent overflow in
the Mississippi valley has in many cases caused losses that will re-
•qulre years to regain. After all of these difficulties have been faced,
the lumber is ready for shipment and he feels that the troubles should
be over and no great hardships imposed in marketing his product. But
what is he to find then? Some gentlemen, who sit in city offices reach
there at nine in the morning and leave at four in the evening, riding
to and from their work in street cars or automobiles, inform him that
the-!/ should be the judges of how he should grade and market the product.
They not only desire to name the price at which he should sell it but
the grades that he shall make. He realizes that he must furnish such
character of grades as the consumer of lumber requires for the pur-
pose for which the lumber is intended, but this does not satisfy all the
wholesalers. They either want a grade that can be manipulated by
mixing, or demand a grade that will enable them to procure from the
consumer a higher market price by reason of the higher grade which they
are to furnish. If this demand is for the intention first expressed, the
methods are dishonest and should receive no support from any element
interested in the lumber business. If the second, the methods are harm-
ful to the consumers as well as the producers of lumber. What added
value can they give to the consumers by furnishing them a better grade
than actually required for the purpose for which it is intended. It is

a fact known to every one present that some wholesalers make different

representation of the grade to the buyer than they do to the manu-
facturer from whom they purchase the stock to fill the order. When
the shipment is received by the purchaser, the wholesaler figures that he
has two chances—first the purchaser will take a grade lower than that
represented in making the sale, or the shipper will stand such a reduc-

tion on the shipment as will permit him to make an allowance to his

customer, equal to the difference in value between that which he has pur-

chased and that sold.

After going through or combatting the difficulties mentioned in the

production of lumber, the manufacturer is not in any humor to parley

with such methods. It was to combat all of these that our association

was formed. This organization recognizes the field of the legitimate deal-

er in lumber. My remarks are not intended for him. It has been
stated frequently that our organization had for its purpose the elimina-

tion of the dealer from the trade, I want to say emphatically that there

was no stich intent, but it was and is the purpose of this association

to eliminate the methods of the class of wholesaler that I have men-
tioned. It is true that the dealer and wholesaler have been classified as

middle-men and have placed upon them the burden of carrying the kind

of wholesalers mentioned. If they are not content to carry such an

element, they have the matter in their own hands and it is up to them

to solve the problem. Often the manufacturer prefers to market his lum-

ber through dealers and wholesalers but has been debarred from doing

so on account of losses sustained through methods mentioned. The man-

ufacturers insist that it is the duty of the dealers and wholesalers to

correct these abuses in the marketing of lumber and deal with the prob-

lems as they present themselves in 'handling lumber between the

producer and the consumer, aside from inspection ; which the manufac-

turers feel is a problem to be settled between the consumers and

themselves. It is admitted that frequently the manufacturer is in

error in shipping stock below the grade provided for in the order, or

poorly manufactured material. This organization does not countenance

such methods, but is using every effort to have its membership properly

manufacture and grade the product.

There was a day when timber was so plentiful and cheap as to permit

wasteful methods in the marketing of lumber, but with the higher

prices of stumpage in this day it is not only impractical but unprofitable.

Such methods make it impossible for the consumer to successfully com-

bat wood substitution, which we are contending with. To my mind the

unbusiness-likc methods in the marketing of lumber have done more

to permit the substitution for wood than any other causes. It is just

as wasteful and as foolish to require a board to be clear on both sides

when one face is shown, as it is to insist that wall paper be as

elaborately finished on the reverse side as on the face. It is quite as

wasteful to require a clear cutting when a sound cutting answers the

purpose as well. This country is clamoring for preservation of its

forests. How can they be preserved if the manufacturer is compelled

to leave in the forest any part of the tree that can be utilized.

Men without experience have been lured into the lumber manufacturing

business through fairy tales told of the wealth that comes to all lumber-

men. It has. until the last few years, been thought that all one had

to do was to buy a tract of timber, erect a sawmill and then sit back

and draw dividends. The truth of the matter is that the man who

can successfully operate a hardwood proposition in the South can hold

any job. even to that of running our government. It used to be thought

that the less our competitors knew of the manufacture and marketing

of his lumber the less difficulties we had. This has been proven abso-

lutely erroneous. Every dollar lost in the manufacture and marketing

ot lumber hurts the entire industry. This association has done much
to educate the producer of lumber and what it has accomplished in this
regard is a matter of history. Work of this kind is more slow in times
of depression than in good times. Much was accomplished prior to the
recent depression, and for this reason the members of our organization
have gone through the last one in better shape than ever before in the
history of the industry.

It has been said that Americans are extremists. I think this is true
in regard to the substitution for lumber. While substitution to a cer-
tain extent is necessar.v, as with the growth of this country our forests
would have soon been denuded, but instead of intelligent substitution the
tendency has been to eliminate the use of wood entirely. Some would not
only have us livi in concrete houses but we must sit in concrete chairs
and sleep in concrete beds. The tide is now beginning to turn and we are
through experience learning where lumber can and cannot be satis-
factorily substituted. The advertising campaign now proposed can be of
great benefit in solving this problem and should receive the hearty sup-
port of all lumbermen.

It behooves every manufacturer to affiliate with the manufacturing
association dealing with the problems in the wood in which he is inter-
ested so that when we again come into our own we can intelligently
meet the demands made upon us. Let us make our manufacturing asso-
ciations sufficiently strong in numbers to successfully combat all con-
ditions detrimental to our business.

Let the dealers work between the manufacturer and the consumer,
where the field is large and profitable and important as any, and in
doing this they will assist in obtaining the results so much desired in
the lumber industry.

We will earnestly co-operate with associations of dealers who are en-
deavoring to solve the problem of correctly marketing lumber.

Let the manufacturing associations use every effort to see that their
members properly manufacture and ship their lumber. Unless we do this,

we cannot ask or expect the support of the purchasers of our product.
Let the National Association of Manufacturers deal with the problems

that affect no specific wood or woods, but of the lumber industry as a
whole. 1

We have an industry that stands third in those of the nation. Let us
then handle it with an intelligence such a business demands.

Charles S. Keith of Kansas City was then introduced, and read

an exhaustive paper on the subject of "The Trust Question as

Relating to the Lumber Industry. '

' This was the most important

paper presented at the meeting, and was received with much
applause. On motion the paper was ordered printed in pamphlet
form for the purpose of putting it into general distribution, and
notably to members of the House and Senate of the United States.

The Trust Question as Relating to the Lumber Industry
When we look back over the histor.v of the lumber industry for the past

thirty years and compare conditions existing at the beginning of this

period with those existing in that industry today, and take into consider-

ation the fact that the public is not conversant with the causes for present

conditions, but knov.' onl.v their effects, it is not surprising that they should
reach the conclusion that the lumber industry is trust-controlled. Such
a conclusion, however, is very incorrect, and in order that present con-

ditions may be fully understood, it will be necessary to review the facts.

During the entire period of industrial and social development in the

United States, from 1880 to 1910, there has been no reforestration, and
ever.v tree cut has diminished the available supply and, consequently, from
conditions where the forest was considered of little value, the remaining
timber, which is now measured and known, has grown to be of great value,

both commercially and economically.

As shown during the ten-year period from 1900 to 1910, there was an
increase in population of 15.977.692, and a per capita consumption of 532

feet, board measure, so it would appear from this that the increased an-

nual consumption from this source, alone, in 1910 was 8,500 million feet.

The per capita consumption of 1910 shows an increase over that of 1900

of 72 feet, board measure, showing a further increase in annual consump-

tion by the population of 1900 of 5.471 million feet in 1910.

INCREASED VALUE OS TIMBER LANDS
During this period, by reason of increasing consumption and diminishing

supply of timber, the cost and value of timber lands have greatly in-

creased, according to James D. Lacey & Co.. timberland factors.

REVIEW OF TIJIBER SITUATION

There has never been an authentic and reliable estimate of the standing

timber of the United States. The correctness of the last report of Herbert

Knox Smith, commissioner of corporations, on the lumber industry, is being

ver.v largely questioned by well-informed lumbermen.

A careful comparison of Mr. Smith's figures for yellow pine stumpage

in Louisiana with actual conditions shows that there is 19,744 million

feet less of yellow pine timber in Louisiana than he shows, and that the

amount shown in his report is 151.3553 per cent of the actual. Therefore,

if his report covering the total South is no nearer correct than for the

state of Louisiana, it is safe to conclude that, reduced to log scale, it shows

104,336 million feet more timber than there actually is. and hence there

is today only 203,164 million feet of yellow pine.

It must be conceded that the earlier the reduction of the production of
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yellow pine occurs, the earlier the values of lumber and timber will in-

crease, and the longer that period is deterred, the longer the prices will

maintain a lower basis of value.

According to James D. Lacey & Co., of Chicago, there is only 1,200.000

acres of yellow pine land not now in the hands of the manufacturer.

This land, at the highest estimate, would yield 18,000 million feet, or less

than one year's present output of yellow pine lumber, and it should not

take less than ten years to remove it.

ESTIMATED SITUATION ON TIiMBER IN 1916

It is seriously estimated that the production of yellow pine lumber will

be reduced by 40 per cent in five years from Jan. 1, 1911, which would
amount to 7,227 million feet, and that during that same period, the

increased demand due to inci'ease iu population should amount to 3,780

million feet, and that this decreased supply of yellow pine and increased

consumption of lumber (amounting to 11,007 million feet) will have to

come from the Pacific coast fir timber, which would take from that

country appro.xiraately 1.5,683 million feet per annum in 1916, as ag.iinst

their production of 4.856 million feet in 1909, which increased demand
will greatly enhance their cost of stumpage and the price of lumber, and

the drain on their supply will be 300 per cent per annum greater than

it was in 1909.

As to competitive conditions and their relation to the so-called "lumber

trust" the impression is broadcast that the "lumber trust" is the Yellow

Pine Manufacturers' As.sociation, and that its members are the members
thereof.

The government's reports for the year 1909 show that of the total

number of sawmills in the South, there were 17,3.';9 active mills reported

as cutting yellow pine lumber in that year, out of which 234 mills were

members of the association and 17,12.") were non-members of the association,

and were and are always in competition with members of the association.

These 17.123 mills produced in 1910 75.7 per cent of the lumber produced,

or 13,567 million feet.

In addition, the product of the mills of the fir manufacturers of the

Northwest, and the hemlock manufacturers of the North and Northeast,

as well as the manufacturers of other woods, are at all times directly

in sharp competition with yellow pine, so It will be seen how Impractical

it would be for one-fourth of the yellow pine producers to enter into

agreement and affect the market values on their product without not only

the co-operation of the non-association mills in their own territory, but

also without the co-operation of the manufacturers of other woods.

It has been established that the price of yellow pine and other lumber

has been governed by competitive conditions, and tlic law of supply and

demand, rather than by any external manipulations.

The report then statistically illustrates that the price of lumber has

been dependent upon general prosperity largely because in prosperous

periods car building is very active, thus taking from the general market

a large percentage of the available lumber supply and consequently

rendering the remainder more valuable. The years 1904, 1905 and 1906

are cited as being a striking illustration of this fact.

The increase in price of lumber has not been proportionate with the

increase in price of most other staple products. •

The increase in the price of yellow pine lumber since 1896 has not kept

pace with the increase in the price of agricultural products, as Is evidenced

by the following table :

NUMBER OF UNITS OF COMSrODITIES REQUIRED TO PURCHASE 1,000 FEET OP
YELLOW PINE LUMBER

1890 1908 1910
Barlev (bushels) 46.6 33.9 31.6

Corn "(bushels) 53.8 .36.3 39.1
Cattle, steers, choice to extra (pounds) 302. 300. 293.

Hav, timothy (Ions) 1.34 2.01 2.21

Hogs, light (pounds) 390. 441. 2o2.

Oats (bushels) 72.2 48.3 58.3

Flax (bushels) 17.1 20.7 10.0

Rve No. 2 (bushels) 39.4 33.2 28.2

Vfheat (bushels) 21.7 27.3 20.7

Butter, Elgin (pounds) 77.2 91.8 lo.O

Potatoes, white ( bushels) 69.5 35.00 52.9

Evidence in the Missouri ouster suit against thirty-seven concerns In

that state showed a comiiilation of invoices covering shipments m.ide

and of orders received on thr 15th day of January. April. July and October,

of the years 1904 to 1908, inclusive, of ten different companies, which

compilation showed that out of 2,298 cases of duplicate shipments on the

same items on same days, 2,134 showed a variation in price from 25 cents

to $7.50 per thousand, and 95 showed no variation ; in other words, 95.87

per cent showed variation and 4.13 per cent showed no variation.

Of the orders, out of 1,095 cases of duplicate sales of the same items

on the same days, 009 showed a variation and 66 showed no variation ;

in other words. 94 per cent showed variation and 6 per cent showed no
variation.

As evidence, in the same suit, against the charge that seventeen

manufacturing companies involved conspired to limit production, figures

were submitted showing that in 1903 they manufactured 5,45 per cent of

the total, in 1904, 5.60 per cent and In 1905, 6.16 per cent.

PRICE AGREICMENT IMPRACTICAL

A price agreement is something that would not be practical in the

distribution of lumber, for the reason that the marketing of lumber
products Is distinctly a merchandising proposition, and prices have to be

elastic In order to dispose of surplus stocks so that the various items can
be disposed of rather than held on hand and allowed to rot In the pile.

Therefore, if there were a price agreement, some mills would find it

impossible to dispose of these accumulations without a loss that would
more than offset any possible gain from such an agreement.

EFFECT OF STOCKS ON HAND ON MARKET PRICES

There were in 1910, according to government reports, 48,112 sawmills
in the United States, and they produced in that year 48,959.000,000 feet
of lumber, 35 per cent of which. It Is estimated, was carried in stock on
the yards of the manufacturer, which amounted to 17,135,650,000 feet.

There were In this same year at least 40,000 retail lumber yards in the
country that carried stocks on hand amounting to not less than 12,000,-
000.000 feet, making a total of stocks on hand of 29,135,650,000 feet,

being equal to 59 per cent of the total annual production of all mills.

These stocks have the effect of holding down the values of lumber.
The cost of production of one southern pine mill, with exceptionally

good manufacturing conditions, showed an increase in total manufacturing
cost of 88 per cent between 1897 and 1911, while the average price at the
mill of the lumber that plant manufactured increased only 78 per cent
for the same period.

The percentage of Increase in the various items entering into the cost
of manufacturing lumber was as follows :

Percentage
Timber 2,500
Carrying charges 5% on timber 2,500
Taxes 666
Hay 166%
Corn chops 1 ] 2
Mules 90 6-10
Steel rail 71
Labor 46

Increase, low-grade lumber manufactured by cutting small timber, 475%,
or increased from 4% of the whole production in 1.S97 to 23% In 1911.

Relative to percentages of grades of lumber manufactured, especial

attention is called to the large Increases In low-grade lumber made, for

the reason that the close cutting of timber and the manufacture of small
trees and top logs into lumber reduces the merchantable lumber made

:

1901 1909 1911
Nos. 2 and 3 16% 36% 33%
Merchantable grades 84 64 67

In order that the effect of increasing production of low grade may be
understood, we give the following example. In comparison of 1901 and
1911. the following percentages of grades were produced:

1901 1911
Clear 5% 1%
Star 10 12
No. 1 69 54
No. 2 12 28
No. 3 4 5

Now. if, for exnmple. these realized the same average mill price each
year, as follows :

Clear $25.00
Slar 20.00
No. 1 13.00
No. 2 10.00
No. 3 7.00

and we take 100,000 feet in each instance and extend into total realization,

we find that the percentage of grades produced in 1901 would have
produced an average price In 1901 of $15.08. while in 1911 the price

would be $13.90, or a lower basis of $1.18 per thousand, which might be

considered as an Indirect increase in cost.

COMI>AH.\TIVE COSTS AND REALIZATIO.V

Figures show the average prices secured for lumber and their relation

to manufacturing cost, and the gross profits, not including interest, sales

or general expense, indicallug that the per cent of operating expense to

gross realization has increased and the percentage of gross earnings to

realization has decreased during this period.

CONCLUSION
Before concluding these remarks. I desire to dwell upon a few of the

conditions affecting the various industries.

The rapid growth of the population of this country, through immigration

and. otherwise. Is continually plunging us into alternate periods of

aggressive activity and reaction. In the past, after a period of sfagnation,

where the industr.v of the countr.v has been awaiting the march of progress

to catch up witli the development, we have, all too late, awakened to find

that we have not been alive to the rapid growth, and the demand for our
commodities at such a time has generally exceeded our ability to supply

same : consequently, we have proceeded on a rush program to increase our

capacities to augment the supply in the same ratio as the demand has been

increasing, but the consuming public has generally awakened before the

manufacturer to the difficulty of securing their requirements and have

bought during such times in excess of their needs, thereby greatly

stimulating the demand and making It during such periods siieculatlvc.

We have been slow to recognize this phase of the situation, and have
been prompted to further large Increases in our developments to take care

of the demand indicated by such purchases, resulting in an over-production.

When the demand has again become normal, this over-production has

resulted in wasteful competition, leaving nothing for the manufacturer to

do but to sit still and again await further Increase in the growth of the

country to absorb the increased capaeit.v of the additional development.

These periods have come up In regular cycles, resulting In depression and
prosperity, each following the other as a natural sequence.

Following each period of reaction with Its consequent over-production

and under-consumptlon, we are confronted with two horns to the dilemma :
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First.—The necessity of consolidation of industrial interests in large
enough aggregations to bring about necessary curtailment of production,
legislate Talues. and stop the waste of capital, raw material, and natural
resources, or enter into trade agreements for the same purpose.

Second.—To allow this wasteful competition to result in the survival
of the fittest.

The first situation, by reason of statutory laws, both federal and state,
would be illegal and could only be accomplished, if at all. with the greatest
danger, and consequently we are confronted by the second proposition
only.

In our own business (the lumber industry), we have seen resultant
waste of our forests by this condition, and I might say in passing, that the
same situation is true as to the coal measures, and we believe that this
applies not only to these two industries, but to all other large industries,
generally, have recognized that by reason of these laws and having these
cycles of activity and depression, the situation is unhealthy and a menace,
not only to our individual properties but to each and every inhabitant of
the country at large, through the great economic loss created by these
conlitions.

That these laws will eventually have to be repealed or modified, we
know, but the great question is, when? Some means must be provided so
that business may go ahead and we cannot wait until the people, through
their own experience, will demand a change in these laws. We. as business
men, in company with the representatives of other industries and
industrial workers, must organize and co-operate together to educate the
people and their representatives in Congress to the fact that in order to
relieve our condition and prevent waste, we must be permitted to enter
into reasonable trade agreements under proper and reasonable regulation.

Such regulation should be bad from a non-partisan civil service body or
commission, composed of men of successful business experience, and not
of professional office-seekers, and until such changes come over the body
politic, we must continue as we are, wasting our resources and creating
economic waste, hastening the time when higher prices must result by
reason of this waste, and if we organize the representative commercial and
industrial bodies of the country and proceed to educate the public, we may
yet live to see the day when such constructive economic principles prevail
in the direction of our governmental policies.

I would therefore urge upon this body that steps be taken by it for some
regular organization which" can take up the question with other similar
organizations, to the end that we may have proper representation before
the various House and Senate committees in Washington and in our
various states, and properly present the needs of business to the
representatives of the people.

The advertising committee through its chairman, A. T. Gerrans,

then presented the following report:

Report of Advertising Committee

Tour committee desires to make a brief report of its work during the
past year.

Pursuant to the wishes of the National association delegates of the
convention held in Chicago last May, your president, Mr. Griggs, named
J. E. Rhodes, G. E. W. Luehrmann and myself as the committee on
advertising and we were instructed to look into the proposition and be

prepared to make recommendations at the earliest possible moment.
After due efforts had been made to collect the paid for arguments of the

substitutes for wood, we decided to make a report.

This report or brief was issued under date of June 30. although it was
about twenty days later when the pamphlets were actually mailed. Xour
committee, in the interim occupied by the members of the various

associations in studying our report and recommendations, continued their

research work and the farther we dug the more necessity we saw for

digging. We discovered that in our opinion, there was practically a well

defined attack upon the lumber trade in general, which if not organized by
and directed by the cement, steel and roofing interests, then these

interests were peculiarly unfortunate in that the footprints in the mud all

led direct to their doorsteps and if circumstantial evidence was of any value

it convicted them in our minds of deliberately and with malice afore-

thought of trying to build up their business by pulling down ours. We
conceived it our duty, having once put our shoulders to the wheel, to

get out the second pamphlet, containing ten solid pages of "knocks on

wood" in which we also placed illustrations representing what, in our

opinion, were the causes of the decline in the demand for forest products

and also what relative proportions one to another they bore—also we
endeavored to show what in our opinion were the remedies to be applied.

This second pamphlet was issued to the members on or about October 1.

About this time some of the associations began taking action and your
president called upon your committee to be prepared to present the result

of their investigations to a meeting of the board of governors which was
held on January 4, 1912, at the La Salle hotel, Chicago. Our statements

were received and discussed for several hours and a resolution accepting

the recommendations of the committee and instructing said committee to

proceed with the campaign as soon as $100,000 had been actually

subscribed, was unanimously passed. At that time it was calculated

that the favorable action of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of

the irnited States and of the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association

would obtain the minimum of $100,000 and your committee felt very

much gratified when both associations voted in favor of the movement
and agreed to furnish their portion of the necessary fund.
As soon as the president received the news of the favorable action of

the last named associations, he notified the committee to go ahead and
on March 4 the committee was called together in Chicago and there were
present Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Luehrmann and myself—Geo. S. Long of Tacoma,
was unable to be with us and neither was Capt. J. B. White, he having
just sailed for Europe. At this meeting we contracted with the Crosby
Chicago Advertising Agency to do what might be called our expert work :

having gone thus far. we spent several hours discussing the rapidity
with which the money would pour into the secretary's office in St. Louis.We finally decided to await the report from the secretary before actually
spending the money and shortly after that date your president notified
us that the manager's oflice was to be returned to Chicago in order that
the manager might be able to take up the advertising work together with
his other duties. What has been done since that time will be explained
to you by the manager.
The committee wishes to thank a great many members of the affilLited

associations for the kind and often strenuous and nearly always
victorious efforts to help us get favorable action. The gospel of" wood vs.
wood substitutes has found just as strong advocates amongst the members
as are on this committee. We also desire to thank the lumber press
individually and collectively for the uniform cordiality with which this
great movement has been received by them and also for the spontaneous
efforts to help throw light upon the subject of their editorials. Their
continued good oflices will be appreciated and we would ask everyone
interested in the lumber business to make suggestions calculated to help
tne cause—and above all will not every one of those present today
constitute himself a committee of one to see that the members of his
association send in their money—no one can pay for space in the papers.

.
rent, printing, etc., without money, and to be absolutely candid with you,
we are proud of your moral support, proud of your verbal support, "but
.vour monetary support is what we are after. We know and you snow
that nothing can be done without the money and we therefore ask you
in all earnestness to "come across and do it now."
E. S. Kellogg made an interesting and somewhat revolutionary

speeeh on the subject of lumber prices. The gist of the argument
presented by Mr. Kellogg was that it was better to waste timber
than to waste money, and that although a lumber trust does not
exist, it should exist in order to accomplish the best results for
one of the nation's chief public utilities. This paper will be
printed in full in an early issue of Hardwood Eecord.

The report of Treasurer J. A. Freeman was presented, which
showed expenditures in the past year of $20,470 and a balance on
hand of $3,875.

Horton Corwin, Jr., of Edenton, N. C, president of the ^'orth
Carolina Pine Association, made a brief address on the subject of
"Co-operation." Mr. Corwin suffered from a severe cold, and
hence made only a brief summary of the value of co-operation as
applied to the lumber industry.

On invitation, Bruce Odell, chairman of the trade relations com-
mittee of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,
made an address on the subject of the elements that make a
successful association. Mr. Odeil's forceful paper is herewith
reproduced in full:

Elements That Make a Successful Association
While it is the intent of this article to deal primarily with lumber

association work, the same rules and principles that apply to lumber
associations apply equally to all trade associations. The function of
any and all trade associations is to be of benefit or render a valuable
service to the association members individually and collectively and the
success of any association is measured by the value of the service
rendered to its members. This matter of service is the foundation, tl\e
very life of any association, and without some valuable service rendered
no association can exist very long. It is sometimes difficult to say just
what that service is and to measure the value of the service in dollars
and cents, as a matter of fact a service may be rendered that cannot be
measured with a money standard of value and yet be of great value to
the membership.
Granted that valuable service is the object of all trade associations

the query naturally follows by what means can that service be reddered.
In my opinion the very best means is by giving information that the
individual member may not have acquired or have the facilities for
acquiring. You will all grant that the life of any manufacturer is

far to short for him to obtain a thorough knowledge of his business
from his own individual experience. Experience is a good teacher but
a mighty slow and expensive one and if one depends on his own experience
exclusively he many times has only failure from which to benefit. There
should exist in every association, and does exist in every really successful
association, a feeling of mutual benefit, a feeling in each member that
makes him willing to give the other members the benefit of his knowledge
and experience.
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This information may be along the lino of improved economic meth-

ods of manufacture, better methods of marlteting, information as to sup-
ply of stoclv and market demand and in hundreds of ways too numerous
to mention. Part of this information may be furnished by the president,

the secretary, or some committee, but each individual member should be
ready and willing to do his individual part.

Economic methods of manufacture would be dilficult and possibly

tiresome to discuss at this tim? as this is one of the many elements

about which the most valuable information is often oI>tained through the

means of an exchange of individual experience, and exchange often times

not made duiing the sessions of an association meeting or through any
regularly appointed committee but more often through the discussion

among small gatherings of two, three, five or more members that you
often see during association meetings. These talks may take place at

luncheon, between sessions or on the way to or from association meetings.

The manufacturer is indeed a dull one who will attend many associa-

tion meetings and return home without having received or imparted some
useful information pertaining to a better or more economical method of

manufacture.

We must all admit and do admit that an article must be well man-
ufactured and economically manufactured in order to yield the most

profit, but it is equally true that an article may be well and economically

made and yet yield little if any profit through ignorance or careless

methods of marketing. I have made the statement and can prove it by

each and every manufacturer attending this meeting that many manufac-

turers will study and work lo the limit of their ability, they will pay

large salaries to competent woods and mill superintendents, they will

urge them to secure more and better work from the laborers under them,

they will spend thousands of dollars even hundreds of thousands of

dollars for railroads, steam loaders, steam skidders, sawmills and im-

proved machinery to save a possible fifteen to fifty cents per thousand

on their logging bills, ten to twenty-five cents per thousand on their

sawing bills and possibly a few cents per thousand on their yarding and

handling bills, and then deliberately sacrifice from one to five dollars

per thousand in mark.'ting their product without knowing that they

have done so. Two, three, five or even ten thousand dollars may uot

seem to them or may not be. too mu<h lo pay a manufacturing superin-

tendent for looking after their business until it is just half done, which
is to get their product ready to market and then turn it over to a sixty

to seventy-five dollar a month clerk to finish, which is to sell It, Or he

may take this duty upon himself as a sort of a side line to which he

devotes a few days of serious thought once or twice a year.

In this item of marketing his product the association can render a ser-

vice to the manufacturer that he cannot perform himself, a service that

he will not get from sixty to seventy-five dollar a month clerks, a ser-

vice he cannot purchase even through the means of high salaried sales

managers. This service need not be rendered by the association through
any unlawful combination to limit production, an unlawful agreement as

to prices or by any other unlawful means, but by supplying the manu-
facturer with information as to supply and demsmd and general market
conditions, information that it is absolutely impossible for him to se-

cure for himself, information that cannot be supplied through any other

source.

Members of the Michigan Hardwood ^lanufacturers* Association take
great pride in the fact that it is recognized as a successful association,

that it is accredited with rendering much valuable service to its members,
and I believe that if the members wwe asked to name the specific

service that has been of most value to them they wotild without ex-

ception say that it was accurate and reliable information as to supply
and demand and general market conditions of their product. It is essen-

tial that each individual member contribute his share to this fund of in-

formation and then that the information be put in the right form and
proper deductions made so as to be readily understood by the manufac-
turer and act as a guide to him in manufacturing his own i)rodi.ct. not
through any combination or agreement but through a positive knowledge
of actual conditions.

This association was organized six years ago in about the same
manner and for about the same avowed purposes as most other associa-
tions except that the organizers had one particular definite idea in mind.
The Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers saw their supply of Michigan
hard maple timber diminishing rapidly and the maple lumber selling at
ridiculously low prices and many of them thought that the market was
being manipulated to their disadvantage and loss. With this idea upper-
most in their miuds they immediately put forth efforts to get definite, ac-

curate and reliable information as to the amount fx-oduced, how the
suppi*' compared with the demand, the amount of stock on hand, the
amount sold and the amount unsold. While it was expected that this

information would come through the organization it must of necessit.v

come primarily from the individual manufacturer.
RIank forms were immediately sent to practically every manufacturer

in Michigan with a request to make prompt and accurate reports and a

very thorough explanation as to the object to be attained. Reports
were obtained from nearly all <'t the manufacturers giving all the infor-

mation in detail not onl.v as to maple but all of the other northern
hardwoods also. These reports were carefully compiled and sent to each
manufacturer reporting and the information given appealed to the man-
ufacturer so strongly that it was the means of securing many members
that we had not been able to reach by any other metliod. It gave the

manufacturer information he had never had before, information he
could not secure of himself alone, information he could obtain through no
other source than the association.

This first report was gotten out in July and another in Oct.. 190C. By
.January 1, 1907 we had gotten a more definite idea as to just what
form of report would give us the most useful Information and when the
January report come out it was eagerly sought, not only by the man-
ufacturer but by the wholesaler, the jobber, the retailer and the con-
suming manufacturer also, all of whom were supplied with the quarterly
reports long enough for them to be convinced that the information was
absolutely accurate and reliable.

A quotation from the secretary's report at the January 1907 meeting of
the association will give you some idea of the scope of the report. I

quote as follows :

Enclosed herewith you will find the first annual stock report of the
Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, or perhaps it would be
more correct to call it the first end of the year report as it does not
show a full year owing to the fact that our qssociation was not organ-
ized until July thirteenth, 1906. In many respects, however, it is an
annual report and one that contains information that will be of benefit
to the manufacturer, the wholesaler, the jobber, and the consumer. You
will find on a careful study of the report that it contains more complete
and accurate information in regard to the hardwood situation in Michigan
than any other report yet furnished the manufacturer.
More complete because it probabl.v represents eighty to eighty-five per

cent of all the hardwood lumber cut in Michigan ; sliows the amount of
each kind of hardwood cut during the year 1906 ; the amount of stock
on hand January 1, 1907 : the amount of unfilled orders for 1906 stock,
and the amount of the 1906 cut remaining at the mill unsold; also the
amount of orders booked January 1. 1907. to be furnished from stock
to be cut during the year 1907. You will note in the report of the amount
of stock on hand and unfilled orders that it shows the different sizes
and grades of each kind of hardwood. Information that probably no other
i^neral report has contained.
More accurate because it was made at the end of the year when every

manufacturer had a complete inventor.v of his stock aiid could furnish
actual figures instead of estimates. Probably more accurate than any
other general report for the further reason that it is a report in which
•very manufacturef reporting feels that he has a personal interest.

That feeling of personal interest and that he is an individual part of
the association has contributed no small part to our success. As evi-

dence of that feeling I cite the fact that most of our quarterly stock
reports contain complete reports from every member of the association and
that it is very seldom that more than one or two reports are missing. As
evidence of the careful accuracy of the reports, the estimate of Jan-
uary 1. showing the estimated amount to be cut during the succeeding
year, seldom varies more than five per cent from the amount actually
cut and sometimes the actual cut is within one or two per cent of the
estimated cut. Stock reports, be they ever so accurate, often mean but
little unless we have something by which to compare them. For this

reason the older our association grows the more valuable are its stock

reports. Take for instance extracts from the January 1012 report of

our market condition committee in regard to No. ;i common northern
liardwood among members of our association. I quote as follows :

A comparison of the total stock of No. 3 common hardwood on hand is

as follows :

January 1, 1909—fifty millions,
1, 1910—seventy-four millions,
1, 1911—seventy-two millions,
1, 1012—forty-four millions, the smallest stock since 1908,

and a comparison of the amount of stock unsold shows even more pro-
nounced differences. The total amount of unsold stock for the different
years being as follows :

January 1, 1908—twenty-one millions,
1, 1909—thirty millions.
1. 1910—forty-three millions.
1. 1911—forty-two millions,
1, 1912—seventeen millions, the smallest stock of No. 3 com-

mon remaining in the hands of manufacturers unsold in the history of
the industry except the year 1907. a year that none of us expect to see
repeated.

With the subject shown up in this way by facts and figures in which
every member has the fullest confidence, is it necessary to form any
combination in restraint of trade or even tell the manufacturer that he

can get better prices for his No. 3 common hardwood? The wholesaler

and consumer may make the statement that the woods arc full of it

and that they can get all they want at the same old price but if the

manufacturer has full confidence in the accuracy of the association re-

ports, how much is he influenced by the statements of the wholesaler and

consumer. As a matter of fact many of the wholesalers and con-

sumers have as much confidence in our reports as we ourselves.

Having these stock reports and market conditions committee reports as

a nucleus from which to work, our association has reached out for the

other things that may in any way prove of value to its members—cov-

ering hemlock lumber, hemlock bark, rules for grading hemlock, uniform

sales customs, recommendations to the National Grading Association of

desired changes in the rules for grading northern hardwoods, the or-

ganization of a Forest Fire Protective Association and many other de-

tails too numerous to mention. Our efforts always have been along the

line of education and information and to get the members to report and

attend meetings.

The matter of attendance is an important and necessary one, as no

member can secure the full benefit of an association without attending

the meetings and taking an active part in them. You may have an able

president, an efficient secretary and good committees, but the real work

of an association must be done by the individual members. The secre-

tary may render a very complete detailed report of the meeting but

there is something, call it spirit or what you will. In association work
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that no secretai-y can catch and report and the member who stays at
homo misses all of this. In fact a member will secure benefit from asso-
ciation work just in proportion to the part he takes in the work and the
service he renders the association. It is a well-known fact that the bulk
of association work nearly always falls to the lot of a few earnest
workers, but they seldom complain for the reason that the extra work
they do gives them an insight into the general workings of the asso-
ciation and they derive a benefit that the "stay at homers" can never
attain. You will nearly always find the "knockers" among the members
who seldom attend meetings.

There should be a sort of unvrritten law in all associations. "Boost if

you can. but if you can't boost, don't knock." There really is no room
for a knocker in any association—he belongs on the outside, and the
sooner you get him there the better it is for your association.

It I were asked to criticise most associations. I should criticise along
the line of undertaking too much, getting too many irons in the fire,

dropping things unfinished and haying too many loose ends to gather In.

These things are .lust :is undesirable from an association standpoint as
from the standpoint of an individual business.

It is necessary of course to have a good executive at the head of an
association as president. He should not be selected from the stand-
point of his personal popularity, the size of his purse, the magnitude
of hi.s business, because he is next in his line, because of a desire to
convey an honor upon him or for any reason other than his qualifications
to make him a successful head or leader for your association.

A paid secretary, is necessary, one selected for his ability to do the
detail work, one with some initiative if he can be secured, and it should
be his duty to gather all the information possible that may in any way
he of service or benefit to the association. This information should then
be compiled and conden.sed in a comprehensive manner for the use of the
officers and committees. I do not think he should make deductions or
draw conclusions from this information, as that is the function of the
committees selected for that especial pui'pose and for that reason they
I)robably are better qualified to do so.

Members of the different committees should be selected with a view to

Iheir qualifications along the line of work on which they arc to report,

men who are earnest, persistent, consistent workers, men of good judg-
ment whom you know are finishers. Committees should meet long enough
in advance of the association meetings so as to have time to study
their subjects thoroughl.\- and deliheratel.v and then report the same in a

forceful, intelligent manner lo the association.

Be not hast.v in criticising or amending the reports of the committees,

as tlie.v should have bad more complete information and should have been
more deliberate in reaching a conclusion for their report than it is pos-

sible for you in the course of the meeting. Most association work should
be done through the different committees, as, according to the old saying,

"Large bodies move slowly," to which should be added, "and seldom
accomplish much." So many times in a meeting of a large number of mem-
bers, the discussion is so long drawn out that every one becomes
wear.y and impatient and finally adopt something to bring the discussion

to an end and in this way often commits the whole membership to some
fool thing that not one of them would favor after a careful, deliberate

study of tlie subject, such as would ordinarily be given it by the commit-
tee appointed for that purpose.

The membership of an association should not be so numerous, or the

territory of interest so large as to make the association cumbersome or

the interests too diversified. Nor should the membership be so few or the

territory of interest so small as to make the expense burdensome to the

membership or the unit of interest too small. A lumber association should

cover a territory of considerable magnitude if possible to do so and have

each member producing about the same kinds of 'lumber so as to have a

membership of practically identical interests. If organized in this way
whatever is of Interest or benefit to any one member is of equal interest

or benefit to each and all of the other members and insures harmonious

work.

In conclusion, I can say that successful association work must be con-

ducted along the same lines as a successful business. It must be fair,

honest, earnest, industrious and resourceful in efforts to Improve methods
and conditions.

J. B. Conrad of Glenwooil, Fla., president of the Georgia Florida

Saw Mill Association, told in brief the history of his organization

and the good work it is accomplishing.

The meeting adjourned for the day.

WEDNESDAY SESSION
The Wednesday morning session was called to order by President

Griggs at 9:30.

Samuel J. Carpenter of Winnfield, La., president of the Yellow

Pine Manufacturers' Association, delivered a timel3' and forceful

address on the subject of the "Adverse Conditions Affecting the

Lumber Industry." An abstract of this interesting discourse will

appear in an early issue of Hardwood Eecord.

A. T. Gerrans, in the absence' of President Wilbert of the

Southern Cypress Manufacturers ' Association, made a brief review

of cypress conditions at the present time.

E. A. Cooper, secretary of the Western Pine Manufacturers'
Association, on behalf of President E. M. Hart, told what his
association was accomplishing.

President Griggs then revealed the history of the West Coast
Lumber Manufacturers' Association and gave many interesting
facts pertaining to lumber affairs on the Pacific coast.

Secretary George K. Smith read a paper by George X. Wendling,
president of the Pacific Coast Sugar and White Fine Manufac-
turers' Association, giving a history of the workmen's compensa-
tion and employers' liability legislation that had recently prevailed
in the West.

George H. Holt of Chicago was then introduced and entered
upon a discussion of the "Fire Hazard Attack on Lumber." Mr.
Holt's address was most interesting and followed very closely the
line of argument that he presented at the recent Louisville con-
vention of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association
which has already apjieared in Hardwood Record.
The chair jinnounced that a paper by J. J. Donovan of Belling-

ham, Wash., owing to the absence of Mr. Donovan, on the subject of
"Development of Cut-over Lands," would be omitted from the
program but would appear in- the official report of the meeting.
On behalf of McGarvey Cline, director of the Forest Pro.lucts

Laboratory at Madison, Wis., H. S. Betts read a very interesting
paper on the subject of "Lumbermen and Wood-using Industries."
This paper will be printed in full in an early issue of Hardwood
Record.

P. S. Ridsdale, executive secretary of the American Forestry
Association, publisher of the magazine American Forestry, was
then introduced and gave an interesting exposition covering the
work of the American Forestry Association, and invited co-opera-
tion of the members of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation in this movement.

E. A. Sterling, president of the American Wood Preserving
Association, was introduced and made sundry suggestions to lumber-
men toward co-operation with his organization in supplying wood
materials suitable for handling through the ereosoting process.
The report of the auditing committee was then presented and the

accounts of the association were approved.
The committee on resolutions then made its report in the follow-

ing series of resolutions, which were unanimously adopted:

Report of Resolutions Committee
A.\rEXD.MEXT TU SHER.MAN AXTI-TRI ST LAW

Whereas. American citizens engaged in trade with other countries are
often compelled to sell in markets under conditions controlled by trusts or
combinations, but are themselves prohibited by our Sherman" anti-trust
law from effecting a combination in restraint of trade among the several
states or with foreign countries, thereby being compelled to act individually
when dealing with powerful combinations, which condition is inequitable
and burdensome to legitimate export trade in many lines ; we. therefore,
request Congress of the iT'nited States so to amend the Sherman anti-trust
act in the above respect that associations and combinations, not having to
do with domestic trade, may, under proper restrictions, be formed for the
purpose of engaging in trade with foreign countries.-

PAX.OIA CANAL LEGISLATION-
n'hile the Panama canal was primarily built for the defense of the

coasts of the United States, it was. nevertheless, in fulfillment of plans for
the development of the world's commerce and more especially for the
I ommerce of the' I'nited States. Therefore, so far as it can be done
without violation of solemn treaties, laws and regulations for the govern-
ment of the canal should be so framed as to serve to the highest extent
possible the development and welfare of this country which is buildin.':

the canal.

But since the laws of the Tnited States relating to .shipping and
navigation place a handicap upon American ocean-bound shipping thereby
if the canal be opened on absolutely even terms to all flags without any
discrimination in favor of any American ships, the canal will prove to be

of greater proportionate benefit to /oreign countries than to the United

States. Therefore, we petition Congress of the United States in framing
laws for the government and operation of the canal to open the canal free

to American ships engaged in our coastwise domestic trade, believing that

thereby the development of our shipping will be encouraged and trade

between the two coasts will he conducted more economically and the

development of the natural resources of the two coasts will be greatly

stimulated, whereas without such discriminatiou in favor of coastwise

trade of the United States, the operation of the canal will especially
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conduce to the development of the resources of the countries to the

North and South of the United States.

CONTROL OP FLOODS IX THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES

Whereas. The loss of life and property during the present floods in

the Mississippi river and its tributaries has been unprecedented and has

produced a condition with which local or state resources are unable to

cope either in relief to the scores of thousands of people who have lost

their homes and livelihoods or promptly to restore the territory aflEected

to productiveness ; therefore, the National Lumber Manufacturers'

Association in convention assembled does most earnestly urge upon
Congress the immediate adoption of all wise and generous relief measures,

and, further, to assure, so far as Congressional action may, the restraint,

under wise counsel, of the great central rivers so that the present

disaster may never be repeated : and we urge upon our membership and
lumbermen everywhere to give support to their representatives in Congress

in the adoption of wise, far-seeing and prompt measures of relief and of

precaution for the future.

RESOLUTIONS OF THANKS
The thanks of the association are hereby extended to the officers who

have so faithfully and diligently served it during the past year, and
especially to the president and to the members of the advertising

committee for their faithful and Intelligent handling of the matters

entrusted to their care.

We also extend our thanks to the committee on memorial to James
Elliott Defebaugh for their self-sacrificing services which they have

performed at much cost of personal tipie and expense, resulting in the

dedication on May 5 of the memorial window in the Forty-first Street

Presbyterian Church of Chicago, and especially thank L. K. Baker of

Ashland. Wis., chairman, and C. A, Bigelow of Bay City, Mich., secretary

^
of the committee.

The association extends its thanks to the lumber trade papers which

have so loyally supported its plan for a general advertising campaign in

behalf of wood and wishes thus to express its appreciation of the broad

attitude taken by these papers in regard to a matter which from a narrow •

viewpoint might seem to be inimicable to their interests.

IMPORTATION OF INJURIOUS INSECTS

Whereas. Many of the insect pests and plant diseases, inflicting

untold losses upon the forests and agriculture of the United States, have

been imported from other countries and now are being imported, causing

the expenditure of millions of dollars by the national government, states

and municipalities for their control ; be it

Kesolved. That we urge the adoption' of the bill now pending whereby

no importation of nursery stock, cuttings or any other articles or material

by which these pests are introduced in the United States be made except

under direct and full control of the Agricultural Department.

UNITED STATES CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Whereas, It has long been recognized that in many cases posts in the

Consular and Diplomatic service of the United States are often filled by

men not properly qualified for such positions, and as the representation

of our commercial and diplomatic interests abroad requires special training

or special experience : therefore, we support the movement toward placing

under Civil Service regulations the Diplomatic and Consular service of

the subordinate classes, so that appointment to them may be made only

upon federal examination as to the qualifications of appointees and that

promotions may be made on a record of merit duly ascertained, and urge

upon the Congress of the United States the adoption of measures looking

to this improvement and safe-guarding of our national representation

abroad.
AMERICAN FORESTRY AS.SOCIATION

Whereas. The American Forestry Association is maintained as a

voluntary public service organization to further the perpetuation and
better use of our forest resources ; and
Whereas. It is the only organization which reaches and appeals direct

to the public in a popular way regarding forestry and lumber matters,

and maintains for this purpose a monthly magazine known as "American

Forestry :" and
Whereas, The lumber industry as a whole is keenly interested in forest

conservation and in means of acquainting the public with the problems

of fire protection, foi'est taxation, freight rates, legislation, and conserva-

tive management and reforestation ; be it

Resolved, That the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association endorses

the work of the American Forestry Association and pledges its support to

the cause ; and be it further

Resolved, That each member of the National Lumber Manufacturers'

Association be urged to affiliate with the American Forestry Association

by becoming a member thereof and subscribing to its magazine.

MILLING-IN-TRANSIT

Whereas, The attitude of the Interstate Commerce Commission indicates

that it is about to surround the milling-in-transit and concentration

rates with so many restrictions as to make them of no practical use to

lumber and box shook manufacturers, and which, in addition, will

undoubtedly result in higher rates on logs from woods to sawmills { be it

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the secretaries of

each of the affiliated associations be asked to secure at once from their

members information and arguments and compile the same into a state-

ment to be presented to the Interstate Commerce Commission at the

special hearing granted lumber and box shook manufacturers to be held

at Louisville, Ky., July 17, 1912. either in the form of a brief or by
having members appear before the commission to give evidence showing
the reasons why our industry should be granted a low concentration rate

on mill refuse, cull lumber and logs for manufacture by box shook and
sawmill concerns, and that concentration rates on logs, mill refuse and
cull lumber for manufacture are not and should not be considered as

milling-in-transit rates.

national CHAJiIBER of COMMERCE

Whereas, At the suggestion of the President of the United States and
upon the invitation of the secretary of Commerce and Labor, there

assembled in Washington, Apr. 22. seven hundred or more representative

business men from all parts of this country for the purpose of forming
a national commercial organization, whose function should be to co-operate

with and advise the government departments upon matters affecting

commerce and industry, as a whole ; and
Whereas, As a result of the deliberations there was organized The

Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, whose purpose

as stated in its constitution is as follows :

The object of this association shall be to provide a national clearing
house for the development and consideration of business opinion, and to
secure united action upon questions affecting the commercial interests of
the United States. Only questions of national importance shall be con-
sidered.

and whose membership shall consist of commercial and manufacturing

organizations identified with the various trades industries and sections

of the country ; and
Whereas, We feel that there should be a closer relationship between

the commercial interests and the department of the government created

especially to advance them and that this can only be done through
organized effort and the creation of a semi-official body with which the

government can consult ; therefore

Resol%ed, That the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association hereby

commends the action of President Taft and Secretary Nagel. and requests

the board of governors of this association to take such action as may
result in this association becoming a member of the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States.

Resolved, Second, That we recommend to each of our affiliated associa-

tions that they become members, thereby increasing the usefulness of the

Chamber of Commerce, and affording them the opportunity to express

themselves on national problems affecting the lumber industry.

Following this report, on motion of J. B. White, a supplemental

resolution was introduced and adopted renewing the association's

belief in the integrity of Edward Hines and congratulating that

gentleman on his complete vindication from charges of corruption

in connection with political affairs.

The nominating committee then made its report recommending

the re-election of the oi33cers whose terms of ofSce had expired, and

on motion the following officers were re-elected:

E. G. Griggs. President, Tacoma, Wash.
It. H. Vansant, Vice-president, Ashland, Ky.
J. B. Conrad, Vice-president, Glenwood, Fla.

I!. II. Downman. Vice-president, New Orleans, La.

J. A. Freeman, Treasurer. Pasadena, Cal.

George K. Smith, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.
Leonard Bronson, Manager, Chicago, 111.

The election of the board of governors 'was then taken up and

with very slight changes this board was re-elected. The new
roster is as follows:

Wm. Irvine. Chippewa Falls, Wis.

W. C. Landon, Wausau, Wis.

C. A. Bigelow. Bay City, Mich.

W. A. Gilchrist, Memphis, Tenn.
John M. Gibbs, Norfolk, Va.

F. E. Waymor. .Tacksonvilie, Fla.

J. B. White, Kansas City, Mo.
A. T. Gerrans, Houma, La.

R. JI. Harl, Coeur d'Aleue, Idaho.

Lloyd J. Wentworth, Portland, Ore.

George X. Wendling. San Francisco, Cal.

Edward Hines (ex-officio), Chicago, 111.

Lewis Poster, chairman of the credential committee, made a

report showing the number of delegates affiliated with each of the

associations. His report <vas accepted.

On motion, agreeable to previous legal notice, the constitution

and by-laws of the association were amended to legalize the emplo}''-

ment of three vice-presidents in connection with the association.

President Griggs made a brief speech of thanks on his own
behalf and for the other officers re-elected, and after a vote of

thanks was tendered to President DeLaney of the Hardwood
Manufacturers Association and to the Sinton Hotel for the many
courtesies received by the association at their hands, the meeting

was concluded by an address by R. A. Long of Kansas Cit}', which

will find space in an earlj' issue of Hardwood Record.
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?rfet Utilization of Hardwoods
ARTICLE FIFTY-EIGHT

CEDAR AND UTILITY CHESTS

For a great many years, probably as far back as memory can go,

the cedar chest has been regarded as an adequate means of pro-

tecting clothing from the ravages of moths. Xo old home is com-

plete without its cedar chest, and it is a remarkable fact that

those boxes, some of them half a century old, still retain the

fragrance of the oil in the knots and to a lesser extent in the

wood itself. It is this projierty of cedar which has always ren-

dered it not only popular but necessary as a material for the

manufacture of chests for storing clothing. Our forefathers, how-

ever, made the mistake of failing to comprehend that a cedar

chest was of little value for this purpose unless it was made
absolutely air-tight; that moths could penetrate and thrive even

in the pungent air on the inside of the chest with the aid of a

very small circulation of fresh air. It has been only during the

last five or six years that anj- general attempt has been made
to combine a high class of work-

manship and ornamentalitj' with

the utility of the old cedar box,

and the Eoos Manufacturing Com-

pany of Chicago is probably the pio-

neer in the manufacture of orna-

mental cedar chests. This company

has manufactured cedar chests of a

high type of workmanship, of an ex-

tremely attractive appearance, for

the last six years, although the

transition from the old style of ordi-

nary cedar box with the loose fit

ting cover which was usually rele-

gated to the attic or the cellar has

been gradual.

There are now a considerable

number of concerns throughout the

country who are manufacturing

high-grade chests, most of which

would be suitable articles of furni-

ture, and they probably consume in

•excess of 5,000,000 feet of red cedar

of the Tennessee variety annuallj'.

This stock sells for from $40 to $100

a thousand feet. In fact, the re-

markable increase in the production

of cedar chests, due to their more

attractive designs, has resulted in

the creation of a very considerable

industry. The chests are purchased

in all parts of the country within

limitation of freight rates. This question has become a serious

one with the manufacturers, as the railroads have failed to

analyze this condition in the industry or to apply rates com-

mensurate with the importance and character of the shipments.

However, this is a question which will be worked out as the

business den(onstrates its importance.

The jiurchase of cedar lumber is not at all along the lines of

ordinary lumber transactions. Cedar suitable for the manufac-

ture of chests comes entirely from Tennessee, and the supply

is rapidly being cut off. The early settlers in Tennessee built

their homes and cabins of cedar logs, which have resisted the

ravages of the elements without any apparent deterioration.

Formerly no well constructed southern home was complete with-

out cedar floors in the kitchen and the porches. So great

has the demand for this wood become of late that some of

these fine old buildings have been depleted of their cedar to

satisfy the demand, iluch of it has been shipped to Germany

MODERN STYLES OF CHESTS

and other foreign countries, and returned to us in the form of

lead pencils. Another considerable source of supply is the old

cedar rail fences which occur in that country in abundance.
Some farmers hold fortunes in such fences. There is an in-

stance on record of one farmer who disposed of his fence rails

for $15,000 after he had signified his readiness to sell his farm,

fence and all for $8,000. A recent census of the situation

revealed the fact that during the past year the American Pencil

Company paid farmers of the Murfreesboro section of Tennessee

$200,000 for old rails.

The ordinary cedar chest is made of three-quarter-inch stock.

Of course it would be an impossibility to secure cedar lumber

of sufficient width to form a side, end or cover, so it is necessary

to glue up strips of from two to six inches in width and cut

them out to suit requirements. The contrast of the white sap

with the red heart-wood gives the

box a somewhat gaudy appearance

if considerable care is not taken in

cutting to eliminate as much of this

white sap as possible. One prom-

inent company manufacturing cedar

chests makes a specialty of eliminat-

ing practically all of the sap from

the outside of the boxes. Its idea

is to leave in only enough to form

a suitable contrast to the beautiful

color of the heart without making
the sap at all conspicuous. As a

result there is a great deal of waste,

most of which is entirely unusable,

although quite a little of the small

stuff is utilized in making brackets

and ornaments for the more fanci-

fully designed chests.

On account of the brittleness of

cedar it is impossible to resaw the

stock satisfactorily, and therefore

it becomes necessary to buy the

lumber in the thickness that is ulti-

mately intended to be used.

The process of manufacture of the

cedar chest is a straight cabinet-

making proposition. ' As before

stated, the lumber is cut into the

desired lengths and is then glued

up in automatic clamping machines.

The panels are edged to the exact

dimensions and sanded before going to the cabinet maker.

All well-made cedar chests are tenoned so that the cabinet maker

only has to fit them accurately together and nail the various

sides in place. After passing through the cabinet maker's hands,

they are finished in some cases in the natural color, and some-

times mahoganized. It is only the cheaper grade of boxes

which is mahoganized, and the reason for their being stained in

this manner is that the concerns making them are not particular

in cutting out the white sap, and consequently have to stain

the whole box in order to cover up its conspieuousness. The

manufacture of these chests gives a considerable opportunity

for a variety of designs and workmanship. In fact it is an indus-

try which depends for its growth more upon new designs than

any other one factor. The Eoos company has probably turned

out more original designs than all the others together.

While the majority of ordinary utility boxes, such as shirt-

waist boxes, skirt boxes, etc., are made of pine lumber, there
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is one Chicago concern which makes all of this type of box of

basswood. The reason for this is that the basswood box makes

a much more attractive and staple piece of furniture than the

box of pine. The whiteness of the wood and the beauty and

evenness of the grain, also the excellent finish which it will

take, make it a receptacle in which no housekeeper need hesitate

to place her most delicate articles of clothing. The manufacture

of this line of goods is also more or less of recent date, but this

company states that it alone consumes in this line half a million

feet of basswood annually. The lumber is bought in grades of

No. 1 and first and second, and in 1%" and %" thicknesses. In

the smaller boxes, where the thinner stock can be used, this

lumber is resawed, but usually the full thickness of the board is

utilized.

The process of manufacture of the basswood chest is some-

what different from that of the cedar chest, in that the basswood

usually does not show on the outside, hence is put together and

finished in a different manner. The original process of cut-

ting to the proper size of the tops, sides and ends, is similar to

that of the cedar chest, and the various panels are glued up in

the same manner. But there is a great variety of finishing in

the utility boxes, the most popular of which is to cover the sides

and top with a high-grade Japanese matting, and to put a trim

of some contrasting wood around under the edge of the cover

and at the bottom. This matting is occasionally used on th&

outside of cedar chests also, but it is not a common st.yle. Such
combinations as basswood chests, matting-covered with quartered

oak trimmings or mahoganized trimmings, or even with birch

or basswood trimmings, are the most common. The inside of the

box is well polished, and is extremely inviting for storing deli-

cate articles. In fact, the old process of manufacture has been

placed upon a high standard of quality even down to the

minutest detail of construction. The change from the old cedar

box to the modern cedar chest or basswood or pine utility box

has been a complete transition.

An inspection of the factory of the Roos Manufacturing Com-

pany demonstrated that the cause of conservation in this coun-

try is being supported in a great many ways entirely unknown
to the outside world—in fact, the only conservation which will

be practiced on a broad scale in this country for some years

to come—namely, complete utilization of products, is in active

operation in a great many ])lants. This company utilizes all its

waste wood for the manufacture of curtain pole accessories such

as brackets, curtain pins, ornamental knobs, etc. It undoubt-

edly makes a financially successful proposition out of the manu-

facture of these articles.

'
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Use of Steam in Lumber Drying
The following letter is from a well-known student of all phases

of lumber affairs, and is quoted in full:

Louisville, Ky., May 1, 1912.

Editor Hardwood Eecord:

The elaborate article on the evolution of lumber seasoning

jirinted in a recent issue of Hakdwood Kecord. has aroused new
interest in the subject of steam and its use in lumber season-

ing. Steam has l)(>('ii used more or less for a good many years and
in various ways to assist in seasoning lumber, and some of the

results obtained by dift'erent experimenters with the idea should

be of particular interest right now.
That steam will hasten drying is the universal opinion of all

who have used it, whether in connection with kilns or as a sejia-

rate treatment. And that steam tends to render more uniform the

color of oak there seems no question. Also the effect of steaming
is to reduce the tendency of the wood to swell and shrink with
changing ('(mditions of moisture after it is dry. Evidently it dis-

solves anil carries out, or to a better distribution, some of the

saj) matter that is a factor in this swelling and shrinking at the

same time that it dissolves and distributes the coloring matter,

thus giving the wood a more uniform color.

One man who has experimented quite extensively with lumber
steaming says that it will undoubtedly make oak more uniform in

color but it makes it darker in so doing. This is a feature that

he has paid particular attention to because he makes parquetry
and fine flooring that often calls for wood in thi" natural light

color. Where a stained or treated effect is wanted, he finds that

the use of steam, an<l anunonia added, will give better results than
can be obtained by either staining or fuming in the regulation

way. But people wanting the natural oak in fine floors complain
that it is too dark after it has been treated to a steam bath.

This would hardly be an objectionable feature in furniture lum-
ber, for most of it is stained somewhat ilarker than the natural
color in the finishing process. And it certainly offers the advantage
of a more uniform color tone in the lumber.

If we are to accept the idea that steaming tends to darken oak,
while rendering it more uniform, it naturally follows that veneer,

cut oiV either a rotary machine or a slicer, is slightly darker, and
more uniform in color than the sawed article, for either steaming
or boiling—which is practically the same thing—must be resorted

to in preparing the stock for cutting. Is this a fact? It is at

least an interesting question for the trade to seek the answer to.

It also serves to recall the fact that there was a time when the
veneer cutters dipped their freshly cut fine oak veneer into an
acid bath to prevent it turning dark, or "staining." This was
practically discontinued with the advent of the modern veneer
dryers.

The superficial steaming of lumber as a preparatory process for

drying is a feature in several types of dry-kilns, both for pine and

hardwood. This steaming is more in the nature of a steam bath,

as it is without pressure. Sometimes an effort is made to inject

a little pressure into the work. Steam boxes have been built pretty

much on the order of the steaming boxes for stave bolts, or those
useil in jireparing blocks for the veneer machine. But the amount
of jiressure obtained is ]iractically nil. When we get real pressure,

anil count the square inches in a door opening nf such a steam
box, it is easy to demonstrate by a little figuring that it is not
l)ractical to get ])ressure and hold it with any such arrangement.

The question of i)ressure is an interesting one that the article

mentioned in the lieginning of this did not make clear. Moderate
)iressure was spoken of, but no exact figures given. It is a diffi-

cult thing to get pressure with your steam and have at the same
time a door big enough to run trucks in and out. This has been
the trying ]iroblem with many steaming-under-pressure ideas. And
if steaming under ]>ressure has distinct advantages over the steam
bath there will likely be some niore trys at solving the jiroblem.

One nlan who treats lumber under real pressure (the same man
that insists that steaming oak darkens it) has dispensed with the
door idea ami gets his lumlier into and out of the steam boiler

by the tedious ])rocess ot ]iassing it through a large size manhole.
JIanifestly that is too muih trouble and expense as a general
proposition in seasoning lumber. It has other specific reasons in

this case. It is used as a means of treating oak to get "fumed"
and other stain effects, and it is used on mahogany to deepen and
uniforna the color. Other things are used along with the steam

—

ammonia being the most common—but it is claimed that the steam
alone will darken the tone of oak and deepen the color of ma-
hogany. The steain is used under pressure running u|i to fifty

pounds, but is not alwa^-s kept that high. After the steaming,
which is of about si.x hours duration, the stock is taken to the
dry-kiln and dried.

Some other wooils than oak and mahogany have been experi-

mented with, but the experimental work is young yet and there is

much to be brought out in the future. One experiment demon-
strated that our white walnut or butternut when treated comes
out with a beautiful mahogany color, and a figure that goes well
with it. It seems likely that red gum may be deepened in color

tone by this treatment, ami there may be many new possibilities.

But do not forget that this was a matter of pressure that called

for a regulation manhole and cover, a pressure that it does not
seem practical to handle in connection with doors big enough
to take in trucks loaded with lumber. So it is a matter of special
processing rather than a matter of assisting the drying process.

There is a modern method used by tight barrel makers that is a
strong object lesson on how steam, even without pressure, assists

in drying and joinery. The steaming is done in a close<l top rec-

tangular tower, with the only openings being at each side at the
bottom for putting in and taking out the barrels. The barrels are
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carried by special conveying machinery up one side and down the
other, the trip being timed to give the wood a thorough steaming
by the time it returns for discharging. These barrels are im-
mediately trussed up and then turned over a fire to dry. The heat
of the steam assists enough that it is only a matter of minutes to
turn the barrels out dry.

There is no question that steam assists in drying; there seems
no question that it makes the color more uniform, but there may
be some question of color effect, and there is a question of pressure

that enters, and that might well have a thorough airing.

The article referred to entitled "Evolution in Lumber Season-

ing," was published in Hardwood Eecord of April 10, and perhaps

did not go into details as much as it should for a thorough under-

standing of this important evolution in lumber seasoning, which

promises not only to revolutionize the entire practice of render-

ing lumber suitable for use, but probably marks an epoch in lum-

ber history of a reduction in cost between the mill and the loaded

car, that, depending on size of operation and conditions, will run

from two to four dollars a thousand feet.

Referring to the letter above quoted. The writer is absolutely

right in the statement that the employment of steam under

pressure renders the color of oak and many other woods more uni-

form and also reduces the tendency of the wood to swell and

shrink with subsequent changing atmospheric conditions. The

writer 's observation that oak is materially darkened by the

process of steaming under pressure may be true, but it is not true

unless the wood is subjected to unnecessary pressure and to a much
longer time in the steam cylinder than should be employed in

proper treatment.

Plain red oak, for example, which is a wood showing much varia-

tion in color, should in 4/4 thickness not be subjected to more
than twenty pounds pressure, and not be left in the cylinder under
pressure more than ten minutes. The result of this kind of treat-

ment will be that the color of the entire load will be very uniform
but will not be darkened. The wood when blown out in the air,

or kiln-dried will be of such a uniform tone as almost to indicate

that every board came out of the same tree.

Long experience of those competent in steaming lumber under
pressure indicates that twenty pounds pressure is the right one to

attain the best results on most varieties of lumber, but that the

time in which the lumber is steamed should be varied from five

minutes t»as high as not to exceed thirty minutes in various kinds

and thicknesses. It must be borne in mind that the fibre of the

wood should not be pulped or its strength in any wise impaired by
the process of steaming under pressure, and twenty minutes

pressure for a limited time will not pulp the fibre or impair the

strength of the wood. As a matter of fact this process has been
successfully employed for more than five years by a producer of

the very highest type of maple flooring, a wood notorious for tak-

ing on objectional stain and color. The experience of this house

iu steaming maple has been that it has not darkened the color

of the wood or impaired its quality in any particular, but rather

the texture and working qualities have been improved.

Steaming wood under pressure, and steaming it without pressure

or boiling it in water, should not be confused in the minds of any-

one. The writer is wrong in the statement that it is practically

the same thing. Steaming without pressure, or soaking wood in

water is a superficial process, and of necessity the outside of the

THE KKAETZER PREPARATOR WITH PATENTED DOOR OPEN
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piece is steamed or soaked more than the interior. On the con-

trary, steaming under pressure means that the steam is forced to

the very center of every piece of lumber, and in a quick steaming

process the same result obtains in the center as on the outside.

Perhaps as an explanation of this it may be well to state exactly

what steaming lumber under pressure accomplishes. It simply

explodes or slits the cells of the wood, and gives the water, sap,

albumen, tannic acid, sugars, starches, etc., that have contributed

to the growth of the tree, an opportunity to quickly evaporate

and escape from the wood fiber, which results in promptly season-

ing the lumber either in the open or in a dry-kiln.

The Kraetzer Company, .537 South Dearborn street, Chicago,

manufacturer of the patented preparator referred to in the article

published in Hardwood Record, is a thorough believer that the

greatest value of a dry-kiln is for a final drying process to be ap-

plied to thoroughly air-dried lumber, and is not particularly ad-

vantageous in the handling of green lumber. This company finds

that lumber steamed immediately after it leaves the saw can be

dried out in the air in a time hitherto unknown in lumber manu-

facturing practice. In good drying weather three-eighth inch gum

has been blown out to shipping dry shape in five days; three-

quarter inch gum in ten days, and four-fourths gum in twelve

days. The time required for the blowing out of oak lumber to a

satisfactory shipping dry condition is somewhat longer, but it is

held that one-inch hardwood lumber of any kind can be steamed

and dried out in good shipping condition within thirty days with-

out the use of a dry-kiln, and that thicker or thinner lumber can

be satisfactorily handled in proportionate time.

The question the writer makes that it is a difficult thing to get

steam pressure on a full truck of lumber, and at the same time

have a door big enough to run the load in and out, shows that he

is not familiar with the Kraetzer preparator, illustrated in con-

nection with this article. This cylinder takes a truck load of

lumber, varying in amount in accordance with length and thick-

ness, of from three to nearly six thousand feet at a charge. The

door of the apparatus can be opened or closed by one man in ten

seconds, and it forms an absolutely steam-tight joint on which a

pressure of more than one hundred pounds can be emplo3'ed if it

were necessary. It will be noted that the door of this apparatus

opens and closes very similarly to that of a roller-hung barn door,

and that half of the rim carrying the gasket is attached to one

side of the shell, while a similar and reverse gasketed rim is at-

tached to the other half of the door. "When the door is closed the

higher the steam pressure the tighter is the steam joint. Of course

for general commercial use the handling of lumber into a steam

cylinder through a manhole would be such a tedious and expensive

task as to preclude such a method. However, through one Kraetzer

preparator 10,000 feet of miscellaneous thicknesses and lengths of

lumber can be handled hourly. In other words, it has a capacity

in ten hours of 100,000 feet.

The apparatus requires no supplemental steam plant, because

the ordinary sawmill boiler is capable of supplying the small

necessary quantity of steam without pulling down the boiler

pressure more than a few pounds. The system of piling shown in

the illustration is not one generally employed, but this particular

truck was shown loaded in this fashion for the accommodation of

three-inch oak flitches, which it was designed afterwards to handle

through a particular type of dry-kiln. Usually the trucks are

loaded the same as an ordinary dry-kiln truck, and after the

lumber is steamed, are run out on storage tracks for air drying.

Of course, it is possible and logical that wood may be darkened in

an equipment of this sort, but if it is darkened without the aid

of ammonia or other chemicals, it is done by such an excessive

steam pressure or time of steaming as to make it more than likely

that the wood fiber is impaired in strength. Hence steaming lum-

ber under pressure is a process to be handled with care and skill, so

that there may be a surety that the quality of the wood is improved

rather than deteriorated.

Manufacturers interested should bear in mind that there is

nothing new in the general proposition of improving the quality

and reducing the time for seasoning lumber involved in steaming

it under pressure. All there is new about the Kraetzer preparator

is the patented door, which renders possible the handling of a full

truck load of lumber at a charge quickly and cheaply; and the

schedule established by the company for knowing exactly the

proper time and pressure to give each kind and thickness of wood

to attain the best possible results in subsequent seasoning.

The Kraetzer apparatus has now been installed by several lum-

ber manufacturing houses, and in every instance it has proven a

distinct success. The company now has orders on hand for several

more installations, and it is thoroughly believable that this system

of handling lumber from the saw to the car will very speedily

come into general use among manufacturers of all varieties of

lumber.

Vi;
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Tales of the Trade
HE DIDN'T WIRE

About a year ago G. W. Everts of the Payson Smith Lumber

Company, of Minneapolis, while on a trip through Illinois, was

spending the night at Rock Island. After he had retired he heard

voices in tbo next room and noticed that the name "Joe Cannon"

was frequently mentioned. From the drift of the conversation,

which Mr. Everts claims that he could not help overhearing, he

decided that he was learning a great many of the political secrets

of one of the great statesmen of Illinois, which were not to be

found in the newspapers or magazines. He did not find it diffi-

cult to keep awake until about one o'clock in the morning; in fact,

lay awake an hour or two later trying to decide whether to tele-

graph the news to the Chicago American or Collier's.

Strolling up to the desk the next morning, Mr. Everts remarked

to the clerk, "I see we have quite a prominent politician with us."

"Who is that?" replied the clerk.

"Why, Uncle Joe Cannon."

"Not that I know of," said the clerk, "but I will see," and

immediately looked over the register. "Can't find him, sir; guess

you have made a mistake."

Mr. Everts was not satisfied until he had looked over the

register himself and discovered the name of "Joseph Gannon,"
who, it seems, is a leading politician in that section. He decided

then that no conversation would be accepted by him as authentic

unless directed to him in the first person, accompanied by a photo-

graph of the speaker, properly sworn and attested to.

HEADS OE '
' TALES? '

'

A few months ago, when on a trip to Chicago, A. C. Bohn of the

Waldstein Lumber Company of St. Louis (affectionately known
by the trade as "Aleck,"), was walking with a couple of friends

when they passed a very high building. Aleck, happening to

glance up, saw the head of a horse protruding from a fifteenth story

window. The animal was used in that part of the building for

hauling material and was calmly gazing out over the city trying

to locate either a fire or get a glimpse of a haystack on the old

farm.

"Look at that horse!" exclaimed Aleck.

"What horse?" said one of his friends.
'

' Why, don 't you see his head sticking out of that fifteenth story

window?" replied Aleck.
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"Xo horse there that I see," and this was solemnly sworn to by
the other men of the party. Several bystanders became interested

and at a wink from the ringleader of the bunch, Aleck swears that

every member of the crowd swore that there was no horse in sight.

He and his friends, followed by the crowd, walked up and down
the street arguing the matter, but not being able to come to an

agreement, they visited the proprietor of the building, who posi-

tively stated that to his best knowledge and belief no horse had
ever been in the store, nor had he ever known of one even looking

at it as he passed.

There is a certain notary in Chicago, who claims that on that-

particular day a portly, well dressed, fine looking gentleman,

apparently from the South, appeared before him and signed a

certain legal document, the fulfillment of which was calculated to

prevent traveling salesmen seeing '
' day horses " or " night mares. '

'

SCIENCE UNAPPRECIATED
Several years ago, when the city of Duluth was building its

Aerial bridge, which by the way is the only one of its kind in the

city and one of two in the world at large, Bert Trump, the genial

salesman of the Thomas & Proetz Lumber Company of St. Louis,

visited that city. This bridge is in the form of three sides of a

square, the water forming the fourth and passengers are carried

in a car suspended from the top side, much as a basket is carried

on the under side of a cable and the frame extends probably 135

feet in the air.

Bert looked at it for some time and then remarked to a com-

panion that he did not see how people were to make much time

climbing up the sides of that thing, and unless they had a very high

railing he thought there would be danger of their blowing off in a

storm. He later explained that he did not think he was to be

blamed for not understanding the thing if this was the only one in

captivity at the present time.

POMPEIIAN CREAM IS RECOMMENDED
A. C. Connor of the Joyce-Connor Lumber Comiiauy of Minne-

apolis, recently had an experience which proved conclusively to

him that "beauty is only skin deep."

When going through tonsorial operations, his barber persuaded

him to take an electric machine massage, but on every attempt to

run the rubber vibrator over Mr. Connor's face, the machine

stopped.

"Alex" stated that he had heard of faces that would stop a

clock, but had really never dreamed that his would stop a machine.

JOHN, THE ENTHUSIAST
John W. Burns of the Conasauga Lumber Company of Cincin-

nati is considerable of a baseball fan and the story is told, that

on attending a game last year in Cincinnati, he arrived while the

game was in progress and after alighting from the car and while

making a "bee line" for the gate, felt something strike him in the

side, but in his enthusiasm he paid no attention to it. He realized,

however, that "something was doing" in the park and after secur-

ing his seat, asked a neighbor what had happened. He was in-

formed that one of the long hitters had knocked a ball over the

fence.

Mr. Burns became much engrossed in the game and after an

exciting period, during which he had done his best to root for the

home team, he felt for his handkerchief to remove evidence of his

exertion, and was astonished to find a league ball in his pocket; it

then developed that the aforementioned "home run" had been

unconsciously recovered by him outside the fence.

John says it makes him sick to think of wasting that fifty cents,

as he could have gotten in free with the ball.

SPEAKING FROM EXPERIENCE
Not long ago a friend of A. S. Bliss of the A. S. Bliss Lumber

Company of Minneapolis, was given a sock shower by his intimate

friends in honor of the near approach of his marriage. Quite late

on the afternoon of the event Mr. Bliss hurried home, intending to

have the partner of his sorrows and joys wrap up his package.

To his disappointment she was out, and he hustled around finding

string, paper, etc., for the necessary arrangement of the package.
Grabbing up a card from his card case, he hastily wrote his best
wishes and started out with quite a satisfied feeling.

Arrived at the shower, of course the bundles were opened amid
the reading of the congratulations, and imagine the surprise of
Mr. Bliss on hearing this epitaph: "With love and deepest sym-
pathy, from A. S. Bliss."

Explanation: It seems that Mrs. B. had been sending flowers for

the funeral of a friend and after writing one card, was not satis-

fied, so wrote another, and Mr. Bliss had accidentally picked up the

one that had been discarded. It took several apologies to make this

right with the prospective bridegroom.

LUMBER PHILOSOPHY
"I have never seen a mill yard yet," remarked a jobber, "that

did not have many odds and ends and piles of stock, which the

millman was anxious to move, and I have rarely taken a trip

to the mills that I haven't found in their yard, one or more items

that I could place promptly. It is a strange thing to me that so

few millmen have a policy of going through their yards at frequent

intervals, listing these items and putting them before their cus-

tomers.

"If I could educate my mill connections to do this, it would
enable me to move a quantity of stock for them and allow them
to turn perfectly dead items into cash.

'

' It has always been a policy of mine to allow my customer to

make some money on stock he buys from me. I will attend to

my end of the profit, but I endeavor as much as possible to make
a price to him, especially in any bargains offered to me, so that the

man considers me as a valuable man from whom to buy.

"I know of a retail yard man who boasts that his buying is

done so closely that no one ever makes any money on their

sales to him. This, I believe, is a poor policy, as the salesman and

the manufacturer who have bargains to offer certainly will not put

them up to the man who is not profitable to them. The well

trodden path is to the door of the man who is willing to give as

well as take.

"I once knew a wholesaler who always represented his stock

so high as to grade, widths and lengths, in fact everything con-

nected with it, that when he did have a good car of lumber and so

described it nobody believed it. Nothing that he offered was ever

other than 'gilt edged,' with a few gold dollars hanging down at

the end of each board, and I am confident that he suffered in con-

sequence with the trade."

The Lumber Situation in Buffalo
The Buffalo Lumber Exchange reports that the lumber receipts by

canal during the year ending Dec. 31, 1911, were 65,811,000 feet.

Domestic receipts by lake for the year were 80,035,000 feet. There

were 688,599,000 shingles of domestic manufacture brought in via

lake steamers. All of these items represent a very material increase

over the report of the year before. The receipts of lumber by rail

and lake during the year ending Dec. 31, 1911, were 47,994,000 feet,

a decrease of almost 20,000,000 feet. Rail receipts of hardwood

during the year were 41,160,000 feet, a decrease of 2,776 carloads

over the previous year. The next in volume was yellow pine, repre-

senting receipts of 22,176,000 feet, showing an increase of 299 cars.

The receipts of hemlock were increased by 196 cars during the year.

The total receipts of lumber, 102,901,000 feet, represented a de-

crease of 32,113,400 feet. The grand total of all receipts of forest

products as lumber in board feet was 307,914,000 feet, representing

an increase of 23,260,000 feet over the previous year.

Against these figures are shipments of 44,898,000 feet of hardwood,

a decrease of 2,021 cars; 8,704,000 feet of yellow pine, a decrease of

33 cars, and 61,364,000 feet of white pine, an increase of 781 cars.

The grand total of shipments by rail as lumber was 149,591,000 feet,

showing an increase of 8,156,000 feet over the previous year.

A report of stocks on hand at the Buffalo yards Dec. 31, 1911, shows

60,267,000 feet of hardwood; 7,571,000 feet of yellow pine; 51,-

190,000 feet of white pine. The total of all was 145,385,000 feet.
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The Floods in the South

Although Hardwood Record has been in possession of a good

many photographs showing the terrible flood situation that has pre-

vailed over the entire range of hardwood producing country from

Cairo to New Orleans for some time, it has heretofore refrained from

publishing these pictures. It is not the policy of this paper to recite

hard luck stories, but in this connection it is showing a series of

engravings made from photographs in one district of Arkansas,

which is typical of the entire southern hardwood lumber producing

country.
This calamity is a monumental one, not only in loss of lite and

personal distress of thousands of inhabitants, but in a monetary way
as well. Undeniably it means ruin to many operators who are not

well entrenched financially, and this of course is not as terrible as

the tremendous loss of life, starvation and suffering encountered by

the inhabitants over a large area of the lower Mississippi valley.

In comparison the Titanic disaster sinks into insignificance.

IN THE EDGE OF THE FOREST. .NEAR FORREST CITY. ARK.

AT AN ARKANSAS RAILWAY STATION A FLOODED COMMISSARY LIVING ON A RAFT

GETTING LIVE STOCK TO SAFETY TAKING OFF REFUGEES A PIANO AND CALFINTP;.M1(>H.\RV SAFETY



A DKOWNEDOUT SAWMILL OPERATION

A COTTON GIX IN FLOODED DISTRICT KOCK ISLAND BRIDGE ACROSS ST.
CIS RIVER

FRAN- RAIL AND WA'J'EK FACILITIES AT WIDE-
NER STATION

B 246—Seeks Market for Brazilian Woods
I.ondou. E. ('.. Apr. 22.— Editor H.\rdwood

Record : We are just openitig up a business in

Europe for the marketing o£ Brazilian woods.
It would be of great assistance to us to know
to what extent per annum Brazilian woods are
sold in the United States.

We would esteem it a favor if you would indi-

cate the sources from which we might secure

current prices of various Brazilian woods, includ-

ing mahogany, imbuias (walnut), rosewood, teak,

satinwood and hardwoods suitable for railway

sleepers and wood block pavings.
• LnMBER Company.

To the writer of the above letter it has

been stated that the importation of Brazilian

woods to the United States is so limited as

to amount to very little, but that beyond

doubt a considerable trade could be developed

here for mahogany and a smaller trade in

rosewood, satinwood and teak, but there would

be no possibility of marketing at a profit

railroad ties or wood paving blocks.

Anyone interested in this source of supply

can have the address of the writer upon ap-

plication by referring to B 246.

—

Editor.

B 247—How It Handles Trade
Boston, Mass.. May 3.—Editor Hardwood

Record : To show you how we handle our pur-

chases and sales of lumber, we advocate to all

purchasing agents of railroads, large corpora-

tions, etc., when sending out their requisitions,

to state that the lumber is to be inspected by

National hardwood lumber rules and a certificate

attached to the invoice. On this basis of sale

we have just as good a chance as anyone else,

unless some manufacturer prefers to sell direct

to the consumer at the same price he would sell

us, which we consider very poor judgment, as

we are on the ground to look after the shipper's

interest in case of trouble. However, we might
say there should not be much trouble in sales

and purchases handled in the wa.v noted. Already

several eastern railroads have adopted this sys-

tem.

Strange to say, however, on a lot of ash we re-

cently bid on one concern beat us out at fifteen

dollars a thousand feet. As we only added a bare

living profit to our cost, we feel there is some-

thing wrong with it. Either certificate of grade

was not attached or a quotation was made on the

basis of the old mixture of grades. Common
sense tells us that under the present lumber

situation no man would be warranted in selling

straight grades at any such price as quoted.

The foregoing is an abstract from a letter

from a leading Boston manufacturing and

jobbing house, and is an added evidence of

the fact that the legitimate jobber is trying

to do business on the level, and furthermore

that another element of the trade is doing

exactly the contrary thing.

—

Editor.

B 248—Seeks Ash Baluster Stock
Paterson, N. J., May 4.—Editor Hardwood

Record : Will you make known to your readers

that we are in the market for ash taluster

squares 1 V2"xli'i"x2'—8 long, and also for Dx5

and 6x6 ash newel squares ? We prefer best

quality in all of the above, but are disposed to

accept some proportion of seconds if the shipper

desires it. In the newel posts we can take con-

siderable quantity under 10' long, but the 5"

cuts largely to D', and the 6" to average of 6'

lengths.

Lumber Company.

Any reader interested in this prospective

order can have the address ou application by

referring to B 248.

—

Editor.

B 249—Liverpool String Measure

In reply to a recent inquiry from a Ken-

tucky correspondent, asking for information

concerning '
' Liverpool string measure, '

' we

referred the subject to our Liverpool corre-

spondent, who gives the details of this system

of measurement as follows:

Liverpool, Apr. 26.—Editor Hardwood
Record ; I have your letter re. Liverpool string

measure. The method is as follows :

A thin piece of string is put around the center

of the log. The string is then doubled and then

doubled again, and then placed upon an ordi-

nary rule. This is called the quarter-girth. The
quarter-girth is then squared and multiplied by

the length, the total being divided by 144 to

give the cubic contents.

—41—
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In cases where bark is on the log ^2" is al-

lowed up to 11%" girth: 1". 12" to 171/2":

IW, 18" to 23^"; and %" for every additional

6 inches.

Of course the system is mathematically un-

sound, but it is in general practice throughout
the United Kingdom.

B 250—A New Railroad Graft
Columbus, O., May 2.—Editor Hakdwood

Record : It appears that the New York Central

and Hudson River Railroad has a tariff in ex-

istence whereby if a car of lumber is refused

in Rochester, N. Y., it tells the shipper that if

it is not released by Saturday night, it will have

it stored at shipper's expense. This is likely to

lead a shipper ito think that they mean what
they say, that they will store the ear at a fair

basis of charge, and he "falls" for the propo-

sition to get out of temporary trouble and avoid

a dollar a day car service. However, the lum-

ber trade should be warned that they don't

avoid car service, and that the railroad has a

tariff published wherein when they unload a

car to release equipment they have a right to

charge one dollar a day while the lumber lies

on the ground. This is manifestly unfair and
we think you should warn the lumber associa-

tions of this practice. Other railroads may be

doing the same thing, but we never heard of it.

Our experience in this game has recently cost us

close to a hundred dollars.

Company.

B 251—Seeks Twenty Years' Record of

Prices
Louisville, Ky., May 1.—Editor Hardwood

Record ; We are trying to got up some statistics

showing the different level of prices on hardwood
lumber, say on oak, poplar and ash, for the

past twenty years. If you have any such in-

formation in your office or you can tell us

where we can secure it, we will be very grate-

ful.

LUMDER & Box CCMPANY.

The writer of the above fetter has been

advised that so far as we know- there is no

authentic record of the range of hardwood

prices covering the last two decades. During

the last two or three years the Forest Service

has made an attempt to establish such a

roster of prices, and it is just possible that

this service can make an apiiroximation of

values that obtained during the time nanieil.

If anyone has any data on this subject that

would prove of value to the inquirer, Hard-

wood Record would be pleased to receive it

for the purpose of forwarding it.

—

Editor.

B 252—Seeks Information About Balm of
Gilead

Buffalo, N. Y., Apr. 30.—Editor IIakdwooii

Record : We understand that Balm of Gilead

lumber has been used for the manufacture of

box shooks. If you have any information re-

garding the use of this material for the above

purpose we would appreciate it very much if

you will let us have it.

Company.

The writer of the above letter has been in-

formed that Balm of Gilead is regarded as

quite an important material for the produc-

tion of boxes and box shooks, and he has been

referred to several manufacturers of this

wood for further information. Any others

who are seeking a market for Balm of Gilead

can have the address of the inquirer upon

application to this publication and referrin;:;

to B 252.—Editor.

B 253

—

Change in Sales Management
\Ve are in receipt of tlie following letter

from The Madera Company, extensive pro-

ducer of Mexican pine.

—

Editor.

Chicago, Apr. 20.—Editor Hardwood Record:
You will take notice that Allan H. Daugharty,
formerly sales manager of The Madera Com-
pany, resigned on Apr. 22.

John O. Crockett was on that date elected

president of The Madera Company, and will

hereafter have jurisdiction over the sales de-

partment. The sales office will be continued in

the McCormick building.

The Madera Company,
G. J. M. Porter. Assistant Secretary.

B 254—Seeks Maple Bicycle Rims
New York. Apr. 20.—Editor Hardwood

Record : With your acquaintance in the hard-

wood trade you can no doubt refer us to some
good and reliable manufacturers of maple strips

for bicycle rims, and we would indeed appre-

ciate any information you may give us.

Company.
The above inquiry is from a leading ex-

porting and importing house, which has been

furnished with a list of a few producers of

maple bicycle rims. Any others interested

in communicating with this company can have

the address upon application and referring to

B 254.

—

Editor.

B 255
—

'Wood vs. Steel Office Furniture

Monroe, Mich., May 3.—Editor Hardwood
Record : I have been noting with considerable

interest the editorial policy of Hardwood
Record on the subject of steel and wood office

furniture comparisons. There is a great deal of

misapprehension on the part of some consumers
on this subject, whose idea has been that with
steel equipment absolute safety from fire dam-
age is assured, while actual experience has so

many times proven the contrary. Just such
editorial work as you have been putting forth

will serve to rapidly enlighten the consumers
on this point.

Company.

B 256—Seeking Black Walnut Logs

London, E. C, Apr. 22.—Editor Hardwood
Record: I am sailing for New York on May 7

and one of the objects of my trip will be to find

some high-class black w-alnut logs. I wish you
would supply me at my New York address at-

tached, with a list of the best people to see for

this purpose regardless of where they are lo-

cated. Understand I want logs not lumber, and
the larger the stocks the better I will be pleased.

In reply to the above letter the inquirer has

been supplied with the names of all those

listed in Hardwood Record's Information

Service as producers and handlers of black

walnut logs. Any others interested in the

requirements of this buyer, who represents a

large British importing house, can have the

address on application by referring to B
256.

—

Editor.

>ri)sroi:TO5OTaiiliW;TOMtlJ!^^

'News Miscellany

Meeting Philadelphia Exchange
The lirst monthly mculing of the Lumbermen's

Exchange of Philadelphia, under the new ad-

ministration, preceded Ijy the usual luncheon,

was held April 2. William T. Betts, the new
president, on his first opening of the meeting,

was greeted with hearty applause, which demon-
stration was gracefully accepted. Routine busi-

ness was followed by a resolution changing some
of the by-laws, etc., after which the president

announced the following committees to ait dur-

ing 1912:

Legislation Committee—Ralph Soudor, chair-

man : Fisher Dalrymple, J. Danforth Bush, Edwin
B. Malone, J. E. Troth.

Office and Entertainment Committee—
George A. Howes, chairman : George Kodgmen.
William P. Shearer, Howard Ketcham, Victor

IC. K regie r.

By-Laws and Rules Committee— S. Ashton.

chairman; (iwen M. Bruner, W. Henry Smedley.

Credit Bureau Committee—Amos Y. Lesher,

chairman : Haniol Adams. John E. Lloyd.

Railroad .\nd Transportation Committee— B.

Franklin Betts, chairman ; Thomas B. Hammer,
Charles M. Chestnut^ Robert G. Kay, A. J.

Cadwallador.

Memrersiiip Committee—James A. Richard-

son, chairman : Franklin A. Smith, Jr. : Charles

M. Strickler. Joseph P. Comegys, John W. Colc>s.

Fi.NANCE Committee—George F. Craig, chair-

man : Herbert P. Robinson, William H. Fritz.

Advisory Board of the American Forestry
Association—J. Randall Williams, Jr., chair-

man : Robert C. Lippincott, Frederick S. Under-

bill.

Work of the New Michigan Fire Warden
'^be first accomplishment of Charles F. Hickok.

the new chief fire warden employed by the

Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,

has been to divide the lands under his care into

eleven districts. It may be found more logical

to divide them into twelve in the near future.

Every district will have its district warden.

Mr. Hickok is further working along the lines

of education, endeavoring to work up a sentiment

nmong the settlers in Michigan, which will in-

sure their co-operation in an effort to entirely

eradicate the probability of forest flres in the

woods of that state. The citizens will be sup-

plied with state fire laws, and everything possi-

ble will be done to give a proper conception of

Ihe importance of the work.

Tri-State Lumbermen's Club

On Apr. 30 a number of the members of the

Hardwood Man|ufacturers' Association of the

United States wore invited to meet at the

Ventura hotel, Ashland, Ky.. from the district

contiguous to this point, for the purpose of dis-

cussion of conditions in the hardwood industry.

This meeting resulted In the formation of a

club which was named the Tri-State Lumber-
men's Club. There were seventeen men in at-

tendance, all of whom represent large Inter-

ests and are associated with the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association. Much interesting

information developed, and it was felt that the

formation of an organization would create an
efficient medium through which to get at ques-

tions at hand, and to arrive at an understand-

ing of conditions of stocks on hand, to best

meet the requirements of the consumer.

Everyone present joined the organization,

W. H. Dawkins being elected chairman of the

meeting and E. K. Malian secretary. It was
decided to hold the next meeting at Hunting-

ton at Hotel Frederick on the afternoon of May
18. The importance of the organization can

be judged from the fact that those in attend-

ance represented an output annually of over

100,000,000 feet of lumber. It is hoped and
planned to bring the membership up to fifty In

the near future.

Among other things, it is lioped that the new
enterprise will result in more thoroughly look-

ing out for the interests of the purchaser and
taking care of his various interests in the mat-

ter of purchasing lumber. The first meeting

resulted in the interchange of a great deal of

information of value to all, and It is hoped that

this spirit of good-fellowship will develop even

more strongly at subsequent meetings.
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It was developed that there would be a
fairly good supply of poplar to meet the de-

mand in the immediate future, and that if the

purchaser could not secure stock from one firm,

he would very likely get what he wanted from
another member.

The sentiment relative to the oak situation

was that oak is very strong at present, and
there is all probability of a decided strengthen-

ing in price as the season advances.

Hardwood Manufacturers' Bulletin

Bulletin No. 144 -issued by the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association of the United States

contains a brief excerpt from a report of Bruce
Odell, chairman of the committee on market
conditions of the Michigan Hardwood Mauu-
I'acturers' Association, dealing with the question

of prices in hardwood. The report deplores the

tendency on the part of the public to judge the

general market price of lumber by the prices

on some particular items, failing to understand
that a large percentage of the general cut is

being marketed at an actual loss, and that but

n small percentage must carry this loss in order

I'ike and Lonsdale car line. The company also

has a full equipped Clark band mill equipment,
wliich it is operating on two thousand acres of

hardwood timber land, which it recently pur-

chased, and beside this has the output of several

other mills under contract.

Mapbet & Shea Lumber Company is incor-

porated under the laws of Tennessee with an
authorized capital of .$75,000, of which $38,000
is paid in. The company is made up of Ed.
Mapbet, president and manager ; James T. Shea,

vice-president, and John F. Shea, treasurer ; E.

J. Clarke, secretary ; and C. E. Brooks and A. J.

Mapbet, who are also directors.

Ed. Mapbet and the Shea brothers are too

well known in the lumber trade to require any
further introduction.

Mr. Clarke is a native of Pennsylvania and
a man of long experience in the lumber indus-

try. He was tor many years with James B.

Weed & Co., and came to the east Tennessee
country with the Shea brothers when they were

doing the logging for the Little River Lumber
Company. He has been an employe of either

one or both of these institutions ever since.

the oBBce of Secretary Fish and of assistant

secretary H. J. Fuller have a splendid view of

Lake Michigan.

On entering there is a large reception hall,

well furnished, beyond which is a roomy, light

stenographers' room. Opening from the recep-

tion hall is the office of Chief Inspector II. A.

Hoover of the association, while to the left is

the large directors' room, splendidly furnished

in quartered oak. The private offices of the

secretary and assistant secretary are arranged

alongside of the stenographers' quarters in the

front of the building.

The new quarters afford much better facilities

for handling the increasing work of the associa-

tion, and Secretary Fish issues a cordial invita-

tion to the trade to inspect his new home.

Meeting Philadelphia Wholesalers

The Philadelphia Wholesale Lumlicr Dealers'

Association held a meeting preceded by a dinner

at the Union League, April IS. Horace A.

Reeves, Jr., president, was in the chair.

S. P. Bowers Company. J. Wistar Evans and

ED MAPHET, PRESIDENT MAPHET & SHEA
LUMBER COMPANY, KNOXVILLE, TENN.

to show a reasonably fair profit on the gross in-

vestment.

Another article headed "Substitution to be

Confronted." gives quite a little attention to

the wood substitute game. Specific arguments

are enumerated against the steel automobile

body as compared to wooden bodies ; metal trim

as compared with wooden interior finish, and

steel cars as compared to wooden cars.

From a communication in the bulletin from a

Mississippi manufacturer, it is manifest that the

situation in that country is strong so far as

prices are concerned. The communication cites

gratifying strength in No. 1. 2 and 3 gum. The

winter and spring cut is but one-fourth of nor-

mal, and with no gains in production made by

gum manufacturers for four or five years, stocks

at mills, yards and factories are lower than ever.

Thus far the trade this year, according to the

letter, has been supplied by the 1911 cut. and

as soon as the demand falls on the winter and

spring cut the effect will be felt.

Maphet & Shea Lumber Company

In the last issue of ILvedwood Recohd a brief

announcement was made of the Maphet & Shea

Lumber Company, manufacturer and wholesaler

at Knoxville, Tenn. This institution has estab-

lished an office at 703-70.5 Henson building.

Knoxville, and conducts a yard at Middlebrook

JAMES T. SHEA, VICE-PRESIDENT MAPHET
& SHEA LUMBER COMPANY, KNOX-

VILLE, TENN.

Mr. Clarke will dispatch the duties of general

bookkeeper as well as that of secretary of the

company.
Mr. Brooks and A. J. Maphet are well known

inspectors, and both have been associated with

Ed. Maphet in the lumber business for some

years.

The peculiar feature of the makeup of the

Maphet & Shea Lumber Company is that every

officer, director and stockholder, first saw the

light of day north of the Mason & Dixon line,

and everyone of them is a worker. The well-

known Shea brothers are natives of Pennsyl-

vania, while the Maphets were born and reared

at Madison, Ohio. On this page is shown a

counterfeit presentment of the principals of the

Maphet & Shea Lumber Company.

New Ofllces National Hardwood Lumber
Association

Secretary Fish of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association is well settled in his splen-

did new suite of offices on the eighteenth floor

of the McCormick building. Chicago, having

moved from the old offices in the Rector building

about the first of the month. The new quarters

comprise a suite of six rooms, providing ample

accomodations for the various officers associ-

ated with Mr. Fish, also commodious directors'

room and anteroom. The stenographers' office.

JOHN F. SHEA, TREASURER MAPHET &
SHEA LUMBER COMPANY, KNOX-

VILLE, TENN.

Kramer & Co. were elected members of the

association.

A feature of the evening was a talk by Owen
M. Bruner, who has just returned from a de-

lightful trip to the Panama canal and surround-

ing country, on the great work going on there

and the facilitation commercially to the business

man generally which its completion will mean.

As is always the case, a word from a visitor to

this spot to which the eye of the country is so

eagerly turned, was received with the usual

avidity.

A Recent Eeorganization

Several months ago the E. C. Bradley Lum-
ber Company was incorporated at Cincinnati,

O., E. C. Bradley being president. L. R. Harvey,

secretary, and D. G. Wilson, treasurer. This

concern is closely affiliated with Wm. Whitmer

& Sons of Philadelphia, and was formed for the

purpose of handling the product of the Whitmer

mills in West Virginia and North Carolina as

well as doing a general wholesale business.

This close connection with such a well-known

house as Wm. Whitmer & Sons gave the E. C.

Bradley Lumber Company a steady and ade-

quate source of supply for such hardwoods as

ash. oak, poplar and chestnut and for spruce.

This company is operating three large large mills

in West Virginia and one at Crestmont, N. C.
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The latter is known as the Champion Lumber
Company. All of these mills turn out first-

elass stock, and have facilities for resawing and
planing, while the ' Champion mill is equipped
with adequate dry-kiln facilities. This mill is

located on a tract of 90,000 acres of virgin tim-

ber owned by the Whitmer interests, and Cin-

cinnati is the natural outlet for this stock to the

North, Northwest and to Canada.
Mr. Bradley, who actively manages the busi-

ness of the E. C. Bradley Lumber Company.
was formerly connected with the Fullerton-

Powell Hardwood Lumber Company at the South
Bend office. "When that company opened up a

yard at Cincinnati, he was shifted to that city.

He remained with the company for two years,

at the end of which time he started in business

for himself, operating along those lines, until

his recent affiliation with NA'm. Whitmer & Sons,

as above mentioned.

The offices of the K. C. Bradley f.umber Com
pany are in the Gerke building. The other mills,

besides the Champion Lumber (Company mill,

are located at Dobbin, Horton and Laneville, W.
Va.

New Cypress Organization

The Flint River Cypress Company is Ihe style

of a new organization recently incorporated to

erect a mill at Albany, Ga. Kbon J. Marsh of

Waycross, Ga., formerly of the Mar.sh Cypress

Company ; R. H. Paul of Watertown, Fla., and

F. B. Gardner of Jacksonville, Fla., are the

principals of the new corporation, Mr. Marsh
being president. R. H. Paul, ,secretary and
treasurer and Mr. Gardner, sales manager.

The new mill will have a daily capacity of

40,000 feet, and will be modern in every detail.

Mr. Marsh will lie in active charge of the Albany

end of the business while the sales department
will be located at .Jacksonville. Mr. Gardner

has already opened a sales office in the Atlantic

National building in that city, and is ready to

do business. The plant will saw cypress, poplar

and hardwoods. The mill will have connections

with three railroads.

New Quarters Chicago Association

The Lumbermen's Association of Chicago has

taken new quarters iu the Stock Exchange build-

ing, which have been completely remodeled to

suit the requirements of the association. The
new quarters provide much more ample room,

and are much more conveniently laid out than

the old rooms in the Chamber of Commerce.
There are five rooms, each of them being desig-

nated for a particular jjurpose. Secretar.v E.

E. Hooper has his private office on one side of

the large entrance hall, and directly opposite

him is the general working room in which will

be the multigraph and other machines. In the

back of the suite is a large general meeting

room. The work of remodeling and moving in

has just been completed and Secretary Hooper

Is well pleased in his new quarters.

An Important Reorganization

One of the most notable happenings in hard-

wood circles of late is the reorganization of the

Bayou Sara Lumber Company of Bayou Sara,

La. The officers of the new corporation are J.

F. Irvine, president ; E. G. Westmoreland, vice-

president and manager ; G. M. Lester, secretary

and treasurer. Associated with them in the di-

rectorate are K. C. Smith and A. L. Sprague.

The affairs of the reorganized company will i>e

actively managed by E. G. Westmoreland, who
has a wide experience in cypress affairs.

This company now owns in the neighborhood
of 100,000,000 feet of timber in the West
Feliciana Parish, La., running mostly to cypress,

tupelo, Cottonwood, oak and gum.
The company's sawmill is up-to-date in every

particular, and it will turn out a large produc-

tion of high-grade lumber. It is planned to tear

down the present planing mill and erect a new
one.

Capital for the newly extended operations of

this company was secured by a ten year bond
issue on the timber holdings and mill plant for

$123,000. T. S. McGrath of Chicago, who has
been prominently identified with work of this

kind for some time placed the loan, the bonds
being purchased by W. A. Hamlin & Co. of De-
troit, Mich.

New President Cincinnati Lumbermen's
Club

Charles F. Shiels of Charles F. Shiels & Co.,

r'incinnati, was elected on Monday. May 6. to

Ihe presidency of the Cincinnati Ltimbermen's
Club. Mr. Shiels has been in the hardwood man-
ufacturing and wholesaling business in Cincin-

nati for a good many years, and is esteemed as

one of Cincinnati's most alert and aggressive

lumbermen. He is amply qualified in every way
to successfully carry on the work of his prede-

cessor, Sam W. Richey.

Liunberman's Trip to His Mills

Charles K. Parry of Charles K. Parry & Co..

Philadelphia, gives an interesting account of a

recent trip to their mill at Pensacola, N. C,
where he spent so much time he had to forego

a more extended tour, which he intended, of his

(HAS. 1'. SIUKJ.S. PRESIDENT ClNCIN.NA'll

LUMKKRMKNS CLUB

southern connections. At this mill the firm is

cutting some poplar, oak, chestnut and bass-

wood, and ill all Mr. Parry's trips through West
Virginia and the Canadian timber fields, he

says, he has never seen such large timber as he

found on the mountains at Pensacola. A large

percentage of the spruce trees are at least three

feet in diameter and hold that width in many
cases for eigiity and ninety feet. The red oak
and poplar trees are enormous in size and the

average cut of the mill is considerabl.v higher

in grade than any other stock Mr. Parry has
ever known. One large chestnut log by actual

count and inspection, made while he was at the

mill, was over eighty per cent I's and ii's, and the

balance etiuall.v divided between No. 1 and No.

2 common. Mr. Parry states that their chest-

nut thiYiughont will average at least fifty per
cent common and better.

Most ijeeuliai- conditions exist on the moun-
tain side, Mr. Parry says, at this time. In many
places a coating of ice from one to six inches

thick is seen, apparently kept from melting by
the heavy moss which covers the entire mountain
side, and which in some places is two feet thick.

At some points it was utterly impossible to see

the sun through the dense tree tops, and the

soil was very wet antl damp, even though the

location is ."..uni) feet above the sea level.

A Notable Expansion

The Chicago oflices of the Lumbermen's Credit
Association were recently removed from the
Great Northern building to beautiful quarters
at 174G-1762 Heisen building, one of the latest
additions to Chicago's skyscraper colony.,. The
building is at 60S South Dearborn street. . ,

The Lumbermen's Credit Association ',will oc-

cupy 4,000 square feet of space, representing
double the space formerly occupied. The offices

comprise the entire south end of the : bliilding,

and are Ught, cheerful and commodious.-. The
new quarters strikingly reflect the growth and
success of this institution. . .

At the same time the New York office has
been obliged to seek more commodious quarters,

and has removed to Suite 1600 Hilliard building,

M .John street. The association extends an in-

vitation to the trade to visit its new quarters.

Death of Mrs. A. E. 'Wilson

.\fter a lingering illness, the wife of A. E.

Wilson of the Wilson Cypress Company, well-

known manufacturer at Palatka. Fla., died at

Aiken. S. C. on Apr. 29. Mr. Wilson will have
the sincere condolence of many friends, both
within and without the lumber industry at the

loss of his life's companion.

Notable Cargo Cuban Mahogany

The wc'll-known lirm of Moffett, Robbins &
Co., composed of T. .T. Moftett and E. W. Rob-
bins, who are also owners of the Maley, Thomp-
son & .Moffett Compan.v of Cincinnati, O., pro-

ducer of high-class foreign and domestic lumber
and veneers, has been operating in Cuba for

many years past. The firm entered the Cuban
lield Immediately after the Spanish-American
war. and since that time has been engaged in

• xploiting the island tor mahogany. It equipped
au up-to-date band sawmill at Havana, which is

also fitted tip with planers and dimension mill

iiiaehinery. which have been in operation for the

past ten years. At this plant the firm carries

a large stock of Cuban mahogan.v lumber, which
Is sold in part locally, but to a considerable

extent is exported to the United States and to all

European countries.

The company's mill is located on Havana bay,

and has its own wharf. It is thus equipped to

make delivery to any part of the United States

as quickly as from most local markets.

In addition to the office at Cincinnati, in con-

nection with the Maley, Thompson & Moffett

Company, Moffett, Robbins & Co. have an office

at 6.") Beaver street. New York City, two blocks

below Wall street, and also have a fine storage

yard and mahogany warehouse in Brooklyn, both
of which they have maintained for many years.

The firm has exploited the island of Cuba very

fully, and by reason of long experience, knows
just where to find the best timber on the island.

For this reason it is able at all times to supply

Cuban mahogany, either in the log or in the

form of lumber, of such texture, color, quality

and figure as has been unknown tor many years

heretofore.

This firm has been shipping many millions of

feet of Cuban mahogany to the United States and
abroad for years, but never in the history of the

industry has such a cargo of mahogany logs been

shipped as that on board the steamship .Vntares,

which has just arrived in New Y'ork harbor.

This cargo consists of nearly a million feet of

Cuban mahogany, and embraced in the lot Is

some of the best and finest figured wood that the

Island of Cuba ever produced. Owing to the size

and quality of the wood, it is regarded as a re-

markably notable cargo of Cuban mahogany, and
one which is causing a great deal of favorable

(omment on the enterprise of Messrs. Moffett

and Robbins. The cargo will be distributed

throughout the United States and European
countries which they supply with this class of

wood.
Moffett, Robbins & Co. are by far the largest

exporters of Cuban wood in the world, and have
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extended their sway over the Cuban produeinc;

markets, as well as the selling markets, until

tbeir position is now a dominant one In this

splendid class of mahogany. As is well known.
Cuban mahoi-'any possesses superior qualities,

especially for the highest type of chair furniture

and finishing work, and being of beautiful color

iind dense and line texture, it takes a remark-
ably beautiful and attractive finish.

In their mahogany lumber operations Moffett,

Robbins & Co. have revolutionized the Cuban
mahogany lumber business by furnishing the

trade with well manufactured, parallel edged,

hand sawed stock, and of the exact grade the

customer may require for his particular line

of production.

When this firm began its operations in Cuba,
the wood was used only in a limited way, and
the lumber obtainable was badly manufactured,
crooked and generally of poor quality as well

as appearance, but now, largely through its ef-

forts, properly manufactured stock of correct

grade is alwa.ys obtainable, and many of the

largest and best manufacturers are using Cuban
mahogany exclusively. In fact, today a large

percentage of the best mahogany tables, chairs,

dining room furniture, bed room suites and other

lines are made of this Cuban wood. In a word,
in the evolution of styles and fads and after

trying many different woods, Cuban mahogany
has come into its own and its merits are now ap-

preciated.

This big shipment of Cuban logs is the fore-

runner of many other shipments which will be

made by this house.

Liverpool Market
Business has taken quite a favorable turn

since the coal labor troubles have been over-

come. Gradually eliicient railway services are

being brought back, although the trade still has
to suffer in many instances from restricted

services. Arrivals are beginning to come for-

ward with more freedom though they are all

wanted and most of the wood is sold before

arrival. Three cargoes of pitch pine are now
due and will go almost entirely into consumption.

Kound hickory is probably the scarcest spot and
record prices have been paid. Shippers should

make a strong point of shipping this wood at

once as prices of 2/C to 2/9 can easily be ob-

tained for Liverpool string measure. The same
remarks can be made regarding round ash, the

market for which is exceedingly bare. The
•'North Point" arrived recently with 1,500 logs

of second growth wood, all of which was promptly
snapped up by consumers at good prices. Birch
is arriving in moderate quantities and prices have
been exceedingly firm for fresh arrivals. Oak
logs have not been arriving except in small

isolated quantities. One of these parcels brought

2/6 per cubic feet. Wagon oak planks are sold

as they arrive, and here again advanced prices

are to be noted. Coffin oak planks and boards

are keen in demand and two or three sales at

good figures have been noted. The mahogany
position is constantly growing firmer. Kecent
sales brought keen competition for all the avail-

able wood. Strong advances are anticipated in

the near future. A large parcel of whitewood
logs has arrived and found keen purchasers

awaiting it. A good demand is also noted for
all wide stock. There is a big inquiry tor %xl8

and up unplaned panel stock poplar, and offers

would find many purchasers at this port. Some
wide parcels of cottonwood. hazel pine and satin

walnut have also been well sold. Walnut stocks

are also very bare in both logs and lumber and
good sales have been made.

How the Taper Wedge Dovetail Is Made
From the m.-tny furniture factory managers

and superintendents, who have examined the

double cut Taper Wedge Dovetail Glue Joint

made on the Linderman machine, has come the

same expression : "Ifs certainly a great joint.

You have every other kind of joints beaten now.

but how do you make it?" They all seem to

think it is a very complicated joint to make
until they are shown. Then the universal opin-

ion is : "Never had any idea this taper could

be made so easily."

For the many wood-workers, who have never

had a chance to learn how the double cut Taper
Wedge Dovetail Joint is made, the illustration

of the cutting mechanism, shown herewith, is

presented. The jackets are of the walking beam
type : both heads are attached to the long arm
which is raised and lowered b}- the cam. The
cam shaft is timed with the length of lumber
to be jointed, the one head moving up and the

other down, making the full taper at one revolu-

tion of the cam. The same taper is used for

short as well as long lengths, giving a 1/16-inch

opening when the boards begin to unite, and
at about two or three inches from the end, the

boards are brought together tightly, giving a

slight rub joint.

If you will write the Linderman Machine Com-
pany, 1200 Lake street, Muskegon, Mich., it

will send you a sample Joint for examination.

Lumber Arkansas' Chief Industry

A report on the industries of Arkansas

emanating from the Bureau of Statistics at

Washington, shows that there are 1,697 estab-

lishments engaged in the manufacture of forest

products in that state. These plants employ

36.662 persons, which is the largest number
employed by any one industry in Arkansas. The
plants represent an investment of $42,346,234

and turn out products annually valued at $74.-

916.000. These figures are exclusive of custom

sawmills, which number 39. Adding woodwork-

ing establishments consuming lumber, such as

DEVICE THAT MAKES THE DOUBLE CUT TAPEI! WEDGE DOVETAIL JOINT

n-ood-turning and furniture plants, the total of
all wood-working establishments in the state is

1,751, representing 59.9 per cent of the total
number of industrial plants. The value of out-
put from the wood-working plants, exclusive of
sawmills, was $42,988 in 1909, or 54.4 per cent
iif the total value of manufactured products in
the state.

Failure in Jersey City

Hardwood Record is in receipt of a wire stat-
ing that Charles R. Partridge of Jersey City,
one of the ^leading hardwood retail merchants of
the East, has failed. Details are .vet lacking,
but it is believed the failure will prove to be
the largest that has happened in the Metropoli-
tan district for many years. Liabilities are esti-

mated all the way up to $600,000.

Eesolutions of Eegard

One of the best-known and highest respected
railroad men, and one much beloved by the lum-
ber contingent of Michigan, is A. Patriarche,
who for years has had traffic matters in charge,
and at the time of his retirement was vice-
president of the Pere Marquette Railroad Com-
pany. It is with the sincere regret of the lum-
ber industry that Mr. Patriarche has retired
from service, and Haedwood Record voices the
sentiment of the majority of lumber shippers in
stating that he will be seriously missed by them.
The executive committee of the board of di-

rectors of the Pere Marquette, at a recent meet-
ing held at New York, unanimously voiced the
following resolutions :

WhereaSj a. Patriarche has tendered his
resignation as vice-president of the company
and proposes to retire from active service, and
Whereas, Mr. Patriarche has been in the

active service of the compan,v and its constitu-
ents for a continuous period "of over thirty-eight
years, during which period he discharged his
duties zealously, faithfully and efficiently, and
aided materially in the welfare of the company
and in the development of the property and ter-
ritory served by it as well as in the "industrial
and commercial interests of the state of Michi-
gan, now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That his resignation be accepted
with regret and with the good wishes of all the
members of the executive committee, and that
we place upon record the high appreciation in
which he is held by all of us : and that an en-
grossed cop.v of these resolutions properly au-
thenticated be delivered to Mr. Patriarche.

Boys Watch Forest Fires
The Boy Scout movement is having active

demonstration of its practicability in a great
many ways of late. Notable among these is the
employment of the boys as watchers for the
prevention of forest fires. Under the direction
or the State Game, Fish and Forestry Depart-
ment of Michigan, companies of the Michigan
Forest Scouts composed of the hoy scouts, are
being organized in the upper peninsula. The
boys will also assist in reforesting untimbered
areas, and in fighting fires. The companies are
organized and located in the smaller villages

and towns where the boys are nearest the for-

ests, and awards are conferred on those who
perform meritorious service, and submit the best

reports on their work in the woods. They are
also instructed as to first aid remedies for
fainting, partial drowning, gun shots, and other

emergencies, which are liable to arise in the

woods.
The advantage of employing the boy scouts is

that their work is inspired b.v enthusiasm rather

than pecuniary reward ; they are more watchful
and energetic and stick closer to duty than pro-

fessional forest fighters. They have already

proven their worth in this direction.

A Token of Esteem

One of the most delightful functions in lum-

ber circles for a long while was the anniversary

dinner by John Scatcherd of Scatcherd & Son, to

Isaac Wright in celebration of the fiftieth anni-

versary of his connection with the Scatcherds.

It was given in one of the private dining

rooms of the Hotel Gayoso, Memphis, May 1.

The table was tastefully decorated and the fol-
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lowing gentlemen were present : Isaac Wright,

T. B. Clark. J. W. Thompson. J. M. Pritchard,

\V. N. Wright, John Long, F. B. Robertson and
John Scatcherd.

One of the principal features of the evening

was the presentation by Mr. Scatcherd to Mr.
Wright of a handsome loving cup on behalf of

the Scatcherd family, as a token of their ap-

preciation of the splendid services rendered by
him. In his presentation talk Mr. Scatcherd paid

a glowing tribute, to the ability and loyalty of

^Ir. Wright, who had rounded out a period of

fifty years without being connected with any
other interests than the Scatcherds. One of the

most humorous touches in this speech was when
Mr. Scatcherd told of the even temper and
patience of Mr. Wright. He said that his father

sent a boy down to Mr. Wright one day with in-

structions to teach him how to measure lumber.

The boy could not get it through his head how
to measure a five quarter board and Mr. Wright,
after trying to make him understand, exclaimed :

"O. hell !" and threw the rule into the river.

The boy was John Scatcherd.

Mr. Wright made a very appropriate speech of

acceptance and the affair passed into history as

one of the most delightful of its kind ever given

in this city.

Miscellaneous Notes

The Colonial I'loor Company recentl.v began
the manufacture of hardwood floors at Sharps-
burg, Pa.

The Southport Lumber & Timber Company.
Southport, N. C. has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $100,000.

The Richardson Furniture Company, Boston.

Mass., has been incorporated with an authorized
capital stock of .$100,000.

The Southern Mississippi I^umber Manufactur-
ing Company, Jackson, Miss., has been incorpo-

rated with an authorized capital stock of $.30,000.

The National Lumber Company. South Bend,
Ind.. has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $60,000 and will deal in lumber. The incorpo-

rators are J. C. Paxton, J. W. Paxtou and H.
I'axton.

The Short & Walls Lumber Company, Middle-

town. N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $.50,000. The incorporators are J. K.

Walls of Middletown : I. D. Short of Milford and
K. Sliort of Georgetown.

It Is announced that the W. E. Heyser Lum-
ber Company of Cincinnati. C, has closed its

purchasing office at Memphis. Weaver Haas,

who has been in charge of this office, will move
to Cincinnati, and be in the home office.

The Salamanca Panel Company, Salamanca.

N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $50,000 and will manufacture veneered panels.

The incorporators are Earl R. Morrison and
Thos. McCabe of Warren, Pa., and others.

The Belt Line Lumber Company. Fort Smith.

Ark., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $20,000. The officers of the new concern are

W. L. Scasan. president ; G. C. Packard, vice-

president : J. L. Swafford, secretary-treasurer.

The Crossett Lumber Company Is preparing

plans for the establishment of a large new hard-

wood sawmill at Little Rock, Ark. The company
is also building a new 'road to Montlcello. The
new mill will be one of the largest of this type

in the South.

The (Jlobe-Bosse-World Furniture Company,
Evansville, Ind.. is erecting a large dry-kiln,

•iOxlOO feet, which will have a daily capacity of

24,000 feet. The new dry-kiln was necessary in

order to take care of the increasing business of

the company.

Fire recently destroyed the lumber yard and

factory of the Henry Quellmalz Lumber Company.

Si. Louis, Mo., entailing a loss estimated at

.«no,ooo.

The droat Lumber Company of Philadelphia.

Pa., has been succeeded by the Groat Furniture
Company, which is incorporated with an author-
ized capital stock of $20,000.

The Scholten Brothers Cedar Company. Lometa.
Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $125,000. The incorporators are H. D. Mispel-
bloom Boyer, Jr.. and D. D. Fairchlld. Jr., of
San Antonio, and A. Scholten, E. Scholten and
S. W. Fisher of Austin.

The plant of the Cincinnati Panel Company.
Cincinnati, O., was recently destroyed by fire,

entailing a loss estimated at $30,000. Of this

$10,000 is on the contents of the dry room.
$5,000 on the building, and $15,000 on stock in

the main building. The loss is fully covered by
insuranc.

The ,Segar-Brindle Manufacturing Company.
Friendship. Pa., has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $20,000 to manufacture mangle
rollers, last blocks, etc.. and deal in lumher.
The incorporators arc Horace G. Prindle and
Charles H. Segar of Genesee and Frank R.

Utter of Friendship.

E. V. Babcock & Co.. large wholesalers of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., have just made arrangements to

represent the Lumber Manufacturers' Agency of

Centralia, Wash., large distributor of Pacific

coast lumber and shingles. E. V. Babcock will

be the sole representative of this agency ^-ast

of Cincinnati and Toledo.

The Garetson-Greason Lumber Company of St.

Louis, Mo., announces that its new hardwood
mill at Blocker, Tex., is about ready for opera-

tion. This plant will have a capacity of 50,000

feet of lumber a day. The Garetson-Greason
company has recently made some extensive pur-

chases of hardwood stumpage in eastern Texas.

The Grand Rapids Home Furnishing Company,
Manhattan. N"ew York City, N. \., has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $250,000 for the

purpose of manufacturing furniture and house-

hold goods, etc. The incorporators are Tobias

Blumenthal and Louis Blumcnthal of 50 Morn-
ingside Park, and Wolf H. Lobel, 138 Second
avenue. New York City.

The Williamson Veneer Company, Baltimore.

Md.. recently moved its dimension cutting and

.iulning department to Jamestown. N. Y. The
furniture factory of the M. E. Towne Furniture
Company was purchased, and fitted up for the
purpose required. This work was formerly all

done at Baltimore, but extension in business
made increased facilities imperative.

Wm. Haas & Sons, manufacturers of handles
at Cairo, 111., and Sherman, Tex., will combine
the two plants now in operation in these cities,

and establish the consolidated plant at Houston,
Tex. The present output of the plant will be
about 5,000 handles daily. However, the output
is expected to take on rapid growth, and Wm. Haas
& Sons contemplate the erection of another
plant later on.

The Southern Pine Lumber Company of Tex-
arkana, Tex., will shortly open up its new hard-
wood mill at Houston. The new mill is equipped
with a band saw and other machinery necessary
for the manufacture of lumber, and furniture
and wagon stock. It is proposed to utilize a
great deal of the waste in this way. This com-
pany owns a large amount of hardwood inter-

mingled with the pine stumpage, and it is esti-

mated that the hardwood mill has at least a fif-

teen years' run of timber.

The I. Stephenson Company of Wells, Mich.,
made its first water shipment of the season on
Apr. 25. two boats leaving Wells, where this

company's enormous operations are located, on
that date. R. E. MacLean, manager of the

Stephenson interests reports that during Janu-
ary, F'ebruarj' and March the company cut in

the neighborhood of 25,000,000 feet of lumber,

both mills running double time, but that the

stock is moving especially well, and he believes

conditions are getting back to where they should

be. The company recently added to its flooring

factory, and is now running that branch over-

time, but is still shipping beyond capacity In Its

"Ideal" brand of hardwood flooring. Mr. Mac-

I ean opines that the hemlock cut this summer
will not be large. The company has a good sup-

ply of logs on hand, and will be able to continue

its unusually active operations. The new dry-

kilns were completed several months ago, now
giving the plant a kiln capacity of 1,000.000

feet.

i;;aOT:^!aEro!iTOW>tTOCKI!!)ili^^

if Hardwood 'News Notes 'ill!

CHICAGO

E. M. Holland, sales manager of the Stearns

Salt & Lumber Company. Ludlngton, Mich., wan
in the city a few days this week.

It is announced that May Brothers of Memphis,
Tonn., will establish an office in Chicago. T. H.
Montgomery will be in charge. He has already

taken up his residence here. He will cover

northern Illinois and Michigan.

Wm. Ralston, associated with Wm. Horner,

manufacturer of maple flooring. Reed City, Mich.,

was in Chicago a few days ago. Mr. Ralston

states that while there is still an excess of supply

over demand in the flooring business, there is a
noticeable improvement in quantity and magni-
tude of orders.

Nathan Bradley, sales manager for the J. W.
Wells Lumber Company, Menominee, Mich., was
in Chicago a few days last week. Mr. Bradley
reports that the fine new sawmill at Menominee
is working steadily, and that general business
conditions with his concern are decidedly
brighter.

Frank F. Flanner of the newly organized
Flanner & Ely Lumber Company with offices in

the New York Life building, Chicago, reports
that already the company's business is showing

vi-ry pleasing proportions. This concern is

operating on a wholesale basis entirely, and is

composed of live young men who have the ability

and experience necessary to make a go of the new
proposition. Mr. Flanner was formerly asso-

ciated with the Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company, and Lawrence B. Ely with Osgood &
Ely. The new company will handle redwood,
cedar shingles, southern pine, cypress, hardwood,
hemlock and white pine, and has some excellent

mill connections.

J. D. Bolton, well-known in local lumber cir-

cles, who has been operating out of the city for

ihe past year, has returned to Chicago, opened
up an office in the People's Gas building, and
will do a wholesale hardwood and pine business
in his own name. Mr. Bolton for twelve months
has been manager of the wholesale department
of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company of
Louisville, and resigned from that position to

take up his new work.
The Veneer Manufacturers Company, a com-

paratively new veneer .iobbing house of Chicago,
announces that on July 1 it will Increase its

capital stock from $10,000 to $20,000. This con-
cern is composed of young, aggressive men, who
are firmly established on a definite working
basis in the veneer trade, and have built up a

decidedly attractive business. They handle all

kinds of fancy veneers and sell wherever that-

class of soods is consumed.
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The K. S. Bacon Veneer Company of Chicago

cut its first logs in its new veneer mill adjoining

the old establishment on Ann street on Saturday.

May 4. This mill is a model in every respect,

and while not large will turn out as much high-

grade veneer in the course of a day as an ordinary

establishment covering two or three times the

area. It is equipped with a brand new Capital

slicer. and with a saw for making flitches. The
flitches will be transported from the saw to the

tank, and from there to the slicer by means of

overhead traction. Mr. Bacon has every reason

to be proud of his new establishment.

The G. W. Jones Lumber Company of Appletou.

Wis., announces that its Chicago oflice was
moved on May 1 from the top floor of the Kail-

way Exchange Building to room .327 in the same
building. Its telephone numbers are Harrison

2902 and DOS. A. H. Ruth is in charge of the

Chicago trade of the Jones Company.
J. C. Turner, the well-known cypress magnate

of New York City, spent May 2 in Chicago on

business, and left here for St. Louis and points

further south. Mr. Turner reports reasonably

satisfactory cypress sales in the Metropolitan

district at the present time.

The John Gillespie Lumber Company announces

its removal to the new yard and oflice at Twen-
ty-second and Laflin streets, the former quarters

of the Leavitt Lumber Company. The Gillespie

Company also maintains a yard at 72.5-729 West
Harrison street and handles a general line of

pine and hardwood yard stock.

H. H. Heinemann. active manager of the

Heinemann Lumber Company. Heinemann, Wis.,

favored H.vrdwood Ukcord with a call on May S.

This company recently purchased one of the mills

of the Robbins Lumber Company, Rhinelander,

Wis., which it will move to Heinemann.

J. N. Woollett, of the Aberdeen Lumber Com-

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., was in Chicago for several

days last week.

B. A. Llnderman. head of the Linderman Ma-

chine Company. Muskegon, Mich., manufacturers

of the famous dove-tail glue jointers, visited the

quarters of the Chicago Lumbermen's Club a week

ago.

R. E. Thompson of the Thompson Hardwood
Lumber Company, one of the most aggressive of

Cincinnati's hardwood jobbing houses, was a

visitor at the club headquarters this week.

E. Bartholomew of John B. Ransom & Co.,

Nashville, Tenn.. spent several days recently

visiting his friends in the local trade and lining

up business in the city.

M. L. Pease of Galloway-Pease Compan.v. Pop-

lar Bluff. Mo., spent several days last week call-

ing on his local trade. Mr. Pease is a member of

the Chicago Lumbermen's Club, and spent con-

siderable time in the club's quarters in the

Great Northern building.

J. G. Brown of W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber

Company, Louisville. Ky., was one of Chicago's

recent visitors to the lumber trade.

The Monarch Cabinet & Fixture Company was

recently organized in Chicago with a capital of

.S.i.OOO. The company will manufacture cabinets

and a general line of fixtures.

'Schram Brothers of Chicago have recently been

r( organized and the style changed to Schram

Brothers Company. The authorized capital stock

of the new corporation is S35.000.

The Cable Store & Oflnce Fixture Company

is a new incorporation in Chicago, located at

1339 W. Twenty-first street. The company has a

capital of $6,000.

C. L. Faust of Faust Brothers Lumber Com-

pany. Paducah. Ky.. has been in the city for

the past week conferring with his local represen-

tative J. F. Mingea.

J. H. p. Smith of the Hardwood Lumber Com-

pany of Cincinnati was confined during the past

week to his room in the Sherman House, Chicago,

with inflammatory rheumatism. Mr. Smith re-

covered suflBciently on Thursday to get out for a

short time and is now in much improved condi-

tion.

NBW YORK

^'anderbeek & Sons, large lumber and mill-

work house of Jersey City, N. J., have just opened
a wholesale and lumber storage department.
This department will be under the management
of Charles E. Adsit, with headquarters at the

Vanderbeek office in Jersey City. The company
has acquired a fine piece of property opposite

its main oflice. with large shed room for dressed

stock, and yard capacity capable of taking care

of sixty cars. The yard is conveniently located

to handle and store material at the lowest cost

and in addition to doing a general storage busi-

ness the company will also sell stock where de-

sired for the account of shippers.

The Lumbermen's Credit Association, pub-

lisher of the "Red Book", has removed its local

oflice from 1 Madison avenue to 55 John street,

Manhattan, where it has secured larger quarters

for its increasing business in this territory.

A meeting of the executive committee and the

board of trustees of the National Wholesale

Lumber Dealers* Association will be held on

May 15 and 16, at headquarters, 66 Broadway,

for the transaction of important business.

The A. Sherman Lumber Company, wholesaler

and manufacturer of Canadian and New York

State spruce, white pine and general lumber, has

removed its local sales oflice from 50 Church

street to 1 Madison avenue, where Manager

George F. Gray will have attractive quarters.

The wholesale department of this company is

steadily increasing.

The George Webster Lumber Company, large

hardwood manufacturer of Swanton. Vt., has

opened a local sales oflice at 25 West Forty-

second street, in charge of E, R. Plunkett, to

cater to the Metropolitan district trade. The

company manufactures northern and southern

hardwoods, and specializes in birch and maple.

It owns five mills in Vermont and the Adiron-

dacks. Mr. Plunkett has been associated with

the company for several years, and has repre-

sented it in this vicinity for the past three years.

The White. Potter & Paige Manufacturing

Company, for many years prominent in the trim

and mill-work trade of Brooklyn, with plant at

415 Willoughby street, has sold out its property

for general industrial purposes, and is retiring

from business.

Daniel Edwards, who was formerly head of

the Edwards Lumber & Coal Company, head-

quarters Long Branch, N. J., has organized the

Coast Mill & Lumber Company. The Edwards

Lumber & Coal Company suffered financial diffi-

culties a few months ago, and at a recent sale

by the receiver of the old Edwards property at

Long Branch Mr. Edwards, acting for the new

corporation, purchased the plant for $18,305,

Herbert Mead. Jr.. wholesaler of lumlaer, an-

nounces that after May 1 his office will be

located at 501 Fifth avenue.

F. W. Vetter, who brought a good deal of lum-
ber to this market from Pennsylvania a few
vaonths ago, has been disposing of the bulk of it

and is looking for good trade in this wood this

summer.
Trade has been very good for the past month

with the yard of T. Sullivan & Co. There has
been a better demand than looked for in hard-
woods, and fir sales have also shown an increase.

In another month it is expected that the office

of the Standard Hardwood Lumber Company will

be located at the new yard on Baitz avenue,
where already about 750,000 feet of stock have
been assembled.

Anthony Miller has been getting his share of

the hardwood trade during the past month, hav-

ing added fair quantities of elm, basswood and
other stocks to the assortment at his y^rd.

BUFFALO

The directors of the American Forestry Asso-

ciation held their annual meeting at Lake Clear

Junction. N. Y., on May 3. when they took the

opportunity of inspecting the forestry operations

of the Conservation Commission in the Adiron-

dacks. Superintendent o'f Forests Pettis showed

the visitors plans for three new tree plantations

on state lands. The state is now planting 900.-

000 trees there.

Fire caused a loss of about $30,000 to the

hardwood lumber yard of E. A. Comstock at

Rochester. N. Y., on May 3. About 2,000,000

feet of lumber were destroyed, including a stock

of red oak. Mr. Comstock stated that the loss

is covered by insurance.

O. E. Yeager is now president of the Victor

Motor Truck Company, of this city, a new con-

cern which is making not only lumber and other

trucks, but turning out motor fire apparatus for

various cities.

PHILADELPHIA

W. H. Harding of the Harding-Finley Lumber
Company reports a fair volume of trading, and
shipping a little easier. He recently engaged

F. L. Scott, as salesman to cover eastern Penn-

sylvania and New York state, ilr. Scott is a

thorough lumberman, having worked into the

business from the stump up. For six years he

was connected with the Williams & McKeithan

Lumber Company of Lynchburg, Va., and for

two years was with .Jacob Savage of Petersburg,

Va.

Thomas B. Rutter. Jr. of Mingus & Rutter re-

ports a well sustained business with encouraging

prospects for spring and summer trading. Ship-

ping is a little easier but stocks are still scarce.

The Coppock-Warner Lumber Company after

the liquidation of its affairs will retire from the

lumber business. Charles J. Coppock has gone

to Picayune. Miss., where he will act as secretary

and treasurer of the Cybur Lumber Company.

The Woodland Lumber Company. 720 Arcade

building, capitalized at $50,000, is the latest ar-

rival in the lumber field. Percy T. Kneale, late

of the Kneale Lumber Company, is president,

with Harry W. Campbell, vice-president, and

Jerry T. Robinhold, secretary and treasurer. All

have been connected with Ell B. Hallowell & Co.

They will handle North Carolina and Georgia

heart pine and cypress, and as opportunity per-

mits will take up hardwood.

The members of the well-known Saw Dust

Club of the Union League of Philadelphia, with

a few additional guests, were delightfully enter-

tained, on April 25, by Horace A. Reeves, Jr. of

R. B. Wheeler & Co., and Ralph Souder of Hallo-

well & Souder, at a plank shad dinner, given at

Castle Lingstetter, the up-river house of the Un-

dine Barge Club, on the Schuylkill river. The

affair was an informal one. Some of the gentle-

men who thirsted for an opportunity to exhibit

their culinary skill, insisted on doing some of

the cooking, others shone as self imposed waiters

and a few distinguished themselves as bartenders,

etc., etc. It is needless to say that in unfetterel

stag freedom ail did ample justice to this

luscious piscatory feast, and that they will long

remember the unique and festive occasion.

James Rawle, president of the J. G. Brill Com-

pany, builder of trolley cars, died May 1, at the

age of seventy years.

The Jacob Wenger's Coach Works at Paradise,

Pa., was visited by fire .\pr. 26, entailing a loss

estimated at $7,000.

Beecher & Barr. wholesalers of lumber. !orm-

erlv located at 1030 Land Title buildins have

removed their offices to 442 of the same building.

PITTSBURGH D-
The Palmer & Semans Lumber Company is get-

ting out a fine lot of hardwood at its new plant

at Humbert, Pa., on the Baltimore i Ohio Rail-

road. I. F. Balsley of this concern reports that

the mills are cutting mostly bill stuff, and that

demand is fair.
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Manager G. C. Adams of the Duqiiesne Lumber
Company repoi-ts business as steadily .

growing

bettei- and prices on the uptrend. The com-

pany's plant at Braemer, Tenn., is now cutting

about 50,000 feet a day.

The Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company has

added C. E. Bald, formerly with the West Vir-

ginia Lumber Company, to its sales force. Mr.

Bald will travel western Pennsylvania and east-

ern Ohio.

The American Lumber & Mauufacturing Com-

pany notes a great scarcity of dry hardwood

stock at the mills. Manager H. E. Ast of this

department believes that prices will advance ma-

terially owing to the increased demand, and the

shortage of stocks.

BOSTON

The W. A. Cairns Wood-Working Company, East

Hartford, Conn., will rebuild its plant which was
destroyed by lire a few weeks ago. The main

building will be 00x70 feet of brick construction,

three stories high. The new plant will be mod-

ern and equipped with the most improved ma-

chinery.

The Connery Brothers' Company, Redding,

Conn., has been Incorporated with a capital stock

of $.50,000 for the purpose of engaging in the

lumber business.

The auction sale of the fifteen plants of the

Hardware & Woodenware Manufacturing Com-

pany of New York resulted in the sale of

the property to A. H. Tisdale of Leomins-

ter, Mass., for $440,000. Mr. Tisdale repre-

sented the managers of the various companies.

The plants of the company are located In Leo-

minster, Winchendon and Granville, Mass. ; Paw-

tucket, R. I. ; Brattleboro, Vt. ; Keene, N. H. ;

St. Louis, Mo. ; Mount Joy and I<"reemansburg.

Pa. ; Cromwell and East Hampton, Conn., and

Kenton, O.

The new plant of the Webber Lumber Com-

pany, Fltchburg, Mass., is now equipped and

ready for operation. The company has purchased

adjoining land and may erect dwellings for its

employes in the near future, such a plan having

teen favorably considered.

BALTIMORE

atlons at the Baltimore jail, has been put in

operation. The plant is located on East Falls

avenue, near Eastern avenue, and is equipped

with the most modern appliances. David N.

Sills is the new general manager, the company

having recently been reorganized. W. T. Kuhns

who was president of the old company, remains

as a director of the new organization.

Under the congressional appropriation bill

-which makes $11,000,000 available for the crea-

tion of an Appalachian forest reserve, a large

tract of timber land on the watershed of the

Potomac river in Maryland and Virginia has

•been offered to the Forest Reserve Commission,

whereof United States Senator Smith of Mary-

land is a member. Senator Smith is a widely

Icnown lumberman, and by reason of his knowl-

edge of the value of standing timber, was pre-

vailed upon by Secretary of the Interior Fisher

to accompany him and others on a trip of in-

spection to the lands selected by the forest sur-

vey. In the party Iwsides the two men named

were Congressmen Hawley of Oregon, Congress-

man Lee of Georgia, and Chief Forester Graves.

The entire area intended to be added to tbe forest

reserve was gone over, and the particular lands

were pointed out by foresters who surveyed the

tracts. The journey was one of the most arduous

«ver undertaken by a congressional committee.

A. Harvey McCay, Baltimore representative of

William Whitmer & Sons of Philadelphia, and

Charles H. Buchanan, a young hardwood man of

this city, have moved their offices from 9 East

Lexington street, to 918 Equitable building.

Robb S. Eccles, a well-known lumberman, has

Iwen appointed vicegerent snark of Hoo-Hoo of

this jurisdiction, and is working to signalize his

administration by various additions to the ranks.

He is in conference with other members of the

fraternity with the hope of arranging a concat-

<?nation in the near future, and has been much

encouraged by the responses received.

The new factory of the Maryland Basket &

Veneer Company, which for years conducted oper-

COLUMBUS

The L. W. Keyer Cigar Box Company of Day-

ton, O., has been incorporated with a capital of

$35,000 to manufacture cigar boxes and con-

tainers. The incorporators are Louis W. Keyer,

Sr., Clara Keyer. George W. Ozias, Louis W.

Keyer, Jr., and Arthur A. Keyer.

The Little River Lumber Company of Canton,

O., has been Incorporated with a capital of $25,-

000 to deal in timber lands, operate a sawmill

and manufacture lumber products. The incorpor-

ators are H. S. Moses, G. B. Willis, Sidney J.

Geiger, S. A. Conklin and C. H. Tlllett.

The Wauseon Handle Company of Wauseon, O.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10,000 to manufacture handles and other articles

of wood.
R. W. Horton, sales manager for the central

division for the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company

said; "Trade has been good during the past few

weeks, and we have no complaint to make. Or-

ders are fairly well distributed among the various

grades of hardwoods, although the better demand

is still for the lower grades. Prices in all vari-

eties and grades rule strong, and every change is

towards higher levels. Low-grade siding has been

advanced recently. Dry stocks are scarce, and

the outlook for the future is promising.

TOLEDO

The Gotshall Manufacturing Company reports

a good business in hardwoods of all kinds, es-

pecially in dry plain oak. Crating lumber is

also strong and prices have increased all along

the line. The concern is operating at full ca-

pacity and the management is optimistic as to

the outlook for spring business.

Moog & Culbertson, lumber dealers of Bryan.

O., have erected a large storage shed at their

lumber yard, which will enable them to keep

all stock under roof in the future.

E. L. Burgoon has purchased the Gould furni-

ture establishment at Wauseon, O. Mr. Burgoon

was formerly connected with the Red Wing Mill

Company.
George Maul, a prominent lumberman of Port

Clinton, O.. died at his home in that city April

20 at tbe age of sixty-one years. He leaves a

wife and live children, three brothers and four

sisters.

$2,250,000 and the nominal assets about

$1,353,664.

R. A. Hooten, W. J. Stuebe and C. R. Rungan
have organized the Wabash Hardwood Company
at Terre Haute to conduct a manufacturing and

retail hardwood business. The company has been

incorporated with a capitalization of $10,000.

On May 4 the veneer mill at Ladoga was de-

stroyed by fire. The loss was $40,000 and the

insurance $10,000. The mill was owned by R. C.

Scott of Crawfordsville and Harry Daugherty of

Ladoga.
The Standard Wheel Company, Terre Haute,

has received an order for 150 clubs which are to

be made from second growth, straight grained

hickory, and which will be used for killing fur

bearing seals at the Pribilof rookeries during the

coming summer. The order was placed by B. W.
Evermann, chief of the division of Alaska fish-

eries. The clubs will be five and one-half feet

long and will taper from a well rounded top to

two inches thick at the thickest point.

INDIANAPOLIS

Joseph Kendall, formerly hardwood timber

buyer for H. S. Adams, Fortvllle, committed sui-

cide on Apr. 27. He was forty-six years old,

and had Ijeen in ill health for some time.

Chapin C. Foster of the R. S. Foster Lumber

Company was re-elected treasurer of the Manu-

facturers' Bureau of Indiana at the recent annual

meeting of the organization in this city.

A. C. Gau, V. O. Woodruff and P. A. Gordon

have organized the Gordon Lumber Company at

South Bend with an authorized capitalization of

$2,000 and will conduct a general lumber busi-

ness.

An industrial automobile city will be estab-

lished northwest of the city by Carl G. Fisher,

James A. Allison, A. C. Newby and F. H. Wheeler.

About 240 acres of land will be offered as factory

Bites for automobile concerns.

Elmer W. Stout of this city was recently ap-

pointed receiver for the Ford & Johnson Com-

pany, chair manufacturer at the Indiana State

Prison, Michigan. The liabilities are about

MEMPHIS

Some days ago the announcement came from

Washington that Congress had appropriated

$1,500,000, to be used for the immediate repair

of all the breaks in the levee system in the

Mississippi valley states. Work was to have

been undertaken at once, and rushed to comple-

tion before it was possible for a second rise to

occur. However, the heavy rains in the upper

water sheds of the Mississippi and its tribu-

taries have caused the river to rise much sooner

than expected and it is now out of the question

to make the repairs, although the money has

already been made available. This is accepted as

meaning that much of the land which is now
under water in west Tennessee, east Missouri,

cast Arkansas, west Mississippi and the upper

part of Louisiana will remain so for some time.

This realization is so strong on the part of

owners of lumber manufacturing plants in the

overflow area that it is admitted that it will

now be some time before there can be a return

to anything like normal conditions. Most of

the mills in extreme eastern Arkansas are closed

down on account of high water, and the same is

true of a number in north Louisiana. In ad-

dition to the fact that the water has interfered

with these plants to a material extent, it has

also made it practically impossible for logging

operations to be resumed. The timber supply

prior to the advent of high water was small,

and the situation, from the standpoint of these

mills, is far from satisfactory.

So far as the local situation is concerned,

operations have been resumed by a number of

plants which were forced to close down when

the flood stage was above 40 feet. In North

Memphis the Anderson-TuUy Company has

placed its veneer plants and sawmill in opera-

tion. It was able to run its two box factories

during the high water. Moore & McFerrin have

their box factory running again, but their

sawmill has not started up. The Chickasaw

Cooperage Company, whose yard and plant were

flooded to an unusual degree, has also begun

turning out tight cooperage stock on a liberal

scale. The Bennett Hardwood Lumber Com-

pany has resumed operations. The Tennessee

Hoop Company and the Memphis Stave Manu-

facturing Company, however, have not been able

to start up again. In South Memphis the fol-

lowing firms are among those that have resumed

operations : the J. V. Stimson Hardwood Com-

pany, Gillette Brothers, Larkin & Co. and the

Tschudy Lumber Company.

In addition to the direct influence of the high

water, a number of mills have been indirectly

affected by the scarcity of timber and there are

mills here which would be in operation if they

were able to secure anything like an adequate

amount of logs. There are very few firms hav-

ing a large timber supply ahead, and the out-
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look from this viewpoint is very unsatisfactory.

Production has heen materially reduced for the

past five or six weeks by the handicap of high

water and the scarcity of logs. As a conse-

quence the stock of lumber at Memphis Is ex-

pected to decrease somewhat rapidly before any
material replenishment can be made.

Transportation conditions bare improved
vastly. All western roads ha%-e placed their

tracks in condition again and trains are now
running on approximately regular schedules. The
Illinois Central system is still handicapped by
high water in the Mississippi valley and is com-
pelled to run its trains on a somewhat different

schedule. Those mills which depend largely

upon the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley roads for

logs are having some difficulty in getting these

loaded and brought to Memphis, owing to the

injury done by the break in the levee at Beulab,

which has flooded a vast territory between Rose-

dale and Greenville, Miss.

The affairs of the Dooley-Kellogg Lumber
Company have been liquidated and C. M. Kel-

logg and F. T. Dooley, formerly secretary and
treasurer and vice-president, respectively, have
gone into business on their own account. Mr.

Kellogg will handle hardwood lumber at whole-

sale with ofHces in the Randolph building, while

Mr. Dooley will engage in a similar line with of-

fices in the Exchange building. \V. E. Barks-
dale, president of the company, will continue to

operate his mills in Mississippi. It is under-

stood that he has no connection with either of

his former associates in the new business in

which they have launched.

The Prairie Lumber Company. Okalona, Miss.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10,000 and will make a specialty of handling

hardwood lumber. The incorporators are Walter
Smith, A. L. Jagoe and D. F. Morgan of Okalona,

and M. E. Lake and R. E. Goodlet of Tupelo,

Miss.

James S. Warren, formerly general manager
of the bureau of publicity and development of

the Business Men's Club, has become associated

with the Forest I'roducts Chemical Company.
His resignation from his former position became
effective May 1. J. N. Cornatzer, assistant gen-

eral passenger agent of the Frisco system, has

become head of the bureau of publicity and de-

velopment and an active campaign will be pushed
this year, with a view to attracting new enter-

prises to this city. It is probable that John W.
Bailey, secretary of the Business Men's Club,

will act as general manager of the bureau of

publicity and development.

Louis Carr of Pioneer, O., has begun the erec-

tion of the necessary buildings for a large handle
factory at Hope, Ark. It is proposed to have
it in readiness for operation as soon as possible.

NASHVILLE

Building records for April show that the total

operations in the city were more than double

those for the same month a year ago, not includ-

ing the building in the suburbs of which no ofli-

cial record is kept and which bas been very

active. Indications are that this will be one of

the best building years ever experienced in Nash-
ville if the present activity continues.

Although recent additional rains caused fur-

ther floods in the Cumberland river and its tribu-

taries, the situation was not nearly as serious as

during the big floods of three weeks ago. In

some instances, however, operations of cleaning

away the debris of the first flood were sus-

pended for the time being, and this added to the

inconvenience of the operators of lumber plants

located on lowlands along the river banks. The
ground was also rendered unfit for hauling logs

to the rural mills, and this was another handi-

cap to the operators.

The continued high waters have enabled log

men to continue their rafting operations along

the Cumberland river, and there have been addi-

tional heavy receipts of hardwoods from the

upper river territory. The high tides this year
have afforded the log men unusually good oppor-
tunities to make their deliveries to this market
and it is believed practically all logs secured
from the forests will be brought In before the

waters fall materially. The lack of tides has
hitherto greatly retarded rafting operations.

The Welch Stave cSc Heading Company of Mon-
terey is putting in a large plant near Grapevine,
where all kinds of beer staves will be made.
There is much white oak and post timber suit-

able for staves in the vicinity of the plant.

Chancellor Allison here has decided that the

Nashville, Chattanooga tjc St. Louis railway must
sidetrack cars for the Dunlap Lumber Company
of this city. This decision is of especial inter-

est as it sets a precedent on the point not pre-

viously covered in Tennessee courts. The rail-

road has been directed to give two switchings

daily. The case grew out of a refusal on the

part of the railroad to place cars of logs on a

siding for the lumber company until demurrage
charges on two cars had been paid. The lumber
company declared that a delay in unloading the

cars, which caused the demurrage, was caused by

a failure on the part of the railroad to give the

proper numlter of switchings. The railroad re-

fused to switch cars, and the company filed suit

in chancery to compel this to be done. The chan-

cellor held that it was not satisfactorily shown
that the .?4 charge was properly due and that

the non-payment of such a charge was not suffi-

cient reason to refuse to switch tars for the

compan.v if the non-payment was due to an hon-

est difference about the demurrage.

KNOXVILLB

The Maphet & Shea Lumber Company has

opened offices in the Uenson building and has

already secured several large blocks of stock.

While this Arm is new, its members are ex-

perienced lumbermen and their qualifications and
personalities ensure their success, which is confi-

dently predicted by all who know them.

E. M. Vestal of the Vestal Lumber & Manu-
facturing Company, has just returned from
points in North Carolina, and reports a greater

scarcity of stock than ever before at this time

of the year. This condition is largely caused

by the impassible roads, which make the hauling

of lumber out of the question.

C. F. Maples of the Maples Lumber Company
reports business good with ills concern, some
large sales of stock having been made during

the last two weeks.

H. G. Tarvin of the Maryville Lumber Com-
pany has just returned from a trip to Buffalo,

and points East, and reports that he found trade

good and orders plentiful. His concern is having

considerable trouble in getting stock to the rail-

road from its mountain mills, owing to the bad

condition of the roads.

BRISTOL

Frank E. Highly and associates have purchased

a tract of 14.000 acres of timber in Wythe county,

Virginia, and will at once begin the construction

of a logging road, for the development of the

property. A band sawmill will be installed.

Work has been begun upon the construction of

a logging road in the Holston mountains by the

Peter-McCain Lumber Company, of this city,

which has purchased an area of timber land from

A. T. Smalling. The company is about ready to

resume operations at its band mill, and will

scon be receiving logs from the new timber

supply.

G. E. Goodell, manager of the export depart-

ment of the J. A. Wilkinson Lumber Company,

has just returned from a trip in North Carolina,

where he purchased 700,000 feet of oak export

stock. He says that since the first of the year

his department has shipped out more than 3,000,-

000 feet of export stock, and that the outlook

for this trade is now very bright.

A Hoo-Hoo concatenation will be held in Bris-

tol on the night of May 17. It is expected that

the meeting will be largely attended by the Hoo-
Hoo of this section. Johnson City, Abingdon,.

Elizabethton and other towns tributary to Bris-

tol will also send large delegations.

E. L. Warren of the Whaley-Warren Lumber
Company has severed his connection with that
company, and has entered the employ of the J. A.

Wilkinson Lumber Company, of which he will act

as manager.

The Columbian Paper Company has already

increased the capacity of its big wood pulp plant

in Bristol, by installing additional machinery to

the value of more than $100,000.

LOUISVILLE

The Norman Lumber & Box Company has

changed its name to the Norman Lumber Com-
pany. It has disposed of its box business. In-

cluding the factory at Shelby and Fulton streets,

to S. E. Booker, who has been in charge of that

department for some time. Mr. Booker has-

organized the Booker Box Company of which he

is president and treasurer. Bodley Booker, his

brother, is secretary of the concern.

The new regulations pertaining to milling-ln-

transit have been suspended by order of the

Interstate Commerce Commission until August

and a hearing will be held in Louisville July IT
to give lumber manufacturers and others inter-

ested a chance to state why they believe the pro-

posed regulations are unfair. The hearing will

be conducted by C. C. McChord of Louisville,

who is a member of the commission, and who is

extremely well informed on lumber traflic mat-

ters.

Log prices are remaining firm, largely as the

result of the small number which have been

offered. This is particularly true of logs handled

by the railroads, as bad weather and soft roads

have made log hauling very difficult. The
chances for sawmill men to reduce expenses

through cheaper material do not seem to be very

good, but the feeling of lumbermen is such that

it is unlikely that higher prices will be paid.

A. E. Norman of the Norman Lumber Com-
pany has been appointed a member of the aroi-

tration committee of the National Wholesale

Lumber Dealers' Association.

ST. LOUIS3
A gain of forty per cent in the value of build-

ing operations in St. Louis for the month of

April, over the same month in 1911, was shown

in the statement of permits issued by the build-

ing commissioner on May 1.

On petition of the St. Louis- Lumber Company,*

the E. C. Robinson Lumber Compan.v, the Hogg-

Harris Lumber Company, C. J. Harris Lumber

Company, E. R. Darlington Lumber Company,

B. Graham Lumber Company, and the Julius.

Seidel Lumber Company, members of the Lum-

bermen's Club and the Lumber Dealers' Asso-

ciation, the judge of the Circuit court in St.

Louis recently granted a temporary injunction

against eleven railroads, members of the South-

west Traffic Commission, restraining them from

putting into effect new rate schedules with the

tap line railroads, following the ruling of the

Interstate Commerce Commission declaring the

present joint rates null. The writ is returnable

May 11.

A similar restraining order also was issued

on the same day by the judge of another St.

Louis Circuit court, against the Bock Island

Railroad Company at the instance of tne War-

ren, Johnsonville & Saline River Railroad Com-

pany of Arkansas, in which the Bradley Lumber

Company is interested. This writ will be re-

turnable May 13.
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At a meeting of the board of directois of tliv

Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis, held April

27, the following resolutions were passed :

Whereas, The holding of a Forest Products
Exposition (or the purpose of exploiting and in-
creasing the use and appreciation of all forest
products is now being agitated ; and
Whereas, We believe the holding of such an

exposition would have a strong influence in off-
setting the encroachment of substitutes, and
would tend to increase materiall.v lumber con-
sumption by both increasing the use along
avenues now open, and the creating of new
avenues for consumption, be it

Reisolved, That the Lumbermen's Exchange
of St. Louis is heartil.v in favor of the holding
of such an expositiou provided same is operated
through a compan.v formed tor that purpose,
which promotes the affair along self-supporting
bu.sinesslike lines, having always in view the gen-
eral exploitation of all species" of woods handled
liy the different branches of the lumber trade
upon this country upon as equal basis, and be it
further

ISesolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be furnished the trade press.

According to the report on receipts and ship-
ments of lumber for the month of April, as given
out by the Merchants' Exchange, there were
12,767 cars received by rail against 15,944 cars
received during April, 1911. This shows a de-

crease of 3.177 cars this year. The shipments
during April were 10,092 ears, against 10.323
cars during the same month a year ago. This
shows a falling oft this year of 231 cars. There
were no receipts or shipments by river during
April of this year or last.

The following is the report of inspections and
measurements made by the Lumbermen's Ex-
change during the month of April, and furnished
by the secretar.v of the exchange, George Mc-
Blair

:

Gum 105,336 feet
Oak, plain red 58,820 "

Oak, plain white 61,898 "

Cypress 32,239 "

Tupelo 20,045 ••

Yellow pine 14,759 "

Pecan 21,185 "

Walnut 3,541 "

Cottonwood 1,465 "

Elm 8,762 "

Poplar 34,421 "

Hickory 12,142 "

rolal 374,613 feet

This fell short 50,000 feet of the inspections
made during ILirch and 325,000 f<>et behind April
of last year. This shortage was caused by the
unprecedented adverse weather conditions that
have prevaib'd for scvc^ral months.

LITTLE ROCK

The lumber business and particularly the
hardwood trade, has been seriously interfered
with during the past month by the recent floods

in the lowland of eastern and southern Arkansas,
and there is at the present time very little move-
ment in lumber circles. In almost all parts of

4he hardwood producing area of the state it has
been to a large extent impossible to get into
the woods to cut stock and many plants have
been put out of business temporarily by high
water. In many sections of the state the small
sawmills have been forced to shut down until

better weather conditions prevail. However, the
waters are now receding to a great extent, and
it is expected that there will be n good move-
ment in hardwood circles. Just as soon as it is

possible for the men to resume the cutting of

tlml)er.

The long pending suit of the C. E. Eerguson
Saw Mill Company against the Iron Mountain
and other roads, alleging discrimination in ship-

ments of lumber to Kansas City, has at last been
decided by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
s'ion in favor of the complainant. In a recent
order the commission instructed that a rate of

eighteen cents per hundred pounds on carload
shipments of cypress lumber from Little Hock
and Woodson to Kansas City be put into effect.

For the purpose of cutting hardwood from the
vast lands of the A. L. Clark Lumber Company,
a large stave and hardwood mill is being erected

at Gleuwood, Ark,, by Short & Jones, who have
the contract to cut the wood. The timber is

principally white oak and covers about 100,000
acres.

Henry Frederich, president of the Southern
Cooperage Company of St. Louis, Mo., recently
secured a site for a large stave mill at Swifton,
Ark., from X. L). Moon. The company has re-

cently purchased 1,100 acres of stave timber
which will be used as a basis for operations.

The cooperage company has a supply of timber
to last probably ten years.
The Mclntyre-Mann Timber Land Company has

been organized at Pine Bluff, with J. F. Mc-
Intyre of that city at its head. W. H. Garanflo,

a prominent banker of tbis city, is secretary-

treasurer. The company is capitalized at $325,-

000, fully subscribed. The company intends to

develop a large tract of timber land in the south-
eastern part of the state.

Preliminary arrangements are being made for

the state convention of the Arkansas Lumber-
men's Association, which will be held in this city

June 10 and 11. It is expected that the largest

attendance yet recorded will be present. An
elaborate program will be prepared, which will

include dinners, banquets, sight-seeing trips, etc..

and it is expected that the convention will be

quite an auspicious aSair.

MILWAUKEE

Tile Kneeland-Mel^urg Lumber C^ompauy has
been organized in Milwaukee by D. M. Knee
land, a well-known lumberman of Milwaukee,
and E. S. McLurg. who has been connected with

the ICneeland interests in Michigan and Louisi-

ana. Offices have been opened on the second

floor of the Caswell building. A general whole-
sale business is being carried on and prepara-

tions are being made for opening a string of

yards about Wisconsin. D. M. Kneeland is presi-

dent of the Kneeland-Bigelow Company of Bay
City, Mich., and is also interested in the Gray-
ling Lumber Company of Monroe, La., of which
Mr. McLurg, the other member of the new firm,

lias been manager for some years.

Charles Abresch. president and treasurer of

the Charles Abresch Company, manufacturer of

automobile and wagon bodies, died Apr. 27 at

his home In Milwaukee. Mr. Abresch is sur-

vived by a widow and a daughter, two step-

sisters and two step-brothers.

The contract for the furniture for the state

capitol of Idaho, which is being erected at Boise,

Idaho, has been awarded to the Wollaeger Manu-
facturing Company of .Milwaukee.

.\ large number of mills have started up in

different sections during thi^ past few days.

The flooring, saw anfl planing mills of tl^e Rob-

bins Lumber Company of Ithinelander have begun
operations. The John Schroeder Lumber Com-
pany of Ashland started running its mill with

a day crew until rafts can bo brought in. At
Washburn, the J. S. Stearns Lumber Company

has started up its mill on the night shift while
the M. H. Sprague Lumber Company will start
operations as soon as some necessary machinery
is installed. The Waehsmuth Lumber Company
of Bayfield has started on the season's run.

About 18.000,000 feet of timber have been put
in by this concern.

H. (i. Miller of Sheboygan, president of the

IT. G. ililler Lumber & Manufacturing Company,
died Apr. 25 at St. Nicholas hospital.

Secretary R. S. Kellogg of the Northern Hem-
lock & Hardwood Manufacturers' Association has
called a meeting of timberland owners of north-
ern Wisconsin to be held at Wausau. The pur-

pose is to form plans (or mutual protection
against forest fires.

The Mellen Lumber Company has started opera-
tions on the site of its new buildings in Glidden,
where the company has decided to locate its of-

fice, roundhouse and machine shop now located
at Shanagolden.

The Fond du Lac Church Furniture Company
of Fond du Lac is preparing to erect a rein-

forced concrete and brick addition 20x90 feet to

its present plant.

A steam power w-ood cutting machine will be

installed by W. E. Hallenbeck in the woods at
the J. W. Wells Lumber Company camps on the

Peshtigo river near Wausaukee. The machine
will be built on two flat cars so that it may be
moved from camp to camp to cut refuse timber
left by the logging crews.

A new dr.v-kiln and an oflice building to cost

.$15,000 will be erected for the Garton Toy Com-
pany of Sheboygan.

Theodore Ellenbecker has opened his wood-
working factory at Sturgeon Bay and is manu-
facturing a line of hardwood articles, including
mission furniture, ironiug boards, etc.

GRAND RAPIDS

Maple flooring for Idaho's new .$2,000,000

slate house at Boise City will be supplied by the

Nichols & Cox Lumber Company of this city.

The Kindel Bed Company of Chicago will re-

move its manufacturing plant to this city. The
new factory will be located near the Macey plant

in the south end, and will be completed and in

operation early in the fall.

G. von Platen of this city plans to enlarge

bis planing mill at Iron Mountain by adding
four machines. His double band sawmill is run-

ning steadily, and it is probable that a large

flooring plant will be built in the near future.

The Hart Cedar & Lumber Company has bnilt

a new mill at Hart, with capacity of 30,000 feet

l)er day.

The distribution of seedling forest trees from
the nurseries of the state agricultural college

at Lansing has been larger than ever before,

exceeding 100,000 trees to date. Many orders

for trees have come from southern and eastern

sections of the state for the development of farm
w oodlofs.

CHICAOO

Local opinions of the geueral condition of the

Chicago consuming trade differ considerably, but
it is safe to say that the general aspect of the

situation is favorable. A number of local con-

cerus report, however, that the past two or three

weeks have been marked by a noticeable slackness
in trade. In all probability this condition is due
to the sudden stimulation in prices during the
last month. There is an apparent belief among
the buyers that this strengthening of values is

artificial and will not be of any duration and

they are consequently hesitating in placing

orders, following their belief that old prices will

be restored in the not far distant future. That
they are doomed to disappointment is assured by
the universal reports from all producing sections

showing abnormal shortage of stock, with no
prospect of getting any considerable amount of

dry stock for some time to come. It is seriously

predicted that the present advance in prices will

not only hold but will be increased, and that

bu.vers will do well to get in on the present basis

rather than hold out for lower prices and have
to pay even more.

The rather sudden jump has hit a number of

\
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concerns who placed orders for future shipments
on contract at the old prices. A considerable

amount of stock has been delivered locally within

(he last week or two at an actual loss to the

jobbers who handled it. They were compelled
, to fill orders and in doing so actually had to

pay more for stuff from the mills than their

contracts brought to them.

Some remarkable sales have been put through
in Chicago recently, among which is an order
from a large southern manufacturer for fifteen

cars of plain oak at fifty-four and thirty-four

dollars. The market in almost all items is im-
proved and the general opinion is that the great-

est difficulty in the next few months will be in

securing stock to fill orders with any degree of

profit. One firm of prominent wholesalers in the
city said a few days ago that it did not want
any more orders. Shipments from the South are
becoming more regular and the local trade is

more or less assured of having deliveries on time.

NEW YORK

The hardwood market at New York shows a
fair movement of stock. Good lumber is not over-

plentiful and there is a sufficient demand to keep
prices ver.v firm. Low-grade stock is also moving
freely and while the general run of prices still

keeps buyers inclined to buy largely for actual
needs, yet there seems to be sufficient stock mov-
ing to keep the general market in good shape.

Every indication points to hardwood lumber of

all grades holding its own during the balance of

the spring and summer trade.

BUFFALO

The hardwood trade has beoomr- a little

stronger during the past two weeks. Inquiries

are more numerous, and cover a wide variety of

slocks. However a fair proportion of this inquiry

is for stocks which are not to be found in this

market, or which are scarce. Piles of lumber have
been pretty well cut down during the long winter
season, and the yards are looking forward to the

opportunity of replenishing in a number of woods.
Plain oak, which continues scarce and high,

leads in demand. Quartered oak is reported

stronger in the better grades. There is a better

demand for brown ash. Birch and maple continue

in relatively yooil sale. T.ow-irrade poplar holds

strong.

PHILADELPHIA

There has been no appreciable change in the

hardwood situation during the last fortnight.

Shipments are easier, but the incessant rains still

hamper activity at mill ends, and seasoned lum-

ber brings most any price. A slight lapse In

_
trading is due mainly to inability to secure the

goods, and vigorous effort is being made to get

out tile old orders. Furniture factories show fair

activity: box makers report steady trading and
building work is moving forward as fast as the

weather will permit. The various woods hold

the same position as the last fortnight and there

is no liklihood of a decrease In values for some

time to come.

PITTSBURGH

The local hardwood business is showing up

better in both sales and demand than any other

line of the lumber trade. The tendency in all

quarters is toward higher prices. Mills have

been slow in getting out orders for good hard-

wood stock owing to the bad roads and the ex-

ceptional weather conditions and floods. Fi'om

the Southwest comes assur.ince that it will be

six weeks before there will be a free movement

of gum and Cottonwood for these reasons.

The mauufacturing trade is taking fully as

much hardwood as two months ago. and there
is some increase in the demand from the yards.

Wholesalers believe that shrewd buyers will be

in the market early this summer for fall stocks,

and everything points to an increased demand
later in the year.

BOSTON

A fair amount of activity has been shown in

the demand for hardwood lumber in the local

market during the fortnight.

Buyers appear to liavo come out of the state

of apathy they have been In all winter.

Large consumers of hardwoods have been
small buyers for so long a time that now they

actually need lumber. The larger demand is be-

ing followed by firmer and higher prices. Most
manufacturing plants are busy, with a good
outlook. Interior finish people have about all

the work they can handle.

Dealers are holding plain oak with more firm-

ness than for many months. Oflferings have
been light for some time, due largely to the dam-
age done b}' floods in mill districts. Much lum-
l)er that has been ready to ship has been made
unfit for immediate delivery by water. Quar-
tered oak is still in quiet call, with plenty of

stock offered. Maple has been in fair request for

several weeks but now the demand Is really

active and prices are firmer. The call for cypress

is only moderate and prices are steady. There
is some call for the more expensive woods, such

as walnut and cherry.

BALTIMORE

Mardwood trade conditions are about the same
as they were two weeks ago. Though stocks at

the mills do not exceed very modest proportions

the greater part being green and wet. the demand
seems 'to be below what It should be under the

circumstances and buyers are almost indifferent

concerning supplies. This Is largely attributed to

the advance in prices, which has carried quota-

tions to figures that cause users of lumber to halt.

Many yards would no doubt place orders if they

could do so on the basis of the old figures. They
now hesitate in the belief that values will be

easier as soon as the edge has been taken off the

requirements b.v the larger offerings of the mills,

which have begun to run with some regularit.v

once more. Stocks at producing points are small,

heavy rains having interfered with drying and
also having hampered work at the mills. The
general demand has been held back for some time,

accumulations in yards or at mills being drawn

upon for current needs, until now there is a con-

siderable deficiency to be made up. This will take

time, and meanwhile quotations will remain high.

Exporters are quiet, but the end of the British

labor troubles is expected to be followed by a

brisk demand. The continental situation is ex-

cellent. Trouble has been experienced here by

reason of a stevedores' strike which prevented

vessels from leaving, and unsettled the transpor-

tation business generally. As a result export

stocks have not gone forward as they should,

but these are merely temporary checks, and do

not seriously -affect prospects. It is the general

expectation that high prices will continue and

that buyers will have to meet the terms of the

producers.

COLUMBUS

Strength has been the chief characteristic of

the hardwood trade in Columbus and central Ohio

during the past fortni.ght. Building operations

are active and there is also a better demand for

hardwoods from manufacturing establishments.

Prices are ruling firm In all grades and varieties.

There is no movement to shade prices in the least

and every change has been toward higher levels.

Dry stocks in the hands of mill owners are

rather short, which means continued firmness in

all lines. Jobbers report a good demand for hard-

wood flooring upon which advances have recently

been made. The feature of the trade is the con-

tinued demand for the lower grades. Advances
have been made in certain low grades of chestnut
and oak, and the entire list is strong. There Is

also a good movement of the upper grades, with
no accumulation of stocks in any grade. Quar-
tered and plain oak is selling well and especial

strength is shown in white oak. Chestnut is

strong and sound wormy is in good demand.
Poplar is one of the best woods in the market.

Basswood is strong and other hardwoods are un-

changed.

TOLEDO

The local hardwood market is improving after

weeks of apparant dullness and quietude. The
manufacturing concerns such as furniture, vehicle

and automobile factories are sending in a strong

call for hardwoods, plain oak being especially

strong. Dry plain oak is exceptionally hard to

get, and is being picked up closely. The market
remains firm and there has been a decided ad-

vance in prices on plain oak. Quartered oak
is not as strong as plain, but it is in fair de-

mand, and there has also been an increase iri

prices on same. Crating lumber of all kinds is

In heavy demand and shows a marked advance

in price. The demand from the building trades

is also Increasing. Residence building is strong

and many new homes are being constructed,

most of them calling for goodly quantities of

hardwood flooring and finish.

INDIANAPOLIS

The hardwood situation continues to improve,

business having been good during the last two

weeks. A number of substantial contracts have

been let, and hardwood interests are looking for-

ward to a successful season. Manufacturing

concerns using hardwoods have enough busi-

ness ahead to keep them busy for several months.

Prices are remaining steady. However, there

may be a slight advance in the near future, par-

ticularly on the different grades of oak. There

has been a marked improvement In shipping

facilities in the last two or three weeks, the car

shortage situation having been broken.

NASHVILLE

There is perhaps at present the greatest scarc-

ity of desirable hardwood stocks on the Nash-

ville market than has been known for many
years. Xo trouble Is found in disposing of de-

sirable stocks at advanced or even fancy figures,

as dry stocks of all woods are in very active

demand. Consuming factories and builders are

strongly in the market, and indications point to

a record breaking year for the latter. The scarc-

ity of desirable stocks is due to the fact that

not alone have the mills on the river been shut

down in many instances by the floods, but in

the rural sections which were not reached by

the high waters, the logs have been too wet for

handling and the roads too soft for hauling.

The Increased demands from bridge builders,

railroads and others which have extensive re-

pairs to make, as a result of the floods, will

necessarily add to the scarcity of stocks, as

well as increase the upward tendency of prices.

In some instances manufacturers have placed

orders elsewhere in their efforts to meet the

demands of the consumers, and in some Instances

orders have been refused of necessity. All manu-

facturers of finished products are active in their

demands for good stuff and there have been

advances all down the line, lower grades show-

ing more activity than the higher grades. tTn-

usually heavy receipts of logs from the upper

river country have been reported on the recent

high tides, logging concerns having had a splen-
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did season for their operations. Practically all

woods have been sharing in the activity. Plain

oak. ash, hickory and gum have led in demand.
There has not been a very general call for poplar.

Cypress is steady, and shows improvement. Tak-
ing it as a whole, the lumber situation is very
satisfactory.

KNOXVILLE

The weather for the past two weeks has been
anything but favorable to the lumber business.

The heavy rains have made country roads almost
impassable and it will take two weeks of con-

tinued good weather to get the roads in a con-

dition for hauling. Mills have found it im-

possible to carry on operations and in some
cases have suspended work entirely. The recent

tides on the rivers in the vicinity of Knoxville

have made it possible for large consignments of

logs and some lumber to come up the river,

and in many cases this has been the only way
that country stock could be obtained. However
a fair volume of business is reported by lum-

bermen of this city and collections are good.

Oak is by far the strongest wood on the list,

closely followed by poplar, chestnut and ash.

BRISTOL

Locnl trade remains aljout the same, with the

exception of a somewhat better outlook for prices

While a large amount of stock is moving ana a

fairly satisfactory volume of business is being
done, the situation could be much better. Mostly
all mills are running, and the best of feelinL:

pervades the lumber industry of this section.

Planing mills and especially plants manufactur-
ing hardvFood finish, are doing a splendid busi-

ness, due to increased building operations in

other sections of the country, notably the East.

LOUISVILLE

Warm weather and better conditions for

handling lumber have had a good effect on busi-

ness, and trade is reported generally to be im-
proved as compared with a fortnight ago. The
falling waters have enabled operations to be
resumed to a limited extent in the flood-swept

district of the Mississippi valley, but little, lum-
ber will be offered from that district for some-
time to come, as drying out flooded stock will

take some time, while new lumber cannot be
shipped for months. This means that the sup-

ply of hardwoods on the market will continue
to be small, and dry lumber should command
a premium and be readily salable. April busi-

ness in Louisville showed not only an improve-
ment as compared with March, but also a con-

siderable gain over April, 1011. It is believed

that while the effect of the political situation

will be somewhat greater than had been ex-

pected, it will not interfere seriously with trade

for the next sixty days. After that the usual
midsummer dullness is due, hence politics can-

not seriously afFect the situation.

Plain oak continues to be a leader in demand,
and poplar is also selling well. Q\iartered oak
is slightly stronger. Chestnut, cottonwood and
gum are holding up well. Hickory is also sell-

ing better. Ash is moving in fair volume.

ST. LOUIS

Quite an increase in busiui-ss luis l)oon shown
in the local market during the past fortnight.

Part of this increase has been caused by the

demand l)cing diverted to this point from such
hardwood centers as Cairo and Mompbjs on
account of high water at those points. The
consuming trade, however, has not thoroughly
realized the fact that dry lumber will be very
scarce this summer on account of the flood con-

ditions in the South which have seriously

affected the hardwood supply. Furniture dealers

have a fair supply of lumber on hand and are

not worrying a great deal over the situation.

The best item in demand is plain sawed oak,

and the call for it has resulted in quite a

scarcity. Consequently prices have advanced.
Gum is increasing in demand and some advances
have been noted. Ash is also advancing. Pop-
lar is showing more life, and cottonwood is sell-

ing well. Cypress is improving in request.

Stocks are in good condition at this point, and
an increase in business is looked for very soon.

SEW ORLEANS

In spite of various drawbacks in the shape

of weather conditions and high water, trade has
remained steady and in some sections has shown
improvement. The lower grades of hardwoods
are moving freely, and at advanced prices. The
principal difficulty encountered in the export trade

is the weather conditions, high water throughout
the woods greatly hampering shipments from the

interior. This has resulted in a scarcity of ton-

nage and the prospects are that before normal
rail conditions are restored there will be con-

siderable difficulty experienced by most of the

steamer lines in securing adequate cargoes.

Generally speaking, the stave market remains in

a satisfactory condition.

MILWAUKEE

The shortage in lumber stocks has extended
nutside of hardwood lines, and dealers report

that dry stocks of hemlock and yellow pine are

much lower than at this time a year ago. The
shortage of course is most keenly felt in th'.'

hardwood field, where it is practically impossible

1o secure certain stock, particularly birch. New
basswood stocks are beginning to make their

appearance here, but new birch is not expected
before the middle of the month. There are

plenty of cars at most of the northern mills,

and it is gxpected that shipments will be rushed
just as soon as stocks are in condition to move.
Wholesalers are meeting with considorahic diffi-

culty in getting southern hardwoods at the pres-

ent time. It seems that many of the southern
mills are not in a position to make quick ship-

ments on account of broken stocks, and the high

water situation.

There is an upward tendency in the market,

which started during the latter part of April,

and there is every indication thnt prices will go
still higher. Stocks are decreasing, and the de-

mand is naturally much stronger tlian at this

time a fortnight ago. Birch and maplie lead in

demand, with plain oak a close second. Bass-

wood is holding its own. AH lower-grade stuff

is showing a steady Improvement.
Stocks on hand at practically all the manufac-

turing plants here are light and it is absolutely

necessary that better orders be placed as business

improves. Furniture plants are buying well, and
one or two local wholesalers report some ospe-

< ially fine orders from the furniture people.

The building season locally and about the state

is opening up very satisfactorily. - More really

large structures are now in the course of con-

struction in Milwaukee than at any time in

years.

GLASGOW

Trade in this market is still rather unsatis-

ffictory, which is to be expected after the dis-

astrous coal strike. However, from all indica-

tions a change will soon take place, when it is

hoped business will resume its normal course.

The Steamship Kastalia has just arrived in

port from Baltimore and Newport News with
a smaller cargo than usual of American hard-

woods consisting of oak boards, oak logs, white-

wood boards, etc. So far, very little of the-

lumber has been discharged, but what has been
is of good quality and in good condition, and well
manufactured. High prices are being asked for
the various brands, and it is realised that these-

advanced rates will require to be paid by the
various buyers. The freight situation is be-

coming troublesome, and there is no telling

where it is going to end.

Pitch pine in logs and lumber has never been
higher in price than it is here at present, and'

practically the same remarks apply to mahogany.
In fact shippers of these two woods are re-

fusing cabled offers almost daily. American
hardwoods are pretty much under the same con-

dition, and the oak staves in the market are-

exhausted, very few arriving except against old

contracts not yet completed. Whitewood boards
is the only lumber held rather heavily, and this-

has been caused by the cheapness up to now of

Gaboon mahogany. However the latter wood
has advanced in price so that the lower qualities-

of whitewood will move once more.

Oregon pine is now selling better, and In spite

of the heavy stock brokers have advanced prices.

Birch logs are selling fairly well, but this wood!

has been freely imported recently, and if fur-

ther lots come forward immediately prices will'

be a shade easier.

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manuiactursrs of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES
'^

Main Olllce, Memphis, Tenn.

IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING

READY FOR SHIPMENT
CLEAR WHITE OAK SQUARES.

7,000 pieces 2"x2"—35"
7.200 pieres 2"x2"—IS"

60.000 pieces I"xl"—48"
20.000 pieces l"xl"—22"
20.000 piei'es l"xl"—12"

100.000 ft. No. 2 Common and Sound
Wormy Chestnut

WHITE OAK TIES
12,000 7"x8"—3' 0" Sawed
3,000 8' 6" Standard Hewn

Write us }or prices.

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.
RIDGWAY, PA.

Checking

Splitting

Rotting

Prevented by LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and
Dimension Stock against weather and lime. A BOY
CAN DO THE WORK.
T. B ALLKN k CO.. (inlveaton, TexaB, say:

"Pleaie Bhiji us at nDCe l»o barrels l-ornn. We nro very much
I'leased with th« result nbtained by using this."

TRY LORAC NOW
WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE GEORGE HENKE CO., 62 Beekman St.,N. Y.
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Veneer Manufacturers' Company

—

5

Walker Veneer & Panel Co 55

WiUey. C. L 1

Wisconsin Seating Company 64

Wood-Mosaic Company 12

Woods. J. M. &Co 12

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Acme Veneer & Lumber Company. .

.

15

Duhlmeier Brothers 17

Freiberg Lumber Company 15

Hamilton. J. V 67

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co

Maley. Thompson & Moffett Co 15
Mengel, C. C. & Bro. Company 13
Palmer* Parker Co 18
Penrod Walnut * Veneer Co 65
Purcell. Prank 69
Rayner. J .5

Salmon. Hamilton H., & Co 19
Willey,C,L 1

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

American Column * Lumber Co 8
Arpin Uardwooa Lum ber uo 63
Beeeher* Barr Ix
Carrier Lumber * Mfg, Co 20
Cobbs * Mitchell, Inc 3
Eastman, S. L.. FlooringCo 68
Farrin, M. B. Lumber Company 17
Forman. Thos.. Company 66
Hanson-Ward Veneer Company 14
Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co 66
Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co 68
Memphis Hardwood FlooringCo
Mitchell Bros. Company 3
Nashville Hardwood FlooringCo
Peitch, F T.. Company 68
Robbins LumberCo 63
Salt Lick Lumber Company 69
Stearns Salt * Lumber Company. .

.

11
Stephenson. I,, Company, The 66
Webster Lumber Co,, George 19
White, Wm. H. Co 72
Wilce, T., Company. The 5
Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co 66
Young. W. D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac MachineCo 58
Defiance Machine Works. The 14
Linderman Machine Co., The 71
Mershon. W. B., & Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co 56
Saranac Machine Company 60
Smith. H. B.. Machine Co 61

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co .

.

59

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks 58
Clyde Ironworks 60
Lidgerwood Mfg. Co 56
Russel Wheel * Foundry Co 59

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Bemiller Fan Blower Company 56
Grand Rapids Veneer Works 61

Phila. Textile Mchy. Co 1

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C, & Co.
Simonds Mfg. Co

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Co. 1

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co.. 1

Lumber Insurance Company of New
York

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.. I

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co 1

Lumber Underwriters 20

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
Fire Ins. Co 1

Rankin, Harry * Co

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacey. James D.. ACo 58

Southern Railway
Spry. John C 5

MISCELLANEOUS.

ChiId8,S.D. &O0 55

Gerlach. The Peter. Company 55

Henke. George. Company,.... ,
52

Lumbermen's Credit Association.... 4

Mechanical Rubber Company 60

Saul Brothers • 55

Westinghouse Electric Mfg. Oo 59
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will be Inserted In tbis sec-
tion at the following rates:

For one insertion 20c a line
For two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
For four insertions 60c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing"
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED—A GOOD VENEER
SALESMAN

familiar witli the maliogany requirements of tlie

Ctiicago trade. Address
MAHOi;ANAL," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—GENERAL SUPT. AND
Heads of Departments, having experience in

Southern hardwood operations, including plan-

ing mill foreman, wood superintendent, engineer,

master mechanic, timber estimator, etc. Prefer-

ence given to Christian and temperance men
with families. Good town of 2,000 people.

Fiv^ churches, natatorium, club house, hospital,

etc.

Men who desire to connect themselves with
a permanent organization would do well to ap-

ply to "BOX 49," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED.
First-class, practical Inspector for Chicago

yard. Thoroughly familiar with all kinds of

hardwoods. Must be an intelligent grader and
willing worker. Good opportunity for one cap-

able of filling position satisfactorily. Address
"BOX 45," care Hardwood Eecoed.

WANTED
A high-class hardwood salesman familiar with

the Chicago trade. Address

"HARDWOOD," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

POSITION AS BUYER WANTED
A thorouglily experienced, competent and in-

telligent hardwood man with unquestioned refer-

ences as to ability and integrity, seeks a position

as buyer for high-class wholesale or manufac-
turing institution. Wants good salary and can
earn It. Would consider a connection as sales-

man with a reliable oak, cottonwood and gum
manufacturer. Address in confidence,

"BOX 50," care Hardwood Record.

POSITION WANTED
by young man, thoroughly experienced in manu-
facturing end of southern hardwoods. Is a first-

class all-round office man, and has had expe-

rience buying logs, sales department .work and
on road. Best of references and bond can be

given. Address
"BOX 52," care Haedwood Record.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SaTT]

LOCOMOTIVI! FOE SALE.
Narrow or standard gauge from 7 tons to 75

tons rebuilt feady for use : 140 locomotives in

stock.

SOUTHERN IRON & EQUIPMENT CO..

Atlanta, Ga.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT WANTED

WANTED
Second-hand 42" gauge logging cars to operate

on steel rail. Address
KENTUCKY LUMBER CO., Williamsburg, Ky.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging

conditions. Have a few high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg..

Knoxville, Tenn.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WAUfUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs. 10" and up

in diameter. 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Dayton. Ohio.

WANTED—HAEDWOOD LOGS
200.000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200.000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50.000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLET, 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

LOGS FOR SALE

WOULD LIKE TO HEAE
from parties in Indiana. Ohio and New York
buying White and Red Oak, Ash, Maple, Elm
and Hickory In the log. Address

"BOX 29," care Hakdwood Record.

WAGON STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE.
One carload of about 400 sets of 2^4x2%—3'

Sawed Oak wagon felloes, all of which are bone
dry and ready for use.

O. C. GALLOWAY, Clarendon, Ark.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MAEKET FOE
75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN. 372 Bayne St..

Buffalo. N. Y.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FOR SALE—160 ACRES
Oak and Hickory timber land, 2V^ miles from
Gillett. on Cotton Belt Ry. Good roads. Land
does not overflow. Is located in the famous
-Arkansas rice belt. Address

BOX ISS. Gillett. Ark,

HARDWOOD TIMBER TRACT
For sale—10,700 acres, finest tract of hard-

wood in Louisiana. On Sabine River. Cruiser's

report shows over one hundred million feet.

Price $16.00 per acre, including the land. Ad-
dress KENDALL & WILSON, Palestine, Texas.

TWO MILLION ACRES TIMBER
All kinds. Everywhere. Full particulars on

request. JONES THE TIMBER MAN,
Pettigrew, Ark.

FOR SALE—5,000 ACRE TRACT
of Hardwood Timber Land located in Perry Co.,

Tenn. This tract contains a large amount of
Hickory and Oak tie timber ; land is suitable for

farming or pasture when timber is removed ; a
bargain at $5.00 an acre. Will arrange terms :.

investigate. For particulars address
FRANK P. CLEVELAND,

2440 Adams Express Bldg., Chicago, 111.

AEE YOU INTEEESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own in fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracks of high-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer
good money either as an investment or as an-

operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address in

confidence, "BOX 22." care Haedwood Rbcoed.

FOE SALE—IN MAINE AND CANADA
Both hardwood and soft wood timber tracts. Any
size desired. HILLARD C. SCHOPPE,

Cherryfield, Maine.

LUMBER WANTED

WE AEE IN THE MAEKET
for all kinds of Hardwood, log run, at lowest

cash prices delivered.

OUENTHER LUMBER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED TO BUT
One car 3" Ists & 2nds Dry Poplar. THE

WALNUT LBR. CO., Indianapolis. Ind.

BIECH WANTED
3 cars 4/4 unselected Birch.

THE WALNUT LBR. CO.. Indianapolis, Ind.

BUTEES OF HAEDWOODS.
Do you want to get la touch with the but

buyers of hardwood lumber? We hare a lt»t,

•bowing the annual requirements la lumber,

dimension stock and veneerg and panels sf c*n-

sumers of those materials throagbout tke UnlteA

States and Canada. The service Is frea t» ad-

vertisers in the Recobo. It will Interest yan.

Write us for further Information about our "Sell-

Iner Lumber by Mall System."
IlAHDWOOD Record, Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOE SALE
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 10,000' ; Strips. 3% to-

4%", 15,000'. Under the head of Tupelo; No. 1

Com.. 40,000'.

PHILADELPHIA VENEER & LBR. CO.. INC.,

Knoxville. Tenn.

FOE SALE.
1 car 8/4 Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak. bone dry.

1 car 12/4 Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak. bone dry.

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Ash, bone dry.

1 car 6/4 No. 1 common Ash, bone dry.

THE WALNUT LBR. CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED "}

WILL CONTEACT FOE
twenty cars of chair posts band sawn to shape.

1x2^x40. THE WISCONSIN CHAIR CO..

Pc^t Washington, Wis.
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WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered ; boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 42d St., New York, N. T.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE—COMPLETE SAWMILL
band and rotary, steam feeds, edger. trimmer,
filing room machinery, all pulleys, belting and
shafting, and power plant, all in good condition.
Will be priced at small percentage of its value
to cash buyer. For information write
"MILL BARGAIN," care Hardwood Record.

FOE SALE
One 6x10 automatic buckeye engine, belted to

15 KW Willey generator, 110 volts.

One 14x24 Tangye bed buckeye automatic
engine.

Two 16x66 return tube tubular boilers.

One 50 H. P. transmission rope drive, com-
plete.

One Kensington feed water heater.

One miscellaneous lot shafting, pulleys, hang-
ers. LOL'ISVILLE VENEER MILLS,

Louisville, Ky.

FOR SALE
A three band sawmill complete, including

burner, filing machinery, machine shop ma-
chinery and tools. A bargain. Address

I. STEPHENSON CO.. Trustees, Wells, Mich.

FOE SALE
One S8" Merritt Veneer Lathe.

One Coe Clipper to match.
One 8 ft. Clemons Belt Sander. All slightly

used. EMPIRE VENEER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ONE OF THE LAEGEST
Hardwood Lumber firms in Ontario with Al con-

nection, wants sole selling agency for Canada
for southern hardwoods and veneers on com-

mission, large sales, territory thoroughly worked.

Address "BOX 47," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—HAEDWOOD LUMBEEMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any

form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber

the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms of tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

IF YOU WANT
competent employes in any department of the
hardwood business, there is no better way of
securing them than by employing the Classified

Advertisements section of Hardwood Rbcoed,
which reaches woodsmen, sawmill men and sales-

men in all parts of the country.

OAK. POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods, in all grades and thick-
nesses, can be readily sold If advertised In the
Wanted and For Sale section of Habdwood Rbc-
OBD. If you have a large stock you want to
move try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you.

ARE YOU INTEEESTED IN
Gum and red oak? I own in fee simple two
small and carefully selected tracts of high-class
gum and red oak stumpage. Will sell at price
to make the buyer good money either as an
investment or as an operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address in

confidence, "BOX 22." care Hardwood Record.

Business Stationery
of the Finest Quality

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES TO

SAUL BROTHERS
626 Federal Street CHICAGO

Gerlach Modern Machines
Produt* rhc Chcipeit anri Oesl

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular, Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER GERLACH CO, Clevdaivl. 6lh Cily. U.S.A.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS I
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The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

LIDC ERWOOD . ^

t I t

• - '1 ,...

LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO
96Liberfy Street, New York

pl:«---"<.'

—— ,1 i IX." "' -fiK^nch'-'dffices'
i^j-i <t H iCAGo, ^eXttiIe ^
<.^ - /t •:'

- 7 ' Agencies' -" -^
NEW OPL^ANS-WOODWARO.WIGHT&CO.LTO
CANADA-ALLIS CHALMERS BULLOCK LTD.

MONTREAL VANCOUVER

ATTENTION, SAWMILL MEN!
Our green sawdust blowers are a marvel of economy. They are

used on portable and stationary mills, and will blow sawdust In
any direction desired from 30 to 100 feet from the mill. They do
away with the expense of shoveling the dust and digging pits. In
case you want to move, all that is necessary is to disconnect the
pipe and remove the sawdust catcher, which can be done in a few
minutes. They are sold on 30 days' approval with the privilege
to return if not satisfactory. «rii€ T.iiiiiy for < atnloe and I'rii es

BEMILLER FAN BLOWER COMPANY, BUTLER, OHIO

IMPROVED WHITE SAW SWAGES
Will make your saws last longer,

make better lumber and please your
filer - it's a money saving proposition

for you. Better consider it. They
don't cost much and
last a long time.

Catalog if you want it

Phoenix
Mfg. Co.

Eao Claire,

Wli.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and .wholesale consumers,
and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Tally Book Dept., HardWood liecord, Chicago
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Finest on Earth
^ANDS, CIRCULARS, CROSS CUT, GANG,

DRAG, HAND AND WOOD SAWS.
A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.
Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis Ind.

New York City,

THE SILVER STEEL
SAW PEOPLE

Branches: Atlanta, Chicago, Memphis. Minneapolis, New Orleans,

Portland, San Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver, B. C. Sydney, N. S. W.
Canadian Factory Hamilton, Ont.
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THE BALDWIN
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

LOGGING LOCOMOTIVES

I

Locomotives wiih a radial truck at each end, and separate
tenders, are well adapted to logging service where long hauls
must be made. These engines ride well on rough track, and
can be run backwards into sharp curves and switches without
danger of derailment.

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK, N. Y., Hadson Terminal. CHICAGO, 111., Railway Excbaoge

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sccorily Bailding. PORTLAND, Ore., Spalding BIdg

Cable Address:— "Ba cwln. Philadelphia."

Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC. MICHIGAN

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA, MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished
banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-

cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our
reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors
solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
JAMES D. LACEY, WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

LARGEST TIMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building, Seattle

1104 Spalding Bldg., Portland
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Westinghouse Motors
will increase the output of your plant
without increasing your running
expense.

Put one of these motors on each one of your vvood-work-
mg machines, making each independent of all others,
arrange all the inachines for minimum handling of mate-
rial, operate each machine at just the proper speed, and
then watch the profits increase. Jointer Driiiii bj H usliuiiliuusf Mulor

Rip Sawe Driven by Westinghouse Motors

The rnotors will stay on the job continuously, day and
night if necessary, and your power bills will be surpris-
ingly low. No extra power charges for overtime work.
The power used is always in exact proportion to the
work done; you don't have to drive a few hundred feet
of shafting to run one machine.
Our men are thoroughly familiar with the application
of Westinghouse motors to wood-working machines.
Their advice is free; ask for it.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sales Offices in Forty-five American Cities

THE RUSSEL COMBINED SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe

service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of any
machine's efficiency, next to a per-

sonal trial, is the expression of those
who have used them.

We shall be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the

operators who will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder
and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-

struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the

operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.
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If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

fiyjsS^^&sw

Extra Heavy

MOLDING MACHINES
For Working

HARD WOODS

These Heavy Molders Embody All Late

Valuable Improvements

THE NEW
Sectional Chip-Breaker

(Shown Below)

For Special Circulars, Address

H. B. Smith Machine Co.
SmlthviUe, N. J., U. S. A.

NEW YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO
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NVI SCONS I N
WHERE THE FINEST NORTHERN HARDWOODS GROW

WE MANUFACTURE MICHIGAN
HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK.
MILLS ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN; STOCK

BAND SAWN

Have in Shipping
Condition

BIRCH: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
ASH: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
ELM: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
BASSWOOD: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4

to 12/4

WE are well equipped for manufacturing
special sizes, wagon stock, skids, ties, etc.

THE C. A. GOODYEAR LUMBER COMPANY
Office and Mill Logging Camp

TOMAH, WISCONSIN BLUE BILL, MICHIGAN

COSTS BUT ONE CENT
to get our prices on Hardwood lumber,
Maple and Birch Flooring, and may be the

means of

SAVING YOU DOLLARS

ROBBINS LUMBER COMPANY
RHIINELAINDER, U/IS.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE, WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles and Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and

White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

Headquarters for Mixed Orders
Our stock comprises all the different kinds of timber
grown in Wisconsin and we are well prepared to

fill mixed orders promptl> . We call your attention
especially to stock in Plain and Red Birch in all

thicknesses and a good assortment of Pine and
Hemlock, Basswood Siding and Ceiling and Hard-
wood Flooring.

ARPIN HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
Atlanta, Wis. and Grand Rapids, Wis.

SAW MILL AND PLANING MILL AT ATLANTA, WISCONSIN

I'he Tegge Lumb
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LEADING VENEER
MANUFACTURERS

OF THE U. S.

y eneers and l^anels with a Jty^eputation
fTTE manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis.

BASSWOOD I

BIRCH
MAPLE
ELM
ASH
OAK

VENEERS of QUALITY
AND

Send Your
Specifications to

PANELS of QUALITY
Made In THE CITY OF QUALITY
THE CADILLAC VENEER CO., Cadillac. Mich.

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM. POPLAR, OAK

SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK. iVIAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

j^^^//c^ yL^suL^ Co., <^

Z{/::uvt.aZ^yr^~M*..^t^*^^ ^.<s.
%<v

(fTaia , (^r^>-a^ a3.'^v^«g -.-« « y.
J^XtlAtJ-'-Ji-^ '^o-^^^^^^^*^^

Hoffman Brothers Company
QUARTERED WHITE OAK — MAHOGANY
SLICED AND SAWED QUARTERED RED OAK

VENEERSWALNUT 11 ^ Nli h K \ ^^^
CHERRY I L 11 L L IIV MAPLE

AND HARDWOOD LUMBER
Let us send you Stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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THE SOUTH
PROMINENT SOUTHERN MANUFACTURERS

THE JACKSON LUMBER COMPANY
JACKSON, TENN.

ANDREW JACKSON

We are now filling an order for 1,000,000 pieces of Rotary cut 54" stock,

JACKSON VENEER. We did not get this order by cutting the price,

but on account of our customer knowing that he could absolutely depend
on delivery and quality.

BAND SAWN CABINET LUMBER AND ROTARY CUT VENEERS

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK .... KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %" and 13 16" in all

standard widths

THE ALTHAUSER-WEBSTER-WEAYER LUMBER GO.
INCORPORATED

Nashville, Tennessee

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD LUMBER

WOOD CONSUMING PLANTS ATTENTION
Our band mill will saw for you Quartered Oak to

suit your requirements. We solicit your inquiries

for special contracts.

St^ If You Knew
What our BULLETIN SERVICE ivas doing

for ])our competitor in the lumber business, youd

not only rvanl the service yourself, but YOU'D

HAVE IT.

Let Us Ten You About It.

Hardwood Record :: Chicago

CM. JENNINGS, Pres. anil Treas. A. C. BERTHOLD. V. Pres. G. P. SHEHAN. See.

BERTHOLD & JENNINGS LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers and Dealers in

OAK, GUM, CYPRESS, Etc.
We make a specialty of Railroad Material, such as

Car Stock, Bridge Plank, Switch Ties, Red Oak,
White Oak, Yellow Pine and Cypress Piling. Write
us for prices.

Lumbermen's Building ST. LOUIS, MO.

GILCHRISTFORDNEY COMPANY
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI

MANUFACTURERS

Long Leaf YellowPine
Domestic and Export Trade

150,000 FEET DAILY

Frank Purcell %"

Exporter of Black Waliiut Logs

Kansas City

S. A.

MARK

FIGURED WALNUT IN LONG WOOD
AND STUMPS
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

I. N. Stewart & Bro.

Specialties:

CHERRY
AND OAK

892 ELK STREET

Buffalo wants your hard-

wood business and wants it

because it can make it to

your advantage to buy your

lumber in Buffalo.

Buffalo lumbermen are

experienced in the produc-

I tion, purchase, grouping,

I

care and shipping of hard-

woods, and this experience

is at the service of every

wholesale consumer of hard-

woods.

We have one of the

largest stocks of hardwoods

held by any lumber trade

center of the country. It

comprises every variety of

both northern and southern

woods. This lumber has

been selected for its high

I
type, good sawing and fine

texture.

G. ELIAS & BRO,
Buy and Carry Large

Quantities of

ALL KINDS OF
HARDWOODS

955-1015 ELK STREET

Buffalo Hardwood lumber Co.

We Want to Buy for Cash:
OAK, ASH AND

OTUKR HARDWOODS
All ^ades and thicknesses.
Will receive and inspect
stock at shipping point.
Branch yard, Memphis, Tenn.

940 Ssneca Street, BuffaloV

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS\

893 EAGLE STREET

ORSON E. YEAGER

Specialties:

OAK, ASH,

AND POPLAR
932 ELK STREET

T. Sullivan & Co.

Specialties:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST
FIR and SPRUCE

2 ARTHUR STREET

Hu^h McLean Lumber Co.

Our Specialty:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

ftJ

\STANDARD HARDWOODl
LUMBER COMPANY

OAK, ASH,

and CHESTNUT

1075 CLINTON STREET

Above all things else,

Buffalo can give you better

service by reason of its un-

surpassed facilities for the

distribution of hardwoods

than any other market in

this country. Again, from

Buffalo you can invariably

get a square deal on grade

and measurement.

Buffalo can give you serv-

ice, and the right kind of

service.

Write to any one of us, or

ell of us, and let us figure

with you en your hardwood
requirements.

We can ordinarily get

cars set for loading within

six hours. An order des-

patched to us from an>

distance within five hundred
miles of Buffalo can usually

be loaded and forwarded the

next day.

Frank W. Vetter

Dealer in All Kinds of

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1142 SENECA STREET
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Simple and Quick

Changes are ^svhat Count
It doesn't matter how good the work is that a machine turns out, if you can't

make changes and set it up in a hurry, you're losing valuable time, which means
bigger costs. This is where a great improvement has been made on the new

Linderman Automatic
Dovetail Glue Jointer

When we had satisfied some of the new "Linderman" users and ourselves by every
known test, technical and actual, that the Double Cut Taper Wedge Dovetail Joint was
better and stronger than clamped joints, we didn't stop designing until we produced
a Dovetail Glue Jointer that was so simple that any woodworker could operate it.

The illustration here shows the center section of the "Linderman" where every

change is made. Six adjustments on the whole machine—every one so simple that an

ordinary workman can make them without delay.

The quick changes now made on the new "Linderman" make it particularly adapted

to making big savings in labor, lumber and glue to the manufacturer who makes a

variety of work as well as the one making but one line.

Learn what the Linderman is doing in your line of work and how it improves joint-

ing conditions. Write for details.

New York City

Linderman Machine Co.
Muskegon, Mich. Woodstock, Ont.



^L g - — - ^_ Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant, Soft

Yellow
in Wide Stock, Jt ILJL l» K^JL A^^XX ^lJ Poplaf
Specialty ^^LCompany
'-- Kitchen 6

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Bulldinj
400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN -WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Co. Boyne City Lumber Co.
Mills and General Office at BOYNE CITY, MICH.

yUF OFFER Sales Ollice, BUFFALO, N. Y.

4-4 in. & 5-4 in. Dry and Winter Cut Basswood
8-4 in. Merch. Hemlock, Misc. Widths and Lengths
White Cedar Shingles a a m ai^aple Flooring

Hardwood Dimension ^tock

YELLOW POPLAR
MANUrACTUNCRS

WATER SEASONED
BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

ALL GRADES
ROUGH DRESSED

QUICK SHIPMCNT

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO.



Seventeenth Year, )

Seml-Monthly. ^

/v\/ CHICAGO, MAY 25, 1912 f
Subscription S2.

I Single Copies, 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANUTACTUBEB OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street CHICAGO
Telephone Canal 930

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

On the Following Stock We Will Make
Special Prices for Prompt Shipment;

:i(i.(M)« It. 5/8" !Sai> I'oplar.
SIl.lHMt fl. 5/8" ]\'o. 1 Com. Poplar.
;.">. (10(1 ft. 5/8" No. 2 Com. Poplar.

n().(t(Ml ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Poplar,
r 1(1,(KM) ft. 1" No. 'i Com. Poplar.
!l(l,(MMI ft. IMi" No. 2 Com. Poplar.

l-.->,(l(H) ft. 2" No. 2 Com. Poplar.
l(l,()(l() ft. 1%" Is & 28 Qtil. Poplar.
;5,(HK> ft. 1" S. W. No. 2 Common

Chestnut.
;!0,(HI() ft. 1V4" S. W. No. 2 Common

Hiestnut.

580,0«0 ft. I'/V s. \V. No. 2 Common
Chestnut.

90,000 ft. 2" S. W. No. 3 Common
Chestnut.

60,000 ft. 1" Is & 2s Plain Red Oak.
210.000 ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Plain Keel

Oak.
50,000 ft. ly." No. 2 Com. Plain

Red Oak.
90,000 ft. 2' No. 2 Com. Plain Red

Oak.

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.
70 Kilby St., BOSTON, MASS.

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing
WEST VIRGINIA SPRCCK LUMBER CO.,

Cass. Weit Vlrelnia.

Fifth ATe. Bldg.,

NEW YORK

Keys-Walker Lumber Co.
Manufacturers

West Virginia Hardwoods
Soft Yellow Poplar
Oak—Chestnut—Bass—Hemlock, Etc.

Rough or Dressed Write for Prices

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
ED. MAPHET. Pres. and Mgr. JAMES T. SHEA, Vice-Pres. JOHN F. SHEA, Treas.

]VIapbet & Sbea Lumber Company
jNIanufacturers and Wholesalers

We Manufacture:
YELLOW POPLAR, OAK, CHESTNUT

WHITE AND YELLOW PINE
HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING

YARD: Middlebrook Pike and Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

BAND AND CIRCULAR MILLS
EAST TENN. MOUNTAIN
VIRGIN HARDWOOD

STUMPAGE

LUMBER INSURiNGE GO, OF NEW YORK

Capital $400,000

Leading Stock Fire Insurance

Company making a specialty of

Lumber and Woodworking Risks

84 Williams Street NEW YORK

PROCTORVENEER DRY£^ FIREPROOF

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
RECOMMENDED BY ALL THOSE WHO HAVE TRIED IT

NO
SPLITTING

NOR
CHECKING

NO
CLOGGING
NOR

ADJUSTING

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEP'T.L HANCOCK &. SOKERSET STS. PMILA,PA.

II II IJ II II Till II II II II II II II II I w
i^^u«TliFn^' CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER
^^Yfr^iT^^i^^H f II M nn ii 7i^ II II nil II II II II II II \m II II II II II II II II II II II
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McILVAIN'S SPECIALS for Immediate Delivery

Ash, Bass, Beech, Birch and
Butternut

Bone Dry for Immediate Shipment.

Chestnut
4-4 to 3 inches thick. West Virginia
and Tenneseee Stocks.
Special grades for yeneering.

Mahogany
% inch to 5 inches thick.

Thoroughly Dry. Especially fine
Figure and Texture.

Quarter-Sawn White Oak
and Quarter-Sawn Red Oak

Finely Figured, Good Widths and
Lengrtlis. Tlioroughly Dry Stock. In
separate or mixed cars.

Maple
Hard, Soft. Band Sawn. Dry Stock.
Can ship straight or mixed cars. Good
Widths and Lengths.

Cedar
Florida-Tennessee Stock.

Straight cars from Mills. l^ocal Ship-
ments from Philadelphia Yard.

Cypiiress
Gulf Stock. Any thickness,
furnish Special Widths and

Dry. Can
Leng:ths.

Poplar
Soft Yellow Stock. Band San-n. 60 per
cent. 14 and 16-inch Length. % inch
to 5 inches. Dry Stock.

Cherry
I inch to 5 inches thick. Band Sawn.
West Virginia and Pennsylvania Stock.
Can ship straight or mixed cars.

Wide Quarter-Sawn Oak
10 inches and up Wide. 13 and up
Wide. Quarter Sawn. Fancy Figure.
Bone Dry.
Can supply any Quantity or Width in

mixed cars.

White Pine
All Grades and Thicknesses.

Soft Cork Michigan Slock. California
Sugar Pine. California White Pine.

Oak (Construction)
We make a specialty of this stocic for
( ar Building. Bridge Building, Boat
Building, etc.

CAI.IFORNIA RED WOOB
WASHIirQTON CZIBASSHINGLES

CTFBESS: No. 1 Heart Blved (strictly hand-made)

Sizes: 6z20 inches; 7x24 inches In straight or mixed cars

"We have it if it's Hardwood'

SPElClALi ^^ ^'^^ '" position to ship in mixeci cars di-

rect from our Nashville (Tenn.) Yard, giv-

ing you the benefit of carload prices on mixed cars of

Oak, either plain or quarter sawn, red or white. Chestnut,
Soft Yellow Poplar, Tennessee Cedar, Tough' White Ash,
Hardwood Flooring, etc.

J. GIBSON McILVAIN (^ COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.Offices

Yards
Crozer Building, 1420 Chestnut St.

Fifty-eighth and Woodland Ave.

WE WANT ORDERS

IN THE FOLLOWING:

50,000 ft. No. 2 Common &
Better Rock Elm.

150,000 ft. No. 1 Common Chest-

nut.

100,000 ft. No. 1 Common Poplar.

125,000 ft. 1st and 2nd Plain

White Oak.

50,000 ft. 1st and 2nd Plain Red
Oak.

50,000 ft. No. 1 Common Plain

White Oak.

Write or Wire Us for Delivered Prices.

You Will Find Them Low.

The Fuilerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Go.

South Bend, Indiana

H. G. GREITH & CO.

HardwoodLumbor

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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MICHIGAN
fAMOUS FOR HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

Michigan Hardwoods
MANUFACTURED BY

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.

CADILLAC, MICH. May 13th, 1912.

DRY STOCK LIST

6/4 Ash No. 3 Common & Better 19 M
4/4 Basswood No. 1 Common 300 M
4/4 Cherry No. 3 Common & Better 10 M
8/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2s 100 M

12/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2s 60 M
6/4 Hard Maple Step Is & 2s 30 M
8/4 Rock Elm No. 3 Common 8 M

"It is not what lumber costs you, so much as what you .

can get out of it, that decides its value for your work."

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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For

Immediate

Shipment

RED GUM
cars l" IS & 2s Red Gum, 10 to 16'

car l" is & 2s Red Gum, 10 & 12'

cars l" No. 1 Com. Red Gum, 10 & 16'

car 2" is & 2s Red Gum, 12 mos. dry

50 M. ft.

SAP GUM
i" is & 2s Sap Gum

80 M. ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Sap Gum
30 M. ft. 1" No. 2 Com. Sap Gum
50 M. ft. 6/4 IS & 2s Sap Gum
25 M. ft. 8/4 is & 2s Sap Gum

COTTONWOOD
2 cars 13 to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards

90 M. ft. 1" IS & 2s Cottonwood, 6 to 12"
1 car l" IS & 2s Cottonwood, 13 to 17"

185 M. ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Cottonwood

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF CUTTING OAK TIMBERS AND SMALL SQUARES FOR FURNITURE TRADE AND WILL
MANUFACTURE THE STOCK TO THE SIZES DESIRED

All Lumber Listed Above Is Band Sawn, Equalized and Trimmed, and Can Be Shipped at Once

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA. MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished

banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-

cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our

reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors

solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
JAMES D. LACEY. WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

LARGEST TIMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building, Seattle

1104 Spalding Bldg., Portland
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12,500 Acres Hardwood Timberland in

Arkansas

RAILROAD THROUGH THE CENTER
CLOSE TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Will cut 6,000 feet per acre, 75% oak, Leveed and drained;
easily and cheaply logged; river gives competing rail rate;

land is in solid body and, as a timber proposition, is among
the best left in Arkansas. The land is good as can be
found and the drainage is causing rapid rise in farm land

values. 1 own this and will sell right.

JOHN C. SPRY
134 S. La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the marltet
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our pohshed surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind naiUng—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and poUshinj.

Our Booklet tellt all about Hardwood Flooring
and how to care for it—also prices—a/nd ie free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

Konzen, Stumpf & Schafer Lumber Co.

Blue Island Avenue and Robey St.

DEALERS IN

HARDWOOD LUMBER, WAGON
AND AUTOMOBILE STOCK

Kiln-dried Lumber a Specialty

VeneerManufacturers Co.
S. E. Cor. May and Fulton St. CHICAGO

VENEERS
FIGURED AND PLAIN WOODS

Circassian, Mahogany, Quartered Oak, Curly
Birch, Walnut, Bird's-eye Maple, Rosewood,
Gum, Rotary Cut, Yellow Poplar, Red Oak,
White Oak, Pine, Birch,Maple, Walnut, Gum

WMimimmmmiM
imiiHiRiii

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, • - CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1084

Lurya-Foster Lumber Co.
755 Old Colony Building

Chicago

MANUFACTURERS AND
WHOLESALERS OF

Lumber
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF BUYING AND SELLING

BROKEN STOCK
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KNOXVILLB
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeatnut

D. M. ROSE & CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER,

HARDWOOD FLOORING AND INTERIOR FINISH

KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE
103,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Quartered White Oak.
200,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak.
55,000 ft. 4/4 IS & 2s Plain White Oak.
60,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Plain Red Oak.

668,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Plain Red and White
Oak.

All the above is Band Sawn, nicely manufactured,
good quality oalc and thorougiily air dried. Has
been on sticks from 12 to IS montlis.

10,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2S Poplar.

60,000 ft. 4/4 Saps & Selects Poplar
15,000 ft, 4/4 Clear Heart.

250,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com.
35,000 ft. 6/4 No, 1 Com.
15,000 ft. 5/8 is & 2s,

10,000 ft, 5/8 Saps.

15,000 ft, 5/8 No. 1 Com.
10,000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 Com.
54,000 ft. 4/4, 6/4, 8/4 Common & Better Ash.

145,000 ft. 4/4 Log Run White Pine.

13 5,000 ft. 4/4 Common & Better Chestnut, kiln

dried.

WTLL SHIP IN MIXED CARS. EITHER ROUGH OR
DRESSED

H. S. MIZNER,
Pres.

C. C. CANNON,
Vice-Pres.

J. M. LOGAN,
Gen'l Manager

C. R. SWANN,
Sec'y and Treaa.

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard;

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We want orders for the following dry stock:

15,000 ft. 12/4 Select Poplar.

12,000 ft. 12/4 No. 1 Common Poplar.

20,000 ft. 12/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.

15,000 ft. 4/4x12" & up Select and No. i Com-
mon Poplar,

100,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.

70,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Wormy Chestnut.

40,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Qtd. White Oak.

30,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

165,000 ft. 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 Qtd. White Oak.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED ^^HITE DAK. PLIilN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LOMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL. A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE, SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

Veneers
"The Very Best"

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.

KNOXVII.I.E. TENN.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

For Prompt Shipment, we oflfer:

1 car 4/4" is & 2s Plain Oak.
1 car 4/4 No. l Common Plain Oak.
1 car 4/4 (Log Run) No. 2 Common & Better. Q'td.

White Oak.

Dry, Equalized and Good Widths
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NASHVILLECELJEBFiATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH. F-AULT1.ESS'\/Lf\T'iXJF'J^CTVRE J^1>II3 GOOD GFl,2VDES.

JOHN B. RANSOM
a COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD I UMBEB
I'a & 2's Qtd. Wblte Oak, 6" & np (wide In).

No. 1 common Qtd. Wliite Oak, 6" 4 up de-
lected for flgnre).

I's & 2'B Qtd. White Oak, 10" & up.
I's & 2'8 Qtd. Wblte Oak, 6' k np.
No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" & op
nice).

No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" & up
nice t dry).

I's & 2's Qtd. Red Oak, 6" & up.
No. 1 common Qtd. Red Oak, 4" ft up.
I's &. 2's Chestnut, dry, good widths.
No. 1 common Chestnut, dry, good widths.
No. 2 C. & S. W. Chestnut, dry.
I's & 2s White Ash, yery dry <c tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, Tery dry k tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, rery dry t tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, Tery dry k tooxk.
No. 1 common Hickory, Tery dry k tough.

3
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HUNTINGTON
CENTER OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

THE D. E.HEWIT LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of

West Virginia Soft Yellow Poplar and Hardwoods

MILL LOCATED IN CITY OF HUNTINGTON. ALL TIMBER SHIPPED TO MILL BY RAIL

Want orders for White Oak Squares, from 10 to 16 in.

square and 10 to 20 ft, long.

HUTCHINSON LUMBER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

OAK BILLS, CAR STOCK AND SWITCH TIES
All Kinds of Furniture Dimension Stock

Dry Stock

for Quick

Shipment

MILLS: NAUGATUCK, W. VA., AND LOGAN, W. VA.

10
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>VEST VIRQINIAi
WHERE THE BEST HARDWOODS GROW

AMERICAN COLUMN & LUMBER CO,
MANUFACTURERS

YELLOW POPLAR, HARDWOOD LUMBER, POPLAR,
PLANING MILL PRODUCTS AND OAK FLOORING.

ST. ALBANS, W. VA.
FO R SALE

10 Cars 13-16x21 in. Clear White Oak Flooring.
All that could be desired in quality and workmanship.

HILL BROTHERS TIE
AND LUMBER CO.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Railroad Ties, Timber
and Hardwood Lumber

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

OAK TIMBERS YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER

DOCK, CAR AND VESSEL OAK
Oak Timbers for all Purposes a Specialty

Write us for prices

THE PARKERSBURG MILL CO.
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Have to move at once

Two Cars 6/4 No. 3 Common Dry Ash

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

3 cars 4-4 1st and 2nds Chestnut, band sawn

West Virginia stock running about 60^^ o 14

and 16 ft. long, dry and ready for prompt

shipment. Write for quotations.
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
a\ inbothOradeand

- Measurement '

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD
ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

STOCK LIST— Dry Lumber on Hand May 1, J912

TELEGRAPH
CODES

UNIVERSAL
HARDWOOD

WESTERN UNION

Cable Address, Lamb

50,000 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red
Oak.

10,000 6/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red
Oak.

60,000 3/8 FAS Red Gum.
70,000 1/2 FAS Red Gum.
63,000 3/4 FAS Red Gum.
75,000 4/4 FAS Red Gum.
65,000 5/8 No. 1 Common Red Gum.
60,000 4/4 No. 1 Common Red Gum.
60,000 5/4 No 1 Common Red Gum.
40,000 4/4 FAS highly figured Red Gum.
6,000 5/4 FAS highly figured Red Gum.
12,000 4/4 No. 1 Common highly fig-

ured Red Gum.
2,000 5/4 No. 1 Common highly fig-

ured Red Gum.
100,000 4/4 13" to 17" Sap Gum Box

Boards.
13,000 3/8 FAS Sap Gum.
10,000 1/2 FAS Sap Gum.
3,000 5/8 FAS Sap Gum.

100,000 4/4 No. 2 Common Quartered
White Oak.

40,000 4/4 No. 1 Common Quartered
White Oak Strips.

30,000 5/8 FAS Plain White Oak.
8,000 8/4 FAS Plain White Oak.
3,000 10/4 FAS Plain White Oak.

12,000 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain White
Oak.

6,000 10/4 No. 1 Common Plain White
Oak.

3,000 12/4 No. 1 Common Plain White
Oak.

3,000 16/4 No. 1 Common Plain White
Oak.

3 7,000 5/8 FAS Plain Red Oak.

30,000 4/4 FAS Plain Red Oak.

60,000 4/4 FA5 Sap Gum, 18" & up.
15,000 5/4 FAi; Sap Gum.
20,000 1/2 No. 1 Common Sap Gum.
13,000 3/4 No, 1 Common Sap Gum.
30,000 4/4 No 1 Common Sap Gum.
25,000 3/4 No. 2 Common Sap Gum.
3,000 6/4 No 1 Common Ash.
3,000 8/4 No 1 Common Ash.
4,000 8/4 Common and Better Ash.

75,000 8/4 Loj Run Cypress.
30,000 8/4 Log Run Elm.
50,000' 1/2 rAS Quartered White Oak.
36,000 3/4 FAS Quartered White Oak.
75,000 4/4 FAS Quartered White Oak.
5,000 6/4 FAS Quartered White Oak.

16,000 3/4 No. 1 Common Quartered

10,000 5/8 No. 1

Oak.
20,000 3/4 No. 1

Oak.

Common Plain

Common Plain

Red

Red

White Oak.
75,000 4/4 No.

White Oak.
5,000 5/4 No.

White Oak.

Common Quartered

Common Quartered

OIR LUMBER CONTAINS .ALL WIDE STOCK PRODICUD IN M .\NI'FACTIRING
LENGTHS. HE ALSO M.ANIFACTLRE OAK TI.MBERS .ANI> BRIDGE I'I..\NK —

AND
F.\CII

WILL KIN OVER 50% OF 14 AND 16 FT.
ITIES FOR KILN DRYING AND DRESSING

TEflRH
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY

We have left one cargo of Inch No. 1 and 2 Common Maple
Flooring stock, all 6 ft. and longer—not to exceed 1 2*^/0 1x4.

We also specialize in Piling and Logs for Textile and Paper
Purposes.

THE STEARNS SALT & LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers

LUDINCTON, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.
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HONEST GOODS AT HONEST PRICES
WHEN YOU BUY

WOOD-WORKING MACHINES
No excuses for improper workmanship or poor material

are necessary with our tools. They are all built upon the
same mechanical principles throughout and are guaran-
teed to produce equal results.

There is an individuality about DEFIANCE machines
that is not found in any other machine. It will pay you
to investigate their efficiency.

Our catalog and prices are at your command.

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS
414 Perry Street, DEFIANCE, OHIO

The Quality Producers

Automatic Knife Grinder

Transverfif >I<iiil<lin;^ Machine Hunil Saw Filing and SeitinK ^farliiiip No. Varicly 'I'nniing and Boring I.allle

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

.^., nr-") ,;

jLIDCERWOOD
.r

'Ov., 90 Liberty Street, New York montr

-WOODWARD.WIGHTA CO.LTa
IS CHALMERS BULLOCK LTa

MONTREAL VANCOUVER

MERSHON BAND-RESAWS

"A Specialty, Not a Side issue."

^ Wm. B. Mershon & Co.,
^acinaw. mich..
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CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE, SOOTH

IJkf M |kI'TP ^^ iyf'"..^*'jf5'.t'^„'PJ J"f*K?i."°™^°V. _?''*ji'''*i,E?'j?"'?^** !*"..''"!'' that we will elye yon ometbinE tor nothlms
because you would not believe n» If we did, but when we say that we can give you the best Talne In the rtock U*te4
below that your money ever bousbt, we mean just what we say and only ask from you an opportunity te bnt*

- It- Stock manufactured right, graded right, and is right; it won't last long. Better write us at once for onr"~"^^^^^^^^^^"~~^^~^~^"~' proposition.

Some special items which we want to move this month. Quality the kind you have been looking for

at prices that are "right."

1 car 4/4" 10" & up Is & 2s Ash.
1 car 8/4" Is & 2s Ash.
1 car 5/8" Is & 2s Qtd. W. Oak.
1 car 5/8" 314" to 5i/^" Clear Strips Qtd. W. Oak.

1 car 3/4" Is & 2s & No. 1 Com. Qtd. W. Oak.
1 car 5/4" No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.

Yz car 4/4" 12" & up Is & 2s Plain Red Oak
Yi car A/4" 12" & up Is & 2s Plain White Oak.

The John DulWeber Company Cincinnati, Ohio
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CIN CI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THt SOUTH

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

15 Cars 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

15 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

Band Sawn, Equalized and Thoroughly Dry. Good Width and Lengths.

W.E.HEYSER
LUMBER CO.

GENERAL OFFICES AND YARDS:

Winton Place, Cincinnati, Ohio

Branch: MEMPHIS, TENN.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Quartered and Plain

Red and White Oak, Ash,

Poplar, Chestnut, Gum
and all Southern Hardwoods

SHIPMENTS DIRECT FROM
OUR OWN YARDS AND MILLS

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on

the Following:

153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—30%
13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5/4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",

bone dry.

6 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.
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L. W. RADINA & CO.
DEALERS IN

POPLAR AND
HARDWOODS

CINCINNATI OHIO

WE WANT TO BUY
1", IW, \%" U & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON SAP GUM
1", 1^" & 2" Is & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON RED GUM
1" NO. 1 COMMON TUPELO.

SUBMIT US YOUR STOCK SHEETS

WITH BEST CASH PRICES

DUHLMEIER BROS.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

CYPRESS
Special Low Prices on These Items:
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A Personal Talk With
Hardwood Lumber

Jobbers
If you have been having trouble of late getting just the quantity

and grade of lumber that you need

—

If your customers are prodding you for failure to keep up deliv-

eries on contracts, and suggesting that they can get .better service

from somebody else

—

If you occasionally have trouble on account of errors of inspec-

tion, leading to rehandling and profitless labor

—

If you are w^ondering how to. improve conditions so as to get the

lumber you want when you want it worst, and get it in such condi-

tion that your customers will keep it

—

Why not get in touch with the very people whose methods of

doing business insure that kind of satisfaction to yourself and those

with whom 3^ou have dealings

—

In other words, why not go to hardwood headquarters—
LOUISVILLE?

THE LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD CLUB
Edw. L. Davis Lumber Co. Booker-Cecil Co.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co. Norman Lumber Co.

Louisville Point Lumber Co. C. C. Mengel & Bro. Co.

The Louisville Veneer Mills. ' Ohio River Sawmill Co.
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THE EAST
LEADING MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA
HARDWOODS

FARMERS BANK BLDG. PITTSBURG, PA.

ASH
4/4, 5/4, 6/4,

8/4. 10/4, 12/4
and 14/4.

AMERICAN '•o'''^A«

LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY ?Ttip?i7ift°^and

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

PITTSBURGH, PA.

2nds.)

MAPLE
4/4, 5/4, 6/4.

8/4. 10/4, 12/4
and 16/4.

OAK
- White and Red,

Quartered and
plain sawed, all

White and Yellow Pine thickne^sses.^"

HARDWOOD

YELLOW
POPLAR

All grades and
thicknesses.

We make a specialty of thick
White Ash, Hard Maple and White
Oak.
Railroad Car and Construction Oak

timbers, long lengths and special
sizes.

Write for prices before heavy call
for SpriDg requiremeDts.

CHESTNUT
All grades and
thicknesses.

SPRUCE
All grades and
thicknesses.

^^ 1 Our Stock in this wood is not only well

£x6Cl manufactured and strictly graded, but it

_^^ _ is cut from prime Adirondack logs.

J^l»"^*l^ We can make prompt shipment on a

New York Office
25 West 4Znd St.

GEO. WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
SWANTON, VT.

WE WILL NOT MIX GRADES
HADENTINE LUMBER CO.

HARDWOODS and N. C. PINE
BOTH TELEPHONES We ai'preci&t' iiii|iiii-ie> from rt-Bpoosible bDyers Sod PiUnf U U I

request |>rice and stock lists from it- liublf shlpper-i. uAinUL.n, 11. J

H. D. WIGGIN l%IVJ^,'^l
MANUFACTURER HARDWOOD LUMBER

Circular-sawed Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Basswood, Maple
Mil] at Stone Coal Junction, WeBt Virginia

Hamilton H. Salmon& Co.

82-88 Wall Street,

NEW YORK CITY

PLAIN OAK

QUARTERED OAK

COTTONWOOD

MAHOGANY

POPLAR

BEECH

ELM

GUM

ASH

MAPLE

CHERRY

BIRCH

WM. E. LITCHFIELD
HASON BUILDING, BOSTON. MASS,

Specialist in Hardwoods
Mannfactnrers are requested to snpply listi of stock for tale

JONES HARDWOOD COMPANY
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

HARDWOODS—Poplar and Gum
33 Broad Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

CHARLES HOLYOKE
141 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

HARDWOODS
We are in the market for Plain Red and White Oak,

4/4 to 8/4" No. 1 Common and Better. We pay cash.

PEALE, CORYELL LUMBER COMPANY
FIFTH A k'ENUE BCILOING, Sth Ave. and 2Sd St., NEW YORK
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A.n Unusual Opportunity in \^eneer and Lumber Manufacturing
n Owing to other business which demands the entire attention

of the owners, they would consider the sale of their veneer

and saw mill plant.

ri Plant and equipment complete, and strictly modern in every

detail.

f][ Center of unusual field of sale and distribution, including

large local trade.

^I Best and cheapest location for source of supply of both

domestic and foreign logs.

CI Institution has never failed to pay handsome dividends on

investment.

(][ Business can easily be increased, with present facilities, to

much larger volume.

CI Everything open to strictest scrutiny and investigation.

fjj,
A big opportunity for the right man.

CI Will consider negotiations only with principals, and in con-

fidence. ADDIIESS B 47, CARE

HARDWOOD RECORD, Chicago

IF YOU are having trouble getting prompt
shipments—try us. Our yards at Cairo

and Brookport, IlHnois, were not affected by
the flood. Wire orders—loaded following

day. Anything in Poplar from 4/4 to 12/4,

Plain or Quartered Red and White Oak,
4/4 to 8/4.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY
Sales Offire

1657 Monadnock Block
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Main Office

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

J'l'***************+********'{"W'**'J»*********^|t

Write for quotations on

FOUR-QUARTER BASSWOOD,
ALL GRADES

TAYLOR & CRATE
Buffalo, N. Y.

I
*

FIRE
INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

& r. FKRBT, HanBgear.

NOTICE NOTICE
ON account of excessive rains during the past six

niontlis, terminating in the most disastrous flood ever
known in the .Mississippi Valley, it is estimated 75%

of the sawmills in this territory are closed. Many are not
able to resume operations for several weeks to come.
Stocks of hardwoods are scarce. We are fortunate in having
about Fifteen Million feet (15,000,000') of lumber on sticks

free from over-flow, consisting of Oak, Ash, Poplar and Gum.

r ll.irj; YOUK INgUIBIliS

RUSSE & BURGESS, Inc.
Memphis, Tenn.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried /^^

Polished

MAPOWOOD

& MFC. CO.
5A RDIS

MI55.

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which began operations on January 1,

is equipped throughout with every modern improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.

We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,

moulding, finish, etc.

THE W. G. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers oi

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
RONTON, OHIO

Watch This Space
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General Market Conditions

From all sources there is a hurrying and scurrying to cover short-

age in hardwood supplies on the part of jobbers as well as wholesale

consumers. Hardwood Record is deluged with inquiries for sources

of supply for many varieties of wood. The hardwood situation is

unique in the history of the trade. There is a shortage amounting

to a paucity of nearly every variety of all grades of hardwoods, and

.as a consequence some very fancy prices have been asked and

obtained during the last month for especially desirable stock.

In the North very little lumber in merchantable shape is in first

iands, and a good many advance sales have been made, which will

very heavily cut into the season 's output of green lumber. Inch

maple flooring stock seems to be the only item in reasonable supply,

and sales are increasing on this item. Hardwood shipments from

the North are manifestly exceeding the cut, so that the average

manufacturer is down to green stock. This situation will probably

lesult in an increased summer 's output of hardwoods.

In the flooded hardwood lumber district of the Mississippi valley,

normal conditions are again commencing to obtain, and logging

roads are being put back in shape to transport logs. There is a

fairly good stock of logs in the woods awaiting transportation to

Tuills, and within a short time the hardwood output will not only

•come back to normal, but doubtless will be considerably increased

an volume.

There is not as much flood-lumber as was generally credited to

be at the time of the height of the Mississippi flood. Still there is

enough to cause no inconsiderable damage and loss to many operators.

Strenuous attempts are being made to wash and scrub flooded stock,

but it is being marketed under the protest of the buyer, and is being

accepted only at cut prices. Owing to the general paucity of stock,

this character of lumber will soon be off the market, but it will have

a damaging effect on the situation for some little time.

Operators in the mountain country generally have rebuilt their

bridges and logging roads, and the output from these mills is prob-

ably above normal, although very few mountain operators have any

dry stock to offer. It will be late in the faU before any considerable

quantity of dry hardwoods develop for general distribution.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the United States and its possessions,

and Canada. $2.00 the vear: in foreign countries. $1.00 extra postage.

In conformity with the rules of the postofflce department, subscrip-

tions are payable in advance, and in default of written orders to the

contrary, are continued at our option.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address,

should be sent one week before the date they are to go into effect.

Both old and new addresses must be given.

Both display and classified advertising rates furnished upon
application.

Plain oak, both red and white, seems to be the leader at advanced

values, and prices ha^e been asked and received at from two to five

dollars a thousand above prices obtainable six weeks ago. Low-grade

lumber of nearly aU varieties is in manifest scarcity and is com-

manding a respectable advance over prices formerly obtained.

The poplar situation is well in hand, and while there has been

little advance in price, there is a healthy demand at Ust. There is

no likelihood of there being any over-supply in poplar lumber during

the year.

Prevailing conditions have made it possible to secure a substantial

advance on southern ash, which is commanding from three to five

dollars a thousand more than it did a few months ago.

Some remarkable sales in lumber are recited daily. In some cases

jobbers have succeeded in making profit-turns that were nearly equal

to the original price of the manufactured stock at the miU.

General hardwood trading is active and quick. To the minds of

most buyers it is simply a question of whether the stock is immedi-

ately obtainable. It is an undisputed fact that hardwood holdings of

the majority of jobbers and wholesale consumers are remarkably

low, and current requirements are therefore responsible for the

present activity.

Up to a year ago there was an unusually heavj- over-stock in

manufacturers' hands of both oak and maple flooring. There has

been a gradual diminution in production of these two varieties of

flooring for fuUy twelve months, and while prices have ranged very

low during that time, there has been a gradual working off of surplus

until today in both varieties empty spaces are again visible in manu-

facturers' warehouses. It is estimated that there has been nearly

a seventy-five per cent reduction in surplus stock since the maximum

obtained, and it is thoroughly believable that this surplus will go

stiU lower, with the result that considerably higher prices will be

very speedily obtained for both maple and oak flooring. On the basis

of present values for oak and maple flooring lumber, there is not a

new dollar for an old one in making hardwood flooring.

The veneer and panel business is showing a very substantial

accretion in volume, and a little advance in price. There seem to

be more inquiries for both veneers and panels at the present time

than ever in the history of the trade. This fact is revealed by the

Advertising copy must be received five days in advance of publlca*
tion dates-

Telephones:—Harrison 8086-8087^8088.

Advertising Representatives: Jacob Holtzman, 5254 Larchwood Ave-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E. W. Meeker, 537 South Dearborn Street, Cnl-

cage. 111.

Entered as second-class matter May 26, 1902, at the postofflce at \;h«-

cago. 111., under act o£ March 3, 1879.
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numerous inquiries reacliing tlie office of HAKD^yooD Kecord, asking

for sources of supply for items that ordinarily could be had from

many sources. Hence the outlook in the veneer and panel business

is very promising.

In fancy woods and figured veneers the trade is stronger, and

those who have maho§3ny, Circassian and other fancy woods in either

lumber or veneer form to offer, are having a very substantial trade

at satisfactory prices. Solid mahogany has advanced ten to fifteen

dollars a thousand in the last three months, and figured woods and

veneers are showing a corresponding increase in value.

The handle business is in fairly satisfactory shape. This is

notably true of broom handle production. Hickory handles are still

being manufactured and sold at prices that leave a very small

margin of profit.

The Middleman's Wages
There seems to he a popular disposition at the present time on

the part of many lumber manufacturers to depreciate the services

of competent wholesale merchants in the lumber trade, and a very

manifest tendency to go past this element of the trade in market-

ing their product. Beyond question there is an unfortunate element

mixed up in the distribution of lumber that might logically be weeded

out to manifest advantage. Beference is made to the class of

"scalpers" who sell liimber to "price-buyers" at less than its

value, and then execute these orders with undergrade stock in the

faint hope that the deal .can be put through with a profit to them-

selves. This method of trading has put not only this element of

the trade in disrepute, but also reflects ou the character and value

of the services of legitimate jobbers.

The ordinary process of distribution of any product involves pri-

mary disposal of goods in wholesale quantities, with the expectation

of eventual disposal to the consumer in retail quantities. A manu-

facturer of lumber may do his own wholesaling, he even may do his

own retailing, but on his books there should appear all the necessary

charges for the service performed by his wholesale department and

for the service and the expense of his retail department. He is or

ought to be as much interested as anyone in anything which affects

the general attitude of the public towanls the distribution of his

goods.

Today, in tlie lumber business as well as in many other lines, the

"middleman" is under surveillance if not to say suspicion. His

wages are in danger. The profits of the legitimate jobber of lumber

are generally exaggerated by the illy informed, and also by the con-

suming iiublic. It costs money—and a gooil deal of money— to in-

telligently market lumber, and while producers of lumber in large

quantities often can afford to become merchants as well as manu-

facturers, and organize and maintain a sales deiiartment, the aver-

age minor producer of lumber can better afford to market his lumber

through the medium of responsible intermediaries than by attempting

to do it himself. The wholesale local merchant thoroughly acquainted

as he is with the requii-ements of his trade, with its character, with

its credit, is much better equipped to market lumber in this limited

territory than is the small manufacturer who scatters his lumber from

Boston to San Francisco indiscriminately to wholesale consumers.

The trouble generally lies with the small operator in not separating

his manufacturing and sales cost; in not charging up actaal sales

cost, including general expense, rebates, losses, etc., to this particu-

lar department of his business. This he s'aould do, and if he will

do it, he will find tliat in nine cases out of ten he will be better off at

the end of the year by marketing his product through the legitimate

jobbing element, and giving himself more time to devote to his

manufacturing business.

The term "profit" is often a misused one, and is usually employed

to represent the entire difference between the price paid for a com-

modity in quantity and the price realized for it in lesser quantities

to the individual consumer. A man may buy lumber at fifteen dollars

a thousand, and sell it for seventeen dollars a thousand and lose two

dollars a thousand in the transaction. Undeniably the undesirable

element of the lumber business above referred to is attempting to

market lumber on such a close margin of profit as to make the busi-

ness unprofitable to themselves, and usually results in a very unsatis-

factory transaction to both the !nan who supplies the lumber and the

one who receives it. i

With proper handling, prtiper methods and with proper service,

the merchant in lumber or in any other commodity renders a real,

tangible and important service to the trade with which he is allied.

Properly analyzed this is the fundamental idea that should prevail

in the lumber iniiustry. The merchant invests his money, his time,

his talents, his experience in the business, and is entitled to a just

reward. He works for his living. His so-called profits are his wages.

The fabulous pot of gold at the end of the rainbow-, that looks so

alluring to the small manufacturer of lumber when he attempts to

market his product direct to consumers, is entirely mythical. When
he counts his cost ; when he counts his losses ; and when he goes over

the history of successful small operators, he will find that the ma-

jority that are prosperous—who have made money in the manufacture

of lumber—are those who have selected upright and responsible

merchants to whom they have sold their output.

Foreign Commerce of the United States
''

The foreign trade of the Uuited States in the fiscal year which ends

with next month will show larger totals than in any previous year.

The ten months' figures down to the close of April just compiled by

the Bureau of Statistics, make it quite apparent that in both imports

and exports the totals for the fiscal year will- be the largest on

record. Imports seem likely to approximate ;f 1,600,000,000, exceeding 1

by between $40,000,000 and $50,000,000 the high record import year

of 1910. Exports seem likely to approximate $2,200,000,000, or about

$1.50,000,000 more than those of the previous high record year of

1911. This growth in foreign commerce, while common in both

imports and exports, is especially marked in the export trade.

The leading exports and their indicated totals for the fiscal year

rank about as follows:

Itaw cotton $.583,000,000

Iron and steel nmnufaclure 260,000,000
.Meat and dairy prndnds 160,000,000

Hreadstuffs 135.000.000
(•(ipper 110,000,000
.Mineral oils 100,000,000
Lumber and logs 90,000,000

Cotton inanufnctiucs and coal, each about 50,000,000

.\Kricultural implements, cars and carriages,

leather and tobacco, each about 40,000,000
Vi-yetable oils, fruits and nuts, between $20,-

1100,000 and 3,").000,000

The largest increases occur in iron and steel, meat and dairy

products, copper and mineral oils, although forest products show a

handsome increase.

Salesmanship and Advertising

The American Furniture Manufacturer makes generous excerpts

from an address given recently by Hugh Chalmers, the Detroit

automobile man, in a contention that salesmanship and advertising

are inseiiarable functions as applied to business. The observations

of the speaker contain so much good solid sense that they are

herewith reproduced and editorially endorsed.

In the first place the business man deals with five m 's—money,

materials, machinery, men and merchandise. It is not so hard to

get money, materials and machinery. Each of these is a given

quantity and with each and all of them a given result can be

accomplished. The big thing is to get men. Men are not of such

certain quantities as money, materials anil machinery. A machine

will do a known quantity of work in a known time. A man will

do such work as he is willing and caj)able of doing. Jlen, then,

are the most important factors in the conduct of any business.

When men enter into business they do so with a distinct object.

In the primitive days of manufacturing the great question was

one of jiroduction. Our manufacturing methods were crude in the

beginning. 7he market was ready and we strived constantl.v for

greater perfection. Nowadays the great question is one of dis-

tribution, the getting of things from where they are to where they ^
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ought to be. The two greatest factors iu distribution are sales-

manship and advertising. It is useless for business men to say
they do not believe in advertising. Everyone is an advertiser,

whether he wants to be or not. Our manners, our clothes, our
ai>iiearanee, our speech, everything that we do or say advertise

us and we cannot deny it. I have said that the two big factors
in the problem of distribution are advertising and salesmanship.
The relationship between the two, iu my opinion, is the closesl

relationship it is possible to have. It is closer than the team
under a single yoke; it i.s closer than friends; it is closer than
brothers; yes, it is closer than the relation between man and wife,

because there can never be a separation or divorce. Advertising
is salesmanship and salesmanship is advertising. Evei-y ad is a

salesman and every salesman is an ad. There is this difference.

Advertising is salesmanship plus publicity; salesmanship is adver-
tising plus getting the order signed. Advertising makes the
atmosphere of business, and the salesman follows and takes the

orilers. It is like a chemical combination. For instance, glycerine

in itself is perfectly harmless,

but combined with certain chem-

icals it forms one of the most

powerful explosives known. The
same is true of salesmanship

and advertising; it takes some-

thing to set them off, but it is

worth while. A man says,

"My business is so thoroughly

established I do not need to ad-

vertise it." It puts me in mind

winking at a girl. He knows he

is winking at the girl, but she

doesn't. The close relationship

between the two is most noticed

when you get down to bedrock

of business and you find out

what is the foundation of all

business. Advertising and pub-

licity are the greatest builders

<if confidence known to the

business man. Big arlvertising

looks like big sales; it makes

the public familiar with the

seller of the goods and will in-

still confidence in those goods.

Some people mistake advertis- I

ing for merit. Please bear in

mind that advertising never added one dollar to the value of any

article advertised. Advertising merely tells the value, it does not

make it. Goods must have merit in them to sell, and they must

also have merit when sold to stay sold. A sale does not end with

the making of it nowadays; it never ends so long as the man is

using the article you sell. I think most advertising men I have

seen who do things realize what advertising needs most. There

are hundreds and thousands of people in this country who do not

believe in advertising as some of us do. They think because some

people take pages of magazines that cost from $400 to $3,600 a

page, the}- must be charging higher prices than they otherwise

would. AVe know just the opposite is true. Through advertising

we are enabled to build up volume, and that volume enables us

to cut expense, and the more we are enabled to sell, the more

advertising we should do. But people need to be told of that.

because lots of people still do not believe in it. The object of

salesmanship and advertising is to distribute goods at a profit.

Anybody can give away goods, but it takes a salesman to sell

them. One of the oldest chestnuts among advertising men—if you

can call it such—is the one they use in every argument: "What
you need is to conduct a campaign of education." I think we

ought to forget that once and for all. I would like to know when
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we ha\e all of the people educated. All advertising is of an educa-
tional character; if it is not it is not advertising at all. I think
advertising men, like all other men, are made as well as born.

The thing that hampers men, that holds them back more than
anything else, is the doubt of their own ability. They praise what
they consider great genius or great ability in some other man,
when perhaps they possess that same ability. I do not think
it is going too far—and I do not say it to you only, I have said

it to other people, too—but I think there is enough ability in this

room to take care of almost any crisis this country could ever
have. There is more latent ability in all men than we know of,

and the only reason they do not forge faster to the front is

because they are not able to recognize it. Fifty years ago this

country confronted a crisis, and when the crisis came the country
had a leader, but a year or two before it came the man had not
been picked, but he had it in him all the time to become a leader.

Let us preach the doctrine of "made" men as well as "born"
men. It is easier to make goods than to sell them. I have been

in the advertising business all

my life, but it took me some

time to find that out. Any man
with money can buy machinery

and hire men to run it and make
goods, but it does not follow

that because he can do that

that he can sell those goods.

His money is of no use if he

cannot sell the goods after they

are made. It took me some
time to find out that the mak-
ing of the goods is the least.

When you are manufacturing

goods you are dealing both with

men and metals, and you can

put a thousand more men to

work and make more goods, but .

when you cross the line and at-

tempt to sell those goods you
will meet a different proposi-

tion. When you make a sale of

anything, whether in a retail

store or on the road, no matter

what it may be, that sale does

not first take place in the pock-

etbook, it does not first take

place in the order book, it does

not first take place in the check

book, but every sale takes place, whether it be a paper of pins or

a house and lot, in the mind of the man who buys the goods.

Therefore we put salesmanship on that one basis. A lawyer is as

much a salesman as a business man, because when he is in court

he wants to sell his side of the case to the judge and jury, and

he is the best salesman because he goes at it scientifically.

If I were asked to define salesmanship in one sentence, I would

say it was nothing more or less than making the other fellow feel

as you do about the goods you have to sell. Advertising anc?

salesmanship are the connecting link, and always will be, betweel

the invention and use of any article. The best invention the

world has ever seen would have been worthless if the man had

not told anybody else about it, if he had not advertised and given

the widest publicity to his invention. Every patent this country

grants is granted on the theory that the man who produced the

invention is going to be a benefactor of humanity, and he is there-

fore given seventeen years' use of his invention. So advertising

and salesmanship have pushed this world ahead faster than any-

thing else. Advertising is a process of salesmanship. We hear it

said that "advertising is salesmanship on paper." That is partly

true, but it is not wholly true. Advertising is more than sales-

manship; it is salesmanship plus publicity. A salesman can talk

3?. 3". 7>0lf, ^trttlnr^
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only to one or two people at a time, so it might be properly said

that salesmanship applies only to the individual, while advertising

reaches the public as well, because by advertising you can reach

hundreds and thousands and millions of people, while the salesman

can only reach one or two at a time. All goods are sold in three

ways: First, by word of mouth; second, by pictures and illus-

trations, and, third, by printed matter. That sums up practically

all the ways there are of selling goods. But advertising is more.

There are two objects in advertising: One is to sell your goods,

and the second is to establish a good name and insure a continu-

ance of trade. Now some people say when you are entirely sold

out you want to quit advertising. There was never a greater

fallacy told to business men. One of our stockholders said to

me not long ago, "Are you reasonably sure of selling your year's

output?" I said, "Yes, sir." "Then why don't you quit adver-

tising?" he said. He said, "How much can you save between

now and the first of July?" I said, "Between $60,000 and

$75,000." "Then why don't you save it?" he said. My answer

was that if I were dead sure we had all sold this year of 1910 and

up to 1912, I would not spend a dollar less. I am speaking not

only from the standpoint of the advertising, but of the man who

buys the space and pays the bill. My being in business is not

confined only to 1912, and I am a firm believer in keeping oversold.

You have got to deal with human nature, and it always has

wanted and always will want those things which are hardest to

get. "Now then," I said to this gentleman, "look at that

fountain; see that water coming out. It gets its source of supply

from a river a mile and a half distant. You can get the superin-

tendent to shut it off, but you will not notice any diflferenee right

away; you will notice it go down a little at a time until there is

no more water supplied. You shut off the source of supply when

you stop advertising." You must send the best possible appeal

to a million minds and you must keep on appealing. You must

keep on if you wish to keep up your business. There is no

mystery about this advertising and selling goods. Some would

have you think so, and some do not take it up because they

think it is too hard. It is nothing but plain common sense plus

printer's ink, and some of the best copy I have ever seen was

written by men who were never known as advertising men, but

they sold the goods and made their copy accordingly. I once

heard it said that a man with a little idea always uses big words

to express himself, because he wants to surround his idea with as

big words as he can, whereas the man with the big idea uses little

Anglo-Saxon words to express himself, because the idea is so big

that it needs no surrounding. When you go to write copy always bear

that in mind. Write it so plainly that the man without an education

can understand what you are talking about, and then it will be a

cinch that the college graduate can or ought to understand it.

Export of Sewing Machines

The sewing machine exports for the current fiscal year will make

their highest record with a probable aggregate of ten million dollars.

Over one hundred and sixty million dollars' worth of sewing ma-

chines have been exported from the United States during the forty-

eight years since the oflScial record of their commercial movement

began, of which one-half of the total was exported in the brief

period since 1900.

Europe leads all other sections of the world in its consumption

of American sewing machines.

Steel Cars

The Pennsylvania Railroad seems to be about the last of the im-

portant lines which has insisted upon sticking to steel cars for its

fast trains. Even this company has had so much trouble in keeping

this kind of equipment on its tracks that it is not in a remarkably

high repute with the traveling public, which to a large extent is seek-

ing other east and west routes. This company is attempting to cease

its hitherto prevalent crime of interposing old wooden cars between

its steel cars in the make-up of its trains, and it is announced that

an order has gone out instructing that in the make-up of trains, no
more wooden chair, dining and sleeping cars be placed between steel

coaches. In the future its wooden equipment will be hooked onto-

the rear of its trains.

There is a marked diminution, if not pretty nearly a cessation, In

the production of aU-steel passenger and sleeping cars. It is an-

nounced on good authority that the Pullman Company has purchased

more solid mahogany and veneers during the past four months of

the current year than ever in any previous twelve months of its

history. It may be that this company is going to build freight cars

of this kind of material, but it is apparent to the average mind, on

the contrary, it is going back to the construction of wooden sleeping

car equipment on reinforced steel underframes.

The Lumbermen's Club of Chicago.
Although the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago has been in existence

only a little more than two months, there is no question of its being

a great success. A large number of lumbermen wonder, how the

Chicago trade consented to get along without this model social insti-

tution for as many years as it has. In the club's delightful rooms

on the top floor of the Great Northern Hotel building, are daily

assembled a hundred or more local and visiting lumbermen, who lunch

together at noontime, and all take a few minutes off for a social visit

in the club 's lounging rooms.

The club has already insured a greater spirit of friendliness and

comradeship among local and visiting lumbermen than has ever before

prevailed in the local trade. In most respects the institution is such

a model one that the general plans should be followed in all large

lumber producing and buying centers.

During the last few days the club rooms have been supplied with a

series of notable timber pictures contributed by the American Lum-
berman, and a number of equally alluring woods pictures, showing

various scenes in the government 's new Appalachian Park, made
from photographs by the editor of H.^rdwood Kecord.

The Timber Bond as an Investment

The financial writer of Lippineott 's magazine for June has the

following to say about the desirability of timber bonds for investment

purposes

:

'
' Timber bonds are peculiar among industrial securities in that

they are issued against property which already exists and which

can be accurately measured. A bond issued on the security of railroad

property depends upon the continued profitable operation of the rail-

road. A rate war or a change in management, or a long-continued

industrial depression, may reduce the net earnings below the level

of fixed charges, and no matter how costly the property of the rail-

road may be, the corporation may be forced into bankruptcy and the

bondholders suffer loss. The farm mortgage depends for its security

upon the regular and profitable operation of the farm. The bonds

issued on the security of minerals, with the possible exception of

anthracite coal bonds, are likely to be disturbed by the discovery of

new supplies of the same mineral. The supply of timber, however, is

known and fixed. The trees can actually be measured and counted.

Their value is known, and that value is steadily increasing. All that

is required, therefore, to make these bonds a safe investment is that

they should be issued by an established company in high credit and

managed by experienced lumber men; that the lands should contain

a known amount of timber of good quality, the exact amount to be

ascertained by timber estimators employed by the banking house;

that the titles to the land should be found perfect, and that the

mortgage securing the bonds should contain provisions which will

provide for the repayment of a certain amount of the principal at

fixed intervals, so that before the timber is exhausted the bonds will

have been paid."

With the safeguards thrown about the form of investments noted

by the writer, which corresponds with the advice on this subject

frequently expressed in these columns, this form of investment

certainly should become even more popular than it is at the present

time.
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Inspection Philosophy

By VAN B. PERRINE

"Dressers," now it seems to me, were once as "bureaus" known.
And "wash stands" of our father's time have into "commodes" grown.
But what's there in the name we give to things we're making now?
You can sUck up just about the same, most all of you'll allow.

When standing 'fore a dresser with comb and brush in hand,

And wash up on the new commode—the same as on the stand.

And then the old time "sofa" was about the same we'll say

As "davenports" we're making now, or calling them today.

For a dozen eggs—just twelve we count—same the country o'er;

No one thinks of adding some or counts them half a score

;

A bushel of wheat has sixty pounds, in oats there's thirty-two,

And corn is figured at sixty-eight, as everyone knows is true.

Two thousand pounds is the standard ton of hay or any old thing,

But doesn't make the price per ton that any of them bring.

When "timothy" sells so much per ton, if mixed with lots of "clover,"

Down goes the price for this standard ton, true the country over.

The "firsts" and "seconds" understood way back some thirty years

Are not the same we ship now days for "first and second clears."

And the "common" numbered "two" and "three, " inspectors quarrel about,

Didn't give much trouble then—they were always fired out.

"Mill culls," "scoots," sawdust, wood—things we're selling now

—

Weren't worth the hauling bill, I know you'll all allow.

"Number one," just "common" then, and the "culls," if I am right.

Didn't have a market price back thirty years tonight. 'Dressers' were once as 'bureaus' known."

So I've been thinking somewhat, and thinking mighty strong.

Wondering what was best to do if 'twould help the thing along

To write a bit of verse like this, as everyone must see,

We should all of us get together now and make inspection rules agree.

The only thing that's bothering at all, wherein we are divided,

Is counting up some defects in the lumber that's two-sided.

Let's inspect it from the worst side, or let's inspect it from the best

;

But let's inspect it all the same and never mind the rest.

'And the 'common' numbered 'two' and
'three' inspectors quarrel about."

Don't fuss about inspection rules, what's "culls," or "one's," or "two's,"

From the different grades, when standard once, most any one can choose.

Don't worry 'bout that "common" grade, or "one," or "two," or "three,"

"Bout knots or sap on either side, so long as we all agree.

And have a rule that's standard East, or North, or South, or West,

Inspected from the worst side, or inspected from the best

;

Let's all agree, make standard grades, then I say it with inflection.

We needn't worry 'bout grading more—we'll have international inspection.

And when we get this standard grade, on which we all agree,

(Don't lose the point I'm making here) as every one can see,

If timber cuts out good or poor, or cuts out bad we'll say,

'Twill fix the price we're bound to charge for lumber sold today.

Who'll care about a "select" grade, or where the "liners" go?

Who'll care about the side of boards on which the defects show?
Who'll care what makes the "common" grade, or what a "cull" should be?

Who'll care a damn about the rules so long's we all agree?

And, if I were a prophet, dead sure of what I say.

Thirty years along from now, or a hundred from today,

I'd prophesy inspection rules, like weights and measures now,

Will be the same all o'er the world, and folks will wonder how
We ever got along at all, how without a standard grade.

We could transact any business, however, we could trade.

When some of us inspected boards from the side that didn't show.

And others only saw the side on which the defects grow.
-25—
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H. S. SACKETT

It will come as a siuprise to many who are interested in the

ofiiee of Wood Utilization of the United States Forest Service,

located at Chicago, to know that H. S. Saekett who has been its

chief for several years and has done such efficient work, has

resigned from this service to join the Munson-Whitaker Company,
forester, in charge of this company's Chicago branch oflSce.

Mr. Saekett has contributed in a notable degree to the building

of lumber history, as a zealous and intelligent department chief in

the handling of the manifold problems of wood utilization that

have come before the Forest Dejiartment for several years. He
has done remarkably efficient service for the trade, and while

lumbermen generally will regret his retirement from this service,

they will congratulate Mr. Saekett upon not only bettering his

position, but of being perhaps of increased value to the lumber
industry in his new connection.

H. S. Saekett was born in Avon, Livingston county. Xew York.

May 1, 1884, and graduated from the high school in that town in

1900. He took a two years' postgraduate course and in the fall

of 1902 entered Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., taking the

forestry course. He attended one year when the school was
abolished. He then entered the University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor, where he graduated from the Forest School in 1906. Dur-

ing the summer of 1905 he spent four months estimating tie

timber for the Northern Pacific Railroad through northern Min
nesota. He entered the Forest Service in 190fi as forest assistant.

He spent the summer estimating dead and green timljer on the

forest reserves ir. central and western Colorado. During the

winter of 1906 and the spring of 1907 he had charge of the timber
testing station of the Forest Service at Seattle, Wash. Part of

the summer of 1907 he spent at the timber testing station of the

Forest Service at the University of California, at Berkeley, and
the remainder in the redwood district of that state, where a

study of utilization of tanbark oak was made.

Mr. Sackelt returned to Washington, D. C, in the winter of

1907, and assisted in the compilation of the report of the National
Conservation Commission. In 1908 he was promoted to "Chief of

the Section of Lumber Trade. '

' At this time began the develop-

ment of certain lines of work, which culminated in the "OflSce of

Wood Utilization," of which he has ever since been chief. The
Office of Wood Utilization was moved to Chicago in October, 1909,

and has since been located in the Fisher building. The prini'ipid

lines of work covered by the field of work of which Mr. Saekett

has been chief are:

Methods of manufacture and uses of commercial woods; markets
for and ilistribution of forest jjroducts; collection of statistics on

production and consumption of wood in the United States anil

other countries; study of grading and inspection rules; collection

of statistics on exports and imports of forest products; efiFect of

and extent and growth of the substitution of other materials for

wood, and sales of timber from the national forests.

The work of the office has had remarkable growth since its

renioxal to Chicago, and has had to be transferred to larger

quarteis on three different occasions. Under Mr. Saekett 's intel-

ligent direction the office has been of immense benefit to lumber-

men and wood users who have taken advantage of its central loca-

tion to secure information on various forestry subjects of interest

to them.

On May 4, 1910, at Batavia, ill., Mr. Saekett was married to

Miss Louise Christy, daughter of Baroness Ovidia von Wemberg
of Norway. Miss Christy at that time was traveling and studying

in this country incognito under the name of Dreier.

Mr. Saekett is the author of several publications issued by the

Forest Service, principal among which ;ire those relating to the

—2()—

wood-using industries of various states, and to the collection of

statistics on forest products. He has also written numerous

articles dealing with the utilization of wood waste in its various

forms.

The Munson-Whitaker Company, forester, with which Mr.
Saekett will in the future be allied, was organized in Boston in

1905, to carry on a general forestry business. The president of

the company is C. L. Whitaker; vice-president, W. H. Weber;
secretary, J. K. Whitaker; treasurer and general manager, H. S.

Sehroeder. Mr. Saekett becomes western manager with office at

Chicago. The company also maintains offices in New York and

Boston. At the outset this company 's main line of work was tree

surgery, in which it has been eminently successful. This depart-

ment of the business has now assumed large proportions and it

undoubtedly does more work than any other concern in the

country engaged in this line. This work has been done largely in

eastern states, although considerable has been can led on as far

west as the Mississij)pi river. In 1909, the company branched out

in forest engineering, and in the New England and Appalachian

regions, the particular field in which it has up to the present time

confined its operations, is recognized as the foremost appraiser of

timber lands.

In connection with the com))any"s timber estimating for oper-

ating concerns, it also makes working plans for the utilization of

woods and sawmill waste, a feature in practical forestry which
has been attended with most satisfactory results. The company
has also established fire ]>rotpction plans for timber owners as

well as outlines for afforestation and reforestation. The comjjany

has done much in combatting the work of insect enemies of the

forest in the New England states, and has made a special study

of the utilization of chestnut which now is being so rapidly killed

in many of the eastern states. In this latter work it has evolved

means of profitably dis])osing of the disease-killed timber in

numerous instances.

The companN believes in the priiieiple of conservative expan-

sion, and hence it has secured the co-operation of Mr. Saekett

to develop this business with the aid of an efficient organization in

all departments in the West. The company will specialize in the

appraisal of timber lands in which work it is well-fortified with

men of long experience and good judgment, who are capable of

doing excellent work. The company 's cruising methods embody-

some features not used by other concerns, but in general they

conform with the jiractice of the leading timber appraisers. In

speaking on this subject, Mr. Saekett said:

"It is the policy of the company, no matter whether the cruise

is for the purchase of timber by a going concern, or for a timber

bond house or for whatever purpose, to urge or even insist that

the cruise be of such a character that all the timber is seen,

and that its quality be fully investigated. In addition we deem

it most advisable that there he made a topographical map of the

tract, and that the logging and manufacturing facilities and the

markets be looked into most carefully, and then reported on.

Check estimates of old appraisals and cruises which have for their

basis the proportionment of sample areas or sample strips to th»

whole area, unless the entire area is again traveled over, are

extremely dangei'ous and should never be relied on for the purpose

either of purchasing or bonding."

With the advent into the company of Mr. Saekett, the company

is considerably broadening the scope of its work, and in the future

will be able to render service to the public along the lines of a

iiiiire intensive use of the country's great, but rapidly declining

natural resource—the forest. This service covers not only the

utilization of wood in its natural form, but also its utilization in
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a changed form, such as into paper, pulp, alcohol, turpentine, etc., sparingly, for the utilization of factory waste and for better

a field of nse which is often of more promise than the former.

In the utilization of wood in its natural form, special attention

will be given to the preparation of working plans for wood-using

factories, which will include among other things, suggestions for

the use of cheaper woods which will serve equally as well, for the

use of woods which have hitherto come into the market but

methods of seasoning wood.
Mr. Sackett 's new ofBce is located in Suite 512, Commercial

National Bank Building, 72 W. Adams street. Everyone who
has followed Mr. Sackett 's history and work in the past will wish
him and his company the greatest possible success in his broaden-

ing endeavor to be of service to the lumber industry.
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Lumher Prices

Editor's Note

The following address was made by R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association at the recent meeting of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association held at Cincinnati.
The statements made by Mr. Kellogg, while somewhat revolutionary in character, certainly are presented in a forceful
and intelligent manner, and should afford food for thought for a large proportion of the lumber manufacturing ele-

ment. ' It IS one of the strongest papers that has been presented at a lumber association meeting for a long time.

I have been more or less observant of

the lumber industry for several years, and I

have a pretty fair record of attendance at

this association. I have been wondering a

great many times as to what the lumberman

is. There is possibly somewhat of a philo-

sophical question involved. Some people say

that he is a manufacturer. I have a good

many doubts, from some things I have seen,

as to whether he is an up-to-date, efficient

manufacturer—efficient in the production and

the marketing of his commodity. I am rather

doubtful as to whether he is a very good

manufacturer, or not.

Some people say that he is a lumber mer-

chant, a merchant of the commodity he

makes; and my doubts are even greater on

that score than on the question of his being

a manufacturer. I believe that of 48,000 to

50,000 lumbermen in the United States, 300

or 400 possibly are pretty good merchants;

but I am sure that a very large percentage

of them are not very good merchants, and I

think that many of you will agree with me
in that. I have not the time to go into the

details of the evidence.

The lumberman is in some eases a speculator; but he has not

been a very successful speculator in the last five years. I could

present evidence on that score.

Now there is only one thing left for him to be. When a man
could not be anything else it always used to be said that he be-

came a farmer. Possibly the lumberman is a farmer. I held to

the notion for quite a while, that the lumberman is more of a

farmer than anything else, at any rate that he is more in the

farmer's class than that of the merchant, manufacturer, or spec-

ulator. But even here I have begun to doubt very much whether

or not the lumberman is a farmer. He is like the farmer in that

he goes out and cuts down his timber and runs it through his

sawmill, and piles it up in his yard, and then next day tries to

sell it. He is a good deal like the farmer who when he has raised

his crop and got it in the bin, has to sell it, or let it spoO. I do

not believe the lumberman is a very good farmer. But if he is

not a farmer there is only one thing left; if he is not a farmer he

must be a goat. I am pretty sure he is a goat; and before I get

through this afternoon I think possibly some of you wUl agree

with that point of view.

Now going back to the dry subject of statistics. According to

the census reports for the years given below, the average mill

values of all kinds of lumber in the United States were:

1899 $11.13 1908 13.37

1904 12.76 1909 15-38

1906 16.54 1910 15.30

1907 16.56

The increase in average value of the liun-

berman's product at the mill, from 1899 to

1910, was 37.4 per cent. On the other hand,

the decrease in the average value from 1906

to 1910 was 7.5 per cent. Remember, there was

a positive decrease from 1906 to 1910 of the

average mill value of all kinds of lumber of

7.5 per cent.

The following table shows the increase and

decrease in the period given with respect to

the vaxious species, the percentages in the

right hand column not shown with an asterisk

indicating the decrease, and those with the

asterisk indicating the increase

:

AVERAGE MILL VALUES.

R. S. KELLOGG, WAUSAU, WIS.

Maple
(lal;

Sugar Pine . .

.

Western Pine .

White Pine . . .

Yellow Pine . .

Yellow Poplar

Redwood
Spruce

Tamarack . . .

.

1906
Ash 24.35

Basswood 18.66

Beech 14.05
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All kinds 16.54 15.30 7.5

On the other hand, we have a pretty interesting comparison as

to what was doing in farm commodities during that same period.

The average farm prices on December 1 of each year for the com-

modities given for the period 1896-1905 and 1906-1910, and the per-

centage of increase in prices were as follows:

AVEBAGE FARM PRICES

1896-1905

Corn, per bu 37.1^

Wheat 69.4

Oats 28.1

Barley 41.2

Rye 52.5

Buckwheat 53.5

Potatoes 49.9

Cotton, per lb 8.8

Tobacco 7.2

Hay, per ton $8.07

1906-1910
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From 1900 to 1910 the increase in the average prices of horses

and mules was:
1900 1910 Increase

Horses $44.61 $108.19 142.6

Mules 53.55 119.84 123.6

The study of the above tables, showing the high percentage of

increases of prices of farm products, will certainly convince you

that the lumberman is not a very good farmer; and you must fur-

ther remember that many of these commodities the lumberman had

to buy in order to feed his stock.

Now I have here some extracts from the year book of the De-

partment of Agriculture for 1910, which are authoritative, inter-

esting, and I think possibly will not be too long. They say:

"The farmer has benefited more than others from the changed

conditions which have manifested themselves in increased cost of

living. For instance, the product of one acre of corn in 1899 was

worth on the farm $8.51, but ten years later it was worth $15.20,

an increase in farm value amounting to 78.6 per cent. Similarly,

wheat increased in farm value 114 per cent, tobacco 56.2 per cent,

and cotton 65.6 per cent. Ten leading crops taken together—in-

cluding, besides those mentioned, oats, barley, rye, buckwheat,

potatoes, and hay—increased 72.7 per cent in farm value.

"This, of course, is no advantage to the farmer if the increase

in price of the things he has to buy is still greater. To ascertain

the facts in this matter, the Bureau of Statistics sent a letter to a

large number of retail dealers doing business with farmers. These

dealers were asked to quote the prices which prevailed in 1899

and in 1909, taking care to compare articles of the same grades.

In this way the percentage of increase in the prices of about

eighty-five articles commonly used by the farmers was determined.

"In three cases the prices were less in 1909 than in 1899; in

four cases they Were the same; but in all other cases they ha<l in-

creased, the increases running from 2.7 per cent in the case of

manure spreaders and mowers to 53.8 per cent in the case of

brooms. Coffee increased 9.8 per cent; flour, 32.4; salt, 14.9; sugar.

8.7; overalls, 22.9; rubber boots, 29; calico, 26.9; muslin, 25; and so

on. For all the articles considered, the average increase was 12.1

per cent.

"Now compare this with the 72.7 per cent increase in the farm

value of the ten leading crops. The farmer has evidently bene-

fited more than the rest of the community—taken all together

—

from the changes in values. '

'

The year book goes on to say that the increased purchasing

power of one acre of farm crops is largely due to the increase in

the output per acre. The Department of Agriculture takes a

great deal of credit to itself for the increased yield per acre which

has made the farmer so prosperous; but if you take these same
statistics and chase them back for the last twenty or thirty years,

you will find that there has been mighty little increase in our pro-

duction per acre of cotton, wheat, oats, or any of these crops—

a

very small percentage.

The average yield per acre for the last ten years, comparing

United States and Germany, is as follows:

United States Germany
Bushels Bushels

Com 26
Wheat 14 30
Oats 29 50
Barley 26 35
Rye 16 25
Potatoes 92 20U

So our farmer has not been very efficient after all. It looks a

little as if the farmer has been as wasteful and inefficient as the

lumberman has ever been accused of being. He has simply had
more good luck. A Department of Agriculture exjjert says in the

May World 's Work that all the staple farm crops now produced

in forty-eight states could be grown on the improved land in four-

teen states with 26,000,000 acres to spare. So the farmer has not

improved his methods very much after all, but things have been in

his favor. One of the big things that has been in his favor is the

fact that according to the census reports, practically fifty per cent

of the people of the United States now live in cities, whereas in

1860 less than twenty-five per cent—I think twenty-two per cent

—

comprised our urban population. The people have gone into the

cities and have become consumers instead of producers. The total

production of farm products has increased little, if at all.

Now the lumberman is up against many kinds of trouble. Of
course he has a '

' trust ' '—a perfectly wonderful '
' trust. '

' The
lumber trade is not a trust, yet, according to one authority—"This
organization has thousands of members in all parts of the country,

man}' of them presumably men of independent minds and prefer-

ences; and they are so perfectly disciplined that at the appear-

ance of one little signal, all act together like a drilled army. It

has all the business territory of the United States so mapped out

and divided that its prices rule everywhere, and its members,

under the control of its formulated principles, dominate and pos-

sess the trade.

"It attacks recalcitrants and outsiders, drives them out of busi-

ness, closes yards and factories, terrorizes alien manufactures,

scrutinizes the private books, records and letter-files of its oppo-

nents, has its spies in every unfriendly establishment, studies and
follows every suspected shipment, keeps incessant watch on sus-

pected business men, maintains a horde of well-trained detectives,

bribes employes, scatters hush-money, dogs witnesses. It has ex-

erted its influence over courts, public officers, administrations, leg-

islatures, Congress and political parties. Composed of a great

number of diverse elements, it is compact, secret, efficient, most

ably managed, and while three-fourths of its members have no

idea of its own activities, they follow, support and obey it with

unquestioning faith.

'
' Manufacturers were brought closely together, retailers were

brought closely together; then manufacturers, wholesalers and re-

tailers were induced to work together faultlessly for a common
end.

"High prices were assured, profits made certain, competition

was practically obliterated. '

'

You see what a wonderful octopus you are, and you can realize

the things that the lumberman is up against. Now, when I read

this, I was inspired to do a little sleuthing myself on the trail of

this mysterious octopus, and so I went to a couple of members
of our association and they turned their records over to me, and

the results of their experiences are rather surprising. I have no

doubt whatever that they can be duplicated in other localities.

The concerns that I investigated were located in Wisconsin and
Michigan. I found that a stock of 8,000,000 feet of hemlock lum-

ber was shipped from November 1, 1910, to October 31, 1911. De-

ducting freight, commissions, discounts, allowances, cost of mill-

work and loading, the receipts for the lumber in the pile rough at

the mill were exactly $10.00 per M. This was for a stock which

ran 56 per cent No. 1, 20 per cent No. 2 and 2-i per cent No. 3

—

slightly better than the average. Taxes, insurance, interest and

selling expense amounted to $1.00 per M—making a net price of

$9.00 per M. Sawing cost $2.75 per M—leaving $6.25 for the

lumber in the log. Logging and carrying to the mill cost $7.00

per M log scale at the lowest calculation. Allowing 30 per cent

over-run, this amounted to $5.40 per M feet of lumber, or but

little more than actual operating cost, with no allowance for

stumpage, taxes and interest on standing timber. Were the mill

so situated that all the lath, tanbark and mill waste could be

marketed at a fair price, the net return from these products would

uot amount to more than $1.75 per M feet of lumber.

Another example—a well-managed firm, which did a large busi-

ness in 1911, received $6.44 per M for its No. 3 hemlock. The
manufacturing cost— i. e., sawing, piling, shipping and selling

—

was $3.69 per M, and administration cost— i. e., office expense, sal-

aries, depreciation, interest and taxes—$2.84 per M—a total of

$6.53; logging cost $4.50, and delivery to the mUl, $1.20, or $5.70

per M feet of lumber, making the total cost $11.73 for lumber

which sold for $6.44, with no allowance for stumpage, which per-

haps should not be charged against the cull product. On its entire

hemlock sales of 10,000,000 feet, this firm received a net price of

$9.73 per M, against a production cost of $10.82, with stumpage
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charged at $3.00 to $3.50, according to location—a loss of $1.09
per M on this basis.

This firm also received a net price of $S.6.5 for its No. 3 ash,

$8.42 for No. 3 elm, $6.-5.5 for No. 3 hard maple, $7.75 for No. 3

soft maple, and $7.86 for No. 3 birch—all produced at a cost of
not less than $12.00 per M.
These are typical examples of conditions that have prevailed for

the last four years. For hemlock they mean that in the most
favorable situations the manufacturers have been getting from
$1.00 to $2.00 per M for stumpage that cannot be purchased for
less than $2.00 to $3.00, and that in other situations there has been
no return for stumpage. For low-grade hardwoods they mean that

the production has been at an actual loss of several dollars per
thousand.

There are only two possible sources of lumber supply in the

United States, one of them being timber lands owned by individ-

uals such as you and I, and the other timber lands owned by either

the states or the national government—the public forests. At
present, people like you and I own about four-fifths of the timber
supply. Neither you nor I would produce any lumber if we could

not obtain the cost of production for it when we came to saw it

up and market it. One of our best-known foresters says: "It is

better to waste timber than to waste money," and this is the

keynote to private conservation. Human beings will always be
guided by that principle as long as they remain reasonable. I

have never seen the cost of production correctly 'figured during
all mj' acquaintance with lumbermen. There has been statement
after statement published in the lumber journals about the cost

of producing lumber, none of which has ever been correct ; they

have shown nothing but the harvesting cost. There has never been
a thoroughly worked out statement of what it wouM cost to pro-

duce a thousand feet of timber. I do not know where you are

going to get a properly worked out basis of cost, and yet such a
basis must be secured if the cost of lumber is ever to be figured

out right in the United States. I have no idea of what the ulti-

mate selling prices will be, but they must come up to the cost of

production or lumber will not be permanently pro<luced by private

effort. That is a fundamental fact.

The real cost of production must include the growing of timber,

logging, sawing and marketing the product. The largest item is

that of growing the timber. Allowing only $10.00 per acre for

the cost of land stocked with seedlings, the usual charges for

taxes, protection, etc., and an interest rate of i per cent, it does

not appear that timber averaging eighteen inches in diameter can

be grown for less than the following stumpage prices per M feet:

Douglas Fir $ 6
Loblolly Pine 10
White Pine 20
Bed Oak and Yellow Poplar 20
Longleaf Pine 30

And because of this condition the efforts which are being made
to bring about the possibility of permanently continuing lumber

firoduction and conserving the timber supply should be supported.

We need to enlarge our conception of what a public utilitj' is.

In the past few years, people's ideas have been broadening in

regard to public utilities. It has become to be pretty clearly seen

that municipal enterprises like street railways, which are abso-

lutely essential for transportation, and water supply that is abso-

lutely necessary for drinking purposes, fire protection and sanita-

tion, are undoubtedly public utilities, as are almost to an equal

extent other things like lights and telephones. It is recognized

that these things are public utilities, that is, public necessities, and

that they must either be supplied by the public acting in its own
corporate capacity, or they must be supplied by private capital

properly restricted and controlled and operating in the interests

of the public. These necessities are being supplied in these two

ways all over the United States todaj\ They are absolutely essen-

tial to the life and health of the people. They are fundamental

necessities. This conception has gone far enough so that courts

and commissions state that when private enterprise engages in

the supply of these public utilities such private enterprise is en-

titled to a reasonable profit for its undertaking. This reasonable
profit and the right to earn it is being very generally conceded
and accepted by public service commissions, by railroad commis-
sions and by the courts.

We ci\n readily see that, with this conception having been estab-

lished regarding such utilities, an extension of the principle will

be applied to the entire railroad rate situation in the United States.

Now it seems to me that we are going to go a little further with
that thing; I think that what we must do if we are to get real

conservation and real maintenance of our timber supply is to

apply that conception to the lumber business. We believe that
history shows that timber has always been a necessity. Next per-

haps to food, timber is of more general utility than any other com-
modity. We will continue to need timber; we cannot do without
it. Logically, then, the thing to do is to take necessary measures
to get it.

So it seems to me that if we properly understand what public

utilities are, we will include in them the forests, which are a public

necessity. If this is so, then we have ample justification in ask-

ing for legislation which will permit the people who at the present

time own these forests, or who may own them in the future, to

manage them in such a way that they will not be wasted, and so

that their fullest values in the shape of commodities for the use

of the public will be secured. This must largely be done by pri-

vate effort, which must be assured a reasonable return upon the

cost of production.

In carrying these conclusions into effect we must work for such

methods of conducting business that we shall not be compelled by
economic conditions to waste what we do not want to waste, nor

to destroy what the people need, but which will permit us to save

those things that need to be saved, and to maintain the things

that must be maintained.

Imitation Veneer Not Popular

There is evidence among the critical writings of people who
study furniture and decorations, that imitation veneer, which made
quite a furore a few years ago, is not popular, and will never be

much of a competitor with the real article. At the same time

there is a distinction between what is called imitation and what

is recognized as veneering. .\t one time veneering itself was
classed as a means of imitation. Today, however, it is recognized

as a means of decorating that improves the qualit}' of the work

as well as its appearance.

It is the imitation of something that is not really supplied that

is losing favor now. For example, in the veneering world the

imitating of mahogany with some other wood is not as popular as

it was some time ago, because the discriminating public is realiz-

ing that imitation in woodwork, whether in furniture or in house

decorations, is like jiaste jewels. It may give the appearance of

the real article for a time, but, when the ethical side of the

question is considered, there is no satisfaction attached to its use.

For this reason, imitation oak tables made on gum should not

be popular, and it would be much better for the manufacturers,

as well as for the trade in general, if instead of imitating oak

the manufacturers of such furniture would seek for some stain or

color scheme that would give beauty without trying to imitate

something else. Often the natural color tone of gum furnishes

more real beauty than is obtained by trying to imitate quartered

oak—and it relieves it of the stigma of imitation.

Wall paper and interior decorations were made in imitation of

quartered oak and various other kinds of wood some time ago

and seemed to have quite a run for a while. Now, however, they

are losing favor and the prediction, made in these columns here-

tofore, that the imitation would simply turn attention to the

beauty of the wood and finally the discriminating people would

want the real wood, is being fulfilled and there is a better demand

for veneered panels for interior decorations. In this way much

good is being done for the veneer trade and the sentiment against

imitations is so strong now that there is no fear of anything of

this kind seriouslj" affecting the veneer industry.
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Lumbermen and Lumber Industries

Editor's Note

The following interesting papei- was prepared by McGar
Madison, Wis., and was read at the recent annual meeting of

cinnati, Mr. Cline's analysis perhaps presents the details of

been submitted.

In 1909 the census reports show that the

sawmills . of the United States produced 44,-

509,000,000 board feet of lumber. Approxi-

mately seventy-three per cent of this amount

was made up of five species: viz., yellow

pine, Douglas fir, oak, white pine and hem-

lock. Where and how this enormous quan-

tity of material is consumed have been and

still are largely matters of surmise. An in-

vestigation, however, which is being made

by the Forest Service, has progressed far

enough to warrant some tentative estimates

on the annual requirements of the different

wood-using industries. I shall present with

this paper several tables based on a study

of the wood-using industries of twenty states;

but at this time I will merely call your at-

tention to certain deductions that have ap-

pealed to me as being pertinent to the prob-

lem you are now considering. Of fifty-one dif-

ferent industries in the twenty states upon

which the report is based, eighty-four per

cent of the material reported was consumed

by eleven industries. For these eleven indus-

tries I have prepared an estimate of the

total consumption of lumber in the United States, basing it on the

capital invested in the industries as reported by the Bureau of the

Census. According to this estimate, which I think is approximately

correct, the lumber cut is distributed as follows:

Per cent

total

lumber
cut.

Planing mill products InciudiLg sash, doors,

and general mill worli 29.70

Boxes and crating 10.00

Car construction 4.48

Furniture 3.02

Vehicles 1-9"

''line, director of the Forest Products Laboratory at

the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association at Cin-

wood utilization in a better way than has ever before

McGARVEY CLINE, MADISON, WIS.

Board feet.

8.9% total yellow pine manufac-
tured, or 1440 million

28.0% total white pine manufactured,
or 1097 million

62.0% total red gum manufactured,

or 438 million

8.2% total hemlock manufactured,

or 252 million

G.4% total spruce manufactured, or. 112 million

15.7% total yellow poplar manufac-
tured, or 135 million

Other species 974 million

Thus ten per cent of the total lumber man-

ufactured has to compete with fiber board

and veneer. Such competition is becoming

more and more acute as the demands of ship-

pers and transportation companies for lighter

and at the same time stronger boxes in-

crease. Tests made at the Forest Products

Laboratory show that the ordinary nailed

box is inferior in many respects to improved

types that are being introduced, and it is

my personal opinion that the ordinary type

of wooden box will lose its present position

of leadership among shipping containers un-

less its manufacturers are able to overcome

some of its inherent defects.

Millions

of board
feet.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

13250.00
4448.00
1955.10

1348.16

877,31

350.67

273.48

228.16

192.63

94.98

281.64
5470.00

3000.00
1017.00

11750.00

Agricultural implements 78

Musical instruments .61

Woodenware 51

Ship and boatbuilding 43

Trunks and valises 21

Handles 63

Miscellaneous Industries 12.30

Export 6''?4

Sawed ties 2.28

Rough lumber and structural timbers 26.32

BUILDING TRADES .\ND GENER.\L COKSTRUCTION

If we assume that practically all of the planing-mill products

go into the building trades, these estimates indicate that fifty-six

per cent of the entire lumber production, or 25,000,000,000 board

feet, goes into building and general construction work. This

amount is made up as follows:

80% total yellow pine manufactured h . . .13.0 billion feet

80% total Douglas fir manufactured 3.9 billion feet

90% total hemlock manufactured 2.7 billion feet

Cypress, white pine, redwood, oak and other hardwoods.. 5.4 billion feet

It seems, therefore, that fully fifty per cent of the entire lumber

produced has to be sold in competition with cement, brick, tile, etc.

BOXING AND CRATING

It seems from the figures here presented that the various esti-

mates of the amount of lumber consumed by the box industry,

which have appeared from time to time, have been much too high.

Ten per cent of the total lumber production, or approximately

4,448,000,000 board feet, is used in the manufacture of boxes and

crates. This amount is made up approximately as follows:

CAR CONSTRUCTION

Approximately 4.5 per cent of the total lumber manufactured, or

1,955,000,000 board feet, is used in the construction of cars. This

amount is made up as follows:

Board feet.

7.27% total yellow pine manufactured 1183.3 million

3.4% total Douglas fir manufactured 168.0 million

6.1% total oak manufactured 271.8 million

G.1% total yellow poplar manufactured 52.3 million

Other species 279.6 million

Lumber used in car construction is coming into competition

with steel underframing and steel bodies. The competition with

steel for underframes and for passenger coaches is becoming more

and more active and unless there is a change iu policy on the part

of the railroads wood as a car material may soon be limited to

use in box cars and for interior trim.

FURNITURE
Three per cent of the total lumber manufactured is consumed

by the furniture industry. This industry also imports considerable

amounts of mahogany and other cabinet woods. The 1,348,000,000

board feet of domestic material consumed is made up as follows:

Board feet.

14.0% of total oak manufactured 629 million

10.0% of total maple manufactured 112 million

24.6% of total birch manufactured Ill million

13.9% of total red gum manufactured 98 million

7.5% of total yellow poplar manufactured 65 million

G.7% of total basswood manufactured 27 million

.\11 other species 306 million

It is very noticeable to what a small extent the softwoods

enter this industry. Steel is being substituted for wood to a

moderate extent in the manufacture of certain classes of office

furniture, and iron and brass are being largely used for beds, but

in general the furniture industry offers an excellent market for

high-grade hardwoods.

VEHICLES AND VEHICLE PARTS

Two per cent of the total lumber manufactured is used in the

manufacture of vehicles. It is made up principally of oak, yellow

poplar, maple, hickory, red gum and other species. Steel is being

substituted for wood to a certain extent in this industry, but such

—30—
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substitution is doubtless due more to the difficulty the manufac-
turer encounters in securing sufficient wood of the quality desired
than it is to the superiority of steel.

The remainder of the fifty-one industries mentioned in the re-

port on twenty states consume relatively small quantities of mate-
rial and in them the competition of wood with other materials is

of minor importance with respect to its effect upon the general
lumber situation.

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES

A study of the distribution of our most important species among
the wood-using industries brings out very clearly some funda--

mental differences in the problem of marketing softwoods and
hardwoods. It appears that fully ninety-one per cent of the yel-

low pine manufactured, eighty-nine per cent of the Douglas fir,

and ninety-eight per cent of the hemlock are consumed in building

and construction work and in the manufacture of boxes. Large
proportions of the cypress, white pine and other conifers also enter

these industries. In the building trades and in the box industry

the cost of raw materials constitutes a comparatively large propor-

tion of the cost of the finished products; therefore, any rise in the

price of raw materials has a proportionately large effect on the

cost of the finished article to the consumer. Lumber has long been
the material from which a house of any given si?e and finish could

be built at the least cost to the builder; and its wide use as a
building material in this country has undoubtedly been due more
to this cause than to its merits or demerits as a building mate-
rial. In the case of residences and other small houses, fire risk

and durability become strong arguments in favor of substitutes

only when the retail price of lumber is such that the cost of a
frame-house equals or is only slightly less than that of an equiv-
alent house built of brick, tile, cement or other materials. Those
maniifacturers of lumber who are largely dependent upon the build-

ing trades for their markets should recognize this fact and devise
ways and means of so regulating their selling costs that lumber
will continue to be the material from which a satisfactory home
can be built at a minimum cost to the builder.

The manufacturers of yellow pine in particular, and of Douglas
fir also, have excellent opportunities to divert much of their low-

grade lumber into paper, turpentine, alcohol and other by-products.

The manufacturers of hardwoods are facing a much less difficult

situation. Their products are used in a large number of different

industries in which the cost of raw material is only a small pro-

portion of the cost of the finished article. In these industries:

viz., furniture, vehicle, handles and many others of minor import-

ance, wood is used because it has properties which make it pecu-
liarly fit for the purpose that it serves and not principally because
it is the cheapest raw material suitable to the needs of the man-
ufacturers. This diversity of use offers an excellent opportunity
to the manufacturers of hardwoods to work up their logs not only
into the standard forms of lumber but into numerous sizes of

small dimension stock. It seems to the writer that it would be
to the mutual interest of hardwood manufacturers and consumers
to study this problem. A standardization of small dimension stock
of different species should result in greater profits to the lumber
manufacturer through closer utilization of his logs, and in cheaper
material to the consumer.
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^ew Wood^Staining Process
Editor's Note

In the foUowmg article Dr. Robert Grimshaw of Dresden, describes a German process of staining building woods
in a satisfactory way by the aid of a new tar derivative known as "paracidol." From the success that has obtained
in producing a satisfactory stain on the conifers by this process, it would seem logical that like results might be
secured in a similar treatment of cypress, the softer varieties of hardwoods, and possibly some of the denser fibered
species.

In the staining of soft woods—those from the evergreen trees,

such as white pine, fir, spruce, pitch-pine and Carolina pine, which

are so much used for doors, wall and ceiling panels, stair-

case balusters, etc., considerable trouble has been experienced.

The great quantity of resin which they contain, their very irregu-

lar density, the many fibrous and even spongy places therein, par-

ticularly in the case of fir, and especially the great difference in

hardness between the hard and the soft yearly rings, render a

good job of staining possible only where the wood has been care-

fully selected from the best grades.

The soft yearly rings take in the stain greedily and show up

very dark; the hard ones, on the contrary, absorb very little, and

remain comparatively uncolored. The result is usually spotty and

streaky. For this reason it has been the custom to paint rather

than stain such woods; or to lacker them with oil or water lack.

Recently, however, there has been introduced in Germany a

new tar derivative: "paracidol," the use of which has been de-

scribed in detail by the chemist Zimmerman of the Barmen In-

dustrial Art School. There is an entire group of stains of this

set, all intended for the soft woods, and giving satisfactory results,

especially as they have the quality of staining the hard rings

darker than the soft ones, producing a more desirable effect, quite

velvety in appearance. The surface is remarkably transparent

and water proof, so that in many cases subsequent varnishing is

not necessary. The stain goes deep into the outer layers of the

wood, so that the latter is not likely to show white by rubbing

or even scrubbing.

The paracidol stains do not act mechanically, as do those usually

employed on soft woods, but effect a chemical combination with

the wood or fix the coloring matter already there. The process

consists of a preparatory staining with a special fluid, and a final

staining with the '
' developer, '

' the latter taking about twenty-four

hours to act. The surfaces are then rubbed down to bring up
the tone.

The surfaces must be planed off smoothly; then sandpapered,

care being taken to rub only in the direction of the grain. No
preparatory treatment with soda, soap, or oiling is necessary. When
the wood has been oiled, the grease must be removed by a soda solu-

tion and then the wood rinsed with clean warm water to remove the

soda ; when dry the surface is to be sand-papered.

The preparatory stain is dissolved in hot water and appUed
with a clean sponge kept quite wet with the solution; and the still

wet surface then wiped with a well squeezed-out sponge.

The final staining is conducted in similar manner, with no rub-

bing down between the two processes. The final tone can be

judged only after the lapse of twenty-four hours. A different

sponge must be used for the final stain from that employed in

the preparatory process. The pattern comes up by the use of the

fine sand paper after the second stain has done its work.

When the stained surface is to be varnished as a protection

against the weather (which is seldom necessary), the varnish

should be as thin and mat as possible, as the effect is spoiled by

a varnish polish. The surface may be matted by the use of a stiff

brush when the varnish is nearly dry.

The paracidol stains must not be dissolved in metal vessels nor

can one use brushes with tin ferrules.

As is well known the German is a persistent student in investigat-

ing with processes that may contribute to an improvement in prevail-

ing methods. Thus it is that this is true not only in the handling of

woods of all descriptions, but in all other lines of work. The char-

acter and quality of results in manufacturing is regarded of more

importance than the matter of low cost.
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Conditions in the Lumber Industry
Editor's Note

The following is an excerpt of the interesting paper read at the recent annual meeting of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association by Samuel J. Carpenter, president of the Yellow Fine Manufacturers' Association, and
constitutes a very complete analysis of the adverse conditions now affecting the lumber industry.

The student of adverse conditions affect-

ing the lumber industry at the present time

soon realizes that many of the vicissitudes

through which we have passed in recent years

have been largely on account of the lack of

collective co-operation on the part of the

producers and sellers of lumber.

We protest vigorously against vicious leg-

islation, against competition from substitutes

for wood, and other influences beyond our

control, and we sit supinely by, undertaking

to satisfy ourselves and our stockholders with

the thought that we are conducting our busi-

ness with ability and eflficiency, buoyed up

by the hope that at some future time, pos-

sibly after thirty to forty per cent of the

present standing timber has been exhausted,

we will be able to realize enough for our

product to overcome present losses and jus-

tify our investment. This view of the situ-

ation, however, does not satisfy all.

An increasing number of harmful prac-

tices in methods and ethics and many known

evils are allowed to exist and multiply be- SA.MIKL .1

cause there is not united co operative atten-

tion given them, and collectively they greatly reiluce the price

the lumber manufacturer must receive for his proiluct in order to

pay his workmen living wages and to reti;rn to his shareholders

interest on capital invested.

Co-operation can only be forged into an effective force through

some duly organized body with the necessary mechanism for get-

ting results. Speaking of the yellow pine industry, with which I

am somewhat familiar, of 679 large manufacturers of yellow pine

lumber in the South, only 259 are members of the Yellow Pine

Manufacturers' Association. And only 106 mills are represented

in the membership of the Southern Lumber Operators' Association,

cypress and hardwood manufacturers being eligible, as well as

yellow pine.

In spite of the lack of co-operation by a majority of the south-

ern mills, the Operators' association has, during the last twelve

months, given an object lesson in the efficiency of co-operation that

should instigate serious thought. It has been said by a gentleman

of large experience that its achievements are without parallel in

industrial history. A great service has been performed and the

work is still being carried on, and never before has such a contri-

bution of valuable time, been called for and freely given. The

•evils that threaten our industry from an operating standpoint are

not local in their character. If they are not firmly met and dis-

•couraged at their inception they would soon, with gathering

strength and momentum, involve the entire producing territory

and create a condition that would be intolerable and result in

destroying the integrity of the industry.

In selling lumber also we are drifting into unbusinesslike meth-

ods; each individual distributor fully realizes that certain methods

are wrong, but continues because others do it. I refer to terms

•of payment, special milling of lumber without the cost added, etc.,

"with which you are all familiar.

There may have been temporary advantages in securing orders

to the one who inaugurated this custom, but it is of short dura-

tion, as his competitors will sell their lumber eventually, even
meeting these conditions, if necessary, and the result is that all

lumber is marketed on a lower basis.
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It is a conceded fact by students of eco-

nomies and forestry that the interest of the

people as a whole, as well as those who will

live after us, would be best conserved by
utilizing the present timber supply to the

fullest extent, which would mean that the

jiresent generation should be allowed to sever

from the soil only a suiBcient amount of tim-

ber to supply the existing demand, and
should be compelled to manufacture into

lumber all parts of the tree for which uses

can be found. In order to do this, they must

be able to realize enough for the low-grade

lumber to pay the cost of production.

At present manufacturers are leaving in

(he woods to rot or to be consumed by fire

two or three thousand feet of logs on every

acre of ground cut over that would make
lumber that could be utilized for many pur-

poses, but can not be manufactured and
marketed except at a loss at prevailing

prices. It is not an economic waste to aban-

don raw material that can only be manufac-

tured into a useful article at a financial loss.

Every existing sawmill operation cuts over

a given area of timberland every year to secure its log supply. By
reason of his having no remunerative market for his low-grade

lumber, the manufacturer can only utilize the choice logs from the

tree, leaving in the woods to be destroyed the top logs and all

those showing serious defect, and consequently, in order to supply

his mill with logs, must cut over a larger area every year than he

would if all the tree could be profitably used. This condition is

the most serious blow conservation has received.

The woeful lack of co-operation among manufacturers of lumber

is the most discouraging factor in forecasting betterment of con-

ditions. It is a regrettable fact that comparatively only a small

percentage of those engaged in the industry are active members of

the various lumber associations. Some of the greatest minds and

most able men for one reason or another are not affiliated and they

are so sadly needed.

Every manufacturer of lumber recognizes the absolute necessity

of establishing and maintaining standard sizes and uniform grades.

In no other way can large volumes of lumber be marketed. It

would be impossible to think of returning to the chaotic condition

that obtained prior to the organization of the Yellow Pine Manu-
facturers' Association, and the creation of a bureau, of uniform

grades and standard sizes. Before this time, as many of you will

remember, the nomenclature describing different classes of lumber

had no real meaning, and the intrinsic value of a given class of

lumber varied at each producing point.

It was customary for the lumber buyer to visit the producing

market to make his purchases,' and to personally inspect the grades

of lumber established by each mill, and the lowest price quoted for

a given grade did not alwaj-s indicate the best value. The con-

suming market was much nearer the source of supply at that time,

but as the producing territory is farther removed now, it increases

the benefit of established standard sizes and uniform grades to

both buyer and seller.

Practically all sales of yellow pine lumber are made on the basis

of sizes and grades established and maintained by the Y'ellow Pine

Manufacturers' Association, and all disputes are settled on this

basis, and the buyer has no need to give thought to the quality of
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the lumber in considering prices, as he knows he will get from
any association mill as near the same grade as it is possible for

<lifferent men, working under the same instructions, to make it.

This work can only be carried on by an association.

It is necessary, from time to time, to change the grading rules

to meet changing conditions, and as new uses for lumber are

found it is necessary to establish standard sizes and specifications

covering the various grades. The association is performing this

duty as occasion requires.

The Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association has a large force

of trained inspectors, directed by a chief inspector, visiting the

mills, educating the graders and seeing to it that a uniform stand-

ard is maintained. The Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association

expends about $35,000 a year for this service, and it believes that it

is wo-th it.

In this connection there is another serious side to this question.

As stated before, practically all yellow pine lumber is sold on asso-

ciation grades. The manufacturer who does not belong to the asso-

ciation uses the association gauges for sizes and its rules for in-

spection, and undertakes to have his head grader competent to

maintain association grades; but, by reason of not having a regu-

lar review of his stock by a trained association inspector at regular

intervals, who is constantly visiting and inspecting his competi-

tors' stock, and whose business it is to point out errors, either of

manufacture or grading, or by reason of frequent changes in

employes, his grades, in time, lack uniformity, and the experience

of the association has been that these stocks are very apt to aver-

age better than association grades. They can not be below grades

without bringing complaint from the buyer, while the buyer would

not be likely to complain if he received a little better grade than
be expected.

The manufacturer who does not belong to the association, but
feels confident that he is correctly grading his lumber because it

seems to please his customers, is in a very dangerous position, and
may be giving away every year thousands of dollars in furnishing

better lumber than he gets paid for. and it would be money well

expended to pay association dues and have the benefit of a disin-

terested expert inspection from time to time.

I wish to call attention of the members of the association to the

fact that possibly they have not derived as much profit from their

investment in association dues as they would have, had they care-

fully studied the information sent out by the secretary. The asso-

ciation prepares a lot of valuable reports and statistics. Its mem-
bers are accurately informed of conditions affecting our industry.

We are told the ratio of cut to shipments for any given month;

comparative statement of stocks in the hands of manufacturers,

and other information of like nature that, if acted upon, would be

a large factor in determining values. It requires an expensive

organization to collect this information.

Y^ou are paying for it in the form of association dues, and it

would seem to be good business to utilize this information to the

fullest extent to the end that your expenditure for association

dues may pay dividends. Such information should be scrutinized

as carefully as your balance sheet, for that is precisely the place

where it will ultimately be recorded.

Keep constantly in mind that success is only a synonym for

"being prepared," and that anticipating conditions is merely

ascertaining what seed is now being sown.

•
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Five years ago, according to a recent statement of one of the

largest lumber manufacturing concerns in the country, it was able to

sell its product i<x less than one per cent; today, the cost is from

two and one-half to three per cent, and is going up right along.

This, be it noted, is a strictly selling cost, and does not include any

of the general or overhead expense, part of which is connected with

selling. It refers to the actual expenses of the man who is on the

road getting orders; of the advertising department, and of special

work which may be done with a view to promoting the sale of lumber.

Everybody has probably realized during the last few years, with

the after-effects of the depression of 1907 and 1908 prominently in

mind, that it takes more effort to dispose of lumber than it formerly

(lid. Many, however, have not understood fully to what extent extra

effort had resulted in an added sales expense. The two are directly

connected, and one inevitably produces the other. If a salesman has

ft) call on a buyer three times to make a sale, whereas he formerly

sold him on every trip; if purchases are made by cars instead of lots

of 100,000 feet at a time, and if better terms have to be given to get

orders, it does not take much analysis to understand why selling

expense has increased. The cost of doing business has grown all along

the line for the lumberman, and though he has been more impressed,

perhaps, with the advance in the cost of timber and the increase in

labor expense, the sales department is one which is responsible for a

considerable amount of this increased burden.

This means that lumbermen must pay more attention to proper

selling methods if they are to continue to make a fair profit and to

hold the selling expense down to its present figures. The association

of sales managers, which is doing good work in the exchange of ideas,

calls attention to the need of better methods, and the promotion of

sales is beginning to get the consideration which it deserves. Con-

tinued attention to this problem is needed in order to bring that

department of the business up to its maximum efSciency.

The head of a big company used to find enjoj-ment in selling the

output of his mill. He sat in his ofBce, dictated a few letters to big

consumers, whom he knew personally, in which he offered certain

choice lots of stock. Usually a reply was forthcoming, accepting the

offer, and the lumber was moved within a reasonable time after it

was manufactured. This lumberman had the idea that there was no

selling expense attached to his business. He figured that it took about

two cents' worth of postage and ten or fifteen cents' worth of the

time of his stenographer and a trifling amount of stationery to land

an order for about 50,000 feet, and he believed that this was the

proper way to handle the selling department.

When buying slowed up a few years ago, the manufacturer con-

tinued to solicit business from his customers by mail. He found,

however, that the amount of postage required to land an order was
considerably more than it used to be, and that a good many of his

"steadies" wrote polite notes stating that they had plenty of lumber

in stock, and could use nothing additional at that time; also that

they were getting quotations elsewhere which were considerably lower

than his own. With lumber piling up on his yards, the sawmill

operator saw that it was necessary to discontinue the old easy-going

methods, and he employed a man who had devoted much attention to

sales work. This man is now at the head of the selling end of the

business. He is getting $4,000 a year to handle this part of the

business, and his traveling expenses amount to fully that much. With

the services of his stenographer and the other incidentals which

accumulate about such a position, the selling department costs the

business easily $10,000 a year, compared with the negligible amount

which was formerly charged to it.

Here is just one concrete example of the change in conditions, and

one definite reason why the cost of doing business has advanced.

Many other lumbermen who found it unnecessary to employ salesmen

now have men on the road regularly, and concerns which thought that

the same man who could see that the sawmill was running properly

could also attend to the minor detail of moving the stock after it was

piled, have changed their minds and gotten experts for the selling

work, allowing the manufacturing department to remain in the hands

of those whose chief business and skill are concerned with the sawing

of lumber and not the selling of it.
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A reference was made to the fact that advertising expenses are

charged to the selling department. This is of course proper, as

advertising is strictly sales work. However, it must be confessed that

much of the advertising done by lumber concerns hardly deserves the

name, and it is burdening the head of the sales end unjustly to compel

his department to undertake that load. The main reason is that

lumber advertising has not been taught to work as it can and should

do. The lumber trade papers ought to Be the direct medium of many
more sales than are accomplished at present, and they would un-

doubtedly be if copy were changed frequently and interesting and

convincing arguments presented. Part of the movement for the

greater efficiency of selling efforts in the lumber business is having

to do with improving the character of lumber advertising, and espe-

cially advertising in the lumber trade journals.

This kind of exploitation should be followed up with more careful

attention to the mailing-list. In every line which must rely upon

aggressive selling effort to get business, and this is true of practically

all industries, the mailing-lists are among the most important aids

to the sales departments. In the lumber business few concerns use

this system as freely as they should. There should be a consistent and

permanent effort made to develop a list which will be not only com-

plete but thoroughly organized. There should be divisions made

according to woods, so that it will not be found that the concern is

offering oak to a consumer who uses nothing but poplar, or that ash

is being advertised to a consumer of oak alone.

Sales letters should be written regularly to the concerns on these

lists, and each letter should contain a definite proposition such as the

salesman of the concern would make were he to meet the buyer face

to face. Merely announcing that you have certain items of lumber in

stock is not presenting a sales argument. There should be some

distinctive point brought out, such as will give the purchaser a reason

why he should buy it rather than any other lot which happens to be

offered him. If selling points can be made for everything from alarm

clocks to socks, it certainly looks as if lumber, which has a wide

\.ariety of qualities, and which, in the same grade, can vary all the

way from very good to very bad or indifferent, has a few desirable

points which are worth developing in a sales letter.

While individually typewritten letters are usually much more

effective in selling goods than circulars, letters of this kind can be

prepared in such a way as to be almost as good. Letters properly

multigraphed. with the address filled in carefully and the signature

written with ink, and mailed, of course, under first-class postage, can

go to one tliousand prospective purchasers and have little lost

efiSciency because an individual letter was not written to each one.

The danger of this kind of letter, however, is that the personal note

will be lost sight of. The writer will think of a thousand people

instead of one, whereas, in order to make the argument effective, the

letter should be written just as though one person only were to

receive it. This gives it simplicity, naturalness and effectiveness

which is entirely absent from the conscious circular style.

Careful records are kept by many lumber concerns which discovered

that their weak point lay in their sales department, as to the work

being done by each salesman. These have had definitely assigned

territory, and their own sales, together with business which could be

ascribed to their calls, are figured frequently. This gave the house

information as to which men are delivering the goods, and who are

falling down. The various salesmen are also kept informed as to

whether their cost of selling lumber is increasing or not.

The analysis of sales by individual solicitors goes a step further,

also. The kind of business put on the books by each man is closely

watched, and the value of the particular trade secured is considered.

In other words, the firm realizes that mere volume of sales is no just

criterion of the ability of the salesman. At on§ time the desire of the

concern may be to sell low grades, so as to reduce a surplus in that

direction ; at another first and seconds may be the items which are to

be pushed, so that it is the general efficiency of the salesman in

adapting his efforts to the special needs of the house at any par-

ticular time which makes him valuable to his employers.

Tn this connection, too, it may be worth while to point out that

the work of the salesman can be greatly increased by keeping him
informed as closely as possible of market conditions and of the '

' slow

sellers." The salesman who is provided with only a stock-list and
price quotations is very illy equipped, and the plan referred to some
time ago in Hardwood Eecoed, of sending out a weekly letter to the

men on the road, giving them information of the trend of values

during the preceding week, and the items on which the firm is long

and desires rapid sale of, is undoubtedly in line with proper conduct

of the selling department.—G. D. C, Jr.

Handling Veneer Logs

Modern methods are finding their way into the logging woods
as well as the sawmill and veneer plant, but it takes some modi-

fications to apply the modern methods of mill logging to veneer

logs. As veneer logs are the select few in many woods operations,

it is not generally practical to handle them in the same manner
as mill logs where the stumpage is taken clean. Especially is this

true of fine oak logs, which are only to be had in small numbers.

Some millman may get them out with saw timber, and thus justify

tram roads and power loaders. On the other hand, many of the

finest oak veneer logs are gathered one or two at a time, and must
be handled in the primary stages by main strength.

In handling the veneer logs on the yard and in the factory,

every veneer manufacturer should make it his business to study

modern methods. Many a veneer manufacturer is diligent in his

efforts at mechanical manipulation from the time he begins cut-

ting his veneer blocks until the finished product is bundled for

shipment, and also to minimize his waste, but at the same time

neglects bigger items of the same nature in the log yard.

The trade is gradually getting away from this and learning that

there is room for effective saving of both time and timber by
giving more attention to the careful handling of logs on the yard.

In rambling about the country one comes across evidence of this,

and often instances of men grasping one point and missing an-

other. There is a case on record where one concern for years had

been dumping logs from barges into the river by hand, then pulling

them out up the slip a ways and rolling and banking them on the

yard by hand, to be afterward rolled on again by hand to be

brought into the factory. A big power derrick, with a long

boom, was put in that would swing logs from the barge and pile

them on the bank, and pick them from either the barge or the

bank and swing them onto the truck for the factory. The original

installation cost quite a sum of money, but it has paid for itself

and materially reduced the cost of handling.

On another yard was found something else that this one had

neglected, and something neglected that this one had. The other

yard had no derrick, not even a truck for running the logs in to

the mill. They were handled by main strength, and cut into

block lengths with a cross-cut saw, instead of being run on a

truck under the regulation drag saw. But here due thought was
exercised for the care of the logs to prevent damage and waste.

The ends were carefully painted, and the logs as a rule were of

high quality, so that there was but little waste as compared to

that of some other plants.

The instance given might be termed two cases of hobby riding.

In one instance the hobby was power log handling appliances; in

the other it was the care of logs, and that it paid in each case,

there is not much room for doubt. Each concern is successful,

and is making a fair share of money. Looking at the two, how-

ever, one can not help but speculate on what the advantages
might be if each would ride both hobbies instead of only one.

Cost of handling and timber saving are just as important on the

log yard as inside the factory. There has been enough develop-

ment in log handling appliances to enable one to get something

practical to fit any yard needs or conditions. It is a subject

worth taking up, for it is on the log yard that a great deal of

the veneer factory cost is piled up, and it is here, too, where much
of the waste starts.
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There are figured veneers—and figured veneers. The expert
veneer man can take a log of ordinary figure, and by dint of skill

in cutting his flitches, succeed in producing veneers either on a
veneer saw, slioer or rotary cutter, that will show something in

the way of a figure. However, high-class fancy veneers can only

be produced from richly figured logs or from burls. The figured

veneer game calls for long experience and the highest skill.

Primarily the selection and purchase of the logs, flitches or burls

is pretty nearly a science. When it comes to converting a log to

secure the best possible results in the way of figure, width, sound-

ness of stock, etc., the business gets down to another branch of

the science. When it comes to cutting the flitches to veneers,

still added skill has to be possessed by the operator. A quartered

section of a log may produce the best results on a slicer, and
may possibly produce a more alluring figure when mounted on a

stay-log, and cut on a rotary machine. Fancy veneer production

in all respects is a science in order to achieve the best results.

Some years ago a well-known New York veneer man said to

the writer: "If a man has any gambling instincts to gratify, it

isn't necessary for him to go down into Wall street to satisfy

them, or to play faro-bank, draw-poker or the ponies. All he

has to do is to go into the figured veneer business and he will

have every speculative ambition fully satisfied. '

'

The man who makes money out of the figured veneer game
is one who knows how to look into the inside of a log that

has its bark on, and tell pretty nearly what sort of a figured

veneer he is going to get out of it. There are few men in the

world who are capable of doing this, and hence the country is

strewn with failures in the figured veneer business. It 's science

combined with a gamble. The man above quoted, although at

one time regarded as one of the best fancy wood men in the

country, has since made a lamentable business failure.

A few years ago the writer was visiting with C. L. Willey,

the foremost fancy wood man in the United States, at his Chi-

cago plant, when he observed: "I wish you would come over

here tomorrow, because I am going to open up what I regard as

the best Circassian log that I ever saw. I paid a lot of money for

it, and I believe it is going to make some wonderfully handsome

veneers.
'

'

Dropping around at the plant the next day, I encountered

Mr. Willey 's son, Charles, and said to him: "How did that

great big Circassian log turn out that your father opened up this

morning?'

'

"You don't want to see my father today," observed Charles.

"He put that log on the carriage this morning to fliteli

it, and it wasn't worth a rap. The whole business is shoved

out on the dump, as not a piece of it was worth putting on a

slicer. '

'

The log as it originally laid in Mr. Willey 's yard looked

reasonably sound, and bore every outward evidence that it would

produce ten thousand feet of high-class veneers. It probably cost,

laid down in the Chicago plant, a matter of five hundred dol-

lars, and proved to be an absolute loss. This is one side of

the story. The other side is that an astute buyer will occasionally

dig up a log that will develop wonderful results in splendid

veneers. There is romance as well as speculative qualities in

the figiired veneer business. The accompanying picture supple-

ment was reproduced from a forty-two-inch square panel, which

was one of a dozen varying in all particulars, and was made up

of as many distinct figured sections of burls that came out of a

big log of English walnut that was purchased by C. L. Willey

some years ago in England. It is said to be the most remarkable

English walnut log that was ever brought to America; and was

out of one of the largest, if not the largest trees existing in

that country. It showed an age of from six hundred to seven

hundred vears. Mr. Willey purchased it entirely by accident.

At the time of the purchase he had considerable dealings with
William Oliver & Sons, timber merchants of London, and just
before sailing for Europe in 1908, he received a letter from them
telling about this tree. In company with his representatives,
he visited the private park of Lewis Vernon Harcourt, a mem-
ber of the British ministry. Mr. Harcourt 's park is a beuatiful,
finely timbered estate of 1,200 acres, situated near the village of
Nuneham Courtenay, in Oxford county, about sixty miles west
of London. Much interesting history obtains concerning the
estates of the Harcourts. Some 170 years ago the village of
Nuneham Courtenay was removed a considerable distance from
its original site to its present location, and it is alleged this
walnut tree grew in the village garden, was excavated, and
moved to the Harcourt private park to serve ;is one of its

chief ornaments, and to preserve a notable example of tree growth.
The tree doubtless had shown no material growth since the time
of its removal, and Mr. Willey found its main bole lying on the
ground at the railroad station awaiting transfer. The log was
twenty feet long, seven-and-a-half feet in diameter at the butt,
about five feet through at its narrowest point, and eight-and-a-half
feet in diameter at its crotch top. It contained about 4,200 feet

board measure.

It was certainly an unpromising looking object, and the average
American farmer, in clearing out a tree of any such sort from his

property, would undoubtedly have consigned it to the fire. Mr.
WiUey thought he could see something in it, however, and pur-
chased it for approximately $750. The decayed portions were cut
away, and it was trimmed up somewhat, but, in order to get it

into the hold of the steamer, it ^^•as necessary to cut it into two
sections. It reached the United States by way of New Orleans,
and when transferred from the vessel it was found necessary to

again cut the larger section into halves. It required an entire

car to transport the log to Chicago.

The chief feature of the log was two enormous burls connected
together by a twisted smaller section. , When the sections of the

logs were landed at Mr. Willey 's yard, his interest was much
increased in them, and he took particular pains, with the skill

for which he is so famed, in cutting the burls to show the best

figure, with the result that he secured from this one log 72,000 feet

of twenty-fourth-inch sliced veneers, on which he placed a value

of fifteen cents a square foot, or $10,300. About one-half the

veneers have been sold at this price, and the remainder are still

housed in Mr. Willey 's fireproof warehouse at Chicago.

In aU respects it is the most marvelous English walnut burl

veneer that has ever been cut. While the picture here reproduced

does not approximate the beauty of the veneer itself, its wonder-

ful attractiveness can not be disguised. Even in the picture the

conventionalized geometrical figure can be plainly seen, as well

as the similitude of animal heads, flowers, butterflies and pictured

effects of all sorts and descriptions. There are more pictures to be

seen in one of these veneer panels than can be found by the most

imaginative in the burning coals of a log fire.

A few days ago one of Mr. Willey 's buyers found an American

black walnut tree in the heart of a remote canyon in Oklahoma,

purchased it, and shipped it to the Chicago plant. This log was
of about the same size as the English walnut described in this

story, but it developed more than sixty thousand feet of wonder-

fully beautiful veneers. The peciUiarity of this log was the fact

that the heart grew within four inches of one side, which in

flitching enabled Mr. Willey to secure quarters more than thirty

inches square. These cants were attached to a stay-log and cut to

veneers on a rotary cutter, developing panels eight feet long and

forty-two inches wide. In the figure of this log is combined all

the standard markings known in the veneer industry—mottle,

stripe, curl, blister and wave. This veneer has not yet been mar-

keted, but it promises to produce a value in excess of the English

—35—
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walnut log referred to. In many respects it certainly is the

soundest and handsomest figured American black walnut tree that

has been transformed into veneers in many a year.

Of course, the story of these two logs is the other side of the

speculative game about figured veneer, and the great values occa-

sionally secured out of the veneer product of an extremely hand-

some log. The story of veneers is very akin to tales heard on the

subject of other speculative ventures. The stories of failures are

not told, but those that do come to light are only the details of

wonderful coups. Thus it is in the veneer industry—the public

only hears of the occasional remarkable profits developed from in-

dividual logs, and never about the unprofitable ones. The average

run of figured wood, like mahogany, walnut, Circassian, etc., can

be pretty well demonstrated in advance, and the astute buyer and

manufacturer knows pretty well that he will get for the veneer

product a half cent, a cent, two, three or possibly five cents a

foot—the latter for the exceptional best. It constitutes a busi-

ness with a comparatively fixed profit, and it is only occasionally

that the veneer manufacturer encounters a log that makes him a

fancy profit. On the other hand he opens up many a log with

which he is very well pleased if he can only get out cost—and

often he does not do even this.

Right now, as is pretty well known in the trade, C. L. Willey

has the largest holdings of figured logs, notably in mahogany and

Circassian, of any veneer producer in the world. While he hasn't

cornered the market, he has a large sum of money invested in the

biggest holdings of figured woods that have ever been possessed

by one man in the history of the trade. With the rapidlj' increas-

ing appreciation and values of these woods, it is certain Mr.

Willey has achieved a handsome coup in the fancy wood trade.
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Tales of the Trade
STORY OF CAT ASTROPHE

Some time ago Alex McNeill of the Webster-Whipple Lumber

Company of Minneapolis, was on a business trip in northern Michi-

gan and compelled to spend the night at Houghton. The best he

could do was to get a room with a friend whom we will call Jack

Smith.

The night was exceedingly warm, and after retiring they did not

overburden themselves with clothes. It being too warm to sleep

Alex says they told stories, one of which was interrupted by the

prrr-r-r-r-meou of a cat. Jack seemed to have it in for this par-

ticular cat and, thinking that every door was shut, they decided

to catch poor pussy and throw her out of the window. Alex hasn 't

much use for cats, so armed himself with a shoe, but the feline

was a little bit smarter and made a dash for the door. Alex let

drive at Mrs. Cat, but, as good or ill luck (as you see it) would

have it, the missile went through the open door, down the hall, to

the head of the stairs. There was a light burning in the hall,

and Alex decided to go after the shoe. He secured same and had

just reached the door when he found to his dismay that Jaik had

shut and locked it.

It so happened that this was the floor occupied by the waitresses,

who were dressing for a ball, and, hearing the commotion, they

gathered en masse in the hall. Alex said a few things, in fact

more than a few, all of which seemed to make no impression on

his friend, but the latter finally became convinced that it was

either let him in or he would come through the door.

In relating this story Mr. McNeill states that if Jack Smith

had not been such a son of a gun in size he would have been killed

instead of the cat. He now sees the humorous side of the story,

but mournfully states that it was the most heart-rending episode

of his entire career.

From that time on Alex has never gone after his wayward

shoes unless attired in a manner suitable for a hurried retreat.

NEVER OVERLOOKS A BET

When the writer chanced to be in the oflice of the American

Lumber & Manufacturing Company of Pittsburgh, some time ago,

he heard some one ask W. D. .Johnston, president and manager of

that concern:

"Johnston, what is the secret of success?"

Quick as a flash W. D. came back with: "Work all day and

think all night."

It is said to be a fact that he formerly carried a small scratch-

pad to bed with him in his night shirt pocket to jot down ideas

that came to him either in his waking or sleeping moments. It is

further stated that at the present time he has an electric flash-

light in his other pocket, and a slip noose, so as to lasso his ideas

before they get away.

Mr. Johnston states that an idea is no good if you do not tie

it up and make it work for you, and he certainly has the system

down pat.

"QUERIES '

What color is red oak when it is green?

Should not bass-wood be good to make drums off

Should not a man who died of drunkenness be buried in a

hickory coflin?

Should not all dairy buUdings be built of butter-nut?

Why not construct "Shoot the Chutes" of slippery elm?

Is a ven-eer related to an engineer?

Does ash make the best fire?

Should a man who has been brought up in the beech woods
know how to swim?
Does a dealer in buck-eye get the buck ague?

If Cy cedar on the street, would Cypress her hand?

Is it "fir" to the Pacific coast?

Are gum manufacturers good chewers?

Would hack-bury look well in a funeral procession?

Could burglars pick a hem-lock?

When the white man whipped the Indian, do you think Lo-

cussed!

When the farmer chased pigs with his dogs, did he sie-em-moref

If the darkey butted the side of the house, would he have a

black wall-nut?

Do you think the above are chestnuts?

THE SAWMILL
The sawmill was originated by man to convert monarchs of the

forest into lumber, lath, shingles and sawdust. It later developed

as an institution through the agency of which more money could be

lost with little effort, than any other invention of the fertile brain

of man. After you have caught and apparently tamed your saw-

mill, it can develop more leaks (through which streams of money
can pass away), than an oyster boat on Chesapeake bay.

The early visions of a property of this kind are very rosy, con-

tinuing so until a short time after the property is acquired and

from then on the " daj- dreams" rapidly develop into "night

mares. '

'

No sawmill has ever been known to follow the example set by

Oliver Wendell Holmes' "One Horse Shay," and all go to pieces

at once, each mill having its own peculiar way of developing break-

ages at so many per day in unexpected spots.

Another peculiarity is to turn out a large and satisfactory cut

on one day and absolutely refuse to run the next. (We under-

stand the automobile has acquired this habit, but feel that it is

an infringment on the well established custom of sawmills.)

A full-fledged, well regulated sawmill will cut anything from

an oak log to a man's leg. (This is not used in a masculine sense,

but relates to mankind in general.)
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We once knew of an owner of a mill who approached a ten-inch

saw which was apparently loafing and on putting his hand on the
edge of it, discovered that it was not so much of a "loaf" after

all, as it clipped off a finger without hesitancy or apology. A few
months after, while showing a friend through the plant, he related

the incident, informing him that the saw looked to be as quiet as

the one they were then passing, and to illustrate, he put his finger

on this saw, which was also laying in wait for him, and lost another
finger. Since that time he has refused to put his hand within four

feet of any saw unless it was thoroughly boxed, and lying not
less than twenty-five feet from the mill in an open loit.

This reminds us of a man who went over the falls on the Ver-

milion river in Minnesota, and broke a leg, and later in showing
a friend how it happened, he went over and broke the other. Thus
we see that habit has a strong hold on a man.

There are many kinds of saws, viz.: circular saws, which are

round; band saws, which are not round; segment saws, which come
in pieces, and if you own a mill you could probably mention other

kinds of names which are not allowed to go through the mails, or,

at least, this is your opinion of them during their periods of stren-

uosity.

A sawmill once acquired is as hard to get rid of as the hold on

the historical "bear's tail," and the saying "once a sawmill

man, always one '

' is due, no doubt, to the peculiar fascination

which danger has for the average human being. (We mean finan-

cial and not physical.)

We know of one successfid lumberman, whose father was not so

successful, and almost on his death bed, he cautioned his son to

avoid ownership of a mill like a pestilence, and the son did so for

a number of years, but the disease finally got him and he now
owns a mill, which, during the last thirty days, has been fifteen

feet below the surface of the Mississippi river.

It is true, of course, that no lumber could be produced without
a sawmill, but it is also true that little scratching could be done
without the itch, but that does not make it any more pleasant.

A mill is like unto a boil, for a man is never so well off as when
the other fellow has it; but unlike the boil, there is no cure for
the desire of ownership.

WOOD
Wood is the substance which is covered by the bark of the tree

iind holds the leaves. It is a very useful article and man has used
It for many purposes since the beginning of history.

Wood, cut into long, wide, thin pieces is called "lumber."
Wood cut into big pieces that you cannot lift, is called "cants."
Wood, cut into fine particles which can only be picked up in a

cup, basket or similar receptacle, is called "sawdust."
Wood, put through a process of distillation, is called "alcohol."
Wood, put through a pulping process and folded into sheets on

which you can write, is called "paper."
Wood, cut into small blocks not fit for much, is called "fire-

wood. '

'

Wood, on the north end of a man, covered by his face and hair,

is called a "dummy" or a "mutton head." This form of wood
is not as common as the others, but can be seen on the streets of

any city, at any time. A sawmill man who sells his lumlier for less

than cost has a head of this kind.

Wood is used for many purposes and promises to be for many
years to come, Thomas A. Edison to the contrary notwithstanding.

A small quantity of wood, covered by bark, not very wide, but
a plenty long, when applied to a growing boy upon the place nature

has provided, has medicinal qualities that usually effect a prompt
and speedy cure.

A lot of wood in proper form and place is called "woods," pro-

vided it is covered with leaves and bark.
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A well-known authorit.y says that methods of merchandising,

selling, etc., change radically every seven \'ears. Just to see if

this is really- true, look about you in the large cities, or even in

the small ones—the larger preferably, for they are the most pro-

gressive. Seven j'ears ago the housewife would go to a depart-

ment store and probably spend the day there, making purchases

of everything she wanted. Today, look at the specialty houses

—

each one catering to some special line, giving better value and

sometimes at lower cost. Do you blame her for trading at these

specialists ?

Years ago, about the only method of getting business was

through a salesman. If the salesman was on the road, the house

depended on his orders to keep it busy. If in a store, he was

taught that he must sell to people who came in. Today, adver-

tising practically sells the goods, and when the customer comes

into the store it is merely to get the article or have it explained

further. The advertising department works in connection with

the sales department—in fact, in many cases the two are combined.

It is safe to say that the lumbermen and their methods, with a

few exceptions, are the most backward when it comes to scien-

tific hnndling of sales and salesmen and the diplomatic handling

of customers. I have heard it said that more customers were lost

by improper handling of correspondence than in any other way

—

yet there are no trained correspondents in the lumber business.

There are no trained salesmen in the lumber business. That's why

the annual consumption of lumber is less each year. This is a

broad statement, but let me explain. Take the cement trade

—

each company has an advertising and sales department. The ad-

vertising department in its work shows the utilization of cement

(creating the demand), and secondary, the superior qualities of

service of its product. The salesmen are put to work in the cement

plant and before they ever see the road they know exactly how

every particle is made. After that training the.y go to the other

extreme—the consuming end, to thoroughly know the many uses

and exactly how it is used. From this, they must study the office

method of handling sales and orders, watch the advertising depart-

ment; in other words, they know everything that is to be known
about the business. Before they are put out on the road the sales

manager gives them final instructions and many rules to go by; he

also outlines competitors' methods of manufacture and sales

schemes. Sometimes an older salesman is sent with the new
recruit. When a man goes through this training, he is more than

a salesman—he is an executive, a demonstrator, an educator in

fact. He can create business. He is in touch with the office at all

times. The house probably has its own house-organ and sales

schemes going to him all the time. Co-operation between the sales-

man, sales manager and the advertising department is the key-

note. Do you wonder that they get business? The same is true

in the steel business, the coal bufdness and other lines. Did you

ever hear of such an organization in the lumber business? It is

possible but not probable. Most lumber sales managers today

give their new salesmen a new «tock sheet and prices and turn

them loose.

An advertising man once said, "Salesmanship today consists of

nine-tenths selling talk and one tenth, the goods." That applies

to the salesman who thoroughly knows his product. '

' Knowledge

inspires confidence; confidence inspires enthusiasm; enthusiasm

conquers everything."

An "order-taker" approach'js a customer like this: "Do you

need a car of Is and 2s gum?" The answer is generally "No."
The trained salesman approaches like this: "Mr. Blank, if you

could buy a car of high-grade No. 1 common red gum that would

cut to as good advantage for your work as the Is and 2s you are

now buying from So-and-So, wouldn't you be interested in the
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saving in price between the two grades?" What buyer would

answer "No" to that? There isn't a chance to say "No." I

fancy I hear a number of you saying that this is an exceptional

case. Now think a minute—this man knew all about his com-

petitor 's good as well as his own. He had the knowledge and the

confidence, therefore, what was to prevent his using if?

There is one of these trained men in an eastern city today. He
is connected with one of the largest lumber manufacturers in the

country. His firm had a bad reputation, it used the wrong rules,

shipped poor lumber. Every salesman (?) it put on the iob in

that city, gave up without geting business. But this new man
wasn't worried about these trifles; he was put there to sell the

lumber and he's selling it fast to the very men who condemned

the firm. Ask him how he does it and he'll say, "Oh, I just know
our stock pretty well and know what the customers want. '

'

You can't deal in generalities; facts are essential. You must

tell exactly what per cent will run long lengths, etc. The better

you tell it (knowledge) and the more enthusiastically you tell it,

the better chance you have of getting business.

If a man is busy it is generally better to leave without seeing

him than to force an interview. The best plan is to call again or

ask for an appointment. The salesmanship schools would advo-

cate, if the buyer came out with the salesman 's card and said he

was too busy to talk, to fire back, "It's only busy men we do

business with ' '—and start the selling talk. I never believe in

antagonizing, and "rules" should be applied with judgment. The

minute you antagonize a man, it puts up a barrier between you

and the order, and it 's mighty difficult, sometimes, to force it

down. In this connection, always speak in the highest terms of

your competitors when they are mentioned, no matter whether they

are good or bad. If you speak against them, the buyer naturally

sticks up for them and you lose out. That's human nature.

A number of salesmen have said to me that the greatest stum-

bling block was when the buyers won 't pay the price. Each

salesman must think this out for himself, for practically no two

cases are alike. I generally try to compare the buyer 's product

with some inferior competitive make and ask if he would sell at

the same price as the other maker. Another way is to see what is

to be made of the stock and how j-our lumber will fit that pur-

pose. Illustrating the latter case, a trim man wanted a car of

1-ineh birch. He was quoted $29 but paid $31 for another car

because the salesman told him that it would cut to special advan-

tage for long rippings. This car was just what the buyer wanted
because it would cut to so little waste.

Do you realize how much appearance counts for in this age?

When you meet a man you form an impression and you form it

quickly. No matter how good a man's talk is, if he is carelessly

or poorly dressed, you are not going to give him the right atten-

tion. Isn't it natural? But, on the other hand, if a man looks

just right, he feels that way. To feel successful, he must look

that way. And if he looks successful to you, and his talk is

right, aren't you going to give him the right attention? Don't

you like to do business with "successful" men?
Concentration on a certain territory is better than a few scat-

tered visits at intervals. There are a great many solicitors for

each man's business, and the best known, the ones that call the

most frequently and make the best impressions, are the ones get-

ting the trade.

A great responsibility rests on the sales manager of a pro-

gressive concern. It is up to him to keep the salesmen "in tune"
working the hardest, getting the best results and keep the office

end running smoothly. Generally this man has had his bringing-up

on the road. He knows that salesmen are human; that they have

just as many vanities and feelings as he has. He never discredits

the '

' boys.
'

' He never '
' hogs '

' a sale. He believes in co-opera-

tion among the force. He is alert to every new idea in selling

and always open to suggestions. He never writes a cold-blooded

letter to the "boys"—he generally starts it "Dear Jim: Bather

a poor showing for you, old man, but I know you worked hard.

See if you can double your business next week. How are you
feeling?" Put yourself in the place of the man getting that let-

ter—you'd work mighty hard nest week to have the letter read,
'

' That was a fine bunch of orders, Jim. I knew you 'd make a

clean-up." Now, wouldn't you? Sure; it's human nature. If

some one tells you you can 't do a thing, you try mighty hard to

show them that you can.

After all, the closer you study a thing, the more you know about

it. And the more you know, when applied in the right way,

serves to increase business and educate others. Isn't that right?

S.
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Seventy-six per cent of the total area of North Carolina is now

covered with forests, and it is estimated that these forests have an

average stand of 3,400 feet per acre, making a grand total of

10,750,000,000 feet of timber. It is a fact, however, that much of

this timber is too small or too inaccessible to serve as merchantable

stuff. There is an annual cut in the state of about 330,000,000 board

feet, not including stock consumed locally. It is stated that the

rate of depletion is far in excess of the accretion of volume in

the woods, so it follows that one of two policies must be adopted:

The cut must be reduced or the yield increased to meet the demand.

The total cut of lumber in North Carolina in 1907 was 1,622,000,000

feet, and in 1909, 2,177,715,000 feet. North Carolina being in fourth

place in point of production.

Only two or three counties in North Carolina have any consider-

able areas of virgin timber left, and most of this stock is controlled

by large interests. There are about 11,000,000,000 feet of timber

standing in trees, ten inches and over in diameter. Of the various

species the total stand of chestnut was well in the lead, there being

at present some 298,000,000 feet of chestnut timber, over ten inches

in diameter, on the stump in North Carolina. Next in importance

are red oak, white oak, poplar, hemlock, chestnut, maple and baaswood

in the order named.

The forests of western North Carolina are part of the great

.Aj)palach!an hardwood region, in which it is estimated that uncared

for hardwood forests are growing at the rate of twelve to fifteen

cubic feet per acre per year. Forests of the Appalachian region

differ from those of the central hardwood region, into which they

gradually merge beyond the western border of North Carolina, and

contain such species as chestnut, red oak. hemlock and white pine,

which form a large proportion of the Appalachian forests. On the

whole the Appalachian region is divided into spruce forests and

hardwood forests, although hemlock grows in practically pure

stands on some mountain slopes. The spruce forests are found only

on the upper slopes of the higher mountains, rarely growing below

.T,500 feet altitude. The largest areas of spruce occur in Swain,

.Jackson, Hej-wood, Yancey and Mitchell counties. The distribution

of this type depends not only upon elevation but upon moisture con-

ditions and protection.

The hardwood forests of North Carolina vary considerably accord-

ing to soil, aspect and elevation. They can be readily divided into

four I'.istinct types, namely, plateau, chestnut, red oak and beech and

maple.

The habitat of the plateau type is the valley of the French Broad

river in Henderson, Buncomb and Madison counties, being below

an average elevation of 2,500 feet. The type here is similar to that

in the Piedmont section, adjoining the base of the mountains, and

is composed principally of oak of various species, intermingled with

sliort loaf pine, scrub pine and occasionally white pine. The prin-
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•cipal species of oak in order of abundance are scarlet, black, Spanish,

white and post oak. However, due to severe culling and forest fires

the species have been almost depleted, hence the merchantable stands

in the plateau type are short leaf pine.

The chestnut type is a type of forest growth familiar to everyone

who has spent any time in the Appalachians. It is found practically

everyivhere between elevations of 2,500 and 4,000 feet, and in fact

very often outside of these limits. Chestnut predominates, forming

occEisionally as high as seventy-five per cent of the stand. The
character of the growth, however, is influenced vastly by topograph-

ical and soil conditions, hence the chestnut type can be divided into

three sub-types: ridge, slope and cove. .

As can be inferred from the name, the ridge type grows along

ridges and also extends down southerly slopes, chestnut representing

from twenty-five to fifty per cent of the stand, and chestnut oak

being about as abundant. Intermingled with these are scarlet oak,

black gum, short leaf and pitch pine. The height, growth and

quality of the timber, however, in this sub-type are inferior to that

of the slope and cove types, and in fact very little merchantable

stock is taken from the ridge growth in comparison with the

others.

The slope type comprises forests growing on northerly exposures

from the eastern to the western slopes, and occasionally extending

around to the southern slopes. Here the soil is usually moist and

more fertile than on the ridges. The trees are of better quality

and dimensions, hence more merchantable. Chestnut is the most

important timber tree, forming thirty to fifty per cent of the

stand. There grow with it red oak, white oak, linn, hickory, chest-

nut oak, buckeye, ash and occasionally yellow poplar, while in the

iipper elevations there is sometimes an intermixture of hemlock.

The best type of chestnut, as of other mountain growths, occurs

in the coves, and in this environment the trees grow tall, straight and

sound. Fires are less frequent in the coves, owing to moist condi-

tion, and it is here that the best quality of chestnut timber is found.

The red oak type represents the growth above the 4,000 feet con-

tour, and occasionally extends up to the spruce region. Red oak

is naturally the most important tree of this type. Owing to the

altitude and its consequent exposure, the growth of the tree is more

or less warped, and the production of merchantable stock is limited.

Here are found chestnut, oak, sugar maple, buckeye and linn.

The last-named type comes in just below the lower line of de-

markation of the spruce type. Here almost pure areas of beech or

a mixture of beech and maple occur. The northern section of this

type contains good commercial timber, and with it is intermingled

buckeye, linn, chestnut, ash and hickory.

A recent bulletin on North Carolina timber industries reveals the

fact that practically all the timber cut in western North Carolina is

sawed or otherwise manufactured in that part of the state. There

are three classes of sawmills in operation in the state—large

stationary band mills, small portable circular mills, small stationary

circular mills, and water power mills. There were only seven large

stationary sawmills in operation during 190S and 1909, only four

of these running full time. This class of mill manufactured about

sixteen per cent of the total cut of 1909 or an average of 5,000,000

feet per null per year. ]:t has been estimated that the holdings of

five operators in western North Carolina aggregate more than 175,-

OOO acres of forest land, containing a stand of 120,000,000 feet of

timber.

This section of the country probably has more portable circular

mills than any other part. More than seventy-eight per cent of the

lumber sawed in western North Carolina is cut by means of small

portable miUs. In 1911 there were about three hundred such mills

in sixteen counties, representing an average annual production of

350,000 feet of lumber per mill. These mills are either run as custom

sawing plants or are owned and operated by the owner of the timber

land. They constitute a large part of the industry in that section

of the countiy. In some eases several of these mills are owned by

one man, and on this basis he is insured a very fair return on his

investment.

The water mills are scattered all over the country, but are mostly

obsolete and passe as far as actual commercial use is concerneJ.

In most instances they run only occasionally. Once in a while a
water power mill of a considerable size will be found producing quan-

tities of lumber for shipment, but water power is too uncertain to be

depended on as the power for commercial enterprises of any size.

Whip-sawing is still practiced in a few counties, and in fact some
of the best quality of poplar and linn squares shipped out are cut in

this way. Some of this class of stock is cut twenty to fifty miles

from the railroad. This industry, however, is of negligible impor-

tance.

The importance of chestnut wood as a source of production for

tannic acid in this country was not realized until about ten years

ago. At that time plants were established for the manufacture
of tannic acid from chestnut in many places in the eastern states.

Several factories were installed in western North Carolina, and

at present four large plants are in operation at Andrews, Canton
and Asheville. Practically all of the 94,500 cords of chestnut

wood cut in this region in 1909 was consumed in these plants in

addition to a plant at Old Fort. United States census reports

establish the fact that North Carolina tanneries used in 1909

18,000,000 pounds of tannic extract made from chestnut wood.

The effect of the industry upon the value of chestnut is reflected

in the fact that the price of chestnut cord-wood delivered at the

railroad has increased from $2 to $4, on an average, a cord. The
bulk of this cut, however, is done by farmers on woodlots and

does not represent a large outlay of capital and labor. One of

the most favorable features of the production of tannic acid from

chestnut wood is the fact that vast quantities of hyper-mature

trees, which would otherwise be absolute waste, can be utilized

at a profit in this way, and at the same time their removal will

improve the general character of the forest.

The manufacture of pulp-wood has grown to considerable pro-

portions in western North Carolina. Five woods are used prin-

cipally for this industry. All of them are manufactured by chem-

ical processes into the better quality of magazine paper. One

cord of wood is generally estimated to produce 1,000 pounds of

pulp. The Champion Fiber Company at Canton, N. C, is the only

paper plant in that region. This concern consumes large quan-

tities of chestnut for the manufacture of pulp, this wood repre-

senting fully half of the total consumption of cord-wood for this

purpose. The tannic acid is first extracted from the wood by a

patented process. Large quantities of spruce and balsam are cut

for the same purpose on the immense tracts of forests which the

Champion Fiber Company owns throughout that region.

About twenty per cent of the pulp-wood now consumed is known

as poplar pulp-wood and includes poplar and linn, buckeye and

cucumber. The stock is cut in the spring and summer, and the

logs peeled. This type of pulp-wood makes a very good quality

of paper, but owing to the merchantable value of these different

species as timber, only the poorer stuff is taken from the woods

for pulping. There is an increasing tendency to use the slashings

and to cull out the defective trees that would not produce good

lumber.

The state of North Carolina produces vast quantities of tan

bark annually from hemlock and chestnut oak. This industry

started about twenty years ago when several large tanneries were

established in the western Piedmont region. In 1909 there were

20,088 cords of chestnut oak bark and 7,246 cords of hemlock

bark cut in the state for this purpose. Of this 24,000 cords were

consumed within the state. Chestnut oak bark is peeled in the

spring, and after being peeled the bark is allowed to dry in the

air. The common method in that section is to stack it against

the trunk of the felled tree after peeling. The most disheart-

ening feature of the enterprise is the great waste of compara-

tively valuable oak timber contingent upon the cutting of the

chestnut oak trees. It is a common practice to leave them in the

woods to rot after peeling. Besides chestnut oak, black and white

oak is used in larger quantities.

North Carolina boasts of a multitude of small local industries

consuming very considerable quantities of different kinds of hard-
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woods. As an instance, the output of cross-ties in the state in

1909 was 142,600 of white oalc and 12,300 of other species. All

these ties are of high quality and are hewn out by the farmers

and delivered on the railroad right of way. In 1909 there were

5,700,000 oak pins manufactured in the state, over 600,000 locust

pins and 3,960,000 shingles. Poles are produced mostly from chest-

nut and represent a considerable industry.

The manufacture of locust insulator pins was formerly of con-

siderable importance, but on account of the scarcity of supply the

industry has dwindled to a small production. The introduction

of the oak screw box to be used over iron pins has weakened the

locust pin market. In addition, North Carolina factories turn

out large numbers of hickory handles, porch columns and pumps.

Other minor industries are the manufacture of bobbins, spools,

rollers, shuttles, and also the manufacture of pipes from the

mountain ivy. In these various industries are consumed poplar,

linn, cucumber, sassafras, beech, birch and maple. The manu-
facture of bowls from poplar blocks is a small industry, but rather

interesting. The blocks are made by cutting the logs into sec-

tions, as long as the diameter of the logs, and then splitting them
in half. They are delivered at the mills in this form for from

$10 to $15 a thousand feet. Certain sections of the state are

famous for their furniture production.

The information contained in this article is derived from bulle-

tin No. 23 recently issued by the North Carolina Geological and
Economic Survey in co-operation with the United States Forest

Service. . The bulletin contains specific information about the vari-

ous individual species of commercial importance in the state and
can probably be secured by writing to that society. The bulletin

was prepared by .T. S. Holmes, forester of North Carolina.
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The increase in the number of state workmen's cMnipensation and

employers' liability laws, as well as the possibility of a federal

statute on the subject, has entranced the interest of lumber manu-

facturers and dealers in the question. Employers' liability insurance

is now becoming as great a necessity as fire insurance, and with the

legal requirements as to compensation, which will probably be gen-

erally enforced in a few years, lumber interests are directly concerned

in the methods of paying this increased tax upon business.

In this connection plans, which have been outline.d for a change in

the system of fixing rates for liability insurance, are of interest to

the entire trade. Heretofore the method has been to fix the rate for

a class or industry as a whole, and to charge the same rate against

all the individual risks in that class. Thus, as a rule, a sawmill gets

the same rate, whether located in Wausau or Memphis, and with the

exception of a few isolated cases which do not affect the general

system, every lumljerman operating a yard must pay the same rate

as every other yard man. The amount of the premium, of course, is

based on the payroll, the rate being figured on each $1,000.

The defects of the system are obvious. In the first place, it is plain

that the hazard involved in one plant is not and cannot be the same

as that involved in another. Therefore to charge the same rate

against it is either to collect too little or too much for the service.

If too little is collected, some other employer in the same class pays

the difference. If too much, the excess goes to pay for the deficiencies

of someone located elsewhere. It is just the same as deciding that all

wood-working plants should carry the same fire risk, and in fact the

analogy is made stronger by reason of the possibility of regulating,

reducing and almost eliminating the accident hazard just as the fire

hazard can be reduced to the vanishing point with proper precautions.

Inasmuch as the companies writing employers' liability insurance

do not want any more losses than they can prevent, they have been

endeavoring to secure a general improvement in sawmills, lumber-

yards and other plants with the idea of redvicing the number of

accidents. In the case of a sawmill, planing-mill or other wood-

working concern, it is conceded that a great reduction in the risk can

be secured by the use of giiards and other devices which will protect

employes from the danger of accident. Saws should be guarded with

the practical and efficient devices provided for them by the manufac-

turers; belting and shafting should be enclosed, and gears and cogs

boxed. With these precautions, and with care taken to secure plenty

of light for the plant, the number and seriousness of accidents can

undoubtedly be reduced.

However, the underwriters have taken various methods of arriving

at this result. Some of them have maintained inspection departments,

which have examined various risks written by their agents, discovered

the need for additional protection, and made recommendations along

this line. In a large number of cases the recommendations have been

adopted and conditions improved. On the other hand, other companies

have taken whatever business is offered, writing it at the same rate

as that given to the risks uliidi luive been improved either at the

initiative of the owner or the suggestion of the company. It goes

without saying that in the former the loss ratio is certain to be less

than in the latter, where all risks are taken without examination, and

where an inspection department makes no effort to secure corrections

of defects.

Again, in some cases the installation of the needed protective

devices costs a considerable amount of money. While every employer

of labor realizes fully the desirability of having as few accidents as

possible, from a standpoint of business as well as humanity, the fact

that he is "covered" and will be protected from loss even if he

should suffer an accident, undoubtedly has a retarding tendency as

far as improvements are concerned. The niggardly or careless

employer in this case "takes a chance," especially as this attitude

is favored by some superintendents and workmen, who insist that the

installation of guards makes it impossible to turn out as much or as

good work as without them. This belief, however, is not generally

shared.

Were the sawmill man to be informed that by installing the neces-

sary guards he could secure a material reduction in his rate, just as

in the case of fire insurance, where a considerable reduction always

follows an improvement in the condition of the plant, it would become

advisable for him to make the suggested changes, merely from the

viewpoint of selfish interest. If a mill is protected by the installation

of a sprinkler system, chemical extinguishers, watchman service or in

any other way which makes the spread of a fire less likely, the rate

automatically goes down. There is no reason why the same thing

should not be true of liability insurance.

The companies writing this class of business have realized that

their system was wrong, and have been considering plans to change it.

They have finally decided to institute a schedule rating system, under

which every individual risk will be rated and compared with the

average or standard in its class, if conditions are good, the rate will

be low; if they are bad, the rate will be high. This will mean that

the operator with a plant which encourages accident will find it to his

interest to improve it and make it difficult for men to be injured

while in his employ. Even if it is necessary to spend a good deal of

money to secure this result, the expenditure will be a good investment

because of the lower premium which will be charged.

Besides actually enabling the companies to secure lower loss ratios,

and the purchasers of liability insurance protection to get indemnity

for less than it has cost them heretofore, the number of accidents will

be greatly decreased. Thus the insurance companies and the employers

will be jointly rendering the community a service of considerable

magnitude, and will be adding to the sum total of human wealth and

decreasing the sum total of human suffering. This is a consummation

devoutly to be wished.

The institution of the [>lan will require nuich study of statistics and

hazards. In the lumber business each machine used and each opera-
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tion performed wiU be gone into and the proper methods of operation
will be arrived at. In the lumber yard the cause of accidents
will be analyzed, and the yard man, who piles his lumber carefully
and in such a way as to minimize the risk, will be given a credit in

his rate. The organization of a large field force to apply the schedule
will also require some time, as well as much money. This force will

be called upon to do not merely mechanical work in the application
of the schedule, but to co-operate with employers in assisting them
to bring their plants to the highest possible point of eflSeiency. The
plant which has a clean record as to accidents is undoubtedly more
efficient than one where accidents to men are numerous, since every
accident requires a shift in the working staff, a break in the routine,

and the lessening of the interest of men in their work.

One of the leading insurance journals, commenting upon plans for

the new system, said in a recent editorial:
'

' The idea that some system of schedule rating will straighten out

the perplexing situation in the liability and workmen's compensation
business is a feasible one. If customers can be shown how a risk may
be improved by installing certain safety devices and perfecting appli-

ances for the proper protection of the workers, it certainly seems as
if the policy-holder would make the changes. The plan has worked
very successfully in fire insurance, and it seems hard to contemplate
the time when such a system was not in existence. In a great many
ways the liability business is similar, to the fire business as regards
the possibility of periodical inspections and the installation of pro-

tective devices. Why, then, should it not be possible for the liability

companies to devise some safe and sane plan for giving the careful

policy-holder the benefit of lower rates?"

It should be noted that the cost of making inspections, which will

be an expensive item, will be paid by the policy-holders, since the

premium receipts necessarily must pay the cost of handling the

business. This , is not a serious objection, however, and lumber
manufacturers will probably be just as willing to see the larger part

of their liability premiums go for inspections and similar work, just

as they are willing that most of the money they pay for boiler

insurance should go for this purpose and to remove the possibility of

an explosion and the consequent necessity for paying a loss.

G. D. C. .Tr.
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' Panel Practice in Furniture Trade m^
The increasing use of veneered goods in the furniture trade, wliicli

has been accompanied by the purchase of tops and panels by manu-

facturers from factories specializing in the manufacture of material

of this character, has been one of the interesting de%'elopments of

the past decade. There seems to be no question as to the superiority

of the built-up panels, and the results which can be secured in appear-

ance, durability, etc., justify the widening use of laminated woods.

The manufacturer of panels usually has a pretty good argument,

too, as to why the furniture manufacturer should purchase his stock

from the outside, rather than equip a special department in his own

plant. It is argued that if the furniture man can use his capital to

better advantage by increasing the volume of his business than by

making an additional investment in costly equipment and adding to

his pay-roll, it would be more economical. The advantage of elimi-

nating manufacturing worries, and letting the other fellow shoulder

the somewhat bothersome problems of the glue-room has also been

dwelt upon at great length.

There is no doubt a great deal of truth in the argument. In fact,

the panel manufacturers seem to justify their existence, inasmuch as

many of the leading furniture factories have come to rely upon them

for practically all of their built-up stock. In this as in other ques

tions, however, there is another side, and the manufacturer who is

found with equipment for laying panels and doing other glue-room

work is seldom at a loss to explain why he is pursuing that policy

rather than the other.

There is a progressive furniture manufacturer in a middle western

city who has a considerable interest in a well-equipped panel plant.

not many miles from his own factory. Nevertheless he is making his

own glued-up stock, and this has occasionally caused those not

informed as to the reasons for this action to wonder. Not long ago

he explained why he does not order his goods from the company in

which he is a stockholder, and thus help both sides of the proposition.

"I am willing to admit," he said, "that if I could eliminate my
investment in panel-making facilities and could use that capital

investment for increasing my output and enlarging my volume of

business it would be wise to do so. But one of the reasons why I

have not is that I am compelled to do some glue-room work. I can't

get panel men to make curved drawer-fronts for me ; they won 't take

kindly to an order for bed-stead material involving the use of curved

panels. I am not blaming them for this, since the work requires the

use of cauls and other equipment made especially for the purpose,

and, unless I were to agree to buy all my stock of that character from

the panel man, he might not find it advantageous to make up the

cauls and otherwise prepare for my work. But that, at all events, is

the situation.

'

'
Tliat means that I must liave a glue-room. I must have glue

converters or pots, spreaders and presses and expert employes to do
the work. I have to pay the men who handle this kind of work a lot

more than those whom I can employ to make straight flat panels,

which are the simplest kind of manufacture. Therefore, inasmuch as

I have one foot in the panel-making business, so to speak, why should

I not put the other in also? I have the equipment and the organiza-

tion, and all that is necessary is for me to get a few additional men
and lay the rest of my panels as well as those involving curved

fronts.

" Tliere is another feature wliich must be considered, also. Some-
times I want only a few panels of a certain character. I may want
to put out a small quantity of a new number, with the idea of find-

ing out whether the trade wants to handle that style or not. Suppose
I send that order to my friends in the panel business. Will it get

prompt attention, and will I have my panels back in a week or two?
Maybe so; also, maybe not. The chances are that the panel man
may not want to make up such a small order, so he waits for some
other work of the same dimensions to come in, and then puts it all

through the presses at the same time. It's economical, from his

standpoint, but it's rough on the furniture man.

"Again, my order may be behind a lot of others, so that I have to

wait for four or five or six weeks to get the goods. But if I happen

to be up against the proposition of having the furniture in the hands

of the trade in that time, it's not a question of figuring out whether

I can save a few dollars by placing the order outside; it's up to me
to make the goods, and I simply can't afford to wait.

'
' I have had this experience, too : I have been served by a panel

manufacturer, who turns in a lot of fine goods. Either becau.=ie of a

defect at that end of the business or because the panels were not

properly finished, a few of them, say a dozen, cannot be used, [f I

return them to the panel man and ask for a hurry-up job in getting

them back to me, I will be shown that the expense of putting those

few panels through the plant will be much larger than if a full order

were ro be given. If I want them right away I will have to pay more

than the regular price. Or I may not be told anything of this, but

the panel man nevertheless waits until he can put those dozen panels

through without having to handle the job separately. All that time,

of course, I am twiddling my thumbs and wondering when I am
going to get the stock.

"It's a big question, and I don't pretend to have discovered the

solution. For my own purposes, and in connection with my individual

business, I have found it .best to lay my own panels. If anybody can

show me a better way, in view of the points I have just made, I shall

be open to conviction on this score. '

'
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It may be of interest to note in this connection that the manufac-

turer referred to buys his veneers cut to dimension, matched and

taped. In other words, he does nothing except the absolute gluing.

He does not attempt to take the veneers from the mill, cut them to

the sizes wanted, match them up, joint and tape them and get them

ready for the glue-room; but he buys the material ready to lay, so

that he has the advantage of the facUities of the panel manufacturer

as far as this preliminary work is done, without the worries incidental

to waiting on the latter to put the stock through and get it to his

factory. This plan certainly has advantages, and while it would be

going too far to say that it is the ideal way, the man who is using it

is undoubtedly getting good results.

If the panel men reaUy beUeve that their proposition is best from

the standpoint of the furniture manufacturer, would it not be worth

while for them to assume the admittedly more difficult and delicate

work of laying curved drawer-fronts and similar built-up stock? If

this were done they would remove the necessity now upon the furni-

ture man of operating his own glue-room. But is it logical to urge

the furniture manufacturer to throw away his glue pot and discharge

his panel force in favor of using the equipment of the panel expert,

if the latter intends to do only the easier and simpler part of the

work?

The latter may reply, as suggested by the furniture man whose

remarks were quoted above, that he could not afford, in order to

handle one job of the kind indicated, to manufacture cauls and cut

his veneers for use in this work, for if he failed to get a repeat order

he would have lost on the order, unless he had charged a prohibitively

high price for it. At the same tim.e, if he does not ossume this part

of the work, he forces the furniture man to stay in the glucd-up panel

business, and can not with logic use the argument that it is cheaper to

buy one's panels on the outside.

As many furniture manufacturers, who have been using solid

material exclusively in their goods, are beginning to use some

veneered work in their product, the question of manufacturing their

own built-up panels or buying them from other sources is bound to

be a problem that must be solved sooner or later. The foregoing

does not pretend to offer a final solution of the question; but it

suggests that some have taken a middle road out of the diflSculties

that sometimes beset the furniture producer. If he does not find it

profitable to buy his panels ready to use, then he may take advantage

of the facilities of others to joint, match and tape veneers so that

when he gets them they are ready to lay; simplifying his problems if

he cannot altogether eliminate them.—O. D. C, JB.

Editor's Commeut

The foregoing thesis and analysis of the logical practice in either

the purchase or home-factory production of panels contributed by a

student of the trade has been submitted to several leading veneer and

panel manufacturing houses for comment.

One manufacturer says: "I have read this article very carefuUy

and wish to say that Mr. Furniture Man who wrote this article has

put out some pretty strong lines, and lines that it is pretty hard for

a panel manufacturer or anyone else to break down under present

conditions. I don't know that any panel manufacturer has any

rebuttal to put in against the arguments used, with the exception that

we do claim there are panel plants in the country that are in position

to build anything the furniture man is in position to build. How-

ever, the writer's deductions are faulty in the belief that any furni-

ture man can produce panels as cheap or cheaper than can be done

in a specialized panel manufacturing plant."

Another prominent veneer manufacturer says: "Some time ago

we came to the conclusion that it was a waste of time to discuss the

question of cost with the manufacturer making his own built-up

stock, but there is one point brought out by your contributor in which

the party giving the information is entirely wrong. There are a

number of manufacturers of built-up veneers, ourselves among them,

who make a specialty of bent stock and are prepared to furnish any-

thing in the line of built-up veneers. The principal trouble with the

stock manufactured by ourselves and other veneer men who make up

bent goods is that we do not make cheap goods, and when our prices

are compared with cheaper goods we get very little consideration.

As a rule quality is not considered by the buyer of built-up veneers;

it is usually a question of price. The man who builds up his ovni

stock often uses goods that he would not accept if he bought them

from a panel manufacturer.

"There are some exceptions, notably manufacturers of high-grade

furniture who are often compelled to build up their own veneers,

owing to the small quantities of the different shapes they use and

the limited time they have to get out the goods. Such people are

almost compelled to make their own stock, but in this case it is not

so much a question of price as to get what they want and when they

want it.

"We find our best customers for panels are those who have

attempted to make their own goods and have kept a close cost-

account on them, but to try to convince a man, who knows absolutely

nothing about the cost of production, that his panels are costing him

more than he can buy the same grade of stock for from the manu-

facturer making a specialty of veneers is a waste of time. '

'

The facts presented in this article and the observations of the two

panel manufacturers quoted are worthy of consideration, but scarcely

will result in a settling of the question of advantage between the

furniture man producing his own panels and buying them of a

specialist. It would seem that for some orders in special forms and

quick work, the furniture man is almost obliged to maintain a small

panel plant in his factory and produce his own panels, but undeniably

on regular work or orders of any considerable size, there is a manifest

economy in purchasing his panels, both plain and bent, from a first-

class house specializing in this line of work.

Wealth of Nations

At present Great Britain, Germany, and France hold more than

330 milliard francs (franc equals 19.3 cents; hence this sum equals

$63,690,000,000) of paper securities out of the 570 to 600 milliards

($110,010,000,000 to $115,800,000,000) which belong to the various

nations inhabiting the various countries of the globe. These 330

milliards taken at 4 per cent bring them in a minimum interest of

13,200,000,000 francs ($2,509,000,000). On their markets more than

600 milliards are negotiable of the 815 milliards of the negotiable

securities quoted in the different markets of the world.

The following table shows the holdings of the stock exchange

securities held by the peoples of the leading countries of the world, at

the end of 1910:

United Kingdom $27,020,000,000 to $27,406,000,000

United States 25,090,000,000 to 2.5,476,000,000

France 20,458,000,000 to 21,230,000,000

Germany 17,370,000,000 to 18,335,000,000

Russia 5,597,000,000 to 5,983,000,000

Austria-Hungary 4,439,000,000 tn 4,632,000,000

Italy 2,509,000,000 to 2,702,000,000

Japan 1,737,000,000 to 2,316,000,000

Other countries 6,755,000,000 to 7,720,000,000

Total $110,975,000,000 to 115,800,000,000

Taking the highest figures, the wealth of the world expressed in

stock exchange securities alone would thus amount to the huge figure

of $115,800,000,000, in which the share of the United States would

be $25,476,000,000.

The Archiv fiir Eisenbahnwesen has latest reliable statistics con-

cerning the development of the railway systems of the world. This

German statistical organ sets dbwn the lengths of railway line as

follows in kUometers (kilometer equals 0.62 mile) for the end of the

year 1909: Europe, 329,691; America, 513,824; Asia, 99,436; Africa,

33,481; Australia, 30,316; total, 1,006,748 kilometers. The average

cost of construction per kilometer of line it sets down as $76,718 for

Europe and $41,785 in other parts of the world. On this basis the

European railways at the end of 1909 would have cost $25,293,000,000

—a little less than the assigned value of American-held paper securi-

ties—while the railways in the other parts of the world would have

cost $28,291,000,000—a little more. Together, the cost price of all

the railway lines in the world at the end of 1909 would thus work out

at $53,551,000,000.
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Lumber at Home and Abroad
The Daily Consular Report of ilay IS contaius some interesting

information about both the American timber and lumber industry

and lumber conditions in foreign sections of the world, made up of

information quoted by various United States consuls.

A preliminary statement of the general results of the thirteenth

census of establishments engaged in the manufacture of lumber and
timber products shows an increase in all items as compared with the

figures of the census report of 1904. The number of establishments

increased 62 per cent; capital invested. 60 per cent; gross value of

products. 31 per cent ; cost of materials. 41 per cent ; value added
by manufacture, 24 per cent ; average number of wage earners

employed during the year. 30 per cent; amount paid for wages, 30

per cent; number of salaried officials and clerks, 37 per cent; amount
paid ir. salaries, 49 per cent; miscellaneous expenses, 21 per cent:

primary horsepower. .")1 jicr cent; salaries and wages 32 per cent.

In detail the number of establishments covered under the general

heading "engaged in the manufacture of lumber and timber

products" shows 40,671 establishments with a capital of $1,176,-

67O.000; '.he cost of raw material. .'(508,118,000; the value of products,

$1.1.56,129.000.

The document recites as follows:

AMERICAN VEXEEB INDUSTRY
The reported total quantity of timber of all species consumed

during 1910 as veneer material was 477.479 thousand feet, log scale,

which was an incre:(se of 9.5 per cent over 1909. 24.8 per cent over
1908, and 37 per cent over 1907. The development of the industry
of veneer manufacture has been rapid. In fact, since 1905, when
statistics concerning this sub.iect were first separately collected by the
Bureau of the Census, no branch of manufacture which utilizes logs

or bolts as raw material lias made such substantial progress, the total

quantity of timber used in 1910 being 163.6 per cent larger than in

1905.

Expansion in the industry during recent years has been due iu

large part to the development of a distinctly different class of uses
of veneers from those for which this stock was originally made.
For many years veneers were cut exclusively from the cabinet woods',

chiefly imported, and used as a covering for cheaper woods. In fact,

the common use of the word "veneer" includes only material thu-<

used .'is a covering for some other material. In the trade, however,
the term is applied to woods cut very thin and not intended for
covering, and it is such "veneers" that are increasing most rapidly.

In 1910 more than forty species of timber, mostly domestic, were useii

as veneer material, and the major part of the output was consumed
in the manufacture of baskets, packing boxes, berry crates, barrels,

furniture, laminated lumber, etc. ,

Red gum was drawn upon as veneer material in 1910 to a greater
extent than any other six-cies, contributing about one-third of the
total quantity consumed in the industry during that year. Yellow
pine and maple followed in the order named and contributed 8.4 per
cent and S.3 per cent of the total consumption, respectively. Eight
other kinds of wood, all of ilomestic growth, contributed more than
10.000.000 feet each to the total, and ranked in the following order:
Yellow poplar, cottonwood. white oak. birch, tupelo, elm. basswood.
and beech. Of the high-priced imported woods, mahogany was used
in largest quantity, followed by Spanish cedar. Circassian walnut, and
English oak. in the order named, with relatively unimportant quan-
tities of other species.

Official statistics show that American imports of wood of all kinds
and manufactures there-if were valued in the last three calendar
years as follows: 1909. $50,293,509; 1910, $54,489,711; 1911.

$51,843,283; while the exports for the corresponding twelve nionthr,

were worth $72,313,280. $S5, 789,035, and $95,980,868^

GREECE

The consul at Patras, Greece, says that his consular district fur-

nishes little domestic liunber of merchantable grade. The only

domestic sources are a few forests of valonia oak. the lumber from

which is too full of knots and gnarls to be worked successfully, and

some r;reas of mountain pine of an inferior quality. In consequence,

jiractically all the lumber consumed in this market has to be imported.

The chief uses of lumber are for beams and girders of buildings,

no frame buildings being erected, for currant boxes, and for the

hand-manufacture of furniture. The principal kinds of wood im-

ported are fir, white and yellow pine, beech, oak and walnut. The

countries of origin of these impon-ts are Austria, Sweden, Turkey and

the United States. However, the total imports of woods from all

countries are small.

The customs duty on woods in Greece ranges from forty cents to

nearly six dollars per cubic meter. The total imports at the port of
Patras during 1911 were 12.577 cubic meters, which represents rather
more than half of the lumber imported directly into thai consular
district during the year. The lumber trade is reported to be increas-

ing steadily and growing, and the consulate has had several inquiries

during the past year with regard to Ameiican pine and oak.

SIAM
Siam has very extensive forests, but at present teak is the chief

wood taken out of them. The exports of this wood for the last fiscal

year amounted to more than 89.000 tons, valued at nearly three

million dollars, against 76,000 tons exported the previous year. A
large portion of the teak shipments are made in log form, although a

limited quantity of lumber and shingles is also produced and exported.

The distriluition of teak to foreign countries for last year was as

follows

:

Countrii'S. Tons Value.
I'nitr'd Statc-s no. Oil $ 4.77:i
r'nitiTl Kingdom ll..-iilo.rill 6.52..59fi

Sinsapore 1.87:-!.7."i 67.147
Hongkong fi.404.74 212.260
France :H.6n4.67 210.027
CfimanT 1 .18S.8(1 .58.30]
.Tapan 2.8.'>.'!.n2 lOl.O.ifl
Denmark 80."!. ."i6 44.1.52
Austrla-Hungarv 860.16 44..324
Ce.vlon fi.88n.(t.M 156.176
Belgium ' lOO.lrt 4..S57
Italv 1.772..52 79.811
South Africa 1.50..36 8.218
Dutch possessions 100.00 2..590
Cochin China 241.56 11.259
India 42.487.15 911.098
China 1.873.42 53.542
All other countries .3.201.72 199.215

Total ,89.165.17 $2,820,914

It will be noted that the United States is a comparatively small

buyer of this wood. It is used almost exclusively for ship-building

purposes. While teak is the most important product of Siam's forest,

and the teak regions are mainly confined to northern Siam, lower Siam

and the Malay peninsula contain many valuable forests of wood other

than teak. Among these are rosewood, which in considerable quan-

tities is shipped to Hongkong, Singapore and the United Kingdom

;

boxwood, which is valued in Japan for carving; agilla and sapan-

wood, which are also shipped to Hongkong and Singapore.

Foreign firms have lately obtained concessions to work timber areas

in lower Siam, and the products of these forests are now beginning

to supply the local needs for cheap wood, which is yearly purchased

from Singapore in considerable quantities.

The exports of wood from Siam during 1911 other than teak were

valued at $213,217.

GERMAXT
The consul at Breslau reports that certain foreign woods are in

constant demand in Silesia because they do not grow in Germany, and

for the specific purposes of the manufacturing interests cannot be

replaced by domestic woods. These woods are hickory. rosewoo<l.

mahogany, cedar, lignum-vitae, teakwood, ebony, American walnut,

poplar, oak, ash and pine. He notes that hickory is indispensable in

the carriage* factories, especially for wheels that must be very elastic

and able fo stand hea^y strains. There is no domestic wood for

".heelwrighting comparable to hickory in strength and elasticity.

The prices obtained are limited by the price of the finished wheels

that conif from America, but the inland waterways enable local

industries to get theii- wood cheap enough to meet this competition.

Walnut is also used in large quantities by the furniture and

carriage factories. Oak furniture is made almost exclusively of

American wood, since German oak is hard to obtain for this purpose.

Walnut and oak are also bought for the piano factories of the

Liegnitz district. Poplar is used as a blind veneer._ German poplar

does not make a satisfactory substitute. Cedar for lead pencils and

cigar boxes is hard to get from America. Veneers are made of rose-

wood, mahogany. American or Circassian walnut. ]ioplar, etc.

AZORES

The United States consul of St. Michaels says that the '.umber

—4.3—
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trade conditions in the Azores are peculiar. Tlie islands are smal)

and at best only a limited business can be done. As to lumber OT

timber, all of which is from the United States, the islands are sup-

plied principally from cargoes of wrecked and damaged vessels. At

least for the past four years this condition has prevailed. During

the first two weeks of January more than 150,000 feet of timber were

discharged from a large steamer that encountered hurricane weather

on its way from Mississippi to Europe, and .put into St. Michaels

dismasted and with part of the deck load gone. To effect temporary

repairs and permit the vessel to proceed, the deck load was discharged

and was sold at the low price of two cents a foot.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

The consul at Port Elizabeth, Cape of Good Hope, says that con-

siderable quantities of timber are imported at Port Elizabeth for the

diamond mines in the Kimberly district and the gold mines on the

Band, chiefly for use in underground tunnels and shafts. Some years

ago this trade was largely in the hands of American exporters, but

now owing to higher prices of the American product, Baltic deals

from Norway and Sweden are used more extensively than American

timber. Canadian deals are also used to a considerable extent, both

for building construction and in the mines.

Baltic deals are used largely for roofs and floor timbers in building

construction. Canadian deals are as cheap, but are handicapped by

being obtainable only in twelve, fourteen and sixteen foot lengths.

Baltic deals are delivered in full cargo lots, while most of the

American and Canadian lumber is shipped in comparatively small

quantities.

Baltic flooring and ceUing are also imported. A few cargo ship-

ments of Oregon pine, with occasionally a little redwood, comes from

the Pacific coast by sailing vessels, but this trade is much less

important than it was a few years ago. Nearly all houses of any

importance are built of brick and faced with cement, requiring the

use of only a minimum amount of wood. More attention has recently

been given to local woods, with the result that some of those pre-

viously considered of little value are now found to be available for

wagon and furniture construction. However, there is little serviceable

forest growth in the district. The establishment of a depot at one of

the principal South African seaports should prove a decided aid in

increasing the sale of American timber.

Such American woods as are employed are used for the following

purposes: "White pine for flooring, shelving, interior finish for

dwellings, furniture, cabinet-making; hickory for wagon wheels and
implement handles; southern pine for flooring, bed-spring frames and

indoor finishing; oak and ash for furniture and indoor finishing.

AUSTRALIA

A Sydney consular report is quoted for the information that the

export of timber from Queensland is not very large, though it is

gradually and steadily increasing. During the last year there has

been a great activity in all timber producing sections and heavy

supplies have been made to the local merchants and building con-

tractors. While there are still importations from every section of

Australia and occasionally from the United States, the source of

timber in the state is so vast and varied that in the ordinary develop-

ment of the timber industry these importations must cease, and
Queensland become a large exporter.

It is estimated there are 40,000.000 acres of forest as yet unin-

spected and unreserved, which some time will be thrown open to the

lumberman's activities. In many parts of the state large areas of

pine, ironwood, gray elm, silky oak, and other valuable timbers may
be found, which will be reached as tlie railroads are extended and tht-

advance of trade and enterprise makes it advantageous to handle

them. There are now reserved bebveen 3,000,000 and 4,000.000 acres,

and the operations of the timber merchants cover a considerable area,

but this is small in comparison with the extent of forest lands. The
annual output is now not far short of 1,500,000,000 superficial feet,

valued at about $3,650,000.
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The Mail Bag
B 257—^Wants Three-ply Basswood Veneers

Now York. May 20.—Editor Hardwood Rec-

OED : We are sending you a sample of one-half

inch, three-ply basswood veneers, which we buy

In considerable quantities. —- COMPiNY.

The above letter is from a New York spe-
'

cialty manufacturing house, and any of

Hardwood Becord's clients who would like

to figure on the company's requirements, can

have the address on application by referring

to B 257.—Editor.

B 258—In the Market for Lumber
Detroit, Mich., May 20.—Editor Hardwood

Record : We are in the market for white pine,

cypress, Norway pine and hemlock and would

appreciate it if you would send us a copy of

your current issue. We want to get in touch

with some of the lumber manufacturers.

MoTOE Car Company.

The above letter is from a leading motor

car company, and anyone interested in its re-

quirements can have the address on applica-

tion by referring to B 258.

—

Editor.

B 259—Seeks Veneered Rolls for Furniture

Baltimore, Md., May 18.—Editor Hardwood
Record : We are in the market for veneered

rolls tor furniture and would like to have you

put us in communication with manufacturers of

this material.

FoRNiTDBB Company.

The above inquirer has been referred to sev-

eral manufacturers of veneer rolls for furni-

ture, and any others who desire to communi-

cate with the writer can have the address on

application, by referring to B 259.-—Editor.

B 260—Relative Strength of Redwood and

Cypress

New York. N. Y., May 14.— Editor Hardwood
Record : As you are known as an authority on

woods, and as I have not the actual facts at my
command, I wish you would write me as to the

comparative tensile strength of redwood and

cypress. I have always thought the strength of

cypress was greater than redwood, but I have

lecently heard a contention made to the reverse.

Lumber CosrPANY.

The writer of the above letter has been

advised that the relative strength, both tensile

and otherwise, of redwood and cypress is

very nearly alike as will be noted by refer-

ring to pages 41 and 47 of Forest Service

Bulletin No. 95, which was forwarded under

separate cover. He was advised that the

breaking strength of cypress, according to this

report, was 7,900 pounds per square inch on

pieces 4x4^60", with 12 per cent of moisture,

while redwood shows a breaking strength on

2x2"—30" at moisture of 15.7 per cent, 8,000

pounds. These tests are fairly equivalent.

The inquirer was also sent a copy of Forest

Service circular No. 189 covering the

"Strength Values for Structural Timbers,"

but this circular does not include cypress, the

author apparently not regarding it as a struc-

tural timber.

—

Editor.

B 261—Seeks Thin Wood Wall Covering
Utica. N. Y., May 20.— Editor Hardwoo>

Record ; We are looking for something similar

to conipo-board or some concern who manufac-
tures this material besides the Northwestern
I'ompo Board Company of Minneapolis, Minn.
This is about one-quarter of an inch in thick-

ness and is used for wall boards. We do not

want paper or fibre but wood similar to the

<'ompo.board manufactured by the al)ove concern.

If you know of any of these concerns, kindly

advise and oblige. .

The writer of the above letter has been ad-

vised that Hardwood Eecord is not acquainted

with any similar product to compo-board.

However, anyone who knows of a product to

meet the requirements of the writer, is re-

quested to communicate the facts to this office

and refer to B 261.

—

Editor.

B 262—Work of the. Inspection Bureau

National Hardwood Lumber Association

The following regular monthly letter by the

president and secretary-treasurer of the Na-

tional Hardwood Lumber Association to mem-

bership is self-explanatory, and exhibits the

increasing volume of inspection business being

done by the organization

:

Chicago, 111., May 15, 1912.

To the Membership

:

The enclosed statement of official inspections

made by our bureau during the month of April

furnishes additional evidence of the increasing

demand for the service which it affords the hard-

wood lumber industry of this country.

In spite of the most unfavorable conditions

in the South, caused by the terrible Hoods

which prohibited the movement of any lumber

in many localities, our men Inspected 11,213.-

270 feet during the month, which is an increase

over the amount for March of 2.167,887 feet.
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and which also exceeds that for April, 1911, by
1,158,700 feet.

The work of the inspection bureau cost our
association $23.95 in excess of what it earned
during the month.
We have received nine applications for mem-

bership since our statement of last month was
issued, which makes a total of 163 since our
last annual meeting.

This is the last statement that will be issued
before our annual meeting, and your retiring
president desires to take advantage of this op-
portunity to thank all members, especially those
who will not be able to attend that meeting,
for the loyal support and encouragement that
they have given him throughout his adminis-
tration. That you will accord to his successor
the same charity in criticizing his efforts, and
the same kindly support at times when circum-
stances make the task unpleasant and discour-
aging, is his sincere wish.

P. F. Fish, Sec.-Treas. F. A. Diggins, Pres.

B 263—Seeks Information about Red Birch

Rochester, N. Y., May 11.—Editor Hardwood
Record : I am seeking information concerning
red birch. I want to get about all there is to
know. I would like to be directed to books,
bulletins, pamphlets, etc., for scientific and tech-

nical information with regard to its growth, its

uses and the by-products derived therefrom.— Company.

The writer of the above letter ha.s been

supplied with detailed information covering

red birch's botany, range of growth, physical

qualities and a general review of its uses, etc.,

etc.

—

Editor.

B 264—Wants List of Veneer Producers
New York, N. Y., May 2.—Editor Hardwood

Record : Would you kindly give us a list of

manufacturers of veneers in this country making
cak, gum and poplar veneer, and state whether
they manufacture rotary-cut, knife-cut or sawed
stock?

Company.

The writer of the above letter has been

advised on what terms Hardwood Eecord
will release its complete list of veneer pro-

ducers.

—

Editor .

B 265—Seeks Wood for Excelsior

Production
Butler, N. J.. May 7.—Editor Hardwood Rec-

ord : In the manufacture of excelsior we use
the following woods, in lengths in multiples of
1' 6" : poplar, basswood, whitewood, willow and
white cedar. It occurred to us that we might
possibly find a market for thp purchase of these

woods through manufacturers of other products
who might have a certain amount for which they
have no market.—for example, veneer manufac-
turers. We shall appreciate an.vthing that you
can do for us in the way of information along
this line or in putting us in touch with users of
the above woods, who may have them for sale
as a by-product or in any other form.

Company.
The foregoing letter is from a leading ex-

celsior manufacturing company, and anyone
interested in the inquiry can have the address
on application by referring to B 265.

—

Editor.

B 267—Seeks Tupelo Gum
Cincinnati, O., May 21—Editor Haedwood

Record : We have a requisition from abroad
for white gum, and presume that black gum
or tupelo is referred to. Will be obliged if

you would give us the names of manufacturers
of this wood, more particularly perhaps those
adjacent to the eastern seaboard. The lumber
asked for is in thicknesses of %", '•J". %", 1".

IH" and IVi".

& Company.
The inquirer has been supplied with a list

of several tupelo gum producers, and any
others interested can have the address on re-

quest by referring to B 267.

—

Editor.

B 268—Wants Ash Boat Oar Stock
Cincinnati, O., May 21—Editor Hardwood

Record : We would like to secure addresses
of concerns who are prepared to supply ash
boat oar stock in lengths of S, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14. 15 and 16 feet.

Anyone familiar with this line of produc-

tion, who is interested in the inquiry, can

have the address on application by referring

to B 268.—Editor.
B 269—Seeks Source of Supply for Mahog-

any and Oak Veneered Panels
New York, May 20.—Editor Hardwood

Record : We use a large quantity of 3/16"
three-ply and %" five-ply mahogany and quar-
tered oak veneer panels. Would be pleased to
have you favor us with a list of concerns manu-
facturing this class of material.

Company.
The above inquiry is from a leading manu-

facturer of music cabinets and tables, and

it has been supplied with a list of manufac-

turers of this class of material, and any
other client of Hardwood Eecord interested

in the inquiry can have the address on appli-

cation b}' referring to B 269.

—

Editor.
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^ews Miscellany

Becord Cargo of Mahogany

The New Orleans Item of May IS recites that

the Otis Manufacturing Company's steamer Bur-
I'obank has arrived at quarantine at New Or-

leans, and in a few days will be discharging its

cargo at the company's plant. The cargo con-

tains 40,000 tons of mahogany, according to the

published story, representing a value of between
.?75,000 and $100,000. The report must be in

error, because the value quoted is altogether too

low for this quantity of wood. It is further

stated that it is the largest cargo of mahogany
over received in New Orleans, and not only

breaks local records, but goes to disprove the

claim of New York that all big shipments of

mahogany are received there.

The cargo originated at Fronzera and Laguna,

Mexico, from which points the Otis Manufactur-

ing Company has received many shipments in

smaller quantities in the past. This shipment
will do much to relieve the company's shortage

of stock, because it advised only a few days ago
that it is oversold to a considerable extent.

Buyers of mahogany will be much pleased to

know that this important manufacturing con-

cern will very soon be able to accept all orders

offered it for mahogany, of which it is such a

prominent producer.

Ne'w Office National Lumber Manufacturers'

Association

Leonard Bronson, manager of the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association, announces
that in accordance with the decision of the

board of governors, the association has selected

offices for the manager of the association at

1221 to 1223 Chicago Stock Exchange build-

fng, corner La Salle and Washington streets.

All lumbermen visiting the city will not only
be welcome at the manager's office, but it Is
the desire of the board and officers of the
association that all lumbermen make these of-
fices their headquarters while visiting in the
city, and also make any suggestions they care
to regarding association work.

It is anticipated the office will secure In-
formation and statistics covering matters affect-
ing the lumber industry, which will be avail-
able at all times for the use of members.

Annual Southern Cypress Manufacturers

The annual meetmg of the Southern Cypress
Manufacturers' Association was held in the ban-
quet hall of the Grunewald hotel. New Orleans,
on May 15. In the absence of President Freder-
ick Wilbert, who was unable to be present on ac-
count of flood conditions at his Plaquemine mill,
Gus Drews was elected chairman of the meeting.

After the convention was called to order a
motion to have the minutes of the previous meet-
ing dispensed with was made and carried.

Treasurer E. G. Swartz reported receipts dur-
ing the past year of $39,932.41, and expendi-
tures of $35,219.23, leaving a balance on hand
May 1 of $712.48. In addition to this he re-

ported a balance as of May 1 in the Hibernia
Bank & Trust Company of $400.

The advertising committee through Mr. Swartz.
chairman, then outlined the work which had been
done during the past year, and advocated a fur-

ther extension of the advertising program for
the year to come. Inasmuch as such an exten-
sion would require additional funds, it was de-

cided to increase the subscription made by
members, based on output, and also to empower
the president to appoint a committee to visit

mills not contributing to the campaign at

present, and secure their co-operation.

R. H. Downman of the insurance committee
reported that the plan of one of the Inter-

insurance companies of underwriting of risks

with Lloyds of London had proved successful,

and was resulting in a reduction of rates to a
number of cypress companies which had tried

the new plan.

The report of the transportation committee
showed that, so far as freight claims are con-

cerned, the traffic department had pending May
1, 1911, $37,236.93. During the past year claims
were filed aggregating $40,188.63. The collec-

tions during the year ending April 30. 1912,

amounted to $38,614.68. There were declined or

compromised $10,919.95, leaving $27,890.93 pend-
ing May 1, 1912. During the past year there

were filed 4,170 claims, of which 3.340 have
been adjusted. Of the old claims on hand prior

to a year ago, 1,799 have been adjusted. This
shows that the traffic department has reduced

its outstanding claim account by $10,000 dur-

ing the past year. A large number of very old

claims to which the association fell heir have
been wiped out, which accounts for the rather

large amount carried in the declined column.

The committee on grades and inspections rec-

ommended a change in the rules requiring a

specified size for heads of pickets. The commit-

tee was authorized to act on this question as

well as on the request of the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association of the United States that

the cypress association do all the inspection work
on cypress handled by the Hardwood association.

Mr. Hewes of the cut-over lands committee

recommended that the association pass a resolu-

tion recommending the passage of the Newlands
bill providing for the prevention of the overflow

of lowlands in the South. The committee was
authorized to draw up such a resolution and

forward it to the southern members of Con-

gress.

A committee was appointed to draw up resolu-

tions on the death of E. A. Hansen and to for-

ward them to the relatives of Mr. Hansen.

The nominating committee recommended the

re-election of all the old officers with the excep-

tion of L, W. Gilbert, E. C. Glenn of Arabi. La.,
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to succeed L. H. Price and George I!. Nicholson.

Tile officers for tlie present year are as follows :

I'resident, Fredericlc Wilbert. riaquemine. La.
First Vice-President. S. M. Bloss. Garyville. La.
Second Vice-President, R. H. Knox. Savannah.

Ga.
Treasurer, E. G. Swartz. Burton. I^a.

Directors, li. H. Downman, F. B. Williams, ,1.

A. Bruce, .T. M. Cummings, J. I"'. Wigginton, John
Diebert, E. B. Wright, H. M. Cotten, R. M.
Carrier. E. B. Schwing, ,J. A. Barnett, L. W. Gil-

bert and E'. C. Glenn.

Boiling Arthur Johnson of Chicago was then

••ailed upon and told of the work done in favor

of the Forest Products Exposition. Following,

A. T. Gerrans offered a resolution endorsing the

work.

Immediately after the close of the session, a

meeting of the board of directors was held at

which George E. Watson was re-elected secre-

tary.

Hoo-Hoo Annual

The twenty-first annual couvenliou of tlie

Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo will be held

this year at Asheville, N. C. and the meeting

will probably take place July 18 to 20 inclusive,

though the exact date has not yet been de-

cided upon l>.v the supreme nine of the order.

The supreme nine b.v a close vote decided

upon Asheville. Ottawa Beacli, Jlich.. was a

near second.

This year marks the first departure of the,

order from the time honored custom of Iiold-

ing the annual meeting on the ninth day of

the ninth month. This change in the consti-

tution of Hoo-Hoo was made at the last an

nual meeting, held on the "City of Cb^veland"

in the cruise of the great lakes, and was
made upon recommendations of both the snark

of the universe and the supreme reijresenta-

tive. 'September 9 falls at fhe close of the

usual summer vacations, at the beginning of

the busy days of fall trade and at the time

when members of the order feel fhe necessity

of Ijeing at home to start their children (o

school. It was recognized that many more
members of the order would be given the

desired opportunity to attend the annual, so

the convention decided to leave the question

of the time and place of the meeting to the

supreme nine, only specifying the annilal should

take place in June or July of each year.

The officers elected at the annual meeting last

Septembei', together with tlie present vicegerents,

will hold office until fhe end of the Hoo-Hoo
.Tear, September 0, On that day, to perpet-

uate the traditions of Hoo-Hoo. the newly
elected supremi' nini' and the members of the

house of ancients will hold a business meet-

ing in fhe office of fhe supreme scrivenofer. Be-

tween fhe annual meeting and the meeting in

September new vicegerents will be selected and
plans for the coming .year perfected, so the

work of the order will move with more dispatch

than in tlie past, when there was of nr-cessif.v

a delay in getting the new vicegerents ap-

pointed and their plans well umler way.
Asheville is an ideal convention city. Crown-

ing the summit of the Alleghany mountains,

it is famed the country over as a summer
resort, and from fhe hotel verandas the pano-

rama of the Blue Ridge is a constant pleasure,

bathed as it is in its flood of light and
color, changing as the hours of the day glide

by. The number of tourists to fhe "land of

the sky" have built up a chain of big hotels

at Asheville. located so that the beauty of

the mountains may be constantly enjoyed by

their guests. Over the mountains run the

flnest of North Carolina's automobile roads, and
only a few miles away is Biltmore, the estate

of George W. Vanderbllt. comprising about 10,-

000 acres, said to be the finest private home
in the world. On this estate is developed to

the highest point every feature of farm pro-

duction, and here, too, the practice of prac-

tical forestry ha8 progressed to such extent

that it has lieen for years a field of «tudy
for forestry students. Many are fhe oppor-

raoitles for unusual entertalnmi-nt.

Meeting Memphis Lumbermen's Club
Tlie river and rail coraniitfee of the laimtier-

men's Club of Memphis is continuing negotia-

tions with the Memphis Manufacturers' Associa-

tion and the Memphis Freight Bureau for the

purpose of working out a basis on whidi all of

these organizations may form a traffic bureau
til look after the interests of sliippers of luml>er.

uiaDufacfured products and miscellaneous freight.

The committee reported at the meeting of the

club on May 11. that it had been agreed that

the Memphis Freight Bureau should be changed
to the Memphis Traffic Bureau ; that the lumber-

men should pay $.j,000 a year for three years ;

that the Memphis Manufacturers' Association

slioiild pay a similar amount covering the same
number of years, and that the Memphis Freight

Bureau should turn over to the Mempliis Traffic

Bureau all of the papers, records, furniture and
subscription lists. The committee asked for in-

structions from the club and particularly for

power to continue the negotiations. This was
given but in somewhat modified form through
the following motion :

That fhe river and rail committee, represent-
ing the I^umbermen's Club of Memphis, be eni-
])Owered to continue negotiations with the Mem-
phis Freight Bureau and the Memphis Manu-
facturers' Association, with iiower to close, pro-
vided that the subscription of .S.'j.OOO. the
amount required from the lumbermen, is guar-
anteed by individual lumbermen. lumber firms
or lumber corporations, provided that the Mem-
phis Freight Bureau guaranfees ,$,'5,000 a year for
tliree years, and provided also that the luraber-
uien have representation on tlie board of directors
of the Memphis Traffic Bureau in proportion to
the amount contributed by them.

A committee of five, consisting of James E.

Stark, John W. McClure, O. M. Krebs. J. V.

Rush, and S. M. Xlcke.v. was apiioinfed to can-

vass the lumbermen, with a view to finding out

v.hether or not they would be willing to put up
an amount sufficient to cover the sum to be

pledged by file Lumbermen's Club. The latter is

not a chartered organization and Is therefore

not empowered to make subscriptions or assume
obligjitions of this kind. As soon as the com-
miltee ascertains whether or not it is possible

to secure .$,"(.000 a year for three years, throimli

pledges from individual lunibermen, lumber
lirnis or lumber corporations, it will report to

the river and rail committee of the club and the

latter will continue negotiations along the line

already Indicated.

The members of fhe lAimbermen's Club and
the Memphis Manufacturers' Association feel

that a big traffic I)urean, <'apal>le of looking

after fhe more important interests of the sliij)-

pers. is absolutely necessary for Memphis. As
previously stated in Habdwdod RKcoiin, tliere Is

no doubt that a traffic bureau will be established.

If the Memphis Freight Bureau will not join on
an c(iultable basis with the other two organiza-

tions, if is practically certain that flic Lumber-
men's (Mub of Memphis and the Memphis Manu-
facturers' Association will establish a bureau of

their own.
The special committee appointed soniefiuie ago

to make recommendations in connection wifli cer-

tain changes in the inspection rules of the Na-
tional Hardwood Lumber Association, of which
I'. E. Goodlander is chairman, reported at this

meeting. The proposed clianges were all read

and fhe.v were concurred in by .a practicall.v

unanimous vote. .\ list of flu- desired clianges

was filed with John M. Prifchard. chairman «<

the inspection committee of fhe National Hard-
\. ood Lumber Association, May 4. thus comply-
ing with the requirements of the association

that notice of sucli changes must he given at

least fhirf.v days before the annual mei'ting. Mr.
iTltcbard invited, on behalf of his fellow com-
iintteemen, fhe members of the special committee
at Memphis to meet fhe former at Chicago on

,li ne I. oni- da.v before fhe annual convi'Ution is

called to order. Mr. Goodlander and several

clhers signified their intention of attending this

liueting.

The sub.iect of a base ball team for another
yiar, as an ad,lunct of fhe Lumbermen's Club

of .Memphis, was raised and a committee was
authorized to look into file matter of whether
(U- not the lumbermen were willing to lend their

linancial and moral support to such an inslitu-

tion this year. John W. JlcClure. manager last

\ear. said that he hoped a team would be had
but that it would be Impossible for him to act

as manager again, owing to the pressure of

duties in other directions. He stated that it

would be useless to have a team if the members
were not willing to lend their moral and finan-

cial support. John M. Prifchard, captain, ex-

pn ssed about the same sentiments as Mr. Mc-
Clure. Definite action on the sub.iect of a base
ball team will doubtless be taken at the next
regular meeting.

To Study Foreign Conditions

It is announced in liulletin Xo. Oli of the
North Carolina Geological and Economic Sur-

vey that J. S. Holmes, forester of that asso-

ciation, will leave shortly for Europe where he
will make a special study of typical forest

regions in France, Switzerland, Germany and
England. His intention is to prepare special

articles on forest conditions in the regions

visited, calling particular attention to methods
in practice which might be introduced in North
Carolina, (U* to suggest modifications of such
methods as miglit be at present practiced In

that state.

Mr. Hoimes' articles should lie of value and
interest to a great raan.v jieople associated with
timber outside as well as within the borders of

the state of North Carolina.

Manufacturers of Elinois and Ohio
A comparative summary issued by fhe Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor at Washington,
relative to fhe industries of Illinois and Ohio,

established the fact tiiat in 1900 there were
18,026 industrial establishments in Illinois, em-
ploying 500,000 persons. The capital of these

enterprises aggregates $1,518,000,000 and con-

sumed raw material valued at .$1,160,000,000.

The value of the product annually was $1,919.-

ciOO.OOO and the value added by manufacture
$758,000,000. There were 79 plants manufac-
turing agricultural implements, turning out an

aggregate product valued at .$07,268,000 annu-

ally. There were .'?25 carriage and wagon estab-

lishments in fhe state with an annual product

valued at $16,8.11,000. Eight hundred and four-

teen lumber and timber establishments in Illi-

nois, employing 19,025 persons, turned out a

product valued at $44,952,000, with a value

added by manufacture of $17,688,000. There

were 211 ship and boat building establishments

in the state, whose total output was valued at

$584,000, with an added value by manufacture
of $385,000. Show case manufacturers in 10

plants annually manufactured goods valued at

$829,000, which value was increased by manu-

facture to fhe extent of $539,000.

.\utomobile shops to fhe number of 41 manu-

factured $43,941,000 worth of bodies and parts

annually in the city of Chicago. There were

126 carriage and wagon establishments in this

city alone, which did a business aggregating

$5,203,000, with $2,001,0110 added by manufac-

ture. The cooperage business in Chicago is of

large proportions, and In 1909 there were 37

establishments in active operation with an aver-

age production of $3,368,000, with an added

value by manufacture of $1,9,80,000. The 202

furniture and refrigerator concerns in the city

produced a product In 1909 valued at .$20,.512,-

1100, with an Increase In valuation from manu-
facture of $11,516,000. There were 195 con-

cerns manufacturing lumber and timber prod-

ucts, with an aggregate value of production of

$32,709,000, with $11,941,000 added by manu-

facture.

The total industries of the state of Ohio rep-

resented 15,138 plants with a value of proel-

uefs of $1,437,936,000 and $613,734,000 added

by manufacture. There were 55 agricultural

and implement plants In the state, with a value

of products of $14,440,(100, plus $8,121,000
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ndded by manulacture. Seventy-live automobile
plants had a production valued at $38,839,000,
plus the $20,317,000 added by manufacture.
There wert* 407 wagon and carriage establish-

ments in Ohio in 1009, producing $21,949,0011

worth of goods, with an added value by manu-
facture of $10,935,000. The 24 coffin factories

in the state produced coffins and burial cases

valued at $30,601,000 during 1909. To this is

added $1,737,000 by manufacture. Furniture

and refrigerator plants numbering 228 turned

out in 1909 $16,239,000 worth of material,

with $9,017,000 added to the value by manu-
facture.

National Hardwood Lumber Association

Annual

The Natioual Hardwood Lumber Association,

the Lumbermen's Association of Chicago and the

Lumbermen's Club of Chicago are all issuing

elaborate engraved invitations to the entire

hardwood fraternity of the country to attend

the annual meeting of Ihe first named organiza-

tion as their guests.

As has been previously stated in Hardwood
Record, and as conspicuously noted in this

issue, the Hfteenth annual meeting of the Na-

tional Hardwood Lumber Association will be

held at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago, on Thurs-

day and I'riday, June (i and 7. It Is expected

the event will bring out an attendance of more

than a thousand hardwood lumbermen, many
of whom will be ai-conipanied by their wives

and daughters.

The entertainment teiuii-rt'd by the hosts will

be on :i generous scale and as outlined by the as-

sociation is as follows :

Thursday evening, ,lun<' 0, at eight o'cloclc.

banquet to" members and guests, in banquet hall.

Hotel Sherman (convention room floor). Mu.sic

liv orchestra a!id famous College Inn quartet.
Friday evening, .luue 7, at eight o'clock

—

Smoker," buffet luncheon and vaudeville, in ban-
quet hall (convention room floori.

Thursday evening. .June 0, at eight o'clock,

the ladies will be given a dinner In the Italian

room. Hotel Sherman (main floor).

Friday afternoon the ladies are invited to an
automobile trip. Automobiles will leave Ran-
dolph street entrance of Hotel Sherman, at two
o'clock, visiting all Chicago Parks and covering
the famous fortv-two miles of boulevards, stop-

ping at the South Shore Country Club, where
refreshments will be served, and returning to

hotels about five-thirty o'clock. Please be
prompt.

Friday evening, at eight-flfteen, ladies are in-

vited to" attend the performance of "A Modern
Eve," the new musical comedy, at Garrick the-

atre (halt block from Hotel Sherman). Tickets

may be procured at ladies' registration desk.

The program for the business session, which

will be held in the main convention hall of

Hotel Sherman, is as follows

:

THURSD.1Y, .TfXE 6

10 :00 a. m. Registration and Reception of Mem-
bers and (Juests in Convention Hall,

second floor. Hotel Sherman.
10 :30 a. m. Address of Welcome ,

Hon. Carter H. Harrison, Mayor of

Chicago.
Response John M, Woods
Reports of OIBcers
Address bv the I'resident

" Fred A. Diggins
Report of Secretary-Treasurer...

; Frank F. Fish

Address Nelson N. Lambert
V.-Pres't Ft. Dearborn Nat'l Bank.

12 :30 p. m. Intermission for Lunch.
2 00 p. m. Reports of Standing Committees :

Forestry John M. Woods
Special Committee on Over-

weight Claims. . .Jas. E. Stark
Transportation Committee

Emil Guenther
Waterways
Inspection Rules

John M. Pritchard

FRIDAY, JUNE 7

10. a. m. Convention Called to Order.
Report of Cotainittee on Officers Re-

ports.
New Busiicss.

12 :30 p. m. Intermission for Lunch.
1 :30 p. m. I'ntinisheil Business.

Election of Officers to Serve One

Seven 'directors to Serve Three
Years.

Building Operations For April
BuiUliug operations in fifty cities, in the

c<aintry, reports the American Contractor of
Chicago, show an aggregate gain of sixteen per
cent in April 1912 as compai-ed with Api-il 1911.
There is a recorded gain of four and three-
flfths per cent during the first four months of the
year as compan-d with the same months of last

year. Gains of fifty per cent or over for April
were made in Birmingham. Columbus, Detroit,
Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Nashville, New Haven,
Rochester and Toledo. Of these Nasliville led

with an increase of 124 per cent.

There was a total building cost during April
in the fifty cities of $76,531,000 as against
$65,776,000 in April 1911. The total for the

first four months of this year was $209,183,000.
There were substantial losses in building opera-
tions in April in Baltimoi-e. Dallas, Texas, Du-
luth, .Memphis. Oklahoma City, Salt Lake City.

Spokane, Washington. Chicago made a gain of

nine per cent during April, but the report of

the first four months of the year showed a loss

of twenty-two per cent. New York City gained
twenty-four per cent during Api-ii and thirty-two

per cent during the four mouths.
The total building operations for New Yoi-k ag-

gregated $25,144,000 in April, 1912 as against

$20,239,000 in April 1011, while for the first

f(,ur months of the year the aggregate invest-

ment in that city was $73,681,000. In Chicago
the building investment in April 1912 was $9,-

343.000. In Jantiary, February. March and
April it was $19,865,000. Philadelphia shows a

building investment in Apill of this year ag-

gn gating $4,303,000 : during the first four

mouths of tlie year, $11,473,000.

The percentage of increases seems to be alwut

c'c|ually distributed all over the country, indi-

cating a pretty general healthy growth in the

building trade. While there are some substan-

tial losses both for April and for the first four

months of the year, they do not equal numeri-

cally to cities or in the aggregate the gain dur-

ing those periods. There is a fairly even dis-

tribution, likewise, of losses.

New Planing Mill

The Central Lumber & Supply Company of

Columbus. O., has been incorporated with a cap-

ital stock of $10,000, and will specialize in gen-

eral lumber and mill work. .John Cashatt is

president of the new company and J. D. Mathews
secretary and general manager. The company's

plant will be located at the Baltimore & Ohio

railroad crossing and Central avenue, and will

be in operation very soon. The mill proper

will be 40x88 feet, and each machine will be

driven by an independent motor. Every pro-

tection against fire will be made, and both ma-

chinery and mill will be up to date in every

liarticular.

Wisconsin Hardwood Cut and Shipments

Srcri-tary Kc'Uogg of the Northern Hemlock

and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, has

issued a report showing the hardwood cut and

shipments by the same sixty-one memliers of his

association in April, 1012, as compared with

.\liril. 1911 :

Cut, M Feet Shipped. M P'eet

1912 1911 1912 1911
\sl, 543 883 762 580
Basswood 4,098 5,200 2,398 2,764
Bii'clT 8,599 11,117 5,802 3,095
"

u 2 799 2,728 1.912 1,730

Vlaple 5,908 3,436 3,564 2,395
ilaC , .. 195 572 402 118

Mixed .'.;. 6,402 7,335 4,081 3,122

All hardwoods.. 28,544 33,293 18,921 13,804

Decrease in cut, 14 per cent.

Increase in shipments, 3i per cent.

Biltmore "Doings"

Dr. C. A. Schenck. director, and the Biltmore

Forest School, are hack from Germany, and the

school assembled at Tupper Lake, N. Y., in the

Adirondacks, April 1, where it reviewed the log-

ging and manufacturing operations and forestry

practiced on burned-over areas in that region,

and incidentally visited the plant of the Brook-
lyn Cooperage Company, and other interesting

manufacturing institutions in that district, in-

cluding a da.v at the operations of the Emporium
Lumber Company.
On .\pril 13, the school went to Washington,

D. C, where five days were spent in acquainting

it with the forestry work of the national gov-

ernment. The Washington visit was one of the

most interesting experiences ever encountered by
the Biltmore Forest School. After leaving Wash-
ington tlie school proceeded to Norfolk, and
thence to one of the logging camps of the John
Roper Lumber Company, near New Bern, N. C,
where a continuation of the study of both long-

leaf and short-leaf pine was taken up. as well as

of the hardwoods growing in that region.

On Sunday, April 28, the school broke camp
for its early summer headquarters at Canton, N.

C, where it will be in camp at the head of

Pigeon river until mid-summer, when it will

transfer headtjiuirters to permanent quarters

Ixuug built for it by the Cummer-Diggins Com-
pany, near Cadillac. Mich.

Dr. Schenck's school this year is one of the

largest in its history, and is doing better work
than ever.

Work of the Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association

L'nder date Ma.v 15. Secretary Doster of the

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association issued a

press letter, in which he states that wholesalers

passing through Cincinnati dui-ing the past week
report trade very brisk and stocks hard to

obtain. All advise it is much easier to sell hard-

woods than to luiy at the present time. The sec-

letary advises that reports from his members in-

dicate the oak condition to be very much
strengthened and that pi'iees are being advanced
from three to five dollars a thousand. .V can-

vass of the various mills in the flood-district

shows there is not as much flooded lumber as

was first supposed, and while the high-water

paralyzed mill operations, there are plenty of

logs ready for manufacture, and on the return of

normal weather conditions the output generally

will be very much increased.

Statistics comi)iled in the secretary's office

show the production in the mills in mountain
sections of the country to be about normal, while

in the lowland and river districts they show a

decrease of from twenty to forty per cent.

The Partridge Failure

The talk of the fortnight in trade circles was

the involuntary petition in bankruptcy filed

against the Charles R. Partridge Lumber Com-
jiany, large hardwood retailer of Jersey City.

Wm. R. Barricklo has been appointed receiver.

The liabilities are estimated at $600,000, and

the assets at $350,000. A large amount of the

indebtedness, it is understood, is to banks. The
Charles R. Partridge Lumber Company was in-

corporated in 1910 with a capital of $700,000.

Charles R. I'artridge is president. W. H. Part-

lidge, vice-president, and I. H. Harfield secre-

tary and treasurer. Mr. Partridge was for years

engaged in the retail hardwood lumber business

in Manhattan, prior to removing his business to

the Jersey City location several years ago. Ex-

peits are now going over the books, and the de-

cision of the court as to the final adjudication

of the concern as a bankrupt is being awaited.

Mr. Cox. formerly superintendent of the yard.

recently opened a lumber business of his own
opposite the I'artridge premises, and Messrs. W.

H. and H. M. Partridge, sons of Charles R. Part-

ridge, last month o|)ened a retail hardwood yard

at the South Street station of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, Newark, N. J., under the style of W.

II. and H. M. Partridge.

It is stated that the real estate of the Part-

ridge company is valued at $83,000. with mort-

gage of $38,000.

Hope thinks nothing difficult, despair tells us

that difficulty is insurmountable.

—

Watts.
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Miscellaneous Notes
Schroeder Mills & Timber Company, Milwau-

kee, Wis., has been incorporated witb a capital

stock of $24,000.

The A. P. Bohlinger Table Company, St.

Louis, Mo., has increased its capital stock from

$15,000 to $25,000.

The Eggers Lumber Company, Monessen. Fa.,

has been incorporated with an authorized capi-

tal stock of $20,000.

The C. F. Schmoe Furniture Company of

Shelbyrille, Ind., has increased its authorized

capital stock to $25,000.

The Colonial Cabinet Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has been incorporated with an authorized

capital stock of $10,000.

The New Orleans Saw Mill Company, New
Orleans, La., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $60,000.

The Chicago Heights Lumber Company, Chi-

cago Heights, 111., has "increased its capital

stock from $16,000 to $75,000.

The M. E. Leming Lumber Company, Cape
Girardeau. Mo., has been incorporated with

an authorized capitalization of $50,000.

The Crescent Lumber Company, Washington,

N. C, has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000 to manufacture lumber.

Fire recently visited the plant of the Cherry

Riyer Boom & Lumber Company at Richwood,

W. Va., entailing a loss estimated at $10,000.

Arthur A. Brown & Co., Pensacola, Fla..

have been incorporated with an authorized

capital stock of $30,000 and will export lumber.

The Eller Wagon Company of Houston, Tex.,

has been succeeded by the Texas Wagon Works,

and the capital stock increased from $40,000

to $80,000.

It is announced that the Panama Manufac-

turing Company of Malvern, .\rk.. has plans

under way for the erection of a new wagon
factory and veneer mill.

The Goodyear Lumber Company, manufac-

turer of hemlock lumber of Buffalo, N. Y.. has

opened an oflSce at 831 Real Estate Trust

building, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Wilcox Lumber Company, Mclviuney,

Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $7,000. The incorporators are George Wil-

cox, F. E. Wilcox and S. W. King. Jr.

The Piedmont Hardwood Company, States-

vlUe, Va., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $100,000, of which $10,000 has been

subscribed by B. R. Thurman. A. J. Bailey and

others.

F. O. Bailey & Co., manufacturers of car-

riages and show cases at Portland, Me., have

been succeeded by the F. O. Bailey Company,
which is Incorporated with a capital stock of

$75,000.

The New York & New Jersey Lumber Com-

pany, Jersey City, N. J., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $150,000. The incor-

porators are I. F. Goldenborn, T. F. Farrell

and C. Wolf of Jersey City.

The Dunn-Oliver Lumber Company of Plain-

field, N. J., has been incorporated with a capi-

tal stock of $50,000. The incorporators are

John E. Dunn and L. E. Dunn of Plainfleld

:

Alfred C. Oliver and Rogers K. Oliver of At-

lantic Highlands.

The Gammill Lumber Company, Pelahatchie.

Miss., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $250,000 for the purpose of develop-

ing timber land and manufacturing lumber.

The incorporators are Stewart Gammill, John

I.ockwood, H. L. Nolan and associates.

It Is announced that the furniture finishing

plant of the Ohio Valley Manufacturing Com-

pany will be removed from Kentucky to Waco,

Tex., at an early date. A factory building

C5x200 feet, three stories high and of brick

construction, will be erected immediately.

The D. Goldman Fixture Company has been

Incorporated in New York City, N. Y.. with a

capital stock of $2,000 to manufacture cabi-

nets, store fixtures, woodworking, etc. The
incorporators are Aaron Goldman, 220 W. Tenth
street ; Jacob W. Zipkes and Bernhard David-

son, all of New York City.

The F. Fastenrath Company, Manhattan. New
York City, N. Y., has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $10,000 to do a general

wood-working and lumber business. The incor-

porators are Henry F. Fastenrath, 213 West
Houston street ; Joseph S. Klein, 1230 Lenox
avenue, an(} Frederick Fastenrath, 22 West
Fourth street.

According to advices from Shreveport. La.,

the Timpson Handle Company, whose head-

quarters are located at Timpson, Tex., will

build a plant at Cedar Grove, La., and remove

its general offices to this place. The plant will

handle hardwood lumber in .Shreveport,' and
will be one of the largest of Its kind in the

country. The products of the Timpson Handle
Company are confined exclusively to handles
for tools, plows, etc., and are manufactured
from hickory timber.

The Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Lumber
Company, which w'as recently incorporated at

Louisville, Ky.. has temporary offices at Owens-
boro. Ky., pending the establishment of its yard
at Twenty-third and Magnolia streets, Louis-

ville. The company has been delayed in the

establishment of the yard owing to Its in-

ability to get its railroad switch properly in-

stalled. Although it has considerable lumber
bought, it has been necessary to hold up the

shipment of this lumber until the switch could

be installed.

'
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Hardwood ^ews l>Jotes
'

CHICAGO

W. E. Heyser of the W E Heyser Lumber
Company, Cincinnati, dropped into town on

May 21 and spent a few days visiting his

trade.

George Townsend of the Holston Box & Lum-
ber Company, Knoxville, Tenn.. was a Chicago

visitor this week.

John M. Diver, head of the big white pine

institution, Clevcland-Sarnia Sawmills Com-
pany. Sarnia. Ont.. spent Sunday in Chicago

on his way home from an extended Pacilic

coast trip.

George E. Foster of the Foster-Latimer Lum-
ber Company, Mellen, Wis., was in Chicago

on May 15 on one of his regular visits.

C. N. Coupland. general manager of the Tim-

ber Importing Company, London, was a Chi-

cago visitor last week. Mr. Coupland is seek-

ing American hardwoods for export, and is

particularly intoresterl in black walnut logs.

John F. Fountain, formerly salesman for the

W. M. Ritter Lumber Company, has been en-

gaged as Chicago representative for Maley &
Wertz of Indianapolis.

Robert Maisey of Maisey vi Dion. Chicago,

left on May 21 for about a week's southern

trip. He will visit the Dixon. Tenn.. branch

of his firm, and from there will go down
through Tennessee and Mississippi.

The J. B. Sprague Lumber Company has

moved its offices from the First National Bank

building. Chicago, to 440 Marquette building.

Francis Beidler, president of the Santce

River Cypress Lumber Company, Ferguson,

S. C, has moved the offices of this concern

and his various other interests from 72 W.
Adams street to suite 1405 Great Northern

building, 20 W. Jackson boulevard.

The Chicago offices of the American Wood
Working Machinery Company, whose head(iuar-

ttrs are at Rochester, N. Y.. have been moved

from the Fisher building to Washington and

Jefferson streets.

McEwen Ransom, treasurer of several of the

Ransom houses of Nashville, Tenn., registered

at the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago on May 21.

J. V. Cleland of the Miltmore Lumber Com-

pany, Knoxville, Tenn., was a Chicago visitor

May 18.

W. D. Reeves, the well-known Helena, .\rk..

hardwood manufacturer, was a Chicago visitor

for several days recently.

S. B. Anderson of Anderson-Tnlly Company,

the big hardwood lumber, veneer and box manu-

facturer of Memphis. Tenn.. was a Chicago vis-

itor this week, and left for home on May 23.

M. Baughman Cross, manager of the Santee

River Cypress Lumber Company, Ferguson, S. C,

spent a few days In Chicago last week in con-

sultation with President Beidler of this institu-

tion. The company at present is engaged in the

manufacture of cypress lumber, but within a

few days will turn its big mill over to the pro-

duction of red gum for some months.

NEW YORK

The Gillette-Mount Company. 50 Church street.

New York City, has been incorporated under
the laws of New Jersey with a capital stock of

$50,000. and will wholesale hardwoods, spruce
and white pine. The company is composed of

R. B. Gillette, who for many .years was con-

nected with the R. G. Peters' interests of Mich-
igan, and R. I. Mount, a graduale forester.

The Hofferberth Company with headquarters
in this city has been incorporated with a capital

slock of $100,000 for the purpose of dealing in

timber lands and operating concessions in the

Republic of Honduras. Charles F. Hofferberth. a

piominent hardwood man of this city, is at the

head of the company. The other incorporators

are W. H. Darth and H. R. Woods of New York.

The DuBois Lumber Company is the style of

the ne*v wholesale eastern spruce house located

at 225 West Broadwa.v. W. E. DuBois, who
for many years was connected with Simpson,
Clapp & Co. of this city, is head of the new
company.

Fire on May 12 destroyed the sawmill plant

of J. D. Hull. 2-6 Tompkins street, city, entail-

ing a loss of $25,000.

The Baldwin Lumber Company, Jersey City,

N. J., recently purchased the mill and working
plant of the Yeandle Company, 1002-4 Gariield

avenue, Jersey City. The Yeandle Company will

retire.

The Bleeker Lumber Company has been in-

corporated to operate a lumber and box business

at lis Bleeker street. City. .The company Is

headed by Charles Garibaldi, who bought out

the box and lumber business of S. Lauterstein

some months ago.

The Michigan Flooring Company of this city

has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10,000 by C. J. Kellar of the Norfolk Lumber
Company. Flatiron building, and M. Griggs and

H. E. Hanes. The new company will do u

wholesale hardwood flooring business.

The sheriff has received an execution for .f36.-

COS against the Lincoln Manufacturing Com-

pany, manufacturer of tireproofed wood for trim,

with plant at One Hundred and Fifty-second

street and Harlem river, Bronx, and office at

220 Fifth avenue. New York City. The she.-iff's

keepers are now in charge of the factory. The
company was incorporated in January. 1010.

with a capital of $1,000,000, with W. B. Chis-

holm of Charleston, S. C, as president.

Since the demise of the Lumbermen's Club of
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New York, there has been no social organiza-
tion among metropolitan lumbermen. In lieu

of the former enterprise, there has just been
organized by Charles Milne and Herbert E.
Sumner a Lumbermen's Luncheon Club, which
meets for luncheon every second and fourth
J'riday in the month, on the tenth floor of the
Mills building. Broad street below Wall street.

This club is organized for wholesalers and mill-

men only. The club has no red tape or par-
liamentary proceedings, but just meets for a
little social luncheon at 12 :30. Wholesalers
wishing to join should notify Charles Milne,
telephone Broad 3929, on the morning of the
dates of the meeting, so that the caterer will

know how many to provide for. The club has
secured a large private dining room, and it is

believed will be a successful venture.

BUFFALO

Secretary .T. S. Tyler's figures for shipments
of the Buffalo Lumber Exchange have been added
to by the following : Shipped by Buffalo deal

€rp from points of supply direct to customers,
year ending Dec. 31, 1911, a total of 3,53,802,

OOO feet, which is a decrease of 4,47-1. .jOO feet.

The Denniston Company, manufacturer of autu
<ops and bodies, has filed a voluntary petition

in bankruptcy. The debits are $65,745.94 and
assets, $99,636.27. Edward J. Barcalo has been
appointed receiver. The largest creditor is the

Marine National Bank, whose claim is .^30,000,

unsecured.

The sawmill of Scatcherd & Son at Memphis.
V hich has been idle for some time for lack of

logs, has just started up, and it is expected that

tlu're will be a very good demand for all the

oak the mill can turn out.

Anthony Miller is getting in fair stocks of

oak, ash and basswood at present and finds

trade about up to the average, but hopes to see

it more brisk before ver.v long.

G. Elias & Bro. are furnishing some of the

lumber for the new office buildings going up in

Buffalo, including a contract of about 15,000

feet of oak for the interior of the New York
telephone building.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling are in receipt of

fair hardwood stocks from the South, including

poplar, which is stronger in price, but not to the

same extent as shown by plain oak.

The Hugh McLean Lumber Company reports

its southern mills as running again, after some
trouble from lack of logs. The yard is in re-

ceipt of hardwoods in fair quantity, including

oak and maple.

Business is reported very fair at the office of

F. W. Vetter and distributed over a number of

hardwoods, although maple and oak continue

to lead in demand.
A large part of the lumber at the Standard

Hardwood Lumber Company's yard has been re-

moved to the new quarters on Baitz avenue, in

order to accommodate the tanning plant, which

has leased the premises.

PHILADELPHIA

J. Gibson Mcllvain, Jr., of J. Gibson Mcll-

vain & Co., owners of the WoodclitE Lumber
Company, Monterey, Putnam county, Tenn., has

JiTst returned from the company's mills in Ten-

.

nessee and other localities, and reports stock

low at all the mills. Consequently a jump
in prices is expected. J. Gibson Mcllvain &
Co. have engaged P. C. Curtis, as agent at

Nashville, to succeed C. T. Dews, who becomes

general manager of the Woodcliff Lumber Com-
pany. Air. Mcllvain states that the Woodcliff

tract abounds in an exceptionally fine quality of

timber, a very large proportion of which consists

of excellent quartered oak and poplar, and some

fine chestnut.

G. M. Chambers, sales agent of the Kendall

Lumber Company says, that owing to the un-

siltled weather, trading has been more or less
interrupted. He has just returned from a visit
to the company's mills at Bluefleld and Button,
W. Va., and reports a shortage of stock at all
mill centers.

Daniel B. Curll, has little complaint to make
of business, and looks forward to reasonable
trading during the summer. His salesmen in
the New England territory report increased
sales.

J. C. Tennant of the Summitt Lumber Com-
pany, reports diminished trading in the strike
regions of Pennsylvania, but believes that when
the labor troubles are settled and the weather
improves, business will pick up.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works closed con-
tracts with the St. Louis Southwestern Kail-
road, for twenty-two locomotives ; the Missouri
and Gulf, for nine : the Carolina and North-
western, for two, and the Ilayden Machinery
& Supply Company, New York, two.
The Baltimore and Ohio Itailroad will erect

one of the most complete and modern timber-
treating plants in America, on its line at Green
Spring, W. Va., for the preservation of ties and
other lumber used in railroad construction. The
plant, including the storage yards for seasoning
timber, which will cover sixty acres, will be close
til large areas of timber land along the south
branch valley of the Potomac river. The tim-
ber-treating plant will include two treating
cylinders with a maximum capacity of 1,000,000
ties a year.

BOSTON

The Bryning Shelf Company, Boston, has been
incorporated with a capital stock of .$5,000. The
incorporators are Ernest h. Brown, Percy L.
Bryning and Frederick W. Mowatt.
The capital stock of the American Mahogany

Compan.v, has been increased from $1,500,000 to
,?1. 550,000.

Fire recently visited the plant of the Calvin
Putnam Lumber Company, at Danversport,
Mass., entailing a loss estimated at $75,000.

The sawmill of the Connecticut Valley Lum-
ber Company, at Mt. Tom, Mass., has been
closed for several weeks owing to a shortage of

legs.

The Smith & Bent Lumber Company, New
Haven, Conn., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $50,000 by J. Gibb Smith and
Ella Smith of New Haven, and William E. Bent
of West Haven, Conn.

The Lumber Dealers' Golf Association has
held its first tournament at the Wollaston Golf

Club. In the morning round F. S. Arend had
the best net, S9-7-S2 and tied for the best gross

with n. A. Stiles. In the afternoon Mr. Arend
tied with L. F. McAJeer for the best net, 87,

while the gross was won by F. B. Witherbee who
covered the course in 90, nine strokes better than
he did in the morning. Mr. Stiles took 93 for

the afternoon.

BALTIMORE

l''rom Cumberland. Md., comes the report that

the Kendall Lumber Company of Pittsburgh,

has filed tor record at Morgantown. W. Va., a

deed for the Chess tract of timber land on the

Cheat river, involving several thousand acres

of virgin timber in Preston and Monongahela
counties. The purchase price is said to have

been $206,355,86, one third of which was cash,

and the balance to be paid in two equal instal-

n;cnts on Aug. 1 of the present year and Aug. 1.

1913. The work of developing the tract has

already begun.

The United States Government is negotiating

for 1.000,000 acres of mountain land in Page,

Shenandoah, Rockingham and Warren counties.

West Virginia, as an addition to the Forest Re-

serve for the protection of the headwaters of

the Shenandoah and Potomac rivers. Forest

Agent E. C. Volkmar is conducting negotiations
v.'ith the aid of field assistant, E. L. Lindsay.

G. L. Wood, general manager of the R. E.
Wood Lumber Company, who has just returned
from Fontana, the company's operation in North
Carolina, and who also visited South Carolina
on business for the corporation, gave special
attention to the preliminaries for the erection of
a new mill on the Eagle Creek tract of timber,
in Swain county. North Carolina, near Fontana.
The projected plant will be a band mill of up-
wards of 50,000 feet capacity, the construction
of which will begin within the next two weeks.
'I'ho company has had much difficulty in getting
dry stocks in sufficient qu.antities to meet the
riquirements of its trade, and officers state that
with supplies more adequate business should
prove very good.

There has been a change in the Ilcise &
Bruns Lumber Company, which operates a plan-
ing mill on South Caroline street, .-^t a meeting
of the stockholders held on May 10. ,Tohn F.
Bruns was elected president to succeed William
Heise, who has held the position for some time.

COLUMBUS

H. W. Putnam of the General Lumber Com-
pany says that business is about all that could
be desired at this time. The demand is good,
prices are firm and there is active inquiry all

along the line.

The W. M. Hitter Lumber Company has made
the following changes tn its office force : K. C
Willis, who has been assistant to the general
sales maniiger during the past three years, left

several days ago for the West, where he will
engage in the real estate business ; F. B. Pryor.
who has been sales manager of the western
division, has been made assistant to the general
sales manager, with headquarters in Columbus

;

A. C. Gosten, who has been in Canada in the
interest of his company during the past few
years, has been transferred to Chicago to assist

the manager at that place. John Hall, a well-

known lumberman, will handle the Ontario,
Canada, lumber trade svith headquarters at Tor-
onto.

CINCINNATI

At the regular meeting of the Lumbermen's
Club of Cincinnati, held at the Business Men's
Club, May 6, the following were elected for the
ensuing year

:

Charles F. Shiels, president ; J. S. Zoller, first

vice-president ; H. L. Mickle, second vice-presi-

dent ; Jos. Bolser, secretary; R. L. Gilbert, treas-

urer ; Ralph McCracken, chairman arbitration

committee ; Cliff S. Walker, chairman press and
publicity committee : S. W. Richcy, chairman
credit and terms committee : J. A. Bolser, chair-

man entertainment committee ; Alex Schmidt,
chairman inspection committee : Geo, Littleford,

chairman law and insurance committee : Geo. M.

Morgan, chairman membership committee ; Dwight
Hinckley, chairman river and rail committee

;

Geo. W. Hand, chairman statistics committee

;

C. M. Clark, chairman transportation committee.

W, A. Bennett, who has been in the South
looking after his interests during the flood, has

returned to Cincinnati, and is making his pres-

ence felt among the manufacturers.

John J. Mertz, who is in charge of the Green-

fleld, O., office of Bennett & Witte, was married

M.ay 22 to Miss Hartke of that city.

E. J. Thoman, resident manager of Bennett &
Witte, reports that trade is better and that

prices on some items have advanced.

W. J. Thom & Co, now at 1215-25 West
Eighth street, have purchased a lot at Price

Hill, on a line with Westwood, on which they

will erect a planing mill, and a complete set

of buildings for a builders' yard. It will be

the only plant in that vicinity.

The Southern Lumber Company, through its
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agent. ^<. liyau of Indianapolis, Ind., sold its

intir^ stock of lumber on hand today and

closed its Cincinnati offices.

mOIANAPOLIS

J. 11. Andrews. 11. <'. .Julinsou and E. L. Han-

cock have oi-ganized the Seymour Wood-Working

Company at Seymour to manufacture furniture

and wood noveltits. The company has Ijeen in-

corporated with an authorized capitalization of

*15,00().

The National Conservation Congress will hold

its annual meeting in this city the first week in

October. Thomas K. Shipp of this city is secre-

tary of the congress.

A reorganization of the Doco Veneer Company
has taken place. The company has changed its

name to the Ueco Manufacturing Company and

has been incorporated with an authorized capi-

talization of $40.(100. Those interested in the

organization are II. D. Kahlo, A. L. Wilcox and

W. Vi. Dark. The company will manufacture

and sell veneers.

The Capitol Lumber Company has purchased a

tract of ground west of the belt railroad tracks.

near Tenth street and Brightwood avenue, and

will ultimately establish a new lumber yard and

mill.

Hugh McGavin. A. G. Murdock and II. D.

I'effley are the principal stockholders and direct-

ors in the newly organized Murdock Veneer &
Lumber Company. The company is incorporated

and I'apitalized at $2.-.nO(i.

EVANSVILLB

The regular monthly meeting of thi' Evans-

ville Lumbermen's Club was held at the New
Vendome hotel on Tuesday May 14. After the

usual dinner the mei'ting adjourned to the

parlors of the hotel, where the business meet-

ing was held. On account of the absence of

Secretary Elmer D. Luhrlng, the minutes of

the previous meeting were read by I'mil Lulir-

ing. Mr. Luhrlng also read a communication

from John C. Keller, traffic manager of the

Evansville Manufacturers' Association, relating

to changes in rates on lumber to Ohio river

points which the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission had been asked to a\ithorize by an-

other market. Mr. Keller staled that he un-

derstood nothing had been accomplished as yet

along this line. It was proposed to send -Mr.

Keller to one or two other cities to gather

data necessary to take up with the commis-

sion the matter of getting an ad.1ustment of

rates that would do away witli the discrimi-

nation now existing against this city on ship-

ments from many southi'rn points. The mat-

ter was referred to the tratflc committee. I'resi-

dent D. H. MacLaren made a short talk on

credits among members of the club. There

being only one more meeting before the sum-

mer vacation, the question of where to hold

the annual outing was brought up, and the

matter was referred to the entertainment com-

mittee. Carroll L. Keck of Bloomington. Ind..

vicegerent snark for southern Indiana, .was

present and addressed the meeting. Mr. Beck

suggested holding a concatenation of IIoo-Hoo

In Evansville some time this summer. After

much discussion it was decided to open the

fall meetings with a concatenation, which will

be held on Sept. 10 after the regular meeting

of the club.

The Evansville Bank & Store Fixtures Com-

pany has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $r)(),000. A fa<-tory building lOOx'JOO feet,

two stories in height will !>•• erected at once.

.1. R. (ihormley. manager of the new concern,

will visit Chicago in the immediate future for

the purpose of purchasing the machinery for

the plant.

The firm of Lelb & Art man, who operated

the lloekport Box Manufacturing Company, has

I'.issolved partnership and the band mill at

Hockport has been moved to Metropolis, III.

-Mr. Artman has formed a connection with the

well-known firm of the Nichols & Cox Lumber

Crimpany of Grand Rapids. Mich., and the new

tirm will be known as Artman, Nichols & Cox.

liiis already secured a tract of timber and a

plant will be installed. II. W. Doney of Camden,

and J. L. Barr of Mansfield. O., are the principal

owners of the new tirm.

MEMPHIS

The Mississippi river is rapidly falling at

Memphis and conditions are returning to normal.

There are some low places which are still under

water in this immediate section, but lumber in-

terests are experiencing less difficulty each day.

Practically all mills which were forced to close

down as a result of high water, have been able

to resume operations provided they have been in

position to secure the necessary supply of raw

material.

The question of securing an adequate supply

of logs is about the most difficult one confront-

ing the local hardwood trade. Some of the

largest manufacturers in this city say that it has

been impossible for them to do any logging what-

ever, although they have extensive holdings of

limber lands. It may also be noted in this con-

nection that the greater portion of thi' supply of

timber already cut in the country during the' late

I'all and early winter has already been brought

in by either river or rail, with the result that

receipts in the near future must come largely

from timber cut more recently.

There is no doubt that the production of hard-

wood lumber in the Memphis territory diu-ing

the past six weeks has iM'cn the smallest ever

known for a similar period. Some mills have

not been directly affected by the higli water, but

tliey have been indirectly affected by their inabil-

ity to secure all the limber needcnl. with the

rr'sult that the number actually in operation

has been small. That there has been a consid-

erable curtailment is proven by the fact that

stoi-ks of lumbi'r are gradually decreasing at

.Memphis and at many other points in this terri-

tory. In the meantime, the demand for hardwood

lumber is good and this means shipments on a

liberal scale. Some insist thai the scarcity of

slocks which is now developin;; will become even

more acute as the .season advances, and that

there will be very little relief until such time as

mills are able to operate so as to produce lumber

oil something like a normal scale. Even with

perfect weather conditions it is not antiiliiated

that stocks can lx> lilb'd any time jirior to

August 1.

The plant of the American Car & I'oundry

Company has secured an order for tivc> hundred

lars for the New Orleans. Mobile & Chicago Rail-

road Company. This will be ttlled at the local

p'ant of the company, at Blnghamptou, a suburb

ol' Mimphis. The latter plant has been running

on partial time for the past few months and the

n-eelpt of this order is therefore quite welcome.

It. .1. Darnell of R. ,1. Darnell. Inc., Is author

ity for the statement that work will be rapidly

liushed on the construction of the Batesville &
Southwestern, which is being built from Bates-

ville. Miss., _to the timberland holdings of this

lirm. Very little work has been possible thereon

since early last Decemljer. This line connects

with the Illinois Central at Batesville, and will

be used principally for the development of the

timber land holdings of R. ,T. Darnell, Inc., which

aiuouut to approximately 20,000 acres. R. .T.

Wlggs. secretary and treasurer of this company.

is back at his ottice again. .Mr. Wiggs has been

ill with pleurisy for a number of weeks and his

many friends ari> congratulating him upon his

recovery.

The Arkansas Lumber Company has sold to In-

diana capitalists 1,823 acres of hardwood timber

near Arkadelphla, Ark., for a consideration of

.•(;4ri,ooo.

The Barr & Doney Lumber Company has been

formed at Camden, Ark. It will engage in the

manufacture and sale of hardn^ood lumber. It

NASHVILLE

.1. M. Klrkpatrick of St. Louis, a lumberman

and wagon stock dealer, will operate here under

the Hrm name of J. JI. Klrkpatrick & Co. He
win not at present locate a yard here but will

ship directly from mills in Mississippi and Ten-

nessee.

Lively trading continues to characterize the

weekly meetings of the Nashville Lumbermen's

Club. The fr.ansportation committee of this or-

ganization, headed by A. B. Ransom, has been

working ijuietly and systematically to secure a

proper ad.iustment of the milling-in-transit of

log arrangements with the Louisville & Nash-

ville railroad which has been under controversy

for some weeks, and the committee recently vis-

ited Louisville to discuss the matter with rail-

road officials there. It is stated that good prog-

ress has been made, and it is expected that the

matter will be ndjusteil to the satisfaction of

the trade here.

T. R. Reynolds, successor to the Reynolds-Moss

Lumber Company of Hickman, Ky., has trans-

tirred his lumber business to the Hale Lumber
Ccuiipany. B. (!. Hale and two sous compose

Ihe puri'hasini; cnnipiuiy. and (Juy Hale is the

general manai:- i

ST. LOUIS

.\t a meeting of the lioard of directors of the

Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis, the following

resolutions were unanimously adopted

:

Hescu.vkp, That the thanks of this club be
extended to I lie -Hon. Charles Nagel, Secretary
of Commerci' and Labor, for his most interesting
ami instructive address lietore the members of
this club at Ihi-ir raontlily dinner held at the
rianters hotel in this citv on the evening of
.\lav III. Itil'J. and he it further

Uksui.vkii. That Ibis club heartily indorses the
suggestion of the secretary regarding the ad-
vlsaliilitv of establishing and providing for a
National Board of Trade, and that the club
and its memlnu-s do whatever lies in its or their
power to CO operate in that direction ; and be
it further

I{i:s(iT.vi:n. That a copy of these resolutions be
forwarded to Ihe Secretary of Commerce and
Labor at Washington.

Thi- Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis

held its first noonday luncheons at the City club,

on May It'i. There was a good attendance and

Mayor Kreismann of St. Louis was the prin

cipal speaker.

The Lumber Ri-presentafives Assoeiatiou, au

organization made up of salesmen and esti-

mators employed by St. Louis lumber dealers,

held a bamiuet and election of officers on May
:>. The offlcers elected for the ensuing year

were : President, William Stephan, .Ir., of

the Boeckeler Lumber t:'ompany ; first vice-

president, Chas. II. Obroek of the St. Louis

Lumber Company: second vice-president, Chas.

S. Eggeman of the Philip Gruner & Brothers

Lumber Company ; secretary, William ,1 O'Con-

nor of the Prendergast Lumber Company, and

treasurer, William H. Heusiek of the St. Louis

Lumber Company.

LOUISVILLE

,1. V. Stlmson of lluutingburp. Ind., was in

Louisville recently, and was entertained at a

meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club.

Mr. Stimson is distinctly optimistic, taking

the ground that those who have lumber

and resources not alTeeted by floods In the

Mississippi valley should make more money out

of their lumber than they have been able to do

for several years. He does not believe that it

will be possilile to do mudi in the way of pro

liming luiuber and having it ready for the
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market In that territory before the end of the
current year.

The shortage of quarter sawed oak veneers
has been realized by both consumers and pro-
<lucers, and prices have been steadily climbing.
The demand for this grade of stock has been
good, and those who have had material ready
to ship have been able to get much better
figures than a few months ago. The lack of
profit in quartered oak stock heretofore has
been due, according to leading producers, to the
fact that there has not been a complete realiza-

tion of the cost of manufacturing, and the
present stimulus is consequently expected to have
a good and permanent effect.

James W. Park, who has been connected with
the Louisville Point Lumber Company, has re-

signed to become manager of the plant of the
Elljins Box Company, at Elklns, W. Va. Mr.
Park was formerly in charge of the sawmill of
the Boone Lumber Company at Ford. Ky.. and
Is well qualified for his new position.

Lumber manufacturers in this market are
getting ready for the meeting of the Interstate

Commerce Commission in Louisville, July 17.

when the question of the substitution of ton-

nage at transit points will be gone into ex-

haustively. Some efifective arguments against
the institution of the involved system of han-
dling milling in transit as proposed by the Louis-
ville & Nashville will be presented, and the lum-
bermen expect to convince the commission that

the new system would take away whatever ad-

vantages are now enjoyed through the pro-

visions for a refund on milled products.

The orders, going into eCfect June 13, require
guards on all wheels, belts, belt shifters, clutches,
flywheels and moving parts of machinery which
menace workicgmen. The projecting set screw
is to be eliminated and circfllar and band saws
are mentioned.

CADILLAC 1
A. F. Anderson of Seattle, Wash., is in

Cadillac looking after his Michigan lumber in-
terests. He reports the lumber business on
the coast as excellent with advanced prices in
many lines. llr. .\nderson claims there is a
splendid opportunity for investment in west-
ern timber lands at this time. His Michigan
business has been excellent and he has but
little dry stock on hand.

Manufacturers here have no cause to com-
plain, as their trade has been especially good
in both hardwoods and hemlock. There is a
scarcity of hemlock for building purposes, and
very few manufacturers have complete lines
of dry stocks.

Mitchell Brothers Company has started its

summer camps near Spencer, Kalkaska county,
and is now cleaning up its winter's cut of logs.

Both mills of Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc., are
cutting hardwoods. This company has had
an excellent trade in both hardwoods and hem-
lock and reports a steady improvement in the
flooring business.

Oliver Clark of Tustin. Mich., has just sold

to E. J. Ca.se of Kingsley and Fred N. Bailey

of Benzonia. the north half of section 30, Mid-
dlebranch township, Osceola county, for $7,000.
The timber will be sawed on the premises and
shipped from Ilartwick station on the Manis-
tee & Grand Rapids railroads.

The mill operated at Fife Lake by Archibald
Gibbs of Traverse City and owned by the Citi-
zens Bank of Fife Lake was destroyed by fire

Saturday, May 18. The loss is estimated at
about $4,000.

The Michigan Agricultural College is again
offering its forestry students an opportunity
to study the practical side of forestry. A six
weeks' course will be given on the estate of
David Ward, located in Antrim, Otsego, Kal-
kaska and Crawford counties. The students
will have individual tents, but will eat with
the woodsmen. Prof. J. Fred Baker is in
charge of the work.

DETROIT

The H. W. Harding Lumber Company recently
sustained a loss by Are of about $10,000. A
spark from a passing switch engine set fire

to a storage shed which was piled high with
finished lumber for interior furnishing, which
was entirely destroyed.

Secretary John Lodge of the Dwight Lum-
ber Company reports that the flooring trade
has greatly improved during the past month.
He said that the Dwight plant is very busy
at present and indications all favor large busi-
ness this summer and fall.

MILWAUKEE
''WMWMi»!iW)iOTa«Mliro»ffl^^

The planing mill of the North Star Lumber
Company at Bloomer was recently destroyed by
fire, causing a loss of about $7,500, partially

covered by insurance.

Kappliu & K;ipplin have started up their saw-
mill at Iron Kiver for a sixty days' run. The
mill has a capacity of 15.000 feet in ten hours
and is driven by an extension of the line shaft

from the planer, located in another building.

W. E. Hildebrand and William Hildebrand,

Jr., of Sheboygan, have disposed of their in-

terests in the firm of Ebenreiter & Hildebrand
and have organized under the style of the W, E.

Hildebrand Company to do a wood-working busi-

ness at Shebo.vgan. A planing mill and interior

finish plant, 50x70 feet, two stories in height,

and of frame construction is being erected by
the new company.

Tile Hardwf.nd Products Company of Neenah
has begun the construction of a new warehouse.
This comjiaiiy has been in operation less than
a year, but extended business requires the en-

largement of the plant.

Eugene Shaw, president and treasurer of the

Daniel Shaw Lumber Company. Eau Claire, died

recently after a brief illness of pneumonia at

the age of sixty-two years. He is survived by

his wife and three daughters.

The Oconto Lumber Company, Oconto, Wis.,

will erect a new two-story office building on
Farnsworth avenue, owing to the decided in-

crease of business demanding larger quarters.

(ieorge S. Barnes of Iron Kiver has purchased

8,240 acres of timber land in southern Bayfield

county from the Potlatch Lumber Company, con-

sisting of hardwood, hemlock and pine. F. H.
Bartlett & Co., Chicago, recently purchased 22,-

000 acres of cut-over lands in Washburn county

for $200,000. The timber land owned by the H.

C. Putnam estate in Chippewa county was sold

to Fred Brown of Madison.
The State Industrial Commission of Wisconsin

has adopted thirty orders relating to the safe-

guarding of machinery and elevators. These are

the first orders issued by the commission after

six months of investigation by a special com-

mittee of experts representing the most impor-

tant industries of the state, and effect practi-

cally every manufacturing industry in the state.

The Hardwood Market

CMiCAQO

The hardwood demand in the Chicago mar-
ket is remarkably active and there is no end
of trading between jobbers to replenish de-

pleted stocks. There is a fair demand for

hardwoods in nearly all divisions of the wood
consuming trade, with perhaps the least in-

sistent demand from the furniture industry.

I'he furniture trade, in which line of goods
Chicago is the largest producer, is undeniably
slack except in special lines. The general fur-

niture trade is slow. However, manufacturers
are preparing their samples for the July ex-

hibits and are looking forward optimistically

in the belief that the summer and fall trade

will develop a good business.

The demand of the railroads tor lumber
materials, of which Chicago is an important
purchasing center, is showing much strength

and man.v substantial orders have been placed

during the last month. The "only fly in the

ointment" in the present local hardwood mar-

ket is the paucity of stock, and the inability

to secure material to execute current orders.

With the reopening of transportation lines

in the lower Mississippi valley country, in

which is located a considerable quantity of

lumber that was not flooded, it is expected the

local situation will bo relieved materially. This

is the section of the country from which a

large portion of the hardwoods consumed in

this market is derived.

There is ah apparent increase in the demand
for plain and quartered oak, cottonwood. red

and sap gum, poplar and chestnut. The en-

tire trade is busy and the outlook upon the

situation is very optimistic.

NEW YORK

The hardwood marki-t at New York shows

considerable strength in prices due to the less

than normal supply of hardwood lumber in the

hands of buyers and consumers as well as delays
in shipments and conditions of stock available
at mill points as a result of the recent floods.

While the demand is not up to normal, the con-

dition regarding supplies at both ends of the
line has created a firm hardwood market which
bids fair to continue for some time.

BUFFALO

Trade in hardwoods is stronger than it was
two weeks ago and most yards are finding a
fair amount of business in various woods. The
trouble is not so much in selling the stock as in

getting hold of it. Stocks at yards are very
much under what they were at the beginning of

the year. Practically every sort of hardwood is

very firm in price, and there is a prospect that
prices will advance, especially in some partic-

ular varieties.

Plain oak leads in demand and is very strong.

There is not much strength displayed in quar-
t(red oak. but it is stronger than a few months
ago. Poplar is stronger than a short time ago.

Other hardwoods are in fair demand. Even
cherry, which has been quiet, has picked up
some.

PHILADELPHIA

The prevailing cool weather in the East and
the continued wet season at shipping points,

have interfered materially with trading during

the fortnight, and it is believed that only set-

tled weather will relieve the situation. Sales

have fallen off somewhat, and buyers realizing

that .shipments are uncertain, are placing orders

only for actual requirements. Building work is

at its minimum compared with the first four

months of last year, and a general falling off

in this line is anticipated for the season, a

condition which is attributed to excessive opera-

tion work during the last two yeai'S. Yards are

fairly well stocked and vvholesalc consumers are
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CDly fairly busy. A healthy advance in trading

is not expected until the presidential election is

over.

The hardwood marliet remains steady, and

prices are well maintained. Oak has been ex-

tremely scarce and prices firm, but No. 1 and

No. 2 common are not as strong as they have

been. Ail grades of chestnut hold a good po-

sition. Poplar, although a little easier than

other hardwoods, lieeps steady. Boxing grades

of poplar and basswood are well sold, but No. 2

common poplar is a little slow. Ash keeps a

good reputation and cypress is moving well.

COLUMBUS MEMPHIS

BOSTON

A stronger feeling prevails throughout the

local hardwood market. Consuming manufac-

turers are fairly busy but business is not up to

the standard expected at this time of the year.

Retail yards are placing fair-sized orders in most

instances, and the demand is fair. One of the

strongest woods in the market at present is

walnut, prices being higher than they have been

for years. Plain oak has been marked up during

the past few weeks. This has tended to check

the demand to some extent. Quartered oak is

still in moderate call at unchanged prices. Bass-

wood is in fair request with the tendency favor-

ing higher prices, although there has been no

actual advance here as yet. Maple is firm. The

demand for cypress is fairly active and prices

are well maintained.

BALTIMORE

Many hardwood men have reached the con-

clusion that the present year, like other presi-

dential election years, will probably not be pro-

ductive of .as much activity in hardwoods as the

rather brisk demand noted some time ago ap-

peared to promise. Members of the trade arc

beginning to take the view that the previous

interest in stocks was less the result of an ex-

panding demand than of a scarcity of lumber

and the extensive reduction in supplies developed

by reason of the unusually long winter and the

interruption of work at the mills. Good dry

stocks are scarce. Many mills have moderately

large assortments, but these are not ready for

the market. Dry lumber can readily be disposed

of and usually at advanced figures, though there

are some divisions of the trade to which this

does not apply. Widi- poplar, for instance, re-

mains quiet, even dull, and the fine grades of

chestnut are not in much better shape. One
manufacturer recently took the clear planks out

of a lot of chestnut, but found he could get no

better offer for the clear lot than he had secured

for the balance. Chestnut, however, averages

up fairly well. The low-grades of poplar are

moderately active. lx)x grades bringing belter

prices than formerly. Tlic one unquestionably

strong item on the list is oak, which commands
attractive figures and rules so high that pros-

pective buyers hesitate to place orders except

for immediate needs because of the advanced

figures which they are asked to pay. It is

perhaps on this account that the market is re-

garded as uneventful and the movement rather

behind expectations. No real weakness has de-

veloped in any direction, however, and there is

every prospect that later on the requirements of

the trade will assert themselves in an unmis-

takable manner.

The export trade is in an expectant mood,

for the present it is being hampered here by

a strike of stevedores, which has continued for

weeks, and has caused much delay in the load-

ing and unloading of vessels, .'ill steamers are

far behind their schedules, and the forwarding

of export lumber and logs has been greatly re-

tarded. The foreign situation is encouraging,

and there is every prospect that when the pres-

ent embargo has been removed, the movement to

European ports will be active.

All grades of hardwood are in excellent de-

mand. Prices are firm and show an advancing

tendency, and inquiry is good all along the line.

Orders are now coming in better than at any

time since the first of the year. Furniture

manufacturers and vehicle and box making con-

cerns are in the market on a large scale, and

offerings are unusually light as a result of

the delayed shipments from the timber districts

because of the recent floods. There is an acute

shortage in dry stocks, and at times wholesale

dealers are unable to fill orders. The lower

grades lead in demand, and there is considerable

inquiry for the higher grades. Oak is in espe-

cially good demand and the movement of chest-

nut is satisfactory. The local hardwood situa-

tion, barring a scarcity of dry stocks, is very

satisfactory and about all that could be desired.

CINCINNATI

The local lumber market is apparently all that

could be desired. Oak that has been graded as

common quarter-sawed ones and twos has been

disposed of to the foreign trade. Plain oak that

is dry and ready to use is very scarce and almost

any reasonable price can be gotten for it. Sound

wormy chestnut m the heavy grades is very

scarce and ordinary grades are selling well.

There is a good demand for low-grade poplar,

and for manufacturers' grades, but prices are

held too high. The demand for wide stuEE is

small. Red gum is active for ones and twos,

while saps and common are fast disappearing

from the market, as good dry stock is not avail-

able. -4sh is in good supply and white ash in

five-eighth inch stock is in demand for drawer

sides. The demand for hickory from the manu-

facturers of wheel makers' stock, is active. Both

red and white birch is in fair request and the

latter is scarce. Mahogany is in demand for

furniture manufacturers. Buckeye and other

hardwoods are in active call. Foreign agents are

good buyers of oak boards, red gum, white ash

and walnut.

TOLEDO

Oak and ash lead in the local hardwood mar-

ket at present, and there is a very fair demand

for both these woods as well as other varieties

of hardwoods. Furniture factories are sending

in strong calls for plain oak, and automobile and

wagon industries furnish a splendid market for

white ash. Owing to bad conditions in the

South there Is a considerable scarcity in both

these materials, especially in dry stocks, and

this with the increasing demand has had the

tendency to advance prices. The building trades

have furnished a good market within the past

few days ,and prospects are good from this

source. Taken altogether, the local hardwood

situation for the coming season looks good.

INDIANAPOLIS

The hardwood trade in this market is probably

as good as it was at this time last year, with

better prospects than during 1911. Building

lines, from which the hardwood interests will

get a large part of their business this year,

show unusual activity. Industrial lines gener-

ally, with the exception of the automobile manu-

facturing trade, are a little dull at this time,

and there probably will be no great activity until

after the national political conventions. Hard-

woods are coming in more promptly than they

were, shipments into the city having been delayed

fur some time on account of high water and flood

conditions in the South.

The local demand for hardwood lumber is

quite active and prices are firm, with an ad-

vancing tendency. The amount of lumber pro-

duced in Memphis and the Memphis territory

during the past few weeks has been small,

compared with normal, and while this lack of

production will be a more serious market fac-

tor later than it is at the moment, the fact

remains that it is already having its influ-

ence to some extent. There is a disposition

on the part of buyers to secure their needs
while stock is available, and in some cases

they are making efforts to enter into engage-
ments calling for later shipment. There is a

distinct indisposition on the part of manufac-
turers and wholesalers, however, to sell for

forward delivery, as they do not know where
they will be able to get stock, and are strongly

of the opinion that prices will be even higher

in the near future.

The lower grades of cottonwood and gum
are firm and active, with a small amount read-

ily available as compared with the demand.
The lower grades of these items are even
stronger and more active than the higber. So
far as the remainder of this list is concerned,

fhere is no pressure whatever to sell and prices

are altogether in the seller's favor. The sit-

uation, from a price standpoint, is more fa-

vorable now than it has been for several years,

and there is no hesitancy on the part of owners
of dry stock to advance quotations where the

competition, at points not affected by the re-

cent flood conditions in the valley, are not too

keen.

NASHVILLE

There has been' no cessation of activity on the

Nashville hardwood market during the fortnight

and the demand has been good for all available

dry stocks, which are practically depleted. Good
tides continue to make logging from the upper

Cumberland river sections active, but rains have

made rural roads still too heavy and the logs

too wet for successful general operations by

country mills. Calls have been strong from
wood-working concerns, and railroads are in the

market for car building and construction mate-

rials. Owing to a reported overstocking of fin-

ished goods, the furniture, wagon and vehicle

manufacturers have not been as active in their

demands during the past week as they were for

some time.

Plain oak continues to lead in demand, and
ash is a splendid seller. Quartered oak and
poplar are not as active as formerly. Cotton-

wood and gum stocks are low, and eastern con-

sumers are clamoring for these grades in order

to fill existing orders. There has been a steady

advance in oak prices, and apparently the end
is not yet in sight. An expansion in the ma-
hogany market has been noted owing to the

popularity of this wood for interior work and
furniture. Hickory, basswood, beech and elm
have been moving well. The demand for birch

and maple has decreased somewhat.

LOUISVILLE

The current situation is pronounced essentially

and fundamentally strong. With the economic

law of supply and demand working as inevitably

and inexorably as it always does, unless there

is some artificial suspension of its forces, the

liardwood interests of this section are assured

that one factor of strength will be supplied dur-

ing the remainder of the year by the shortage

of stocks. The question of chief interest, Is

whether the demand will hold up to normal pro-

portions. It is declared that the demand must
descend very low to equalize the shortage of
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lumber, and that every indication points to the
requirements of consumers being up to the usual
fij'ures. Factories have little lumber on hand,
railroads will be compelled to buy right along,
and while the national election and the possi-
bility of poor crops caused by unseasonable
weather in some sections will doubtless exert a
retarding effect on certain lines, the general
situation will not be depressed sufficiently to
hold back the demand that is actually present
by reason of the depleted stocks in the yards of
consumers. The splendid demand for all lines
at present is of course emphasized by the short-
age of lumber, but even if there were a normal
supply, the demand would be sufficient to ab-
sorb it.

Quartered oak is improving. Plaiu oak con-
tinues scarce and high. Poplar is moving out as
rapidly as it can be secured, and cottonwood and
gum are selling steadily at advancing prices.
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ST. LOUIS3
The hardwood trade is fairly satisfactory at

the present time. There is a demand for nearly
all the items on the list and prospects are bright
for a material increase in the near future. Wide
poplar, dry ash and white oak. in the upper
grades are the most active sellers. Elm and

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Offico, Memphis, Tenn.

IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING

READY FOR SHIPMENT
50,000 ft, 4/4 No. 3 Common Plain White Oak
35.000 ft. 4 4 Miscuts Plain White Oak
100,000 ft. 4 4 No. 4 Common or Mill Culls Oak

34,000 ft. 4 4 No. 1 Common Poplar
60,000 ft. 4 4 No. 3 Common Poplar

75,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Common and Sound Wormy
Chestnut.

All the above is graded under the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association of United States rules.

Standard 8' 6" White Oak Cross Ties for quicK
shipment.

Write for Prices

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.
RIDGWAY, PA.

Checking

Splitting

Rotting

Prevented by LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and
Dimension Stock against weather and time. A BOY
CAN DO THE WORK.
T. B. ALLFN & CO., Galveston, Texas, say.

"Please ship us at once two barrels Lorac. We are rery much
pleased with the result ubtaioed by usiog this."

TRY LORAC NOW
WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE GEORGE HENKE CO., 62 Beekman St., N. Y.

Cottonwood, in the lower grades, are increas-
ing in demand, but are not .selling as well as
they should. The factory consumers are short
on stocls and stock is short in hands of deal-
ers, all of which is helping the movement.
Now that weather conditions have improved
there is every prospect of an increased move-
ment. Prices continue to be firm. This is
especially noticeable on high-grade oak and
poplar. Conditions in cypress are showing a
general improvement, and the result is that
prices are becoming firmer.

IVEW ORLEANS

In spite of the disastrous floods that cover
a great part of eastern Louisiana and western
Mississippi, the local hardwood trade has not
suffered much. While it must necessarily be
admitted that the high water has had its ef-
fect on general business in the territory thus
affected, nothing alarming has happened, and
a steady improvement is looked for in . the near
future.

The situation in the export trade is one of
waiting. The cotton movement has kept up
in greater volume than usual, which has de-
layed lumber shipments. In many cases high
waters have seriously interfered with shipments
from the interior. The redeeming feature of
the situation is the apparent confidence in the
strength of the foreign market, which is ex-
pected to furnish the basis of a satisfactory
business as soon as the distributing factors
are eliminated.

MILWAUKEE

The extensive rains of the past two weeks
have tended to restrict the general lumber busi-

ness to some extent, but as a rule, trade is very
satisfactory. Building operations in Milwaukee
have opened with a rush, although building in
some parts of the state is not assuming the
proportions hoped for earlier in the season.
Local sash and door and general interior finish-

ing plants are buying a little more readily as a

result of the better demand from the building
source. Stocks on hand at these plants are light.

due to the fact that the buying has been of a

hand-to-mouth nature for so many months. Fur-
niture plants are placing some good orders.

Complaint is still heard on all sides regarding
the shortage of hardwood stocks. Some new
basswood and a very little new birch is arriving,

but not in large enough shipments to make any
material difference in the situation. The diffi-

culty of buying dry lumber at first hands is

naturally resulting in a stronger market all

along the line. Prices in all northern hard-

woods are holding firm with an upward tendency.

Maple is showing more activity as the building

season advances, although stocks in this line

seem to be ample. Plain oak is in good re-

quest, and much more than is available could

be placed. New stocks in this line will not be

ready for some time, while the demand is show-
ing a steady increase. Quartered white oak is

selling well and prices show an upward tend-

ency.

LIVERPOOL

The position of trade throughout the United

Kingdom has taken a decidedly favorable turn

during the present month. If only the capi-

talists could feel more security from labor to

invest, a boom trade unequalled in the nation's

history would be enjoyed. Unfortunately there

are rumors of strikes in almost every trade,

and the latest unrest is most serious for the

timber trade, as the sawmills are involved. At
this time there seems every prospect of an
amicable settlement without going to the ex-

treme lengths of a stoppage.

Mahogany sales have had an enormous effect

in clearing stock, both in merchants' and brok-

ers' yards. The certainty of increased values
has made everyone anxious about future sup-
plies, and already higher quotations are being
made. Buyers of African mahogany are advised
to keep their stocks well above the average.
Advices from the West coast from well informed
and unprejudiced quarters confirm the report
that stocks are exceedingly low, while the in-
creased freight charges make higher prices
essential.

Round hickory logs have arrived only in very
small quantities. The few parcels, amounting
in ail to 600 logs, have been swallowed up
quickly and buyers here are crying out tor more
stock. The price of good wood continues to
advance with astonishing rapidity.
No round ash of any kind is on offer in first

hands, though a few small parcels are in the
hands of merchants. Prices paid are higher
and the market would pay 2/3 to 2/0 for the
right kind of wood, Liverpool string measure.

Several large cargoes of sawn pitch pine have
arrived, and have been dealt in at exceptional
figures. The new docks at the north end of
Liverpool, known as the Gladstone Dock, will
consume immediately 8,200 logs, hence the firm,
position of the Liverpool market can be readily
understood.

Birch logs have arrived freely and have been,
sold at profitable figures. Very few logs have
remained unsold and practically no logs have
lieen consigned to the yards for storage pending
sale.

Poplar logs are very scarce and parcels in-

sixteen feet and up lengths would meet with a
ready sale. Cottonwood, white gum, Hazel pine
and satin walnut stocks are also fairly firm,
especially in the wide widths. Some magnolia,
logs and lumber, which recently arrived, sold
at profitable figures. Oak also shares the good
news of the remaining markets, and dimension
stock of various sizes gives a good opening for
interprise in the United States, especially to
any one who can cut long lengths.

OLASaOW

There is very little new to report regarding
the condition of trade in this market. While
perhaps there is more inquiry in evidence, there
is still little expansion in the actual volume of
business passing. Prospects however, are rea-

sonably good, and if no further labor troubles
intervene, considerable improvement in the de-
mand for all woods should take place as soon
as the effects of the recent coal strike are over.
Shipbuilding is exceptionally brisk, and the de-

mands from this source are certain to be satis-

factory for a long time to come. The only
branch of the trade which is much depressed
is housebuilding, and improvement in this in-

dustry is not expected for some time. The Steam-
ship Kastalia has now finished discharging, and
the lumber is of good quality and well manu-
factured. Most of the various lots have been
sold ex quay, with the exception of some large

poplar logs, and a few walnut logs. The de-

mand for poplar logs is slow, and shippers should-

in all cases avoid consigning.

A feature of the arrivals this week was a-

cargo of Gaboon mahogany. The logs are of

large size and of very good quality. It is un-

derstood that fully half of this cargo has been

sold ex quay at rather poor prices. This wood
is no doubt taking the place of American poplar,

and is constantly being asked for, even the ship-

builders using large quantities.

Spruce continues in good request, and it is n

long time since this market was so bare of

stock as it is at present. The few small ship-

ments coming to hand are snapped up at once

at high prices. Oak logs are in good demand
and practically no shipments are arriving. A
few Japanese oak logs continue to arrive. These

come here hewn, but buyers prefer the American-

variety, especially logs cut in West Virginia.
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WHY?
TXT" HY DO more than 320 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-
"'

turers exchange nearly $26,000,000 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fourteenth year.

BECAUSE $728,910.41 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $756,787.21 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,012,427.96 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative
Harfy Rankill CBl. CO.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney m Fact,

Portland. Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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American Lumber & Mfg. Co 19
Anderson-Tully Company 11

Atlantic Lumber Company 1

Bennett* Witte 15
Berthold & Jennings Lumber Co
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co 53
Booker-Cecil Company 17

Bradley. Edward C.. Lumber Co 15
Brown. C. S 8

Brown. W. P., & Sons Lumber Co... 17
Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co 67

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 20
Clearfield Lumber Co .'

Coale. Thos, E.. LumberCompany.., 18
Conasauga Lumber Co 11
Crane, W, B. & Co 57
Creith. H.C.&Co 2

Darling. Chas. E. & Co 57
Davidson, Hicks & Greene Co 7

Davis, Edward L . . Lumber Company 17
Dempsey. W. W 64
Domestic LumberCompany 64
Duhlmeier Brothers 15
Dulweber, John Company 13

Elias G. & Bro 67
Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co 5

Faust Bros, LumberCo 20
Felger Lumber <i' Timber Company.

,

61
Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber Oo.
Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber
Company 2

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co 65
Green River Lumber Company

Hadentine Lumber Company 19
Hewit. D. E.. LumberCompany 8
Heyser. W. E.. Lumber Company... 14
Hill Brothers Tie & Lumber Co 9

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Co.
Hitt. H. H.. LumberCompany 64
HoUey-Matthews Mfg. Co 65
Huddleston-Marsh LumberCo
Hunt, Washington & Smith 7

Hutchinson Lumber Company 8
Hyde Lumber Company 12

Jackson Lumber Company 11

Kent. J. S.. Company 18

Kentucky Lumber Co 14

Keys-Walker Lumber Co 1

Kimball & Kopcke 6

Klann.E.H 57

Lamb-Fish LumberCo 10

Litchfield. WilUam E 19

Littleford. George
Logan-Maphet LumberCo 6

Long-Knight Lumber Company
Louisiana Lone Leaf Lumber Co.... 65

Louisville Point Lumber Company.

.

17

Love. Boyd & Co 7

Luyra-Foster Lumber Company 5

Maisey & Dion 5

Maley. Thompson & MoffettCo 13

Maphet & Shea Lumber Company. .

.

1

Mcllvain. J. Gibson. & Co 2

McLean . Hugh. Lumber Co 67

McParland Hardwood Lumber Co. ... 57

Memphis Saw Mill Company
Miller, Anthony.. 67

Monarch Lumber Company
Mowbray t&Robinson 15

Norman Lumber Company 17

Ohio River Saw Mill Company 17

Paepcke-Leicht Lumber Company.

.

Parkersburg Mill Company 9

Parry. Chas. K. & Co IS

Peitch, F. T.. Company 64

Perry. Wm. H.. Lumber Company

—

14

Peytona Lumber Company. Inc 8

Radina. L. W.. & Co 15
Ransom, J. B.. & Co 7

Ritter. W. M.. LumberCompany 68
Rose. D. M..&C0 6
Russe & Burgess. Inc... 20

Salmon. Hamilton H.. & Co 19
Salt Lick LumberCompany 65
Schultz. Holloway Co 4
Slaymaker, S. E. & Co 1

Smith. Fred D 57
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 67
Stewart. I. N., & Brother 6?
Stimson. J. v.. & Co 16
Sullivan. T. & Co 67

Taylor, W. R.. Lumber Co 18
Taylor* Crate 20
Tennessee Hardwood Lumber Co 7

Three States Lumber Company .53

Tug River Lumber Company s

Vestal Lumber& Manufacturing Co. 6
Vetter. Frank W 67
Vinke, J. & J 64
VonPlaten LumberCo 61

Ward, G, W., Lumber Company 20

Webster Lumber Co.. George 19
West Virginia Timber Company 9
Whitmer. Wm. & Sons 18
Wiggin. H.D ]9
Willson Bros. Lumber Company 19

Wistar. Underbill & Ni.\on 18

Wood-Mosaic Company 16

Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company 18

Woods. J. M., &Co II

Yeager, Orson E 67

Young & Cutsinger

POPLAR.

American Column & Lumber Co 9
Anderson-TuUy Company 11
Atlantic Lumber Company 1

Faust Bros. Lumber Company 20
Green River Lumber Company
Hadentine LumberCompany 19
Kentucky Lumber Company 14
Keys-Walker Lumber Company 1

Logan-Maphet LumberCo 6

Maphet A Shea Lumber Company... 1

Parkersburg Mill Company 9
Peytona Lumber Company. Inc 8

Radina. L. W. & Co 15
Ritter, W.M.. Lumber Company .... 68
Vansant, Kitchen* Co 68
Ward, G. W., Lumber Company 20
West Virginia Timber Company 9
Wood, H, E.. LumberCompany 18
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company 68

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Acme Veneer * Lumber Company..

.

13
Adams ARaymond Veneer Co 16
Ahnapee Veneer A Seating Co 62
Cadillac Veneer Company 63
Central Veneer Company 63
Freiberg Lum ber Company 13
Gorham Brothers Com pany 57
Hanson-Turner Company 61
Hoffman Bros. Company 63
Huddleston-Marsh LumberCo
Jarrell. B. C. & Co 65
Kentucky Veneer Works 63
Kiel Wooden Ware Company 61
Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 17
Maley. Thompson * Moffett Co 13
Mengel. CCA Bro. Company 17

Ohio Veneer Company 13
Penrod Walnut * Veneer Co 63
Rayner. J 5

Sheppard Veneer Company 63
Underwood Veneer Company 63

Veneer Manufacturers' Company 5

Walker Veneer & Panel Co 57
Willey. C. L 1

Wisconsin Seating Company 61

Wood-Mosaic Company 16

Woods. J. M. * Co 11

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Acme Veneer A Lumber Company... 13
Duhlmeier Brothers 15

Freiberg LumberCompany 13

Hamilton, J. V 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co
Maley. Thompson* Moffett Co 13
Mengel, C. C. * Bro. Company 17
Palmer A ParkerCo 18
Penrod Walnut A Veneer Co 63
Purcell. Frank 65
Rayner. J 5
Salmon. Hamilton H.. A Co 19
Willey. C.L 1

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

American Column A Lumber Co 9
Arpin Hardwooa Lumber Co 66
Beecher * Barr 18
Carrier Lumber A Mfg. Co 20
Cobbs * MitcheU. Inc 3
Eastman, S. L., Flooring Co 64
Farrin, M, B. Lumber Company 15
Porman. Thos.. Company 61
Kerry * Hanson Flooring Co 61
Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co 65
Mitchell Bros. Company 3
Nashville Hardwood Flooring Co....
Peitch. F. T.. Company 68
Robbins LumberCo 66
Salt Lick LumberCompany 65
Stearns Salt & Lumber Company,.. 10
Stephenson. I.. Company, The 61
Webster Lumber Co.. George 19
White. Wm. H. Co 68
Wilce. T.. Company, The 5
Wisconsin Land * Lumber Co 61
Young. W. D.. *Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Co 64
Defiance Machine Works. The 12
Linderman Machine Co.. The
Mershon. W. B.. * Co 12
Phoenix Manufacturing Co 66
Saranac Machine Company 60
Smith. H. B., Machine Co
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg, Co .

.

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks
Clyde Iron Works 60
Lidgerwood Mfg. Co 12
Russel Wheel A Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Bemiller Fan Blower Company 66
Graad Rapids Veneer Works 59

Phila. Textile Mchy. Co 1

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES,

'..'.'.'.'.'....v.' 59
Atkins. E. C. * Co
Simonds Mfg. Co...

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Co.
Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co..
Lumber Insurance Company of New
York 1

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

.

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co
Lumber Underwriters 20

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
Fire Ins. Co

Rankin, Harry & Co 54

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacey. James D., ACo *

Spry. John C »

MISCELLANEOUS.

Childs.S.D. *Co 57

Gerlach, The Peter, Company 57

Henke. George, Company 53

Lumbermen's Credit Association. . .

.

Mechanical Rubber Company 60

Saul Brothers 57

Westinghouse Electric Mfg. 0»
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will be inserted Id tbis sec-
tion at tbe following rates:

For one insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
For four insertions 60c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tbe order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing'
the adTertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED—INSPECTOR BUYEK
for Mississippi Valley, capabio of purchasing,

inspecting and shipping hardwood lumber for ex-

port. Experienced man. Address JAMES KEN-
NEDY & CO., LTD., Cincinnati, O.

IF YOU WANT
competent employes in any department of the

hardwood business, there is no better way of

securing them than by employing the Classified

Advertisements section of Hakdwood Rbcord^
which reaches woodsmen, sawmill men and sales-

men in all parts of the country.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

EXPERIENCED
hardwood lumber inspector, thoroughly familiar

with domestic and export shipments, desires con-

nection with reliable firm. Address "BOX 56,"

care Hardwood Record.

POSITION AS BUYER WANTED
A thoroughly experienced, competent and in-

telligent hardwood man with unquestioned refer-

ences as to ability and integrity, seeks a position

as buyer for high-class wholesale or manufac-
turing institution. Wants good salary and can
earn it. Would consider a connection as sales-

man with a reliable oak, Cottonwood and gum
manufacturer. Address in confidence,

"BOX 50," care Hardwood Record.

POSITION WANTED
by young man, thoroughly experienced in manu-
facturing end of southern hardwoods. Is a first-

class all-round oflice man, and has had expe-

rience buying logs, sales department work and
on road. Best of references and bond can be
given. Address

"BOX 52," care Habdwood Rbcobd.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

LOCOMOTIVE FOR SALE.
Narrow or standard gauge from 7 tons to 75

tons rebuilt ready for use ; 140 locomotives In

stock.

SOUTHERN IRON & EQUIPMENT CO.,

Atlanta, Ga.

WAGON STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE.
One carload of about 400 sets of 2V4x2i^—3'

Sawed Oak wagon felloes, all of which are bone
dry and ready for use.

O. C. GALLOWAY, Clarendon, Ark.

[
WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR
75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

Buflfalo, N. Y.\

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging
conditions. Have a few high-class properties
for sale. Can furnish best references.

THos. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg..

Knoxville, Tenn.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter, ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

19,000 ACRES
Hardwood timber in Louisiana, on railway : valu-

able land after timber removed. A flat price for

immediate sale. TIBBITTS & LEWIS, Box 77,

Millinockct, Me.

FOR SALE—160 ACRES
Oak and Hickory timber land, 2^/> miles from
Gillett, on Cotton Belt Ry. Good roads. Land
does not overflow. Is located in the famous
Arkansas rice belt. Address

BOX 188. Gillett, Ark.

TWO MILLION ACRES TIMBER
All kinds. Everywhere. Full particulars on

request. JONES THE TIMBER MAN,
Pettigrew, Ark.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own in fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracks of hlgb-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer

good money either as an investment or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address In

confidence, "BOX 22," care Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE—IN MAINE AND CANADA
Both hardwood and soft wood timber tracts. Any
size desired. HILLARD C. SCHOPPE,

Cherryfleld, MaineT

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Minimum carload 4" white ash. Address

"BOX 55." care nAUDWooD Record.

FOR SALE.
1 car 8/4 Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak, bone dry.

1 car 12/4 Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak, bone dry.

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Ash, bone dry.

1 car 6/4 No. 1 common Ash, bone dry.

THE WALNUT LBR. CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

FOR SALE
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 10,000' ; Strips. 3^ to

4%", 15,000'. Under the head of Tupelo; No. 1

Com., 40,000'.

PHILADELPHIA VENEER & LBR. CO., INC.,

Knoxville, Tenn.

OAK. POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods, In all grades and thick-

nesses, can be readily sold If advertised In the

Wanted and For Sale section of Hardwood Rec-
ord. If you have a large stock you want t*

move try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of Inquiries they will bring you.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered ; boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.

LUMBER WANTED
[

WANTED TO BUY
One car 3" Ists & 2nds Dry Poplar. THE

WALNUT LBR. CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
tor all kinds of Hardwood, log run, at lowest

cash prices delivered.

GUENTHER LUMBER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
1—55" Connell & Dengler Band Resaw.

i—Circular Resaws.
1—15" inside matcher J. A. Fay & Co. make.

1— Heavy 30x8 double surfacer.

10—2 spindle shapers.

6—Hand jointers.

2— Panel Kaisers.

Various other machines.

ENGINES
Corliss :

1—10x30 Hamilton.

1—14x36 Bates.

1— 10x42 Hamilton.
1—16x36 Fishkill.

1— 18x42 Lane & Bodley.

1—20x42 Wetherill.

Tubular Boilers of all sizes.

Belting, Shafting, Pulleys and Hangers.

CLEVELAND BELTING & MACHINERY CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE CHEAP
Six foot Phoenix band mill, live rolls, edgcr,

kicker, trimmer, steam feed, electric light plant,

boilers, engine, filing-room machinery, Inmber

trucks, etc. One 18-ton Climax engine and one

10-ton Shay engine. Will sell as a whole or will

divide.

All in good condition. Must sell by July 1st.

J. S. WALKER LBR. CO., O'Keeffe, W. Va.

FOR SALE
1—GO-h.p. steam engine.

1—Buckeye No. 4 saw mill, cable feed.

1—26" single surfacer.

1—Two-spindle Dodd's carving machine.

J. E. IIABERER FURNITURE CO.,

Lowville, N. Y.

FOR SALE—COMPLETE SAWMILL
band and rotary, steam feeds, edger, trimmer,

filing room machinery, all pulleys, belting and

shafting, and power plant, all in good condition.

Will be priced at small percentage of its value

to cash buyer. For information write

"MILL BARGAIN," care Hardwood Record.
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FINE OUTFIT FOR SALE CHEAP
Saw and planing mill, complete, offered as

whole or piece-meal. Fine location for hardwood
operation.

Sawmill. 50M daily capacity

:

S'12" Clark band mill ; Filer & Stowell 3-block
carriage ;

10" shotgun feed ;
8" and 10"x5' Hill

nigger ;
50" Stearns edger, 4 saw : 10-saw trim-

mer : 6-saw slasher ; 20" Mitts & Merrill hog

:

four 60" boilers ;
16" engine : filing-room ma-

chinery, pulleys, belting, shafting, etc., erected
in 1909.

Planing Mill

:

54".';14' high-pressure HS&G boiler; 12x16 self-
contained HS&G engine; Hall & Brown No. 66
high-speed 6x15 matcher, with profiler ; circular
resaw ; edger ; filing-room equipment ; 60" slow-
speed blower system : shafting, pulleys, belting,
etc. ; this outfit erected new in April. 1911. 40
cast-wheel lumber buggies ; 2 haul-off carts.

Dry Kiln :

Standard dry-kiln. 2 rooms, each 20x104', steel
foundation, and all necessary equipment ; rated
capacity, 40M daily.

Electric Light Plant

:

SxlO Brownell engine ; 16 k.w., 230-volt D. C.
Westinghouse slow-speed dynamo ; slate switch-
board, fully equipped

; inside wiring of sawmill,
planing mill, commissary and office ; capacity 250
lights.

Waterworks :

16x10x12 single-stroke Deane pump ; 600' of 6"
main : 500' of 2% and 3" branch pipe : twelve 50'
sections 2V2" fire-hose.

Also offer two Bender log-carts, 8' wheels,
new in 1911.

UNITED LUMBER CO., Ruston, La.

One
15 KW

One
engine.

Two
One

plete.

One
One

€rs.

FOR SALE
6x10 automatic buckeye engine, belted to
Willey generator, 110 volts.

14x24 Tangye bed buckeye automatic

16x66 return tube tubular boilers.

50 H. P. transmission rope drive, com-

Kensington feed water heater,
miscellaneous lot shafting, pulleys, hang-

LOmSVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.

FOR SALE
A three band sawmill complete, including

burner, filing machinery, machine shop ma-
chinery and tools. A bargain. Address

I. STEPHENSON CO., Trustees, Wells, Mich.

FOR SALE
One 88" Merritt Veneer Lathe.
One Coe Clipper to match.
One 8 ft. demons Belt Sander. All slightly

used. EMPIRE VENEER CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES |

I BRING BUYERS AND .SELLERS
together. No matter where located, if you want
to buy, to sell or exchange any kind of property
or business, write me. Established 1881.

FRANK P. CLEVELAND,
2440 Adams Express Bldg..

Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—WOODWORKING PLANT
An exceptional opportunity, splendidly equipped

with best machinery for all lines of woodworking.
Buildings and dry kiln new. Private switch, lo-

cated in good timber country in the South, in con-
tinuous operation for the past thirty-seven years.
Now in operation. Address "BOX 58," care
Hakcwood Record.

STOP

!

I am the man you are looking for. I buy stock
you want to move quick. Send me that list of
stock you want to close out now.
Am in the market always for goods and odd

lots at the right price. J. GEO. SCHNEIDER,
York, Pa.

Business Stationery
of the Finest Quality

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES TO

SAUL BROTHERS
626 Federal Street CHICAGO

Gerlach Modern Machines
Pceduc* ihe Cheapest nnd 0<si

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular. Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER GERLACH CO., aevelnid. 6th City. U.S.A.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar« freqaeDt
except where
our

Two Piece
deometricil
Btrler Coia

Ib In nse, then
Imitation isn't
possible.
Sample If you

,

aakforit.
|

S. D. CBILDS
< CO.
Cbicigo

We also make
Time Ohecks,
StenollBand
Log Haauaer*.

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-
press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank, Paving Blocks, Posts
and Yellow Pine

W. B. CraNe aNd CohpaMy.
Kslahlished 1881

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER •nd TIES
CHICAGO

Long Distance Phones: CANAL 3190-3191
Office. Tards and Planing Mill

:

Mill at
22na. Sangamon and Morgan Sts. Falcon, Miss.

Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

WM. A. EAGER
FISHER BUILDING

Sound Wormy Chestnut
A SPECIALTY

McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. sts-ss i^ain st.

HARDWOODS
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CHICAGO

A Yeoeer Oaage ii the Answer to a Veneer User's

ravine for years. This "Walker Brand" Vea-
eer Oanse is a steel gaage that will satisfr

yoarwantsfor all time. Ton can'tdoyoar-
self a better tarn than to bay one of

these gaoees. It gauges ACOURATELT
lOTery tbickiiesBfroin l-lOinahto J^-ioch
INCLUSIVE. Wake ap to this opporto-
nity. Priceonlyll SSdelivered by U. S-

Hail. Ordernow, today. Address—6466
ffoodlawn Ats. Phone Hyde Park 88.

Dept. C J

ilj. We Make Veneered Panels |||
Wo do not claim to be
lower la price, but Wf
do claim our PANELS
are ciieaper in tlie long
run as they

Will not come
to pieces
after thfv
are in the

furni-
ture

Do you see the point ?

In two, three and five ply

WE make them as good as they can be made and we can sell them to you cheaper than you can

make them. Q If you'll know the reason, seek the cause— special equipment and expert

handling tell the story. That your panel making expense is larger than it ought to be, is easy

for you to know if you'll make the initial effort and write us along the line of what you use. We
will then send you samples and quote prices. Given such a base as that, you will soon know that

there is another economy due you. ^ It makes no difference what kind of panels you use, it is all

one to us and our equipment. ^ Just you make inquiry, that's all—the rest is up to us. ^ In

built-up panels, we supply two, three and five ply. Quarter Sawed Oak, Quarter Sliced Oak, Figured

Mahogany, Plain Mahogany, Red Birch, Plain Oak, Yellow Pine, Gum, Basswood, Ash, Maple, Elm.

^ When you do business with us you get your order quickly filled.

THE GORHAM BROTHERS COMPANY, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

MICHIGAN. GRAND RAPIDS: Stow & Davis Furniture Company ; tables

:

George A. Davis, buyer ; 40.000 feet 4/4 hasswood ; 15,000 feet 4/4 red

birch : 30,000 feet 4/4 sound wormy chestnut ; 30.000 feet 4/4 cull gray
elm : 30,000 feet 4/4 and 8/4 mahogany ; 15,000 feet 4/4 and 6/4 hard
maple : 20,000 feet 5/4 and 6/4 soft maple ; 25,000 feet 4/4 plain red oak ;

75.000 feet 4/4 plain white oak : 200,000 feet 4/4 quartered white oak ;

20 000 feet 4/4 poplar ; 50,000 feet red gum, all thicknesses. Dimension
stock : Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock ; Buyers of 5ply
quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

HARDWOOD neCORD CHICAGO

Specimen of od« of the thousands mt patented tabbed Index cards
Involved In Hardwood Kecord's rop.vrighted Infvrnlatifm Service, show-
ing anaoal requirements for Uamber, Dimension Stock, Veneers and
I'anelB employed by wholeNalers and liard-
\vo«>d manafacturins 4'onsiinierH throughout
the United States and Canada.

lUnstration of Oak Cabinet In which this
Information Service Is filed.

ILLINOIS

Key
1
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UJAJi

If you attempt to dry two-inch oak
in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above
illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

The Simonds Band Saws pictured above are
of a size unusual to a great many of the readers
of Hardwood Record. They are each nearly
46 feet long and only 5>^ inches wide. Two
saws are neatly folded, one inside of the other,

and, as seen in the illustration, are just ready
for crating and shipping from the Simonds
Fitchburg, Mass., factory. Another interesting

feature is that the Saws are being sent to cus-

tomers in England and are to be used as log

saws on English made machines. Simonds Band
Saws of this kind are furnished by us for several

firms in England.

SIMONDS MFG. CO.
Factories

FITCHBURG, MASS.
CHICAGO, ILL.
MONTREAL, QUE.

The price— whether
high or low— paid
for a Saw is always

overshadowed by the

results obtained.
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Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

CLYDE

OULUTM, MINM.

BRANCHES:

30 Church Street, New Tork

1718 Fisher Building. Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building, Savannah, Ga.

522 South First Avenue, Seattle. Wash.

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most
promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

(1) The McGiffert is SELF-PROPELLING.

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert

ON THE MAIN TRACK.

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the

McGiffert.

(5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute*s notice,

UNDER ITS OWN POWER.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

ber: long or short, heavy or light.

(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

where a train of cars can go: on a

fill, in a cut, or on a side-hill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGVE No. 1.

Corrugated Joint Fasteners
Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"ADVANCE"

CORRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Madt in Ditterent

Types lo Meet

All Conditions

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood -work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Hichigan

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

•mm elep^^

Cf"'"Go dOftB"^ .

-'

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

SELLING' AGENTS
CRINECOMPINV • - ALLBRtNCHES

STANDARD EQUirMENT CO.. MOBILE. ALA

ALBANV MILL SUPPLY CO., ALBANV, GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W»rks)

CHICAGO
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"Ideal" S Rock Maple Flooring
is the flooring that is manufactured expressly to supply the demand for the best. It is
inade by modern machinery from carefully-selected stock and erery precaution is taken
throughout our entire system to make it fulfill in every particular its name—"IDEAL."

ROUGH OR FINISHED LUMBER—ALL KINDS
Send Us Your Inquiries

The I. Stephenson Company WELLS, MICHIGAN

SOFT ELM
25.000 5/4 No. 2 Common
30.000 5/4 No. 3 Common
16,000 8/4 No. 1 and 2 Common

ROCK ELM
20.000 8/4 No. 2 Com. and Better
17,000 8/4 No. 3 Common

BASSWOOD
15.000 6/4 Ists and 2ds
25.000 6/4 No. 1 Common
15,000 6/4 No. 2 Common

BIRCH
40.000 4/4 No. 1 and 2 Common
10.000 5/4 No. 1 Common
50.000 5/4 No. 1 Com. and Better

MAPLE
300.000 4/4 No. 3 Common
10.000 5/4 No. 1 Com. & Bet.
50.000 8/4 No. 3 Common

WE HAVE ALSO A GOOD ASSORTMENT OP WINTER CUT
STOCK WHICH WILL BE DRY IN SIXTY DAYS, AND INVITEYOUR INQUIRIES.

Von Platen Lumber Co.
Iron Mountain, Michigan

FELGER LUMBER & TIMBER CO.
531 Michigan Trust Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Stock listed below is all one year dry and choice. Will

make low prices until It is moved.
Can ship mixed cars.

80000 4/4 Plain Bed Oak 1 Com.
24000 6/4 Plain Red Oak Is & 29.

28000 8/4 Plain Red Oak 1 Com. &
Better.

72000 4/4 PI. White Oak 1> & 28.

143000 4/4 PI. White Oak 1 Com.
47000 6/4 PI. White Oak 1 Com. t

Better.
28000 4/4 Qtd. White Oak Is & 28.
47000 4/4 Qtd. White Oak 1 Com.
12000 8/4 White Ash l8 & 2s.
13000 10/4 WbKe Ash Is t 2s.

24000 16/4 White Ash Is & 2a.
70000 4/4 Cottonwood Is tc 2l.

110000 4/4 Cottonwood 1 Gem.
20000 8/4 Cottonwood Lot Km"-

112000 4/4 Cypress Shop t Better.
26000 e/4 Cypress Shop t Better.
48000 6/4 Cypress Shop 4c Better.
31000 8/4 Cypress Shep t Better.
26000 4/4 Gum Is & 2s Red.
27000 4/4 Gum Is t 2s Sap.
25000 4/4 Gam Boxboards 1S"-17'.
38000 5/4 Gum Loe Ru».
20000 6/4 Gum Lot Eo?

SALLINQ, HANSON CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Michigan Hardwoods

GRAYLING, MICHIGAN

QUARTERED WHITE OAK FLOORING
FORMAN'S FAMOUS

SAP CLEAR
34.976' 13/16 X 1%"
16,550' 13/16 X 2"
33,768' 13/16x214"
21,776' 13/16x2%"

SELECT
36,026' 13/16 X Hi"

11.5,227' 13/16 X 2"
147,998' 13/16x214"
56.882' 13/16 X 2%"

A low price for immediate shipment

Please write us quickly

THOMAS FORMAN COMPANY
DETROIT

"Chief Brand"
Maple and Beech Flooring

in I, I and 13-16 and 1 1-16 inch Maple'
in ail standard widths and grades, will

commend itself to you and your trade

on its merits alone

WRITE US, WE CAN INTEREST YOU

Kerry & Hanson Flooriiig Co.
GRAYLING. MICHIGAN

I XL ROCK MAPLE
FLOORINGBirch and

Selected Red Birch

"The Standard" of Excellence

WisconsinLand& Lumbeif
C^OmpSiny HermanSTUIe, Michigan

BIRCH, ASH, ELM, BASSWOOD AHD HEMLOCK LUMBER
Basswaod Siding, Ceiling, and Moulding
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

%
<^>.o.A

V^<

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEER Write UsW
^ WISCONSIN ^

^Aŝ

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-

ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET VS QUOTE YOU ON YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

SrCCESSORS TO THE
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

Panels for Chicago trade carried at 1140 West l.al^e .Street. CliicaKo teleptione Ha.viiiarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
—MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY GUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK

BEECH MAPLE

CURLY BIRCH

BIRCH

BASSWOOD
BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE

SPECIALTIES:
DRAWER BOTTOMS BACK PANELS CENTER STOCK
BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK

CURLY BIRCH BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.
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y eneers and l^aneh with a Reputation
"ITrE manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our
satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis,

BASSWOOD
BIRCH
MAPLE
ELM
ASH
OAK

VENEERS of QUALITY
AND

Send Your
Specifications to

PANELS of QUALITY
Made In THE CITY OF QUALITY
THE CADILLAC VENEER CO., Cadillac. Mich.

Ct^-JJaX^) , Gt-a^it^ X3/>,tt/^<rf.i « o Jtf-tjfiAxr'A^ fS0'<-ctr>*x^

,

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR, OAK
SAWED AND SLrCED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Hoffman Brothers Company
QUARTERED WHITE OAK — MAHOGANY
SLICED AND SAWED QUARTERED RED OAK

VENEERSWALNUT V h N h k K \ ^^^
CHERRY 1 L II L L IIU MAPLE

AND HARDWOOD LUMBER
Let us send you Stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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THE SOUTH
PROMINENT SOVTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Frank Purcell %"Ta*'

Exporter of Black Waliiut Logs

ja MARK

FIGURED WALNUT IN LONG WOOD
AND STUMPS

THE ALTHAUSER-WEBSTER-WEAVER LUMBER CO.
INCORPORATED

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
MANUFACTURERS OF
HARDWOOD LUMBER

WOOD CONSUMING PLANTS ATTENTION
W'e solicit your inquiries for quartered oak. If we

haven't what you want we will

cut it for vou.

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

f^^Odk Flooring

Complete stock of %" and 13 16" in all

standard widths

A FEW ITEMS OF DRY STOCK
We Want to Move

3 cars 2" lets & Snds Cypress.
3 oars 2" Select Cypress.
3 cars 3" No. 1 Shop Cypress.
2 cars 2" No. 1 Common Cypress.
5 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds Plain

^Tiite Oak.
5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain

White Oak.
10 cars 4/4 No. 3 Common Plain

Oak.

5 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Common Ash.
2 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds Qrtd. Red

Oak.
2 cars 2" Log Run Soft Maple.
1 car 4/4 18" & wider Panel Cot-

tonwood.
5 cars 3", 6" & wider mixed oak

Crossing: Plank.

HOLLEY-MATTHEWS MFG. GO.,Sikeston,Mo.
Ask Us for Prices

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co.
Fisher, Louisiana

Dia Brand

OAK FLOORING
A GUARANTEE OF PERFECTION

B. C. JARRELL £i CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Rotary-Cut Gum and Poplar

VENEERS
Well manufactured, thoroughly

KILN DRIED and FLAT

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

;^:y^;4a

mtiiwoid /ijj/
.'.pecialjjj.l wish /B

'; /h.it J akoJiamle f^taed yH/Msfor
fancil veneers.,

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.

1002-1005 Times BIdg., ST. LOUIS

Manntaoturers at and Dealers la

ASH, OAK, GUM I IliinCQ
AND CYPRESS LUIIIDCn

YARD TRADE A SPECIALTY
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Frank W. Vetter

Dealer in All Kinds of

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1142 SENECA STREET

Buffalo wants your hard-

•ood business and wants it

1 ecause it can make it to

our advantage to buy your

1 imber in Buffalo.

Buffalo lumbermen are

xperienced in the produc-

on, purchase, grouping,

are and shipping of hard-

/oods, and this experience

5 at the service of every

wholesale consumer of hard-

/oods.

We have one of the

largest stocks of hardwoods

Iield by any lumber trade

enter of the country. It

omprises every variety of

lioth northern and southern

voods. This lumber has

»een selected for its high

ype, good sawing and fine

exture.

T. Sullivan & Co.

Specialties:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST
FIR and SPRUCE

2 ARTHUR STREET

I. N. Stewart & Bro

Specialties:

CHERRY
AND OAK

892 ELK STREET

\STANDARD HARDWOOD!
LUMBER COMPANY

OAK, ASH,

and CHESTNUT

'

1075 CLINTON STREET

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS\

893 EAGLE STREET

ORSON E. YEAGER

Specialties:

OAK, ASH,

AND POPLAR
932 ELK STREET

G. ELIAS & BRO. \\

Buy and Carry Large U

Quantities of \\

ALL KINDS OF U

HARDWOODS
|

955-1015 ELK STREET U

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.'

We Want to Buy for Casli:

OAK, ASH AND
OTBEB HARDWOODS

All grades and thicknesses.
Will receive and inspect
stock at sliipping point.
Branch yard, Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, Buffalo

Above all things else

Buffalo can give you better

service by reason of its un

surpassed facilities for tl c

distribution of hardwood

than any other market

this country. Again, fro

Buffalo you can invariabU

get a square deal on grade

and measurement.

Buffalo can give you ser

ice, and the right kind ot

service.

Write to any one of us, 01

all of us, and let us figu c

with you on your hardwo( 1

requirements.

We can ordinarily g

cars set for loading with

six hours. An order de

patched to us from an

distance within five hundre 1

miles of Buffalo can us-jall

be loaded and forwarded tl

next day.

Hu^h McLean Lumber Co.

Our Snecialty:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

,|l

B-



Company

^^ g ^^ - ^^^^ ^^ Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant, soft

^;^:u Kitclien & ^^"popkr
Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Bulldint
400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALeSMEN-WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Co. Boyne City Lumber Co.
Mills and General Office at BOYNE CITY, MICH.

yup OFF£R Sales Ollice, BUFFALO, N. Y.

4-4 in. & 5-4 In. Dry and Winter Cut Basswood
8-4 in. Merch. Hemlock, Misc. Widths and Lengths
White Cedar Shingles ja m m a Maple Flooring

Hardwood Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MANUrACTUMKS

WATER SEASONED
BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

AU GRADES
ROUGH DRCSSCO

QUCK SHIPMtNT

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO



Seventeentk Year, )

Sami-Monthly. f CHICAGO, JUNE 10, 1912 (Subscription $Z.
\ Single Copies, 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANIJFACTUBEB OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street CHICAGO
y Telephone Canal 930

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO.,

Cats. West Virginia.

Fifth ATe. Bldg.,

NEW YORK

The Burning Question of Fire Insurance
IS BEST ANSWERED BY THE ECONOMICAL AND RELIABLE TRADE MUTUALS

INDIANA LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Indianapolis, Ind.
LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Mansfield, Ohio

THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Boston, Mass.
PENN. LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Philadelphia, Pa.

CENTRAL MANFRS. MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Van Wert, Ohio

Average rate off dividend to Policy Holders, now 36%
QUARTER SAWED OAK

Each board we cut receives the benefit of twenty years of quarter-sawing experience.
Our timber is the best that can be found.

Our Customers Are Our Boosters—Let Us Satisfy You

DRY— Can Ship Immediately
5 cars Is & 2s, 5/4, Quartered Red Oak
5 cars, Is & 2s, 5/4, Quartered White Oak

YOUNG & CUTSINGER,
E. & T. H. Yards, EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Indianapolis, Indiana

HARDWOODS
OAK ASH GUM CYPRESS

PRocTORYENBERDRYEK„REPRoor
UNPARALLELED SUCCESS

RECOMMENDED BY ALL THOSE WHO HAVE TRIED IT

NO
SPLITTING

NOR
CHECKING

NO
CLOGGING
-NOR

ADJUSTING

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEP'T.L HANCOCK Sc. SOMERSET STS. PHILA,PA.

advertisers' CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
? M :,,, ir , M M inTii M II M » II II II ir II II II il II II II II 11 II II II II II II II II nTl II II II II II II II II II II II II II
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Hardwood Our Specialty
But We Dont Decline Orders for the Softwoods

The facilities afforded hy our numerous yards^ some
in the heart of the best lumber districts^ enable us to

supply lumber requirements with a positive guarantee

of prompt shipments—as well as satisfaction in quality

and price.
Stock List for the Asking

Correspondence Invited Regarding YOUR Requirements

J. Gihson Mcllvain £? Co.
1420 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Ask us for prices
on the following list of STRICTLY SOFT

YELLOW POPLAR:

1 Car 1" Boxboards, 9 to 12"

2 Cars 1" Selects

2 Cars 1" Clear Saps

6 Cars 1" No. 1 Common
2 Cars 1" No. 2A Common
4 Cars ly^" No. 1 Common
1 Car l%" No. 2A Common
1 Car lYi" Clear Saps

4 Cars 1^" No. 1 Common
2 Cars 1^" No. 2A Common
1 Car li^" No. 2B Common
1 Car 2" No. 1 Common
1 Car 2" No. 2A Common
1 Car 2" No. 2B Common

The Fuilerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

South Bend, Indiana

H. C. CREITH & GO.

HardwoodLumbor

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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MICHIGAN
rAMOus roK hard maple and grey elM

Michigan Hardwoods
MANUFACTURED BY

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.

CADILLAC, MICH. June 5th, 1912

DRY STOCK LIST

6/4 Ash No. 3 Common & Better 19M
4/4 Basswood No. 1 Common 300 M
4/4 Cherry No. 3 Common & Better 10 M
6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2S 35 M
8/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2s 100 M

12/4 Cadillac Gray Elm is & 2s 60 M
6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm, No. 1 and 2 Common.... 19 M
6/4 Hard Maple Step Is & 2s 27 M
8/4 Rock Elm No. 3 Common 8 M

"It is not what lumber costs you, so much as what you
can get out of it, that decides its value for your work."

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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R.S.B
nACON IIENEER

ALUE
211-225 North Ann Street

V (jO.

Importers of Logs
Manufacturers of Veneer

CIRCASSIAN-MAHOGANY-WALNUT

PANELS
We carry in stock and can give

immediate shipment, 3 and 5 ply

panels in
gj^j.,,^ ^^j^^ UahOgaiiy

PLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

MILLS:
BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN

GENERAL SALES OFFICE
1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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HARDWOOD AND YELLOW PINE LUMBER
In Stock, Ready

To Ship
m=

3 cars 1x6 and wider 1st & 2nd Cottonwood

3 cars 1x9 to 12" Cottonwood Box Boards

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Cottonwood

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Sap Gum

WE make
a s p e-

cialty of Oak
Timber and

Car Stock.

JVRITE US FOR PRICES ON YELLOW PINE TIMBER, FLOORING, CEILING AND FINISHING.

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

HlDDLESTON= MARSH LIMBER COMPANY
(Successors in Chicago to OTIS MANUFACTURING CO.)

CAN SHIP THE DAY YOUR ORDER IS RECEIVED ANY-

THING YOU WANT IN

SAWED MAHOGANY
VENEER, Figured and Plain, 1/20", 1/8", 3/1 6", l/4".

LUMBER, 3/8" to 4" Is and 2s, No. 1 Common and Shorts.

Mexican—African—Cuban
2256-2266 Lumber Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

12,500 Acres Hardwood Timberland in

Arkansas

RAILROAD THROUGH THE CENTER
CLOSE TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Will cut 6,000 feet per acre, 75% oak, Leveed and drained;

easily and cheaply logged; river gives competing rail rate;

land is in solid body and, as a timber proposition, is among
the best left in Arkansas. The land is good as can be

found and the drainage is causing rapid rise in farm land

values. I own this and will sell right.

JOHN C. SPRY
134 S. La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

or

LlJ cc
E <

o
m

U> 00
(U —
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<
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
'abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-

ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, witk
matched ends and holes for blind nailing— you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tdlt all about Ha/rd/wood Flooring
and how to cart for it—alto prices-^^and is free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO. ILL.

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northarn Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lois of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, - - CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

Konzen, Stumpf & Schafer Lumber Co.

Blue Island Avenue and Robey St.

DEALERS IN

HARDWOOD LUMBER, WAGON

AND AUTOMOBILE STOCK

Kiln-dried Lumber a Specialty
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103,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Quartered White Oak.
200,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak.

5 5,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Plain White Oak.
60,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Plain Red Oak.

668,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Plain Red and White
Oak.

AH the above Is Band Sawn, nicely manufactured,
good quality oak and thoroughly air dried. Has
been on sticks from 12 to 18 months.

10,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Poplar.

60,000 ft. 4/4 Saps & Selects Poplar
15,000 ft. 4/4 Clear Heart.

250,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com.
3 5,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Com.
15,000 ft. 5/8 is & 2s.

10,000 ft. 5/8 Saps.

15,000 ft. 5/8 No. 1 Com.
10,000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 Com.
54,000 ft. 4/4, 6/4, 8/4 Common & Better Ash.

145,000 ft. 4/4 Log Run White Pine.

13 5,000 ft. 4/4 Common & Better Chestnut, kiln

dried.

WTLL SHIP IN ItUXED CARS, EITHER ROUGH OR
DRESSED

MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxyille

Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We want orders for the following dry stock:

15,000 ft. 12/4 Select Poplar.

12,000 ft. 12/4 No. 1 Common Poplar.

20,000 ft. 12/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.

15,000 ft. 4/4x12" & up Select and No. 1 Com-
mon Poplar.

100,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.

70,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Wormy Chestnut.

40,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Qtd. White Oak.

30,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

165,000 ft. 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 Qtd. White Oak.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

DUIiRTERED ^HITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & lENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL. A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

Ven eer

s

"The Very Best"

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.

KNOXVCLLE, TENV.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY
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NASHVILLECELEBR^ZVTED FOR HIGHEST TTTPE TIMBER GROWTH, F-AULTL.ESS^^>JD GOOD GRJ^DES.

JOHN B. RANSOM
Qb COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD I UMBER
I's 4 2'8 Qtd. White Oak, 6" 4 up (wide In).
No. 1 common Qtd. WhJte Oak, 6" & up (»e-
lected for flgore).

I's & 2'8 Qtd. White Oak, 10" 4 up.
I's & 2s Qtd. White Oak, 6" & up.
No. 1 common Qtd. Wtlte Oak, 4" 4 up (very
nice).

No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak. 4" 4 up (rery
nice & dry).

l"s 4 2's Qtd. Red Oak, 6" 4 up.
No. 1 common Qtd. Red Oak, 4" 4 up.
I's & 2's Chestnut, dry, good widths.
No. 1 commod Chestnut, dry, good widths.
No. 2 C. 4 S. W. Chestnut, *ry.
Is 4 2s White Ash. very dry 4 tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, very dry 4 tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry 4 tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, very dry 4 toogh.
No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry & tough.

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
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]>VEST VIRGINIA
"^ WHERE THE BEST HARDWOODS GROW

AMERICAN COLUMN & LUMBER CO,
MANUFACTURERS

YELLOW POPLAR, HARDWOOD LUMBER, POPLAR,
PLANING MILL PRODUCTS AND OAK FLOORING.

ST. ALBANS, W. VA.
FOR SALE

10 Cars 13-16x2i in. Clear White Oak Flooring.

All that could be desired in quality and workmanship.

HILL BROTHERS TIE
AND LUMBER CO.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Railroad Ties, Timber
and Hardwood Lumber

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

OAK TIMBERS YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER

DOCK, CAR AND VESSEL OAK
Oak Timbers for all Purposes a Specialty

Write us for prices

THE PARKERSBURG MILL CO
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Have to move at once

Two Cars 6/4 No. 3 Common Dry Ash

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

3 cars 4-4 1st and 2nds Chestnut, band sawn

West Virginia stock running about 60^ o 14

and 16 ft. long, dry and ready for prompt

shipment. Write for quotations.
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HUNTINGTON
CENTE-R OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

THE D. E.HEWIT LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of

West Virginia Soft Yellow Poplar and Hardwoods
MILL LOCATED IN CITY OF HUNTINGTON. ALL TIMBER SHIPPED TO MILL BY RAIL

Want orders for White Oak Squares, from 10 to 16 in.

square and 10 to 20 ft. long.

HUTCHINSON LUMBER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

OAK BILLS, CAR STOCK AND SWITCH TIES
All Kinds of Furniture Dimension Stock

Dry Stock

for Quick

Shipment

MILLS: NAUGATUCK, W. VA., AND LOGAN, W. VA.
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RRB
A few words to the users of this excellent wood and those who contemplate using it.

Many years' experience in the manufacture and marketing of this item of stock have satisfied us that
in this wood, more than in any other hardwood, the successful consuming manufacturers insist upon
having only high quality stock—not only as to grade, but manufacture and careful handling while in pile
for seasoning.

Choice logs do not always produce good lumber— it depends largely upon how much care is exer-
cised in the process of manufacture; nor does the production of high quality stock end here—it must be
carefully put into piles and sufficient piling sticks used to insure its drying out flat.

When you are about to place an order for Gum, some of the essentials that suggest themselves to
you are

:

Full and uniform thickness.
Very dry stock that in the process of drying has remained flat and straight.
Good range of widths and lengths to assure you of a good yield of clear cuttings of various sizes you

require.

Last, but not least, after placing orders you want them executed promptly and on time—also honest
grading and measurement.

We are equipped with six band mills, backed by our own timber lands, to give you that kind of
stock and unexcelled service.

A partial list of Red Gum ready for shipment
Amount.
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TEflRH
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY

We have left one cargo of Inch No. 1 and 2 Common Maple
Flooring stock, all 6 ft. and longer—not to exceed 12"o 1x4.

We also specialize in Piling and Logs for Textile and Paper
Purposes.

THE STEARNS SALT & LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers

LUDINGTON, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

UfLJW M/\nrO Swear off, and send your inquiries

WW n MM\J I S and orders direct foifhe producer

We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood

A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK

185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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MEMPHIS
THE HUB OF THE HARDWOOD WORLD

We Want To
Move Quickly

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
4,000 ft. SCANT
4,000 ft. SCANT 4/4

10,000 ft. SCANT 4/4
5,000 ft. SCANT 4/4
5,000 ft. SCANT 3/4'

20,000 ft. Clear Strips— 1 }^ and 2

defect
40,000 ft. Clear Strips

—

zVz to 3^" wide

—

Sap no
defect

50,000 ft. Common Strips

is & 2s— 10 and up
is & 2s—6 to 10"

No. 1 Com.
No. 2 Com.
Com. & Better.

wide

—

Sap no

QUARTERED RED OAK
12,000 ft. 5/8

800 ft. 1/2
7,000 ft. 4/4
700 ft. 5/4

2,500 ft. 8/4

PLAIN WHITE OAK

Com. & Better

Com. & Better

Com. Strips

No. 1 Common
No. 2 Common

1,800 ft. 5/8"

10,000 ft. 4/4"
No. 1 Common
No. 3 Common

PLAIN RED OAK
7,000 ft. 5/8" No. 1 Common
7,000 ft. 5/8" No. 2 Common

No. 1 Common
No. 2 Common
No. 3 Common
Sound Wormy

15,000 ft. 3/4"

15,000 ft. 3/4"

3 5,000 ft. 4/4"

7,000 ft. 4/4"

RED GUM
100,000 ft. 3/4" No.

6,000 ft. 4/4" No.
3,000 ft. 5/4" No.
600 ft. 6/4" No.

SAP GUM
25,000 ft. 5/8"

20,000 ft. 5/8"

4,300 ft. 4/4"

500 ft. 5/4"

4,000 ft. 5/4"

6,000 ft. 4/4"

COTTONWOOD
15,000 ft. 4/4'

25,000 ft. 4/4'

2,000 ft. 4/4'

5,000 ft. 4/4'

ASH
7,000 ft. 4/4'

2,500 ft. 8/4'

ELM

Common
Common

1 Common
1 Common

& 3/4" Crating
& 3/4" Strips, CLEAR
No. 1 Common
No. 1 Common
Nos. 2 & 3 Common
Nos. 2 & 3 Common

Boxboards—9 to 1
7"

is & 2s, 6 to 12"

Panels, 22" & up
No. 3 Common

Nos. 2 & 3 Common
Nos. 2 & 3 Common

9,000 ft. 4/4" Log Run

WRITE US FOR PRICES

MEMPHIS SAW MILL CO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

GREEN RIVER
LUMBER CO.
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"After all, it's the timber that

counts. If you haven't quality tim-

ber, all other things will avail but

little in the production of really

good lumber."—
We manufacture from such

timber exclusively, — our stock

shows it.

It's up to you to let us prove

it. Stock list and prices to be had
for the asking.
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MEMPHIS, TENN.

CYPRESS
Special Low Prices on These Items:

QUICK SHIPMENT from Arkansas City, Ark.

THE HYDE LUMBER CO.
Manofactarers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND INDIANA
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i(My Customers are My Friends"

This statement was made (not for publication) by a leading hard-

wood dealer of the leading hardwood market, Louisville. It is typical

of the attitude of those who are engaged in the business of making
and selling hardwood lumber in this market.

''If I can't have the friendship of my customers, then I prefer not

to have their trade," continued the lumberman referred to.

And it is to be noted that he has succeeded in acquiring both in

the case of a large number of discriminating buyers.

The reason is simple. Louisville dealers are straightforward,

square people, who give every purchaser 100 cents' worth of value for

every dollar, and who expect and get similar treatment from those \\ith

whom they have dealings.

If you are looking for a market where you will really enjoy doing

business, here is a tip: Obey that impulse, and write to

THE LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD CLUB

Edw. L. Davis Lumber Co.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co.

Louisville Point Lumber Co.

The Louisville Veneer Mills.

Booker-Cecil Co.

Norman Lumber Co.

C. C. Mengel & Bro. Co.

Ohio River Sawmill Co.
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The Great Majority
Of Manufacturers Specify

NO. 6 BOLTING SAW.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINES
THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTIONWHY?

NO. 3 POWER 1-KED RIP S.\W.

BECAUSE they realize thai their ultimate success depends most largely upon efficiency
and economy in the class of tools they install to assure them of the highest possible results.

BECAUSE they have stood BECAUSE the experimental BECAUSE they are pro-
luost ri.yitl tests and have proven stai^e of their trustworthiness has nounced THE BEST by custom-
the contention of the woodworker long since found its way to the ers who have used them for the

tliat thcv liave no equal. archives of the industry. past quarter of "a century.

Fiiiiher porticulars will gladhj be giren you npon application.

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS
414 PERRY ST., DEFIANCE, OHIO

NO. 1 ( Ol'VINfi I..\TIIE I'OKK .4NU HANDLE BL.4NK SAW

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA, MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished

banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-

cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our

reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors

solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
JAMKS D. LACEY, WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

LARGEST TIMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building, Seattle

1104 Spalding Bldg., Portland

1
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CI N C I N NATI
THE GATEWAT OF THE. SOUTH

Why Is Cincinnati?
The Leading Veneer Market •

SEE THE ADVERTISERS ON THIS PAGE AND YOU WILL KNOW

ACME
VENEER & LUMBER

COMPANY
CINCINNATI OHIO
Our mill is now cutting what is said to be the

LARGEST VIRGIN WHITE OAK timber in

Ohio. It is of soft, brashy texture from the

best White Oak Section.

Our new line of Circassian is ready for the

market.

Do not overlook us when in the market for

MAHOGANY
CURLY BIRCH

ROSEWOOD
OR ANY KIND OF PLAIN VENEER
We make a specialty in all woods of 1/8, 3/16
and 1/4 thicknesses for Interior Finish and
Door Work.
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CI N CI N NATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

15 Cars 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

15 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

Band Sawn, Equalized and Thoroughly Dry. Good Width and Lengths.

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on

the Following:

153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—SO^o
13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5/4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",

bone dry.

6 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.

W.E.HEYSER
LUMBER CO.

GENERAL OFFICES AND YARDS:

Winton Place, Cincinnati, Ohio

Branch: MEMPHIS, TENN.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Quartered and Plain

Red and White Oak, Ash,

Poplar, Chestnut, Gum
and all Southern Hardwoods

SHIPMENTS DIRECT FROM
OUR OWN YARDS AND MILLS

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
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WANTED b^^nfeyou'wou'id n^SfbeU^r"Vf x^'dlTbTA^lSV," *"'.h''".°
""' '''. "'"

<^l' ^°° •""'thine for nothl.,:
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Some special items which we want to move this month. Quality the kind you have been looking for
at prices that are "right."

1 car 4/4" 10" & up Is & 2s Ash.
1 car 8/4" Is & 2s Ash.
1 car 5/8" Is & 2s Qtd. W. Oak.
1 car 5/8" SJ^" to 5%" Clear Strips Qtd. W. Oak.

1 car 3/4" Is & 2s & No. 1 Com. Qtd. W. Oak.
1 car 5/4" No. I Common Qtd. W. Oak.

y2 car 4/4" 12" & up Is & 2s Plain Red Oak
54 car A/4" 12" & up Is & 2s Plain White Oak.

The John DulWeber Company Cincinnati, Ohio

BENNETT & WITTE
JUST A FEW OF OUR SPECIALS

1 car 4/4" No. 1 and Panel Gum,
21 to 25"

1 car 4/4" No. 1 Com. Qtd. W. O.
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. R. O.
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Ash.
2 cars 4/4 mill cull Chestnut.
2 cars 4/4 mill cull White Pine.

Main Office

CINCINNATI, OHIO
222 W. 4tli Ave.

1 car 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 1 & 2 Ash, 12"
up.

1 car 8/4, 10/4, 12/4, 16/4 1 & 2
Ash, 12" up.

1 car 12/4" 1 & 2 PI. W. O.
1 car 10/4 1 & 2 PI. W. O.
2 cars 4/4 1 & 2 PI. R. C. 12" up.
1 car 12/4 1 & 2 Poplar.
1 car 12/4 Select Poplar.

SOITHERN OFFICE, jrEMFHIS, TENN.
EXPORT OFFICE, NEW ORLEANS. LA.

L. W. RADINA & CO.
DEALERS IN

POPLAR AND
HARDWOODS

CINCINNATI OHIO

MOWBRAY & ROBINSON
SPECIALISTS IN

OAK-ASH-POPLAR
ALWAYS IN THE MARKET FOR
ROUND LOTS OR MILL CUTS

OFFICE AND YARDS
SIXTH ST., BELOW HARRIET CINCINNATI

WE WANT TO BUY
1", IM", IW Is & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON SAP CUM
1", IJ^" & 2" Is & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON RED GUM
1 " NO. 1 COMMON TUPELO.

SUBMIT US YOUR STOCK SHEETS

WITH BEST CASH PRICES

DUHLMEIER BROS,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Edward C. Bradley Lumber Co.
702 Gerke Building, Cincinnati, Ohio

1 car 4/4 Is and 28 Cherr.v.
1 car \" Log Run Cherry.
1 car 1" No. 3 Cherry,
1 car 4" Common & Better Ash.
3 cars 4/4 No. 2 Common Maple.
30,000 ft. 4/4 No, 2 Common Poplar.
15,000 ft. 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar.
I3.,500 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 18" to 24" wide.
14,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 24" & up, 30% 34" and up, 50 to

60%, 14' & IB' long.
75 pes. 1" No. 1 Panel Poplar, 39" to 48" wide, 16' long.
13 pes. 1" No. 1 Panel Poplar, 24" to 39", 16' long.

All of the above is band sawed, good widths and lengths,

and we can make prompt shipment

Do You Want to Buy

Kiln Dried Hardwoods
From largest, most
modern kiln in world?

Then write

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio
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An Unusual Opportunity in Veneer and Lumber Manufacturing
fj[ Owing to other business which demands the entire attention

of the owners, they would consider the sale of their veneer

and saw mill plant.

Ul Plant and equipment complete, and strictly modern in every

detail.

Ul Center of unusual field of sale and distribution, including

large local trade.

f][ Best and cheapest location for source of supply of both

domestic and foreign logs.

^ Institution has never failed to pay handsome dividends on

investment.

^ Business can easily be increased, with present facilities, to

much larger volume.

f^ Everything open to strictest scrutiny and investigation.

CI A big opportunity for the right man.

^11 Will consider negotiations only with principals, and in con-

fidence. ADDRESS B 47, CARE

HARDWOOD RECORD, Chicago

We can make immediate shipment of the following

items

:

1 Car 5/4 F. A. S. Qtd. W. Oak.
3 Cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.

Oak.
:! Cars 4/4 Clear Qtd. W. Oak

.strips. 2V2 to aVz.

i Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak Stripe, 2% to oVs-

3 Cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak.

2 Cars 6 4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Red Oak.

1 Car 8 4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Ked Oak.

1 Car 8/4 Com. and Bet. Qtil.

Wliile Oak.

WE H.WE A GOOD STOCK OF POri-VK 4 4 to 12/4.

.'7C_v/i r.v' ynii! ixijrnnrs-

FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY
Sales OHiep

1B37 .MON.41)NOCK HI.Dti.
CHICAGO

.Main OIlM'e

I'.VmC.VII. KKXTl < KV

89%
of HARDWOOD RECORD subscribers a.re

owners of steaLin plants. Eighty-nine per

cent are. therefore, buyers of wood-work-

ing machinery. There is little percenta.ge

of waste circulaHon in HARDWOOD
RECORD for ma-chinery a-d vertisers.

FIRE
INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

B, F. rBKBT, ManaKer.

NOTICE NOTICE
ON account of excessive rains during the past six

months, terminating in the most disastrous flood ever
known in the Mississippi Valley, it is estimated 7 5%

(if the sawmills in this territory are closed. Many are not
able to resume operations for several weeks to come.
Stocks of hardwoods are scarce. We are fortunate in having
about Fifteen Million feet (15,000,000') of lumber on sticks

free from over-flow, consisting of Oak, Ash, Poplar and Gum.

LET US IIAVE TOUB INQUIRIES

RUSSE & BURGESS, Inc.
Memphis, Tenn.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Poiislied

MABDWOOO

& M FC . C O.
3A RDIS

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which began operations on January 1,

is equipped throughout with every modem improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.

We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,

moulding, finish, etc.

THE W. G. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
RONTON, .OHIO

Watch This Space
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Editorial Comment
General Market Conditions

]u siiite of the healthy condition of the lunilwood trade in chief

coi'isiiniing markets, and a general belief that there is a bulge in

prices in the majority of woods, it is scarcely a safe deduction in

analyzing the situation as a whole. To be sure plain oak, both red

and white, is very scarce, and prices are ranging stronger than ever

before in the history of the woods. Quartered oak has materially

inijnoved in appreciation and price. Eed gum, cottonwood, mahogany,

poplar and many of the northern woods are stronger in demand, but

probably more than seventy-five per cent of the total- of all kinds

.•iiul grades of hardwood lumber manufactured have not yet achieved

anything but the most modest advance in price. H.iRDwooD Record

makes this deduction in the belief that it is not only true, but that

it is the wise statement to make in view of the increasing effort that

will be made toward wood substitution if hardwoods achieve a repu-

tation of commanding a radically higher and possibly unjust jiriee

by reason of a shortage of supply. It is believable that the general

sentiment among manufacturers and jobbers is that it is wiser to

accept very modest profits on hardwoods rather than to force prices

to a point that Avill induce substitution which in the future will bi-

liard to dislodge.

'i'rade generally is in a very healthy shape, and sources of supple

are developing that will surely take care of all the necessary require-

mputs during the summer, and until lumber at present being sawed

will be fit for consumption. There is no reason for a scare over

inability to obtain reasonable quantities of supply for all legitin:ate

uses during the summer.

The call for hardwoods for the next few months un<leniably will

lie largely in construction work, railroad and other corporate require

nients, and for interior finish. As is well known to the majority of

the trade, the furniture manufacturing business is comparatively

dull, and is likely to remain so for the remainder of the year.

Observations of the ELditor

The Recent National Hardwood Meeting

By reviewing the complete report of the proceedings of the annual

meeting of the National Hardwood Lumber Association, held in

Chicao-o on June 6 and 7, it will be a distinct disappointment to

many elements of the trade to note that nothing was accomplished

towards improving and clarifying the hardwood inspection situation.

This one important feature of the hardwood industry has been before

hardwood manufacturers, hardwood jobbers and hardwood consumers

for more than fifteen years, and it would seem to be a subject no

nearer solution today than it was when many earnest and honest

men undertook to solve it, and have since indefatigably worked to

accomplish that end.

Outside of a very delightful social function, probably as agreeable

a one as ever was held in the industry, considering all the good

actually achieved towards solving the problems that involve the

paucity of profits in the hardwood business today, the visitors might

just as well have remained at home. With equal pertinence this

same observation might be made concerning the annual meeting of

the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United States held

early in the year. Ninety-nine per cent of the manufacturing, job-

bing and consuming element of the hardwood industry is practically

a unit in its desire that a single and satisfactory standard of hsrd-

wood inspection for universal apjjlication shall prevail, but there

seems to be little hope of this accomplishment.

The Retiring President of the National

In the anuals of lumber association history, probably no president

of lumber organizations has retired from service in such a blaze of

glory and general appreciation by the rank and file of its members

as has F. A. Diggins of Cadillac, Mich., who has just relinquished the

oilice of chief executive of the National Hardwood Lumber .'Asso-

ciation. He is the best presiding officer a lumber organization has

ever had. His bitterest enemy, if he has any enemies, can in no

wise criticize any ruling he has ever made from the chair. His

decisions have been the acme of fairness.

Mr. Diggins has been an indefatigable worker for the association,

and no man has ever sacrificed more of his time and energies in an

lionest attempt to carry out the wishes of the majority of his asso-

ciates. To him the association is largely indebted for its wonderful

increase in membership during his incumbency of office, for he has

gi\en it a reinitation for an intent of fairness that it never before

attained. That he failed to harmonize all elements of the trade

into an endorsement of a single standard of inspection is a marked

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the United States and its possessions,

and Canada. $2.00 the year; in foreign countries. $1.00 extra postage.

In conformity -with the rules of tlie postofRce department, subsc-rip-

tions a"e payabirin advance, and in default of written orders to the

contrary, are continued at our option.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address,

should be sent one week before the date they are to go into effect.

Both old and new addresses must be given.

Both display , and classified advertising rates furnished upon

application.

Advertising copy must be received five days in advance of publica-
tion dates.

Telephones :—Harrison 8086-8087-8088.

Advertising Representatives: Jacob Holtzman, 5254 Larchwood Ave-
nue. Philadelphia, Pa. ; E. W. Meeker, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chi-

cago, 111.

Entered as second-class matter May 26, 1902, at the postofflce at Chi-

cago, 111., under act of March 3, 1879.
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disappointment to many, considering the man 's wonderful talents as

an organizer, politician and diplomat.

Mr. Diggins is a comparative newcomer in lumber association

history, for, save being president of the Michigan Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association for two terras, he never before manifested

any interest in association work. The success of the Michigan

organization was so marked that he became the logical head of the

National organization, with which it is allied on inspection matters,

and has served for two terms. More than a year previous to his

election, through his argumentative abilities, he succeeded at the

Atlantic City meeting in becoming the leader of a movement result-

ing in materially modifying the inspection rules of the National

association, in the face of a decree of the organization that the rules

should not be amended for several years thereafter. Since that time

he has been manifestly a "standpatter" on the National inspection

rules, and has lent little influence towards any modification of them

that would insure a consolidation of all existing regulations covering

the inspection and measurement of lumber.

Mr. Diggins is a man of ideas, convictions and strong moral cour-

age, which he has manifested many times during his incumbency of

office.

The New President

Than Charles H. Barnaljy ot

Greencastle, Ind., the new presi-

dent of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association, there is no

man in the trade with a cleaner

record, more beloved, and more

highly respected. He has been

a dominant factor in the National

association's w-ork since the in-

ception of the organization, and

it is only by reason of his ex-

treme modesty that he lias not

long since been honored with the

office of chief executive. ^Ir.

Barnaby was born and trained

in a lumber atmosphere and lias

been allied with the hardwood

industry since his earliest years.

His father was a sawmill man,

and in 1SS2, when Mr. Barnaby

was twelve years old, tlie fa'iiily

moved to Greencastle, Ind., where

lumber operations have since been

carried on by his fatlifr dui ing

his lifetime, and latterly by

the son.

Charles H. Barnaby was educated in the common schools of Green-

castle and attended the high school in that city for one year. In

1887 his father died, leaving him and his brother dependent

.solely upon themselves for a livelihood, and hence he had to abandon

the completion of his school training. He and his elder brother

operated the Barnaby mill under the name of Barnaby Brothers

until 1S98, when he bought his brother's interest. Since that time

he has had sole control.

Mr. Barnaby is a leading manufacturer of Indiana oak and other

hardwoods and of oak veneers, and is an important factor in the

trade, for years he has been allied with the Indiana Hardwood

Lumbcrmeu 's Association, of which he has been president, and also

with the National Veneer & Panel Manufacturers' Association, and

with the allied Sawed Veneer Club, which forms a part of the latter

organization.

Perhaps the slogan "on the level" may be as aptly applied to

Mr. Barnaby as to any man in the hardwood industry. Quotir.g

from a sketch of Mr. Barnaby published in Hardwood Record,

January 25, 1909 :

'
' Such is his standing with the trade that he has

very little difficulty in marketing his output at the highest market

prices. If Mr. Barnaby tells a buyer he has a certain grade of
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lumber, or a certain quality of veneer to sell him, the buyer knows

he is going to receive exactly what is represented. He therefore

has the advantage of a reputation of square and upright dealing,

which makes doing business a simple proposition for him; in fact,

if an analysis were made of Mr. Barnaby 's worth in this world, no

matter what his material wealth might be, a commercial report shinild

set down as his chief asset his reputation for uprightness, jirobity

and fair dealing.

"In the best sense of the word, Charles H. Barnaby is a 'good

fellow. ' He is one of the rare types of good fellows who knows how

to be one without making an ass of himself. He is kindly in dis-

position, frank in speech and enthusiastic over everything that makes

for the good of his fellows, and hence his popularity is well

deserved. '

'

Notwithstanding the foregoing encomiums of Mr. Barnaby, which

Hardwood Becord wishes to reiterate and emphasize, through his

environment, association, education and utterances, it is sane to

believe that he is thoroughly obsessed in the belief that "whatever

is, is right" in connection with the affairs of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association, and will closely follow his i>redecessor in office

as an absolute '

' standpatter '
' on

the subject of grades, and hence

there is little hope of any com-

promise movement emanating

from him that will insure the co-

operation and alliance of the

other chief hardwood lumber

association of the country, and

those that are outside of both

organizations.

The Spirit of the Convention

As is well known, the National

Hardwood Lumber Association is

made up jointly of hardwood

manufacturers and hardwood job-

bers. In its inception it was

practically a hardwood jobbers'

movement, liut latterly manufac-

turers were induced to come into

the association in considerable

numbers, until latterly it has

been supposed that the two ele-

ments of the trade were about

equally divided in membership.

The rules of the association, in

common with that of other lum-

ber organizations, have been a

matter of evolution, of com-

promise, and of change ever since the organization was started, with

the result that, say what you will about this set of inspection rules

or any others, they are a good deal involved and difficult of inter-

pretation. Competent inspectors allege that no hardwood rules in

existence can be applied a second time to the same car of lumber

by the sam.> inspector with a surety of duplication within four per

cent, or double that percentage, owing to their complicated character.

The jobbing elenieut of the association has resisted any change in

rules since the Buffalo meeting of 1905, and the only considerable

change that has prevailed since that time has been at the urgent

insistence of the manufacturing element, which was accomplished

two or three years later at the Atlantic City meeting. This year

nn attempt was made by the northern manufacturing element to have

the inspection bureau committee commend numerous radical changes

in rules, but this committee reported to the convention a series of

changes that could scarcely be called radical, although in some par-

ticulars they might be so analyzed, but by a vote of more than two

to one, the report of the committee was rejected and the rules of

the organization continue to stand about where they were. The vote

showed that the jobbing element was a unit in not being willing to

permit any change being made in tlie inspection rules, and voting
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with it were a very few manufacturers who were either exporters,
having little interest in domestic trade, or so closely allied in their

business with the jobbing element as to make them ahnost a part
of that interest.

It would seem in analyzing this situation that the jobbing element
was not so afraid of the changes proposed by the inspection rules

committee at this time as it was that the amendments would prove
an opening wedge to insure further and more radical changes at

future meetings. As a matter of fact, as recounted in an editorial

in last issue of Hardwood Eecokd, the jobbing element of the hard-
wood industry, through the paucity of profits that has obtained in

the merchandizing of hardwoods during the last few years, has
become afraid of its elimination from the trade. The jobbers fear
the manufacturers are attempting to go past them and market their

product direct to the wholesale consiuning trade. Today the hard-

ATood merchant is fighting for his wages; he is fighting for a living.

Undeniably there is no little manifestation of selfishness in the

attitude of this portion of the trade, because it has thus far failed

to consider that during the last few years the manufacturers of lum-
ber have also suffered such a diminution in profits of their business

as to make the manufacture of hardwoods in many instances a profit-

less undertaking.

The jobber feels that any eliange in grades means a lowering of

grade, and hence his inability to be able to re-assort and find any
"picks" in any grade for which he can get anything higher than

a standard price. He feels that a change of grade eliminates the

possibility of manipulation, and hence his surpassing interest in this

convention was such as to call forth the attendance of the majority

of the members directly interested in the jobbing trade, which sub-

stantially outvoted the manufacturing element.

Which element of the trade is right, and which is wrong in this

important controversy over what are to be considered just grades

and measurement of hardwood lumber, Hardwood Eecord does not

care to assert, but to paraphrase the recent observation of a leading

director of industrial research: "If anybody were to ask me, I

should confess that I have for ' things as they are ' in the hardwood

industry, but little liking and less respect."

This observation in no wise refers to the particular hardwood asso-

ciation under discussion, but to the totality of the entire disorgan-

ized, uneducated and inefficient system that prevails in hardwood
logging, lumbering, inspection, sale and distribution.

A Word in Conclusion

The editor of Hardwood Record does not want any reference made

to the foregoing editorial in any wise to be construed as a criticism

of any lumber association or any man connected therewith. He does

not want to pose as a critic. His ambition in life is to so conduct

this publication that it shall assist in the betterment of every con-

dition surrounding the industry. He wishes to repeat the aphorism

"nothing is settled until it is settled right," and to insist there is

a reward in doing business right that is fully worth the effort.

Practically every friend he has in this world is allied in this great

industry, and if by any chance he makes any suggestions concerning

it, it is intended for its betterment, and out of the unselfish regard

and affection he bears every man in the trade whose ambition it is to

do business "on the level."

The Editor on Vacation
Following his usual custom, the editor of Habdwood Record leaves

in a few days for a health-seeking, camping, tramping and picture-

making expedition within the government's new Appalachian Park

in eastern Tennessee, a few miles from where he and his friends

were encamped last year.

"I meant to do my work today.

—

But a brown Ijiirt sang in the apple-tree.

And a buttei-flv flitted across the field.

And all tlie leaves were calling me."

You have all heard -about "spring fever" and its effect on many

people. Some attacks of spring fever take the form of an insane

desire to play golf, others to go fishing, others to hike to Europe

—

few to stick to their jobs. The particular form of spring fever

which assails the editor of Hardwood Record at this time of the

year is an irresistible desire to go down into the "unknown land"

of the Great Smok^' mountains, wliich region he loves whole-heartedly,

where he can regain strength and energy, and attempt to attain the

sanity of thought that is essential to all good newspaper men. So
in the words of Richard Le Gallienne "the leaves are calling me,"
and besides the leaves there are the brooks, pure air, great trees, the

trout, the birds and the flowers—to say nothing about a bunch of

good chums, who also love the forest as God Almighty made it, and
everything it contains.

Priends of the editor are advised they can reach him with mail

addressed to Camp Gibson, Elkmont, Sevier County, Tenn., and with

telegrams (which will be forwarded by telephone and messenger) in

care of the Little Eiver Lumber Company, Townsend, Tenn.

Lumber Sales Managers' Association

The work of the Lumber Sales Managers' Association is going

diligently on, and a vast amount of work is being accomplished

through the office of 'Secretary E. H. Klann. The directors of the

association met at tne Lumbermen's Club of Chicago on the after-

noon of June 7 for the purpose of discussing ways and means of

increasing the membership of the organization. The association is

so evidently a factor for the betterment of the industry and trade

ethics, that the work of building up its membership should be prac-

tically automatic. It is an organization which is in a field absolutely

by itself, conflicting in no way with any other association work, and

yet its idea would certainly indicate that it can accomplish a vast

amount of good if properly supported.

The association maintains a bureau on surplus stocks, market

values, and credit information, which ought to be worth, to anyone

interested in the marketing of liunber, a great many times the cost

of membership. Membership carries with it the privilege of sharing

the experience of a great nimiber of the most noted manufacturers

and wholesalers of forest products in the country. Prom this point

of view alone, it should appeal to everybody looking toward increased

sales and better market conditions.

Its idea, looking toward the general education of the salesman,

should appeal to every lumber sales manager, and there isn't a man
connected with the lumber business who is not aware of the fact

that large numbers of so-called salesmen representing lumber firms

are traveling the country and doing a vast amount of harm to the

general trade because of their absolute lack of any knowledge of the

goods they are selling. The Lumber Sales Managers' Association

aims to give them this knowledge. It wiU further, through the

unification of selling methods, visibly reduce selling costs. There is

no room for argimient in this particular, inasmuch as any fair-minded

man will grant that with- sales conducted on a uniform basis, the

a\'erage cost will be reduced. Another feature which a good many

people have overlooked is the fact that it is an organization for the

benefit of both manufacturers and wholesalers.

The principal benefits to be derived from this organization ai-e so

evident, and so numerous that a good many pages could be written

about it, but for the benefit of those interested, they will be able

to get this information in a concise form by writing to Secretary

E. H. Klann at the executive offices, 819 Fisher building, Chicago, for

his leaflet entitled "What is It." This shows you just wherein the

Lumber Sales Managers' Association can help you as a sales man-

ager, and it is surely a worthy cause and should be well supported.

Lumber Fire Losses
The Lumbermen 's Underwriting Alliance in its monthly bulletin

states that the lumber property losses in the United States and

Canada during March, 1912, were .$673,.500, and in April $760,000.

The Alliance makes numerous suggestions towards additional safe-

oTiards to prevent fires, and especially cautions operators in the

flooded district that the receding water will leave much debris which

will dry out quickly as the heat increases and rains cease. It says

every effort should be made to get rid of this rubbish as soon as the

ground becomes dry enough to permit its removal. Strong winds

frequently preiail until the middle of June, and gi-ave danger will

exist of sparks being carried into this combustible trash, and in turn

from fires thus started, into mills or lumber yards.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

I may not have the strength to bear

The heavy burdens of the day.

With stronger men than I to fare

And brave the thickest of the fray.

But I can play my little part

Each day with cheerfulness of heart.

But He Hoped To
Two Northerners,

traveling in the moun-
tains of Kentucky had
gone for hours and
hours without seeing a

sign of life. At last

they came to a cabin in

a clearing. The hogs
lay in their dirt holes,

the thin cla.ybank mule
grazed round and round
in a circle to save the

trouble of walking, and
one lank man, whose
clothes were the color

of the claybank mule,
leaned against a tree

and let time roll by.

"How do you do?"
said one of the North-
erners.

"Howdy ':"

"Pleasant country."

The native shifted his

quid and grunted.

"Lived here all your
life?"

The native spat pen-
sively in the dust. "Not
yit," he said languidly.—Crocker Quality.

Easily Proved
Lady (to small boy

who is tlshing) — "I

wonder what your
father would say it he

caught you tishiag on
Sunday."
Boy—"I don't know.

You had better ask him.

That's him a little far-

ther up the stream."

—

Lippincott's.

That Chunk of Ice

"Yes, sir." said the

suburbanite. "I found a
hailstone as large as a
goose egg on my hack
porch this morning,
and "

"Get out 1" exclaimed
tiis one man audience.

"You must have been
dreaming."

"Something like

that," admitted the
other, "I discovered
later that the iceman
had left It."

Contentmeut

It may be I was not designed

For leadership or splendid deeds,

But somewhere surely, I can find

A task that just my service needs ;

A burden I can bear alone.

That calls for just what strength I own.

HARDWOOD PRICES

Anxious Mother: "Don't climb too high; you might feJl."

And so, though I may miss the heights

That stronger men than I attain.

And tail to win the world's delights

That men. more able than I, gain.

If all my efforts have been fine.

Their glory is no more than mine.
—Detroit Free Press.

Extremely Beneficial

Wife—"So you really

imagine smoking bene-

fits you."

Husband—"I know it

does. Your mother
leaves the room every

time I light my pipe."

Good Argument
"Kindly release my

hand, Mr. Wombat. I

could never learn to

love you."

"How do you know
you can't, if you won't
try a sample lesson?"

—

Lvuisville Courier-Jour-

11 aJ.

Wasn't Any
"This is what we call

continuous vaudeville,"

explained the city man.
"Oh. I see," ex-

claimed the country
cousin. "No wonder I

couldn't get the drift of

the plot."— Louisville

Con rier-Journ al.

Could Not Stand for

That
"How in the world

did you get Miss Tart
to consent to marry
you ?"

"Do you think it

strange that any one
should wish to marry
me?"

"No-o, but she told

me she wouldn't marry
you it you were to ask
her on your bended
knees."

"I did not ask her to

marry me, I dared her

to."

—

Houston, Post.

Truth crushed to

earth may rise again,

but it's apt to stay

down long enough for a

lie to get away with the

goods.

Many men would like

to live on both sides of

the globe at once and
run their business night
and day.

No Eye for Effect

Bridget—"Phwy did ye paint a thing like

that?"

Artist, an Impressionist—"That ! That is my
exhibition picture— 'A Symphony in Brown.' "

Bridget—"Sure I thought it waz a picture of

the shpot I burned in y'r shirt bosom wld a hot
iron."

—

yeto York Wcckli/.
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A Quite Natural Hesitancy
Mr. Brown, looking for his wife, asked the

cook :

"Bridget, can you tell me of my wife's where-
:i bouts?"

liridget, evidently embarrassed, hesitated be-

fore replying, "I think they are in tlrt wash,

sorr,"

The Meanest Man
Diner—"I suppose you are accustomed to get-

ting very large tips."

Waiter—"Yes, the patrons here are very gen-
erous."

Diner—"Then you can easily overlook the
trilling one I am compelled to give you."

—

Philailelphia Evening Telegraph.
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National Hardwood Annual
The fifteenth annual convention of the National Hardwood Lum-

ber Association was held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on June
6 and 7, and brought out the largest attendance of any meeting
of the association that has ever been held. The Chicago weather
man was particularly kind to the visiting lumbermen, as the
weather was delightfully cool and ideal.

The Lumbermen's Association of Chicago acted as host and was
praised by the association for the splendid manner in which it

fulfilled its self-imposed task. Every detail of entertainment for

both the delegates and visit-

ing ladies was not only lavish,

but alluring, and if any visitor

did not have a good time at

the meeting it certainly was
his own fault.

The first meeting was called

to order at 10:30 a. m. in the

big convention hall of the

Hotel Sherm.'in on Thursday,

President Fred A. Diggins pre-

siding.

The president introduced

H.on. Lawrence E. McGann,
commissioner of public works
of Chicago, who represented

his honor. Mayor Carter H.

Harrison, and delivered an

able address of welcome.

Following, Frederick L.

Brown, president of the Lum-
bermen's Association of Chi-

cago, was introduced and wel-

comed the guests on behalf of

his organization in one of

his timely and well-chosen

speeches.

In response, Hon. John M.

"Woods of Somerville, Mass.,

was introduced and made a

humorous speech of apprecia-

tion, which was much ap-

plauded.

Thereafter was presented

the address of President Dig-

gins as follows:

President's Address
Gentlemen of the Naliuuiil

Hardwood Lumber Association :

That the National Hardwood Lum-
ber Association has the largest

direct and active membership of

:iu.v lumber association in the

world, and that with one excep-

tion, it is the oldest national lum-
ber association in this country, are matters of common knowledge among
those who are interested in the hardwood trade, but I do not think any
harm can come from a reiteration of this statement, and it may result in

giving us a better standing with our hosts.

In connection with that. I wish to make another statement to the

*ffect that this, our fltteentb annual convention, is attended by the largest

number of men interested in the hardwood lumber industry that was ever

present at a meeting of any lumber association in this country at any
time or place.

I wish to congratulate the members of the Chicago Lumbermen's Asso-

ciation, and our local members, who have done such efBcient work, upon

the assured success of this meeting from the standpoint of attendance.

They are entitled to our congratulations and sincere thanks, for they

have done their work well.

This is a remarkable meeting, not only because of its size, but because

the members present represent every element of our great industry.

CHARLES H. BARN.VBY. GREENCASTLE. IXLi.. NEWLY ELECTED I'KESI
DENT OP THE NATIONAL HARDWOOD LUMBER ASSOCIATION.

The members who are purely manufacturers are here in large numbers :

the members who manufacture, and in addition to selling their own
output, buy and sell other lumber, are here : the members who do not
manufacture any lumber at all, but who buy and sell quantities of it, and
are purely wholesalers, are here, as well as the members who consume
a portion of their output or purchases, in their factories, and sell the
balance of it. All of these that I have enumerated are properly classed
as manufacturers or wholesalers, and are eligible to membership.

Although this association was incorporated under the laws of this
state more than eleven years ago, it was not intended that it should ever
make money for anybody, and no certiflcates of stock were ever issued.

We are not here as stockholders

in a profit-sharing or dividend-

paying corporation, hoping tiiat

by wiser legislation or abler ad-

ministration, we may increase our

earnings, because contrary to

usual present day efforts, we do
not expect or even desire to earn

;iuything except the entire confi-

dence, good will and cordial sup-

port of the trade. We will not

flircuss or have anything what-

ever to do with the amount of

any kind of lumber that shal^ be

produced in any locality : with

the amount or kind that shall be

~r.kl in any territory ; with the

form or conditions of any contract

providing for the sale or purchase

"f any kind or quantity of lum-

lier; and finally, nothing to say

or do concerning the price or

rcrras of sale.

The law of supply and demand
will always establish the price at

which a thousand feet of firsts

and seconds, number one. two or

I liree common, may be sold, and
I'ur only function is to say what
shall constitute a thousand feet

cif firsts and seconds, number one,

two or three common, in the ex-

changes between producer and

wholesaler, or consumer. We
should do this with a full reali-

zation of the fact that the real

intrinsic worth of the lumber,

:ind not our classification of it.

will eventually determine the

value of any grade we may de-

scribe, and that if we raise or

lower an existing standard, a

.-.u-responding increase or decline

in price must naturally follow

such legislation,

.\t least this is my theory, and

1 believe that it is the one ac-

cepted by a large majority of the

trade. There are undoubtedly

some consumers who imagine that

if different inspection rules were

adopted, it might be possible for

them to get a better grade of

lumber at the same price : and

possibly there are some producers who imagine that the rules could

be changed so that they might obtain the same price for a poorer

grade of lumber, but I do not believe that either of these theories is

based on sound reasoning, or that many lumbermen expect a result that

would be equivalent to lifting one's self over a fence by tugging at his

boot straps.

There have been so many requests for amendments to our rules filed

this year that I wonder whether or not it is possible that the spirit of

agitation and unrest that permeates the politics of today has not invaded

the industrial world as well, and if some of our members may not have

been unconsciously influenced by it. At all events, we appear to have

some members, none of whom are present, who believe that we should

change some rules in order that we may be regarded as progressive, a

term, by the way, that is more frequently a misnomer than otherwise

when applied to certain acts and policies bearing that label.

We also have some absent members who would not change the phrase-
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ology of a single rule, bpcauso Ihoy aie satisfli'tl with the practical opera-
tion of those now in force.

I confess that if I had to choose between tlie radicals and ultra-con-

servatives in this association, I would unhesitatingly stand with the
latter, because a satisfactory business has been, and can still be, success-

fully carried on under the existing rules, while experiments and untried
theories are always of doubtful value, and many times prove detrimental
to good business.

However, I am confident that the members of this association, wlin

belong to both of these classes, tlie radicals and ultra-conservatives,

would constitute Init a small minority of its momlMrsbip. and that the
vast majority of us are conservative radic-als or radical conservatives,

as you choose, who believe that it is unwise to make frequent changes
in grade standards, but who also appreciate the fact that changed condi-
tions may make changes in rtiles necessary or at least desirable.

We have a splendid committee on inspection rnles, and all of the
proposed changes have been thoroughl.v considered by that committee.
All those outside of the committee that wish to be heard have had an
opportunit.v to appear liefore it and express their own views, and I am
confldent that when their report is i)resented it will meet with the ap-
proval of a ma.iority of the members present.

Did you ever consider or analyze the membership of this committee
to satisfy yourself as to whether it was fairly representative of the
association and the different interests it embraces, or not?

Let us do so now for fear you have not.

It consists of nine raen who have been selected because of their

high character and standing in their own communities, and their pe-

culiar fitness for such work.

Five of them reside north of the Oliio river, and the remaining four
south of it: three of its memliers are distinctly wliolcsalers : three others
are purely manufaetuers, and the other three are engaged in both manu-
facturing and wholesaling. Of the six members who wholesale, eitlier

wholly or in part, two liandle iioriliern woods almost exclusively: two
others handle both northern and southei-n woods freely, and the remain-
ing two buy and sell soutliern woods almost exclusively. Among the six

who manufacture wholly or in part. 1 believe that only one or possibly

two are cutting the northern woods, while five are interested in the

manufacture of lumber south of the Ohio river.

With a committee that is so nicely balanced as to interests and loca-

tion, backed by years of experience, are wo not warranted in expecting
a report that will be satisfactor.v

?

Whether or not any of the suggestions or thoughts that I have offered

meet with your approval, I caution you not to forget that our mem-
bership is comprised of more than one clement of the trade, and that we
have been able to withstand and outlive all competition, because each
element has been fair and recognized the rights of the others, to the end
that our rules have always been approved by practically a unanimous
membership.

It is my firm conviclion that any departure from tliis established

policy would operate to create a division in our ranks, and have a
tendency to undo all that we have accomplished by years of united
effort.

It is not my purpose to burden you wilh stalistics because Secretary
Fisli has prepared a very complete report of the doings of tlu' associa-

tion whidi you will hear a little later.

1 cannot refrain, however, from slealing a little of liis thunder and
telling you now that we have passed the eight hundred mark mi'mbership.

From May 1, mil, to May 1, I!)!:;, our men otiicially inspected l.'iL',-

844,256 feet of lumber, which Is a niontlily average of over eleven million
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feet, and means that for every fair working day during the year, our
inspection bureau issued certificates covering the inspection of nearly a
half million feet of lumber.

We have been obliged to provide additional men in several places, and
have also placed men in new localities, and at this time there is not^
producing center or a market of great prominence in this countr.v

where it is not possible to obtain official national inspection on your
lumber : nor is there a marker in which you can not obtain all the

lumber you want of any variety on national inspection.

During the year mentioned reinspections have been demanded on
inspections covering 1.3SG,172 feet, or a trifle over one per cent of the

total amount. These reinspections have shown that the errors in judg-

ment, if any, made by our deputies have amounted to less than four

per cent in over two-thirds of tlie cases mentioned, and that on inspec-

tions involving only 408,848 feet has there developed a difference of four

per cent or more.

We have paid claims amotmting to $1,167.37 in settlement of the errors

made by our deptities in inspecting i over 130 feet of lumber.

STATE.ME.NT OF RKINSPECTION FOR YEAR ENDING AFUIL 30. 1012.

Mav. mil
.tune, mil
.hilv. mil

Total Amt.
Reinspected.
11 4.630 ft.

130,828 ft.

124.n.-)l ft.

Augusi. 101 1 124.,")07 ft.

Si'ptenihi'r. 1011 143.64.". ft.

(Ictober. 1011 70.23.-1 ft.

November. 1011 114,114 ft.

Ileeeiuber. 101 1 06.IIOti ft.

.lauuarv. 1012 78.436 ft.

Februarv. 1012 80,604 ft.

.March. '1012 112.082 ft.

April, 1012 l,->0,225 ft.

1,386,172 ft.

.01%

Within
4%

23.306 ft,

7,5,7.iO ft.

117,28.-) ft.

73..123 ft.

114,106 ft.

4.-1.S27 ft.

8(1.1106 fl.

S4.II07 fl.

78.436 ft.

.80.(!(I4 ft.

]0-|,cl70 ft.

oo.i,-i.-. ft.

977,324 ft.

Over
4%

01.333 ft.

64.078 ft.
7.666 ft.

.-.0,084 ft.
-•0,440 ft.

24.408 ft.

01.048 ft.

11,000 ft.

7.003 ft.

60,070 ft.

408,848 ft.

Vj Of 1%

Claims on reinspeetlon paid by the association from May 1, 1911.
t.. May 1. 1012 $1,167.37

.\m.iunl ci.li.etiil by the association on these claims and credited
under "Inspection Fees" . . .563.75

Total loss to the association on reinspeetlon claims .$ 603.62
While this Is a most favorable showing and one of whicli we should

feel proud, we do not claim that we have reached perfection, and we
promise our patrons still better service, and still greater accuracy, if it

is possible for human intelligence and careful administration to accom-
].lish such results.

I regret to state that we oceasionall.v receive {-omplaints that some
members are yet inclined to resort to dishonorable methods, such as in-

voicing larger amounts than shipments actually contain : substituting

other slock for tliat shown the purchaser and expected by him : shipping

one grade and invoicing something else, etc.. etc. When T assumed the

office of president of this association. I stated that we did not claim that

a membership in it would make a dishonest man an ht.nest man. but

that we did propose that our members should deal honestly or forfeit

their membership. This is and will continue to be the policy of our asso-

ciation, I am sure, but you must remember tliat your board of managers
cannol assume that a member is guilt.v of dishonorable coiuluct and
demand liis resignation withoul proof to corroborate your statements and
show that the accused membei- really intencied to be crooked.

It is my duty to report to this convention that y<.ur exectitive com-

niiltee. acting under the authority of a resolution tuianimously adopted

at .Mi'inphis last year, did hold a conference wilh a like committee from

the Ilardw.H.il Miunila.tiu'i'rs' .Association of tlu' I'Tiitcd Slaii-s in this
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city, dui'inj List September, in an effort to agree with them on a single

set of grading rules which should be adopted as the standard for both
associations.

The meeting was most harmonious and resulted in an amicable arrange-
ment on all details connected with the proposed agreement. A joint meet-

ing of the inspection rules committee of each association was called to

meet at Louisville in October, at which time It was confidently expected
that all differences would be reconciled. Those present were so confi-

dent of success that the executive committees were instructed to be

present also, to ratify the compact at once, and call special sessions of

the associations at interest for the purpose of permanent and otBcial

ratification.

It is with extreme regret that I am obliged to report that in spite of

the fact that members of both associations worlted earnestly and honestly

to agree, we did not succeed. It developed that the members of the

Manufacturers' Association stood unyieldingly for inspection from the

best face on all grades, while the representatives of our association did

not feel justified in approving and agreeing upon a proposition which
involved so radical a change.

We adjourned without any acrimonious debate and I am confident that

there was real regret over our failure to agree vipon the part of the

representatives of each association.

This was a hopeful circumstance, and my belief that an agree-

ment would ultimately be readied has since been strengthened by a

statement made liefore the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Asso-

ciation convention at Louisville, by the president of the Hardwood
JIanufacturers' Association. I will quote literally from the speech

which I listened to with pleasure

:

There appears to be an impression that we grade lumber from the

best side of the board and the best side onlv. There is absolutely nothing
in our rules that would possibly admit of any such interpretation.

It would seem from this official utterance that they have receded

somewhat from the position assumed by them at the time of our

conference.

We have an oSacial stenograpliic report of the two meetings I have

described so that my statements may be corroborated if necessary.

I do not feel that I should make any recommendations for the future

conduct of this association, as my successor will be at least as capable

of doing so as I am. and should be allowed to outline his own policy.

I ask for his administration the same loyal support that you have given

me. He can not a.*k tor more and should not receive any less.

I want you to know that I deeply appreciate your efforts to assist

me during my administration, and how helpful your support has been.

There have been times when I could feel that my position on certain

matters has not met with your entire approval and yet you have been

so kind and considerate that no word of criticism, which was not war-

ranted, has ever reached me.

I wish to thank the trade press also for its uniformly fair treat-

ment of the National Hardwood Lumber Association and its retiring

president.

Report of Secretary-Treasurer

The report of Secretary-Treasurer Frank F. Fish was then called

for and read as follovps:

In preparing the following report of the affairs of the association

for the consideration of the membership assembled at this, the fifteenth

annual meeting of the National Hardwood Lumber Association, I have

found it difficult to refrain from enthusiastic praise of the past accom-

plishments of this organization .and of those who by steadfast faith

:.nd untiring efforts laid the foundation upon which rests the present

superstructure of the most persevering, the most consistent and the most
successful trades organization in the entire country—an organization the

cornerstone of which has ever been the promotion of the welfare and
the protection of the interests of the hardwood trade, and the key-

stone of its arch the establishment, maintenance and application of a

uniform system for the inspection and measurement of the commodity
in which the members traffic.

The association as a whole has never lost sight of these twin goals

and its progress toward their ultimate and absolute attainment, has
never faltered or been diverted by flattery or cajolery, of those who from
selfish desire may have sought to lead it into the quagmires of folly and
the quicksands of treachery. It has always kept to the solid ground of

common sense and has never betrayed a trust bestowed by a member or

by any others with whom its activities have brought it in contact.

As a result of this persistent and consistent attitude, the hardwood
trade, as a whole, universally recognizes the pre-eminent position occu-

pied by the National Hardwood Lumber Association : and the undivided

units of that trade, whether connected with the manufacturing branch
or the wholesale branch, are under conviction that the actual benefits to

be derived from a close connection with the association are no longer

of a doubtful nature, hut that these benefits are being demonstrated

daily in every market where hardwood lumber is bought or sold.

While there is much occasion for pride on the part of this member-

ship over this condition in the affairs of this association, it is wi-il

not to forget the axiom that rank imposes obligation, and that, there-

fore, on account of the enviable position which the National Hardwood
Lumber Association occupies today, a greater necessit.v than ever

before exists that it continue to make good. That it has done so in

all of its activities during the past year is amply evidenced by the

records of the secretary's office. The figures which appear below in

this report will show that the inspection department has officially

inspected a larger amount of lumber during the past twelve months

than in any similar period in the history of the association. While

this extension of the work of the inspection department can not fail to

be gratifying to the membership, in the increase of efficiency in that

department rests the source for the greatest amount of satisfaction, as

the manner in which the work of inspection is performed is of far

greater moment than is the volume of work accomplished.

This Increase in efliciency of the inspection department is indicated

by the fact that though the amount of lumber inspected has been sub-

stantially greater than in any former year, the complaints and claims

arising from a lack of uniformity in the application of the rules in

widely diverse and separated markets, have been markedly less than in

any other year since the existing system of salaried inspectors has been

adopted.

This satisfactory condition is due in large measure to the energy

displayed by Chief Inspector Hoover, in lining up the numerous and

scattered force of inspectors in the employ of the association, to the

end that uniformity in the application of the rules of this Association

be firmly established without regard to the locality in which the work

of inspection is performed.

With the effort that is being made to maintain a thoroughly com-

petent corps of inspectors in all of the producing, distributing and con-

suming hardwood markets, there is no occasion for wonder that the

popularity of the inspection department should steadily increase.

To the operation of the forces thus set in motion is due, in a large

measure, the absence of disputes between buyers and sellers of lumber

which in the past were prominent and disturbing factors in the hard-

wood trade. This improvement in conditions is graphically evidenced
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by the following statement from a member of a leading western law firm :

"bur firm formerly enjoyed very liberal patronage from a number of
hardwood lumber companies and conducted so much litigation in that
line that we acquired an intimate knowledge of hardwood terms and
methods. Noting a decided reduction in the business received from
these clients, we decided to investigate and ascertain if possible what
the criticism was of the attorneys in our offices to whom the lumber
litigation had been entrusted. We accordingly addressed letters to the
list of lumber clients urging a frank response and were Informed by
several that the services of an organization known as the National
Hardwood Lumber Association rendered it no longer necessary to resort

to litigation in case of dispute."

The figures in detail of the inspection department for the year ending
May 1, 1912, showing the quantity inspected in each market, with the
amount earned and exact expense of maintenance, follow :

Market. Ft. Inspected.
Chicago, 111 12.09.'!,420
St. Louis, Mo !),229,(!.3.">

BulTalo, N. Y 7,!">41.:iN7

Memphis, Tenn .'1,120.07(1

rhlladelphia. Pa 4.81.-.. -JOii

Cincinnati. Ohio 4.22.S.247
Detroit. Mich 4.202.ol'ii

Louisville, Ky .l,!P.s.",,447

Bo.ston, Mass 4.1li7.'.iiU

New York Citv. N. Y .I.SiiS.tn 1

New Orleans, La .'i. 175,810
Minneapolis. Minn .S,001,02r.
Baltimore. Md 2.!10ri.:t."iC,

Alexandria. La 2.n.S(;.7<10

Arkansas and North Carolina ] ,S3B,,'!().S

Pittsburgh. Pa 1,722.040
Bristol. Tenn. (6 months) l.ieO.OOS
Xasbville. Tenn. (6 months) 96S,.'ifil

Chattanooga. Tenn, (6 months) .... 860,.'1.S7

.Toppa and Cairo, 111 923,320
Norfolk, Va 01,481
Grand Rapids, Mich, (fee) 3,987,608
Michigan & Wisconsin Mills (fee) , . . 4."), 785,0.^4
Southern Mills (feel 1.851,883

As above indicated, the work of the salaried inspectors in the employ
of the association shows a total of 77,909,490 feet, which is a gain of

9,342,528 feet over last year. Unfavorable weather conditions during
the pa.?t six months have hindered the inspection department and reduced

the totals by a considerable amount.
Much of the membership gain of the past year has been due io tin*

systematic and earnest work of Assistant Secretary II. ,T. Fuller, who
Is also in charge of the department of inlerchange of reports. This
department has listed and reported on about one thousand names during
the year and has secured many valuable reports on the arbitrary and
professional "kicker for revenue" that have been highly commond(»d by

the members interested. Y'our earnest co-operation in the building up
of this department, which was only established in .January, 1911. and
has already accomplished much good, is earnestly urged. The numerical
strength of this association, coupled with the fact that the membership
is so widely distributed, over thirty-four states, renders results possible,

of a tangible and valuable nature, which should prove of great value

and interest to this membership. It has l>een suggested that we add
to the present plan which is confined to an interchange of ledger

experience, the feature of securing signed financial statements from
consumers of hardwood. This could probably be accomplished with small

additional expense, and the reputation and prestige of this association

among buyers of hardwood lumber in every part of the country should

enable us to secure thorough results in such an undertaking.

The finances of the association during the past year have been in

sound condition and sufficient funds have at all times been in the hands

Earnings.
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Missouri 30
New York 56
Ohio 50
Penns.vlvania 87
Tennessee 71
Wisconsin 62

nature as to insure, beyond any doubt, the continued and consistent
support of the entire trade, so long as this association justifies its exist-
ence by actual service in the interests of its members.

As the analysis of this membership presented in the last annual report
was of some interest, a similar table, showing location and members by
states, follows

:

Illinois 7fi

Kentucky 27
Louisiana 46
Slaryland 11
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 84
Minnesota 18

In the above classification, 643 memberships are accounted for. The
remaining 157 are located as follows : Alabama 10, Arkansas 29,
Indiana 30, Mississippi 10, Texas 5, Virginia 14, West Virginia 29,
North and South Carolina 4. Connecticut. Rhode Island. Vermont and Dela-
ware, 7, New Jersey 4. California 1, Georgia 6. Florida 2. and Canada 6.

With but four exceptions, every one of the 31 states in which this member-
ship is now distributed, indicating any change in the report of one
year ago, shows an increase.

During the year six meetings of the executive committee and board
of directors have been held, as follows :

Board of Directors—May 12. 1911.
Executive Committee—.lune 6, 1911.
Executive Committee—September 20. 1911.
Board of Directors—January 17. 1912.
Executive Committee—May 10. 1912.
Board of Directors—June 5. 1912.

At these meetings ail complaints and suggestions from members of

the association have been carefully investigated and fully considered,

and if there is a just claim against the association outstanding at this

time, it is because such claim has not been presented to the association

through the secretary's office.

There is some doubt in my mind regarding the propriety on the part

of a servant to even favorably criticize the acts of those who are

directly in authority over him : but. as "a cat may stare at a king,"

I shall take a chance and submit herein my humble tribute of praise

for the efficient and conscientious service rendered to this association

by its president during the past two years. I do so at this time and in

this manner because no member of the association has been in as favor-

able a position as I have been to judge of the sacrifice of time, energy

and devotion that he had made in the interest of the work being per-

formed by this association. He has at all times kept in close touch

with all the details of the work and the association has profited by the

wisdom and experience which he brought to bear in every complex situa-

tion demanding his consideration.

What is true of the president is also true, only in a less degree, of

the members of the executive committee and of the board of directors.

All have been faithful to the trust imposed in them by this membership

and to the spirit of faithful service displayed by them, more than to

anything else, is due the permanence and usefulness of this organization.

Before concluding I desire to call the attention of the members to the

recent change in the location of the executive office from the Rector

building to Suite 1S64, McCormick building. It is my earnest desire

that ever.v member present at this meeting call and examine this new

office before leaving the city. This office and corps of competent assist-

ants, in comparison with the humble quarters and force maintained by

the association six or seven years ago, affords an eloquent indication

of the growth and the progressive spirit of this association. It is a

matter of much pride on my part that every detail of the clerical work

which attaches to the secretary's office be performed with as much effi-

ciency as may be found in the office of the foremost corporations in the
countr.v, and I trust that this membership fully appreciates the advan-
tage that accrues to the association from such an administration of the
clerical details of the work.

Xelson il. Lampert, vice-president of the Fort Dearborn Xatii>nal

Bank, Chicago, was then introduced and addressed the convention

on various subjects of interest to the trade, in which he manifested

no little knowledge of lumber affairs.

On motion of Earl Palmer, the chair was authorized to appoint

a committee ou resolutions, composed of five members, to whom all

proposed resolutions were to be referred.

On motion of John W. Dickson, Memphis, all sessions of the

meeting were declared executive.

On motion of O. O. Agler, the chair was authorized to appoint

a committee on oflScers' reports of five members.

The session then adjourned.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

At three o'clock the convention was again called to order, and

the president announced the appointment of the following com-

mittees:

On Resolutions : Earl Palmer, F. E. Stonebreaker, W. A. Knight,

James S. Trainer. Orson E. Yeager.

On Officers' Reports : W. H. Russe, E. A. Hamer. C. A. Bigelow,

E. A. Swain, Frederick L. Brown.

Report of Forestry Committee

The president then called on Hon. John M. Woods of Somer-

ville, Mass., chairman of the forestry committee, for a report from

that committee. He delivered the following address:

In submitting this report I have felt that the forests under state

and individual control should have more consideration than the na-

tional forests. These we can have but little to do with further than

we can use our influence as an association and individuals with the

President. Forestry Bureau and members of the Congress of the United

States. In most of the states, especially east of the Mississippi river,

the woodlands are largely held by private owners. Some states have

forest reservations and are m.nking good beginnings in intelligent and

systematic forest management. Confidence is a plant of slow growth,

so that before anything else, there must be a campaign of education

to bring the people to a full realization of the value of the forests as

a business asset in all its various aspects, such as its necessity to

supply the innumerable needs of our varied public and private wants

;

also their value in providing a home for the bird and animal and pro-

viding a reservoir to supply water for domestic and public uses and

to maintain water iu the streams and ponds so that the fish shall

increase and multiply and help feed the ever-increasing population

—

not only all these, but the forests are extremely valuable to the health

and comfort of a large per cent of our people. The poet has most

beautifully said :

If I would put my woods in song.

And tell what's there enjoyed.
All men would to my garden throng
And leave the cities void.
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In my pint no tiilip.s grow.
Snow-loving pines and ojil<s instead,

And rich the sugar mapli' grows
From spring's faint flush
To autumn's red.

M.v garden is a forest lodge,
By oldiT forests hound :

The woihIs reaeh down to water's edge,
Then sink in depths profound.

The millions iu fiur cities need the forests for rest and recreation

during the heated term. In my native state. New Hampshire, in .Tuly

and .\ugust the woods are full of summer boarders. Now, if I may be

pardoned for stating briefly what has been accomplished in Massachu-
setls and how : First, we have the support and influence of tlie news-

papei-s generally, and second, a large number of public-spirited men and
women throughout the state banded themselves together as the Massa
chusetts Forestrj* Association. This association, by means of literat\ire.

lectures and in various other ways has educated the legislature ami
people to the necessity of doing something and getting right at it.

The present and past governors have heartily endorsed the movement

—

the lumlier trade of the coinmonwi'altli has iji'en a powerful factor in

helping along the movement, also the Boston Chamber of Commerce of

over 5,000 members by its forestry committee, headed by ox-Governor
Rollins of New Hampshire. AH these powerful helps have resulted in

a definite, progressive forest policy. Wc found out first that of the

.5.400.000 acres of land in the state. 3.000,000 acres were unsuited for

tillage or agriculture. Third, we found from a thorotigh study of the

white pine, the natural tree of our state, that tinder proper forest

management it wo\tld yield in fifty years 40.000 feet board measure
of .SOO feet annual increase at presi'nt price of stumpitge. six to twelve

dollars per tho\isand feet, according to size and location, and an aver-

age annual income from $4. SO to $0.00 per acre, or an annual income

from the 3.000,000 acres of $14,400,000 to $28,000,000. Economically,

the forest crop of the future must play a very important part. AftiM-

getting at the facts of what we had and its value properly handled, the

next thing was to provide against its devastation by (ire. For this we
have provided a very large numtx'r of fire wardens with suitable

apparatus for putting out fire and established in all the wooded sec-

tions watchmen, with men on the lookotit all the time in dr.v season,

and connected by telephone so thtit any ordinar.v fire can be cheeked

easily. Under our constitution all property must be taxed at its full

and fair value, so that no exception could be made on woodland or

young growth. On the recommendation of the state forester, the gover-

nor urged upon the legislature the passage of the following amendment
to the constitution ;

Full power and autliorily are hereb.v given and granted to the licneral
Court to prescriln.' for wild or forest lands such methods of taxation as
will develop and conserve the forest resources of the commonweallh.

This pa.ssed the past and present legislatures almost unanimously and

will be submitted to the voters in November. We have come to tlie

conclusion that a crop of young timber should not be taxed any mori'

than a growing crop of corn, hay or potatoes. Tax only the land, and

when the timber is cut. tax the yield. This encourages the farmer to

hold hts timber,^nntil it matures and to reforest the waste places. The
state has 3.000.000 young trees in its nurseri4's and is setting out about

1.000 acres each year, mostly on land given by

by the state. Nearly every stJite is doing

great deal in forestry matters

In national forestry matters there is not a gr' :it deal to report on

account of delay in the geological report : not utieh headway has been
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individuals or purchased
sumelhing and many a

made in acquiring land in the White mountains of New Hampshire or

the Appalachian region. I regret to say there appears to be a dis-

position on the part of senators and representatives in Congress from
the states where the national, forest reservations are. to disparage

and discredit the work of the Forestry Htireau. An effort was made
a few days ago to turn the control of these public lands over to the

states in which they are located. It was defeated but doubtless will

be renewed at the next session of Congress. I believe it would be a

terrible mistake to make such a transfer. They are the property of

the whole nation, and belong to all the people. North, South, Fast and
West, and should be administered for the benefit of all alike.

Congress has made quite an appropriation to control and stop the

chestnut blight—while not perhaps imme<iiately connected with forestry.

I have watched the government's investigation of the alleged lumber
trust. A few weeks ago the officers of the government had a hearing in

Roston; abotit fifty of the prominent dealers in the state attended.

Four or five witnesses were called and examined. It no better or

stronger evidence can be found than was presented there. I do not

believe a grand Jury can be found in the nation that would bring in an
indictment, or a judge would be foitnd that would not tlirow the ease

otit of court.

I ask this association to go on record in favor of reiiuesting the

law oflicers of the government, if they have any evidence of the exist-

ence of what they claim, to bring the parties to a speed.v trial ; if

the.v have no evidence they should say so and stop the mouths of the

defamers. Senator Knute Nelson of Minnesota made this statement on
the floor of the Senate, speaking of the amendment which he offered,

as follows: "That the secretary of agriculture is hereby authorized

and directed to sell at actual cost to homestead settlers and farmers
for their domestic use the mature, dead and down timber in national

forests." He said, "I wish to say about that amendment, it appears, if

you will study the action of the Forestry Bureau, they have been guided

in the selling of timber on the forest reserves by the prices that the

lumber trust has charged. They have aimed always to keep in liarmony
with the rates they have fixed, and owing to the fact that most of the

timber stipply of the country now is either within these national for-

ests or is owned by big litinber barons, like the Weyerhaeusers. and
others, the result is that the national forests have given a monopolistic

power to these lumber barons. The Forest r.v Bureau, in selling the

timber, aims to keep in harmony with the prices fixed by the lumbermen,
the men who own all the rest of the stumpage of the country. Tlie

purpose of this amendment is to enable the homestead settlers and the

farmers to secure the timber, not for sale or speculation, but for domestic
use, at cost. I do not believe that the government should exploit our
timber for mere commercial purposes and hold it up and utilize it in

the aid of the lumber trust." I wrote a courteous letter to the Senator

asking him to give me tht.' facts upon which he made these statements,

so I could lay them before this association, and assuring him that if

the facts were as he stated we wotild condemn them .iust as strongly and
do our best to remedy the evil. To this I received this reply:

Mr. John M. Woods.
East Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Sir :

Your favor with enclosures at hand. T do not care to enter into an.v
controversy with you or those whom you represent in respect to the
matter referred to in your letter. I can only say that what I have said
in my public utterances on the lumber and stumpagi' iiuestion I adhere to
and can sec no reason for changing my opinion.

Yours truly,
KxtTE Nelson.
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I pi-esunip wo all understand undor Section G of the eonstittition of

the I'nited States that a member of Congress can make any statement
of any kind, Ijecause this section says : "For any speech or debate
in cither house they shall not be questioned in any other place." I

do not believe this great association should remain silent when such
wholesale accusations are made against the business wo are engage I

in. I believe it is high time for this association to say to the men.
newspapers and magazines that are making these charges, either "put
up or shut up." I renew the request of last year that every member
of this association watch national legislation and write .vour senator and
representative if you find legislation proposed that is inimical to intelli

sent forestry management, oppose it. With some members of Congress
public opinion is the most powerful factor in influencing their actions.

Oa motion, the report was referred to the eomniittee on officers'

reports.

Report of Committee ou Overweight Claims

Next James E. Stark of Memphis, in behalf of the committee

on overweight claims made his report, an abstract of which is

^iven below:
Since the appointment of this committee at the meeting in Memphis

UiSt year we have been in active correspondence with a number of the

members on the subject of •cars being incorrectly weighed and claims

being filed on an estimated basis and have accumulated a considerable

amount .>f information regarding the reweighing of cars, where they

havi' been overwi-ighed in the first place and even in sotne instances the

lirst weight confirmed by the second weighing of the car, whore we know,

beyond a questi'in, that the lumber could not possibly have weighed

what the railroad's scales showed.

After reviewing this sub.1ect with the numerous members and learning

that the Grand Rapids Lumbermen's Association had in contemplation

file tiling of a petition before the Interstate Commerce Commission to in-

vestigate the weighing of lumber shipments and to arrive at .some equit-

able basis by which cars incorrectly weighed could be adjusted, your

committee deemed it to the best interest of the association to co-oprrate

with the Grand Rapids Lumbermen's Association, as its traffic manager.

E. L. Ewing, had the matter well in hand and was thoroughly familiar

with the situation. Wo therefore recommended to the executive board

of the National Hardwood Lumber .\ssociation that it approve the action

of the Grand Kapids Lumbermen's Association in filing this petition and

we became, through this, parties to the petition which has been filed by

the Grand Rapids Lumbermen's Association and on which there has al-

ready been a hearing in Chicago and in order to take evidence on this

subject and at which hearing this association was represenfed by its

secretary, F. F. Fish. There will bo further hearings held liy the Inter-

state Commerce Commission at numerous places to be designated later in

'rder to lake additional evidence before the matter will finally .go to the

commissioners for their final decision.

In addition to the indorsement of the action of the Grand Rapids Lum-

bermen's Association your committee also took up the subject with a

number of tile other organizations and secured the indorsement of fbi-

Lumbermen's Club of Memphis and the Lumbermen's Exchange of St.

Louis.

As you are probably aware, the wheels of justice grind slowly and on

this account it -.vill be necessary for your committee to ask your indul-

gence as to the final outcome of the subject referred to. but we feel thai.

with the matter in the hands of the Grand Rapids Lumbermen s Associa-

tion and with the co-operation of the other associations that are i)artios

to file suit, wi' will be able to *arry this through to a successful con-
clusion and arrive at some equitable basis by which members of the asso-

ciation can tile their claims based on estimated weights, and which will

i)!' recognized l).v tht railroad companies. As the matter now stands the
Interstate Commerce Commission will not iiermit the railroads to pay
any claims based on estimated weights, hence it is necessary for us to be
prepared to rae(!t the issue before the commission and furnish the neces-
sary evidence in support of our contention.

We consider this a subject of very great importance to the lumber
trade at largo and wo wish to urge your members to give whatever
assistance they can at the hearings of the Interstate Commerce (Commis-
sion, even to the extent of going to distant points to give evidence and
attend hearings, as tln^ commission is influenced by the amount of in-

forost shown, but where anaI)lo to attend it is incumbent on us all to

fnrnisU the Grand Ra|)ids Lumbermen's Association with any information

and evidence that will assist it in its fight.

In closing we recommend that this association not only lend its moral
Init financial support, and that the matter be referred to the executive

coniiaittee for action.

On invitation, Emil Guenther, chairman of the transportation

committee, was called upon for a report for that committee. Mr.

(.iuenther's report follows:

Report of Transportation Committee

The committee on railroad and transporfation begs leave to submit

the following report for the past association year, dealing with matters

as they have come to our attention :

One of the most important questions that is yet to be settled between

the carriers and shippers is the matter of the methods of the railroads

in determining weights. Geuei-al recognition of the fact that the mat-

ter of weight in determining the cost of transporfation is a factor equally

as important as the matter of rates, has resulted In the devotion of

considerable time and attention to this subject, especially with refer-

ence to the methods of determining carload weights as practiced by

the railroads. Considerable criticism has been brought to bear upon

the railroads because of the mofhods which in many instances have been

shown to be very unsatisfactory, .and as a result of the numerous com-

plaints, the matter was brought to the attention of and later taken up

by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Several hearings Iiave already

been held at which shippers have shown the methods to be completely

inadequate and productive of inaccuracies, that in the aggregate amount

to many thousands of dollars loss to the shippers annually, and it Is

the opinion of many who have attended the hearings, in face of the

evidence subaiitted, that the coninilsslon, will doubtless take some

steps as win compel the carriers to correct this evil and lead fo the

establishment of a system that will be fairly accurate.

There is another matter which is a gross injustice to the shippers

that should have been remedied long before this, and which has been

brought before state legislatures and Congress in the form of various

bills, but it is in only very few Instances that any favorable action or

relief resulted. The matter referred to is the payment of freight claims

hy the railroads within a reasonable time after presenlment. In many

instances claims have been passed along by the railroads through what

they term their rc'jular channels for an indeflnlfe period until the

time provided in the statute of limitations for the presentment of claims

to the Interstate Commerce Commission has expired, and the shipper

Is left without redress should his claim be returned by the railroad with

the information that It cannot be considered. There has recently been
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introduced iuto Congress h.v Sen.itor Clapp of Minnesota, who is chair-

man of the committee of interstate and foreign commerce, at the request

of the President, a l)ill designed to expedite the payment of railroad

freight claims. The bill provides that shippers maliing claim may pre-

sent a notice of the claim in writing to either the initial carrier or to

the carrier on whose line the matter complained of actually occurred,

or to the carrier at the point of destination. This notice must give a

clear description of the property, the name and address of the consignor

and consignee, together w'ith the nature of the claim and the amount
of damage. The bill i-equires that all such claims he settled within six

months after shipment when points inside and outside of the United

States, and within ninety days on shipments wholly within the United

States and over a single line of railroad. An additional thirty days*

time is given for each line of road, the total time not to exceed six

months. If any carrier is held liable to a complaint either in the

amount of the claim stated in the notice or in an amount exceeding any
tender made by the carrier within the time specilied. it shall be liable

to the claimant in the same proceeding to a penalt.v of $200 and
reasonable attorney's fees, together with the costs and interests, which
shall begin to run from the date of the notice. The penalty is not

imposed if the claimant docs not recover the full amount claimed in

the notice or more than the amount of any tender made by the carrier,

though interest runs in all cases; nor is the claimant limited in the

recovery of damages to the amount specified in the notice of the

claim.

Tlie act is to take effect immediately upon passage. However, it is

quite likely that amendments will be made, and its passage vigorously

opposed bj' the railroads, as under present conditlims it gives the

carriers access to considerable funds thai, under other arrangements as

provided for in the bill, could not be secured wilbouf the payment of

interest.

Another matter of which there has been more or less controversy

between the railroads and the shippers is the question of leaving the

name of the shipper and point of shipment from the fri'ight bills.

According to the present rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

the railroads are required .to put on the point of shipment, which has

been strenuously objected to of late, but can not be avoided. Onr own
association has been actively interested in another matter of a similar

nature in regard to the shipper obtaining the name of the ultimate

consignee. Tlie matter was taken up by one of our members with the

Interstate Commerce Commission and the result was a decision unfavor-

able to the wholesaler. Not satisfied with this finding, however, and

feeling that it was an in.iustice to the wholesale lumber dealer, the

matter was taken up again, and upon reconsideration the Interstate

Commerce Commission ruled that it is unlawful for the carrier to dis-

close the name of the ultimate consignee to the shipper.

In regard to the matter of estimated weights, our committee feels

that some steps should be taken that would result in the recognition

of a general standard that would be of value in connection with

claims for overweight. Claims that are made and presented to the

railroads and based on the average weights are invariably returned

with the statement that the carrier can not consistently recognize an

estimated weight over the regular scale weight. It is quite likely that

in nian.v instances the scales are in error, and where there is a consider-

able difference instruction should always be given for the reweighing of

the car. If it is lawful to recognize the estimated weight when no scale

weight has been taken as decided b.v the Interstate Commerce Commission

In their decision of March 4, 1012, as follows;

Standard oil Company vs. Illinois Terminal Railroad Company— Euel

oil switched al St. Louis was not weighed and there was no tariff pro-
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vision for estimated weights—Fuel oil switched at St. Louis was not
weighed and there was no tariff provision for estimated weight of 7.4
pounds per gallon. Were vinreasonable to the extent that they exceeded
estimated weights provided in tariffs governing the road haul to St. Louis.
Reparation awarded.

there should be some recognition of the estimated weights of Ihmber
when the scale weight shows to be considerable greater than the average
estimate. The committee has formerly reported in detail the number of

cases that were heard before the Interstate Commerce Commission. How-
ever, on account of the comprehensive manner in which the numerous
lumber trade journals have given attention to this matter, and their

very complete reports of the proceedings of that body, there will be no
mention made of such sundry matters in this report, and the committee
would suggest that if the members will give a little time and read over

such items in their trade papers, that they not only become well posted

but gain considerable knowledge that will be a direct benefit to them.

The committee desires to call attention of the members to the great good
which is being accomplished by the lumbermen through the medium of

the lumber press, and considerable credit is due the various journals

for the interest and attention they are giving to traffic matters of the

day.

Considering matters generally, one of the most important developments
affecting the railways this year is the question •of the disparity between
the enormous growth of freight tonuage over the facilities of the rail-

roads to handle such lncrea.se. "It is estimated by competent railroad

statisticians that it will require in the next five years, to maintain
railroad facilities equal to the enormous traffic of the country, the

immense sum of $8,500,000,0(10, of which $3,300,000,000 would be for

additions, increase in taxes anil return on new securities, and $."i,000,-

000,000 for the maintenance of the plant, and even this aggregate does
not include various items making a still larger total. The question of

obtaining the $8,300,000,000 necessary to make railroad facilities equal

-to the expanding traffic of the country during the next five years

Therefore constitutes the most important problem now confronting busi-

ness men."

In connection with this matter, the following is a resolution adopted

on April 4, 1912, by Chamber of Commerce of the state of New York.

We would suggest that this association endorse these resolutions :

Whereas. Traffic has increased so rapidly and railway facilities so
slowly since 1907 that a small further enlargement of tonnage would
produce a net car shortage and seriously handicap shippers; and
Whereas, The Hadley Railroad Securities Commission, authorized by

Congress, and composed of impartial experts ftf the highest standing, de-
clares that "the necessary development of railroad facilities is now en-
dangered by the reluctance of Investors to purchase new issues of railroad
securities in the amounts required." and the amounts issued since 1007
have been totally inadequate to supply the facilities needed ; therefore
be it

RcsoUcd. That the Chamber of Commerce of the state of New York,
in the interest of shippers and of the well being of the country as a
whole, urge upon the Interstate Ccmunerce Commission and all state rail-

way commissions the importance, for the' future, of so carefully weighing
and considering the effect to be produced upon the railways in the making
of any necessary readiustments ftf freight rates, that the same may be
accomplished without further curtailing the total revi'nue of the railways,

upon which their borrowing credit depends, bearing in mind, as stated
by the Railroad Securities Commission, that "a reasouabb' return is one
which under honest accounting and responsible managenii-nt will attract
the amount of investors' money needed for the development of our
railroad facilities," and also bearing in mind that the development and
prosperity of the railroads mean development and prosperity of the
country.

Resolved. That copies of this resolution be sent to (he senators and
representatives in Congress from this slate, to members of state railway
commissions, and to the members of the lulerslate Commiu-ce I'oinmlsslou.

with the request that they give it careful consideration.

In so far as the members of the association are concerned, the com-
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mittee believes that there is evidently a much better understanding
between the railroads and the shippers than heretofore, it the com-
parison of the number of letters and complaints received by the com-
mittee during the year are any indication of the conditions. Very few
letters were received and the work of the committee along this line

has been very light and the report will be shortened on account of this

connection.

In conclusion the committee desires to state that the foregoing is a

general report of such matters that are pertinent to the interests of

the lumbermen and that no attempt has been made on account of time

to report on such matters as the recent decision of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in regard to the tap lines, the question of milling in

transit, etc., as they have been very completely reported in the lumber

Journals and the members are no doubt very well posted and familiar

with these matters.

On motion, the report v\'as referred to the committee on officers'

reports.

Report of Waterways Committee

The next order of business was the report of the waterways

committee, presented by J. L. Scheve of St. Louis, which follows:

As the National Hardwood Lumber Association has always taken an

active interest in the improvement of our waterways, 1 feel it my duty

as acting chairman of the committee on waterways to report what prog-

ress has been made towards the lakes-to-the-gulf deep waterway and

tributaries.

Through the efforts of the Lakes-to-the-Gulf Deep Waterway Associa-

tion the National Rivers & Harbors Congress and other allied watci-way

organizations, and friends of the movement in Congress. Congress has

again this year passed a rivers and harbors bill which appropriates

something like .$40,000,000. We now leel confident that precedent has

been established and that sentiment has been developed which will

guarantee an annual rivers and harbors bill of from )|!40.000,000 to .$50.-

000,000. If this plan is adhered to and the money spent in the right

direction on the worthy projects, in ten or fifteen years we will see all

of our navigable streams improved and put in use.

The Lakes-to-the-Gulf Deep 'n'aterway Association with headiiuarters in

St. Ijouis, which has for its object a main waterway trunk lino from

the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico with a minimum of fourteen feet

in depth, has been vigorously at work during the past year, and through

Us efforts has induced Congress to nearly double I he appropriation tor

the Mississippi river.

A special committee headed by President W. K. Kavanaugh of tlie

association, was heard by committees iu Congress last April, and through

their efforts the Senate commerce committee amended the rivers and

harbors bill, appropriating a total of $7,000,000 for the Mississippi river

from the mouth of the Missouri river to the Gulf. The distribution of

that amount is divided into $1,000,000 for the middle Mississippi from the

mouth of the Missouri to Cairo, and $6,000,000 from Cairo south. A
larger part of this $6,000,000 will be spent iu permanent levee worlJ

and the revetment of the banks.

The committee asked for $8,000,000 for the lower river, but members

of the commerce committee in the Seuate felt that the Missi.ssippi River

Commission did not have sufficient equipment at present to spend $8.-

O00,(T00 this year, so compromised on $6,000,000. Part of this $6,000,000

will be spent in getting new equipment so that next year the $8,000,000

can bo appropriated annually for ton years, which will complete the lower

stretch of the deep waterway.
The lakes-to-thc-gulf committee also asked Congress to allow the au-
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thorities of the state of Illinois to remove some government locks and

dams at Copperas creek in Henry. Illinois, which now obstruct the

channel' and impede the flow of the water, thereby causing overflows at

high water time.

The committee also asked Congress to release immediately $1,000,000

which was appropriated in 1900, to be spent in actual dredging work

for the fourteen-foot channel on the lower Illinois river from Utica to its

mouth at Grafton. This $1,000,000 was appropriated with a string to it

in 1900 to be spent in connection with the $20,000,000 authorized by the

state of Illinois for a deep waterway, from Lockport to Utica, extending

the Chicago Ship Canal at a distance of about sixty miles. However, the

state of Illinois has, through political factional fights, failed to reach

an agreement on a bill to spend this $20,000,000, therefore, the govern-

ment's $1,000,000 has been held up,

I attended the Chicago convention of the Lakes-to-the-Gult Deep Water-

way Association, together with several other lumbermen of St. Louis,

and can report that it was one of the most enthusiastic waterway meet-

ings that has ever been held by the association. Speeches were made

by governors, senators and prominent men throughout the United States,

urging Congress to immediately adopt the lakes-to-the-gulf project as a

whole and begin its construction. The resolutions were forceful and

called upon friends of the lakes-to-the-ulf movement to urge their mem-

bers of Congress to use every means to bring about the success of this

worthy project.

The waterway movement has never been as strong as at present, and

has never had as many friends in Congress as the present time.

A barge line from St. Louis to New Orleans was started more than a

year ago and run until the boats were discontinued in the winter on ac-

count of the ice and low stage. It demonstrated however, the fact that

there is plenty of business on the river if the river is improved and made

deep enough and safe for vessels to operate upon it. There is at present

being organized in St. Louis by the Business Men's League and others, a

new barge line to take over the old one and continue the service. All

arguments advanced by opponents of the improvement of our waterways

have been refuted by the demonstration of the St. Louis barge line, which

clearly showed that the business is there for an up-to-date modern

equipped barge line company.

Following this report came considerable discussion on the sub-

ject involved, led by E. P. Miller of Macland, La,

The meeting then adjourned.

FEIDAY MORNING SESSION

The Friday morning 's session of the meeting convened at eleven

o'clock. A letter was read from the Nashville Lumbermen's Club

protesting against the proposed changes in the inspection rules.

This sentiment was voiced by several other exchanges, including

Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louisville.

The chair then introduced F. E. Parker, president of the Na-

tional Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, who made a brief

address of congratulation to the association and felicitated both

this association and his own on the friendly relations existing be-

tween the two organizations.

Emil Guenther of Philadelphia then addressed the meeting on

behalf of the Philadelphia Lumbermen's Exchange, opposing any

radical changes in the grading rules at this time.
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The subject was referred to the committee on resolutions.

John M. Pritchard, chairman of the inspection rules committee,
was then introduced. He oflfered an elaborate report involving
numerous changes in inspection rules.

On motion, the various changes were taken up separately and
approved or disapproved until about one-fourth of the items had
been passed upon.

A resolution was introduced Ijy Earl Palmer that the entire

matter of changes in any existing grades of the association as re-

cited by the committee not be approved, and that the report be
referred back to the committee with instructions to present sug-

gestions for rules governing new rules where the present rules

did not cover. After a long discussion this motion prevailed.

The committee on resolutions, through Mr. Palmer, then pre-

sented its report.

A resolution was offered and passed on railroad traffic matters,
being a copy of the text of the resolutions offered in the report
of the railroad and transportation i-oniniittce,

A second resolution was passed urging increased effort on the
part of the National government to complete in a substantial way
the levee system in the lower Mississippi river with a view to

preventing a recurrence of the disastrous floods that have pre-

vailed during the past few months.

A resolution of thanks -was tendered the Lumbermen's As-
sociation of Chicago for its lavish entertainment, and also to

the Hotel Sherman.

A resolution was offered and passed thanking E. C. Atkins &
Co., Inc., for the splendid badges donated to the association for

the use of its members at the meeting.

A final resolution offered provided for a change in the by-laws
of the association whereby all proposed changes in grading rules
should be submitted to the inspection bureau committee ninety
days previous to any annual meeting, and that thirty days pre-
vious to any annual meeting the proposed changes as recommended
by the committee are to be submitted to every member of the
organization.

W. H. Eusse, chairman of the committee on ofiBcers ' reports,

submitted a brief report commending the splendid services of the
officers of the association, and authorizing the secretary-treasurer

to prepare and distribute financial reports on lumber buyers.

Chairman Pritchard of the inspection bureau committee then
submitted the following suggestions for new rules covering white
maple and quartered red gum, which were adopted:

NO. 1 WIIITK JIAPLE

No. 1 white mapip must be 4 inches and wider, 6 feet and longer, -1 .and

5 Inch strips to be clear, balance firsts and seeomls for grade, four sides

white.
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NO. '2 WHITE MAPLE

No. 2 white maple must be 4 inches and wider, 6 feet and longer, 4 and

5 inch strips to be clear, balance firsts and seconds for grade, one side

and two edges white, reverse side 50 per cent white.

NO. 1 COMMON WHITE MAPLE

No 1 common white maple must be 4 inches and wider. 6 feet and

longer, white four sides. No. 1 common for grade.

FIRSTS AND SECONDS QUARTERED RED GCM
No figure is required in quartered gum in an.v grade.

Eighty per cent of the width of each piece must have the radial grain

running 45 degrees or less with one surface of the piece.

To be 5 inches and over wide and otherwise to grade the same as Red
Gum excepting as to sap which may be admitted as follows:

Pieces .> inches wide to be free of sap and all defects.

Pieces U and 7 inches wide to admit of % inch of sap in the aggregate.

Pieces S inches and over wide may have 1 inch of bright sap in the

aggregate.
NO. 1 COMMON QUARTERED RED GUM

To grade the same as No. 1 common red gum.
NO. 2 COMMON QUARTERED RED ':! M

To grade the same as No. 2 common red gum.

A third rule covering bridge planking was also presented and

favorably passed upon.

On motion of John W. Dickson, the chair was authorized to ap-

point a committee of five for the purpose of nominating seven

directors to take the places of those whose terms expired.

On this committee the chair appointed J. W, Dickson, George

K. Hibbard, Theo. Fathauer, Gardner I. Jones and J. C. West.

The president then announced that nominations were in order

for president, first, second and third vico-jiresidents for the en-

suing year.

Emil Guenther then placccl in nomiuation for president F. S.

Underhill of Philadelphia. Following, J. V. Stimson of Hunting-
burg, Ind., placed in nomination Charles H. Baruaby of Green-

castle, Ind. Both Messrs. Underhill and Barnaby received sundry
seconds in the form of addresses in commend;ition of their fitness

for the office, but it was evident from the start that Mr. Barnaby
was regarded as best fitted for the office, and Mr. Guenther arose

and gracefully withdrew Mr. Underhill 's name as a candidate,

and Mr. Barnab.v was elected president by acclamation.

The chair appointed Messrs. Guenther. Alger and Stimson, a

committee to find Mr. Barnaby and present him to the assembled

delegates.

Chairman Dickson of the nominating committee then presented

a report commending the election of the following for directors

for a three years' term:

A. Lynch Ward. Lynchburg, Va.
W. H. Sill. Minneapolis. Minn.
Hamilton Love, Nashville, Tenn.
F. A. Diggins, Cadillac, Mich,

J. L. Scheve, St. Louis, Mo.
F. S. Underhill, Philadelphia, Pa.

1
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On motion, the recommendations for directors prevailed and the

gentlemen named were elected directors.

Earl Palmer then placed in nomination for first vice-presi-

dent, Orson E. Teager of Buffalo, N. Y., and as the names of no

other candidates were presented, Mr. Yeager was elected by ae-

claamtion.

James Bucliley then placed in nomination as second vice-presi-

dent, J. V. Stimson of Huntingburg, Ind., and in spite of Mr.

Stimson's protest that it was making an unfair distribution of

oflScers of the association to have both the president and second

vice-president elected from one state, he was unanimously elected

to the office.

E. E. Goodlander of Memphis placed on nomination as third vice-

president J. M. Card of Chattanooga, Tenn.

D. F. Clark of Minneapolis placed on nomination for the same

office, Charles A. Goodman of Marinette, Wis. Mr.

Goodman promptly withdrew his name as a candidate,

and on motion, Mr. Card was elected by aclamation.

President Diggins made a most graceful and delight-

ful speech in which he thanked the officers and members

of the association for the splendid co-operation given

his administration during the past two years, and then

introduced the newly-elected president, Charles H. Bar-

naby. Mr. Barnaby made a forceful speech of accept-

ance, the tenor of which involved a thorough belief in

the association and notably in its system of grading

rules, and strongly intimated it would not be a part of

his policy to attempt to make any compromise on rules

with any other hardwood organization in the belief that

the rules of the National Hardwood Lumber Association

were standard and satisfactory to the larger element of

manufacturei's, jobbers and consumers.

On motion the convention adjourned.

ENTERTAINMENT
Chicago lumbermen, headed by the Lumbermen 's

Association of Chicago, certainly outdid all previous

efforts in the way of entertaining a gathering of distin-

guished lumbermen. On Thursday evening at eight

o 'clock members and guests were served with an elab-

orate banquet in the main banquet hall of the Hotel

Sherman. The menu follows

:

Hers d'Oeuvre Parisienne

Martini Cocktail

Strained Consomme of Oxtail au Xeres

Kodishes Olives Salted -Mmonds

Supreme of Sole, Uo,vale
ApoUinaris

Sauterne

Kernel de I're Sale, Armenonvillu

New Potatoes Fondantes
French Peas aux Laitues

Punch Cardinal

Breast of Guinea Hen sur Crouton

Argenteuil Asparagus, Vinaigrette

G. H. Mumm : Extra Dry
Biscuit Glace aux A'iolettes

Mignardises

Roquefort Cheese
Crackers

Cafe

Partagas Cigars

/ Condax Cigarettes

It was a splendid repast, delightfully served, and reflected credit on

the managers of the Chicago association and the Hotel Sherman, The

affair was participated in by about five hundred, which filled the big

room to its capacity.

The Smoker

Friday evening's entertainment was a smoker provided by the

Chicago Lumbermen's Club, but for the benefit of those who did not

attend and whose conception of a smoker is limited to what they have

seen at the usual cut-and-dried affairs, it might be well to say that

the entertainment was one of the most unique and pleasing ftmctions

ever attempted by a lumber organization.

The guests assembled in the convention room at 8:30, and each

man was provided with a butcher's apron and paper cap of fancy

design. The grotesque appearance of some of the worthy members

of the National association was a thing to be long remembered.

Instead of being seated formally at the usual round tables, the

hotel management provided ordinary rough benches with common
boards placed on boxes as seats. It was an inspiring sight, to say

the least, to see the five hundred supposedly dignified lumbermen

sitting up at benches which ran the length of the room, keeping

time with the orchestra with new corn cob pipes with which each had

been provided. If the sight was pleasing, the sound was far from it.

The entertainment features consisted of a number of

excellent vaudeville acts, which fortunately were gotten

off with enough volume to make them thoroughly appre-

ciated by the audience. Wm. Eager, a local handler of

chestnut lumber, sang some of his best songs, to the

great delight of the Chicago contingent, and to the

pleased astonishments of the outsiders, who did not know

that Chicago could harbor anything as sweet as Bill's

voice.

About 9:30 the guests became tried of munching

)iretzels, and began to look with ravenous eyes for some-

tliiug that more nearly resembled food. At this hour

they were directed to keep their eyes on the main en-

trance, whence presently emerged a full-grown brass band

in uniform, followed by a string of the most grotesque

figures conceivable. Everybody wondered what was doing

until a good, old-fashioned sausage wagon made its ap-

pearance. This passed down between the aisles of raven-

ous lumberjacks, who made its contents look like the stock

at Arkansas mills in about five minutes. Further '
' eats '

'

in the form of salads, etc, were distributed by the

waiters, who followed and preceded the sausage wagon,

each being dressed in some unique foreign costume got-

ten up especially for the occasion. Of course everybody

liad all that was necessary to assist dry pretzels to their

ultimate destination, but instead of being served a la

Blackstone, the brew was dished out in the good old
'

' growler. '

'

So enthusiastic were the visiting guests over the work of the local

entertainment committee, and so pleased were the local members over

the success of their efforts that they just couldn't tear themselves

away. In fact some of they may be there yet. It was voted by one

and all to be the first and only original smoker that was ever offered

to any convention of lumbermen.

The visiting ladies were by no means forgotten by the hosts. They

were served an elaborate dinner in the Italian room of the Hotel

Sherman on Thursday evening, at which were present many of the

wives and daughters of the local lumbermen acting as hosts for the

visiting ladies.

On Friday afternoon the lady guests were given a forty-two iuile

automobile trip, starting from the Hotel Sherman, which covered the

famous boulevard and park system of Chicago. Stop was made at

the South Shore Country Club, where refreshments were served.

On Friday evening the ladies were again guests of the entertainment

committee at the performance of A Modern Eve, a musical comedy

at the Garrick Theater.

CONVENTION NOTES
The beautiful badge used by members at this meeting was supplied

by the silver-steel saw people, E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc., Indianapolis.

It was highly appreciated by the association as evidenced by the

vote of thanks given E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc., by the organization.

The Anderson-TuUly Company of Memphis gave each visitor a

beautiful watch guard, the button of which bore the name of the

famous Memphis house and in the center the trade-mark of the

organization.
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Wood Consumption in Michigan S^^^
\mhfln

A most interesting and important document has just been pub-

lished under the joint auspices of the Public Domain Commission

and the State Land OfSee of Michigan, in co-operation with the

Forest Service, entitled "The Wood Using Industries of Michi-

gan." The data for this document was compiled in the summer

of 1911 by Hu Maxwell, expert of the Forest Service, and covers

a record of the woods consumed in various wood using industries

of Michigan during the calendar year 1910.

Michigan is one of the important wood consuming states of the

Union, but it is scarcely to be realized that its total annual con-

sumption for remanufacturing purposes involves the immense quan-

tity of more than a billion and a quarter feet annually.

The accompanying page figure-table shows in detail the various

kinds and quantities of wood employed in the industries of the

state. It will be seen that maple heads the list, with white pine

a bad second, and hemlock still further down the line. The table

is worthy of a careful analysis.

Wood manufacturing in Michigan is highly developed. During

1910 the sawmills of the state produced 1,681,081,000 feet of

lumber, while within the state the factories consumed 1,282,-561,-

200 feet of lumber in producing commodities turned out by them.

Only about a half billion feet of lumber thus consumed was pro-

duced outside of the state of Michigan. This was occasioned by

the use of wood that does not grow in commercial quantities

within the state, and the purchases involved quite largely oak,

gum and poplar, although a good deal of mahogany and minor

foreign growth is employed by furniture manufacturers of the

state. As is well-known, the yearly sawmill output of Michigan

is declining at the rate of perhaps two hundred million feet

annually. While it can not be definitely stated that the demands

of the wood-using factories are decreasing or declining, it is more

than likely that they are increasing.

As will be noted by the table, Michigan manufacturers reported

the use of ninety-nine different kinds of wood, showing an aver-

age cost per thousand feet of $23.12, and the total cost $29,650,-

82.S. Of this immense consumption 62.06 per cent grew within the

state of Michigan and the remaining .'17.94 per cent grew outside

of the state.

The work carefully analyzes each wood used outside of the

state, and states its specific use in the various industries.

Planing mill products consume nearly 34 per cent of the total

employed in the states; boxes and crates, 18 per cent; sash, doors

and general millwork, 6V. per cent; furniture, 6V> per cent, and

the remainder of the consumption is divided among wooden-

ware, novelties, handles, refrigerators, kitchen cabinets, automo-

biles, vehicles, fixtures, tanks, agricultural implements, matches,

boot and shoe findings, trunks, valises, laundry appliances, musical

instruments, car construction, chairs, sporting and athletic goods,

caskets and coffins, excelsior, ship and boat building, toys,

plumbers' woodwork, pulleys, conveyors, dowels, brooms, etc.

It may be useful to know the relative price paid for lumber in

Michigan and other states where similar compilations have been

made. Michigan pays an average price of $23.12 per thousand,

while Kentucky pays $2.'!.07; Wisconsin, $21.81; Massachusetts,

$21.29; Maryland, $20.67; North Carolina, $14.13; Louisiana,

$11.63. There is probablv coMipens;ition for the Michigan manu-

facturers in this higher price scale from better labor conditions

prevailing in the state, and from a generally higher efficiency that

is enjoyed by manufacturers of any other commonwealth.

Perhaps the largest buyer of lumber grown outside of the state

of Michigan is the furniture trade of that state. Furniture manu-

facturers buy five eighths of their wood without the state. The

two leading woods purchased are white oak and red oak. The

next wood in importance employed by the furniture trade is sugar

maple, practically all of which is home grown. Red gum is em-

ploj'ed in large quantities, as is also poplar. Mahogany cuts no

inconsiderable figure in the aggregate purchase of Michigan manu-

facturers. Red gum is growing in material appreciation in the

furniture industry of the state, and the consumption is rapidly

increasing.

The work shows that there are 830 remanufacturers of wood in

the state of Michigan employing, as before noted, ninety-nine

different varieties. In some instances a wood is employed chiefly

because it is convenient, but this is not generally the principal

reason. Its employment for a particular purpose is more likely 1

due to its peculiar and special properties such as strength, elas- l

ticity, color, hardness, softness, figure, or the absence of objec-

tionable taste and odor. As for choice between two woods, one

manufacturer is likely to have a preference to induce him to pass

by one to pick up another. Generally speaking, price cuts a good

deal of figure in the employment of woods in the factories of

Michigan, and the wood is usually bought that will answer the

purpose and that can be secured at the lowest price. In some

special instances, however, lumber is purchased that serves the

purpose best. Hence it is that such a considerable quantity of

lumber is purchased from outside the state.

The book involves a list, which is very exhaustive, of the uses

to which various varieties of lumber are placed in the state. As

a supplement is a directory of important wood-using houses.

Copies of this publication can be obtained on apjilication to A.

C. Carton, secretary of the Public Domain Commission, or Huntley

Russell, commissioner of the State Ijand Office, Lansing, Mich.

It is a work that should be secured and carefully read by manu-

facturers and jobbers of lumber througliout the country.

Unnecessary Literature

The questiop of economy in government has been so widely dis-

cussed by newspapers and periodicals that everybody, who has any

connection with the government, has probably .seen some way in

which dollars could be saved. Undoubtedly one of the most flagrant

money spending propositions indulged in at Washington is the use

of the government printing office, in which is printed all public

matter of every description. The difficulty is not in the fact that

the government gets out too much information, but that the infortna-

tion is not wisely or even systematically distributed.

II.\RDwooD Record is constantly leminded of this fact b.y con-

tiraious receipt of all sorts of jjampihlets and bulletins varying in size

from a single sheet to bulletins of a, hundred or two hundred pages,

which are absolutely useless as far as any connection with the hard-

wood or general lumber trade is concerned. The same thing is

undoubtedly true in every other line. In fact the wliole policy of

distribution is evidently wrong. Under the present method repre-

sentatives from any district, regardless of the location of state or

district, are each given, gratis, the same number of every publicatiou

which is issued. As an article in Lippincott 's magazine pertinently

])oints out, a member of Congress from an east side district of New
York City gets as many reports on Diseases of Cattle as a member
from a distinctly rural district of a farming state. It is very easy

to conceive, under these circumstances, of the vast number of wasted

copies of every publication.

Another conspicuous waste of money is caused by reiteration ol

information. The same report will often be printed in three or fou

different forms, with various preliminaries and summaries, no one ol

which could not be included in the complete repoi't. It certainlj

seems from only casual observation that a very material saving io

this direction could be effected without any particular efl^ort.

Don't ask a foreign merchant for a "statement." It is cus-

tomary, and gives no offense, to ask for references, which are

promptly and courteously given, but a request for a "statement"
is a fatal offense.

—36—
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Summary of Kinds of Wood Used in Michigan

KINDS OF WOOD.

COMMON NAMES.

Sugar maple-
White pine. .

Hemlock . . .

Heecli
Basswood . .

White elm
Sweet birch
1 ongleaf pine
Ked oak
Red gum
White ash
Yellow poplar
Shortleaf pine
Norway pine
Tamarack
Hickory
Silver maple
Cypress
Chestnut
Black ash
Mahogany
Cottonwood
Black spruce
nougl.is tir

Balm o£ Gilead
.Tack pine
Yellow birch
Slippery elm.
I'aper birch
Sugar pine
Sitka spruce
.\spen
Tupelo
Cork elm
Redwood
Western hemlock
Western yellow pine.

.

Black walnut
Western white pme. .

Balsam fir • • •

Northern white cedar.

Bur oak
Loblolly pine
Red ash
Post oak
Sycamore
Yellow oak
Spanish cedar
Black cherry
Swamp white oak...-
Circassian walnut ....

Western red cedar. . . .

Chestnut oak
Black willow
Red maple •

West Indies boxwood

.

Yellow buckeye
Butternut
l.argetooth aspen ....

Lom'bardy poplar
Pin oak
Prima vera
Hackberry
Applewood
Green ash
Red cedar
Hornbeam . . .

Box elder
Red spruce
Rosewood
Persimmon
Satinwood
Pitch pine
Ebony
English ash
California laurel ....

Teak
Blue beech
Mountain ash
Allanthus
English oak
Cocobola
.\mique
Vermilion
Turkish boxwood...
Basket willow
Furze
Partridge wood
Weischel
Whangce
Bamboo
Penang
Snakewood
Malacca
Callitour
T^iementa
Palm
Cochenille

BOTANICAL XAMES.

.^cer saccharum
Pinus strobus
Tsuga canadensis
Eagus atropunicea
Tilia americana
Quercus alba
Clmus americana
Betulu lenta
Pinus palustris
Quercus rubra
Lifiuidambar styraciflua.
Eraxinus americana . . .

Liriodendron tulipifera .

Pinus echinata
Pinus resinosa
Larix laricina
Hicoria ovala
.Acer saccharinum
Taxodium distichum. . . .

Castanea dentata
Fraxinus nigra
Swietenia mahogani . .

.

Populus deltoides
Picea mariana
Pseudotsuga taxifolia .

.

Populus balsamifera . . .

Pinus divaricata
Betula lutea
Ulmus pubescens
Betula papyrlfera
Pinus lambertiana ....
Picea sitchensis

! Populus tremuloides . . . .

1
Nvbsa aquatica

1 Ulmus racemosa
Sequoia sempervirens .

.

Tsuga heterophylla . . . .

Pinus ponderosa
1
Juglans nigra
Pinus monticola
Abies balsamea
'I'huja occidentalis . . .

.

Quercus macrocarpa . .

.

! I'inus taeda
Fraxinus pennsylyanica
Quercus minor
Platanus occidentalis . .

Quercus velutina
Cedrala odorata
Prunus serotina
Quercus platanoides . . .

Pterocarya caucasica . .

Quercus prinus
Salix nigra
Acer rubrum
Teconia pentophylla . . .

Aesculus octandra ....
.Tuglans cinerea
Populus grandidentata .

Populus nigra italica..
Quercus palustris
Tabebuia donnellsmithii
Celtis occidentalis . . . .

Eraxinus lanceolata ....
.Tuniperus virginiana . .

.

Ostyra virginiana
Acer negundo
Picea rubens
Pterocarpa erinoceus . .

.

Diospyros virginiana . . .

Chloroxylon swietenia . .

Pinus rigida
Diospyros ebinum
Fraxinus excelsa
Dmbellularia californica
Tectoria grandis
Carpinus caroliniana . . . .

Pvrus americana
Ailanthus glandulosa . .

.

Quercus robur

Labourdonaisia albescens.
Pterocarpus indicus
Buxus sempervirens . . .

.

Ulex europena
Andira inermis
Prunus niahaleb

Bamboo bambos
r.iculata acutifolia
Brosimum aobleti
Calamus scipionum
Pterocarpus santalinus .

Plementa acris

QOASTITI USED ANNUALLY

Feet, B. M. Per cent.

Totals

•Less than 1-100 of 1 per cent.

I

Average
cost per
1,000 ft.

Total cost
F. O. B.
factory.

.•533.724,944
210.13e.308
IT)] ,758.450
71.353.362
.)0.432,782
415,230.272
44,001,947
40.469,908
34.901, ."..'.9

29,27S,L'34
2:t.4ll4.sri6

'2:;,.':4i.i;s7

2L'.iit;i;i.'.t;M;

-- ;:N'j,t',:i6

L'ii,4i;'.i,.-.'.il

J '.1. 117:;. 700
14.c,i;s,s4L'

i:;.(;."',9,068

11.870,500
9,715,226
9,110.432
6,906,867
6,562,191
5,887,294
5,092,000
4,912,222
4.425,000
4,360.526
3,706,233
2,865,100
2,545,000
2,543,000
2,411.300
2.330,000
2.239,526
1,580,000
1.500,000
1,500.000
1,473,137
1.378,000
1,323,280
973,270
889,157
730,000
727,000
705,000
688,000
547.000
507,000
449,673
315,900
252,557
243,000
220,000
l.'.O.IHM)

ion..';oo

100,000
100.000
75,000
75,000
r,5.ooo
60.000
iio.ooo
,")0,000

50,000
36,000
35,000
26,000
25,000
20,000
16.957
10.000
8,000
6,500
6,100
5,000
5,000
5,000
.5,000
5,000
5,000
4,000
2,000
1,000
600

26.02
16.38
11.83
5.56
4.30
3.60
3.43
3.16
2.72
2'.28

1.82
1.82
1.77
1.74
1.59
1.49
1.14
1.06
.92
.76
.71
.54
.51
.46
.40
.38
.34
.34
.29
02
!20
.20
.19
.18
.17
.12
.12
.12
.11
.11
.10
.07
.07
.06
.06
.05
.05
.04
.04
.03
.02
.02
.02
.02
.01

.$17.53
21.57
13.31
14.69
20.79
47.63
22.98
26.96
25.29
40.25
24.62
39.47
49.53
27.20
20.27
13.91
60.61
20.73
35.10
22.57
22.50

133.28
30.83
15.94
37.60
15.62
12.14
14.29
27.75
11.63
42.91
33.79
11.54
21.44
34.26
47.81
25.00
32.00
69.97
39.08
11.68
27.78
20.37
13.15
33.05
36.37
26.41
30.34
32.55
30.14
30.66

299.14
43.21
25.45
20.71
12.10
30.00
16.00
15.73
16.00
15.38
41.67
180.00
18.00
50.00
36.44
57.86
16.15
12.00
46.00

351.36
75.00

128.13
42.46

287.71
100.00
100.00
160.00
12.00
12.00
15.00

390.00
237.50
105.00
266.67

1
Grown

Grown 1
out of

in Mich..! Mich.,
per cent

I
per cent

$5,849,472
4.532,296
2,019,305
1,048,170
1,173,200
2,202,171
1,011,340
1,090,895
882,576

1,178,581
376,265
921,247

1,122,425
608,742
414,978
265.410
889,137
283,121
416,661
219,302
205,011
920,517
202,304
93,861
191.469
76,721
53.720
62,315
102,853
33,320

109.210
85,920
27,834
49,950
76,721
75,540
37,500
48,000

103,087 ,

53.858
13,450
27,038
18,112
9,600

24,026
25.639
18,168
16,596
16,502
13,551
9,685

75,549
10.500
5,600
3,210
1,216
3,000
1,600
1,180
1,200
1,000
2,500

10.800
900

2,500
1,312
2,025
420
300
920

5.958
750

1,025
276

1,755
500
500
800
60
60
75

1,560
475
105
160
50

1,4.30
50
30
15
13
15
10
10
10
8
.8

6

91.2
34.5
98.9
98.1
74.2
11.1
86.4
80.0

'

90.5

' '54.6

.4

47.7
69.1
8.4

89.9

S3.1

8.8
82.0

83.3
3.6

78.2
81.8
82.0

100.0

56.9

3.9

74.3
96.4
95.9

J.o
98.1

100.0

73.4
100.0
100.0
100.0

'

I'oo.o
100.0
100.0

' '100.6

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

65.5
1.1
1.9

25.8
.S8.9
13.0
19.4

100.0
9.5

100.0
45.4
99.6

100.0
52.3
30.9
91.6
10.1

100.0
100.0
16.9

100.0
91.2
18.0

100.0
16.7
96.4
21.8
18.2
18.0

100.0
100.0

i'oo.o
' 43.1
100.0
100.0
100.0
96.1
100.0
25.7
3.6
4.1

100.0
100.0
100.0
92.7
1.9

100.0
30.5
25.7

100.0
100.0
100.0
96.8

100.0
100.0
26.6

100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
42.2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.1)
mn.d
100.11

100.0
100.0
100.0

1.282.561,200 '| 100.0 | $23.12 | $29,650,823 1 62.06 | 37.94

rBought by the piece or by weight.



Tangpntial section of Persimmon iDiospyros
virf/iniana-Jj.). showing rays in lioriz(mtaI seria-
tion. Enlariiocl fifty diametors.

Uadial section of Persimmon, sliowiu!^ tier-like
arrangement of rays, vessel segments, wood fibers
and wood parenchyma fibers. Knlarged fifty
diameters.

Tangential section of Ohio Buckeye (Aesculus
glabta-WiU^.). showing typical irregular dispo-
sition of rays and vessel segments! Enlarged
fifty diameters.

?\;jgOK>^^ogv-zv:;^w:o^x;^;!JiC>^^

Tier-LikeStructure of Some W^oods f

A feature of importance in llie identifieatipn of certain woods

and one that has been largely overlooked in American species is the

presence, on longitudinal sections, of fine, delicate cross lines or

stripes. They appear to best advantage on the tangential section

and in a few instances in tropical woods are so distinct as to be

conuiionly known as "ripple marks". The distance between these

markings varies from 0.11 to 0..50 mm., and is fairly constant for

a species.

The American woods characterized by the cross strii)ings are yel-

low buckeye (^sculus ociandra-^larsih.) . persimmon (Diospyros vir-

giniana-Zi^) , mahogany (Swieteiiia ma/iof/o/it-Jacq.), basswood

(Tilia americana-h., T. jmbescensA'ri., T. hclrrophiilla-yent.) , and

liguumvitEe (Guaiacum sanctum-h.). Among tropical woods a very

large number show these markings. Good examples are the lignum-

vita; of commerce (Guaiacum ofpciimle-l^.), red sandalwood (Ptero-

carpus santahnus), narra (Pterocarint.s t(if/i<H.s-WiIld.), .lamaica-

Quassia (Picrasina cxcclsa-Planeh.)

.

In not all of the woods are the cross markings of e(|ual ilistinet-

ness. In yellow buckeya and mahogany they are plainly visible to

the unaided eye. In persimmon they are distinct after being once

observed, but are liable to be overlooked in casual examination. In

basswood the lines are near the limit of vision, but when the speci-

men is held so that the light is retlected from the surface at just

the right angle, they can be seen, without a lens; in fact they are

less distinct with a small lens, but a reading glass is of assistance in

liringing them to view. In lignum-vita; the lines are very fine, but

under the lens show with great distinctness and regularity.

in Mil .\merican species exhibiting cross-striping (except maliog-

any) the feature appears to be constant and is of considerable value

in distinguishing woods. In mahogany the feature is not so depend-

able, as the same jiiece of wood may show the markings in one

l)lace and not in another. When present, however, it will serve as

a means of distinguishing the true mahogany from its many substi-

tutes on the market.

These cross stripes are due to one or more |iei-uliarities in the

structure of the wood. In most woods the rays are arranged irregu-

larly and are not uniform in size and shape. In yellow buckeye,

ligniun-vitsp, and many tropical woods, the rays are not only uniform

in size but are also arranged m horizontal series or tiers. This is

largely the case in persimmon and mahogany, but here there is less

regularity in the size of the rays. The general effect is much the

same, though the lines are somewhat wavy.

In addition to the rays the wood cells—wood fibers, wood paren-

chyma fibers, vessel segments—are also in tier-like arrangement.

The resulting structure may be compared roughly to that formed by

placing bundles of toothpicks end to end and crowding them together

Pi^i'fii
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somewhat. The junction of the fibers re almost alwa.vs between the
rays. In the case of bassvvood the rays are uneven and irregularly

arranged, and the cross markings are due to the arrangement of the

wood cells only. It is on this account that the lines are less distinct

than in the other species mentioned.

This peculiar arrangement of wood elements is also in evidence on
cross sections of the wood. Where the rays are in perfect horizontal

seriation a section between two tiers shows an entire absence of rays.

In most instances, however, it results in gaps of irregular width,

depending upon the degree of regularity of the stories. Where the

rays are much wider near the middle than at the margins, their

api>arent widtli wlien viewed transversely will show considerable

variation, according to the relative location of the plane of section.

Where the fibers are arranged in tiers, their apparent size is affected

in a similar manner.

In Dr. von Hohuel 's investigations of tropical woods with lier-

like structure he found in a few cases that the fibers were so

arranged that when the plane of cutting was near the junction of

two tiers, the sections showed large and small cells in alternate

radial rows. The small cells Mere the sections of the tips of the

fibers forced by growth between their upper and lower neighbors.

When the cells were being formed in the cambium they were soft and
plastic, and the pressure of the bark is supposed to have caused

theni to assume a tangential rather than a radial arrangement so

that when cut across they were in alternate radial rows instead of

alternately in the same row.

While any wood showing cross markings on the tangential surface

will also show them on the radial, yet in woods where the rays are of

uniform height and uniformly spaced in vertical series but not in

horizontal series the radial surface will show cross markings, while
the tangential will not. Consequently in looking for this feature it

IS always important to choose a tangential section. It is very com-
mon to find the tracheids of conifers with uniform endings, but the
feature is visible only under the compound microscope and does not
result in distinct cross markings on the wood.
The importance of this feature in distinguishing species may be

seen in the ease of buckeye. The yellow buckeye has very distinct

cross markings, while none of the other species possesses it. Since
buckeye and basswood are very commonly mixed and. sold together
without discrimination it is possible, by means of the comparative
distinctness of the lines, to separate the woods. If yellow buckeye
is present it can be picked out at once by the very distinct mark-
ings. .Such of the remaining wood as shows a faint cross marking
only at a certain angle of vision or under a reading glass is bass-
wood. Other species of buckeye wOl show no regular markings what-
ever on tangential section, but may to some extent on the radial.

Basswood is sometimes confused with the sap-wood of tulip-tree or
white-wood or with magnolia, but neither of these woods has its

elements in tier-like arrangement, making separation from basswood
easy.

Persimmon exhibits considerable variation in color and to less

extent in the density of the wood. Sap-wood is of a light greenish
yellou or nearly white, while the old heai-t-wood becomes almost
black. Persimmon is a very valuable wood in the shuttle trade, and
in view of the possible substitution of other woods when it is ordered,

it is important that the purchaser be familiar with the distinguish-

ing feature of the cross lines, upon which he may rely with certainty.

Samuel J. Record.
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Quirks In Lumber Selling

A group of hardwood men were seated about one of the leather-

covered tables which adorn the cool recesses of most metropolitan

hotels, and as the white-aproned waiter removed the empty steins, and

cigars were lighted, someone started the inevitable question, "How's
business .' '

'

'
' Not so very good with us,

'

' said one of the lumbermen, '
' but we

believe when the railroads get to buying, things are going to be a lot

better."

"And 1 suppose that if we have good crops and the presidential

election goes the right way, the price of quartered oak will rise,"

said the insurgent of the group, with a laugh. '
' The truth of the

matter is that most of us do too much talking about general condi-

tions and not enough hustling for specific orders. In other words,

we are pretty good political economists and pretty poor salesmen."

"Do you mean to say," interjected a grizzled veteran whose strug-

gles with many a sawmill crew had left their imprint on his well-

lined face, "that we can sell lumber, no matter how business is, and

that we can keep our yards clear of low grades when there is more

of that stock being offered than buyers are ready to order? If you

can do that you're a wonder, and I'll pay for the next round while

you elucidate your system."

The other speaker laughed.

"I haven't any system, any more than you fellows who go out to

the track and play the favorite in every race, have a system, '

' he

said. '
' But I do believe that if we knew a little more about how

to sell our lumber and a little less about crop conditions in Saskatche-

wan, we'd be a lot better off. To illustrate, the best salesman I

have fills his letters with facts about the specific needs of the con-

sumers he calls on, no matter whether he sells them, or not, so that

we have an exact and constantly growing register of information

about the kind of lumber used by the factories in the territory we

are covering. On the other hand, the poorest man at selling lumber

who is connected with our pay-roll ought to be able to write a fine

lead for a Sunday story in the financial section, judging from all the

talk about 'underlying conditions,' 'poor crop prospects,' and other
similar pifle that he sends into the office to account for sales being
light."

"What sort of plans have you," inquired a lumberman who had
been content to listen until then, '

' for keeping your salesmen keyed
up to the right notch? In other words, do they rely on their own
resources entirely, or have they occasional assistance from the office

to help them in handling a difiicult customer?"
"The best aid to sales enthusiasm," said the speaker, who had

evidently been given the job of presiding over the informal confer-

ence on selling methods, "is a trip to the ofllce. As a matter of
fact it is too much to expect of the average hundred-dollar salesman
that he go out on the road and, without special information about
what you have to sell and the character of stock you are ready to

deliver, impress buyers who are being constantly solicited with the

fact that they should buy from you rather than someone else. I

frequently have a man who is falling behind in his work run into the

oflice for a few days. We talk over the situation; he sees the lumber

we have on hand; we discuss the possibility of moving certain special

items which we are particularly anxious to get rid of. The discus-

sion suggests to him, almost inevitably, the names of customers who
can use the stock that we have been talking about, and the result is

that he returns to his work not only with a better general idea of our

lumber, but with pretty live prospects, which he immediately proceeds

to turn into sales.

'
' You wouldn 't expect a salesman for a shoe manufacturer to go

out and sell shoes without knowing anything about the factory and

about the style ideas of his house. Yet in effect that is what hap-

pens when a lumber salesman armed only with a mileage book and a

stock list is sent out from the oflice and told to get business. In a

ease of that kind low price is about the only argiunent that he can

offer that will really have an effect on the customer, and that is why,

when business is dull, you find your salesmen turning in orders at

prices which are certainly not large enough to insure a fair profit
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Had the salesman been able to talk jntelligentlj' about the particular
stock his firm was ready to ship, or had he been able to apply his

knowledge of Imnber to the consuming needs of the factory man, low
price would not have been the only selling argument worth trying.

If a hunter is going to bring down his quarry, he needs real anmiuni-
tion and not paper wads. Most of us have not been furnishing much
of the former. '

'

The conversation quoted above is probably typical, and demonstrates
the fact that lumbermen are giving attention to sales iirobleras in a

way that would have been considered needless a few years ago. That
this is resulting in increased effectiveness there is no doubt. A lot

of simple methods of keeping tab on the work of salesmen and of

aiding them to develop real selling ideas have been put into effect,

and those who have operated the slap-dash systems, formerly in uni-

versal use, have realized that it is up to them to improve this depart-

ment of their business.

One successful hardwood firm sends out every few days cards on
which are written, under the head of "Push," items which the con-

cern is long on and which are to be put forward at every opportunity.

On the back of the card is the caption, "Go Easy," and under this

are items which are scarce and which the salesman knows should not

be sold except at a good price.

Daily reports covering every concern called on are in general use,

and where a really comprehensive report is required these furnish the

basis of very profitable efforts later on. The report card should not

state merely that the buyer was not in the market, but should show
who is in charge of lumber purchases; what the character of stock

used is ; about how much lumber is on hand ; about when the con-

sumer should be in the market for material and other specific informa-

tion having a bearing on the customer which can be secured by the

salesman if he keeps his eyes open and makes a few discreet inquiries.

The salesman should be encouraged to work intensively rather than

extensively. Some lumber salesmen never seem to have enough ter-

ritory ; they are always complaining that they ought to have larger

ground to cover and that the number of customers that they call on

is too small to enable them to keep profitably employed all the time.

Others, if they liave learned how to put in their time to good advan-

tage, do best when confined to a single state or a single city, if the

latter is a large consuming market, and it is certainly to the advantage

of the house that its business be concentrated as much as possible.

Prequent calls help to sell lumber, and it is obviously true that the

salesman who visits a consumer every couple of weeks, other things

being equal, will sell more lumber to that concern than the solicitor

who calls every three or four months. The personal connection is still

one of the main factors in selling, and if the business involved justifies

it, the salesman should keep so closely in touch with his customers

that there is no chance of an order being placed before he has an

opportunity to bid on it.

This brings up the subject of local offices in large markets, and

it is the experience of a good many lumbermen that their salesmen

do much better if permanently located in a consuming market of

importance than if they attempt to get business out of it merely by

calling occasionally as part of the trip to a number of consuming

sections. It is much better for the solicitor to establish headquarters

at the leading consuming center in his territory and work out from

there, than to have his office at the plant of the lumber company, so

that he is always considered a stranger in a strange land when he

goes to the market where he expects to sell most of his stock.

The almost universal use of the telephone in getting quotations

and ordering is largely responsible for the decreased efficiency of

the peripatetic salesman. He goes into a big market, makes up a

list of the people he intends to call on, tries to arrange appointments

with their buyers by telephone, and, usually succeeds in getting in

touch with only a few desirable prospects, most of whom are regu-

larly solicited by a host of other salesmen. In other words, he covers

the beaten path because it is the obvious and easiest one, and it

takes him a lot of time to do it at that.

A marked increase in the business produced from a given territory

aluHist invariably follows a trip from the office by the head of the

concern with the salesman. Partly because of the prestige giveu by
the presence of the man in authority, and partly because the sales-

man is stimulated to his best efforts on this account, orders are
frequently doubled or trebled when this experiment is resorted to.

Incidentally, the lumberman hmiself learns many valuable facts
about his customers and is able frequently to improve relations

with many of the people his representatives have been soliciting.

Here again the personal element comes into play.

Salesmen, like athletes, frequently go stale. Perhaps they lose a
few big orders they have been counting on, or maybe they get the
idea that their house is unable to sell at current market prices.

Whatever the cause, the salesman needs help before he can get back
to a point where he can produce a normal amount of business. A
well-known lumberman who had heard that a successful life insur-

ance manager frequently spurred his men to increased effort .by fram-
ing up fictitious lists of "prospects," uses the same system in get-

ting his salesmen, who seem to have lost their grip, hack into condi-

tion. Daily notes containing "grape-vine" information about con-

cerns in his territory being ready to buy, as well as legitimate market
reports indicating the prospective trend of prices on certain items

and the fact that these items are therefore a good buy, are sent the

salesman, and the lumberman declares that it is really remarkable
how quickly his work picks up, once he is given something tangible

to work on.

One of the chief departments of salesmanship consists of adjust-

ing complaints. The salesman who is able to take care of a com-

plaint in a way that will appease the customer without 'causing serious

loss to his house is a double asset, yet many salesmen dodge this

necessarily disagreeable duty, or make matters worse by invariably

siding with the buyer. This is the easiest way, from the standpoint

of the salesman, yet Bis duty to his employer demauds that he con-

serve his interest and cause as little loss as possible. Diplomatic

handling of a rejected car, for example, will frequently result in the

lumber being accepted at a reduction in the invoice, which is a good

deal less than the expense of resale and reshipment would amount to.

Every salesman should be taught to consider himself an adjuster of

complaints, and by the same token should be given authority to set-

tle. He is on the ground, sees the lumber and knows the customer,

and he can certainly do better for all concerned than if the com-

plaint is allowed to take its course and time and expense consumed

either in reinspection or in securing another outlet for the shipment.

"It is my opinion," said a hardwood man who has given consider-

able tliought to the question of selling lumber, "that we have too

many one-hundred-dollar-salesmen and not enough three-hundred-

dollar-men. The high salaried solicitor is frequently cheapest when

the expense is figured on the basis of sales. If we demand results

and co-operate with our men to get them, the chances are we will

have fewer salesmen and at the same time, I hope, very much better

ones. The problem of improving the efficiency of the sales depart-

ment is undoubtedly the leading question with which the trade is

confronted." G. D. C, Jr.

Building Operations in Chicago

Building operations in Chicago are at flood tide in what is known

as the "loop district," which constitutes the main retail merchandiz-

ing and office building section of the city. More than nine thousand

feet of frontage during the last twelve months and up-to-date have

been cleared of their structures, some of them reasonably modern

ones, and have been or are being replaced with skyscrapers of the

most modern type.

Outside of this section intense activity prevails in the erection of

flat buildings in all residence districts of the city, and still fvirther in

the suburbs thousands of detached houses are being erected. There

is also considerable activity in the construction of new and additional

factory and warehcnise buildings.

On the whole it is thoroughly believable that Chicago, in its build-

ing operations, will outstrip any previous year in its history, and in

character and cost of them will make a monumental record.
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A well-known eastern lumber jobber, who occasionally has a

grouch to dissipate, sends a red-hot letter to Habdwood Eecobd with

no string attached to it as far as publication goes. From it is made

the following excerpts:

"Many years' experience in this lumber business has convinced

me that there are more dishonest, low-down people receiving lumber

than there are who are shipping it. This is a good deal to say, but

I have been a pretty fair observer of conditions for a long while. In

the larger cities are a great number of concerns to whom you have to

pass out graft in order to get their business. It is not the quality

of the lumber nor the condition of it, but it is 'how much is our

business worth to you'?

''These observations pertain largely to corporations, because no

individual would beneiit by such a proposition unless he had dis-

houest receivers in the yard who hold up the shippers. As a general

thing the commission man has no interest further than his commis-

sion, and I am sorry to say he is more apt to sell one thing and

order something else at the mill than he is to do the square thing,

but when it comes to the legitimate wholesaler, who buys outright

and sells to his customers, and carries their accounts, if he has any

sense at all, he can not afford to do anything but the square deal.

"Don't let anyone for a moment think that the wholesale con-

sumers are being abused, because they are not—they are getting all

they pay for. When the price of firsts and seconds oak is $.5.5, and

they demand it for $48, all they are entitled to is $48 worth of oak,

and if they don't get $55 quality they have no reason to complain.
'

' There may have been a time when people got something for

nothing; in fact, all consumers got it, but that time has gone by.

The short count of today is owing to competition and more rigid

measurement at the mill. I can remember the time when every car

would overrun from two hundred to six hundred feet, because the

luillman was liberal, and paid no attention to fractions. If a board

was 9Vl> inches wide, it was called nine inches. Today a board 9Vo

inches wide is called 10 inches at the mill, and sometimes a 9%-inch

board is called 10 inches. The measurement is shaved right down

to the last hair.

"Again, if the wholesale manufacturing consumer gets a car that

falls short ten feet, according to his maoi's tally, he deliberately

docks it, but if it overruns ten feet, a hundred feet or three hundred

feet he chuckles to himself aud settles for the amount of his invoice,

and says nothing about the overrun. But, he calls the man whose

stock runs a little short a thief. On the other hand if it overruns he

goes to prayer-meeting aud thanks the Lord tliat he is not like

other men.
'

' When it comes to the ethics of trade, your humble servant can

talk by the hour. I have been in stock companies; I have done

busmess on my own account ; have worked for others, and have dealt

with all kinds and conditions of men, and I am glad to say that most

people mean to be honest, and they are so far as they can see,

according to circumstances and from their moral viewpoint. One of

the best instances to me of a man trying to be right is the one who

continues long in business and is fairly prosperous. The unholy

rascal does not live long in the lumber business or in any other line

of trade. He is found out after a short time and is unable to do

business with anyone. We see examples of this sort of men every day.

"It doesn't pay to waste too much time and sympathy on the

average receiver of lumber. A short time ago I had a case of a man

who turned down a car of lumber flat, and refused to unload it after

causing eight days' demurrage. Why? Because he sent his teamster

to unload the car and when the man came to pull a few boards out

they did not just suit his taste, and without knowing anything about

the general condition of the car, whose lumber it was, or but very lit-

tle about lumber, he drove back to the office and told the proprietor

it was a wet car and could not be used. I had the invoice returned

with a curt letter. After personally examining the car, I went after

the man and told him I could not stand for that kind of business

;

that it was his duty to unload the stock and lay out such of it I

had not sold him, and we would remove it or adjust it. By urging

he unloaded the car with the result that he accepted the lumber aud

said it was all right; placed an order for more, aud apologized.
'

' Every dollar of my profit in the transaction was consumed in

the expense and time that I and my representatives were put

through by an ignorant employe. I contend that this sort of a

buyer is a menace to the trade. Before he refused the car it should

have been his business to give the stock a tliorough examination, and

know what it was before making a complaint. What are you going

to do with men w'ho take a teamster's representation for the char-

acter and quality of a carload of lumber? Such a case as stated is

not a isolated one, but it is almost an everyday occurrence.
'

' I wish you might go at this sort of people with your pen, aud

wake up cattle of this kind, by putting it to them straight, and show

them the moral obligation to the people of whom they buy lumber.''

Tlie above letter is a specimen of a good many received at the

office of Hardwood Record w-ith a good deal of regularity, and w'here

there is so much smoke there must be some fire. It occurs to the

editor that there must be a lack of efficiency in the management of

many wood remanufacturing institutions. They trust many important

details of their business—the counting of their dollars—to incompe-

tent employes, with the result that people with whom they deal are

put to needless and extraordinary expense in the sale of lumber, and

in making the sales- actually stick.

One well-known jobber in discussing this question with the editor

a short time ago, in a semi-humorous vein, observed:

"You know I can explain to you why the lumber jobber makes so

much money out of his business? It is a perfectly easy exposition

in figures. On an average he gets a gross profit of thirty dollars

on every car of lumber he sells. It costs him ten dollars to buy this

lumber; it costs him ten dollars to sell it, and it costs him ten dollars

to settle the kick. This is the reason I am not wearing a new
checkered spring suit."

One Cent Letter Postage
Hardwood Eecord is deluged with literature from the National

One Cenr Letter Postage Association, which seems to be composed

of sundry more or less distinguished gentlemen of Cleveland and

other towns, and whose work is engineered by George T. Mcintosh.

As far as this publication is concerned it believes an attempt at

one cent letter postage on the part of the postoffice department would

be a mistake. The general business public is not finding any fault

with paying two cent letter postage, but what it does insist on is much
better service. Let's pay even a higher rate of postage, if necessary,

but demand better and prompter postal service.

Danger Ahead
High prices of hardwood lumber do not necessarily spell increase

and permanent prosperity for either the manufacturing or jobbing

trade. High prices to those who at present have substantial holdings

do mean an increased and immediate profit, but it must be recalled

that every time there is a boost in prices, it means an increased

seeking for substitutes for wood, which when once installed are very

hard to dislodge.

A letter from a prominent Illinois manufacturer of iron >beds wag.

received by Hardwood Eecobd recently. He has formerly beeij a

large consumer of low-grade hardwood crating material. He says;

"We wish to advise that owing to increased price of hardwood crat-

ing lumber, w-e will not in the future be interested in this material.

We have adopted a new method of packing and have discarded the

use of lumber entirely."

This is not an isolated case, but similar to tho.'e coming to our at-

tention almost daily. There is a positive danger in the high values

likely to obtain during this current bulge in hardwood values. Prices

should not be set at too high a level for the future good of the

inrUistry.
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Brazilian Hardwoods
There is no country in tlie world which has as great a variety of

hardwoods as Brazil, and while former governments of that country

seemed to do all in their power to prevent not only foreigners but

also their own citizens from utilizing them, the present one, under

Dr. Pecanha, is doing quite the reverse. Several commissions from

Europe have recently been in Brazil to study conditions and oppor-

tunities. As a result many important companies for exploiting the

riches of the country have been formed. A long time ago the atten-

tion of capitalists was drawn to the chance of securing good divi-

dends by exporting the Brazilian woods, which, as commissions have

reported, exceed in riches, quality, variety of color and application,

those of all other countries.

While for a long time Europe has been getting mahogany, palis-

ander, jakaranda and some other kinds of hardwoods from that

country, now there is a company which will send along everything

that is likely to be of use in Europe—the Sudamenkanische Handels-

Gesellschaft, with its headquarters in Prankfurt-on-the-Main, and a

Dranch office in Rio de Janeiro. This concern has gotten hold of the

most important concessions that have ever been given in South

America.

The greater part of Brazil is covered with virgin forest. Although

this land, which has had a world monopoly in coffee, cacao and India

rubber, has supplied all the European demands in these lines, the

Portuguese residents have prevented the export of the hardwoods.

The new system, however, works on the plan of cutting down the

forests, sending the best hardwoods abroad, and then utilizing the

wonderful humus soil for India-rubber planting, which at present

pays better than any other culture. For this purpose, very large

districts have been opened up, roads buUt, transportation facilities

furnished, and rope railways constructed. Soon the products of the

exploitation will be appearing in European ports.

Of the various kinds of woods which are suited for foreign manu-

facture, etc., there are over one hundred. Of these about forty or

fifty will be sent to Europe this year. Among them are several

which are suitable for carriage and car manufacture, parquet floor-

ing, furniture-making, house and shipbuilding, the manufacture of

musical instruments, and other purposes where either especially heavy

or especially light woods are desirable or necessary.

That the woods of Brazil are so different in quality is the won-

derful part about them. There are kinds of laurel and myrtle which

have countless uses; there are some that have the softest and others

with the most fiery colors. Tliere are still others which with extraor-

dinary lightness of weight combine resistance to wind and w-eather.

Some smell, when cut, like amber, roses and violets; some may be

ground up to make essences; and finally, there are dye-woods of

wonderful character. Another group yields medicinal remedies.

It remains to be seen what influence this exploitation will have

on the European and American markets. Egbert Grimshaw.
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Tales of the Trade
"STRETCHING" HIS HITS

Recently a number uf loading lumbermen in the Lumber Exchange

at Minneapolis formed a baseball club for the purpose of trimming

all would-be ball players outside of the lumber fraternity.

One of the prominent members of the team is Walter Joyce of the

Joyce-Connor Company, and the other members of the team are

chuckling in glee over "Walter's" attempts to slide to second.

It seems that on several occasions he reached first base unharmed,

and while the opposing pitcher was winding himself up for delivery

of the ball Mr. Joyce got a good lead and started for second under

a full head of steam. In attempting to slide he started too soon.

and it is said, stopped some eight or ten feet short of the base, and

had to crawl the balance of the way.

It was told the writer on very good authority, that Mr. Joyce is

now practicing with weights, stretching machines, etc., in order to

lengthen himself and has discontinued the use of the elevator in the

Lumber Exchange, preferring to slide down the banisters for prac-

tice, and as his office is located on the eighth floor, he has never

failed yet to land at the bottom, even with his foot on the clutch and

all brakes set.

ROUGH SLIDING
Some time ago, when on a business trip to a prominent city, John

M. Pritchard of Memphis, discovered that a friend who accompanied

him had lost a trunk strap. In the goodness of his great heart

Mr. Pritchard volunteered to go down to the baggage room to get

one, and stepping back to turn around, struck the yawning mouth

of the open trunk chute leading to the baggage room on the floor

below. In the twinkling of an eye he found himself in the latter

place and without hesitation turned to the big Swede official and

remarked : "I came down for a rope.
'

'

"Ay see you did," said the baggageman, and proceeded to supply

the desired article.

John states that neither cracked a smile and that apparently the

Swede did not notice the suddenness of his appearance. In fact, he

thinks the entire matter passed off gracefully, after he "lit."

If you desire to see him involuntarily roach for slivers in his

match scratcher, ask him for a trunk strap.
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TEAM WORK SOLD THE COW
W. H. Sill of the Minneapolis Lumber Company puts in his spare

time on a small farm near his home town of Minneapolis. His

partner, P. E. Hamilton, states that not long ago Mr. Sill, while

down in Wisconsin purchasing a cow, heard the farmer's wife call

out of the window "Don't sell old Pail Pull." This arousing his

curiosity, the farmer explained that she was a pet belonging to his

wife, who was always afraid that he would sell her. Mr. Sill states

that she was a fine looking creature (we mean the cow) and he made
up his mind at once that "Old Pail Full" must be his—in fact he

paid a bonus to get her.

Mr. Hamilton further states that she will probably be old before

she gives a pail full, and thinks the farmer's wife was honest in

applying the name mentioned.

Mr. Sill is also quite a chicken fancier. Several years ago he set

an incubator with 350 eggs and soon found himself the proud father

of one chicken. The next year he set it again, securing twin chicks

this time, and claims that any one ought to be satisfied with 100%
increase on the second year.

He now buys his chickens hatched to order, believing that it is

cheaper in the long run, w-ith less strenuous parental anxiety attached.

"GIGGLES"
The writer of a number of anecdotes which have appeared in

'
' Tales of the Trade, '

' much to his surprise read in a late issue of

Hardwood Eecord a story published about himself. He immediately

suspected one of his previous victims and wrote to the publishers,

asking them to extend to the perpetrator his compliments for the

said atrocity. It later developed that his own stenographer, think-

ing it was about time to put a crimp in him, evolved this gem by

the aid of her vivid imagination. She states that she had the time

of her life while the above mentioned letter to the publisher was

being dictated to her.

The victim of this hideous joke now recalls noticing a somewhat

unusual spasm while the lady was transcribing the letter, but thought

nothing special of it at the time and put it down as merely a

feminine giggling spell, but we all learn sooner or later that there

may be unknown to us, a serpent in our midst.
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REGARDING BOX MANUFACTURE
"Do you think,'' a box man was asked, "that the box factory

which has just gone into bankruptcy in your city could have suc-

ceeded under different management? It seems to have a good loca-

tion, building and machinery."
'

' No, experience in this has proven that the small box factory i

cannot last any length of time, as it must do a large volume of

business or be forced down and out by a big overhead expense. The

factory you mention cut iip from six to ten thousand feet a day and

could HOC exist in competition with three other plants in the city,

which usuallj' work from forty to sixty thousand feet a day.
'

' Our business is one in which there is the fiercest kind of com-

petltion, and we must have the volume to enable us to continue. Then

we have ever with us the spectre of the pasteboard and paper Vjox,

and when lumber gets beyond a certain point a substitute is made.
'

' I received this morning word from one of my salesmen that a

concern who had been using a large quantity of our wooden boxes

had refused to pay a higher price, which we were compelled to ask

on account of the advance in lumber, and had substituted pasteboard

boxes, and I fear we will never get his business back. '

'

^i»tti;attagro5Miia^i!roMMitw?wi^^

Under date of May L'o the United States Department of Agricul-

ture issued a pamphlet on the wood using industries of Tennessee.

The work is compiled by Clark W. Gould and Hugh Maxwell of the

Forest Service, and is in line with work being done by the govern-

ment, covering every state in the Union in this way.

According to the report, Tennessee consumes annually 413,878,167

feet of lumber, of which white oak holds the most important place,

14.95 per cent of the total consumption of lumber being of that

species. The next four in order are short leaf pine, yellow pine, red

oak and. red gum, all being very close in relative importance.

The average cost of lumber consumed in the state was $20.73 dur-

ing the year preceding the compilation of the report, and 63.61 per

cent of it was grown in Tennessee. The species which came exclu-

sively from Tennessee were black gum, chestnut oak, yellow oak,

cucumber, slippery elm, large tooth aspen, butternut, table mountain

pine, white cedar, burr oak, osage orange and river birch.

The planing mill industry is the largest wood using element among
the industries of Tennessee. The chief commodities manufactured

are flooring, ceiling and siding, and those products are made and

offered for sale on the general market. As a general thing the plan-

ing mills are merely adjuncts to the sawmills cutting lumber. Eed
oak, which doubtless includes a number of species under that name, is

the most important of the species consumed in this industry. A con-

siderable amount of black walnut was also found to be used. Thirty-

one species in all were used in Tennessee in the manufacture of

planing mill products, the five leading species being respectively red

oak, white oak, yellow poplar, short leaf pine and red gum. These

products cost on an average $22.03 a thousand feet.

The manufacture of packing boxes and crates is the second largest

wood consuming indvistry in the state of Tennessee. It is rather a

peculiar fact that Tennessee pays a higher average price for box

material than any of the other important fox manufacturing states

when it is considered that this state has an abundance of cheap raw

material to call upon. The average price in Tennessee for box

material is $16.26. Cottonwood is the leading species used in the

manufacture of boxes in Tennessee, and is far ahead of all the

others, representing a total consumption annually of 22,550,000 feet,

at an average cost of $21.99. The next four in order are red gum,

yellow poplar, short leaf pine and buckeye, the first three being

considerably in advance in point of consumption over buckeye. The

average price for all these woods is $16.26. Of the grand total of

77,979,510 feet of lumber used in the manufacture of boxes and

crates, 57,271,510 feet came from the forests of Tennessee.

The manufacture of furniture in the state of Tennessee has assumed

businesslike proportions. Manufacturers in that state are success-

fully marketing their jiroduct in competition with other better known

markets, and are shipping their goods often to great distances from

places of manufacture. The state, while not yet on a par with North

Carolina as a furniture producing state, now turns out three times

as much as does Kentucky. The natural advantages accrueing from

an abundance of good furniture material in Tennessee forests make

the furniture manufacturing industry in the state a lucrative propo-

sition. Local furniture manufacturers procure about two-thirds of

their raw material from Tennessee forests. The average cost per

thousand feet to the furniture manufacturer is $22.34. The total

consumption of wood in this industry is 39,272,000 feet, of which

more than nine-tenths is hardwood. The four leading species in

order are red gum, white oak, red oak and yellow poplar. Of these

four, the only ones aggregating a total annual consumption of ever

a million feet, red gum, white oak and red oak, are far in advance

of all the others, red gum being in the lead with a total consumption

of 13,510,000 feet. Of the total consumption, 25,628,000 feet come

from the state of Tennessee.

Eed cedar forms quite an important item in the production of

furniture woods in the state, this wood being extensively used in the

manufacture of chests, which are used all over the country.

Fifth in importance in the wood consuming industries of the vtate

of Tennessee are sash, doors and blinds and general mill work. Under

this heading are grouped stair work, balusters, railings, steps, interior

trim, mouldings and various other forms of manufacture for building

purposes. Short leaf pine leads all the other species in this par-

ticular group of manufacturing industries, and constitutes nearly

forty per cent of the total consumption, although twenty-two woods

are used, altogether. The total consumption of forest products for

this purpose is 38,216,500 feet, at an average price of $23.87. The

first seven important woods are short leaf pine, with a consumption

of 15,208,000 feet, followed by chestnut, cypress, yellow poplar,

white oak, long leaf pine and red giun, on about an even basis.

The manufacture of vehicles and vehicle parts is of fair propor-

tion in the aggregate, but is made up of a large number of small

shops scattered all over the state, and but a few large factories. As

a consequence the report iiroba.bly omitted quite a number of these

small concerns, which it was not practicable to include. Hickory is

the most important wood in quantity used, although lower in price

than some of the others. Osage orange is the most costly of all

wagon material, prices being based on finished pieces ready for use,

after all work has been done and waste eliminated. Yellow poplar,

which ranges third highest in price, goes into carriage bodies on

account of its ability to take a high finish and hold paint, as well as

for other excellent physical qualities. A small consumption of black

walnut went into the manufacture of fancy vehicles in various places.

The total consumption of wood in this industry is 33,492,000 feet, of

which the average price is $24.99 a thousand feet. Hickory and white

oak were well in the lead in quantity of consumption, and next in

order were red oak, red gum, white ash, long leaf pine and yellow

poplar.

There are nine different species used in the construction and

repair of cars in Tennessee, which industry represents a total con-

sumption of 14,164,900 feet at an average cost of $19.41 a thousand.

It is a pertinent fact that whOe Illinois uses twenty-five times as

much lumber in the manufacture and repair of cars, the average cost

of lumber in Tennessee is but half of what it is in Illinois. This

is accounted for to some extent by the fact that Illinois manu-

facturers use a number of foreign woods in high-grade work, such

as sleeping and dining ears, while in Tennessee the type of cars is

different, and no high-priced woods are used. Seventy-seven per cent
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of all the wood entering the car shops in Tennessee is long and short

leaf pine. White oak ranks next in importance, after wliich follow

red oak, Texas oak and chestnut oak.

Hickory represents ninety per cent of the consumption of wood

in the nuinufaeture of handles in Tennessee. This, of course, is the

best known wood for the manufacture of handles, and as yet no

adequate substitute has been located. The total consumption of all

woods for this purpose in Tennessee is 9,723,000 feet annually, and

only four woods, hickory, white oak, red gum and white ash are

rtpresented, hickory being in the lead with a total of 8,623,000 feet.

The average price is $22.63 a thousand.

On account of the fact that it is not customary to use mahogany
in the manufacture of caskets and cotfins of Tennessee, the average

price of raw material in the manufacture of these articles is low.

Eed cedar in the manufacture of caskets is very common in Tennessee,

because of its long resisting qualities and because of a sentiment

which still demands this wood for the purpose. As a consequence

casket makers are forced to pay extremely high prices for raw
material, and charge accordingly for their product. Twelve woods,

aggi-egating 9,494,000 feet of lumber, are used annually in this line

of manufacture in Tennessee, the five leading species being chestnut,

short leaf pine, yellow poplar, red gum and cypress, which are all

about on an even plane. The average price of raw material in the

manufacture of caskets and coffins is $16..53.

lied oak is the principal species used in the manufacture of chairs

in Tennessee. Seven species representing a total annual consumption

of 6,757,000 feet of lumber are used annually in Tennessee in chair

manufacture. The average cost of this raw material is $15.01. Ked
oak is well in the lead, with white oak second. The next in order

are sugar maple, white oak, beech, birch and red gum.

Other minor lines of consumption of lumber in the state are wooden-

ware and novelties, trunks, agricultural implements, sporting goods,

shuttles, spools, bobbins, excelsior and pencils. The manufacture of

pencils has always been of vital interest and Tennessee consumes

annually 5,325,000 feet of cedar for this purpose. In the manu-

facture of woodenware and novelties, there is a total consumption

of 3,261,000 feet at an average price of $20.82 per thousand feet.

In the manufacture of trunks 2,890,000 feet of lumber are consumed

annually costing $17.55. Manufacturers of agricultural implements

in the state pay $22.58 for their stock and consume annually 2,890,000

feet. Manufacturers of sporting and athletic goods pay $17.48, on

an average for their lumber, and use 2,625,000 feet. The consump-
tion of dogwood and persimmon for shuttles, spools and bobbins,

aggregates 2,370,000 feet a year at an average cost of $23.30.

The manufacture of boats is of relatively small importance, con-

suming 1,776,000 feet of white ash, white oak and cypress at an

average cost of $26.95. In the manufacture of excelsior, 1,100,000

feet of lumber is consumed annually at an average cost of $9.02.

LOG W.\TER Pin:, I;l;(iAI>\\ .\\, .Vl.UANV. .\. Y.. I..\II) 18o:!—TAKEN
Ul- APRIL 1912.

Hakdwood Record is indebted to John H. Himmelberger of the

Hinimelberger-Harrison Lumber Company, Cape Girardeau, Mo., for

the two illustrations that accompany this article. The pictures rep-

resent sections of wooden water pipe which were laid in Broadway,
Albany, N. Y., in 1803, and which have been in constant use ever

since. During April of this year they were taken up and replaced

with iron pipe.

This wooden pipe made from sycamore, laid one hundred and nine

years ago, is a substantial demonstration of the longevity of wood.

LOG WATER PIPE, liROADWAY, ALBANY. N. Y.. LAID 1803—TAKEN
UP APRIL, 1912.

The pipe when taken up was reasonably sound and even quite a lit-

tle of the bark remaining on the logs. It is doubtful if there is any

specimen of iron piping in existence that can show such a record,

and it goes without saying that no concrete water conduit ever has

had or is likely to have such a record.

Incidentally it may be mentioned that these photographs were

supplied to Mr. Himmelberger by Howard Eule, who was formerly

associated with the Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company at

Morehouse, Mo., as its secretary.

Brother Guenther Heard From
Kniil Guentlier, the redoubtable lumberman of Philadelphia, who

is about the only member of the Xational Hardwood Lumber Asso-

ciation who confesses he is a retailer and is willing to announce that

fact, practically led the opposition to any change in the rules of the

association at its meeting last week. Mr. Guenther 's slogan was a
versified couplet, which he delivered with great unction, as follows;

"Kaiso ymir price, roc.ill the Trust :

CbaUKP yoiii- _'i:Hle mid we will Inist."

Mr. Guenther 's slogan and oratory seemed to have as strong an

effect on the result of the association's deliberations as did the cry

of "Eum, Romanism and Rebellion" on the defeat of .Tames G.

Blaine for president.

New York Market Conditions

The hmiber market situation in New York is regarded as a barom-

eter of the entire eastern situation. In that city, plain oak is in very

strong request and but little offered, the demand far exceeding the

supply. Poplar is in fair demand with slightly increasing values.

Low grade hardwoods are the highest in price in years, and it is

difficult to get suflBcient stock to supply the demands of the trade.

The lower grades of soft woods are bringing better prices than some

mill cull hardwoods. The demand in this also exceeds the supply.

On the whole, price is a secondary consideration with the eastern

buyers at the present time, and ability to make prompt delivery is a

material factor in securing orders.
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ing as its chairman of the board of directors a
very capable consulting architect who believes

he has adoptetd a form of construction for this

big structure that is much superior in fireproof

qualities as well as stability to any concrete

structure ever erected.

B 26&—Seeks Basswood Moulding
New York, N. Y., May 6.—Editor Hardwood

Kecord : I hare a customer who wants to buy

basswood mouldings, and probably can be in-

duced to buy in carload lots if the price is at-

tractive. Please advise me of some moulding

manufacturers who would be liliely to want to

figure on a requisition of this kind.

The writer of the above letter is a weU-

knowu Xew York jobber, and has been re-

ferred to several producers of basswood

mouldings. Any others interested in the in-

quiry can have the address on application by

referring to B 266.

—

Editor.

B 270—Commends "The Middleman's
Wages"

Battle Creek, Mich.. June 1.—Editor Hard-

wood Record : Your editorial in last issue Hard-

wood Record entitled "The Middleman's Wages"
is a very good one. The only suggestion we could

make is that we think you should have made
mention of the fact that If it were not for the

Jobbers, the prices of lumber would not be nearly

as staple, and the manufacturers in the long run

would suffer materially.

The F. W. Frexxh Lumber Compaxy.

Thf foregoing is one of the numerous let-

ters that have been received during the last

few days commending the position taken by

H.^RDWOOD Record on the subject of the essen-

tial value of the jobber in the hardwood in-

dustry. The ^Y^iter of the above letter is cor-

rect in the assumption that the competent job-

ber does add to the stability of lumber values,

but on the contrary, the scalping element of

the trade, which sells lumber below its real

value and attempts to execute orders with off-

grade stock, is a distinct menace to the

stability of values.

—

Editor.

B 271—Opening New Wagon Stock Yard
MoUne. 111.. May 28.—Editor Hardwood

Record : We anticipate opening a new lumber

yard for the storage of implement and vehicle

wood stock with ample shed rooms for all our

requirements. Can you give us the name of some

concern that has an .ideal yard in the way of

equipment and general arrangement? Any in-

formation you can give us will be greatly ap-

preciated. MoLisE Wagon Compaxt.

The writer of the above letter has been ad-

vised that so far as the editor knows, the best

equipped wagon Woodstock yard in the coun-

try is that of the Studebaker Brothers Com-

pany at South Bend, Ind., although there may

be others equally as well arranged.

—

Editor.

B 272—Wants Quotation on Three and Five-

Ply Panels

.Toplin. Mo.. May 2o.—Editor Hardwood
Record : We are buyers of three and five-ply

veneered panels, and would like to have quota-

tions on -them from houses making panels from

oak, red gum, birch, yellow pine and tupelo gum.

throughout this region, I believe I can safely

state that the average woods foreman has it in

his power to save his firm at least $10 a day.

with practically no extra work on the part of

his crew, by seeing that crooks, heavy defects

and shakes in logs are so situated as to minimize

the amount of damage in the grade of the log

when it is sawed into lumber. I find that many
times a bad crook in a tree can be worked
around by cutting the first log twelve feet in-

stead of sixteen feet to take in the crook and

thus avoid heavy waste. Likewise heavy surface

knots should be cut around rather than to be

left in the middle of the log length, thus throw-

ing them so as not to lower the grade of the log.

The cheapest place to get rid of unmerchantable

log end and badly defective stock is to leave

them in the woods.

Any of the panel patrons of Habdwood

Record who would like to communicate with

the writer of the above letter, can have the ad-

dress on application by referring to B 272.—

•

EDiTon.

B 273—Tips to Woods Foremen

Marlinton, W. Va., June 1.—Editor Hardwood

Record : In my contact with woods operations

It is probably true that a good many woods

foremen under instructions from principals to

'
' cut everything sixteen feet possible, " go to

the extreme in the order, and that more judg-

ment might be displayed by cutting crews to

the manifest advantage of the sawmill opera-

tor.

—

Editor.

B 274—Slow-Burning Construction

Detroit, Mich., May 2.j.—Editor Hardwood
Record : An important tip to the lumber trade

may be found in the fact that the li'isher Body

Company of Detroit, Mich., last winter erected

an immense factory building (for the construc-

tion, by the way, of metal automobile bodies

largely), of a slow-burning construction typo,

which is regarded practically fireproof. The floors

are built out of 2x8, spiked together on edge.

The building was erected during the winter, when
a building of a substantial concrete structure

would have been impossible. It cost less than

7 cents per cubic foot, whereas the cost of a

concrete building of a similar character would

have cost 15 cents per cubic foot.

The Fisher Body Company is fortimate in hav-

B 275

—

Situation at Charleston, Miss.

Charleston. Miss., May 24.—Editor Hardwood
Record : We started our sawmill this morning
after being shut down practically all the time

for two months on account of high water, but

intend to begin running double time about June
10 in order to make up for lost time. We find

the lumber market very strong in all items.

Prices are from two to five dollars higher than
on Jan. 1. It is our opinion that these prices

will be maintained for the remainder of the

year, as from the best information obtainable,

hardwood lumber stocks are very short both in

the hands of producers and consumers. We have

on hand less than thirty per cent of our normal
stock. Lamb-Fish Ld.\iber Company,

W. B. Burke, General Manager.

The analysis Mr. Burke makes of the lum-

ber situation from the Charleston viewpoint is

about a duplicate of that received from all

other lower Mississippi Valley points. The

majority of the mills are now again in opera-

tion, after having been closed down for more

than two months by reason of high water.

Stocks of dry lumber, however, are very short

in every quarter. It will be late in fall be-

fore the 'situation is relieved to any appre-

ciable extent with lumber that is dry enough

to go into shipment.

—

Editor.

B 276—Wants Gum Table Legs

Greencastle, Ind.. May 24.—Editor Hardwood
Record : Can you furnish us the addresses of

parties who can furnish gum table legs?

Cabinet Company.

The wi;iter of the above letter has been given

the names of several houses which manufac-

ture gum table legs. Any others interested

in the prospective customer for this class of

material, can have the address by writing this

office and referring to B 276.—Editor.

,^
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'News Miscellany

Annual Meeting Hoo-Hoo

It has been definitely decided by the Supreme

Nine of Hoo-Hoo that this year's annual meet-

ing will take place at Asheville. N. C. on July

18. 19 and 20. The climatic conditions at Ashe-

ville during the month of July are ideal, the

temperature rarely rises above T.j degrees in the

middle of the day, and the nights are invariably

cool. The North Carolina members of the order

are very anxious to have a large number attend

this annual meeting, and it goes without saying

that they will do everything in their power to

assist in . making the visit a pleasant and

memorable one.

The headquarters of the order will be at the

Battery Park Hotel, one of the big resort hotels

of the country. This famous hostelry stands

high up on an eminence almost in the heart of

Asheville, affording from its spacious balconies

a most wonderful and alluring view of the

"Land of the Sky."

Annual Grand Rapids Lumbermen's

Association

The annual meeting and banquet of the Grand

Rapids Lumbermen's Association was held May
31 at the Hotel Pantlind, with a fine attend-

ance of members, their wives and invited guests.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as

follows : President, Wm. E. Cox, Nichols &
Cox Lumber Company ; first vice-president, Otis

A. Felger, Felger Lumber & Timber Company

:

second vice-president, G. Von Platen, Von Platen

Lumber Company ; secretary, Arthur M. Man-

ning, Stearns Company ; treasurer. Gaius W.
Perkins, Jr., Perkins Lumber Company.

A half hour's reception of an informal nature

was held preceding the banquet, the reception

committee consisting of Mr. and Mrs. A. L.

Dennis, Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Felger, Mr. and Mrs.

Gerald McCoy. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wolf, Mr. and

Mrs. Walter C. Winchester, Mr. and Mrs. G. von

Platen, Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Ward and Mr. and

Mrs. N. J. G. Van Keulen.

After enjoying a sumptuous banquet Otis

A. Felger was introduced as toastmaster and the

program that followed was of exceptional merit.

The toastmaster had a fund of stories at his

command and the speakers included leaders on

the bench, in the pulpit and in business life.

Carroll F. Sweet, manager of the Grand Rapids

Lumber Company, who now heads the Grand

Rapids Association of Commerce, led off in his

usual inimitable style on "Lumber Optimisms."

Judge John S. McDonald of this city read an

able paper on "Individualism and Socialism."
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Douglas Mallocb of the American Lumberman
spoke on "The Lumberman's Reward." and the
Rev. .Tohn T. Thomas spoke on the topic "The
Nature of Things." Last on the program was
an eloquent talk on "Success" by the Hon.
Gerrlt .1. Diekema of Holland.

Dancing was enjoyed by the members and
Sheir guests at the close.

A Pittsburgh Failure

One June ."> the Commonwealth Trust Compauy
of Pittsburgh was appointed receiver for the F.

W. Crane Lumber Company of that city. The
receivership was the direct result of a bill in

equity against the Crane company filed by a

Louisville house, and the receivership was agreed
to by the Crane company, which made the
move in order to protect the interests of its

creditors. The cause of the insolvenc.v was
generally supposed to be three heavy failures in

which the Crane company was recently caught.
This concern is a West Virginia corporation, and
the receivership will affect the wholesale lumber
business only. Pittsburgh offices have been
maintained in the House building for four years.

Labor-Saving Device in Door Plant
The use nf electrically operated machines in

wood-working plants has been the means of
effecting many economies in their operation, so
that it is not surprising to hear frequently of

some new application of an electric motor in

, this industry.

The application illustrated and described here-

with has proved to be so much more efficient in

operation than the method it superseded that a

description of it may prove of interest.

The apparatus consists of an automatic
hydraulically operated door veneering machini'
installed in the plant of the Commercial Sash.

Door and Blind Company. Beaver Falls. Pa.

This plant is most completely equipp<-d

throughout with individual electric motor drive.

a total of twenty-four motors being used. Some
are mounted on the ceiling and others on the

floor In places most convenient for driving their

respective machines. Those mounted on the floor

are placed in enclosures to protect them from the

dust and dirt such as is usually prevab'nt in

plants of this kind.

The veneer is placed on the door frames and
when a sufTicicnt number are ready, the.v an-
placed in the compress as indicated in the illus-

tration, which shows 110 1%-incli frames piled

In five i-ows. Two sets of I-beams are put in

place, one above and one below the frames, and
turn-buckle clamps, attached from one set to the
other, are tightened so as to hold the frames
Intact. After this has been done, the motor,
mounted on the ceiling Just about the compress.
Is started and the operator opens the valve
which allows the hydraulic pressure to act.

Gradually the carriage rises, compressing the
frames until the pressure, as Indicated by the
gauge at the side of the machine, has reached
the desired value. This value is usually from
1.300 to 1.000 pounds pi'r square Inch, depending
on the nature of the wood to be compressed. A
pneumatic safety valve automatically opens at

any predetermined value, thus preventing any
possibility of danger from excessive pressure.

It will be noted, on referring to the illustra-

tion, that the bottom portion of the compress is

In the form of a truck. By means of this con-

struction the material may be loaded directly on
the truck, which is then rolled to the compress
on car tracks. When the desired pressure' has
been applied for a few minutes (about two. gen-

erally), the valve is opened; the pressure gradu-
ally ri'lieved, and the truck returns to the nor-

mal position and is then rolled away.
As an example of the economy effected by this

veneering machine, it should be noted that the

lime required for compressing is only about two
minutes, while that required b.y the old band-
operated method w"as from four to five hours.

With this method, the frames can be removed
at once after they have been compressed.

although it is generally customar.v to leave tbi-

clamps on for an hour or so. whereas in the

rildcr method it was necessary to have them on
for several hours.

The plant is equipped throughout with West-
inghouse induction motors, taking current from
the central .station lines.

Preservation of Mine Timbers
Bulletin No. 107, compiled Ijy E. W. Peters,

engineer in wood preservation of the Forest

Service, was Issiied by the United States De-

partment of Agriculture May 31. The bulletin

is profusel.v illustrated with photographs show-
ing defective timbers and their causes, and con-

tains numerous charts graphically illustrating

certain facts as demonstrated in its i>ages. The
book contains information on agencies destuc-

tive to mine timbers, practical methods of In-

creasing the durability of timber, results of ex-

perimental treatments, cost of treatment, dur-

ability of treated timber, economy in the use of

treated timber, avoidance of waste and analysis

of preservatives. Tables show the results of

representative open tank creosote treatment upon
various species, and representative creosote

pressure treatment of the various species. The
bulletin contains a great many new ideas of in-

terest to those in touch with the question of

timber preservation.

AUTOMATIC HYDRAULICALLY OPF.RATEI >

DOOR VENEIiRI.N'G MACHINE I.NSTALLED
IN PLANT OF COM.MERCIAL SASH. DOOR

& BLIND CtJMPANY, BEAVER
F.VLLS, PA.

A Useful Publication

'l'b{! Hotel .Monthly of Chicago has recently
gotten out a publication of unusual merit and
usefulness, entitled the ,lohn Wiley Hotel Di-

rectory, which lists .about 13,000 of the leading
hotels of this country and Canada. The book is

well printed on durable paper, and is gotten up
in convenient size for packing. It is serviceabl.v

bound and a commendable publication in every
way. It can he had by writing to this concern,
rr-mitting the price of ?1.00.

The Identification of Catalpa
In a paper contributed by Win. H. Laml)

before the Society of American I-^oresters of

Washington in April, the characteristics of the

two common species of catalp.a were analyzed in

such a way that one following the suggestions

outlined would have no difficulty in distinguish-

ing one from the other. The purpose of the

paper was to select a single character by means
of which those unfamiliar with the technique

of botany could distinguish the hardy catalpa
(catalpa speciosa ) from the common catalpa
(catalpa catalpa). The paper points out that
it is impossible to distinguish the two from the
ordinary distinguishing characteristics. . such as
the leaves and flowers, and that the pods are
essential for positive identification. While the
pods vary extremely, they are usually larger in

the hardy than in the common catalpa.

There is, however, one characteristic which
seems to he entirely dependalile for identifica-

tion, namely, the septun, a long partition in the

pod along which the seeds are arranged. This
septun may be flat or rounded in general out-

line, and this variation of shape furnishes the

valuable means of dlstingtiishing the hardy
catalpa. The septun of the hardy catalpa is

rounded, while that of the common catalpa only

bulges slightly in the middle.

The Largest Sassafras Tree

American Forestry for April says that the

largest sassafras tree in existence is growing on
the farm of .T. M. Jenkins in Hardin county.

Kentucky. The circumference of this tree six

inches above the ground is fifteen feet, and at

eight feet above the ground it is fourteen feet.

The largest tree reported before this was lo-

cated in the city of Atlanta. Ga., it being fifty

feet high and with a spread of more than forty

feet. It had a circumference of eleven feet and
was more than one hundred years old.

Machine Made Violins

Until a few years ago violin box'-s in Ger-

many were made entirely by hand, and their

manufacture, with but few exceptions, was a

home industry. Since 1907 it has been possible

to manufacture bo.xes by machinery. A stock

company of several of the large exporters in

Germany was formed, which bought the machin-
ci-y patent and erected a large factory. The
original purpose of this concern was to furnish

the dealers with a violin body that would be as

cheap as that made in Bohemia with the addi-

tional advantage of being made of seasoned
\\<to(l. Under the machine methods, uniformity

of tile body is guaranteed. Iniprovemcnts in

in.'icbinery have rendered it possible to manu-
facture violins finished for the market. Attempts
li.ive been made to import the violin bodies Info
ilie United States, but because of the cheapness
o!' the German article, the dealers abroad were
able ti> undersell the United States.

Meeting New Orleans Liunbernien
Til'- Lumbermen's .Association of New Orleans

held Its regular monthly meeting at .\utolne's

Tuesday evening, ilay i.". Following the usual
excellent dinner, a brief business session was
held.

Chairman W. P. Toung of the export commit-
tee reported that the expor-t branch of the asso-

ciation bad completed organization, adopted by-

laws and created several standing committees.
Chairman Lucas E. Moore of the special com-

mittee on permanent quarters reported that s\iite

"03 Denegro building had been rented, furnished

and opened for the use of association members.
President Haymann submitted communications

from the first vice-president. C, W. Roliinson.

who resigned his olfice and membership because
of a <'ontcmplated visit of several months abroad,

and from ex-Presldent W. E. Hoshall. who ten-

dered his resignation from the association on

account of his approaching removal from the

stale. On motion, Secretar.v Palmer was re-

quested to acknowledge receipt of both resigna-

tions and express the regret of the association.

Chairman George E. Watson of the member-
ship conmilttee reported favorably on applica-

tions for membership from C. .1. Hay ami K. K.

O'Ronrke. and both were elected to membership.
Treasurer Palmer's report, which showed the

association finances on a sound footini:. was
read and received.

Chairman Bryan Black of the law and Insnr

ance committee read a letter from W. O. Hart.
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a Louisiana member of the National Commis-
sion on rniform Legislation, asliing that the
association indorse the passage of the uniform
bill of lading law framed by the commission.
During the discussion which followed Mr. Palmer
reviewed his investigation of the bill two years
ago and expressed the opinion that its adop-
tion would be in some respects a step back-
ward. Resolutions were adopted in favor of uni-

form state laws governing bills of lading.

Resolutions on the death of R. Lee Riggs were
adopted, and copies of same were ordered sent

to the family of the deceased and to the firm of

which he was a member.
On motion, the election of a first vice-presi-

dent to succeed C. W. Robinson, resigned, was
postponed until the Jiine meeting.

Recent Michigan Organization

Tae Cartior-Holland Luralier Company has
been organized at Ludington. Mich., for the pur-

pose of doing a general manufacturing and whole-

saling business of forest products, and to deal in

timber and cut-over lands. The Cartier-HoUand
Lumber Company is a partnership concern, the

made some remarkable sales, and in a great many
cases he has sold to customers whom his own
salesmen could scarcely approach. His policy is

to get into the man's factory and lumber yard,
see Just what he is buying and what he is using
his lumber for. and then try to give him some-
thing that will actually save him money over
what he has been getting.

The Cartier-Holland company expects to make
Michigan hardwoods its long suit, although white
pine and hemlock will be handled to a large ex-

tent on account of the fact that those two species

are heavily blended with Michigan hardwoods.
The company's office is located at the foot of

James street in Ludington. adjacent to the mill,

which is a modern band mill of about 10,000,000
feet annual capacity.

Mr. Holland's close touch with the consuming
trade will undoubtedly serve as one of the strong-

est assets of the new enterprise. There is abso-

lutely no question but what the Cartier-Holland

Lumber Company will in a few years have as-

sumed a position as one of the leading hardwood
manufacturing and w'holesale concerns in Mich-
igan.

Church, and interment was made in Druid Ridge
Cemetery.

The deceased had been president of the Balti-
more Lumber Exchange four times. In addition
to his connection with the lumber exchange, of
which he was one of the charter members. Mr.
Price was prominently associated with other co-
operative and philanthropic organizations,
notably the National Lumber Exporters" Associa-
tion, of which he was treasurer from the time
that body was organized until the last annual
meeting.

The managing committee of the Baltimore
Lumber Exchange and the National Lumber Ex-
porters' Association held special meetings and
adopted resolutions expressive of the great loss
sustained by the trade and the city of Balti-
more in the death of Mr. Price, and the various
institutions with which Mr. Price had been con-
nected did likewise.

Mr. Price came of an old lumber family. The
history of his firm can be traced back as far
perhaps as 1820. when a grandfather of the
lately deceased engaged in the business, the

CHARLES E. CARTIER, CARTIER-HOLLAND
LI'MBER rOMI'AXY. LI'DINGTON, MICH.

principals of which are Charles E. Cartier and
Edward M. Holland, btith of Ludington. These

gentlemen have been actively interested in the

lumber business a great many years, and have

achieved remarkable success in their particular

lines.

Mr. Cartier has been affiliated with the lumber

and wood-working business for the past sixteen

years. He was formerly with the Cartier Lum-

ber Company, and at a later date with the A. E.

Cartier Sons Company. For the past two years

he was president of the latter concern, taking

that position on the death of his father, .\. E.

Cartier. Mr. Cartier has also been actively in-

terested in politics in his home town, havitig

served faithfully as mayor, and for the past two

.vears as state senator of Michigan.

Mr. Holland's experience in the manufactur-

ing and wholesaling of lumber covers a period of

fourteen years. This time has been spent most-

ly in tbe employ of two concerns, namely, the

Fuller & Rice Lumber & Manufacturing Company

of Grand Rapids, Mich., and the Stearns Salt &
Lumber Company of Ludington. Mr. Holland

has achieved his unusual success largely because

of his remarkable ability to analyze the require-

ments of the consuming trade. This ability is

backed up by great perseverance, absolute fair-

ness in all business transactions and his detailed

knowledge of every phase of the lumber business

from the woods to the car. Mr. Holland has

E. M. HOLLAND, CARTIER IK ILLAND LUM-
BER COMPANY, LUDIN(;Ti)X. MICH.

Death of Kichard Vf. Price

Richard W. Price, one of the best known hard-

wood men in the East and senior member of

the firm of Price & Heald, di^ni suddenly at his

home, 1229 North Calvert street. May 23. He
had been in poor health for some time, and last

winter took a trip to California, hoping that the

mild climate of the Pacific coast would restore

his vitality. After a three months' visit Mr.

Price returned home somewhat improved, though
still far from a well man. In a short time he

had a nervous attack, which greatly prostrated

him. but he rallied and even felt well enough

to make arrangements for moving out to his

farm in Baltimore county, when the fatal attack

came.

The news of Mr. Price's death proved a

great shock to his many friends, both in the

lumber trade and outside of it. He was held

in high esteem and had not only been suc-

cessful in business, but devoted much of his

lime to philanthropic work. The funeral took

place on May 29. having been deferred so long

to allow his daughters to get here from Los

.\ngeles. The obsequies were largely attended,

the managing committee of the Baltimore Lum-
ber Exchange, of which Mr. Price had been one

of the founders, turning out in a body. The

services were conducted by Rev. Edwin Barnes

Niver. rector of Christ Protestant Episcopal

THE LATE RICHARD W. PRICE,
BALTIMORE. MD.

st.vle of the firm being at one time Thomas &
Mills. Later, when the father of Mr. Price, the
late Richard A. Price, had attained to man's
estate, there was a change to Thomas & Price,

Mr. Thomas being the maternal grandfather.
This change came about in the year 1841. and re-

mained thus until 1865. when Mr. Thomas re-

tired, and Mr. Price took into partnership some
of his sons, among them Richard W. Price. In
1ST4 Richard A. Price retired, and Richard W.
Price formed a partnership with John M. D.
Heald. a brother-in-law. This partnership has
now been dissolved b.y the death of Mr. Price.

The latter in course of time took a leading po-

sition in tbe trade. He realized at an early

day the possibilities of the foreign trade and
applied himself to its development with an ear-

nestness and an intelligence that won him liberal

rewards and the position of great prominence.
He was also active in the domestic business
and the operations of his firm took on a rapidly
widening scope.

Mr. Price is survived by his wife and one
son, Howard O. Price, and two daughters, Mrs.

Frank F. Peard, and Miss Sarah B. Price.

Memphis Lumbermen's Club Meets
The semi-monthly meeting of the Lumbermen's

Club of Memphis, held at the Hotel Gayoso, May
24, adopted resolutions favoring holding a Na-
tional Forest Products Exposition and pledging
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the hear(.T moral support of that organization to

this movement. The resolutions set forth that

there was widespread interest in this proposed

exposition and expressed the view that it would

be of very great benefit to the manufacturers of

lumber, owners of timber lands and operators of

sawmills and wood-worlsing enterprises.

It was decided at this meeting that the base-

ball team should be discontinued as an adjunct

of the club. The team has been in existence for

a number of years and has done some very

effective work in the way of keeping the Memphis
lumbermen before the public. However, it was

believed that it was useless to continue the team

unless the lumbermen here attended the games

which were played away from Memphis and cul-

tivated the social relations which the contests

on the diamond were intended to encourage.

Some members expressed extreme regret that the

team should be disbanded. Memphis was the

first club to have a team as an integral part

thereof and there was naturally more or less

sentiment connected with the subject. It was

ordered that the present paraphernalia of the

club be turned over to the team of last year

so that the boys may play if they wish.

No further progress was reported on the propo-

sition looking to the establishment of a traffic

bureau here to look after rates and other similar

matters for the lumbermen. It was stated, how-

ever, by W. B. Morgan, a member of the river

and rail committee, that the Merchants' Exchange

already had a traffic bureau in existence and that

probably the cheapest and most satisfactory plan

for the lumbermen would be to identify them-

selves with the Merchants' Exchange and thus

become beneficiaries of the traffic department of

that organization. This subject is being dis-

cussed, and conferences looking to a working out

of the necessary details may be arranged in the

near future. The Merchants' Exchange extended

to the Lumbermen's Club an invitation to con-

fer over the matter.

The statistics committee estimated that Its

report would be ready within the next few days

and would be distributed as soon as it had been

completed.

.lames E. Stark called to the attention of the

law and Insurance committee the fact that It

had been discovered in some states that lumber

interests were paying higher rates for insurance

than those engaged in other lines. He thought

that an investigation to determine whether or

not this was true in Tennessee should be made
and suggested that the law and insurance com-

mittee take up this subject at once and report

back to the club the result of its findings. Mr.

Stark thought it possible that lower rates might

thus lie obtained for lumber in Tennessee.

The majority of the members of the Lumber-

men's Club will be in Chicago attending the an-

nual of the National Hardwood Lumber Associa-

tion tlio coming week. Because of this fact there

will be no meeting of the club on the regular

date, Saturday, ,Tune 8. Instead it will be held

June 15 and will be the last until next fall.

Wonderful Baud Saw History

Seventeen years ago the Stearns Salt & Lum-
ber Company, Ludington, Mich., purchased from

Wm. B. Mershon & Co. the band sawing ma-

chinery manufacturers of Saginaw, Mich., one of

their earlier types of band resaws, which was one

of the first ever employed as a sawmill resaw.

In a recent letter to Wm. B. Mershon & Co..

W. T. Culver, vice-president of the Stearns Salt

& Lnmlx!r Company, says : "We have been using

this machine for so many years th.at the writer

is not sure of the exact number. It is ancient

history when we try to think back to the time

the machine was purchased. Our mill has been

running continuously since the machine was pur-

chased, and we have made an average cut of

nearly thirty million feet per yea.r. A pood per-

centage of this cut has been put through this

resaw. Barring natural wear, the machine i-

in excellent shape today and is doing as good

work as it did at the beginning. If we keep the

working parts repaired from time to time there

is no reason why it would not last until the end
of our cut, which would be about fifteen years.

We are operating two single band mills and the

resaw easily cares for all of the lumber that is

suitable for resawing."

At the rate of a cut of thirty million feet per

year, it would mean that this Mershon resaw
already has sawed fully a half billion feet of

lumber, which certainly is a phenomenal history

for any sawing equipment ever built.

Beside building bandsawing machinery, Wm. B.

Mershon & Co. have also built during their his-

tory a reputation for producing the best that

can be made in this line of sawmill and planing

mill equipment. Thus it is that while a good
many machinery people have for some years past

run on short time, owing to a paucity of orders,

the Mershon shops have at all times been busy
in taking care of their orders.

Some Oak Lumber in Sight

The accompanying picture is a little bunch of

oak logs, about a million feet in quantity, owned
by the Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company
of Mound City, III., which were unloaded a few
days ago from barges at its log harbor. When
this fine stock of logs is reduced to lumber it

surely will relieve the stringent oak lumber situa-

tion to some extent. This is only a part of the

large quantity of oak timber that will be sawed
by the Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company
during the present season.

A MILLION FEET OF OAK LOGS IN LOG
HARBOR, WILLIAMSON-KUNY MILL &
LUMBER COMPANY, MOUND CITY, ILL.

Cotomittees National Wholesalers

President F. E. I'arker of the National Whole-

sale Lumber Dealers' Association has completed

his list of committees of the current year. Of
course, by reason of his office, Mr. Parker is

chairman of the executive committee, the other

members of which are N. H. Walcott, Gordon C.

Edwards, W. W. Knight and F. R. Babcock.

The chairmen of the other committees are as

follows

:

Board of Managers of Bureac of Informa-

tion—A. L. Stone.

Hardwood Inspection—Hugh McLean.
Special Comsiittee on Single Standard Uni-

versal H.\RDW00D Inspection—Lewis Dill.

Fire Insurance—G. H. Holt.

RAILRO.AD AND TRANSPORTATION B. F. BcttS.

Lake Insurance—E. B. Foss.

Coastwise Insurance—A. J. Cadwallader.

Arbitration—Edward Eiler.

Forestry—J. M. Woods.

Terms op Sale and Trade Ethics—F. S.

Underbill.

Audit and Finance—Henry Cape.

Legislation—J. G. Criste.

Advisory to American Forestry Association

—R. C. Lippincott.

Membership— E. E. Goodlander.

Trade Relations—W. E. Litchfield.

Special Congressional Car Stake—G. F.

Craig.

Columbus Firm Will Increase Plant

The Dodson Saw Mill & Lumber Company Is

the style of a concern which was formed in Co-

lumbus, O., about two months ago, but which

as yet has not actively entered the field under

that name. The principals of the company are

C. W. Seaman, formerly of the Domestic Lum-
ber Company, Columbus, and E. Dodson, who
for a long time has been running a sawmill in

that city. Mr. Dodson specializes in the manu-

facture of stock such as chair rockers in the

rough, and similar articles.

The idea of the new organization is to provide

increased capital and to make it possible to en-

large the scope of the concern by branching out

into the general market. Mr. Dodson will con-

tinue actively in charge of the sawmill and tim-

ber buying, while it is planned that Mr. Sea-

man will be in charge of the office.

The company is planning the erection of a new
planing mill, which will contain resaws and

other equipment necessary to take care of spe-

cial orders.

Barnaby Sells His Retail Yard

C. H. Barnaby of Greencastle, Ind.. recently

disposed of his retail business, which he ran in

connection with his manufacturing department

in that place, to the True & True Lumber Com-

pany, formerly True & True of Chicago, manu-

facturers of doors. Mr. Barnaby has been con-

ducting bis retail department ever since he

started in business at Greencastle but is desirous

of confining his efforts to the manufacture of

hardwood lumber and veneers. The deal will in-

volve a sum of approximately $20,000. It is

probably the intention of the True & True Lum-

ber Company to make this one of a string of

retail yards which it will maintain in various

parts of the country.

Mr. Barnaby started his sawmill on June 3,

it having been shut down for a general over-

hauling for two weeks. He reports volume of

sales and prices for both veneers and lumber in

excellent shape.

Alabama Has New Hardwood Concern

Advices from Axis. Ala., state that the Kirk-

McConnell-Davies Company has been incor-

porated at Mobile for the purpose of manufac-

turing hardwood lumber. The principals of this

concern, who have been associated in the lumber

business for some time, are H. S. Davies, C. M.

Kirk and H. L. McConnell. Mr. Davies is from

Bucks, Ala., Mr. McConnell from Mobile and Mr.

Kirk from Axis. The concern will incorporate

with a paid up capital stock of $i;."),000. A
tract of excellent hardwood timber with about

•J8,000,000 feet stand has already been pur-

chased. This will run about half to oak and

the balance to sweet and tupelo gum and ash.

The concern is putting in a mill at Pierce's Land-

ing, which will have a capacity of from 20,000

to 30,000 a day. It will also Install a stave

mill for the purpose of utilizing sweet gum. The

company's timber is on the Alabama river and

the offices will be at Mobile.

Biltmore Doings for May
The month of May was passed by Dr. C. A.

Schenck and the students of the Biltmoro For-

est School in North Carolina. During the first

part of the month the students were treated to

an excursion over the Biltmote estate, where

the school was formerly located. Here they

viewed the results of intensive forestry which

has been applied for twenty years. There is no

question but that the Biltmore estate forms one

of the most perfect practical demonstrations of

actual results to be accomplished from intelli-

gent handling of woods and tree species, and

every Biltmoro graduate can look back with

much sntislaction to having had the opportunity

to work in that field.

After leaving Biltmore, headquarters were

established at Sunburst, near Canton. N. C. on

the holdings of the Champion Lumber Company.

The quarters here are ideally situated, being

right in the midst of some of the largest timber

and pulping industries of the country, thus af-

fording the students an excellent working field.

I
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The forest areas adjacent to Sunburst were
formerly operated entirely by tbe Champion
Fibre Company, a concern which was interested

solely in the manufacture of pulp and fibre, but
recently the Champion Lumber Company was
organized, which is a subsidiary concern of the

Champion Fibre Company, which controls 125,-

000 acres of fine hardwoods and spruce. Inas-

much as the company is erecting a double cut-

ting band mill, and is laying its standard gauge
railroad and surveying for an extension of the

road, the students were given an unusual oppor-
tunity to actually see how things are done.

Dr. Schenck is now giving lectures on log-

ging and lumbering, and the object lessons at

close hand make these lectures doubly valuable.

The usual course of study has been going on,

Dr. House continuing his talks on plant physi-

ology, while Prof. Franklin Sherman is lecturing

on entomology.

Adjustment of a Cincinnati Failure

One of the large receiverships, which are

made to pay out In full, recorded the other day.

was that of the Enterprise Lumber Company.
The failure of this company five years ago was
a sensation in the local business world, be-

cause, coupled with the taking over of the busi-

ness by a receiver, was the disappearance of the
president of the company, James Meyers.

In the adjustment of the affairs of the com-
pany every creditor received dollar for dollar,

including prior participation in a thirt.v per cent

dividend, which was earned by the running of

the business in the hands of the court. The
first receiver was W. H. Stewart, who was
succeeded by O. W. Bennett, who reorganized

the compan.v under the laws of Delaware, to

be known as the "Enterprise Lumber Company."
The new company takes over the old company
and satisfies the creditors, all of whom will

participate In the new company. The business

has been profitable under the management of

Receiver Bennett and has piled up a net surplus

of .$50,000.

The Enterprise Lumber Company has a mill

and yard in Avondale, and yards in Norwood.

The Lumbermen's Luncheon Club

The new Lumbermen's Luncheon Club of New
York, recently organized, Is fast growing In num-
bers and In importance. Recent new members
enrolled are : R. W, Higbie, three members of

Crombie & Co., C. W. Manning, H. J. Gott of E.

V. Babcock & Co.. the Gardner-Wood Company.

James B. Fatten of V<'. M. Ritter Lumber Com-

pany, and several other representative whole-

salers of the New York market.

The last luncheon of the club was held in the

club room in the Mills building and was taxed

to the utmost by the number present. Arrange-

ments are being made for a larger room in the

same building In charge of the same caterer.

The club is organized for wholesalers and vis-

iting millmen or their representatives only to

better the relations existing among the New
Y'ork wholesale element. Heretofore the luncheons

have been held only twice monthly, but in the

fall the meetings will probably be held weekly.

The only oflice of the club is that of man-

aglng-secretar.v. which place is occupied by

Herbert E. Sumner of the Sumner Lumber Com-

pany. 50 Church street, and applications for

membership should be addressed to him. No
dues are Involved. At some of the meetings short

talks will be given by specialists in various

phases of lumber selling or advertising fields.

Building Operations for May
Building operations in some fifty cities reported

by The American Contractor, Chicago, show an

aggregate gain of 21 per cent for May, 1912,

as compared with May of the past year. The

first five months of the .year scored a gain of 9

per cent as compared with the same months of

1911. Gains of 50 per cent and over were made

for May as follows : Atlanta. 63 per cent

:

Buffalo. 102 ; Chicago. 127 : Harrisburg. SI

:

Hartford, 51 ; Salt Lake City. 88 : San Antonio,
129: Toledo. 412. Particulars will be found in

the following tables

:

Mav. Mav,
1912, 1911. Per Cent,

City. Cost. Cost. Gain. Loss.
Atlanta $ 784.324 $ 480,882 «3
Baltimore S30.502 1,104,195 . . 24
BirmiDgham 386,340 376,640 3
Buffalo 1,889,000 934.000 102
Cedar Rapids 160.000 223,000 .. 28
Chattanooga 93,640 175,720 . . 46
Chicago 10,750,810 4,720,600 127
Cleveland 2,014,207 1,701,634 18
Columbus 507,122 437,191 15
Dallas 310,923 379,973 . . 18
Denver 586,000 565. 150 4
Des Moines 220,675 196,795 12
Detroit 2,088,075 1,761.830 IS
Evansville 139,167 114,017 22
Fort Wayne 304,815 213,260 42
Grand Rapids 287,044 246.630 16
Harrisburg 239,900 131,700 81
Hartford 731,580 481,715 51
Indianapolis Stl,895 7.53.225 11
Kansas City 1.446.705 1.032,338 40
Little Rock 95.725 79,145 20
I.os .\ngeles 2.277,861 1,915,529 18
Manchester 201,658 178,435 13
Memphis 684,460 635,890 7
Milwaukee 1,249,814 2.083,146 .. 40
Minneapolis 955.260 1,994,925 . . 52
Nashville 156,444 165,513 .. 5
Newark 1,290,469 1,590,748 . . 18
New Haven 463.021 621,621 .. 25
New Orleans 342,617 .365.613 .. 6
Manhattan 13.750.748 9.516.045 44
Brooklyn 4.682.820 5.192,300 .. 9
Bronx 4..303.269 2.8,82.497 49

New York 22.736.837 17.590.842 29
Oklahoma Citv 103,115 3.»0.475 .. 72
Omaha .590.020 460.465 28
Philadelphia 3.996,785 4.759,085 .. 16
Pittsburgh 1,171,709 1.148,660 2
Portland 1,528,496 1,878,330 .. IS
Rochester 1.183,967 1.070.648 10
St. Paul 936,063 1,136,269 .. 17
.St. I.ouls 1.983,8.53 1,949,914 2
Salt Lake City... 413,250 218,900 88
.«an .\ntonio 573.604 249.927 129
San Francisco 2.229.423 1.925,847 15
Scranton 157.694 144.355 9
Spokane 144.190 .323.2,35 .. 55
Tolpdo I,.392.0.54 271.671 412
Washington 1,599.380 1.494.055 7
Wilkes Barre 1.58,808 .320,630 .. 50
Worcester 4.12.002 455.497 . . 1

Total $74,881,203 $61,439,865 21

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

Secretary Dostor nf the Hardwcod Manufac-
turers' Association of the T'nited States, whose
headquarters are at Cincinnati, has just returned

from a trip through the producing districts of

West Virginia. He reports numerous sales of

poplar, and one sale of 550.000 feet of high-grade

stock, indicating a returning demand for the bet-

ter grades of this wood. He reports that the

condition of low-grade poplar stocks remains prac-

tically unchanged, as orders are already booked

covering a large percentage of the year's output.

A meeting of the Tri-State Lumbermen's Club

was held at Ashland. Ky.. on June 1, at which a

general discussion of poplar stock conditions

ensued. Permanent quarters have been secured

for this club at the Park City Club rooms.

Ashland.

Secretary Doster reports that the statement

of market conditions for May is rapidl.v nearin?

completion at his office and will soon be ready

for distribution.

The Hardwood Manufacturers' Association is

arranging for the appointment of several new
• inspectors, and application for these positions

are now being received and passed upon by the

association's oflScers.

The report sent out by the association last

week on stock conditions covering low-grade

poplar. Cottonwood and gum indicates a reduc-

tion from a year ago of from nineteen to sixty

per cent.

The secretary advises that the membership of

the association Is l»ing divided into classes for

the particular woods they manufacture, in order

to facilitate the handling of information cover-

ing stocks and market conditions more accurately.

This system obviates the necessity of burdening

members with requests for information covering

woods they do not produce. When this system

is installed there will be a very elaborate inter-

change of information between members pro-

ducing the same kinds of woods.

President W. E. DeLaney, under date of May
24, communicated the following :

"While the overfiow in the Mississippi valley

is regrettable, those outside of the flooded district

will undoubtedly be benefited on account of en-

hanced values. While the demand is as yet not

normal—and well for the lumbermen that it is

not, as in such condition requirements could not

be met—the condition is undesired, as It would
benefit those who are urging substitution for

lumber,

"I believe all demands for lumber will be met
by the manirfacturers this year, and values will

be higher than last. I believe the average value

of hardwoods this year, as compared with last, is

$3 higher, and would not be surprised to see the

average go to $5,

"The association is now engaged in gathering

statistics as to the supply and present market
conditions. I trust that every member will re-

spond promptly to this request, as our office is

being flooded for this Information, and we are

unable to supply it until we can procure accurate

information for distribution. I feel that this

compiled information will be of great benefit at

this particular time."

Miscellaneous Notes
The D. Winchester Handle Company, formerly

of Attica, O., has been moved to Bellevue, O.

The Advance Lumber Company, Cleveland, O.,

has decreased its capital stock from $750,000 to-

$375,000,

The Central Lumber Company, Forest City,

N. C, has been Incorporated with a capital

Btoct of $50,000,

The Bad Axe Lumber Company, Bad Axe,

Mich., has been Incorporated with a capital

stock of $25,000.

The Alf Bennett Lumber Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has been petitioned into bankruptcy. S. F.

Pryor has been appointed trustee.

The Klrkpatrick Lumber Company, Alexan-

dria, Ga., has been incorporated with an au-

thorized capital stock of $25,000.

The Greenville Lumber & Veneer Company.
Greenville, N. C, has been succeeded by the

Greenville Cooperage & Lumber Company.

The South Georgia Lumber Company, whose
headquarters are at Savannah, Ga., has opened

en office at 11 Broadway, New York» N. Y.

The Rainwater Lumber Company, New Or-

leans, La., has been incorporated with a capitat

stock of $25,000, and will wholesale lumber.

Fire recently destroyed the lumber and saw-

mills of the Seymour Lumber Company. North

Vancouver, B, C, entailing a loss of $100,000.

The Good Lumber Manufacturing Company.
Strasburg, Va., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $50,000 to manufacture lumber.

A. N. Russell & Son Company, Illon, N. Y.,

manufacturer of fixtures, show cases, etc., has

increased its capital stock from $75,000 to $125,-

000.

The Fairfield Lumber Company, Fairfield, 111.,

has Increased its capital stock from $10,500 to

$20,000, and the number of directors from three

to five.

The Regal Furniture Company of Jamestown,

X. Y., has been succeeded by the C. W. 'Herrick

Manufacturing Company, which is capitalized at

$100,000.

L. F. Sanders & Son. wholesale dealers in

mine timbers, hardwood lumber, etc., have

moved their headquarters from Brighton, 111., to

921 Alton street, Alton, 111.

The Hoosier Veneer Company, whose plant at

Ladoga. Ind., was recently destroyed by fire,

has completed arrangements to continue in busi-

ness at Indianapolis, and not rebuild the Ladoga

mill.

The Maple City Manufacturing Compan.v.

Ooshen, Ind., has been Incorporated with a cap-

ital stock of $10,000 to manufacture porcli
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furniturp. The directors are W. E. Deutsch, D.

M. Bechtel and J. F. Shepard.

The Day Lumber Company. Biddeford, Me.,

lias been incorporated with a capital stock of

?100,000 to do a general lumlx'r business. The
officers of the new company are W. B. Xye, presi-

<lcnt. and S. G. Day. treasurer.

Tile Bishop Lumber Company, Bishop. Tex.,

recently filed an amendment to its charter, In-

creasinsj its capital stock from $10,500 to $25.-

000 ; value of shares from $50 to $100 : and re-

ducing directorate from five to three members.

The Home Furniture Company, Worcester,

Mass., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000 to manufacture furniture. The
officers of the new compan.v are M. S. T. Nahig-

ian. president, and F. H. Nickerson, treasurer.

The Central Veneer Company, Huntington, W.
Va., is installing a new veneer cutter, dryer,

etc., in its phint. which in connection with its

present equipment will make the plant one of

the most modern in the country. The improve-

ments will cost about $15,000.

The Bennington Lumber Company. Bennington,

Kas., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $10,000. The incorporators are W. G.

Baruett of Bennington ; W. J. Leeper of Denison.

Tex. ; H. T. Childs ot Caddo,; 1'. A. Vineyard of

Bennington and Nettie Grassham of Caddo.

The Wilson Lumber & Box Company of Tona-

wanda. N. Y., has been incorporated with a

capital stock ot $100,000, and will manufacture

and deal in lumber and boxes. The incorpo-

rators are T. .T. Wilson and A. M. Hathaway of

North Tonawaurta, and F. E. Caldwell ot Tona-
wanda, N. Y.

The South Mountain Lumber Company of

Lebanon. Pa., has recently purchased 1,800 acres

of timber land in West Cornwall and South
Londonderry townships, east of Mt. Gretna. The
company will install lumber, lath and shingle

mills, and market the timber, which is mostly
chestnut and oak.

The Bigelow Brush Company. Baltimore, Md.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$100,000 to manufacture brushes. The incor-

porators, who are also directors for the first

year, are Wm. Kleinle, Wm. F. Bigelow, Myer
Rosenbush, Edward A. Weller and Ambrose
Vogt. The new company will begin business

about Aug. 1.

The Virginia Veneer & Panel Company, with

a plant in Cliesterfield. Xa.. recently filed a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy. The com-
pany's liabilities were placed at $15,156.85, with
assets of $29,4-15. Real estate and stock con-

stitute the principal part of the assets. Roland
T. Thorpe and W. P. Hilton were appointed re-

ceivers for the bankrupt company.

The Defiance Machine Works, Defiance, O.,

recently increased its capital stock from $100,000
to $600,000. The company has also made ar-

rangements for two large buildings ot the saw-

tooth type. The mechanical equipment will be

overhauled and there will be a number of addi-

tions made to it, which will make this one of

the best equipped concerns of its kind in the

countr.v.
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Hardwood iSJews ^otes

CHICAGO

Secretary H. S. Kellogg of the Northern Hem-
lock & Hardwood Manufacturers' Association an-

nounces that the next regular meeting of that

association will be held at Houghton, Mich., on

.July 17.

E. M. Stark, sales manager of the American

Column & Lumber Company, St. Albans. W. Va..

spent the better part of last week in town. Mr.

Stark is on the board of managers of the Na-

tional Hardwood Lumber Association and came
early to attend the meeting of the board on Tues-

day. Mr. St.irk's idea of the present and imnu*-

diate future of the lumber business is very chei'r-

ful.

J, F. MeSweyn and his son George of the Mem-
phis Saw Mill Company of Memphis. Tenn., were

among outside visitors who came to town sev-

eral da.vs before the National convention. Mr.

McSweyn says that the Memphis situation is

improving decidedly in the last few weeks, and

that while right now there is a temporary lull.

a. continued increase in volume of business and

prices is looked for.

H. A. Batchelor of the Tennessee Oak Floor-

ing Company. Nashville, Tenn., was in attend-

ance at the National convention at the Sherman
House, and also spent several days in town prior

to the convention.

M. M. Wall and ,1. W. Welsh of the Buffalo

Hardwood Lumber Company, Buffalo. N. Y..

were among the out-of-town meml>ers who came

to Chicago early and transacted a little business

before the convention.

li. M. Holland tif the Cartier-IIollanil Lumber
Company of I.udington. Mich., was in attendance

at the National convention, and also participated

in the meeting of the liUmber Sales Managers'

Association held last Friday afternoon at the

Luml)ermen's Club of Chicago.

Wm. Schreiber. who for years has been prc.m-

inently associated \\\X\\ the I'l-.-iiicis Beidler in-

terests and th'- H. II. llettler Lumber Company
of Chicago, incorporated on ,lune 1 under the

style Wm. C. Schreiber &. Co. Mr. Schreiber

will do business at Throop and Twenty-second

streets, Chicago.

W. W. Dings of the Garelson-Greason LumU-r
Company. SI. Louis, Mo., was in town a good
part of last week on business, and was in at-

tendance at the National association meeting.

Mr. Dings is a director of the Sales Managers'
association, and was in attendance at the meet-

ing of tiuit bod.v.

The Chicago office of the Louisiana Red
Cypress Lumber Company, in charge ot T. A.

Moore, has been moved to 412 Otis building.

Mr. Moore's new telephone numlnr is Franklin

1 066.

Ralph McCracken. sales manager ot the Ken-
tuck.v Lumber Company. Cincinnati. O., was a

welcome caller at the office of Hahdwooi> Record
on June 5. Mr. McCracken says the ICentticky

Lumber Contpany is running its mills at Burn-
side and A\'illiarasburg. Ivy., at full capacit.v,

and has a full stock of logs for the season in

boom for the Burnside mill, and is logging 5(t,oiio

feet a day on its LaFollette timl)er for the Wil-

liamsburg mill. He reports trade conditions very
satisfactory.

George F. Kretsclimer, Sr., president of the

Southern Veneer Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

Louisville, Ky., was a caller at HAiiDwoou
Rkcdud offices on .Tune 5. He reports a satis-

factory volume of trade, but contends that prices

I'uling are too low.

RiccoKD had the [)leasure of a call ou June 6

from S. M. Nickcy and W. E. Nickey of the

(Ireen River I^umber Compan.v and Nickey
Brothers, the well-known hardwood manufac-
turers of Mem|)his. W. V.. Nickey left Chicago

on the evening of June ij for an extended I'acilic

coast trip.

Among the distinguished foreign visitors at

the last week's Chicago convention of the Na-
tional Ilard\M'od Lumber Association were S. T.

Cobbett of Cobbett & Co., London, England, and
lien Ueubenstein, of the Great Eastern Timber
Compan.v of the same city.

The Lumbermen's Association of Chicago is-

sued Number 1 of Volume 1 ot a four page
paper known as "Lumbermen's News." during
the recent convention of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association. The paper was made up of

a directory ot officers and members of the asso-

ciation : a review of its objects ; and consider-

able bunk, piffle and joll.v about local and visit-

ing members of the trade.

A caller at Record office on June 10 was E.

D. McConnell, president of the Tennessee River
Veneer Company, Sheffield, Ala., who will attend

the annual meeting of the National Veneer &
Panel Manufacturers' Association to be held in

this city June 11 and 12.

H.VRDWOOD Record acknowledges receipt of the

official report of the twentieth annual meeting
of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Asso-

ciation, which took place at Louisville, Ky..

March 6 and 7. 1912. The report is gotten up
in about the usual style and is .so designed and
printed as to !>e worthy of a place in the busi-

ness library of an.v member of the association.

Hardwood Record is desirous of .tnnouncing

to the veneer trade that its second bulletin cover-

ing the specific requirements of veneer and panel

consumers of the I'nited States is off the press,

and ready for distribution. This bulletin gives a

ver.v considerable amount of additii>nal informa-

tion of this character, over that i-outained in

previous bulletin.

NEW YORK

The regular quarterly meeting of the New
Y'ork Lumber Trade .Association will be held rit

headquarters, 18 Broadway, on June 12. The
board of trustees will also meet on the same
date.

C. H. Turner, whoh'sale lumlier. 1 Madison
avenue, has removed his offices to the Fifth

.Vvenue building. Fifth avenue and T^'enty-third

street. Manhattan.
II. W. Palen's Sons, large* trim and mill-work

manufacturers with plant at Kingston, N. Y..

have removed their office from 1 Madison avenue
to 45 Broadwa.v, Manhattan.

Tlie Dunn-Oliver Lumber Compan.v has just

opened offices at 00 West street, Cit.v, to con-

duet a general wholesale lumber business. The
new company is ca|iitall/ed at $50.0(10 of which
.'i:26.iMM> is paid in. ami is composed of John E.

Dunn of I'lainfield, N. J., and X. C. Oliver of

.\tlantic Highlands, N. J. The former has been

in the lumber trade practically all his life, hav-

ing been connected for many years with Sargent
Brothers and the J. D. Louzeaux Company.
Mr. Oliver was formerly connected with the

Newark office of Wm. Whitmer & Sons, and dur-

ing the past two years has acted as sales repre-

sentative for the Cox Lumber Company of Ash-
boro. N. C. and the Salt Lick Lumber Company
of Salt Lick, K.v.

The Stevens-Eaton Company, large wholesale
lumber house of 1 Madison avenue, on June 1

removed its offices from the fifth floor on the
Foiu-th avenue side of the Metropolitan building

to the fourth floor ou the Madison avenue side

of the same building. The conii>nny announces
;;

that it has appointed J. W. Worth, formerly i

New York inspector for the National Hardwood *=

Lumber Association, superintendent of the whole-
J

sale hardwood yards of the company at Gilman ^

and Elkins. W. Va., to succeed W. H. Hyatt. I

BUFFALO

The annual outing of the lUift'alo Lumber Ex-
cliiingi' will he held June 18 at Cascade Park,
which the lumliermen will have to themselves
for the day. The trip will be made in automo-
biles which will start from the north side of

the P.utTnlo Public Library building at 9:00 n. m.
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Two baseball games are promised for the day,

one between the "Hardwooders." captained by

Elmer Sturm, and the "White Pitiers" in charge

of John F. Knox. The other game will be be-

tween married and single men.
Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling report that the

hardwood trade is good at present as compared

with the business moving two months ago. The
firm has a well-balanced stock of hardwoods at

present.

ITlre on the night ot May 25 caused a loss of

several hundred dollars to the office of O. E.

Yeager. The loss is well covered by insurance.

F. W. Tetter's yard has again been getting in

a good-sized stock of basswood. which has been

rapidly shipped out. Oak and maple have as

usua'. been proving staple sellers.

T. Sullivan & Co. 'are looking for a cargo of

ash to arrive shortly at the yard. Trade has

been up to the usual average and the local

demand for hardwoods has shown some improve-

ment.

Anthony Miller's yard continues to find a fair

sale for oak and other hardwoods. The yard is

carrying its usual good supplies, and assort-

ments are showing improvement.

PHILADELPHIA

About five acres of land in Basic City, Va.,

which will be used as their hardwood distribut-

ing, yard, have been recently procured by Wistar,

Underbill & Xixon. Cars will be available for

transportation at any time as the property is

situated at the junction of two loading railroads.

They will carry from .'3.000,000 to 10.000.000

feet of hardwood for quick delivery at all times.

The Summit Lumber Company reports a

modicum of business at this time. J. C. Ten-

nant of this concern says, as the coal strike is

approaching a settlement, an expansion of trade

in that territory is likely to follow. The com-

pany has recently made a contract with thi'«

D. T. McKeithan Lumber Company of New York
to h.indle its "Xupro Gum" exclusively in the

anthracite coal region and a large part of east-

ern Pennsylvania.

Charles Este, president of tbo Charles Este

Company, says lumber is In fair requisition,

but it is impossible to state with any degree

of accuracy when a prompt shipment can be

made at the mills. The general business situa-

tion gives some uneasiness. The company has

secured a contract to supply "Green Heart"

timber to be used in the construction ot the

Panama canal. This wood, Mr. Estes says. Is

obtained from the interior of the county of

Demarara. British Guiana, and Is but rarely

known to the average lumberman.

The S. P. Bowers Company nports business

at this time hindered somewhat by unfavorable

weather conditions. S. P. Bowers is in the

South, where retarded shipments require his

attention. Frederick C. Rightor has recently

been engaged to look after the hardwood depart-

ment. Mr. Eighter is a thorough hardwood

man and well known, both to the manufacturer

and the buyer.

A. W. Smennor of Smennor & Co.. this city,

who was on n visit to the Pacific coast, was

found dead in his room in San Francisco, Cal.,

on May 24. He was twenty-eight years old.

J. «". Floyd of the Floyd-Olmstead Company,

who is just back from a tour of Investigation in

the South, reports a gener.il depletion of stocks.

Business, he says, was distinctly remunerative

up to May 1, when a drop came. During the

last fortnight, however, there has been a notice-

able quickening.

R. A. & .L ,1. Williams report diminished lum-

ber trading. The hardwood end of the business

is best sustained. Maurice -I. Dukes, vice-presi-

dent, says shipments are more satisfactory.

Owen M. Bruner of the Owen M. Bruner Com-

pany preserves his usual tranquillity as to busi-

ness conditions. The company's men are hustlers

and the result Is a fair volume of orders.

Henry Whelpton, secretary and treasurer, is in

\"irglnia looking after stocks.

W. T. Latham, vice-president of the Monarch
Lumber Company and the Haddock-France Lum-
ber Company, has recently paid a visit to the

Philadelphia office. He reports activity at the

mill at Mt. Sterling, 'N. C, where the company

is now installing its new skidding system which

will reduce the cost of logging by one-half.

H. B. France, secretary and treasurer, reports

fair trading at this end, and the outlook

promising.

The Philadelphia Hardwood Lumber Company,
Incorporated, recently obtained a charter. It is

capitalized at .$50,000.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works received an

order for fifty large locomotives from the Chi-

cago. Burlington & Quincy Railroad at a cost

of about $1,000,000. In addition, the company
has been awarded a contract to build twenty-

six locomotives for the Seaboard Air Line, esti-

mated at a cost of ?oOO,000.

PITTSBURGH
J

Collins & Brown of Mayburg. Pa., have broken

ground for a chemical wood plant with capacity

of seventy cords a day. The company controls

50.000 acres ot timlx>r land.

The Johnston-Davies Lumber Company, which

makes a specialty of Washington county white

oak for Industrial and mining operations, has

just started a branch office a1 Cumberland, Md.

The company recently bought 1.000.000 feet of

splendid oak that is now being cut for summer
shipments.

The Freehold Lumber Company has united its

forces with those of Samuel BIggart. another

Pittsburgh wholesaler who will look after the

city trade for the Freehold company. President

Robert Gannon will devote his attention to the

outside trade.

The Kendall Lumber Company is selling more

lumber for Industrial operations than for a long

time. It reports mining Inquiries very good also.

Its engineer, Frank Cunningham, left last Sat-

urday for Oregon to help shape up a big timber

operation which the Kendalls will cut there as

soon as possible.

The A. M. Kinney Lumber Company has

bought in two new hardwood plants lately, one

at Coraopolis, Pa., and the other near Kinsman,

Ohio. Both plants are cutting oak, chiefly tim-

bers and car stock.

The plant of the Greensburg Swing Company
at Greensburg. Pa., was burned June 3 with a

loss ot $15,000.

The C. F. Eggers Lumber Company. Union-

town. Pa., is starting a new yard at Honessen,

Pa., near Pittsburgh.

The Pittsburgh wholesalers and retailers are

making arrangements for a big joint picnic June

22 at Keystone Park. The entertainment com-

mittee consists of John M. Montgomery of the

American & Manufacturing Company. .J. H.

Henderson of the Kendall Lumber Company, J.

A. Diebold of the Forest Lumber Company, J. G.

Criste of the Interior Lumber Company, and

also E. M. Diebold and George N. Glass, commit-

tee for the retailers.

BOSTON

The adjourned annual meeting of the Lumber

Dealers' Association of Connecticut was held re-

cently in Kew Haven, Conn., and the following

officers were elected : President. Albert Schu-

maker : vice-president, Fred A. Lines of An-

sonia : secretary, Henry C. Turner of New Ca-

naan : treasurer, William H. Judd of Stamford.

Directors, E. J. Lake. Hartford : W. H. Goddard

of Wallingford ; Frank S. Saxton of Bristol, and

Louis A. Mansfield of Now Haven. The latter

was also elected the insurance director.

Since the first of January there have been

awarded building permits in New England
amounting in value to $77,162,000 as compared
with $60,884,000 during the corresponding period

last year and $65,434,000 during the correspond-

ing period in 1910.

The Deering-Winslow Company, Portland, Me.,

has leased the State street wharf In Portland

and ^N-ill remove to the new location, which gives

the company larger quarters.

The Liberty Lumber Company, Springfield,

Mass., has made an assignment to Floyd E.

Longwell of the Fred S. Morse Lumber Com-
pany, Springfield, Mass., and Lindsley W. Shep-

ard of the Shepard Lumber Company. Boston.

The trustees will operate the business for a time

and then sell the assets.

A few weeks ago the lumber dealers through

the Boston Chamber of Commerce applied to the

Treasury Department asking that the surveying

of lumber arriving at the Port of Boston by

water be done by the state surveyor instead of

by the federal surveyors, which request has been

granted by the government.

Charles Napier of Springfield. Mass., will erect

a saw works factory in that city at a cost of

about $24,000. The building will be of brick and

concrete construction, 200x50 feet.

B. N. Beard has purchased land in Shelton.

Conn., and will erect a factory for the manufac-

ture of baskets and barrels. The company will

use considerable hardwood lumber.

BALTIMORE

The annual mooting of the Baltimore Lumber
Exchange was held June 1 at the Merchants'

club on German street. President Theodore

Mottu presided and Luther H. Gwaltney kept the

minutes. Several matters of importance were

considered, one being the reading of a legal

opinion on the rights of lumbermen under the

prevailing state of affairs in connection with

the strike of the stevedores. A committee had

been appointed to interview former United States

District Attorney Jlorris A. Soper regarding an

advance in pay requested by the stevedores. The
report of the committee was accepted, and mem-
bers of the exchange individually will probably

make such arrangements with regard to unload-

ing as possible. The matter of having the city

improve the streets in the lumber district around

Back Basin also came up for consideration, and

it was decided that a committee appear before

the municipal authorities on the subject. Still

another question to be acted upon was that of

the difference between the freight rate from Nor-

folk to Baltimore. Representations have been

mitde to the Baltimore & Ohio for an equalization

ot tlie rate, but such appeals have so far proved

ineffectual. A resolution demanding an equaliza-

tion of the rate was adopted by the exchange.

The business session was followed by a hand-

some luncheon, which was enjoyed by, about fifty

members.
The Baltimore lumbermen, among other busi-

ness men of this city, have won an important

victory before the Maryland Public Service Com-

mission, which last week handed down a decision

greatly reducing the switching charges here. In

some instances the charges were cut to one-fifth

or one-sixth ot the present charge. The Public

Service Commission also issued an order estab-

lishing a switching zone, to remain effective for

at least five years.

Fire on May 22 destroyed the store rooms of

Russe & Thompson, manufacturers of office fur-

niture at 9 and 11 North Gay street, the loss

being estimated at $50,000.

The affairs of the International Lumber & De-

velopment Company, which owns large tracts of

land in Mexico and Yucatan, were brought to

public attention again on May 31, when ex-

Chancellor Nicholson, representing a number of

stockholders, appeared in the Chancery Court at

Wilmington, Del., and withdrew his application

for the appointment of a receiver pending litiga-
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tion. This step was made necessary, he ex-

plained, by the inability, because of a lack of

title, to get affidavits from the scenes of the com-

pany's operations. The withdrawal was granted

by Chancellor Curtis. Mr. Nicholson stated that

the plan to have a receiver appointed would be

pursued, notwithstanding the present setback.

when the necessary affidavits had been secured,

the chancellor having refused to extend the time

for the present.

New interest was infused in the ranks of Hoo-
Hoo at Norfolk on May 27, when E. Stringer

Boggess, the Snark of the Universe, visited that

city and assisted in a concatenation, at which

new officers were elected and a number of new
members admitted. After the initiations a din-

ner was served at the Lynnhaven Hotel, where

the concatenation took place.

The R. K. Hartwell Company has moved to

more commodious offices on the fourth floor of the

Keyser building.

COLUMBUS
1

Papers have been filed with the secretary of

state decreasing the authorized capital of the

West Side Lumber Company from $25,000 to

-?5,000. At the same time papers were filed

decreasing the capital of the East Side Lumber
Company from S50,000 to $5,000. This action

was taken by the owners to prevent the pay-

ment of large corporation tax.

The Burkhart Hardwood Lumber Company of

Caldwell, 0., has removed its plant to Zanes-

vlllc, O. The concern is a large buyer and

shipper of hardwoods.
The Acorn Lumber Company of Columbus re-

•cently gave a prize to the person suggesting a

suitable business slogan. A number were sub-

mitted and the concern selected the one "For

All Lumber Call the Acorn's Number". This is

now being used on all of the advertising matter

of the concern.

The McCann-Shaw Manufacturing Company is

the name of a new concern located at 47 Vine

street, Columbus, for the manufacture of win-

dows.
John R. Gobey of the John R. Gobey Lumber

Company reports a good trade in all hardwoods
with prices holding up exceedingly well. Dry
stocks are light and advances are expected soon.

R. W. Horton, sales manager for Ibi' central

division for the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company,
has returned from an inspection trip of the com-

pany's mills in the South. He reports a good

demand for all varieties and grades of hard-

woods with prices ruling firm in every particu-

lar. He says there is a good demand for sound

wormy chestnut and for the lower grades of

other hardwoods. Stocks are scarce and prices

are bound to go higher.

CINCINNATI

The Cincinnati Furniture Exchange, the old-

est business organization In Cincinnati, will hold

its annual outing on .Tune 29 at Phoenix Grove.

The steamer Kentucky has been chartered for the

day : a band has been engaged ; free lunch will

be served all day, and a Kentucky chicken dinner

will be enjoyed. The boat will leave an hour
earlier In the evening for the return trip. On
these occasions the dealers become the guests of

the manufacturers, who bear all expense.

The New River Lumber Company, with W.
Hopkins at its head, has one of the finest equip-

ments in the country at its plant at Norma, Tenn.

The office in the Union Trust building is one of

the most up-to-date suite of offices in the land.

Mr. Hopkins is always on deck, while a Mr.

Garties will impart any information sought re-

garding the mill at Norma.
Jos. Eolser, secretary of the Lumbermen's CInh

of Cincinnati, as well as chairman of the enter-

tainment committee, fills both offices so ad-

mirably that a member at a recent meeting of

the club moved that Joe be elected permanent
chairman and secretary. He is a member of the

firm of Blackburn & Bolser, in the Mercantile
Library building.

J. H. P. Smith of the Cincinnati Hardwood
Company says that the hardwood business re-

mains good and is of the opinion that wide poplar

will not become a drug on the market.

The Hyde Park Lumber Company has absorbed
the Midland Lumber Company and has moved
its offices from the Traction building to the

Hyde Park offices.

The firm of Ault & Jackson, consisting of C.

F. Ault and A. V. Jackson, has liquidated the

past month and the partners have separated.

J. Watt Graham of the Graham Lumber Com-
pany says he is getting all the business he can
attend to.

INDIANAPOLIS

The Indianapolis Chair Manufacturing Com-
pany and the Central Chair Company have been

consolidated under the former name and will

operate at the Indianapolis company's plant in

West New York street.

Purrall Thomas, a farmer near Frankfort, re-

cently sold to the Garrott-McKinsey Lumber
Company of that city one hundred white oak
trees, the consideration being $3,000, a record

for the vicinity.

Ladders and other woodenware will be manu-
factured by the newly organized Fayette Manu-
facturing Company of Connersville. The com-
pany is incorporated with an authorized capital-

ization of $10,000, the directors and principal

stockholders being W. O. Hall, J. H. Johnson
and L. H. Warren.
The two largest mahogany logs ever received

in this city have been delivered to the Talgo

Mahogany Company, having been purchased in

Liverpool, England, recently by John H. Talgo

of the company, who is spending the summer in

Europe. The logs weigh approximately eleven

tons each and are about five feet in diameter and
approximately seventeen feet long.

KNOXVILLB

The Maphet & Shea Lumber Company has

installed its edger and trimmer on its new yard

at Lonsdale. It is behind on orders and is get-

ting its stock remanufactured. Ed Maphet.

president of the company, reports business more
active than he has seen it in a long time. He is

one of the most optimistic lumbermen of this

city, and looks forward to a prosperous year.

J. Park Vestal of the Vestal Lumber & Manu-
facturing Company has .iust returned from the

mountains of upper east Tennessee, where he has

purchased a fine boundary of yellow pine and
white oak for his concern. He reports being

over-stocked with orders, and a large scarcity

of available dry lumber.

J. C. Kimball of Kimball & Kopcke will go to

New York next week on a combined business and

pleasure trip.

MEMPHIS

Weather conditions throughout the Memphis
territory have been extremely favorable during

the past fortnight, and much more satisfactory

progress is being made with the production of

hardwood lumber. The Mississippi river is en-

tirely within its banks at Memphis and also In

most districts below this city. It has not entirely

returned, however, in the territory below Beulah.

JIlss., but is falling rapidly, and it is anticipated

that the overflow, as a direct hindrance to Mem-
phis operators, will soon be a thing of the past.

Every mill here which found it necessary to

close down, as a direct result of the high water,

has resumed operations with a single exception.

There are some, however, which had to close

down as a result of inability to secure all the

timber they needed, and such a flattering state-

ment regarding these can not be made. Lumber
manufacturers here said some time ago that the

logging problem was going to be the most serious

one with which they had to contend, and their

ideas on the subject have been fully borne out by
recent developments. There are several firms

here which have a large timber supply ahead
and which are in position to continue in steady

operation for several months. The majority, how-
ever, have only a comparatively small amount of

logs on hand and in a few cases not a log is in

sight. However, even the mills which are with-

out timber now are beginning to take a more
favorable view of the outlook. It has been pos-

sible during the past few weeks to cut considera-

ble timber on the ridges and uplands. There was
also considerable cypress and other timber in the

lowlands which was cut and floated out through

the bayous and other back water. Now the

water has receded from the greater portion of

the Inundated area and it will be possible in a

short time fo get into the bottoms, where the

choicest timber is to be found.

The demand for lumber is good and shipments

are on a pretty liberal scale from Memphis.

Stocks are therefore being gradually reduced and
there is a disposition on the part of all manu-
facturers to do all in their power in order to be

able to pi-oduce a stock of lumber to take care

of the good demand which is promised for the

next few months. It is felt that present produc-

tion will have very little bearing upon stocks of

dry lumber available now, but manufacturers will

be in position to sell for forward shipment if

they can secure a large supply of timber and
can feel reasonably certain that they will have
the lumber to ship when these contracts mature.

The most direct testimony which has been

given on logging operations in this section comes
from J. W. Dickson, president of the Valley Log
Loading Company. This firm operates exclusively

on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley lines of the

Illinois Central System. It has been reasonably

active dining the past fortnight, as shown by the

fact that its loadings amount to about 600 cars

of logs for Memphis and other points from May
15 to June 1. Mr. Dickson further stated that

in his opinion the company will load practically

as many logs for Memphis and other points on

the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line during June

as for the corresponding month last year. Some
of the lumbermen do not take quite as cheerful a

view of the log outlook as Mr. Dickson does, but,

as already intimated, the feeling is more op-

timistic than it has been at any time since the

overflow occurred,

R. J. Wiggs, secretary and treasurer of R. J.

Darnell, Inc., is authority for the statement that

both the band mills and the veneer plants of this

firm will be placed in operation within the next

ten days. R. J. Darnell. Inc., owns considerable

timher near Proctor, Ark., and it likewise has

more ilian 17.000 acres of timber holdings near

Batesville, Miss. For the past two months It

has been unable to conduct logging operations at

either point, with the result that the mills and

veneer plants of the firm have been closed down.

Mr. Wiggs says that deliveries of logs will begin

at once and that within the next ten days the

firm will have accumulated a sufficient supply

to justify it in resuming.

May Brothers are also making preparations to

resume. They had a protecting levee on their

yards in New South Memphis, but this gave away,

with resultant overflow of much of their ma-

chinery as well as some of their lumber. The
levee was built to withstand a stage of forty-

one feet but was powerless to cope with a stage

of forty-five feet, which was actually experienced.

Charlie Ransom of the Gayoso Lumber Com-
pany has recently returned from the Cairo office.

He says that the overflow did considerable dam-

age to lumber interests at Cairo, but that his

firm escaped any serious harm. He further

stated that everything was getting in good shape
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again for the resumption of business on some-
tliing lilie a normal scale.

John Dwyer, representative of the Lamb-Fish
interests at Memphis, is authority for the state-

ment that the mill and wood-working enterprises

o£ the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, at Charles-

ton, Miss., were placed in operation a few days
ago and that they would be kept running on full

time if possible. Mr. Dwyer said that the opera-

tions of the firm during the past five months had
not exceeded one month. The direct cause of the

smaller activity on the part of the Lamb-Fish
Lumber Company was due very largely to the

unfavorable weather first and to the high water
from the Mississippi and its tributaries later.

There is little sign of presidential year in

liusitess conditions here. The hardwood lumber-

men are enjoying a better demand than they have
experienced for several years, and the yellow pine

people say that there is more activity in their

line than has been witnessed for some time. The
railroads and other large consuming interests

are in the market for both hardwood and yellow

pine timber, and the situation is such that it is

very difficult to secure the stock with which to

fill orders already booked or offering. Activity is

not confined to lumber alone, but extends also to

other lines, and this finds very clear reflection

in the bank clearings at Memphis during May.
which exceeded the same month last year by
more than $2,000,000.

While no concerted action has so far been

taken by the Lumbermen's Club on the subject,

it is known that there will be decided opposition

to the plank in the Democratic platform calling

for free lumber. The Lumbermen's Club of

Memphis made a most active fight against the

elimination of duties on lumber four years ago

when the Payne-Aldrich tariff measure was
framed. It is recognized here that there would
be much more intense competition from Canada
and other border counties if the duties on lum-

ber were removed, and it is expected that the

Lumbermen's Club of Memphis will take this

fsubject up at an early date. A number of other

organizations in the South have already ex-

pressed themselves very strongly against the re-

moval of the duties in question.

Yates, Brown & Yates is the style of the new
partnership which has recently been formed at

Paris. Tenn., and which has already purchased-

timber to the extent of about 3,000,000 feet. A
mill is now being erected near Paris and this

will be used to prepare this timber for the

market. It is proposed to have the plant in

operation between ,Tune 1 and 15. Rough lum-

ber will be manufactured, but special attention

will be paid to dimension stock, particularly

wagon and buggy material and plow beams.

Otway Yates will have the business end in

charge.

NASHVILLE

The Standard Box Company has been formed

here with a capital stock of $5,000. The in-

corporators are H. Schwartz. Sam Rosenstein and

others.
,

A stave mill will be established at White

Bluff. Tenn.. by Brown & Jordan, and will work
up the oak on a tract of 4.000 acres.

B. F. Myatt has put a drum saw in his mill

at White Bluff and will make tight as well as

slack barrel staves from timber recently pur-

chased on an 800-acre tract.

There is much trading each week at the regu-

lar meetings of the local Lumbermen's Club.

This organization had a good delegation at the

meeting in Chicago of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association June 6 and 7.

The "Acorn Brand" baseball team has been

organized by the employes of the Nashville Hard-

wood Flooring Company and the team will be

formidable contenders for the rag in the Rock

City League, an organization of local clubs in

this city.

At Louisville, July 25, Commissioner McChord
of the Interstate Commerce Commission will hear
the log rate case in which much local interest Is

felt. It involves the new rate recently pro-

mulgated by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

providing, briefly, for an advance by carriers

on logs and bolts into Nashville and other mill-

ing points on the lines of that railroad. The
proposed new rate provides a change whereby
freight on only two pounds of inbound logs

might be applied to through rates on one pound
of outbound lumber. The matter, it will be re-

membered, was taken up by the transportation

committee of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club
with the result that the order was suspended
until a hearing could be had.

The third annual outing and picnic of the

Nashville Builders' Exchange, which will be held

at a convenient spring near the city June 20.

promises to he the largest entertainment of the

kind ever held by this organization. It is prob-

able some 500 members, their families and friends

will be on hand. There will be a big barbecue

and other special attractions. The committee

in charge, headed by J. S. Minton, assures ail

that there will be something doing well worth
while.

Housinn & Liggclt, formerly operating at Lewis-

burg, Tenn., have secured the plant of the for-

mer pump factory at Columbia, installing ma-
chinery for a pencil slat factory.

The E'ast St. Louis Walnut Company has lo-

cated a branch yard here with W. R. Mott in

charge.

Love. Boyd & Co., one of the largest local

concerns, is developing a large hardwood tract

with a mill having 15,000 feet daily capacity at

Veto, Ala. The tract includes 5.000.000 feet

of poplar, oak and chestnut.

J. P. Gartner has started a new mill near

Blountviile and is hauling the lumber from it

to the Bristol market.

BRISTOL

The J. A. Wilkinson Lumber Company reports

business as good. The company's mill here is

very busy and its country mills are all running.

Its export department is particularly busy at

this time.

Several new mills are being built in this sec-

tion and a number of important timber deals have

been made, the result of which will be that more
mills will be erected this year. Timber prices

are extremely high and there is little disposition

on the part of the owners of stumpage to put it

on the market. Several small mills have been

started in Sullivan county during the past spring.

Among the visitors in Bristol this week were :

E. E. Bradley of Bay City. Mich. ; W. S. Whiting
of Ashville, N. C. and B. E. Wood of Baltimore,

Md. Several buyers for eastern concerns were

here and left some nice orders with local con-

cerns.

The Black Mountain Lumber Company will

soon have its new mill at Bluff City, south of

Bristol, ready for operation. The company is

building a logging road from BlufC City into the

Holstou mountains, where it has about 7,000

acres of timber.

The band mill of the Peter-McCain Lumber
Company, in this city, which has been idle for

some time, will resume operation about August
1. the company having secured about a two
years' cut of timber. The planing mill has been

running steadily for several years.

Godsey Brothers of this city have started a

new mill south of Blountviile.

The roads in this section are in better con-

dition than at any time since last year and as a

result much lumber and logs are being hauled.

Some fine logs are being hauled to Bristol and

cut at local band mills, while others are being

shipped to Abingdon, Va.

The mill work plants in Bristol and this sec-

tion are all very busy and some are working

overtime. Increased activity in building opera-

tions has resulted in the increasing of their trade

materially within the past few weeks.

LOVISVILLB

The Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Company is

about ready to begin operations at Twenty-sixth

and High streets, having leased a site and an-

nounced that the business will be in charge of

Herbert Bauman,
Thomas F. Wells, formerly of the TJnited

States Forest Service and for the past year

located at the Belize, British Honduras, logging

camp of C. C. Mengel & Brother Company, died

there suddenly. He was twenty-nine years old

and a member of a well-known Louisville family.

The W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company
has added seven acres to its yards and is put-

ting into service a yard at Brook and Shipp

streets which it acquired some time ago, but

which has not been made use of until now.

Fire on June 1 destroyed the handle factory

of Tinsley & Quiggins of Kuttawa, Ky., entail-

ing a loss of $4,000.

ST. LOUIS

Building operations for May, as Indicated by the

permits issued, were almost equal to that of the

same month last year, being a decline of only

about one-half per cent. During the month 751

permits were issued for buildings and altera-

tions, the aggregate cost of which was $1,983,-

853. In May last year 781 permits were issued,

for which the aggregate cost was $1,994,914.

The inspection and measurement of lumber by

the Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis, during

the month of May, as reported by Secretary

McBlair, was as follows :

Feet.

Oak—plain white '^",755

Oak—plain red '*Z'i?ioak—quartered white '§ n
Oak—Quartered red „ 830
Ash 3,219
Yellow pine 21,'720

Hickory ^l'*!^
Beech f^
Cypress ^S'Sro
Plni o,7uo

Poplar'::::.: 25.949
Cottonwood i-,s_i

Total -411,125

permits issued, were almost equal to that of the

Thomas & Proetz Lumber Company recently

threatened the large acreage of surrounding lum-

ber, containing millions of feet of valuable prop-

erty. The fire was confined, however, to 'four

piles of lumber valued at $600.

A delegation of some twenty St. Louis lumber-

men attended the convention of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association, held in Chicago

June 6 and 7. The party included : C. M. Jen-

nings, L. E. Cornelius, W. W. Dings. Mr. and

Mrs. J. L. Scheve, J. R. Massengale. C. F.

Liebke, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Powe. F. H.

Smith, George E. Hibbard. Mr. and Mrs. Chas.

E. Thomas. Franz Waldstein, Thomas E. Young-

blood. W. E. Barns and George McBlair.

There is quite an active call for poplar, gum
and cypress reported by Thos. E. Powe of the

Thos. E. Powe Lumber Company and prices show

a decided improvement.

C. M. Jennings of the Berthold & Jennings

Lumber Company, reports that car stock is being

called tor freely. Railroads are buying largely,

and this class of stock is very scarce.

MILWAUKEE

The I. Stephenson Company of Wells, Mich.,

has pas.sed into the hands of a board of trustees,

who will carry on the business. Senator Isaac

Stephenson, Marinette. Wis., and H. A. J.

lUpham, Milwaukee, Wis., are among those named
as trustees. W. E. Black, Fanny Wells Norris
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and Daniel WpUs Norris, Jlilwankeo. are among
the stockholders.

The Leiler & Martner sawmill and box fac-

tory, Prairie du Chien, recently sustained a total

loss by fire. The origin of the fire is not known.
The owners may not rebuild the mill.

The Hamilton Manufacturing Company of

Two Rivers, manufacturer of wood type, cabi-

nets, etc., has sold its Ludington plant to the

M. Eeichardt & .Sons Piano Company of Chicago.

The company will center all its business in Two
Rivers.

The season's largest lumber deal was made
at Marinette when the Edward Hines Lumber
Company, Chicago, purchased the entire cut o£

two mills of the Stephenson company. The
purchase involved upwards of one million dol-

lars. Senator Isaac Stephenson and H. A. J.

Black consummated the purchase with Edward
Hines and Isaac Baker.

The Menominee River Boom Company has a

drive of 36.000,000 feet of logs in the Menomi-
nee river, which is being piloted by forty-nine

men under Supt. William Stephenson. It is

expected that the logs will reach the sorting

gap by .Tuly 1.

The Roddis Lumber & Veneer Company will

erect an addition to Its plant, G0x48 feet in

dimensions, to make room for the increased busi-

ness. The company has an order for 3,000

veneered doors for a new hotel in Cleveland,

which, with many other orders, is keeping the

plant busy with its full force.

The Employers' Mutual Liability Insurance

Company of Wisconsin, which was organized to

insure manufacturers' risks under the workmen's
compensation act, has now 178 policy holders.

These policies cover 13, .500 employes in the

state. At a recent meeting at Wausau. the

number of directors was changed from fifteen

to eighteen. C. F. Steele of Cornell was re-

elected president.

The Wisconsin Industrial Commission opened

an exhibition of more than 1,000 photographs

and blue prints of safety devices for the protec-

tion of employes in Milwaukee June 4. in the

Merchants and Manufacturers' headi|\iarters.

Another set has been placed on exhihition at

Madison, while a third set is to travel from
city to city throughout the state. The exhibit

will remain in each town for a week and manu-
facturers and the public in general will l)e in-

vited to view the display. The wood-working

industry will be particularly interested in the

traveling exhibit, as many types of safety de-

vices for wood-working machines will be shown
in the town reached Iiy llie exhiliit.

DETROIT

A number of Detroit hardwood dealers went
to Chicago for the fifteenth annual convention

of the National Hardwood Lumber Association

June 6 and 7. Great interest in the conven-

tion was shown by the Detroit lumbermen and
those who could not go because of business rea-

sons expressed their regret.

Ralph. Ely of the W. E. Heyser Lumber Com-
pany of Cincinnati. O., was in town on a busi-

ness trip a few days ago.

Two big cargoes of hardwood lumber were re-

ceived at the docks of the Thomas Forman Com-
pany on the Rouge river during the past few
days. The steamer Ida Keith lu-ought 400,000

feet of maple from Harbor Springs while the

steamer Green brought 350,000 feet of maple
from Cheboygan. Lumber cargoes are coming
along in good shape, all lumber concerns .which

have dockage receiving shipments.

Large size requisitions for oak. elm and' wal-

nut are being placed with many dealers by the

automobile factories. The factories are laying

in hardwood supplies suflBcient for several

months and the dealers are hustling to fill the

orders.

Thomas Forman of the Forman Company and
Secretary John Lodge of the Dwight lAimtjer

Company, large manufacturers of hardwood floor-

ing, report that the trade in their line has im-

proved decidedly within the past month. In-

quiries and orders are coming along now in grati-

fying manner.

A five-story addition, with a total floor area

of 0,5,000 square feet, is being erected at the

plant of the Wilson Body Company, Clay ave-

nue. The third floor is an addition to the body

shop and the fourth and fifth floors will be

used in the painting and trimming of limovi-

sine and coupe work. The first floor will be

ready July 1 and the remainder of the building

by Aug. 1.".

Warden Moyer. who for many years was iden-

tifie<i with the manufacturing and wholesaling

of lumber in Michigan, died in Detroit last week.

He began the wholesale lumber business in De-

troit in 1880. The leading hardwood men of

the city acted as pallbearers.

Construction work shown by building permits

taken out last week represi'uted an aggregate

of $307.0.50 against *2i;n.70.5 for the similar

week of last year. The permits for new buildings

totaled 118 and their estimated cost $362,480.

There were 37 permits for additions.

'
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CHICAGO

On account of the fifteenth annual ouuventicui

of the National Hardwood Lumber Association,

W'hich was lu'ld in (^hicago on Thursday and Fri-

day of last week, an uiuisiial number of sales

managers, rei)r<'senting hardwood mills and
wholesalers from all over the country, were in

the Chicago market looking for orders during

the week. A great man.v spent the entire week
in town soliciting trade, and judging from gen-

eral reports, their efforts have been highly suc-

cessful. Most of them have made very satisfac-

tory sales, which would indicate that the local

market is at least continuing as firmly .'is it has

heen for several months, .\nother good indica-

tion is the continued stilTcning of prices, which
of course, is more mtirked in some items tlian in

others. Sound wormy chestnut has been an
active stock recently, and considerable quantities

lit" it have heen disposed of.

In the northern woods, low-grade basswood is

dill' of till.' struui^est items t.n tin- in;irket. a!-

though birch and maple continue t.. maintain

their healthy condition.

Local yard conditions seem to 1)C in fair shape,

judging from reports from the yard contingent

The same can be said to a less extent of the con-

suming factories, although there has been a little

disposition on their part to increase sales. There

has been a slight strengthening in quartered oak

of late, w^hile plain oak. of course, is still a re-

markably scarce and valuable stock. Cottonwood

and gum are in fairly active request.

NEW YORK -

The local hardwood market shows a fair busi-

ness in all departments. Inquiries are active, due

to the shortage of stock at both ends of the line,

and prices, especially on good lumber, are very

firm. There is every indication that the general

hardwood market will be very stiff for some time

to come.

Plain oak is scarce and high, and ash is par-

ticularl,v active. As a matter of fact, the in-

ability to ship promptly is giving a great deal
of ptimulus to the market. Maple and birch are
active and some of the largest producers report

a larger demand than it is possible to fulfill

from ordinary sources.

BUFFALO

The hardwood trade is almost as good as it

was two weeks ago, and much better than two
months ago. Yards generally could look after

more trade if it could be had. However there
is a fair average volume of business stirring.

Prices are holding firm and seem likely to con-t

tinue so. The bulk of the business seems to be
in plain oak and maple, stocks of which are
scarce. Quartered oak is a little firmer. Ash.
chestnut, poplar and elm are in fair inquiry.

Birch continues strong. There is only a small

sale for such woods as cherry and walnut.

PHILADELPHIA

Notwilhstauding an admitted lull in trading
in the general lumber business, the hardwood
situation continues about normal. The settled

weather during the last fortnight has proved
the necessary stimulus to a more liberal buying,
and steady trading of a medium volume is looked
for throughout the season. The general con-

struction work continues active. Hardwood em-
ploying industries are fairly busy. The demand
for hardwoods is slightly diminished, but on
account of conditions at the mill end great ditfi-

culty is experienced in controlling shipments.
Maple is in good call and prices hold firm. Ash
is inclined to be a little sluggish : of poplar
there is a modicum demand : chestnut holds a
good position and sound wormy chestnut is grow-
ing stronger. Oak of all grades is apparently
the hardest wood to get at this time. As a

summary, all stocks of standard grades of woods
j\re depleted, and" the low grades sold up, conse-

quently it will be some months before the stock-

pile will ri'ach normal condition.

PITTSBURGH

Speaking of Pittsburgh, it is ]>erlinent to sa,v

that no time in the past two years has tlte lum-
ber situation been as good, all things considered.

Payrolls are the largest for years in this dis-

trict. The steel mills are buying large quantities

of lumber for extensions and, in fact, industrial

activity in lumber buying is one of' the big
features of the market. Yard trade is improv-
ing. Railroads are taking a fair amount of stock

and. in spite of all the ijolitical uncertainties,

there is a mighty good sentiment in tlii' market.
Stocks are low everywhere. Mills are rushing
operations. Prices are firm with all chances that

they will increase Ix'fore fall.

BOSTON

The general tendency of the hardwood market
is upward. Practically all reports from manu-
facturers indicate that they are making plans

to further advance prices. Dry stock is scarce

and many mills have been handicapped in their

sawing by the recent floods. These facts, to-

gether with the better demand, are responsible

for the firmer tone. In the Boston and New
England markets there is a fair demand for

hardwood lumber. One of the features of the

demand here is the increased call for walnut.

Offerings of the latter are small and prices rule

liigh. Veneer manufacturers are busy with a

good volume of orders ahead. Manufacturing
consumers of hardwood lumber are doing more
than for some time and in most cases are car-

rying small stocks. Plain oak is much firmer,

and offerings are smaller. Quartered oak is well

held, with a firmer tone than a few weeks ago.

For maple there is a fair amount o£ new busi-
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noss ii'portod. Thick hruwu ash is lirmer and
in larg:er demand, otferings being small.

BALTIMORE

Evidences of improvcnimt liavo liorn noted in

ihc local hardwood trade during the last two
weeks. The range of prices is being well main-
tained, while orders are more numerous. A de-

cided stiffening in quotations has taken place,

some of the weak spots in the list liaving taken
on a distinctly firmer tone, and indications are
ihiit there will soon be a further expansion in

ihe movement. The month just ended compares
favorably with the corresponding period of last

year, and shows almost uniformly an advance.
There is a prospect at present that some of the

:iceuraulations of lumber and logs at tlie ter-

minals here will be taken away on steamers
leaving this port, and unless the embargo on

the other side becomes very serious, it is alto-

gether likely that a marked expansion in tlie

foreign demand will assert itself.

The price of oak has advanced, good stocks

commanding very remunerative figures. Com-
mon chestnut is in very good di-mand. box grades

having advanced in price. The only item on
Ihn list that is really slow is extra wide stock,

which remains quiet. The movement of poplar
is sutRcieutly large to take up the output of

the mills, none of the plants having extensive

accumulations on hand. The weather, however,

is distinctly more favorable for getting stocks

ready for the market, and activity is reported

from all producing centers. The Mississippi val-

ley floods have had a stimulating effect upon the

hardwood business here, many of the mills which
were previously confined to tlie eastern ter-

ritory having received orders from farther west.

Altogether the prevailing conditions are satis-

factory, w^hile the future looks promising. There
is a general expectation of further advances in

the list and a strengthening of spots that have

been comparatively weak.

COLUMBUS

Trade in every line of hardwoods in central

Ohio has been active during the past fortnight.

Prices have been ruling firm and there is no
teud-ncy to shade quotations in order to force

trade. r»ry stocks are very low and mill owners
:ire working hard to ihcrease them. It wmU
require some time before the demand is in any
great extent appeased. In the meantime prices

will ranse high.

Stocks in tlie hands of retailers are light and
with a good demand from building operations,

retailers are in the market for a replenishment

of slocks. They are asking for immediate ship-

ments, ^Manufacturing establishments, with the

exception of furniture concerns, are also buying

better.

The demand is especially good for the lower

grades of chestnut and oak. Sound wormy chest-

nut has advanced one dollar recently. There is

a good demand for all grades of oak. with white

oak the leader. Quartered oak is also selling

well .mil prices are firm. Ash is in better de-

mand. I'oplar is strong.

CINCINNATI

The local hardwood market has been steady

during the past fortnight. There has been a

good demand for oak boards and this has kept

the market busy supplying bone-dry stock, which
is scarce and hard to get. Highly-figured oak

is in poor demand. Quarter sawed plain white

oak. as well as mixed oak, red and white, is in

good demand. Tlain oak. red and white, inch

and inch and a quarter in dry stock, is active.

The inquiry for long clear chestnut boards

for the house building trade is active, and there

is a good demand for heavy, rough stock. Low

grades are plentiful at prices that make them
worthy of the bos-makers' attention. Sound
wormy is in fair call for wide, clear, heavy
stock, in inch, inch and a half, and two-inch
thicknesses. However, such stock must be bone-
dry and worm holes no defect. Ordinary stock
is in plentiful supply at fair prices, but manu-
facturers of built-up stock will pa.v higher prices

for the stock previously mentioned in order to

save glue-jointing. Wide dry stock is scarce.

Poplar in manufacturers' grades is really the

leader in the market. Nos. 1 and 2 are in

good demand while medium and low-.grade stuff

never showed a better demand. The demand
for wide, clear stock is also better. Box-boards
are in fair demand by wagon-makers.

Iled-sum is in the market to stay, Xos. 1 and
2 being in good demand for lumber and flitches

for veneer. Saps and common of good bone-

dry quality are in demand for drawer-sides from
desk makers.

Nos. 1 and 2 cottonwood are active. Low
grades are in excellent demand from the box-

makers' trade. Basswood is in good request from
the general manufacturing trade as well as from
the builders. Red and white birch is in good
demand and scarce. The mahogany market was
never in better condition. Ash is fair for both

brown aii'd white in the domestic trade, and
stocks are low. Hickory is in demand from the

wheel-makers and long boards are very scarce.

Cypress wood is active and some of the lower

grades have advanced in price. However, the

upper grades remain about the same.

TOLEDO

There has been a heavy demand for hardwood
during the fortnight and advances in prices have
been made all along the line. Dry stocks are

low and hard to get and most of the yards find

their stocks badly broken. Furniture concerns

have been especially active recently, and the

building trades have been calling f()r all kinds

of hardwoods. Taken altogether hardwood men
have much to feel grateful for, and few com-

plaints are heard.

INDIANAPOLIS

While the local hardwood business is not rush-

ing, there is a fairly satisfactory trade with in-

dications of a steady run during the summer
months. There have been several spurts in busi-

ness recently, but inclement weather and par-

tially unsatisfactory industrial conditions have
not permitted the trade to advance as it should.

There has been no recent change in prices.

The veneer trade is not as good as it was
expected it would be. Local veneer plants report

rather inactive business at this time, although

most of the plants are running full time, but

not to full capacity.

MEMPHIS

The supply of hardwood lumber at Memphis is

relatively small, and those who are receiving

orders are having greater difficulty in securing

stock than in any other direction. The demand
is larger in proportion to the amount of lumber

available than it has been for several years,

with the result that those who have lumber to

.sell are occupying a very happy position. Whole-

salers are finding their operations restricted

somewhat by their inability to secure lumber.

It is proving an exceptionally good season for

those manufacturers who have large stocks of

lumber, but it must be noted that there are

comparatively few of these. There has been so

much interruption to production during the past

six months that stocks are broken almost every-

where.

There is a particularly good demand for plain

oak in all grades, and the supply is very small.

The demand is sjilendid in the lower grades of
cottonwood and gum. and the amount for sale

is small. The upper grades of gum, both red
and sap, are in active demand at full prices,

particularly for well manufactured and well
handled stock. The upper grades of cotton-

wood are in reasonably active call and prices are
firm. There are practically no box boards offer-

ing. Quartered' oak is in rather more active re-

quest than a short time ago and the cypress

market is firmer. The expansion in building
operations throughout the country is proving a

stimulating influence on this item. The supply

of ash is somewhat restricted, and prices are

quite steady thereon. Production is increasing

but it is pointed out by manufacturers here that

it will be some time before the stock now being

made will be dry enough to ship, with the result

that the present output is having very little bear-

ing upon the amount of lumber available for

immediate shipment.

KNOXVILLE

The local market for hardwood lumber has
been all that could be desired during the past

two weeks. The demand for dry stock is much
greater than the supply, and prices are strong

on plain and quartered oak. with a tendency to

go higher. The lower grades of poplar and chest

nut are firm and active, with a small amount
of available stock as compared with the de-

mand. Ash and chestnut are very scarce. Both
higher and lower grades are selling well.

The w^eather for the past two weeks has been

very favorable to the country roads, and all

the country mills are hauling their stocks to the

railroad as fast as possible.

Building operations in this city, from which
the hardwood interests will get a good share

of the business, show unusual activity, and
altogether the situation for the coming season

looks good.

BRISTOL

Trade conditions in this section are reported as

favorable, with prospects for business holding its

own during the summer. There is no disposition

on the part of the manufacturers to curtail, and
the result is that the mills are all busy at this

time. It is believed that trade will continue a

little dull through the year, due to the political

disturbance incident to the presidential election.

Dealers report that prices are practically un-

changed and that the demand for stocks is fair.

NASHVILLE

There has been a good volume of hardwoo:!

business done on the Nashville market during

the past two weeks. The only difficulty of the

situation is that the supply does not equal the

demand. Dry stock conditions show no improve-

ment, stocks being very lo^v and the manufac-
turers hesitating as a consequence to accept

orders for the future. Prices have been

good and are showing steady advances on prac-

tically all desirable hardwoods. Plain oak con-

tinues to lead in the demand and stock continues

low. Ash, basswood. chestnut, cottonwood and
low-grade poplar are in good call. Cherry and
hickory are active. Walnut is popular and

scarce. Cypress is holding its own. The local

log supply has been good here this season, the

unusually good tides in the Cumberland river and
tributaries enabling the loggers to .get practically

all their stocks to this market. However, with

continued heavy orders, there has been no ac-

cumulation of dry stocks. Even with good

stocks of logs, the mills will not be able to

catch up with the demand until late in the fall.

The building trades, railroads and car con-

struction companies are the most insistent with
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their demands foi' good stock just now. The

sash, door and blind maimers are active as a re-

sult of the building boom. At present the call

from furniture and wagon manufacturers is not

as active as formerly. The.v are apparently well

stocked with finished products.

LOUISVILLE

The law of supply and demand is generally

regarded as an effective working force and the

results are usually in evidence. The hardwood

situation is regarded as an excellent example of

this condition. The reduction in available lum-

ber stocks at many points caused by floods, wet

weather and unfavorable producing conditions

brought about a reduction in the supply. Ob-

viously the market was strengthened, from a

technical standpoint, and prices immediately be-

gan to advance. They have been about steady

for the past fortnight, and the reason is seen in

the fact that the demand has diminished. Thus

the reduction in the supply has been offset to

a certain degree by loss of demand, so that the

force of the former as a factor in affecting

prices and the general tone of the market has

been considerably diminished. "Too much poli-

tics" is given as the cause of the slowing up of

trade, and it is expected that as soon as the

conventions are over, trade will pick up con-

siderably. Meanwhile a normally good business

is being done, with plain oak, poplar and quar-

tered oak leading in demand. Chestnut and ash

are also selling well.

ST. LOUISJ
A fair volume of business is bcun^' duuc by the

local hardwood trade and inquiries ccuning in

justify the belief that there will be a consider-

able increase in the very near future. How-

ever, Ihe market is not up to expectations, which

has caused considerable disappointment. Con-

sumers are buying only for immediate needs.

It is the general belief that prices on nearly all

Items will advance appreci^ibly in the near fu-

ture. Many of the mills are oversold, and be-

cause of bad weather conditions during the past

few weeks operations have been greatly hanili-

rapped and they liud it siuuewhat difficult to

(ill orders.
,

Dealers in cypress report a seasonable amount

of business. Not only are orders coming from

manufacturing consumers, but from yards as

well, altbongli the requests from the latter are

not as numerous or for as large orders as they

should be owing to the fact that the farmers

are too busy to use lumber. The local call is

fairly good. The sash and door trade is also

satisfactory under existing circumstances. Build-

ing operations are fairly good and the in-ospeds

are bright for them to improve. Special work

is mori' active than any olher class, and most of

Ibe planing mills are well supplied with ordcu-s.

^EW ORLEANS

Low stocks feat\H-e the local hardwood situa-

tion. The market is except ionally firm, but on

account of a marked scarcity of low grades at

the mills, many manufacturers arc refusing to

accept orders. Conditions are still generally un-

settled in the export market, and while it seems

that a revival is due, physical conditions have

not yet returned to a normal basis. However,

the congestion is being relieved, and delayed

shipments are going forward. Some dilhculty is

also being experienced in gelling lumber from

the interior, and the conllnued high waters in

this section of the state are expecled to inter-

fere with shipments for some little time to come.

The most important and perplexing question .just

now is the ocean rate situation, wdiich Is daily

assuming greater prominence. Reluctance of for-'

eign buyers to pay increased prices also has
much to do with the situation. Reports from
local exporters indicate that this reluctance is

due to the ver.v high rates that are now asked.
Consequently the export hardwood business has
been somewhat restricted. Steamship agents
claim that there Is and will be during this year
a scarcity of tonnage, and that there is no
possibility of the lumber rates being reduced
during the summer.

MILWAUKEE

New stocks are not arriving as fast as whole-
salers and some of the manufacturing concerns
would like to see. Some basswood and birch is

making its appearance, but not in large enough
shipments to relieve the shortage. Dry birch
stocks in the upper grades and even plain and
(luartered oak are practically exhausted. Dry
stocks of low-grade basswood are practically out
of the market. Maple is in brisk demand.
The flood situation in the South still seems

to be hindering shipping operations, and the
supply of southern hardwoods in the local mar-
ket is lighter than it has been in several sea-

sons As a result i)rices in all lines are either

higher or have an upward tendency.

The building season has opened with a rush,

now that the weather is more settled. This has
resulted in a better demand from various
sources, including the sash and door and interio!-

wood-working concerns. Stocks at practicall.\'

all these plants are light and some good orders

are being placed as a result. While the general

furniture trade is naturally quiet at this season
of the year, some fair orders for stock are beini;

r'-'-.'-i\-<'d from this source.

DETROIT

Conditions in the Detroit hardwood nuirket are

very encouraging. There has been a very good
demand for practicall.v all lines, with cypress,

oak, elm and walnut especially strong. The call

for oak, elm and walnut was greatly augmented
by the needs of the automobile factories. Maple
has also been active. Prices have been very

satisfactory and have held steady. Trade in the

flfioring industry is steadily increasing in volume
and the recent d\ill period has been succeeded

by a season of great activitj'. Large shipments
ol' hardwood lumber are being received at the

local docks.

OLASaOW

This market is at present in a ver.v stagnant
stall', due no doubt to the ri'ccut coal strike,

which is only now making itself felt here.

Although values are still very firm, heav.v im-

ports would cause a sudden slump in prices.

There seems to be no stability about busiuess,

and buying is only done in a hand-to-mouth sys-

tem. Cabinet makers and others are feeling the

effects of the recent trade disputes and inereas:'(l

prices asked for all kinds of American lumbiu-.

Slocks held in public yards continue to be very

light, and in certain commodities, svich as oak

and walnut logs, the demand is strong, and buy-

ers are willing to give good prices. Shipbuilding

continues good, the demand coming lu-incipally

from this source.

The steamship Dongola is expected to arrive

soon from New Orleans, I,a., with the usual as

sortment of American hardwoods. According to

the steamer's manifest, there Is very little oak

lumber on board, and the little that has come
forward is chiefly 5, 4", 6/4" and S/4". Although
buyers as a rule do not care for this southern

wood, it is anticipated it will all be sold, as the

trouble at Baltimore has delayed the sailing of

the steamship Almora. Consequently supplies are

very short in these thicknesses. This steamer

also carries ash and hickory logs, and these

woods come to a splendid market. Not a single

hickory or ash log is at present in stock, and
some of the largest mills that do business In

these woods have had to refuse orders, being
unable to fulflll same owing to want of material.
This is quite an unheard of thing at this time
of the year, as usually the stock is more than
sufficient for the demand.
The demand for red gum, prime quality, 6"

and up X 1", is fair. However, the market for
No. 1 common is very weak. Sap gum is in good
request. The market is bare of prime stock, and
prices have taken an upward tendency. Prime
quartered white oak, 1", 114", 1%" and 2", is in

good demand at increasing prices. No. 1 com-
mon, except in %", %" and %". is not wanted
at present. The demand still continues good for

prime plain white oak boards, especially for
Ihe thicker stock—5/4", 6/4" and 8/4". The de-

mand for lirst-class quality oak and gum staves
is very firm. There is a steady demand for rail-

way and wagon oak planks and better prices are
being paid for same.

It must be remembered that although (he

above woods are in demand at present on account
of a shortage of stocks and the non-arrival of

steamers, heavy consignments would quickly

weaken the market and bring downi prices. Small
lots sent in regularly will sell well.

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers ol

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Olllce, Memphis, Tenn.

IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING

READY FOR SHIPMENT
60,000 It. 4/4 No, 3 Common Plain White Oak
35,000 ft. 4/4 Miscuts Plain White Oak

100,000 ft. 4/4 No, 4 Common or Mill Culls Oak

34,000 ft, 4/4 No, 1 Common Poplar
60,000 ft, 4/4 No, 3 Common Poplar

75,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Common and Sound Wormy
Chestnut,

All the above is graded under the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association of Uuited States rules.

Standard 8' 6" White Oak Crosc Ties for quicK
shipment.

Write for ['rices

Bluestone Land& Lumber Co.
RIDGWAY, PA.

Checking

Splitting

Rotting

Prevented by LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and
Dimension Stock against weather and time. A BOY
CAN DO THE WORK.
T. B ALLKN Ai CO., (.iatvoston. Texas, say

"PleftBO sliip us at i<nce two barrels l.onic. Wo are very iiiuch

jileased witli th« rosult ubtnioed by iisiDg tbie."

TRY LORAC NOW
WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE GEORGE HENKE CO., 62 Beekman St., N. Y.
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,

8
Arpin Hardwood Lumber Co 66
Beecher A Barr |x
Carrier Lumber A Mfg. Co .....' 20
Cobbs A Mitchell. Inc 3
Eastman. S. L.. Flooring Co 7'
Parrin. M. B, Lumber Company... 17
Forman. Thos., Company 68
Kerry A Hanson Flooring Co 68
Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co 73
Mitchell Bros, Company x

Robbins LumberCo 66
Salt Lick Lumber Company 73
Stearns Salt A Lumber Company... 11
Stephenson. I., Company. The 68
Webster Lumber Co.. George 19
White. Wm, H. Co 76
Wilce. T., Company. The 5
Wisconsin Land A Lumber Co 68
Young. W. D., ACo 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Co 62
Defiance Machine Works. The 14
Linderman Machine Co.. The 75
Mershon. W. B.. ACo
Phoenix Manufacturing Co 62
Saranac Machine Company 64
Smith. H. B.. Machine Co 65
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co .

.

65

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks 62
Clyde Iron Works 63
Lidgerwood Mfg. Co 62
Russel Wheel A Foundry Co 63

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 64
Phila. Textile Mchy. Co 1

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C, A Co.
Simonds Mfg. Co....

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Ca
Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co..
Lumber Insurance Company of New
York

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co..
Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co
Lumber Underwriters
Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
Fire Ins. Co

Rankin. Harry ACo

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacey, James D.. ACo 14

Spry, John C 5

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Acme Veneer A Lumber Company. . . 15
Bacon. R. S Veneer Co 4

Duhlmeier Brothers 17

MISCELLANEOUS.

Ctilds. S. D. ACo ^ 59
Gerlach. The Peter. Company 59
Henke, George, Company .56

Lumbermen's Credit Association.... 72
Mechanical Rubber Compaar 64
Saul Brothers 59
Westinghouse Electric Mfg. Co 65
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will br- inserted in this see- 1

tion at tbe following rates: |
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WOODWORKING MACHINERY
1—55" Connell & Dengler Band Eesaw.
4—Circular Resaws.
1—15" inside matcher J. A. Fay & Co. make.
1—Heavy 30xS double surfacer.

10—2 spindle shapers.

6—Hand jointers.

2—Panel Raisers.

Various other machines.

ENGINES
Corliss :

1—10x30 Hamilton.
1—14x36 Bates.

1—16x42 Hamilton.
1—16x36 Fishkill.

1—18x42 Lane & Bodley.

1—20x42 Wetherill.

Tubular Boilers of all sizes.

Belting, Shafting, Pulleys and Hangers.

CLEVELAND BELTING & MACHINERY CO.,

Cleveland. Ohio.

FINE OUTFIT FOR SALE CHEAP
Saw and planing mill, complete, offered as

whole or piece-meal. Fine location for hardwood
operation.

Sawmill, 50M daily capacity

:

8'12" Clark band mill : Filer & Stowell 3-block

carriage : 10" shotgun feed :
8" and 10"x5' Hill

nigger ; 50" Stearns edger, 4 saw ; 10-saw trim-

mer ;-6-saw slasher; 20" Mitts & Merrill hog;

four 60" boilers ; 16" engine ; filing-room ma-
chinery, pulleys, belting, shafting, etc., erected

in 1909.

Planing Mill:

54"xl4' high-pressure HS&G boiler ; 12x16 self-

contained HS&G engine ; Hall & Brown No. 66
high-speed 6x15 matcher, with profiler ; circular

resaw ; edger ; filing-room equipment :
60" slow-

speed blower system ; shafting, pulleys, belting,

etc.; this outfit erected new in April, 1911. 40

cast-wheel lumber buggies ; 2 haul-off carts.

Dry Kiln :

Standard dry-kiln, 2 rooms, each 20x104', steel

foundation, and all necessary equipment ; rated

capacity, 40M daily.

Electric Light Plant

:

8x10 Brownell engine ; 16 k.w., 250-ToIt D. C.

Westinghouse slow-speed dynamo ; slate switch-

board, fully equipped ; inside wiring of sawmill,

planing mill, commissary and office ; capacity 250

lights.

Waterworks :

16x10x12 single-stroke Deane pump ; 600' of 6"

main ;
500' of 2% and 3" branch pipe ; twelve 50'

sections 2%" fire-hose.

Also offer two Bender log-carts. 8' wheels,

new in 1911.

UNITED LUMBER CO., Ruston, La.

One
15 KW

One
engine.

Two
One

plete.

One
One

ers.

FOR SALE
6x10 automatic buckeye engine, belted to

Willey generator, 110 volts.

14x24 Tangye bed buckeye automatic

16x66 return tube tubular boilers.

00 H. P. transmission rope drive, com-

Kensington feed water heater,

miscellaneous lot shafting, pulleys, hang-

LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.

1—
1-

FOR SALE.
18x36 Bates Corliss Engine.

14x24 Buckeye Engine.

150, 2-80 and 1 50-H. P. Boilers.

S' Band Mill with Clark Carriage.

Short Log Mill and Band cut-off Saw.

Whitney Single Planers.

Slicing JIachines.

Smith Roller Dryers.

Filing-room outfit. Pumps, Heaters, Blowers,

Dust Arrestors, Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys,

Etc.

ILADELPHIA VENEER & LBR. CO., INC.

Knoxville, Tenn.

FOR SALE—COMPLETE SAWMILL
band and rotary, steam feeds, edger, trimmer,

filing room machinery, all pulleys, belting and
shafting, and power plant, all In good condition.

Will be priced at small percentage of Its value

to cash buyer. For Information write

"MILL BARGAIN," care Hardwood Record.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE
Complete 8' Band Sawmill outfit, also 12-ton

Shay locomotive and logging outfit, including

mules, horses and oxen. Can be seen in daily

operation.

PETROS LtrSIBER CO.. Petros. Tenn.

FOR SALE—WOODWORKING PLANT
An exceptional opportunity, splendidly equipped

with best machinery for all lines of woodworking.

Buildings and dry kiln uew. Private switch, lo-

cated in good timber country in the South, in con-

tinuous operation for the past thirty-seven years.

Now in operation. Address "BOX 58," care

Hardwood Record.

STOP!
I am the man you are looking for. I buy stock

you want to move quick. Send me that list of

stock you want to close out now.

Am in the market always for goods and odd

lots at the right price. J. GEO. SCHNEIDER,
York, Pa.

WE WANT
Good slack stave mill site. Use principally Red
or Sweet gum with Elm. Sycamore, Ash, Cotton-

wood and Willow. Will operate separately or

jointly with lumber mill.

.7. T. WYI.IE & CO.. Saginaw, Mich.

HDWD. OPPORTUNITY FOR OPERATOR
Of srood credit to contract for any part of 500.-

000.000 foot hardwood. Eastern Kentucky, to be

paid for as cut at low stumpage price. No cash

required. Must build mill on property. J. H. S.,

Room 140.S. 60 Broadway, New York City.

FOR SALE
New wagon material sawmill now being built,

and will be ready to run June 15.

Good tract of virgin Oak. Ash and Hickory

stumpage, one mile from depot.

Reason for selling, owners have larger propo-

sition for development.

Will take .fo.OOO cash to buy when mill is

ready to run. TURNER-CUMMINGS HARD,
WOOD CO.. Urigsby. Tex.

WE WISH TO GET IN TOUCH
with one or nmn' nmpr'fnt sawmill men owning

portable mills of about 20.000 feet daily capac-

ity to cut for us on contract hardwoods from

13.000 acres timber in Patrick Co., Va. Direct

railroad transportation.

ROSSLYN LUMBER CO.. INC.,

411 Southern BIdg.. WashinL;t^iii. D. C.

CHICAGO
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-
press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank. Paving Blocks, Posts
and Yellow Pine

W. B. CraNe aNd CompaMy.
Kstahlifihed 1881

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

T.org Distance Phones: C.^NAL 3190-3191
Office. Yards and Planing Mill: Mill at

22nd. Saneamon and Morgan Sts. Falcon, Miss.

Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

WM. A. EAGER
FISHER BUILDING

Sound Wormy Chestnut
A SPECIALTY

McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. sts-ss LaAin st.

HARDWOODS

Printers to the Lumber Trade
We specialize in special printed forms and
stationery of all kinds for lumbermen. Let
us submit you stationery samples and prices.
Send us your forms for estimate.

SAUL BROS.
626 Federal St., Chicago

A Veneer Qftnge ! the answer to a Veneer Usar'i

craving for years. Thii "Walker Braod" Veo-

ecr Gauge is a steel gauge that will satisfy

ygnr wants for all time. You can't do your-
self a better tnrn than to buy one of

these gauges. It gauges ACCURATELY
leTery thi&bDessfrom l*-10inchto % inch

INCLUSIVE. "Wake up to this oi-f-rtu-

Dity. Priceonly$l 9«deliveri^ by U- S

iMail Order now, tt'day. Aldresa—6466
ffoodlawD Atb. Phone Hjde Park 3S.

Devt. C i

Qerlach Modern Machines
Produi* tht Chcapett and Ces(

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOCKS

Circular, Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERLACH CO, Clmland. 6lh City, U.S.A.
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

MICHIGAN. GRAND RAPIDS: Stow & Davis Furniture Company tables

George A Davis, buyer; 40.000 feet 4/4 basswood ; 15.000 feet 4/4 red

birch ; 30.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy chestnut : 30,000 feet 4/4 cull gray

elm ; 30.000 feet 4/4 and 8/4 mahogany ; 15.000 feet 4/4 and 6/4 hard
maple ; 20,000 feet 5/4 and 6/4 soft maple ; 25.000 feet 4/4 plain red oak :

75 000 feet 4/4 plain white oak : 200.000 feet 4/4 quartered white oak

;

20 000 feet 4/4 poplar ; 30,000 feet red gum, all thicknesses. Dimension
stock : Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock :

Buyers of 5ply
quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

HARDWOOD neCORD CHICAGO

Speoimen of one of the thousands ef patented tabbed Index cards
Involved in Hardwood Record's copyrighted Infarmation Service. Nhow-
ing annoal requirements for Lamber, Dimension Stoclc, Veneers aild
I'anels employed by wholesalers and hard-
ivoiid mannfacturin^ consumers throughout
the United States and Canada.

niastration of Oali Cabinet in which this
Information Service is filed.

ILLINOIS

Key

\.

1
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THE REAL TEST OF A BAND SAW
IS ITS TOUGHNESS

Here's a practical demonstration. This Saw ran into a large steel reamer bit and was

literalh' torn into strips, without developing a single crack. Read what the Filer says:

West Xew ]!rit;!non. X. Y.

One of oiir SIL\"ER STEEL BAXD SAWS struck a large steel reamer
bit. but tlie Saw did not break or crack. It just shredded into strips. It is

the toughest piece of steel I ever saw. T- L. SEARS.
120 College Avenue.

If vdu dduljt ]\Ir. Sears' statement, write him and he will lei von what he thinks of

ATKINS '^^ SAWS
Saws like this are cheapest in the long run—cheapest for every day wear, ^^'e would he

glad to send you a pair for trial. Order through your regular source. If they won't supply

you, then write to the nearest address below.

Largest exclusive manufacturers of Saws for all purposes. BAND SAWS—CIRCULAR
SAWS—GANG SAWS—CROSS CUT SAWS. AIACHINE KNIVES. General Selling

Agents Covel Automatic Filing Room Machiner3^

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc./"f.^^' I-I^^pI^e'^^' Home Office and Factory, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

BRANCHES- \TL\NTA. CHICAGO. MEMPHIS. MINNEAPOLIS. NEW ORLEANS. NEW YORK CITY. PORTLAND. SAN FRANCISCO." . .

SEATTLE. VANCOUVER. B. C. SYDNEY. N. S. W.

CANADIAN F.iCTORY—HASm-TON, ONT.
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THE BALDWIN
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

LOGGING LOCOMOTIVES

Locomotivt-s with a radial truck at each end. and separate

tenders, are well adapted to logging service where long hauls

must be made. These engines ride well on rough track, and
can be run backwards Into sharp curves and switches without

danger of derailment.

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YOBK, N.Y.,Badsoii Ttrminal.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Secnrily Baildine.

CHICAGO, III., Railway Exchange

PORTLAND, Ore., Spalding Bldg

Cable Address: 'Baldwin. Philadelphia."

Broom Handle Machinery
Let us tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all olhers. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of itraigKl

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for

Drying and Polish-

ing Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

LIDC ERWOO D. ^
v-vy^,

r.^

LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO.
96 Liberty Street. New York

)''ri>'-

n., '^.Branch'' Offices*
tiHICAGO. „ , SEATT C E-^-- ~"C''

'' .' 1 ' Agencies .3^;-"^

NEW ORLEANS-WOODWARD, WIGHTA CO. LTD
CANADA-ALLIS CHALMERS BULLOCK LTD.

MONTREAL VANCOUVER

IMPROVED WHITE SAW SWAGES
Will make your saws last longer,

make better lumber and please your
tiler — it's a money saving proposition

for you. Better consider it. They
don't cost much and
last a long time.

Catalogif you want it

Phoenix
Mfg. Co.

Eau Claire,

Wl».

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region where

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST sables

medivim for hacrdwood Ivimber.
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RUSSEL LOGGING CARS

70,000 LBS. CArACITT SKELETON TYPE RUSSEL CAR, EQUIPPED WITH LOADER RAILS AND RUSSEL PATENT DROP STAKES. THIS
CAR COMPLIES WITH M. C. B. RULES AND SAFETY APPLIANCE ACTS.

Years of Hard Service Have Demonstrated Russel Cars to be Supe-

rior in Quality and Construction. Built for any Capacity Desired

RUSSEL WHEEL AND FOUNDRY CO. DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging" can be done most

promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

CLYDE

OULUTH, MINN.

BRANCHES:

30 Church Street, New York

1718 Fisher Building. Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building, Savannah, Ga.

522 South First Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

(1) The McGiffert is SELF-PROPELLING. (5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute's notice,

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH - UNDER ITS OWN POWER.

TO SWITCH LOADS.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert ber: long or short, heavy or light.

ON THE MAIN TRACK.
(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the where a train of cars can go: on a

McGiffert. ^"' '" ^ •="*' °^ °" ' side-hill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.
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^r WE CaN ^
DOUBLE

THt CAPACrTY OF VOUR

DRY KILN

If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V, W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Corrugated Joint Fasteners
Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"HDViMGE"

CORRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in DiHereni

Types le Meet

All Conditions

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletios

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPlNy - ILL BRINCHES

STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ALA

ILBANV MILL SUPPLV CO., ALBANY. GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W»rks)

307 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO
ESTABLISHED 1882
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Maximum Economy in

Wood - Working Plants

117 VERY wood-working plant
•—

' superintendent is anxious to

produce his work for the least

expense and welcomes every

suggestion that actually helps

him toward economy.

Let us analyze shop routine

and find out how maximum
economy can be obtained.

Shop Economy Depends on
Three Factors

1

.

Proper routing system—The
machines must be so placed that the

materials require minimum handling

in passing through the shop. The
means for handling materials, whether

trucks or hand labor, must be used in

the most efficient manner.

2. Proper handling of mate-
rials at machines.—Work must be

put on and removed with the least loss

of time. Adjustments of machines

must be made with the greatest speed

and accuracy. The cutting speeds

must be such as to produce the great-

est output.

3. Proper working conditions—
Workmen must kave proper light and
ventilation and be protected as far as

possible from injury.

How can these conditions be ob-

tained in your shop?

The Westingfhouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company has at your service data on
the best wood-working shop practice.

If you desire to produce your work with
maximum economy, write Dept. 38 today.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sales Offices in 45 American Cities

Co.

m^mi

' 5 ^ ^tf i 2. 5 » .3«|J

All kinds of Sawing Machines

including

Band Saws, Cut-off
Saws, Rip Saws and
Combination Saw like

cut below.

Combination Saw, showing accessibility to Saw
Blade. Carriage mounted on rollers with Ball
Bearings and brought into work by foot treadle.

a.

Send for Literature

Address

H. B. Smith Machine Co.

Smithville N. J.

New York Chicago Atlanta San Francisco
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INDIANA
WHERE THE, BEST HAKDWOODS GROW

WHEN VENEERS
MEET VENEERS

THERE is a great difference in the charac-
ters their faces reflect.

When you put fine faces on doors, fur-

niture, pianos, etc., they call forth admiration
from the purchaser whether he be dealer or ulti-

mate user. If they don't, and meet this kind of

competition, the salesman has to do a heap of

talking, where the product should talk for itself.

When you purchase veneers for faces from this

company, our inspection department eliminates
every piece that does not fill your specifications.

This same careful work prevails on your order,

from the selection of logs, their steaming, cutting
and drying, right to the inspecting and packing.

All this care is the result of 42 years' experience.

Faces that reflect character cost

you no more from

The Adams & Raymond
Veneer Co.

Tenth Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Three Mills in Indiana"- Used to Be the

Slogan. Now There's Only One Left, but It's

The Largest Band Mill in Indiana

"From Toothpicks to

Timbers 60 Feet Long"

PERRINE-ARMSTRONG COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

SPECIALS
DRY

1 car l"x4 to 4!/i" Clear Qtd. White Oak Strips

—

Indiana stock, exceptionally free of sap.

1 car l"x2 to 3^" No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak Strips.

1 car 6/4 Log Run Hickory—cut Indiana timber.

1 car 8/4 Log Run Hickory— Kentucky highland
growth timber.

1 car l"x6 to 10" wide Winter Cut Basswood, Band
Sawn, 907o 12' long.

1 car 2"x8" and wider x 12' and longer White Ash.

1 car 5/4 X 10" and wider band sawn Indiana Otd.
White Oak.

1 car 4/4 No. 2 Common & Better band sawn Black
Walnut.

1 car 3" 1 and 2 Poplar, sap no defect.

Specialty—Hickory Lumber
All Grades and Thicknesses

S. P. COPPOCK & SONS COMPANY
FORT WAYNE, IND.

D. B. MacLaren Lumber Co.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
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Veneer Panel makint; is our
specialty, and we claim that

ihe panels we make are

cheaper in the long run for

ihey

Will not come
to pieces
after th.-y
are in the

furni-
ture

Do you see the point ?

Veneered Panels

If you were to find that you can buy a certain part of your

product cheaper than you can make it, would it not be wise,
logical and profitable for you to quit making and buying?

We have a Veneer Panel-making Plant equipped especially for this work and we
""""""

produce panels in two, three and five-ply, quarter-sawed oak, quarter-sliced oak, figured

mahogany, plain mahogany, red birch, plain oak, yellow pine, gum, basswood, ash, maple and elm.

No progressive manufacturer would consider using single ply or straight lumber in preference to laid up veneered

panels, and with our equipment, facilities, experience and expertness we can supply you with veneer panels at a less cost

than you can make them.

Tell us your needs along this line and we will submit you samples and quote you prices that will bear us out

"yhe (^orham brothers ^ompany
MT. PLEASANT, MICH.

VeneerManufacturers Co.
S. E. Cor. Mav and Fulton St. CHICAGO

VENEERS
FIGURED AND PLAIN WOODS

Circassian, Mahogany, Quartered Oak, Curly
Birch, Walnut, Bird's-eye Maple, Rosewood,
Gum, Rotary Cut, Yellow Poplar, Red Oak,
White Oak, Pine, Birch, Maple, Walnut, Gum

liiwiiiiiiiiiiiii

iHililiiliW

44SOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything- you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

dav received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.

Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study

of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and

an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

\

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM VENEER

"

v#
-WISCONSIN I "^^

^

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with otir years of experi-

ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

srrcEssoRS to thf,
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

Panels for ChicaBO trade carried at 1140 West Lake Street. ChieaBo telephone llayraarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY GUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK

BEECH MAPLE

CURLY BIRCH

BIRCH SPECIALTIES:

BASSWOOD DRAWER BOTTOMS BACK PANELS CENTER STOCK
DHdanUUU BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK
BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE ourlv birch bird-s-eye maple

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.
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y eneers and L^anels with a Js^eputation
TT rE manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood V^eneer Co, Wausau^ Wis,

BASSWOOD
BIRCH
MAPLE
ELM
ASH
OAK

VENEERS of QUALITY
AND

Send Your
Specifications to

PANELS of QUALITY
Made In THE CITY OF QUALITY
THE CADILLAC VENEER CO., Cadillac. Mich.

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR, OAK
SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Ct^Jf£ia , Qt.a-'A.a /3i'^>^«c -.-* < y^
Jff-ljajukrt.Ay fSth-loa>-\x» .

^s^^s^^^ss^^^^^^^^ss^sss^^ssssssss^sss^sss^^ss^^ssss^

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered

and Plain Red and White
Oak and Mahogany

Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let us send you Stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Hu^h McLean Lumber Co.

Our Snecially:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

Buffalo wants your hard-

vood business and wants it

because it can make it to

your advantage to buy your

lumber in Buffalo.

Buffalo lumbermen are

experienced in the produc-

tion, purchase, grouping,
care and shipping of hard-

woods, and this experience

s at the service of every

vholesale consumer of hard-

voods.

We have one of the

largest stocks of hardwoods
lield by any lumber trade

renter of the country. It

;omprises every variety of

both northern and southern

voods. This lumber has

I)een selected for its high

ype, good sawing and fine

exture.

ORSON E. YEAGER

Specialties:

OAK, ASH,

AND POPLAR
932 ELK STREET

Frank W. Vetter

Dealer in All Kinds of

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1142 SENECA STREET

i Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.

We Want to Buy for Cash:
OAK, ASH AND

OTHER HARDWOODS
1 All grades and tliickn esses,

i
Will receive and inspect
stock at sliippine point.
Branch yard, Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BuffaloV

\STANDARD HARDWOODV
LUMBER COMPANY

OAK, ASH,

and CHESTNUT

1075 CLINTON STREET

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS\

893 EAGLE STREET

T. Sullivan & Co.

Specialties:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST
FIR and SPRUCE

2 ARTHUR STREET

I. N. Sttwart & Bro.

Specialties:

CHERRY
AND OAK

892 ELK STREET

Above all things else,

Buffalo can give you better

service by reason of its un-

surpassed facilities for the

distribution of hardwoods
than any other market in

this country. Again, from

Buffalo you can invariably

get a square deal on grade

and measurement.

Buffalo can give you serv-

ice, and the right kind of

service.

Write to any one of us, or

all of us, and let us figure

with you on your hardwood
requirements.

We can ordinarily get

cars set for loading within

six hours. An order des-

patched to us from any
distance within five hundred
miles of Buffalo can usually

be loaded and forwarded the

next day.

G. ELIAS & BRO. \\

Buy and Carry Large U

Quantities of \\

ALL KINDS OF \\

HARDWOODS
|

955-1015 ELK STREET U

ilillilillllllilllllllilillliiililM
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Perfect Matching in

Quartered Oak is now
being accomplished on

the new "Linderman"

Factory Managers and Superintendents
This advertisement is for you because you are the men who
hold in your hands the destiny of your factory. Upon you depends the quality of

the product, and, above all, the profits. Your ability is measured by the amount

of worlv you can turn out with the least number of men, and in getting

the utmost from the lumber and material you work up into your product.

There has been a big improvement in machinery which reduoes hand

labor costs, but the most radical improvement is the jointing of lumber

without the aid of clamps, by jointing lumber automatically at one

operation on the new

Linderman Automatic
Dovetail Glue Jointer

This new method has been in operation for nearly two years in several high-grade fur-

niture factories who make nothing but solid furniture. They are surprised at the quality

of the work, as they never made glue joints that stood

up like the TAPER WEDGE DOVETAIL LOCK
JOINT. They all say the same thing. The new
"Linderman" makes glue jointing easy and simple. It

is just one operation and your panels are completed,

ready for the next operation.

Increase your capacity—cut your jointing costs 65

to 85% and do away with lumber waste. Learn

what the "Linderman" is doing in other factories

in your line of work and the advantages it offers.

Linderman Machine Co.
New York City Muskegon, Mich. Woodstock, Ont.



Vansant, """— "'"-^

Ashland, Kentucky

Soft

Kitchen &
Company

Yellow
f.'r.tt., xviicJiien \r> Popiar
Specialty

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Slejter Building
400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthiai, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN—WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. Nl. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Co. Boyne City Lumber Co.
Mills and General Office at BOYNE CITY, MICH.

%mMf t%FFFf9 Sales Office, BUFFALO, N. Y.

4-4 in. & 5-4 in. Dry and Winter Cut Basswood
8-4 in. Mercli. Hemlock, Misc. Widths and Lengths
White Cedar Shingles a a /a a Maple Flooring

Hardwood Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPUR
MANUrACTUHOtS

WATER SEASONED
BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

AU GRAOCS
ROUGH MKSSCD

QUCK StnPMCNT

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO



Seventeenth Year, )

Semi-Monthly. f

/v^ CHICAGO, JUNE 25, 1912
[Subscription $2.
I Single Copies. 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANnFACTUREB OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street
Telephone Canal (ISO

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

CHICAGO

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER & CO.

Repretentlnr
WEST VIRGrNIA SPRUCE LUUBEB CO.,

Case. Weat Vircrlnia.

Fifth Are. Bldg.,

NEW YORK

On the Following Stock We Will Make
Special Prices for Prompt Shipment;

1711

Mil

0(10 ft. 5/8" Sai) I'oDlar.
000 ft. 5/8" No. 1 Com. Poplar.
000 ft. 5/8" No. 2 Com. Poplar.
000 ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Poplar.
Olio ft. 1" No. 2 Com. Poplar.
000 ft. 1V>" No. 2 Com. Poplar.
000 ft. 2""No. 2 Com. Poplar.
,000 ft. \Vi" Is & 2s Qtd. Poplar.
,000 ft. 1" S. W. No. 2 Common
Chestnut.
,000 ft. 1»4" S. W. No. 2 Common
Chestnut.

580,0«« ft. \Vi' is. W. No. 3 Common
Chestnut.

90,000 ft. 3" S. W. No. 2 Common
Chestnut.

60,000 ft. 1" Is & 28 Plain Red Oak.
210.000 ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Plain Red

Oak.
50,000 ft. W" No. 2 Com. Plain

Red Oak.
90.000 ft. 2" No. 2 Com. Plain Red

Oak.

Keys-Walker Lumber Co.
Manufacturers

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.
70 Kilby St., BOSTON, MASS.

West Virginia Hardwoods
Soft Yellow Poplar
Oak—Chestnut—Bass—Hemlock, Etc.

Rough or Dressed Write for Prices

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
ED. MAPHET, Pres. and Mgr. JAMES T. SHEA, Vlce-Pres. JOHN F. SHEA, Treas.

JMapbet & Shea Lumber Company
jManufacturers and Qdbolesalcrs

We Manufacture:
YELLOW POPLAR, OAK, CHESTNUT

WHITE AND YELLOW PINE
HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING

YARD: Middlebrook Pike and Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

BAND AND CIRCULAR MILLS
EAST TENN. MOUNTAIN
VIRGIN HARDWOOD

STUMPAGE

LUMBER INSURANCE GO. OF NEW YORK

Capital $400,000

Leading Stock Fire Insurance

Company making a specialty of

Lumber and Woodworking Risks

84 Williams Street NEW YORK

PROCTOR^ENEERpRYE5l "REPROOF

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
RECOMMENDED BY ALL THOSE WHO HAVE TRIED IT

NO
SPLITTING

NOR
CHECKING

NO
CLOGGING

NOR
ADJUSTIhO

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MAtlllNERY COMPANY
DEP'T.L HANCOCK St SOMERSET STS. PMILA.PA.

Trmi II II II II II II II II II II n i ii ini ii ii iiini u ii ii ii ii ii ii ii n ii ii ii ii ii ii m

ADVERTISERS- CLASSIF ED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
^ n'^TniT^^inni n ii n n H I II i( ii II II II II II II II II II II II il II II II II HH II II II II II II II II II II II II
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Hardwood Our Specialty
But We Dont Decline Orders for the Softwoods

The facilities afforded hy our numerous yards^ some
in the heart of the best lumber districts, enable us to

supply lumber requirements with a positive guarantee

of prompt shipments—as well as satisfaction in quality

and price.
Stock List for the Asking

Correspondence Invited Regarding YOUR Requirements

J. Gihson JMcIlvain £? Co.
1420 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Ask us for prices
on the following list of STRICTLY SOFT

YELLOW POPLAR:

1 Car 1" Boxboards, 9 to 12"
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KNOXVIUUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, .Oak and Chestnut

D. M. ROSE & GO.
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER,

HARDWOOD FLOORING AND INTERIOR FINISH

KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE
103,000 ft. 4/4 IS & 2s Quartered White Oak.
200,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oalc.

5 5,000 ft. 4/4 IS & 2s Plain White Oak.
60,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Plain Red Oak.

668,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Plain Red and White
Oak.

AH the above Is Band Sawn, nicely manufactured,
good quality oak and tiioroughly air dried. Has
been on sticlis from 12 to IS months.

10,000 ft. 4/4 IS & 2s Poplar.
60,000 ft. 4/4 Saps & Selects Poplar
15,000 ft. 4/4 Clear Heart.

250,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com.
35,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Com.
15,000 ft. 5/8 is & 2s.

10,000 ft. 5/8 Saps.
15,000 ft. 5/8 No. 1 Com.
10,000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 Com.
54,000 ft. 4/4, 6/4, 8/4 Common & Better Ash.

145,000 ft. 4/4 Log Run White Pine.

13 5,000 ft. 4/4 Common & Better Chestnut, kiln

dried.

WTLl, SHIP IN SIIXED CARS, EITHER ROUGH OR
DRESSED

H. S. MIZNER,
Pres.

J. M. LOGAN,
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON,
Vlce-Pres.

C. B. SWANN,
8ec'y and Treaa.

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville
Branch Office and Yard;

Banii and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered,

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO-
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

OUIRTERED WHITE 0>K. PUH OM. POPUR, IWLNUT i TENNESSEE RED CEDilR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KiNOXVll.L£. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

Ven eer s

"The Very Best"

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B, RAYMOND, Pres.
KNOXVILLE, TENK.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY
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NASHVILLECELEBR^zVrED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH. FAUrm^ESS
TK/U=^J>f\JF:^^Cr\JrtE ^^MD GOOD GFi.c4.DES.

JOHN B. RANSOM
Qb COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD [UMBER
I's & 2's Qtd. White Oak, 6" * np (wide In).

No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 6" & np de-
lected for flgnre).

I'a & 2'a Qtd. White Oak, 10" k up.
I'a & 2i Qtd. Wklte Oak, 6" k op.
No. 1 common Qtd. Wlilte Oak, 4" & up
nice).

No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" 4 up
nice & dry).

I'a & 2'8 Qtd. Red Oak, 6" * np.
No. 1 common Qtd. Red Oak, 4" k up.
I's & 2's Chestnut, dry, good widths.
No. 1 common Chestnut, dry, jood widths.
No. 2 C. & S. W. Chestnut, *ry.
I's & 2's White Ash, Tery dry k tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry & tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry k tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry & tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry & tough.

3
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NVEST VIRGINIA
WHERE THE BEST HARDWOODS GROW

AMERICAN COLUMN & LUMBER CO,
MANUFACTURERS

YELLOW POPLAR, HARDWOOD LUMBER, POPLAR,
PLANING MILL PRODUCTS AND OAK FLOORING.

ST. ALBANS, W. VA.
FO R SALE

10 Cars 13-16x2i in. Clear White Oak Flooring.
All that could be desired in quality and workmanship.

HILL BROTHERS TIE
AND LUMBER CO.

MA^aJFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Railroad Ties, Timber
and Hardwood Lumber

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

OAK TIMBERS YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER

DOCK, CAR AND VESSEL OAK
Oak Timbers for all Purposes a Specialty

Write us for prices

THE PARKERSBURG MILL CO.
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Have to move at once

Two Cars 6/4 No. 3 Common Dry Ash

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

3 cars 4-4 1st and 2nds Chestnut, band sawn

West Virginia stock running about 60^/o 14

and 16 ft. long, dry and ready for prompt

shipment. Write for quotations.
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

in bothGrade and

\ Measurement /!

Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

STOCK LIST— Dry Lumber on Hand June 1, 1912

TELEGRAPH
CODES

UNIVERSAL
HARDWOOD

WESTERN UNION

Cable Address, Lamb

3/16
r. A. S. Qrtd. White Oak, 6" and up
No. 1 Com. fjrtd. White Oak, 4" up
No. 2 Com. Qrtd. White Oak, 3" and up
No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak Strips
F. A. S. Plain While Oak, G" and up
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak, 4" and up
F. A. S. Plain Bed Oak, 6" and up
No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak, 4" and up
F. A. S. Red Gum
No. 1 Com. Red Gum 24,000
F. A. S. Figured Red Gum <.

No. 1 Com. Figured Red Gum
Sap Gum Box Boards, 13"-17"

F. A, S. Sap Gum
F. A. S. Sap Gum, 18 " and up
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum
Log Run Cypress
No. 1 and No. 2 Com. Cypress
Log Run Elm
Log Run Cottonwood
Log Run Hickor.v

1/4 3/8 1/2
60,000

5/8

90,000 125,000

5,000 20,000
20,000

34,000
8,000
3,000

125,000

3/4
34,000
12,000

22,000
50,000

4/4
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Swear off, and send your inquiries

and orders direct to the producerWHY NOT?
We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood

A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:
75,000 FT.
50,000 FT.

220,000 FT.
90,000 FT.
87,000 FT.
185,000 FT.

12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.

OUR NAME
GUARANTEES the quality of our

PLAIN RED and WHITE OAK, QUAR-
TERED WHITE OAK, ASH,

And Other Hardwoods

Our special attention to MIXED CARS means ECONOMICAL
BUYING for you

John M. Woods & Co.
Hkln Office and DUtrlbntlng Yard, EAST CAMBRIDOE, MASS.

WHOLESALE XABD, MEMPHIS, TENN.

GONASAUGA LUMBER COMPANY
General Sales Office, - Fourth National Bank Building

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
White Pine, Yellow Pine and Cypress

Saw and planlnB mills. Conasauga, Tenn.—35,000,000 feet annaal

output—Business of wholesale consuming trade solicited

CYPRESS
Special Low Prices on These Items:

QUICK SHIPMENT from Arkansas City, Ark.

THE HYDE LUMBER CO-
Manofactarers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND INDIANA
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THE GATEWAV TO LARGER PROFITS
IS OPEN TO THOSE WHO STANDARDIZE WITH

\insnnsE.
WOOD=WORKIINOMACHINES

THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION

They offer the greatest amount of work with the least opera-
tive expenditure. The uniformity with which they perform
their work cannot be excelled, from the heaviest down to the

most delicate.

It will pay you to look into the advantages of DEFIANCE
tools before placing your orders.

A Postal from you will bring our catalog and prices

The Defiance Machine Worics, 414 Perry St., Defiance, Ohio

No. 4 Band Ripping Saw

Aiitnniatir Handle I'oIJHlier "No. 4 Double Spindle Shaper Insulator Pin T.atlie

IF YOU WANT THE BEST SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,

and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension

stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Talli; 'Book Dept., HardWood Records Chicago
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CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE. SOOTH

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

15 Cars 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

15 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

Band Sawn, Equalized and Thoroughly Dry. Good Width and Lengths.

W.E.HEYSER
LUMBER CO.

GENERAL OFFICES AND YARDS:

Winton Place, Cincinnati, Ohio

Branch: MEMPHIS, TENN.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Quartered and Plain

Red and White Oak, Ash,

Poplar, Chestnut, Gum
and all Southern Hardwoods

SHIPMENTS DIRECT FROM
OUR OWN YARDS AND MILLS

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on

the Following:
153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—30%

13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5/4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",

bone dry.

6 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.
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((My Customers are My Friends"

This statement was made (not for publication) by a leading hard-

wood dealer of the leading hardwopd market, Louisville. It is typical

of the attitude of those who are engaged in the business of making
and sellinsr hardwood lumber in this market.

"If I can't have the friendship of my customers, then I prefer not

to have their trade," continued the lumberman referred to.

And it is to be noted that he has succeeded in acquiring both in

the case of a large number of discriminating buyers.

The reason is simple. Louisville dealers are straightforward,

square people, who give every purchaser 100 cents' worth of value for

every dollar, and who expect and get similar treatment from those with

whom they have dealings.

If you are looking for a market where you will really enjoy doing

business, here is a tip: Obey that impulse, and write to

THE LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD CLUB

Edw. L. Davis Lumber Co. Booker-Cecil Co.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co. Norman Lumber Co.

Lc3uisviLLE Point Lumber Co. C. C. Mengel & Bro. Co.

The Louisville Veneer Mills. Ohio River Sawmill Co.
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An Unusual Opportunity in Veneer and Lumber Manufacturing
(][ Owing to other business which demands the entire attention

of the owners, they would consider the sale of their veneer

and saw mill plant.

f| Plant and equipment complete, and strictly modern in every

detail.

(I Center of unusual field of sale and distribution, including

large local trade.

ff Best and cheapest location for source of supply of both

domestic and foreign logs.

CI Institution has never failed to pay handsome dividends on

investment.

fV, Business can easily be increased, with present facilities, to

much larger volume.

^ Everything open to strictest scrutiny and investigation.

(|I A big opportunity for the right man.

(I Will consider negotiations only with principals, and in con-

fidence. ADDRESS B 47, CARE

HARDWOOD RECORD, Chicago

We can make immediate shipment of the following

items

:

1 Car 5/4 F. A. S. Qtd. W. Oak.
3 Cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.

Oak.
3 Cars 4/4 Clear Qtd. W. Oak

Strips, ay- to 5>4.

2 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak Strips, ZVz to SVz.

3 Cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak.

2 Cars 6/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Red Oak.

1 Car 8/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Ked Oak.

1 Car 8/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
TOiite Oak.

WE HAVE A GOOD STOCK OF POPLAR 4/4 to 12/4.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY
Sales Office

1657 MONADNOCK BLDG.
CHICAGO

Main OfDrp
PADUC.AH, KENTICKY

89%
of HARDWOOD RECORD subscribers a-re

owners of stea-m plants. ElgKty-nlne per

cent a.re, therefore, buyers of wood-work-
ing ma.cKinery. There is little percenta.ge

of WBLSte circulation In HARDWOOD
RECORD for meLchinery aLdvertisers.
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General Market Conditions

fieports from the chief hardwood ccnsuining centers of the country

indicate a slight tendency on the part of big buyers to feel their way
rather slowly in the face of advancing prices, preferring to buy as

they have been doing—to meet their immediate requirements rather

thau to take chances. This sentiment, however, seems to be really

the result of cautious buying rather than of any general distrust of

the advance. There is no question but that the general shortage

justifies a reasonable advance in the standard grades of hardwoods

and that the trade as a whole will stand firm for what advances have

already been made. It would do well, however, before boosting

prices any higher, to consider fully the possible effect of such action

on the market in general. There is every reason to suppose that a

considerable amount of hardwood lumber will come in in the late

summer, and reports from the South indicate that the smaller mUls

are already shipping stock to the yard trade.

In some instances stock sheets show that southern mills have more

dry plain oak, both red and white, on hand than a month ago. In

fact in a few cases the price of this stock has been shaded somewhat.

There seems to be a fairly general strengthening of quartered oak,

althouyh the situation is still comparatively weak. A decided de-

crease in the cut of northern basswood will insure a continued firm

price, and a strong demand for this line of stock. Birch and maple

will undoubtedly continue as strong factors in the market. There is

a considerable added strength to the demand for wide poplar, while

the poorer grades are continuing in active request. Low grades of

Cottonwood and gum are also 'selling actively.

Pending advances in ocean freight rates from southern shipping

points, the export trade is stimulated to great activity in that section,

with the view of getting shipments under way as quickly as possible

in order to take advantage of present rates. Export trade generally

is favorably spoken of.

Kumerous failures in the East would indicate that it behooves the

eastern trade to move rather cautiously. Stocks in that section are

short, but the general condition of the market seems to be about

on a parallel with other consuming districts.

Indications from the larger markets in which are located the furni-

ture and various other wood-working factories, point to a continued

laxity in demand for those commodities, while favorable building

reijorts from many sections would justify the belief that the buUding

trade will continue as an active consuming factor in the hardwood

business. The same can be said of railroad construction and repair

work, and the devastation caused by the southern floods has also

afforded a market for a considerable amount of construction material.

A fairly general level of prices and demand is prophesied during

the simamer.

Possibilities in South America
The United States has always been notoriously slow in grasping its

share of commerce from an undeveloped territory or from countries

which are in the process of development. It has seemingly been the

preference of American manufacturers to wait until foreign com-

petitors had established a stronghold on such trade, and then go in

and by main force wrest it from them. This policy undoubtedly fur-

nished an enjoyable little commercial scrap occasionally, but it is

doubtful, from an economic point of view, if it is a policy working

in the best interests of American industries.

Of the various industrial groups in this country, the lumber inter-

ests have perhaps been among the laggards in taking up foreign

trade. It is indeed gratifying to note that reports from South

America indicate a phenomenal gain in the South American export

trade during the fiscal year ending with June, and it is further

gratifying to note that this increase is particularly true in the exports

of lumber.

Lumber exports to Argentina, in the ten months ending with last

April, amounted to $5,750,000, against an export value of but

$4,000,000 for the corresponding period the year before. The bal-

ance of the South American trade aggregated over three mOlion

dollars against two million of the same period a year ago. The

total value of all exports from the United States to South America

ten years ago aggregated $38,000,000; five years ago $82,000,000

and in the current year will probably aggregate about $135,000,000,

an increase of 250 per cent in a decade.

While the bulk of the lumber shipped from this country to South

American ports is undoubtedly for building purposes, it is reasonable

to believe that this will serve as an entree for a great many other

types of American lumber. There is no question but that South
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American forests contain a vast amount of timber suitable for pur-

poses to which our hardwoods are put, but the fact remains that

these forests are practically unexploited, and that there are really

no facilities for manufacturing lumber. On the other hand there are

equally poor facilities for the remanufacture of such hardwood lum-

ber as will be bought, and it seems that in order to create a con-

siderable market among South American cities, it would be necessary

to first stimulate the manufacture of various articles consuming hard-

wood lumber in those countries. It will probably be a long time

before native grown timber is cut in suflScient quantities to fill the

local demand in this type of remanufacture, and it seems that the

South American market should oifer attractive inducements to the

shipper of American hardwoods.

Anti-Boycott Decision

A question of grave importance to manufacturers in all lines, and
one which at times has assumed a serious aspect, is that of the boy-

cotting policy of the trade unions as applied to certain houses con-

suming non-union-made goods. Consumers of lumber in various forms
have been heavy sufferers in this direction, particularly in the northern

states, and it is gratifying to note that the sentiment, as expressed

by a recent court ruling, is decidedly against the boycott campaign.
The Sujireme court of New York state recently took a decided step

in the direction of overthrowing the boycott privileges of the unions

by rendering a permanent injunc-

tion against the boycott in favor

of a large millwork dealer of

Brooklyn. The case has been in

the courts for two or three years,

and is of far-reaching importance

in the matter of open shop prin-

ciples as applied to door and

millwork throughout the country.

It carefully defines the protection

to which manufacturers and

builders are entitled, in the prem-

ises.

In this instance the injunction

was issued against business

agents of the United Brotherhood

of Carpenters and Joiners of

America and the Amalgamated

Order of Carpenters and .Toiners

of America in favor of the

Brooklyn concern. As a result

of a petition by the millwork

house, a temporary injunction

was granted some time ago, and

the next hearing before the court

was to establish the validity of

the injunction. The second hearing was held in January, 1911, and

as a result the injunction was continued. A little later the appellate

division of the Supreme court unanimously sustained the decision,

and the injunction was continued, pending final trial. The latter trial

opened in a special term of the Supreme court of Kings county in

January, 1912, and after a complete hearing, the court took the case

under advisement, ultimately rendering the decision as before men-

tioned.

Scottish Timber Conditions

A consular report from Glasgow, Scotland, contends that the timber

trade in the west of Scotland during 1911, although an improvement

over the two preceding years, did not come up to the expectations for

the year. The chief contributing factors were the continued de-

pression in the house building trade and the scarcity of orders for and
low prices of furniture and other wooden products. The demand
for ship-building material was steady, but the demand from pattern

makers and wagon and carriage builders was but modest.

Kussia and Canada seemed to have a strong hold on the timber busi-

ness in Glasgow, Eussia promising to be a serious competitor to the

Canadians. Conditions militating against the Canadian trade would
also have a tendency to injure the American export business to the

Scottish ports. As an instance, Russian points have a lower freight

rate to Clyde ports than does Quebec, and consequently the high price

of some Canadian woods has made their importation impossible.

There seems to be a continued improvement in the demand for

oak logs over that of previous years, and the ship-building trade ia

showing a strong demand for pitch pine and teak.

Birch is attaining a strong favor among Scottish consumers by

reason of its reasonable price and extreme utility. A rise in price is

anticipated. An increased consumption has been shown in mahogany
and plain oak, with a general weakening in the market, for walnut,

quartered oak and ash.

Edison Talks on Waste
Thomas A. Edison recently returned from a visit to German fac-

tories of various kinds, where he made some interesting observations

in comparing the intensive German methods with the record-breaking

ideas of our industrial leaders. Mr. Edison's assertion that in

Germany '
' work is mixed with brains '

' strikes the keynote of the

sentiment of his statement, the meaning being that the German
manufacturer, instead of striving to turn out the "most" or the

"biggest" of anything, concentrates his attention on thoroughness

regarding both quality of product
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and complete utilization in by-

product. As an instance of the

latter is cited the great Badesch

Chemical Works, where two hun-

dred research workers are con-

stantly engaged on investigation

resulting in the continual discov-

ery of new chemicals.

It is of course an obvious fact

that industrial America, as com-

pared with industrial Germany,

is but an infant. Industries in

Germany had attained importance

when in this country they were

unborn. The goal toward which

the American manufacturer has

been striving is bigness. He has

had a vast country with a great

and growing population to sup-

[ily. He has been blessed with

an abundance of raw material at

comparatively low cost. In short,

the exigencies of the situation in

which he found himself demanded

that he skim the cream off' of

what was before him, and leave the milk to waste. Therein lies the

essential difference. Where an American manufacturer has consid-

ered the enormous waste of raw material as both natural and neces-

sary, the Germans admit neither, but turn the milk into a profit by

thorough and systematic methods.

Granting the obvious fact that this difference does exist, it is in-

teresting to note probable causes. As before observed, the American

manufacturer caters to an entirely different market than the German.

Probably the fundamental cause is the much higher cost of raw ma-

terial to the Germans. In no line is this fact more strikingly evident

than in the products of the forest. American lumbermen are dum-

founded at the prices realized for stumpage in Germany. It naturally

follows that with the high price of this raw material and with iron

bound government protection, the German is going to realize com-

mensurate prices for his product. A further deduction is that he will

do all in his power to perpetuate his business by perpetuating his

supply of raw material. Inasmuch as his product is worth the effort

and expenditure, that is precisely what he is doing. His method is

twofold. The last possible pfennig of profit is gotten out of logs in
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lumber and by-products, thus decreasing the amount of timber to be

cut and the total cost of raw material; and his cut-over lands are

replanted to replenish the stock.

There is no use in contending that the time is ripe in this country

for the application of any such intensive methods in the lumber

business. However, on the other hand, a great many lumber manu-

facturers here are hiding behind the plea that lumber isn't worth

enough to warrant even moderately close utilization, and are losing

in waste a great many dollars that ought to go in as profit. The

correctness of this is shown in the successful operation, in a number

«f instances, of plants looking to the manufacture of by-products

from the sawmill operations. The increasing interest in which this

subject is being discussed at various lumber association meetings

would indicate that it is at last commanding the serious attention of

the lumber trade.

l: is a significant fact that what little utilization of by-products

and application of modern forestry exists in this country, is in con-

nection with large establishments where a small return is satisfactory

from an industry whose absence would means an actual loss. Ac-

tivity in this direction has been confined principally to northern states.

With allowances for present conditions, it behooves the American

sawmill man not to live too contentedly in the present, for the very

conditions that make possible the advanced state of utilization in

Germany, are slowly but surely coming here. He should embrace

every opportunity to prepare himself. The proverbial American in-

genuity and resourcefulness will undoubtedly be capable of meeting

the changing conditions as they advance, only they should be met at

least half way.

Wooden Packages Required

American exporters of various commodities have always been no-

toriously lax in the character of the packages in which they ship their

products. With the introduction of the fiber package, a great many

exporters eagerly seized this opportunity of lowering the cost of

containers and cutting off an item of weight at the same time. That

this policy is reacting to their detriment is evidenced by a report

from a consular officer in Martinique, in the French West Indies, who

states that the manufacturers and exporters of cereals and other

food stuffs intended for tropical countries should change the materials

of the containers in which such goods are packed if they desire to

hold their trade in that territory. Fiber containers have been found

to be entirely inadequate to meet the severe conditions to which they

are subjected in the humid countries of the tropics. The multitude

of insects in that region soon find access to such containers as fiber

packages, and render the contents absolutely worthless.

Merchants in the tropical countries in a great many cases have

given up carrying certain lines of American products because they

were unable to keep them in fit condition when packed in fiber con-

tainers.

The consular report referred to is certainly a strike in the interests

of the wooden box manufacturers, but the subject is so obviously one

which is of vital importance to the exporters of the commodities in

question that they should be able to see beyond the slight additional

expense involved. The advantage gained through such conditions

should be pushed to the utmost by the advocates of the wooden box.

Regarding the Veneer Business

It is becoming more and more evident to close observers connected

with the manufacture of veneers and panels that rapidly changing

<>onditions governing that industry demand a complete revolution in

methods. One of the most serious questions which veneer manufac-

turers must face, and one which occupies considerable attention at

all veneer meetings, is that of log supply. An article in this issue of

Hakdwood Eecord on the intelligent buying of veneer logs, gives an

accurate summary of some of the ridiculous transactions which the

veneer manufacturer is forced to compete.

It is an evident fact that there is absolutely no chance for either

the veneer or the lumber manufacturer to cut down the cost of produc-

tion by reducing the cost of supplies or labor. Accepting this as a

fact, there seems but one outlet, namely, increasing efficiency ip

operation and sales, and a closer organization whereby the purchasers

of logs on the open market will be enabled to get their product at

more nearly a reasonable price.

The question of efficiency is occupying the close attention of manu-
facturers in every line, but it is only within the last few years that it

)ias received any serious attention, as a general thing, on the part of

manufacturers of forest products. The opportunities for cutting

down expenses by more comprehensive organizations, insuring uni-

form methods by closer watching of waste, and by more intelligent

marketing of products is unlimited. It is gratifying to note the senti-

ment in this direction, which is becoming more evident at every

gathering of manufacturers of veneers, panels and hardwood lumber.

The Legality of Printed Conditions

The question of the binding power of printed conditions on letter-

lieads, unless appearing between the salutation and the conclusion

of the letter, has been the subject of dispute for a long time. There

seems to be no specific ruling in this direction to conclusively settle

this point. The concensus of opinion, however, among both legal and

business men would indicate that, in order to make the terms of sale

binding upon the purchaser, such conditions must be printed some-

where between the salutation and the conclusion of the letter.

With a view of getting a comprehensive expression of opinion re-

garding this question. Secretary Doster of the Hardwood Manufac-

turers ' Association of the United States, has conducted from his

Cincinnati offices, by means of letter, a canvass among the members
of the association. The invariable reply was that terms of sale were

not considered of any moment unless actually printed within the

body of the letter. Numerous schemes for incorporating the condi-

tions in this manner were suggested, some concerns having the con-

ditions so printed as to form the first sentence of the letter, and it is

the usual custom to have the type of printing conform as much as

possible to that used in a typewriter.

The question seemed to be not whether this should be con-

sidered part of a contract if not appearing in the body of the letter,

but rather whether a just claim can be made that the purchaser

could not without effort see the printed conditions at the head of

the letter.

A recent court decision in Missouri upholds a buyer in a suit to

recover damage for breach of contract based on misinterpretation

of terms of sale. The seller 's terms were two per cent for cash if

remitted ten days from date of invoice. The buyer understood date

of invoice to refer to date of receipt of car, and deducted two per

cent though not paying within ten days of shipment. The settlement

was accepted but further shipments under the contract were refused.

Still at it

The propagandists of California still go merrily along their way,

distributing information of various types and character tending to

lure the innocent investor into spending his money with the prospect

of becoming immediately and enormously wealthy through the culti-

vation of eucalyptus. The significant fact still remains, however, that

a practical demonstration of the feasibUity of growing eucalyptus

commercially is not yet in evidence, and cannot be for the simple

reason that the so-called industry is really just starting. It is an

evident fact that such literature as has been gotten out is based en-

tirely on a supposition that the alluring facts published will prove

up in actuality.

Hakdwood Eecord is just in receipt of an urgent communication

from a eucalyptus investment company of Los Angeles, which is very

much along the lines of similar literature emanating from these

sources during the past few years. The communication contains the

usual information showing the remarkable growth of the trees, and

would convey to the prospective investor the impression that all that

is necessary is for him to send a check to the extent of his investment

and the trees will immediately sprout and as they climb drop dollars

as easily and constantly as a maple tree drops leaves on a cold

autumn day.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

What of the morrow? Will night's darkness

break,

That now holds sway o'er earth's unnumbered
throng?

Will man his place beside his brother take

And in ranks firmly welded march along?

Will some great light shine in upon the mind

So that all social prejudice shall end.

That we all men shall at one table find.

And brotherhood make worthier the friend?

What of the Morrow

What of the morrow? Will its brightness throw

O'er all distinctions an illuming wave.

That on the earth we shall no longer know
A lordly master or a menial slave?

Will fair to-morrow's light so flood the heart

That each snail to his brother duty own,

And each one do with willing hands his part

And only reap where he himself has sown ?

What of the morrow? Will it come and go

IS ANYONE SORRY?

As these that darkly through the past have

thronged,

Or will it bring to mortal man below

The light for which the centuries have

longed?

The light that, bursting in upon our souls,

Transcends the brightness of the noonday sun.

And all our thoughts and acts alike controls,

.Making the nations of the earth as one?
—Thomas F. Porter in the Boston Globe.

Some Financier

"He's one of our most successful financiers."

"That so? I didn't know he was rich."

"He Isn't. But he's supporting a family of

five on $12 a week."

—

Detroit Free Press.

Lost to Shame
"Bcarson says his ultimate desire is to be

a United States senator."

"When a man gets so much money as he

has he doesn't care what kind of a life he

leads,"

—

Life.

—24r-

No More Big Times Until Next Year

Slow and Sure

Mabel—"Yes, my grandpa has reachd the age

of 00. Isn't it wonderful'/"

Willie—"Wonderful nothin' '. Look at the

time it's taken him to do it."

—

Boston Evening

Transerijit.

Wanted to Get Her Money Back

Conductor—"You should wait until the car

stops, madam."

Fair Passenger—"That's all you know about

it ; I have an accident policy that hasn t paid

me a cent yet."

No Ceremony

Guest (in backwoods hotel)—"Say, my good

woman, how do you serve here, a la carte or

table d'hote?"

Proprietress
—"Well, erer, mister, It's like

this—we .ies' puts the stuff on a tray an' totes

it in."

—

Evening Sun.

It's easier to mix religion with business than

it is to mix politics with religion.
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Builders of Lumber History
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NUMBER CXVIII

N. J. G. VAN KEULEN
(See Portrait

N. J. G. Van Keulen of the Van Keulen & Winchester Lumber
Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., was born in the province of
Zeeland in Holland on February 2, 1864. The notable achievements
of the man and his eminent success in the lumber business are all

the more remarkable when it is considered that he not only came
from a family not possessed of very much of the worldly goods,
but that he was denied the privilege of spending his first few years
in school, and took up his residence in a strange land at the early
age of sixteen. Mr. Van Keulen went to school when a young boy
in Holland, but after coming to this country did not have an
opportunity to attend day school, but entered immediately into
the problem of making a livelihood for himself and mother. He
set about immediately to acquire a knowledge of the English
language, and to accomplish this took up a course of study at

night, and did a great deal of reading. The consequence was that

he soon became a master of English. At this time it occurred to

Mr. Van Keulen that the knowledge of Latin and Greek might help

in his study of English. His insight into the dead languages which
he thus acquired gave to him the idea that he might possibly take
up a professional career. This thought gradually budded into

a full-grown determination to be a medical man, and with this

end in view Mr. Van Keulen applied himself diligently to the

hard work of acquiring an education outside of working hours,

but the task became too severe, and he consequently entered into

his present business.

Mr. Van Keulen 's father died when he was an infant. When he

and his mother came to this country they immediately located

'.n Grand Eapids, Mich., where on May 4, thirty-two years

ago, the present head of the Van Keulen & Winchester Lumber
Company started with the Phoenix Furniture Company in the

finishing room. He was always imbued with the desire to see as

deeply as possible into the reasons for any process, and his ability

soon attracted attention. It was not long before he was given

an opportunity of learning the cabinet-making business. In this

line he was busy for seven years, and while there built up the

foundation for his present successful commercial career. It is

probably his close knowledge of the lumber requirements of the

furniture business that has been responsible for Mr. Van Keulen 's

success in catering to that line of trade. But while he was busy

in the factory, he realized the importance of obtaining a com-

mercial training, and decided that a course in a commercial college

was about the only opportunity open for him. He was always

ambitious and thrifty, and accumulated sufficient money to carry

him through such a course. Consequently at the age of twenty-

three he enrolled in a commercial college in Grand Eapids, and

gave up his employment with the furniture company for a year.

At the end of that time he was offered a position in the lumber

office of Mead & Co., of Grand Eapids as bookkeeper. Here his

knowledge of lumber demonstrated its value to him immediately.

He was with this concern for two or three years in this capacity,

and in 1891 took a position with the Dennis Brothers Lumber

Company as bookkeeper and general office manager. Mr. Van
Keulen worked in this capacity for ten years, gradually accumulat-

ing responsibility and experience.

On January 1, 1902, Mr. Van Keulen with George Wilkinson

started the Van Keulen-Wilkinson Lumber Company, a partnership,

for the purpose of jobbing hardwoods. The enterprise was highly

successful from its inception and Mr. Van Keulen now has cus-

tomers who started with him at that time. In December, 1903,

W. C. Winchester, George Wilkinson and Mr. Van Keulen incor-

porated, the latter assuming complete active control. This com-

bination was as eminently successful as the former partnership,

and continued a rapid and uninterrupted growth. Mr. Wilkinson

Supplement

)

died in 1910, and later the other two bought out his interest. In
December, 1910, the style was changed to the Van Keulen &
Winchester Lumber Company, under which style the present
business is conducted. The magnitude and scope of Mr. Van
Keulen "s lumber interests can be readily appreciated by those
well conversant with the lumber business in Grand Eapids. The
company has always followed a policy of catering closely to the
exact requirements of its trade, and in doing this has made some
extremely valuable mill connections. In 1910 the company leased
a large circular mill at Buckley, Mich., which plant cuts from
thirty to thirty-five thousand feet of lumber a day. The company
also had a mill at Falmouth, which it has operated for several

years, and another in the upper peninsula of Michigan, above
Manistique. The policy has always been to acquire manufacturing
interests whenever this could be accomplished under favorable
circumstances. It has further been the policy of the company to

keep cleaned up on its timber and to buy to meet requirements
rather than to tie up any considerable amount of cash in timber
holdings.

The company disposes of from five to six million feet of its

own stock annually, and also wholesales a large amount of

hardwoods outside of this. A good deal of the trade is in hard
maple and beech, although everything in northern hardwoods is

handled. It has never been the policy of Mr. Van Keulen 's

interests to handle much stock from southern mills, although at

times they do job more or less oak and gum lumber. The business

has always been run on an extremely conservative basis and it

is a significant fact that in proportion to the size of its operations,

the Van Keulen & Winchester Lumber Company probably has

borrowed less than any other business of its size in the city.

In a large measure the success of the enterprise in whicli Mr.
Van Keulen has been associated is traceable to his personal

intimacy with the requirements of the trade to which he sells.

He has entire active charge of all affairs of the company, and is

widely known as a man capable of disposing of hardwood lumber

in large lots where nobody else has a shadow of a chance.

Mr. Van Keulen is an enthusiastic automobilist, and Kke many
other lumbermen is extremely fond of his home life. He recently

erected a fine new residence on North College avenue in the high-

class residence section of Grand Eapids, and in this he has installed

throughout quartered oak trim.

Mr. Van Keulen was married twenty years ago. The couple

have one daughter who is now a freshman at Ann Arbor, and

another daughter eight years old. He is a- member of the Penin-

sular Club, of the Elks and also of the Knickerbocker Society of

Grand Eapids.

Making Wood Sections
There appear with an article in this issue of Haedwood Eecord

three illustrations of cross sections of wood magnified fifty diameters.

The process by which this is accomplished is known as photo-

micrography. Photomicrographs are made from very thin sections,

cut with a sliding microtome especially constructed for sectioning

wood. Small blocks, one-quarterof-aninch square, cut from green

material or from the interior of dry pieces, are used. The faces

of the blocks should represent sections as nearly cross, radial and

tangential as possible. In the lighter woods it is customary to

soften the blocks by boiling in water until thoroughly saturated.

In the harder woods the process is made easier by placing the blocks

in a solution of a hydrofluoric acid for a period of from ten days

to three weeks. After removal from the acid they are washed

and put in glycerine for several days, when they are ready for

sectioning.

—25—
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The semi-annual meeting of the National Veneer and Panel

Manufacturers' Association was opened the morning of June 11 at

the Auditorium hotel, Chicago. President Jarrell opened the meet-

ing by stating that Chicago seemed to offer a more logical meeting

place owing to its central location, and to the fact that a great

many of the members could transact business here while attending

the meeting. It has always been the experience of the association

that meetings in Chicago bring out a gratifying attendance.

The reading of the minutes of the previous meeting was dis-

pensed with, and the secretary then called the roll, after which

he read a number of communications from various absent mem-
bers of the association.

In his address President Jarrell touched upon the effect of the

extreme weather conditions in the South as well as in the North on

the veneer business. He said that many mills located on rivers in

the low places were completely closed for several months, although

the majority of them are again in operation. Hills not directly

affected by the high water were shut down by lack of logs due to

the inundated condition of the timbered areas from which they get

the timber. As a consequence the output during the last six

months, of veneer mills manufacturing poplar, gum and oak,

according to the president, has been fifty per cent below normal.

This condition has been true of the South, but the severe weather

in the North rather facilitated logging in that section. As a

consequence northern mills have not had the same conditions to

meet. President Jarrell prophesied a good business for veneer

and panel manufacturers in spite of the unrest in the political

world.

The speaker urged all manufacturers of veneers and panels to

join their respective clubs, outlining the accomplishments of those

bodies during the past six months. He contended that loyal

attendance at association meetings is just as important to the

veneer and panel manufacturer as is close attention to the mechan-

ical end of his business.

Tn speaking of the growth of the membership. President Jarrell

said that the work of the membership committee is necessarily

confined to the association meetings, as the prospective members

are extremely scattered, and proposed that some special method for

acquiring a greater membership be adopted in order to build up

the association to the proper proportions.

Secretary Defebaugh then stated some of the advantages of

organization in business, maintaining that without associations

business men are isolated. He pleaded for a greater interest in

the veneer and panel association, contending that those who derived

the most benefits should be most earnest in their solicitation of

greater membership and greater interest. Secretary Defebaugh

touched upon the question of waste and voiced the opinion that it

represents fully thirty-three per cent of the total.

In speaking of values he pointed out that prices in hardwoods
and other lines have shown quite an advance in price, and that it

behooves the veneer manufacturers to get all the money possible

out of their product. A return of thirty-three per cent on a gross

investment, the speaker stated, was not at all out of proportion

to what should be realized, although there are a great many people

willing to do business on a much less rate. In speaking of some
of the leaks wherein the profit is eaten up by unsystematic cost

accounting methods, the sjjeaker pointed out the fact that in a

good many cases manufacturers do not charge a salary to them-

selves equivalent to what they would have to pay a manager. A
thirty-three per cent profit would represent when figured down
probably about sixteen per cent on an investment of from $50,000

to $75,000.

He further said that the veneer business is a long ways from

the millennium, and that manufacturers are too busy with their

own affairs to really give the broad phases of the business the

consideration which they warrant. He deplored the tendency of

certain members to not render their support to the association

work because of their imagining that the veneer club to which
they belong had not accomplished what it should. This type, the

secretary contended, is usually represented by the people who are

willing to sit at home and reap all the benefit but are unwilling

to devote any time or attention to actual accomplishments in the

interests of the trade at large.

Secretary Defebaugh then continued to point out many of the

admirable benefits to be derived from association work, contending

that co-operation among the veneer and panel manufacturers would

tend to militate against the practice of over-production at a loss,

and that by co-operation the members of the association could

keep their production somewhere within the bounds of reason dur-

ing the dull season. He further contended that it would influence

members against buying trade; it would suggest co-operative

methods with competitors when buying timber, thus preventing the

ridiculous conditions which now prevail in the timber market; it

will guarantee an exchange among the membership of the many
new ideas in connection with running business, and will encourage

the members to appreciate their own industry.

Secretary Defebaugh said that when business is dull and stocks

are large, the old practice of taking on orders at cost or less is

an advantage to the industry in that it educates some consumers

to the use of veneers and panels, but he maintained that there

has been a sufficiency of this tj'pe of education in the last eighteen

months, and that the present volume of sales should be about up

to normal. Under present conditions of sales conditions and prices,

the veneer manufacturers should not forget to check up on the

cost phase of their business, to watch their waste pile, and to see

that they are getting a commensurate price for their product.

The report of the treasurer showed a balance on hand of $49.50,

and in addition the association has accounts receivable amounting

to $797.50.

George S. Wood of Chicago outlined the progress of the forest

products exposition movement. Mr. Wood showed that a great

deal of work had been accomplished, and that the project is

rapidly assuming definite shape. The specific date for opening the

exposition in the Coliseum has not yet been set, but it will probably

be held in the early fall.

H. B. Sale of the Hoffman Brothers Company, Pt. Wayne,
Ind., then read a paper on '

' The Intelligent Purchase of Logs and

Flitches," which appears in full elsewhere in this issue.

This was followed by a paper by E. V. Knight of the New
Albany Veneering Works, New Albany, Ind., entitled "The
Advantages of Built-up Stock over Solid Stock in the Manufacture

of Furniture and Case Goods." Mr. Knight's paper shows original

and valuable thoughts, and is also reproduced in full elsewhere in

this issue.

In discussing the possible benefits to be gotten from a talk

such as Mr. Knight's, it was suggested that it would be a good

idea to get copies of it in the hands of as many lumber dealers

as possible all over the country, so that through them it would

reach the consumers. With this idea in mind, it was voted to

appropriate $100 for this purpose.

In opening the afternoon session. President Jarrell introduced

U. S. Epperson of Kansas City, manager of the Lumbermen's

Underwriting Alliance. Mr. Epperson explained to the members

the workings of the inter-insurance plan, and its adaptability to

veneer plants. His talk appears in full elsewhere in this issue.

The committee on uniform cost accounting, having not yet arrived

at definite conclusions in this matter, asked to have the question

rest over to the next annual meeting of the association, and prom-

ised to make a full report at that time.

The membership committee reported five new members since

the last meeting.

Following the report of the membership committee, President
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.Tarrell introduced a general discussion of the present and imme-
diate future of the veneer trade. The consensus of opinion was
optimistic regarding present business, and favorable regarding the

immediate outlook of the trade. It was admitted that there are
conditions confronting the veneer trade—such as cost of logs and
ditSculty of maintaining uniform prices—which will probably
become more serious as time goes on, but it was held that these

conditions will merely effect a more eflficient system of manufacture
and sales, inasmuch as competition will be closer.

In reporting for the advertising committee. Chairman Defebaugh
deplored the lack of funds to carry on any general advertising

campaign. He pointed out the absolute uselessness of spending
money for advertising without an adequate follow-up system. The
plan of advertising on any scale, the speaker suggested, should
deal with specifie woods and should be confined to showing the
particular advantages of the different kinds of woods—each in its

turn. It was recommended by the committee that a series of
pamphlets, designed to show the advantages of built-up stock in

furniture, be issued to furniture dealers, and that the one hundred
dollars already appropriated should be utilized in this direction.

The report of the advertising committee concluded the regular

business of the association, and it then adjourned.
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A False Ideal

A panel manufacturer who has done a good deal of missionary

work among the piano trade, and who has found that those in

that line in most cases are less responsive than others to the argu-

ments which are made in favor of having glued-up stock manu-
factured outside the factory by a specialist in that branch, has

come to an interesting conclusion regarding the reasons for this

attitude.

It is that the manufacturers—that is, some of them—don 't want
to save money in the production of their goods.

That probably sounds peculiar to the average lumberman and
panel manufacturer, but the logic of the situation is in favor of

the member of the trade referred to. He has the facts.

He visited a piano manufacturer some time ago and talked to

him with the idea of selling him some built-up stock. This

particular factory, by the way, turns out a well-known instrument,

and one which sells for a considerably higher price than the

average.

"No," was the imperturbable response to all arguments of the

panel man along the line of getting better results, eliminating the

possibilitj' of loss through imperfect work in his own shop, con-

venience in operation through the reduction in equipment and

labor expense for operating the glue-room, and all other effective

appeals which have resulted in the panel industry making great

headway among consumers of veneers. "No, we lay all our own
veneers. "We are not interested in what you have to say. Wc
don't intend to change our methods, which we have been using for

many years. We are successful, and we see no reason for altering

a winning combination."

Those were not the exact words of the piano expert, but that

was the general tenor of his remarks. He made it perfectly plain

to the panel man that the latter couldn't get any business there

if he offered to sell his goods at cost, less a five per cent discount

for cash.

A little later on, the same panel man—who seems to be a pretty

lively traveler, something on the order of the chief executive of

the TJ. S. A.—was in another plant, where the general manager

is a man of ideas and ability. He is in charge of a comparatively

new property, and is marketing a piano that is not nearly so well

known as many of its competitors. Consequently he is not over-

looking any chances to cut down producing costs, so as to be able

to sell his product at a comparatively low price, and also to enable

a sufficient margin to be made to provide funds for aggressive

sales and advertising efforts.

This plant is equipped with a lot of modern devices which are

particularly advantageous in saving labor. All holes are bored by

electrically operated drills, screws being driven in the same

manner. As there is a lot of work of this kind on a piano, the

factory turns out its quota with a much smaller number of men

than is required to manufacture the same quantity of goods in

the other factory.

It so happens that these two plants are connected financially,

the same interests controlling the stock of both concerns. It

was in this connection that the head of the older house, whose

ideas on the subject were referred to above, visited the newer
plant, which is run by the young, aggressive manager who likes
to save money where he can by the adoption of better methods
and the elimination of needless labor.

He looked over the equipment and watched the men boring
holes and driving screws rapidly and efficiently with the aid of
electrically driven appliances. He seemed interested, but not
particularly impressed, although in his own plant those operations
are being done by hand, just as they were done when the first

piano built in the factory was turned out.

Finally he said, in an effort to show proper appreciation, '
' Oh,

that's all very well for you; but of course we don't need to do
that in our plant."

Do you get it?

What the piano man meant was that his margin of profit on his

well-known, well-liked instrument, backed by the accumulated
good-will of several generations of use, was so great that it was
not necessary or even desirable that such picayunish economies as

saving a few dollars per instrument in the matter of labor be

striven for. Probably, if he had elucidated the idea, he would

have taken the ground that it would be undignified to go to all

that trouble in the case of his beloved product, and that the factory

which was compelled to descend so far from artistic ideals evi-

dently had little to offer in the way of a musical instrument that

would appeal to the souls of real lovers of art.

That, of course, made it plain why he did not care to have any

panel work done on the outside, even though to do so would result

in getting better work and in saving some money. He really pre-

ferred to do the work by the most laborious process imaginable,

as though this adherence to the standards of those who had

started the business necessarily meant that the quality which they

had put into the piano would be maintained. Such reasoning, of

course, does not stand analysis, but it exists in spite of its lack of

logic, because those who believe in such ideas have back of them

years of unbroken success and financial prosperity. Their answer

is irrefutable, for it is based on a plethoric bank account which

has resulted from their methods of operating the business.

However, to hark back to the factory where the new idea is not

rejected merely because it happens to be new, the general manager

is buying some glued-up work and is pleased with it. Close

calculation has shown that he will be able to increase his output,

with the same investment, to a considerable extent by buying

more of his veneered work from those who devote their time and

energy to its production. Therefore, it is safe to assume that he

will continue to increase his purchases from the panel man who

has been serving him, and will ultimately have most of his work

of that character produced outside his own factory.

But the other man—no chance. He'll go on using up as much

time and putting as much labor and expense, needlessly, into his

instrument as possible, just as long as the public will continue to

pay the fat price he charges them for it. It has quality and class,

without question; but not because of the antiquated methods which

are used in its manufacture.
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Intelligent Log Purchase
tnSniinrl

Editor's Note

The question of log cost, both to veneer and to hard«'ci-><:l lumber manufacturers, is of constantly increasing
importance with the depletion of virgin forests. The accompan.ving article, read by U. B. Sale of the Hoffman
brothers Company. Fr. Wayne, Ind.. before the National Veneer & Panel Manufacturers' Association in convention at
the Auditorium liotel. Chicago, recently, gave some valuable suggestions on this subject.

The subject assigned me, like all the others
on our program, and all subjects generally
at this stage of the veneer business, is one
demanding a great deal of thought and care-
ful study. It has been said, during the his-

tory of this organization on several occasions,

"When business is poor we don't have much
trouble in getting the members together, for
they are all trying to learn how low the prices
can be made by competitors, and still see
them stay above the water. When business
is good we are all too busy to care what the
other fellow is doing or to attend meetings."

Business, I believe you will all admit, is

now good as far as volume is concerned, but
I am of the opinion that the better we can
weld our relations without becoming a trust
or violating the laws of our commonwealth,
the better off we will all be in the near future
as well as permanently.

In attempting to treat this subject intelli-

gently, and I think the program committee
assumed a great deal in assigning me a sub-
ject with that word intelligently incorporated,
in it, I hardly know which is of the most importance, the adoption
of a comprehensive, simple cost accounting system, or the intelli-
gent purchase of our raw material, for by the use of a good cost
accounting system I believe all veneer manufacturers would soon
revert to more careful purchase of the raw material.

It seems lo me the vital point in our ])urchase of raw material,
which wo should ever have before us, is that our raw material is
very unlike that of other businesses, in that it is not being
refined or becoming better by careful processes of cultivation or
manufacture, but on the contrary is becoming poorer by a gradual
reduction of our forest area. We are all no doubt going back to
timber tracts and taking trees that we would have left for firewood
five, ten or twenty years ago. The result is that either our
percentage of flitches or veneer wood from logs, on the average,
is decreasing very rapidly, or the quality of our product is

decreasing. This not only apjilies to quartered white oak but to
all of our domestic hardwoods. White oak trees suitable for
veneer purposes are, generally speaking, a very small percentage
of our native forest growth, and as the forests become less dense,
the quality will necessarily become less suitable, in accordance
with the standard of quality of the present time. The rate of
growth of a tree in an open stand is more rapid diametrically than
in a close stand and the free is more apt to ho limby. It is, hence,
less desirable.

With these few points before us. and the very important point
of the difficulty of raising prices on our veneer staring us in the
face, would it not be well for every manufacturer of veneer to
base well his standard of value when working up the timber
buyer's estimate for a price on trees? We all know by long bitter
years of experience that logs above the first or second cut of a
tree, depending, of course, on the length and size of the tree,

density of the forest, etc., are not as valuable as the wood closer
to the ground, and though they may be smooth bodied are never-
theless defective. Therefore the jirice on the upper cuts should

• not be that of the butt or second cuts, for they are nothing other
than lumber logs, and their product will bring only lumber prices.

Wo are all familiar with our cost of manufacture, but how many
of us know just what the cost of our raw material is, when it
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is ready to cut into veneer? I refer now
primarily to those of us who manufacture from
the trees. For those reasons a standard base
price for the different cuts of the tree, estab-

lished by the experience we have had in the

past, will go a long way toward eliminating

vicious competition for timber.

Recently I had an experience that you all

no doubt have had many times, which im-

pressed me very deepl.y. The wood was white
oak. The trees were estimated by several

timber buyers to have 105,000 feet of good
logs running from 20 to 40 inches, mostly 24

to 30, for which the party who purchased
them paid .$8,000, which price the party who
sold them admitted to one of our timber
buyers was $1,000 higher than the next high-

est bidder, and a man who had offered $7,000

had a mill within ten or fifteen miles of the

trees, whereas the purchaser was said to be

a Chicago veneer man who was to ship the

logs to a sawmill, then reship the flitches

to his veneer factory. For mj' part I can't

see how he can do anything but lose money
on that deal, and even should he get his money back, would he have

])aid that amount of money for that little bunch of timber if he had
based his price on experience?

The day of guessing what the other fellow is going to bid and
then adding a liberal amount so as to be sure to be above the

other fellow, should be banished into the past.

In the matter of flitches, we have eliminated the vast source of

chance from our buying to a large extent, and we are not so near

to buying a "pig in a poke." The quality, texture of wood and
figure are largely laid bare for our inspection, but here too an

intelligent basis will help to make our business profitable. I am
of the opinion that the best basis for prices on flitches is that

fixed by actual width and not that based on averages. By this I

mean so much for each width or range of widths, such as li to Ti/i,

8 to 9'-;, 10 to IIV2, etc., depending on the prices we can obtain

for our product.

I said at the beginning of this paper that business is good, but

shall not we all now profit by former experiences? For instance,

the demand for poplar ])auels some two or three years ago by the

automobile trade, of which wood this trade uses very little today,

advanced the price of poplar in the tree from a reasonably mod-

erate price to an abnormal price which has not decreased since to

anything like what it should have, price of veneers and lumber of

that wood taken into account. We should not allow the farmer,

who is without organization or even a price list, to force us to butt

our heads against one another and pay him prices for timber that

neither the price of our product nor necessity demands.

The National Chamber of Commerce
The movement to create a National Chamber of Commerce has

received nation-wide attention, and it begins to appear as though

it would culminate, in the near future, in the organization of such

a body. X bill providing for such an incorporation has been recently

introduced in the House of Representatives, and the measure was

later approved at a meeting of the executive board of the organiza-

tion. The lumber trade was well represenled among the incor-

jiorators by Everett G. Griggs of Tacoma, Wasli.; .1. N. Xeil of

Portland, Ore., and A. C. Dickson.



An Ideal Meeting Place
In picking Aslieville, N. C, as the next annual meeting place

of Hoo-Hoo. which convenes on July 18, 19 and 20, the supreme
nine certainly made an excellent selection. Situated in the heart
of "the land of the sky," Asheville offers numerous and unique
advantages. It is impossible to describe adequately the beauties
of the surrounding country. One must visit the Asheville terri-

tory before being able to comprehend the marvelous scenery sur-

rounding it. The climate of the city is

such that it ofifers equally attractive in-

ducements as a summer as well as a

•ninter resort, and anyone dreading go-

ing South in the middle of July, need
have no fears as to the temperature. It

will undoubtedly be cooler there than in

a great many of the northern cities.

Elaborate arrangements are being

made to take care of visiting Hoo-Hoos.

The city of Asheville and surrounding

country offer many natural features un-

equalled for pleasurable entertainment.

It is ideal in every respect for outdoor

recreation, and everything is being done

to enable the visitors to enjoy themselves

to the utmost during every minute of

their trip.

One of the most interesting features

of the Asheville district is the model

village of Biltmore. This village is on

the estate of George W. Vanderbilt, who
years ago selected that site for the feund-

ing of his vast estate, which is now
famous the world over. It is said that

in selecting his location, Mr. Vanderbilt

had experts touring the world with the

idea of locating the place combining the

most natural advantages. After a vast

amount of work, the territory now occu-

pied by his extensive estate was finally

selected. The
two accom-
panying illus-

trations will
give an idea of

the character

of the country.

One shows a

typical street

in the town of

Biltmore, ami

the other gives

a glimpse of

the character

of the beauti-

ful mountain-

ous country
s u r r o u ndinjr

the city.

The visitors

should not fail

to take the

ride through

the Biltmore

estate, passing

through the
s u m p t u us

grounds on

\
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which are grown every known species of hardwood that
would thrive there, and viewing the palatial home of Mr. Van-
derbilt. There is nothing in the country like this structure
from a standpoint of beauty. Its location is ideal, and it is said
that in order to make the proper foundations to the house, the
entire side of the hill was cut away and dumped into the valley.
It should be borne in mind in riding through the estate that a great

deal of the tree-covered area seen there

has been planted in the last twenty
years, under the supervision of an expert

forester.

Besides the ride through the Biltmore
estate there are other rides of equal at-

tractiveness, such as the drive to the

famous Mountains Meadows Inn, located

several miles outside of Asheville. It is

also planned to fake a trip to the famous
Lake Toxaway, situated in the heart ot
the sapphire countrj-. This trip will be
lit a day's duration, and will be made by
train. The exquisite beauties of this section

:ire famous the world over. Lake Toxaway
itself is of considerable extent and oilers

excellent facilities for bathing, rowing

and motor-boat rides. The fishing en-

thusiast will find opportunity for recrea-

tion with his rod. There is an unusually

good hotel at one end of the lake and

good saddle and carriage horses can be

ubtained from the barns. There are numer-

ous horseback and carriage rides which

offer a multitude of attractive features. In

fact the country so abounds in beautiful

drives that it would take a month to see

them all.

Those stopping at the Battery Fark

Hotel will find themselves in the midst

of beauty galore. From the porch

of the hotel the

entire valley

of the French

Broad river is

overlooked, and

at sundown it

is indeed a

pleasing sight.

The innumer-

able beauties of

"the land of

the sky '
' are

s o incompar-

able that it is

diflScult to at-

tempt to de-

scribe them.

It is said that

a person once

visiting there

never misses

going back at

the first oppor-

tunity. The
only way to

appreciate that

country is to

see it.
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Editor's Note

The appended paper was read before the recent convention of the National A^eneer & Panel Manufacturers' As-
sociation, held at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, by E. V. Knight of the New Albany Veneering Company, New
Albany, Ind. It may be said that this paper marks the beginning of an effort to insure the market for yeneered
panels as against substitutes.

Some few years ago the average buyer of

furniture seemed to believe that "veneered

furniture" was synonymous for "cheap fur-

niture," and that only furniture made of all

solid stock represented quality and value.

Investigation proves, however, that just the

reverse is true, and that in the very finest

furniture manufactured veneered stock is

used. As the best proof of this statement, we
ask those who may be inclined to doubt it, to

examine closely pieces of antique furniture,

furniture manufactured a hundred, or two or

three hundred years ago. Is it solid or is it

veneered? In almost every instance we be-

lieve the investigator will find that the tops,

fronts, end panels, posts and frames—in fact,

nearly all of those parts where durability,

reliability and a beautiful effect as to color

and figure are required—are veneered.

The question may be asked why veneering

should be used when, according to the common
understanding, solid stock is so far superior.

The reason in part is that solid stock, built

up into furniture with dowels, glue joints,

mortises, etc., would never stand the test of time for the following

reasons: All woods are subject to changes from heat and cold and

moisture variations, which cause contraction and expansion; all

solid woods have a tendency to take up moisture, then dry out

again, eventually causing the glue joints to open, the dowels to

come loose, the mortises to shrink, which results in the falling

apart of that particular piece of furniture.

Not so with veneered or built up stock, which is made three,

five and, in some instances, seven ply, each ply being so crossed

and laid contra-wise to the ply next to it, that there are no joints

to shrink and come open. For the benefit of those who may not

understand what multiple-ply stock is, we beg to explain that each

top, front, panel, etc., going into veneered furniture is glued up

with different and separate plies of wood, each ply of which is laid

at right angles to the one next to it.

For example: In veneering a 5-ply top for a dresser, sideboard

or table, say a 48"x24" top, a piece of veneer 49" long and 25"

wide is first laid lengthwise; next a cross veneer 25" long by 48"

wide, covered on each side with glue, is put on; then the core or

center 49" long by 25" wide is laid on the cross veneer. On the

core is laid another cross veneer 49" long by 25" wide, covered on

each side with glue, and then is laid the last or face veneer, with

the grain running the 49" way.

The entire top is then put under hydraulic pressure and remains

there until the glue has thoroughly set. This operation usually

requires from twenty-four to forty-eight hours, and makes the

entire five jdies as one solid jiiece of wood, except that because of

the cross plies it is impossible to split a 5-ply veneered top with

an axe, and the same is true also of a thin tSj" or V4," 3-ply panel.

Each ply being laid contrawise to the one next to it, makes a

strong, reinforced lamination with fully as much strength and

resistance against splitting as will be found in a piece of solid

wood of from one to one and a half inch thickness.

So much for strength and durability; now for beauty of figure

and uniformity of color.

In using solid stock it is impossible to select all the pieces that

go to make up a piece of furniture of the same figure, color and

texture, for the reason that, in sawing thick lumber, no effort is

made to keep the boards together, and in the average car of rough
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lumber may be a lot of from one to two
thousand or more different boards, cut from
a hundred or more different trees, each tree

probably grown in a different kind of soil,

each soil growing wood of different texture

and figure.

How about veneers? Let us take, for in-

stance, our native white oak and the process

of manufacturing it into quartered oak
veneers.

First, from a whole tract of timber are

selected only those trees which show tall,

straight, unblemished trunks of large and
even growth. These trees are felled, cut into

logs, taken to the mill, where each log is cut

into halves, each half into quarters and each

quarter into eighths, great care being taken

to divide the quarters exactly. Each log thus

produces eight flitches. Then from the eighth

of a log each side is cut until the desired fig-

ure is shown; a twenty-four inch log making
flitches eight inches wide; a twenty-six inch

log, ten inches wide; and a thirty-six inch

log, flitches fifteen inches in width. Thus it

is readily understood that there is much waste in sawing flitches

for high-grade veneers. A properly sawn flitch should He cut

from 2^/' to 3" thick.

Next the flitches are taken, to the veneer mill to be cut into

veneers. A A^eneer saw is composed of fourteen segments and is

ground very thin so there will be the least possible waste in sawing.

The segments are fastened with counter sunk screws to heavy iron

flanges or discs, making the complete saw about seventy-two inches

in diameter.

The veneers are cut to the thicknesses desired, the standard

thickness in oak being 1/20 inch to 1/16, though for special work
thicker stock is often used.

Each sheet or piece of veneer is numbered as it comes from the

veneer saw, and all pieces of each flitch are kept together in the

exact order in which they are sawn.

After being sawn, the flitches are taken to the dry-kiln, and

when thoroughly kiln-dried, all sheets are inspected, measured, and

the entire number of pieces of each flitch tied together just as they

came from the saw, and are then ready for the manufacturer of

veneered tops, panels, etc.

Now a word as regards the selection of veneers and the proper

handling and care of same preparatory to gluing up into tops and

panels.

All veneers should be carefully selected for their color and tex-

ture, as well as for figure, as many well figured veneers are unfit

for use in the manufacture of high-grade built-up stock, because

of, first: A soft, spongy texture, which has a tendency to take up

too much color in staining and looks flat under the finish, and

second: Because of alternation of smooth, hard streaks with

streaks of a softer texture, which veneer shows light and dark

streaks after staining and is quite as undesirable as the soft,

spongy woods.

At one time, in quartered oak especially, the demand was for

a large splashy figure, though at this writing we find a number of

furniture manufacturers, especially those who make the better

grades of furniture, who call for a more modest display of figure,

and who are paying more attention to color and texture. This,

we believe, should be the first requirement in veneers used in

building up furniture tops, panels, etc., as beyond question the
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most artistic results are obtained from veneer of a good even
figure and texture rather tlian from the large splashy figured
stock, which looks as though the figure was put on with a white-
wash brush and then allowed to spread.

Besides the quartered oak, there is a very considerable demand
for mahogany, red gum, curly birch, birdseye maple and Circassian
walnut. The latter wood, we believe, is advancing steadily in

favor for use in the higher grades of furniture, and each suc-
ceeding season finds more of it being made into veneer and sold
all over the L'nited States. Red gum is also becoming very
popular and in the quartered cut stock especially some beautiful
and artistic effects are obtained. Many concerns manufacturing
high-grade furniture only are making up designs, especially in
bedroom suites, which sell at fully as high prices as do the oak,
mahogany and other fancy woods.

After the selection of veneers for color, texture, figure, etc.,

comes the process of getting ready for the glue room.
Knowing the tendency of veneers to absorb moisture while in

bulk, not only in the fancy woods, but also the cheap rotary cut

stock which is used for cross banding, backs, etc., great care

should be taken to see that such stock is kept in a uniformly dry
place, and we would advise in addition that all veneer stock be
carefully re-dried before it is glued up into the finished top or

panel.

In the plant of the Kew Albany Veneering Company at Xew
.\lb'any, Ind., all veneers are kept in a brick and concrete building,

in which is located a Sturtevant heating and drying system,

which system eliminates from this department all dampness which
might otherwise accumulate. In addition to this, each separate

sheet of veneer for each order is carefully re-dried in a Proctor

girt conveyor dryer, so that there is no possibility of damp or green

stock being used. It is the use of such stock which is usually the

cause of blisters, loose veneers, open joints, etc.

In the case of the face veneer stock, which is kept together in

flitches, the entire flitch is laid on an inspection table and each

sheet is carefully remeasured and re-inspected and then cut to

the required lengths for the different orders. They are then taken

to the clipping machine and all defects, including sap and plain

edges, are clipped^ off; after which the ^tock is ready for the

re-drying machine. From the dryer it is taken to the veneer

jointer and the edges of each sheet jointed; then to another

clipper where it is cut to the correct widths for the particular

order for which it is finally glued; then to the matching table,

where all sheets of veneer are perfectly matched for both figure

and color.*

Now it is ready for the splicing or taping machine. This

machine splices two or more sheets together with gummed paper

tape, making an almost invisible joint, thus giving the finished

top the appearance of being built up from one solid piece of wood.

After this operation is completed, the veneer is taken to the glue

room, where the edges of each taped joint are glued together on a

special gluing machine, thus preventing absolutely open joints or

hair lines, which are otherwise sometimes apparent in veneered

work. After the process of gluing the joints, the veneer is glued

on the different plies as previously explained.

After remaining in the veneer presses for from twenty-four to

forty-eight hours, the pressure is released, the tops or panels taken

out and stacked up with inch strips between each top and panel,

so placed as to hold the stock entirely flat and straight, and the

stock is allowed to remain on sticks long enough to thoroughly

dry out the glue moisture, after which the stock is taken from

the sticks, placed on trucks and is then ready for the dimension

saws. From the dimension saws, it progresses to the triple drum

Sanders, then to the belt sanders, after which it is ready for the

packing room.

In this department an expert veneer man makes the final

inspection, and if the stock shows up perfect as to matching,

gluing and the other details of manufacture, both the tops and

panels are carefully crated with the faces together, all edges

covered, and in this condition are shipped to the furniture manu-

facturer who cuts and moulds the tops to the particular shape
desired, places them on a dresser, sideboard, table or whatever
piece of furniture they are made for, and after being resanded
and polished with very fine paper, this last operation usually
being done by hand, the entire piece of furniture is ready for
the finishing room.

From the finishing room it goes to the stock room, then to the
packing room, and finally to the dealer, who in turn sells it to
his customer, for whose benefit and information this article is

written. "When he or she considers and ponders carefully the
multitudinous and various methods of manufacture through which
the different parts of a veneered top, panel, glass frame or drawer
front must pass, a fuller appreciation of the following fact will

be gained: That veneered furniture costs more, lasts longer and
is more beautiful in every particular than is furniture made from
solid stock, with this proviso, of course, that the veneering is done
in a plant fully and especially equipped for this kind of work, and
that the process of manufacture is carried on by competent and
experienced labor, and that all materials, such as glue, veneer,

lumber, etc., are carefully selected and properly prepared before
being built up into the finished article.

The World's Forests

According to an article by Dr. Clerget m the Journal of the
Paris Geological Society, there are about 3,751,000,000 acres of

forests on the face of the earth. In other words, about one-fourth

the total land surface of the globe is wooded. Of the various

nations, Canada stands foremost as to total forested area, con-

taining about 798,000,000 acres of forest. This represents a greater

acreage than is possessed in wooded land by all of Europe, and in

fact covers about one-third of the area of Canada. In Europe and
Asia three-fourths of the forested area lies in Eussia and Scandi-

navia. Finland contains the greatest acreage of wood lands, one-

half of its area being covered with trees. Of the great area of

the Russian Empire, 518,900,000 acres are wooded. After Eussia

follows Scandinavia with a wooded acreage of 49,400,000 and then

German}' with approximately 35,000,000 acres. Austria and Hun-
gary together have a total wood acreage of 39,500,000 acres, while

France has but 2,410,000 acres. Spain and Italy have practically

destroyed their forests, much to their permanent injur}-. India has

the vast area of 123,500,000 acres under forest cover, while in the

comparatively small area of the Japanese Empire, 56,830,000 acres

are wooded.

Forests as Climate Regulators

As the forests absorb the rainfall and gradually give out the

moisture thus absorbed, they prevent the humus or fertile part of

the soil from being washed away; and in a great measure also pre-

vent the occurrence of sudden rainfalls which might tear away whole

mountain sides. We forget, usually, one occurrence which assists

the regulative action of the forests—the fact that great quantities

of water are gradually given back by them into the atmosphere by

simple evaporation. The disappearance of brooks and other small

streams has often been accounted for by the disturbance of the

balance between evaporation and rainfall, caused by the clearing

of the forests for the purpose of cultivating ordinary crops and

erecting buildings.

The Eevue Scientifique ha^ some interesting statistics in this respect.

It figures out that in ten hours one hectare of maize with thirty

plants to the square meter will give out by evaporation 36,000 kilo-

gr.ims of water. Reduced to British units, this means approxi-

mately that one acre with 12,000 stalks of Indian corn will evaporate

in ten hours about three and one-quarter net tons of water. One

hectare of beech forest, 115 years old, exhales, according to Hoevel,

about thirty gross tons of water daily; this would be about 26,500

pounds per day per acre. An oak tree with 700,000 leaves delivers to

the air, by evaporation, about 138 gross tons of water in six months.

These few figures are sufficient to show what an influence the

forests have in regulating the climate.
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Increasing Kiln Capacity

A large tight barrel mauufacturing concern has recently evolved

an idea which may be applicable to the hardwood and consuming

trades. It is oflfered merely as a suggestion, and with the knowl-

edge that there are some apparent weaknesses of the plan which

practice may show to constitute insurmountable obstacles. The

plan, in short, is to cut stock to size before, instead of after, kiln-

drying, so that the process of drying may be hastened and the

efficiency of the drier increased.

In the case referred to, the barrel man has found it rather in-

convenient to put a lot of stock through the kiln and then after

tying up his drying equipment with this material for a couple of

weeks, to find that some of it has to be thrown out for use in

another direction, because it is not of the proper grade for the job

in hand; and also that by cutting to size and planing, a good

deal is taken off so that the material actually used is much less in

volume than that which occupied space in the dry-kiln. His idea

is to dry the staves only after sorting, cutting and planing, in

order to make the kiln do one hundred per cent of work.

Some of the points which apply to the cooperage business do

not affect the ordinary factory using lumber, nor the hardwood

mill which does much cutting up. The main consideration—that

of making the kiln-space more effective—is one worth going into,

however, in view of the expense of operating a kiln, and the fact

that steam costs money. Certainly there is no use in wasting

drying efficiency if it can be profitably employed.

The obvious objection to the plan of cutting to dimensions be-

fore drying is that if any defect is caused by checking or split-

ting, the piece is ruined for that particular use. To meet this

possibility by leaving sufficient margin would, in the first place,

require the stock to be reworked, and thus do away with any

advantage which had been gained; and in the second, would in-

crease the proportion of waste, which, in most plants, is great

enough as it is.

It appears, therefore, that if the plan is used, the material would

have to be cut to the exact size required plus an allowance for

shrinkage. In order to prevent losses through checking or crack-

ing, more care would be required in drying. Perhaps this would

not be such a bad thing after all, for it is certain that the opera-

tion of most dry-kilns is not attended by what might be called

scientific exactness. Most users of lumber know about how long

it takes to dry lumber only in an approximate way. Usually no

exact figures are available, and of course allowance has to be

made for the condition of the wood at the time it is put into the

kiln.

If the possibility of loss were present, and the superintendent

knew that his drying had to be done properly in order to prevent

damage, it is likely that greater care would be used in determining

the proper methods of drying, and in avoiding the harmful devel-

opments which at present mark much drying of lumTser. Nobody

wants to make the process any more difficult than it is, and it is

therefore certain that if the drying of dimension stock were

accompanied by extreme difficulty, this consideration alone would

be sufficient to cause the plan to be rejected.

Undoubtedly, however, dressed stock dries more rapidly than

rough lumber. Planing it, before preparing it for use in the fac-

tory, removes the surface which has gradually hardened because

of air seasoning or from being kiln-dried at the mill, which makes

drying a slow process. If the surface had been gone over before

the final stay in the kiln, the warm air would get to all pores of

the wood more rapidly, and the moisture would be driven out in

a fraction of the time required under ordinary conditions. In the

cooperage plant referred to, experiments have shown that the

saving in time on this account amounts to fully one-third.

Eight along the same line is the question of case-hardening.

This is usually the result of partial drying previous to being

placed in the dry-kiln. By reason of the first process, the

portion of the wood near the surface had dried out, and the in-
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terior had remained as moist as before. Shoving it into the dry-

kiln in this condition, especially if the operator is not conserva-

tive in the matter of temperature, has a tendency to complete the

drying process, as far as the surface wood is concerned, leaving

the remainder as unseasoned as before, and making results ex-

tremely unsatisfactory. There seems to be good reason to believe

that if the lumber were dressed before being dried, and the sur-

face so opened as to make access to the pores of the wood cer-

tain, the chances of honey-combing or case-hardening would be
greatly lessened.

There is a wood-worker in an Ohio valley city who uses beech.

Everybody who has ever handled this material knows how hard
it is to dry. In this case especially thick stock is used, and the

manufacturer was wont to fill the atmosphere with sulphuric ex-

halations because he was tied up more frequently than he would
have liked by reason of slow drying of his material. It may be
mentioned incidentally that his kiln was a little weak in con-

struction, though that is not the point. The problem of getting

that beech into shape in quicker time was discussed many times

by the manufacturer and his assistant, and no one seemed to be
able to get farther than the suggestion that a new kiln be installed.

This did not appear to be practicable, as far as the manufacturer

was concerned, so they had to find the answer at the other end of

the proposition.

Finally a lumberman who had bad experience with beech sug-

gested that it be worked first and then dried. This, he pointed out,

would expose fresh .surfaces for the percolation of the heat, while

the fact that it dried slowly anyway made the danger of splitting

less prominent than it might have been with other woods or thin-

ner stock. The idea was seized with the eagerness with which the

proverbial drowning man catches a straw. It was tried, and has

succeeded. The manufacturer unloads his lumber from the car

right into the factor.y, as he usually buys it for immediate use, and
rips and saws it to the exact sizes required by the line of goods

he is putting out. Then, at first with fear and trembling, and
later with more confidence, he puts it into his dry-kiln.

The latter is rather old and leaky, and consequently the tem-

perature is never excessive. The drying process is as slow, com-

paratively, as the most extreme might require. The consequence is

that there has been little trouble experienced from damaged stock

due to too rapid drying, and when the material has been in the

kiln the proper length of time, which is of course much less than

when it is dried without having been dressed previously, it is ready

to be finished and to go into place in the goods. In few eases

has it failed to give satisfaction.

Absolute loss in case of checking in the kiln would be suffered

only in the case of small sizes, which could not be reworked into

something else; the larger pieces could be cut down to the smaller

dimensions used and thus the loss held to a minimum. But of

course if experience suggested that there would be a good deal of

splitting or checking, it would not lie wise to attempt the plan.

There arc some consumers of lumber who carry no stocks on

their yards whatever. The tendency to leave the seasoning of the

stock to the lumberman, and to trust to the dry-kiln to cure what-

ever defects of this kind are still in evidence, is growing, and

will continue to exist as long as the consumer can get his lumber

with reasonable facility when he is in the market for it. The fact

that the smaller furniture factory, especially, dislikes to tie up
much capital in lumber, and buys for immediate consumption,

means, again, that greater reliance is placed on the dry-kiln than

in the past. This suggests two things: That the maximum effi-

ciency is required of the kiln, and that the greatest possible care

be given to the stock which goes into the drier.

These two conditions seem to be met by the method of putting

the stock through the first stages of manufacture, at least, before

drying. The manufacturer who is in a hurry to use his stock can

thus do part of the work on the lumber without waiting for the
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ovev-burdeued drykilii to get it in condition; and the latter oan

get stock through and ready for finishing so much more rapidly

that an appreciably larger amount of lumber would be handled.

Since the consumer referred to does no air-drying of his own, he

must use his kiln properly if he is not to spoil his lumber; so that

the accurate methods required where dressed stock is dried would

fit well into the demands of the situation.

Allowance would have to be made in drying for the shrinkage

caused from this iirocess; but as this is known pretty accurately,

there would not be such difficulty here as sanding would not take

care of. As stated, the general idea looks as if it had possibilities,

and the only question is whether the practical difficulties in the

way of its adoption are not too great. The plan is at all events

worth considering.
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Cell Structure of Oak and Gum
There are so many species of oaks described botanically, and there

is such a myriad of common names applied to each species locally,

that the proper identification and classification of oak lumber is

practically an impossibility, except by the most expert. All the

oaks, however, can be grouped broadly under two headings, each

fairly easy to distinguish. The method of identification is based on

the arrangement of the pores in the two groups, and is one wliich

can be readily applied by anyone who is fairly familiar with lumber,with

the aid of an ordinary hand-glass. Broadly speaking, there are two

groups of oaks described from wood characteristics, namely, the

white oak and the red or black oak. Under each one of these is a

vast number of species growing in the different localities. In fact

the variations in the same species, growing in different sections

under different soils and topographical conditions, are so marked as

to be decidedly confusing to anyone but the expert. However, for

practical purposes the classification mentioned, namely, the grouping

under either red or white oak, is all that is necessary commercially,

as all oak lumber is sold under one of these headings. Therefore

this article will attempt to show fundamental differences in the

structure of the two groups.

The accompanying photographs illustrate three kinds of wood

—

white oak, red oak and red gum, in the order named. The photo-

graphs are enlarged by fifty diameters by what is known as photo-

mieography. The specimens'were taken from typical species of the

different groups; quercus alba, the real white oak; quercus rubra,

the real red oak, and liquidamber styraciflua, the red gum. Before

showing the essential differences, it would perliaps be well to explain

the structure as shown in the accompanying photographs.

The picture on the left is the white oak. In it will be seen three

large openings apjiarently more or less broken, surrounded by in-

numerable cells of imiform size. Just below the two largest of these

openings will be seen a dark irregular line, below which appear

numerous smaller openings scattered fairly evenly in the wood. On
the right of the circle is shown a darker section, apparently made

of lines running vertically in the picture. The same characteristics

can be seen in the second picture, the red oak, in which the three

large openings are apparently free, while the smaller openings are

much less numerous, less crowded and apparently of a larger size

than the same openings in the white oak. The dark section appears

on the left of this circle.

The three large openings in each section are in what is known as

the spring wood. This is the section of growth of the tree, which

is put on during the fast development in the spring months. At
this time there is an active movement of sap, which requires larger

vessels to carry it. These large pores form a distinct ring that

gradually becomes smaller, running into what is known as the sum-

mer wood, which is shown in the bottom of each circle. Here are

found distinct pores of smaller size which run up to the dark line

running across each picture, known as the annual ring. These lines

form the line of demarkation of the year's growth. The dark, ap-

pai'ently solid streaks on the right side of the white oak and on the

left side of the red oak section, are what are botanically known as

the pith or medullary rays. They are what form the splash or

figure in quartered oak.

The two groups of oaks can be readily distinguished by the manner

in which the small pores in the summer wood are distributed. In the

white oak, as will be seen at the left, the pores are very fine and

numerous and crowded in the outer part of the summer wood. Con-

sidering that the center of the log from which this cross section is

taken lies well below the picture as it appears herewith, it will be

seen that the outer part of the summer wood is directly below the

dark line running across the circle. As will be seen in the other

cut, the pores in the summer wood of the black or red oak are larger,

fewer 'in nrunber, and mostly isolated. Another essential difference

in the structure of the two groups is in the length of the segments of

the pores. In other words, a thin cross section of I'ed oak would

admit of the free passage of air or moisture through it. This is

readily seen from the large pores which apparently are entirely un-

obstructed in the red oak. A cross section of white oak of equal

thickness would probably be marked by a considerable obstruction of

the pores. This can be seen plainly in the cut to the left, repre-

senting the typical white oak cross section. It is common knowledge

that, generally speaking, red oak lumber is more porous than white

oak lumber. This is attributable to the two facts mentioned, namely.

WHITE OAK (.QUERCnS ALBA) RED OAK (QUERCVS RUBRA)

CROSS SECTIONS MAGNIFIED FIFTY DIAMETERS

KED GUM (LIQUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLVA)
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that there are less obstructions in the pores in the spring -nood of

the red oak than in that of the white oak, while in the summer wood

the pores are larger, although less numerous, and hence admit of

freer excess of air and moisture. Two typical specimens of the

wood can be fairly readily distinguished by the naked eye, but when

one is considering species that are not typical, it becomes necessary

to use a magniifying glass to work out the identification along the

lines suggested. In attempting to do this, it is necessary to make

as clean a cut as possible, using a sharp knife in order not to com-

press the fibers, thus obscuring their appearance. If the specimen

to be identified is in the form of a board, the identification must be

done at the end, shaving down the rough surface until it presents

a smooth appearance, revealing two or three segments of the rings.

Of course due allowance must be made for the region in which the

tree grows, as the pores will be much larger in southern red oak, for

instance, than in red oak from Wisconsin or even from the states

midway between. The same is true of white oak. Mountain oak

is of course much denser than the oak grown in the lowlands in

which there is an excess of moisture. To become sure of one's

judgment as to the proper classification of the oaks, it requires con-

siderable experience, and, as suggested, proper judgment of the

variations resulting from different environments, but there is no

reason why anybody fairly familiar with trees cannot, with an or-

dinary magnifying glass, arrive at the correct conclusion in prac-

tically every case regarding the proper commercial classification of

oak lumber. It is necessary to bear in mind merely the two essential

differences, namely, the smaller size and the greater number and

congestion of the small pores in the summer wood of the white oak

as compared with a more scattered arrangement, and considerably

larger size, and fewer number of small pores in the summer wood of

the red oak; and, secondly, to ascertain whether or not the large

spring pores are fairly free as in the red oak, or are obstructed as

in the white oak.

The most typical species of the white oak group is the true white

oak (Qiicrcus alba), of which the best growth is in the bottoms

along the Ohio river, and on the western slopes of the southern

Alleghenies. The other important lumber species are post oak

(QuercHs minor), growing the best in the Mississippi basin; burr

oak {Quercus macrocarpa), best in southern Indiana and Illinois;

over-cup oak (Quercus lyrala), best growth in the Bed river valley,

Louisiana; swamp white oak {Qnercus platanoidc.s) , best in western

New York and northern Ohio; cow oak (Quercus michauxii), best in

lower Mississippi valley; chestnut oak (Quercus prinus), typical

appalachian growth; yellow oak (Quercus acumiiuila), best in south-

ern Indiana.

The true red oak (Quercus ruhra) typifies the red or black oak

group. The other lumber producing species are red oak (Quercus

tcxana), in Mississippi bottoms; scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea), an

eastern species; turkey oak (Quercus catesiwi), on the coast region

of Georgia and South Carolina; finger oak (Quercus digitaia), dry

liills of south Atlantic and Gulf states.

The third cut shown represents a typical cross section of red gum.

It will be seen that the physical characteristics of tliis wood are

radically different from those of the oaks. To begin with the essen-

tial difference is the grouping of the pores. In other words, wnile

the oaks come under what are known as ring-porous woods, the gum
is decidedly a diffuse-porous wood. This means that while, in the

group represented by the oaks, there is a decided difference in the

size of the cells in the spring and summer wood, thus forming dis-

tinct rings of each kind of wood, in the other group the pores in

both spring and summer wood are about the same size, and are evenly

distributed and reveal no distinct line. It is undoubtedly for this

reason that red gum contains the excellent physical qualities which

it does. The eirrangement of this type eliminates alternate hard and

soft rings, and makes the entire bulk of the wood of an even soft

texture, easily worked. In scientific classification, red g\im is found

first under diffuse-porous woods, and the next classification shows

that the pores are minute or indistinct, and neither conspicuously

larger or more numerous in the spring wood and are well distributed.

The next step in the key shows that there are no board pith rays

present, meaning that the wood will not show the splash, as seen in

quarter-sawed oak. The pith rays are small but quite distinct. The

wood is soft and the pores crowded, occupying nearly all the space

between the pith rays. In the engraving of the gum, the pith rays

are represented by the dark lines running vertically between the

rows of pores. The engraving also distinctly reveals the crowding

of the pores, as mentioned. The color of the sap-wood is grayish

and of the heart-wood light to a dark reddish brown. No one familiar

with gum will need any explanation of the terms sap-wood, and heart-

wood, which represent sap gum and red gum commercially.

This wood has met with such a distinctly favorable reception

wherever it has been introduced that it is commanding the attention

of every manufacturer of southern hardwoods. The remarkable phase

of the development of this tree species commercially is that its use

has been confined in this country to but a very few years. Long
before it was taken seriously in the United States, it was consumed

in considerable quantities abroad, going under the name of satin

walnut, a name which it still holds in that trade. The chief reason

for the disdain with which it was regarded but a few years ago, is

probably the fact that the proper methods of drying it, in order to

secure good results, were not understood by manufacturers. As a

consequence wc hear the ridiculous stories aimed at the unusual

warping and twisting qualities of red gum lumber. Instances are

heard of the gum having jumped over a nine-foot fence in the course

of the night after having been piled fresh from the saw. Various

other tales emanating from a more or less well developed imagination

have been heard making light of "the commercial possibilities of gum,

but these stories are a thing of the past and by proper experimenta-

tion, the drying of gum himber has become altogether successful.

A gum manufacturer can now guarantee his trade that he will give

to it a product just as straight and free from warp and twist as the

manufacturer of any of the other more widely known woods. Further-

more, he can give them a wood with a really beautiful figure, one

in which are shown markings of variable and in some instances intri-

cate and beautiful patterns. The wood, finished in its native state,

in some cases defies the expert to distinguish it from high-priced

Circassian walnut. It readily lendfe itself to stains to represent

mahogany, and in a good many cases it is stained to a rich brown,

in which case its similarity to Circassian walnut is astonishing.

.\ vast amount of gum stumpage is still growing in this country.

It is marketed as red gum and sap gum, representing respectively,

as before stated, the heart and the sap of the tree. Of these the

red gum is probably considered the more desirable of the two, but it

is a fact that sap gum is a wood admirably fitted for a great many
uses in which more expensive woods are now employed. It is well

ada])ted as a basis for white enamel finish in colonial houses, because

of its close grain and smoothness under paint. For this use it is

regarded by some better than all other woods. When used in imita-

tion of such effects as mission, it will be found that sap gum lends

itself to stain, and holds its color without fading. It seems to possess

unusual lasting qualities when exposed to the air. Because of its

good bending properties, it is being introduced into the manufacture

of automobiles and carriage bodies.

It is absolutely necessary, in order to secure satisfactory results,

that the drying of sap gum be thoroughly carried out by a scientific

drying process, and for this reason it is safe to buy it only from

such concerns as have specialized in this particular. It must be

properly air-dried and kiln-dried before being offered for sale.

The same is true of red gum. ' The utilization of this part of the

tree, however, is confined to different lines than sap gum. It is used

more for interior finish, in both finished and natural state, and

stained to imitate other woods, such as mahogany or Circassian

walnut. It has come into extensive use in the manufacture of high-

grade furniture, any anybody who has seen a bed-room suite made

of red gum finished to show its own beautiful figure, will admit the

unusual merit of the wood for the purpose.

It has a distinct adaptability for veneers and lumber for various

uses, requiring lasting qualities, ability to stay where put, strength

combined with softness of texture, beauty of figure, ability to cut

with little waste, and finally and most important, cheapness.
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Inter-Insurance
Editor's Note

The proper iusurancc of suwiniU and wood-working plants has always been ;

the introduction ot inter-insiirance, this cost has been cut down materially,
described in the accompany iiii; paper, read by V. S. Epperson of Kansas City, Mo.,
National Veneer & Panel Manufacturers' Association held in Chicago recently.

u expensive proposition, but with
The workings of this system are
at the semi-annual meeting of the

I have just consented to act as a substitute

and therefore am not prepared with a set

speech on the subject of "Fire Insurance."

I hardly know just where to begiu, as the sub-

ject is so important and far-reaching, and much
prefer that this matter take the form of a dis-

cussion, and I shall be glad to answer to the

best of my ability any questions that may be

asked.

I'ire insurance has become one of those

necessary adjuncts to manufacturing and com-

merce. It must be taken into account in all

trades. ;\Iany of you, I know, feel that your

insurance rates are exorbitant, and you may be

right. You also may be wrong. I confess that

I am not personally very familiar with veneer

and i^anel plants. The Lumbermen's Under-

writing Alliance extends insurance to a few

of them, but I do not recall having personally

gone through more than one or two plants.

It is all-important that the insurance shall

be sound so that if a loss occurs, it will be

honestly paid. The plan known as inter-insur-

ance, if administered by a manager of integrity

who is qualified by experience as a safe insur-

ance man, produces the soundest, safest and cheapest fire insurance

known. The first or basic cost of insurance of any kind is the loss.

In fire insurance it is the loss or damage by fire that constitutes the

first and necessary item of cost that can not be avoided and must be

met. The only way to minimize this first cost is to improve the haz-

ards, to do good-housekeeping; and exercise great care against fire.

The second item of necessary expense is the cost of administering

and operating the insurance medium. These two items taken together

constitute the necessary or fundamental cost of all insurance, includ-

ing fire.

Stock companies—Llo3'ds ' and all other plans of insurance—incur

this unavoidable basic cost. In all forms of insurance, if successful

and sound, the money to provide for losses, expenses and profits,

must of necessity be furnished b}- the policy carriers in the form of

premiums. If the premiums are inadequate to meet the losses and

expenses, then the stock company would lose money. If the premiums

are more than adequate to meet these items, then the stock company

makes and retains a profit. No one wants an unsound house. There-

fore as just previously explained the policy carrier, in order to hold

a sound and valid policy, must pay for it such a price as will enable

the company to meet its losses as they occur. Since this obligation

rests upon policy carriers only, there can be no argument against the

adoption by them of a simpler plan of a direct exchange of indemnity,

thus cutting out the profit to others and all unnecessary expenses.

I can best .explain to you the meaning of inter-insurance by

describing as briefly as possible the manner in which it is conducted

by the Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance. Policy carriers are

at all times interchanging indemnity with each other and are doing

it on an equitable basis, as you will see as I proceed. The manner

of operating the Alliance is exceedingly simple. The policies are of

the usual New York standard form, containing the same contract

features as those of the stock companies. When a fire occurs the

loss is adjusted in the usual manner, and there is taken from our

books what we call "an apportionment sheet," that is, a list of all

policies in force and in efi:ect at the time of the fire, together with

the annual premium on each. (The stock companies call this a

premium, but we call it a premium deposit because the money is

placed and carried to the credit of the policy carrier who remits it.)

U. S. EPrEESON, K.\XSAS CITl', MO,

Now, to illustrate the cost to each policy

holder of his share of a given fire, we will

assume that the loss to be paid is $100,000 and
that the total annual premium on live policies

in existence at the time of the fire is $500,000.

This means that twenty per cent of the annual

premiums is necessary to pay the loss. There-

fore a levy of twenty per cent of each partici-

pant 's annual premium money is made, which

aggregates the sum sufficient to meet the obliga-

tion. By this method all inequalities of hazard

as well as of the amounts of insurance carried

by each are equalized at the settlement of each

tl
fire loss.

/ It is important that the manner of appor-

I tioning the fire losses shall be eminently fair

so that one policy carrier will not be made to

contribute more than his fair share of a given

loss. The plan of the Alliance, which I have

just described, meets all of the demands of

fairness and parity among participants.

Our plan further reduces the cost of fire in-

surance by reducing the fire losses. This is

done by a system of regular, thorough and
rigid inspection. We suggest to hundreds of

owners of plants the removal of fire-breeding conditions, and improve-

ments that will reduce the hazard, thereby reducing the cost of the

insurance. Considering that we can not get away from the first or

fundamental cost of insurance, the thing to do from an economical

standpoint is to reduce the fires by proper precautions and thus

reduce the necessary item of first cost.

I think I have now made it plain to you that since inter-insurance,

conducted under the plan described, will produce insurance at the

lowest possible cost, then it must also be clear to you that any com-

pany undertaking to furnish insurance at any lower price would lose

money, and therefore would not long continue in the business. This

then is the only item of expense necessary to your business, which is

available to you at the cost of production. You pay a profit to

someone, and necessarily so, on every article of mill supply and every

other necessity to the safe and profitable conduct of your business.

Y''ou should not object to the cost of your insurance conducted under

this plan no matter what that cost may be, because whatever it

proves to be is the figure below which it can not be produced.

You may have heard the Alliance plan. We have been operating

for seven years. Our initial rates probably average from twenty to

twenty-five per cent under the rates of stock companies, and at the

end of seven years we have saved to our people thirty-two per cent

of the premium deposits based upon our initial cost, this saving being

in addition to the difference between the initial rates previously paid

to stock companies, and the rates at which the business came on our

books. Everything considered, directly and indirectly, it is safe to

say that the Alliance has saved to its subscribers fifty per cent, and

very likely much more than that, as compared with what they were

previously paying. The money paid to a stock company is irre-

vocably gone.

A stock company's proposition is to sell to you the insurance out-

right at a fixed and stipulated premium. They say to you that they

will transfer to their shoulders the risk now borne by you, for so

much money. The inter-insurance plan is to keep the money among

the participants, pay out the exact necessary cost and retain the

balance to the credit of each policy holder proportionately.

Stock companies do not apply a uniform rating scale in all sec-

tions. Their manner of rating is to establish several rating bureaus
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in the different sections of the country. Each of these bureaus makes

the rates in its section. It thus happens that different rating

schedules prevail and that in some parts of the country concerns in

the same line of business are paying higher rates for insurance than

in others. In the past this has sometimes been due to an active fight

in one section against other kinds of insurance, such as inter-insur-

ance. The Alliance is obligated to so apply its rates to the plants of

all participants that they will as nearly as possible represent the

relative differences in hazard among them. If the collections from

each participant prove to be more than the amount needed for each

fair share of the expenses, the excess amount is from time to time

returned in the form of dividends or savings.

The Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance is now carrying insurance

on some 364 or 365 lumber manufacturing plants. It has at risk

approximately $24,000,000. Our heaviest fire loss ratio was last year.

We are able to save to our people, as compared with our initial rates,

eighteen per cent. Five months of the year 1912 are now back of

us, and our fire losses for that period have only consumed one-eighth

of our premiums for the current twelve months, so that we stiU have

seven-eighths of our annual premiums left to pay the fire losses that

may occur in but a little over a half year. This showing was, of

course, unusual and remarkable.

The Alliance has paid out in fire losses more than one million dol-

lars; have saved its subscribers over $500,000 out of its own

premiums, of vphich more than $200,000 has already been returned in

cash dividends, and it has today quick assets of over $650,000, con-

sisting of cash in bank, current outstanding accounts and gilt-edge

state bonds. Since its beginning the Alliance has been a great

restraining influence against the tendency of the stock companies to

advance rates.

An understanding of the fundamental principles of insurance, and

the same principles underlie all insurance of every kind, makes it

plain and inevitable that the policy carriers in the aggregate must

of necessity pay all of the losses and expenses if the insurance is to

be sound. If stock companies, or any other schemes of insurance

doing business under the law, were to so reduce their rates that the

premiums would become inadequate to meet the losses and expenses,

there would be a deficit and such companies would be unable to meet

their obligations. They would be obliged to liquidate and go out of

business, or the stockholders would have to
'

' dig.
'

'

Since, therefore, the policy-holders must supply the money in order

that the insurance be sound, it is certainly very much better for the

owners of mills to practice inter-insurance. They would then know

that they only have to bear their fair share of the fire losses, plus

the expenses, which are low. The total expense of administering and

operating the Alliance is twenty per cent. We are able to accom-

plish this work at the very low figure named because of the large

amount of insurance required at each of the plants, and their char-

acter, taken by tlie Alliance. There are no high-salaried officials; no

costly apartments, and no commissions to pay to agents. The cost of

the inspection service and all other expenses are being borne by the

attorney and manager, and paid by him out of the administrative

expense as provided for.

I doubt very much if there are a suflScient number of veneer and

panel plants to give a general average among themselves. One

hundred properties at least are required before an undertaking of

this kind reaches even a basis on which percentage can be figured.

By general average is meant the almost unattainable complete aver-

age which brings to the cost of insurance its lowest average price.

This means the greatest number of properties insuring under one

medium, of like occupancy, of similar construction, exposure, etc.,

and equipped with pretty much the same fire-protecting and fire-

fighting devices.

To explain inter-insurance I have often before used this illus-

tration:

If one man owned all of the plants scattered over the face of the

earth, operated for the same business purposes, that man would be

the possessor of fire insurance at its absolutely lowest obtainable

cost. He would not need to keep any books, as his premium would

be the exact amount of his loss by fire each year, and his rate would

be ascertained by dividing the total amount of hazard into the total

of his annual fire loss. That man would not buy insurance from any
outside sources. No company could afford to sell it to him at so low

a figure. By the accident of ownership, one man does not hold the

title to all of these plants and therefore does not possess the advan-

tage as outlined in the imaginary ease just recited.

Inter-insurance as practiced by the Alliance gives to each separate

owner the opportunity to procure his insurance at the same rate as

if all the plants were owned by one man, except that there being a

number of owners it is necessary that some one person shall adjust

the differences in interest due to the several ownerships.

Before closing I can not resist the temptation to say that some of

the veneer plants are no doubt eligible to the Alliance. Many of

them are not at present eligible, but could be made so by improving

the water service and other things about the plant to conform to the

Alliance 's requirements. Some of you who are today paying heavy

rates have it in your power to ascertain for what deficiencies you

have been penalized, and in many cases it will be found that by
spending very little money you can reduce the cost of your insurance.

I have in mind the establishment of another inter-insurance

exchange for wood-working plants that do not now quite come up to

the Alliance standard. It would be for the benefit of those manu-

facturers who were unable for this reason to obtain inter-insurance,

I would make such insurance available for them. We shall be glad to

investigate any of your properties should you desire it, and to sug-

gest to you how by the expenditure of small sums of money you can

improve your conditions.

We issue a bulletin each month in which we give to our subscribers

a history of the origin and outcome of fires in the lumber manu-

facturing trade in the United States and Canada. We procure and

disseminate this information as to causes of fire not only from our

own subscribers, but from non-subscribers in order to educate our

policy holders as to the causes of fires and the conditions which

aided or prevented the control of the fires, so that Alliance sub-

scribers may remove menacing conditions and improve their prop-

erties in accordance with the lesson taught by the experience of

others. Our bulletin service, our inspection service and our plan of

insurance have proved a great boom to lumber manufacturers and

will do as much for such veneer plants as are today or will be made
eligible.

Government Should Take Hold
While it is impossible fur anyone, who has not actually visited

the flooded district in the South, to realize the enormity of the

catastrophe in that region, a partial comprehension of the damage

to the flooded territory and resulting harmful effect on the country

at large is within the power of anyone who has read the daily press.

The question of prevention and repetition of those conditions in the

future h,as occupied a great deal of thought, and the active co-opera-

tion of commercial bodies has been solicited. One sentiment which

seems to pervade the entire movement is that the southern states

alone should not bear the cost of so equipping the levees as to pre-

vent future floods. The contention is certainly reasonable inasmuch

as the Mississippi drains a vast region in the northern states, and

through its tributaries such states as Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky,

etc., which are not particularly affected by high water.

The question is undoubtedly one which will have to be worked out

by the Federal government if any uniform method of remedying the

difficulty is to be accomplished. That this bids fair to be done is

evident from the agitation along these lines in Congress and at the

two political conventions now in session.

A bill recently introduced in the House provides for an entirely

new plan of improving and regulating the Mississippi river. The

bill proposed to enlarge the duties and powers of the government

over the Mississippi river by having it take over by cession all state,

county and levee districts where levees now are erected along Missis-

sippi banks from Cape Girardeau, Mo., to the head of the passage.

That under this plan the government could work out an adequate

system of protection, there is no doubt.
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Discounts Versus Profits
No greater slogan has been evolved by modern commerce than

this: "One Price Only." The passing of the day of barter was
brought about by the recognition on the part of the merchant
that haggling was not only bad for the buyer, but equally bad for
himself. Painful experience proved beyond cavil that variable
prices furnished a stuffed club which could be wielded with telling
effect on prices by the skilful barterer, and that while the mer-
chant might recoup by charging excessive prices on other items
wherever possible, the system was uncertain and unsatisfactory
at best.

The lack of recognition of this fundamental of modern mer-
chandising in the lumber business is due largely to conditions in

the trade which cannot easily be altered. The fact that there is

a difference of opinion as to intrinsic and market values of lumber
on the part of various individuals in the business, naturally means
that lumber will be offered at varying prices, and the stress of
competition requires the lumberman to offer his stock at one price

here to meet current quotations, and at another there, to get in

line with the quotations buyers have received on the stock. Thus
the tendency to equalize prices, rather than to hold to a single

price standard, ip almost impossible to overcome, and the adoption
of an invariable list which will not be deviated from is not a
practicable proposition as far as the rank and file are concerned.

Prices are not cut and shaded and squeezed and hammered and
juggled as the only means of changing values; more insidiously the
plan of making "terms to suit," as the instalment houses say,

has won its way even among members of the trade who believe

that their lumber is worth a certain price and who insist on getting

it. It is likely that few hardwood men realize the losses that they

are suffering because of the fact that their prices are not net, and
that the buyer is practically able to make his own terms in pay-

ing for the material.

A prominent lumberman in one of the leading markets recently

said that he didn 't make any money last year, although the volume
of business was equal to the year before.

"Of course, .it was pretty difficult to sell lumber during 1911,"

he conceded; "but taking that into account, I am still persuaded

that something else is wrong. We should have made a better show-

ing on the business handled, and the only possible explanation that

I can see is that we gave our customers too much leeway about

settling their bills."

Discussion of the same question with other members of the

trade indicates that the lumberman quoted above came pretty close

to hitting the nail on the head. When you quote a price, and make
it clear in your invoice that payment is to be made on a basis of

two per cent discount in ten days, net thirty, do you insist that the

customer pay the full amount of the invoice if he sends you a

check four weeks after the lumber is shipped? Or if he pays in

sixty days and you have made it plain that your terms are net

thirty, do you charge him for the accommodation at the rate of six

per cent per annum—which is probably what you have been paying

the bank for the use of the money you got to tide you over until

the delayed collections came in?

Probably you do not; you may reason in the one case that the

buyer didn 't have enough time to unload and inspect the shipment,

and that the delay in the arrival of the stock gave him the right

to more time in settling that than the letter of the law permitted.

So the two per cent that came off at the end of thirty days was con-

signed to oblivion, and incidentally the profit record for the year

shrank imperceptibly the while.

An elastic system of discounts and the extension of accommoda-

tions as to terms is the most graceful way of cutting prices and

the easiest way to hide money, without being able to account for

it, yet devised by the brain of man. The difSculty, from the first

standpoint, is that not much advantage is gotten from it as a sell-

ing argument, and the seller is usually so little aroused as to the

losses which he is suffering from this source that when he sells a

bill of lumber, he does not realize, even though he knows that his
customer will discount the bill when he gets good and ready to pay
for the stock, that he is getting less than the invoice price for his
lumber.

Take a concrete example. Suppose a car of quartered oak is
shipped on a basis of $45 a thousand. If a two per cent discount
IS to be taken, the price is cut down ninety cents a thousand.
That's pretty close to one dollar, and probably the seller would'
have refused an offer of $44 a thousand for the stock, and would
have to be argued with to be convinced that his lumber is going
for just about that amount. If 15,000 feet are loaded into the car,
the discount on the shipment amounts to $13.50, and reduces
measurably the profit made on the sale. This is assuming that the
discount is taken in the legitimate ten days usually granted. Under
that condition, it is pretty bad; but when the customer takes five
weeks and then deducts the discount, it comes pretty close to being
highway robbery.

The losses suffered through discounts hit the sawmill man harder
than anyone else, for the reason that the wholesaler has a chance
to even up in buying lumber from other people. But did you
ever stop to consider the situation of the manufacturer? He pays
cash for everything, and his bills are discounted by everybody.
His timber is not only paid for in that manner, but frequently the
timberman secures an even better proposition, getting some money
down when the logs are contracted for, more when the trees are
cut and the balance when they are loaded f. o. b. the timberman 's

station, so that by the time they actually reach the mill a con-
siderable amount in interest has already accumulated on the in-

vestment.

Then there is labor to pay for, which is a cash item; and the
freight bills, for the railroads are canny enough to have the
"Nothing Doing" sign in evidence when it comes to discounts.
At that it is likely that their own purchasing agents seize a two
per cent discount on every bill that shows itself inside the office.

Be that as it may, the sawmill man gets a chance to discount bills

only for supplies and machinery, and these are ordinarily not suffi-

cient to offset even a small fraction of what he loses through the
discounts of the other fellows.

"I figured the thing out the Other day," said a sawmill man
disconsolately, in discussing the situation, "and I found that
taking my business on an annual basis, I lose 60 cents a thousand
in discounts. If I could eliminate that, my business would be a
splendid money-maker; as it is, I'm lucky to be able to look my
creditors in the face and tell them to have a drink. Sixty cents a
thousand is a pretty heavy load to carry, considering all the others

that we must shoulder; and that is one reason why I think the

jobber has it easy. He can frequently buy lumber outright, sell

it, collect his money and then pay the seller, discounting his bill

meanwhile, even though sixty or ninety days may have elapsed.

And I don't blame him at all for doing it, if we sawmill men are

sufficiently well developed boobs to stand for it."

Getting back to the question of the effect of discounts on

prices, it can be said that the discount system proper is so firmly

rooted that it would be next to impossible to abolish it; but

every lumberman, especially if he realizes the fact that profits are

being shaved down closer all the time, should see that his terms

are well understood by his customers and are adhered to in settling

accounts.

Corporation Tax
The federal corporation tax has become a law of the land, and

any sensible business man will view it as such. The tax must .be

paid not later than June 30, and the law provides for an additional

levy of five per cent of the amount left unpaid ten days after notice

has been filed by the collector. An additional tax of one per cent

for each month after June 30 will make disregard of the law

rather an uncomfortable proceeding.
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Utilization of Hardwoods
ARTICLE FIFTY-NINE

WOODEN PAILS AND SHOE PEGS

Perhaps r.o single article of woodenware is in more general use

in this country than the water bucket. It was once more unduly

used than it now is, in proportion to the population of the country.

It has not been long since town water works, with net works of

delivery pipes, and kitchen, bathroom, and laundry spigots, came

into general use. Before that time, villages, towns, and even cities,

depended upon wells, and every house carried its own water. In

the country, the windmill, the hydraulic ram, and hydrostatic ap-

paratus for putting water indoors, were much less in evidence than

at present. The water pail was indispensable and it was every-

where.

The selection of wood for pail making was an important matter.

Light weight and long service were desirable. Buckets made of

zinc, galvanized iron, and fiber are of recent introduction. "Wooden

pails were once the only kind in use, and in most localities they

were manufactured by local coopers in numbers adequate to meet

the demands of the immediate neighborhood. They selected soft-

woods which split nicely and work easily. In early times sawed

bucket staves were unknown. The frow and the drawing knife,

with a tool for cutting the groove in which to insert the bottom,

were the principal apparatus in a primitive pail shop. Every

ounce in weight that could be saved, without sacrificing efficiency,

was considered worth looking after. Some woods weigh twice as

much as others, and no cooper would select the heavier when the

lighter would answer. While well buckets were often of oak, the

water pail seldom or never was of that wood. It was too heavy.

The best soft, light wood to be had in a region was made use of.

The region had much to do with it. The New Englander did. not

make pails of cypress, neither was white pine a pail material in

Louisiana.

Six or more very good pail woods abound in the United States.

There are, of course, several others which give good service, but

in New England white pine is unexcelled; in New .Tersey the south-

ern white cedar is used; in Tennessee there is no wood better than

red cedar; the cypress is choice material where it abounds; in Cali-

fornia the choice falls on redwood; and in Oregon and Washington,

western red cedar has no competitor, though some others are very

good.

There was a time when a pail was supposed to be purely a water

pail. Demand for other uses had not yet developed. At the pres-

ent time, however, the wooden water bucket holds a comparatively

minor place in the trade. Pails of metal or fiber hold most of that

field. As the wooden water pail has withdrawn from the com-

manding position which it once held, other uses have been found

for wooden buckets. They are made by machinery, in many sizes,

for many commodities, and the list of available woods has largely

increased. The material, however, is not selected at haphazard.

The bucket maker must study the demands of his trade. If he

makes vessels in which to pack plug tobacco, the wood must not

impart a disagreeable taste to the contents; if he manufactures

lard buckets, tlie wood must not exude a colored sap to stain or

taint the lard; and when the cooper selects basswood for butter

pails, he does it because experience has shown that this wood con-

tains no injurious ingredients.

It is not apparent that the employment of substitutes, such as

tin, zinc, iron and fiber, has lessened the number or the kinds of

wooden pails in use. The expansion of trade is so great, that

many kinds of containers are called for, and in this growth the

wooden bucket holds a very prominent position. Candy makers

are large users of wooden pails, and pine is popular with them, but

is by no means the only wood. .Telly, fruit, butters, preserves,

olives, and pickles of various kinds are sent to market in wooden
buckets. Basswood, spruce, yellow poplar, paper birch, sweet birch,
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and sycamore met a large demand in this line. In the Mississippi

valley Cottonwood is available for many purposes.

Long before the Revolution a class of manufacturers centered in

Philadelphia known as '

' cedar coopers. '
' Individuals and small

companies carried on the business of manufacturing pails, tubs,

firkins, keelers, piggins, noggins, churns, and kegs from the south-

ern white cedar which was obtained at that time in great abund-

ance in the swamps of New Jerse\'. After supplying the local de-

mand, the surplus was put on the general market, and the ware

became known, not only in neighboring states but in foreign coun-

tries, especially the West Indies. It is of interest because this

cedar w^are was one of the earliest manufactured commodities to

be shipped from this country.

An industry somewhat similar later grew up in Tennessee where

abundance of excellent red cedar timber grew. The pails and

other ware were sold from Pittsburgh to New Orleans. The selec-

tion of that wood for stave ware, when other woods were every-

where abundant, indicates the high esteem in which it was held.

It was commonly said that a cedar pail was good until it wore

out; and, if good care was given it, a period of service extending

over many years was assured. The red cedar well buckets of Ten-

nessee enjoyed an enviable reputation. Some of them, attached

to chains, and operated by the old-fashioned sweep, lifted water

generation after generation. Such a well bucket of red cedar,

made in Tennessee in 1767 was exhibited at the St. Louis World's

Fair in 1903. The wood was still sound and the brass hoops were

bright.

SHOE PEGS
More paper birch goes into shoe pegs than any other wood, prob-

ably more than all other woods combined. About eleven thousand

cords a year are required for pegs and the shanks that are fitted

botween the soles of shoes, under the arch of the foot. The ease

with which birch is worked, together with its cheapness, is the

reason for its prevailing employment in this industry. Although

it is hard, it has the peculiar property of dulling tools very slowly.

Spoolmakers like it for the same reason. The paper birch for

pegs costs nearly double that which the spoolmaker uses, because it

must be of a better grade.

Pegs are cut wholly by machinerj-, from the slicing of the veneer

to the pointing of the finished article, and the machines are de-

signed for the particular work. The waste is necessarily large, for

tliough a .shoe peg is about the smallest commodity made of woods,

it can not be made from small blocks and scraps, but must go to

the machines in slices and sheets. The principal waste is due to

the rejection of defective logs, and to the throwing out of all

colored heartwood. The contrast between tlie sap-wood and the

heart of this birch is greater than in most woods, and when trees

attain considerable size, the heart-wood occupies a large part of

the trunk, and the peg maker rejects it all. Unless it can be em-

ployed for some other purpose, it is a dead loss. Most industries

which specialize on paper birch do not want the heart-wood, and

the waste is necessarily large, though some manufacturers, notably

brush makers and the makers of small tool handles, can turn it to

account.

Slioe pegs are a comparatively recent invention, and Joseph

Walker of Massachusetts is credited with the invention in 1818.

Soles were sewed on before that time, though the heels, which were

of wood until about the year 1800, had to be fastened on with

nails or rivets. For a long time pegs were made by hand, and

the "invention" would seem to refer more to the way to use

them than to the manner of making them, for any man with a

pocket knife could whittle out shoepegs. That is the way they

were made at first, and probably in some rural communities a few

may be so made yet, though their very low cost brings them within
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tlie reach of the most primitive cobbler. When they were hand-
made, sugar maple was preferred. The wood was sawed by hand
into blocks the length of the desired peg, and was split in strips

of the requisite thickness. The end of the strip was whittled
to a sharp edge, like the comb of a house-roof, and the pegs were
then split off with a knife. A country cobbler could thus manu-
facture enough pegs in about an hour to sole a pair of boots. He
can now buy enough for two or three cents to do the work.
The use of pegs in shoe-making, under the old method, was

destructive of lasts, for the pegs went through the sole and into

the wood, and in time rendered it unfit for use. After having
driven in a sutficiency of pegs, the shoemaker's next undertaking
was to pull out the last of the shoe. This was often a hard job.

for the pegs held it fast. However, after sundry thumpiugs, twist-

ings and turnings, all of which was part of the trade, the rustic

shoemaker succeeded in freeing the last from the sharp points of

the pegs, and then, with a "last hook," he drew it out. The final

operations in rendering the shoe wearable was to apply a steel tool

called the "peg cutter," which pared away the peg points protrud-
ing through the sole, and the job was done.

Sewed soles are in almost universal use now for shoes of good
grade, but for coarse shoes, pegs are still in demand. For thick

soles thej' give good service, but are apt not to hold well if soles

are thin.

Shoe pegs are bought and sold by measure, and when the

quantitj' is small, little difference is made between large and small.
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Cherry Birch for Gunstocks

The advent of the automatic gun has confronted the manufac-
turer with a new problem in the choice of the proper wood for

the stocks. Black walnut has always been the favorite gunstock

wood in the United States, but under the severe strains of the

high-power automatics, it has proven too soft. No trouble is

noticed at first, but after considerable usage the fittings become
loosened and cannot be kept tight, or the stocks split.

There seems to be no wood combining the good qualities of

walnut with greater toughness and resOience. Those that possess

the latter characteristics are lacking in color and grain. While

this may in some cases be overcome by proper staining, in others

the stained article always looks cheap.

One of the woods tried out by a well-known arms manufacturing
company was rock or hickory elm. A quantity of this was obtained

and made into stocks for experimental purposes. Rock elm is an
excellent wood for many purposes, being hard, strong, compact

and tough. It is the most valuable of all the elms, but unfortu-

nately the suppl}' is very limited. The company thought at first

that this wood would prove satisfactory, but after exhaustive tests

^t failed in much the same way as walnut. A trial was also made
of myrtle wood, but with poor results.

The wood that has given the best results is black or cherry

birch (Betula lenta). It is fairly hard, strong, resilient, fine-tex-

tured and susceptible of a high polish. It stains readily and the

fine but distinct silver grain produces a very handsome effect. It

is heavier than black walnut, but excess of weight is overcome

by hollowing the stock.

One of the difliculties encountered in the employment of cherry

birch as purchased on the market was the presence of yellow

birch in mixture with it. While valuable for many uses yellow

birch is not entirely satisfactory for gunstocks. The woods of

the two are of the same general appearance and it is by no means
easy to separate a mixed shipment of lumber. The yeljow birch

averages considerably lighter and softer than the black, the rays

are narrower and less distinct, and the pores are fewer and less

distinct. These differences are only relative and the average

inspector is not sure of his ground. To obviate this trouble the

company has arranged to buy only locally cut cherry birch which

is know.n to be true to name. Owing to the great difference in the

appearance of the bark, there is no danger of confusing the living

trees or the logs.

The cherry birch herein described is found in the uplands from

Newfoundland, southward to southern Indiana and Illinois; along

the Alleghany mountains to western Florida, central Kentucky and

Tennessee. It is common in the North and in its larger size on

the western slopes of the southern Appalachians.

In this connection it is interesting to note that English gun

makers are having difficulty in securing material for their stocks.

The walnut that has been used for this purpose has been obtained

in Italy, Switzerland and France. The Italian supply appears to

be exhausted and the prices for French walnut are going up so

high that they may in a few years become prohibitive. The
French walnut is now in particular demand for veneering pur-

poses, it being found more profitable as a rule to cut it for veneer

than to sell it for gunstocks. It looks very much as though foreign

manufacturers will have to come to America for their wood,

though they have always complained that American walnut was
not suited for their market. The difficulty has not been in the

strength of the wood, but in the color, which is a chocolate brown
without the yellow streaks that have proved so attractive In

gunstocks abroad. S. J. E.

The Steel Car
This is an age of progress and no longer is the traveler to have

fear when he starts upon a long journey. The powers that be, backed

by Providence, have substituted the practically indestructible steel

ear for the old wooden coach of former days.

No more is the occupant to be haunted with a fear of burning

alive. He may rest assured at all times, that it is more comfortable

to be squeezed in his berth between two casings of steel, with the

southwest corner of his liver protruding into the aisle, than to be

roasted alive in a wood fire.

He may know that, should the vehicle in which he is journeying

make a sudden dash through a bridge into the waters below, he will

rest securely in his steel casing, unapproachable by fish or other

monsters of the deep, until the wrecking ear can lift him from his

damp bed. There is no danger of the ax, which would cut through

the wooden walls, reaching him, and in this feeling of security he

may be content. Should the inflammable contents of the car take

fire, he may lie with a smile upon his face, knowing that the walls

cannot burn, collapse and drop the roof upon him.

Where formerly the wrecking crew could chop through the old car

and release him in a few moments, to the mercy of the elements,

now he may be secure from the vulgar gaze, in the steel compartment

that will resist all efforts to move it except a traveling crane that

could lift a locomotive.

No such humiliation awaits him as to be pierced by a wooden

splinter, but in its place he may expect to be smoothly sliced asunder

by shifting plates of steel.

He may know that the coming car will not crunch and buckle his

temporary home as did the cars of old, but that the oncoming steel

monster will gently lift him from his bed, softly push him through

two or three preceding cars and possibly give him a Turkish bath

beside the engine.

He may pass his time in idleness with nothing to do but wait

while the wrecker spends two days removing the ponderous steel coach

from above his massive frame, instead of enduring the suspense of

being cut out of the old type of wooden car.

"Never more," he cries, "will I go back to the day of the old

frame coach, for I live in a progressive age and my cry forever

shall be, ' give me the steel car and give me death. '

'

'
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Tales of the Trade
ALL IN THE IMAGINATION

E. F. Krebs of St. Louis is at present making a tour of the north-

western states in behalf of his firm, the Krebs-Scheve Lumber Com-

pany. Notliing but cold weather has been experienced so far this

season in Minnesota and Mr. Krebs reached Minneapolis thoroughly

chilled, without overcoat and in the close embrace of a "B. V. D."

union suit, abbreviated at all extremities. Shivering and with teeth
^

chattering, he boarded the car and proceeded to his usual haunts in

the Eadisson hotel. Upon registering he was presented with a tele-

gram from the St. Louis Lumbermen's Club, stating that all evening

meetings had been postponed on account of the lot weather. After

reading the message twice, Mr. Krebs discarded his vest and took a

convenient seat in the cafe, sending in a rush order for iced tea and

sherbet.

He states that it is all in the mind anyway and no more thoughts

of freezing could haunt him. When he is cold he reads the telegram

and immediately all is well.

NOBODY IN PARTICULAR
What chance has a man in this world when his characteristics may

be described as follows

:

Wooden head.

Msh mouth.

Bull neck.

Bald as an egg.

Brass lungs.

Glassy eye.

Leathery head.

Marble heart.

Pigeon breast.

Knock knees.

Bow legs.

Club feet.

It would seem that lie might be Seen to better advantage if he had

electric lights.

SAVING FREIGHT
It is told that A. B. Eausom of Julin B. Eansom'& Co., Nashville,

Tenn., was once in the egg and poultry business at Murfreesboro,

Tenn. He frequently shipped eggs and poultry in carloads as far

east as New York, accompanying same to see that proper sale was

made. On one trip, with a good many hundreds of cases of eggs,

he arrived in New York, spent the night at a convenient hotel and

upon sauntering down to his commission connection next morning,

was informed that there were two cases of eggs short of his invoice,

"but," said the commission man, with a smile, "we are long two

cases of chickens. '

'

Further investigation proved tliat practically the entire contents

of two cases of eggs had hatched in transit and Arthur states that he

got more out of the poultry than he would have received for the eggs.

A STAR IN OUR MIDST
It is rumored that representatives tjf sovenil of the eastern base

ball clubs have recently been in the city trying to secure the services

of one Jack Hayden, well known in Minneapolis sporting circles. He
recently posed as a shining light during one of the games between

the Lumbermen's Club and a local organization, is known as a heavy

hitter and ranks high as a slider.

It is furtlier stated that he will not sign a contract unless he is

allowed to play in uniform as in a recent game, in a spectacular

slide, he dislocated all of liis clothes (being in citizen's costume),

most of the same being found uuder his chin at the end of the game.

It may be further stated that jNIr. Hayden is a Taft Eepublican,

Episcopalian and secretary of the Northwestern Hardwood Lumber
Association. The salary that he draws from the latter organization

will make it necessary for the fortunate manager who secures his

services to put the salary up in the pictures.

We forgot to state that Mr. Hayden is a leading light in lumber

journalism, doing the heavy work for the Mississippi Valley Lum-
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berman, and he is considered as good on the slide out of diflSeult

situations as on the bases.

DISAPPOINTING
Several years ago S. C. Major of tlie S. C. Major Lumber Company,

Memphis, visited Duluth, Minn., and being rather "dippy" on the

fine art of swimming, determined to make the trip from the Superior

side of the bay to Minnesota Point, the intervening body of water

being over a mile in width. He donned a bathing suit, took a long

breath, and made a fine start. When about half way over, he realized

that he was rapidly losing his wind, but struggled manfully toward

the Point, trying in every way to conserve his strength. Concluding

at last that he could not make it, Mr. Major resolved to say his

last prayers, take one more long breath and trust to Providence.

Composing his face for the final plunge, so that he would at least

look natural when found, he ceased struggling and started down,

and then found that the water had only been waist deep for the last

hour and he easily waded out.

The return trip was made by street car, as the distance was too

long to wade back.

Mr. Major states that in the future on trips of this kind, he expects

to carry a lead with him and take frequent soundings.

Conservationists in First Session
The first formal meeting of the conservation enthusiasts of

Michigan was held in Lansing on June 13, the Public Domain
Commission acting as host. The question of conservation has

occupied the thought of the residents of the state for a long time,

and active efforts toward conserving Michigan 's natural resources

are already under way. The meeting brought out discussion and
papers of great merit, in which were taken up all phases of the

situation. The fact that the Public Domain Commission is a

public organ, acting under the direct auspices of the state, gave to

the gathering unusual significance. As a result of the enthusiasm,

resolutions were passed requesting that the meeting be made an

annual function to be held in the winter.

The aim of the gathering was not only to provide protection for

the forests and replanting of trees, but to protect in general the

natural resources of the state. In one of the talks, it was brought

out that fifty-three state forest reserves are already under fire

protection, and where practicable, reforestation is going on in

these tracts.

The question of forestry was analyzed by the dean of the

Michigan Agricultural College, who maintained that there are

three stages of forest development, that is, the first or destructive

stage, in which the tree growth is removed to make room for agri-

cultural development or for the purpose of lumbering; the second

or conservative state, in which an attempt is made to conserve al-

ready existing forests, and the third or technical stage, where the

theory of' modern forestry is applied. It is not likely that any

section of this country will have passed the second stage to any

appreciable extent for some time to come.

The talk on "A Business Viewpoint of Forests" by the dean

of the University of Michigan, showed the possibility of practical

application of the teachings of forestry. The speaker contended

that the question is a business one, and that only through the

acquisition of forest lands by the state or nation can active efforts

be made to perpetuate the timber supply. He pointed out that the

cardinal principle of forestry is to put all land to its most profitable

use. He stated that the first question asked by the lumberman is

"will the forestry pay?" and contended that while it might not

represent immediate returns, there is no doubt but that with the

advancing values of stumpage, long-time investments will eventu-

ally yield handsome profits.

The policy and object of the Public Domain Commission of

Michigan were outlined in a talk by one of its members in which

it was conclusively shown that the commission is going to be an

active factor in the best interests of the state.
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Burls and BircTs-Eye

One of the most beautiful of all ligured woods is that produced by
burls. Burls are abnormal growths or excrescences common to almost

every species of tree, although in only a comparatively few cases are

they of merchantable character. They may arise anywhere on a tree,

but those of greatest value are at the root collar, usually just below

the surface of the ground.

Burls are produced as a result of some injury, such as forest fires,

insect attacks, gnawing of animals, excessive pruning, etc. The
effect of the injury is to stimulate the growth of dormant buds or

to give rise to a great many new ones which can not develop into

branches but do form a gnarly and interwoven mass of woody tissue

of very intricate design. The wood is very dense and hard. Inside

the bark the surface of a burl is covered with spiny warts—the

points where the buds emerge.

A dormant bud is one which ne\er developed into a shoot or branch.

Only a limited number of the buds in the axis of the leaves and bud
scales of the shoot develop, since there would be no room for them
to grow even if there were food enough to nourish them. The
majority, and especially those toward the base of a shoot, persist

for a longer or shorter time—sometimes for a century or more in

trees with smooth bark—and only under certain conditions do they

burst forth into new shoots.

In order that such buds might remain alive and not be covered

up by the woody layers it is necessary that they grow in length each

year just enough to keep to the surface. In the center of each bud
is a small cylinder of pith and around it is a small mound of wood,

the fibers of which run in different directions from the rest of the

wood. When cut across, the pith of tlie bud appears as a dark speck

surrounded by a small mass of fibers on end, producing a figure

known as "bird's-eye."

In addition to these dormant buds new ones may arise which are

known as adventitious buds. If there is suflicient nourishment and
conditions are favorable they will grow into shoots, but in the case

of burl formation they make a short growth, die at the tip and their

places are taken by others, which repeat the performance year after

year. The consequence is an extremely complex nest of buds, all

capable of growing in thickness to some extent but not growing out

in length. In course of time this burl may attain dimensions measur-
able by ipet and weighing hundreds or even thousands of pounds.

Burls growing on the upper portion of a tree are usually without
value for cabinet work on account of defects due to insects, included
bark or other causes. Valuable root burls are turnip-shaped or
sometimes one sided. They are rooted on the under side and edges,
and at the place of attachment of a large root the grain is usually
straight, thus detracting from the value of the burl. It requires
long experience to be able to judge, from external appearances, how
a burl is going to open up, and in cutting or slicing the veneer very
careful manipulation is necessary to obtain the largest pieces with
the finest figure.

Trees producing merchantable burls are black walnut, black cherry,
ash, birch, alder, oak and redwood. Walnut burls are most sought
after and their value in the rough ranges from ten or fifteen cents
a pound upward. Trees producing burls are usually rather dwarfed
and stunted and grow in the open rather than in dense woods. In
fact the presence of a large burl is very likely to cause the tree to
be poorly developed, and in a forest such trees would sooner or later

be shaded out.

Burls are common on the walnut trees of Austria, Turkey and
Italy, and owing to their finely mottled and beautiful figure, are
nmch sought after for cabinet purposes. According to LasLett
those of the best quality have been known to realize from $250 to

$300 per ton in the rough. In Algeria fires and grazing, which have
destroyed the finest forests of Thuya, cause large and valuable burls.

Formerly they were mnch sought after for the manufacture of fancy
articles of furniture, but as it was necessary to destroy large areas
of timber to find the beautiful specimens, the wasteful exploitation

was finally abandoned. French cabinet makers use the burls of the

hazel tree of the Levant to considerable e.xtent.

BIRD'S-EYE

Everyone is familiar with the figure known as bird's-eye, which

is particularly common in sugar maple. Almost every tree of this

species contains at least a few bird 's-eyes, though in only a com-
paratively few cases are they abundant enough to give value to the

IT
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wood for cabinet and furniture work. Bird's-eye is also found in

bireli, ash and yellow poplar to some extent, and is characteristic

of lodgepole pine.

The cause of bird's-eye is usually ascribed to dormant buds, and

in some instances this is correct. There are, however, at least three

other causes of this peculiar formation which are usually overlooked.

If the wood just beneath the bark is examined it will be found in

some cases to be covered with little protuberances not unlike those of

burls, in others with conical depressions or pits. The protuberances

occur usually as the result of dormant buds as in burls, although

they are much fewer in number and distributed over a larger area.

Generally the surface of the wood under the bark of any tree is not

uniform and smooth but is more or less channeled or pitted. Usually

any one depression is restricted to one or a few layers of growth,

that is, are seen only in one or few growth rings and then lost, the

surface of a particular spot being evened up by growth. In the case

of maple, however, the tendency to preserve any particular contour is

very great and the depressions, though ordinarily small, are very

numerous. Pitting into each pit is a sharp spiny projection of hard

inner bark which, if it did not produce the original impression, at

least tends to prevent it being obliterated when once formed. No

satisfactory explanation has been offered as to the primary cause

of this peculiarity.

It has been demonstrated by Dr. Hopkins of the United States

Bureau of Entomology that sapsuekers are frequently the cause of

bird's-eye. The birds sometimes puncture only to the sap-wood, but

more commonly pierce one or more growth rings to procure the sugary

sap which is produced at certain seasons. The formative tissue (the

cambium layer which separates wood and bark) attempts to lieal the

wound and a cone of wood is produced, its size and form depending

upon the extent of the injury and the vigor of the tree. Succeeding

layers of wood are distorted and by this cone. " As a rule if growth

following sapsucker wounds is vigorous, succeeding layers of wood

will be bent outward over the wound; if weak, the grain will bend

inward." When tangential sections of such wood are made, the

depressions or elevations are cut across, and owing to the irregular

arrangement of the fibers, bird's-eye figure resembling the natural

formation is produced. It can usually be recognized from the

arrangement of the bird's-eyes in rows corresponding to the well-

known type of sapsucker work in the bark. Yellow poplar trees are

very commonly worked on by the sapsucker and frequently are cov-

ered with girdles and single punctures from top to bottom, i)ro-

ducing bird 's-eye, though accompanied by holes and stains resulting

from the original wounds which reduce or destroy the value of the

wood for veneers.

Slill another cause of bird's-eye is found in lodgepole pine and

occasionally in other conifers. Examination of the wood inside the

bark shows it to be covered with small depressions or dimples. These

are produced by resin blisters in the inner bark, which press upon

the cambium layer and cause the newly formed fibers to be moulded

around them. Tangential sections reveals the bird's-eyeS in large

numbers, but as the irregularity of structure is not great, they are

not conspicuous like those in maple. Their abundance in lodgepole

pine serves as a ready means of identifying the w-ood of this species.

Bird 's-eye in maple is often accompanied by wavy grain, which

when sawed produces a figure known as "landscape grain." This

name is given it because of its resemblance to a contour map. The

contour-like lines are due to the denser and darker late wood of the

growth ring cut across in sawing the material.

S. J. R.
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Seeks Plain White Oak Strips

London, E. C, June 4.—Editor Hakdwood
Record : We shall shortly be in a position to

place orders lor 7S to 100 cars plain white oak

strips (or parquet flooring. The specification

is somewhat elastic, but will run about 1 inch

in thickness and t'roii} 2 inches to D inches wide.

The lengths will bo about 12 inches to a6 inches

with a large proportion of short lengths.

We shall feel nuu-h obliged If you will mention

this inquiry in the columns of .vour paper as we

are having quite a dlHiculty in locating sup-

plies of this inaterial.

Tendering you our thanks in anticipation.

Any Hardwood Record readers who liave

this stuff to offer, and would like to get in

touch with the above foreign correspondent,

can have the address of the latter by writing

to this office and referring to B 277.

—

Editor.

B 278—Wants Book for Record of Yard

Stock

Saultc Ste. Marie, Mich., June 12.—Editor

Uardwood Record : Please advise us if you put

out any books in blank form suitable for keeping

lumber yard stock reports, pi-operly ruled (or

recording the lumber as it goes into pile in the

different grades, and further recording the same

as it is shipped out so that the person in

charge can see at a glance, at stated intervals,

the condition u( stock on hand. We realize that

this is a hard proposition to get up, and meet

the requirements of all practical purposes. We
believe, howevei-, that you have information on

those lines that undoubtedly would be valuable

m assisting us to arrive at our wants after

comparison.

If you win kindly furnish us with any infor-

mation you have on the lines suggested, quoting

us price for the same put in book form, we will

greatly appreciate it.

.. Lumber Company.

Hardwood Record does not print any book

or sheets for the purpose you name, but in my
yard exiierienee I handled this information

on a set of large sized manila tags, properly

ruled. On one end of my office I had a dia-

gram of the yard made on a blackboard, each

I)iliug space numbered, and a small brass

hook for each pile. These tags were hooked

on this board, and the record of "ins" and
'

' outs '

' made on the tags.

So far as I know there is nothing

printed in book form for this purpose. Of

course it is perfectly easy to put the scheme

in book form, but for ready reference think

the wall system with the tags is the best thing

I know of.

If any Hardwood Record reader knows of

some system which he thinks is more practical

or satisfactory than the one outlined, will be

pleased to have it explained.

—

Editor.

B 279—Seeks Chestnut Railway Ties

Watertown, N. Y.. June IS.— Kdilor Hardwood
RiCcoRD : We are in the market for .''..OOO to

.'i.OOO pieces OxS.\7 feet standard chestnut rail-

way ties, fan you refer us to any parties who
make a specialty of getting out the above

stock? If so, we shall be pleased to hear from

you.

The above correspondent has been referred

to several concerns producing the material

desired, and such readers of Hardwood

Record wlio would like to figure with the

jirospective purcliaser, can have the address

by writing this office and referring to B 279.

—Editor.

B 280—Welcomes Hardwood Record

The appended excerpt from a letter received

by Hardwood Record is not run boastfully.

It comes from one of the biggest manufac-

turers of southern hardwoods in the country.

It represents the opinion of a man eminently

successful in the lumber business, and further

shows that he reads the paper.

It would indicate that the man who neglects

reading his trade paper is neglecting part

of his business.

—

Editor.

Marietta. ()., June 19.—Editor Hardwood
Record ; We always welcome Hardwood Record
at our office, and wish to comi)limeut you on the

opinions you give along our line of business.
. <_'OMrAXV.

B 281 Wants Oak Butter Tub Staves

New York, N. Y., June 22.—Editor Hardwood
Record : One of our correspondents is inquir-

ing for oak staves for butter tubs. Will you

he kind enough to advise it you know of any

concerns who manufacture this stock V Thank-
ing you for your trouble. .

The above inquirer has been supplied with

tlie names and addresses of several manu-

facturers of oak staves. Any other manu-

facturers of this material who would like to

be placed in communication with this pros-

pective purchaser, can have the address by

referring to B 281, in care of this office.

—

Editor.

Insincerity has taken a few orders, but It

never held a job long.

After a man has turned down two or three

opportunities they begin to dodge him.

An ounce of jolly goes farther than a tnn of

advice.

Blessed Is the man who, in the hour of ad-

versity, discovers that he has even more friends

than he thought he had.
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'News Miscellany

Returns to Otis Company
The Otis Manul'actiiring Company of New Or-

leans, prominent as a leading manufacturer of

mahogany, sends out an announcement that on
May 15, Eoderich S. Huddleston of the Huddles-
ton-Marsh Lumber Company, returned to its

office in the capacity of general manager. In

his new position Mr. Huddleston will have abso-

lute authority in all matters pertaining to the
Otis company's business. The magnitude of his

respcnsibilities can be better comprehended
when it is stated that the company's cut of ma-
hogany during the calendar year of 1911 aggre-

gated 12,000,000 feet. No introduction of the

Otis company and its product is necessary to

the trade, as it is a well-known fact that this

concern is without an equal in its particular
line.

It is evident that a concern of these propor-
tions would need as general manager a man
unusually well versed in the intricacies of the
manufacturing and marketing of mahogany, and
Mr. Huddleston is probably better equipped in

this particular line than any other man in the

country. He has had a practical experience of

about twenty-five j'ears in mahogany manufac-
ture and sales from the woods to the installation

of the lumber in its final form. For twenty years
he worked with the Otis Manufacturing Com-
pany, being advanced during that period through
successive stations until he attained the position

of secretary and sales manager. The last ten
years of his connection with the Otis company
were spent as Chicago representative. In fact

his entire career in the mahogany business, with
the exception of about three and a half years
interruption during which period he has been
at the head of the Huddleston-Marsh Lumber
Company of Chicago, was spent with the Otis

company. Mr. Huddleston left the active par-

ticipation in the affairs of the Otis Manufactur-
ing Company in 1909 to organize the Huddles-
ton-Marsh Lumber Company, which concern,
however, was nominally Chicago representative
of the Otis company, selling Otis stock to a

great extent.

Mr. Huddleston retains his interest in the
Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Compan.v, but will

spend practically his entire time in New Or-
leans, making occasional trips to Chicago.

Mr. Huddleston's return to the Otis Manu-
facturing Company was brought about by the
retirement from active management of that
concern of H. A. Otis, the president.

The Otis Manufacturing Company is running
night and day, and yet is behind on orders, so

great is the demand for its product. The mill

is shut down for forty-Qve minutes at noon and
forty-five minutes at midnight, and on Sundays.
With this exception it has been running con-

tinuously for many months.
The success of Mr. Huddleston on his return

to his old working field is assured, and Hakd-
wouD Record extends to him its cordial good
wishes in his new connection.

The New Dictionary

The G. & C. Merriam Company, Springfield,

Mass.. has just published Webster's New Inter-

national Dictionary, edited by Dr. W. T. Harris,

late United States commissioner of education.

The book is new in every detail, contains a key
to literature of seven centuries and over four
hundred thousand defined words and phrases.

The general information as contained in the old

edition has been practicall.v doubled. In all

there are twenty-seven hundred pages and six

thousand illustrations.

The edition has been adopted by the editorial

department of Hardwood Record.

New Orleans Ocean Trade

The pending opening of the Panama canal is

creating considerable activity in gulf ports look-

ing toward educating the public to advantages
of the various ports as shipping points for the

gulf trade. The New Orleans Chamber of Com-
merce has recently issued a bulletin setting forth

New Orleans' advantages. In it are contained
excerpts from the report of Commissioner Her-
bert Knox Smith. The report contends that

New Orleans is one of the most important as
well as the most interesting harbors in the
country, particularly in its advanced terminal
facilities, its organization and its methods of

public administration. It is contended that New
Orleans is the natural metropolis of all this

southern country, and that its importance, both

R. S. HUDDLESTON. GENERAL MANAGER
OTIS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

in domestic and foreign trade, must steadily and
rapidly increase.

The exports from New Orleans during 1909
were valued at $144,981,000, and imports at

?45,713.000. In the year 1910, 1,060 vessels

cleared from New Orleans in the foreign trade

alone, representing a tonnage of 2,168,716. For
the fiscal year 1910, New Orleans' exports were
1140.376,000. and her imports «55,712,000.

The computation of the statistics for the eight

leading ports of the United States for the fiscal

year 1910 shows that New Orleans ranks third

in imports and exports, and fourth in number
of vessels and tonnage. New York and Boston

rank ahead of New Orleans in imports and ex-

ports, while New York, Boston and Philadelphia

are ahead of the southern metropolis in the

number of vessels and tonnage.

Forest Fires in North Carolina

The North Carolina Geological' & Economic

Survey has compiled statistics covering the forest

fires of 1910 and 1911, in which it is shown that

the destruction during 1911 was a little less

than the previous year, and is estimated at

$450,000, including damage to young growth.

There were 637 flres recorded which burned over

an area of 160.000 acres, a little less than one-

third of the area burned in 1910. Systematic

efforts, looking toward the control of forest

fires, have reduced the average area of each fire

from 667 acres in 1909 to 250 acres in 1911, but
it would appear that the average damage per
acre burned over is steadil.v increasing, it hav-
ing been sixty-six cents in 1900 and $2.80 in

1011.

Good Time Planned for. Memphis

Liunhermen

The entertainment committee has announced
that an annual picnic will be given under the

auspices of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis,
Saturday, June 29. It has been customary for

the club members to hare an annual outing to

which their friends were invited, but this year
the committee has provided something a little

different from the events of the past.

The steamer Pattona has been chartered and
will leave the foot of Monroe avenue at 9 a. m.,

returning about 9 p. m. It will be at the serv-

ice of the club throughout the entire day. All

of the members of the club are expected to pro-

vide basket lunches for themselves and their

guests. The luncheon is to be served on board
the boat.

Music will be supplied by a good orchestra

throughout the entire day, furnishing ample
opportunity for those desirous of dancing to do
so. The ladies will be given an opportunity of

playing bridge, if the.v so wish. Prizes will

be provided to make the game as attractive as

possible. The members of the club are requested

by the committee to bring their baseball para-

phernalia in order that there may be a game of

ball during the day. It is not specified whether
this will take place on the boat, in the water
or on land. The committee assures all those

who attend that good fishing will be provided,

and insists that all members bring fishing tackle

and bait.

The committee which has arranged the fore-

going program is composed of J. W. Dickson,

chairman. F. E. Stonebraker, W. A. Ransom,
S. C. Major and R. J. Lockwood.

New Tennessee Concern

The East Tennessee Lumber & Development
Company is the style of a new organization at

Pristol, Va.-Tenn. The new organization will

develop timber lauds in eastern Tennessee and is

capitalized at $300,000. The principals in the
new concern are C. L. Morris of Morristown,
Tenn., J. A. Smith of Bristol and C. J. King of

Pennsylvania. The exact location of the mill

has not yet been announced, but definite plans
for the exploitation of the company's timber are
already under way.

New Chicago Hardwood House

The newest acquisition to the Chicago trade

is the partnership of Osgood & Richardson. Both
the principals are well-known in local circles.

George B. Osgood for a number of years has
represented the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company of

Charleston, Miss., in the Chicago territory. A.

M. Richardson was formerly Chicago manager
for the VoUmar & Below Company of Marsh-
field, Wis.

The new organization will exclusively repre-

sent the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company in this

territory, and will also handle a large quantity

of northern hardwoods and western pine. In

addition it has hardwood mill connections in the

South at other points.

Mr. Osgood will specialize in the handling of

gum. which is one of the largest products of

the Lamb-Fish Luml)er Company's mill.

Osgood & Richardson are located at 943 Peo-

ples Gas building.

Quebracho 'Wood

The Forest Service has just issued a pamphlet

under the above caption treating of the import-

ance of Quebracho wood as a producer of valuable

tanning extract. This is a South American
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species, yielding an extract much used in the

United States for tanning high-grade leathers.

To all appearances the supply of Quebracho is

inexhaustible. It is claimed an average acre

will yield two tons of the wood.

The tree never grows in pure stands, but is

scattered through open forests of many species.

It usually attains a height of from fifty to

seventy feet, and a diameter of from two to four

feet.

The heart-wood of the tree is one of the hard-

est, heaviest and most durable woods known.

Highly tempered tools are required to work

even the green young wood. As an evidence of

weight, nine Quebracho ties of the size used in

Argentina, weigh a ton. The principal value of

the wood lies in its tannin.

Quebracho wood and extracts are the leading

exports of Argentina, and since the beginning of

the exportation of these commodities in 1888,

the trade into the United States has increased

steadily. In 1910 thirty-eight per cent of the

tannin material used in the United States was

from the Quebracho.

Aside from its use in the production of tannin,

the wood serves a useful purpose in making

cross ties, and a great many other articles in

which strength, toughness and durability are

required. In fact it is used for more purposes

than any other wood of Argentina.

Some Large Live Oak Trees

It is claimed that near Charleston, S. C.

stand the largest live oak trees in the world.

The largest of these has a circumference of 36

feet 6 inches, and a spread of crown of 126 feet.

The age of the tree is impossible to compute.

At the same place there is another tree 27

feet in circumference. Another tree in the same

state has a circumference of 25 feet and a

spread of 125 feet. These dimensions are jnuch

greater than the dimensions of the famous old

English oaks.

Forests of French Gaboon

In an article in the Timber Trades .lournal of

England, it is stated that Gaboon, of all the

French colonies, is the most favored as regards

forest growth. It contains a great variety of

• species, and has the advantage of having a quan-

tity of its wooded area in proximity to the

coast. If all this forest were exploited syste-

matically, one could keep within bounds by

felling the trees on an average of every fifty

years.

The exploitation of forests has not proceeded

with any great degree of system. The woods

most important, as far as exports are concerned,

are mahogany, redwood, okoume and ebony. The

total exports for 1010 aggregate 58,S44 tons.

There are common characteristics of the dif-

ferent groups of woods growing in Gaboon that

make them clearly definable. Most of them

have their veins running directly to the fibers

of the tree, clearly marked and decisive, darker

in the heart and varying from yellow to very

light pink, hut in some instances groups of fibers

are found running in the opposite direction.

Consequently special effort is required to polish

these woods. The wood is rarely figured, or has

any indication of design in it. They are gen-

erally tough but light.

Statistics from Nashville

It is authoritatively announced at Nashville,

Tcnn., that the capital and investment in the

Nashville lumber business aggregates .?4, 795.000,

and that Nashville concerns do an annual busi-

ness of 15.800 cars of lumber valued at $10,-

145,000. The approximate amount of lumber

on hand at present is 125,000,000 feet while the

annual amount handled in and out is 450,000,000

feet. Nashville factories consume about 100,-

000,000 feet of lumber. Its plants produce more
than the combined output of all factories south

of the Ohio river. Tennessee hardwoods form

the bulk of lumber consumed In the Nashville

market. This city handles practically the world's

supply of red cedar, and is one of the greatest

markets for chestnut. Thirty-flve per cent of

the area of Tennessee is still covered by forests

and this fact, combined with the excellent

facilities for rafting logs on the Cumberland
river, helps to give Nashville its prestige. It

is estimated that along the banks of the Cum-
berland there are still 1,570,000 acres of mer-

chantable timber running to oak, hickory, ash,

poplar, walnut, chestnut and cedar. The lum-

ber, stave and handle traffic into Nashville is

an important feature of the upper river steam-

boat business.

Wesley W. Whieldon

On May 31 Wesley W. Whieldon. promiuent
in hardwood circles, died at Huntington. W. Va

,

and was interred several days later at Fredonia,

Pa. Mr. Whieldon was fifty-three years old on

the day of his death.

The deceased had been prominently identified

with hardwood interests for a great many years.

He was connected with the Buffalo Hardwood
Lumber Compan.v. having built its sawmill at

Fitzhugh, Miss., about fifteen .vears ago. He
was vice-president of the Eureka Hardwood Lum-
ber Company at Beeton. Ark., in which concern

the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company is in-

terested. For the past four years he has been

general manager of the Dimension Lumber Com-
pany at Catlettsburg. Ky.

About ten years ago Mr. Whieldon was sur-

veyor general for the National Hardwood Lum-
ber Association. He was a man of high purpose,

and was held in high esteem by members of the

trade. He was an active church worker. He is

survived by his wife, a son seventeen years old

and a daughter fourteen years of age.

Eohert B. Wheeler

Robert B. Wheeler of R. B. Wheeler & Co.,

ime of the most respected and best known lum-

men of Philadelphia, Pa., died June 19 at his

residence in Wilmington, Del., after an illness

that has been more or less marked for a year.

His death will be keenly felt by every lumber-

in advertising in the form of a pocket comput-
ing table, calculating freight rates per thousand
feet on hardwood lumber of different thicknesses.

The table is composed of a cardboard sheet, con-

taining the freight rates and the weights per

thousand feet, which slides through a celluloid

cover with a slot along which are shown the

various thicknesses. In this way it is possible,

by sliding the scale, to tell the exact rate and
weight of various thicknesses of lumber. It is

an extremely clever computation, and one that

is of a decidedly useful character.

A Useful Institution

The latest catalogue of Wyman's School of

the Woods, a forestry school of practical pur-

pose, conducted at Munising, Mich., has just

been received. The catalogue gives in detail

the curriculum, and the opportunity for prac-

tical work afforded students of this school. It

is one of the few forestry schools in the country
combining with a thorough theoretical training,

sufficient practical work to adequately fit the

graduates for active service.

An Innovation in Flaners

The H. B. Smith Machine Company, Smith-
ville, N. J., has met with marked success in

marketing its bench hand planer and joiner No.

85-A. This machine is especially designed to

meet the . demand for small low-priced hand
planers or joiners, and can be relied upon to give

thoroughly satisfactory results on small work.
The general construction is of the usual high

character turned out by the Smith company, and
the machine contains a number of special fea-

tures of merit. The tables have a horizontal

movement to and from the cutter head for pro-

tecting cutters, besides a vertical adjustment for
depth of cut. ITie guide is provided similar to

the larger machines, tilting for beveled work,
and securely clamped in the required position.

The general character and special features of

the machine make it one which should be de-

cidedly advantageous to a concern doing this

Jass of work.

d
NO. 85—A BENCH HAND PLANER AND .TOINER MANUFAC-

TURED BY THE H. B. SMITH MACHINE COMPANY.
SMITHVILLE, N. J.

man who came in contact with him, as he was a
man, whom to know was to love. He was always
the kindly courteous and perfect gentleman. He
was sixty-two years old and is survived by a
widow and one son R. C. Wheeler. Both have
the heartfelt sympathy of the lumber trade
throughout the country.

Something Odd in Advertising

The Lamb-Fish Lumber Company of Charles-
ton, Miss., has Just Issued a distinct novelty

Meeting Memphis Lumbermen's Club

The Lumhernieu's Club of Memphis, at its

meeting Saturday, .Tune 15. transacted very
little business. The meeting was well attended,

there being about flft.v-five members and vis-

itors present. The usual luncheon was served.

F. P.. Robertson was in the chair.

Practically the only subject that came up for

consideration was that of joining the Memphis
Manufacturers' Association in the maintenance
of the traffic bureau established by the latter.
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Tlie Memphis Manufacturers" Association, a
short time ago. decided that it was necessary to

have a man to look after rate and other traffic

problems and empowered S>. B. Anderson and
J. M. Tuther to make the necessary arrange-
ments. This bureau is regarded as possibly
somewhat temporary in character, though this

will depend upon whether or not the Memphis
Freight Bureau, the Lumbermen's Club of Mem-
phis and the Memphis Manufacturers' Associa-
tion can' get together on the formation of a
permanent bureau to do this work. Negotia-
tions to this end have been under way for some
time among these three organizations. In the
meantime the bureau, which has already been
established, will look after rate and other sim-
ilar matters for the members of the Lumber-
men's Club and for those belonging to the Mem-
phis Manufacturers' Association.

Ttis was the last meeting of the summer

manufacturer of hemlock and hardwood, with
mills at Ohiotyle, Pa.. Kendall. Md.. Crellin. Md.,
and Alexander, W. Va.

Furniture Trade in Spain

Valencia is one of the most important '.enters
of Spain for the manufacture of chairs and mis-
cellaneous furniture. The present prospects for
the importation into this district of opera chairs
and chairs for other places of amusement are
not particularly encouraging. With the excep-
tion of trial samples of office furniture and bar-
ber's chairs, no furniture of any kind has been
imported into Valencia for eight years. It is a
fact that the gre.iter part of the lumber used
by furniture factories is imported, as is the bulk
ot the modern machinery employed. High tariff
on imported furniture effectively excludes foreign
competition.

A. LYNCH WARD. LYNCHBURG. VA., RE-
CENTLY ELECTED DIRECTOR OF
THE NATIONAL HARDWOOD

LUMBER ASSOCIATION.

season. Adjournment was taken until some time
nest fall. In the meantime, if there is any spe-

cial business demanding attention, the president
is empowered to call the members together.

A Deserved Promotion

G. M. Chambers, formerly manager of the
I'hiladelphia offices ot the Kendall Lumber Com-
pany of Pittsburgh, has recently been made
secretary and general sales manager of that com-
pany with headquarters at the Pittsburgh office.

Mr. Chambers is succeeded by his former assist-

ant, who becomes eastern representative with
offices in the North American building, Philadel-

phia. W. M. Chambers, a brother of F. M.
Chambers, is now manager of the company's
offices at Fairmont. W, Va,

G. M. Chambers, who by his affable manner
and keen business sense has won the reputation
of being one of the best salesmen in the East,
is from Maryland. He was born in 1885 in

Baltimore, and was educated in the public
schools of that city and in the McDonough Mili-

tary Academy. He began his business career
in the testing department of the Baltimore &
Ohio railroad of Baltimore, and in the course of
time became the lumber bu.ver for that company.
In 1905 he became associated with the Kendall
Lumber Company as assistant secretary and
when the company opened its Philadelphia office

October 1, 1910, he was made manager, in which
capacity he has served up to the present time.

The Kendall Lumber Company is an extensive

W. II. SILL. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. RECENT-
LY ELECTED DIRECTOR OF THE

NATION.\L HARDWOOD LUM-
BER ASSOCIATION.

American firms have introduced a few samples
of American styles into the Valencia district, but
instead of resulting in orders they simply gave
the local manutacturers an opportunity to acquire
American style, which they have done with
marked fidelity in form and appearance.

There are no importing merchants or jobbers
in foreign furniture in Valencia. It seems to be
taken for granted by the local trade that there
is no possibility of successful competition from
abroad.

Fire Protection Progressing
That the general movement in Wisconsin and

the entire state of Michigan looking toward the
elimination of forest fires is not only successful
in operation, but is attracting a great deal of
public attention is evidenced in an article in a
daily paper of Muuising, Mich. The article ap-
pears on the first page and is intended to an-
alyze the situation in that territory regarding
forest fires, and to show the workings ot the
Northern Forest Protective Association. The
latest move made by this association is to mount
its rangers, by which they are enabled to cover
a much larger territory much more frequently.

This association was the father of the forest

fire fighting movement in the North, and its ex-

cellent example has led to the formation of sim-
ilar organizations by the National Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association, and also an asso-

ciation of the same character at Quebec.
The primary object of these organizations is

to educate the public to the grave possibilities

of forest fires, and to get their co-operation in
keeping fires to the absolute minimum.

The question of fire prevention in forests is re-
sponsible tor a gathering of timber land owners
and sawmill operators of northern Wisconsin at
the Hotel Athern in Oshkosh on June 12. R. S.
Kellogg, secretary of the Northern Hemlock and
Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, was di-

rected to investigate the sentiment of tile Wis-
consin timber land and sawmill owners by mail,
and to be ready to report at a subsequent meet-
ing.

Discussion of the fire question brought out
the fact that ninety per cent of fires in Wiscon-
sin are due to either carelessness in handling
fires by settlers, or to sparks from locomotives.
There is a considerable diversity of opinion be-
tween lumbermen and the state forest depart-
ment. The canvass of the land owners present

EARL PALMER, PADUCAH, KY., RECENTLY
ELECTED DIRECTOR OF THE
NATIONAL HARDWOOD LUM-

BER ASSOCIATION.

showed that representatives of 450.000 acres of
timber land are willing to help- support the fire

fiatrol. It was agreed that the basis of assess-
ment should be the acreage held by each indi-
vidual of the compan.v.

An Omission
On account of not being able to secure photo-

graphs, Hakdwood Record was unable to print
in the last issue the three accompanying photo-
graphs of recently elected directors of the Na-
tional Hardwood Lumber Association. The three
gentlemen. A. Lynch Ward of Lynchburg. Va.,
W. H. Sill of Minneapolis. Minn., and Earl Pal-
mer of Paducah, Ky., are too well known in asso-

ciation affairs and to the trade at large to need
an introduction.

The Lumber La'w Review
The National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion has just issued the fourth edition of volume
1 of the pamphlet under the above caption. This
information is published monthly by the Na-
tional Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Corpora-
tion, and reviews rulings of courts of last re-

sort of every state in the Union where the opin-

ions handed down deal with lumber or wood
products. It also reviews the opinions of the
United States Supreme court and of courts of
minor jurisdiction in New York state.

The comment on a decision of the appellate
court ot Alabama referring to the sale of certain

timber is of Interest. It was held in the decision

that trees growing on land being a part of !he
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land can only te conveyed by an instrument

executed and witnessed in the form of a deed

as described by statute, and that contracts for

the sale of standing trees specifying the time in

which they must be removed, in general confer

no right to cut and remove trees after the time

lixed. But if the instrument actually conveys

the legal title to the treess, the grantee will be

allowed a reasonable time in which to remove

them.

It was shown that in another decision, bearing

on the acceptance of an order, a purchaser gave

a written order tor goods, and the seller on re-

ceiving jt executed it by shipping the goods. It

was held that the contract was mutually binding

although the order provided that it was not to

be binding unless it was signed by the parties

thereto, and there was no written acceptance

of the order by the seller.

To Install New Mill

It is reported from Crestmont, N. C. that the

Champion Lumber Company has just arranged

for the installation of a complete mw sawmill

outflt, including a double band mill, which will

add to the present capacity about 123,000 feet

dally. The company is erecting a mill of large

proportions to be fitted with regular band saws,

resaws, edgers, trimmers and every other mod-

ern contrivance known to the sawmill.

The Champion Lumber Company owns the

former property of the Pigeon River Lumber

Company, and is a concern subsidiary to the

Champion Fiber Company of Champion, N. C
one of the largest producers of wood pulp in the

world.

Cut and Shipments of Wisconsin

Tlie Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association has just issued a summary

of the cut and shipments of forty-seven Arms of

that association in May, 1912, compared to those

of May, 1911. The summary of the r.<port shows

that the cut of all hardwoods in May, 1911, was

28,644,000 feet and in May, 1912, 20,643,000

feet. Shipments, however, are very encouraging.

Shipments in hardwoods for May, 1911, aggre-

gated 13,077,000 feet and in May, 1912, 18,423,-

000 feet. The cut of hemlock during the two

months was practically the same, bi'iug 31,529,-

000 feet for May, 1911, and 31,629,000 feet for

May, 1912. On the other hand there was a

material increase in shipments. The total ship-

ments tor May. 1911, were 26.023,000 feet, and

41,590,000 feet for May, 1912. This represents

aggregate shipments during May of last year cf

39,100,000 and for Jlay this year 60,013,000. The

cut during May, 1911, of both hemlock and hard-

woods was 00,173,000 feet, and in May, 1912,

52,272,000.

The cut of ash showed a very material falling

off and a more marked increase in shipments

during the year. The cut of basswood decreased

by almost three-fourths and the shipments by

Blmost one-half. In birch there was a decrease

of almost 2,000,000 feet in cut and an equal

Increase in shipments. Elm showed a decided

Calling off in cut with a slight increase in ship-

ments. The cut of maple was maintained about

as last .year, while the shipments were almost

double. In oak the cut was about halt of May,

1911, while the shipments were about equal.

Summarizing, the report represents a sixty

per cent increase in hemlock shipments with

cut maintained, and a twenty-eight per cent de-

crease in hardwood cut. Hardwood shipments

Increased forty-one per cent while the total in-

crease in shipments was fifty-three per cent.

The total decrease in cut was thirteen per cent.

There are two pertinent facts established. While

undeniably, unfavorable weather and market con-

ditions account to an extent for the thirteen per

cent decrease in cut in this important lumber

district, It Is an equally undeniable fact that

each .year sees increasing cessations of opera-

tions because of exhausted timber supply. This

condition brings to mind the inevitable conclu-

Blon the time when lumbering in the North as

It is now conceived will be but a memory.

On the other hand just cause for optimism can
be seen in the fact that there was a fifty-three

ler cent increase in shipments, a fact that would
indicate a near approach to normal consumption
at present.

Opposes Reforestation

That there are two sides to the question of

the advisability of reforesting denuded areas,

under government or state supervision, is evi-

denced by occasional expressions of opinions by
practical men in opposition to that project. One
of the latest and most decided opposers of re-

forestation, as it is proposed to be put into

ffect in Wisconsin, is A. W. Brown of Rhlne-
lander, of the Brown Brothers Lumber Company
:ind a former congressman. Mr. Brown contends
that the area which it is proposed the state

control comprises 1,500,000 acres, and he asks

if it is reasonable to plant a crop there which
it will take a hundred years or more to mature,
and to turn this region back to the forests to

make a home for wild animals, and a playground
lor the idle rich of the cities.

Mr. Brown contends that the area will be

bought by the tax-pa.vers but, will pay no taxes .

that the policy will arrest the development of

tliat portion of the state and stop the growth
of every little village within its borders. He
contends further that no mill in northern Wis-
consin can escape the high cost of raw material

on account of that territory being withheld from
the market. The railroads will carry no freight

to or from the territory.

Mr. Brown's remarks are certainly worthy of

consideration, but the question is so broad that

no one man's opinion should govern it one way
or the other.

Independent vs. Combined Skidder and
Loader

The millman is frequently confronted with

the problem of how to get out the requisite

number of logs to keep his mill in constant

operation. The difficulty is to mninlaiu an
ecjual basis of operation between the skidder

and the loader. Some operators contemi tluit

this can he done with mrfre certainty when

skidder and loader are used separately and inde-

pendently.

By combining the skidder and loader in one
machine it is said to have a tendency to demor-
alize the working force in the woods, at times

leaving part of them idle. As a direct result,

the mill is apt to be tied up on account of lack

of logs. This is notably true when skidding

is difficult and the loading crew can not be kept

busy.

Under ordinary conditions a log loader will

handle about the same amount of timber each
day as long as the logs are piled at the sides

of the track. On the other hand, the skidder

is dependent entirely on the character of the

timber and its proximity to the track. With
liml>er located at the extreme limit of the haul

in rough country, the machine would probably
do a fourth as much work as under favorable

conditions.

When the skidder Is working to the maximum
capacity, it is usually capable of taking care of

more logs than the loading machine can handle.

As a consequence it is necessary to stop skid-

ding and let the crew loaf or put them to some
work that breaks up the organization. The
alternative is to leave the surplus beside the

track to be loaded later at increased cost.

A further disadvantage is that the combination
machine is entirely thrown out of use by an
accident to either end of the operation. In either

case the crews of both machines loaf, and the

mill Is liable to he tied up.

In operating an independent skidder and
loader, the utility of the skidding machine makes
it jiracticable to move frequently enough to skid

the logs to the track at the nearest point. Thus
liy using tlie skidder as an independent factor,

working constantly to the best advantage, it is

possible to keep the loader and both crews busy

constantly.

The question of the most advantageous type

(if machine has been pretty broadly discussed.

'Ilii're are definite advantages to be derived

from I lie combined skidder and loader, and the

millman contemplating investing in an outfit

would do well to consider the merits of each

type before purchasing.

CLYDE INDEPENDENT SKIDDER.
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Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

It is reported from the Cincinuatl oiEce of

the Hardwood JIanufacturers' Association of the

United States that Secretary Doster is maliing

a tour through the mills of the producing sec-

tions, studying conditions and accumulating in-

formation that will be of benefit to the associa-

tion membership.
The association reports a steady demand for

all hardwoods, with shipments getting back to

about normal since the return of good weather.

Reports from producing sections are very en-

couraging, and mills should be able to take care

of all business with a reasonable degree of

promptness.

The report of market conditions and prices

obtained during the past thirty da.ys is now be-

ing compiled by the association, and will soon be

forwarded to the membership.

A Book of the Woods

Hardwood REconD is in receipt of an unusual

publication from the office of James D. Lacey &
Co., the notable timber land factors. The book

is in pamphlet form, and is an excerpt from
the forthcoming work upon the wonders of the

western woods. H. D. Langille, coast manager
for James D. Lacey & Co., is the author of this

"hapter.

The pamphlet is written in an intelligent and
thoroughly interesting manner, and is profusely

illustrated with a great many engravings—some
in colors—of beautiful bits of scenery in that

remarkable country. It is a publication of ex-

treme merit, and if the chapter already on hand
is a criterion from which to judge the character

of the whole book, it will certainly be a publica-

tion worth having.

Imports and Exports, for April, 1912

Reports for April, 1912, show an increase in

the import value of wood and manufactures of

wood over April, 1911. The total value of this

type of imports during this month was $3,61S,-

000. There is a noticeable decrease in the value

of mahogany received in this country during the

month, the total for April, 1912, being $237,000.

The value of logs and round timber brought in

was $133,000, which is more than triple that

of April last year. The total value of pulpwood

received here was $293,000, while boards, planks,

deals and other sawed lumber, amounting in

value to $1,031,000. were imported from for-

eign countries. The total value of all wood
pulp received during the month was $9,048, a

very noticeable increase during the year.

A comparison of the export value of the same
commodities during April, 1911 and 1912, shows

a falling off of almost $600,000. The aggregate

value of wood and manufactures of wood this

year was $8,796,000. There is also a decrease

in the furniture export from $600,000 to $550,-

000. The box export stood about on an even

basis, while the export value of sash, doors

and blinds doubled. There was a very slight

falling off in the value of boards, planks, deals,

joists, scantling and other manufactured lum-

ber, the total for April, 1912, being $4,465,000.

The value of hewn timber shipped from the

United States during April was $1,142,000, a

decrease of about $50,000. There was also a

decrease in the shipment of logs and other round

timber of about $75,000, the aggregate last April

being $400,000.

Eeforestation on Pennsylvania System

The Pennsylvania Railroad has for ten years

been one of the strongest advocates of applied

forestry in the country, and during this period

of time has planted in the neighborhood of four

and a half million trees. For some time the

company has maintained a nursery at Morris-

ville. Pa., and during the past year shipped

from there over 500,000 trees for permanent

planting on the railroad right-of-way.

The nursery at Morrisville contains thirty-six

acres which are utilized to the fullest in the

production of forest species. Not only is the

company doing extensive work in reforesting its

property, but it is applying the rules of con-
servative forestry to its already wooded hold-

ings. At present about 1,500 acres are being
worked on a conservative basis, from which it is

expected to cut some 750,000 feet of lumber dur-

ing the year. The object in each case is to

maintain the tracts in a productive condition,

thus not only maintaining a constant source of

supply for ties and such material, but improv-
ing conditions regarding run off and floods.

The road last year produced about 215,000
bushels of charcoal. It also maintains treat-

ing plants, in which it can treat vast quan-
tities of ties and timbers.

'
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Unique Autograph

The accompanying unusual illustration is the

reproduction of an original design of J. V.

Hamilton, the walnut log man of Ft. Smith,

Kan. Mr. Hamilton has sent into Hahdwood
Record offices some of the most unique and
striking advertising copy which it has ever

had the pleasure of running. His ideas are not

only unique, but practical, and lack the ridicu-

lous feature which unusual copy of this type

sometimes betrays. The signature can be plain-

ly deciphered in the accompanying cut.

The American Lumher Industry

The 1912 report of the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association entitled "The American
Lumber Industry" has just been issued from the

offices of Manager Leonard Bronson. The book

is well bound and printed, and contains the

complete proceedings of the Cincinnati meeting

of that association. It contains the papers on forest

conservation, lumbermen in the wood using in-

dustries, workmen's compensation, fire hazard in

timber, the trust question, industrial co-opera-

tion, lumber prices and cut-over land develop-

ment. As usual the book is of a character to

render it a distinct acquisition to the library of

any one interested in the lumber business.

Miscellaneous Notes

The Index Piano Bench & Cabinet Company
has been incorporated with an authorized capital

of $10,000.

The Furst Lumber Company of Wilmington,

Del., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $100,000.

The M. L. Hudson Lumber Company recently

began the manufacture of tables and boxes at

Shreveport, La.

The plant of the King Lumber Company,
Peebles, O., was recently destroyed by fire entail-

ing a loss of $15,000.

The Wood-Drewett Lumber Company, Ltd.,

Winnfield, La., has been incorporated with an
authorized capital stock of $100,000.

The L. E. Campbell Lumber Company. Meri-

dian. Miss., announces that it has installed a

single eight-foot band mill in the Meridian plant.

Herbert E. Stiles associated with the lumber
trade in Grand Rapids. Mich., was married on
June S to Miss Anita Walker. The couple will

reside at Sparta, Mich.

Fire recently destroyed the pier, warehouse
and ice house of the Napoleon Cypress Company
of Napoleonville, La., entailing a loss estimated

at $10,000 partially covered by insurance.

The Hardwood Lumber & Manufacturing Com-
pany has been organized at Helena. Ark., with

$10,000 capital stock. The headquarters of this

concern are in Chicago, but it will operate in

Arkansas.

The Florence Lumber Company has been in-

corporated at Florence, Ala., with a capital stock

of $10,000. The incorporators are U. O. Redd,

R. C. Redd, John R. Tuthill and the Bear Creek

Lumber Company.

The Paxton Lumber Company of Bristol, Va.-

Tenn.. recently acquired a large tract of hard-

wood timber near Charleston, W. Va., and has

erected a modern mill near that city. The
capacity of the mill is approximately 25,000 feet

daily.

The Knox Lumber Company, Bronson, Tex.,

will develop 50.000 acres of timber land esti-

mated to contain 650,000,000 feet of timber.

The company will build a big saw and planing

mill, and has already begun the construction of

a thirty-six mile railway.

The D. B. Murphy Lumber Company is the

style of a new organization at London, Ky. The
Krm has a $50,000 capital and will engage in

the general lumber business, including the pur-

chase of timber land and the manufacture of

lumber, cross-tics and staves.

The Gate City Manufacturing Company is a

new concern that will commence business at

1108-12 Nicholas street, Omaha, Neb., about

July 1. The new company will manufacture high-

grade vehicle poles and patent truss rod sup-

porting surreys. This will give Omaha the only

pole factory in the West.

The Campbell Lumber Company, Inc., Scotts-

burg, Va., has been incorporated with a maxi-

mum capital of $25,000 ; minimum, $10,000, for

the purpose of doing a lumber business. The
officers of the new company are George Cawley,

president ; R. F. Miller, vice-president ; M. J.

Campbell, secretary and treasurer.

Kirk & McConnell of Bay Minette, Ala., have

recently purchased 4,000 acres of fine hardwood

timber near Latham, which they will cut up and

put on the market. They are at present con-

structing a mill on the river at Tensaw for

the purpose of turning out the timber, and will

endeavor to have it in operation by the end of

ninety days.

The Nahon Company, Manhattan, New York

City, N. Y., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $150,000 for the purpose of manufac-

turing and dealing in furniture, etc. The in-

corporators are Edward E. Nahon and Henry J.

Nahon of One Hundred and Forty-seventh street

and Convert avenue. New York City, and Wm. H.

Gay of Grand Rapids, Mich.

The J. W. Johnson Company of Lexington,

Ky., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $100,000 to deal in timl>er and real estate

and manufacture lumber, etc., in Quicksand,

Breathitt county, Ky. The incorporators are J.

W. Johnson and P. A. Rutledge of Lexington,

Ky., G. A. Koontz, M. A. Simms and E. E. Wil-

liams of Huntington, W. Va.
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The St. Clair Land & Lumber Company, with

office aud headquarters at Birmingham, Ala., is

one o£ the largest additions to the hardwood
trade in the South. It plans to erect a mill near
Stuart, Ala., and to cut logs from timber tracts

owned by the company, containing approximately
12,000,000 feet of standing timber. The mill

will have a daily capacity of 35,000 feet.

The New plant of the Grand Rapids Lumber
Company, Grand Kapids, Mich., is now in opera-

tion, although there is still considerable machin-
ery to be installed. The building is 192x102
feet, two stories in height, of mill construction

and fenestra walls. The power plant is in a

separate building. Electric power is used and
each machine is driven by an individual motor.

It is announced from Ashland, Ky., that C.

M. Crawford and L. Isaacson of the Yellow Pop-
lar Lumber Company, located at Coal Groye, O..

have purchased the controlling interest in that

concern from Mrs. E. R. Gordon. It is reported
that the amount involved was $500,000. The
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company has always been
a notable specialist in the manufacture of poplar,

but has recently entered heavily into oak man-
ufacture.

The Burge Manufacturing Company has re-

cently been organized at Houston, Tex., for the
purpose of manufacturing show cases, high-

class fixtures for bant^s, hotels, etc., and a
specialty will also be made of hardwood interior

finishing for business buildings and residences.

The new concern has procured a factory site and
a splendid factory building, and is now installing

a great deal of up-to-date machinery. It expects

to begin operations within thirty days. The of-

ficers of the company are R. A. Burge, president

and general manager ; C. H. Myers, vice-presi-

dent ; C. D. Woodburn, secretary-treasurer, and
O. H. Hebbeln, superintendent.
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Hardwood 'News Notes

CHICAGO

The first year bools of the Lumbermen's Club
of Chicago has just been issued to members. The
book contains the usual information contained in

a year book, and is attractively gotten up and
bound in blue, with the insignia of the club

p'rinted in colors on the cover. The charter of

the club, its by-laws, officers and committees
are printed in full, as well as a full list of the

resident and non-resident membership.

It was announced in Hardwood Record of last

Issue that H. S. Sackett formerly in charge of

the Chicago office of the Forest Service had
Just taken charge of the Chicago office of the

Munson-Wliitakcr Company, forester. New York,
N. Y. The firm has just issued a card of an-

nouncement to this effect, which it has dis-

tributed to the trade at large.

As Hardwood Record goes to press the Lum-
bermen's Golf Association of Chicago is getting
ready for its annual meeting at the Beverly
Country Club links near Chicago. The associa-

tion is supported by some of the most eminent
members of the local trade, and is one of the
most successful organizations of lumbermen in

the city. Results of the various matches will be
published in the next issue.

F. J. Kuny of the Williamson-Kuny Mill &
Lumber Company, Alound City, 111., has been
spending several weeks in Chicago on a busi-

ness and pleasure trip. Mr. Kuny states that
the interests of his concern are in good shape,
and that it is well sold up on practically all of

its stock.

F. A. Dlggins, Cadillac. Mich., ex-president of

the National Hardwood Lumber Association, was
a Chicago visitor to the National Republican
Convention.

E. A. Swain of the Swaln-Karmire Lumber
Company, Shelbyville, Ind., has been in the city

for some little time, taking in what lie could
of the republican convention.

R. S. Huddliston, general manager of the
Otis Manufacturing Company of New Orleans,
was recently in the city for several days strictly

on a business trip.

U. S. Kpperson. the widely known insurance
man of Kansas City, spent the last two weeks
in Chicago, whore he is combining business with
what pleasure can be derived in the turmoil and
crush of the republican convention.

Max L. Sondheimer of the E. Sondheimer Com-
pany, Mempliis, Tenn., has been iu town for
several days and registered his application for

membership at the Chicago Lumbermen's Club.

J. M. Prltchard of Memphis was one of Chi-

cago's recent prominent visitors.

John Whitesides, a commission man in hard-
woods and Pacific coast stock, with headquarters
in Little Rock, Ark., spent several days of last

week in Chicago. While in town he entered his

application tor membership to the local lum-
bermen's club.

C. H. Weidman of Mason. Wis., spent a few
days of last week in the city.

J. P. Attley of the Ross-.\ttley Lumber Com-
pany of Heth, Ark., was in town for several

days recently conferring with J. M. Attley of the
local office.

It is announced that the Paepcke-Leicht Lum-
ber Company of Chicago has increased its capital

stock to SI.250,000. No details of the Increase

are available.

One of Chicago's most prominent visitors of

late was W. H. Greble of the Three States Lum-
ber Company of Memphis, Tenn.

Secretary E, E. Hooper of the Lumbermen's
Association of Chicago, has announced that the
formal opening of the new quarters of the asso-

ciation in the Stock Exchange building will

occur on Thursday. June 27. Mr. Hooper also

announces that the annual picnic will occur
about July 10.

David Wolf of the Wolf-Lockwood Lumber
Company of Grand Rapids, Mich., was in town
in attendance at the National Republican Con-
vention.

The Hon. J, B. White of Kansas City, Mo., was
one of the most distinguished visitors locally

during last week.

G. W. Jones of the G. W. Jones Lumber Com-
pany, Appleton, Wis., recently passed through
Chicago on his way to the Arkansas mills of

that concern.

S. K. Anderson, president of Anderson-Tully
Company. Memphis. Tenn., was in Chicago on
business a few days last week.
A novel announcement of the coming meeting

of the National Commissarj' Managers' Associa-

tion was received at Hardwood Record offices

recently. The association will meet August 20,

21 and 22 at the Sinton hotel. Cincinnati. Those
interested in the association will need no de-

tailed description of the notice, as they probably
have already been startled by the character of

the letter.

H. C. Walker, known by the trade as "Bird's-

Eye" Walker of the Walker Veneer & Panel
Works, Chicago, is spending a couple of months
at Long Lake. Mich., with his family.

NEW YORK

Battery place, City, recently. The firm is com-
posed of Gouverneur E. Smith, George J. Ditt-

mar and S. D. Walker. The petition alleges the
firm is insolvent and has made preferential pay-
ments. Lindsay Russell has been appointed re-

ceiver with bond of $40,000. It is stated that
the liabilities are about $275,000 and the assets

$75,000.

The court has dismissed the petition in bank-
ruptcy filed in December, last, against James A.

Noone, wholesaler of hardwoods, 99 Nassau
street. City, on the consent of the creditors. Mr.
Noone denied insolvency.

The old established house of F. L. & A. Heid-
ritter, wholesalers and retailers of Elizabeth, N.

J., have incorporated under the style of the

Beidritter Lumber Company to succeed the old

house along the same lines. The officers are: A.

Heidritter, president ; II. E. Wolff, vice-presi-

dent ; F. O. Walter secretary and treasurer

:

F. R. Wallace, manager, and A. LT. Poppeuga,
superintendent.

The large mill and lumber yards of A. W.
Booth & Bro., of Bayonne, N. J., were completely

destroyed by fire June 9, entailing a loss of

$200,000. fully insured.

Hazard, Hillman & Harris, Inc., have closed

their local selling office at 90 West street, and
have located the same at their Perth Amboy, N.

J., mills and yards.

Plans are fast maturing for the annual outing

of the Building Material Men's Association of

Westchester county. New Jersey, comprising a

majority of the lumber and building material

firms of that county. The outing will be held on
July 21 and will include a trip by boat from
Tarrytown up the Hudson to Newburgh for din-

ner, thence to West Point, and home by moon-
light. A large attendance and big time is

anticipated.

W. L. Willich, doing business as the C. & W.
Lumber Company, wholesale hardwoods, 18

Broadway, has made an assignment to Louis H.
Strouse. The company was formed in April,

1906. The statement as of Jan. 1, 1911, showed
assets to be $30,000, and liabilities of $11,000.

Henry Cape, the popular wholesale lumber-
man of 1 Madison avenue, was severely burned
on June 8 while attempting to save the cook at

his residence, Stamford, Conn. The cook died

at the hospital later in the day from her In-

juries. Mr. Cape is recovering and will soon be

about his duties again.

BUFFALO

The BufEalo Lumber Exchange gave its first

summer outing at Cascade park, June 18. The
trip of 40 miles was made in automobiles there

being over twenty machines in use. Two ball

games were flanked by two generous meals, set

forth by the exchange's own caterer, which
kept everybody busy and good natured. Capt.

John F. Knox won the first game by bis

thirteenth run and the other was a tie.

J. B. Wall left for Memphis on the night after

the lumber picnic, June IS, to look after the
interests of the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Com-
I^any there. He will go on to New Orleans be-

fore he returns.

O. E. Yeager is adding quite extensively to

the appearance and usefulness of his office In

making the repairs called for in refitting it

afler the recent fire that came near wiping it

out.

Fire in the yard of 'Taylor & Crate during
the early morning of June 16 did a large

amount of damage. The loss is estimated at
approximately $50,000.

PHILADELPHIA

Some surprise was expressed in the trade at

the petition in bankruptcy filed against Gouver-
neur IC. Smith & Co., wholesale hardwoods, 17

.1. Gibson Mcllvain & Co., recently acquired
I'ier 11, north wharves, with a large yard space
from which the trade in the northern and eastern

sections of the city will be served.

Charles K. Parry & Co. have removed to 1431
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Land Title buiiding, where they will have better
accommodations for handling their business.

John H. Schofleld o( Schoflfld Bros., makes no
complaint of reduced trading. He reports things
running along in good style.

Joseph W. Dunwoody. a popular Philadelphia
lumberman, is now associated with Howes &
liussell.

John \V. Coles recently made a tour of the
lumber camps in Georgia, Alabama and Florida.
He reports stocks much depleted and shipments
precarious.

William P. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer &
Son. talks rationally of conditions. He says
things are moving smoothly and that the outlook
is favorable.

W. R. Taylor of the W. R. Taylor Lumber
Company, reports an advance in trading during
the last fortnight, and is hopeful of a fair sum-
mer business.

Thi' Lumbermen's Exchange of Philadelphia
held its regular monthly meeting June 6. Wil-
liam T. Betts, president, presided. Routine
business only was transacted. The yearly re-

quest to members to close their yards at noon
on Saturdays during June, July, August and
September, was made and as usual granted, after

which the meeting adjourned until September.
Fire destroyed F. R. Himmelberger's carriage

works at West Reading Pa., together with seven
dwellings June 17, entailing a lo.ss of $100,000.

BOSTON

The new plant of the Standard Veneer Com-
pany, Stockholm. Me., has been completed. This
new mill is considerably larger than the old

plant of the company.
Alfred R. Brewer of the Hartford Lumber

Company, Hartford, Conn., has purchased the
business of Charles Coburn, East Hartford, and
will conduct it under the name of A. R. Brewer
& Co.

The M. A. Cairns Wood-Working Company,
East Hartford, Conn., has started the erection

of a three story brick and concrete factory. 4ox
yo feet. This is being erected on the site of

the old plant which was destroyed by fire a few
weeks ago. When completed the company will

have larger quarters which will be equipped with
the latest improved machinery. The first floor

of the new factory will be used as a trimming
room, the second floor for cabinet work and the

third floor for storage.

Clarence A. Arnold, president and treasurer of

the Broad Brook Lumber Company, Broad Brook.

Conn., died in Hartford, Conn., June 4 after a

long illness. He is survived by a wife and
nine children.

The Monarch Lumber Company has been in-

corporated in Augusta. Me., with a capital stock

of $6,000,000. R. S. Buzzell of Augusta is presi-

dent and L. J. Coleman of the same city is treas-

urer. Other incorporators are W. L. Odlin, E.

C. Butterfleld. R. L. Walters, C. L. Bouldln and
E. S. McCord.
The Smith & Bent Company, recently incor-

porated in Xew Haven. Conn., will conduct a

strictly wholesale lumber business. J. Gibb
Smith is president and treasurer, and William

E. Bent secretary of the company.

BALTIMORE

Announcements have been sent out to the

trade by John M. D. Heald, surviving partner

of Price & Heald, that he will continue the busi-

nes.s under the old firm name without change in

methods, and that all obligations will be assumed
by him. It is very gratifying to the hardwood
men generally that the old name will thus be

retained in the list of active firms. The oflices

will be continued in the Knickerbocker build-

ing and the old force will be kept at work.

Richard Cromwell. Jr., president of the La-

fayette Mill & Lumber Company, conducting a

yard at Lafayette avenue and the Pennsylvania
railroad, died June 11 at the Maryland Uni-
versity hospital, where he was operated upon
five weeks before. Mr. Cromwell was forty-eight
years old and a son of the late Richard Cromwell,
for many years president of the Mount Vernon
Cotton Duck Company. He formed the Lafayette
Mill & Lumber Company years ago and had
been at the head of it ever since, being also
interested in other enterprises. He has been
succeeded as president by his brother, C. H.
Cromwell.

William F. Sippel, vice-president of the Reinle-
Salmon Company, show case and office fixture
manufacturer of Baltimore, was married on June
4 to Miss Marie Alice Parker of Washington. The
happy couple have taken up their residence at
2420 Callow avenue, this city.

C. E. Williamson, who has been lor years
with Thomas Hughes, and who was before that
with Carter. Hughes & Co., and also with the
Iron Mountain Lumber Company, has become
a member of the selling staff of Richard P.
Baer & Co. Mr. Williamson will continue to
cover Ohio and adjacent territory, making his
headquarters at Columbus, O.

The improvement in the situation -with re-

spect to the stevedores' strike here, which for
a time tied up shipping and caused a large
accumulation of stocks intended for export, is

indicated by the fact that the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad Company has resumed issuing through
bills-of-lading. For a time no such documents
were issued b.v the railroad company because of

the impossibility of determining when a ship-
ment would go forward.

COLUMBUS

The plant of the defunct Standard Mill-Work
Company of Norwood, O., which was bid in re-

cently at receivers sale by Judge Ferris for

.$90,000 has been taken over by a new corpora-
tion which was incorporated under the laws
of Ohio with an authorized capital of $100,000.
The new concern is the Norwood Sash & Door
Company and the incorporators are Malcolm
McAvoy, Henry L. Stern, F. M. Riggs, Howard
Ferris and John C. Healy. The company will

manufacture all kinds of doors and sashes and
do a general mill-work trade.

Building activity in Columbus continues to

show upward strides according to a recent re-

port of the city building inspector. For the
month of May there were buildings valued at

$507,000 projected compared with $437,000 for

May of 1911. From Jan. 1 to June 1 the total

value of buildings projected was $2,022,000 as
compared with $1,626,000 for the corresponding
period in 1911. This is a gain of twenty-four
per cent.

The Cleveland Hardwood Floor Company of

Cleveland, O.. has been incorporated with a
capital of $10,000 by Charles Savage, Alfred
Safran, Rose Fink, A. L. McGannon and John
J. Luttner.

The American Wood Shredding Company of

Akron, O., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $5,000 to do wood shredding and to

manufacture pulp and wooden articles. The in-

corporators are Albert Myers, Frank W. Klinger,

Ray R. Xeal. William Neal and J. T. Wellock.

The Youngstown Hardwood Floor Company of

Toungstown, O., has been incorporated with a
capital of $50,000 to manufacture and lay hard-
wood flooring. The incorporators are George J.

Harrison, Alex F. Dolwick, John J. Dolwick,
ilartha Dolwick and George J. Carew.
The Rowe & Giles Lumber Company of Cha-

grin Falls, O.. has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $30,000 to wholesale and re-

tail lumber. The incorporators are George F.

Rowe, Charles II. Giles, John W. Cat^r, Willis

Ames and L. L. Patterson.

R. W. Horton, sales manager for the central

division for the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company
says that trade in all hardwoods is active with

a good demand. Prices all along the list are

ruling firm.

L. B. Schneider, sales manager for the John
R. Gobey Lumber Company reports a good de-

mand for all hardwoods with prices ruling firm

in every particular. He predicts an active

market for the remainder of the season.

CINCINNATI

As Hardwood Record goes to press the Lum-
bermen's Club of Cincinnati, is holding its an-

nual outing at Coney Island. The entertain-

ment committee has arranged several special

features, details of which will be given in the

next issue.

T. J. White, formerly representative of Bennett
& Witte at Moline, 111., but recently connected

with the Cincinnati office as local salesman, has
been promoted to the charge of Bennett &
Witte's office at Memphis. Tenn.

Harry Freiberg, manager ol the Freiberg

Lumber Company, says that business is not

all that it should be. This company just re-

ceived 160 carloads of Mexican mahogany tim-

ber, which it will manufacture into lumber and
veneer flitches. The company is erecting a large

three-story concrete warehouse, where it will

keep a large stock of veneer on hand.

B. F. Dulweber has built a new garage in

addition to his office and stables at the main
yard. Mr. Dulweber is an enthusiastic motor-

ist. He attended the Stanley avenue hill-climb.

and was one of the most enthusiastic present.

J. Watt Graham of the Graham Lumber Com-
pany says that the hardwood business is not
what it should be. Fred Duling who represents

the Graham Lumber Company on the road, left

last Friday to spend a week in the South.

TOLEDO

Leander Bloker of I.indsey, O., died at his

home in that city a few days ago, aged sixty-

three years. He leaves a wife and three sons,

one of whom, Calvin L. Bloker, has recently

taken a half interest in the sawmill and lum-

ber yard operated for years by the deceased.

The Yaryan Naval Stores Company expect

to issue $420,000 in new preferred stock on
June 29. The new issue is designed to cover

the expense of additions to the plant and timber

lands of the concern.

The Big Four Hardwood Company, which
manufactures piano cases and table tops, re-

ports business good, an especially strong call

for these lines coming from the East. "Good
dry stocks are hard to get and stiff in price,"

said Manager Roberts. Poplar and oak are both

ruling strong.

The Manufacturers' and Merchants' Board of

the Chamber of Commerce have just completed

a "let's-be-friends" trip through Michigan cities

and towns. There was no taking of orders

on this trip it being purely a social affair. The
Toledo "boosters" in the party were royally en-

tertained at the various cities where stops were
made. The Toledo board has been making these

trips at stated intervals for the past two years,

and has found them a great success as business

getters.

INDIANAPOLIS

The Tolleston Lumber Company, Gar.v, Ind.,

has increased its capital stock to $50,000.

A dry-kiln of the plant of the Adams Head-
ing Company, Decatur. Ind., was recently de-

stroyed by fire, entailing a loss of $5,000.

Twenty-two modern dwellings, to cost $2,000
each, are being built by the Central States

Lumber Company and Southern Lumber Com-
pany in Northern avenue. These companies will

build one hundred dwellings this season to be

sold ou the payment plan.
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Smoke consumers are being installed by the

National Veneer & Lumber Company at Its plant

at West Michigan street and the belt railroad

tracks.

H. H. Nelson, W. B. Timberlake and 0. A.

Timberlake have organized the Standard Cart

Company at Aurora to manufacture carts and

other vehicles. The company has been incor-

porated with an authorized capitalization of

$10,000.

A long lease has been taken by the Hender-

son Motor Car Company on the plant of the

National Casket Company. The latter company
will erect at once a plant nearer the central

part of the city.

F. M. Bachmann of the F. M. Bachmann Com-
pany, veneer and hardwood manufacturer, has

been named on the board of managers of the

Commercial Club which will look after the ar-

rangements tor the National Conservation Con-

gress to be held here in October.

Tight cooperage will be manufactured by the

newly organized Petersburg Cooperage Company
at Petersburg, the principal stockholders and
directors o£ which are E. B. Morgan, P. M.

Cummings and I. H. Kerns.

EVANSVILLE

The members of the Evansville Lumbermen's

Club held their annual outing at Keubler's

Garden, Newburg. Ind., on Tuesday, June 11.

Members and their wives and sweethearts met

at the traction station at 6 :00 o'clock where a

special car was awaiting them. After the run

to Newburg, they were met by Host Keubler and

conducted to the garden made famous by the

quality of eats and wine served there. The ban-

quet was enjoyed by all. President MacLaren
acted as toastmaster and introduced Senator

W. B. Carleton, Elmer Luhring. Bena Young.

Daniel Wcrtz. W. W. Halloran, Claude Maley and

J. H. Moeller, all of whom responded at a lively

rate. After the speech making music and danc-

ing was indulged in until a late hour.

Maley & Wertz have started their South

Evansville mill with a large stock of logs on

hand. This mill is one of the largest in this

section, and was formerly owned and operated

by the Henry Maley Lumber Company.
F. L. Donnell, who travels in the Central

states in the interest of Young & Cutsinger,

was in the city last week, and says the out-

look is encouraging for business.

The plant of the Evansville Store & Fixture

Company has been put in operation by the In-

ternational Steel & Iron Construction Company,
who will manufacture store fixtures, office and

bank fixtures, as well as general mill-work.

Most of the local mills are about through

taking inventory, and report their stock de-

crea.sed considerably. Their productions for the

past six months have been about sixty per cent

of normal, while shipments have been a little

above normal.

MEMPHIS

There has been some rain in the Memphis
territory during the past fortnight but the pre-

cipitation has not been excessive and has in-

terfered in a limited way only with work in

the woods. There is more timber in sight right

now than at any time since the recent flood

made its appearance. For sometime it was
necessary for the owners of timber lands to

confine their logging operations to uplands and
ridges but the water has now receded from the

lowlands and some work is in progress In the

bottoms. It can not be said that conditions

have yet returned to normal, so far as the

St. Francis basis is concerned, but it is antici-

pated that satisfactory progress can be made
In getting out timber at a very early date.

Owning to the fact that the timber supply has
been larger and more regular, the amount of

hardwood lumber produced in Memphis and the

Memphis territory during the past fortnight

is larger than for any period since the latter

part of March. All of the mills in Memphis
which were interfered with by the high water,

either directly or indirectly, have resumed opera-

tions and the same is true of practically all of

those throughout the Memphis territory.

Exporters are confronted with a rather serious

situation in respect to the threatened advance
in ocean freight rates. This advance is to be-

come effective at an early date. Some of the

exporters here are doing everything they can

to get their contracts filled before the advance
becomes effective because it is of such propor-

tions as to practically eliminate all profits in

such engagements. This advance will take place

from all of the southern ports. Exporters have
had very rough sailing during the past few
months. Last winter it was almost impossible

for them to secure ocean freight room and now
they are confronted with an advance in rates

which is calculated to make it more difficult

for them to do business.

The Chickasaw Cooperage Company is prepar-

ing to materially expand. It has a large plant

at Front and S.vcamore streets for the manufac-
ture of tight cooperage stock and finished bar-

rels. It has more recently bought a tract of

fourteen acres at Binghampton and will put
up a plant there which will have a capacity of

2.500 barrels per day of ten hours. In addition

to operating two plants at Memphis, the Chick-

asaw Cooperage Company will also continue

the operation of the plant at Gretna, La. The
decision of the Chickasaw Cooperage Company
to establish a new plant at Memphis in the

face of the damage done to its holdings by the

recent flood is accepted as positive proof of the

very great faith of this firm in the future of

Memphis.

Surveys are being made for another belt line.

It is planned to run this further east of the

city. However, it is to come back through the

milling district of both north and south Mem-
phis and is to serve the lumber and wood-work-
iug firms in this city and immediate section.

It is backed b.v the Frisco and Kock Island

systems and the South Memphis Terminal &
Warehouse Company.

The Memphis delegates to the National Hard-
wood Lumber Association have all returned to

this city. They went to Chicago intent on secur-

ing certain changes in the inspection rules of

the association but since the return they have
declared themselves as entirely satisfied with

what was done. They said that they regarded

this meeting as one of the most successful in

the history of the association and certainly as

one of the most enjoyable they had ever at-

tended.

Lumbermen here arc very much interested

in the announcement from Washington that the

Interstate Commerce Commission, on its own
initiative, has decided to make an investigation

of yellow pine and hardwood rates on the Rock
Island and Illinois Central, as well as about
twenty-five other trunk lines operating in the

West and Southwest. The commission says

that, owing to the discontinuance by trunk lines

of the allowances to tap lines, the former are

enjoying materially larger revenues from the

lumber trafDc than heretofore. The commis-

sion apparently regards some readjustment, fol-

lowing the withdrawal of tap line privileges, as

in order and the investigation is intended to

reach a basis for such adjustment. Lumber in-

terests here are not being called upon for in-

formation In connection with this subject but

several prominent firms here were unfavorably

aCfected by the decision in the tap line cases

and Memphis lumbermen will doubtless be

pleased to make any contribution they can in

the direction of solving the problem which the

commission is about to take up.

George C. Love, commissioner of streets and
bridges, is making an effort to have plans form-

ulated for a more comprehensive system of

levees in North Memphis. He is in touch with
several engineers who are working on the sub-

ject. The inadequate levee system in North
Memphis resulted during the recent high water
in yery serious damage to lumber and wood-
working enterprises, and lumbermen are very
much interested in the proposition looking to

a better system for the protection of their hold-

ings. Mr. Love hopes to have everything in

satisfactory shape before high water is again
experienced.

Thomas J. White has succeeded A. G. Fritchey

as manager of the affairs of Bennett & Witte,

at this point. He came to Memphis from Cin-

cinuati where he has been traveling recently

tor Bennett & Witte, with headquarters at that

point. He has already moved his family to

Memphis and will reside in this city. He has a

wide experience in both the buying and selling

of hardwood lumber. He says the situation and
outlook are quite satisfactory.

NASHVILLE

The East Tennessee Lumber & Development
Company has been incorporated at Morrlstown
with a capital stock of $300,000. Charles L.

Morris is president of the new company. Two
hundred fifty thousand dollars will be spent in

developing 7,000 acres of timber land in Greene
and Hawkins counties. Mills will be erected and
a branch railroad built.

The river mill of John B. Ransom & Co. has
been overhauled and work will be begun at once
on 3,000,000 feet of hardwood logs recently

received from the upper Cumberland river sec-

lion.

The Bonner Manufacturing Company has been

organized here with a capital stock of $100,000.

T. F. Bonner, former manager of the Standard
Furniture Company of this city, is president and
general manager of the new concern. The
company has secured a good site in the western

section of the city with buildings for its plant.

Joseph Frank, F. C. Guthrie. F. G. Fife, Harvey
Neal. T. G. Garrett, Dan McGugin, F. H. Yost
and F. K. Houston, all prominent in business

here, are associated with Mr. Bonner in the en-

terprise.

The plant in East Nashville of the F. & O.

Cedar Works was destroyed by fire of unknown
(rrigin recently entailing a loss of about $15,000

partially covered by insurance.. The company
had a smaller stock than usual on hand which
fact reduced the loss considerabl.v.

The pencil slab factory at Decatur, Ala., on
the Tennessee river, one of the largest plants

of the kind in that section, was destroyed by
lire recently entailing a loss of several thousand

dollars, partially insured. At this plant were

cut large quantities of red cedar slabs for ship-

ment to Germany.
T. A. Washington of the firm of Hunt, Wash-

ington & Smith, will be the official representative

of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club in Louisville

July 17 when Interstate Commerce Commissioner
McChord will hear the mlllingin-transit case in

which local members of the trade are deeply

concerned. The matter will, it is expected, be

thoroughly threshed out. Hamilton Love of

Love, Boyd & Co., president of the Nashville

Lumbermen's Club, A. B. Ransom of John B.

Hansom & Co., and possibly others, are also ex-

pected to represent local interests at this hear-

ing.

LOUISVILLE

Barry Norman of the Norman Lumber Com-
pany, and R. F. Smith of the Ohio River Saw
Mill Compan.v, were recent speakers before the

Louisville Hardwood Club. Both discused forest

(opics principally, Mr. Norman basing his re-

marks on government statistics as to the de-

crease in the timber supply, and Mr. Smith de-
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voting his attenlion to the present distribution

of liardwoods. Otliers wlio will spealv in the
near future are Harry J. Gates of the Louisville

Point Lumber Company : Stuart R. Cecil of the

Booker-Cecil Company, and Everett Playnes of

the Mengel Box Company,
The sawmill of the Louisville Point Lumber

Company has been running at night. The com-
pany is cutting up a lot of fine poplar logs

brought down from the Big Sandy country. Ed
Shippen, president of the company, has just in-

vested $20,000 in a handsome country place on
the Brownsboro road.

The sawmill of the Norman Lumber Com-
pany at Holly Ridge. La., has been put in opera-

tion again, and the effects of the recent flood

are being rapidly dissipated. The sawmill of

the Mengel Box Company at Rayville, La., Is

also in operation, conditions being close to

normal, though of course some difficulty is still

being experienced in handling logs.

The sawmill of C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company
is running day and night just now, the demand
for mahogany lumber having held up to such a

point that increased production was necessary.

Wagon manufacturers have announced through
their national association that owing to the
high price of hardwood lumber, an advance in

the price of wagons will be made effective next
fall. The wagon men are looking for a better

trade than the.v have experienced for several

years.

Improvements arc to be made in the baseball

factory of the J. F. Hillerich & Son Company of

Louisville, which is a large consumer of ash.

An addition to the factory and a warehouse will

be erected.

The Washington Mining & Manufacturing
Company of Peak's Ferr.v, Ky., is being liqui-

dated, and a final settlement of the claims

against it will be made in the near future. The
company operated a large sawmill near Carlisle.

Ky

MILWAUKEE

Timber land owners of northern Wisconsin
met at Oshkosh to take steps for the formation
of a forest fire protective association. Although
the state has a s.vstem to prevent fires, the

owners think it is unsatisfactory for private

land and are inaugurating a system to be de-

cided on by a committee.

The log drive of the Peshtigo Lumber Com-
pany has landed at the company's pond at

Peshtigo from Lake Nocquebay. Four million

feet of timber were brought. This will prob-

ably be the last large drive from that region,

as the company has cut nearly all its timber

there.

Fire recently destroyed the planing mill of

the Johnson Creek Lumber Company at Knowl-
ton. There was but little insurance and the

company suffers a large loss. As there is a

large amount of lumber and a sawmill at that

place, the planing mill will undoubtedly be re-

built.

The C. II. Schultz sawmill at Johnsville was
sold under the sheriff's hammer to satisfy a
mortgage held against the property by Fred
Boedecker of Herman, Henry S. Luhman, Post-

ville, la., holder of a second mortgage on the

same property, purchased it for $3,000.

Charles Wesley Davis, pioneer lumberman and
manufacturer, former state senator, and former
mayor of Oshkosh, died recently at bis home
in Oshkosh at the age of eighty-five years. He
is survived by two daughters.

James Dought.v, pioneer lumberman of Osh-

kosh, passed away in that city June 16 at the

age of eighty years. With his brother, he was
for many years a dominant figure in the lum-

bering industry of northern Wisconsin, He was
also at one time interested in the Oshkosh
Furniture Company, but practically retired in

1901, Besides his widow, a son and a daugnter
survive him.

Operations have been resumed at the Wright
s.awmill at Marinette where the present supply
of timber will be cut, after which the mill will

be sold or dismantled.

The Krone & Van Auken Lumber Company
has been organized in Milwaukee by George
M. Krone and D, L. Van Auken to carry on a
general wholesale lumber business in yellow
pine, Louisiana red cypress and western lum-
ber lines. The Butterfield Lumber Company of

Norfield, Miss., and several other concerns will

be represented by the new compan.v. Offices

will be opened at 913-914 Pabst building and
the new concern will be ready for business by
July 1. Mr, Krone has been engaged in the
wholesale lumber business in Milwaukee for
three years. Mr. Van Auken. a son of one of

the members of the Bliss & Van Auken Lumber
Company of Saginaw, Mich., has been represent-
ing the Pacific Lumber Company in southern
Wisconsin and northern Illinois for the past
year.

ST. LOUIS

The Lumbermen's Club had a noon-day lunch-
eon last week instead of a night meeting. The
number of members present was not as great
as was expected owing to the fact that quite
a number of members were out of the city,

Sfinie little busini-ss was hrnni.'bt up (nr con-

sideration, but nothing of any importance was
done.

The Teckemoyer & Wehinger Lumber Com-
pany suffered recently by a fire, which started
in its yard, but which fortunately was put out
with a loss of but $200.

According to Charles E. Thomas of the
Thomas & Proetz Lumber Company, business has
been better than usual with his company. He
anticipates that mill conditions will be ham-
pered because of the recent heavy rains,

E, W. Biumer of the Lothman Cypress Com-
pany reports quite an increase in the demand
for cypress during the past few weeks.

Mr. Garetson of the Garetson-Greason Lum-
ber Compan.v, has gone to California and will
be away for the next two months. He went to
the Pacific coast, partl.v for pleasure and busi-
ness.

"W. W. Dings of the same company says there
is quite a good call for car oak. The company's
yard stocks have been almost depleted and its

mills, while turning out more lumber than they
did a short time ago, have not yet resumed full

time,

F. C. Hanley of the F, C. Hanley Lumber
Company is at the mills of the company this
week studying conditions.

The Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber
Company is having a pretty good call for near-
ly all items in the hardwood line. Prices have
increased.

'iygTOg<ai»i>simaii!;imwtiB^i!Bi)im^)t™;^^^

The Hardwood Market

CHICAQO

The situation locally, as ILiitDWOOD Record
goes to press, is difficult to analyze accurately

on account of the agitation caused by the
National Republican Convention. The unusual ex-

citement which prevails throughout the city has
undoubtedl.v had a marked effect on business in

general. However, getting under the surface of

the political agitation, there seems to be a slight

teudency on the part of buyers to feel out the

market pretty thoroughly before buying on ac-

count of advancing prices. Local lumbermen
are standing firm for the advances already made,
inasmuch as they are continually having ditli-

oulty in furnishing adequate stock. There is no
question but what the present advances will hold

for sometime to come.

The most active factor in the Chicago trade is

the hardwood yard. The local building situation

is in fair shape, with a resulting demand for

considerable interior finish. Wholesalers continue

to complain of inability to secure stock, and in

a good many instances are paying more atten-

tion to prodding up the mills than to soliciting

niw orders.

On the whole, the situation in the "windy city"

can be said to be pretty fair considering the

season of the year. While complaints are heard

from numerous sources, it is the concensus of

opinion that a fair volume of trade and good
prices will be maintained for the summer.

Easswood, birch and plain oak are probably

the strongest sellers, although low-grades of Cot-

tonwood, poplar, and gum are in active request.

The upper grades of poplar are also in improved
demand. Of course red gum is selling freely.

.<mall quantities. However, the aggregate is

sufficient to keep things fairly active and prices
satisfactory. Poplar and plain oak are moving
well. Birch, ash, beech and maple are also
firm with a fair demand. Quartered oak is

somewhat improved.

PHILADELPHIA

The hardwood business during the fortnight in
Philadelphia and other large eastern cities, has
been only fair. However, as an offset, a mag-
nified activity has sprung up in the smaller
towns which keeps jobbers busy hunting stock
and hurrying shipments at mill ends. Building
work is far below figures of previous years which
naturally reduces the call for interior finishings.

Furniture and other wholesale consuming indus-
tries are comparatively dull but prices on the
whole continue firm. As to summer trading a
general optimistic feeling prevails.

Oak, both red and white, continues scarce and
prices are strong. Ash, firsts and seconds, here-

tofore a little sluggish, is in better demand.
Chestnut holds its own and sound wormy is

improving. Maple keeps steady, and of birch and
beech no complaints are heard. Poplar in cer-

tain grades holds a good place, and cypress is

moving up a little. In low grades, stocks are
light and steady values prevail.

BOSTON

NEW YORK

The hardwood market at New York shows a

very fair run of trade and prices on good lum-

ber continue firm. Mill stocks are broken and

there is a sufllcient demand to keep available

supplies moving freely. Mill work and other

consuming branches of the local manufacturing

trade are taking a fair amount of stock but in

The local hardwood market is firm with slight

advances asked in some cases, and predictions of

a shortage of really desirable lumber. Already
dealers who can get hold of first class stock

find no trouble in disposing of it at good prices.

The general demand is not keen although it is

better than it has been. Some large manufac-
turing concerns are showing more interest in

placing orders than they have for several weeks.

The retail yard trade is improving. Retailers

have been doing a very good business in hard-
woods, and have been replenishing stocks with
more freedom. Salesmen whose territory lies

outside of New England appear more cheerful
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in speaking of the general demand than those

who solicit business nearer home. Quartered

oak is moving a little better than it has been

but this demand is not really active. Birch is

firm. Whitewood has ruled steady and some

dealers anticipate a marked increase in demand.

Maple is selling well at firm prices. Walnut is

still in demand at high prices with oSEerings

limited.

BUFFALO

There is quite a little slowing up in the lum-

ber trade now, which of course is unsatisfactory.

Prices in most instances have not been main-

tained as they should have been. The demand

Is largely for high-grade plain oak. The former

call for maple continues. Poplar is quiet, there

being many substitutes for it in the market.

Basswood is more active than formerly, though

no special use of it seems {o have developed.

Elm, which is hard to find in large quantities

is quiet.

BALTIMORE

The hardwood lumber trade situation con-

tinues to present a very promising aspect, and

at this time both the demand and prices are

about as good as they have been at any time

during the present year. The movement is also

larger than it was at this time in 1911, mem-

bers of the trade reporting that they have run

ahead in the quantity of lumber sold. The

inquiry is sufficiently active to lake care of the

output of the mills, which have not so far been

able to accumulate any surplus. In fact, it is

decidedly larger than many members of the trade

had supposed it would be, with the national

election ahead and interest in political events

at a high stage. The distribution in the home

market has been of fair volume, while the de-

mand from other sources has shown gratifying

evidence of expansion. One of the developments

of the past weeks has been a gain in trade from

sections affected by the Mississippi river floods.

Unless present indications fail the present year

will be a notable exception with respect to the

effect of political developments upon business,

no general slowing up now being feared.

The range of prices is in the main satisfactory,

with low-grade chestnut bringing attractive re-

turns, and with the other stocks also higher.

Common poplar also commands fair prices, with

the wide stocks still decidedly sluggish. Oak

is high and in good request, with all other

woods holding their own or somewhat firmer.

Exporters are not expectant, though they have

been hampered first by the stevedores' strike

here, and later by the indications of trouble

abroad, which latter, fortunately, proved of

short duration. The accumulations at this

terminal are now being rapidly reduced, and

there is every prospect that before long normal

conditions will prevail. The outlook for the

foreign trade is very encouraging, and exporters

are hopeful of a good business.

vancing, and in some sections it is almost im-

possible to get stocks. Quartered oak is strong

and prices are firm, and the same is true of

plain oak. There is a stiffness noticeable in

No. 1 and No. 2 common. Chestnut is moving

well and prices are strong, especially for sound

wormy. There is a good demand for basswood.

poplar is firm and every size is selling well

excepting the wide sizes which are a sort of

drag on the market.

COLUMBUS

The hardwood trade in central Ohio continues

to improve in almost every line. With dry

stocks low, and the demand increasing, prices

have ruled firm. One of the features has been

advances in oak and chestnut, while other

varieties have also shown unusual strength.

Building operations continue to improve as the

season advances, and manufacturing establish-

ments are In the market for more materials.

This is especially true of factories making furni-

ture, implements and vehicles. General busi-

ness conditions appear to be improved despite

the political unrest which is now prevalent.

Hardwood flooring Is one of the strong points

In the market. The market is constantly ad-

CINCINNATI

The local market is rather conservative. Few
rhauges have taken place. Sales have principally

been to furniture manufacturers at good prices.

Oak, both quarter-sawed and plain, has been

in fair demand with moderately good supply.

Plain white oak is active, but highly figured

stuff is slow. Heavy stuff is also in good de-

mand at the mills, although dealers do not care

(0 handle it unless they are assured a good

margin of profit.

Chestnut is in fair request for long, clear

ones and twos. Rough and heavy stock for

packing purposes, is wanted by manufacturers

of machine tools. Low-grades are in abundant
Kuppl>', but are slow of sale.

Red gum is active for ones and twos. Saps

and commons which are used for drawer sides by

manufacturers of furniture, are in good demand
and scarce.

White ash is in good supply, and the demand
from wagon makers is only fair. Brown ash is

in good demand from the furniture manufac-

turers, but the supply is limited.

I'oplar is in fair demand for ones and twos.

Common sells well, and low-grade is active for

box makers use. Box-boards are selling well

and are very hard to get.

Hickory is in demand but is very scarce.

Cottonwood, basswood, buckeye, birch and other

hardwoods are in demand and plentiful with the

exception of white aad red birch which is scarce.

TOLEDO

The local hardwood market is ruling strong

at present. Stocks are badly broken and quite

low, dealers finding it almost impossible to

secure enough dry stock to take care of their

trade. Plain red oak is in strong demand at

advanced prices and quartered oak wlille in

less call is still much used. Poplar is also

strong especially in the building trades. The
wide variety is weaker than heretofore on ac-

count of the substitution of iron by automobile

factories for purposes for which poplar was
formerly used. Red gum is very strong at the

present time, furniture factories being liberal

users. There is but little dry gum in the

country, and holders are making the most of

I heir stocks and holding out for the highest

prices obtainable. Taken altogether there is

much encouragement in the local situation for

the hardwood man, the only cloud on the hori-

zon being the difficulty of securing stocks.

MEMPHIS

The demand for hardwood lumber continues

active. There is perhaps greater difficulty in

securing the necessary stock with which to fill

orders than in securing the orders themselves.

This is the direct result of the rather pro-

nounced shortage of dry stock. The amount of

lumber actually available for immediate de-

livery is relatively small. The production of

hardwoods during the past fortnight has shown

substantial increase over any similar period

since the latter part of March, but the lumber

now being produced will not be ready for ship-

ment for some time and therefore has com-

paratively little bearing on the present situa-

tion. Prices are firm in practically every direc-

tion— in several instances they are higher than

since the panic of 1907.

The demand for plain oak in red and white

is particularly good. Offerings are light and

prices are full. Quartered oak is bringing

higher prices than a short time ago, and the

supply is not large. Red gum is quite firm and

in case of well manufactured, well handled

stock, is bringing the highest prices in its his-

tory. Sap gum in the upper grades is also in

fair demand. The lower grades of gum are

stronger than they have been for a long while

and offerings are not at all free. Cottonwood

in the upper grades is moving at a reasonably

good rate. The lower grades, however, are ex-

ceptionally strong. Offerings are quite small.

Meantime, the box factories are doing a good

business and there is keen competitive bidding

for practically all of the cottonwood readily

available. The movement of cypress is expand-

ing as a result of the increased building opera-

tions throughout the country. Ash is in fairly

active demand. Offerings are not at all tree.

NASHVILLE

A good volume of business is being experienced

by manufacturers, retailers and others connected

with the local lumber market. There is a good

demand for practically all grades of hardwoods.

Building activities are keeping up well and all

allied interests are busy. From other sections

come continued complaints of deliiyed shipments

of orders placed some weeks ago. This cannot

be helped as desirable dry stocks continue very

low and the material desired cannot be always

had. In other words, it is a buyers' market at

this time. Good orders are being placed by box

factories for cottonwood. Floor makers are buy-

ing plenty of oak and maple. Interior finish-

ing plants are ordering freely. Other consum-

ing factories are not so much in evidence, due,

probably, to the approaching mid-summer dull

season. The railroads have been buying con-

siderable cypress. Those who have stock find

no trouble to sell it even at the advanced prices

now prevailing, and buyers are not now showing

opposition to the increased figures, but are glad

to get what they feel they must have even under

such circumstances.

Plain oak is still the most active wood on the

market, with gum, cottonwood and low-grade

poplar closely following. Hickory, ash, maple

and birch are in good call. Prices are steady at

recent advances.

INDIANAPOLIS

The local hardwood market can be best

described as medium. There is a fair business

being done while the number of inquiries is in-

creasing, with prospects of these inquiries de-

veloping some excellent sales in the near future.

Prices are holding their own, no change in

prices having been made during the fortnight,

and no break is anticipated for some months

to come. Motor car factories are winding up

their 1912 season and little business is to be ex-

pected from them until the 1913 season opens,

which will not be for several weeks.

LOUISVILLE

The general feeling in this market is op-

timistic. Business is normal, and while it Is

not much more than this, there is sufficient tone

to the market to justify cheerful expressions

as to the future. Supplies have been somewhat

increased by the resumption of operations at

small mills. This is enabling concerns which

have been hampered by the paucity of stocks to

go ahead more aggressively, inasmuch as their

offerings are nearer normal.

Plain oak continues exceedingly scarce, and

prices arc high. Poplar is a particularly good
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seller, low-gi-ade stock being almost out of tbe
market. Thick poplar is one of the leaders.

Quartered oak is in pretty fair shape, though
hardly as strong as it was a month ago. Cot-
tonwood and gum are hard to get, but it is ex-

pected that supplies will be larger now that the
southern mills are running again on a normal
scale.

ST. LOUIS

The hardwood business has been of fair pro-

portions during the past two or three weeks, and
is improving right along. Buyers are not object-

ing to the prices they have to pay, owing to the
great scarcity of dry stock, but they are not
purchasing an.v more than they actually need for

their immediate wants.
riain oak is the leader in demand. Red gum.

in all grades, is going well and there is also a

good demand for thick ash box boards and
Cottonwood in some grades. Quartered oak has
become stronger recently, this being particu-

larl.v true of the first and second grades. Even
Xo. 1 common is in good demand. The cypress
trade is improved and dealers in this class of

lumber report an unusually good business.

Prices, however, are far from satisfactory.

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manulacturors of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Ollice, Memphis, Tenn.

IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING

READY FOR SHIPMENT
50,000 ft, 4/4 No. 3 Common Plain White Oak
35,000 ft. 4/4 Miscuts Plain White Oak

100,000 ft. 4/4 No, 4 Common or Mill Culls Oak

34.000 ft. 4 4 No, 1 Common Poplar
60,000 ft. 4/4 No, 3 Common Poplar

75,000 ft, 4/4 No. 2 Common and Sound Wormy
Chestnut.

All the above is graded under the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association of United States rules.

Standard 8' 6" White Oak Cross Ties for quick
shipment.

Write for Prices

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.
RIDGWAY, PA.

Checking

Splitting

Rotting

Prevented by LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and
Dimension Stock against weather and time. A BOY
CAN DO THE WORK.
T. B. ALLEN & CO., Galveston. Texas, say:

"Pleaie ship us at once two barrels Lorac, We are very much
pleased with the result obtained by using this."

TRY LORAC NOW
WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE GEORGE HENKE CO., 62 Beekman St,, N. Y.

NEW ORLEANS

The demand for all grades of hardwoods is

strong, but as stocks are ligtit and badly broken
at the mills and logging conditions are not what
they should be on account of the high water,
there is some difficulty in filling orders. Latest
reports from the inundated sections, however.
Indicate that the situation is improving, and
it is hoped that the water will soon cease to be
a hindrance to delivery facilities. Very little

of interest has developed in the export situation

for the past three weeks. The volume of move-
ment for the past fortnight has been good, except
for a little falling off toward the end of the

month of June. Flood conditions have retarded

hardwood shipments to a marked extent, not only

l)ecaHse of the physical Impossibility of making
shipments from the flooded district itself and
the interruption of rail transportation beyond,

but because of the high prices which the mills

more favorably situated have been able to com-
mand for their product. The log movement is

holding out well into the summer, and shipments
of good volume have been made recently. Staves

are continuing to move freel.v, but the market
in general is not very strong.

hungrily waiting for more stock. Shipments are
still backward in arriving, and prices have ad-
vanced steadily and materially. Another sharp
advance is anticipated.

Indications are that the coming sales will be
attended with a great deal of effort to get stock.
It would behoove American exporters to lay in
as much stock as they can at present prices, as
they will undoubtedly be able to sell in the
Liverpool market at considerable profit. This
seems to be the consensus of opinion of every-
one who is competent to render sound judgment
as to the Liverpool market.

MILWAUKEE

The local hardwood trade is In a decidedly

healthy condition, although still further improve-
ment is looked for later in the season. The
demand for lumber tor general construction

work and for interior finishing purposes has
shown a steady increase with the improvement
of the weather situation. Furniture manufac-
turers are buying very little, this being their

dull season.

Hardwood stocks in all lines are low and con-

siderable difficulty is t)eing experienced in sat-

isfying the demand for upper grade birch and
plain oak. Birch and maple seem to be the
leaders in northern hardwoods just at this time.

Plain oak is in good demand and there is a

good movement in quarter-sawed oak. Shipments
of southern hardwoods are being curtailed, evi-

dently because of the delay occasioned by the

floods. Hickory is in good demand from the

implement manufacturers.
While prices have not made unusual advances,

gains have been made in nearly all lines and
there are no signs of a decline for some time to

come.

LIVERPOOL

The trade in Liverpool has been quite good
during the past fortnight although the labor

disturbances continue uninterruptedly. There is

considerable talk of a national strike, but realiz-

ing the sentiment of the business and manufac-
ing world, the government is already taking
stops toward intervention. Prices are still be-

ing maintained on a firm basis, although arrivals

are by far in excess of any other period of this

year. The lumber, however, is very badly
wanted, and some very heavy shipments have
arrived by steamers trading with ports in the

southern states.

The principal sales have been in hickory, ash,

oak, Cottonwood, satin walnut (red gum) and
pitch pine. In every instance the stock has
been very quickly sold at good prices. Large
stocks are still required to fill up the breaks in

stock lists. Some of the mills are going on
short time on account of a shortage of ash and
hickory and other hardwoods, although those
two species are the most noticeably short. This
applies to both logs and lumber.

The arrivals of birch have been moderate, but
there is very little poplar to be had at any price.

All the mahogany sold at recent sales has gone
into consumption, and all the consumers are

OLASaOW

The steamer Dongola from New Orleans has
now discharged its cargo, and the various lots

have been taken up pretty well from the qua.v.

The oak boards were not of very good quality,

Ijaving laid tor some time exposed to the
weather, and consequently were somewhat dam
aged. However, they were sold at fair price

ex quay. A large quantity of Honduras ma-
hogany logs, flitches and boards also came for-

ward in the same steamer. The logs and boards
sold very well, but the flitches are still to be '

disposed of. The hickory and ash logs were
sold at full prices, and a further shipment to
this market would not go wrong.

There is still no demand for prime white oak
boards in any thickness. The demand for prime
quartered white oak boards is increasing for
the thinner sizes. Business in Xo. 1 common
is at a standstill. All qualities of prime red
gum are completely oft at present. The market
for prime sap gum is in very much better shape
than for some time, and much higher prices are
being paid therefor. There Is practically no de-

mand for prime ash boards of any size. The
market for No. 1 common. 1 inch thick, con-
tinues fair, Cottonwood is in steady request.

Louisiana red cypress is increasing rapidly in

demand. A large quantity came forward on the
above mentioned steamer, and was all sold ex
quay. This wood only comes forward to this
market in strictly prime quality.

Northern oak logs if of first-class quality are
in good request, but the southern variety is not
wanted here and shippers should not continue
to send forward their consignments. There is

practically no demand for poplar logs. Quan-
tities of Gaboon mahogany continue to come to
this market via Liverpool and also by direct
shipment. This wood is so cheap and of such
line specification that it is playing havoc with
the various grades of poplar. Large shipments
of birch logs arrived recently, and it is rumored
that further lots are now on the way. Hence
prices are very unsteady with a tendency to de-

crease. The market is very bare of birch planks,
and shipments coming forward will meet with
a ready sale. Walnut logs of large dimensions
and prime quality would sell well. Walnut lum-
ber is in active demand, and if the market is

kept well in hand by shippers, good prices will

rule for some time to come.
The prime white oak whiskey stave market

is very strong, no stocks being held in first

hands. Lots arriving are quickly snapped up at
practically any price asked. The demand is also
active for first quality white oak oil barrel
staves. No stock is held in public yards and
very little is coming forward. High prices will

be paid for all sizes. The demand for prime red
gum staves is small. Some cask merchants
here are going in for staves made from white
gum, and if the experiments now being made
with this wood turn out satisfactory, a large
business will be done in future in this wood in

the place of red gum.
The condition of this country is still very

much unsettled. It was thought a short time
ago that Glasgow would be afl'ected by the strike

of dock laborers in London. However, so far
nothing has happened, and it is hoped that the
trouble will be confined to England.
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WHY?
TTTHY DO more than 320 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

'' turers exchange nearly $26,000,000 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fourteenth year.

BECAUSE $728,910.41 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $756,787.21 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,012,427.96 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative Harry Rankill CBi. Co.
HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Westinghouse Electric Mfg. Oo
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements; will bf iDserted in this sec-
tion at tbe following rates:

Fop one insertion 20c a line
For two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
For four insertions 60c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing

'

the adTertlsement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

IF YOU WANT
competent employes In any department of the

hardwood business, there is no better way of

securing ttiem than by employing the Classified

Advertisements section of Hardwood Record,
which reaches woodsmen, sawmill men and sales-

men in all parts of the country.

WANTED
Five harUv.-ood lumlicr iu-spcctors. Those ex-

perienced in mahogany preferred. Address
OTIS MAXTFACTURIXG CO., New Orleans. La.

SUPEEINTENDENT WANTED
for Wisconsin plant in city of 10.000 sawing
and shipping twenty million per annum of Hem-
lock and Hardwood. Must be capable, sober and
experienced. New plant. Ueferences required.
Address, "BOX 60," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—POSITION
As Manager of lumber manufacturing concern
by young man 33 year.s of age. Experience,
ability and character back of this. Address

"BOX 03," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
for a high-chiBs Uiniber salesman, a number of

this association, who is especially well equipped
to sell hardwoods, yellow pine and spruce, hav-
ing a large and favorable acquaintance with the
yard and factory trade through the Kast.

Write Empire State Association of Wholesale
Lumber and Sash & Door Salesmen. Chas. John-
son, Scc'y, 'Ji> Kirkland lid., Rocbestfr, N. Y.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

LOCOMOTIVi: FOE SALE.
Narrow or standard gauge from 7 tons to 75

tons rebuilt ready for use ; 140 locomotives In

stock.

SOUTHERN IRON & EQUIPMENT CO.,

Atlanta, Ga.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MAEKET FOR
75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St„

Buffalo, N. T.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging
conditions. Have a few high-class properties
for sale. Can furnish best references.

thos. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg..

Knosville, Tenn.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at
shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FOR SALE
.\t a .special bargain 30u.000.0o0 feet of the very
highest grade of hardwood timber, especially well
located as to logging and market, in southern
Mississippi ; cut over 10,000 feet per acre ; land
in fee simple. If interested address

H. H., P. O. Box 176, Mobile, Alabama.

FOR SALE—CHEAP
Three million feet high-class Walnut, Poplar,

Ash, Oak, Hickory and Gum timber, with com-
plete 10,000 capacity sawmill erected on location.

Five to six million feet additional timber adjoin-
ing can be had cheap. Location within three
miles of Alabama River. Cheap water freight
rate to Mobile or Selma. Price, $6,000 ; can
arrange terms. Address

1'. O. BOX 146, Pine Hill, Ala.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own in fee simple two small and carefully
selected tracks of bigb-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer
good money either as an investment or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address In

confidence, "BOX 22." care Hardwood Record.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Minimum carload 4" white ash. Address

"BOX 55." care Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE
1 car 5/4 No. 1 common plain sawed R. & W,

Oak, bone dry.

2 cars 10/4 Ists and 2nds plain sawed Oak, bone
dry.

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds Cherry, fine widths and
lengths.

1 car 5/4, 6/4, 8/4 No. 1 common and Ists and
2nds Cherry, bone dry.

C. J. FRANK, Logansport. Ind.

FOR SALE
."i cars well-manufactured Michigan Maple floor-

ing, 1-1/I6"x2^4" to 3',i" face. Will make low-

price to move quick. Address
"BOX 62," care Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE
r> cars 1x4" & wider Sap Gum No. 1 Com.

12 cars IxG" & wider Bay Poplar (Tupelo)
strictly Ists and 2nds. The above is choice
baud sawn stock, thoroughly bone dry and
straight in pile at our Ayden mill. Write for
prices. AMERICAN LBR. & MFG. CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

OAK, POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods. In all grades and thick-

nesses, can be readily sold If advertised In the
Wanted and For Sale section of Hardwood Ebc-
ord. If you have a large stock yen want t«

move try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered ; boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.

LUMBER WANTED

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for all kinds of Hardwood, log run, at lowest

cash prices delivered.

GUENTHER LUMBER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

WE ARE ALWAYS
in the market for short lengths of soft and hard

woods 2 to 7 feet, using all thicknesses from
r> S to C/4. Send list of what you have and
uuote delivered price.

THE DAVIS COOPERAGE CO.,

Martinsville Ind.

LOG RUN BUTTERNUT WANTED
We are always in need of log run butternut,

particularly 5/8. 5/4 and 6/4 flitch sawed log

run stock. Communicate with purchasing de-

partment, advising quantity offered, age, where
located, etc.

BAUSCII & LOME OPTICAL CO.,

Rochester, N. Y.

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS,
Do you want to get In touch with the be«t

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

showing the annual requirements In lumber,

dimension stock and veneers and panels of con-

sumers of those materials throughout the United

States and Canada. Tbe service Is free to ad-

vertisers In the Record. It will Interest yon.

Write us for further Information about our "Sell-

Ine Lumber by Mall System."

Hardwood Record, Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago.

MACBINERY FOR SALE

FOE SALE
One 6x10 automatic buckeye engine, belted to

15 KW Willey generator, 110 volts.

One 14x24 Tangye bed buckeye automatic
engine.

Two 10x66 return tube tubular boilers.

One 50 H. P. transmission rope drive, com-

plete.

One Kensington feed water heater.

One miscellaneous lot shafting, pulleys, hang-

ers. LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
Louisville, Ky.
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WOODWORKING MACHINERY
1—55" Connell & Dengler Band Resaw.
4—Circular Resaws.
1—15" inside matcher J. A. Fay & Co. malse.

1—Heavy 30xS double surfacer.

10—2 spindle shapers.

6—Hand jointers.

2—Panel Raisers.

Various other machines.

ENGINES
Corliss :

1—10x30 Hamilton.
1—14x36 Bates.

1—16x42 Hamilton.
1—16x36 Fishliill.

1—18x42 Lane & Bodley.

1—20x42 Wetherill.

Tubular Boilers of all sizes.

Belting. Shafting. Pulleys and Hangers.
CLEVELAND BELTING & MACHINERY CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SALE—COMPLETE SAWMILL
band and rotary, steam feeds, edger, trimmer,
filing room machinery, all pulleys, belting and
shafting, and power plant, all in good condition.

Will be priced at small percentage of its value

to cash buyer. For information write

"MILL BARGAIN." care Hardwood ReCOSD.

FOR SALE.

1— 18x36 Bates Corliss Engine.
1—14x24 Buckeye Engine.

2—150, 2-SO and 1 50-H. P. Boilers.

1—8' Band Mill with Clark Carriage.

1— Short Log Mill and Band cut-off Saw.
3—Whitney Single Planers.
3— Slicing Machines.

3— Smith Roller Dryers.

Filing-room outfit, Pumps, Heaters, Blowers,

Dust Arresters, Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys,

Etc.

PHILADELPHIA VENEER & LBR. CO., INC.
Knosville, Tenn.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CONNECTION WANTED
Englishman, domiciled in London, with thor-

ough knowledse of lumber importing, mahogany
buying, etc., and Hrst-class connection with larg-

est buyers (merchants and consumers), wishes

to communicate with firm of hardwood manu-
facturers with the object of managing a Brit-

ish and continental business for them.

H. .7. LAW, 118 Leadenhall St., London, Eng.

FOR SALE—BAND MILL & TIMBER
Biggest Bargain on the Market.

8 ft. Filer & Stowell band mill complete in

every detail, with planing mill, railroad and

logging equipment : 40,000.000 ft. fine hardwood

stumpage and as much more to be had. Quick

buyers can have it at one-third original cost.

No commission or middlemen. Write for par-

ticulars. SAVANNAH VALLEY LBR. CO.,

(Owners), Augusta, Ga.

FOR QUICK DEAL ONLY
will sell for 835,000 cash controlliug interest in

one of the best established wholesale hardwood
lumber concerns in Canada. Large trade, assets

all gilt-edge, no mills or junk heaps. Owner has

other interests. This is a money-maker and Al
opportunity for live man or American firm. Ad-

dress "BOX 66," care Habdwood Record.

CASH FOR YOUR BUSINESS
cr real estate. No matter where located, if you
want to buy, sell or exchange any kind of busi-

ness or property anywhere at any price address

FRANK P. CLEVELAND.
2440 Adams Express Bldg., Chicago. 111.

FOR SALE
Complete 8' Band Sawmill outfit, also 12-ton

Shay locomotive and logging outfit, including

mules, horses and oxen. Can be seen in daily

operation.

PETROS LUMBER CO., Petros, Tenn.

FOR SALE—WOODWORKING PLANT
An exceptional opportunity, splendidly equipped

with best machinery for all lines of woodworking.

Buildings and dry kiln new. Private switch, lo-

cated in good timber country in the South, in con-

tinuous operation for the past thirty-seven years.

Now in operation. Address "BOX 58," care

Hardwood Record.

WE WANT
Good slack stave mill site. Use principally Red
or Sweet gum with Elm. Sycamore, Ash, Cotton-

wood and Willow. Will operate separately or

jointly with lumber mill.

J. T. WYLIE & CO.. Sagin.iw, Mich.

HDWD, OPPORTUNITY FOR OPERATOR
Oi good credit to contract tor any part of 500,-

003.000 feet hardwood. Eastern Kentucky, to be

paid for as cut at low stumpage price. No cash

required. Must build mill on property. .7. H. S.,

Room 1408, 60 Broadway, New York City.

WE WISH TO GET IN TOUCH
with one or more competent sawmill men owning
portable mills of about 20.000 feet daily capac-

ity to cut for us on contract hardwoods from

13,000 acres timber in Patrick Co., Va. Direct

railroad transportation.

ROSSLYN LUMBER CO., INC..

411 Southern Bldg., Washington, D. C.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The, use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber

the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms of tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are frequent
except where
our

Two Piece
Oeometrical
Btrler Coin

Is In use, then
Imitation isD't
possible.
Sample If you ,

ask for It.

S. D. CaiLDS
t CO.

We also make
Time Checks,
Stenclleand
Lotf Hammen.

CHICAGO
McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. srs-ss LaAin st.

HARDWOODS
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank. Paving Blocks, FostB
and Yellow Pine

W. B. CraNe aNd Company.
KstahlJHhed Iggl

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

Long Distance Phones: CANAL 3190-3191
Office, Yards and Planing Mill: Mill at

22nd. Sangamon and Morgan Sta. Falcon, MIsB.

WM. A. EAGER
FISHER BUILDING

Sound Wormy Chestnut
A SPECIALTY

Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

Printers to the Lumber Trade
We specialize in special printed forms and
stationery of all kinds for lumbermen. Let
us submit you stationery samples and prices.
Send us your forms for estimate.

SAUL BROS.
626 Federal St., Chicago

A Veneer Oaags ! the answer to a Veneer UBer'i

craving for years. Thi< "Walker Braad" Ven-
eer Gauge is a steel gang* ihat will satisfy

yourwantefor all time. Too can'tdo your-
self a better tarn than to bay ooe of

these gauges. It gauges ACCURATELY
eTery tQidknessfrom l-4Uinchto jig inch
INCLUSIVE. Wake np to this opporta-

ty. PriceoDly$1.98delivered by U. S,

'Mail Order now, tioday. Address—6466
ffoodlann Ave. Phocfl Hyde Park 88.

Depi. C

Gerlach Modern Machines
Product ihc Cheapest and Desi

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOCKS

Circular, Band and Cyrinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERLACH CO, aeveland. 6lh City. U.S.A.
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BUTTING SAW
J-or

Flooring Fa.ctories

For cutting out defects and making square and
smooth ends for end=matciiing machines. Used by
the largest producers. Write for particulars and prices.

Marwjfactvired by

Cdwdilldcc Machine Co.
CADILLAC, MICH.

s^s

Corrugated Joint Fasteners
Can be quicjjly and

cheaply driven with

"ADVANCE"

CORRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in DiHerent

Types (o Meet

AJI Conditions

Specially suitable for

manutacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan

BELTINCELEPHANT
RUBBER

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CKANE COMPAHy - - ILL BRINCHES

STANDtRD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ILl

ILBtHr MILL SUPPLV CO., tLBlNy, Gt.

THE MECHANICAL
TOANloit ELtP^^

/Sy .̂A RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Warks)

307 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO
ESTABLISHED 1882

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on results.
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If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

SIMONDS
SAWS

This illustration suggests just four of the kinds

of Saws which may interest you. Our factories

manufacture every kind of a Saw used around

a wood-working plant or sawmill.

Our aim has always been to supply Saws and

Wood-working Machine Knives that will give

the maximum service and at the same time do

the finest kind of work with the. least amount

of care. Obtaining these results is the work

of experience— and we have been doing it

eightv years.

Simonds Manufacturing Company
Fitehburg, Mass.
New York City
Portland, Ore.

Vancouver, B. C.

Chicago, 111.

New Orleans, La.
San Francisco, Cal.

Lockport, N. Y.

Montreal, Que.
Seattle, Wash.
London, Eng.
St. John, N. B.
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Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

CLYDE.

Ife^»^5
OULUTH, MINN.

BRANCHES:

30 Church Street, New York

1718 Fisher Building, Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building, Savannah, Ga.

522 South First Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most

promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

(1) The McGiffert is SELF-PROPELLING. (5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute's notice,

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert

ON THE MAIN TRACK.

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the

McGiffert.

UNDER ITS OWN POWER.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

ber: long or short, heavy or light.

(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

where a train of cars can go: on a

f]ll, in a cut, or on a side-i^ill.

I'or a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

^^ jLIDCERWOOD.

^ LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO.
96Liberty Street. New York

NEW ORLEANS-WOODWARD, WIGHT ACO.LTa
CANADA-ALLIS CHALMERS BULLOCK LTOl

MONTREAL VANCOUVER

New

Standard

54-Inch

Band

Re-Saw

MERSHON BAND-RESAWS
ssA Specialty, Not a Side Issue. 91

Wm. B. Mershon & Co., ^^'I*^;*-'^-
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INDIANA
WHERE THE, BEST HARDWOODS GROW

WHEN VENEERS
MEET VENEERS

THERE is a great difference in the charac-
ters their faces reflect.

When you put fine faces on doors, fur-

niture, pianos, etc., they call forth admiration
from the purchaser whether he be dealer or ulti-

mate user. If they don't, and meet this kind of

competition, the salesman has to do a heap of

talking, where the product should talk for itself.

When you purchase veneers for faces from this

company, our inspection department eliminates
every piece that does not fill your specifications.

This same careful work prevails on your order,
from the selection of logs, their steaming, cutting
and drying, right to the inspecting and packing.

All this care is the result of 42 years' experience.

Faces that reflect character cost

you no more from

The Adams & Raymond
Veneer Co.

Tenth Street, Indianapolis, ind.

flP*If You Knew
What our BULLETIN SERVICE was doing

for ^our competitor in the lumber business, youd

not onl^ Tvant the service })Ourself, but YOU'D
HAVE IT.

Let Us TeV You About It.

Hardwood Record :: Chicago

"Three Mills in Indiana- Used to Be the

Slogan. Now There's Only One Left, but It's

The Largest Band Mill in Indiana

"From Toothpicks to

Timbers 60 Feet Long"

PERRINE-ARMSTRONG COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

SPECIALS
DRY

1 car l"x4 to 41^" Clear Qtd. White Oak Strips-
Indiana stock, exceptionally free of sap.

1 car l"x2 toZYi" No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak Strips.

1 car 6/4 Log Run Hickory—cut Indiana timber.

1 car 8/4 Log Run Hickory— Kentucky highland
growth timber.

1 car l"x6 to 10" wide Winter Cut Basswood, Band
Sawn, 90% 12' long.

1 car 2"xS" and wider x 12' and longer White Ash.
1 car 5/4x10" and wider band sawn Indiana Otd

White Oak.

1 car 4/4 No. 2 Common & Better band sawn Black
Walnut.

1 car 3" 1 and 2 Poplar, sap no defect.

Specialty—Hickory Lumber
All Grades and Thicknesses

S. P. GOPP0GK& SONS COMPANY
FORT WAYNE, IND.

D. B. MacLaren Lumber Co,
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Evansville, Ind.

5
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE GO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

'ojy

%

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM VENEER " "• "•v#

WISCONSIN ^ ^T^^V"

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-
ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

sicrr.ssoKS to the
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

Panels for Chicago trade carried at 1140 West Lake Street. Chicago telephone Maymarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treaa.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY GUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK

BEECH MAPLE

CURLY BIRCH

BIRCH

BASSWOOD

SPECIALTIES:
DRAWER BOTTOMS BACK PANELS CENTER STOCK

Binnto rvr uMiki r BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK
BIRD S-EYE MAPLE curlv birch bird's-eye maple

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

y eneers and l^anels with a iKeputation
TTTE manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co, Wausau^ Wis.

BASSWOOD
in Single Ply Rotary Cut
Stock and Built Up Panels

CADILLAC VENEER COMPANY, Cadillac, Mich.
We Can Pfill A.1I Orders
Write The Mouse of Quality

O^JaA^ , 0^,0-4^ /3t'gw^«g «< t ^
Jt^XjOjuut^^^ f&o-<Zn.i^ .

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR, OAK
SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and White

Oak and Mahogany
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let u, send you Stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

P

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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THE SOUTH
PROMINENT SOUTHERN MANUFACTURERS

B. C. JARRELL 6i CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Rotary- Cut Gum and Poplar

VENEERS
Well manufactured, thoroutlhly

KILN DRIED and FLAT

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

Frank Purcell ^u

Exporter of Black Waliiut Logs

Kansas Cky
.S. A.

MARK

FIGURED WALNUT IN LONG WOOD
AND STUMPS

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co.

Fisher, Louisiana

Diamond Brand

OAK FLOORING
A GUARANTEE OF PERFECTION

A FEW ITEMS OF DRY STOCK
We Want to Move

3 cars 2" iBts & 2ndB Cypress.
3 cars 3" Select Cypress.
3 cars 2" N«. 1 Shop Cypress.
2 cars 2" N". 1 Ctunmon Cypress.
5 cars 4/4 Isis & 2nd8 Plain

While Oak.
5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain

White Oak.
10 cars 4/4 No. 3 Common Plain

Oak.

5 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nd8 Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Common A»h.

2 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds Qrtd. Red
Oak.

2 cars 2" Log Klin Soft Maple.
I car 4/4 18" * wider Panel Cot-

tonwood.
5 cars 3", 6" & wider mixed oak

Crossing: IMank.

HOLLEY-MATTHEWS MFG. CO.,Sikeston,Mo.

Ask Us for Prices

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.

1002-1005 Times BIdg., ST. LOUIS

Uamntaotarers of and Dealers 1b

ASH, OAK, GUM I IIMDCDAND CYPRESS LUIIIDCrl
YARD TRADE A SPECIALTY

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

OWING TO LIMITED DRY KILN CAPACITY,

we are offering at special prices 750,000 feet of

4/4 No 1 Common and B and Bette*'

Air-dried Soda-dipped

Short Leaf Yellow Pine

This is the well-known genuine

North Alabama Short Leaf

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON PINE AND HARDWOODS

H. H. HITT LUMBER CO., Falkville, Ala.

1
S. L. EASTMAN FLOORING CO.

SAGINAW BRAND

MAPLE FLOORING
SAGINAW, MICH.

J. <S6 J. V I N K E
Agents for the Sale of

AMERICAN HARDWOODS IN LUMBER AND LOGS

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East '

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

WHITE PDTE,
YELLOW PINE,

SPRUCE. HEMLOCK,
FIH.

LUMBER, TIMBER,
MILLWORK, BOXES,

MAPLE AND
OAK FLOORING.

955-1015 ELK STREET

I. N. Stewart & Bro.

Specialties:

CHERRY
AND OAK

892 ELK STREET

T. Sullivan & Co.

Specialties:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST
FIR and SPRUCE

2 ARTHUR STREET

Hu^h McLean Lumber Co.

Our Soecialtv:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

\ Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.

We Want to Buy for Cash:
OAK, ASH AND

OTHER HARDWOODS
i All grades and thicknesses.
\ Will receive and inspect

. stock at shippine point.

I

Branch yard, Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, Buffalo!

ORSON E. YEAGER

Specialties:

OAK, ASH,

AND POPLAR
932 ELK STREET

Frank W. Vetter

Deader in All Kinds of

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1142 SENECA STREET

llsxy\STANDARD HARDWOOD

V

U LUMBER COMPANY

<OAK, ASH,

W and CHESTNUT

1075 CLINTON STREET

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS \

893 EAGLE STREET

II

The above firms carry large and well

assorted stocks of all kinds and grades

of Hardwoods, and have every facility

for filling and shipping orders promptly.

They will be pleased to have your inquiries.
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Vansant, ""^^- "-

-
' Kitchen 6

Soft

Yellow

in Wide Stock, .^^^ •» ^^^^ ^^nr^^ ^w- Fopiar
Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky Company
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Buliaing

400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN-WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Co. Boyne City Lumber Co.
Mills and General Office at BOYNE CITY, MICH.

mmmp ncpFR Sales Office, BUFFALO, N. Y.

4-4 in. & 5-4 in. Dry and Winter Cut Basswood
8-4 in. iViercii. Hemlocic, iViisc. Widths and Lengtiis

Wiiite Cedar Siiingies a ^ a Maple Flooring

Hardwood Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MANUrACTUMRS

WATER SEASONED
BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

il ii\ both Oracle and

All GRADES
ROtXiH DRESSED

QUKK SntPMCNT

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO



Seventeenth Year, }

Semi-Monthly. f \ V CHICAGO, JULY 10, 1912 r Subscription $2.
(Single Copies. 10 Cenls.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANUFACTCBEB OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street
Telephone Canal 930

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

CHICAGO

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER & CO.

Repreientlns
WEST VIKGtNIA 8PRCCE LCMBEB CO.,

Can. Wett Tlrcinla.

Fifth Atc. Bldg.,

NEW YORK

The Burning Question of Fire insurance
IS BEST ANSWERED BY THE ECONOMICAL AND RELIABLE TRADE MUTUALS

INDIANA LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Indianapolis, Ind.

LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Mansfield. Ohio

THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Boston, Mass.

PENN. LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Philadelphia, Pa.

CENTRAL MANFRS. MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Van Wert, Ohio

Average rate of dividend to Policy Holders, now 36%

flOLlDW/^HAIW&D LuMBEPlG.^^^
l̂is

Combined Chicago
Sales Oftioe for

WTLSON & COCHRAN
G. W. SIMS COMPANY
MARK H. BROWN
LUMBER COMPANY
HOWE LIMBER CO.

m

NOT INCORPORATED

20 W. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
SPECIAL ITEMS FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

1NDL\NA WHITE OAK
40,01,10 ft. 12/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

50,000 ft. 10/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

60.000 ft. 8/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

20.000 ft. 12/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

"SA'e have a good assortment
plain and

fo

65.000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak. bon** dry.

150,000 ft. 4/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

35.000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

15.000 ft. 10/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak. bone dry.

of band sawn Cottonwood
quartered Red Gum. Wire or write

r prices for prompt shipment

100,000 ft. 2x<i & wider
Sound Com. White Oak.

SOFT ELM
3 cars S/4 Common and

Better Soft Elm.
2 cars 12/4 Common and

Better Soft Elm.
50.000 ft. 5/4 Log Run Soft
Elm.

Ash, Cypress, Sap Gum and

DALLY CAPACITY
Red Gum, 50,000 ft.

Cypress, 30,000 ft.

Oak, 40,000 ft.

Ash, 20,000 ft.

Cottonwood, 30,000
Miscellaneous,

15,000 ft.

mMim^

Long-Knight Lumber Co.
Indianapolis, Indiana

HARDWOODS
OAK ASH GUM CYPRESS
1 Car 2 " No. 2 Common Walnut. 1 ( ar 3/4 No. 1 Common M ainnt.

1 Car 5/4 Conimcn Walnut. 1 Car 2" Ist and 2d8 Plain Red Oak.
40,000 ft. .African Mahogany, 1' to 2".

PROCTOR'y^NBER DRYEJ^ FIREPROOF

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
No

Splitting

Nor
Checking'

No
Clogging

Nor
Adjusting

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEP'T.L HANCOCK St SOMERSET STS. PMILA.PA.

Recom-
mended by
all those

who
have tried

it

II II II II II II II u 11 II

II II n II II M II II M II II III! II II II II II INI nil II II II II II II "I' ''''.". "Jl.'l L=««,vi/- u.-TTe'D
ADVERTISERS- CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
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Right Prices Quality Prompt Shipments

These are the three cardinal points
in the McUvain service.

Our facilities and connections enable us to

handle any size orders without undue delay

and when the shipment reaches you, you are

sure of having what your order called for.

Lumber of every description and size

—

But
especially HARDWOOD.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
1420 Ohestnut St, Philadelphia, Rennsylvania

Ask us for prices
on the following list of STRICTLY SOFT

YELLOW POPLAR:

1 Car 1" Boxboards, 9 to 12"

2 Cars 1" Selects

2 Cars 1" Clear Saps

6 Cars 1" No. 1 Common
2 Cars 1" No. 2A Common
4 Cars 1J4" No. 1 Common
1 Car 1%" No. 2A Common
1 Car 1^" Clear Saps

4 Cars l^^" No. 1 Common
2 Cars IJ^" No. 2A Common
1 Car lYi" No. 2B Common
1 Car 2" No. 1 Common
1 Car 2" No. 2A Common
1 Car 2" No. 2B Common

The Fullerfon-Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

South Bend, Indiana

H. G. CREITH & GO.

HardwootlLumber

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOR. HARD MAPLE AND GRET ELM

Michigan Hardwoods
MANUFACTURED BY

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.

CADILLAC, MICH. June 20th, 1912

DRY STOCK LIST

6/4 Ash No. 3 Common & Better 1 9 M
4/4 Basswood No. 1 Common 300 M
4/4 Cherry No. 3 Common & Better 10 M
6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm is & 2s 35 M
8/4 Cadillac Gray Elmls&2s 60M
12/4 Cadillac Gray Elm is & 2s 40 M
6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm, No. 1 and 2 Common.... 19 M
6/4 Hard Maple Step is & 2s 27 JV.

8/4 Rock Elm No. 3 Common 8 M
"It is not what lumber costs you, so much as what you

can get out of it, that decides its value for your work."

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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PLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

MILLS:
BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN

GENERAL SALES OFFICE
1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

HARDWOOD AND YELLOW PINE LUMBER
In Stock, Ready

To Ship

3 cars 1x6 and wider 1st & 2nd Cottonwood

3 cars 1x9 to 12" Cottonwood Box Boards

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Cottonwood

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Sap Gum

WE make
a s p e-

cialty of Oak
Timber and
Car Stock.

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON YELLOW PINE TIMBER, FLOORING, CEILING AND FINISHING.

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today *'unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet telU all about Bardwooi Floorinn
oiKl ftoie to care for it—alto prices—and it free.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D pp\ D/^/^1/' Published Semi-annually
y\l-^\-J LJ\y\Jr\. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •£ lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as
the authority on the lines it covers.
A wrli oreaoizcd Collection DepartmeDt is also operated ftnd the same is OFcn to

you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
008 .So. Dearborn St.

CHicwr.o MentUn Thit Psier.

ESTABLISHED
II7(

116 Nassau Street
NEW ^ORK CITV
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C. B. SWANN.
Sec'y and Treas.

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard;

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

D. M. ROSE & GO.
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER,
HARDWOOD FLOORING AND INTERIOR FINISH

KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE
103,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Quartered White Oak.
200,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak.
55,000 ft. 4/4 IS & 2s Plain White Oak.
60,000 ft. 4/4 is & 2s Plain Red Oak.

668,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com. Plain Red and White
Oak.

All the above is Band Sawn, nicely manufactured,
good quality oak and thoroughly air dried. Has
been on sticks from 12 to 18 months.

10,000 ft. 4/4 IS & 2s Poplar.
60,000 ft. 4/4 Saps & Selects Poplar
15,000 ft. 4/4 Clear Heart.

250,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Com.
3 5,000 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Com.
15,000 ft. 5/8 IS & 23.

10,000 ft. 5/8 Saps.
15,000 ft. 5/8 No. 1 Com.
10,000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 Com.
5 4,000 ft. 4/4, 6/4, 8/4 Common & Better Ash.

145,000 ft. 4/4 Log Run White Pine.
13 5,000 ft. 4/4 Common & Better Chestnut, kiln

dried.

WILL SHIP IN MIXED CARS, EITHER ROUGH OR
DRESSED

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

a

MANUFACTURERS OF

DUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WJiLHOT & TENNESSEE RED CEDUR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

Veneers
"The Very Best"

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY
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NASHVILLE
CEUE^Faj^VTED FOR HIGHEST TTTPE TllVIBER GROWTH, EA.UI_TLESS

ivi/^r<ruF^^c%.CTUre ^^vrsiE) coOD gfjj^^de;«».

If you want to get in touch

with 2000 Live Wire
Buyers of Hardwoods

it will pay you to find out about

the Hardwood Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet

—

"Selling Lumber Bp MaiV

It will prove a revelation to you.

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bulletin Dept.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO

WE MUST MOVE ll
150,000 FEET 4/4

NO. 1 COMMON QUARTERED WHITE OAK
75,000 FEET 4/4

NO. 2 COMMON QUARTERED WHITE OAK

. Bone dry ! Good widths and lengths ! High grades !

This stock is located at one of our outside yards and
we will make extremely low prices in order to move
it quickly

LOVE, BOYD & CO., Nashville, Tenn.

I

The Althauser'=Webster=Weaver Lumber Co.

INCORPORATED

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
MANUFACTURERS OF
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Wood Consuming Plants, Attention!

We solicit your inquiries for quartered oak. If

we haven't what you want we will cut it for you

JOHN B. RANSOM
CBk COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD LUMPER
3 cars 4/4 I's & 2'8 Qtd. Wtlte Oak, 6" & up (wide In)
1 car 4/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 6" & up (le^

lected for figure).
1 car 4/4 I's & 2'» Qtd. White Oat, 10" Jc up.
2 cars 6/4 I's & 2e Qtd. Wkitt Oak, 6" t up.
1 car 6/4 No. 1 commoa Qtd. White Oak, 4" & up (very

nice).

1 car 8/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" 4 up (Terj
nice & dry).

I'a & 2's Qtd. Red Oak, 6" & up.
No. 1 common Qtd. Red Oak, 4" £ up.
I's & 2's Chestnut, dry, good widths.

1 car 4/4
2 cars 4/4
2 cars 5/4
2 cars 5/4
10 cars 4/4
2 cars 16/4
2 cars 6/4
1 car 8/4
1 car 10/4
1 car 12/4

No. 1 common Chestnut, dry, eood wldtha.
No. 2 C. & S. W. Chestnut, dry.
Is & 2s White Ash, rery dry k tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, rery dry A tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, rery dry k tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry & tougk.
No. 1 common Hickory, rery dry t tough.

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Cherokee Lumber Co.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
LET US HELP MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
ONCE A CUSTOMER, ALWAYS A CUSTOMER.

Tennessee Hardwoods

Tennessee Hardwood
Lumber Co.

West NashvUIe
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HUNTINGTON
CENTER OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

YOU GET WHAT YOU BUY

T iinrn
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mmn
A few words to the users of this excellent wood and those who contemplate using it.

Many years' experience in the manufacture and marketing of this item of stock have satisfied us that
in this wood, more than in any other hardwood, the successful consuming manufacturers insist upon
having only high quality stock—not only as to grade, but manufacture and careful handling while in pile
for seasoning.

Choice logs do not always produce good lumber—it depends largely upon how much care is exer-
cised in the process of manufacture; nor does the production of high quality stock end here—it must be
carefully put into piles and sufficient piling sticks used to insure its drying out flat.

When you are about to place an order for Gum, some of the essentials that suggest themselves to
you are :

Full and uniform thickness.

Very dry stock that in the process of drying has remained flat and straight.

Good range of widths and lengths to assure you of a good yield of clear cuttings of various sizes you
require.

Last, but not least, after placing orders you want them executed promptly and on time—also honest
grading and measurement.

We are equipped with six band mills, backed by our own timber lands, to give you that kind of
stock and unexcelled service.

A partial list of Red Gum ready for shipment
Amount.
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THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
LOOK OVER THESE SPECIALS

10 Cars 5 '4 x 7 and Wider No. 1 Common Maple.

5 Cars 1 X 4" No. 1 Common and Better Maple Strips.

5 Cars 4 4 No. 1 Common and Better Sap Maple.

3 Cars 5 4 No. 1 Common and Better Sap Maple.

3 Cars 4 4 7" to 11" Ists and 2nds Basswood.

3 Cars 1 X 4" No. 1 Common and Better Basswood Strips.

2 Cars 4 4 X 12"and Wider No. 1 Common and Better Basswood.

HIGH GRADE STOCK

THE STEARNS SALT & LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers

LUOINGTON, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

UfLJV NOT9 ^^^^^ °^' ^^^ ^^"^ y^"*^ inquiries

»» 1^^^ S and orders direct to tlie producer

We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood
A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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KENTUCKY
CENTE.R OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

"SOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity IS million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, Maffnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

Low Prices
to Move Quick

4 cars 6/4 and 8/4 Common and Better
Quart. White Oak, 1 year dry.

7 cars 6/4 and 8/4 Common Ash, 1 year dry.
1 car 10/4 and 12/4 Com. Ash, 1 yek. dry.
1 car 6/4 Common Quart. Red Oak, 10

months dry.
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Red Gum, 10 to

16', 8 months dry.
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Gum, 14 and 16', 8

months dry.

2 cars 8/4 1 & 2 Sap Gum, 1 year dry.
2 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 1 year dry.
1 car 8/4 Log Run Beech, 1 year dry.
5 cars 4/4 Factory Common Plain White

Oak, SO^c 14 & 16'.

2 cars 6/4 1 & 2 Plain Red Oak, 75% 16'.

7 cars 6/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak,
75^0 16'.

1 car 5/4 1 & 2 Plain Red Oak, 15" and
wider.

5 cars 4/4 Gum and Elm Crating, 4 to 8",
8' long.

Can ship Rough or Dressed or worked any way. .Send us your orders
for Hardwoods, Cypress and Yellow I*!oe, Gum and Cottonwood

Flails City Lumber Co.
lnt;orpot-atecl

Keller Building, LOUISVILLE, KY.

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

<^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %" and 13/16" in all

standard widths

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

ANY REASONABLE OFFER
WILL BUY THE FOLLOWING STOCK:

DRY—IN FINE CONDITION
4,700 feet 3/4"
15,000 feet 3/4"
40,000 feet 4/4

"

4,500 feet 2M'
45,000 feet 4/4"
14,000 feet 4/4"
12,000 feet 6/4"

ls-2s Qrtd. White Oak.
No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak.
No. 2 Com. Qrtd. White Oak.
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak.
No. 2 Com. Plain Red & White Oak.
No. 1 Com. Qrtd. Red Oak Strips, 2" & up
Hickory, Log Run. [wide.

16,000 feet 4/4" Hickory, Log Run.
20,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, ls-2s Quartered.
8,000 feel 4/4" Poplar, No. 1 Com. Quartered.
13,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, Com. & Better, 12 " & up x 10'.

50,000 feet 5/4" Poplar, ls-2s & No. 1 Cora., 7" to 9".

12,000 feet 4/4" Ash, ls-2s 6" and up.
12,000 feet 6/4" Log Run Ash.

We, of course, have a complete stock of Quartered and Plain Oak, Poplar and Hickory, etc., in all grades
and thicknesses, and will be glad to have your inquiries for anything you may need.

J. V. STIMSON & CO. OWENSBORO, KY.
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We'll Leave the Decision to You

Lumber markets, like lumbermen, have individualities all

their own.

They are wonderful composites, made up of the mingled

characteristics of the membeKS of the trade, and reflecting, in a broad

way. the spirit which has dominated the transaction of a multitude of relatively

small dealings.

It goes without saying that where the lumbermen are the

right sort, who do business in a broad-gauge, straightforward manner,

and who look on their customers as permanent connections, and not as temporary

conveniences, their market has an attractive personality.

For information as to the characteristics of one well-known

city, famous alike for hospitality and hardwoods, maidens and

mahogany, viands and veneers, address

THE LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD
CLUB

NoRM.'\N Lumber Co. Louisville Point Lumber Co.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co. Louisville Veneer Mills.

Booker-Cecil Co. Ohio River Sawmill Co.

C. C. Mengel & Bro. Co. Edw. L. Davis Lumber Co.
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THB GATEWAV TO UAROBR PROFITS
/5 OPEN TO THOSE WHO STANDARDIZE WITH

NVOOD=\VORKIINOM ACH INES
THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION

They offer the greatest amount of work with the least opera-

tive expenditure. The uniformity with which they perform
their work cannot be excelled, from the heaviest down to the

most delicate.

It will pay you to look into the advantages of DEFIANCE
tools before placing your orders.

A Postal from you wilt bring our catalog and prices

The Defiance Machine Works, 414 Perry St., Defiance, Ohio

Automatic Handle Polisher No. 4 Double Spindle Sbaper iDsulator Pin Lathe

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA. MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished
banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-

cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our
reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors
solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY «& CO.
JAMES D. LACEY, WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

LARGEST TIMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building, Seattle

1104 Spalding Bldg., Portland
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CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE. SOUTH

LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

15 Cars 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

15 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

Band Sawn, Equalized and Thoroughly Dry. Good Width and Lengths.

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave.. Cincinnati, Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on

the Following:

153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—30^0
13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5/4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",

bone dry.

6M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.

W.E.HEYSER
LUMBER CO.

GENERAL OFFICES AND YARDS:

Winton Place, Cincinnati, Ohio

Branch: MEMPHIS, TENN.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Quartered and Plain

Red and White Oak, Ash,

Poplar, Chestnut, Gum
and all Southern Hardwoods

SHIPMENTS DIRECT FROM
OUR OWN YARDS AND MILLS

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
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E. C. Bradley Lumber Co.
702 Gerke Building, Cincinnati, Ohio

1 car 4/4 Is and 28 Cherry.
1 car 1" Log Run Cberrv.
100,000 ft. 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut
100.000 ft. 4/4 Log Run Maple
One oar 8/4 Log Run Maple
30.000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.
15.000 ft. 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar.
13,500 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 18" to 24" wide.
14,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 24" & up, 30% 34"

and up, 50 to 60% 14' & 16' long.
75 pes. 1" No. 1 Panel Poplar, 39" to 48" wide, 16' long.
'72 pes. 1" No. 1 Panel Poplar, 24" to 39". 16' long.

All of the above is band sawed, good widths and lengths,
and we can make prompt shipment

BENNETT & WITTE
JUST A FEW OF OUR SPECIAIJS

1 car 4/4" No. 1 & Panel Sap
Gum, 21" to 25".

2 cars 4/4" 1 & 2 Red Gum, 18" to
27".

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qrtd. Red
Oak.

2 cars 4/4 1 & 2 PI. Red Oak. 12"
& up.

1 car 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qrtd. 'White
Oak.

1 car 12/4 1 & 2 PI. 'White Oak.

Main Office

CINCINNATI, OHIO
222 W. 4th Atc.

2 cars 4/4" Sd. 'Wrmy. & No. 2 Com.
Qrtd. Chestnut.

3 cars 4/4 1 & 2 Poplar.
1 car each 12/4" No. 1 Com. Selects

& 1 & 2 Poplar.
1 car each 4/4 No. 1 Com. & 1st &

2nds Ash.
1 car 4/4, 5/4 & 6/4 1 & 2 Ash, 12"

& up wide.
1 car 8/4". 10/4. 12/4 & 16/4" 1 & 2

Ash, 12" & up wide.

SOUTHERN OFFICE, MEMPHIS, TENN.
EXPORT OFFICE, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

MOWBRAY & ROBINSON
SPECIALISTS IN

OAK-ASH-POPLAR
ALWAYS IN THE MARKET FOR
ROUND LOTS OR MILL CUTS

OFFICE AND YARDS
SIXTH ST., BELOW HARRIET CINCINNATI

Do You Want to Buy

Kiln Dried Hardwoods
From largest, most
modern kiln in world?

Then write

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

L. W. RADINA & CO.
DEALERS IN

POPLAR AND
HARDWOODS

CINCINNATI OHIO

WE WANT TO BUY
1", IM", 15^" Is & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON SAP GUM
1", 11^" & 2" Is & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON RED GUM
1" NO. 1 COMMON TUPELO.

SUBMIT US YOUR STOCK SHEETS

WITH BEST CASH PRICES

DUHLMEIER BROS.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.

1002-1005 Times BIdg., ST. LOUIS

MAnafaotarera of and Dealers In

ASH, OAK, GUM I IliiDrD
AND CYPRESS LUIIIDCII

YARD TRADE A SPECIALTY

GONASAUGA LUMBER GOMPANY
General Sales Office, - Fourtli NationeJ Bank Building

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
White Pine, Yellow Pine and Cypress

Saw and planing mills. Conasaugu, Tenn.—35,000.000 feet annual
output—Business of wholesale consuminir trade solicited
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THE EAST
BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA

WM. WHITMER Ch SONS
INCORPORATED

Manufacturers and Whole-

salers of All Kinds of

"If Anyboay Can,

We Can"

HARDWOODS
West Virginia Spruce and Hemlock
Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Franklin Bank Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

CHARLES HOLYOKE
141 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

HARDWOODS

H. D. WIGGIN IUVJVm^I.
MANUFACTURER HARDWOOD LUMBER

Circular-sawed Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Basswood, Maple

Mill at Stone Coal Junction, West Virginia

Ir-ni-noHiofA 5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Yellow Foplar
immeaUie ^

^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ common oakC
J. S. KENT CO., PHILADELPHIA

Shipment DRY—Good lengths and widths

PALMER So PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY ebony

DOMESTIC
VENEERS HARDWOODS

ENGLISH OAK
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

103 Medford Street, Charlestown Dist.

BOSTON. MASS.

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANCFACTCRERS

WEST VIRGINIA
HARDWOODS

Oliver Building PITTSBURG. PA.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & NIXON
REAL ESTATE TRUST BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
NICE FLAKY STUFF

\1/- V_^,„ IJn,., <o fill your orders for all kinds of HARD-we ivnow now woods, white pine, yellow pine,
SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CYPRESS, HARDWOOD FLOORING.

(Hve U8 a trial.

THOMAS E. COALE LUMBER COMPANY
FRANKLIN BANK BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OAK
BEECHER & BARR

CHESTNUT POPLAR
WHITE PINE, YELLOW PINE AND HEMLOCK

INTERIOR TRIM. HARDWOOD FLOORING.

442 LAND TITLE BLDG. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHAS. K. PARRY & CO.
Hardwood Lumber

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
luru/lUT 3/4 No. 1 common Red Oak 8/4 No. 1 common Red Oak
nLnnill 4/4 no. 2 common Red Oak Log Run Basswood

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

LIDCERWOOD

y DGERWOOD^ MFG^ CO. ^I^A^D^^^A^'fi^cnfArM^E^Sk^k^JL^I^^^^^^
96Liberty Street, New York Montreal Vancouver
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We can make immediate shipment of the following

items

:

1 Car 6/4 F. A. S. Qtd. W. Oak.
3 Cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.

Oak.
3 Care 4/4 Clear Qtd. W. Oak

Strips, 2V4 to 6%.
2 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.

Oak Strips, 2Vz to SMi.

3 Cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak.

2 Cars 6/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Red Oak.

1 Car 8/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Red Oak.

1 Car 8/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
niiite Oak.

WE HAVE A GOOD STOCK OF POPLAR 4/4 to 12/4.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY
Sales Office

1657 MONADNOCK BLDG.
CHICAGO

Main Office
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
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Publithed in the Interest of the American Hardwood Forests, the Products thereof, and Logging, Saw
Mill and Wood-working Machinery, on the 10th and 25th of each Month, by

THE HARDWOOD COMPANY
Henry H. Gibson, President

Burdis Anderson, Sec'y and Treas.

Entire Seventh Floor Ellsworth Building

537 So. Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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Editorial Comment
General Market Conditions

A comparative level of demand and prices with slightly improved

condition in shipping has marked the last fortnight in hardwood
circles. The period has been too short to register any pronounced

change in the trade in general, except to further reduce stocks in

certain items, with the addition of a few figures in their values.

The whole condition of the trade hinges on the question of demand,

apparently, and as to whether the demand will be of sufficient

urgency to effect a iiermanent advance level of prices remains to

be seen. The alternative condition would be that sufficient

quantities of lumber would come in to fill up the present shortage,

which is the real motive for present price advances.

It is reported from the rainy section in the far South that with

continued wet weather the farmers are turning their attention more
to the possibilities of getting their money from the trees rather

than from the crops, having given up the latter as hopeless. They
will go to work in the woods and have their teams haul logs for

small mills, as a result of which it will not be long before those

mills will have quite a little lumber on hand. It takes much less

time to start up a small plant than the big band mills of permanent

character, and already a number of them are actively at work.

The building trade promises to carry the hardwood business

through the summer in pretty fair shape. The interior finish, sash,

door and blind houses in the large cities are well supplied with all

kinds of orders. This is more notably true in the Middle West
and the East.

Active demand from the furniture factories has not been felt,

but it is anticipated that at the close of the exhibition there will

be quite an increased movement in this direction.

On the whole, an even tenor will undoubtedly prevail throughout

the summer without any radical change for the better or for the

worse. Those having hardwood stocks at present are carrying a

pretty fair property.

First Half of 1912 Good
The records at the close of the first half of the year 1912 show

that the country has already awakened to a marked extent

industrially and in a general business way, and there is every

reason to believe that these conditions will take on a decided

revival in activity after the political campaign. Business has

dragged for two years, and the minimum of activity has been

experienced in different lines of trade as shown by the banks, but

with the beginning of 1912, considerable improvement has been

felt. In the city of Chicago, clearing house figures indicate strong

business confidence. There is an increase of nearly ten per cent

in the report of exchanges in Chicago over the first six months
of 1911. At the same time a remarkable record has been set in the

foreign commerce of the United States in which the total commerce

aggregated four billion dollars in exports and imports of dutiable

and non-dutiable merchandise. At the same time the aggregate

exports of American manufactures reach the one billion dollar

mark, a record heretofore unequalled. This indicates that the

United States threatens the prestige of Great Britain in the matter

of foreign commerce.

A noticeable feature of the last few months has been the steady

improvement of the steel and iron market. The principal moving

force has been the return of the railroads to the market, although

this return has not been entirely voluntary. Since it became evident

to the roads that there would be a let-up in gross business, they

have been following the policy of retrenchment. Of course, it was
recognized that this policy would be only temporary at the most,

and the railroad managements have decided that this summer is the

limit of the retrenchment period, and in consequence they have

re-entered the market for rails, bridges, cars, locomotives, which

immediately started the equipment companies, steel mills and steel

plate mills. The consequent return to working to the limit of

capacity has been noted in all the larger mills.

It is true that iron and steel products have been selling at less

than actual value, and a raise in prices will tend to decrease the

volume of business, but at the same time increase profits. The

steel corporation is operating now at the highest tonnage rate in

its history.

This movement in industrial enterprises is not limited to the

steel corporations, but is felt in numerous other large industries, all

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS; In the United States and its possessions,
and Canada. $2.00 ttie year; in foreign countries, $1.00 extra postage.

In conformity with the rules of tlie postoffice department, subscrip-
tions are payable in advance, and in default of written orders to the
contrary, are continued at our option.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, op change of address,
should be sent one week before ttie date they are to go into effect.
Both old and new addresses must be given.
Both display , and -classified advertising rates furnished upon

application.

Advertising copy must be received five days In advance of publica-
tion dates.

Telephones:—Harrison 8086-S087-8088.

Advertising Representatives: Jacob Holtzman. 5264 Larchwood Ave-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E. W. Meeker, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chi-
cago, 111.

Entered as second-class matter May 26, 1902, at the postoffice at Chi-
cago, 111., under act of March 3, 1879.
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of which will have an important bearing on business conditions of

the country.

There is everywhere evident an increased confidence on the part

of investors and business men generally, all of which will go a long

ways toward getting business out of the rut, and instilling into the

whole country a deeper and more lasting confidence in the actual

possibility of getting back to the old scale of prosperity with

which the, country was favored before the panic of 1907. The

question is only one of getting the public mind so trained as to

see the necessity for concerted thinking of a progressive nature,

and this seems about to be accomplished.

Looking Ahead
An article of unusual merit, entitled '

' Some Unsolved Problems

of Science," appears in a recent issue of Harper's Magazine. The

author, an eminent scientist endowed with an imagination of a prac-

tical trend, reviews the question as to whether or not modern society

has justified the two thousand years of struggle and toil of the

formative period and the infinite time before that leading up to the

very beginning of life. He contends that it does not.

To descend to the prosaic, the same question might be applied in

an infinitely more restricted sense to the lumber business, of course,

considering it in no degree as a science, but as a commonplace in-

dustry which ranks third in relative importance in the country.

Probably a little over a century would cover the period during

which the manufacture of lumber in the United States has been of

notable proportions, but when we consider the enormous amount of

time, energy and money in the aggregate which has been expended in

perfecting methods of economy in lumbering and the enormous amount

of effort required to denude the already cut-over area of the country

of its wooded growth, it is fair to assume that the lumber industry

must have brought an abundance of happiness and worldy goods to

a great number of people to have justified that effort. It is certainly

true that the industry has been merely a tree-cutting campaign,

characterized rather by the strenuosity of the axe man than by any

intelligent effort to scientifically utilize one of the most valuable and

abundant of the splendid natural resources with which this country

was endowed.

It seems necessary to look to the future for the answer. Not until

the millenium in the lumber business is attained, when the industry

is so perfected in organization and methods from the stump to the

shipping platform of the wood-working factory and the carpenter's

bench, that the last penny is gotten out of the tree with the greatest

benefit to all, will the lumber business justify its existence. With

that state will come a delicate balance between supply and demand;

the guarantee of a permanent supply of raw material, thus making

lumber and re-manufacturing establishments of such a stable nature

as to demand perfectioQ in organization, and commensurate values

will be maintained between the raw material and finished product.

The marketing of goods will not be attended by throat-cutting

methods, resulting in the sale of a vast commodity at less than cost,

but will be characterized by such a degree of efficiency as to give

the purchaser his goods at a minimum of cost and at the same time

insure the seller universally a fair return on his investment. In

other words, the industry will have really become a science.

To the practical lumberman this condition may seem too ideal to

merit a second thought, but does he ever stop to consider the degree

of scientific development which characterizes other vast industries,

and which has been attained in as short, or shorter a lifetime? Will

any fair-minded man, after considering the complete lack of har-

mony in the lumber business and the probable reasons for it and the

many failures and their causes, deny that a vast change in methods

must be accomplished before the trade as a unit justifies itself?

Business and Politics

Before the advent of the third party in the political race, business

men in general would not admit of the possibility of coming

elections seriously disturbing the business equilibrium of the

country, and even with the so-called Progressive party in the field.

they are loath to admit that politics in 1912 will be anywhere

near the serious detriment it has been in the past. The waning
influence of national politics in general business affairs is seen in

the public utterances of men of prominence as well as in the

expressed opinion of the rank and file of business men throughout

the country.

However, the continued progress of business throughout the

campaign is contingent upon the satisfactory settlement of the

third party movement. The nature of this political enterprise is

so serious that there seems a possibility of the development of

new conditions which might alter the situation materially, but

under any conditions it seems almost certain the effect on business

will not be nearly as serious as it would have been a decade ago.

Business is recognizing that it is its own mainstay, and that

politics should not be allowed to exact the influence it formerly

did.

It has been hoped by business men that the party differences

might be settled and the campaign reduced to a contest between the

two principal political parties of the country, but even with the

introduetion of a third party there seems to be no more reason for

alarm, though there is no recent parallel for comparison.

Underlying conditions are excellent; the crop outlook is good, and

the railroads have passed their period of retrenchment, and are

again in the market. In many industrial lines the factories and
mills are working at full capacity, and withal these influences le-act

favorably upon each other.

There has, of course, been a noticeable retarding of business,

particularly since the beginning of June, on account of the activity

of the political conventions, but this mark at no time has

approached the significance that had been predicted in some
quarters. If business generally continues on a proportionate basis

of activity throughout the remainder of the campaign, it will

establish a new era of independence from political influences.

There is every reason to believe that it will, and it is certainly the

earnest hope of every business man in the country that business

will have recognized its own strength, and will have assumed an

independent attitude toward the political situation.

The Efficacy of Small Savings

Just as the diligent use of the small savings bank by the child

has often laid the foundation for a bank deposit of much more
notable importance in later years, so will the saving of small costs

and losses in any line of business very materially affect the dobit

and credit side of the books at the end of the year.

A recent bulletin of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

of the United States suggests thu advisability of closer attention

to this question, citing one specific cause for a considerable

degrading of lumber, namely, loss in grade of lumber through

damage from being laid in the cars without strips at the bottom.

It certainly seems to be a simple proposition to place a few strips

across the bottom of a car to raise the bottom tier of boards above

the cinders and such other refuse as might damage it during its

occupancy of the car. This is only one of many instances of a

similar nature through which are lost daily a great many dollars

in grade which, by the use of a little diligent observation, might

easily be saved.

Perhaps no other industry is so prone to carelessness in smaller

details of operation as is the lumber business. This, of course, is

necessarily so on account of the nature of the goods handled, but

the stock has become of such value as to warrant very careful

treatment from the sawmill to the consuming factory. The millman

should be amply satisfied with the percentage of low-grade with

which Nature provides him in the ordinary run of the log, without

soliciting a further percentage by allowing his men to carelessly

handle his stock in any one of the numerous operations through

which it passes.

It would be difficult at the end of a week, perhaps, to count in

figures exactly how much was saved by being careful, but there is

no question that in the course of a year the good effects of closo
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and systematic handling will be felt—at least it would do no harm
and certainly deserves consideration. An etiSciency man might

possibly be appointed on large enough operations, not necessarily

a man of technical training, but a man who could devote his time

to keeping his eyes '
' peeled '

' for different ways whereby money
could be saved without making the cost of the extra vigilance

greater than the saving itself. This, of course, would not be applied

to smaller operations, but in a more limited degree they could look

to the small leaks and remedy them in their own way.

The more modern lumber manufacturing plants are giving

increasing attention to the saving details of their business but the

rank and file of the mills have a broad field to work in, wherein

tKey can find countless methods which need improvement.

Labor a Serious Question
It is hard to reconcile the fact that while from reports vast

numbers of men are unemployed in the cities, at the same time
industrial plants outside of or immediately contingent to the cities,

are finding the greatest diflieulty in employing suflicient men to

meet their actual needs. This condition is emphasized constantly

by reports from various indus-

tries, and probably lumber man-

ufacturers are suffering as

heavily, if not more so, than

any others in this respect.

Iron and steel plants are con-

stantly finding greater difficulty

in keeping their working forces

up to the necessary number.

Reports from the north-woods

suggest that great trouble is ex-

perienced in recruiting a suffi-

cient force of woods and mill

men to carry on the work at

the mills, while in the South

this condition has been apparent

for some time.

There is undoubtedly consid-

erable truth in the statement

that labor is being diverted from

this country to other countries,

notably South America, by in-

creased wages in those sections,

and that increases in wages in

the home country keep a great

many prospective emigrants at

home. Nevertheless, it seems

that the vast number of work-

ing-men in the United States should be sufficient to adequately

take care of the nation 's industry.

The farmer has difficulty every year in harvesting his crops,

owing to an insufficient number of farm hands, and the cry from

various industries in all sections of the country is constantly that

in running full time, they can not fill their shops. There has been

some agitation in various quarters looking to the "back to the

farm" movement, but it can not be said that this sentiment has

had any material effect upon the portion of workmen in the city

and in the outlying country.

In the lumber business particular difficulty is experienced,

probably owing to the fact that the mills are so far distant from

the chief centers of labor. They do not lie on any regular beaten

path of the wandering laborer, but the man who reaches the

sawmill is apt to either just happen there or to have come for the

specific purpose of getting a job. There is no reason to believe that

there will be any general movement of laborers to the woods, but

on the other hand, the sawmill man will very likely have to make
strenuous efforts to locate sufficient help to carry on his operations.

The work in the logging camp or sawmill is not unusually

strenuous, and it is certainly more agreeable than working in a

stifling factory or foundry, and surely gives the workman a much
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better opportunity of saving a proportion at least of his wages as
he has not very much chance of spending it. He is well paid in
proportion to other laboring men, and there is no reason why a
sawmill man should have any difSculty in filling his needs if his
requirements are adequately placed before the working class.

Big Manufacturers Misjudged
The cry of the laboring man has always been that his interests

and those of the capital employing him are so diversified that the
sole object of the employer is to grind him down in every way
possible, getting the most work out of him with the least possible
reward. The agitation in favor of adequate workmen's compen-
sation legislation has been viewed by the laboring element in this

same light. They have argued that the big employer is constantly
striving to block legislation in the interests of the injured laborer.

He has been described as the embodiment of selfish greed, and has
not been given the credit for a single emotion. It is

gratifying to see now and then concrete evidence of the error of
this assumption on the part of the laboring element.
One of the most striking examples of the active movement among

big employers for the betterment

of the conditions among work-

men is seen in resolutions adopt-

ed by the National Association

of Manufacturers at its recent

seventeenth annual convention

at New York. These resolutions

in two instances Trere intended

for the' specific betterment of

the laborers in their industrial

and private lives. The first was
adopted with a view of volun-

tarily providing for adequate ac-

cident prevention and work-

men's compensation. In it the

association deplores the lack of

sufficient knowledge of accident

compensation on the part of

employers, legislators, workers

and the public at large. It was
suggested that this ignorance be

overcome by education.

The resolution further recom-

mends that a committee be main-

tained with the idea of working
out specific benefits through co-

operation with state and federal

organizations and local bodies,
and through a comprehensive system of education, utilizing every
possible medium.

Still further evidence of the sincerity of the big manufacturer,
as exemplified by the membership of the National Association of
Manufacturers, is shown in a resolution recommending such a
system of education as will provide for a thorough training of
children leaving school at an early age. It outlines various
recommendations, all with the idea of improving the mental train-

ing of the workingman's child.

The vicious campaign as conducted by Socialists as a body, and
trade unions against the large employers of labor, does not take
into consideration the increasing evidence of interest on the part
of the capitalists for the welfare of the wage earners. There is

no reason to suppose that this increased interest is the result of the

agitation as conducted by those bodies, but is rather in spite of it.

It is to be hoped that such activity will be rewarded by the
approval of the public at large.

Proper Selling

A young wholesaler in a northern market recentlj' said that he
made an average profit of sixty-five dollars on every car of lumber
sold during June. This does not mean that this particular chap hail
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any "soft snap" in the consuming trade, or any rich relatives

owning the Harvester company or the Pullman company, or any

of the big wood-working plants, but it simply indicated that he was

a live wire who was right up on his toes, looking after every

opportunity to give his customer something just a little better

than he was getting for a little less money, providing the customer

would allow him to use his own judgment in furnishing the stuff.

It is a " eineh '
' no man could refuse such a proposition. As an

instance: This young man went to a certain consuming factory

using oak, the thief requisite of which was strength. According

to the ordinary terms in a rule-book, this consumer had to buy and

pa}' for a regular run of No. 1 common stock in order to get the

cut which he needed. Of course, worm holes would aifect his grade,

and hence a great deal of stock, otherwise in every way adapted to

his line of work, would be ruled out and he would have to pay

the regular price for a much higher grade of stock than he

required, probably getting a great many defects in the stuff that he

did buy, which would have to be cut out as waste. The hustling

wholesaler put the proposition before the consumer to furnish him

with stuff guaranteed to cut one hundred per cent to the good, at

two or three dollars less price than he was paying. The wholesaler

was "wise" to the fact that he could get the wormy kind of oak at

a low figure; he could sort it out so that he would give his customer

only such stock as it would cut absolutely to meet his requirements,

and at the same time would give him the essential qualities in the

lumber which he desired.

As a result of the transaction, the customer is buying his lumber

for three dollars less, and further he is working it up with a much

less percentage of waste. The wholesaler is realizing a handsome

profit and the niillman is enabled to dispose of a big chunk of his

wormy oak at a very satisfactory figure, whereas before he couldn 't

move it.

This certainly isn't doping the grades; the consumer doesn't

order one thing and pay for another—he pays exact value for his

lumber. It has the old grade-mixing habit beaten a mile.

Plan of National Association of Commerce
Mention has been made at different times of the formation of

the National Association of Commerce, which is the result of con-

siderable agitation culminating in a call from President Taft to

representatives of trade bodies from practically all the states and

territories. The body was organized in Washington last April, and

now has a membership of one hundred organizations composed of

one hundred thousand individuals. There are seventy-five applica-

tions pending, and there is every reason to believe that the

association will be of distinct service to the government in its

trade extension work.

One of the inviolable rules that has been adopted is that partisan

politics will be excluded absolutely from the association. With this

in view members of Congress are debarred from membership.

Permanent offices have been opened in Washington, and so far

two monthly meetings of the executives have been held, one in

Chicago and the other in Washington. The third will be held

shortly in Hotel Champlain in New York, and the first full meeting

of the Chamber will be held next January.

It is the aim of the association to deal only with national

questions of importahce to the commerce of the country, and an

exhaustive analysis will be made of each question proposed to the

directors before it is submitted to the full body of the association.

An opinion of all members will be obtained on any legislative

proposition, and the chamber will not be committed by the board

or by any committee for or against such action.

It is proposed to carry out the following purposes:

To encourage and promote through the members the organization

of associations of business men in all parts of the country.

To study the work of existing organizations and their value to

their respective trade and communities.

To advocate the standardization of association methods and

effort, and to urge the general adoption of these standards where

possible.

To study the work performed by our government 's bureau in any

way relating to the commerce of the country, and to encourage

methods for their further development, and to utilize their data.

To analyze all statistics with regard to production and distri-

bution of all goods at home and abroad, and to watch for any

influence tending to retard commercial development, and to become

the source of information with regard to new opportunities for

trade extension.

The fundamental purpose of the organization is to enable the

business element of the country to get into close touch, and counsel

with the government with a view of having representation of the

business side of the country to counsel and .advise as to any acts

bearing upon business adopted by the government.

The association will have innumerable committees and will be

of an extremely broad scope covering every phase of the business

in all parts of the country. Its possible usefulness is practically

unlimited as to domestic and foreign commerce relations, and it

can be of infinite value in the compilation of statistics.

An Appeal Well Founded
Apparently the officers of the Nichols lic Cox Lumber Company,

Grand Eapids, Mich., have excellent grounds for an appeal from the

recent decision of the United States district court, which on June
21 moved that they were guilty of technically soliciting and
accepting a rebate. Apparently the action of the court was more
or less arbitrary against the defendants, who claim that they were

not given sufficient opportunity to present the full evidence in their

own behalf. The evidence which they wished particularly to bring

before the court was tending to prove that the act of which they

had been found guilty was entirely an error and was not in accord-

ance with their regular method of doing business. While the

concern, in the eyes of the court, might be technically guilty of the

offense of soliciting and accepting a rebate, under such conditions

it would seem that their conviction of the charge would be entirely

lacking in justice.

Trade Methods Here and Abroad
If figures indicate anything, it would seem that the American

business man saves an immense amount of time over his Conti-

nental and English cousins in the transaction of his business. Sta-

tistics from the telephone companies show that there were

14,500,000,000 conversations over the 'phones in the United States

in 1911. This represents sixty-six per cent of the world's com-

munications by telephone. In the first part of 1911 there were
over seven-and-a-half million telephones in use in the United

States, aggregating 67.4 per cent of the total number in the

world. This represents a telephone mileage of 29,962,107 miles

throughout the world, of which the United States has 16,754,000.

All this would indicate that the American business man considers

his time of paramount importance and transacts a great deal of Bis

business over the wire, even calling up long distance rather than

making a trip or relying upon the slower transmission of mes-

sages by mail. Of course, there are more 'phones in this country

because of the greater area and the population, but even at that

the number is not in direct proportion.

The increased use of the telephone is becoming more apparent in

the lumber business constantly, and nowadays one very often hears

of some big deal being closed over long distance wire. In fact, the

long distance telephone calls of certain concerns form an important

part of the monthh' expenses, but in proportion to the business

realized, they actually represent a small cost.

Government Approves Land for Reserve

The National Forest Eeservation Commission approved 55,000

acres of land in the Smoky mountains of Tennessee and North

Carolina, and 24,900 acres in Virginia for purchase for the reserva-

tion. The commission met on June 29. The sum of approximately

two million dollars was expended during the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1912, for the acquisition of lands under the Weeks' law.



Where Joues Went
A series of revival services was being held In

a western city, and placards giving notice of

the services w^ere posted In conspicuous places.

One day the following notice was posted ; "Hell,

Its Location and Absolute Certainty. Thomas
Jones, baritone soloist, will sing 'Tell Mother
I'll Be There.' "

It's i>etter to be long headed than headlong.

If riches have wings, a man may be able to

chase the mighty dollar more successfully with
the aid of an airship.

The bill rendered by experience is never sul)-

Jecl to discount.

Dawn in the Forest
Like a grey nun across the eastern hill

The dawn creeps slowly, in her hand a star.

The forest stirs to greet her faint and far
rulses the music that the vastness fills.

In cloistered columns stands the pine that shrills

Beneath her breath, while like some gate ajar.

That shadows and the silences unbar.

The night swings backward as the new day wills.

Above the murmur of dim forest ways
Rises a paean—music's very own

—

Clear as the pealing of a convent bell ;

—

So sad, so sweet—like love lost or out-

grown ;

—

The forest-loving songsters' matin praise,

In silvery tones repeating, "All is well."—EiJith 'WUUs Lyiui.

Bark and Squeal

"Nothing lost here but the squeal," declared
the pork packer. "Are you as economical in

conducting your business?"
"Just about," answered the visitor. "I'm

in the lumber business. We waste nothing but
the bark."

—

y^ashington Herald.

Anyway, the unwritten law seems to have a
lot written about it.

Excuse for High Prices

Howell—"It costs a good deal more to live

than it used to."

t owell— "Well it's worth the difference."

—

ycic York Press.

MONOTONOUS MARTYRDOM

"What! Another? Just for that I'll jump the wall and let one of you be the offering."

Misfit

Tailor—"Sir, I have made clothes for some of

the best houses."

Customer—"Maybe they will fit a housa. They
certainly won't fit a man."—Puck.

What She Wanted

The Small Boy—" 'Arf a pound o' yel-

ler soap, please, and muvver says will

you please wrap it up in a good love

story."—Sketch.

Just What He Would Like
"Please gimme a nickel, ma'am?"
"Didn't I see you going out of a saloon a mo-

ment ago?"
"I guess mebby you did, ma'am."
"Well, I reckon you are not ashamed to own

it."

"I don't own it, ma'am. I only wish I did."

True hope is swift, and flies with swallow's

wings.

Kings it makes gods and meaner creatures man.
.—Shakespeare.

Unreasonableness
Mrs. Hewitt—"Does the climate agree with

your husband?"
Mrs. Jewett—"That's more than I'd expect

of any climate."

Uncalled For
Murphy—"Oi want to get a fust class auty-

raobile for me woife."

.\uto Dealer—"Long body."

Murphy—"None of yure business ! She's huilt

like a barrel, but Oi didn't come here to dis-

cuss her shape wid ye."

—

Pnck.
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Making Wood Distillation History

Editor's Note

ThP followine article treats of an entirely new phase in hardwood distillation, showing the possibility of

utilizfnasawSt^hayings and similar wastes for this purpose where it has never successfully been used betore.

The process itself bids fair to revolutionize hardwood utilization.

To conserve and render valuable the material which has been

regarded as useless has been constantly the subject of the deepest

study. Marvelous progress has been made along many lines, but

the perfecting of a complete process of vrood distillation has been

retarded not only by the lack of uniformity in the size and density

of the raw material, but also by the inability to secure such

controlled heat penetration as to produce results with reasonable

rapidity or certainty.

The first commercial prominence in the United States given to

wood distillation was in southern New York and northern Penn-

sylvania forty years ago when a small group of plants, designed to

use hardwood in cordwood form for the purpose of making wood

alcohol, acetate of lime and charcoal therefrom, was established.

Methods of an almost primitive nature were employed in these

early plants, resulting in a small yield and an inferior quality of

output, which was offset, however, by the prevailing high prices of

products, together with the low value of the wood used, which,

consequently, allowed the owners to reap a handsome profit.

Gradually changing conditions, however, made imperative a

greater efficiency.

It was at about this period that the eminent scientist, Henry M.

Pierce, LL.D., carried the industry into Michigan. The displace-

ment by him of older for better methods entered largely into the

history of the industry. Too much cannot be said of the creditable

and successful work accomplished by Dr. Pierce. While his pene-

trating mind perceived, at all times, the limitations of this industry,

as then operated, he foresaw the great values which would accrue

could the operator control with greater accuracy the conditions

under which he worked.

Chief among these limitations was the absolute inability to

govern the temperature. Since heat is, obviously, the prime mover

in distillation, its accurate regulation must, of necessity, be the

master key to open the way to an increased output.

In the plants of to-day, wood of irregular size, quality and

moisture content is placed in retorts or ovens heated externally

by the products of combustion from one or more furnaces. The

heat penetration is necessarily slow and irregular, owing to the

many variable elements mentioned. Some of the problems con-

fronting the distillation engineer of the present time, whether

dealing with hardwood or resinous wood, are thus presented.

In order to make the situation clearer, it will be well to outline

briefly the present state of the art and to follow this by a descrip-

tion of certain methods which are demonstrating their ability to

cope with the known difficulties.

In the field to-day are two general types of plants, retort plants

(the older) and oven plants (the newer and larger).

The standaril retort is a plain horizontal cylinder fifty-two inches

in diameter and nine feet long. It holds seven-tenths of a cord.

Ovens are of various sizes, usually holding six cords, but are

always rectangular in form and provided with tracks on which

run small cars to convey the incoming wood, hold it in position

while carbonizing, and carry the outgoing hot charcoal to the

coolers. The principle employed in each is exactly the same. The

time required for a complete "turn-over" is twenty-four hours,

which is the same for both types. By a turn-over is meant the

time of carbonizing, drawing the charge of charcoal and again

filling the apparatus with fresh wood. Therefore, practically the

only advantages of the oven over the retort are those of a smaller

labor charge in loading and unloading, and also less breakage

and loss of charcoal. Hence, it is plain that the first step of wood

distillation, i. e., carbonization, is done still in very much the

same way that it was twenty or twenty-five years ago.

The retort was in universal use until the discovery of natural

"as. While that fuel was extremely low in price, the oven was

devised to take advantage of that fact. As the price of gas

steadily rose, the ovmers were, one by one, forced to turn to

the use of coal, which for a time caused much trouble, due to

lack of proper heat distribution. Even now this feature is far

from perfect, and it is very doubtful if ovens would ever have

reached their present prominence but for the rise and fall of

natural gas.

The carbonization of wood simpl.v means its heating to a rather

high temperature and at the same time the exclusion of air. This

operation is not as simple as it would at first appear. When heat

is applied to the shell of the oven or retort, it is transmitted to

the contained wood partly by conduction (to the portions of the

wood in contact with the shell) and more by radiation (to wood

lying farther from the shell). The first mode of heat transmis-

sion is by far the more desirable for the purposes in hand. Cord-

wood is by nature a most irregular commodity, in shape, character

and moisture content. This fact precludes all thought of auto-

matically handling or of equipping retorts to facilitate heat pene-

tration.

When a piece of wood is heated, it naturally first gives up its

moisture. After this, if no air be present, the chemical elements

of the wood are torn apart by the increasing temperature and then

re-combined to form other and totally different substances. For

example, it is capable of easy demonstration that there is not a

single drop of wood alcohol in a cord of wood. If, however, we

carbonize this wood and collect the resulting vapors, we get wood

alcohol, the quantity depending on the kind of wood and the

way in which carbonization is effected. This is true in a still

greater degree of acetic acid, which goes to make the commercial

acetate of lime. The quantity of such goods or the "yield" is a

subject of first magnitude to the producer and will be discussed

later on.

When the elements are evolved from the wood, they at once

re-combine as stated and in so doing generate heat, thus raising

materially the temperature of that particular zone or part of the

mass. This is known as "exothermic reaction." It has been

but little understood and still less controlled, and forms another

complication with which the distillation engineer has had to con-

tend. When the elements of the wood re-combine, they form gas

and at the same time a very complex substance which, when

condensed, is known as pyroligneous acid or "raw liquor." These

substances leave the retort in the form of heated vapor which

is carried to suitable water-cooled surface condensers which lower

the temperature of the whole. The gas sweeps on through this

condenser chemically unchanged, while the vapors are largely

reduced to liquid form. Unfortunately, the gas refuses to give

up all its valuable burden of vapors but sweeps a part of them

on through and out of the condenser. Much good work has been

done in connection with this and in reclaiming the entrained

vapors from the gas. The manufacturers have, however, for the

most part refused to adopt this or other improvements, preferring

to adhere to ancient methods while they attributed their mis-

fortune to the tariff, or some equally irrevelant cause. Following

this policy, the gas is taken directly to the boiler fire boxes and

burned as fuel.

The residuum remaining in the retort is the charcoal

merce. The pyroligneous acid requires further treatment,

stated, this treatment consists of the following steps:

Settling to eliminate portions of the tar.

Complete distillation to eliminate the balance of Ihe tar which is left

behind in the still.

Addition of lime to neutralize acetic acid and form acetate of Hmo.
Distillation to take off weak alcohol, the acetate remaining In solution

in the still.

ISe-distillation of the above weak alcohol to bring it up to eighty-two

per cent or commercial "crude."

of com-

Briefly
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Evaporation of the water from the acetate solution, leaving behind a

solid vphich is commercial acetate of lime.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that in order to reclaim

finished products from the (originally dilute) pyroligneous acid,

it is necessary to evaporate the whole original volume three times.

This takes fuel, labor and apparatus, all of which can be econo-

mized in direct proportion to any concentration whatever of the

original pyroligneous acid. This fact should be noted for future

reference.

We have now reviewed the cardinal points and shown some of

the problems which confront the wood distiller of to-day with

constantly increasing force.

The methods to be described deal only with the first step of

the process, i. e., carbonization, which has long been carried on

with little or no improvement in apparatus or methods.

Before discussing the "remed}', " let us consider the possible

sources of the raw material, wood, its distribution and use.

In the United States to-day there are in operation about eighty

firms making acetate of lime, charcoal and crude wood alcohol.

Some of these own several plants. These plants are grouped in

the original centers of the industry, !New York, Pennsylvania and

Michigan. They use much forest waste and also mill waste in

the form of slabs, but, unfortunately, they use also much good

"body wood" which should go for other purposes. The existing

plant must have wood as raw material, in relativeh' large pieces,

such as cordwood or slabs.

Great sums of money have been spent in efforts to use finely

divided wood such as sawdust, shavings or hog-chips. These efforts

have until now been uniformly unsuccessful, partly because of the

difficulty of obtaining heat penetration either of the sawdust itself,

or of any portion of it which the operator might succeed in car-

bonizing. The man, therefore, who can use sawdust for carboni-

zation will be enabled to literally "play the game with the

discard."

Of the vast quantity of sawdust and shavings now going to

waste, a considerable percentage is made in connection with the

manufacture of flooring, vehicles, farm machinery, and the like.

It is obvious that, chemically, the sawdust is exactly like the

wood from which it came. Therefore, the out-turn of sawdust

from high-class stock, like the above, is dry, well seasoned, of

the right age for distillation, and is free from bark, decay and

dirt, which are present in such objectionable quantities in the

cordwood and slabs now being used.

This chemically superior material may be bought for a fraction

of the cost of cordwood and would long since have replaced it

entirely had it not been for certain mechanical difficulties which

have stubbornly resisted the efforts of all who sought its utiliza-

tion by older methods: difficulties so great as without exception

to result in failure.

The history of these failures would form a technical obituary

too bulky for the present article. In justice to the workers in this

branch of the art, it should be said that they have, in general,

used well and intelligently those elements and appliances possessed

by them at the time. The successful method of carbonizing saw-

dust (about to be described) has been made possible only by

the advent of radically new apparatus.

The cordwood being used costs the operators more each year.

The reason for this is not far to see: it must be bought from the

forest owner at fifty to seventy-five cents per cord standing;

then it must be cut and piled in the woods at about one dollar and

twenty-five cents per cord. There it is left for a year or so to

season and during that period is subject to very serious shrinkage

caused by theft, fire, decay, falling off of the bark, floods and

insects. Such wood as escapes these hazards must be hauled out

of the woods to the distillation plant, an increased distance each

year, as the supply diminishes. After hauling, it must again be

piled on the yard or storing ground ready for re-handling to the

industrial cars which carry it to its final destination, the retorts.

Even where this complicated performance is conducted in con-

nection with a lumbering operation and where every possible econ-

omy is exercised, the cost of the wood per cord at the retort is

three dollars and fifty cents; oftener, it is four dollars and over.

Compare this with the problem involved in the use of sawdust,

which may be bought at a price no greater than its fuel value,

say one dollar per cord, at point of production. The distillation

plant (located close to the mill) receives its sawdust ready for

immediate use, direct from the chains of the mill, from which it

feeds automatically into the mechanism of the distillation plant,

never once being touched by hand, so that the expense beyond
the bare cost of sawdust is too small to calculate.

By the perfected process of the American Wood Eeduction

Company, the formerly rejected sawdust becomes the preferred

material. It is taken in a reasonably dry state, passed through a

press of unique construction, which has a new and peculiar action

on the wood, reducing it to a condition vastly better suited for

carbonization than any other form which has ever been available.

The wooden blocks resulting are of uniform size, quality and density.

The.v may be handled automatically throughout the remainder of the

process. For carbonizing them, there has been designed and con-

structed a simple retort of low cost, so arranged that each block

is in intimate contact with a heat radiating surface, and which

heat needs penetrate only to a depth of two inches in order to

carbonize completely the entire contents of the retort. Owing to

the great density of these blocks, their heat conductivity is very

high, hence the whole mass is at practically the same tempera-

ture at any given point of time. Thus, when the exothermic period

is reached, it is effective in the whole mass and the applied heat

may be reduced and thus economized.

Because of the high heat conductivity of the mass under treat-

ment and because of the intimate contact, the applied heat reaches

and permeates the entire mass with a very little lag. Hence, there

is at no time in the entire apparatus a heat zone materially higher

than that at which the vapors are being evolved. It is, therefore,

obviously impossible for these vapors to be overheated and thus

reduced in value or, worse still, split into a fixed gas.

When the chemist or gas engineer desires to "split" any hydro-

carbon into a fixed gas, he does exactly what we are thus avoiding,

viz., he brings the vapors of the hydro-carbon into a zone of high

temperature and preferably into contact with highly heated carbon

such as charcoal. This splitting or critical point of temperature

has been well known, but we are now able for the first time with

absolute correctness to avoid this splitting, causing those elements

of the wood which are sensitive to its influence to be driven off

and then condensed in their most valuable form, viz., wood alcohol

and acetic acid.

As a matter of record, this system makes from a given unit of

wood less than half the fixed gas which is regularly made in older

plants. The elements of the wood, thus conserved, become mar-

ketable products of many times the worth of the gas.

Distillation engineers may be somewhat incredulous with reason

when told that carbonization which takes twenty-four hours by

regular methods can now be accomplished in two to three hours

and yet produce yields vastly better than existing methods.

Kiln-dried sawdust contains only about five per cent of moisture,

while cordwood often carries thirty per cent. When either mate-

rial is carbonized, its water content becomes a part of the distillate,

diluting the pyroligneous acid, which must be evaporated in the

refining step three times. The saving due to the use of a dry raw

material is thus seen to be great.

It has been known for a long time that the fixed gas from a

retort carries with it clear through the condenser a certain part

of the valuable volatiles generated in the retort. It should, there-

fore, be plain that a process making but half the volume of gas

from a unit of wood has an advantage.

The perfection of heat control enables the operator to obtain a

higher yield and to do the work in from eight per cent to twelve

per cent of the time required by former methods. Nearly every

that a rapid carbonization results in a decrease of valuable prod-

authority on distillation, notably Muspratt and also Senff, states

nets and an increase of non-condensable gas. Under the changed
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conditions which have been enumerated, these conditions are in

one sense reversed so that a record yield is obtained with unprece-

dented rapidity. Yet it is probable that no single particle of

wood is here carbonized at a speed greater than that which gave

older investigators their highest yield. It is easy to reconcile

these facts when we consider that all the particles in a retort are

now carbonizing simultaneously, so that no time is lost in the

delayed penetration of heat.

The charcoal which remains in the retort after the completion

of this, the final step of the process, furnishes a study hardly less

interesting than those which have gone before. Owing to the

peculiarly beneficial action of the special form of press employed,

the original chips retain their cohesion to the last, and the product

is a charcoal, the like of which has never before been seen, car-

bonized with absolute accuracy, uniform as to size, with no
"bones" and no "fines" and of a greater burden-bearing capacity

than the' best grades of selected hardwood charcoal.

Briefly stated, then, this process uses subdivided wood such as

sawdust, and which can be obtained in vast quantities at a frac-

tion of the cost of cordwood. This fine wood is literally put back
together again and is then in such a state of uniformity that it

is automatically handled to the retorts, which act at an unprece-

dented speed and give a yield of salable products from a given

unit of wood greatly in excess of any older practice.

The perfection of temperature manipulation gives most surpris-

ing returns; for example, an average maple sawdust such as may
be had as a regular plant supply at any well selected point will

produce the following products per cord of 4,000 pounds:
13 gallons cmde wood alcohol.

3oO pounds aci^tate of lime.
.5.'> bushels charcoal.

Without monopoly, the sale of these three products is controlled

by remarkably strong companies. This places the manufacturers

in the enviable position of having entire immunity from selling

trouble. The charcoal is consumed largety within a short distance

of the point of production, while the other products (acetate and

alcohol) have a world-wide market.

They are among the standard heavj' chemicals and the demand

for them has increased year by year as new uses have been found.

They now go into a range of usefulness so wide that even tne

makers are not entirely familiar with their final diaposition.

SUMMAEY
Taking, as it does, a raw material now wasted, or at most having

only a small fuel value, this process makes products which could

be made formerly from billet wood only, which is each year grow-

ing scarcer and of higher cost. The yield of products so made is

in all cases fully equal to that of older methods, while the yield

of acetate is nearly or quite doubled.

This surprising gain is made at the first step of the process and

at a speed from eight to twelve times greater than the best

former practice. This speed gives to a unit of retort capacity so

large an out-turn that the initial cost of the installation will act-

ually be less, while the running expense will never exceed the

existing methods.

We may, then, safeh' say that this process forms the basis of

an industry of no mean proportions.

At a demonstration plant in Chicago these problems have been

so thoroughly solved that the above results may be duplicated

indefinitely by a simple repetition of the original unit. The plant

and process are in control of the American Wood Reduction Com-

pany, Peoples Gas building, Chicago.
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iflTnS Decadence of Quartered Oak?
A large manufacturer of interior finish recently took up with

friends of his in the h.irdwood business the status of oak as a

material for that class of work. He asserted that oak, both plain

and quartered, is losing its grip in the interior finish trade, and

that unless producers of this commodity make an effort to regain

their lost business, the time will be gone when they can under-

take a campaign of that sort with any degree of success.

"I am estimating on interior finish jobs all over the country,"

he said, "and I am forced to say that the number in which oak

finish is specified is exceedingly small. Mahogany and its substi-

tutes, including birch and gum, are being given the preference in

the class of work where oak was formerly used, while in the

cheaper jobs pine has the call. It is my opinion that the oak

men are too confident of the stability of their position, and are

allowing their business to be undermined without realizing what
is going on.

"

This manufacturer, who seems to have a leaning toward oak,

and to desire to continue its use on as large a scale as possible,

suggested that the best way to meet the situation would be by

means of advertising. He said that the vogue of mahogany, gum
and other woods has been brought about by the proper sort of

exploitation and that similar plans should be arranged with ref

erence to oak. He had a rather indefinite impression as to what
kind of advertising to undertake, but believed that oak should be

advertised to the consumer like the other woods.

The suggestion was discussed at a recent lumbermen 's meeting

which was attended by a number of manufacturers and whole-

salers who are interested in oak. It was a novel idea to most of

those present, who admitted that the}- were not prepared to say

whether the}' endorsed the views of the interior finish man or

not. They agreed, however, that there has been a loss of busi-

ness in the direction of interior finish, and that probably the chief

reason for this was the increasing use of mahogany and the

apparent trend of public taste in the direction of the mahogany

finishes, which has resulted in other woods being stained to

resemble it when the available appropriation is not sufficient to

secure the real article.

In view of the extreme shortage of plain oak, which is now
commanding a big premium in all of the leading markets, those

who produced this character of stock were not alarmed at the

state»ient that oak is not being used as much as it ought to be in

the interior finish business, and were inclined to feel that a let-

wellenough-alone attitude can profitably be adopted with regard

to their product. On the other hand, quartered oak men were
ready to give the suggestions more than casual attention.

The fact that the furniture trade has been somewhat below
normal of late has prevented quartered oak from being used in as

large quantities as might have been counted on under more favor-

able conditions, and this led some of the oak men to take the

ground that the surplus oi their goods is only a temporary result

of the lull in the factory trade. On the other hand, others pointed

out that many office equipment factories, which formerly were
devoted to the construction of wooden goods exclusively and
were extensive consumers of quartered oak, are now going into the

steel goods line as well, and almost necessarily are reducing their

purchases of oak. Without attempting to debate the permanence
of this type of furniture, it was conceded that steel cabinets and
cases of all kinds are being made, and that they are being used

in place of wooden equipment to a considerable extent.

Railways are also using less fine oak finishes than formerly,

partly because they are using more steel in the construction of

their passenger cars, and partly because mahogany is being con-

sumed in place of the oak which was once foremost in the field.

The quartered oak men concluded by agreeing that on the one
hand quartered oak is meeting competition with a substitute ma-
terial, steel, and on the other is having to fight for business with
another wood, mahogany, which seems to have been victorious in

the contest for a lion 's share of the patronage thus far.
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"We shall have to admit," summarized a quartered oak man,

"that we have lost ground of late. The fight which the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association, as well as the lumber trade

papers, is making against the use of all-steel ears may help the

lumber trade in that direction, but we cannot expect that organi-

zation to battle for quartered oak against mahogany or any other

wood. The same thing is true of the interior finish trade. The
'fireproof fanatics may be beaten in their efforts to rule wood
out of building construction, but this effort will not necessarily

net us anything unless we have created favor for quartered oak
in the meantime. Manufacturers of business equipment who
have gone into the steel goods trade—most of them because thev

fancied they saw a public demand for that class of furniture

—

may find that they were wrong, and that the wooden commodity
is the main thing after all; but if they turn away from metal

construction, will quartered oak necessarily reap a benefit?

''We must hand it to the mahogany people, who have been

quietly and efficiently plugging away, and who have been win-

ning a place for their goods in every possible line. Wherever fine

finish is desired, there you will find a mahogany man, talking not

the low price of his commodity, but the excellence of mahogany
for that purpose. He is talking it to the architect for the most
part, to the interior finish manufacturer some, and to the con-

sumer only a little. He knows that the public will use whatever
it thinks is proper, and that the architects who specify mahogany
are responsible for the place it has taken in the building trades.

'

' Quartered oak men have been taking whatever has been
offered, without stopping to analyze the situation nor to deter-

mine why more business from that source is being offered. Today,

with building construction in many parts of the country at a

boom stage, and with the mahogany mills running night and day
in order to supply the demand for material for interior finish

purposes, we quartered oak men are offering our stocks at low

prices and are not moving enough to reduce the quantities we
have in our yards to the normal proportions.

"We have reached the point now where we are only hoping

that the price of mahogany will rise to such a point, following

the present heavy demand, that consumers, for the sake of

economy, will use quartered oak instead.

"Quartered oak producers, without apology to the mahogany
manufacturers who have built up a splendid trade by using good

sense and judgment in cultivating users, should go into tho

market offering their goods not as second best, but as first class,

admitting no superior. They should compete for business not

when mahogany is too high-priced for the job, but whether ma-

hogany can be used or not. Quartered oak should be put forward

not as a cheaper material than mahogany, but as a distinctive

finish which has dignity, durability, beauty of figure and finish

and historic associations to commend it, and which has been found

good enough to furnish the palaces of kings since royalty wa=>

established.

"There is no reason waiting for the crumbs of business which

fall from the table of the mahogany kings, though that is what

some of the quartered oak contingent are doing; but what we
should do is to gird up our loins, jump into the arena and make
a hard and honest fight for a just share of the interior finish busi-

ness of the country. Then we won 't be as dependent on one

class of business as we are now, with quartered oak business

dull simply because the furniture trade is dull. Like the ma-

hogany manufacturers, we would be able to keep busy on the

building trades' demand, and be able to maintain our prices to

factory consumers no matter whether their demand was up to par

or not."

A consideration which has been suggested, too, is that it is

practically impossible, in some parts of the country, to manufacture

plain oak at a profit. Quartered oak must be made in order to

enable the mill to be run at a profit. In sections where timber

has been purchased at a satisfactory figure, and where manufac-

turing conditions are favorable, plain oak, for which there is at

present a better demand, relatively, than quartered oak, is

manufactured almost exclusively. Those who are able to produce
plain oak at a sufficiently low price to have a fair margin are
thus practically abandoning the quartered oak field, while the
producers of the latter material are finding the demand restricted
and the output too great because of the encroachments on the
one hand of mahogany and on the other of steel.

Mahogany manufacturers are given credit for being rather
shrewd in not opposing, if not actually encouraging, the use of
substitutes for their wood. That is to say, where a cheaper ma-
terial than mahogany is wanted, they have suggested the use of
stained birch, gum, or some other wood adapted for the purpose
of creating a mahogany effect. The mahogany manufacturers have
not stood in the way of the development of this trade, but have
been rather glad that it has been taken care of, since it carries

forward the mahogany vogue and helps to strengthen the standing
of the wood. Besides, they have had enough business not to be
worried because of the use of substitutes, particularly as the
latter only served to call attention to the growing demand for
mahoganized effects, if not mahogany itself.

The quartered oak people may not be in position to advertise.

They may decide, if the matter is ever gotten into formal shape,

that it would not pay them to attempt to use publicity as a
means of preventing the loss of additional business or regaining
any of the ground that seems to have been taken over by other

interests. At all events, however, the suggestion is an interesting

one. and it will be worth while to note whether anything comes
of it.

Birch for Wood Strains

Wood strains are used for insulators in overhead electric line

construction. They consist of pieces of wood ranging from eigtt

inches to several feet in length and from one inch to four or

five inches in diameter at their smallest point. Malleable iron

lugs are wedged onto the ends of these sticks so that the wood is

subjected to an endwise pull. The wood commonly used is hard ot

sugar maple which is first impregnated with paraffine and then

coated with a heavy oil paint.

Sometimes it is not easy to get the right quality of sugar

maple at a reasonable price and therefore some of the eastern

electrical companies are beginning to use black and yellow birch

for this purpose. While black (or cherry) birch is superior to

yellow birch, yet both will make good wood-strain material.

There is almost no danger of any wood being pulled in two length-

wise when made up as wood strains are. The whole question is

concerned with the attachment of the lugs to prevent them slip-

ping off the ends. When this happens the failure is due partly

to compression but more particularly to longitudinal shear. By
compression is meant that the wood tends to squeeze down so as

to slip through; by longitudinal shear, that an outer ring of wood

would be pulled off. In reality both occur but the latter is the

only one of importance to be considered when woods like maple

or birch are used.

The ability of any wood to resist pulling in two in direction of

its fibers is many times greater than its resistance to shear. A
wood strain of black birch one inch in diameter at its smallest

portion would require a load of over 20,000 pounds to cause it to

pull in two. As strains of this size are required to stand a com-

mercial test of 3,500 pounds, it is evident that birch is strong

enough to resist any tensile stress to which in practice it will ever

be subjected. The important point in using a wood softer than

maple is to increase the efficiency of the attachments. This can be

done by increasing the length of the part inclosed by the lugs.

After wood strains have been in use for some time, the paints

wears off leaving the wood protected only by the paraffine. The

question then of the durability of the wood under these condi-

tions is to be considered, but there is no reason to believe that

birch is not the equal of maple in this respect. Moreover, dif-

ficulty of this kind could be overcome by impregnating the wood

with some antiseptic oil instead of parafSne,
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Lumbermen s Golf Tournament

The Lumbermen's Golf Assoeiatiou of Chicago was particularly

favored with a perfect day on the occasion of its sixth annual

tournament on Tuesday, June 25. The scene of the contest was

the Beverly Country Club at Beverly Heights. The Beverly Club

is very prettily laid out, and from a professional viewpoint the

course is excellent. While the attendance was not quite as large

as last year, it was every bit as enthusiastic, and the meet can be

voted a success in every particular. 'Some excellent scores were

recorded, and the playing was replete with brilliant feats con-

tributed by the various contestants. The premier event of the day

was the championship contest which was won by Robert Hixon of

Toledo, this being his second leg on the cup presented by the

American Lumberman. Mr. Hixon won in 1908 and is now tied

with W. J. Foye of Omaha, Neb., each of them having won two

legs. The close competition between the ablest contenders for the

championship cup furnished some excellent play, which was highly

appreciated by those fortunate enough to witness it. Mr. Hixon.

Mr. Foye and L. J. Hopkins of Chicago were the leading con-

tenders.

C. H. Worcester of Chicago captured the Hettler cup, presented

by H. H. Hettler. This cup will become the permanent property

of the individual scoring three wins, but so far no one man has

won it more than once.

The board of managers of the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago

presented a beautifully designed silver pitcher for the player

making the best score on all odd holes. There was close com-

petition for this troph}', which was finally won by E. L. Thornton.

The first flight cup was captured by F. L. Finkenstaedt of

Duluth, Minn. This cup was presented by H. B. Kehoe. The cup

for the second flight, presented by the association, was not cap-

tured, as F. V. Mashek and J. B. Ross tied for first place, and

will play off within a month. E. S. Gamble was the winner of

the third flight cup presented by the Golf Association, while the

cup for the fourth flight was captured by T. A. Moore. This

cup was presented by J. B. Ross.

It takes a golf enthusiast to successfully write a golf story, and

no attempt will be made to indulge in a technical terminology of

the game, but it can be said that the course presented a pleasing

picture, and was certainly in excellent shape for the contestants.

No particular damage was done to the course by the players,

except sundry injuries to the tree growth inflicted by Boiling

Arthur Johnson, whose chief sport seemed to be hitting the

farthest tree as nearly in the middle as possible. Mr. Johnson at

least got the full benefit of his caddy services, and certainly far

outdistanced the others in the amount of exercise which he

realized. It might be added that he broke all records (high) going

the rounds in 193.

Through the hospitalitj' of the Golf Association the seventy-five

or eighty odd guests were tendered a very complete banquet in

the evening, following the play. Everybody was in high spirits

and the function was a decided success. The serving of the dinner

passed off without any particular difficulty except the interruption

occasioned by the efforts of the choir in their gastronomic func-

tions. L. E. Rollo, famed as a chorister, was in evidence as the

"Leader of the Band," and was ablj' assisted by his chief lieu-

tenants and the gathering at large. Popular songs were rendered

throughout the evening, and were made more enjoyable by paro-

dies written for the occasion, pertinent to the lumber business and

the game of golf.

The dinner was followed by the regular annual business meeting

which was presided over bj' President J. L. Lane, and so complete
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was his command of the situation as to call forth sundry remarks

reflecting on the character of the meeting, comparing it to the

recent doings at the Coliseum in Chicago. An instance which

called forth hoots, whistles and various other imitations of the

steam roller, was the report of the committee on nominations.

Following the appointment of the committee they arose and
walked around their chairs, sat down and announced to the presi-

dent that they were ready to report. The ticket they recom-

mended was W. L. Sharpe, president; E. A. Thornton, secretary;

S. O. Knudson, treasurer; directors: J. L. Lane, L. J. Hopkins,

E. H. Defebaugh, E. C. Mueller, R. W. Fullerton and L. E. Rollo.

A silent toast was proposed to the late Chas. W. Hinckley, Clar-

ence L. Cross and H. D. Osgood, formerly members of the associ-

ation. The guests arose in a body and drank to the deceased.

President Sharpe then assumed the duties of the chair and
opened up the question of the probable course on which the next

tournament would be held. A number of invitations were urgently

extended to the club, among which were bids from the Edgewater
Country Club, the Rock Island Arsenal Course of Rock Island, the

South Shore Country Club and the links at Omaha, the home of

W. J. Foye. After considerable discussion it was decided to refer

the matter entirely to the board of directors. A vote of thanks
was then extended the Beverly Club, after which the meeting

adjourned.

CHAMPIONSHIP EVENT, SIXTH ANNUAL TOURNAMENT LUMBERBIEN'S
GOLF ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO. BEVERLY COUNTRY

CLUB. CHICAGO, JUNE 26. 1912.

(For possession of cup. and a gold medal; silver medal tu iiiuuer-uii. Lowest gross

score on afternoon play to count.

)

Contestants,
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riKRMAN n. HETTLER A TRIO

Hettler was caught "teeing up" at the fourth hole. The trio consists of F. IV1. Baker. E. A. Lang and George Osgood. On the right is seen L. W.
Crow very cautiously making his last shot for the eighteenth hole.

C.vriniES' BENCH GREEN AT THE L.iST HOLE

The picture to the left shows the caddies before starting out. This roadway Is a typical example of the pretty country around the club house.

The picture at the right shows the beautiful green at the eightenth hole.

E. E. HOOPER J. L. LANE E. A. THORNTON

At the left is seen genial Ed Hooper, secretary of the Lumbermen's Association of Chicago. Jim Lane In the middle is about to maJce a

pretty shot at the sixth hole. .Everett Thornton at the right is just posing.



Utilization of Hardwoods
ARTICLE SIXTY

SPECIALTY MANUFACTURE

The above caption covers such a vast variety of products as U>

make a comprehensive analysis of the manufacture of all an

impossibility. Success in the manufacture of hardwood special-

ties is dependent more upon the ability to create new ideas for

various purposes than anything else. In fact, a great many of

the phases of the business, which in the years past were consia-

ereil "t ii.n .iiriMnnf i tn|Miri iinoe, are today practically extinct. In

other words, the business is one

dependent largely upon fads. As

an instance, ten or fifteen years

ago one of the largest hardwood

specialty manufacturers in the

country depended almost entirely

for his trade upon the demand for

scroll work and fancy beading for

furniture and interior finish. The

beaded mould was in vogue at

that time, and all sorts of intri-

cate patterns were worked out

with the idea of creating as va-

ried a line of moulds as possible.

In the manufacture of furniture

there were innumerable places in

which fancy mouldings could be

applied, and the article of furni-

ture at that time which showed

the greatest delicacy of design and

complexity of pattern was in the

highest esteem. Howeve-, I'ke all

fads, the desire for this type of

house furnishing gradually waned,

and now is really a thing of the

past. There is still room, of

course, for a considerable output

of such fancy turnings as are seen

in balusters and grille work, al-

though even in this line the plain,

severe patterns are coming con-

stantly into greater favor.

It would hardly seem possible

that at one time one concern was
OENAMEiNTAL CAUVED

PEDESTAL

handles of hardwood, such as would go into button hooks and

similar articles now turned out by the ordinary handle manufac-

turer. The specialty man is not looking for such trade as the

manufacturer of chisel and hammer handles. In fact, the article

which he manufactures calls for an altogether different type of

wood. While for the hammer handle hickory is essential, the

handles that are manufactured for smli a it ides as luitton hooks

and curling irons would re-

quire entirely different phys-

ical qualities of wood. Here

can be used such species as

maple or birch, as with all

turnings evenness of texture

and softness are the essential

features. Well seasoned gum
is also in favor.

Spindles for grille work oc-

cupy quite an important po-

sition as a feature of the spe-

cialty manufacturer. The style

of this article has also altered

very materially. While for-

merly the average spindle was

turned out with fancy bead-

ing, today a great many of

them are of straight lines and

form merely a plain lattice.

The manufacture of balls and

dowels for various purposes

has been of considerable im-

portance. In this line maple

is better suited than any of

the other woods.

A large Chicago house, the

Artistic Wood Turning Works,

has always been a leader in

creating styles and new fields

for the product of the spe-

cialty man 's mill. This con-

cern has confined itself to de-

veloping new ideas with a

NEW DE.Sl(i.N OF TWISTED
I'EDESTAL

turning out 4,000,000 handles

a year for curling irons, but

such is the case. The demand

for this article, however, was

4ot based upon a fad. The

conditions were such that

ultimately the demand for

curling irons was supplied,

and as a consequence fewer

were manufactured, which of

course meant that there were

fewer curling iron handles

turned out by the hardwood

specialty man. Today the

concern which was manufac-

turing this vast quantity

twenty years ago is doing

practically nothing in propor-

tion in this particular line.

In place of curling iron han-

dles, however, are a great

many other types of small

32

SEPARATOR USED IN H.iBERDASHERS' WINDOWS

view of turning out a prod-

uct at a price which would

make its general sale possible.

This has been particularly

true in the manufacture or

pedestals to be used to sup-

port fancy jardinieres for

plants and for various other

purposes. Formerly the pedes-

tal was manufactured by the

furniture man and command-

ed such a high price that it

was beyond the reach of a

great many people. However,

by close study the manufac-

ture of this article has been

put on such a plane as to

make its cost moderate. A
very comprehensive line of de-

signs and styles, representing

the ideas of a number of man-

ufacturers , has been gotten
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up. These articles are made of both solid and built-up stock, and

are principally of oak, finished in various ways. The concern

referred to buys a considerable amount of lumber annually foe

pedestal manufacture, and for this purpose requires a bone-dry

stock. A considerable amount of stock for various purposes is

bought in built-up squares made of %", 1%" or 1%" stock glued

together. Squares bought for this purpose will run from 2 to (i

inches in diameter and of random lengths. The wood going into

the squares at present is niostlj' gum, but with changing styles the

material also changes. The manufacture of specialties, and notably

of pedestals, represents a comprehensive field for the sale of

dimension stock. The above mentioned concern consumes approxi-

mately 100,000 feet of dimension annually. In lumber it buys

about 25,000 feet monthly.

The manufacture of pedestals is undoubtedly a line of spe-

cialty work which has come to stay, as it has been put on an

entirely different plane within the last six or seven years. It

should form an increasing source of consumption for hardwood

lumber and dimension stock.

Another line of manufacture in which hardwoods exclusively are

used is store or window display fixtures. Under former mer-

chandising conditions the retail store, except in the larger cities,

overlooked entirely the possible advantages to be derived from

attractive window displays. In a few instances the larger city

stores were well equipped to decorate their windows artistically,

but the development of the permanent window display has been,

generally speaking, of comparatively recent origin. With its suc-

cessful application in the big department stores it has been spread-

ing to the smaller towns throughout the country, and as a result

a very considerable industry has been built up in the manufacture
of the necessary appurtenances. Formerly the retail store man
demanded brass fixtures entirely, but the choice is now running
almost exclusively to ornamental wooden fixtures. Under this

heading are a great many articles intended to most attractively

display the storekeeper's wares. There are various kinds of trees

for haberdashery for displaying gloves, collars, ties and shirts,

while the shoe retailer has an entirely different line of fixtures

consisting in the main of what might be termed a draftsman's
board in miniature. Hardwood lumber in various forms is used
exclusively in the manufacture of these fixtures, and oak seems to

have the lead in desirability. Mahoganized gum, however, as in

the case of the pedestal, is coming into considerable favor. Tho
raw material is bought either in the form of lumber and cut up at

the specialty plant, or in dimension stock from the mill. This

goes into the smaller parts, while the larger slabs, such as the

shirt-stands and the shoe stands, are made of three-ply panels. A
new idea in window decoration is illustrated in an accompanying
cut showing a window divider. This is used to block ofi: one dis-

play from another, and is portable so that the window space can

be apportioned in different ways.

Pages could be written on the myriad of articles turned out by
the specialty man, but by the time it was finished he would very
likely have some new idea to add which might put some of the

other ones out of date entirely. Only a few of the most important
and apparently stable of these lines have been touched upon in this

article, and it certainly seems that, taken as a whole, the manufac-
ture of hardwood specialties would provide a very considerable

market for hardwood lumber and panel stock.
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Yellow Poplar and Cucumber
The question of the proper identification and classification of

various kinds of lumber is a constant source of annoyance to the

distributors of forest products. This is most notably true iu

cases of the various species of oak lumber coming from different

sections of the country. In other cases, however, the less abundant

species, in the form of lumber, are very often mixed with impor-

tant commercial timber trees growing intermingled with them when

their physical characteristics are of about the same nature. This

is notably true in the case of yellow poplar (Liriodcndron tulipi-

fera) and cucumber tree {magnolia acuminata). These trees grow

closely intermingled in southern Appalachian and Great Smoky
mountain regions, the poplar of course representing a much more

abundant growth than the cucumber.

For all practical purposes it is feasible to include the product

of the cucumber tree in shipments of yellow poplar lumber, as the

physical characteristics of the two woods are very nearly of a

parity. The similarity of their cell structure can be readily seen

in the two accompa-

ny i n g illustrations,

showing the wood in

thin radial sections

under a powerful mi-

croscope.

An analytical key

of wood species
shows the two woods

to be practically of

the same classifica-

tion. Both are ring

porous woods, name-

ly, woods in which

the pores are ar-

ranged evenly
throughout the tex-

ture rather than

RADIAL SECTION YELLOW POPL.\R grouped along the

rings of annual growth, and are of the same general size. They
are small and indistinct, but can be readily seen with an ordinary

magnifying glass. The pith rays in both species are small but

distinguishable, and form a point of distinction in the two woods.

In yellow poplar they are considerably larger than in the cucumber

tree, and in the illustration shown herewith it can be seen that

in the poplar they are mostly three cells wide and usually from

twenty to forty cells high. Those in the cucumber tree are usually

not more than two cells wide and from ten to fifteen cells

usually not more than two cells wide and from ten to fifteen cells

high. This difference in the width and height of the rays can be

seen under an ordinary magnifying lens, whereas the difference in

individual cells can only be seen under a compound microscope.

It is difficult to give any specific manner by which a layman

ordinarily equipped can successfully identify the two woods in the

form of lumber except from his woodsman's instinct, but for accu-

rate purposes the most successful means of identification is found

in the character of the pitting of the cell walls. This requires

a powerful micro-

scope and thin sec-

tions made in a longi-

tudinal direction. It

will be found that

the pits in the ves-

sels of the cucumber

tree are long and nar-

row and arranged

ladder like. This ar-

rangement is tech-

nically described a s

scalariform bordered

pits. n t h e other

hand, those in the

vessel walls of yellow

poplar are usually

round or elliptical. RADIAL SECTION CUCUMBER
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Specific vs. General Quotations

A furtuiture miiiiufacturer was laughingly discussing the let-

ters which he receives from lumbermen who have stock to offer.

"They are all so nearly alike," he said, "that unless I pay

close attention to the letter-heads and the signatures, I am likely

to assume that they are all from the same person.

"I am constantly informed that lumber is being offered which

consists of dry stock of good lengths and widths, and that the

grades are all right. Inasmuch as everybody tells me this, how-

am I to determine which is the best lumber? As a matter of fact

I am not able to do so, and a letter of this kind doesn't interest

me at all. I am looking for specific facts, not generalities, and

there is no more reason v.hy I should buy lumber without know-

ing what the description of the stock being offered me is than I

should order a suit of clothes without examining the pattern or

finding out something about the design which is to be used in

making up the suit."

The art of letter writing used to consist of the ability to

string pretty phrases together, and make a dissertation on the

weather or the condition of the spring crops sound like one of

Lamb's essays. Letters in the good old days were not supposed

to sell goods. Now, however, the letter-writer who commands

the most praise—and salary—must be more than an artful com-

poser. He must not only be able to use words to the best ad-

vantage, but must weave enough facts into his epistles to en-

able the man at the other end of the line to visualize the goods

which he is offering.

These are at least the principles which apply to letter-writing

when selling every other class of goods in the country, and there

is no good reason why they should not be true of lumber.

Lumber is frequently sold by mail to consumers, at the expense

of the retail dealer, who wonders how it is done and insists that

it is because of some sleight-of-hand or underground methods

which will not stand the light of day. Probably, however, mail-

order concerns which flourish on their lumber trade manage to

sell because they are able to describe their goods as attractively

as though they were talking about grand pianos, books or motor-

boats, and consequently get the interest and attention of the

man who is in the market for lumber. The yardman in the towa

of the consumer can't tell his prospect much about the stock,

except that he will agree to deliver so many thousand feet of a

certain grade. Naturally the better description wins, even

though it is a long-distance effort, prices and other factors being

equal.

A lumber salesman, working on commission for a sawmill

down South, used to get in touch with possible customers in

the market where he was located over the telephone. There

may have been occasions when he varied his methods of offering

stock, but they were not many. Usually his appeal for business

•was something like this:

"I've got a mighty fine car of plain oak ready for shipment,

and if you can use it, I'll make the price right. It's dry as a

bone, and has good, wide stock in it. This is good stuff,
'

' etc.,

«tc.

The fault of the solicitation was that the salesman did not

know anything about the lumber he was trying to sell. Conse-

quently he was not able to give the customer a particularly

clear impression of it, except that it was lumber of a certain kind

and grade. Besides, the temptation was constantly present to

vary the description to suit the needs of the consumer, and if

the latter wanted a certain percentage of long stock, or required

the lumber to be six or eight months from the saw, he immedi-

ately gave assurances that such was the case. Then, if he had

quoted a low enough price, the order was sent in, and probably

he had to settle a kick a little later in case the description of

the lumber delivered failed to tally exactly with that which he

had given verbally. That there should be a coincidence in these
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descriptions would be a coincidence of circumstance and not

the result of premeditation.

Many lumbermen argue that it is impossible to describe lumber

exactly, and that the salesman who tried to describe the stock

he was selling, as far as lengths, widths and age are concerned,

would not only attempt the impossible, but would embarrass his

employer. They take the ground that in most cases the informa-

tion is not at hand, especially if a wholesale business is being

done and lumber is coming in from a large number of mills and

moving out in quantity every day. They state further that is

is not practicable to try to give data which can only be secured

by an extremely laborious compilation of facts from the tally-

sheets.

It may be that this is the case; yet, with the point so clear

that lack of identity is what hampers lumber sales, and that

giving offerings of lumber individuality by descriptions based oti

the actual qualifications of the stock would help to move it in

cases where ordinary methods fail to get results, there seems to be

room for the operator who will go to the trouble of digging

up those facts and supplying them to his salesmen so that they

in turn can oft'er their customers not merely lumber, but cer-

tain lumber.

The average buyer is not in the market for merely lumber. He
has certain definite needs, and unless he is making a wide

variety of goods and therefore requiring numerous dimensions,

he prefers to have his stock run according to given widths and

lengths, just as he wants it to run according to agreed grades and

thicknesses. If one lumberman agrees to deliver a car of lumber

containing thirty per cent of 12-foot boards, and twenty-five per

cent 10 inches or over in width, whereas another offering has no

statement as to the percentage of wide and long stock, it is a

practical certainty that if his requirements run in that direction,

the purchaser will buy the first named car.

A prominent hardwood man said: "I have gotten expressions

from customers which prove to me that the biggest mistake made
is to write a letter which is intended to sell lumber, and then fill

it with stock phrases, general statements and improbable claims

as to the character of the stock, when you know that the pros-

pective buyer is trying to find out the exact description of the

lumber. If I can't tell all about it, I tell as much as I know;

and that goes a long way in getting the attention of the buyer,

who is likely, otherwise, to toss your carefully framed epistle into

the wastebasket with no more compunction than you would a cir-

cular from a concern that is trying to sell you a piece of ma-

chinery without telling you what it will do, how much it will

cost or why you should install it in your mill."

Another consideration in this connection is that the efficiency

of salesmen can be greatly increased if sales letters are properly

used. Most of the time the traveling man solicits customers with-

out knowing whether or not they are in the market or are likely

to be. He simply "makes the rounds" and picks up whatever

inquiries he happens to run across. His calls are limited in num-
ber, of course, and inasmuch as a large proportion of those seen

are not buying, the number of people solicited who are actually

ready to purchase is extremely small.

If selling efforts were extended in the direction of letters tell-

ing what the firm had to offer, and advising that if the customer

were interested a salesman would call with a complete descrip-

tion of the lumber, it is probable that the elusive inquiry could be

cornered and the time of the salesman put into much better advan-

tage than under present conditions, with the latter "shooting at

the moon" most of the time in his quest for business.

It would mean a little more careful cultivation and a little more

intensive effort, but according to the scientific farmers that is the

kind of system which makes crops increase.



Splash Damming on the Big Sandy
IteiJiintid fiuin Ihc Ainciicnn Carpenter ami Builder, June, 1912.

The public hears much about forest deuuilation and the extinc-

tion of forest growth, but there are but few types of American
forest trees that are nearing their end. One of the splendid

varieties whose lumber product is not increasing, owing to timber

scarcity, is yellow poplar (IJriodendron tuUpifera), which has

been known for years commercially in the eastern section of the

United States as whitewood; and in Great Britain and the Conti-

nent, where it is a favorite, as yellow wood, or tulip wood.

There is only one variety of tulip wood, that of the United

States. The original rauge of growth was extensive, ranging from

Massachusetts southwest to middle Georgia, with a heavy growth

in Ohio, Indiana and the southern part of Illinois, a scattering

growth of inferior quality in other sections, and even along the

seaboard of the lower Atlantic it is found in tide level areas, but

here the color and quality of the wood is not of as good a type.

The original forest growth of poplar in Ohio and Indiana is said

to have been excellent, but these forests have been practically

denuded for more than a quarter of a century.

The real home of the highest type of poplar is in the Alle-

ghenics. Blue Ridge and Appalachian mountains, where it often

attains a length of bole of one hundred feet, and a diameter of

five to eight feet at the stump line, and specimens ten, eleven and

twelve feet are not infrequent.

Poplar is a wood of almost universal utility. From it were

made the canoes of the aborigines; from it were rived the

shingles and .-iiding of the homes of the pioneers; from it were
carved the chopjiing bowls and tubs of the housewives of a de-

parted age. In a latter day it was the general housebuilding

material of the Middle West, antedating white pine. The wood
is soft and of a rich yellow tinge of heart-wood and very thin
and white sap-wood. It withstands alternate dryness and damp-
ness, and holds paint in a most wonderful way. Therefore for

years it has been the favorite material in woodwork constantly
exposed to the weather. Every Pullman car, passenger coach,

express and baggage car that has been built up to the last year
or two, when steel coaches came into questionable vogue, was
sided with poplar. Every street car panel is of poplar; likewise

nearly every sign board on the front of merchandising estab-

lishments. The wood is also used almost to the exclusion of all

other material in the making of coach and carriage bodies, high

class automobile bodies and the bodies of grocers', butchers' and
laundrymen's wagons? It has alwaN's been popular for the in-

terior finishing of houses, where permanent paint or enamel
work was desired, and also for general furniture and cabinet

work. As a matter of fact poplar has been the chief material

of general utility for the making of everything from the cradle

of the pioneer to the coffins of his sons.

The forest in which poplar has its habitat is a splendid sight.

Its best growth occurs at elevations above the sea level of from
one thousand to four thousand feet, seeking higher altitude in its

southern ranges, and is intermingled with hickory, hemlock,

buckeye, chestnut, cucumber, the oaks, the walnuts, and various

other varieties. However, the poplar trees, growing in the deep

coves of the mountains, are predominant in the forest, although

rarely existing in groups, as the growth generally is scattered, one,

two or three to the acre; but they have shot straight up with their

A TVi'K'.\L LOGGINi; C.^MI' l.N TIIK CU.MBEKI.AXD MOUNTAINS
—Zia—
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beautiful and perfectly lormed boles ami massy tops, until they

not only exceed the height of the other trees, but are conspicu-

ous for their large size. The best type of poplar, the veteran of

the forest, is often from four hundred to seven hundred and fiftj'

years old.

From the location of growth in the deep recesses of the moun-

tains, and the difficult}' of hauling large logs, or lumber made on

portable mills, to lines of transportation, the total product is

not comparable in quantity to woods like white pine, yellow pine,

some of the Pacific coast forest products, or other varieties grow-

ing in a comprehensive way. Very often every tree has to have a

separate trail swamped out for the logs. Therefore poplar log-

ging operations are very expensive, and the cost of the lumber
is comparatively high.

The estimation and value of poplar lumber has induced heroic

efforts on the part of lumbermen to secure it, with the result

that many mountain forest areas have been largely denuded of

the growth. It is only jn exceptional localities, where the trans

portation of logs and lumber, at present, is a physical impossi-

bility, that any considerable quantity remains uncut. It is an-

ticipated that during the next ten years essentially all of the pop
lar producing country will be denuded, and after that the wood of

this variety that reaches the market will be small in quantity.

The last grand stand of poplar timber, in anything like com-

prehensive growth (and here it grows intermingled with whita
oak) to the extent of perhaj^s twenty per cent of the forest, is in

eastern Kentucky, West Virginia, east Tennessee and western

North Carolina and in Virginia, at the headwaters of the Big
Sandy river, which flows into the Ohio at Catlettsburg, Ky. For
more than thirty years this stream has had the reputation of sup-

plying from its watersheds the highest type of yellow poplar, and
the remainder standing in its upper reaches exists owing to the

physical difficulties of the transporting of logs to floating water
in the lower stream, which for years were deemed insurmount-

able.

The upper Big Sandy river breaks through the Cumberland
mountains, and runs at the bottom of a stupendous gorge often not

more than one hundred and fifty feet in width, with embattling
cliffs that rise in places in a sheer wall more than a thousand
feet from the water. This gorge is tortuous, and the river bottom
is strewn with immense rock masses and boulders. For years
attempts were made to "run" the Breaks of the Big Sandy, but
the}' were abortive, as the logs were '

' hung up '

' in jams or were
broken and ground to pieces from their impact with the rock walls

and boulder-strewn course of the river.

Recently an enterprising lumber company, which has manu-
factured poplar lumber for many years on the Ohio river, and
which was the owner of a tract of virgin timber on the upper
Big Sandy, conceived the idea of "splash-damming ",the poplar

logs through the gorge to rafting, water below it. Splash-dam-
ming is not new in mountain logging operations. For years small

dams of logs have been built in minor streams, and by taking
advantage of the spring and fall tides, logs have been driven

out to the larger streams where they could be floated. However,
splash-damming the Breaks of the Big Sandy was a stupendous

proposition in dam building, when it is considered that the term-

inus of the last mile of railroad penetrating the country, was
more than twenty miles distant, and the only way of getting

materials to the proposed dam site was across two mountain
ranges on cattle trails.

In this region were a hundred million feet of splendid poplar

timber, which if converted into lumber, meant a value of more
than three millions of dollars. The profit in this enterprise was
the prize sought.

The suggeftion that the author would be a welcome guest at the

logging camps in this reniote mountain region, and would have
the opportunity of witnessing the initiation of the big concrete

THE BIGGEST LOG DU.Ml' IN THE IIISTOKY OF YELLOW POI'LAR LUMBEItlNCi. LOCATED IN RUSSELL I'OItK OE BIG SANDY ItlVEU
IN DICKINSON COUNTY, VA. ABOUT ONE MILE ABOVE THE "BIJEAKS OF SANDY."

THIS DUMP IS TWO-THIRDS OF A MILE LONG AND 50 FEET DEEP, CONTAINS 36,000 LARGE VIRGIN FOREST YELLOW POPLAR
LOGS : TOTAL LOG SCALE 27.000,000 FEET.
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dam that was designed t6 splash out a million dollars worth of

poplar timber annually, was inducement enough for him to catch

the first train headed toward the operation. After reaching the

saw milling point on the Ohio river, it was a full day's journey

on the tortuous one-hundredandfifty-mile stretch of the railroad

up the Big Sandy, the dividing line between Kentucky and West
Virginia, to its terminus against the solid embattlement of rock

—

the Cumberland mountainLJ. From this point it was a tote-wagon

ride across the mountains over a road that had no license to bo

designated as such.

The destination was "headquarters camp," a crude cabin in

the very heart of the mountains from which went forth directions

for the clearing of the poplar timber from fifteen thousand acres

of land in a single season.

The big lumberman and his staff of cruisers, woods bosses,

railroad men, mechanics, swampers, choppers, teamsters, cooks

and men-of-all-work had come into this unbroken wilderness

less than nine months before, and had nearly accomplished the task

set before them. Into Dickinson county, in southwestern Vir-

ginia, an area one-fourth the size of Ehode Island, containing

not a mile of railroad or other transportation facilities, these

woodsmen had come bent on a gigantic and risky undertaking.

Scores of tote-teams were employed to drag along the trails

portable sawmills for the making of wooden tram rails; food

supplies for hundreds of men and mules; logging locomotives,

tools, and all the rest of the necessary pai'aphernalia. Beyond all

this building of a great concrete dam across the main stem of the

Big Sandy was undertaken. For more than six months relays

of four-mule teams were employed in hauling cement across the

broken country to the dam site, and scores of men were em-

ployed in its building.

For a certainty transportation facilities of some sort had to be

devised to take this forest wealth out through the hitherto im-

passible Breaks. It was an experiment, and it took courage to

invest more than a million dollars in logs piled in a gorge of a

mountain stream, which never had delivered more than ten per

cent of those put into it.

The crude log camp "shacks" where these stalwart denizens of

the forest were housed would scarcely appeal to the resident of

a modern city apartment, but here these husky woodsmen, often

accompanied by their wives and children, took up their temporary

abode year after year as the forest was penetrated farther and

farther.

TWO VETERANS. A SEVEN HUNDRED YEAR OLD YELL(J\V POP-
LAR AND A WELL-KNOWN MOUNTAINEER OF THE OLD SCHOOL

To those who have never seen a virgin forest tree it is a revela-

tion. The widely branching, short-bodied park tree bears little

resemblance to the monarch of the forest. The bark, the leaves

and the flowers are the same, but here the similarity ends. The

Almighty planted these trees in the remote ages. They strove

upwards, and certain particularly favored ones outstripped the

others. The.v covered the minor growth with their shade, weakened

it and killed it. These great pojjlars of the upper Big Sandy are

the survival of the fittest, and stretch skyward until often they

rise to a height of two hundred feet, with trunks from three to

seven feet in diameter. They are straight, bark-covered giants,

and their foliage is so far distant that its form of leaf scarcely

can be recognized.

To the layman the felling of one of these trees with axe and

cross-cut saw is an alluring sight. When the great tree falls it

crashes among the smaller growth, and its resounding impact

with the earth jars and reverberates through the mountain coves.

After the body of the tree is cut to log lengths, the bark is re-

moved (or "scalped" as the local vernacular has it) so that they

may be hauled more easily, and also to eliminate the danger of

borers working under the bark and injuring the sap-wood. Each

WITH THE AID OF \ CONCRETE SPLASH DAM, K50 FEET IN LENGTH AND L'.j FEET IN HEIGHT, LOCATED ONE-HALF MILE BELOW
THIS LOG DUMP, THESE LOGS WERE DRIVEN THROUGH THE BREAKS OF BIG SANDY RIVER TO PIKEVILLE, KY., AND THERE RAFTED
AND FLOATED DOWN TO THE OHIO RIVER AT CATLETTSBURG, KY.
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log is also slightly chamfered at one end to facilitate snaking to

the skidways.

After the logs are snaked by four-mule teams to the skidways.

they are loaded onto cars with a steam hoisting apparatus, and

in train loads are hauled by a geared locomotive to the "dump"
in the gorge of the river.

On building the concrete dam intended to splash out these logs

largest assemblage of poplar ever made at one point in the his-

tory of its manufacture. The log dump was more than two-thirds

of a mile in length, and the timber was closely piled in the gorgn

to a depth of fifty feet.

The big splash danuat the head of the Breaks, a half mile below,

was Hearing completion. The dam consisted of several concrete

piers, betw'een which were immense "flues" or flumes, tempor-

TUK r.()TT(I.M nl' THE GCIKGi; AKTKU TIIK CItK.VT I!l)C KS WERE BLOWN OI'T—TI'.N .MII.KS UK 'l-IIIS T( I It.VFTI.Xi: W.\TI;K ItEI.dW,

it was found necessary to blast out monstrous rock obstructions

along the canyon. These masses that had fallen from the moun-

tains would have caused the logs to form in great jams, and have

defeated the object of the enterprise. Thousands of pounds of

dynamite, coal, drills and forges were packed on men 's backs

down into the gorge, and the rocks were drilled and blown to

pieces.

It must be known that no union scale of hours for a day "s

labor prevails in mountain logging operations. At all camps the

rising bell is mug at three o'clock and breakfast is served a

half hour later. Every axe-man and cant hook man is at his post

at the first streak of dawn, while relays of railroad crews work

in succeeding shifts both day and night. It is an everlastingh'

hustle in the woods work of the Big Sandy country, from the

time a big job is started until the logs are on their way to the

mill.

At the river terminus of the main logging road above tho

Breaks, for months had been piled in the gorge (with the aid of

a steam engine and its accompaniment of drums and steel cables)

nearly forty million feet of j'ellow popdar sticks of timber, rang-

ing in length from twelve to thirty-eight feet, equal to more tha-j

eighty-one thousand logs of a sawmill length. Here was the

arily filled with a series of beech sjiars and oak splash board

[danking. The wooden false-work was to be released by the ex-

plosion of wooden "triggers," which held in place the big- logs

running from pier to pier. These logs in turn supported the up-

per end of the spars, the lower ends of which were held in place

by the toesill of the dam.

One evening the presiding genius of the undertaking announced,

"We are going to turn 'er loose tomorrow."
For months he had been piiling dollars in the form of poplar

timber into the gorge; for months he had been piling dollars into

this great splash dam. There had been no rainfall on the water

shed of the upper streams since the winter before, and one could

wade the Big Sandy and not get over his shoe tops. Eight now
there had been some rain—not much, but a little. It helped the

flow of water in the five main branches above the dam. The
splash boards were in place, and the water was gradually rising

in the dam.

There were no laggards when the camp bells rang the "getting-

up" call next morning. Every man was to see if his last nin»

months' work for the big corporation meant success or failure.

The early morning was gray to the point of impenetrable dark-

ness. There was no familiar outline of mountain tops. The
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SPLASH DAM AFTER HEAD OF WATER WAS EXHAUSTED

streams were obliterated hy the dense folds of the fog. The

wind shifted the masses of vapor now and then, revealing the

familiar heights. The rising sun finally diffused the fog, but the

perspectives were still weird and indistinct. Shadowy forms a,y-

peared suddenly and disappeared unexpectedly. The chug and

grind of the locomotives were indistinct. The harsh voices of

engine-drivers were softened and made musical, and floated un-

certainly on the eddying air.

In the great penned-iu mass of water above the dam logs

•crouched one against the other. There was a slight forward

movement of the timber mass. As the sun climbed towards the

meridian the light increased. The fog rose slowly, and the moun-

tain tops i>rotruded. A soft breeze billowed the fog before it

in great clouds. One valley was seen clearly and then another.

By noon the landscape had become familiar, save as it was ob-

scured by the fragments of mist which hong here and there in

deep coves, or floated about the top of a timber clad summit.

A regiment of woodsmen and natives had encamped along the

UALLIAL. iKVlN Ul LiH..s io ilU in li

battlements of the gorge to see the great spectacle. But few

mountaineers believed that it was possible to "drive" the

Breaks. They had tried; their fathers and their fathers' fathers

had tried; all former eft'orts had been failures.

Along the dam active preparations were seen. Electric wires

were being strung and tested. Sticks of dynamite were taken

out across the piers and inserted in the great triggers. At noon

every detail was complete, and expectation was at its highest

pitch.

"All's ready" came the cry. The man in charge of the elec-

tric battery crouched in his shelter. A few, heedless of the risk,

retained their exposed positions.
'

' All 's ready '
' again came the cry, followed almost immediately

by "Let 'er go!"

Down shot the plunger of the battery. Five great blocks of

wood were lifted from the tops of the piers, their rise being
followed by a volleying crash as the report echoed and re-echoed
through the narrow canyon.

The shattered triggers rose as great black balls, and passed
away into nothingness as had the fog. Five fifty-feet poplar logs

leaped and rebounded from their impact with the rigid steel

posts set in the concrete piers. The spar logs jumped from their

places against the toe-sills, their lower ends swept forward, and fol-

lowing came a mad tide of timber, foam and water that rushed
through the five great sluices with a deafening roar. The weight
of the flood shook the hills, and there were great masses of spray
that filled the gorge to th^ hill tops. One could scarcely see what
was actually happening. One thing was sure, a moment before
one could pass dry-shod across the gorge below the dam, and now
it was a raging torrent of water and huge logs.

The surface of the water above the dam hollowed out, while
the pent-up flood below bulged in the center several feet above
the outer water level. Great sticks of poplar became jammed

-\IAK1.\G THE I'OPLAR LOGS INTO RAFTS DOWN THE RIVER

one with the other, and jumped clear of the water, and then fell

back into the hurrying flood.

"I guess it's all right," said the big boss. "We'll know
pretty soon, but I believe that five hundred acres of water witn

a twenty-five foot 'blue-head' turned loose through the Breaks
will take some logs with it.

'

'

Forty-five minutes after the dam was exploded, the telephone

bell at Bart 's Lick camp, just above the dam, rang vigorously.

The voice at the other end of the line said: "The blue-head is

here. The head of the drive has passed the mouth of Grassy,

and the logs are in rafting water."

The length of the Breaks of the Big Sandy is an even ten

miles, and the great drive had thus made the run at the rate of

STEAM LOG LOADER
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cwelve and a half miles an hour.

Two mountaineers had periled their lives by climbing down the

precipitous cliflfs that encompassed the river, in order to get th';

best possible view of the drive. They stood on a cliff just above

the mouth of Grassy ereek when the mass of logs, foam and

water came dashing' past them. At one time in their career the>

had had the exceptional opportunity for mountaineers of visitini;

Niagara Falls.

"Lige" said one of them, "Hit makes N 'gree Falls look like

four bits' worth of blockade whisky in Dave Lockhart's camp,

don't hit?"

"I reckon it do, Bill," vouchsafed his companion.

j^^tw^
'Mjw^iWiiimtw^aiamiJitiKaw^'ro*^^

The Editor at Play

Camp Gibson, Elkmont, Sevier Co., Tenn., .July 1, 1912.

To paraphrase the pertinent observation of Henry Ward

Beecher, perhaps the Almighty might have made a more salubii-

0U3 and alluring region for health and pleasure-seeking than the

Great Smoky Mountain region—but He didn't.

I have tramped nearly every section of wooded area of the

United States and Canada, and I never yet have found such a

combination of favorable features for

camp life as is embraced in the lower

Appalachians for a summer sojourn.

The temxjerature is right, the air is de-

lightful, the spring water is pure and

plentiful, the scenery is magnificent, the

flowers are in profusion, bird life nu-

merous, and in tree growth the region

abounds in more than a hundred varie-

ties. While the game has been pretty

well hunted out during the hundred

years of sparse human occupation, still

there are considerable numbers of bear,

deer and turkey to be found in the re-

mote tops. In the higher altitudes the

streams also abound in brook trout.

Satisfactory, and in some case, re-

markably alluring food supplies are ob-

tainable. There are no finer food prod-

uct than the fine water-ground, white

corn meal, of mountain grown corn, and

if there is a more delectable sweet than

mountain honey, I don't know where it

abounds.
* * *

My summer camp this year, where I am
seeking health and recreation, and inci-

dentally entertaining quite a number of

my friends, is located just above the

forks of the east branch of Little river,

on the timber property of the Little

River Lumber Company. It is about two miles farther up the

stream than my 1911 camp. The aneroid barometer indicates an

altitude above sea level of approximately 4,000 feet. The ther-

mometer shows a variation in temperature of from 75 degrees at

mid-day to 50 at midnight. The big spring, gushing from the

rocks a hundred feet above the camp, which is the purest, sweet-

est water imaginable, has a temperature of 34 degrees.

My camp equipment this year is quite elaborate and includes

an 8x10 Amazon cook tent, in which, mounted on a rock founda-

tion, is a sheet iron camp stove, the remainder of the space be-

ing devoted to shelves for preparing meals, and for the storage of

the food that grows in tins in Tennessee. Two packing trunks con-

stitute receptacles for flour, sugar and other dry food. Over one

of the trunks is the bunk of the cook. All the cooking utensils

are of aluminum.

Avery Gouge, a typical mountain lad, is cook and general

handy man about camp. While he might not be a cullinary star

in the Blackstone kitchen, he can discount any cook in that hotel

in keeping a camp-fire stacked with back-logs, and in choppiui?

wood. His hot biscuits and "frying cakes," his coffee and baked
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beans leave nothing to be desired.

Two 10x12 regulation army tents, with flies, provide for both

sleeping quarters and a place for the dining table in the event

of rain.

Through the kindness of the Little River Lumber Company's
logging contractors, each tent is floored with planed hemlock boards.

I use the Gold Medal folding cots and chairs, manufactured at

Racine, Wis. The mattress bags are

made from khaki stuffed with tips of

the branches of spruce and hemlock. The
bedding is regulation seven pound army,

wool blankets. My guests this year are

even luxuriating with pillows, covered

with thin blue fabric cases. Oil heating

stoves afford means of warmth on rarely

necessary occasions, and in drying out

the tents in case of unexpected periods

of extremely wet weather.

The tents are lined up on a side hill

—

and side hills are no topographic excep-

tion in the Great Smokies—face a patch

of scarlet horse-mint blossoms, beyond

which are great piled-up masses of

laurel, now just coming into bloom. Be-

yond the laurel, three hundred feet from

camp, is the noisy left-hand prong of

the east fork of the river, tumbling down

its rock-strewn bed, and carrying con-

stant music with it.

From the trail, a hundred feet up the

hill back of the camp, is a surpassing

view of Goshen Ridge, at the left of

which can be seen the deep valley of the

right-hand prong of the river. Away be-

yond, cloud enveloped more than half

the time, is the stupendous top of Cling-

man's Dome. It is one of the most en-

trancing views of the timber-cladIII.S BE.\R DOG "JOHN"

mountain land in the land.

Surrounding the camp is a space of two or three acres devoid

of all but a few scattering trees, and is an exceptionally grassy

spot in this timber-covered region. The timber cutting of the lum-

ber company has extended up the mountain within a short dis-

tance of camp, but above it is absolutely virgin timber. The

timber close to camp consists largely of red oak, hard and soft

maple, buckeye, silver-bell tree, white ash, basswood, beech and

red birch. One-eighth of a mile below the camp stands the last

giant poplar up the mountain side, for, as is well known, poplar

"runs out" at about the 4,000 feet altitude in this latitude.

This poplar is an exceptionally fine tree, and is nineteen feet lu

circumference at breast height, and stands on the very rim of the

river bank, which, at this point rises more than a hundred feet

above the water.

While the woods are full of a score of different kinds of

flowers, perhaps one of the most alluring attractions at Camp
Gibson is the birds. The real vocalists are the Wilson thrushes,

which wake us up every morning at a quarter of four o'clock.
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This bird concert is continued for just an hour and is then inter-

rupted until sun-down, when we are entertained by these thrushes

with a second daily musical event. Besides the thrush, there

are scarlet tanigers, snow-birds, wrens, and a very comprehensive

collection of cat-birds. At meal time—we dine out-of-doors under

a splendid maple—one particularly impudent feathered rascal ot

this breed alights within thirty feet of the table, and very plainly

expresses his uncomplimentary opinion of mankind in general, and
especially of those who have invaded his sylvan retreat. Per-

haps the most alluring birds that favor us with their presence is a

pair of brilliant plumaged humming birds, which have preempted

as solely their own the scarlet horse-mint flowers immediately in

front of our tents. They rot only believe that this patch of posies

belongs exclusively to them, but they defend their rights in a

c.\5ir ',ii\si>\. si,\ii;i; (.(ii.M'v. Tic.N .\i:.'-.-<i;i; CLINGMAN'S DOME FROM TRAIL HACK (iF CAMP GIBSON

EXECUTIVE STAFF CAMP GIBSON—GUIDE, COOK, STENOGRAPHER SEVEN-FOOT POPLAR FELLED JUST BELOW CAMP GIBSON

% i
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most vigorous fashion against the bumble-bees, who also have a
liking for the honey-laden flowers. It is sport to see one of these

tiny birds chase a bumble-bee off his preserve. He will dislodge

a bee from a flower, and chase him for a hundred feet or more,

uttering a tiny, piercing cry indicative of his anger. Every bum-
ble-bee in this neck-of-the-woods thoroughly understands who is

boss of the posey bed.
* * #

My old friend, Curley-wood Freeman, who gets figured wood for

the Williamson Veneer Company of Baltimore and others, was
among my earliest callers. A short distance above my camp he
is getting out a lot of curley ash flitches, white walnut burls,

figured silver-bell, red birch and maple logs, which he is having
snaked out to the logging road with three yoke of oxen. He is

finding some remarkably fine figured wood; in fact he loads oui
more than a car load of fancy wood from this one operation
monthly. He has just brought into camp a great block of cherr\ -

birch that shows a full roll and cross figure. It is out of a four-

foot tree, which is figured from end to end the same way. Mr.
Freeman came hiking into camp the other day with a monster
fungus twenty-three inches in diameter, which showed brownisli

red above and yellowish white below. It is one of the largest

specimens I ever saw in any region.
* * *

Ave Cogdill, gaunt, and six feet three inches in height, typical

mountaineer of the stalwart type, accompanied by his plot hound,
"John," and his gun, is back and forth past camp nearly every
day. Abe is the owner of nine dogs of various types. He also

has a mate to John, and the two are famous bear hunters. A few
days ago John's partner got chasing a deer, and the race landed

him in North Carolina. Possibly the deer is still in the lead, as

he hasn't shown up for several days. Ave has a scouting party
out after the dog, because he doesn 't want to loose him, as he has
located a big bunch of "bear signs" up on a "slick", near the
top of the mountain, where he has set his traps. He knows he will
need the assistance of both dogs in capturing the bears. Ave
promised to show up in camp within the next few days with Mr.
Bruin on his shoulders.

» * #

Bud Lowe, my guide of last season, is broken-hearted. He i-j

tangled up in a woods job for the Little Eiver Lumber Company,
which is not completed, and, while he would rather go on a hike
in the woods with me for a great deal less money than he is

making, he feels in duty bound to complete his job before ho
does so. However, Bud and I are going to take a hike up on to
Siler's Bald and back down through the valley of Eagle Creek,
to call upon Quill Eose, and eventually land down in the logging
and lumbering operations of E. E. Wood and his brothers at
Fontana, on the Little Tennessee river, within a few days. For
this trip we have chartered Uncle Ben Parton 's famous mountain
climbing "yaller" mule, Peter. Peter is now luxuriating in the
grassy fields the other side of Sugar Land mountain, and has no
appreciation of the scenic glories that await his vision.

* * *

Among the visitors at Camp Gibson have been P. B. Eaymond
of the Knoxville Veneer Company, who spent Sunday before last

with me, and Ralph Young, figured wood buyer of the Williamson
Veneer Company. I am expecting a big bunch of visitors this
week, including friends from Chicago, Memphis, Cincinnati and
New York. h. H. Gibson.

B 282—Concerning Live Oak
Boston, Muss., June 27.—Editor Hardwood

Record : Some inquiry and discussion has
arisen in our olBee regarding live oaU, and in
order that we may inform our salesmen just
what it Is, will you kindly give us the result

of your vast experience and untiring interest?

COMP.INY.

The above correspondent has been advised

as follows : Live oak is the only species which

is found on both sides of the Rockies, and the

only eastern species in the group is the south-

ern live oak, botanically known as Quercus

Virginiana. This wood grows along the coast

of Virginia southward through southern Flor-

ida, and extends further along the Gulf of

Mexico into northeastern Mexico.

It spreads more or less inland through

Texas to the valley of the Red river and to a

lesser extent to the mountains in the extreme

western part of the state. Its most abundant
growth and largest size is found on the

Atlantic and eastern gulf coasts on ridges

not far above tlie level of the sea. It is

also abundant in Texas, in the coast regions

near the banks of streams, but going into

Texas its growth is scrubby. This is a tree

with an immense spreading head and a short

trunk, which make it famous in the Gulf

states for decorative purposes. It is grouped

under the white oaks, but on account of its

short trunk, can not produce any great

quantity of lumber. It has always found

considerable employment in ship-building,

and furnishes excellent wood for this pur-

pose. It is very heavy, hard and tough and
possesses great strength and is close-grained.

It is light-brown and has a nearly white
sap-wood, and further is susceptible to a
high polish.-

—

Editor.

B 283—Seeks Soft Wood Strips

Now York, N. Y., Juno 27.—Editor Hardwood
Record : I am in the market for car loads of

strips %x% dressed two sides either soft yel-

low poplar, spruce. North Carolina pine, cypress
or any kind of soft stock to be used in making
the frame of boxes. Can you put me in touch
with several mills which could make this sort

of stock? Can use it from fifty-six inches up
to sixteen feet long (bundles).

The above inquirer has been supplied with

the names and addresses of various sources of

supply for the stock he desires, and any read-

ers of Hardwood Record who have this mate-

rial to offer, can have the name of the corre-

spondent by writing this office and referring

to B 2S3.—Editor.

B 284—Wants Oak Dimension
Bellevue, O., June 26.—Editor Hardwood

Record : Will you kindly advise where we will

be able to secure oak dimension stock ? We
have written a number of concerns inquiring for

three or four cars of 3"x3"x5' dimension oak for

drag harrows. If you can put us in touch with
anyone who is in position to furnish this mate-
rial, we will appreciate it.

Company.

The above correspondent is a large manu-

facturer of farm implements and has been

given the addresses of various concerns get-

ting out the stock which he seeks. Anyone
having this stock to offer, can have the ad-

dress by writing this office and referring to

B 284.

—

Editor.

B 285—Regarding Terms of Sale

Menominee, Mich., July 1.—Editor Hardwood
Record : Will you kindly give us your inter-

pretation of the following terms of sale : 60
days net or 2% 10 days after arrival?

The above has been given the following

information:

"Two per cent discount" would mean that

if you settle the account after deducting

freight within ten days of the arrival of

the lumber, you are entitled to a two per

cent discount on that amount.

"Sixty days net" means that the party

would have sixty days from date of invoice

in which to settle the account, after which

he would be liable to interest or legal pro-

ceedings.

—

Editor.

B 286—Wants Information Regarding
Various Woods

Blakeney, Tex., June 14.—Editor Hardwood
Record : Where could we got information

about what ash, persimmon and hickory timber

could be worked into, and what the profits are

in such material and any other information per-

taining to such products?
Company.

The above correspondent has been advised

that the chief ultimate use to which persim-

mon could be put is in the manufacture of

shoe lasts. One outlet would be to ship the

logs in regular form to New Orleans exporters,

and the other would be to sell the stock either

in log or block form to last manufacturers in

this country. Shoe lasts made of persimmon

:ire for high-grade concerns only, and the mar-

ket is necessarily rather limited. Persimmon
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is also used in the manufacture of spools,

bobbins and shuttles, and for various tool

handles, while the black heart is occasionally

cut into veneers and used in place of ebony.

As to the hickory timber, Hardwood Hecohd

believes a good connection could be made
with some reliable house selling to the vehicle

and implement trade, as there is a decided

scarcity in the stock of high-grade hickory

for these purposes. These people, however,

use only the sap, and the heart will have to

be boxed probably into 6x6 for use locally

in building construction, or for other pur-

poses. However, in this case one would have

to know exactly what he would be able to

turn out in the form of lumber before an

attractive proposition could be niade to a

high-class wholesaler. It might be possible

to market the hickory stumpage in the form

of logs.

As to the young ash: Tliis of course could

not be cut into thick stock, and very likely

would not make a very high-grade lumber.

It ought to be salable to the same class of

i7iannfacturers as hickory lumber, and a mar-

ket might be found for it among producers

of gymnastic apparatus, such as bars, wands,

etc., as this industry requires a very elastic

wood, and is after young ash rather than the

older stock.

As to the profits in anyone of these lines:

They depend entirely on the way the business

is run. It would be necessary in any line to

create trade before manufacturing the stock,

as the dimension manufacturer today, who

turns out a large quantity of dimension be-

fore securing his orders, is the bane of the

dimension business. He either has a lot of

stock on hand indefinitely, or has to sacrifice

it at a ridiculous loss.

—

Editor.
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l>Jews Miscellany

Biltmore Doings for June
Dr. C. A. Schenck and his students composing

the Biltmore Forest School, are now in camp on
the property of the Cummer-Diggins Company,
Cadillac, Mich. The students made the trip to

Cadillac from their spring camp at Sunburst,

N. C, stopping on the way at various interest-

ing points. They will be at Cadillac for some
little time.

The monthly announcement tells Interestingly

of the work and observations of the students in

the South, laying particular stress on the op-

portunity for the acquisition of practical knowl-

edge on the holdings of the Champion Lumber
Company near the spring camp. Here they had

the unusual chance of watching the installation

of a large modern band mill and the construc-

tion of complicated systems of logging roads and

railroads.

The students left the South on June 18, trav-

eling in special cars direct to Cincinnati, where

they were shown through the spacious wood-

working machinery factory of the J. A. Fay &
Egan Company. Col. Egan acted as host, and

gave them every opportunity of seeing every

detail of the plant. The "boys" were also con-

ducted through the big plant of C. Crane &
Co., and from Cincinnati took the trolley to

Hamilton, O., where they made a study of the

plant of the Champion Coated Paper Company.

The next stop en route to Cadillac was Fort

Wayne. Ind., at which point they were given

an oportunity to view a large catalpa planta-

tion owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Grand Rapids. Mich., was the next and last

stopping point, and here the students inspected

the plant of the Grand Rapids Veneer Works
and the famous Macey factory, at both of which

they were escorted by ofBcers of the company,

and were given the privilege of observing to the

utmost.

The students arrived at Cadillac on June 21

and now have their regular camp and mess tents

provided by the Cummer-Diggins Company.

A New Idea in Fuel Production

The recent severe coal strike In England neces-

sitated the Inauguration of new ideas to provide

for an adequate supply of fuel (or Industrial

purposes. The possibility of using sawdust ex-

clusively in place of coal has never been satis-

factorily demonstrated, and it remained for an

English inventor to reduce sawdust to a gas

form for utilization as engine fuel. This has

been actually accomplished In England, and
there is now working a powerful two-cylinder

gas engine, the gas in which is produced en-

tirely from sawdust from the mill to which it Is

connected. The engine develops over 100 horse-

power and is probably the first engine which

was ever driven by gas which originated entirely

from sawdust.

The sawdust is placed in a generating furnace

and when the gas is drawn ofE, it is purified and

filtered, and then drawn into the engine. It Is

said to be very rich and powerful, and the

results have been entirely satisfactory. The mill

in question is being driven entirely by this

engine, no coal or any other fuel being used.

Mempliis Lumbermen's Outing

Despite the (act that a heavy rain storm came

up during the afternoon, the old-fashioned basket

picnic held by the Lumbermen's Club on board

the steamer Pattona, Saturday, June 29, was one

of the most delightful (unctions ever given by

that organization. Between two and three hun-

dred members and their guestg were on board

when the boat pulled out of the local harbor and

wended its way to Brandywine Island, about

twenty-flve miles above Memphis. A number of

races had been planned, but as a result of thft

rain it was impossible to hold these. The com-

mittee in charge decided upon the rather novel

plan of putting coupons in a hat and allowing

the would-be contestants to draw. The prizes

distributed in this way created a great deal of

merriment.

W. A. Ransom of the Gayoso Lumber Company
was presented with a silk umbrella, which he

secured by virtue of drawing the winning cou-

pon, for the fifty-yard dash for fat men. "Wick"

is somewhat noted for his avoirdupois and ad-

mitted that it was a good deal easier to win this

way than by running, even though the distance

was only fifty yards.

Mrs. Ransom also won a handsome prize, a

sterling silver traveling cup, which was offered

10 the fifty-yard dashers in the women's class.

The other winners and the prizes awarded to

them were : James J. Ryan, gold handled knife

;

Miss Gertrude Fitchy, five pounds of candy

:

Charles Bourne, a box of cigars; H. J. Dudley,

a hat.

There was plenty to drink on board, although

there was, remarkable to relate, a little com-

plaint about scarcity of water before the boat

returned to Memphis. This is the first time in

the history of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis

that there has been any complaint on the subject

of water. Lemonade and all other drinks were
served free.

Old-fashioned basket dinners were served and
these proved thoroughly delightful. There was
the usual quota of fried chicken and other things

which have become famous through their asso-

ciation with picnic occasions.

There was dancing on board the boat and a

bridge game was in progress among the ladies.

The gentlemen also indulged in various card

games but let it be understood that some of

them were not for publication.

J. W. Dickson was at the head of the commit-

tee on arrangements and he and his associates

did their work so well that they were recipients

of very hearty congratulations on the splendid

program that had been arranged. This is the

first day-light picnic given by the club, the an-

nual outings heretofore having been held in the

evening. It was decided, however, that more
time was required and it is believed by members
c;' the club that, as the function this year proved

so delightful, there will be more than one repe-

tition thereof.

Program of Hoo-Hoo Annual

The program of business and entertainment

for the coming annual meeting of Hoo-Hoo at

.Asheville, N. C, has just been issued. It com-

prises five days of activity from Wednesday,

July 17, to Sunday, July 21. The opening day

will be devoted to a meeting of the Gsirian

oflBcers and the annual assembly of the Osirlan

Cloister. In the evening the cloister will have

its regular initiation.

The first business session of the Hoo-Hoo will

be called to order on Thursday morning. In the

afternoon there will be an automobile and car-

riage trip to Overlook Park. The evening's

entertainment for the men will be the annual

concatenation, while the ladies will be tendered

a reception and card party. The business ses-

sion Friday morning will be devoted to com-

mittee reports, routine and new business, while

in the afternoon there will be a carriage ride

over the George Vanderbilt estate. A dance and

musicale has been provided (or the evening of

P'riday in the roof garden of the Langren hotel.

The business Saturday will be concluded with

the election of officers. A ball will be tendered

at the Battery Park hotel in the evening, which

will be in the form of an informal reception for

the whole membership. Sunday will be devoted

to a trip to Lake Toxawa.v, where it is expected

that a great many will decide to remain for

several days as the hotel accommodations are

excellent.

Hardwood Manufacturers' Bulletin

Bulletin No. 147, issued from the Cincinnati

offices of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, contains its usual quota of valuable intor-

mation regarding the various phases of the lum-

ber business.

In speaking of the best methods of loading

lumber in cars, Secretary Doster maintains that

a great deal of lumber is degraded and depre-

ciated in value as a result, primarily, of having

been loaded into the car without any strips in

the bottom. Without these strips the lumber

comes in contact with coal and coke and various

other refuse, and it is suggested that the mem-

bers of the association use every effort to avoid

this waste. This can be done in a very simple

manner.

In speaking of the association's bureau of

commercial reports, the secretary says that the

manufacturer is practically helpless when he

Ilnds customers taking cash discounts long after

the expiration of the agreed cash discount period,

and contends that relief can be secured through

this bureau, which is for the purpose of giving

them reliable information as to the experiences

of the various members in the association with

the trade.
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The bulletin publishes a letter from a member

of the association, who states that last winter ho

sold a large box manufacturer 200.000 feet of

No. 2 common gum. which netted him ten doU.nrs

F. O. B. the mill. A short time ago this box com-

pany wrote the concern referred to without h.iv-

ing been offered any lumber, stating that it

wanted to place an order for from fifty to one

hundred thousand feet more of Xo. 2 common
gum at one dollar advance over the previous con-

tract, and said it could not pay any more than
that and live. The lumber company in question

replied it was^ sold up close on No. 2 common
gum and would probably not be able to get them
any more until the fall. This merely illustrates

the fact that in certain items at least the mar-
ket is now in the seller's rather than the buy-

er's hands.

A canvass of the northern territory shows that

low-grade box material is very scarce, and that

the demand continues strong. The mills state

that their production will not be very heavy
this year, but will tend to keep the prices firm

for the balance of the season.

Splasii Damming
In this issue of Hardwood Uecord appears

an article entitled "Splash Damming On the Big
Sandy." This article was written for the

American Carpenter and Builder by H. H. Gib-

son, editor of Hardw(.)od Record, and the illus-

trations are from photographs made by him on
the property of the Yellow Poplar l.umlwr Com-
pany, Coal Grove, Ohio. The story is printed

in full ns it appeared in the American Carpenter
and Builder.

The Passing of Robert B. Wheeler

In the death of Robert B. Wheeler, one of

the pioneer hardwood operators of Philadelphia,

which occurred on June 19 last at his residence

in Wilmington, Del., there passes from the
stage a notable and exemplary member of the
hardwood industry. Mr. Wheeler has been ill

for more than a year, and a complication of

diseases eventually resulted in bis death.
Mr. Wheeler was born in Newark, Del., and

entered the lumber business at fourteen years
of age, with the Causes of Wilmington. After
securing the rudiments of a knowledge of hard-
woods with this house, he went West as an
employe of Col. A. D. Straight, who at that time
was the major hardwood dealer of the country.
Col. Straight specialized in lilack walnut and

his operations covered Ohio, Indiana and sur-

rounding states. Mr. Wheeler, within a few
.years, became the manager of the Straight

operations, and after a successful career in this

capacity he decided to return to his home in

\^'ilmington and enter business for himself. This
transition occurred in 1877. His success as an
operator on his own account, and later with
Horace A. Reeves. Jr., whom he brought up in

the business with him, is too well known to need
comment.

Mr. Wheeler, according to later day stand-

ards, may be regarded as having done business

on somewhat peculiar lines. He bought lumber
only as he could pay cash for it ; he sold lum-

ber to dealers only : he specialized exclusively

in high-grade lumber, and for such class of

stock was always willing to pay a high price.

Xo matter what inducement might be incident

to effecting a sale of lumber, he never would
consent to the "salting" of a grade that he

might meet a competitive price. \A'hen this

method of doing a lumber business came into

vogue, with vehemence he asserted time after

time : "I will never do business on those lines.

The sign of R. B. Wheeler & Co. will first come
down from over the door."

Robert B. Wheeler, although of a religious

bent, being a devout Baptist, had a remarkable
humorous turn of mind, and no one enjoyed a

pungent, sparkling anecdote better than he.

He was a kindly man. a generous man, and a

friend worth having. While he died rich in

this world's goods, of more moment is the fact

that he died respected h.v ever.v man who knew
him. and loved by a host of friends.

Men of the stamp of R. B. Wheeler are not

in the majority in this world, and his passing
is a distinct loss, not only to the hardwood in-

dustry, but to the world. Mr. Wheeler is sur-

vived by bis wife and one son. and he is suc-

ceeded in business by his friend and partner of

many years, Horace A. Reeves. Jr.

Horace A. Reeves, Jr., Succeeds R. B.

Wheeler & Co.

The partnership in the Philadelphia hard-
wood, white pine and cypress Jobbing house be-

tween Robert B. Wheeler and Horace A. Reeves,
Jr., of R. B. Wheeler & Co.. expired by limita-

tion at the death of the senior partner.

The business will be taken over and succeeded
to by Mr. Reeves, who has had charge of prac-

tically all tlie details of the old firm's affairs

for the past fifteen years. To those who know
Mr. Reeves it will be unnecessary to state that

the business will be continued on exactly the

same lines of precept and example as laid down
and practiced for so many years by the late

Mr. Wheeler. Every one acquainted with Mr.

Reeves will wish him continued pro.sperity in

his business enterprises. He will do business

under the style of Horace A. Reeves, Jr., and
will maintain the same offices as occupied by
the old firm.

Death of Frank W. 'Vetter

The lumber trade of Buffalo received a shock

late last month by the news that one of its most
popular members—Frank W. Vetter—had been

stricken with paralysis, while looking after busi-

ness at one of the planing mills here. With him
at the time were I. N. Stewart and one or two
others, who immediately saw to Mr. Vetter's

removal to his home at 122 Fargo avenue. There
for nearly a week he lingered in an unconscious

condition, passing away on June 30.

Mr. Vetter was one of the most active men in

the local lumber trade and with the exception of

an attack of typhoid fever several years ago he

iiad been in uniformly good health. He gave

close attention to business and save for an occa-

sional outing with his fellow lumbermen, with

T^'hom he was on terms of close friendship, he

seldom took even a few days' vacation.

Born in East Eden, this county, in ISGO, he

came to Buffalo as a young man and entered

Canisius College, from which institution he

graduated. He entered the employ of Scatcherd

& Son, where he developed a strong fitness for

the lumber business and mastered many of its

details. A few years later he accepted an offer

from the wholesale lumber firm of Talbert & Co.,

of Shelbyville, Ind. In ISfll he returned to

Buffalo and entered into partnership in the hard-

wood trade with O. E. Yeager, the firm name
being Vetter & Yeager.

For the past twenty-one years Mr. Vetter was
prominent in Buffalo lumber attairs. In 1893 the

firm of Vetter & Yeager was merged into the

Empire Lumber Company, Mr. Vetter becoming

general manager. Fifteen years later he bought

out the Empire Lumber Company, continuing in

business in hardwoods from that time until his

death. So much was he respected and liked by

his fellow-lumbermen that he was chosen at dif-

ferent times president of the Hardwood Lumber
Exchange and also of the Buffalo Lumber Ex-

change. To the upbuilding of l)oth these ex-

THE LATE R. B. WHEELER.
DEL.

WILMINGTON. IIOUACE A. REEVES. JR.

PA.
PHILADELPHIA, THE LATE FRANK W. VETTER, BI'FKALO.

N. Y.
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changes be gave much time and energy. He was
iilso a member of the Automobile Club of Buffalo

and of the ti-ansportation committee of the Cham-
ber of Commerce.

Mr. Vetter was active in church and charitable

work as a member of Holy Angels' Church. He
leaves six children, four daughters and two sons.

His wife and two daughters died several years

ago.

The funeral was held from the family home
and from Holy Angels' Church on July 3. The
bearers were : O. E. Yeager, 1. N. Stewart, A. W.
Kreinheder, J. A. Murphy. C. W. Botts, J. E.

Wall, F. M. Sullivan and John Connelly.

G. M. CHAMBERS. SECKETAltV AND GEN-
ERAL SALES MANAGER KENDALL LUM-

BER COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.

An Addition

The accompanying cut shows G. M. Chambers,

recently appointed secretary and general sales

manager of the Kendall Lumber Company, who
was formerly in the Philadelphia offices and

moved to Pittsburgh, as reported in the last

Issue of Hardwood Record.

Barnaby's First Letter

President C. H. Barnaby of the National Hard-

wood Lumber Association, in his first monthly

report to the trade, issued a short time ago.

signified his intention of continuing the plan

inaugurated by ex-Presidcnt F. A. Diggins, in

sending a regular monthly report to the member-
ship. Mr. Barnaby's expression that he had some

misgivings after having assumed the responsi-)

billties of the president's office, will not carry

much weight with those who know the man.

He requests that the membership should not

hesitate to address him personally concerning

association matters.

Mr. Barnaby reported that the amount of

iiimber inspected by the association in May was
12,187,874 feet, an increase of 810.900 feet over

May of 1911. This is a good showing consider-

ing the fact that a great many of the southern

mills have experienced all kinds of difficulty on

account of the high water.

The letter announces the following changes

:

W. H. Long has been placed in charge of the

Pittsburgh district and Is located at 1203 Fed-

eral street, N. S., Pittsburgh.

D. E. Buchanan has again taken charge of

the Cincinnati district and is located at 25G
Helen street, Cincinnati.

W. H. Roberts has been stationed at Hunting-

ton, W. Va.. and can be reached at 424 Sixth

street, Huntington
W. J, McBride has been stationed at Cairo,

111., where he can be reached through the general

delivery.

Applications for inspection in the Memphis,
Tenn., district should bo addressed lo W. T.

North, 118 Jackson avenue. Memphis.
Since the annual conventioa on June 6, nine

new applications for membership have been re-

ceived and passed upon by the executive board.

A Record Cargo of Mahogany
Steamship Burbobank of the Mtis Jlanufac-

turing Company, broke all records for the largest

shipments of mahogany in any United States

port when she tied up at the Otis company's
dock Thursday, July 4. with two million and a

half feet of the valuable lumber. Some time

ago the Burbobank brought in a record shipment,

tut this last consignment is even larger than
the previous one. '

The cargo is estimated as being worth .$130,-

000, and was taken on from the Mexican ports

cf Laguna and Sion Tera. R. S. Huddleston,

general manager of the Otis company, states

that every foot of this timbei" has already been

sold to variotis furniture manufacturers in the

West and in Europe, and these logs, when made
up into furniture, will represent a valuation of

a million dollars. As soon as possible after this

cargo has been unloaded, the mills of this con-,

cern will be working twenty-four hours a day
converting mahogany logs into sizable lumber,

and with the shipments in sight, this condition

will continue until December. For the past two
months, a day and night crew have been kept

busy at the plants, although the mill was shut

down a few hours each day. This condition

meant the employment of over four hundred men.

The Burbobank will depart soon for the Cen-

tral American and Mexican ports and will prob-

ably equal the record made by this last shipment.

entirely to Chicago. A complete stock of high-

grade veneers, mainly in mahogany and Circas-

sian, has been maintained at all times, but the

company owned no local facilities for manufac-
turing its own stock.

About a year ago the idea of installing a
veneer mill in Chicago took concrete shape, and
it was ultimately decided to erect a mill in con-

nection with the company's offices and ware-

rooms on North Ann street. The work of con-

struction was recently culminated, and the

Bacon company now has one of the most com-
plete and up-to-date veneer manufacturing estab-

lishments to be found. It is not of the size of

a good many plants throughout the country, but

the completeness of equipment and the facilities

for efficient and economic handling of logs and
stock make it more or less of a novelty. The
building is a two-story brick structure. On the

ground floor are located a Capital slicer, a boil-

ing vat, and "mula" saw for cutting flitches.

The logs are brought into the sawing room from
the yard on a specially constructed truck run-

ning on rails. From the saw^ the flitches are

raised from the car by means of a chain tackle

running on an overhead track, which transports

them first to the boiling vat. From here they

are taken directly to the slicer and from the

slicer it is but a short distance to the elevator

which takes the stock to the second floor, where
the dry room is located.

The R. S. Bacon Veneer Company has an
annual output of 10,000,000 feet of sliced veneer,

including mahogany and Circassian mainly, other

woods being rosewood and similar fancy woods
and native oak. The new plant, while as stated

not of large proportions, is equipped in the

main as other modern plants are, but it embodies
such unique features of arrangement as to make
it an Innovation in veneer establishments.

SLICING CIRCASSIAN .\ I MILL OF It. J

Bacon Has Model Plant

The R. S. Bacon Veneer Company of Chicago

was incorporated in 1900, starting on a small

basis. Since that date the scope of the business

has been continuously enlarged. Today the

Bacon company is reckoned as one of the lead-

ing mahogany and fancy veneer houses in the

ccuntry.

R. S. Bacon, head of the concern, is also the

aetive manager of the BaconJUnderwood Veneer

Company of Mobile. .\la.. and for four years was

located at that plant running the atfairs of that

ojganization. The Bacon-Underwood company

owns considerable bay poplar stumpage in the

South, and manufactures that type of veneer

mtirely at its southern plants. The R. S. Bacon

Veneer Company has confined its operations

I'.Ai UN VENEER COMPANY, CHICAGO

American Forestry Association Meeting

The directors of the American Forestry Asso-

ciation will hold their mid-summer meeting in

the White mountains about the middle of July.

The meeting will be simultaneous with that of

the fifth annual forestry convention which is

under the auspices of the Society for the Pro-

lection of New Hampshire's Forests.

It is expected that those attending the forestry

association meeting will leave New York on the

evening of July 16, going to Concord, N. H..

where they %vill be received by Governor Bass,

who is president of the association and chairman

of the board. The party will then be driven to

l>eer Park hotel at North Woodstock, which is a

journey of seventy-flve miles. The trip will
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probably be made in automobiles. Various side

excursions will be enjoyed.

On Thursday morning-. July IS, another auto-

mobile ride through the profile notch to Mount
Washington hotel will be furnished. Here the

directors will remain Thursday and Friday, and

short excursions will be made to the new state

reserTation at Crawford Notch, and to some of

Ihe tracts recently purchased by the National

Forest Reservation Commission under the Weeks'

law.

An Interesting Logging Proposition

On the Island of Formosa, on which is located

Mount Ari, there is being consummated the

installation of a very interesting system of log-

ging, which has been installed by the Formosan
government. The exploitation of the valuable

forests on Mount Ari has been unsuccessfully

attempted for a good many years. The mountain

is seven thousand feet above sea level, and on

it are found three species of hardwood of ex-

treme value. Some of the trees are of immense
proportions and very old.

The process by which the trees are to be

logged is a mountain railway on which will be

operated two American built locomotives of the

Shay geared type.

' i'f\\ .H J
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of its wholesale lumber busmoss to the West
Penn Lumber Company. R. H. Erving and E. H.
Stoner, who have been associated with the Flint,

Erving & Stcner Company since its organization,
will devote their time and efforts to the inter-

ests of the West Penn Lumber Company.
The other notice is from the West Penn Lum-

ber Company, which states that it desires to

announce its succession to the wholesale lumber
business of the Flint, Erving & Stoner Company.
The company will handle a full line of white and
yellow pine, hemlock and hardwoods, and will

have a cash capital of $25,000, of which $5,000
was paid in in cash at the start of business,
and the balance is subject to call as needed.
The West Penn Lumber Company is an entirely

separate and distinct corporation, having no con-
nection whatever with the Flint, Erving &
Stoner Company.

Wagon Stock Shortage
A notice recently sent out by Secretary Mc-

Cullough of the National Implement and Vehicle
Association outlines an interesting condition
existing among implement and vehicle manufac-
turers. The pertinent part of the letter follows:

"The most serious condition presented at our
recent meeting as to the problems confronting the
manufacturers was to their supply of wood mate-
rials. The farm wagon is the most important
of farm equipment lines, which has not changed
In material requirements during this age of iron
and steel, and consequently every change affect-

ing the cutting and manufacture of hardwoods
is of serious importance to the wagon manufac-
turer. Owing to the severity of the past winter
and the floods which followed in the spring, a
very large portion of the timber country has been
under water for several months, and much of

It will not be in condition to log for some time
to come. The stocks of material at the mills this
winter were small, and as the wagon manufac-
turer must replace this dry stock as he uses it

with green, to season, the predicament he flnds
himself in at this time is readily understood.
The farm wagon trade for several years has been
less than normal, yet the wearing out process as
to the wagons in use has been going on. and
with good crops this present year it is not at all

Improbable that difficulty will be experienced In

securing prompt shipments, for the stocks in the
hands of the retailers, generally speaking,
throughout the country are smaller than for

many years. It is not unlikely that many manu-
facturers will be forced, at no distant date, to

advance their prices ; in fact, there is little

<luestion but that this fall will see the limit of

wagons at present prices and next year much
higher ones."

The two most striking conclusions to be drawn
from this letter are that undoubtedly manufac-
turers of vehicles and implements are in a recep-

tive mood for an advance in prices on the lumber
which they consume. They undoubtedly have
come to realize that the decided shortage of
stocks would warrant an increase in cost.

There is also evidence of an improvement in
the market for vehicles and farm implements.
and with a prospect of good crops there is every
reason to believe this condition will not only
continue but be enhanced as the season goes on.

Machine Company Gives Picnic

The Defiance Machine Works of Deriouce, O.,

tendered its employes and their families and
friends, their annual picnic on July 4, at Island
Park on the Maumee river. Ideal weather con-
ditions brought out a thousand people, who
enjoyed the firm's hospitality to the utmost. A
regular program prepared by the program com-
mittee was carried out, consisting of a cere-

monial opening of the spacious auditorium and
various interesting contests for men, women and
children.

C. H. Kettenring. treasurer and general man-
ager of the firm, made an address of welcome
and Charles Seymour delivered an address on the
"Brotherhood of Man." The Sixth Regiment

baud furnished music during the day, which
added to the completeness of the occasion.

It is the intention of the firm to make these
annual picnics a regular function in order to
bring the employes and their families in closer
touch with each other, to the end that a close
spirit of harmony might prevail.

Steam Machinery
The above is the name of a new monthly maga-

zine which will shortly commence publication
under the auspices of the Clyde Iron Works of
Duluth, Minn. It will be a magazine pertaining
to machinery methods for lumbermen, contract-
ors, railroad builders and excavators. Charles
H. Mcintosh of the company will be editor of the
magazine, and all articles and contributions
should be addressed to him.

Oak Flooring Booklet
W. L. Claffey, secretary of the Oak Flooring

Bureau. Detroit, Mich., recently issued the sec-

ond edition of the association's booklet, "Oak
Flooring." This goes exhaustively into the
oak flooring question, taking up grading rules
and the possible application of the different
grades of oak flooring. It also gives methods of
estimating the amount of flooring necessary in
given areas, and gives directions for handling,
laying, scraping, flnishing and caring for oak
flooring.

This book can be had by addressing the bureau
at the Hammond building. Detroit. Mich.

Combined Skidder and Loader

The question of the relative advantages of
using a combined skidder and loader or of
operating the two separately has been the sub-
ject of a great deal of discussion among logging
superintendents. On the whole the question
seems to be one of conditions.

Under some conditions the two operations must
of necessity be carried on separately even at an
increased cost. As an instance of this can be
cited the occasions when lo.gs must be decked
alongside of the track for a considerable period
and be loaded as the mill requires them. Under
ether conditions, however, with the capacity of
(he wood crews and the mill well balanced, there
seems to be a great advantage in using the com-
bined skidder and loader. Under these condi-
tions, by keeping the ground clear of logs, faster
skidding can be accomplished.
A large manufacturer of a four-line combined

skidder and loader offers the following record
of runs and cost of skidding and loading long
leaf pine for 1912 up to May 1 :

For five consecutive days for two different

periods of the year the combination skidder and
loader handled successfully 200.85" leet. 219.563.
234.425. 243.307. 226.383, making a total or
1.124.535 handled during the latter part of

February. The average cost of skidding and
loading includes locomotives cost, superintend-
ents and actual work applied on the operations
themselves.

Miscellaneous Notes

The Indiana Tie Company at Evansville, Ind.,

has been dissolved.

E. M. Barnes has entered the manufacturing
furniture industry at Owensboro, Ky.

Walsh Brothers, manufacturers of boxes, have
recently commenced business at Boston, Mass.

The Rice Veneer & Lumber Company of Grand
[Japids. Mich., will erect a warehouse and oBice.

The Oneida Handle Company of Rhinelander,
Wis., has been incorporated with a $20,000 cap-

ital stock.

Amos C. Ruff has been appointed receiver for

the A. R. Milner Seating Company of New
Philadelphia. Pa.

A newly incorporated concern at Cleveland. 0..

is the Cleveland Hardwood Floor Company with
a capital stock of $10,000.

The Holt Lumber Company of Oconto, Wis.,

on June 27 suffered a small loss by fire, which,
fortunately, was fully covered by insurance.

The Cartier & Hengstler Company has re-
cently commenced business at Camden, Ark.,
where it is engaged in the manufacture of boxes
and veneers.

Elbert M. Wiley, president of the Wiley-
Harker Lumber Company, New York, has filed
a petition in bankruptcy, with liabilities of $132,-
452 and no assets.

The Broadbent Brothers' Manufacturing Com-
pany, Baltimore, Md., manufacturer of wood
mantels, has been incorporated with an author-
ized capital of $25,000.

The United States Sash & Door Company has
been formed by Edward Dickin.son. Roy Bell and
U. J. Herrman. to do a general millwork and
building material business at Chicago, III.

The creditors of the bankrupt Alf. Bennett
Lumber Company of St. Louis, Mo., will meet
in that city July 12. The usual business of
proving claims, et cetera, will be transacted.

The Grand Rapids Wood Carving Company of
Grand Rapids, Mich., has been succeeded by the
Davies-Putnam Company, which concern has been
incorporated with an authorized capital stock of
$40,000.

The sawmill of the Wiscon.=in & Arkansas
Lumber Company at Warren, Ark., recently de-
stroyed by fire, will be replaced by a new^ struc-
ture, which will have a daily capacity of 100,000
feet of lumber.

The Michigan Manufacturing & Luti'.ber Com-
pany at Flint and Millersburg, Mich., has gone
out of business. At Flint, Mich., this concern
has been succeeded by the Michigan Truck &
Lumber Company.

Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Company, importer of
hardwoods, Cincinnati, O., on June 18 leased
space on the tenth floor of the Carew building.
This concern has been located in the Provident
bank building for some years.

It Is announced that W. H. G. Kegg. secretary
of the Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Com-
pany of Mansfield. O.. will have charge of the
advertising of the Lumber Mutual Fire Insur-
ance Company at Boston, beginning July 1, 1913.

Among recent incorporations in the farm im-
plement industry is the Swarm Manufacturing
Company, with an authorized capital of $100,000,
located at East Moline. 111., and at New Castlel
Ind., is the Rose City Manufacturing Company
with a capital of $50,000.

The creditors of the bankrupt Righter Lumber
Company of T'hil.tdelphia met in the ofllce of the
referee on June 8 to consider a petition for leave
to settle the action to sell the assets and con-
firm the trustee's first account, and various other
matters. No further details have been secured.

Hugo Forchheimer of New Orleans advises
that Ludwig Haymann. former New Orleans rep-
resentative, severed his connection with the busi-
ness on July 1. and that his place will be taken
by Hans Forchheimer. a member of the firm,
formerly in the home office at Frankfort,
Germany.

A new incorporation at Fort Plain, N. Y., is

the Century Cabinet Company, organized by
Charles R. Fleischman,. Martin W. Hubbard, Jr.,

and Waldemar F. Timme, all of 1182 Broadway,
New York. The company will manufacture fur-
niture, cabinets, etc., and has a capital stock
of $100,000.

The Ohio Lumber Retailers' Credit Association
held its postponed meeting at Columbus, O., on
June 25. Numerous delegates were present and
some interesting addresses were delivered. The
chief topic of discussion was the proposed Me-
chanic's Lien clause of middle Ohio's constitu-
tion which is to be voted upon Sept. 3.

The East Tennessee Lumber & Development
Company of Morristown. Tenn.. organized with a
$300,000 capital stock, has purchased more than
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7,000 acres of timber land estimated to cut 120.-

000,000 feet of lumber. The company will in-

stall two band sawmills, each with a daily

capacity of 50,000 feet, and will also mine iron

and construct six miles of railway.

At a meeting of the Plymouth Veneer Com-

pany, Plymouth, Wis., June 21, it was decided

the business be put into liquidation. With assets

amounting to $69,000 and liabilities aggregating

$36,000, the concern is not insolvent, but the

business has not proved sufficientl.v profitable

to warrant Its continuation. All the real and

personal property will be sold, the debts paid

and the balance turned over to the stockholders.

NijamaaiW

Hardwood "News ^otes

CHICAQO

The Chicago Lumbermen's Association,

through its entertainment committee, is making

active progress in the plans for the annual picnic

at Ravinia Park, which will be held on Tues-

day, July 16. The Northwestern Railroad has

arranged to run special trains to the park on

that day and detailed arrangements have been

made for the long list of entertainment features

of various descriptions. The ladies and children

will be offered just as enjoyable a time as the

men.
W. E. Johns, of Johns, Mowbray & Nelson

Company, Cincinnati, O., has been in the city for

several days on business, or perhaps to get away
from the shadow of the Red Sox's park.

F. I. Nichols, of Nichols & Cox Lumber Com-

pany, Grand Rapids, Mich., was a caller in the

city several days ago, making Chicago one of

his stopping places on a business trip of some

duration.

J. H. P. Smith, of Cincinnati, president of the

Hardwood Company, was a recent visitor in the

local trade.

E. A. Lang, sales manager of the Paepcke-

Leicht Lumber Company. Chicago, started on

July 4 for a ten days' trip to the siiutliern mill

points of the company. He will go to New Or-

leans, and from there to other points in Louisi-

ana and Mississippi.

L. H. Wheeler, of the 'Wheeler-Timlin Lumber
Company. Wausau, Wis., was In Chicago, and

took his family to Wausau last Sunday.

F. R. Gadd. vice-president of the Wisconsin

Lumber Company, Chicago, is back in his ofHce

after an extended trip to the southern mill points

of that concern. The company's mill has suf-

fered considerably through high water conditions,

but such damage is being rapidly repaired, and

the mills are working overtime for loss of time.

C. A. Bigelow, of Kneeland-Bigelow Company,

Bay City, Mich., spent a day in Chicago last

week stopping off on a trip to Burlington, 111.,

where he intends joining his wife.

F. B. McMuIlen. of McMulIen-Powell Hardwood
Lumber Company of Chicago, is spending a couple

of weeks in the Canadian woods recovering from

his strenuosities in business in Chicago.

R. E. Thompson, of the Thompson Hardwood
Lumber Company of Cincinnati, O., is one of

Chicago's frequent visitors, and was here last

week.

F. C. Ewlng, of Ewlng & Gilliland, Nashville,

Tenn., recently spent several days with the local

trade.

W. D. Reeves, of the W. D. Reeves Lumber
Company. Helena. Ark., said, in a visit to the

Chicago, trade last week, that he never before has

seen such a scarcity of logs as exists in the

Arkansas territory. Mr. Reeves said there are

practically no logs along the railroad to be taken

up, and in consequence the mills are forced to

run on short time.

H.ir.rjwooD Recokd is in receipt of an an-

nouncement from the Three States Lumber Com-

pany at Memphis. Tenn., stating that M. B.

Cooper has been appointed sales manager of

that concern, succeeding W. H. Greble, who has

resigned.

The mid-summer meeting of the Northern Hem-
lock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

will take place at Houghton, Mich., on July 17

and 18, inclusive. Arrangements have been made
for an enjoyable time for those in attendance, as

well as for the transaction of considerable im-

portant business.

The Board of Trade reports during the week

of June 30 show that the total receipts of lum-

ber in Chicago for the week were 62,385,000

feet, being 6,500,000 feet less than for the

previous week. Shipments of lumber from Chi-

cago were 25,790,000 feet, an increase of 1,500,-

000 over the previous week.

A. W. Williamson, of the Williamson-Kuny

Mill & Lumber Company of Mound City and

Chicago. 111., with his family and friends, is

making an extended tour of the West, taking in

Kansas, Colorado. New Mexico. Utah, Oregon,

Washington, California and other states. They

will visit Yellowstone Park, the Grand Canyon,

the Yosemite Valley and other interesting sights.

NBW YORK y
R. S. Blair, president and general manager of

the Old Oregon Lumber Company. Seattle. Wash.,

and Secretary L. G. Chapman, accompanied by

Mrs. Blair and Mrs. Chapman, spent several

I'.iys in town on business and pleasure during

the fortnight. Mr. Blair reported conditions as

very satisfactory, considering the general situ-

ation at coast points.

R. B' Gillette and R. I. Mount of the Gillette-

Mount Company, wholesaler, 50 Church Street,

have returued from a trip to British provinces

where they made arrangements for the cuts of

ihe several mills.

On June 17, at Grace M. E. Church, this city.

Miss Lilian K. Stone was united in marriage

to Ralph A. Brown, local sales representative of

the Streble Manufacturing Company, large manu-

facturer of hardwood flooring, Saginaw. Mich.

After a honeymoon. Mr. and Mrs. Brown will

reside at 51 Hamilton place. Manhattan.

W. H. Wetmore, head of the local sales office

of R. P. Baer & Co.. liardwocds, Baltimore, Md.,

has removed his office from 1123 Broadway to

118 East Twenty-eighth street.

W. E. Cox of the Nichols & Cox Lumber

Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., was here for

a few days during the fortnight preparatory to

sailing on the Campania for a trip of several

months.

T. M. Young, for many years associated with

(Jouverneur E. Smith & Co., this city, has

joined the selling staff of W. A. Eaton. 1 Madi-

son avenue.

The Harry G. Adams Lumber Company has

succeeded to the commission business of Harry

G. Adams at 150 Nassau street, Manhattan.

Jesse Cummings and E. C. Moberly, of the

Cummings-Moberly Cypress Company, Taft, La.,

and the Ramos Lumber Co.. Ramos. La., were

visitors In town during the fortnight.

H. D. Billmeyer, Billmcyer Lumljer Company,
hardwood timber specialist, Cumberland, Md..

was in town with Mrs. Billmeyer for several

days during the fortnight.

William L. Willich, trading as the C. & W.
Lumber Company, wholesale lumber dealer with

offices at IS Broadway, has assigned to L. H.

Strauss. He became a partner in the C. & W.

Lumber Company in 1906. The partnership was
dissolved in 1908, Mr. Willich continuing under

the same style. Following the assignment a
petition in bankruptcy was tiled against Mr.

Willich. The attorneys for the petitioning

creditors estimate the liabilities at $19,000, and
assets $8,000,

Elbert M. Wiley, who is president of the

Wiley-Harker Lumber Company, has filed an
individual petition in bankruptcy with liabilities

of $132,452, and no assets. The Wiley-Harker

Lumber Company was recently petitioned into

bankruptcy.

Thomas Kell's Sons Company, saw and plan-

ing mill operator of Brooklyn, has made an
assignment to L. H. Strauss of New York. It

is reported that the assignment is due to certain

connections which the corporation had through

accommodation endorsement w'ith Gouverneur E.

Smith & Co., the New Y'ork wholesale house

which failed recently. Thomas Kell's Sons Com-
pany Is an old operator In the Brookl.vn district

and was incorporated several years ago with

W. K. Holmes, Jr., wholesale lumber, 1 Madi-

son avenue, as president and treasurer, and

C. D. Kells, as secretary.

PHILADELPHIA

The board of directors of the Lumbermen's
Exchange of Philadelphia, at a meeting held on

June 20, adopted the following resolutions

:

Whereas, An all-wise Providence has removed
from our midst by death our friend and fellow
member, Robert B. Wheeler, the members of the
Lumbermen's Exchange of Philadelphia, desire
to record their appreciation of his worth and
their regret for the loss they have sustained in

his death. His integrity w.is of the highest
stamp and his genial nature won for him many
friends. No one ever approached him for advice
or help that he did not respond cheerfully. His
companionship and wise counsel will be missed,
but his example will be an inspiration to a high-
er and nobler living.

Resolved. That the memliers of the exchange
extend to his family their sincere condolence in

their great loss, also that these resolutions be
spread upon the minutes of the exchange and a
cop.v sent to the family of the deceased.

Similar action was taken by the Philadelphia

Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association.

Thomas B. Hoffman of the J. S. Kent Com-
pany, always an optimist, is not inclined to

quarrel with conditions. He recently made a
trip through Virginia, North Carolina and Ten-

nessee, and found stocks very low. On his re-

turn he spent some time at his company's mill,

near Johnson City, Va., where work is being

Iiushed to the limit, but with very little accu-

mulation of stuff. Mr. Hoffman says the com-

pany is cutting mainly oak of an excellent qual-

ity, at least seventy-five per cent of which will

tun white oak, J. E. Troth, of this house, has

moved hig family for the summer to Salem,

N, J., where he spends the week ends.

George G. Barr of Beecher & Barr regards the

eastern situation as peculiar, undoubtedly the

result of the unsatisfactory spring season and

the disturbing political agitatk>n. A fair volume

of trading is being handled, however, right along,

but the stock at mills is still very low.

The Summit Lumber Company recently en-

gaged Edwin C. Strong, who has had consider-

able experience with the Fenwick Lumber Com-
pany as salesman, to look after the Philadelphia

district.

J. W. Bowers of the S. P. Bowers Company
reports fairly responsive trading and more liberal

buying by the railroads. Shipments from the

Jacksonville district are more satisfactory.

Charles G. Blake, manager of E. V. Babcock

& Co.. reports the volume of trade behind that

cf Last year, but prices holding firm.

Chancellor Curtis, Wilmington, Del., has ap-

pointed William Pennewlll of Dover, and Thoma.=;

A. Veasey of Delmar, receivers for the insolvent

Delmar Lumber and Manufacturing Company.

The company owns valuable machinery and prop-

erty near Delmar, Del., and near Havrcde-

Grace, Md.
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Owen M. Briicer. president of the Owen M.
Eruner Company, recently made a trip to the
Idaho lumber camps, where his company is Inter-

ested in some attractive deals. He says the
lumber situation remains unchanged.

PITTSBUROH

The A. M. Kinney Lumber Company is start-

ing another hardwood mill in northeastern Ohio.
This makes three plants there which are cutting
hardwood at present for this concern.
The Nicola Lumber Company is doing a pretty

fair business and thinks the situation much im-
proved. Its chief complaint is the tendency of
some buyers to break away and try out irre-

sponsible concerns because they quote a little

lower prices.

J. M. Hastings, president of the J. II. Hast-
ings Lumber Company, is managing the affairs of
the Davison Lumber Company, Nova Scotia, Can-
ada. This company is shipping an enormous
amount of lumber by tidewater from Bridge-
water, Canada.

J. B. Flint, formerly of the Flint, Frying &
Stoner Company, is spending the summer at his

country home at Beaumaris, Canada, and occa-
sionally puts over a nice lumber deal.

Secretary J .H. Henderson of the Kendall
Lumber Company has sailed for Europe for sev-

eral weeks' vacation. He will have charge of
the sales of the Croft Lumber Company—also a
Kendall concern, at Clarksburg, W. Va., when he
returns.

The West Virginia Lumber Company has re-

cently bought 7,000 acres of hardwood and hem-
lock timber in Forest county, Fa. This, with its

former property, will give it nearly enough tim-

ber to keep it busy for twenty years. The lum-
ber will be shipped over its private railroad to

Sheffield, Pa., and from there to points east and
west.

The Union Lumber Company has been formed
by William Hunter and H. B. Butler, formerly
with the Pennsylvania Lumber Company, and
A. E. Butler, who is a large financier and oil

operator in Butler county, Pennsylvania. The
company has a capital of $63,000 and has estab-

lished offices at S16 Federal street, North Side.

It will establish a large yard for carrying high-

class hardwood in the near future and will also

cut olf a tract of oak at Emionton, Pa.

The B. P. Lee Company has been organized by

B. F. Lee, Charles A. Clowes, .Tohn C. McMillan
and others of Pittsburgh, Pa., and will establish

a general planing mill and lumber business at

once.

W. A. Schmitt, J. E. Bane, A. J. Scott, L. H.

Irwin and Homer Eckstein of this city have
asked for a receiver for the old Flint, Erving &
Stoner Company in behalf of themselves

and of stockholders of the Thornwood Lumber
Company. The product of this latter concern

was sold by the Flint, Erving & Stoner people,

who own shares in the Thornwood Company.
The wholesalers' and retailers' picnic at Key-

stone Park, north of the city. June 22, was a

great success. More than two hundred whole-

salers and retailers were pres^^nt, many of them
with customers as invited guests. Splendid

music was furnished by Prof. Schnitzer's German
band and the Hemlock Quartette. Ball games,
sack races, barrel races, obstacle races and all

kinds of tumbling stunts, in addition to a pie-

eating contest, filled the afternoon with ftin.

BOSTON

The Conway Lumber Company, Conway, N. H.,

has opened a hardwood lumber department at

126 State street. Boston, under the management
of R. S. Maislein.

George H. Davenport of the Davenport, Peters

Company, Boston, has returned from a trip to

Eurt)pe. Mr. Davenport was away about two
months.

The Shirley Lumber Company, Foxcroft, Me.,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$200,000. The organizers are Arthur W. Crafts,
George W. Stacy and Emmons W. Stacy.
The S. I. Howard Company, Worcester, Mass.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000 for the purpose of buying and selling
building materials.

BALTIMORE

The Democratic National Convention was the
means of bringing to Baltimore quite a number
of lumbermen, the trade being in fact about as
largely represented as any other. Among the
delegates were men very prominent in the busi-
ness, one of the leading figures being Rufus
Vansant, president of Vansant, Kitchen & Co.,

.4iShland, Ky. Mr. Vansant is known far and
wide as a large hardwood operator, and he also
cut a big figure at the convention, being promi-
nently boomed for chairman of the Democratic
National Committee. He has held the position
of chairman of the state committee in Kentucky
for some time and is one of the wheelhorses of
his party in the Blue Grass state. To him is

given much of the credit for electing the pres-

ent democratic governor by a majority approxi-
mating 30,000.

The Thomas Hughes Company has been in-

corporated under the laws of Maryland with a
capital stock of $20,000 to conduct a hardwood
business, the corporation being in a way a suc-

cessor to Thomas Hughes individually. The
officers of the company are : W. W. Baldwin of
Baldwin & Frick, attorneys and real estate men,
president : Ernest E. Price, formerly engaged in

the export business on his own account, but lat-

terly in charge of the export department for

Thomas Hughes, vice-president ; W. S. Syming-
ton of Baltimore, secretary, and Thomas
Hughes, treasurer. These officers, together with
C. H. Reeder of a well known Baltimore firm

of shipbuilders, constitute the board of directors

for the first year. The company will have its

offices in the Keyser building and the business

will be conducted in much the same manner as

heretofore.

Among the visiting lumbermen here during
the last two weeks was M. N. Offutt of the Rock
Castle Lumber Company and the C. L. Ritter

Lumber Company. Mr. Offutt makes his head-
quarters at Huntington, W. Va., and came here

as one of the alternates of the West Virginia

delegation to the Democratic convention.

Clarence E. Wood, assistant general manager
of the R, E. Wood Lumber Company, was in

Baltimore two weeks ago from Fontana, N, C,
where he makes his headquarters. Mr. Wood
is giving much attention to the new mill which
the company will erect some distance from Fon-

tana, in Swain county. North Carolina. The
material for the new plant, which is to have a

capacity of about 50,000 feet a day, has already

been delivered.

The managing committee of the Baltimore
Lumber Exchange held its monthly meeting last

Monda.v afternoon in the rooms on East Fay-

ette street, but found no business to transact

and adjourned in short order.

From Bristol, Va., comes a report that O. H.

Viali, a lumber operator in Eastern Tennessee,

has formed a new corporation, with a capital

stock of several hundred thousand dollars, to

develop a large body of timber in western North
Carolina. Among the capitalists interested in

the enterprise are mentioned Stone, Hersey &
Gibson of Newark, N. J., and J. C. Campbell.

Mr. Campbell is now operating large mills at

Marion and Fairwood, Va., and is also building

eighteen miles of railroad into the mountains,

from Black Mountain, N. C, a station on the

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Railway, where he

is erecting a band mill of a daily capacity of

100,000 feet. The plant in which Mr. Viali is

interested will be located at Waynesville, Hay-

wood county, N. C, on the line of the Southern
Railway. A branch road will be run from
Waynesville into the heart of the timber tract
to be developed.

COLUMBUS

The Butler County Lumber Company of Hamil-
ton, O.. has been incorporated with a capital of
$10,000 by Peter Kuntz and others.

The H. L. Dingledy Lumber Company of
Youngstown, 0., has filed papers with the secre-
tary of state increasing its capital stock from
$50,000 to $75,000.

The Circleville Lumber Company of Clrcle-
ville, O., has been incorporated with a capital
cf $10,000 to deal in lumber and building mate-
rials. The incorporators are Thomas O. Gllli-

land, Peter Kuntz, Jr., John J, Kuntz, J. A.
Payne and G, F. HiU.

Mrs. Jennie Hayward, wife of M. A, Hay-
ward of the M. A. Hayward & Son Lumber Com-
pany, died suddenly while visiting Sherrill Hay-
ward, a lumberman of Cleveland, O. The body
was brought to Columbus, where the funeral
services were held.

H. M. Rowe, of the firm of Powell & Rowe,
has moved his residence to 37 Locust street,

Dayton, O., where he will make his headquarters
in the future. He will spend Mondays and Fri-

days in the Columbus office. Mr, Rowe has
been working the Dayton territory for some time
and the move is nothing new in the policy of the
company.

H. C. Buskirk, sales manager for the General
Lumber Company, reports the supply of dry
stocks scarce but says there is a good demand
for the light grade stuff.

L. P. Schneider, sales manager for John R.
Gobey & Company, reports a good business In
hardwoods during the past two weeks. Prices
are ruling firm and have a tendency to advance

:

stocks are scarce and broken. Mr. Schneider
Icoks for a continuation of the good market in

the next few months.
R, W. Horton, sales manager of the central

division of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company,
says the volume of business has held up well
lor the time of year. There is a good demand
for the general Une of hardwoods, with oak and
chestnut especially strong. Both retailers and
manufacturers are buying better. Dry stocks are
light and will continue so for some time. Mr.
Horton recently returned from a vacation spent
at Buckeye Lake.
The entertainment committee of the Builders'

Exchange has set Wednesday, July 17, as the
day for the outing at Glenmary Park. Spe-
cial cars will be used to convey the members and
their families to the park early in the morning.
There will be a ball game and many contests,
also music, dancing and refreshments.
The report of the Columbus building Inspector

for the month of June, 1912, shows an increase
in the number of permits Issued and a decrease
in the valuation of new buildings, as com-
pared to June, 1911. During the month 252
permits were issued as compared with 222 in

the corresponding month in 1911. The valuation
of permits issued was $579,116, as compared
with $719,055 in June, 1911. The number of
permits Issued during the present year is 1401,
an Increase of two over the first six months
of 1911. The total valuation of buildings is

$2,601,133, an increase over the corresponding
period last year of $255,101.
The Rowe & Giles Lumber Company of Chagrin

Falls, O., has been Incorporated with a capital

of $30,000 to deal in lumber, both at wholesale
and retail. The incorporators are George F.

Rowe, Charles H. Giles, John W. Carter, Willis

Ames and L. L. Patterson.
The Parker Lumber Company of Findlay, C,

has been incorporated with a capital of $50,000
to deal in lumber. The incorporators are W, S.

Parker, Vance J. Parker, Perry W. Parker, Deane
Parker and Clara Vance Parker.
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TOLEDO

According to the figures in tbe office ol the

building inspector building operations in Toledo

for the first half of the year exceeded by nearly

100 per cent the building activities of the first

six months of 1911. The report shows that 993

permits have been issued since Jan. 1. carrying

an expenditure of $3,194,923 as compared with

expenditures amounting to |1.624, 170 for the

preceding year. During June 205 permits were

issued with a construction cost of $37.5,838. as

against 176 permits aggregating $369,190 a year

ago. The residences and investment structures

being erected in Toledo this year are of the

highest order and great quantities of hardwood

sre being used in their construction.

Furniture factories are running full time and

sending in heavy orders. Prices in hardwoods

all along the line remain very firm and about

all available dry stocks are being snapped up if

the figure is anything like right. Vehicle con-

cerns are also sending In a strong call for lum-

ber and some difficulty has been experienced in

securing sufficient lumber to take care of their

needs.

Many Toledo lumbermen arc preparing to at-

tend the national convention of the Concatenated

Order of Hoo-Hoo at Asheville, N. C. July

18-19-20. Frank Spangler, one of the heaviest

handlers of hardwoods in Toledo, is president of

the Ohio organizntion.

INDIANAPOLIS

The E. Q. Smith Chair Company, Evansville.

has Increased its capitalization from $23,000 lo

$100,000.

Notice has been filed with the Indiana secre-

tary of state that the Old Hickory Chair Com-

pany, Martinsville, has increased its capital

$75,000.

The Talge Mahogany Company has been hav-

ing a fine business during the last few weeks and

Is working its plant in this city to full capacity.

The company recently received some large ship-

ments of mahogany from Africa.

MEMPHIS

The weather has been very favorable in this

territory for the production of hardwood lumber

and satisfactory progress therein has recently

been made. The supply of timber is more satis-

factory than it has been at any time since last

winter. There are a few instances where mills

are finding it impossible to run on account of

inadequate timber supply but as a general propo-

sition it may be stated that all the mills in this

city and section are running, and in some cases

are working on double time.

There has possibly been some slowing down
in demand during the past fortnight, due in

some measure to the taking of inventories by

consuming and distributing interests alike, who
have desired to show as little stock on hand as

possible. It has also been due in some measure

to the uncertainty regarding the action to be

taken by tbe Democratic party in nominating

its candidate tor the presidency. Both of these

.conditions, however, have been removed during

the past few days and members of the trade

here express the belief that there will be a good

demand for hardwood lumber throughout the

remainder of the season. The idea is also en-

tertained that prices will be well maintained as

a result of the fact that there is no surplus

stock of hardwood lumber anywhere In the

country.

A prominent lumberman recently stated that

the railroads were showing greater Interest and

activity in hardwoods than since the panic of

1907. Headers of Hakdwood Record are

familiar with the retrenchment policy of tbe

railroads since that time and the disposition to

make their rolling stock and other equipment go

just as far as possible without making further

purchases. However, it is said that they have

reached about the end of their row in this mat-

ter and that they are confronted with the neces-

sity of greatly increasing their* equipment. The
West promises an unusually large wheat crop,

the condition of the corn crop is good and the

South gives promise of at least an average cot-

ton crop. It is therefore quite apparent that

the railroads in both the South and West, as

well as the Northwest, will have an abundant

amount of freight to handle in the way of farm

products. Because of this fact and because of

the general prosperity of the country, they are

beginning to make improvements in their road

beds, increase their equipment, and otherwise

increase their facilities for handling traffic.

At a recent meeting here, attended by prom-

inent officials of the Illinois Central Railroad

and the owners, managers and attorneys of the

tap lines in the South, making connection there-

with, the order of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission regarding the pro rata that tap lines

shall receive on through shipments of lumber

and lumber products was fully discussed. After

the convention adjourned it was stated that the

officials of the Illinois Central and those of the

tap lines understood each other thoroughly and

that there would be no difficulty as a result of

the promulgation of this new ruling.

The Arkansas Logging Company is making
rapid progress on the building of the road which

is to connect with the Memphis, Helena & Louis-

iana line of the Missouri Pacific system. This

firm has been organized for the purpose of de-

veloping the timber on the tract of about 30.000

acres recently purchased by A. Maas and eastern

capitalLsts in Phillips and De Sha counties. It

has a nominal capital stock of $10,000 and T,

W, Sofge is general manager. It is, however,

in effect, a subsidiary of the Delta Land Com-
pany, which is the owner of the timber lands in

question and which is capitalized at $500,000.

The timber on this land is being cut as rapidly

as possible and sold to owners and operators of

mills in the Mississippi valley. The company
has not made arrangements to operate any mill

so far. The land is very fertile and it is ex-

pected that it will be put into cultivation of

cotton as soon as the timber has been removed.

Rooks Brothers have purchased 1,400 acres of

land in Crockett county, Tennessee, from C. II.

Ferrell. at Humboldt, for a consideration of

$28,000. Between seven and eight hundred
acres of land involved in this transaction is

covered with timber, principally white oak, red

oak, gum and cypress. The new owners have

made no announcement as to their plans,

J, H. Bynum and L. R. Alexander announce
that they will begin the erection of a large

stave mill at Dermott, Ark., in the near future.

A considerable number of men will be employed.

Extensive improvements are being made at

the heading plant of the Pekin Stave Company,
at Paragould, Ark. In addition, the machinery
is being thoroughly overhauled and repaired.

This plant gives employment to about seventy-

five men and will resume operations about the

middle of July.

It is now the consensus of opinion among
railroad men that the extension of the New Or-

leans. Mobile & Chicago railroad from Middleton

northward to a connection with the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis will pass through Milan,

Tenn. Lumbermen and owners of timber lands

in that section are very much interested in this

view, as the new railroad will afford facilities

for the development of extensive timber holdings

therein. Staves, bolts, logs and other rough

material are being hauled twenty to thirty miles

because of the present inadequate" railroad ser-

vice.

Another railroad change of importance is the

decision of the Memphis, Columbus & Gulf rail-

road to extend its line eastward as far as

Demopolis. Ala. This carries the line to the

head of all the year round navigation on the

Warrior and Tombigbee rivers. This road as

now planned is to run from Okalona, Miss., to

Demopolis, Ala., and will serve a section very

rich in timber and other resources in east Mis-

sissippi and west Alabama.
The committee appointed by the Business

Men's Clul) to raise $30,000. to be used for

(he purpose of continuing the publicity cam-
paign, which has kept Memphis conspicuously

before the world for the past two years, is mak-
ing good progress. About $25,000 of the $30,000

required has already been raised. A portion of

this fund will be devoted to the tri-state fair

but the remainder will be used for the purpose

of advertising tlie resources and advantages of

this city. The campaign of publicity has cov-

ered the past two years and has attracted a

number of wood-working enterprises to this city.

George D. Burgess of Russe & Burgess, Inc,

F. B. Robertson, president of the Lumbermen's
Club of Memphis, and E. E. Taenzer of E. E.

Taenzer & Co., have returned from New Orleans,

W'hither they went on business.

J. W. Thompson of the J. W. Thompson Hard-
wood Company, Chicago, spent July 4 with his

family here.

W. H. Russe of Russe & Burgess, Inc., sailed

from New York on July 2 on board the Maure-
tania. Mr. Busse is making his annual trip to

Europe and while abroad will make his head-

quarters at the offices of the firm, maintained in

London in charge of G. .\. Farber.

LOUISVILLE

The Kentucky & Indiana Hardwood Company
Is establishing its yard at Twenty-third street

and Standard avenue. The company was In-

corporated some time ago by Owensboro inter-

ests. Herbert Bauman will be In charge of the

business.

The Louisville Point Lumber Company is mak-
ing some repairs in its mill, including the addi-

tion of a new steam feed. The mill has been

lunnlng day and night of late, producing in

the neighborhood of 73,000 feet of poplar a day.

C. C. Mengel & Brother Company will get In

a lot of logs shortly, as a big car is being docked

at Pensacola. "Fhe mill In South Louisville is

being operated overtime, as the demand for

mahogany lumber is continuing excellent.

The high price of feed is one of the reasons

why small mills are not running, according to

George H. Schotte, vice-president of tbe Thomp-
son Hardwood Lumber Company, who was In

Louisville recently.

Among those who have addressed the Louis-

ville Hardwood Club or will make t-ilks In the

near future are Everett Haynes, of the Mengel

Box Company; Stuart Cecil and P. G. Booker of

the Booker-Cecil Company; C. M. Sears of the

Edward L. Davis Lumber Company, and Harry
E. Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills.

The Edward L. Davis Luml)er Company en-

tertained the Louisville Hardwood Club at din-

ner Tuesday evening, July 9, the meeting being

lield at the plant of the company at Fourth

and K streets. The meeting was unusually en-

joyable.

D. E. Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills,

represented the Hardwood Club at a recent

meeting of the Kentucky Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, which was organized for the purpose

of improving tax, labor and other conditions In

this state.

The timber resources of eastern Kentucky had

a prominent place on the program at a con-

vention of bankers held at Olympian Springs.

Ky., recently. J. C. C. Mayo of Paiutsville, who
Is a large holder of timber In that section, was
one of the speakers.

The state of Kentucky Is planning to con-

struct an "arboretum" on the grounds of the
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new state capUol at Frankfort, in which the

trees of Kentucky will be disjilayed. It is the

Intention to give each of the 120 counties

a different tree, but this may be interfered

with by reason of the fact that the plan would
require pressing the persimmon, the ijig-nut and
other trees devoid of poetical associations into

service.

Indicating the possibilities of the hardwood
business in the Philippines. Capt. Fred L. Wil-

son, a Kcntuckian in the regular army, has
resigned his post in Moro province to become
the general manager of a ?150.000 company
which is engaged in the hardwood trade at

Kolambugan, Mindanao, P. I.

The Roy Patton Lumber Company has been
formed at .Tackson, Ky., with $23,000 capital

stock. It has taken over a large band mill

at Hays, two miles from Jackson, and will be-

gin operations at once. S. E. Patton is in

charge of the mill, while Iguatz Herz of New
York, is president, William P. Nettling of Floral

Park, N. Y., is vice-president and Roy Patton
of Jackson, secretary and treasurer.

MILWAUKEE

The Ellington-Schmidt Lumber Company has
been incorporated in Milwaukee by M. C. EUing-
son, Emil Schade, C. F. Schmidt and Arsan A.

Gaucher. The new concern has a capital stock

cf $12,000.

It has been reported that the Plymouth
Veneer Company of I'lymouth, has decided to

liquidate, on account of poor business condi-

tions. The company is not insolvent as the
assets are reported at $69,000 with liabilities

of $30,000.

At the annual meeting of the Coye Furniture
Company of Stevens Point, directors and officers

were elected. The officers for the ensuing year
are : President, D. E. Frost ; vice-president, F. A.
Southwick; secretary, W. S. Young; treasurer,

W. H. Coye.

E. A. Zundel, secretary of the Crocker Chair
Company, Sheboygan, acquired the controlling in-

terest of that company by the purchase of stock

from W. D. Crocker, president, and W. J. Rietow,
vice-president, of the same concern. Mr. Rietow
has been elected president of the German bank
and will withdraw from the chair company.

Experiments are being conducted in the United
States Forest Products Laboratory in Madison,
looking to the hardening of timbers. In many
cases tried, the timber has been conditioned in a

treating; cylinder, with the result that Its

strength was more than doubled.

The boat factory of Thompson Brothers, at

Peshtigo, which was destroyed recently, will be
rebuilt.

The Racine Lumber and Manufacturing Com-
pany,' Racine, will erect a planing mill of large

capacity at Eddyville. Ky. Wood-working and
power machinery equipment will be purchased
for the new mill.

Three district meetings of Ihe Northern Hem-

lock & Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of
Wisconsin were held in Eau Claire, Wausau and
Green Bay. The purpose of these meetings was
a general discussion of topics relating to lum-
bering, particularly "Labor Supply," "Lumber
Advertising." and "A Forest Products Exposi-
tion." Reports show that the labor supply in
general is scarce, that the stocks are light and
the market conditions strong.

A new dry-kiln will be erected for the Gnrney
Refrigerator Company. Fond du Lac. The
structure will be constructed of brick, three
stories high and will measure 55x90 feet. The
first floor will be used for the kiln and the re-

mainder for factory purposes.

The Oshkojh Chamber of Commerce is plan-
ing to bring about an innovation—a manufac-
turers' week. The plan calls for setting aside
one week when all plants would receive visitors.

Wood-working concerns are interested in the
project, which would mean a "Welcome" sign
in place of "No Admittance" for the week.

ST. LOUIS1
Building permits for the month of June were

quite satisfactory and show an increase over
those of the corresponding month last jear. Per-

mits for new buildings and alterations amounted
to $1,931,076, $144,000 over the month of June
in 1911.

Receipts of lumber by rail for June, 1912,
were 17,66) cars, in comparison with 16,684
cars last June, an increase this month of 977
cars. Shipments by rail were 13.137 cars, an
increase of 2,000 cars over June of last year,

when 11,037 cars were shipped.

A fire started in the warehouse of the Fidel-

Ganahl Planing Mill Company on the morning of

July 4. and before it was extinguished, the loss

amounted to $30,000. The warehouse contained
hardwood lumber and finished lumber. J. George
Ganahl, president of the company, departed from
St. Louis for Waterloo, Iowa, with his family for

an automobile trip on the morning of the fire.

The fire is supposed to have been started by a

toy balloon.

The IMckrel Walnut Company filed articles of

incorporation last week with a capital stock of

$40,000, fuU.v paid. The incorporators are Gus
Huston of Blandisville, 111. ; Roy E. Pickrel, C.

G. Hasgall and F. J. Maxwell, all of St. Louis.

The object of the corporation is to buy, sell and
deal in walnut timber and timber lands, also to

manufacture, buy, sell and deal in lumber and
all products made therefrom.

The Vancleave Saw Mill Company recently

filed articles of incorporation with a capital

stock of $10,000, one-half paid. P. F. Holly

holds fifty shares. Thomas E. Powe holds thirty

shares, H. Burmlister holds ten shares, F. G.

Harrington. Granville Hogan, five shares each.

The object of the corporation is to buy and sell

all kinds of lumber and to own, rent or lease

sawmills, etc.
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CHICAGO

The opening of the munth uf July has been
marked by seasonable weather and in consequence
there is more or less of an apathy settling upon
the trade which can easily be expected in the hot

summer months when every good lumberman
lakes his vacation. If he hasn't made enough
money in the wintertime to go out of town on
a vacation, he takes it in his offices, with his

feet on his desk and with the best cigar he can
borrow in his mouth.

Generally speaking, things are comparatively

dull. This is notably true in the furniture

trade, of course, which has been dull right along,

while the building trades are continuing to bring

an occasional flutter to the heart of the hard-

struggling lumberman. The railroad trade has
been an encouraging feature of the market for

some time, but on the whole, the demand is en-

tirely within the possibilities of the season.

Slowness in shipments is continually com-
plained of. There is probably no relative change
in the importance of demand for the various

species of hardwoods sold locally.

The box people and implement concerns prob-

ably have as much difficulty as anybody in secur-

ing what stock they need, while a large manu-
facturer of picture frames recently expressed
considerable difficulty in getting a sufficient

quantity of No. 2 common basswood, but withal
<here seems to be very little complaint, the trade
generally taking the situation philosophically and
claiming they are doing everything possible to

realize a fair price on their lumber.

Nothing startling can be said of the yard
trade, which, however, is receiving its full share
of the benefits from building activity. A great
many of the structures going up in Chicago are
outside of the loop district, which means that
they are of smaller average size and that in pro-

portion to their size, there is probably more
wood used than there would be if they were
erected within the loop. This should "spell

something" to the local trade.

NEW YORK

Although hardwoods are moving with less snap
than three months ago. this does not mean that

there is any appreciable falling off in volume or

slackening in price. Birch and maple continue
strong features of this market as the.y have been
lor the past year. Ash is also in good demand,
and it is reported that automobile manufac-
turers are again taking large quantities of this

stock. The balance of the list continue in fair

demand with no change in prices. The hard-

wood flooring market finds business fair and
prices good. There is nothing to indicate any
material change in condition in the near future.

BUFFALO

The hardwood trade has been fair at all the

yards during the past two weelis, though not
showing the activity of a few months ago.

Now that the political campaign has begun, there

has been some question as to whether or not it

would materially affect business, but the pre-

vailing opinion is that business will be little

disturbed. Dealers are going ahead about as

usual in their purchases of lumber and many
additions are being made to stocks which bid

fair to be in demand during the next few
months. Prices hold firm.

Receipts from the South have been limited by
the scarcity of dry lumber at the mills. The
amount to be had is comparatively small, al-

though it is showing an increase. It is just as

hard to get stocks wanted as it is to find a

place to sell them. If there were much more
activity than at present there would be great

difficulty in finding available lumber.

Plain oak continues to be in chief demand
and dealers state that it is furnishing a large

share of the inquiry. Quotations hold very

firm, with an upward tendency. Quartered oak,

while net so strong, is bringing more than a

little while ago. Birch and maple are in sea-

t^onable demand and additions are being made
right along to yard stocks. Maple flooring seems
1o be moving quite well. Chestnut has improved,

the sale now being mostly of finish. Elm and
basswood are fairly active, the latter increas-

ing in sale as compared with the past few
months. Cherry and walnut are rather quiet,

\'.hile poplar is moving mostly in the lower

grades.

PHILADELPHIA

There has been but little or no deviation in

the lumber market from the situation of two
weeks ago. Shipping is a little easier in most
of the flood centres, and manufacturing is again

resumed, but the signs are meager for a rapid

accumulation of hardwood, and as to seasoned

slock, it will take some months to restore normal
conditions. Although there is a fair volume of

lumber moving it is mainly for quick orders, and
the demand for stocking up is very conservative.
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I*rices hold firm in all standard woods, and in

low grades the stocks have been pretty well

cleaned up.

Construction work in Philadelphia continues

fair, but a slump continues in the general op-

erative building work. Throughout the east,

with probably the exception of Boston and one

or two other New England cities, a receding

market is reported, but the volume of trading

from small towns and outlying districts has

swelled considerably. Taking the situation as

a whole the outlook for hardwood lumber is

encouraging. Chestnut holds steady and the

sound wormy keeps to the front. Prices in gum
have moved upward and a fair volume is being

handled at this time. Poplar remains firm

:

birch and beech find a steady market, and red

and white oak has a good call : quartered oak

is reported stiff, with stock low.

PITTSBURGH

June business showed that 1912 buying is

keeping up well. The midsummer season is not

causing any serious falling off in orders and
shipments have, if anything, increased a little

during the past two weeks. Conditions at the

mills are better. Floods are over and manufac-
turers have commenced to catch up with their

orders which were placed several months ago.

Prices in all lines of hardwood are up to stay.

Yard trade shows little improvement. The big

industrial concerns, the railroads and furniture

and implement factories are taking most of the

stock now being sold. Some good purchases of

hardwood timber have been made lately by Pitts-

burgh firms and new operations will be started

this summer.

BOSTON

There has been quite an Improvement in the
market for hardwood lumber during the past

few weeks, and prices have hardened consider-

ably. Manufacturers are writing their agents
and the wholesale trade in this city that their

offerings of good stock are comparatively small
and they follow such letters with a firmer price

schedule. Buyers are showing more interest

and where stock has actually been wanted ad-
vances have been paid. Consuming manufac-
turers are cutting up larger lots of lumber and
it is said that few are carrying any stocks to
amount to anything. Table manufacturers have
been busy and have a good volume of business
on hand. Veneers have been selling with more
freedom and manufacturers of this product are
looking forward to a still further increase in

demand during the next few weeks. Prices are
firmer in most cases.

Maple is in very fair demand and offerings of
good stock are not large. Some dealers have
been in receipt of a good business while others
claim the demand has not been large. Plain
oak has become quite a little firmer. Practically
all thicknesses are in demand at full prices.

For quartered oak an improvement in demand Is

reported but business cannot be termed active
as yet. Prices are a little firmer if anything.
Walnut Is in fair call at high prices. White-
wood is selling in fair sized lots.

BALTIMORE

In spite of various diverting factors, chief

among which was the Democratic National Con-
vention, the hardwood trade of this city has
held up surprisingly well during the last two
weeks. Salesmen from all the territories covered
by Baltimore report that the demand kept up,
and that even an increase in the inquiry was to
be noted. The woodworking factories and the
yards manifested a gratifying interest in as-

sortments of hardwoods, and there was an un-
mistakable tendency to be more liberal in the

placing of orders. The strike situation showed
further improvement, and the accumulations at

the terminals here were rapidly diminished, the

steamers that sailed carrying out large quan-
tities of lumber and logs. What is equally im-
portant, the foreign buyers evidently find the

demand good, for they are taking up stocks

with much freedom, and the supplies on the

other side of the Atlantic are by no means
large. Notwithstanding the heavy movement,
the foreign trade has remained in excellent

shape, and is far more active than might be

expected at this time, which is generally a

period of pronounced quiet. This also applies

to the domestic trade, which has continued far

better than the millmen and dealers felt they

had reason to expect not so long ago. The in-

quiry at the mills for stocks is still such that

the producers have been unable to accumulate

extensive assortments.

Quotations are very firm—even higher in some
divisions of the trade. Of course, the shipper

must get more money for his lumber, on account

of the advance in the freight rates and the in-

creased cost of handling, but the range of prices

enables him to come out on the right side, and

the margin of profits is widening in nearly every

division of the business. Chestnut still is in

sufliciently active request to bring acceptable

prices, the low-grade stocks used for making
boxes holding their own, and .vielding very fair

profits. They are perhaps stronger than the

high-grade lumber, but even the latter holds its

own and brings fair returns. The tjendency as

to good dry oak is still upward, and the indi-

vidual requirements and urgency of needs alone

dictate terms. Perhaps the relatively weakest

item on the list is extra wide poplar of fine

quality, the demand for which seems to lag, and

is not bringing the returns it should.

COLUMBUS

Conditions in the hardwood trade in Columbus
nnd central Ohio are continuing steady in every

fespect. There is a good demand for the general

Mst with the lower grades selling the best.

I'rices are ruling firm and there is no tendency

(o shade quotations in order to force trade. One
nf the best features of the trade is the scarcity

of stocks in most parts of the country, which
means that the good prices which have been pre-

vailing for some time will continue.

The retail trade is good in many respects.

Building operations are active, especially In the

larger cities and towns of central Ohio. The
factory trade is aLso buying more liberally, and
taking it all in all the outlook for the future

is very good.

There is a good demand for all grades of oak,

both plain and quartered. Prices are firm and
show a tendency to advance. Poplar is also fairly

strong, with the exception of the wide sizes

which are a sort of drag upon the market.

Chestnut is moving well and the demand is

especially good for sound wormy. There is a

good demand for ash. Basswood is selling well

and other hardwoods are strong.

CINCINNATI

The hardwood market keeps up remarkably
well for this time of year. There has been a
steady demand for small lots of hardwoods from
the furniture manufacturers who have been buy-

ers in a small way for many months and who
have ne^er deviated from the rule of buying
oak in small quantities, though the demand has
been ever so great. The same rule was applied

to plain and quarter-sawed oak. It was bought
with a single purpose of a reduction in price,

though oak Is as low as it can possibly be, owing
to the difficulty in reaching the same. Oak for

immediate use is very scarce, nearly all that is

In the market being of this season's cut. The

demand for quarter-sawed oak in good figure is

rather light, while plain oak is in fair demand.
Heavy oak is wanted at the mills for ties, ship-

timbers and car timbers. Chestnut is in good
demand for rough, heavy stock and long, clear,

wide boards for the building trades, while the
general run of medium grade is in fair demand.
Sound-wormy chestnut in wide, clear stock is in

good demand. Better prices can be obtained for

this grade than can be obtained for any other,

providing, however, that the wood does not show
any other defect than worm-holes.

Clear wide poplar is in fair demand. There
;s only a moderate call for box-boards from the

wagon-makers' industry. Low-grade stock is

plentiful. Red and white birch is In good de-

mand, with a preference for the white. Stocks
cf both are light at this point. Mahogany, bass-

wood, Cottonwood, buckeye and other hardwoods
are in fair demand.

INDIANAPOLIS

There has been a normal trade for the season
in hardwoods during the last two weeks. Busi-

ness has been fairly satisfactory, with indica-

tions of showing some improvement. Inquiries

are getting strong and retail dealers are showing
more inclination to place orders. Some dealers,

however, are holding off, buying only for current
needs.

Prices continue steady and a decline in the

market Is not anticipated. Building operations

are booming and there is an exceptionally large

demand for hardwoods for interior finish. Fac-

tories using hardwoods are not especially active

at this time, but will soon begin their runs for

the fall trade.

MEMPHIS

There lias been a little slou iug down in the

demand for hardwood lumber dui-ing the past

fortnight but, with the opening of a new fiscal

year and the completion of the taking of in-

ventories, it is anticipated that there will be

a substantial increase in the volume of business

in the immediate future. Meantime stocks of

hardwood lumber in the South, readily avail-

able for delivery, ai'e comparatively small, with

the result that the majority of the trade Is

disposed to look for continued firmness in prices.

Buyers are carrying comparatively small stocks

and this is regarded as another feature work-

ing for continued maintenance of values on the

present basis. There has been little change In

the relative position of the various items.

There is a very satisfactory demand for plain

oak, gum and cottonwood in all grades, and
prices are quite firm. Ash has shown Increased

activity lately. Inch stock is in good request

and 2 to 4-Inch ash is wanted in considerable

volume by manufacturers of automobiles, ma-
chinery and agricultural implements, as well as

^ chicles of all kinds. Cypress is in good demand
in all grades and the call for quartered oak is

moderate. The lower grades, however, appear

to be more wanted than the upper and are rela-

tively firm as to prices. Export business is

good and the feeling here Is one of optimism.

LOUISVILLE

Business is satisfactory, and though trade is

not booming, as it never does in July, it is

coming nearer filling expectations than any pre-

vious part of the year. Mills are running rather

generally, and while the supply of lumber Is

not top-heavy and most of the items which have
been scarce remain so, dealers and manufacturers
are in a better position to go after trade with
the ability to take care of all the needs of

their customers. Prices have not relaxed, and
are continuing good, and with a fair amount of

business coming in right along, there Is no com-
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ftlaint to bo made of the sitnatiOD. Quartered

oak has been doing well of late, and some sales

of high-grade stock at exceptionally good prices

have been reported. Plain oak is also in good

demand, although thick stock is not moving so

well, relatively, as inch. Poplar is a big seller.

and manufacturers having a good supply of

poplar logs are working night and day in an

effort to get their stock ready for the market.

Low-grade chestnut is a good seller to box

factories, but this trade will taper off now
that more gum and cottonwood can be shipped

from the southern mills.

ST. LOUIS

St. Louis hardwood lumber dealers report

satisfactory conditions. The demand is good
and is about all that can be handled, consider-

ing the light supply of dry lumber and the

moderate supply of partially dry and green lum-

ber in the hands of the manufacturers. The
best demand is for plain oak In all grades.

Quartered oak is also showing up better. The
furniture factories are not buying as freely as

the sash and door factories, which have been

having a nice business since the early spring.

According to indications, there will be a moder-

ate advance on all items before long. St. Louis

dealers who handle cypress report an unusually

good run of business. Stocks are being sold out

quite rapidly and there has been an improvement
in prices.

NEW ORLEANS

Logging conditions in hardwood territory, as

well as the demand for lumber, have shown
marked improvement. There is a scarcity of dry

lumber and mills are finding it difficult to supply

mixed orders. Low grades are particularly scarce

and, there is a general upward trend in prices.

Cleaning up for the present and speculation

for the future form the recent history of the

export trade. The receding of the high waters is

beginning to release a good many delayed ship-

ments, particularly from points which the inter-

luption of train service has rendered inaccessi-

ble, but traffic from the mills directly affected

has not yet had time to resume. However, the

situation is so far relieved as to strengthen

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Office, Memphis, Tenn.

IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING

READY FOR SHIPMENT
60,000 ft. 4/4 No. 3 Common Plain White Oak
35,000 ft. 4/4 Miscuts Plain White Oak

100,000 ft. 4/4 No. 4 Common or Mill Culls Oak

34,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar
60,000 ft. 4/4 No. 3 Common Poplar

75,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Common and Sound Wormy
Chestnut,

All the above is graded under the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association of United States rules.

Standard 8' 6" Whitb Oak Cross Ties for quick
shipment.

Write tor Prices

Bluestone Land& Lumber Co.
RIDGWAY, TA.

activity in shipping, and to lead to a revival of

efforts for new business, which have lagged
considerably on account of the delay in filling

old orders. There is, however, very little dispo-

sition to contract on any large scale until the

future ocean rate situation is further developed,

and this question is almost at a standstill for

the present. The indications are that the de-

mands of the ocean lines will be much higher
than last year for contract business, and appar-
ently they do not consider themselves in a very
strong position to urge them just now, when
freight other than lumber is scarce, and they are

using every effort to secure that class of freight.

MILWAUKEE

The local hardwood lumber business is mov-
ing along briskly and wholesalers report that
they are meeting with a good trade. Good
weather has resulted In plenty of activity in

the building field and this has naturally re-

sulted in a good hardwood business. Stocks are

still light in most lines and prices have ad-

vanced as a consequence. Shipments of new
stock are not arriving as rapidly as they might,

and prices for the new cut are almost as high
as they are for dry stocks. Considerable busi-

ness is being done in green lumber for future

delivery. Wholesalers say that neither northern
nor southern mills have much unsold stock on
hand. It is said that many of the southern
mills are closed because of a log shortage, while

other plants are working overtime in an effort

to catch up with orders. Shipments of southern
slocks to this market are light, while consign-

ments from the northern mills are hardly equal
to requirements.

Demand for interior finish is especially strong

at this time and plants in this line are running
full time. Maple is also wanted and all hard-

wood flooring plants are busy. Birch is in brisk

demand with the supply light as usual. Both
plain and quarter-sawed oak is selling well. Bass-

wood is moving along well with stocks in the

lower grades especially light. Ash is in good
demand from the wagon and carriage manufac-
*urers. Furniture concerns are buying lightly.

OLASaOW

Business in this market still continues quiet.

1'he London labor strike seems to be affecting

the whole country's trade. Recently, however,
a better feeling has become manifest, owing to

the attitude of some of the men in refusing to

leave work in sympathy with the London
strikers.

Shipbuilding still continues good and the

demand from this source is expected to Improve
vtry soon as a large number of orders for new
contracts has recently been placed. Wagon-
builders are very busy and all the oak which is

or. the quay and coming forward will be brought

ui) at enhanced prices. Box-makers are fairly

v\ell employed.

A large demand continues for all kinds of

American staves, and it is a significant fact that

not one lot of oak staves is in first hands at the

present time. Prices are advancing.

Buyers do not seem to be anxious to contract

tor quartered oak boards. Prices on this stock

are very high. Virginia oak logs are in good

demand. Any southern logs arriving have had to

go into store, which is a usual feature with these

imports. The market for red gum is weak.

Hickory logs are in good demand and higher

prices are being mentioned for lots to come for-

ward. The market is fairly well supplied with

ash logs at present and consignments should be

imported in very moderate compass. Shippers

are advised to be very careful in their consign-

ntents and if at all possible, to ship only against

firm contracts.

In spite of all that has been said of floods on

the other side interfering with shipments of

lumber, consignment lots continue to arrive in

this market. This has the effect of keeping

prices at a low level, whereas shippers might be
realizing higher prices than they have been for

a considerable time. It is diflicult to get buyers
here to believe that there is a shortage of lum-

ber in the States, when in every steamer arriv-

ing, parcels are sacrificed which ought to fetch

more money. That buyers get their requirements

cheaper from consigned parcels on the quay than
they would were regular contracts made will

prove to shippers that they are really doing an
injustice to themselves, and the sooner this state

of matters is rectified, the better for all con-

cerned.

LIVERPOOL

The particular interest here has been the

three vital sales held recently. To show the

low character of the stocks in Liverpool, it

may be interesting to point out that usually

each sale occupies a day's work and therefore

in the ordinary way, the sale would have occu-

pied three days. On this occasion the catalogs

were so small that the three bookers were able

to finish easily in one day. As all the leading

merchants had large purchases to execute to

meet the urgent demand of their clients in

England, and as rumor said there were orders

for over a million feet in Liverpool from buyers

on the American side, the situation can readily

be understood. For each succeeding lot there

was unprecedented competition, and log after

log was sold on a higher basis than the previous

sales. One buyer stated that he went into the

auction room with valuations at least a penny
a foot up as compared with the last sales and
even then did not buy half as much as he really

wanted.
Round ash logs have been coming in but there

are early signs of worms in some of the logs

now on the way. This is disappointing as. if the

logs are going to come in with grubs, the mar-

ket will have a very hard time this back

end, and shippers should be very careful

in their selections. Round hickory is com-

manding high prices and exceptional figures

were bid for some parcels. Ash logs with a

good proportion of large logs, 14 feet and up.

are the best for shipment at the present time,

though the smaller second growth logs would
still find a ready market at good prices. It is

really no exaggeration at the moment to say

that shippers can hardly make a mistake in

shipping to this market. Every line of stock

is very bare and prices are still advancing. A
large order for prime white ash planks 2" and
3" has just been placed and shippers of this

class of goods could obtain good orders at good

prices.

A big dispute has Just been settled at this

port by arbitrations, having regard to white ash

planks. The shipper contended that hard brown
ash was white ash under the contract. This

was not upheld by the umpire appointed to

deal with the maker and it may be interesting

to know that the custom of this port is thai.

five per cent of hard brown ash will pass in a

car as white ash. Some have stated that all

white ash cannot be obtained in America but

the ash wanted is imported, and high prices

are paid for the right kind. Walnut is very-

scarce, there being not a single prime log In

Liverpool. Some tremendous prices have been

paid during the past week for logs which, to

say the least, were only very moderate in qual-

ity. Birch and whitewood are also wanted badly

but in these two cases some shipments have

arrived to relieve the situation to a small ex-

tent. Quartered oak has arrived in larger quan-

tities and has found a ready sale. Some good

logs of round oak have landed and were very

quickly snapped up. Wagon oak specifications

also continue to be in demand and prices are

still advancing.
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TfflS IS OUR RECORD
In Business - 7X Years

Losses Paid $1,000,000

Savings to Subscribers 500,000

Savings Returned to Subscribers - - - 200,000

Quick Assets Belonging to Subscribers - 650,000

More Cash Assets to each $100 of Out-
standing Liability than the Largest Stock

Companies

Entire Interest Earn-
ings Paid to Suhscrihers

Experience has demonstrated that from one-third to one-half of the cost of

their insurance can be saved to the LUMBERMEN by carrying ALLIANCE
POLICIES. Give us the opportunity to make these substantial savings

for YOU.

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance
U. S. EPPERSON & COMPANY, ATTY. & MGR.

R. A. Long BIdg. Kansas City, Mo.
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18
53
3

Falls City Lumber Company
Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Company
Faust Bros. Lumber Co
Felger Lumber & Timber Company..
Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber Co.
FuUerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber
Company

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co ..

Green River Lumber Company .

19
1

5

60
2

67
53
67
3

17

66

18
18
19
60

64
66
4

53
67
11
64
67
12

67

66

67

64

19
68
18

IS
64
18
19

Heyser, W. E.. Lumber Company...
Hill Brothers Tie & Lumber Co
Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Co.
Hitt, H. H.. Lumber Company
Holley-Matthews Mfg. Co
Holloway Hardwood Lumber Co
Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co
Hutchinson Lumber Company
Hyde Lumber Company

Kent. J. S., Company
Kentucky Lumber Co
Keys-Walker Lumber Co..
Kimball & Kopcke
Klann, E. H

Lamb-Fish Lumber Co
Litchfield. William E
Logan-Maphet Lumber Co
Long-Knight Lumber Company
Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co...
Louisville Point Lumber Company.
Love. Boyd & Co

Maisey & Dion
Maley. Thompson& MoffettCo
Maphet & .Shea Lumber Company.
Mcllvain. J. Gibson, & Co
McLean. Hugh, Lumber Co
McParland Hardwood Lumber Co.

.

Miller. Anthony
Mowbray &Robinson

Norman Lumber Company 13

Ohio River Saw Mill Company 13

Paepoke-Leieht Lumber Company.
Parkersburg Mill Company
Parry. Chas. K. & Co
Ferry, Wm. H., Lumber Company..

.

Peytona Lumber Company. Inc
Radina. L. W.. & Co
Ransom. J. B., & Co
Ritter. W. M.. Lumber Company ...

Russe & Burgess. Inc

Salt Lick Lumber Company..
Schultz. Holloway Co

7 Slaymaker, S. E. & Co

Tennessee Hardwood Lumber Co.
Three States Lumber Company. .

Tug River Lumber Company

18
16

12
67

7

49

Purcell. Frank

.

Rayner. J
Willey.C.L

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Co.
Vetter, Frank W
Vinke. J. & J
VonPlaten Lumber Co

Ward, G. W., Lumber Company..
Webster Lumber Co., George....
West Virginia Timber Company.
Whitmer. Wm. & Sons
Wiggin.H.D
Willson Bros. Lumber Company .

Wistar. Underhill & Ni.\on
Wood-Mosaic Company
Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company..
Woods, J. M„&Co

Arpin Hardwood Lumber Co,,.
Beecher&Barr
Carrier Lumber & Mfg, Co..!
Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc ""
Eastman, S. L., Flooring Co
Farrin. M. B. Lumber Company,,
Forman. Thos.. Company
Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co. ..!

'

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co..
Mitchell Bros. Company
Robbins Lumber Co ,.',

Salt Lick Lum ber Company. .!!!!!'
Stearns Salt* Lumber Company
Stephenson. I., Company. The
Webster Lumber Co.. George.
White, Wm. H. Co. .

wiice.T.,company,fhe. ..'.;;;;;;;
Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co
Young. W.D., &Co

65

66
18

20
3

60
17
64
64
65
3

66
12
11

64
19

68
4

64
3

67
Yeager, Orson E 67 WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company n
Atlantic Lumber Company
Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Company 17
Faust Bros. Lumber Company 20
Green River Lumber Company 65
Kentucky Lumber Company 16
Keys-Walker Lumber Company
Logan-Maohet Lumber Co 6
Maphet & Shea Lumber Company...
Parkersburg Mill Company X

Peytona Lumber Company, Inc 9
Radina. L.W.& Co 17

Ritter. W. M.. Lumber Company .... 68
Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68
Ward. G. W., Lumber Company 20
West Virginia Timber Company 8
Wood. K. E.. Lumber Company 19
Yellow Poplar Lumber Company 68

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Acme Veneer & Lumber Company... 1.5

Adams <feRaymond Veneer Co 60
Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co 62
Bacon, R. .S., Veneer Company 5

Cadillac Veneer Company 63
Central Veneer Company 9

Gorham Brothers Company 61
Hanson-Turner Company 62

Hoffman Bros. Company 63
Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co 5
Jarrell. B. C. & Co 63
Kentucky Veneer Works 63
Kiel Wooden Ware Com pan j 62
Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 13

Maley. Thompson & Moffett Co 15
Mengel. C. C. & Bro. Company 13
Ohio Veneer Com pany 15

Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co 63
Rayner, J 5
Radford-Portsmouth ^'eneerCo 61

Sheppard Veneer Company 63
Southern Veneer Manufacturing
Company 12

Underwood Veneer Company 63

Veneer Manufacturers' Company 61

Walker Veneer & Panel Co 53

WiUey. C. L 1

Wisconsin Seating Company 62

Wood-Mosaic Company 19

Cadillac Machine Co 56
Defiance Machine Works. The 14
Linderman Machine Co.. The
Mershon. W. B.. & Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co ',. 60
Saranac Machine Company 58
Smith. H. B., Machine Co 59
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co .. 59

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks 56
Clyde Iron Works 57
Lidgerwood Mfg, Co 18
Russel Wheel & Foundry Co 57

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 58
Phila. Textile Mchy. Co 1

10
8

18
16
9

17
7

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C. & Co.
Simonds Mfg. Co

55
59

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Ca 1
Epperson, U. S 50
Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co. . 1

Lumber Insurance Company of New
York

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.. 1
Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co 1

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-
ance 50

Lumber Underwriters iiO

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
Fire Ins. Co 1

Rankin. Harry & Co

Woods. J. M. cSs Co 15

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Acme Veneer & Lumber Company. .

.

15

Bacon. R. S. Veneer Co 5

Duhlmeier Brothers 17

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co 5

Maley. Thompson <& Moffett Co 15

Mengel. C. C. & Bro. Company 13

Palmer & Parker Co 18

Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co 63

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacey. James D..<S!Co 14

Spry, John C .,
5

MISCELLANEOUS.

Childs.S.D. &Co 53
Gerlach. The Peter, Company 53
Lumbermen's Credit Association,... 4

Mechanical Rubber Company 58
Saul Brothers 53
Westinghouse Electric Mfg. Os 39
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements nlll be inserted in this sec-
tion at the following rates:

For one insertion 20c a line
For two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
For four Insertions 60c a line

Elgbt words of ordinary length make one IJnff.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except the beadinffs can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing"
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED
Five hardwood lumber inspectors. Those ex-

perienced in mahogany preferred. Address
OTIS MANUFACTURIXG CO., New Orleans, La.

IF YOU WANT
competent employes in any department of the

hardwood business, there is no better way of

securing them than by employing the Classified

Advertisements section of HAKriwooD Record,

which reaches woodsmen, sawmill men and sales-

men in all parts of the country.

WANTED
Experienced lumber buyer and inspector to

locate at Memphis for a large consuming plant.

Must be familiar with export business and
capable of keeping two other inspectors busy.

Address "BOX 70." care Hahdwoud Record.

WANTED
Salesmen on our Xew Census publications.

Splendid opportunity. Men making $5U to §75
per week. RAND, McNALLY & CO.,

Dept. B., Chicago, 111.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—POSITION
As Manager of lumber manufacturing concern

by young man 33 years of age. Experience,

ability and character back of this. Address
"I'.dX U3," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED POSITION
as traveling salesman by a real salesman and
thorough hardwood man. Acquainted with con-

suming trade Chicago to New York. Temperate,

honest and a hustler. Very best references.

^^'rite me today. Address
BOX 74, care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
for a high-class lumber salesman, a member of

this association, who is especially well equipped

to sell hardwoods, yellow pine and spruce, hav-

ing a large and favorable acquaintance with the

yard and factory trade through the East.

Write Empire State Association of Wholesale
Lumber and Sash & Door Salesmen. Cbas. John-

son, Sec'y, 90 Kirkland Rd., Rochester, N. Y.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

LOCOMOTIVE FOE SAXE.
Narrow or standard gauge from 7 tons to 75

tons rebuilt ready for use ; 140 locomotives In

stock.

SOUTHERN IRON & EQUIPMENT CO.,

Atlanta, 6a.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOE
75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches : and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED
Oak bending strips. 73" to OS" long. Large

or small quantities.

DELPHOS BENDING CO., Dolphos, Ohio.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to st^nd, quality and logging
conditions. Have a few high-class properties
for sale. Can furnish best references.

THos. J. Mcdonald.
East Tenn. Natl. Bank BIdg..

Knoxville, Tenn.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs. 10" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 2S" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY. 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FOE SALE
At a special bargain 300,000,000 feet of the very
highest grade of hardwood timber, especially well

located as to logging and market, in southern
Mississippi; cut over 10,000 feet per acre; land
in fee simple. If interested address

H. H., P. O. Box 176, Mobile, Alabama.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own in fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracks of high-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer
good money either as an investment or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address In

confidence, "BOX 22," care Hardwood Record.

FOE SALE
Longloaf yellow pine and hardwood timber

tracts conveniently located to rail and water
transportation are offered in the Southern
states. J. H. C. BARR, Land Title Bldg.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOE SALE—5,000 ACRE TRACT
of Hardwood Timber Lanrl located in I'erry Co..

Tenn. This tract contains a large amount of

Hickory and Oak tie timber : land is suitable for

farming or pasture when timber is removed : a

bargain at .?."i.00 an acre. Will arrange terms
;

investigate. For particulars address

FRANK P. CLEVELAND.
2440 Adams Express Bldg., Chicago, 111.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOE SALE
5 cars 1x4" & wider Sap Gum No. 1 Com.

12 cars 1x6" & wider Bay Poplar (Tupelo)
strictly Ists and 2nds. The above is choice
band sawn stock, thoroughly bone dry and
straight in pile at our Ayden mill. Write for
prices. AMERICAN LBR. & MFG. CO.,

,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

FOR SALE—ROCK ELM
2 cars 10 4 common and better. Choice.

EDWIN B. JOHNSON LBR. CO.,

Old Colony Bldg., Chicago.

OAK, POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods. In all grades and thick-

nesses, can be readily sold, if advertised In the
rt'anted and For Sale section of Hardwood Rec-
ord. If you have a large stock you want to

move try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak. plain and quartered : boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.

WANTED
Seat stock plain and quarter-sawed oak, IH",

18, 20 and 22" long. Address
"BOX 71," care Hardwood Record.

LUMBER WANTED

WE ARE IN THE MAEKET
for all kinds of Hardwood, log run, at lowest

cash prices delivered.

GUENTHER LUMBER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

LOG EUN BUTTEENUT WANTED
We are always in need of log run butternut,

particularly 5/S. 5/4 and 6/4 flitch sawed log

run stock. Communicate with purchasing de-

partment, advising quantity offered, age, where
located, etc.

B.AUSCH & LOME OPTICAL CO.,

Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED
All kinds of hardwoods, log run. Will send

inspectors. GUENTHER LUMBER CO.,

I*hiladelphia, Pa.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for several cars 4/4. 5/4, '4 No. 2 common
Basswood and 4/4 liasswood four foot long in

car lots, for prompt shipment, price f. o. b. Chi-

cago. CHICAGO PICTURE FRAME WORKS.
2414 W. 20th St., Chicago, HI.

MACBINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
One 6x10 automatic buckeye engine, belted to

15 KW Willey generator, 110 volts.

One 14x24 Tangye bed buckeye automatic
engine.

Two 16x66 return tube tubular boilers.

One 50 H. P. transmission rope drive, com-
plete.

One Kensington feed water heater.

One miscellaneous lot shafting, pulle.vs. hang-

ers. LOUISVILLE VENEER .MILLS.
Louisville, Ky.
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WOODWORKING MACHINEEY
1—55" Connell & Dengler Band Resaw.

4—Circular Resaws.
1—15" inside matcher J. A. Fay & Co. make.
1—Heavy 30x8 double surfacer.

10—2 spindle shapers.

6—Hand jointers.

2—Panel Raisers.

Various otber machines,

ENGINES
Corliss

:

1—10x30 Hamilton.
1—14x36 Bates.

1—16x42 Hamilton.
1—16x36 Fishkill.

1—18x42 Lane & Bodley.
1—20x42 Wetherill.

Tubular Boilers of all sizes.

Belting, Shafting. Pulleys and Hangers.
CLEVELAND BELTING & MACHINERY CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go in manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and vehicle stock. Hefflthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and

two railroads, .\ddres?

"BOX 72." care Hakdwood Record.

CONNECTION WANTED
Englishman, domiciled in London, with thor-

ough knowledge of lumber importing, mahogany
buying, etc., and flrst-class connection with larg-

est buyers (merchants and consumers), wishes

to communicate with firm of hardwood manu-

facturers witii the object of managing a Brit-

ish and continental business for them.

H. J. LAVY. lis Leadenhall St.. London, Eng.

FOR SALE—BAND MILL & TIMBER .

Biggest Bargain on the Market.

8 ft. Filer & Stowell band mill complete in

every detail, with planing mill, railroad and

logging equipment : 40,000,000 ft. fine hardwood
stumpage and as much more to be had. Quick

buyers can have it at one-third original cost.

No commission or middlemen. Write for par-

ticulars. SAVANNAH VALLEY LBR. CO..

(Owners), Augusta, Ga.

WE WANT
Good slack stave mill site. Use principally Red

or Sweet gum with Elm, Sycamore, Ash, Cotton-

wood and Willow. Will operate separately or

jointly with lumber mill.

J. T. WYLIE & CO., Saginaw, Mich.

HDWD. OPPORTUNITY FOR OPERATOR
Of good credit to contract for any part of 500,-

000,000 feet hardwood. Eastern Kentucky, to be

paid for as cut at low stumpage price. No cash

required. Must build mill on property. J. H. S.,

Room 1408, 60 Broadway, New York City.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar« frequent
except where

Two Piece
Oeometricit
Barter Coin

Is In use, then
imitation isn't
poesible.
Sample if you ,

ask for It.
I

S. D. CHILDS
< CO.
Cbicafo

We also make
Time OhvekB,
Btenollsand
Log Hasuaen.

CHICAGO
Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. 873-88 Laain st.

HARDWOODS
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-
press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDC. CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank. Paving Blocks, Poet,
and Yellow Pine

W. B. CraNe aNd CohpaMy.
Kstablished 1«K1

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

I.ong Distance Phones: CANAL, 3190-3191
Office, Tarda and Planing Mill-. Mill at

22na. Sangamon and Morgan Sts. Falcon. Mlfls.

WM. A. EAGER
FISHER BUILDING

Sound Wormy Chestnut
A SPECIALTY

Printers to the Lumber Trade
"We specialize In special printed forms and
stationery of all kinds for lumbermen. Let
us submit you stationery samples and prices.
Send us your forms for estimate.

SAUL BROS.
626 Federal St., Chicago

A Teoeer Gaage il the kOBwer to a Teoeer User'i

craving tor yean. Thii"Walker Brand" Ven-

eer Oaage is a steel gang* that will Batisfy

TOBrwaDtsfor all time. Yon cao'tdo your-
self a better tara thao to boy «oe of

these gauges. It gauges ACOURATELT
erery tbiGknessfrom 1-40 inch to J^-inch
INCLUSIVE. Wake ap to this opportu-
nity, fricoonly $I.98deliver©d by U. S.

iMail. Order now, tt>day. Address—6456
fVoodrawo Ave. Phone Hyde Park 88.

D«it. c

Qerlach Modern Machines
Product Ihc Cheap«t1 and C?SI

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

circular. Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERLACH CO, Cleveland. 6lh City, U.S.A.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—44x81 inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-

cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,

printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies

made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durabilityi

covenience, accuracy, and for systeinatizine the inspec-

tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyrighted, 1910.

Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

$ 1.00

10.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, each
Aluminum Tally Covers, perdozen
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (slock form)

per 1,000 10.00

Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets.
per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-

tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
355 Dearborn St., CHICAGO
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

MICHIGAN GRAND RAPIDS: Stow & Davis Furniture Company ;
tables

;

George ' A DavlB, buyer: 40.000 feet 4/4 basswood ; 15.000 feet 4/4 red

birch • 30.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy eheatnut ; 30,000 feet 4/4 cull gray

elm- 30,000 feet .4/4 and 8/4 mahogany: 15,000 feet 4/4 and 6/4 bard

manle ; 20,000 feet 5/4 and 6/4 soft maple ; 25,000 feet 4/4 plain red oak :

75 000 feet 4/4 plain white oak : 200,000 feet 4/4 quartered white oak ;

20 000 feet 4/4 poplar; 50,000 feet red gum, all thicknesses. Dimension

stock : Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock : Buyers of 5ply

quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

ARowooD necono Chicago

Specimen of one of the thousands mt patented tabbed Index cards
Involved in Hardwood Record's ropyrierbted inforrnallun Service, show-
ing annual requirements for Lumber. Dimension Stock. Veneers and
I'anels emplo.ved b.v wholesalers and Iiard-
wood manufacturint;: consumers tbrouffhout
the United States and Canada.

^

lUustratioD of Oak Cabinet in wlilch this
InforoiatioD Service is filed.

ILLINOIS

Key

\
1
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All the

Presidential Candidates

are receiving

Congratulations

from their friends upon their nominations. We take pleasure in offering

Our Congratulations

to the entire

Lumber Fraternity

Upon the REVIVAL of trade in the

LUMBER INDUSTRY

Yours for Great Prosperity

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

Makers of the Saws YOU want to use

Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis Canadian Factory, Hamilton. Ont.

Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.pi ATLANTA CHICAGO MEMPHIS MIXXEArOLIS NEW ORLEANS NEW YORK CITYDlclULHCb. PORTLAND SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE VANCOUVER. B. C. SYDNEY. N. S. W.
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THE BALDWIN
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

LOGGING LGCGMOTIVES

Locomotives with a radial truck at each end, and separate
tenders, are well adapted to logging service where long hauls
must be made. These engines ride well on rough track, and
can be run backwards into sharp curves and switches without
danger of derailment.

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK. N. Ym Hodson Terminal. CHICAGO* 111., RaUway Exchange

ST. LOUIS, Mo., SecDrily Bailding. PORTLAND, Ore., Spalding Bld|

Cable Address:—"Baldwin. Philadelphia."

Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to
the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

IF YOU WANT THE BEST SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,
and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Tally 'Book T>ept.s HardWood 'RjBcord, Chicago
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THE RUSSEL COMBINED SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe
service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of any
machine's efficiency, next to a per-
sonal trial, is the expression of those
who have used them.

We shall be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the
operators who will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder
and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-
struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the

operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.

Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

OULUTH, MINN.

BRANCHES:

so Church Street, New York

1718 Fisher Building, Chicago

1315 Carter Building. Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building. Savannah, Ga.

522 South First Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most

promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

(1) The McGiffert is SELF-PROPELLING. (5) The McCiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute's notice,

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH UNDER ITS OWN POWER.
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert ber: long or short, heavy or light.

ON THE MAIN TRACK.
(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the where a train of cars can go: on a

McGiffert. fill, in a cut, or on a side-Iiill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGifert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.
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liiilU
DOUBLE

TH£ CAPACrTY OF YOUR

DRY KILN

If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from
sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Corrugated Joint Fasteners

Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"ADVANCE"

CORRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in Ditfereol

Types !• Meet

Ail Coaditkns

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

Saraiac Machine Co., Sf. Joseph, Michigan

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to dt tke work

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPiNV - • ILL BRANCHES

STlNDtRI ElUirMENT CI., MIIILE, «L1

ILBINT MILL SUPPLY CO., ILBINV, Gl.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W»rks)

307 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO
ESTABLISHED 1882
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Reduce the cost of
handling materials

The greater time required for hand-

ling materials the greater the cost.

A large part of your time is taken in

handling materials. Reduce this time

by removing obstacles. Drive your ma-
chines with

Westinghouse
Wood-Working Motors

Study the illustration. Notice how
the belts take up no valuable room
and how the machines can be ar-

ranged in the most economical man-
ner.

The materials are passed directly

from one machine to the next in the

process. The time required for

handling- is reduced to a minimum.
Westinghouse wood-working motors

furnish the most economical drive be-
cause Westinghouse skill and experience
has built them to meet the actual work-
ing requirements.

Let us send you full information on
Westinghouse wood-working motors.
Write Dept . 38 today.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sales Offices in 45 American Cities

"T OF SMITH

Several Different Sizes

and Styles of

HAND PLANERS
See Cut Below

The Above Engraving Represents Our

BENCH HAND PLANER
which will work 6" wide. Gauge tilts for Bevel

Planing. It is supplied with a countershaft not

shown. For working up to 6" it is as good as a

larger and more expensive machine.

Address for Circulars

H. B. Smith Machine Co.

Smithyille N. J.

New York Chicago Atlanta San Francisco
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INDIANA
WHER.E THE, BEST HARDWOODS GROW

WHEN VENEERS
MEET VENEERS

THERE is a great difference in the charac-

ters their faces reflect.

When you put fine faces on doors, fur-

niture, pianos, etc., they call forth admiration

from the purchaser whether he be dealer or ulti-

mate user. If they don't, and meet this kind of

competition, the salesman has to do a heap of

talking, where the product should talk for itself.

When you purchase veneers for faces from this

company, our inspection department eliminates

every piece that does not fill your specifications.

This same careful work prevails on your order,

from the selection of logs, their steaming, cutting

and drying, right to the inspecting and packing.

All this care is the result of 42 years' experience.

Faces that reflect chaTocter cost

you no mora from

The Adams & Raymond
Veneer Co.

Tenth Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Three Mills in Indiana' Used to Be the

Slogan. Now There's Only One Left, but It's

The Largest Band Mill in Indiana

"From Toothpicks to

Timbers 60 Feet Long"

PERRINE-ARMSTRONG COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

D. B. MacLaren Lumber Co.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Evansville, Ind.

5 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Quartered White Oak
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Plain Red Oak
2 cars 4/4 No. 2 common Plain Red 0»^
1 car 4/4 No. 1 common Poplar

1 car 4/4 Nos. 1 and 2 Red Gum

CYPRESS
Special Low Prices on These Items:

QUICK SHIPMENT from Arkansas City, Ark.

THE HYDE LUMBER CO.
ManuCaclarers aod Exporters

SOUTH BEND INDIANA

S. L. EASTMAN FLOORING CO.
SAGINAW BRAND

MAPLE FLOORING
SAGINAW, MICH.

HARDWOOD RECORD
Not only the ONLY HARDWOOD PAPER
but the BEST LUMBER PAPER published

IMPROVED WHITE SAW SWAGES
Will make your saws last longer,

make better lumber and please your

filer — it's a money saving proposition

for you. Better consider it. They
don't cost much and
last a long time.

Cattlor If yon want it

Phoenix
Mfg. Co.

Eaa Claire,

Wit.
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VENEERS AND PANELS
CHESTNUT DOOR STOCK VENEERS
WE make a specialty of rotary cut Chestnut Door Stock Veneers for one, two, three and five panel

doors, and are prepared at all times to fill orders promptly. We make it a point never to substi-
tute brown ash when chestnut is ordered.

C We also manufacture door stock veneers in Red and White Oak, Poplar Cross-banding, Drawer Bottoms
and special dimension Poplar, White Oak Veneers for furniture and piano makers, and other rotary cut
products in Chestnut, Poplar, Red and White Oak not listed above.

C For prices and other information write to

RADFORD PORTSMOUTH VENEER CO., Radford, Virginia

Both Ends and the Middle

Hardwood Record reaches most
everybody who produces mar-

kets and consumes Hardwoods.

Nothing But Hardwoods

VeneerManufacturers Co.
S. E. Cor. May and Fulton St. CHICAGO

VENEERS
FIGURED AND PLAIN WOODS

Circassian, Mahogany, Quartered Oak, Curly
Birch, Walnut, Bird's-eye Maple, Rosewood,
Gum, Rotary Cut, Yellow Poplar, Red Oak,
White Oak, Pine, Birch, Maple, Walnut, Gum

Veneered Panels for Any Purpose
That is exactly what we manufacture—nothing more. We confine ourselves entirely

to the business of making the best panels that good workmanship, high-grade glue,

up-to-date machinery, first-class veneers and scientific management can produce.

Having had over 25 years' experience in the successful manufacture of panels, we feel

confident of our ability to guarantee

Quality andi Prompt Shipment
Both are demanded on every

order, large or small, and we

solicit your business on this

basis. To those unfamiliar with

the economy, beauty and service

of furniture, interior finish and

other cabinet work, made up

We do not claim to be
lower in price, but we
do claim our PANELS
are cheaper ia the long
run as they

Will not come
to pieces
after they
are in the

furni-
ture

Do you see the point ?

with veneered panels, we invite

careful investigation. We can

show you why it will be to your

advantage to join the fast in-

creasing line of manufacture

—

veneered goods.

The Gorham Brothers Co., Mount Pleasant, Michigan
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co,
' HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our -Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

%̂
ho.A

^o>0<

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM VENEER

"

ivf?
'^<^ ^ WISCONSIN ^

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-

ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

SrCCESSORS TO THE
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

Panels for Chicago trade carried at 1140 West Lake Street. Ciiicngo telephone Hajmarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY CUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK

BEECH MAPLE

CURLY BIRCH

BIRCH

BASSWOOD
BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE

SPECIALTIES:
DRAWER BOTTOMS BACK PANELS CENTER STOCK
BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK

CURLY BIRCH BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.
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y eneers and l^anels with a Reputation
TTTE manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau^ Wis.

BASSWOOD
in Single Ply Rotary Cut
Stock and Built Up Panels

^rZ?^:^'Lr^.SL^jrtt CADILLAC VENEER COMPANY, Cadillac, Mich.

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR. OAK
SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

(juJJtA^ , ^tevtf^ X9k'g>^4^g «* « Q^ J^ljCtMirtA^ fSo-^-ZcTf^xa .

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and White

Oak and Mahogany
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let u, se„a you Stock LUt FORT WAYNE, IND.

B. C. JARRELL ^ CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

RotaryCut Gum and Poplar

VENEERS
Well manufactured, thoroughly

KILN DRIED and FLAT

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

.iir '
I /

'»-!ii^.i'- *^f- 'il.i!'/i-.i.:i'.:'.i...:'. _it,uLil!Jll!

rrr^S^MeiMZM/.

Anthony Miller

},
HARDWOODS

OF ALL KINDS

893 EAGLE STREET

G. ELIAS & BRO.

HARDWOODS
WHITE PQfE,
YELLOW PINE.

SPRUCE. HEMLOCK,
FIR.

LUMBER. TIMBER.
MILLWORK. BOXES,

MAPLE AND
OAK FLOORING.

955-1015 ELK STREET

Hu^h Mclean Lumber Co.

Our Soecially:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK\

940 ELK STREET

|l
I'i

^ Frank W. Vetter

Dealer in All Kinds of

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1142 SENECA STREET

I. N. Sttwart & Bro.

Specialties:

CHERRY
AND OAK

892 ELK STREET

\ Buffalo Hardwood Lumber CoJ

We Want to Buy for Cash: \\

OAK, ASH AND „ \\OTHER HARDWOODS \\

\ AU grades and thicknesses. \\

\ Will receive and inspect U
1 stocli at shippine Pojnt. U

1
Branch yard. Memphis, Tenn. U

940 Seneca Street, BuffaloU

^t

II

STANDARD HARDWO0D\
LUMBER COMPANY

OAK, ASH,

and CHESTNUT

'

1075 CLINTON STREET

T. Sullivan & Co.

Specialties:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST
FIR and SPRUCE

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAGER

Specialties:

OAK, ASH,

AND POPLAR
932 ELK STREET

The above firms carry large and well

assorted stocks of all kinds and grades

of Hardwoods, and have every facility

for filling and shipping orders promptly.

They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

-iriiii
|i iiiif|ii|i|i'iimii I II

If
|

"ii||iiimii
I

gyOi,



^L g ^^_^ — ^^^ ^M Manufacturers Old-FashionedV ansant, soft

in Wide stock, ^^^ • ^^^^ ^^i^^^ ^^ ^ PoplaF
5-8 and 4-4

in Wide :

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

Kitchen & Yellow

Company
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Bulldint

•400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN—WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. IVI. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Co. Boyne City Lumber Co.
Mills and General Office at BOYNE CITY, MICH.

y^F OFFFM9 Sales Ollice, BUFFALO, N. Y

4-4 In. & 5-4 In. Dry and Winter Cnt Basswood
8-4 in. Merch. Hemlock, Misc. Widths and Lengths
White Cedar Shingles a a a a Maple Flooring

Hardwood Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MANurACTuanis

WATER SEASONED
BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

\ mholhOradi'Aml

AU GRADES
ROUGH DISSSCD

QUICK StUPMCNT

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO



LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANUTACTUBEB OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street
Telephone Canal 930

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

CHICAGO

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER &C0.

Representlnr
WEST VIRGrNXA 8PBCCE LUMBBB CO.,

Casa. West Vlrelnia.

Fifth Are. Elig..

NEW YORK

On the Following St

Special Prices for
30,
80,
~5,

170,
140,
!)0,

173,
10,

,000 ft. 5/8" Say
000 ft. S/8" No.
,000 ft. 5/8" No.
,000 ft. 1" No. 1
,000 ft. 1" No. 2
,000 ft. IV/' No.
,000 ft. 2" No. 2
,000 ft. 1%" la St

,000 ft. 1" S. W.
Cliestnut.

,000 ft. 114" S. W
Chestnut.

Poplar.
1 Com. Poplar.
2 Com. Poplar.
Com. Poplar.
Com. Poplar.
2 Com. l*oplar.
Com. Poplar,

: 29 Qtd. Poplar.
No. 2 Common

No. 2 Common

ock We Will Make
Prompt Shipment;
580,000 ft. 11/2" S. W. No. 2 Common

Chestnut.
90,000 ft. 2" S. W. No. 2 Common

Cliestnut.
60,000 ft. 1" Is & 2s Plain Red Oak.

210.000 ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Plain Red
Oak.

50,000 ft. ly." No. 2 Com. Plain
Red Oak.

90,000 ft. 2" No. 2 Com. Plain Red
Oak.

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.
70 Kilby St., BOSTON, MASS.

Keys-Walker Lumber Co.
Manufacturers

West Virginia Hardwoods
Soft Yellow Poplar
Oak—Chestnut—Bass—Hemlock, Etc.

Rough or Dresied Write for Price*

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
ED. MAPHET, Pres. and Mgr. JAMES T. SHEA, VicePres. JOHN F. SHEA, Treas.

JMapbet & Sbea Lumber Company
]NIatiufacturer9 and Wholesalers

We Manufacture:
YELLOW POPLAR, OAK, CHESTNUT

WHITE AND YELLOW PINE
HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING

YARD: Middlebrook Pike and Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

BAND AND CIRCULAR MILLS
EAST TENN. MOUNTAIN
VIRGIN HARDWOOD

STUMPAGE

LUMBER INSURANCE GO. OF NEW YORK

Capital $400,000

Leading Stock Fire Insurance

Company making a specialty of

Lumber and Woodworking Risks

84 Williams Street NEW YORK

PROCTOR yENEERpKY£JJ FIREPROOF

No
Splitting:

Nor
Checking

No
Clog-ffing

Nor
Adjusting

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS

Recom-
mended by
all those
who

have tried

it

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEPT. L HANCOCK Bt SOMERSET STS. PMILA PA.

«r>urDTi<:pp<:' TLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
't?Y^r'?,T?f ,??,, ^^iVm n h r, Tf M 11 MM II n I MM 11 II I I II II n n ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii i
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HARDWOOD
"and plenty of it"

^What kind and how much do you want? How
^ soon do you want it? Let us know these things and

we'll do the rest. You'll be surprised at the quick

delivery, the even quality and the reasonable prices.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
1420 Chestnut St., Rhiladelphia, Pennsylvania

Ask us for prices
on the following list of STRICTLY SOFT

YELLOW POPLAR:

1 Car 1" Boxboards, 9 to 12"

2 Cars 1" Selects

2 Cars 1" Clear Saps

6 Cars 1" No. 1 Common
2 Cars 1" No. 2A Common
4 Cars i;^" No. 1 Common
1 Car 1%" No. 2A Common
1 Car 1^" Clear Saps

4 Cars IJ/^" No. 1 Common
2 Cars IJ/^" No. 2A Common
1 Car 1^" No. 2B Common
1 Car 2" No. 1 Common
1 Car 2" No. 2A Common
1 Car 2" No. 2B Common

H. C. CREITH & CO.

HardwoodLumbor

The Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

South Bend, Indiana

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO





«
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Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lois of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, - - • CHICAGO
'PHONE HARRISON 1984

R. DACON WENEER OO.
V :::s. Dest IALUE

211-225 North Ann Street

Importers of Logs
Manufacturers of Weneer

CIRCASSIAN
MAHOGANY
:: WALNUT::

PAN ELS W^^arry
m stock

and can give immediate ship-
ment, 3 and 5 ply panels in

Birch, Oak, Mahogany

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is th«
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
'abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, wntli
matched ends and holes for blind naiUng—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and pollshlns<

Our Booklet teil* all about Bardwood Floorinfi
and how to cart for it—also price*

—

and it fre*.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Tbroop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

12,500 Acres Hardwood Timberland in

Arkansas

RAILROAD THROUGH THE CENTER
CLOSE TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Will cut 6,000 feet per acre, 75% oak. Leveed and drained;

easily and cheaply logged; river gives competing rail rate;

land is in solid kody and, as a timber proposition, is among
the best left in Arkansas. The land is good as can be
found and the drainage is causing rapid rise in farm land

values. I own this and will sell right.

JOHN C. SPRY
134 S. La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

VeneerManufacturers Co.
S. E. Cor. May and Fulton St. CHICAGO

VENEERS
FIGURED AND PLAIN WOODS

Circassian, Mahogany, Quartered Oak, Curly
Birch, Walnut, Bird's-eye Maple, Rosewood,
Gum, Rotary Cut, Yellow Poplar, Red Oak,
White Oak, Pine, Birch, Maple, Walnut, Gum

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

Drpv ROOk^ Published Semi-annually
rxILLy DWWr^ in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •f lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.

A well organized Cotlectioa Department is also operated and the same is open to

Tou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
608 So. Dearborn St.

rwc \r.r) Heotlin Tlili Paper.

ESTABLISHED
1S7S

U6 Nassau Street
NEW YORK CITY
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VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QOARTEREO WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAU A SUBUKB OK KM OXVILi^E. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

H. S. MIZNEB,
Pree.

J. M. LOGAN,
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON,
Vlce-Prea.

C. R. SWANN.
Sec'y and Treaa

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

Veneers
"The Very Best''

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

""!iBlif'^«»'*i™niX.»' •' <r a* -*»»»a" *.*•

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK

Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally

Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tallies—a score

of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-
dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD

i

m
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NASHVILLE
CELE^^Pa^ATTED FOR HIOHEST TTTPK

If you want to get in touch

with 2000 Live Wire
Buyers of Hardwoods

it will pay you to find out about

the Hardwood Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet

—

'' Selling Lumber By Mail"

It will prove a revelation to you.

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bulletin Depl.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO

NVB MUST MOVE
150,000 FEET 4/4

NO. 1 COMMON QUARTERED WHITE OAK
75,000 FEET 4/4

NO. 2 COMMON QUARTERED WHITE OAK

Bone dry! Good widths and lengths! High grades!

This stock is located at one of our outside yards and
we will make extremely low prices In order to move
it quickly

LOVE, BOYD & CO., Nashville, Tenn.

niviBER GFiov\r-rn, FVXuLrrL,Ess

I^J

JOHN B. RANSOM
Ok COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD LUMBER
3 cars
1 car

1 car
2 cars
1 car

1 car

4/4 I's & 2'fl Qtd. VnM» Oak, V & op (wide In).

4/4 No. 1 common Qtd. Whits Oak, S" & up (•
lected for flgur*).

4/4 I'B & 2's Qtd. White Oak, 10" ft op.
6/4 I'a k 2'B Qtd. White Oak, e' * np.

S/4 No. 1 commoa Qtd. White Oak. 4" & up (Tei7
nice).

8/4

1 car
2 cars
2 cars
2 cars
lO cars
2 cars 16/4
2 cars 6/4
1 car 8/4
1 car 10/4
1 car 12/4

4/4
*/*
5/4
5/4
4/4

No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" & up (rer;
nice ft drj).

I's ft 2-s Qtd. Red Oak, 6" ft up.
No. 1 common Qtd. Red Oak, 4' ft up.
I's ft 2's Chestnut, dry, eood widths.
No. 1 common Chestnut, dry, cood widths.
No. 2 C. ft S. W. Chestnut, dry.
i's ft 2's White Asli, rery dry ft tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, yery dry ft tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, rery dry ft tough.
No. 1 common Hickory, rery dry ft teogh.
No. 1 common Hickory, rery dry ft tough.

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

The Althauser=Webster=Weaver Lumber Co.

INCORPORATED

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
MANUFACTURERS OF
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Wood Consuming Plants, Attention!

We solicit your inquiries for quartered oak. If

we haven't what you want we will cut it for you

Cherokee Lumber Co.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
We want to sell from 100,000 to 200,000 feet 3" Is

and 2s quartered white oak, shipments to he made at

regular intervals within the next six or eight months.

vsm

Tennessee Hardwoods

Tennessee Hardwood
Lumber Co.

West Nashville
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WEST VIRGINIA
WHERE THE BEST HARDWOODS GROW

WE MANUFACTURE AND
DEAL IN

TIES, HARDWOOD LUMBER
AND TIMBER

We want to buy a large

amount of 4/4, 8'—8'6"
Oak from Tie Sides

Hill Bros. Tie & Lumber Company
Charleston, W. Va.

OAK TIMBERS YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER
DOCK, CAR AND VESSEL OAK

Oak Timbers for all Purposes a Specialty

Write us for prices

THE PARKERSBURG MILL CO.
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Have to move at once

Two Cars 6/4 No. 3 Common Dry Ash

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

5 cars 4/4 Isis and 2nds Quartered Poplar

5 cars 4 4 No. 1 Common Quartered Poplar

1 car 5 4 Ists and 2nds Poplar

3 cars 5/4 No. 1 Common Poplar

2 cars 5 4 No. 2 Common Poplar

4 cars 6 4 No. 1 Common Poplar
1 car 6 4 No. 2 Common Poplar

1 car 6 4 No. 4 Common Poplar

The above stock front our West Virginia Mills.

r >j

185,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Louisiana band sawn White Oak, one year old

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on results.
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

STOCK LIST— Dry Lumber on Hand July 1, 1912

TELEGRAPH

CODES
UNIVERSAL
HARDWOOD

WESTERN UNION

Cable Address, Lamb

10/4 12/4

000

000

16/4

OOO

,o66

3/8 1/2
F. A. S. Quartered %Vhlte Oak, 6" and up 60,000
No. 1 Common Quartered White Oak, 4" and up 12,000
No, 2 Common Quartered Wliite Oak 5,000
Clear Qrtd. White Oak Sap Strips, 2M!-5V4
No. 1 Common Qrtd. White Oak Strips, iy^-SVz
F. A. S. Plain While Oak, 0" and up
F. A. S. Plain White Oak, 12" and up
No. 1 Common Plain A\'liite Oak, 4" and up
F, A. S. Plain Red Oak, 6" and up
No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak, 4" and up
F. A. S. Red Gum 160,000 1,50,000

No, 1 Common Red Gum 160,000 80,000
F, A. S. Highly Fieured Ked Gum
Sap Gum Box Boards, 13"-17"

F. A. S. Sap Gum 60,000 75,000
F. A. S. Sap Gum, 18" and up
F. A. S, Sap Gum, all 12" wide
No. 1 Common Sap Gum 60,000
No. 2 Common Sap Gum 30,000
Common and Better Ash
Shop and Better Cj press
No, 1 Common Cyi>re89
Log: Run Elm

OCR LUMBER CONTAINS ALL WIDE STOCK PRODlJcED IN M ANIIFACTCRING AND WILL Rl N O^TTR 60% OF 14 AND 16 FT.
LENGTHS, WE ALSO M.iNlFACTURE OAK TIMBERS AND BRIDGE PLANK — F.ACILITIES FOR KILN nRVTNG AND DRESSING

5/8
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KENTUCKY
CENTE,R OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

aSOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.

Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

Low Prices
to Move Quick

4 cars 6/4 and 8/4 Common and. Better

Quart. White Oak, 1 year dry.

7 cars 6/4 and 8/4 Common Ash, 1 year dry.

1 car 10/4 and 12/4 Com. Ash, 1 yet. dry.

1 car 6/4 Common Quart. Red Oak, 10
months dry.

1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Red Gum, 10 to

16', 8 months dry.

1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Gum, 14 and 16', 8
months dry.

2 cars 8/4 1 & 2 Sap Gum, 1 year dry.

2 cars 8/4 No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 1 year dry.

1 car 8/4 Log Run Beech, 1 year dry.

5 cars 4/4 Factory Common Plain White
Oak, 50% 14 & 16'.

2 cars 6/4 1 & 2 Plain Red Oak, 75% 16'.

7 cars 6/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak,
75% 16'.

1 car 5/4 1 & 2 Plain Red Oak, 15' and
wider.

5 cars 4/4 Gum and Elm Crating, 4 to 8",

8' long.

Can ship Rou^h or Dressed or worked an.v wa.v. Send us your orders
for Hardwoods, Cypress and Vellow I**De, Gum and Cottonwood

Palls Oity Lrumber Oo.
Incorpor-ateci

Keller Building, LOUISVILLE, KV.

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

(^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %' and 13/16" in all

standard widths

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

ANY REASONABLE OFFER
WILL BUY THE FOLLOWING STOCK:

DRY—IN FINE CONDITION
ls-2s Qrtd. White Oak.
No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak.
No. 2 Com. Qrtd. White Oak.
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak.
No. 2 Com. Plain Red & White Oak.
No. 1 Com. Qrtd. Red Oak Strips, 2 " & up
Hickory, Log Run. [wide.

4,700 feel 3/4"
15,000 feet 3/4"
40,000 feet 4/4

"

4,500 feet 2M'
45,000 feet 4/4"
14,000 feet 4/4"

12,000 feel 6/4"

We, of course, have a complete stock of Quartered and Plain Oak, Poplar and Hickory, etc., in all grades

and thicknesses, and will be" glad to have your inquiries for anything you may need.

16,000 feet 4/4 " Hickory, Log Run.
20,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, ls-28 Quartered.
8,000 feet 4/4 " Poplar, No. 1 Com. Quartered.

13,000 feet 4/4 " Poplar, Com. & Better, 12" & up x 10'.

50,000 feet 5/4" Poplar, ls-2» & No. 1 Com., 7" to 9 ".

12,000 feet 4/4" Ash, ls-2s 6" and up.

12,000 feel 6/4" Log Run Ash.

J. V. STIMSON & CO. OWENSBORO, KY.
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We'll Leave the Decision to You

Lumber markets, like lumbermen, have individualities all

their own.

They are wonderful composites, made up of the mingled

characteristics of the members of the trade, and reflecting, in a broad

way, the spirit which has dominated the transaction of a multitude of relatively

small dealings.

It goes without saying that where the lumbermen are the

right sort, who do business in a broad-gauge, straightforward manner,

and who look on their customers as permanent connections, and not as temporary

conveniences, their market has an attractive personality.

For information as to the characteristics of one well-known

city, famous alike for hospitality and hardwoods, maidens and

mahogany, viands and veneers, address

THE LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD
CLUB

Norman Lumber Co. Louisville Point Lumber Co.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co. Louisville Veneer Mills.

Booker-Cecil Co. Ohio River Sawmill Co.

C. C. Mengel & Bro. Co. Edw. L. Davis Lumber Co.
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POSITIVE GUARANTEE FOR EFFICIENCY
ACCOMPANIES EVERY

No. 8—44" Band Saw

WOOD-WORKING MACHINE
THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION

The problem of economy and service has ceased to be a

problem to those who look upon DEFIANCE machines

as the practical solvent.

We are supplying our customers daily. There must be

some advantage. Let us send you our catalog and prices.

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS
414 Perry St , Defiance, Ohio

lluinnier and Hatchet Handle
Lathe

No. 6 Bolting Saw Neckyoke and Singletree I.atlie No. 1 Hub I>athe

^
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Why Is Cincinnati?
The Leading Veneer Market •
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CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE. SOUTH

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

15 Cars 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

15 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

Band Sawn, Equalized and Thoroughly Dry. Good Width and Lengths.

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS, V. President

BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE, Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and

mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave.. Cincinnati, Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on

the Following:
153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—30%

13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5/4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",

bone dry.

6M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.
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We can make immediate shipment of the following

items

:

1 Car 5/4 T. A. S. Qtd. W. Oak.
3 Cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.

Oak.
3 Care 4/4 Clear Qtd. W. Oak

Strips, 2V2 to 5%.
2 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.

Oak Strips, ZVz to 6%.

Cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak.

Cars 6/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Bed Oak.

Car 8/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Red Oak.

Car 8/4 Com.
^Vhite Oak.

and Bet. Qtd.

WE HAVE A GOOD STOCK OF POPLAR 4/4 to 12/4.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY
Sales Offlee

1657 MONADNOCK BLDG.
CHICAGO

Main Offlee
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

Poplar! Poplar!! Poplar!!!
WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING BAND SAWN AND EQUAL-

IZED POPLAR LUMBER.
1 Car 1/2 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
2 Cars 5/8 is-2s Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
1 Car 4/4 Clear Sap Strips, 5"x6" wide.

10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Poplar, 7" to 17" wide.

5 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 18" to 23" wide.
2 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 24" to 3 7" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 10" to 12" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 13" to 17" wide.

LET US QUOTE YOU.

Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

FIRE
INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

. F. rKBBT, Uanacer.

WHITE OR RED

Plain or Quartered

BEST IN TEXTURE, FIGURE, MANUFACTURE AND GRADE

WOOD-MOSAIC CO., NEW ALBANY, IND.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

HARDWOOD LUMBER

Hollow

:*^ Backed
and

Bundled

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which began operations on January 1,

is equipped throughout with every modem improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.

We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,

moulding, finish, etc.

THE W. G. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers o<

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
IRONTON, OHIO

Watch This Space

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK
Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally Tickets for triplicate,

duplicate or single tallies— a score of forms to choose from. They are the

latest and best. Endorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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Editorial Comment
General Market Conditions

While the usual seasonable slowness is making itself manifest

in certain hardwood centers, it cannot be said that this state is

universally evident. In fact the month of July as reported from

a number of leading markets has been a banner month. The call

for dry stock in a great many cases far exceeds the available

supply, and in no instances is any material weakening of prices

reported. From the North comes assurance that there is no

prospect of hardwood mills catching up with orders for some time

to come. Practically everything moving from northern hardwood

points is immediately taken care of—in fact, considerable difficulty

is met with in getting hold of enough northern stock to meet

actual requirements. A feature which has helped to maintain the

shortage of dry stock is the general scarcity of labor in the North

which has effectively prevented northern manufacturers from run-

ning to full capacity. There is reason to believe that this condi-

tion wOl continue and that, combined with the fact that the mills

already are far behind in shipments, would make it reasonable to

suppose that the shortage will be maintained.

Judging from the active call for flooring stock of maple, beech

and birch, the flooring business in these woods is in an unusually

good condition. It is stated that all grades of northern flooring

except No. 1 birch are in particularly good condition as to sales.

Prices are fairly satisfactory.

Continued improvement in manufacturing conditions in the

South, brings to the market a slowly increasing amount of south-

ern dry stock, although as yet there is no appreciable lessening in

shortage. All southern mill points are reported to be doing an

active business, particularly for this time of the year. Shipments

are constantly becoming more certain. It is a significant fact that

the building trades continue to play a strong part in the demand
for hardwood lumber in all centers.

Logs are coming in well and it is expected that a normal supply

will be available in the near future.

The furniture trade continues to be behind with inquiries and
orders, but furniture buyers are continuing to arrive at the exhibits

in goodly niunbers, and there is an optimistic feeling prevailing

among furniture manufacturers as to sales in the near future when
the exhibits are closed. With this stimulus in their business, the

demand for hardwood lumber should be considerably increased in

the course of the next few weeks.

On the whole the situation is satisfactory with conditions appar-

ently approaching normal again and with increased confidence evi-

dent in every line of business.

A Recrudescence

There has been an apparent slacking up in the press agent work
looking toward the substitutions of various materials in the place

of wood in innumerable instances. Newspaper accounts of railroad

wrecks of late seem to have left out in most instances flagrantly

biased statements of the advantages of steel car construction. Oc-

casionally there leaks out a rehashing of the old question. One
prominent Chicago daily in speaking of a recent serious wreck

confines itself to the sane remark that the crushing of cars was
undoubtedly prevented by steel under-framing, thus supporting the

opinion of Hardwood Record in former articles. But a pronounced

recrudescence of the old epidemic is instanced in an editorial in

the July 13 issue of the New York Commercial. The object of this

literary effort seeriis to have been to secure for the railroads more
favorable consideration upon the part of the public. It seems that

the railroads have gone pretty heavily into the installation of steel

ears and in advertising the overwhelming advantages of that type

of car construction. The result of this campaign of publicity

seems to have been that the public, according to the newspaper

accounts, is clamoring for the destruction and absolute elimina-

tion of the "old style" wooden cars and for the immediate substi-

tution of the "safe and sane" steel death traps. This "public

clamor '
' has brought a squeal from the railroads, which seriously

object to backing up their former assertions that their work was

in the interest of humanity, and which complain that any legisla-

tion which forces them to totally abandon the wooden cars would

amount to confiscation of private property. In championing the

cause of the railroads the editorial cites as a parallel case the fol-

lowing:

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the United States and its possessions,
and Canada. $2.00 the year; in foreign countries, $1.00 extra postage.

In conformity witli the rules of the postofflce department, subscrip-
tions are payable in advance, and in default of written orders to the
contrary, are continued at our option.
Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address,

should be sent one week before the date they are to go into effect.
Both old and new addresses must be given.
Both display , and classified advertising rates furnished upon

application.

Advertising copy must be received five days in advance of publlca*
tion dates.

Telephones:—Harrison 8086-8087-8088.

Advertising Representatives: Jacob Holtzman, 5254 Larchwood Ave-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E. W. Meeker, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chi-
cago, 111.

Entered as second-class matter May 26, 1902, at the postofBce at 'Chi-

cago, 111., under act of March 3, 1879.
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"Let us apply this principle of compelling the almost instant

adoption of the latest improvements to something else than the

railroads. Most of the towns and cities in this country are largely

built of wood. This causes an appalling loss of property and life

by fire, as compared with European countries where brick and

stone are generally used for building houses. Here we have posi-

tive proof that wooden houses are a menace to life and propertj' in

all thickly settled communities. '

'

It may and it may not be true that what the railroads think is

public sentiment would work an injustice to them. The steel car

unquestionably has certain advantages, but as emphatically urged

in these columns on numerous occasions, the supremacy of the steel

car is not in any wise proven. If the railroads have to suffer they

can blame their misfortune to a too keen competition for passenger

traffic. In their effort to secure the major portion of such traffic for

themselves in each instance, they have perhaps been too hasty in

taking up the proposition which, while it had advantageous fea-

tures, was still balancing between success and failure.

The most significant thought in the above quotation is the com-

parison of fire losses in this country and in European countries, the

difference being based on the fact that the prevailing form of

construction in the United States is wood, while abroad it is of

stone and brick. It is a fact that the fire loss in European coun-

tries is far below what it is here, but it is very doubtful if this can

be traced directly to the difference in the type of building. In

the first place, while residences in Europe may have stone Or brick

walls, they certainly are not of stone or brick inside, but contain

just as much inflammable material as the average American resi-

dence. How many fires actually consume the entire structure?

Isn't it a fact that in most instances fires are confined within the

walls themselves, merely gutting the house? It seems reasonable

to suppose that instead of the low fire loss in Europe being at-

tributable to brick and stone construction, other causes come into

play which have a far more dominating influence on the question.

Conditions in residential sections abroad are far dift'erent from

here. All these things should be taken into consideration before

making the statement that the high fire loss in this country can

be traced directly to the fact that most of the residences here are

of frame construction.

Labor Troubles in the South

It seems to be impossible for a certain element of the laboring

class to realize that it never has nor never will accomplish its

aims by the use of violence or illegal methods. All the victories so

far won by the working people looking toward better conditions

and increased remuneration have come through compromise and

after judicial consultations with organized employers on the part

of organized labor. It is not to be believed that some of the

atrocities perpetrated by so-called laboring men would be sanc-

tioned by the bulk of the laboring class. It has always been a

significant fact that the perpetrators of these atrocities were in no

wise laborers themselves, but agitators, in most cases witiout au_v

knowledge of any particular trade, but merely lived upon the real

workers by reason of their persuasive qualities.

An element in the ranks of labor which has been a sore spot in

this particular has been the Industrial Workers of the World, which

group of men is made up of the ordinary element of the working

class. In its ranks are found anarchists—the most bitter of the

socialists and agitators—trouble-breeders without number. It is

this element, unsanctioned by and in direct antagonism to the

American Federation of Labor, which has been responsible for

most of the grievances and violences which have characterized

labor fights against so-called injustices of modern industrial con-

ditions. An example of their method of doing things has been

pretty clearly brought out in the agitation in the southern states

looking toward the unionizing of sawmill labor.

The culmination of the eft'orts of the timber workers' brother-

hood, which is really the woodsman's and sawmill man's union,

was an attempt on the part of some of the most radical of its

members to force the employes of the Galloway Lumber Company,

of Grabow, La., to join their ranks. Having failed utterly by

ordinary means of persuasion to get these workers to join the

union, it was decided that '
' direct action '

' should be taken to

accomplish this end. As a consequence a mob of several hundred

of this disturbing element, headed by President Emerson of the

Brotherhood of Timber Workers, marched to the plant of the

Galloway Lumber Company, armed with rifles and shotguns, and

under the guise of making an address, Emerson grosslj^ abused and

insulted the non-union men, and as a result of his harangue his

followers were brought to a condition of great excitement. In the

midst of this scene someone fired a shot, which was the match that

started the general confiagration that followed.

A serious pitched battle resulted in which hundreds of shots were

fired. After the smoke cleared away it was found that three men
-were dead and seventeen men injured.

The action of the union men is absolutely unsanctioned by the

sane friends of labor and entirely unjustified by circumstances.

Emerson and his men were trespassing on property from which they

had been duly warned, and it is equally evident that he was in-

citing his men to violence and riot. As a result of the difficulty

state troops were called in to quell the disturbance. A number of

arrests have been made and it is firmly believed that with the

co-operation of the police authorities the millmen will be able to

successfully stamp out this type of violence in the future. Con-

certed action is looked for and it is not to be doubted that the yel-

low pine manufacturers will not concede in any way to the course

of violence and demands of the so-called union woods laborer.

Concerted action looking toward refusal of employment to union

men by the members of the pine association would undoubtedly

work serious hardship to the pine manufacturers in the face of pres-

ent favorable market conditions, but such action would be abso-

lutely necessary to insure them against future trouble from this

source.

An Old Friend Gone
A variety of emotions undoubtedly rippled over the lumber fra-

ternity upon receipt of the news of the resignation of Herbert Knox
Smith, commissioner of corporations for the United States govern-

ment. The name of this gentleman has become a sort of by-word

in the homes of lumbermen. Personally Mr. Smith has had the

advantage of a likeable character detracted from by a mission odious

to the men he was in close contact with— or rather the nature of

its execution was odious. The story of his long and fruitless search

for a lumber trust is too common knowledge to warrant further com-

ment. May this be a step in advance both for him and the long-

promised report.

Taking Care of New Citizens
The American people have always been proud of their treatment

of the immigrant, and of the fact that the downtrodden from the

various countries of Europe and Asia have looked to the United
States as a sort of haven of refuge. The immigration system of

this country, with the numerous and comprehensive methods of

taking care of the immigrant after he arrives, are distinctly meri-

torious, but it has remained for a South American nation to make
the latest move in the direction of kindly and proper treatment

of incoming strangers.

The director-general of immigration of Argentina has ordered the

printing of passbooks, which will be furnished to all newly arrived

immigrants, which are inscribed with the following:

"This passbook is to be returned to the director-general of

immigration when its owner, the immigrant of today, may be the

employer or land-owner of tomorrow."
The book contains a complete description of the immigrant with

ink thumb impressions and other data for Identification. It also

contains the port of his embarkation and the date of his arrival.

Then follows a commendation addressed to the national, provincial

and territorial officials asking that the newly arrived immigrant be

kindh' received and treated. There also is inserted an excerpt from
the national constitution showing the form of government; ex-

tracts from the immigration laws defining the immigrants' duties
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and rights; forms of labor contracts; names of foreign and national

banks and of steamship agencies; table for the conversion of

foreign money into Argentine currency, and other specific informa-

tion which will enable the foreigner to quickly grasp the situation

in his newly adopted home.

There is no question but that this move will go a long ways to-

ward attracting the attention of the immigrant classes to the

southern republic, and while this country still has a host of foreign-

ers coming to its shores every month, it must consider that a per-

centage of these will each year be diverted to the progressive

countries of South America. If we are going to maintain a com-

petent and efficient source of supply of labor, we must look to the

means of keeping at least on an equal competitive footing with

our southern neighbors.

The Chamber of Commerce
At various times Hardwood Record has mentioned the newly

created National Chamber of Commerce, the result of a conference

of representatives of commercial bodies in various parts of the

In a general way the objectscountry, called by President Taft.

and the possibilities of this new
organization have been outlined

but its importance and the mo-
mentum which it has already

gained are best illustrated in

a bulletin recently issued by
President Harry A. Wheeler of

Chicago, from the President 's

office. The bulletin goes into

details as to the possible bene-

fits to be derived from such a

body by the commercial inter-

ests as a whole. The two basic

principles laid down by the Na-

tional Commercial Conference

for the government of the

Chamber of Commerce of the

United States are that absolute

democracy is assured and that

all action shall be only by ref-

erendum. The first feature is

guaranteed by a provision that

no member shall be allowed

more than ten delegates and

ten votes, regardless of numer-

ical strength. Organizations in

states of less than 50,000 shall

be given representation at one -half dues, and every member may
elect a national councilor without regard to the number of dele-

gates to which it is entitled.

As to the procedure of action, it is maintained that only national

questions afi'ecting the commercial life of the country shall be con-

sidered. An exhaustive and impartial analysis is provided for

every question proposed for action before presenting it to the

members of the chamber. The chamber is in no wise committed by

the board of directors or any committee for or against any legis-

lative proposition until by referendum an expression of opinion be

invited from its members.

An idea of the relative magnitude of the new association can be

conveyed by the statement from the bulletin that about 700 dele-

gates representing 392 chambers of commerce, boards of trade and

associations were in attendance at the conference. This represents

practically every state and territory and in addition delegates from

the dependencies of the United States were present. The bulletin

reviews further in detail the purposes of the organization, tells of

the regulation governing its membership and representation, and

of the duties of the national council and board of directors.

The national council is a body made up of one representative

elected by each member. National councilors are charged with the

responsibility of keeping the Chamber of Commerce informed as

A Thought for the Week

When the worries and cares of the day fret you,

and begin to wear upon you, and you chafe under

the friction—be calm. Stop, rest for a moment, and

let calmness and peace assert themselves. If you

let these irritating outside influences get the better

of you, you are confessing your inferiority to them,

by permitting them to dominate you. Study the dis-

turbing elements, each by itself, bring all the will-

power of your nature to bear upon them, and you

will find that they will, one by one, melt into nothing-

ness, like vapors fading before the sun.

— William George Jordan.

to local or trade conditions upon which action by the chamber is

desired. At each annual meeting of the general Chamber of Com-
merce the national councilors for each state will htfld a caucus

electing the state member of the nominating committee to bring in

the various nominations. The national council is but one of the

details of the plan, but its importance is manifest.

The scope of the association can be estimated from the enumera-

tion of the various committees. There are committees on mem-
bership, membership qualification, domestic commerce, under which

come sub-committees on state regulation, statistics and standards,

tariff and taxation, industrial workers, industrial education and
commercial education; foreign commerce, under which come sub-

committees on North American-European trade, Latin-American

trade. Oriental trade, statistics and standards, patents, trade-marks

and co[)yrights and consular service. Under the committee on

traffic, transportation and communication are grouped sub-commit-

tees on railroads, canals and rivers, oceans, telegraph, post-office

and telephone. In addition are committees on legislation, currency

and banking, immigration, publicity, commercial organization, ways
and means and auditing.

This further expression of

the workings and organization

of the National Chamber of

Commerce seems appropriate

when the paramount importance

and the vast possibilities of such

a body are realized. It should

not be long before its powerful

influence will be felt in all

important matters of national

commerce.

Phases of Conservation
A commercial agent of an

English railroad recently re-

turned from a visit to the

United States having for its

object the interesting of lum-

bermen in a British dock proj-

ect which will be available to

the Pacific eoJist lumber trade

after the completion of the

Panama canal. The reason for

the visit was that the opening

of the canal will undoubtedly

furnish a vast outlet for Pacific

coast lumber products to foreign

countries, and probably will enable Pacific coast manufacturers to

practically double their output.

One of the suggestions which seems most pertinent is the fact

that by obtaining a reduced rate of transportation a great deal

of stuff which now, to all intents and purposes is waste, will be

marketable in various consuming centers and will return to the

manufacturers a profit over the investment in manufacture and

transportation.

One of the most serious and probably the most serious drawback

to modern conservation of timber reservations—the feature which

absolutely prohibits the utilization of low-grade forest products—is

the matter of high freight charges on such products. These charges,

as the trade is well aware, amount to the same as freight charges

on the highest class of lumber, and have always militated against

a close utilization of the products of the modern sawmill. How-
ever, with the material reduction in freight which will be effected

with the opening of the canal, both through the Panama itself and

by reason of competition of canal steamship lines with railroads,

there would be ample opportunity to market low-grade product.

The question is one the details of which can not be suggested at

this date, but there is every reason to believe that the opening of

the canal will not only prove of benefit to Pacific coast manufac-

turers, but will be of distinct benefit to modern forest conservation.
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Another phase of the conservation question which has caused

conservationists a considerable amount of worry has been the ques-

tion of obtaining a system of taxation which will lend itself prac-

tically to the conditions under which forest lands must be operated

to secure a profit on the investment. This question was taken up in

a talk by Prof. F. E. Fairchild, assistant professor of political

economy of Yale University, before the fifth annual forest confer-

ence at Bretton "Woods, N. H. Prof. Fairchild maintains that the

general property tax, while at fault in theory and generally unsuited

to modern conditions, places timber lands on a particularly unfavor-

able basis. The statement will be concurred in by everybody con-

cerned in the utilization of stumpage, or who is interested in a long

time investment in forest growth. The reason for the truth of the

statement is found in the fact that a long period must elapse before

the investment in forestry brings an income. During this time,

under the present general property tax, the growing timber is

taxed over and over again, and the burden of taxes with accumu-

lated interest piles up until it usually takes away a good share of

the entire income of the forest. Prof. Fairchild maintains that the

European system of forest taxation could not be adapted to condi-

tions in this country but makes it plain that taxation is capable of

taking a large part of the yield from an investment in forest

growth. The salient feature of any system of forest taxation

which would justify itself must be that it would secure reasonable

taxation to the forest owner, protect the public revenue and not be

an obstacle to the best use of the forest. The method of taxation

which has been advanced by foresters on the subject since this

question first commanded serious thought is that a simple tax be

imposed on the yield when cut. This method should suit any kind

of forest management and does not have to be figured on yield

tables or '
' expectation values, '

' and rates of interest, future

prices of timber and complicated calculations of any kind are elim-

inated. In other words, without being any hardship on the owner
the tax would yield a larger revenue than is now obtained, and
would cease to place a barrier in the way of the best forest man-
agement. Through the adoption of such a system forest conser-

vation would be materially advanced.

More of Haywood
For colossal nerve Wm. B. Haywood, president of the Industrial

Workers of the World, has the rest of us " backed off the map. '

'

This gentleman represents an organization notorious for its agita-

tion among the laboring class working mainly toward the growth
of a campaign of passion and crime aimed apparently without any
logical reason at employers in general. Mr. Ha.ywood has ex-

pressed his intention of writing an article covering in his own way
the sawmill situation in the South, and he has pretty clearly made
it understood that his method of treatment will be entirely with a
viewpoint of stirring up as broad a wave of prejudice against the

sawmill operators as possible. He aims to employ his imagination
in connection with a general distortion of facts with the idea of

giving the public the impression that conditions as they exist in

southern sawmill operations are as uncivilized and barbarous as

the human mind can conceive. Mr. Haywood's further purpose is

to endeavor to get these articles placed in such periodicals as
Collier's, Leslie's and Pierson's, and he actually has had the

audacity to approach various lumber publications with the hope of

securing from them cuts illustrative of lumbering operations in

the territory which he claims he will write up. It is needless to

say that he has gotten mighty little satisfaction from this source.

The purpose of the article in question is to gain strength for

the Industrial Workers of the World in their campaign looking
toward unionizing the sawmill and woods operators of the southern
states on the basis of the standard of violence and hatred estab-

lished by this organization of disturbers. So far his efforts have
met with decidedly meager success, and it is hoped that this con-

dition will continue to such an extent as to discourage further
efforts.

Leonard Bronson, manager of the National Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association, in a circular to the trade recites Haywood's

object and methods and shows wherein the publication of such an

article would work a grave injustice to the lumber business. He
requests the support of the members in an attempt to prevent its

getting before the people. The necessity for such an effort must

be conceded by the entire body of the lumber fraternity.

Not According to Facts

A prominent furniture publication in a recent issue refers to

an article on the "Decadence of Quartered Oak" as appearing

in the last issue of Hakdwood Record. Hardwood Eecord wishes

to acknowledge credit given to it by the publication in question.

The editorial analyzes the question and then leads up to pos-

sible causes, reaching the conclusion that the weakening of quar-

tered oak and the strengthening of mahogany and substitutes

and of such other woods as gum and birch has been the result

of advertising. In conclusion the editorial states that some lum-

ber manufacturers advertise, or at least have a way of telling

what they have to sell and various other points, but they merely

make these statements through their trade papers to each other

and not to the consuming trade.

Hardwood Kecord wishes emphatically to deny tlie unfounded

insinuation that the lumber trade press does not reach the class

of trade which buys the goods advertised in its pages. The very

fact that there are today a dozen reputable lumber trade papers,

all of them in flourishing condition, would successfully refute

this assertion. Hardwood RECOftD does not propose to give an

expression of opinion as to the value of furniture journals for

advertising lumber to furniture factories, but it seems that this

type of publication has been soliciting the business of the lumber

manufacturer of late, and it may be that the insinuation in ques-

tion is prompted by this policy, although the journal does not

carry any lumber advertising.

This is not intended to be in any way a "knock'' at this

furniture publication or furniture journals in general, but is

merely a statement of a fact of which every lumberman who
has analyzed his lumber trade journals is aware. Lumbermen
are essentially business men and tlie fact that they are so well repre-

sented in lumber trade journal advertising columns is pretty con-

clusive evidence that these journals on the whole reach the

people to whom they are selling. Otherwise it would be a very

short period before the lumber trade press would go to the wall.

Reduction of National Forests

Sweeping changes have been made by President Taft in the

national forests of the West—in Montana, Arizona, Nevada, Utah
and California. Changes have been accomplished by modified

boundary lines and as a result 275,000 acres were eliminated and

65,000 acres in other sections were added. There was also a trans-

fer of 65,000 acres between two forests. The net result is the re-

duction of the total area of the national forest to 187,400,000 acres,

of which 27,000,000 is in Alaska.

In 1909 the area of the national forests was at its highest point,

including 194,000,000 acres. The reason for this was that in getting

the land for national forests the work was necessarily done more
or less hastily, and considerable areas were purchased which were
really not adapted to the national forest scheme. In other cases

land which should have been included was left out.

Rolling Stock Busy
Increases in the number of freight cars in use point to con-

tinued healthy conditions of trade, and a report of the committee
on relations between railroads of the American Railway Asso-

ciation shows there has been a continued decrease in the excess

of idle railway equipment of various sorts. From June 20 to

July 4 the total car surplus was reduced from 74,464 to 70,731.

Another significant feature of the report is that on July 5, 1911,

165,405 cars were idle. Figures for July 4 of this year show
there are shortages totaling 6,707 cars; on June 20, 5,746 cars,

and on July 5, 1911, 1,887 cars. As compared with last year's
figures, the total decrease in surplus aggregates 94,777 cars.
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Builders of Lumber History
NUMBER CXIX

FREDERICK J. KXJNY

I See Portrait

In the annals of American lumber history the names of quite a

number of foreign born men appear prominently as leaders in

this—one of America's most important industries. In a great num-

ber of instances are found men who came to this country- without

any previous experience in the lumber business, who have built

for themselves reputations which might well be envied by a great

many of our native born industrial leaders. Prominent among

these is Frederick J. Kuny of the 'Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lum-

ber Company of Mound City, 111.

Mr. Kuny was born in Muellheim Baden, Germany, at the foot

of the Blaek Forests, near the Eiver Ehine, and his early life was

passed in the regular routine of happy school-boy existence. He
came from fairly well-to-do parents, his father being a cooper,

farmer and winegrower, and living in a town of some five thou-

sand inhabitants. Mr. Kuny says that one of the predominant

characteristics of his parents, as is a trait of a great many of the

old Germans, was their thrift, and this trait has certainly been

handed down from father to son, as is well illustrated in the suc-

cess of Mr. Kuny in his various enterprises.

Between the ages of six and nine the subject of this story at-

tended the public schools, going through the various departments,

corresponding with the graded schools of this country. The next

six years of his school life were spent in what is known in Ger-

many as college or gymnasium, which is really a preparatory high

school to the German universities. He also had a touch of mili-

tary life.

After his graduation from school life Mr. Kuny concluded to

enter upon a commercial career, contrary to the wishes of his

parents, who wanted him to finally matriculate into one of the

universities of Germany and study philology, or in other words,

finally become a professor of languages. This, however, was too

slow for the young German.

As is the usual course among the well-to-do people in Germany,

in the event of a son deciding upon a commercial life, he was

first apprenticed to a merchant, and this kind of tuition not suit-

ing him particularly, it was mapped out to send him to France and

other European countries to learn the languages, at the same time

learning the science of commerce. Mr. Kuny followed this routine

at first in a large watch factory and export house in French

Switzerland at La Chaux de Ford, in the capacity of volunteer,

which would correspond to a business apprenticeship. While in

this capacity he absorbed a great deal of business knowledge, as

well as picking up a thorough knowledge of the French language.

He stayed here four years. On account of his efficiency, the

louse concluded to send him to England to continue in one of

their branches, which change was a further part of the scheme of

his education, but Mr. Kuny decided that he would first serve

his term in the German army and then make his trip to England.

He was located at Munich, Bavaria. After having served his reg-

ular course of military life as one year volunteer, (Einjaehrig-Frei-

williger) he changed his plans and instead of going to England,

came directly to the United States at the age of twenty-one. His

idea was to attain a knowledge of commercial English and at the

same time get in touch with the commercial situation in this

country, with a view of returning to German}' in the capacity of

foreign correspondent for the watch company. Mr. Kuny had an

uncle at Decatur, HI., and went directly to that place. Here he

attended, as a first move, the Br3'ant & Stratton business college.

His first employment was as a general utility man in a soda

water manufacturing establishment, which was quickly followed by

entering as a clerk in a plumbing and steam fitting supply house at

Decatur, 111. Here it was not long before he had worked up to the

position of buyer and assistant manager. He served in this ca-

Supplemenl)

paeity for several years, and then went to St. Louis, engaging

with the X. O. Nelson Manufacturing Company as road salesman.

In this new place, however, he was started as bill clerk, and even-

tually attained the position of special employe in charge of in-

troducing in all the branches an automatic cost figuring system.

This system he had worked out in the course of two years, when he

turned it over complete to his successor. At this period the house

sent him to Mound City, HI. where, in six months, he was asked

to take charge of the National Pump Company's plant, a branch

of the St. Louis house. This plant manufactured wooden pumps
made of poplar, and also did a general lumber business. Thus Mr.

Kuny made his first break into the lumber game.

Mr. Kuny remained in this capacity for several years, until the

Pump company burned out, and then left its employ to go into the

lumber business for himself in Cairo, HI., in 1901. In 1903 he con-

solidated with A. \V. "Williamson in Mound City, 111., which is with-

in a few miles of Cairo, 111., on the Ohio river, at which locality

these gentlemen have been operating ever since, as the William-

son-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company.

This concern started originally equipped with a circular mill,

which, however, was immediately changed to the modem band mill.

In the first year of its existence the company cut a general line

of hardwood lumber, and at the date of its incorporation owned

one thousand acres of stumpage. To this it has added since. The

original policy of the company was to manufacture only rough

lumber for the general market. It soon became necessary to ex-

tend the yards by buying additional property, and in the course

of a short time the buildings were extended by adding onto the

sawmill, a sorting and grading chains system, with platforms and

tables. It was not long, however, before the company decided

to go into the veneer manufacturing business as well, and with

this in view it added another building in which to saw oak veneers.

This building is now equipped with three veneer saws, dry-kiln,

and assorting and storing house. The next step in the development

of the plant was the erection of a planing mill and warehouse for

such stock as finished flooring, siding and finished lumber in gum,

poplar and c^'press, principally. Before this time a retail depart-

ment had been installed, and this new building, with added space,

was partly utilized to furnish the retail trade, and partly to take

care of the wholesale business in this line. Most of the wholesale

trade in this production has been in Illinois and Indiana, and the

retail business extends to the counties of Pulaski, Alexander and

Johnson. The wholesale business in finished mill products was

gradually abandoned as not sufficiently profitable. The problem of

proper utilization of offal, such as slabs and edgings, came up

for discussion, and it was decided to install machinery for the

manufacture of this stuff into dimension stock, crating, furniture

and refrigerator stock.

As it stands today, the plant of Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber

Company contains fifty thousand square feet of floor space, under

roof, and the plant and yards cover about fifteen acres, on the

river front. Of recent years the general business has been de-

partmentized into different branches—wholesale, retail, dimension

stock and veneers, all thoroughly audited, to discover leaks and to

find out which department makes the comparatively best showing.

All of these departments have run without interruption since their

organization. In fact, no part of the company's business has ever

stopped since its incorporation, for any reason whatsoever.

This company is one of the few concerns in the lumber business

which passed through the panic of 1907, and the following pre-

carious months, without any material effect on its sales or profits,

or the least eft'ect on its financial status. A full force has been

maintained at all times.
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Seven years ago a branch office was opened in the Monadnock

block, Chicago, where the Williamson-Kiiny Mill & Liuiiber Com-

pany is represented by the Hardwood Mills Lumber Company. This

latter company has been successful from its inception.

Of late years the Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company has

confined itself largely to the manufacture of oak and ash, which,

with a comparatively small amount of miscellaneous southern hard-

woods, makes up an annual total of eight million feet of logs, be-

sides timber for the veneer mills. The veneer saws are supplied

mainly by rail from Tennessee and Kentucky forests, while the

saw timber comes by river barges, largely from along the Missis-

_sippi, between Cairo, 111., and the St. Francis basin.

Returning to Mr. Kuny, personally. He is still an unmarried

man, and in his Mound City home is affiliated with various enter-

prises, both public and private. He is president of the Commercial

Club, and is well known as a great booster of Mound City and

vicinity. He is a member of the Hoo-Hoo, and the Modern Wood-

man of America. His partner, A. W. Williamson, is also heavily

interested in Mound City affairs, being vice-president of one of

the banks, (whose presidency was lately offered him,) and presi-

dent of the Building and Loan Association, in which both he and

Mr. Kuny are interested.

Mr. Kuny's two hobbies and recreation are children and books,

of which latter he has quite a library. In his home town he knows

probably more children, and more children know him, than any

other one citizen. He is interested in them, their education, plays

and comforts, and, of course, among them he has special pets, upon

whom he expends quite lavishly for their entertainments, com-

forts, etc., besides teaching them and encouraging them in the

habits of saving and thrift.

Every few years Mr. Kuny takes a trip to Europe, where, in

his old Black Forest home, his mother is living among a happy

family, or rather families, of her children and grand-children, and

where Mr. Kuny greatly enjoys himself.

The Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company started out with

a capital of $-50,000 in 1903, paid in by two incorporators, Mr.

Williamson and Mr. Kuny. This capital stock has never been

raised. However, the original stock, with most of the surplus and

undivided profits now in the business, show after eight years of

business a net aggregate investment of over two hundred thou-

sand dollars, after liberal amounts having been charged off yearly

for depreciation.

The officers of the company are: A. W. Williamson, president,

T. M. Ford, vice-president, F. J. Kuny, secretary and treasurer.

The policy upon which the remarkable success of this concern

has been founded is for one thing, a strict interpretation of in-

spection rules, and a thorough system in all its departments, where

its aim is constantly to increase efficiency and decrease waste. Aa
far as the company has gone, it has put into successful practice the

utilization at its highest market value of every part of the log.

The company is well known for giving a high grade of stock, and

as a consequence, its shipments meet with universal approval. The-

partners believe in giving a full grade and charging for it, rather

than selling for an off price and shading the quality of the stock.

The growth of the business certainly indicates the fact that this

policy is commercially sound.

Outside of the Chicago representation, the Williamson-Kuny Mill

& Lumber Company does not have any representation on the road.

It might be added that the strict policy is pursued as far as-

possible in buying its log supply, and the company takes up only

such stock as it is satisfied will cut into a high grade of lumber.

There are about the same number of essential factors to be con-

sidered by the man who would succeed in the dimension stock

business as in any other special line of wood-working. To suc-

ceed best he should show due regard for all of them. It is not

the purpose of this paper to go into details relative to all of these

features but there are a few things that may be overlooked be-

cause they do not appear to be essentials, and it is hoped to draw

the dimension man's attention to such points.

A prime essential in the dimension business is smooth work

with the machines to'the end that the stock may present the ap-

pearance of quality. If the stock is cut roughly, thick in some

spots, thin in others, and with corners out of square, it will not

appeal to the buyer even though it be cut from the best of timber.

This means that the very appearance of the stock through care-

less manufacture may detract enough from its value to spoil the

chances for profit in the business.

It is an undeniable fact that appearance counts for a great deal

even in lumber, and the more lumber is cut into special sizes the

more opportunities there are to make or marr good appearances.

Rip saws should be as carefully filed and set as for doing cabi-

net work, so that instead of ugly saw marks that must be planed

out, there will be a clean surface that a very light cut with a

planer will make smooth. Saws kept in excellent condition will

do enough more work to pay for the extra pains taken with them.

The band rip saw is a good machine to use in a dimension plant.

Usually more pains are taken to keep it in order—it just naturally

begets a higher order of mechanical skill—and besides it takes

out less in kerf. It might appear that this does not amount to

much in ripping up lumber and flitches, but by just a little figur-

ing the dimension man will find that there is as much saving of

kerf timber with thin saws in dimension work as there is in saw-

milling. He should talk with the band saw people; they will give

him the figures and the argument on this point. And then, whether

he is using band or circular rip saws, he should see that thej' cut

smoothly. It will pay, and it may mean the turning of the bal-

ance for or against success.

Another thing; when an order for dimension stock is received

it should be filled exactly according to specifications. While this

injunction is being given there comes to mind a pertinent instance.

A millman had an order for chair-rung stock of a certain size and

length. He cut it to size, but concluded that any multiple of the

length would be satisfactory. So some was exact length, some

double, some even four lengths. When the purchaser received it

he deducted from the invoice so much per thousand for cross-

cutting those of multiple lengths, and also some for trimming to-

exact length part of the stock that was cut single with too much
spare length left on the ends for the stock to work in his lathes

without equalizing.

The millman put in a complaint but the purchaser said that he

would rather have paid the straight invoice and had the stock

according to specifications. There is no need to dwell on the fact

that it cost that millman more in prestige than was involved in

dollars and cents in this one deal. Dimension stock is a different

product from lumber, a product in which specifications must be
followed carefully in detail if one would succeed in its manufac-

ture. It is a business of details. The dimension manufacturer

exists because he will take over and work out details which the

user would otherwise have to work out for himself. If he fails

to work them out correctly the consumer naturally fails to see

why he should continue to buy stock from that particular dimen-

sion mill. The man who will make a pronounced success at dimen-

sion stock manufacture is he who glories in the working out of

details and in seeing that his machines do the finest kind of work,

for these are among the important items of the business though
they may be overlooked in a general consideration of essential

factors.
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The first day of the hearing of the milliiig-in-trausit question

before the Interstate Commerce Commission at Louisville on July

17 brought out the fact that general regulation of mill-ia-transit

privileges is fairly certain. It seems to be a pretty general opinion

that it will not be necessary to employ any actual separation of

lumber in question to utilize the milling-in-transit arrangement,

but that the alterations will come about through clerical operations.

Elliott Lang of E. J. Darnell, Inc., of Memphis, was on the

stand the greater part of the morning of the first day. Mr. Lang

explained how the Illinois Central had discontinued refunding

according to milling-iu-transit arrangement with the issuance of

I. C. C. I\o. 1247. It later developed that the railroads used as a

basis for this action the fact that lumbermen had not effected any

separation of their stock in order to identify the various parts as

effected by transit arrangement and those not coming under such

arrangement.

It was further develojied that Memphis, Paducah, Evansville and

Owensboro interests got together in an endeavor to get relief in

this particular, but were not successful in their efforts, and it was

demonstrated that no identification exists between rates on in-

bound logs and outbound lumber.

In speaking of the probable result of attempted separation of

logs according to their origin, Mr. Lang compared such shipments

with shipments of grain, replying to the statement by the examiner

that the nature of the shipments is analogous. He made the inter-

esting assertion that one Memphis concern now requires 576

separate pile foundations for its various grades, lengths and thick-

nesses. He further maintained that it would take double this

amount to segregate lumber coming from two different lines, and

that this combined with the increased log yard space would neces-

sitate sawmills moving from Memphis.

Mr. Lang further stated that Memphis sawmill men did not be-

lieve that they are granted a milling-in-transit privilege on logs.

He also maintained that a flat rate and the elimination of transit

privilege would successfully solve the problem, and that lumbermen

would therefore be relieved of the necessity of practically loaning

to the railroads large amounts of money as tied up in claims for

rebate. The examiner ruled that this had no bearing on the

question.

A discussion of Louisville i: Xashville tariff' defining regula-

tions on milling-in-transit was then instituted. The witness stated

that as far as milling-in-trausit privileges are concerned the tariff

would be rendered void by the limit of the life of the expense bill,

which was six months. It had been claimed that two pounds of

log freightage would be offset by one pound of lumber, and the

witness showed that actual tests had proved this erroneous. He
stated further that the allowance is three to one with a transit

period of one year. The regulation contained in this tariff re-

quires a separation of logs and lumber showing origin in transit or

in non-transit territories. It was stated this would be impossible

and it required daily files with statements and receipts, shipments

and cancellations.

The witness claimed that sawmills should be permitted to handle

logs in the same manner as they did before the issuance of the

order, and that log shipments should be oft'set by shipments of

lumber without reference to the particular type of wood involved

in the shipments. The inbound rate which was shown is always

the same, and the rate on lumber the same as that on logs. The
usual custom of mixed shipments of logs and lumber would render

segregation of species a physical impossibility.

Mr. Lang argued forcibly for the Memphis sawmill people for

the privilege of a reasonable flat log rate in place of transit

privileges, thus enabling shipments to be made without various

obstacles in the way.

As a concrete illustration of the need of some such arrangement,

he pointed out that the Illinois Central Railroad will not accept

foreign cars unless they are loaded for Chicago, which condition
would enable the I. C. to get them over its lines and avoid the
per diem charges. This means that if a millman had au Illinois

Central car on his track he would not be able to use it no matter
how badly he might need it, because the road will refuse to issue

bill of lading. The consequence of this condition is expensive,
circuitous and delayed movements. The trade between Memphis
and Kansas City is a graphic illustration of this statement. Forty-
eight hours should be sufficient time for this shipment, but in order
to secure the legitimate refund on inbound logs on the Illinois

Central this railroad demands that the car be taken via Omaha
so that it will have the larger proportion of the haul and thus
the time consumed is from .ten days to two weeks.

The examiner then suggested that there has been small possi-

bility of the adoption of flat rates, as this is a question of railroad

policy, although it has been recommended by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. With reference to the transit privilege, how-
ever, he said it is recognized as necessary in commerce and that

the commission in its hearings was endeavoring to institute ade-

quate policing so as to make it within the limits of the law. In
reply to a question as to whether or not the rules could be brought
within reason, Mr. Lang said emphatically that they would not if

they were literal!}- interpreted, because every lumberman filing

request for refund under the present conditions would make him-

self liable to legal action on the grounds of perjury and by reason

of accepting the refund. The reason for this according to the

witness was because it was absolutely necessary to mix transit

and non-tiansit lumber in the same car, in order to comply with

the first essentials of lumber manufacture and marketing.

The examiner then asked if it were true that the manufacturer

wished to be permitted to bring in logs from transit or non-transit

territory; to manufacture theto and reship them indiscriminately

without identifying any movements out against any particular

inbound shipments. Mr. Lang replied that they were opposed

to transit privilege, but that he had not tried to point out any
way under which they could operate according to the transit tariff.

To the examiner's argument that this point should be heard on a

specific complaint, the witness replied that such complaint had

been submitted months ago without result.

D. M. Goodwyn, general freight agent of the Louisville & Nash-

ville Eailroad, said that his road has planned to make length of

transit period uniform in all cases, a limit of one year being the

period it was hoped it could adopt. In speaking of the proper

ratio of raw material to finished lumber he said that three to one

on dry stock and two to one for green products seems equitable.

The next witness was C. E. Cassell of the Weiss & Lesch Manu-

facturing Company, spoke manufacturer of Memphis. For this line

of manufacture mixed cars of oak and hickory are required, and

their separation would be impossible, according to the speaker.

Mr. Cassell also advocated a flat rate in place of milling-in-transit

privileges, and maintained that a one-year period would be too

short for his business on account of the necessary dryness of

material. A ratio of seven to one as between inbound and out-

bound freight would be preferable to spoke manufacturers as

against the present rate of four to one on billets and five to one

on bolts.

It was suggested by Mr. Goodwyn that inasmuch as a change in

ratio would afl'ect a change in railroad earnings, a substitution of

a flat rate for the milling-in-transit rate would very likely result

in a higher rate than the present net.

Again taking the stand, Mr. Lang averred that tests had

demonstrated that the actual production of logs in inch stock is in

the ratio of one pound to four-and-a-half pounds of log material.

In closing he stated that the percentages secured from tables kept

in the oflice on receipts of transit and non-transit stock would meet

the requirements of the tariff.

T. E. Sledge, tariff manager of May Brothers of Memphis, was
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the last witness in the morning, and testified that to separate

transit from • non-transit shipments -would require twice the room,

one-thiid more labor and far more handling. He said the office

separation would not be sufficient, and maintained that mixed car

shipments would be seriously affected, because if the millman

wanted to move a half car of transit with a half car of non-transit

stock, he could not make his sale because of his inabilit}' to get

his allowance on the half car. Another objection is that some

roads would not give due bills on shipments less than five thousand

pounds. It was also Mr. Sledge 's opinion that a shipper should be

given credit for full minimum weight on shipments of less than

minimum, as he had to pay for the full amount in freight.

Mr. Cassell again had the stand for a short time at the opening

of the afternoon session in order to go into further details as to

proper allowance for milling-in-transit based on certain tests of

weight.

W. A. McLean of the Wood-Mosaic Company of New Albany,

Ind., which concern has a sawmill in Louisville, and is closely

affected by milling-in-transit arrangement, devoted most of

his testimony to the time limit of the transit laws. Mr. McLean

maintained one year is not long enough inasmuch as under certain

logging conditions it is difficult for a millman to log his timber,

manufacture it, dry it and at the same time take advantage of the

transit privilege. The feature which militates again his interests

is the fact that he is often compelled to hold logs on the yard.

E. L. Ewing, speaking for the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association and the Northwestern Shook Manufac-

turers' Association, considered the effect of concentration rates

on the market for low-grade material such as goes into box shooks.

He stated northern milliuen were compelled to market a consider-

able amount of inferior lumber and that they found shook fac-

tories to be the most satisfactory type of consumers for these

grades. He spoke of concentration rates, as applied by railroads to

this material, going from sawmills to the box shook factories. He
stated they are based on re-shipments of the finished product,

which goes out under the regular tariff rates to its ultimate destin-

ation, but must be shipped over the initial route.

Referring to the possibility of shipping under proposed regula-

tions, the speaker averred that the cheap character of the material

would not allow of any policing expense, but stated that the

adoption of uniformity in the direction of transit regulation on

lumber would put the northern manufacturers on a parity with

millmen in other sections.

A. L. Washburn of the Brown-Mitcheson Company, Marinette,

Wis., stated that fifty per cent of the box material would be

absolute waste if it were not transported to the shook factory

under the concentration rate, which is now in use. The nature of

the material makes it impossible to do any amount of grading or

assorting, and necessitates the shipment and receipt of mixed

cars.

Mr. Washburn claimed that in shook material there is a shrink-

age of twenty-five to forty per cent in weight, this being due to

dressing. There is a further loss of weight of forty per cent on

sawmill refuse and eighty per cent on round bolts. According to

present concentration rates, re-shipments on regular local rates

are possible, there being, however, no refund available. Eeports

showing volume of receipts and shipments are not necessary.

Seventy-five per cent of the shook material utilized in transit

comes under the concentration rates, while the remainder is

either hauled on wagons or switched from Marinette plants to the

shook plant. Only five per cent of the total could be classed as

interstate business, the remainder, ninety-five per cent, being

shipped from shook factories to Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and
Ohio.

In speaking of the ratio of transit and non-transit material,

Mr. Washburn said twenty per cent is made up of the latter, and
that provisions compelling separation of the two would work a
distinct hardship. Necessary records are kept by the railroads

themselves who figure that the outbound tonnage would be in

proportion to the inbound as about one to four. No arrangements

are made to prevent substitution, it being overlooked because of

the fact that there is no refund and no opportunity for substitution.

Mr. Ewing again having the stand said that outbound tonnage

always takes the full local rate without any refund. He further

stated that concession on inbound rates, which is seen in the form

of the concentration rate, is merely a plan whereby the carrier

delivering the material will get the outbound tonnage. In speak-

ing of the regulation as to the handling of lumber in transit

according to milling-in-transit tariff, the speaker said the slightest

additional cost of handling would result in an unreasonable hard-

ship on the handlers of shook materials as the margin of profit

is already extremely light.

D. L. Goodwillie of Chicago, in speaking of the ruling of the

Interstate Commerce Commission as to maintaining the identity

of stocks in milling-in-transit shipments, said that his firm had

decided to give up the use of the privilege which it had enjoyed

on certain shipments, and in which it surrendered the expense

bills and received refund on the regular rate. He said that by

doing away with transit arrangements, a considerable hardship is

revealed on the firm's buying operations. In the event that ship-

ments are received over two or more roads, the milling-in-transit

rate would be preferable to the concentration rate. Mr. Goodwillie

also testified that the former milling-in-transit arrangement pro-

vided for no policing, and that no records were kept as to non-

transit or transit territor_y. He said it would be impossible for

his concern to make a physical separation of transit and non-

transit material, but believed they might do so on their records.

W. A. Holt of the Holt Lumber Company, Oconto, Wis., followed

Mr. Goodwillie. This company's plant, according to the speaker,

produces thirty million feet of lumber a year, manufactured from

twenty different varieties of timber. The operations are conducted

on a regular rate based on reshipment of products over the line

bringing in the logs. The concentration rate applied to all lumber

handled. The company enjoys no reshipping lumber arrangement.

Only between five and ten per cent of the shipments are sent

to Wisconsin points, the remainder going to Indiana, Illinois,

Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania and New York. Mr. Holt agreed

that a log rate concession and the requirements as to reshipment

constitute a transit i]rivilege. He further stated that the per-

manence of the transit arrangement is doubtful in his mind, and

he anticipated the installation of a flat rate on logs which he

said he believed will be higher. When asked how much higher,

he stated it would probably be as high as the carrier could get.

In support of Mr. HoJt's testimony photographs were ex-

hibited, showing the type of logs manufactured in Wisconsin

mills, which demonstrated pretty conclusively that Wisconsin

manufacturers cannot operate on a large percentage of high-

grade stock, but must necessarily find a market for the low-

grade material. Therefore practically all shipments are of a
mixed car character and physical separation of such would be

absolutely impossible.

In concluding his testimony Mr. Ewing forcibly stated that

the combination of the interests he represented are not based

entirely on selfish motives, but that they had the interests of

conservation very closely at heart. He stated that he hoped he
had made it clear that the value of the material used in the

shook business is of too low a value to permit of policing that

would involve expense.

E. P. Patterson, assistant general freight agent for the Pere

Marquette, told in detail of an arrangement in Michigan some-

what similar to the Wisconsin arrangement, whereby that road

provides that shipments of the products of logs going out within

one year shall be credited with a refund on the log receipts in

proportion of four to one. The refund amounts to one cent a
hundred on logs. Mr. Patterson said this was merely a transit

arrangement, but not based on contemplation of a through rate.

It was the opinion of W. T. Webster of the New York Central

that a special policing of tariff is provided by requiring the

shipper to present expense bills showing logging receipts, together

with a statement of outbound tonnage of lumber in order to

secure refunds.
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Mr. Patterson then said there are other tariffs providing for

certain rates on logs through manufacturing and reshipment, no

refund being allowed in these cases and no alternate rate quoted.

He further said be believed all these tariffs should be filed with

the Interstate Commerce Commission in view of preceding dis-

cussions. He said the object of these tariffs was merely to

secure a fair treatment for the carrier and very little policing

would be required under this arrangement. He suggested as a

solution of the question of refund on mixed cars, of transit and

non-transit material, that an arbitrary ratio be established which

would do away with a v-ast amount of detail.

W. H. Wolf of the Southern Weighing and Inspection Bureau

of Atlanta, showed forms used in southeastern territories for

daily reports on lumber coming under transit regulations. Mr.

Wolf's testimony concluded the day's hearing.

D. W. Longstreet, freight traffic manager of the Hlinois Cen-

tral, opened the Thursday session by describing in detail opera-

tions on the Illinois Central in extending its lines into the tim-

ber districts on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley division. He
maintained that considering this expense his road is justly en-

titled to outbound tonnage at Memphis, which is the result of

inbound log tariff. Mr. Longstreet said there is a lumber ton-

nage of six thousand cars a year. He said this company feared

that the adoption of strict regulations as applied to roads for

milling-in-transit privileges would cause a strong demand for

flat rates, thus putting the business in the hands of competing

lines. According to present arrangements under the present

milling-in-transit tariffs no reports are required, and the adop-

tion of such reports on the volume of business would be extremely

burdensome. Substitution is prevented by inspection of the mill-

man 's books by the road agents.

D. M. Goodwyn again testified on Thursday, speaking mainly
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of regulation to be imposed by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission for uniform adoption in connection with all lumber transit

privileges. As a general rule, one year, according to the speaker,

is sufficient for logs to be manufactured and ready for the market.

Whila not believing that users of transit regulation should be

required to go to useless expense, the speaker said the principle

of the question is of the greatest importance and should be

worked out to the best effect. A system of bureau inspection

should take the place of inspection by carriers' agents, and,

according to the speaker, records of operations of millmen kept

in books would be sufficient to give all necessary information

on which to base a claim for refund. Flat rates were ojiposed

by the speaker inasmuch as they would make substitution pos-

sible. As to the statement formerly discussed by the millmen '3

representatives that the millman's money is tied up by the situa-

tion, he opposed this assertion and said the shipper is not entitled

to the benefits unless he complies with all transit conditions.

A rigid questioning of W. T. Webster by F. B. James, repre-

senting Buffalo lumbermen, brought out the fact that there is

considerable discrimination against Buffalo as compared with

other New York central points. Buffalo lumbermen have to meet

more rigid requirements and are credited fewer privileges than

other points. To this Mr. Webster replied that different condi-

tions govern.

Lumbermen from Xashville will be heard at Louisville on July

25 in the matter of their objection to the Louisville & Nashville

tariff, putting into effect new features for milling-in-transit. This

new tariff has been suspended until August 17 as a result of

their protest. It is expected that considerable testimony similar

to that covered in the present hearing will be brought out in

the next one.

?a'
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Tyloses in W^ood Pores
til

If one carefully examines the smoothly-cut end of a piece of

heart-wood of certain hardwoods, white oak for instance, he will

note that the pores are more or less completely filled with a lus-

trous, froth-like substance. These filling cells are known as

tyloses. They are common in the heart-wood of all white oaks,

black locust, Osage orange, catalpa, hickory, red mulberry, and

numerous others. They are absent mostly in the red or black

oaks, one exception being black jack {Querais marilandica), in

which they are quite abundant. The sap-wood, especiallj' the

outer portions, of these same species will be found to be almost

if not entirely free from tyloses, leaving the pores open.

Tyloses play no small part in the behavior of woods in which

they pccur abundantly. They block the vessels which run tube-

like through the stem and reduce very materially the porosity of

the wood. To test this take a piece of green red oak heart-wood

an^ note how readUy you can blow through quite a long stick;

water will pass through in the same way. Now try a similar

piece of white oak and note that you cannot force air through it

CROSS SECTION OF BLACK LOCUST, MAG-
NIFIED FIFTY TIMES. SHOWING LARGE
PORES FILLED WITH TYLOSES. THE DARK
PATCHES AT THE LOWER EDGE ARE
MASSES OF DENSE WOOD FIBERS. THE
THINNER WALLED CELLS AROUND AND
BETWEEN THE PORES ARE WOOD PAREN-
CHYMA.

RADIAL SECTION OF BLACK WALNUT.
MAGNIFIED FIFTY TIMES, SHOWING LARGE
WOOD VESSEL FILLED WITH TYLOSES.
THE TIERS OF CELLS RUNNING ACROSS
THE SECTION ARE RAYS. THE VERTICAL
CELLS WITH NUMEROUS CROSS WALLS
ARE WOOD PARENCHYMA CELLS. THE
OTHERS ARE WOOD FIBERS.

RADIAL SECTION OP OSAGE ORANGE,
MAGNIFIED FIFTY DIAMETERS. SHOWING
THE TYLOSES IN LARGE VESSELS. ON
EACH SIDE OF THE VESSELS ARE SEEN
THE WOOD PARENCHYMA CELLS AND
CROSSING THEM ARE THE CELLS OF THE
RAYS. THE DARK PATCHES ARE THE
WOOD FIBERS.
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even if you use very short pieces. One need not look further to

find why the cooper prefers white oak to red for tight barrels.

The tyloses plug up very effectively what otherwise would be holes

through which liquids would escape.

Tyloses also make wood harder to treat with preservatives.

Seasoning makes wood much more penetrable by slitting the cell

walls but tyloses even in seasoned wood retard the entrance of

liquids. In like manner seasoning progresses more slowly since

the natural outlets for the air and moisture are closed.

What are tyloses and why are they mostly absent from the sap-

wood? To understand the answer to this question It is necessary

to be fairly familiar with wood structure. The pores one sees on

the end of a stick are the cross sections of vessels which run

tube-like from root to leaf. They carry the sap in an upward

direction. It is only in the sap-wood that they are active and as

the sap-wood undergoes change into heart they lose their sap con-

tents and contain only air.

Surrounding or at least in contact with these vessels are cells

known as wood parenchyma. They appear lighter in color than

the fibers and make up the delicate parallel lines one sees so

plainly in the outer portions of the growth rings of hickory and

oak. It is their business to store up food over winter and give it

up again in the spring when growth begins. This plant food is

made in the leaves, comes down in the inner bark, passes into the

wood by way of the rays, and what is not needed for immediate

growth is stored in the rays or in the wood parenchyma as just

stated.

When vessels lose their contents they are practically dead.

The surrounding parenchyma cells live a great deal longer and

it is very common for them to grow into the empty vessels thereby

obtaining more room for food storage. Entrance is gained through

the pits which are unthickened places in the walls, and once in-

side, the bladder-like cells divide and grow until the whole vessel

is densely plugged or the food supply runs out making further

storage room unnecessary.

It is evident that this cannot happen ordinarily when the ves-

sels are filled up with sap. The pressure of this sap keeps the

neighboring cells from breaking in. Consequently tlie sap-wood

and especially the outer portions of it which are most active, has

open pores while the heart-wood of the same piece may have every

vessel plugged up completely.

It is not fully understood just why tyloses should be formed so

abundantly in one wood as in white oak, and less so or not at all

in another as red oak. It is possible that the thickness of the

vessel walls may have something to do with it in the case of the

oaks for in the red oak group the vessels are thicker-walled as a

rule than those of the white oak group. This is particularly the

case of the small vessels of the late wood, and forms the most

dependable of all distinctions in separating woods of the two

groups.

Seen under a compound microscope the small pores of any white

oak are thin-walled and angular, while on the other hand those

of the red, black, and evergreen oaks are thick-walled and circu-

lar or nearly so. The presence of abundant tyloses in the white

oaks and their absence or scarcity for the most part from the

other oaks form a fairly reliable distinguishing feature but should

not be relied upon too strongly.

S. J. R.
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Tales of the Trade
HATED TO LEAVE

The day after the Fourth, Bob Hasslen, representative of the

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company of Louisville, Ky., and

Dickson, Tenn., attended the ball game at St. Paul and owing to

lack of excitement and close plays, did not find it necessary to

rise from his seat.

When the game was over and he made an attempt, he found that

the hot weather had fried out the pitch in the bleacher seat and

it became necessary to call for the services of a couple of policemen

to disengage him and this was only accomplished at the expense

of a necessary portion of his new trousers.

Mr. Hasslen states that he wrapped his coat around him until he

could reach a "retail" trouser store, where a choice and excellent

job of retailing was done.

He further states that his wife has cautioned him to be careful

in,scratching matches for the next few days to prevent accidental

combustion.

UNOSTENTATIOUS CHARLES
During the flood of a few weeks ago Chafles Eansom of the Gayosa

Lumber Company of Memphis was in Cairo looking after some of

the stock at that point. A few weeks later Wick Eansom of the same

company was in Cairo and on riding out to his company's yard

engaged in conversation with the street car conductor, who men-

tioned seeing Mr. Agler of XJpham & Agler and several other promi-

nent lumbermen, and stated that he had also seen and talked with

another man from Memphis. Upon being asked if his name was

Eansom, he replied :
'

' Oh, yes ; that is the man ; he is Upham &
Agler 's inspector, yon know. '

'

'
' Wick '

' thought this was a pretty good joke and whenever the

Memphis water becomes unfit to quench his thirst he hunts up
'

' Upham & Agler 's inspector, '

' wlio does tlie honors.

HIT THE WRONG PLACE
"When I was a boy," said John Love of Love, Boyd & Co., of

Nashville, Tenn., "I was a holy terror 'throwing rocks,' as they say

down South. I remember one time starting out of our yard and see-

ing a commotion in our cherry tree; it looked like birds after the

cherries, though I had my suspicion otherwise, and I immediately

put into practice my favorite stunt, putting a good round rock in the

center of the tree. This was followed by a terrific commotion and

down came old ' Silas, ' an old darkey who worked at our house, and

tor a couple of weeks he carried his arm in a bandage. Of course,

I did not know that the stone would hit his arm instead of his head;

therefore I did not feel responsible for his injuries, but you know
accidents will happen. '

'

THE WRONG CONNECTION
Ted Jones, Minneapolis representative of the G. W. Jones Lumber

Company, is said to have had a very novel experience recently in

one of the leading hotels which he calls his home. When sleeping

soundly at about seven o 'clock in the morning he was awakened by

a stream of cold water striking him squarely in the face, and accord-

ing to his report he cleared the footboard at the first jump. Seeing

something was wrong with the faucet of the stationary washstand, he

attempted to turn the water off, when the whole connection broke

loose, immersing him in both hot and cold water. He claims he made

a break for the telephone, requesting immediate assistance, and

within thirty seconds a man was at his door knocking for admittance.

It seems that the hotel "handy man" happened to be on the floor

on which his room is located; otherwise "Ted" is certain that he

would have drowned out, and he states that for once in his life he

was in the care of a special Providence.

It is a whole lot easier to argue about the difference between

oak and oak than it is to unerringly distinguish the different mem-

bers of the family after they have been cut up ready to serve to

the trade.

It is during times like the past six months when the demand
exceeds the production of lumber that the average millman is

strongest in his belief that the lumber wholesaler and commission

man does not earn his share.
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^^ Standard or Special Dimensions?
A sawmill man who has made a big reputation for the production

of quartered oak lumber has come to a conclusion which will be

used in operating his plant hereafter. It is to cut as few sizes of

lumber as possible. As a matter of fact he intends to confine the

manufacture of oak to inch stock, except for special purposes.

That is to say, if he has been shipping steadily to a particular cus-

tomer 6/4 stock, he will continue to manufacture it for that trade;

but will not cut and pile it, in the regular course of business,

without having a definite outlet for it.

"I have found by experience," he said recently, "that while I

have been cutting a lot of lumber, and have been producing no

more than the average number of thicknesses, I have tended to ac-

cumulate a lot of odds and ends which I had little opportunity to

move. For example, in making up a stock-sheet recently I found

that I had half a million feet of plain oak, yet it was so badly split

up, according to thicknesses as well as grades and lengths, that I

had only a few carloads of any one item ready to ship. I fouYid

on analysis of the proposition that I have been tying up a lot of

money by cutting a variety of sizes, since I scatter my efforts over

too wide a field. Consequently I have determined to make but one

kind of lumber hereafter, so that I can clean up my stocks with less

difiiculty than when the mill is cutting random thicknesses, without

any definite policy on this score."

The question of running a mill steadily on inch lumber, for ex-

ample, against a variety of thicknesses, is an old one, and much
has been said on the subject. At the same time, the fact that mUl-

men are arriving at conclusions such as that referred to, after hav-

ing been hammering away at the proposition for a good many years,

seems to indicate that there is still a marked lack of unanimity

as to the best plan. There are some well-qualified mill operators

who assert that the only safe rule to follow is to produce whatever

thickness is required in order to get the best results out of the

log, whether this be %-inch or 3-inch stock. Their point is that

the quality of the lumber should not be sacrificed to a policy of the

concern as to the thicknesses it wants to handle, and that more

will be lost in the mill in endeavoring to meet this arbitrary stand-

ard as to thickness, than will be gained at the other end of the op-

eration by convenience in handling.

As a matter of fact, it depends largely upon the size of the mill

which is under consideration. A big plant cutting several hundred

thousand feet daily, can accumulate enough lumber of all grades

and sizes, probably, to make it worth while to produce lumber as

the character of the log suggests; in other words, to get all out of

the log there is in it, no matter whether this requires cutting one

thickness or half a dozen. The yard which is carrying millions of

feet of all descriptions is big enough to absorb a well-distributed

cut without difficulty.

On the other hand, it is not unusual to find an extremely large

mill cutting only one dimension as to thickness, and usually that is

inch. The obvious reason is that the operator wants to move his

stock quickly, and believes that he can make more by rapid hand-

ling than by risking a tie-up of his capital through the manufac-

ture of sizes which are not in general demand, and which cannot be

moved as expeditiously as inch and some other stock. However,

it can probably be laid down as a fact that the big mill can cut

a variety of sizes to better advantage than can the small plant,

and that the latter, unless its opportunities for moving its stock are

exceptionally good, will usualh' find it worth while to confine its

attention to a few standard thicknesses.

There is a certain advantage in being known as the producer of

one thickness of lumber, just as there is in establishing a reputa-

tion as "headquarters" for all dimensions of a certain kind.

There is one mill which advertises that it constantly has on hand
immense stocks of %-inch poplar. There is no doubt that this adver-

tisement has made it likely that when a buyer is in the market
for that particular kind of lumber, he will think of the producer

whose name is identified with it. As long as production is centered

along that line, there is a definite gain in linking up the demand
with the mill in this way, although it is conceivable that Lf it were
found advisable to change the policy of the concern and manufac-
ture some other dimension instead of %-inch, it might prove diffi-

cult to get away from the old reputation as to producing the latter.

A consideration which applies to everybody in determining upon
the thickness to cut is the time required to market thick stock as
compared with inch or thinner. A sawmill man of long experience
both in manufacturing and selling recently described an experience
of his along this line.

"I had an idea that there ought to be a good market for thick
red oak," he said, "and I had the mill cut several hundred thou-
sand feet of this material. It occurred to me that I could get a
high enough price for it to justify the greater exertion which would
be required to move it as compared with thinner stock. However,
I realized later on that it would require several months longer for
this lumber to dry and get in condition for the market than if I

had cut inch stock, and when I figured the interest on the invest-

ment for that period I learned that I should have to get a pretty
stiff price in order to take care of that feature. By the time the
lumber was ready to ship, I had discovered that buyers didn't seem
to want the particular dimension I had cut, and that while I coiild

sell my inch red oak without difficulty, the demand for 6/4 and
8/4 seemed to have gone to pieces. To make a long story short, the

lumber remained in the yard for fourteen months before I was able

to sell it—and the price I got for it was by no means a premium
figure, and did not remunerate me for the expense of carrying the

stock for that length of time. I have decided to cut inch for the

most part hereafter."

This point is one that is worth taking into account when the

proposition is being discussed. In the case of quartered oak, for

example, 5/4 and 6/4 stock is worth from $2 to $2.50 a thousand
more than inch. The question is, does this increase more than
make up for the increased handling charges which are necessary
on account of the longer period required for drying purposes, and
in consideration of the admittedly greater difficulty of marketing?
While it can be retorted that there is much more inch stock being

manufactured than any other kind and that there are consumers
of the other dimensions, especially the extremely thick stock, who
are willing to pay good prices for it, the point is that inch is a
staple, and can be sold without great difficulty, and that the other

sizes are in a way specialties, and cannot be disposed of at a mo-
ment's notice.

The technical sawmill man, who is thinking chiefly of the prop-

osition of making as good lumber as the log will produce, may not

be willing to accept the dictum that he is to cut a given dimension

without regard to the condition of the log on the carriage. He
may point out that it is almost criminal to manufacture No. 1

common when by changing the thickness firsts and seconds lumber
could be produced. His point is well taken, but the manufacturing
of the lumber is but one of the many factors entering into the

business, and is not always the controlling one.

And it must be remembered, from a practical standpoint, that it

is not always easy to coach sawyers as to the exercise of judgment
as to what thickness to cut; and that the production will be kept

more nearly up to standard if the man at the saw has but one or

two dimensions in mind, and is not trying to figure every minute
what thickness should be used to keep the grade of the lumber up to

the highest possible point. This may sound like a slip-shod method,

but in most cases it is the best one for the sawmill operator to

follow.

When lumber is plentiful the consumer gets the benefit of the

low prices that result from competition, but that does not keep
him from raising a yell when the price goes up again and he has

to pay it.

—ol
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Chronicles of Camp Gihson

Elkmont, Sevier Co., Tenn., July 15, 1912.

The camp has had the distinction of entertaining some lady

visitors. The really important division of the editor's family, and

a sister, came up into the mountains and landed at the end of the

last logging switch of the Little Eiver Lumber Company a few

days ago, housed in a box car, and dressed in funnel shaped

skirts. They both insisted that it was a physical impossibility to

disembark, or to be disembarked from a box car. Ernest Tipton,

the company's engineer in charge of the logging end of the rail-

road, offered to back up with the log loader and lift them out

onto the bluff, but finally by the employment of sundry grub cases

and skids the ladies were landed on the trail for camp.

It must be known that the

editor's wife has previously been

obsessed with the idea that the

only legitimate place for a sum-

mer outing was along the Atlan-

tic coast between Scituate, Mass.,

and Atlantic Beach, Va., the

front porch of the Marlborough-

Blenheim at Atlantic City being

preferred. We have had our

arguments about this mountain

camping game for some years,

and while usually she has had her

way, it came down to a point

where, in spite of her presumable

aversion to camp life in the

mountains, the lady was advised

that in order to keep peace she

must come down into the Great

Smokies with me, for just a week,

even if she came in a net.

Her sister came along to see

that no bears attacked her or

rattlesnakes bit her. Her sister

is one of those lady scouts who

is perfectly willing to tackle any

old enterprise once, and devotes

her time and hubby's money to

.winter cruises to San Diego, sum-

mer tours in Europe, and the rest

of the year to automobile trips,

—

and charity work.

The advent of the feminine

contingent to the tent house

showed that it had an inclina-

tion to adapt itself to camp life.

The hobble skirts disappeared, but

cajolery could not coax the ladies

into an abandonment of fluffy

ruffle caps. While they growled every minute over the little jaunt

up to camp, it wasn't twenty-four hours before they were climb-

ing up the rocky gorges of the mountain streams, and chasing into

the wildest recesses for ivy and laurel 'blossoms, the scarlet horse-

mint, the flox and the other flowers in which the country abounds.

They got back to nature mighty quick, and really seemed occa-

sionally to enjoy slipping off a rock into a creek. In short, I

have two city-born and city-bred women fully converted to a

belief in camp life in the woods, and to a love for the wonderful

allurements of the mountains.

We ceremoniously observed the Fourth of July with some anti-

bellum-made fire crackers obtained at Knoxville, about one in ten

of which would explode, and an American flag raised to the top

of a baby poplar pole in front of the tents. In the evening we

had really quite a display of rockets and Eoman candles, but the

balloons failed us entirely. I had entirely forgotten that a four
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thousand toot altitude was beyond the rising limitations of hot air

balloons. So the illuminated, colored bags, bobbed around on the

ground in an attempt to sink to lower levels, rather than to rise

up to Clingman's Dome. Several friends were with us, and we
closed the ilay by sitting about the big camp fire, out under the

sky, where the stars seemed just above the tree-tops, and sang

or made an attempt to sing all the patriotic airs that any member
of the bunch could remember, and a hybrid collection of the old

songs, and a few of the latest comic opera gems. All camp rules

were broken that night, and the party did not break up until

midnight. Nine o'clock is bed-time in camp, as to fully enjoy

this sort of life one has to get up before five o'clock, and

have breakfast in the open with

the sunrise.

Avery has taken very kindly

to the feminine visitors, who,

being naturally of a bossing dis-

position, succeeded in displacing

him as czar of the cook-house.

Avery is not at all fussy, and has

an earnest desire to acquire all

the information possible, whether

it be about the culinary art or

otherwise. Therefore he was eas-

ily amenable to feminine domi-

nation and instruction. Look on

the result: In place of good sub-

stantial pork and beans, boiled

potatoes, coffee, hot sinkers, fry-

ing cakes, cornbeef hash, bacon

and eggs, we are deluged with

salads with mayonnaise dressing,

fancy custards, broiled baby
I hickens, fancy muffins and a lot

of other gastronomic plunder,

varying to those with the incom-

jirehensible Gallic names that we
ri'ad about and fail to understand

on the bills of fare at the Eeitz-

Carleton and other swell grub-

houses.

Since the departure of the

ladies, Avery has gone back to

first principles, and now we have

llackberrj' pie for breakfast, just

as Dwight Wiggin, Bill Litchfield,

Frank Lawrence, Wendell Weston
and Gardner Jones do down in

Boston.

In the little stream below the

spring we have excavated a fish

pond and edged it in with rocks. Here we hold our surplus live

brook trout, which the boys catch in the upper creeks and bring

back to camp in tin buckets. Such trout as suffer death in the

catching process we manage to dispose of, but the live ones we
keep in stock.

When the average visitors blow into camp about the first thing

on their minds is something to eat, and the first thought in that

line that comes to them is brook trout. They immediately want
to know about the fishing. They are told that the fishing is very

bad this year, and that the crop seems to be practically exhausted.

Then Avery is called from the cook tent and asked if he thinks it

possible to catch a few fish for the gentlemen's dinner. He shakes

his head sadly, but says he will try, and slips out on the trail

with a fish pole over his shoulder. It usually takes him about

eight minutes to get to the fish pond, grab a dozen trout, and bring

them back for inspection. Then there are doings. Every stranger
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in caiiiji is willing to forego his dinner for hours for the sake of

grabbing his fishing tackle and getting busy in the creek.

Maybe you think it

is dull down here.

Perhaps you think

there is nothing doing

and that we are all

dying for news of the

outside world. You
were never more mis-

taken in your life.

The wrappers of half

the newspapers that

reach camp are never

broken. There is too

much of interest right

here in the heart of

this forest, to permit

one to have very much
hunger for news of the

doings of the outside

world. News! There

are more things hap-

pening here than on

State street in Chicago.

Last Sunday there was

preaching at the school

house over on Fightin

'

Creek by a " Mission-

ary Baptist '

' from

across the mountain.

We didn't go because

we didn't hear of the

event until Monday. A
few days ago a bunch

of revenue officers came in and captured a blockade still over on

Jake 's Creek, destroyed it, carried off the worm, and started out

^ip' .p^P
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logging railroad, up to the Three Forks, and the bride looked just

as happy as though she was starting out for a trip to Europe.

Then the steam skidder got loose the other day and ran away,

doing a lot of damage to itself, and running down and killing

Bud Lowe's cow. Bud says the cow was the best one in the moun-

tains, and while she could outrun a Shay locomotive, a skidder

turned loose on a five per cent grade was a little "too soon"

for her. Bud has a new cow, which has the reputation of not only

being a good milker, but of being able to jump a ten-rail fence

or a railroad fill. Bud has great hopes of her ability to keep

clear of logging trains and steam skidders on the move.

News, what do we want of any more news than we have right

around us here at Camp Gibson? What Taft is doing, what Teddy

intends to do, or what Gov. Wilson may do, doesn't concern us in

the least. Down here in Sevier county, Tennessee we're mostly

Republicans. Henry Henderson, over on the Pigeon, is about the

only dyed-in-the-wool Democrat that we know anything about.

We're all on the fence this year on the voting question, and

have not made up our minds how we shall cast our ballots. It does

seem tough to vote for a Democrat; we haven't done such a thing

since the Civil AVar.
* * *

Oh, I haven't told you about our humming birds. The re-

markable industry of this pair of ruby throated little beauties is

explained. They have worked as they have in gathering honey

from the red horse mint patch in front of camp for days to se-

curing sweets for a quadruple of young. Yesterday they pushed

the little fellows out of the nest, guided them over to the flower

beds, and placed them under instruction to secure a livelihood.

One of the youngsters, innocent in babyhood, sipped the honey

from the flowers in the pots on the dining table, but either father

or mother explained to him that it was a dangerous proceeding,

and since that time he has kept at a reasonably safe distance.

The parent birds are still with us, but the youngsters, like human-

kind, have left the old nest, and gone out into the world to hustle

for themselves. H- H. Gibson.
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Talks from a Wholesaler
Those who work with their "nose to the grindstone" have only

a narrow and one-sided view of their own particular business. They

can not see our faults as others see them and therefore are not in

position to remedy them. The writer is a wholesaler and he there-

fore has a one-sided view of his own work ; no doubt a millman could

give him pointers on how to run his business. In this instance, how-

ever, the writer will try to show a few of the weak points in the

millman 's business.

The trend seems toward specialties—one man specializes in adver-

tising, another in a branch of engineering, another in selling, another

in specialty-manufacturing, and so on. And so it should be in the

different branches of each business. Wholesalers are sales-specialists

;

they have a source of supply, are not worried with manufacturing

conditions and therefore bend their entire energies in sales-methods.

On the other hand, the manufacturers of lumber are (or should be)

specialists in manufacturing and should devote all their time to that

branch of the business, unless they maintain an entirely separate

selling organization for that purpose, in charge of a competent

sales-specialist. This article is not directed at the latter.

The minute a manufacturer tries to run a mill, with all the worries

of logging, sawing, piling, breakdowns, floods, etc., and then attempts

to market his lumber to the consumers with the kicks, bad accounts,

credits, etc., some branch of his business—and sometimes the entire

business—is going to suffer. He can't do these two things and do

both of them well. Another thing, his selling costs are much higher

and he stands a great chance of getting a lot of long-winded con-

suming accounts for the reason that he hasn't the time to watch

them. Furthermore, the average millman needs ready cash and about

two-thirds of the consumers give notes. MUlmen, in general, do not

have very good banking facilities, and if they do not accommodate

their customers they can not (as a general rule) expect to hold their

trade.

It is just as bad for a wholesaler to attempt to run a mill and

continue to sell his lumber. The wholesaler does not understand the

details of manufacturing or lumbering, and has only a very vague

notion of mill costs. A recent failure of an eastern wholesale house

brought to light some very good figures to illustrate and sustain this

statement. As long as it did a strictly wholesale business and

knew its costs, etc., it made monej'. But when it started one

or two mill propositions in different sections of the country it lost

money steadily. Even if it had succeeded in establishing an equi-

table basis of mill costs at its first operation, a mill started in

another section would reveal an entirely different set of costs. Yet

some people figure one operation the same as another, regardless of

locations. These mill worries affected the sales organization finally

and the company failed for a large amount.

Manufacturers will probably laugh at the statement that they

make less money in selling direct to the consumer than by selling to

the wholesalers. The manufacturers selling direct to the consumers

must maintain a sales-department. This will cost from $6,000 a year

up, depending on the volume of business transacted. Besides this

there are accounts to be carried, traveling expenses, extra office help

and other items. The little extra they get per thousand in selling to

consumers is more than eaten up in increased expense. If, however,

they sell through wholesalers they put out a stock-sheet and prices

once a month, attend to a few letters each day from the wholesalers

and their work is practically done—as far as selling goes. Then they

can devote their time to the manufacturing end and toward making

their products better as well as improving their methods, etc. They

have practically no selling worries, get cash for their lumber, and

the wholesaler will generally make cash advances if they are hard

up. furthermore, they can sleep nights.

Some millmen will probably get the idea that this article is written

to show the wholesaler in the most favorable light. Such is not the

case; the writer believes that, generally speaking, the logical trade-

channel is manufacturer to wholesaler to consumer, and the reasons

are given herein.

There is one way the manufacturer can increase his business with

his wholesaler. When he sends out a stock-sheet, room should be left

for a description of each item. By description is meant the widths

and the average width; per cent of 14' and 16'; the dryness; f. o. b.

price and rate. That saves time otherwise wasted in correspondence

getting this information. Furthermore, when the wholesaler's cus-

tomers ask him for a description he can then give all the information

and there is no misrepresentation. Nine times out of ten a deal can

be closed when specific facts are given, and the tenth chance is only

for the man who says "usual run of stock." This is a mighty good

point and already a few progressive millmen are taking the time to

get the descriptions because it means more business and a faster move-

ment of the stock. You wouldn 't buy a ear of logs at a price without

knowing all about them, would you?

Mr. Millman, if you don't keep all your lumber moving you're

losing money. Right now, down in some corner of your yard, tliere

are some items you haven 't had a call for and consequently they have

lain there a long time. Every day, in some way or other, they are

costing you money, but in the end you will probably close them out

at a sacrifice. Yet someone is looking for just these items. Want

to clean them up? Just take the time, go and get up a good descrip-

tion—specific description (widths, lengths, dryness, per cent of cut-

ting, price and anything else that is a selling-point)—then send out

a letter to each of your customers giving all the information. That's

the way to move "slow-sellers." To illustrate an actual case: A
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wholesale concern in Cincinnati had the output of a mill in Ken-

tucky and had on hand nearlj' a half-million feet of l"s5" poplar

bevel-siding. It seems that this particular size is a slow-mover and

this accumulation lay around for over a year. Then the concern

got up a specific description and put out nearly a thousand letters

to wholesalers in the Middle West and also the eastern states. \Mien

the returns were all in it found that it had sold the stock almost twice

over so that it had to make more of this size. The concern made
money on the stock, moved it, and gained some new trade. The same

thing can be done with the wholesale trade.

Millmen without a separate and modern sales department can not

keep in proper touch with either the specific requirements or the line

of credit that should be extended to consumers. A recent failure in

the East proved that. Very few local wholesalers were in this failure;

those that were sustained but small losses. The large creditors were

mil] operators in far off places. Had the millmen been closely in

touch with this concern and knew its methods and practices they

would never have extended it any credit.

The refused car that causes the millman so much trouble probably

pro\ es the wholesaler 's position better than anything else. The
minute a mill has a car turned down the first move is to wire the best

wholesaler in that market to take care of it. And the result—the

wholesaler has had no interest in the car; so he takes his time, sells

the car so as to make a nice profit, and the mill has to stand all the

costs, etc. With this experience you would think the millmen had
had enough. Probably he would not sell that particular consumer

again and might even write him a letter to that effect. But the

wholesaler on the ground is selling him all the time, because he knows
how to handle him. The consumer has the far-off mill at his mercy

if he is a sharp bargainer, but he can't play tricks on the whole-

saler, for that gentleman is within too easy reach. The consumer is

also aware that the legitimate wholesaler knows lumber pretty well

and can not be fooled.

A certain mill decides to make a break from the wholesalers and
sell direct, so he puts and ad for salesmen in the classified columns
of some lumber paper asking for references, etc. Naturally a sales-

man would not send any detrimental references—therefore the mill

gets a few good ones in the reply. Outside of honesty and integrity,

what is received? The vital question is, how does the salesman stand

with the trade, and can he sell? Yet a mill will engage a man .and

wonder why he doesn't get business. Where there is an evil there

is generally a remedy, and here's one to fit this case. Get the sales-

man to tell you exactly what class of trade he calls on and in what

states and cities. Then make up a list of that trade and write a

letter to the principal concerns saying that Mr. So-and-So has applied

to represent the mill in that territory and you understand that he

is held in good esteem by the trade; that the idea in writing them
was to get their ideas about this man, his ability as a salesman, if

he knows what he was talking about, etc. Then enclose a stamped
envelope for reply. When the returns come in it would not be hard

to judge what sort of a man you are engaging. This method also

puts the mill's name before the customers and links the salesman's

name with it—not a bad idea, especially if the man is to represent

it. If the salesman proves all right, then is the time to call him
down to the mill and educate him to the mill 's products, grades, etc.

Yet how few mills woiild ever think of this method. When they do

there will not be a lot of incompetent salesmen tearing around the

country offering stock at ridiculous prices and misrepresenting it.

The writer is judging the foregoing from a legitimate wholesaler's

standpoint. Perhaps some millman could equally well pick flaws

in the wholesaler's methods. We learn by our mistakes and by an

outsider's criticism. Isn't that right? H. E. S.
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Woods Used in Measures
Many kinds of wooden measures are in use. Most of them are

based on the bushel or some division of it. The peck is one-

fourth and the gallon one-eighth. Potatoes, corn, apples, cab-

bage, turnips, and other products of the orchard, garden, or farm

are often bought and sold by the barrel, but it is not customary

to speak of barrels as wooden measures. They are containers,

and are made for convenience in shipping or storing, and seldom

or never for the purpose of measuring.

Few other kinds of woodenware change as much as the measure

to conform to customs in different parts of the country. The
washboard, the pail, and the chopping bowl are the same every-

where; but not so with measure, though the bushel may be the

standard. In some localities the dry gallon is never spoken of;

in others the peck is not understood; and in still others the

bushel and half-bushel are thought of chiefly as abstract quan-

tities.

The days of the homemade wooden measure are over. The dif-

ferent sizes are now accurately made in shops and factories. The
usual sizes are bushel, half-bushel, peck, gallon, half-gallon, and

quart. Some are made double, or two measures in one. The upper

or larger part may hold a gallon and the lower part, or when the

measure is turned bottom up, may hold a half-gallon. Two kinds

of measures are in use nearly everj-where, the one made of staves,

with a strong bottom; the other of bent wood, a single piece

forming the whole vessel, except the bottom. When staves are

the material of construction, many woods are available, but pine,

either the white or red pine of the North or some one of the

yellow pines of the South, is widely used. Chestnut, chestnut oak,

white oak, red oak, birch, ash, elm, basswood, yellow poplar, and

many more are found satisfactory.

In the making of bent wood measures the list of woods which

may be utilized is no less extensive. Thick veneer—that is, about

one-eighth of an inch—gives suflicient strength, with supplemental
bands or hoops at the top and bottom. By dispensing with all

superfluous wood, the measure 's weight is greatly reduced. The
bottom is made thicker than the sides, a light material, such as

white pine or yellow poplar, being preferred. Wooden measures
of this kind will stand much more rough usage than vessels of

sheet metal of the same weight. Metal batters under the impact
of blows and when struck against sharp corners, but wood is

elastic and is seldom broken or forced out of shape. The bent,

sides are of elm, ash, any one of a dozen species of oak, hickory,

beech, paper birch, yellow birch, and red gum. Any straight-

grained tough wood will answer.

Selves are made in the same way, but the list of woods suit-

able for their bent sides is not so large. The jarring and oscil-

lating motion which a seive receives when put to the purpose for

which it is made, is liable to loose splinters and fragments from
the wood. It becomes necessary, therefore, to select a material

with even and parallel fibers which will hold firmly together.

Hickorv is one of the best for this use.

A reputation for furnishing extra good stock is worth a great

deal more in trade getting than a reputation for cheapness, and

it generally means more profit, too.

It doesn 't take much brains or money to get into business, and

get out through the bankruptcy court, but it takes both brains

and money to stay in and win.

Keeping up with the procession is really but a piker saying

—

lead it.

As a rule mill accidents are due to carelessness of some kind,

and when they are not they may be charged to ignorance.

One of the plain but unpoetic names for greater efficiency is

"harder work."
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The combination of a beautiful day, au ideal meeting place and

an abundance of enthusiasm made the annual outing of the Chi-

cago Lumbermen's Association, which took place on Tuesday, July

17, highly successful. About two hundred individuals representing

the local trade, their families and friends, gathered at Eavinia

Park, north of Chicago, on the shore of Lake Michigan. The ma-

jority of those in attendance made the trip on the Chicago &

Northwestern Railway, but many came in their own machines and

'\-ia the electric line.

The various committees which had been assigned the jobs of

-working up enthusiasm and entries in the numerous athletic events

were eminently successful in their work. Each event brought out

a large list of contestants and each offered its share of amusement

and excitement.

The feature of the day was the ball game, which is an indis-

pensable factor to any outing of this character. This was played

by two teams composed of young or near-young lumbermen chosen

by captains who had been either self-appointed or had secured

their positions through some undue influence. At any rate, they

chose their teams and fought out the battle on the field at Eavinia.

The two teams were designated respectively as the "Hickories,"

and the "Yellow Piners," and after a close and fierce contest,

the Hickories finally turned out to be the winners by a score of

5 to 3.

The line up of the two teams was as follows:

Yei.i.ow riNERS Hickories
W. D. Kimball P I. C. Margroff

J. H. Dion C W. L. Margroff

Mr. Ory IB E. W. Dierssen

"Bob" Sullivan 2B E. E. Skcele. Jr.

Fletcber March SS
.

'. W. Dw.ver

Robert Tbompson 3B D. S. Flctcber

Will Burns LF E. F. Dodgo
William Eager CF Gus Larson
Glenn llolloway RF Al Wallerstein

Ofllcial umpire—Tom Moore.

Tom Moore, umpire for the day, won the acclaim of the gallery

by his masterful work behind the pitcher. His success as a sales-

man of lumber was accounted for by the qualities he displayed in

the capacity of umpire. He demonstrated that he could unflinchingly

look a batter in the eye and manufacture strikes from sky-high balls.

With such a front he should have no trouble in making year-old stock

from lumber right from the saw.

One of the essential qualifications of a successful ball player

under ordinary circumstances is speed in getting about on the field,

but it is said there is an exception to every rule and the excep-

tion to this rule was conspicuously present in the lumbermen's

ball game. In fact, most of the sensational and successful plays

were put across because of the fact that most of the contestants

were so lacking in the usually essential qualities of speed that they

were unable to get out of the way of the ball, and necessarily

had to stop it. But withal, the game furnished considerable excite-

ment and amusement, and for a contest of this type was very well

played.

A feature of the contest was a home run pilfered by W. Dwyer

of the winning "Hickory" team on a hot single over short. "Bill"

in center field for the '

' Piners '
' made a valiant dash in the direc-

tion of the ball but was too "Eager" in his play, and it got by

him. In attempting to retrieve it, he figured that he would be the

center of attraction a little longer if he retained the ball somewhere

within his field of duty. So he light heartedly booted it to the

woods in left field. By the time he finally had it in his grasp, the

batter was across the plate. But Bill made up for this miscue later

by stopping a high fly a la Cobb—only he did not hold the ball.

Combined with the regular baseball game was an indoor-out-

door game which was played between pick-up teams of the more

sedate members of the association. There were no oflicial titles to

the two teams, but the contest was nevertheless bitterly fought.

Unlike the real ball game there was absolutely no appeal from
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the decision of Umpire S. P. C. Hostler. Mr. Hostler's word was

law and even in the event that he put down the score of one

team to the credit of the other, the fact that he ruled in this way
was considered by the contestants as absolutely final. There were

eventually two scores in this game, one being 4 to 2, and the other

11 to 2. Mr. Hostler's original method of tallying accounts made
it possible for both sides to claim victory.

The shoe-race participated in by a dozen lumbermen offered no

little amusement. In this stunt the contestants had to pile their

shoes at one end of the twenty-yard course and it was seen to by

the ofiicials that the shoes were well mixed. The participants in

the race started from one end of the course, the object being to see

who could get to the pile of shoes at the other end, find his shoes,

get them on and tie them, and get back to the starting point first.

One entrant was ruled out because he had the foresight to wear

white sneakers, believing that he would be assured the first prize on

account of the fact that he would have no trouble in getting hold

of his own shoe.s. The first two winners were respectively. ,1. H.

Dion, W. D. Kimball, and Will Burns and Fletcher Marsh tied tor

third.

Thirty ladies entered in the ball-throwing contest and demon-

strated the fact that there are all kinds of ways of throwing a

base ball. Those who threw the proper way were Miss Margaret

Wistar, Miss Beatrice Wilcox and Miss Margaret McGlone.

In the peanut race for children each entrant had his or her own
particular friend "pulling." Georgiana West was the winner in

this game, and the second and third prizes were taken by Helen

West and Eobert Maisey.

The absence of anyone who could legitimately call himself a "fat
man,'' made the fat men's race a real sprinting contest. In fact,

in the absence of ligitimate entrants in the first race, it was de-

cided not to count this contest, and a canvass of the field was made
in order to secure enough avoirdupois to make the game of suffi-

cient "weight" to gain oflicial recognition. In the real run N. T.

Hand was first and Thomas C. Shaw, second.

There was an evident reluctance on the part of married ladies

to perform before their husbands in the married ladies thirty-yard

dash, as only six entered the race. Mrs. H. B. Darlington came in

first, Mrs. P. S. Fletcher, second and Mrs. W. A. Herbert, third.

In the single ladies race there was a large field, this event being

finally taken by Miss Euth Skeele with Miss Margaret McGlone,

second.

A race of small boys was entered by five contestants varying

from about two years to seven or eight. Herbert Brink was first,

Eobert Maisey, second, and John Fountain, third.

Five teams entered the three-legged race for men. One of the

teams came to grief at the very start, but the others ran a close

race with Eobert Thompson and H. D. Welsh, first winners, while

the second went to W. L. Margroff and Fletcher Marsh.

Fletcher Marsh again distinguished himself in the one hundred

yard dash by men, by winning this event with ease. E. E. Attley

and E. E. Skeele, Jr., were respectively second and third.

After the outdoor contests, the scene of the battle was trans-

ferred to the dining room. An endeavor was made on the part of

the committee to furnish a little entertainment during the meal,

but unfortunately Bill Eager started to sing his famous "Slippery

Ellum" song during the soup course. He gave it up as hopeless at

the end of the second stanza.

The Theodore Thomas Orchestra offered its usual highclass con-

cert in the afternoon, and the attention of the visitors was divided

between this performance and a second game of indoor baseball,

which was being played over on the athletic field.

The lumbermen, their families and friends gradually drifted away
during the entire afternoon, and by sundown the outing had prac-

tically come to an end. The unusual success of the event gives as-

surance of its being repeated next year.
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Hoo-Hoo Annual
After a session of three days of combined business and pleasure,

the twenty-first annual convention of the International Conca-

tenated Order of Hoo-Hoo came to a close on July 20. Officers

were elected at the final session on Saturday and St. Louis was

chosen as a meeting place for next year 's convention. The officers

elected are as follows:

Supreme Sxark or the Universe— F. W. Trower. San Francisco.

Sexior Hoo-Hoo—J. M. English, Asheville, N. C.

.TUNIOR Hoo-Hoo—E. D. Tennent, Vancouver, B. C. ^

BojuM—John Oxenfoi-d. Indianapolis, Ind.

Jabderwock—J. T. Wilder. Epps, Miss.

CuSTOCATiAN—L. R. Fifcr, Seattle, Wash.

Arcanoper—J. B. Baker, Hodge, La.

GURDES—George J. Michaelson, Rochester, N. Y.

SCBIVENOTER—W. M. Stephcnson, St. Paul, Minn.

It was decided to move the headquarters of the order from

Nashville, Tenn., to St. Louis, Mo., at which city also the new

scrivenoter will make his home.

At the final meeting, on Saturday, it was

also decided to abolish the office of supreme

representative, and the question of building

a permanent home in St. Louis was also dis-

cussed. This matter was not fully decided

upon, although the resolution providing for

such a building was indorsed by the meeting.

The meetings of the Osirian Cloister, com-

posed of members and former members of the

Supreme Nine, were of especial interest. It held

two sessions and at the first, sixteen new mem-

bers were initiated.

The first arrivals at the convention appeared

Wednesday afternoon, and by Thursday hun-

dreds of them were on the street. The city

had been beautifully decorated, and in every

show window the visitors were greeted with

the Black Cat and a welcome sign.

The meeting was called to order on Thursday

morning by E. Stringer Boggess of Clarksburg,

W. Va., supreme snark of the universe. Fol-

lowing the invocation, addresses of welcome

were delivered on behalf of the city and of the

local Hoo-Hoo. Snark Boggess, F. W. Trower

of San Francisco, and others responded.

Following the open meeting the order went

into executive session. A number of reports were made, and several

changes effected in the constitution and bylaws. Preparations were

also made for the annual concatenation which was held Thursday night.

The reports showed the order in excellent condition with a large

increase in membership during the year.

Scrivenoter Baird, in his report, showed that from the time of

the last annual report to the close of business on July 15, receipts

had totaled $22,580.16. Disbursements during that period were

$22,020.39, leaving a balance on hand of $559.77. In addition to

this the order has $400 unexpended in the hands of the supreme

representative. The report showed that during the year there

were seventy concatenations in which a total of 903 initiates were

taken into the order. A summary of the year 's work as done by
the vicegerents, showing the number of concatenations and of new
members of the three classes, and also showing the state and dis-

trict, was given. Vicegerent Fred S. Palmer of the northern dis-

trict of California, is credited for the largest concatenation, the

largest number of concatenations and the greatest number of

initiates at any one concatenation. In his district there were four

concatenations witli a total of 98 initiates.

The record of work done for the nine jurisdictions into which

the vicegerency is divided was shown, giving the jurisdiction,

the name of the snark and his territory. The number of conca-

tenations in each and the number of initiates were also shown.
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W. M. STEPHENSON, ST. PAUL, MINN.
SCRIVENOTER.

In all there were 246 resignations tendered and accepted during

the year.

The report further stated there were only ten concatenations

held up to January 10 this year. Even at this the full Hoo-Hoo
year, ending September 9 next, will probably show a record in

concatenations better than last year or the year before.

The scrivenoter reported that with few exceptions the order is

in good condition in all parts of the field. He commented further

on the good work accomplished on the Pacific coast in Washington,

Oregon and California, also British Columbia. He gave F. W.
Trower of San Francisco, the principal credit for this growth.

The scrivenoter also spoke favorably of the work done in the

southern and Atlantic coast states.

The scrivenoter concluded with a brief summary of his past

connection with the order, he having been in the office for the

past sixteen years. He further expressed his purpose of continuing

in the active service of the order.

A summary of the status of the death emer-

gency fund was submitted and showed that the

total amount of all subscriptions on the three

calls issued was $18,315.19. Froih this were

deducted expenditures totaling $15,638.61

which included expenses of issuing calls, bul-

letins, etc., and the payment of fifty-five claims,

which left a balance on hand to add to the

proceeds from the fourth call of $2,976.59.

To this is added, as collected on the fourth

call, up to the close of business on July 16,

$14,226.50, making a total on hand at that

date of $17,203.08.

The afternoon of Thursday was devoted to

pleasure, the visitors being taken on board

special trolley cars to the end of the Char-

lotte street line, where automobiles were wait-

ing to convey them to Overlook park in the

beautiful Sunset mountains where refreshments

were served.

The annual concatenation, conceded to be

the leading event of the convention, took place

in the ballroom of the Battery Park hotel,

headquarters of the meeting. Thirty kittens

were successfully initiated. Snark E. S. Bog-

gess, Senior Hoo-Hoo J. F. Judd, and Junior

Hoo-Hoo H. B. Darlington presided. They were assisted by E. C.

Gordon, J. C. McGrath, G. M. Murray, A. B. Cone, Alfred Buddy,

John Rutherford and H. Eothe.

The session on the roof and a Dutch supper were held at twelve

'clock and were greatly enjoyed. An excellent menu had been

prepared, and a number of speeches were delivered. Judge H. B.

Stephens acted as toastmaster and toasts were responded to by

J. M. Baird, J. M. English, Frank Chapman, W. A. Hadley, F. W.
Trower, T. L. O'Donnell and E. D. Tennent.

Friday morning's business session brought out merely routine

business. The special feature of the day was the meeting of the

Osirian Cloister which took place at 9:09 o'clock Friday night.

At this time reports of the various officers were read, and officers

for the ensuing year were elected as follows:

High priest of Eslris—W. A. Hadle.v, Chatham, Ont., Can.; high priest

of Ptah—Albert Cone, Chicago, 111. ; high priest of Ra—Dan Richardson,

Dover, N. C. : high priest of Isis—R. A. Hiscox. San Francisco, Cal. ; high

priest of Shu—F. L. Johnson, Jr., Chicago, 111.; high priest of Thoth

—

W. M. Stephenson, St. Paul, Minn.; high priest of Hathor—John Oxen-
ford. Indianapolis, Ind. ; high priest of Aed—J. C. McGrath, Little Roclj,

Ark.; high priest of Anubls—J. F. Judd, St. Louis, Mo.

On the afternoon of Friday the visitors were given a trolley ride

to various points of interest in and about the city. In the after-

noon the ladies were tendered a reception at the Swannanoa-
Berkley hotel. In the evening the members were the guests of the
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Langren hotel at a musical on the roof garden and a ball ia the

big ballroom, which lasted until the early morning hours.

Saturday's session was probably the most important of the con-

vention as the oflficers were elected and the next place of meeting

decided upon and various other matters taken up. The contest for

the next meeting place was between St. Louis and San JFrancisco,

and the former won b}" a close vote. At this meeting it was also

decided that the headquarters should be shifted to a more central

location at St. Louis on account of the resignation of the former

scrivenoter. On retiring Mr. Baird was presented with a watch

and chaiu with the insignia of the order engraved on the inside

of the case. He responded with a speech of thanks and a short

Teview of the work of the order.

After the election of officers, a resolution of thanks to the city

of Asheville was adopted, which resolution included citizens, hotels

.and local members of the order. The afternoon was devoted to a

drive over the Biltmore estate and a buffet luncheon at the Ashe-

ville Club. In the evening the visitors were tendered a ball at the

Battery Fark hotel.

While a great many of the members left for their homes on

Sunday morning, many others planned to stay a week or more to

take in the various scenic features surrounding Asheville.

During the time the members of the Hoo-Hoo were in Asheville,

they were royally entertained, many social features having been

arranged in their honor. Automobile rides, balls, receptions, suppers

and many other features were provided by the local Hoo-Hoo,

Tvhich contingent deserved unusual commendation for the excellent

arrangement and execution of its plans. The automobile ride to

Sunset mountains on one of the verv few exclusive automobile

roads of the country was particularly delightful. This road is

about five miles in length, and at the summit a beautiful view of

Asheville is obtained. From there many of the famous mountains

and points of interest in "the Land of the Sky" can be viewed.

Members of the ladies ' entertainment committee arranged for an

informal buifet luncheon to be served in the pavilion of Overlook

Fark, which luncheon was particularly delightful.

The Asheville Power & Light Company acted as hosts on Friday

morning when the ladies enjoj'ed their trolley ride through the

city. Manager Fiank Loughrau of the Swannanoa-Berkley hotel,

is particularly to be congratulated upon his excellent entertain-

ment.

Carriage rides through the Biltmore estate on Friday gave many
opportunities for observation. The delegates with the ladies of the

party were driven through the entire estate surrounding the

beautiful mansion of George W. Vanderbilt, probably the finest

residence in America, which is surrounded by a remarkable estate.

The drive included many well paved roads which traverse the

estate, also a stop at the dairy where light refreshments were

served. The estate as a rule is not open to visitors on Friday,

but members of the local committee made arrangements with the

manager to have the gates open on that date for the Hoo-Hoo and

their friends.

The informal reception to the visitors at the Asheville Club on

Saturday afternoon was particularly enjoyed. The Black Cat had

been used in the decorative scheme in the club house, and there

were on hand a plentiful contingent of local representatives who

acted as hosts. The privileges of the club were extended to the

visitors during their stay.
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Transmutation of Woods
The engrossing problem of the alchemist of ancient days was the

transmutation of the baser metals into gold. What they failed

to do with metals is an everyday occurrence with wood. The

sawmill operator today is a most successful alchemist, changing

the little-known and inferior species of wood into well-known and

valuable kinds. A visit to almost any sawmill will reveal many

woods going into the mill as one species and coming out as

another; the number that come out is always less than the number

that go in.

One of the most common examples is oak. There are about

thirty-five different species of oak which reach commercial size

in the United States, and in some parts of the country as many

as a dozen may be found on one logging operation. Usually it is

not difficult to recognize all of the different kinds in the forest

or to separate most of the logs at the mill. When passed through

the mill, however, burr oak, post oak, chestnut oak, cow oak, chin-

quapin oak, overcup oak, swamp white oak, and the true white

oak are all '
' white oak "

;
yellow oak, Texan oak, willow oak,

water oak, shingle oak, pin oak, scarlet oak, black jack, and the

true red oak all emerge as "red oak." Sometimes the distinctions

are even less and only "oak" results. Thus if you buy an article

made of oak, it may be made out of any one or more of thirty-

five different species, no two of which are exactly alike in theit

properties. If you specify white oak you may get any of a dozen

different woods intermingled according to the location of the mill.

However, so long as no red oak is included, it will probably serve

your purpose quite as well as the genuine article.

The same is true of the hickories. Pignut, bitternut, pecan,

shagbark, shellbark, mockernut, and water hickory may preserve

their individuality as far as the mill, but no further. After that

they are merely "hickory," and the color of the wood becomes

of much greater importance in grading than does the species.

Users of hickory have a prejudice against the red heart-wood,

but experiments and tests of an exhaustive character have failed

to show any good reason for such discrimination.

Ash is another name that is quite comprehensive. White ash,

blue ash, red ash, green ash, and pumpkin ash lose their identity

after contact with the saw and are thenceforth "ash" or possi-

bly "white ash." One might infer from the names that a pile

of mixed ash would exhibit all the colors of the rainbow but the

fact is that the several woods look very much alike. Black ash,

however, is generally distinguished and separated from the others

because of its darker color and greater porosity and lightness. In

the South a i)ile of "ash" lumber may contain some hackberr}

,

sugarberry, and even sassafras.

There are several species of elm of commercial size but as !i

rule only one or at most two are recognized in the lumber. White

elm, slippery elm, winged elm, red elm, and cedar elm, all be-

come common elm when sawed. The hickory or rock elm, because

of its greater density, strength, and general superiority, is more

apt to retain its identity after manufacture.

Basswood and buckeye go to the mill together but come out

as basswood alone. Tupelo and black gum are readily distinguish-

able as trees but black gum almost invariably becomes tupelo

when sawed into lumber. Cucumber-tree blends into yellow poplar

under the magic spell of the saw. There are several soft maples

in the forest but there is only one when manufactured. The list

might be extended almost indefinitely, since what has been said

of the hardwoods applies to the softwoods or conifers as well.

There are several reasons why these methods are in vogue. One

is that it is not always easy to distinguish the different species

after their manufacture into lumber, and since no harm can be

done and the buj'er does not object, it is easier and cheaper to

lump several woods together under one name than to carry each

separately. The lumber trade is very conservative when it comes

to using new or little-known woods, so the producer resorts to

various expedients to work off such products. There was a time

when only the choice trees of the forest were taken, but now

nearly everything of merchantable size is utilized. The trade has

not kept pace with the changed conditions and the producer dis-
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poses of, under an old established name, stock wliioh under its own

would be long in finding a market.

There are excellent timber trees in the West which have suf-

fered severely in popularity because of poor relatives in the East.

The western hemlock produces good lumber, but for a long time

the lumberman let it rot in the woods because everyone had a

prejudice against hemlock. Even now it does not find the favor it

deserves. Another example is the western form of the tamarack.

This splendid tree, full brother to the eastern tamarack, was
hardly worth cutting as tamarack but under the name western

larch (which is correct) it has met with success. Many of the

early settlers of the West were easterners to whom the name
"tamarack" called up visions of a small, twisted grained tree,

difficult to work and prone to warp. The new name, as was in-

tended, aroused no such prejudice.

White pine, which for a long time was so abundant in the

north woods and lake states, was without superior as an all-round

timber tree. It is not surprising that producers avail themselves

of every opportunity to trade upon the reputation of that name.

In consequence one finds a number of woods sold as white pine

which are not white pine at all. Sugar pine of the Pacific coast has

tried hard to fill the bill but though of the white pine group and an

excellent timber, it is not a perfect substitute. Instances are not

lacking where it is shipped to the lake states and there mixed
with true white pine and re-shipped as the genuine article. The
sap-wood of old, slow-growing we.stern yellow pine is oceasionall\"

being marketed as white pine.

If to the millman 's transmutations are added those of the manu-
facturer and artisan, the list would be a long one indeed. For
instance, there is the transformation of red gum into "Circassian

walnut '

' furniture seen in the finest show windows. There is

much truth in the statement regarding many furniture factories

that "only red gum lumber goes in and nothing but white oak

furniture comes out." Red gum lumber does not bear even

superficial resemblance to oak, but this is overcome by running

the material through a printing press and printing the pattern of

oak grain upon it. In England furniture makers use considerable

of our red gum and call it "satin walnut," though it is no moru

related to walnut than to oak, a very remote kinship.

It is when working with mahogany that the wood alchemist i»

at his best, for mahogany is to woods what gold is to metals.

The world's output of genuine mahogany is less than eighteen

million feet per year, while the consumption exceeds forty mil-

lions. Truly, as a lumber journal remarks, '
' Manufacturers of

mahogany certainly have their consciences under superb control."

All sorts of cheap woods are put on the market as mahogany and

when properly stained even the expert must be on his guard to de-

tect them. Over twenty mahogany-like woods are now offered as

true mahogany, not to mention a considerable number cunningly

stained to imitate that wood. Much of the imitation mahogany
furniture manufactured in this country is of black or cherry birch

which readily takes the proper stain. Often a table top is of

real mahogany and the rest of the table of birch. In fairness

to the dealers it should be said that as a rule such evident imi-

tations are sold as such.

The result of such trade customs is confusing and the buyer

finds it more and more Jifficult to know if he gets what he pays

for. So long as he does not know the difference he may derive

as much satisfaction from an imitation or substitute article as

from the genuine, but the discovery that he has been deceived is

ground for just complaint. It has been suggested that as tho

pure food law forbids the adulteration of foods and the misnam-

ing of same, a similar law should be enacted to forbid the misnam-

ing of lumber products in order to sell them to people who are

deceived. But for the present at least the principle of caveat

emptor (let tlie buyer beware) seems to apply. S. J. R.
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Merchandising Ideas
"A satisfied customer .is the best possible advertisement."
This remark originated in the dry goods business, and inas-

much as most aphorisms of the sort are attributed to the late

Marshall Field, it may be just as well to assign it to him. At
all events, it is a merchandising idea which has gained strength
with the years, and the people who are dealing with the general
public instead of with selected classes of consumers have found
that it pays to do a lot of things in order to get their patrons
into the frame of mind described by the term "satisfied."

Lumbermen are wont to remark that their business is
'

' dif-

ferent, " and in a great many respects it is unique and unlike
other trades. At the same time, however, human nature is at
the basis of most of their transactions, and since human nature
is a universal condition upon which selling is predicated, it would
seem likely that lumbermen, like dry goods merchants, could
consider that factor to advantage in deciding upon a plan of
action. Satisfying one 's customer takes human nature into con-

sideration, since it looks not merely to the delivery of the com-
modity, but to surrounding the business with as much that is

pleasant and as little that is disagreeable as possible.

One reason why satisfaction of the customer is a good asset

is that the customer is very likely to return for more goods of

that and other kinds, if his experience has been of that descrip-

tion. Not only does the pleased patron communicate his views
to other possible patrons, but he himself is a permanent asset

of the house contributing to the factor known as good will, which
is valuable only to the degree that customers have made it, by
indicating that they are permanently connected with the house
in the capacity of buyers.

Looking at the lumber business from this standpoint, how
much of the business of the average lumberman consists of

"repeat orders?" How much more effort is required to get an
order from an entirely new customer than from an old one? How
many buyers of lumber place their orders with you as a matter
of course, knowing that they will get their stock at the current

market price, and get full value, instead of getting as many
quotations as possible and scrutinizing all possible information,

in order to avoid being "stung?"
If it takes relatively a large amount of effort to secure second,

third and succeeding orders, so that the selling expense attached
to them is just as great, for all practicable purposes, as connected
with the initial sale, would it not be worth while to spend some
of the money which now goes to get the orders, for the purpose
of satisfying the customer with his purchases? If such a plan
were used, and satisfaction secured, it stands to reason that it

would be less difficult to sell a particular customer again and
again, and to make him a regular purchaser, so that the selling

expense incurred in handling the business would be constantly

decreased.

It may sound absurd to suggest that the lumberman go out of
his way to create a service that will reduce the profit on any
given shipment, yet it seems reasonable to believe that such a
course would result in building up permanent patronage, the kind
that makes for substantial profits which can be realized nest
year as well as this.

"The lumber business is too much of a single order propo-
sition," asserted an oflJicer of a well-known hardwood concern,
who goes out on the road himself occasionally, and therefore knows
what the troubles of the salesman are. "We spend a lot of
money getting an order, and then we see how much of it we can
get back right away by giving the customer as little as the law
allows. In other words, instead of trying to make that lumber
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just as good as possible for the money, for the purpose of pleasing

the customer and leading him to look to us for his permanent
supplies, we attempt to secure just as big a profit as we can.

Usually that means a kick of some sort, and the salesman is

called out to settle it. Unless he is a graduate of the diplomatic

service, he doesn't succeed in strengthening his position with the

buyer, and the next time he tries to sell lumber there he has as

much trouble as he had the first time.

"1 am not taking tbe ground that the man who insists on

paying No. 1 common prices and getting firsts and seconds quality

should be yielded to. Everybody knows that in this world you

get just about what you pay for. But there are a lot of things

connected with the transaction of the ordinary run of business

which could be improved upon at comparatively little expense,

with the result that the customer would get something like real

service, and would be more nearly satisfied than he is now. That

would make for repeat orders, and would simplify the problems

of the man on the road."

One of the principal criticisms made of lumber concerns by
consumers is that often the age of stock shipped cannot be deter-

mined from the statement of the salesman. In other words, if

the consumer required, for his business, stock that has been air-

dried at least six months, everybody who comes in to sell lumber

is willing to aflSrm, assert, declare, asseverate or even, in extreme

cases, to swear that tbe stock to be shipped by his company will

be at least six months old. If the consumer kiln-dries it on that

basis, he is likely to have trouble.

Then, again, if a shipment of dry stock is being made and

the lumberman finds that he has an insufficient quantity of

material of that age, the tendency is to take green stock and mix
it in with the remainder in order to fill the car. It would be

more sensible and also more considerate of the user to tell the

latter frankly that it was necessary to use this method of filling

the order, so that the green lumber could either be laid out when
the shipment is received, or special pains taken in drying it to

get the proper results. Obviously green lumber that is shoved
into a kiln with fairly dry stock, is not going to come through
the operation in good shape, and some warning of this kind should
be given the user, in all fairness. He would appreciate it, and
would remember it the next time he ordered.

Then there is the little matter of shipping dates. A great
many buyers of hardwoods and other lumber have become so con-
vinced, that it is a settled policy of lumbermen to ship orders-
ahead of the date set by the consumer that they refuse to place
business until the stock is actually needed. When an order is

on the books, no matter when the buyer asked that it be shipped,
there is always a temptation to let it go, and of course the super-
intendent makes mistakes and ships stock ahead of the proper
time. But the superintendent has been blamed so often by lum-
bermen who shipped cars ahead of the proper time that buyers
have begun to regard him as a personage provided for the special

purpose of laying the blame on. A little point like the observance
of shipping dates would be in line with the general plan of pleas-

ing the customer, and would help to get the next order without
much expense on the part of the lumberman.

The remark made by Commodore Vanderbilt about the public
is referred to occasionally as being a fine example of an obsolete

spirit in business. Yet it was not very long ago that the repre-

sentative of a considerable body of lumbermen was heard to re-

mark, ''The consumer be damned. What we are looking out for
is the lumberman. " Is it to be accepted as true that the interests

of the consumer and the lumberman are diverse, and that what is

for the good of one necessarily is for the disadvantage of the
other? Is it correct to say that there is no common ground, and
no mutual profits to be enjoyed?

There are a lot of men in the hardwood business who insist

that no matter how the rest may answer those questions, they be-

lieve that they can make more money by looking out for the in-

terests of the lumber buyer, as far as possible, instead of disre-

garding them, as far as possible.

''cro!iaimh;^i<i;iTO!J.'fciii>tii>;ws<yM^

Lumber Piling

There is shown in connection herewith a snapshot photo of

the back end of two lumber piles. It matters not for the pur-

pose here whose piles they are, nor where they are located. They
are of the hardwood class of lumber, and

will serve very well to illustrate a problem in

long division which plays quite an important

role in the matter of ideal lumber piling.

The ideal lumber pile is one made of

lumber of the same length so that when the

front or face is carefully built up it will

carry with it an almost equally smooth back

end, one in which the only uncvenness is

caused by the slight variations in trimming

lumber to the same standard length, and this

is so slight that the back cross sticks can

be put near enough to the end to prevent

weather damage to extending boards.

In the illustration herewith it will be

seen that one of these piles is almost ideal

in this respect, while the other has boards

extending through varying distances up to

about four feet. It naturally follows that

these extending ends will damage more or less

from exposure while the stock is in pile, and

that they will bend down and warp around,

thus adding to the depreciation in value.

Any one familiar with the lumber busi-

ness knows that there are many different PROPER AND IMPROPER PILING

lengths, thicknesses and widths of lumber, as well as several different

kinds of wood. Also, those who have handled it know how difficult

it is to assort lumber into its many possible divisions and get enough
of each for piling purposes, to say nothing
of the room or piling space required. That
is why piles like this are seen, and worse,

for these examples are from an exceptionally-

well kept yard and really above the average.

But how many, even practical lumber-

men, could tell offhand just how many
separate piles would be necessary to sort all

lumber from one kind of timber into its dif-

ferent widths, thicknesses, lengths and
grades?

That is a question that came up in con-

nection with the hearing conducted at Louis-

ville July 17 by C. B. Hillyer of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. It was an-

swered by E. C. Lang of R, J, Darnell,-

Inc, of Memphis, who has figured out

that it would take 576 separate founda-

tions to accommodate the product from oak

logs alone, and would call for something like

fourteen acres of ground space. Multiply

this by the different kinds of wood entering-

the hardwood trade, or cut and handled by

one mill, and a pretty fair general idea can

be gotten of the length of the division neees-
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«ary to eairy out in minute detail tlie ideal in lumber piling. It

answers tlie question of why, even in the yards of men who take

great pains in the care of their lumlaer, so many back ends of piles

are seen looking much worse than that shown in connection with this

article. It is a problem in long division w^hich is a great deal

easier to set out in detail than to solve in essentials. By setting

it out in this way and contemplating it, some good ideas may

be gotten for practical guidance in piling and caring for lumber.

For instance, in the piles of this picture the stock has evi-

dently been sorted for thickness and grade, which perhaps made

it impractical to get separate piles at the same time for the

different lengths and widths. However, a glance at the picture

will show that some effort has been made to protect the extending

stock by eliminating strips from between the extending boards

so that they will lay flat together and protect each other some-

what. Evidently the right hand pile, which shows most of this,

has been replied since the primary piling at the mill, for it would

not do to pile green lumber without cross sticks between each

layer.

Shortly after the taking of this picture another hardwood

yard was visited where five or six men, a team and the boss

were found taking lumber from a pile, putting some of it on

another pile and some on a wagon. It was poplar and the wagon

was being loaded with 6-inch 4/4 boards for conversion into

weatherboarding. The pile they were getting from the stock

was of uniform thickness, but mixed as to width, hence the men

and the boss and the sorting process. The wider boards were

being passed over to another pile, while even some of 6-ineh that

would not serve the purpose went there, too, and there was handled

and replied perhaps three or four times as much lumber as was

gotten for immediate use out of that pile. With five men, and

the proprietor sujiervising, it was adding at a great rate to the

cost of that siding stock.

Now glance back at the picture again, for, while it is not a

puzzle picture, there are perhaps more points of interest about

it than are likely to be taken in at a glance. The fact of

their being two piles in the picture has already been mentioned.

Xow note the size, especially of the smaller one with the mixed

lengths in it—and mull for a moment over the fact that in long

division the answer is often small as compared to the dividend

and the divisor.

That is really the answer to this long division problem in

lumber piling—narrow, separate piles to get more division. In

many instances it need not involve extra foundations, but di-

visions on the same foundation. Glance back at the picture again

and note that both piles are on the same foundation, but each can

be handled separately. Had the man wanting the 6-inch stock

for siding made a sub-division originallj' and assorted for widths

in narrow separate piles on the same foundation, it would not

have cost near as much extra as was involved in tearing down

and rehandling to get a special item.

The fewer times you can handle lumber the less will be the

cost, and the more detailed separations jou can get at the original

piling the less rehandling you will have to do to get any item

wanted. Ergo, the more separate narrow piles you make the more

divisions you can get into the original piling.

^^;>^;l;'c;Al>^;.^;:Kim!>^mi?i^s^i»iKm»i;iaPim^^^

Conservation That Doesnt Conserve

Conservation, in the minds of most people, refers only to con-

servation of materials. Anything which affects a saving of tim-

ber or lumber, consequently, appears to them to be good, no mat-

ter what qualifying conditions may show. The fact that a lot of

material about lumber and veneer mills, furniture factories and

other wood-working industries is either not used at all or is burned

under the boilers is taken as prima facie evidence that the sort

of willful waste which brings woful want is going on.

People often do not consider that in many cases the cost of

handling, of sorting and of shipping to the point where it could

be utilized makes the effort to conserve anv' of this material im-

practicable. The loss is there, and it is regrettable, but it is not

real conservation to waste labor and handling expense merely for

the sake of utilizing material.

This sounds like a reactionary view, and unappreciative of the

efforts of the Forest Service and other organizations which are

seeking methods of preventing waste. It is not meant to be so,

but simply to point out that one can not make a two-plus-two-

equals-four equation out of the facts that a certain percentage of

lumber is being wasted at some mills and a certain portion of it

could be consumed to advantage at a factory a good many miles

away. Labor is the big factor which interposes to make such an

operation costly if not actually worthless, in many cases. Be-

sides, there is the ever present barrier of high freight rates to

make such a proceeding impossible.

Not long ago an observer who has been filling up on conserva-

tion literature noticed a big pile of ties being burned at the side

of a railroad track. He knew that these ties were made of oak,

and he had been informed that the supply of oak timber is getting

so low that none of it should be wasted if it were avoidable.

Consequently the destruction of the ties, merely because they had

served their purpose in holding a section of track together and

could not be used in that way any longer, appeared to him to be

entirely without warrant.

Filled with a desire to save to the world this material, he wrote

a letter to the president of the railway company, inquiring whether

some means of getting further use out of the ties could not be

worked out, and indicating his belief that a terrible economic loss

was being suffered which the railway company would one day be

held responsible for.

The head of the transportation corporation did not throw the

letter away nor did he direct a curt and savage reply to one who
might have been regarded by some moguls of this type as an

irresponsible meddler. He said, on the contrary, that if the in-

quirer were able to suggest a practicable method of saving the

material, he would be able to get a handsome reward from the

railroad company and others. As a matter of fact, he pointed

out, railroad ties become to a large extent impregnated with bits

of stony material which is taken up from the ballast, and an

attempt to recover value from them by sawing the ties into smaller

dimensions would be impossible, owing to the fact that any saw

used would be ruined in the operation. He even went into further

details citing obvious reasons why they could not be used com-

mercially for fuel and showed just wherein any attempt to fur-

ther utilize the ties would result in economic waste.

"Consequently," he concluded, "I am afraid that unless you

can meet the difficulties I have suggested and can suggest a

method of handling the ties to better advantage than to dispose

of them by burning at the point where they are taken up, it will

be necessary to continue this apparently wasteful method. '

'

A visitor to a factory consuming ash and maple, which is turned

into baseball bats, noted that a large quantity of blocks, most

of them cubes about three inches each way, were created in the

operation of manufacturing the bats, the raw material having been

piled in squares for drying, and the blocks being produced as the

bats were cut to dimension and then turned. The obvious sug-

gestion was that there was a lot of material going to waste that

could be used, say, in a toy factory or novelty plant requiring

small sizes of wood. The material is rather exjiensivo. and the
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bat man realized that it would be a good thing to squeeze a little

return out of his waste, which is now being burned.

"Eemember, though," he said to the visitor, when the latter

suggested the possibility noted above, '

' that it would take a

mighty low freight rate and a fairly good price to us to bring

about the combination of a good buy for the consumer and a

worth-while operation for us. We have not been able to locate

a consumer of material of this kind within a reasonable distance

of our plant, and we have been impressed also with the large

amount of labor involved in handling it."

One bad feature of the attempt to get rid of waste is that the

man who has it to sell necessarily looks at it as so much offal,

and considers that he is making as "velvet" whatever he gets

for it above the freight bills. That is how it happens that a

furniture manufacturer in a certain Ohio valley city can purchase

chair stock cut to dimensions at a lower price by far than he can

manufacture it himself; and that is a good reason why those who
would like to enter the dimension stock business find themselves

baffled when they attempt to quote prices which would enable

them to do business with consumers.

The development of the dimension stock trade would really be

the best thing, economically, and from the standpoint of con-

serving material, that could be devised; yet the sometimes ill-

considered attempts of those who are producing material of this

kind in the form of waste to dispose of it and thus prevent the

loss of the stock, as well as to reduce their own material expense,

are the chief obstacle to the realization of the ideal of using every

bit of material that can be cut out of a board.

Aphorisms of the Trade
There are a good many new inventions in the glue spreader line,

but there is still room for one that will stick all the different

factions of the various trade associations together so they will

hold and not blister off.

When a saw is dull and won't take a thin slab right it is a

stupid sawyer and a dull manager that will permit it to run very

long.

When the carriage rider gets too lazy to block out the small

end of a tapering log it is time for him to take a walk.

Have you noticed that there is more call for walnut logs this

summer than for several years? And the call is bringing out the

timber too.

If the figured gum door is not prominent in millwork orders in

the near future it will be missing a good booking that is ready

for it.

The boys that had to buy oak this summer to help fill contracts

at prices above what they contracted to furnish it for will look

at contracting in the near future like a burned kid looks at the

fire.

Polities may think it is the big ring in the summer circus this

trip but the average voter gets a whole lot more enthusiastic

about the ball game.

It is not a case of "I told you so," but just the same if the

lumber people had been boosting quartered oak more in the past

they would not have so much occasion to be concerned right now
over the progress in millwork made by mahogany. But that 's no

bar to getting busy right now.

Down at the plant of the Edward L. Davis Lumber Company in

Louisville there was recently seen a train load of fine poplar logs,

many of the big, yellow thin sap fellows of the old virgin forest

days. Asked where they came from, Ed Davis replied, '

' Oh, we
got 'em out of our back yard; we're having a clean-up back

there." And it wasn't so far from the fact, either—they came

from a nearby boundary that still had virgin timber on it.

When it comes to that part of scientific salesmanship known
as transportation the railroad experts have the average lumber-

man tagged and out at first base.

The people that call for mahogany these days are rather hog-

gish about it at times from the veneer standpoint, for the call

is urgent for lumber thickness while the warehouses have a good

stock of veneer for which the call is rather light.

The size of the future dimension stock business is going to

depend on how well it is handled a great deal more than one may
think. The outlook is good for development, but the development

also must be good if it is all to work out right.

The report that railroads are treating hickory and using it for

ties makes the handle ;nan who is hungry for timber tear his hair

and wonder where he will get off at to find his next winter's sup-

ply of raw material.

The big splash line figure in quartered oak does not cut as big a

figure in the eyes of the furniture maker today as it did a few

years back, for he is in a more subdued mood—and that ought to.

be pretty good talk for the makers of quartered oak.

Wisconsin Statistics

The Xorthern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion has issued its statement covering cut and shipments for fifty-

nine firms, comparing June, 1912, with June. 1911. According to

the figures shown there was practically no increase in the cut of hem-

lock, while shipments of that wood were fifty-three per cent greater

than last June. There was a thirty-three per cent decrease in hard-

wood cut and an eight per cent increase in shipments. The com-

bination of these figures results in a total decrease of thirteen per

cent in cut of all woods, with a thirty-seven per cent increase in

shipments. The total cut of both hemlock and hardwoods by the

members of the association during June, 1912, was 63,66.3,000 feet,

of which 17,628.000 feet were hardwoods. The total shipments

amounted to 72.768.000 feet, of which 20,703,000 were hardwoods.

The greatest cut during the month in hardwoods is recorded for

maple with a total cut of 6,101,000 feet. Birch led in shipments

during the month with a total of 6,163,000 feet against 4.814.000

feet cut. The shipments of maple were exactly the same as the

cut. In basswood there is a total of 2,106,000 feet cut with 3,204,000

feet shipments. The cut of ash totaled 822,000, while 674,000 feet

of this wood was shipped. The cut increased in ash and maple, and

decreased in basswood, birch, elm and oak.

A Comparison
Eeports of building operations in this country and Canada have

come simultaneously to hand, and it is interesting to ctmpare

figures covering the operations in the two countries. In both

instances the.y deal with building which has been .^ont^actod lor

in the first six months of 1912. The Canadian statistics cuver

twenty-seven leading cities of the Dominion, while a report from a

leading building paper of this country covers seventy-eight

American cities. Therefore actual totals would have no signifi-

cance. It is an interesting fact, however, that the high mark of

building in the city of New York, which totaled about sixteen

and a half million dollars, was only a little over three million

dollars in excess of that of Toronto for the same period. At the

same time the average increase in building operations over the

first six months of 1911 shows that in Canada the increase was

twenty-eight per cent while in this country it was but seven per

cent. Of the twenty-seven Canadian cities reporting, all showed

increases but four, which means that in only about one out of each

seven cities did the record fall off. In the United States on the

other hand thirty-four per cent of the seventy-eight cities report-

ing showed decreases in building operations.

Another interesting comparison is shown in the totals. The

twenty-seven Canadian cities for the first six months of 1912 con-

tracted for $69,580,000 for building, while the seventy-eight cities

of the United States during the same period spent $92,630,000.

There are three times as many cities reported from this country,

while the actual excess in total volume of building expenditure was

approximately one-half more than that of Canada. The increase in

Canada's building during the year over the first six months of

1911 was about fifteen and a half million dollars, and in this

country it was only about six million dollars.
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The Mail Bag
B287—Wants Clear Birch Strips

Sparta, JlicL., July 13.—Editor Hakdwood

Record : We will be pleased to bave you give us

the addresses of several good firms who sort out

4/4 and 5/4 clear birch strips 4 and 5 inches

wide. We are in need ot a carload but have

been unable to locate a firm having both thick-

nesses.

The above concern has been given the names

of several possible producers of this stock;

and any readers of Hardwood Record who

have this material to offer and desire to get

in touch with the inquirer, can have the ad-

dress by writing this oiEce and referring to

B 2S7.—Editor.

B 288—Wants Ash

Chicago. July 18.—Editor HAnowooD Uecokd ;

We would like to secure several cars of firsts and

-seconds 4/4 white ash, and also 4/4 and 8/4

No. 2 common white ash. We would appreciate

your putting us in touch with possible Iiandlei-s

of this stock.

The above correspondent has been supplied

with the names and addresses of ash manu-

facturers. Such producers of this stock who
desire to commimicate with the prospective

customer can have the address by writing this

oflSce and referring to B 288.

—

Editor.

B 289—Wants Small Special Dimension

Waukcgan, III.. July 12.—Editor Hardwood

Kecord : Wo want to get hold of sources of

supjjiy lor small special dimension stuff to order

ii! maple, beech, birch, etc.

Company.

The above correspondent has been supplied

with a list of producers of the stock sought.

Any Hardwood Record readers having this

material to sell and desiring to be placed in

communication with the inquirer, can have the

address by writing this office and referring

to B 289.—Editor.

B 290—Wants Kiln-Dried Giun

New York. July 10.—Editor Hardwood Rec-

ord : We would Ije very glad if you would put

us in touch or give us the names of some mills

which have 5/8" gum and which can kiln-dry it.

Company.

The information asked for has been sup-

plied the above. Those desirous of communi-

cating with the prospective customer for gum
can have the address by writing Hardwood

Record and referring to B 290.

—

Editor.

'CTOitiiMaSiMiKMatiMMiTOroi^^
'

'News Miscellany

Michigan Manufacturers Meet

The annual meeting of the Michigan Hard-
wood Manufacturers' Association will be held at

the Hotel Cadillac. Detroit, Mich., on Wednes-
da.v, July 31, 1912. at ten a. m. Various sub-

jects of special interest to manufacturers will

make It desirable that the meeting have a full

attendance. An invitation to be in attendance
is accorded to manufacturers of lumber who are

not members of the association.

Among the subjects for discussion will be

stocks of hardwoods, hemlock and lath; report

of market conditions committee ; reports of

various standing committees; report on forest

fire protective measures : election of officers and
directors.

It is well known that the Michigan hardwood
contingent contains some of the most enthusias-

tic baseball fans in the country. Their weakness
in this direction is evident on every occasion,

and they should receive with delight the an-

nouncement that the Detroit "Tigers" will play
the climbing \A'ashington American League club

on the day of the meeting, and that the session

will he dismissed in time for members to enjoy

the game should they be so disposed.

It is especially requested that the members
note the change of meeting place to the Hotel
Cadillac.

Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers
Meet

As Hardwood Record goes tn press, the

regular mid-summer meeting of the Northern
Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers" Associa-

tion is convening at Houghton, Mich., for a two
<3ays' session. July 24 and 25. This is the first

time that a meeting of the association has been

held in Michigan, but it is anticipated, judging

from reports, that a live and well-attended meet-

ing is in progress.

The subjects which will be discussed during
the meeting are

:

Cut and shipments January 1 to .luly 1
;

Stock un Hand. July 1 :
"

Mnrket Conditions :

l.iiii :ind Luiuhrr Kates :

Ilurdwiiod Crail'-s ;

Luiahnr Advi-rtisiug :

Liibor Supply :

I'orrsi Pnirt'ction and Insurance.

The Greenwood Lumber Company, the Hough-
ton Lumber Company, Charles Hebard Lumber
Company, the Von Platen Lumber Company, and
the Worcester Lumber Company will tender an
informal banquet at the Houghton Club, and the
Houghton business men will furnish an auto-

mobile ride through the copper country. Special

entertainment features will be provided for the

ladies attending the meeting, and they are ex-

pected to join the automobile rido.

Northern Forest Protective Association

Secretary-Forester Thomas B. Wyman of the

Northern Forest Protective Association, with
headquarters at Munising. Mich., has just issued

his report covering the period from June 15 to

July 15. In it he outlines conditions in the
territory covered by the association. The re-

port states that with the advent of thi' dry
season, about June 20, it became necessary to

add to the force of wardens to protect several

new areas which had just been listed with the
association. These additions brought the force

to twenty-one men constantly on the field on
the lookout for fires. In addition special com-

missions have been granted by the state de-

partment to eighty-four woodsmen for whom
authority had been requested by the associa-

tion. This co-operative plan has resulted in

much good.

During the thirty days prior to July 15 ma-
terial assistance was given by the press of the
upper peninsula in various ways. The associa-

tion, through its secretary, has posted thirty-

five hundred special fire notices, each of which
contains the name, postoQice, telegraph station

and telephone service of the association warden
ji charge of that particular district.

Thirty-two fires were reported by wardens
during the month and these resulted in a burned
area of 8,700 acres, mostly slashings and plains.

Of this total 2,S40 acres were owned by asso-

ciation members. Of the total loss, which ap-

proximates ,$3,500. not over $100 was actual as-

sociation loss.

The report gives as the causes for the thirty-

two fires the following: Locomotives, 9; brush
burning. 7 ; campers, 4 : fishermen, 2 ; cigars

and cigarettes, 2; smudge fires. 2; carelessness,

1 : purposely set, 2.

The report conaiudes with the suggestion that
the value of the work is being amply demon-
strated. In one instance the result of the edu-
cational campaign was shown in the fact that
the secretary received five reports of the same
fire within fifteen minutes of its appearance.
On reaching the fire one of the wardens with a

crew of men was found to have it already well

in hand.

National Association Report for June

The report of President Charles H. Barnaby
of the National Hardwood Lumber Association
(overing the month of June shows that the in-

spection bureau of the association is in a grati-

fying condition. The increase in the amount of

hnubor inspected over June. 1911. was 3.217.034.

which is also an increase of one million over
-Mny. 1912. The total for June is 13,249,177
i"ti-t. This record has been exceeded in only
oni' instance, in October. 1911. The total cost

of this inspection work was $4,648.84, and the
;imount earned by the inspection department was
.•i 4. 04.3.01. The total cost to the association

therefore was $005.23. The principal reason

for this cost is the transfer of inspectors to new
points, where, under new conditions, they had
not as yet become fully established. Several of

the men were also on the sick list and unable
to work full time in June.

Inspector J. J. Shepard has been transferred

to Milwaukee, and applications for inspection in

that district should be directed to him at 774
Racine street.

Four new applications for membership were
received by the organization since the letter of

June 25. which brings the total since the June
convention to thirteen.

The report of the proceedings of the recent
annual convention, bound in book form, will

soon be available to anybody who desirt's it.

Pacific Logging Congress

As Hardwood Recoud goes to press the con-

vention of the Pacific Coast loggers is about
to convene. An extremely interesting and in-

structive program has been arrnnged, and it Is

expected the meeting will be successful, and
widely and enthusiastically attended.

A generous program of entertainment has
been provided by the Tacoma contingent, where
the congress meets. Among the notable addresses

which will be delivered are talks on :

Rough ground logging : tool systems; Y. M.
C. A. work in logging camps : electricity in the

woods: sanitation in camps: aerial snubbing de-

vice: Inirning slash: application nf air on log-

ging trucks: the construction of logging flumes:

clearing logged-off lands: hauling of logs with
cable grip ; utilization of wood waste ; logging
engineering, and various other interesting and
instructing topics.
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A Correction

In the last issue of Hardwood Record there

appeared an article on the minute structure of

poplar as compared with cucumber. In this

article there were two errors which were over-

looked in editing the copy. The inscriptions of

the two cuts stated that the sections shown are

radial, whereas they are tangential. The other

error occurs in the classification of the types of

wood which come under diffuse-porous woods
rather than ring-porous wood, as stated in the

article.

Grand Rapids Case Appealed

The Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad, re-

cently judged guilty of granting rebates to Grand
Rapids lumber companies, has already carried its

case to the court of appeals. One of the compa-
nies involved, the Nichols & Cox Lumber Company,
has practically decided to follow the same course,

but it is probable the decision of the upper court

will be awaited before proceeding with the bal-

ance of the cases.

A New Louisville Concern
Owensboro interests have for some time been

busy in the establishment of a new hardwood
house in Louisville and are about ready to open
up a wholesale yard which will be operated by

the Kentucky and Indiana Hardwood Company,
a new corporation controlled b.v Owensboro capi-

tal. The address of the new company will be

2307 Standard avenue. Parkland.

Th^ work of receiving and piling new lumber
has been going on for some little time, and the

office building is already erected. Herbert Bau-
man of Owensboro will be in charge of the busi-

ness, and it is contemplated that in the fall

G. A. Bauman will also come to Louisville to as-

sist him in his work.

Goes With the Gayoso Liunber Company
W. H. Greble. who has been associated with

the Tliree StiUes Lumber Company of Memphis.
Tenn.. for eighteen years in the capacity of

sales manager, announces that he has associated

himself with the Ga.voso Lumber Company of

that place in a similar position. Mr. Greble has

a wide acquaintance in the trade and among
hardwood consumers, and Is desiroas of extend-

ing to the consuming trade the benefit of his-

tnowledge in the hardwood business.

Change of Address
The H. H. Hitt Lumber Company of Falkville.

Ala., announces the removal of its general offices

to Decatur. Ala. ; this change having taken place

on July 10.

The H. H. Hitt Lumber Company has become
one of the leading hardwood manufacturing con-

cerns in the South, and has attained an enviable

and country-wide reputation in this particular

line. The concern owns a considerable amount
of high-grade hardwood stumpage in the South

and is equipped with modern mill facilities for

its proper and prompt manufacture.

The advertisement of this concern appears

on another page of this issue H.vrdwood Record,

and might well be watched with interest by con-

sumers of its product.

Canadian Building Operations

Reports from the Dominion o£ Canada estab-

lish the fact that there was an expenditure of

approximately .$70,000,000 for building in twenty-

seven of the leading cities of the Dominion during

the first six months of 1912. This is an increase

of .?16.000.000 for the corresponding period of

1911. which represents twenty-eight per cent.

Toronto had the largest total building record

of $13,000,000, which was an increase of eleven

per cent. The largest percentage of gain oc-

curred in Edmonton, where an increase of 376

per cent was noted. The smallest percentage

occurred at reterhorough. which added onl.v one

per cent to its building record, but this was far

less than any others, the average Iwing upwards
of a hundred. Of the total only four cities

showed a decrease and two of these were in

cities of comparatively small population.

Growth of Baldwin Locomotive Works

It was recently announced that the Baldwin
Locomotive Works of Philadelphia will soon en-

large its plant at Eddystone, Pa., for the build-

ing of the big locomotives for American rail-

roads. By so doing the space in the buildings

in Philadelphia can be used for the filling of for-

eign orders and those of smaller type. The com-
pany recently received an order for fourteen loco-

motives of the Mikado type for the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad, calling for an expenditure

of $1,000,000, and fifteen for the Central Rail-

road of Georgia. The company is also working
on a contract for eighteen small locomotives for

shipment to Japan. The success of the Bald-

wins obtaining so large a portion of the specifica-

tions now before the locomotive builders is re-

garded by the management as sufficient grounds

for the prediction of a brisk and uninterrupted

season. There are employed today at the Bald-

win works 14.000 men, which is only 5,000 less

than the enrollment in the great boom time,

A Successful Organization

It is interesting to note the number of Ger-

mans who have entered the veneer and lumber

business in this country and have made good.

Invariably the German who makes good does so

in a decided and very evident manner. One of

the most striking cases of this character is that

GEO. F, KRETSCHMER, SOUTHERN VENEER
MANDFACTDRING COMPANY,

LOUISVILLE, KY.

of Geo. F. Kretschmer of the Southern Veneer

Manufacturing Company of Louisville, Ky.

This gentleman came to the United States in

1S83 as a cabinet maker, and in the intervening

period has learned the veneer business and built

for himself a business of excellent proportions and

standing. Mr. Kretschmer began his connection

with the veneer business in 1884, at which time

he started with the E. D. Albro Company of

Cincinnati in the capacity of veneer matcher.

He subsequently became foreman in the Spanish
cedar department, but left this company in 1889
to go with the Louisville Veneer Mills. He was
later associated with the Kentucky Veneer
Works in a general advisory and sales capacity.
He was with them until January 1, 1907, at

which time he started the Southern Veneer
Manufacturing Company, a jobbing proposition.

He shortly built a veneer warehouse, and soon
afterwards Installed machinery in the building,

since which time the company has done a large

manufacturing business. Its sales have shown
remarkable progress every year, and although
set back by a fire the third year of its opera-

tion, has attained very considerable proportions.

The present plant is modern in construction and
equipment, which includes a band mill, two
veneer saws, one textile dryer, one slicer and all

other necessary equipment. During the five years

in which the concern has been operating its sales

have increased from $35,000 a year to $120,000
a year.

The company buys foreign and domestic logs

and also flitches when necessary, and has avail-

able considerable stock of veneers from other

m.anufacturcrs. The company cuts principally

quarter-sawed and sliced oak, mahogany, birds-

eye maple and figured gum, to which the trade

mark "Sovemanco" has been applied. During the

last eight months the company has added a com-
plete joining and taping outfit, and is running
to capacit.v right along.

Hardwood Manufacturers ' News

During the month of July a general meeting
of the inspectors of the Hardwood Manufactur-
ers" Association of the United States was held

at "West Virginia and Kentucky mill points for

the purpose of schooling the inspectors in the

different classes of material. Another meeting
is to be held in the Mississippi valley district

so that the inspectors ma.v familiarize them-
selves with stocks peculiar to that locality.

After the meeting in West Virginia, all of the

inspectors were given their instructions for the

different localities, and left with a feeling that

they had received a uniform interpretation of

technical rules.

Secretary Doster reports that several of the

large mills in the membership of the association

are entirely out of low-grade material, and that

orders for this class of stock are being received

rapidly.

Philadelphia Concern Gives Outing

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co., owners of the Wood-
cliff Lumber Company, Monterey, Tenn., report

steady trading and regard the outlook promising.

J. Gibson Mcllvain. Jr.. who takes a personal

pride in the Woodclitf proposition, is much
pleased with the work being done there. The
compan.v has increased its timber holdings by

nearly a thousand acres of good, large, thrifty

PLANT OF SOUTHERN VENEER MANUFACTURING COMP.VNY. LOUISVILLE, KY.
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timber, which will run principally select white

oak and poplar.

The Mclivain house, which dates back a cen-

tury or more, has always been distinguished for

its just and courteous treatment of its employes.

As an instance, the firm and all of the employes

gathered recently at the large farm of J. Gibson

Mcllvain, Sr.. in Chester county, PennsylTania.

where an exceptionally enjoyable rural enter-

tainment was provided. A regular family picnic

it was; everybody was in the best of humor and
none seemed younger or more impregnated with

the convivial spirit than the venerable old

patriarch and head of this well known and suc-

cessful firm. The day wound up with a regular

old fashion farm dinner, to which it goes without

saying everyone did ample justice.

A Canadian Concern Growing

A steady increase in the business of the Sea-

man-Kent Company, Ltd., of Meaford, Fort Will-

iams and Toronto, province of Ontario, has made
it necessary to open a purchasing office for hard-

woods at 503 Standard Bank building, Toronto.

The company's factories are located at Meaford

and Fort Williams, where there is now consumed
from 15.000.000 to 20,000.000 feet of lumber an-

nually, consisting of plain and quartered oak,

maple, birch, beech, etc. These two factories have

been excessively busy.

The new department will be in charge of Mr.

Seaman, who announces that he will be pleased

to receive the representatives of any hardwood
mills or those having stock to offer, and good

quotations and inquiries will receive every con-

sideration.

This concern is a large producer of hardwood
flooring of the Beaver brand, turning out a

larger amount of this product than any other

concern in the British empire.

Lumbemian-Inventor

D. M. Rose of D. M. Rose & Co., which concern

is a large manufacturer of lumber and interior

finish at Ivnnxville, Tenn., has just completed the

installation of an entirely new flooring machine
at his Knoxville plant, the design of which is

the product of Mr. Rose's own brain.

Some time ago Mr. Rose's concern concluiled to

include in its business the manufacture of hard-

wood flooring, but after investigating present

methods and present product, it came to the con-

clusion that it was not entirely satisfied with

present flooring machines. Mr. Rose decided upon
this after careful study of matching, and imme-
diately began to plan a flooring machine which
would insure him a product absolutely perfect in

manufacture. He had the various parts made by

local machine shops and after a good many
months of testing, finally bad the machine com-
pleted. It is now working to perfection in his

Knoxville factory. A patent on the new invention

has been applied for. but it is not definitely de-

cided whether or not the article will be put on

the general market.

A Smooth Bunco

Several hardw^ood men of this city are more or

less directly interested in the movements and
also in the real identity of a man who came
to Baltimore during the week of the Democratic

National Convention and at that time made the

acquaintance of Robert McLean, an exporter and
millman of this city. The stranger introduced

himself as W. H. Carter, president of the W. H.

Carter Lumber Company of .Tackson, Ala., and

said he had some good quality of yellow poplar

to dispose of. having about 350,000 feet left out

of a large assortment which the company was
closing out. In his conversation he displayed

a thorough knowledge of the business and
showed a close familiarity with conditions in

different parts of the country. Mr. McLean did

not have any use for 350.000 feet, but offered to

take two cars of the poplar, stipulating only

that he should have a chance to satisfy himself

that the shipment was up to specifications. The
stranger showed bills of lading for the lumber

which had ostensibly been put aboard cars at

.Tackson. and to dissipate all possible doubt as

to the regularity of the transaction he went to

the office of the Southern Railway in this city

and had the bills of lading exchanged for

through bills, calling for delivery at Liverpool,

to which port Mr. McLean wanted the two cars

sent. "Mr. Carter" also explained that he had

been away from home for a time, having been

under considerable expense, and had run out of

funds. On the strength of the through bill of

lading Mr. McLean cashed a check for $.50,

drawn on the First National Bank of Jackson,

and also arranged for the payment of the two

cars of lumber by giving a promissory note for

$500, payable in eight days, by which time. Mr.

McLean calculated, the shipment would have

arrived here and could he inspected. In a day

or so Mr. McLean was notified that the stranger

had attempted to have the promissory note dis-

counted, the bank taking the precaution to ask

if everything was all right. Mr. McLean had

no reason to think otherwise, but as a matter

of additional caution he requested that the note

be held until maturity, by which time he fully

expected to have seen the lumber and satisfied

himself that it was up to the representations.

Meanwhile the check came back unpaid, the

notice, however, giving no information as to the

specific reason why it had not been honored.

Mr. McLean now felt reasonably sure that there

was something irregular, and this suspicion be-

came an absolute certainty when the lumber

failed to arrive. Southern Railway officials here

were seen, but could not find that any such

shipment had ever been turned over to them, and

the poplar is still to arrive. Mr. McLean is

secured b.v the through hill of lading issued b.v

the railroad company and has suffered no loss,

but E. Rickard of Norfolk, Va.. appears to have

fared worse. To him the stranger represented

that he had a lot of oak logs in transit, obtain-

ing $130 on account. "Mr. Carter" informed

Mr. Rickard that he was closing out his log

business in West Virginia, having purchased a

tract of timber land in Mexico, from -ivhich

he intended to bring mahogany and other costly

woods into the United States. He exhibited a

Norfolk & Western railroad bill of lading for the

logs. Both this bill and that first shown to Mr.

McLean are now believed to have been clever

forgeries. "Mr. Carter" showed as intimate a

knowledge of oak logs and West Virginia lumber

trade conditions as he had of affairs in Ala-

bama. The stranger was about five feet six or

seven inches tall and weighed from 130 to 140

pounds. He was of fair complexion, with sandy

hair and blue eyes. When he laughed he showed
all of his teeth, which were rather large and

flat. He was clean shaven and dressed quietly,

though in good taste. Since his own experience

Mr. McLean has heard that "Mr. Carter" tried

unsuccessfully to obtain money from other Bal-

timore lumbermen on lumber or logs supposed

to have been in transit.

Liverpool Trade

Advices from leading lumber houses of Liver-

pool show that business during the month of

.Tune was fairly active. An increase of fifty per

cent in consumption during the month was noted

over June 1, 1011, which fact is partly accounted

for by serious labor troubles during that period

of 1911. There have been large imports in some
instances ; stocks in general are not excessive

and values are steady. Ocean freight rates con-

tinue firm.

The demand for ash logs maintains a rather

quiet condition with unchanged prices, while
prime parcels of ash lumber of good quality are

inquired for.

Black walnut logs of good size and quality en-

joy a good demand and continue to bring satis-

factory prices. On the other hand the demand
for black walnut lumber is weak, which condi-

tion is traced mainly to labor conditions in the
cabinet making trade.

It is advised that supplies of hickory logs

should be curtailed until autumn as shipments
have arrived freely. Values of oak boards are

weak in Liverpool ow'ing to arrivals in excess

of demand both in plain and quartered stocks.

Round oak logs of good quality are in consider-

atile demand, while in cabinet oak planks the im-

port has been ample to meet the demands. Coffin

oak planks have been supplied in excess of con-

sumption, while wagon oak planks have also been
imported heavily, but owing to activity of de-

liveries this class of stocks remains mobile and
prices have not materially weakened.

There is a fair request for prime poplar logs

of good size and length, while plain poplar

boards have been imported in excess of demand
resulting in a considerable amount of stock be-

ing yarded and a considerable loss in value.

The arrivals of red gum have also been ex-

cessive.

Building Record to June

The American Contractor issues the following

statement showing the building record for va-

rious cities up to July 1, for 1911 and 1912:
Jan. 1 to J,in. 1 to Per Cent
Julv 1. '12 July 1. '11 Gain Loss

AtLinta S 3,44.5,613 $ 3,624.840 .. 4
Baltimore 3,673.372 .5.937.020 .. 37
Riiiningham 1.S20.74S 1.607.45S 13
Buffalo 7.12.=;, OOo 4.030.000 76
Cerlar Rapids 740.000 911,450 .. 10
Cliattanoot'a S47.oln 4H.97S 106
rliicnso 40.892.500 37.391.100 9
Cincinnati 4,001.312 fi.oS5.665 . . 39
<'livcland 7.206.702 7.8S7.179 .. 6
Colnmbus 2.601.122 2.348.021 10
Dallas 2,805.620 3.443.422 .. IS
Dos Moines 993.665 907.874 9
Detroit 14.387.200 10.018.160 '43

Duluth 1.04S.04S 1..308.726 . . 19
Fort Wavne 1..360. 120 1.071.630 26
Grand Rapids 1.204.037 1.044.918 15
Harrisbm-g «lS.r,95 693. .500 .. 10
Ilaitford 4.707.085 3.402.2.50 38
Indianapolis 3.907.0,50 4. 600.496 .. 13
Kansas Cit.v 8.127.0,58 4,974.173 23
I.,)S -\ngeles 14.714.274 11.550.573 27
Mancliester 958.585 804.618 19
M..mplns 3,021,648 3.648.9S5 . . 17
Milwaukee «,9(!1,453 6.245,6.52 11
Minneapolis 6.298,940 8.494.38,5 .. 25
Xashville ,570,435 603,708 . . 5
Newark 5..374.5,S9 5.926,461 .. 9
New Haven 2.861.888 2.925,761 2
X.-w Orleans 2.112.601 1..582.292 33
IManhattan 73.416.697 02.662.717 16
Brooklvn 22.031.147 20.079.284 10 ..

Bronx 20.9.30.794 11.004.117 90
X.-\v York 116.378.638 93,746.118 24
Oakland 4..3.59.090 3.423..566 27
rattrson 1.182,400 1,373.303 .. 15
I'hil.iilelpllla 19..349.203 22.991.760 .. 15
I'ittshnrull 5.701.222 5.426.987 5 ..

Portland 8.798.267 9.583.364 . . 8
Rochester 6.895.809 4.506.785 48
St. Louis 11.888.503 10.260,7.56 15
Salt Lake City 1.8.S3.99CI 1.4S9.6llo 26
San .\ntonio 1.464.4.58 1.115..386 31
San Francisco 12.428.273 10.9'26.n.»l 13 ..

Scranton 682.633 903. .820 .. 24
Seattle 4.852.990 3. 072. .335 22 ..

Sliiovepoit .568.751 S43.302 . . 32
Siiokanc 1.343..595 2.174,870 .. 38
Toledo 3.104.025 1.624.170 96
Wllkesharrc 1.264,133 1,2.35.021 2
W.ircester 2.320.668 2.416,148 .. 3

Total $.356,821,025 $321,800,998 10%

It is a notable fact that more cities in the

list have gained in building during this period

than have lost. The actual gain in greater New
York comprises more than one-half of the total.

In all, twenty-nine cities showed an actual gain

over last year, while only twenty-one recorded

a falling off in building during this period. The
greatest percentage of loss occurred in Cincin-

nati, which city issued permits during the first

six months of 1912 aggregating thirty-nine per

rent less than similar permits for the first half

of 1911. Chattanooga showed a gain of 106 per

cent. In general the figures in the percentage

of gains were materially higher than percentages

of losses. An average gain of 10 4-5 per cent is

an encouraging feature.

Statistics for Ohio, Massachusetts and New
York

A recent summary of the manufactures of the

state of Ohio discusses the fact that the lumber

production in Ohio decreased 45.2 per cent dur-

ing the decade from 1899 to 1909. The produc-
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tion of lath decreased 5.5 per cent and of shingles

T6.3 per cent. The report maintains this marlied

decrease is due mainly to the lessening supply

of merchantable timber.

The state dropped in rank from fourteenth in

1899 to twenty-seventh in 1909 in the produc-

tion of rough lumber from all species. It now
ranks tenth in the total production of hardwood
lumber in the L'nited States. Oak formed 47.8

per cent of the total output in 1899 and 62.3

per cent in 1909. Only seven states exceeded

Ohio In the output of oak lumber in 1899. In

1909 Ohio ranked first in the production of wal-

nut lumber, contributing 18.6 per cent of the

total cut of this species. Other hardwoods tak-

ing position of importance were beech, maple,

yellow poplar, elm. ash and hickory.

Ohio still ranks first in the various states

in the production of wagons and carriages, not-

withstanding a decrease in value of products

from 1904 to 1909 of $2,053,041. Decreases in

value of product are most notable in the manu-
facture of family and pleasure vehicles. In

1899 the total production of carriages in Ohio
was 213.692. valued at $11,237,362. They rep-

resent 47.4 per cent of the total value of

products of this industry. However, in 1909

only 133.877 were produced, valued at $8,126,-

285. This represents 37 per cent of the total

value of wagon and carriage manufacture. The
change, of course, is accounted for by the rapid

development of the automobile industry.

There is also a decrease in the production of

farm wagons, but an increase in the production

of other products of this line.

Bulletins covering the manufactures of New
York and Massachusetts show that the number
of establishments operating in lumber and timber

products in the state of New York in 1909 in-

cluded 674 planing mills, 1389 sawmills and
logging plants, 200 box factories, which reported

65.9 per cent, 20.7 per cent and 13.4 per cent,

respectively, for the total value of products for

the industry. The value of the output of the

sawmills and logging plants of the state was
$15,131,000 in 1899: $13,310,000 in 1904; $15,-

036,000 in 1009. The industry as a whole shows
an increase in the value of products of $52,738,-

000 in 1899: $72,530,000 in 1909. This repre-

sents an increase for the decade of $19,792,000,

or 37.5 per cent. This increase is due largely

to the growing production of the planing mill.

Measured by the value of products in the various

lines. New York ranked second in 1909 among
the states of the "Union in the lumber business.

The total value of the output of furniture and
refrigerators in New Y'ork state increased from

$24, 658,000 in 1899 to $41,929,000 in 1909.

In Massachusetts the lumber and timber prod-

ucts industries of various kinds were represented

by 208 independent planing mills : 391 sawmiUs
and timber plants : 109 packing box factories.

There is a considerable increase in the percent-

age of total value of products over 1899, which
is due largely to the increase in production of

planing mills and box factories. The total cut

of rough lumber increased from 344.190,000 feet

in 1899 to 361,200,000 feet in 1909. Massachu-
setts was one of five states in which the cut in

1909 was less than that of 1908.

Fire Prevention

It is estimated that the property loss in the
United States from fires during the last thirty-

three years totals the enormous sum of $5,147,-

253,724. The magnitude of this loss is almost
inconceivable, yet an idea of it may be gained
from the fact that this sum is equal to one-

twenty-flfth of the present wealth of the United
States.

This enormous loss certainly drives home the

conviction that the tire hazard is of no small
proportion. It is imperative therefore that the

most improved and up-to-date system for fire

protection be installed. Many giants are now
equipped with automatic water sprinkling sys-

tems, and protection is thus afforded in a meas-
ure, provided the water pressure is maintained
and the system is in no way deranged by fire.

In the case where the pumping installation he-
longs to the plant, this requirement means that
the motor control of the apparatus must be ab-
solutely reliable so that no fault will develop
and make it necessary to shut dOTiTi the motor
and stop the pump.
A fire pump with its controlled panel is de-

signed for emergency conditions, and conse-
quently is seldom operated. A panel manufac-
tured by a prominent electrical house is so de-
signed as to make it particularly adapted to
this type of work. Its bearings are provided
with non-corrosive features so that they cannot
rust from long disuse nnd prevent the motor
from operating at the critical time. This panel
is inclosed in a splash-proof case, which effec-

tively protects it from dripi^ing water, and also
prevents water from a stream from a fire hose
from striking it. Another feature of this is

a pressure governor, which is connected with the
water presure system thus closing the controlling
circuit of the panel as soon as the water pressure
falls to a predetermined value. This starts the
motor with all the starting resistance in the
circuit. An automatic starter brings the motor
up to speed. Another feature of this outfit is

the fact that the iron grid starting resistance is

of sufficient current carrying capacity for fre-

quent starting of the motor. Frequent starting
might be required in case one sprinkler head only
should open, as this would cause a small flow
of water ^rom the tanks, and the pump would
be able to quickly refill the tank. At this point
the control s.vstem stops the motor, only start-
ing again when the pressure falls to the value
at which the pressure governor is adjusted to
operate. These and various other interesting
and advantageous features characterize this
system, as installed by the General Electric
Company of Schenectady, N. Y.

Forestry in Indiana

A new wrinkle in the effort to encourage the
application of practical forestry is being em-
ployed by the State Board of Indiana in naming
a certain date, July 25, as Visitor's Day, at the
State Forest Reserve. Special arrangements
have been made to meet all cars and trains with
free carriages to convey visitors over the
grounds. Guides have been provided who are
familiar with the forest plantings and will ex-

plain the objects of each experiment and the
details of progress.

The reservation contains two thousand acres
and has forty-five tracts of planted trees. The
reserve is only an experimental proposition and
is designed to show the kinds of trees which
give the greatest promise of adaptibility to plant-

ing in Indiana. Various methods of planting
and cultivation have been employed in order to

determine the most effective ones. Different

degrees of pruning have been used so as to

demonstrate whether or not pruning of forest

trees is a good policy, and to what extent it

should be carried on. One of the best demon-
strations is the successful planting of black

locust on washed out hillsides, the trees three

years old now being twelve feet high.

In all, Indiana seems to have taken the lead

in practical demonstrations of the effects of

modern forestry and its possibilities. It iiow

has one of the best demonstrations of growing
hardwoods in the United States, and a vast

amount of knowledge of practical value can be

derived from an observation of the work.

Miscellaneous Notes

The Elk Furniture Company, Falconer, N. T..

has moved to Jamestown, N. Y.

The Quincy Casket Company has been in-

corporated at Quincy, 111., with a capital stock

of $60,000.

The Extension Stepladder Specialty Company
of Richmond, Va., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $50,000.

The American Woodenware Company, Manistee,
Mich., has been incorporated with an authorized
capital stock of $100,000,

The Southern Lumber & Timber Company,
Hillsdale, Miss., has increased its capital stock
from $100,000 to $150,000.

The Standard Wood Pipe Company, Williams-
port, Pa., has been Incorporated with an au-
thorized capital stock of $25,000.

The Southern Indiana Bending Company,
Depauw, Ind., has been incorporated with an
authorized capital stock of $10,000.

The Cumberland Lumber Company of Sparta,
Tenn., has purchased S,0no acres of hardwood
timber land and will install a large band saw-
mill.

Fire recently destroyed the main building of
the sawmill and veneering plant of R. H. Benner
& Co., Mobile, Ala. The loss is estimated at
$7,000, fully covered by insurance.

The Waynesville Lumber Company, East
Orange, N. J., has been incorporated with a capi-
tal stock of $60,000. The incorporators are

:

H. H. Picking, C. O. Geyer, F. E. Ruggles and
E. Orange.

The Hale, Gibson & Driver Company, manu-
facturer of hardwood lumber at Zwolle, La., has
been succeeded by the Progressive Lumber Com-
pany, The new company has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $50,000.

The Dieckmann Hardwood Company announces
a change of address for ,Tuly 1. 1912, to Beach
street, corner Taylor street, San Francisco, Cal.
The company is moving its main office to that
locality in order to be in close touch with saw-
mill operations.

The Troutdale Furniture Manufacturing Com-
pany, Troutdale, Va., has been incorporated with
a capital stock of from $10,000 to $50,000. The
officers of the new company are : J. F. Greer,
president: R. L, Greer, vice-president: R, F.
Young, secretary.

It is announced from Old Town, Me., that A.
W. Sewall, formerly forestry manager for Apple-
ton & Sewall Company, has opened an office in
that place, where he will do a general business
in forestry work and in mapping, surveying and
timber estimating.

The J. W. Lewis Lumber Company is a new
addition to the hardwood fraternity of North
Carolina, having organized at Huntdale, in that
state, to do a general wholesale hardwood lumber
business. This concern has a rating in the
neighborhood of $10,000.

The Charles Niemeyer Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany, Okolona, Ark., has about all the machinery
placed in its four mills south of the city, and
will be ready for operation in the near future.

The intention of the company is to run the mills

to full capacity, which is from 40,000 to 50,000
feet per day.

The Eureka Manufacturing & Sales Company,
Cotton Plant, Ark., has been incorporated with
an authorized capital stock of $10,000 to manu-
facture lumber, etc. The officers of the new
company are D. H. Echols, president : H, A. Van
Dusen. vice-president, and W. G. Jones, secre-

tar.v-treasurer.

It is announced that Charles T. Tuxford,

Escanaba, Mich., who has been director and
manager of the Escanaba Veneer Company since

its organization, has sold out his interest and
severed his connection with the concern. Mr,
Tuxford will remain in the city and expects to

continue in the veneer business.

The Standard Lumber Company, Montgomery,
Ala., has been Incorporated with a capital stock

of $25,000. The officers of the new company are

Jim Miller, president : W. Lambert, vice-presi-

dent ; J. C. Fischesser, secretar.v and treasurer.

The capital stock has been divided into 250

shares, and J. C. Fischesser has been designated

by the company to receive subscriptions.
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The great Eastern Lumber Company, Savannah,

Ga., has been organized with a capital stocl: of

$1,000,000. The new company will develop tim-

ber lands in Georgia and South Carolina and con-

struct railways, etc.. near Savannah. It will

also build a plant with a daily capacity of 150,-

000 feet of lumber, construct an electric plant

and develop water-front property for industrial

sites.

It is announced that a new hardwood flooring

plant will soon be started in Nashville, Tenn.

The new plant will be located in the building

formerly used by the Prewitt-Spurr Manufactur-

ing Company. It is understood that Chas. Mor-

ford and C. P. Street, together with several

stockholders who were formerly interested in

the Prewitt-Spurr plant, will be associated with

the new concern.

The Grandin Lumber Company, Lenoir, N. C,
recently began the construction of a saw and

planing mill, box factory, etc., which will have
an annual capacity of 40,000,000 to 50,000,000

feet of lumber. The company has more than 60,-

000 acres of land, estimated to contain 710.000,-

000 feet of standing timber, 350.000 cords of

pulp and acid wood, 100.000 cords of oak and
hemlock tanbark and 3.500,000 railroad ties.

The Wisconsin Land & Lumber Company, Her-

mansville, Mich., is erecting a large up-to-date

sawmill to replace the one destroyed by fire about
a year ago. The new mill will greatly increase

the capacity of the company. When completed
it will be equipped with the latest and best ma-
chinery obtainable and will also have the most
modern conveniences and appliances to be found
in a lumber manufacturing plant. The Wisconsin
Land & Lumber Company makes a specialty of

IXL rock maple flooring and red birch flooring.

It also manufactures hemlock and basswood lum-
ber, ceiling, siding and moulding, and deals in

white cedar posts and poles.
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Hardwood 'News Notes

CHICAGO

J. H. Faust of the Faust Brothers Lumber
Company, Paducah, Ky., pased through Chicago
this week and spent a couple of days with his

local manager. Mr. Faust is returning from a

three weeks' trip to Michigan and Canadian
points. J. F. Mingea, who represents this con-

cern in Chicago, has also just returned from a

three weeks' trip through the South.

E. C. Dawley of the Gill-Dawley Lumber
Company of Wausau, Wis., has been in town
for the past few days on business.

J. B. Wall of the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber
Company, Buffalo, N. Y., was one of the dis-

tinguished visitors to the Chicago trade re-

cently.

Earl Palmer of the Ferguson & Palmer Com-
pany, Paducah, Ky., and a director in the Na-
tional Hardwood Lumber Association, spent sev-

eral days visiting the local trade a short time

ago.

E. Bartholomew of John B. Ransom & Co..

Nashville. Tenn., spent a few days with the local

trade a week ago.

D. S. Hutchinson of the Dickson Planing Mill

Company, Dickson, Tenn., was one of Chicago's

recent distinguished visitors. Mr. Hutchinson
was formerly associated with T. Wilce of Chi-

cago, being in charge of sales for several years.

A. C. Lange, general manager of the Chicago

Mill & Lumber Company's plant at BlythevlUe,

Ark., visited the Chicago ofBce of that concern

a few days last week. At the same time E. C.

Nelson, manager of the Helena, Ark., plant was
in town.

J. F. McSweyn of the Memphis Saw Mill

Company, Memphis, Tenn., made a short busi-

ness trip through Chicago last week, calling on

the local trade.

E. A. Lang, manager of the hardwood depart-

ment of the Paepcke-Leicht Lumber Company,
returned a week ago from a ten days' trip to

the southern mill points of that concern.

W. N. Kelly of Traverse City, Mich., was one
of the hardwood men to visit the local trade

lately.

J. W. Kitchen of the J. W. Kitchen Lumber
Company of Ashland, Ky., spent a few days with
the local lumbermen a week ago.

W. McEumally of Sidney, Australia, was an
Interested and interesting visitor locally last

week. Mr. Mcl?umally is making a leisurely trip

through this country with his wife, to combine
pleasure with a general search for information

as to American conditions and methods. He

plans to enter the lumber business in Australia
and Is looking for suitable machinery.

A. C. Quixley of the Quixley & Bulgrin Lum-
ber Company returned a week ago from a vaca-
tion in Michigan.

NEW YORK

\ prominent hardwood visitor to this city

during the past fortnight was Chester F. Korn
on the Korn-Conkling Company, Cincinnati, who
was on his way home after an extended trip

abroad in the interest of business. Mr. Korn,
like other exporters, is of the opinion that the
volume of business with foreign markets promises
to increase as soon as there is an improvement
in conditions with respect to the freight situa-

tion. The current demand for American woods
in the markets abroad is excellent and would
doubtless be larger were it not for the dlfli-

culty in securing tonnage.

William H. Russe of Russe & Burgess. Inc.,

Memphis hardwood dealers, was in New York for
a few days prior to sailing for Europe. Mr. Russe
went to London, where his firm bus a branch
ortice in charge of Geo. A. Farber, who is well

known to the hardwood fraternity of the States

From London the two will visit the hardwood
markets of Great Britain and the continent.

Mr. Russe will return early in September.

The A. Sherman Lumber Company announces
that it has made a connection with the San
Vincente Lumber Company, of Santa Cruz. Cal..

which will give it the selling agency for the
redwood product of the California company in

the New York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
New England markets. The Sherman company,
through its local wholesale department, now
handles practically evrything in the lumber line.

The Milne-Savage Lumber Company has been
incorporated in New York by the Milne Brothers
Lumber Company interests, hardwood special-

ists of this city. The new company will confine

its activities to the Boston and New England
territory, practically as the representative of

the Milne Brothers Company.

It is reported that the Republic Motor Com-
pany, a new corporation, organized to manufac-
ture motor cars and trucks, will erect factories
in this and other cities throughout the country.
Report has it that the factory in this city will
be erected on Eleventh avenue between Fifty-
sixth and Fifty-seventh streets. Each factory
will be fully equipped for producing complete
cars and trucks, and it is expected that the
new company will become a large buyer of hard-
wood lumber in conjunction with Its operations.

J. H. Henderson, who recently resigned as sec-

retary of the Kendall Lumber Company of Pitts-

burgh, was a passenger on the Baltic, which
sailid for Liverpool on July 3. Mr. Henderson
will take personal charge of the affairs of the
Croft Lumber Company, hardwood producers at
Clarksburg, W. Va., on his return from abroad,
which will bo .about Sept. 1.

PHILADELPHIA

The directors of the Lumbermen's Exchange
held a meeting on July 9 at which the following
new members were elected : The Hilton-Dodge
Lumber Company, the W, M. Ritter Lumber Com-
pany and the Williamsport Planing Mills Com-
pany.

William Whitmer & Sons. Inc., testify to a
steady trading, and regard the outlook with
favor. E. M. Bechtel, sales manager, reports
very desirable business coming in at this time
from the Manhattan district, and a considerable
volume of trading from the suburban territory
of Philadelphia.

The W. R. Taylor Lumber Company reports
fair trading right along and prices strong. W.
R. Taylor has just returned from the Georgia
lumber camps, where he closed a very desirable
deal.

The D. T. McKeithan Lumber Company, the
Meckley-I.ance Lumber Company and the Sum-
mit Lumber Company, petitioning creditors, filed

a petition on July 10 to have Mary C. Smenner
individually and as surviving partner of Alonzo
W. Smenner. trading as Smenner & Co., ad-
judged an involuntary bankrupt.

Wistar. tlnderhill & Nixon are not disposed to

question conditions. Frederick S. Underbill says
things are moving along in fair shape, with the
outlook encouraging. R. Wyatt Wistar has just

returned from a protracted stay at their mill, at

Evergreen, N. C. where he was looking after

some stock. T. N. Nixon is making his regular

weekly trips to New York city and as a recrea-

tion feature is spending his nights at Asbury
Park, N. J. Gilbert B. Woodhull. formerly with
Gouverneur E. Smith & Co. of New York, has
been engaged to look after the firm's interest In

New York state, with headquarters in Syracuse.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire

Insurance Company, owing in a great measure to

its careful management, continues to sustain an
excellent record. H. J. Pelstring. assistant man-
ager, says the first six months' business for 1912
has been equal to expectation, and if the balance

of the year holds out as well, the management
will be amply satisfied.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's .Association

held its semi-annual convention at the Paxlnosa
Inn, Easton, Pa., on July 17 and 18. An open-

ing address of welcome was made b,v Mayor
Nevin. Business, as is the rule at the summer
meeting, was of a routine character. A muslcale

and an automobile trip to the large cement mills

through a country which abounds in the most
delightful Bcener.v were two very enjoyable fea-

tures of this combined business and pleasure

outing.

BUFFALO

The Hardwood Exchange recently elected R. D.

McLean as president: J. B. Wall, vice-president;

and F. T. Sullivan, secretary. The last men-
tloned has Joined the exchange as a representa-

tive of II. H. Salmon & Co., New York, for whom
he has opened a yard and chartered steamers for

the bringing of a good supply of stock by lake.

The loss by the fire which destroyed consider-

able hardwood lumber at the yard of Taylor &
Crate has been placed at .$28,000. a smaller

amount than was at first estimated.

The McNeil Lumber Company suffered a loss

by fire on July 17 of about $2,000. The frame
office building and three plies of lumber were
burned.

The estate of F. W. 'Vetter will be administered
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by his former partner, O. E. Teager, and the
slock will be disposed of gradually during the
next year. Meanwhile no new stock will be
bought. E. .T. Sturm, who was associated for a
long time with Mr. Vetter, will remain in charge
of the yard.

The State Conseryation Commission estimates
that New York secures only one-fourth of the
wood it uses from the forests of the state, send-
ing into other states several million dollars for
wood that its 12,000,000 acres of forest land
could be made to produce easily under scientific

forest management. Based on this estimate, the
state college of forestry at Syracuse is making
a study of the wood-working industries of the
state and will issue a report on the situation
this winter.

The 'Standard Hardwood Lumber Company's
yard sustained a loss of $300 by fire on July 14.

It looked for a time as though a severe fire

would result, but it was promptly handled by
the firemen.

John N. Scatcherd and J. Newton Scatcherd
were among the board of directors re-elected re-

cently by the Batavia & New York Wood-Work-
ing Company, which has a large hardwood mill
at Batavia, N. Y.

F. M. Sullivan will entertain his brother, W.
H. Sullivan, formerly of this city, and now gen-
eral manager of the Great Southern Lumber Com-
pany, Bogalusa, La., for several weeks this

summer.
George Repp of the Buffalo Uardwood Lumber

Compan.v has returned from a business trip to

the Adirondacks, where the company has a stock
of high-grade birch, amounting to about 1,.500,000
feet.

0. E. Yeager is giving a good deal of attention
to the automcbile truck business as president of
the Victor Motor Truck Company, which concern
will engage in the extensive manufacture here of
various styles of trucks.

1. N. Stewart & Bro. say that the hardwood
trade is fairly active at present and that yards
having jjlaii- oak have no difficulty in disposing
of it promptly at a good price.

Anthony Miller is receiving a good deal of

stock from the South and West, including oak,

ash and chestnut. Trade is not what he would
like to have it, but it is fair for midsummer.

President W. L. Sykes of the Emporium Lum-
ber' Comp.iny is busy looking after his mills in

I'ennsylvania and New Y'ork and has recently

been spending some time in the Adirondacks.
The office reports a good demand for maple
flooring.

PITTSBUROn

The Union Lumber Compan.v has established

itself at 516 Federal street, where President

William Hunter has already secured a good trade
in factory and furniture hardwoods. He will

make a specialty of mixed carload lots of fine

furniture lumber, and will shortly open a yard
to carry a considerable amount of this stock.

J. W. Scull, formerly of the Railroad & Car
Material Company, is now located at 424 Fulton
building, where he represents the Union Lum-
ber Agency of Tacoma, Wash., the Gress Manu-
facturing Company of Jacksonville, Miss., and
the Ramsey-Wheeler Company of Bainbridge, Ga.

The J. C. Forgie Lumber Company has been

making some large shipments of Washington
county white oak to the League Island Navy
Yards, and is getting splendid inspection and
prices for its stock.

The Johnston-Davies Lumber Company is ship-

ping a large amount of oak for export trade to

the boat builders. It reports prices stiffening

right along. E. H. Johnston of this concern Is

down East this week looking up the general

trade.

The Newell Brothers Lumber Company, which
has been in business in the Empire building for

several years, has discontinued its office here

on account of financial difficulties. J. A. Newell

repo!-ts that the company has secured an exten-
sion from its creditors and will continue its hard-
wood operation at Frenchtown, W. Va., where
it lias a fine tract of timber.

The New Castle Box Company has bought the
plant of the Lawrence County Lumber Company
at New Castle for $25,000. This does not include
the land, which was leased tor the buildings.
The superintendent ft the box company is Hugh
P. Mcllraith.

Thi> Germain Company of this city has won
a notable decision in its suit before the Interstate
Commerce Commission against the Atlantic Coast
Line Railroad Company and the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad Company. The matter has
been in the courts for some eighteen months.
The company complained that the railroads had
charged nearly three times the regular lumber
rate for shipping railroad ties to this point. The
commission ordered the railroads to refund
ff3,637.2.S on the shipment of thirt.v-two carloads
of ties, as it was shown that the railroads had
charged higher rates on these ties because of

their scarcity, and because they wanted to pre-
vent their shipment outside the territory con-
trolled by these railroads.

BOSTON

The partnership existing Iwtween James A.
and D. A. Cruikshank. lumber dealers, New Marl-
boro, has been dissolved by mutual consent and
the business will be continued by the former.

Fire recently destroyed two large warehouses
belonging to the Williams Manufacturing Com-
pany, Northampton, Mass. The loss is given as
$30,000, fully covered by insurance.

Charles H. Lang, Jr.. who for several years
has been treasurer of the Heywood Brothers &
Wakefield Company, Wakefield. Mass.. has been
elected president of the company. The compan.v
has factories in Wakefield and Gardner, Mass.,
and Chicago, 111.

The Noyes & Knowles Lumber Company has
been incorporated in Kittery, Me., with a capital

stock of $50,000. The organizers are C. E.

Smothers and Horace Mitchell of Kittery, Me. :

Walter D. Noyes and William Clark of Boston
and George F. Knowles of Barnstead, N. H.
The Crown Lumber Company. Springfield,

Mass.. has been Incorporated with a capital stock
of $40,000. The incorporators are William W.
Gowen, M. A. Ward and Thomas H, Kirkland.

The Paine Furniture Company of Boston will

soon erect a new plant in Boston. The new
building will be ten stories high, of fireproof con-

struction, and will cost about $1,100,000, in-

cluding the land. The company is a large manu-
facturer and seller of furniture and has been in

business in Boston for seventy-three .years.

BALTmORE

The strike of the stevedores, which has con-
tinued for weeks, was formally ended Saturday,
July 13, when the stevedores agreed to go back
to work at an advance in pay as demanded by
them, but without recognition of the union which
they had formed to make the demands. One of
the results of the settlement has been a heavy
movement of export stocks, which suggests the
possibility of congestion on the other side if the
forwardings keep up.

Largely through the efforts of the National
Lumber Exporters' Association, a signal victory
has been achieved over the railroads with termi-

nals at Norfolk, "N'a., in the matter of through
bills of lading. Some time ago the railroads

served notice on the lumber and log exporters
that after Aug. 1 they would refuse to issue

through bills of lading or exchange local bills for

through documents. The N. L. E. A., with other
organizations, promptly went to work to combat
the order, and made out such a strong case that

the Southern Railwa.v has now informed the ex-

porters that the order has been indefinitely post-

poned. The Seaboard Air Line has also virtually
nullified the order, specifying only that the rail-
road shall be informed as to the time of the
probable departure of the steamer for which a
shipment is intended. As this has always been
the practice of the port, the matter is settled in-
so-far as that railroad is concerned. No answer
has yet been received from the Atlantic Coast
Line, but difficulty with the company is not
apprehended.

The National Lumber Exporters' Association is
interested in efforts being made by the exporters
who ship through New Orleans to enable these
shippers to secure contracts with the steamship
companies on what might be termed reasonable
rates. There have been sharp and repeated ad-
vances in the rates, until the exporters do not
know where they stand. Some of the shippers,
tiring of the wait, have made individual con-
tracts, but many of them find themselves subject
to the variations in the rates that may be
adopted from time to time. So far the special
committee intrusted with the handling of the
sub.iect has not been able to accomplish anything.
Thomas Hughes, who has been operating three

sawmills at Troutdale, Va., and other nearby
places in southwestern Virginia, and who re-
cently became treasurer of the Thomas Hughes
Lumber Company, incorporated under the laws of
Maryland to carry on the wholesale business, has,
owing to differences with some of his connections
in southwestern Virginia, made a deed of trust
with Attorney Buchanan of Marion, Va., as trus-
tee. The assets are put at $87,000 and the
liabilities at $62,000. With proper handling of
the assets, it is estimated that all creditors will
be paid dollar for dollar, with a handsome bal-
ance remaining.

The Kidd & Buckingham Lumber Company,
dealer in hardwoods on South Sharp street,
which recently leased a large lot at Scott and
Ridgely streets from the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad Company, with the privilege of buying
at any time during the life of the lease, will
erect a brick ofl3ce building on the lot and will
move its yard there as soon as possible.

COLUMBUS

The W. M. Ritter Lumber Company of Colum-
bus has made a number of changes in its sales
force. L. L. Farnham, who was under James
Patton in New York city, has been placed in cen-
tral and western Pennsylvania territory. W. L.
Worley. formerly located at Indianapolis, with
Indiana as his territory, has been placed at Buf-
falo in charge of northern New I'ork territory.

H. L. Albaugh, who was connected with the Rit-
ter company up until a few years ago, has
returned to the compan.v and will cover Indiana
with headquarters at Cincinnati. G. W. Humph-
rey and M. H. Welch, both of whom covered the
northern part of New York state, have left the
employ of the company. .1. W. Mayhew was
called to northern Pennsylvania on business
about the middle of July. W. M. Ritter, head of

the company, left recently for his annual vaca-
tion trip to the White mountains.

F. B. Pryor. connected with the sales force of
the W. M. Ritter I,umber (^'ompany, reports the
hardwood trade holding up well. He says that
July, 1912, is ahead of July. 1911 or 1910, which
is unusual. Orders from retailers and manufac-
turers are coming in better, while many are
asking for immediate shipment. Mr. Pryor says

one of the features of the trade is the line of

poplar orders which are coming In, panel No. 1

being especially strong.

The Taylor County Lumber Company of Day-
ton, O., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $25,000 to operate a sawmill. The in-

corporators are Peter Kuntz, Jr., J. A. Payne,
W. L. Roach and J. W. Roach.

L. B. Schneider, sales manager of the John R.

Gobey Lumber Company, says business is very

active in nearly all lines of hardwoods, prices

are holding up firm and there Is no falling off
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m orders as is usual for the midsuramer in-

ventory period.

H. C. Busliirlc. sales manager of the General
Lumber Company, reports a very strong market
in hardwoods. He says orders from manufac-
turers are coming in better and that prices are

ruling very firm.

.T, A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company
reports active conditions and firm prices in

hardwoods. He says dry stocks are light and
there is no tendency to weaken in any respect.

H. M. Hayward of the M. A. Hayward & Son
Lumber Company says the hardwood iriarket has

not changed from the previous fortnight. Orders

are coming in well, especially for hardwood floor-

ing, and prices are ruling firm.

INDIANAPOLIS

The cabinet works, planing mill and lumber
mill of the Ross Brothers Lumber Company at

Waynesville were recently destroyed by fire, the

loss being .$12,000, on which there was no in-

surance.

Fred C. Gardner, treasurer of E. C. Atkins &
Co., was recently appointed receiver for the

Atlas Engine Works and will offer the property
f('r sole .July 29.

C. E. Mathis has resigned as cashier of the

rcew Orlr-iins, La., branch of E. C. Atkins & Co.

«nd has returned to this city as cashier for The
Avory Company.
The Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing Com-

pany at Pouth Bend is erecting the largest dry
kiln in the state. It will be four stories high.

600x244 feet, and will be of concrete construc-

tion. The cost will be .$300,000.

With an authorized capitalization of $5,000
the W. R. Drinkard Veneer Company has been
organized and incorporated b.v W. R. Drinkard
of the Drinkard-Dungan Veneer Company, H. J.

Barnard of the Central Veneer Company and M.
Drinkard.

,T. F. Bird. .1. S. Roehne and C. W. Smith have
organized the Southern Indiana Bending Com-
pany at r)epauw and will conduct a bending and
lumber nianufacturing business. The company
has been incorporated witli an authorized capi-

talization of $10,000.

O. D. Ilaskett has been made a member of the
local board of managers to arrange for the Na-
tional Conservation Congress to be held In this

city in October. The board has opened head-
quarters in the TallK)tt block.

E. C. Atkins & Co. have presented a dinner

gong made from saw steel to the Cheeryvale
fresh air farm conducted by the Indianapolis

News.

MEMPHIS

Weather conditions throughout this territory

during the past fortnight have been favorable
for work in the woods. The rainfall has been
comparatively limited, and there has been very
little interference with logging operations. The
Valley Log Loading Company states that the
suppl.v of logs offered for loading is reasonably
full, and that it is doing a very satisfactory

business. Most firms have timber enough to

keep them in steady operation and in some in-

stances a supply is being accumulated for later

needs. lUnder these conditions the production of

hardwood lumber is making good progress and
indications are that there will be a return to

something like normal relations between supply
and demand in the near future.

The car situation continues good. Most firms

here say that they are able to secure all the cars
needed for the handling of shipments of lumber,
but reports are being received from points in

Mississippi to the effect that the car shortage
Is somewhat pronounced and that the service Is

not by any means satisfactory. So far as the
local situation is concerned, the most serious

complaint of the lumbermen is that the Illinois

Central Railroad Company is not placing cars

promi)tl,\' for loading and is also slow in moving
them after they have been loaded. Complaint Is

also made that it is very difficult to trace cars

which have been shipped over the Illinois Cen-

tral road.

W. H. Greble has accepted the position of

sales manager for the Gayoso Lumber Company,
having recently resigned a similar position with
the Three States Lumber Company. Mr. Greble has

had a very wide experience in the handling of

southern hardwoods and also brings to his new
position a splendid acquaintance with the hard-

wood trade of the country. The Gayoso Lumber
Company has been expanding during the past few
months. It owns timber lands In Mississippi

from which the timber is being cut and manu-
factured into timber for its account. It has
also opened yards at Cairo, 111. Mr. Greble will

have charge of the sales end of the business at

both Cairo and Memphis.
M. B. Cooper has succeeded Mr. Greble as

sales manager for the Three States Lumber
Company. Mr. Cooper was connected with the

company for several years at Its mill at Bur-

dette. Ark. For the past several years he has

been located In the Memphis ofiices. He has had
considerable experience In the hardwood bust-

unss. and his manj- friends are predicting that

he will give a good account of himself In his

new work. The principal ofllces of the Three
States Lumber Company are maintained at Mem-
phis, with W. A. Gilchrist in charge.

Work has already been hiegun on the plant of

the Chickasaw Cooperage Company at Bing-
hamton, and will be rushed as rapidly as pos-

sible. This company Intended to double the

capacity of Its plant at North Front street and
Sycamore avenue, but It abandoned this Idea on
account of the inability of the city authorities

to give any assurance of protection from high

water. The present plant is subject to overflow

and the company decided that it would not build

another plant where it would be handicapped
during periods of high water. Tlie new plant

is to be used largely for the manufacture of

tight heading and staves, while the old plant

will be used principally for finishing purposes.

All stock of the company will be kept at the

new plant. Some of the machinery has already
been purchased for the addition, but the man-
agement Is holding hack on some of it in order

to watch certain experiments which are now
being made. It is the desire of those In control

to make the plant as up to date as possible.

A number of prominent lumber firms at Mem-
phis have, through the Memphis Freight Bureau,
filed a petition with the Interstate Commerce
Commission, alleging discrimination against Mem-
phis on shipments of lumber from originating

points in Mississippi and Louisiana, Readers of

H.4EDWOOD Record will recall that a few years

ago the railroads in question put into effect an
advance of two cents per hundred pounds on

lumber shipments from points in Mississippi and
Louisiana to Cairo and other Ohio river cross-

ings. The yellow pine association fought this

advance and finally succeeded in having it de-

clared unreasonable by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. It was therefore discontinued.

About the time this advance was made effective,

advances were also put Into effect from Louis-

iana and Mississippi points to this city. This
rate is still In effect, whereas the other advance
has been discontinued. It Is therefore alleged

that Memphis is discriminated against as In

favor of Cairo and other Ohio river crossings.

Chicago and other northern markets.

George C. Brown & Co., Memphis, have filed

the necessary papers with the Arkansas author-
ities, showing that they have $90,000 of their

capital stock of $150,000 employed in that state.

Although this firm has its headquarters In Mem-
phis, Its principal point of milling operations Is

at Proctor, Ark., where It completed a big band
mill some months ago and where It acquired
about 6,500 acres of hardwood timber land. The
papers In question show that F. R. Stratton has

been named for service in Arkansas, with head-
quarters at Proctor.

Much interest is felt among lumbermen over
the announcement of the letting of contracts
for repairs of all the breaks In the levee system
of the Mississippi valley, growing out of the
recent flood waters in the Mississippi. Major
Clarke S. Smith is authority for the statement
that the work Is to be completed by Dec. 31,
and that the government has reserved the right
to employ sufficient men to accomplish this work
by that time If the contractors themselves do
not have large enough forces therefor. Lumber
interests at Memphis have extensive timber lands
and other holdings in the territory subject to
overflow and it is because of this fact that there
is so much interest felt in this work. Some of
the most prominent lumber and wood-working
enterprises in the St. Francis valley in Arkansas
as well as in the territory around Beulah, Miss.,
had their plants overflowed as a result of the
breaks in the levee systems which are now to be
repaired.

A. L. Foster, for years assistant treasurer of
the J. W. Thompson Lumber Company, and a
most prominent worker In the Lumbermen's Club
of Memphis, has been appointed general agent of
the Hartford Life Insurance Company, with
headquarters at Memphis.

BVANSVILLB

Bedna Young and Claude Maley of Young &
Cutsinger and Maley & Wertz were in Louisville
last week attending the milling-in-transit hearing
held there on .July 17 by Special Examiner Hill-

yer for the Interstate Commerce Commission.
They were accompanied by T. C. Hanley and W.
S. Partington from their respective offices. They
also attended the hearing held there on July 25,
when the subject of the milling-in-transit tariff

of the Louisville and Nashville railroad was dis-

cussed. Some important developments are ex-
pected from these hearings and the result Is

being watched closely b.v local mill men.
J. W. Bertrand of the Henry Maley Luml)er

Company of Yazoo City, Miss., accompanied by
his wife, paid a visit to friends and relatives
here recently. Mr. Bertrand said prospects were
bright for a good season for his company.
Members of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club

are invited by President Albert Starbuck of the
Pike County Racing Association to attend the
third annual meet to be held at Petersburg, Ind.,

,luly .'O to August 2.

NASHVILLE

The Talbot Furniture Company, capitalized at
•S.l.i.OOO, has been formed here by V. B., W. E.
and D. W. C. Talbot, T. M. Camphell and T. G.

Kittrell. The company will manufacture and deal

in furniture, operate sawmills and deal in lum-
ber and lumber products.

Gillelaud & Co. propose to locate a $10,000
plant at Clarksville, handling all kinds of tim-

ber.

A good delegation of local members of the
trade attended a week end fishing trip last week
to Camp Lively, the summer home of C. M. Mor-
ford, vice-president of the Nashville Lumber-
men's Club, near McMinnville.

Baker, .Jacobs & Co. have sold 250,000 feet of

fine quartered oak to Wister, Underbill & Nixon
of Philadelphia.

The Althauser-Webster-Weaver Lumber Com-
pany will have its big hardwood mill at Parmley-
ville. Ky.. In operation about August 1, with a
daily output of 15.000 feet. Most of the output
will go to Cincinnati.

The Southern Lumber & Manufacturing Com-
pany of this city has replaced and equipped the

buildings recently destroyed by fire. It has also

purchased 5,400 acres of fine timber land in

White county and will erect mills for the de-

velopment of the property.
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The Lee Booth Furniture Company has been

formed here with $2,000 capital. Lee Booth.

Alice E. Bateman. J. S. Watson aud others are

incorporators.

T. F. Bonner has severed his connection with
the Standard Furniture Company, with which he

has long been connected, to head the company
ho and associates recently formed.

BRISTOL

An important dt?al was made last week when
Ellis H. Wilkinson of the J. A. WilkiDSon Lum-
ber Company individuallly purchased the plant

and business of the Beaver Dam Manufacturing
Company, at Damascus. Va. The price paid was
$40,000. Mr. Wilkinson is now in charge of the

property and is organizing a new company to

take over everything. He will move to Damascus
and will personally look after the plant, which
•employs about fifty men and is devoted to the

manufacture of table tops and hardwood nov-
elties.

A number of Bristol lumbermen attended the

Hoo-Hoo annual meeting at Asheville last week.

Returning delegates report that it was a big

success and largely attended. The holding of

the annual meeting in this section of the South
will give an impetus to the fraternity that It

has long needed.

0. H. Vial has returned from Waynesville, N.

C, where he is putting in a logging road pre-

paratory to the installation of a large band mill

in connection with the development of a big

area of timber recently acquired by himself and
associates.

Eastern hardwood buyers on the local market
report that the prospects for trade this fall are

much brighter, although things are a trifle dull

just now. due to the midsummer season. Ship-

ments here have been fair, and some nice orders

have been received recently by local yards.

The Peter-McCain Lumber Company is about

ready to start its band mill in Bristol for the

manufacture of the timber on a new tract which

It recently secured from Andrew SmalUng in

the Holston mountains near this city.

J. C. Campbell of Marlon. Va.. who is con-

nected with the United States Spruce Company,
which has a band mill at Marion and another in

•Grayson county. Virginia, was here this week.

Mr. Campbell has become interested in another

large timber proposition in western North
Carolina.

The Paxton Lumlier Company of this city is

•operating a new mill near Charleston, W. Va.

T"red K. Paxton is now at Charleston and is

giving his time largely to the new operation.

LOVISVILLB

Members of the Louisville Hardwood Club en-

joyed an open-air dinner served at the plant of

the Edward L. Davis Lumber Company a few
-weeks ago. The repast was the first of the kind

provided this summer. Mrs. Edward L. Davis

and Mrs. C. M. Sears, wives of the officers of

the company, aided in making it a success.

Recent speakers on business subjects at the

meetings of the Louisville Hardwood Club have
"been C. M. Sears of the Edward L. Davis Lum-
hcr Company, P. G. Booker of the Booker-Cecil

•Company, and Harry E. Kline of the Louisville

Teneer Mills. Smith Milton of the Ix)uisville

Point Lumber Company is to be heard shortly.

Those who attended the Interstate Commerce
•Commission hearing in Louisville July 25, at

which evidence as to the regulations to be used

in applying milling-in-transit regulations was
discussed, were impressed with the fact- that the

examiner was in favor of the institution of a

system of inspection and policing for the purpose

of preventing the substitution of tonnage in an
unlawful manner. The issue was w-hether or not

this would involve a physical separation of lum-

ber manufactured from transit and non-transit

^ogs. The lumbermen asserted that this would

be the case, while the carriers, backed up, ap-

parently, by the examiner, held that merely a
clerical operation will be sufficient. Unless
strong evidence to the contrary is presented, it

may be assumed that the commission will order

the railroads to provide a sufficiently stringent

inspection system to prevent transit privileges

being applied to any tonnage except that which
originated in transit territory.

Lumbermen who are carrying fire insurance in

reciprocal or inter-insurance organizations have
been informed that the insurance department of

the state has been advised that this is legal, as

far as corporations are concerned. Representa-

tives of old-line companies sought to show that

for corporations to engage in inter-insurance

projects is to exceed the authority granted them
.in their charters.

Gamble Brothers, operating a lumber plant in

Highland Park, south of Louisville, have in-

creased their capacity by the installation of addi-

tional machinery.

MILWAUKEE

The Red Cliff Lumber Company has sold its

sawmill north of Bayfield to Mutchenbacker
Brothers, of Swan River, Manitoba.
The planing mill of the Sindahl & Matheson

Compan.v, Xeenah, which was destroyed by fire

some time ago, causing a loss of ?10.000, is

being replaced by one of the most modern plants

in the state.

The plant of the Western Parlor Frame Com-
pany at Plymouth, has been sold by Peter W.
Wolf to George C. Mass and August Albrecht for

Sl.-i.OOO.

A company manufacturing wood-working ma-
chinery under its own new patents, formed in

Sheboygan some time ago with a $10,000 capital

under the name of the Sheboygan Machine Com-
pany, Is now occupying the DeLand building on
Jefferson avenue. The building has been re-

modeled and new machinery, with individual

motors, has been installed. Fred Karste, Jr.,

is president of the new concern, and Charles

Kummers is secretary.

The Heineman Lumber Company has started

work on its new plant at Merrill. Side tracks

and an office building are under construction,

and the site of the new mill is being cleared.

The mill from Rhinelander is being shipped to

Merrill, as are the boiler house and boilers

from Heineman. Plenty of logs are now on

hand and as soon as the mill is completed saw-

ing will be started.

Changes In the offices of the Phoenix Furni-

ture Company at Eau Claire have recently been

made. George H. Blystone. secretary and treas-

urer, has disposed of his stock to E. U. Loether,

who will assume the offices of secretary and
treasurer. The company is engaged in the man-
ufacture of bank and bar fixtures and certain

kinds of furniture.

The Chippewa Lumber & Boom Company is

disposing of its big mill, power plant and equip-
ment. The engine used to haul lumber from the
mill to the upper yards has been sold to St.

Paul parties, as were several pieces of planing
mill machinery.

Rufus E. MacFarlans, for forty years a resi-

dent of Grand Rapids, and engaged extensively
in lumbering in that city, died recently at the
age of seventy-eight years.

The death of Henry C. Scott, pioneer lumber-
man and mill owner, occurred recently at Omro.
He is survived by his second wife, two daughters
and one son.

The Dickenson Lumber Company, Beaver Dam,
is making improvements at its plant. The con-
cern is now having a 2.000-ton coal elevator
erected in its yards. It is to be a structure
measuring 2SxV0' feet and 52 feet high.

The Ellingson-Schmidt Lumber Company of
Milan has been incorporated with a capital stock
of SI 2.000. The company will manufacture lum-
ber and deal in logs, lumber, laths, shingles and
sash and doors. Martin Ellingson, Emil Schade,
Chas. F. Schmidt and Arsan A. Fancher are the
incorporators.

The Menasha Woodenware Company of Men-
asha, has sold 10.000 acres of cut-over lands
twelve miles from Rhinelander to L. Stark.

The Wachsmuth Lumber Company at Bay-
field, is still running day and night shifts since

it started up for the season in May. The saw-
mill is cleaning up about 225,000 feet daily, and
the shingle and lath mills are running full

capacity. Improvements are being made at the
company's log pond so thai lumber can be sawed
at the mill all through the winter months.
The supply of timber will be sufficient to keep
the mill running for several years more.

DETROIT

The Wabash Railroad and the Michigan Cen-
tral Railroad have taken steps to guard against
a repetition next winter of the freight con-

gestion which has greatly injured Detroit indus-

tries the past few months. Lumber dealers espe-

cially have been hard hit through delayed ship-

ments. The Wabash is to construct a new
freight terminal at Brooklyn avenue while the

Michigan Central Railroad will build two and a
quarter miles of new spur track to tap the

Toledo division, and thereby permit the more
rapid handling of freight cars.

The Dwight Lumber Company reports a good
demand for its special brand of thin hardwood
flooring and the Dwight mill is very busy turn-

ing out orders.

The Thomas Forman Company reports in-

creased orders and inquiries. Several large car-

goes of hardwood lumber have been received at

this company's docks in the past two weeks.

Builders report that they have been handi-

capped by difficulty in securing labor and delay

in delivery of material. Nevertheless construc-

tion work is progressing favorably.

CHICAGO

The local trade generally reports i

summer dullness in hardwood which,

not marked enough to give any alarm
situation presents various phases, and
difficult to arrive at a satisfactory

conditions here.

Chicago building operations are act

demanding their quota of hardwoods
ing purposes. As a consequence the

is continuing to be an active element

ber business.

I noticeable

however, is

The local

It is rather

analysis of

ive and are

for finish-

yard trade

of the lum-

Wholesalers doing business in northern hard-

woods report extreme difficulty in securing suf-

ficient stock, while from the South shipments are

coming in with increasing regularity and prompt-

ness. In both instances there is no particular

difficulty in getting orders on the ordinary run

of stock. The usual condition of firm prices and

steady sale and good demand is evident in the

low grades, while in most of the upper grades a

normal consumption and fairly satisfactory level

of prices is being maintained. Though the trade

is cheerful as to prospects in the next few
months, it seems to have accepted the present

situation without any forebodings.
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NEW YORK -

The hardwood inquiry keeps up and the vol-

ume is fairly heavy. Prices continue steady,

and a scarcity of some stocks is reported. Oak.
ash and poplar are the leaders in activity.

Uirch and maple continue strong in demand and
price. Orders are for immediate demand and
stocks carried are not up to normal. The retail

department shows trade moving in better vol-

ume than a year ago, which would indicate a

better condition generally.

BUFFALO

Hardwoods are not in very active demand.
However, the yards find a fairly good amount of

business moving, considering the season. The
expectation is that trade will run along evenly

during the remainder of the summer and grow
into normal increase of activity this fall, as is

(he usual custom. Stocks in local yards are not

heavy, and prices remain about as firm as at

any time during the past few months.

Plain oak, maple, birch and one or two other

woods lead in inquiry. Brown ash shows in-

creased sales and larger demand for basswood is

noted. Poplar continues quiet, but low-grades

are especially firm. There is a good sale re-

ported for hardwood flooring.

PHILADELPHIA

There has been no appreciable change in the

hardwood market during the last fortnight. Con-

ditions at mill ends prevent the forcing of prod-

ucts, in consequence of which prices are well

maintained. The demand continues normal for

this time of the year and probably is a little

better than w\as anticipated considering the lack

of zeal in buying by the wholesale consuming
industries.

The respective positions of the hardwoods have
not changed during the fortnight. Plain and
quartered oak remain in front rank ; chestnut

keeps steady and sound wormy has a good call.

Ash. birch and beech find a fair market, and
poplar has not shown any further weakening.

The floods In the Louisiana and Mississippi dis-

tricts have interfered largely with the manu-
facture of cypress, consequently the stock is

none too heavy and prices hold firm.

PITTSBURGH

The hardwood market is holding up well con-

sidering the season of the year. A good sprink-

ling of orders is coming in and shipments are

good. The tendency in prices is constantly up-

ward. Oak especially shares in this upward
movement and is probably in the best shape, all

things considered, that it has been for years.

Factory hardwood, including maple, birch, wal-

nut, cherry, ash and hickory are good sellers, the

main trouble being to get stock. There is no
car shortage, collections are good, the demand
is much better than last summer, and general

conditions point to a thrifty and growing liard-

wood market this fall.

BOSTON

There has not been the snap to the demand
for hardwood lumber that was expected by some
dealers this month, although as a whole it has

been fairly satisfactory. The retail yard trade

is active but retailers have not been willing to

greatly anticipate their wants for several weeks.

Manufacturing consumers are fair sized buyers.

There has been a steady call for veneers, and
manufacturers are keeping their plants running
close to capacity.

One of the strongest features of the market
is plain oak. Offerings of dry lumber have been

light for several weeks, and manufacturers dis-

play no anxiety to force new business. All

thicknesses are in demand at firm prices and a

lin-ther increase in price is predicted. The mar-
ket for quartered oak is not as firm as the plain

oak market, although prices are held with more
firmness than for some time. Birch has been
in very good call recently and ash is in better

demand. Cherry has not attracted a large vol-

ume of business in this market. Walnut is high

and scarce with a fair inquiry. Maple flooring

is selling better and chestnut has shown some
improvement.

BALTIMORE

Nothing has occurred in the last two weeks
to give a less favorable aspect to the hardwood
trade, if the export business be excepted in some
of its phases. All stocks are in good even excel-

lent demand, and the range of prices is not only

well sustained, but some quotations are higher.

Xo important changes are to be noted in the

price, but the general tendency is toward an ad-

vanced level, and a gain in activity has been

noted in the last two weeks. Buyers are ap-

parently disposed to make more adequate pro-

visions for future needs, and mills are still in

a position to ship out stocks as fast as they

can be made ready. This applies to poplar, and
especially to sound wormy chestnut, which wood,
after a protracted period of inactivity, has taken

a firm hold upon the trade. Good dry oak is

always an excellent seller and the prices oCEered

are higher. The one phase of the situation

which gives rise to some reservations when con-

ditions are summed up, is the export business,

which is still being hampered by the strike of

the dock workers in London. Stocks are enter-

ing Great Britain through other ports, of course,

but the protracted troubles at London are never-

theless likely to be reflected over a wide area.

Another development that is giving pause is the

liberal shipments from the Atlantic ports of the

United States, among them Baltimore. The ter-

mination of the stevedores' strike has imparted

a decided impetus to the exports of hardwoods,

and oak planks have been going forward in such

quantities as to give rise to a fear that conges-

tion on the other side may ensue. Still the ab-

sorptive capacity of the foreign markets, so far

from being impaired, seems to be expanding.

COLUMBUS

The hardwood market in Columbus and central

Ohio continues active despite the usual summer
dullness. Orders are coming in well both from
retailers and factories, and the volume of busi-

ness is keeping up remarkably well. Manufac-
turers and jobbers report a better business for

.July, 1912, than in July of the two previous

years. In some cases the volume of business has

been ahead of June of this year. One of the best

features is the good movement of all grades and
varieties. There is no especial accumulation of

stocks as dry stocks in the hands of mill owners
are scarce. The movement of the lower grades

is good. Prices are ruling firm, and there is no
tendency to reduce the list in any of the varie-

ties or grades.

Quartered oak has been moving well and prices

are firm. There is a good demand for both white

and red plain oak and quotations are ruling high.

Chestnut is one of the strongest points in the

market, and the demand is especially good for

sound wormy. Basswood is in good demand.
Poplar is stronger and one of its characteristics

is the demand for wide sizes which have been a

little slow. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

INDIANAPOLIS

The local hardwood business has been fairly

satisfactory. Inquiries are strong and a number
of sales have been made in the last two weeks.
Prices continue to hold their own. No marked

advance in trade is expected during the re-

mainder of the summer. Retailers continue to
order cautiously and are merely replenishing
stocks as stuff is needed. Automobile concerns
are taking on renewed activity, having started
their 1913 season.

BVANSVILLB

The hardwood market in this territory is in
excellent condition at the present time, consider-
ing the usual midsummer dullness. With a few
exceptions local mills have been running regu-
larly during the past month. However, stocks
have been reduced slightly. The demand for
interior finish and flooring lumber has been very-

good. Ash and plain oak continue to be in good
demand. Poplar is slow at present, the lower
grades. No, 2 and No. 3, being in better demand
than the upper grades. Prices, generally speak-
ing, are holding their own.

MEMPHIS

The demand for hardwood lumber here con-

tinues reasonably active. There has been a
slight expansion in the volume of business dur-
ing the past few days, and lumbermen are in-

clined to believe that there will be a satisfactory

volume of business during the remainder of the
season. The production of hardwood lumber has
increased considerably during the past three or

four weeks, and the prospective supply of lumber
is therefore large. The fact remains, however,
that there is no surplus of dry stock at the
moment and that those who have lumber of this

character immediately available for shipment are

securing very satisfactory prices. The export

demand Is said to be quite active. Plain oak is

in good demand in both the higher and lower
grades as well as in both red and white, the

supply of which is not large. Quartered oak is

in rather more active request in the lower than
in the upper grades. Prices are reasonably well

maintained. Ash is moving well in stock thicker

than one inch. Manufacturers of automobiles,

wagons, carriages and machinery are in the mar-
ket for dimension stock. Cottonwood is in active

demand In the lower grades and prices are very

firm. The box factories are consuming large

quantities of low-grade stock and most of the

operators of such plants are in the market for

lumber of this character. The upper grades are

in very good request and prices are firm. There
are very few box boards for sale and prices

thereon are quite strong. Gum is a ready seller

in practically all grades. Red gum is command-
ing exceptional values and sap gum Is also in

more active request than for a long while. The
lower grades of gum are relatively scarce and
prices are considered very satisfactory.

The demand for hardwood and yellow pine

lumber and timber from the railroad companies
is larger now than it has been for a long time.

Members of the trade here say that they are

shipping more lumber to the railroads directly

or indirectly than for a long time and reports

reaching here from Meridian and other points

in the yellow pine territory are to the effect that

most of the manufacturers of lumber and timber

are behind with orders. This increased activity

on the part of the railroad companies is regarded

as one of the most important developments re-

cently coming to light in the lumber trade.

NASHVILLE

The local trade has been of good volume dur-

ing the fortnight. Values are steady, and ad-

vanced prices are frequently quoted. Plain oak
is still leading in demand. Quartered oak shows
improvement. Chestnut, ash, cottonwood, gum,
hickory, maple and birch are steady. The de-

mand for walnut has been unusually active.

There Is good demand for hardwood flooring.

The bo.x business, which is always a good Indlca-
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tion of the general condition of business, is piclj-

ing up. Tliere is continued activity in building

and retailers are busy. The export trade is quiet.

The usual summer dullness has failed to ma-
terialize this year, and the volume of trade has

been gradually improving as the season prog-

ressed. There is a decided spirit of optimism

on all sides, and a good fall season is anticipated.

BRISTOL

Bristol lumbermen report that while trade is

a little dull just at this season, due to the ab-

sence from the city of so many lumbermen, the

outlook is bright and business bids fair to pick

up considerably toward fall. Shipments have
been fair and yards have more stock than at any
time during the present year. Prices are un-

changed and the demand for the higher grades

of stock is especially good. The movement of

low-grade stock has been light during the past

few weeks.

LOUISVILLE

Business has shown a noticeable improvement
during the past two weeks, and July promises to

finish as 'a much bettor month than had been

expected. Consumers, having passed the mid-

year point, are going ahead with their operations

in a more confident manner, and are stocking up
freely. The political situation does not appear

to be exerting the influence which it did last

month. Poplar is hardly as active as it has

been, although the demand is still good. Plain

oak continues in good call, and prices are satis-

factory. Quartered oak has shown more im-

provement than any other item of late, and the

demand seems likely to show still further in-

creases. ^Tiile prices on this commodity have
not changed by reason of the stronger call, they

have been satisfactory for some time, and lum-

bermen are content to handle the business at

current quotations. Mahogany is still booming,

although lumber is in much better demand than

veneers, and prices are strong.

NEW ORLEANS

No change of any consequence has taken place

iu the local hardwood situation. Some dealers

are complaining of the difficulty experienced in

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers ol

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Office, Memphis, Tenn.

IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING

READY FOR SHIPMENT
60.000 ft. 4/4 No. 3 Common Plain White Oak
35,000 ft. 4/4 Miscuts Plain Wliite Oak
100,000 ft. 4/4 No, 4 Common or Mill Culls Oak

84,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar
60,000 ft. 4/4 No. 3 Common Poplar

75,000 ft. 4/4 No, 2 Common and Sound Wormy
Chestnut.

All the above is graded under the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association of Dnited States rules.

Standard 8' 6" White Oak Cross Ties for quick
shipment.

Write for Prices

Bluestone Land& Lumber Co.
RIDGWAY, PA.

getting orders here from the interior, while
manufacturing concerns report prices unsatisfac-

tory. On the whole, the situation is dull, but it

is hoped that when the upset condition produced
by the recent floods is straightened out, things
will take a turn for the better. With the gradual
improvement in railroad transportation, marked
progress is being made in the handling of export
shipments, with the result that a large volume
"f business is going forward and the way is

being opened for new sales. The early expira-

tion of old ocean contracts and the certainty of

higher rates thereafter is operating as a strong
inducement "to make hay while the sun shines,"

and this may be expected to lead to a marked
activity for the next few weeks. The movement
of hardwood logs is keeping up for this season,

and more activity is shown in this branch of the

export trade than in any other. Flood conditions

have been especially inconvenient to the stave

movement, and during the last few weeks have
interrupted what would have been a generally

heavy movement. Some lack of uniformity is

noted in the foreign market, and in general it

may be said that the rough staves have fared

somewhat better than sawed stock.

MILWAUKEE

While the usual summer dullness is beginning
to make itself felt in the local hardwood market,

it is believed that the activity in the building

Held is such that it will carry the market over

without the bad slump usually experienced dur-

ing the hot summer months. Much old business

has been carried over this season, and deliveries

on this trade are being rushed. More new busi-

ness is being received than is usually the case

at this time of the year, and wholesalers are

hopeful that conditions will be maintained at

the present level for some time to come. The
demand for the fall building trade is expected to

begin earlier in August this year, and everybody

is prophesying that the fall trade will make new
high records this year. Furniture manufacturers

here are buying very little at this time, although

some of the farm implement concerns here and
at other points about the state are placing some
good orders.

Stocks are still light in most lines, and reports

from northern Wisconsin indicate that stocks on

hand are smaller than usual. Most of the north-

ern mills are operating overtime in the effort

to keep up with orders which are being received.

More stock is arriving from the southern mills,

although it is not all in good condition. Dry
plain oak, quartered white oak, birch and maple
seem to be the leaders in demand.

DETROIT

The Detroit hardwood market continues in

very good condition, increased business being re-

ported by most dealers. Prices have been very

satisfactory. There has been a very good demand
for plain oak, while maple also has been active.

Cypress, elm and walnut have been in demand.

The flooring industry continues in a flourishing

condition, inquires and orders constantly increas-

ing in volume. Many dealers have had difflculty

in getting stocks because of delayed shipments

due to freight congestion on the railroads.

LIVERPOOL

the last sale for the American market alone
and as there was not nearly that quantity on
offer, the position is a serious one. Buyers on
the American side are strongly advised to cover
well ahead as advices are that arrivals will not
come in any great quantity.

Round ash has come forward in fair quan-
tities though some suspicions of grub has been
noticed. Particularly has this been noted in

this second growth wood, and shippers should
be very careful. Wormy wood has no market
at all at this port. This market in all its

branches is exceedingly firm. Prime white lum-
ber 2 inches and 3 inches is wanted and prices

are very firm. The stock, however, must be
white and not more than from five to ten per
cent of brown colored ash- will pass in a car-

load. No. 1 common ash in 1%, 2% and 4
inches are the best spots. Round hickory logs
are firm and some small arrivals this week were
very eagerly taken up at advancing prices.

Shippers should have no fears of shipping either

ash or hickory on consignment if the quality
is right.

Birch is also good but shipments are not rec-

ommended at the present time. The hot season
(s on and birch is a dangerous wood to handle
In hot weather. The wood becomes so rapidly
useless through shakes. Canary whitewood is

very scarce and large wood is in great demand.
Shippers always seem to make a mistake with
the quality of the wood at this market. The
wood usually shipped is of a poor quality hut
buyers on this side will pay as good a price as

anyone for really prime stock. Walnut logs

are also very scarce— in fact there are no logs

in stock wortli talking about. Prices are very
firm.

Business has been very brisk during the past

fortnight. Arrivals have been more heavy in

some directions and as they are all badly want-

ed very little stock has been yarded. Prices

have kept very firm and with the freight posi-

tion still high they are likely to do so for some

months. The arrivals of mahogany hai'e been

very light since the last sale—in fact are al-

most as nothing when compared with the mar-

ket requirements. The market rumors here

were that over a million feet were required at

OLASaOW

Since last report the market here is slightly

better. The London strike seems to he practically

settled and a more optimistic view of the trade

is taken generally. Of course with the near ap-

proach of the annual holidays, which take

place about the middle of the month, very little

business is anticipated.

The demand for spruce deals and batters ia

very active, the market being absolutely bare

of all stock except a few Riga deals which
have come forward on contract. Consignments,

therefore, into this market should do well and
values should be firm ifor some time.

Increased shipments of Honduras and Ta-

basco mahogany boards and flitches have been

sent into this market. The result of such heavy

consignments is the inevitable dropping of prices

and it is not in the interests of shippers to

send forward further lots, especially in view of

the higher freight rates now prevailing iu New-

Orleans.

A good demand still continues for oak boards.

The labor strike at Baltimore is causing the

market to become conspicuously bare of all

sizes, particularly five-fourth inch, six-fourth

inch, and eight-fourth inch. Sizes under 1 inch

are not much in request but it is anticipated

that these also will find a market as soon as

the labor troubles are over.

Some poplar logs of extreme size and satis-

factory quality arrived from Baltimore a short

time ago. They were sold at a very low

price, which goes to prove that poplar, espe-

cially in the log, is, for all practical purposes,

being used less and less owing to the large

amount of cheap Gaboon mahogany which is

regularly finding its way into this market. The

demand for poplar lumber in all grades and

sizes is good at very reasonable prices.

The demand for wagon and oak plank still

continues. Buyers seem to.be in a speculative

mood, more especially after having kept out of

the market for some time, thinking prices

would come down. However, the opposite has

taken place and they now find it difficult to

contract for some sizes at any price.
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WHY?
WHY DO more than 320 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $26,000,000 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fourteenth year.

BECAUSE $728,910.41 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $756,787.21 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,012,427.96 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative Haffy Rankill ^ CO.
HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will bf> Inserted In thie sec-
tion at tbe following rales;

For one Insertion 20c a line
For two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
For four insertions 60c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tbe order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing*
the advertlsenaent.

EMPLOYES WANTED

IF YOU WANT
competent employes In any department of the

hardwood business, there is no better way of

securing them than by employing the Classified

Advertisements section or' Uakowood Kbcobd,
(vhich reaches woodsmen, sawmill men and sales-

men in all parts of the country.

WANTED
Salesmen on our New Census publications.

Splendid opportunity. Men making $50 to $75
per week. RAND, McNALLY & CO.,

Dept. B., Chicago. 111.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED POSITION
as traveling salesman by a real salesman and
thorough hardwood man. Acquainted with con-

suming trade Chicago to New York. Temperate,
honest and a hustler. Very best references.

Write me today. Address
BOX 74, care Hakdwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
for a high-class lumber salesman, a member of
this association, who is especially well equipped
to sell hardwoods, yellow pine and spruce, hav-
ing a large and favorable acquaintance with the
yard and factory trade through the East.

Write Empire State Association of Wholesale
Lumber and Sash & Door Salesmen. Chas. John-
son, Sec'y, 96 Kirkland Rd., Rochester, N. Y.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

LOCOMOTIVE rOB SALE.
Narrow or standard gauge from 7 tons to 75

tons rebuilt ready for use ; 140 locomotives In

stock.

SOUTHERN IRON & EQUIPMENT CO.,

Atlanta, Ga.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR
75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

BuCFalo, N. Y.

WANTED
Oak bending strips. 73" to 98" long. Large

or small quantities.

DELPIIOS BENDING CO., Delphos, Ohio.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging

conditions. Have a few high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THos. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg..

Knoxville, Tenn.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 2S" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

LOGS FOR SALE

WALNUT LOGS FOR SALE ^
Approximately 2,500 black walnut trees run-

ning 12 to 20 inches in diameter, located 1^/^

miles from Blcucoe. la. For particulars address

E. J. KATES, State House, Lincoln, Nebr.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FOR SALE
At a special bargain 300,000,000 feet of the very
highest grade of hardwood timber, especially well

located as to logging and market, in southern
Mississippi ; cut over 10,000 feet per acre ; land
in fee simple. If interested address

H. H., P. O. Box 176, Mobile, Alabama.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own In fee simple two small and carefully
selected tracks of high-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer
good money either as an Investment' or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address in
confidence, "BOX 22," care Haedwood Rbcoed.

FOR SALE
Longleaf yellow pine and hardwood timber

tracts convenienlly located to rail and water
transportation are offered in the Southern
states. J. H. C. BARR, Land Title Bldg.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
5 cars 1x4" & wider Sap Gum No. 1 Com.

12 cars 1x6" & wider Bay Poplar (Tupelo)
strictly Ists and 2nds. The above is choice
b.iud sawn stock, thoroughly bone dry and
straight in pile at our Ayden mill. Write for
prices. AMERICAN LBR. & MFG. CO.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

FOR SALE—ROCK ELM
2 cars 10/4 common and better. Choice.

EDWIN D. JOHNSON LBR. CO.,

Old Colony Bldg., Chicago.

OAK. POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods, in all grades and thick-

nesses, can be readily sold If advertised in the

Wanted and For Sale section of Harowood Rbc- '

OBD. If you have a large stock you want to

move try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of Inquiries they will bring you.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered ; boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.
INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.

WANTED
Scat stock plain and quarter-sawed oak, 1%"

18, 20 and 22" long. Address
"BOX 71," care Haedwood Recoed.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED
All kinds of hardwoods, log run. Will send

inspectors. GUENTHER LUMBER CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR
2" seasoned hickory 1 & 2. 12 to 16' long.

lilClIARD TORPIN & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go in manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and vehicle stock. Hesilthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and
'two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE
1.300 acres fertile land in southeast Missouri

with cypress, gum and oak timber, one fully

equipped sawmill in operation. 25M capacity, lo-

cated on railroad and floating stream, a per-

manent sawmill proposition. An attractive farm-

ing proposition. Will sell land and mill to-

gether or separately. Address

O'NEIL LUMBER CO., St. Louis, Mo.

PANEL AND VENEER PLANTS
for sale at public auction on August 15, 1912.

Fully equipped, excellent condition, accessible to

timber and good local market.

ERNEST CAWCROFT, Trustee,

Jamestown, N. Y.

MONEY WANTED
Want party or concern needing red gum lum-

Iwr to advance money on greeu stock, for the

manufacture of St. Francis Valley, Arkansas red

gum. Address
"BOX 77," care Hardwood Record.
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WANTED
To correspond with an experienced hardwood

manufacturer who would lilie to buy a half in-

terest in mill and timber in Mississippi, or if

preferred, will sell entire interest.

Property is offered at half its real value. Is

now in operation and making money. Address
ROOM 717. Whitney Bank Bldg.,

New Orleans, La.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms of tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

BUTERS OF HARDWOODS.
Do you want to get la teuch with the best

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

•bowing the annual requirements Id lumber,

dimension stock and veneers and panels of con-

sumers of those materials throughout the United

States and Canada. The service Is fre* t* ad-

vertisers In the Recobo. It will Interest yoo.

Write us for further Information about onr "Sell-

ing Lumber by Mall System."

Habdwood Record, Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar« frequent
except where
our

Two Piece
Oeometrical
Bartar Cola

Is In use, then
Imitation Isn't
pooBlble.
Sample If you
ask for It.

S. D. CQILDS
< CO.
Cbici<o

We also make
Tim* Ohscks,
fitanoUiaml
Laff Haauaerm.

CHICAGO
WM. A. EAGER

FISHER BUILDING

Sound Wormy Chestnut
A SPECIALTY

Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. 2204 s. lafiin^st.

iTaRDWOODS
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CHICAGO

E. H. KjLANN
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 nSHER BLDG. CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank. Pavlns Blocks, Posu
and Yellow Pine

W. B. CraNe aMd CompaMy^
l.^iuliliNhed Ii(ki

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

Long Distance Phones: CANAL, 3190-3191
Office. Tarda and PlanineUlll: Mill at

22nd. Sangamon and Morgan Sts. Falcon. Miss

Printers to the Lumber Trade
We specialize In special printed forms and
stationery of all kinds for lumbermen. Let
us submit you stationery samples and prices.
Send us your forms for estimate.

SAUL BROS.
626 Federal St., Chicago

A Yeoe«r Gftag« U the ftoswrr to b T«D«er U»«r'i
crftTiD^for jsaxfl, Thii "Wftlk*rBr&Dd" V«d-
eer Okafe is a Bteel KKiV* ^^^t ^iH satisfy

joar wftDta for &11 tim«. You cao'tdoyour-
te\t a bettor tara ihao to bay «« of

thM« gaiices. It K^UKei ACODRATELT
ovory thiokoBSflfrom l-40iDobto ^-iocb
INCLUSIVE- Waka op to this opportn-
nity, Pric«only$l CSdaliverexl by U. S.

iMail- Order now, trxlay. Address—6456
fVoodlawD Af«. Ptooe Hyde Park 8S.

Dett.

Gerlach Modern Machines
Produt* the Cheapest and B<3t

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular. Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER GERLACH CO, aeveland. 6lh City. U.S.A.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from alummum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—4ix8r inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch
in thickness and fits side or inside coal pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covenience, accuracy, and for systematizins the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber
Patent applied for on covers. Copyrighted, 1910

Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

; 1.00

10.00

Aluminum Tally Covers, each
Aluminum Tally Covers, per dozen
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1,000 10.00
Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 Dearborn St., CHICAGO
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

MICHIGAN. GRAND RAPIDS
:

Stow & Davis Fi'i'-'ufV
S.nn''?»°pV /A^'rli

Oeorec A Davie, buyer: 40.000 feet 4/4 basswood ; 15.000 feet 4/4 lea

bll-ch^; SoiOOO feet 4/4 iound wormy chestnut ; 30.000 feet 4/4 cu(l gray

elm- 30 000 feet 4/4 and 8/4 mahogany; 15.000 feet 4/4 and 6/4 haid

m"pieT 20;000 feet V4 and 6/4 Boft maple; 25.000 feet 4/4 Pjaln red oak;

75 000 feet 4/4 plain white oak ; 200,000 feet 4/4 quartered wh te oak

.

20 000 feet 4/4 poplar; 50,000 feet red gum, all thfcknesses. Dimension

stock : Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock ;
Buyers of 5ply

quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

WOODItECORO CHICAGO

Specimeji of ono of the thousands mt patented tabbed index cards
Involved in Hardwood Record's cop.vrigbted Inr«rmatlon Service, shoiv-
Ins annual requirements for Lumber, Dimension Stock, Veneers and
I'anels employed by wholesalers and hard-
wood mannfacturine consumers tbroairbout
the United States and Canada.

ILLINOIS \

niastration of Oak Cabinet In which this
Information Service is filed.
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If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

SIMONDS
SAWS

This illustration suggests just four of the kinds

of Saws which may interest you. Our factories

manufacture every kind of a Saw used around
a wood-working plant or sawmill.

^
Our aim has always been to supply Saws and
Wood-working Machine Knives that will give

the maximum service and at the same time do

the finest kind of work with the least amount
of care. Obtaining these results is the work
of experience — and we have been doing it

eighty years.

Simonds Manufacturing Company
Fitchburg, ilass.

Xew York City
Portland, Ore.
Vancouver, B. 0.

Chicago, III.

New Orleans, La.
San Francisco, Gal.

Loekport, N. Y.

iloiitreal, Que.
Seattle, Wash.
London, Eng.
St. John, N. B.
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Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

DULUTM, MINN.

BRANCHES:

30 Church Street, New York

1718 Fisher Building, Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building, Savannah, Ga.

522 South First Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most

promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

(1) The McGiffert is SELF-PROPELLING. (5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute's notice,

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH UNDER ITS OWN POWER.
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert 1,^^: long or short, heavy or light.

ON THE MAIN TRACK.
(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the where a train of cars can go: on a

McGiffert. fill, in a cut, or on a side-liill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.

Corrugated Joint Fasteners

Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"MiHCE"
GORRUeATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in DiUorenl

Types lo Meet

All Condilioiis

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan
307 W. Randolph Street,

ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPANY - ILL BRANCHES

STlNDtRD EQUIPMENT CO., MOBILE. ILt

ILBINV MILL SUPPLY CO., ILBINY. Gt.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W»rks)

CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co,
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

stiape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

<^^,

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM

'<^<^

VENEER "
'" "v#

^WISCONSIN "^^ ^

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-

ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

SUCCESSORS TO TirE
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

Panels for Chicago trade carried at 1140 West Lake BIreel. Cliicngo teleplione Hajmarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President
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VENEERS AND PANELS

y eneers and l^anels with a Jti^eputation
"ITT'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. WausaUn Wis.

BASSWOOD
in Single Ply Rotary Cut
Stock and Built Up Panels

^.l?^:^'Lr:.S::''jr4 CADIUAC veneer company, Cadillac, Mich.

CtAJai^ , (S'va-it^ X?<'<a^«^«< i o^ J^tAMT^A^^o-ZZtfy>x^
,

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR, OAK
SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

^r HARDWOOD RECORD is a differ-

^H
I

ent kind, and altogether better

^^J.^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and White

Oak and Mahogany
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let us send you stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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|j.dmiLj ..I 'll..!.. } \ .ll I., iillli .iiILM. lilllLji.. lllil.

BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

I
I,

Orson E. Yeager
Specialties:

Oak, Ash
and Poplar

933 Elk Street

HUGH McLEAN
LUMBER CO.

Our Specialty:

QIARTERED

WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Buffalo Hardwood
Lumber Company
Wo W ant to Huv for Casli:

OAK, ASH AND
OTHER HARDWOODS

All grades and thicl-ncsses

Will receive and inspect stock at

shiupine point. Branch yard

Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, Buffalo

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS

893 Eagle Street

Frank W. Vetter
Dealer in All Kinds of

Hardwood
Lumber

1142 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood

Lumber Company

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Pine. Yellow Pine,
Spruce, Hemlock,

Fir, Lumber, Timber,
Millwork,

Boxes, Maple and Oak
Flooring

955-1015 ELK STREET

I. N. STEWART
& BRO.

SPECIAUTIES:

CHERRY and OAK
892 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST FIR
AND SPRUCE

3 Arthur Street

The above firms carry large and well

assorted stocks of all kinds and grades

of Hardwoods, and have every facilitx

for filling and shipping orders promptly.

They will be pleased to have your inquiries
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^r J _ - ^^ Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant, Soft

Yellow
Poplarfi-;t. Kitchen 6

Specialty ^^\ _ ^^

Ashland, Kentucky i^01ULjD8Lny
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Buliaing

400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN-WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER C O., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Co. Boyne City Lumber Co.
Mills and General Office at BOYNE CITY, MICH.

yyj- npETFO Sales OfMce, BUFFALO, N. Y

4-4 in. & 5-4 In. Dry and Winter Cut Basswood
8-4 in. Merch. Hemlock, Misc. Widths and Lengths
White Cedar Shingles a a a a Maple Flooring

Hardwood Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPUR
MANUrACTUaCRS

WATER SEASONED
BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

AU. GRADES
ROUGH DRiSSG)

QUICK SMPMCNT

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO



Seventeenth Year, )

Semi-Monthly. f
CHICAGO, AUGUST 10, 1912 f

Subscriptton $2.
I Single Copies, 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANUFACTCBER OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 Soutk Robey Street
TelepboB* Cana) 93*

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

CHICAGO

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER &C0.

Repreientlnff
WEST VIRGLNIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO.,

CasR, Weat Tirsinla.

Fifth Ave. >Ug.,

NEW YORK

The Burning Question off Fire insurance
IS BEST ANSWERED BY THE ECONOMICAL AND RELIABLE TRADE MUTUALS

INDIANA LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Indianapolis, Ind.

LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Mansfield, Ohio
THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Boston, Mass.

PENN. LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Philadelphia, Pa.

CENTRAL MANFRS. MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Van Wert, Ohio

Average rate off dividend to Policy Holders, now 36%

mwmMi
Conit>ined ChioaK<>

Sales Office for

%VlLSON & COCHRAN
ti. W. SIMS COMPANY
MARK H. BROWN
LUMBER COMPANY
HOWE LI MBEK CO.

m'hmm.i

f\

NOT INCORPORATED

20 W. Jackson Blvd.. CHICAGO
SPECIAL ITEMS FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

INDIANA WHITE OAK
40.000 ft. 12/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

.-i.-.OOO ft. 10/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak. bone dry.

00.000 ft. 8/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak. bone dry.

20.000 ft, 12/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

We have a good assortment
plain and

fo:

65.000 ft. S/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

150,000 ft. 4/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

35.000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

15.000 ft. 10/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

of band sawn Cottonwood,
quartered Red Gum. Wire or write

r prices for prompt shipment

100,000 ft. 2x6 & wider
Sound Com. White Oak.

SOFT ELM
3 cars S/4 Common

Better Soft Elm.
2 cars 12/4 Common

Better Soft Elm.
50,000 ft. 5/4 Los Run Soft
Elm.

and

and

Ash, Cypress. Sap Gum and

'MipNa»
DAILY CAPACITY
Red Gum, 50,000 ft.

Cypress, .iO.OOO ft.

Oak, 40,000 ft.

,\sh, 20,000 ft.

Cottonwood, 30,000

Misrellaneous,

15,000 ft

»y»{!ll^

Long-Knight Lumber Co.
Indianapolis, Indiana

HARDWOODS
OAK ASH GUM CYPRESS
1 Car 3" No. 2 Common Walnut. 1 Car 5/4 No. 1 Common Walnut.
1 Car 5/4 Common Walnut. 1 Car 2

" Ist aud 2ds Plain Red Oak.
40,000 ft, .^fri<an Mahocany, 1" to 2".

PROCTOR yENEERDRYEJJ fireproof

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
No

Splitting

Nor
Checking

No
Clogginff

Nor
Adjusting

Recom-
mended by
all those

who
ha e tried

it

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEPT. L HANCOCK St SOMERSET STS. PHILA OA.

I II II II II II 11 II II ir
II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I I II 11" " ili!".i'^'i".'«.l e OCAIMM^ MATTCD
ADVERTISERS- CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY

'^0'-'-°^^T|',ff
^"^^ ."^^TT.^,'^;
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A Word About Quality

The quality of Mcllvain lumber is the very highest in each grade. When

you order a car of lumber of a certain grade, we don't "fill out" the car with

several pieces of another grade. It's ALL just what you ordered.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT LUMBER ORDER.

Hardwoods a Specialty with us

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
1420 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Rennsylvania

Ask us for prices
on the following list of STRICTLY SOFT

YELLOW POPLAR:

1 Car 1" Boxboards, 9 to 12"

2 Cars 1" Selects

2 Cars 1" Clear Saps

6 Cars 1" No. 1 Common
2 Cars 1" No. 2A Common
4 Cars 1J4" No. 1 Common
1 Car 1%" No. 2A Common
1 Car 11^" Clear Saps

4 Cars i;^" No. 1 Common
2 Cars 1^" No. 2A Common
1 Car 1^" No. 2B Common
1 Car 2" No. 1 Common
1 Car 2" No. 2A Common
1 Car 2" No. 2B Common

The Fullerfon-Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

South Bend, Indiana

H. G. CREITH & GO.

HardwoodLumbor

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOK HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

Michigan Hardwoods
MANUFACTURED BY

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.

CADILLAC, MICH. July 12th, 1912

DRY STOCK LIST

4/4 Ash No. 2 Common & Better 2 7 .\1

5/4 Ash No. 3 Common & Better 1 7 M
4/4 Basswood No. 1 Common 3 00 M
4/4 Cherry No. 3 Common & Better 10 M
4/4 Cadillac Gray Ehn is & 2s 50 M
6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm is & 2s 85 .\1

4/4 Cadillac Gray Elm No. 1 Common 5o .M

6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm, No. 1 and 2 Common 4 5 .M

6/4 Hard Maple Step is & 2s 27 A'.

8/4 Rock Elm No. 3 Common 8 M
4/4 Hard .Maple No. 3 Common 5 .\\

"It is not what lumber costs you, so much as what you
can get out of it, that decides its value for your work."

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

MitcheD Brothers Company
DRY STOCK LIST

Michigan Hardwoods
CADILLAC, MICH. July 12th, 1912

4/4 Ash No. 2 Common & Better is M
1x4 Basswood No. 1 Common lOM
1 .\6 Basswood No. 1 Common 1 3 M
l.x" and up Basswood No. 1 Common 19 M
4/4 to 8/4 Cherry No. 2 Common & Better 26 M
8/4 Cadillac Gray Elm No, l & 2 Common 3 M
6/4 Hard Maple, Step 5 M
4/4 Soft .Maple No. 3 Common 19 .M

CADILLAC QUALITY
When you want lumber of Cadillac Ou^'ity, Lumber

which has been manufactured and seasoned properly, and

grades which have not been blended to meet price com-
petition—send us your inquiries.

WE SELL ONLY MITCHELLS-MAKE

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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PLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

MILLS

:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

HARDWOOD AND YELLOW PINE LUMBER
In Stock, Ready

To Ship

3
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[
CHICAGO
THE GREATEST HARDWOOD MARKE,T IN THE WORLD

iiiiiiiiiiiMiitii

liiiiiiMim

HUDDLESTON = MARSH LIMBER COMPANY
(Successors in Chicago to OTIS MANUFACTURING CO.)

CAN SHIP THE DAY YOUR ORDER IS RECEIVED ANY-

THING YOU WANT IN

SAWED MAHOGANY
VENEER, Figured and Plain, 1/20", 1/8", 3/16", 1/4".

LUMBER, 3/8" to 4" Is and 2s, No. 1 Common and Shorts.

Mexican—African—Cuban
2256-2266 Lumber Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building,
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

CHICAGO

12,500 Acres Hardwood Timberland in

Arkansas

RAILROAD THROUGH THE CENTER
CLOSE TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Will cut 6,000 feet per acre, 75% oak. Leveed and drained;

easily and cheaply logged; river gives competing rail rate;

land is in solid body and, as a timber proposition, is among
the best left in Arkansas. The land is good as can be

found and the drainage is causing rapid rise in farm land

values. I own this and will sell right.

JOHN C. SPRY
134 S. La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

R. nACON l/ENEER HO,
s. Dest Value u:::

211-225 North Ann Street

Importers of Logs
Manufacturers of Yeneer

CIRCASSIAN
MAHOGANY
:: WALNUT::

PAN ELS ^^^"^7
in stock

and can give immediate ship-

ment, 3 and 5 ply panels in

Birch, Oak, Mahogany

oo

LjJ

az

E <

o
m
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u> —

X <
a. Z
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Konzen, Stumpf & Schafer Lumber Co.

Blue Island Avenue and Robey St.

DEALERS IN

HARDWOOD LUMBER, WAGON

AND AUTOMOBILE STOCK

Kiln-dried Lumber a Specialty
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KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Chestnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

OUIIRTEREO WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDJIR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHEKN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

H. S. MIZKEB,
Pres.

J. M. LOGAN,
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Pres.

C. B. SWANN.
Sec'y and Treas.

LOGAN- MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:
Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

Ven eer s

"The Very Best''

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK

JL,et us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally
Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tallies—a score
of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-
dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD
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NASHVILLE
CE;UE]Bia.^VrED FOR MIGHEST T^iTPE TIIVIBER OROV\rri-I, EA.Uljn.,BSS

J^J>irt GOOD GRJ^VDE^S.

If you want to get in touch

with 2000 Live Wire
Buyers of Hardwoods

it will pay you to find out about
the Hardwood Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet—

"Selling Lumber By Mail"

It will prove a revelation to you.

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bulletin Dept.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO

we: must move:
150,000 FEET 4/4

NO. 1 COMMON QUARTERED WHITE OAK
75,000 FEET 4/4

NO. 2 COMMON QUARTERED WHITE OAK

Bone dry ! Good widths and lengths ! High grades

!

This stock Is located at one of our outside yards and
we will make extremely low prices in order to move
it quickly

LOVE, BOYD & CO., Nashville, Tenn.

pari'

The Althauser=Webster=Weaver Lumber Co.

INCORPORATED

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
MANUFACTURERS OF
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Wood Consuming Plants, Attention!

We solicit your inquiries for quartered oak. If

we haven't what you want we will cut it for you

JOHN B. RANSOM
^ COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARDWOOD L UWBEB
3 cars 4/4 I's & 2'a Qtd. Wlilt* Oak, 0' & np (wlda In).

1 car 4/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 6" & np (•-
lected for figure).

1 car 4/4 I's k 2'a Qtd. White Oak, 10* ft op.
2 cars 6/4 I'a Jb 2'b Qtd. Whit* Oak, 6' ft ap.
1 car e/4 No. 1 cammoa Qtd. Whlta Oak, 4" ft up (varr

Bice).

1 car 8/4 No. 1 common Qtd. White Oak, 4" ft up (Tery
nice ft dry).

1 car 4/4 I'a ft 2's Qtd. Red Oak, 6" ft up.
2 cars 4/4 No. 1 commoa Qtd. Eed Oak, 4" ft up.
2 cars 5/4 I's ft 2's Chestnut, dry, eood widths.
2 cars S/4 No. 1 commoa Chestnut, dry, (ood wldtha
10 cars 4/4 No. 2 C. & S. W. Chestnut, dry.
2 cars 16/4 i's ft 2's White Ash, yery dry ft tough.
2 cars 6/4 No. 1 common Hickory, very dry ft tough.
1 car 8/4 No. 1 commoa Hickory, very 4ry ft tough.
1 car 10/4 No. 1 common Hickory, very dry ft tough.
1 car 12/4 No. 1 common Hickory, very dry ft tough

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Cherokee Lumber Co.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
We want to sell from 100,000 to 200,000 feet 3" Is
and 2s quartered white oak, shipments to be made at
regular intervals within the next six or eight months.

Tennessee Hardwoods

"^Tennessee Hardwood
TLumber Co.

r z West Nashville
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J
HUNTINGTON
CEMTE.B. OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

1 Car 5/8 Sap Poplar.

2 Cars 5/8 No. 1 Common Poplar.

2 Cars 6/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

5 Cars 5/4 Sound Wormy and No. 2 Common
Chestnut.

3 Cars 4/4 Log Run Basswood.

5 Cars 6/4 Log Run Basswood.

2 Cars 8/4 Log Run Basswood.

Tug River Lumber Company

Rockcastle Lumber Company

C. L. Ritter Lumber Company
Huntington, W. Va.

Manufacturers of Band Sawn Hardwoods. Always have on
our Yards a nice assortment of POPLAR, PLAIN AND
QUARTERED OAK, CHESTNUT, BASSWOOD, BUCKEYE,
MAPLE AND BEECH.

We solicit your inquiries.

HUTCHINSON LUMBER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

OAK BILLS, CAR STOCK AND SWITCH TIES
All Kinds of Furniture Dimension Stock

Dry Stock

for Quick

Shipment

10
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WE MANUFACTURE AND
DEAL IN

TIES, HARDWOOD LUMBER
AND TIMBER

We want to buy a large

amount of 4/4, 8'—8'6"
Oak from Tie Sides

Hill Bros. Tie & Lumber Company
Charleston, W. Va.

OAK TIMBERS YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER
DOCK, CAR AND VESSEL OAK

Oak Timbers for all Purposes a Specialty

Write us for prices

THE PARKERSBURG MILL CO.
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Have to move at once

Two Cars 6/4 No. 3 Common Dry Ash

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

5 cars 4 '4 Ists and 2nds Quartered Poplar

5 cars 4 4 No. 1 Common Quartered Poplar

1 car 5 4 Ists and 2nds Poplar

3 cars 5 4 No. 1 Common Poplar

2 cars 5 4 No. 2 Common Poplar

4 cars 6 4 No. 1 Common Poplar

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Common Poplar

1 car 6 4 No. 4 Common Poplar

The above stock from our West Virginia Mills.

185,000 ft. 4 4 No. 1 Common Louisiana band sawn White Oak, one year old

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region where

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST sslIss

medivinY for ha^rdwood Ivimber.

A Few
Items in

Dry Stock

1 car 4/4 Is & 2s Plain OAK
1 car 6/4 Com. & Better Plain OAK
1 car 8/4 Com. & Better Plain OAK
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain OAK
2 cars 4/4 is & 2s POPLAR
1 car 4/4 Sap POPLAR
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. POPLAR
2 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. POPLAR

Send Us '^'our lnQLiii*ies

2^oice number Co.,3nc.
RICHMOIND, VIRQIINIA
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RSB CUM
A few words to the users of this excellent wood and those who contemplate using it.

Many years' experience in the manufacture and marketing of this item of stock have satisfied us that

in this wood, more than in any other hardwood, the successful consuming manufacturers insist upon
having only high quality stock—not only as to grade, but manufacture and careful handling while in pile

for seasoning.

Choice logs do not always produce good lumber—it depends largely upon how much care is exer-

cised in the process of manufacture; nor does the production of high quality stock end here—it must be
carefully put into piles and sufficient piling sticks used to insure its drying out flat.

When you are about to place an order for Gum, some of the essentials that suggest themselves to

you are

:

Full and uniform thickness.

Very dry stock that in the process of drying has remained flat and straight.

Good range of widths and lengths to assure you of a good yield of clear cuttings of various sizes you
require.

Last, but not least, after placing orders you want them executed promptly and on time—also honest
grading and measurement.

We are equipped with six band mills, backed by our own timber lands, to give you that kind of

stock and unexcelled service.

A partial list of Red Gum ready for shipment
Amount.
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TEflRn
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
SOME HIGH CLASS STOCK

5 cars 4 4 No. 2 Common & Better Soft Grey Elm

3 cars 6/4 No. 2 Common & Better Soft Grey Elm

2 cars 10/4 No. 2 Common & Better Soft Grey Elm

1 car 12 4 No. 2 Common & Better Soft Grey Elm

THE LOWER PENINSULA VARIETY
Write for Special Prices

THE STEARNS SALT & LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers

LUDINCTON, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

MfLJY NOT? ^^^^^ ^^* ^"' ^^"^ y^"*^ inquiries

«" ri I l^x/ I and orders direct Jo the producer

We Have Four Band Mills |Sawing Hardwood
A FEWglTEMS WE WANT^TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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OUT OF THE ORDINARY

WOOD-WORKING MACHINES
THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION"

When we make our appeal for more busi-

ness, it is to those who desire machines

that are different from the ordinary; ma-
chines that carry with them the maximum
of efficiency; free from failure or constant

breakage.

DEFIANCE machines give 100 per cent of

uninterrupted service from the time of

installment.

Nil. H Variety Sanins. Sli-ipiiiK ami
Boring Mai'liine

No. 50 Heavy 12" Felloe Hound sind
Bow Bender

DEFIANCE machines are known the world
over for the superior workmanship they

turn out. They have been designed, de-

veloped and refined to operate as simply,

as surely and as conveniently as human
brains can devise them. Nothing in their

make-up that cannot be

Patent Variety Lathe

Guaranteed to Absolutely Fulfill Our Every Claim
We Invite Your Correspondence and Solicit Your Patronage

OUR CATALOG AND PRICES ARE AT YOUR COMMAND

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS
414 Perry Street Defiance, Ohio

GREEN RIVER
LUMBER CO.

"After all, it's the timber that

counts. If you haven't quality tim-

ber, all other things will avail but

little in the production of really

good lumber."—
We manufacture from such

timber exclusively, — our stock

shows it.

It's up to you to let us prove

it. Stock list and prices to be had

for the asking.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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OUR NAME
GUARANTEES the quality of our

PLAIN RED and WHITE OAK, QUAR-
TERED WHITE OAK, ASH,

And Other Hardwoods
Our special attention to MIXED CARS means ECONOMICAL

BUYING for you

John M. Woods & Co.
Main Office luid DiatribntliiK Yard, EAST CAMBKIDOE, MASS.

WHOLESALE YABD, MEUPHIS, TBNN.

IMPROVED WHITE SAW SWIGES
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CI N CI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE. SOUTH

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

15 Cars 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

15 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

Band Sawn, Equalized and Thoroughly Dry. Good Width and Lengths.

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on

the Following:

153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—30%
13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5/4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",

bone dry.

6M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS. V. President

BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE, Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and

mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
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CINCINNATI
THE. GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

WE WANT TO BUY
^^^^^^^ —^^^—^^^^^—^"^ ^^^—^^ "^^^^^^^^"

1", IM", Hz" Is & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON SAP GUM
1", 1^ " & 2" Is & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON RED GUM
1 " NO. 1 COMMON TUPELO.

SUBMIT US YOUR STOCK SHEETS

WITH BEST CASH PRICES

DUHLMEIER BROS,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

CONASAUGA LUMBER COMPANY
General Sales Office, - Fourth National Bank Building

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
White Pine, Yellow Pine and Cypress

Saw and planing: mills, Conasauga. Xenn.—35,000.000 feet annual
output—Business of wholesale consuming: trade solicited

E. C. Bradley Lumber Co.
702 Gerke Building, Cincinnati, Ohio

1 t-ar 4/4 is aBd 29 Cheiry.
1 car 1" Log Run Cherry.
100,000 ft. 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut
100,000 ft. 4/4 Log Run Maple
One oar 8/4 Log Run Maple
30,000 ft. 4/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.
15,000 ft. 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar.
13,500 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 18" to 24" wide.
14,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 24" & up, 30% 34"

and up, 50 to 60% 14' & 16' long.
75 pes. 1" No. 1 Panel Poplar, 39" to 48" wide, 16' long.
"2 pes. 1" No. 1 Panel Poplar, 24" to 39", 16' long.

All of the above is band sawed, good widths and lengths,

and we can make prompt shipment

WE cc
SELL SERVICE99

in connection witli a full line

of OAK, GUM, POPLAR,
and other HARDWOODS
If you appreciate "service," in

all its details, write, wire or phone

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

BENNETT & WITTE
JUST A FEW OF OUR SPECIALS

1 car 4/4" No. 1 & Panel Sap
Gum. 21" to 25".

2 cars 4/4" 1 & 2 Red Gum, IS" to
27".

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qrtd. Red
Oak.

2 cars 4/4 1 & 2 PI. Red Oak, 12"
& up.

1 car 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White
Oak.

1 car 12/4 1 & 2 PI. White Oak.

Main Office

CINCINNATI, OHIO
222 W. 4tli Aye.

2 cars 4/4" Sd. Wrmy. & No. 2 Com.
Qrtd. Chestnut.

3 cars 4/4 1 & 2 Poplar.
1 car each 12/4" No. 1 Com. Selects

& 1 & 2 Poplar.
1 car each 4/4 No. 1 Com. & Ist &

2nds Ash.
1 car 4/4, 5/4 & 6/4 1 & 2 Ash, 12"

& up wide.
1 car 8/4". 10/4. 12/4 & 16/4" 1 & 2

Ash. 12" & up wide.

SOUTHERN OFFICE. MEMPHIS, TENN.
EXPORT OFFICE, NEW ORLEANS. LA.

L. W. RADINA & CO.
DEALERS IN

POPLAR AND
HARDWOODS

CINCINNATI OHIO

Both Ends and the Middle

Hardwood Record reachesmost

everybody who produces mar-

kets and consumes Hardwoods.

Nothing But Hardwoods

MOWBRAY & ROBINSON
SPECIALISTS IN

OAK-ASH-POPLAR
ALWAYS IN THE MARKET FOR
ROUND LOTS OR MILL CUTS

OFFICE AND YARDS
SIXTH ST., BELOW HARRIET CINCINNATI
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KENTUCKY
CENTER OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

FALLS CITY LUMBER COMPANY
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

T. & P. No. 11644—6,515 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
5,244 ft. 5/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
SO per cent 14 and 16 ft.

L. S. & M. S. No. 42783—11,436 ft. 4/4 Is and 2s Plain Red Oak.
S5 per cent 12 ft., 15 per cent 10 ft.

I. C. No. 26629—6,105 ft. 6/4 Is and 2s Quartered White Oak.
5,064 ft. 8/4 Is and 2s Quartered White Oak.
5,540 ft. 8/4 No. 1 Common Quartered White Oak.
•Bone dry, 50 per cent 14 and 16 ft., good widths and nicely

figured.
Mo. P. No. 3734&—4,529 ft. 6/4 Common Ash.

6,808 ft. 8/4 Common Ash.
Louisiana Cane Ash, firm, strong and tough; bone dry..

Wabash No. 67266—1,097 ft. 10/4 Common Ash.
5,538 ft. 12/4 Common Ash.
3,465 ft. 6/4 Common Ash.
1,968 ft. 8/4 Common Ash.
Louisiana Ash; firm, strong and tough; bone dry.

Big 4 No. 6745—13,296 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
T. & P. No. 12104—14,112 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

T. & P. No. 13397—13,848 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
V. R. R. No. 3220—16,322 ft. 6/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
T. & P. No. 13025—12,025 ft. 6/4 No. 2 Common Plain Red Oak.

Band sawn: trimmed 75 per cent 14 and 16 ft., largely

16 ft.; dry and very fine stock. This applies to the last

five cars.

1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common and Better Wormy Chestnut,
50 per cent Is and 2s. 50 per cent 14 and 16 ft.

4 cars 4/4 Common Plain White Oak, 50 per cent 14 and
16 ft.

3 cars 4/4 Is and 2s Cottonwood, 12 inch to 17 inch, soft
and yellow.

1 car 4/4 Select Cottonwood, 12 to 17 inch, soft and yellow.
3 cars 6/4 Common Cane Ash, Louisiana, Bone Dry.
2 cars 8/4 Common Cane Ash, Louisiana. Bone Dry.
1 car 4/4 Panel Poplar, 18 to 25 inch, 50 per cent 14 and

16 ft.; 2 years old.
2 cars 4/4 Is and 2s Poplar. 7 to 18 incli; 2 years old.
2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar; 2 years old.
1 car 12/4 Is and 2s Poplar.
1 car 12/4 No. 1 Common Poplar.
1 car 16/4 No. 1 Common Poplar.
1 car 16/4 Is and 2s Poplar.
2 cars 4/4 Gum and Elm Crating, 6 and 8 ft. long.
2 cars 4/4 Gum and Elm Crating, 6 and 8 ft. long, resawn
rough.

3 cars 4/4 Is and 2s Red Gum, all 14 and 16 ft.

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Red Gum, all 14 and 16 ft.

2 cars 5/4 Is and 2s Red Gum, all 14 and 16 ft.

3 cars 5/4 Is and 2s Sap Gum, 10 to 16 ft.

5 cars 4/4 Is and 2s Sap Gum, all 14 and 16 ft.

1 car 8/4 Is and 2s Sap Gum.
1 car 8/4 No. 1 Common Sap Gum.
1 car 8/4 Common and Better Red Gum.

"SOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

ANY REASONABLE OFFER
WILL BUY THE FOLLOWING STOCK:

DRY—IN FINE CONDITION
4,700 feet 3/4" ls-2s Qrtd. White Oak.
15,000 feet 3/4"
40,000 feet 4/4"
4,500 feet 2M'

45,000 feet 4/4"
14,000 feet 4/4"
12,000 feet 6/4"

No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak.
No. 2 Com. Qrtd. White Oak.
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak.
No. 2 Com. Plain Red & White Oak.
No. 1 Com. Qrtd. Red Oak Strips, 2" & up
Hickory, Log Run. [wide.

16,000 feet 4/4" Hickory, Log Run.
20,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, ls-2s Quartered.
8,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, No. I Com. Quartered.
13,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, Com. & Better, 12" & up x 10'.

50,000 feet 5/4" Poplar, ls-2s & No. 1 Com., 7" t« 9".

12,000 feet 4/4" Ash, ls-2s 6" and up.
12,000 feet 6/4" Log Run Ash.

We, of course, have a complete stock of Quartered and Plain Oak, Poplar and Hickory, etc., in all grades
and thicknesses, and will be glad to have your inquiries for anything you may need.

J. V. STIMSON & CO. OWENSBORO, KY.
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The Time to Buy Is NOW
A certain well-known advertising agency displays as its slogan,
"The time to advertise is all the time." However this may be
true of advertising, it must be conceded that it is not so applicable
to lumber or any other commodity which is subject to the fluc-
tuations of the market.

But students of the situation agree that never was a time more
opportune for buying than the present. Crops are certain to be
far above the average;money is fairly plentiful, and the railroads
are still handling a comfortable volume of business. Lumber
stocks are in fair shape, and the wants of the buyer—now—can
be taken care of readily at satisfactory prices.

A few months hence conditions will undergo a radical change.
There is every reason to believe that most consuming interests
will experience a marked stimulation, and will require largely
increased supplies. It is certain that the railroads will be taxed
in handling the enormous production of the harvest fields, and
that traffic will move much more slowly than it is moving now.
It is likewise certain that stocks will be broken and that prices
will advance. If there has been any surplus of hardwoods, it has
disappeared, and by the time the crest of the tide of demand
reaches available stocks this fall, the relations between demand
and supply are likely to undergo a surprising change.

If you use or handle lumber, you cannot afford to wait until
the need becomes immediate; you cannot afford to trust to luck,
nor to "let the yard-man carry the stocks" in order to save interest
on the investment. If you arc going to require lumber this fall,

the time to buy is noiv.

While the statements we have made are general, and can be used
as readily bv other markets as our own, it is unnecessary to add
that the facilities of our members for taking care of their cus-
tomers are unexcelled, and that those who send their inquiries to
Louisville will get what they ordered, plus satisfaction, raised
to the «th power.

The Louisville Hardwood Club
Edward L. Davis Lumber Company, Norman Lumber Company,
C. C. Mengel & Bro. Co^ipaxy. W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co..
Booker-Cecil Company, The Louisville Veneer :\Iills.

Ohio River Sawmill Company, Louisville Point Lumber Company.
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1ET us talk to you about the plain
^ and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we make
to-day. Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.

We can make immediate shipment of the following

items

:

1 Car 5/4 r. A. S. Qtd. W. Oak.

3 Car8 6/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak.

3 Cars 4/4 Clear Qtd. W. Oak
Strips. 2M; to SVa.

3 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak Strips, 2Vi to 6V4.

3 Cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Qtd. W.
Oak.

2 Cars 6/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Red Oak.

1 Car 8/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
Red Oak.

1 Car 8/4 Com. and Bet. Qtd.
White Oak.

WE H.4VE A GOOD STOCK OF POPLAR 4/4 to 12/4.

SE'ND US YOUR INQUIRIES

FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY
Sales OfHee

1657 MONADNOCK BLDG.
CHICAGO

Main Office

P.ADDCVH, KENTUCKY

FIRE
INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

m. F. FEBBT, Manager.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried Z^-

Polisiied

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

Poplar! Poplar!! Poplar!!!
WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING BAND SAWN AND EQUAL-

IZED POPLAR LUMBER.
1 Car 1/2 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
2 Cars 5/8 is-2s Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
1 Car 4/4 Clear Sap Strips, 5"x6" wide.

10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Poplar, 7" to 17" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 18" to 23" wide.
2 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 24" to 3 7" wide.
5 C^rs 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 10" to 12" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 13" to 17" wide.

LET US QUOTE YOU.

Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which began operations on January 1,

is equipped throughout with every modem improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.

We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,
moulding, finish, etc.

THE W. C. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers oi

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
IRONTON, OHIO

Watch This Space

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT
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Published in the Interest of the American Hardwood Forests, (he Products thereof, and Logging, Saw

Mill and Wood-working Machinery, on the 10th and 25lh of each Month, by

THE HARDWOOD COMPANY
Henry H. Gibson, President

Burdis Anderson. Sec'y and Treas.

Entire Seventh Floor Ellsworth Building

537 So. Dearborn Street. CHICAGO
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General Market Conditions

Tliis is a season that is iisuallj' afflicted with " inid suiniiior ilull-

ness" in lumber sales, but this year is an exception, from the fact

that the hardwood business the country over is in from fair to

excellent volume.

Owing to the jiaucity of stock on hand, very unfavorable weather

conditions- and a general hesitancy in business, the first three months

of the year showed a decided falling off in hardwood demand over

a corresponding period of 1911, but this decadence in trade has

been more than regained during the succeeding months, as the volume

of business for the first six months of the year is in excess of

that of 1911.

Building operations in the chief commercial centers are growing

apace with the advancing year. Notably in Chicago building opera-

tions are stupendous in quantity and high-class in character. Local

houses distributing building woods report that their capacity for

receipts and delivery is taxed to the utmost, and that the year's

business promises to be one of the greatest in the history of this

great city. Railroad and other corporation lumber buying is on au

increasing scale.

There is still a marked complaint concerning the shortage of dry

stock of several varieties, and also of deliveries of shipments, inci-

dent to failure to secure cars promptly. From the fact that during

the past few months weather conditions have been very favorable

for loggir.g and lumber manufacture, and the large operators in

many sections have materially increased the quantity of their

output, the shortage in the general run of hardwoods very likely

will diminish as the season advances. At milling points the piles

of both plain and quartered oak are increasing in number, and by

fall there will probably be enough stock to take care of all

requirements.

The interior finish trade is consuming a large quantity of hard-

woods, and the same can be said of the hardwood flooring industry.

Furniture people are having a much better trade .than a year ago,

and are now making insistent calls for lines of wood that enter

into this line of production. The trade in furniture woods is there-

fore excellent, with the strongest call for oak, gum and mahoganv.

The export trade would be in a inoie vr.ti ;t'actory condition were

it not for what is practically a shipping tiust that is demanding
extraordinarily high rates of freight. In some instances the rates are

double those of a year ago, and it is necessary for shippers to

exercise a great deal of care in making sales c. i. f. to foreign ports,

for the reason that immediate future rates are an indeterminable

quantity, varying from week to week on the shij) schedules in an

extraordinary and unaccountable manner. Old shipping contracts

made last year and early this year have largely expired and what

future ocean going rates will be is yet to be determineu.

There is an increasing call for higli grades of northern woods.

Stocks in these sections are undeniably low, and will remain so

during the year, but in such southern woods as oak, gum, cotton-

wood, chestnut and ash, there promises to be sufficient stock to t.ike

care of all reasonable demands.

There seems to be an increasing call for mahogany both in the

form of solid wood and in veneers; a fair and increasing demand
for sawed oak veneers, and a fair call for Circassian veneers. The
other foreign woods are featureless.

The hardwood flooring people are having a fair trade, and the

liig stocks in warehouses a few months ago are gradually being

reduced. Prices are reaching a more satisfactory stage.

The broom and agricultural handle business is in fair shape,

and there are no complaints on the hickory handle situation.

On the whole it looks like a steady, healthy demand for the

remainder of the year at reasonably satisfactory values.

Annual Crop and Business Report
It is the custom of George M. Eeynolds, president of the Con-

tinental and Commercial Kational Bank of Chicago, the largest

strictly commercial bank in the world, and the second largest bank

nf any sort, to collect, collate and distribute an annual crop and

business report about August 15 of each year.

H.^KD-WOOD Record has been favored with an advance proof of

(his report, and is privileged to publish the following digest of this

monumental work, which has consumed more than a month's time

of scores of clerks and has cost no inconsiderable sum to the great

banking institution named. It ii a wonderful story of prospective

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the United States and its possessions,
and Canada. $2.00 the year; in foreign countries. $1.00 extra postage.
In conformity with the rules of tlie postoftice department, subscrip-

tions are payable in advance, and in default of written orders to the
contrary, are continued at our option.
Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address.

should be sent one week before the date they are to go into effect.
Both old and new addresses must be given.
Both display and classified advertising rates furnished upon

application.

Advertising copy must be received five days in advanc3 of publica*
tion dates.

Telephones :—Harrison 8086-8087-8088.

Advertising Representatives: Jacob Holtzman. 5254 Larchwood Ave-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E. W. Meeker, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chi-
cago, 111.

Entered as second-class matter Mav 26, 1902, at the postoCjce at Vbi-

cage. 111., under act of March 3, 1879.
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crop pleutilude and of business prosperity, and the situation surely

puts a quietus on public unrest and disquietude incident to a

presidential election year.

The estimated yields are as follows:

Wheat . . - nilii.ooo.oon bu.
Corn 2, Mill, 0011. (Mio bu.
Oats l.L'iiu.ooii.iiiiO bu.
Barlpv joo.ooo.ooo bu.
Rve .' 88,bO0,00(J bu.
CotI on 13,100.000 bales
Hav 60,000.000 tons
Potatoes 360,000,000 bu.

The report states that while the climatic conditions have not been

ideal for crop raising, on the whole they have been favorable, and

the soil is making up for the partial returns of the past two years.

In spite of the non-uniformity of conditions that really exists there

is no section wherein all crops have failed. Production this year

is over the average, and it is a bumper year when all products are

taken into consideration. The harvest will yield fully twenty per

cent in weight and bulk over last year. None of the breadstuffs

will fall short of the need of the people—most of them will be

in surplus. The feedstuffs for

the animals promise large yields,

and consequent recession in the

price to the consumer. The

accuracy of the statistics pre-

sented are well vouched for, as

they are from the same and

almost numberless sources from

which were obtained the statis-

tics of a year ago, which proved

in the finals to be reasonably

accurate, and much more so than

the governmental figures deliv-

ered months later. The winter

wheat harvest will be approxi

mately .380,000,000 bushels;

spring wheat, 280,000,000 bush-

els, making a total of 060,000,000

busiiels w-bieh is 30,000,000

Ijushels larger than last year.

Corn had a bad start this

year, but there is a fair increase

in acreage, and the yield will be

an average one.

The yield of oats is growing

to record proportions, and easily

tops the banner crop of two

years ago. The oat crop of the country will bo tniucndous.

The base of the food for the lower animals, hay, is now assured

a heavier yield than last year. It will not make a record crop on

account of the severe winter and backward spring, ,but the production

will be more than sufficient to enable the farmer to hold a reserve

for the coming year.

Since summer has set in, a brighter outlook for grain has been

reflected in a descent in price. Wheat from $1.1.5 a bushel has

declined to around 90 cents; corn from 8.5 cents in the Middle West

and around $1 in tlie South and East has had a decline of 15 cents

a bushel. Oats have dropped from 55 cents to 40 cents, and hay from

$25 a ton for ordinary stuff has been cut in half. Hence there is

every prospect that the cost of feeding cattle, which has been pro-

hibitory despite the low price of the latter, can now be resumed on

a profitable basis at mucli less price for cattle on the hoof.

The smaller grains are [iroducing on a like generous scale. The
barley crop promises to be a quarter larger than last year. The

rye crop indicates a yield above normal. Potatoes, ranging ne.xt

to wheat for human consumption, will yield twenty-five per cent moi'e

than a year ago. Garden vegetables and fruit are yielding plentifully.

The report augurs that the high cost of living will surely decline

with a larger production of table supplies.

Cotton, the country's great agricultural export, will not reach the

proportions of last year, but the falling off in quantity will very

likely be made up in increased price.

There is an Honor in business

that is the fine gold of it ; that reck-

ons with every man justly; that loves

light ; that regards kindness and fair-

ness more highly than goods or prices

or profits. It becomes a man more

than his furnishings or his house. It

speaks for him in the heart of every-

one. His friendships are serene and

secure. His strength is like a young

tree by a river.

—Anon.

The production of flax will be larger than for the past two years.

The cultivation of tobacco has prevailed on a larger scale than last

year. Mississippi river floods were destructive of sugar cane planta-

tions this year, and the crop outcome in the submerged portions of

the cane belt will be small.

Beet sugar cultivation has increased with the enlargement of irri-

gation projects in the West, and the outlook is for a large crop.

Prices of both types of sugar are not likely to be very high, as the

beet crop in Europe will be larger this year, and Cuba has had an

unusually large sugar cane campaign.

President Eeynolds' deductions are that "a volume of agricultural

products thirty per cent larger than last year will return to the

farming community the most profitable results of a decade. The

industries of the country have been feeling' the stimulus of the

prosperity of the tiller of the soil, and the ample supply of the

needs of the people. The only prosperity is that which comes from

agricultural production, and that is assured."

Concerning general business conditions, the report alleges that

considerable progress has been

made in the business world

toward a complete recovery from

the depression resulting from the

slowing down process made neces-

sary in 1910 by too large expan-

sion in industrial and commer-

cial activities; too much specula-

tion in land, and the tying up of

too much liquid capital in pro-

jects in process of development

and not sufficiently seasoned to

make their securities readily con-

vertible. In some' instances this

|irogress has not only reached

normal, but has extended con-

siderably beyond that. In others

the condition of trade and busi-

ness shows a full recovery. A
few are still below normal owing

(n peculiar conditions in these

narticular lines.

Money continues plentiful.

Foreign trade balances are ex-

cellent. Foreign credit is good,

.fust at present railroad earnings

are showing an improvement, but

the situation in the transportation world continues to show a smaller

increase in gross than would justify the heavy operating costs, even

after the recent period of rigid retrenchment.

There is a remarkable revival in the steel industry, which forms

a great stimulus to general business. This result is based on a

tremendous tonnage, high efficiency and low prices for finished

products. The steel trade is usually regarded as the barometer of

the business world, and to a considerable extent it can be so classified,

because it enters into so many lines of business enterprise.

Labor is generally well employed, and there is a notable scarcity

at nearly all of the leading centers. This fact is reassuring because

it clearly indicates a greater industrial activity than has existed for

some time.

The crop production as submitted indicates an increase in the

value of total crop production, allowing for the decline in tlie market

value for cotton and grain, of approximately $(517,000,000. Of this

amount $365,200,000 or more than half comes fr(nn ten crop,s of com-

modities which figure in the cereal and produce market. It is there-

fore of considerable moment to note that present crop conditions

justify an estimate of $9,033,966,000 in new wealth to be produced

from the soil this year against a production of $8,417,000,000 in 1911.

One striking feature emphasized in this business report is the

advices received from representative business men in all lines of

trade of the improvement of collections. Collections generally are

pronounced good.
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Tlie report issues a warning that, although it has been a long time will go a long way toward righting the public opinion as directed at

since actual predictions were uttered of a serious car shortage, now the lumber business, and there is no reason why by proper educa-
railroads, through their enforced period of curtailment, are not able tion the daily press should not contain frequent articles of this

to keep their equipment up to the requirements of a period of nature.

business activity and of the movement of a large crop production. Thp Natinn's Riisin«>ee
Hence it is thoroughly believable that during the crop-moving period

there will be a serious shortage of tonnage which wUl miUtate
'^^^ '^^"''^ '® "^'^ *'*'« °* ^ ^^^'^^ recently received from the offices

seriously against the prompt movement of commodities like lumber. °* ,*^'' °*="''y created Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

/-i« v. 1 iu ,. 11 .11. i. ...I. u 1 i! J i-i, -1. 4- 't is *''^ P'^1 °f the directors of the association to complement theOf banking, the report alleges that the bankers find the situation
, , .0 ,1 t ,

,.j.,, 4.- .0 i ii. mv, J! i. iu i. 1. T
desks or ail editorial writers with a periodical survev of the instruc-

a little more satisfaetorv than a year ago. The fact that banks ^. ,, . „ , . ^ ' .
v,

^ <= o,,iu>,

- iu • <- • 1 • / i 4.1 u .1 ii 4. n 1 J ^^^''^ things of the nation. It is expected that as the numbersm the interior and m fact throughout the country are well loaned , „ ., ,

v i £ ,. • 4.1 • .c 1.1.' TTTi.-, iu •
accumulate they will supply the definite knowledge of progress that

up, indicates firmer rates m the coming few months. While there is
, , , .,, . , ,

, ^ t' s <= = t <»..

.,..,,.». I r 4. 11 H.V.-
"^s °6en hitherto unavailable except by a vast amount of superficial

nothing m the situation to suggest acute stringency, a much healthier , . ,. . „ ^
„ , -,.,. .. ^, t , , • -4. • ,1 1 4.

"'ork m many directions. The page received was published on Julymonetary condition trom the bankers' viewpoint is likely to ensue. -,„ -r, , ,. ,,..,„
22. It merely outhnes the object of future publications of this

In the practice of economy, President Eeynolds alleges there seems y^lmhle asset to the knowledge of national commerce conditions,
to be a wide divergence in opinion, but the general impression of .^^tij^g that it will be issued to all editorial writers of the country
his correspondents indicates that some progress has been made in .^^^ ^^ members of the National Chamber of Commerce. It will
the direction of the curtailment of extravagance. While there eon- ,^^3, instructive progress throughout the country along the lines
tinues to be a large element who live on the top shelf, and spend ^f ag,iculture, mining, manufacturing, transportation, distribution
their incomes freely with little regard for the future, it is noted that ^^^ fl,,^^^^ J^ ^.^j ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ progress and of organized
there has been a healthy increase in saving deposits in all sections of promotion, and will include statistical statements of developments
the country. A reassuring feature is found m the tendency of indi- ^^^ ^jn ^^^^^ commercial activities at home and abroad. Such an
viduals to reduce their indebtedness. ^^i^g^t st^rt i„ the right direction by the National Chamber of

In conclusion the report states that, taking the situation as a Commerce certainly presages a highly successful career and the

whole and weighing carefully the retarding influences, there is institution of a vast number of educational and beneficial features as

justification, judging from the advices in every line of trade, for the applied to the nation 's commerce,
conclusion that there probably are twelve months of good active

business with moderate profits ahead, providing of course that crops The Peoole Who Have the Monev
turn out as favorably as present conditions indicate.

Adams, a ubiquitous financial newspaper writer, has evidently

Fmnlr»v«»rc' I laK'lit A*-f
been making an inventory of the wealth of sundry individuals, and

^ ' in the newspaper dispatches of a few days ago reports a list of
It is brought to the attention of Illinois concerns who did not nine men to whose names are attached their reputed or real wealth

notify the Labor Bureau at Springfield prior to May 1 that they did in figures following a dollar mark:
not care to come under the act governing employers ' liability .Tolin D. Kocketellcr $1,000,000,000

insurance, that they are uow under the act and must continue so .t° p'^MOT'lia'Jf.^.'':
.'.'.:'.'.".'.'.'.'.:".".'.'. '.".'.""

soo'ooo'ooo
until they file notice to the contrary with the Bureau, which cannot William Rockefeller :i50,'ooo,ooo
, , ., T ini o George V. Baker 250,000,000
be until .lanuary, 1913. James It. Duke 200.000,000

James Stillman L'OO.OOO.OOO

A^ . r .1 ¥ 1 Ileury C. Frick 150,000,000
Count ror the Lumbermen \v. k. vanderbiit 150,000,000

. ^. . , . , ,, , , , ., This will be pleasing information to a good many people who
Any \ariation troni the attitude usually assumed bv the daily

, ,, , „ ,,.,„',,.
, ^, , , 1 , ., ..',,. " ,,' liaven't any such sums of money as this, or don't even believe it

press toward the lumber fraternity, particularly m respect to the . ^ .,., ,. ,

,. , . , „ , , .
'. . ,. ," , ... exists, as a guide to know where to go to make a touch.

implied existence of a lumber trust, is particularly welcome. It is

a notable fact that in every instance where the press has been given \A i' r" ' \/l
a logical argument tending to show the absolute impossibility of the

Meeting CommiSSary Managers
existence of such a combination, it has responded with a generous The third annual convention of the National Commissary Asso-

report of the trade and in many instances has gone on record as elation will be held at the Sinton Hotel, Cincinnati, August 20-22.

being eniphaticall.v of the opinion that there does not exist even the This association is becoming an important allied organization of

least semblance of a trust in the lumber business. various lumber associations, and the work done by the organization

A gratifying instance of this attitude is seen in a recent issue of 's materially assisting in proper organization and efficiency in this

the Houghton Daily Mining Gazette published at Houghton and important department of lumber enterprises. Every manager of a

Calumet, ilich. The opinion in question was embodied in an editorial lumber commissary will do himself distinct and important service

in this publication which in turn was inspired by the fact that ^y attending this meeting.

through a meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufac The program is a very elaborate one, and covers practically every

turers' Association at Houghton, the newspaper men were given an problem that is encountered in the management of the commissaries

opportunity of seeing the actual workings of a typical lumber associa <^^ various lumber manufacturing organizations.

tion. and by talkiug with the men themselves" were enabled to see The president of the association is Alfred Evans of Orvisburg.

the lumbermen's side of the trust question. The editorial says: ^iss., and the secretary is Tracy D. Luccock of Chicago. Both of

"Personally we met most of the. members present. They were tli«'se gentlemen have devoted a good deal of intelligent effort to

all practical, progressive, hard-headed business men. 'Their associa- putting the organization in very exceljent shape,

tion has a good work to do and is doing it. —• d • j •
i M

"The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa- * "® rreSldential iNommatlOns
tion furnishes a fine example of the injustice and ridiculousness of The country is now viewing with serenity the fact that there are

the cheap political efforts that are constantly being made to furnisli three important presidential tickets in the field for the November
cheap political conversation even if it does some possible in.iury to elections. The situation is viewed with complacency as auguring

established business success. '

'

little of political turmoil or prospective disturbance that would

In speaking of the meeting the article says: interfere with a recurrence of good and profitable business con-

" There was nothing secret about it. There was not an attempt ditions.

to restrain trade or to conspire. '

'

If Mr. Taf t should be re-elected, of which even his most ardent

The continued publication of such sentiments in tlie daily press supporters doubt, it is pretty well understood about what he will
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accomplish or fail to accomplish. If Woodrow Wilson should be

elected, in which he seems to have a call in the betting, the country

will be in fairly safe and sane hands. If Theodore Eoosevelt should

be the choice of the people and the tenents of the new progressive

party be carried out, and there is little reason to believe that they

will not be, there is no particular danger to the business world of

such an ending of the three-cornered political fight.

It is fair to presume that the average business man from now
until election is going to interest himself more in his business than

in politics. He will go to the polls quietly and voice his prefer-

ence, and in the event that it does not correspond with that of the

majority, he still will be fairly well satisfied with the result. It

now looks as though current politics had ceased to be an important

retardant to business prosperity.

Fire Losses in City and Country
A tabulation has been made of the statistics on fire losses in the

United States as between the cities and the country for 1911 and
previous years. Last year's record shows a per capita loss of $2.62

for cities of 20,000 population and over, an increase of 23 cents

over the per capita loss for 1910. -In the group of eleven cities

having a population of 400,000 and over, St. Louis had the largest

per capita loss, with Boston second and Chicago next with a loss

of $2.59 per capita. Baltimore makes the best sliowing, with

Cleveland next. The average per capita loss of this group of the

eleven larger cities is $2.27, which is 13 cents higher than in 1910.

A comparison of the fire loss in the fities and the country shows

that the proportion of losses on property supposed to be under first-

class fire protection, and much of alleged fireproof character, has

greatly increased, while the losses ou property witli little or no fire

protection and quite largely of wood construction has fallen off.

Fire underwriters attempt to explain this fact by saying the supe-

rior fire protection of the cities is offset by the multiplicity of

municipal hazards which are absent in the country, together with

the fact that a conflagration once started makes a larger showing
on the loss ratio.

Say what you please, the statistics quoted make a mighty good

argument for an increased use of wood in structural work.

Building Operations

As recounted in the news columns of this issue, it will be noted

that building operations of the chief commercial cities of the coun-

try for the first seven months of the year exhibit a net increase

over the extraordinary buihling of 1911 of nine per cent. July of

this year also stands out with an increase of the same percentage

over July of a year ago. This is an extraordinary showing, when it

is recalled that monumental building operations rarely take place

save in periods when there is little profit in general industrial

enterprises. At such times money seeks investment in real estate

improvements. Hence there was nothing remarkable in the large

building developments of 1911, but in the face of a general return

of normal business conditions it is extraordinary that the bulk of

these operations not only continues but show an increase. There is

every promise that building operations will continue to show an

increase in percentage for the remainder of 1912 over 1911, and
it would not be surprising, with the present start, if the net increase

would approximate twenty per cent.

Longevity of Wood
Many remarkable stories have been told about the enduring

qualities of wood, but it has remained for Professor Petrie and
his associates to make the most wonderful demonstration in this

respect that has ever been recorded. This coterie of scientists has

had on exhibition in England during the past month specimens of

wood from buildings excavated in Egypt that are more ancient

than any others yet discovered. The remains of these wooden
buildings indicate that timber was once more abundant in the Nile

river valley than has been supposed. A cofiin with the bottom

made from a plank marked with the, house-builder 's tool upon it

is referred io King Menes' time, about 4,000 B. C. Wooden bed-

steads of that time and their carved feet testify of a prehistoric

civilization. Some of these, too short for lying at full length, are

e\idei^tly such as Jacob had thousands of years later, when he

"gathered up his feet into his bed" to die. A curiosity, a thou-

sand years older than the oldest pyramid, is a sort of a foot rest

in the form of a wooden block topped with a bar and made into

the sh.ipe of a sole on which to place the foot while fastening the

sandal.

Surely the general public and even lumbermen do not appreciate

the longevity of wood when it is so disposed as to not be subject

to alternate dryness and dampness. Lhideniably wood will outlast

cement, steel and iron a hundred times over, if it is properly placed

in structural or other uses.

Impending Car Shortage

H.\RrnvooD Kecoru is not inclined to cry '-wolf'' unless there is

good reason for the message. If any one can read and analyze the

crop report contained in this issue, taking into consideration as

well the depleted situation that surrounds the rolling stock of

the majority of American railroads, it will require but little logic

to demonstrate that there is certainly good reason to assume that

there will be an unheard-of car shortage during the next few
months, and notably while crops are moving. Non-perishable

freight like lumber is always forced to take a back seat in periods

of ear stringency.

Hence, if ever good advice was offered by a lumber journal it is

the injunction that the time to buy lumber for those who eontem-

jdate that necessity is now. Buj'ers will find the market in an
easier situation at the present time than later in the year, and,

besides that, they will be assured of stocks on hand when the

urgent necessity of the fall trade renders such holdings imperative

to the satisfactory conduct of lumber manufacturing enterprises.

Southern Operators Exonerated

The action of the grand jury wliich tried the officers of the

Galloway Lumber Company who were held on a serious charge in

connection with the outrage at Grabow, La., on July 7, is highly

gratifying, and a pretty concrete evidence of the general feeling

regarding the rioting at that place. The action of the jury com-

pletely exonerated the officers from all liability. It will be recalled

that a number of members of the timber workers' union attemiited

to intimidate employes of the Galloway company on that date,

and that as a result of retaliation on the part of the Galloway

men, several people were killed and a large number injured. The
judge decided that the lumbermen merely acted in defense of their

lives, and that no blame whatever could be attached to them.

Ou till' other hand, a large number of the disturbers, those act-

ually participating in the rioting and those supposed to have excited

it, are in jail on charges ranging from highway robbery to murder,

and some ou both charges. There are twenty-three agitators in

jirison, among whom is A. L. Emerson who is president of the

to-called Brotherhood of Timber Workers.

The most gratifying phase of the situation is that the unpopular

methods of Emerson and his followers have met with a very cold

response on the part of the sawmill and W'oods employes in that

territory. The Timber Workers' Brotherhood has received but few
new members, and mills in the affected territory are, for the most

jiart, running full time with a full quota of help. The promptness

with which the authorities acted in arresting and indicting such

a large number of the disturbers not only had the good moral

effect in revealing the weaknesses and the injustice of Emerson 's

rause, but it has demonstrated to the minds of the saner element

among the mill workers that such an organization as Emerson rep-

resented could not possibly be of any benefit to them, but if

allowed to grow, would very likely cause them endless and inces-

^'.•int trouble.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

A Sure Thing

She—"They say that an apple a day will keep
the doctor away."
He—"Why stop there? An onion a day will

keep everybody away."

Man could commit every vice with impunity
if it did not affect his health ; it follows from
this that morality is only the ability to take
care of one's self.

What Does Business Care About Politics?

A Quick Transformation

"Who is that pretty little blonde eating lob

ster salad, ma'am?"
"Why, don't you know her?" his hostess cried.

"She's tlio pretty little brunette you flirted with

last week !"

—

ticw York Trihune.

Don't get too self-important. The man never

lived that the world couldn't get along with-

out.

Modern Life

"Baby was a problem at first," declared the

commuter, "but we have solved the difficulty."

"So?"
"Yes : wc carry him very nicely in a shawl

strap."

When a man wants to climb over a big com-

mandment he generally talks about the little

ones with great earnestness.

—2t^
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Hemlock and Hardwood Men Meet
The midsummer meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hard-

wood Manufacturers' Association was eminently successful in

every feature. For the first time in the history of the association

the meeting was held m the northern peninsula in the pretty

town of Houghton, Mich., in the heart of the copper country.

fhe location of the meeting place gave those in attendance an

opportunity to observe some interesting operations in the copper

field. The diflfieulty met by some of the members in getting *o

Houghton naturally

militated to a certair.

e.xtent against a large

attendance, although

there were in excess of

forty members present.

Every detail looking

toward the proper en-

tertainment of the vis-

iting members, their

friends and families

was provided for by
the local contingent of

lumbermen — those of

the C. H. Worcester

Lumber Company, the

Nestor Lumber Com-

pany and the Houghton
Lumber Company.
Cards were issued for

the privileges of the

attractive Houghton
club, and automobile

rides, lunches and din-
ritES.E. H. HAMAR, CHASSELL. MICH

ners were furnished b}' the hosts.

The president 's address was the first important business before
the convention, which met at '2:30 on July 24. In speaking of

business President Haniar said that while conditions are not
perfect, there are a great many redeeming features. As one, he
mentioned the building record for May, showing figures for one
hundred and twenty-three cities, in which all records were broken,
a total of one hundred million' dollars being contracted for. Build-

ing in general has been far .above the average for the last four

months. As a consequence lumber has been moving freel.y,

although prices have not been altogether satisfactory, but have
been above the normal level prevailing for several years. He
enumerated the various favoiable conditions among various in-

dustries, such as ijountiful crops, strong steel and copper markets,

etc.

In speaking of the matter of grading, the president stated that

the grading committee was instructed at the last meeting to

convene jointly with the grading committee of the Michigan Hard-
wood Manufacturers' Association to draw up a new set of grading
rules for hardwood. This committee met at Detroit for two days
and compiled a set of rules, which were presented at the meeting
of the National Hardwood Lumber Association at Chicago in

June. They were not accepted by that body.

The speaker maintained that he believed the failure to adopt
these rules by the National associafion was due mainly to a mis-

conception of their purport and importance. He said that northern
hardwood interests should work together with a view to improving
grading conditions in hardwoods.

The question of hemlock grading was also touched upon, Mr.
Hamar suggesting that the grading committee meet with the

Michigan association and endeavor to formulate a uniform set of

hemlock grading rules, which will be satisfactory to both asso

ciations and will suit the trade better also. He said there is a
great variation in the hemlock grades as now put up.

—26—

The speaker touched upon the subjects of advertising and forest

protection, stating that these questions would be more fully cov-

ered in later reports.

Mr. Hamar 's opinion of the Michigan emploj'ers ' liabilitj' act,

whicli goes into effect September 1, is that taken on the whole

it is fair to both employer and employe. He said one weak feature,

from the employer's viewpoint, is the heavy compensation for

minor accidents.

On the subject of re-shipments the speaker had to say that at

the quarterly meeting of the association held in April, the chair-

man of the railway committee was instructed to meet with the

box makers before the Interstate Commerce Commission in Chi-

cago. The chairman of that committee attended that meeting,

which was adjourned to Louisville and held on Jul}- 17. The sub-

ject before the commission, according to the speaker, is the present

log and lumber rates giving milling-in-transit privilege, con-

centration or re-shipping rates, or reconsigning on through ratr"

arrangements. E. L. Ewing was employed to represent the asso-

ciation. He maintained that the ultimate findings of the commis-

sion would determine whether the members will continue to enjoy

the privileges of these rates.

The report of the treasurer showed a balance on hand, Apri!

l.j, of $35.14. There was receiA'ed from the secretary, $4,410,80,

making a total of .'{4,445,94. Vouchers were paid aggregating-

$4,351.49, leaving a balance on hand on June l.'i of $94.45.

Secretary Kellogg then read his ri'|iort, which follows in part:

It is a gratifying in-

dication ot association

usefulness when we can

report that, despite the

steadily decreasing

number of active saw-

mills in Wisconsin, the

association never has

had a larger member-
ship than at present.

Since the annual meet-

ing last January, ten

conctrns have joined

the association, sis of

them being located in

upper Michigan. Our
membership roll now
carries eighty-eight

concerns, of which
sixty-seven operate in

Wisconsin and twenty-
one in Michigan. Duo
to the relatively larger

amount of uncut timber
remaining in northern
Michigan our oppor-
tunities for growth are
greater in Michigan
than in Wisconsin.

The small amount of cash on hnnd. indicated by the treasurer's report,
does not mean that we are financially cmbarrased. The bills for the
third quarter's dues have not been sent out. Association expenses are
conducted as economically as possible, and considering the volume of
work done, we believe that no association in the country gets a greater
return for the amount expended. . The assessment for 1011'. at the rate
determined by the board of directors lust Januar.v—two cents a thousand
feet upon hemlock and three cents a thousand feet upon hardwoods

—

will meet all normal expenses this year. The plan to levy an additional
one-half cent to be paid during the last two quarters of the year for the
purpose of advertising our products has met the practically unanimous
approval of the membership. Even at this rate our dues will be much
less than those of some other associations. The southern hardwood manu-
facturers, for instance, pay five cents a thousand to support their regular
association work, while the cypress manufacturers are paying tive cents
a thousand for regular work and eleven cents a thousand for advertising,
and none of them questions the wisdom of the investment.
The statistics of stock on hand ,7uly 1. cut and shipments in June,

.nud also the comparison of cut and shipments from January 1 to June 3n
this year and last, reprinted on the slips which you have, are too Ions

KELLOGG, WAUSAU, WIS., SECKETARY.
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to warrant detailed reading now. However, they will repay careful

scrutiny and their chief significance will be pointed out.

The secretary then read a statement of cut and shipments of

June, 1911, and June, 1912, which Tvas contained in the last issue

of Hardwood Record.

The following comparison of cut and shipments from January 1 to

June 30 this year and last is based upon reports from the same Arms in

the corresponding months:
HEMLOCK

Cut Shipped

Mft. M ft.

1912 1911 1912 1911

Totals 155,S3S 140.732 216,424 153,559

IIARWOODS
Cut Shipped

Mft. , M ft.

1912 1011 1912 1911

Totals 136,174 156,713 109,632 84.161

Increase in hemlock cut, 11 per cent.

Increase in hemlock shipments, 41 per cent.

Decrease In hardwood cut, 13 per cent.

Increase in hardwood shipments. 30 per cent.

Decrease in total cut, 2 per cent.

Increase in total shipments, 37 per cent.

Stocks held by forty-flvc firms .luly 1. 1912, and July 1, 1911 :

HEMLOCK
On hand unsold On hand sold

1012 1911 Increase 1912 1911 Increase

JI ft. M ft. Per cent M ft. M ft. Per cent

No. 1 59,639 57,318 4 5,072 3,012 68

No. 2 29,734 39,918 —26 3,006 1,470 105

No. 3 17,618 32,456 —45 7,392 2,504 195

Not Specified 58,066 41,749 39 15,826 3,808 31G

Totals 165,057 171,441 — 4 31,296 10,794 190

Total hemlock sold and unsold July 1, 1911, 182,235,000 ft.

Total hemlock sold and unsold July 1, 1912, 196,353,000 ft.

Increase, 8 per cent.

HARDWOODS
On hand unsold On hand sold

1912 1911 Increase 1912 1911 Increase

XI ft. M ft. Per cent >I ft. M ft. Per cent

Ash 969 2.832 66 2,267 2,772 —18

Basswood 10,720 14,929 28 11,465 10,140 13

Birch 17,598 26,597 41 28,142 25,673 10

Rock elm 1,656 3,270 49 3,283 3,072 7

Soft elm 3,361 4,640 28 7,432 7,142 4

Hard maple 11,916 11,167 + 7 17,975 13,862 30

Soft maple 607 638 5 1,317 1,772 —26

Oak 1,067 2,247 53 1,361 514 165

Totals 47,900 66,320 28 73.242 64,947 13

Total hardwoods sold and unsold July 1. 1911, 131,267,000 ft.

Total hardwoods sold and unsold July 1, 1912, 121,142,000 ft.

Decrease S per cent.

Proportion of total hardwood stock on hand sold, July 1, 1911, 50 per

cent.

Proportion of total hardwood stock on hand sold, July 1, 1912, 60 per

cent.

Total hemlock and hardwoods sold and unsold, July 1, 1911, 313,502,000

feet.

Total hemlock and hardwoods sold and unsold, July 1, 1912, 317,495,000

feet.
Increase 1 per cent.

^

Last January there was twelve per cent more unsold hemlock lumber

on hand than on January 1, 1911, due to the very heavy hemlock produc-

tion late last fall, while there was a slight decrease in hardwood stocks.

Taken altogether, the January 1 (1912) reports showed an increase in

hemlock and hardwood stocks on hand of ten per cent over January 1,

1911. The extraordinary movement of lumber during the first six months
of this year, together with only a normal production, have reversed these

figures, so that on July 1 there was four per cent less unsold hemlock
on hand than on July 1 last year, and twenty-eight per cent less unsold

hardwood on hand than a .vear ago. Taking hardwood and hemlock stocks

together, sold and unsold, the totals reported by forty-five concerns this

year are practically the same as those reported last year. However,
turning to our cut and shipment reports, from an average of more than
seventy firms during the last twelve months, we find that during this

period hemlock shipments have exceeded the cut by twelve per cent,

and that hardwood shipments have gone beyond production by seven

per cent, making a total excess of shipments over cut since July 1, 1911,

of ten per cent. It is especially interesting to note that the stock reports

show forty-five per cent less No. 3 unsold hemlock on hand July 1 this

year than on July 1, 1911. Moreover, there has been much more effort

on the part of buyers to contract stocks ahead. While large blocks of

hemlock stock are seldom contracted for. nearly three times as much
hemlock was sold ahead on July 1 of this year as on July 1. 1911. More-

over, at this time, sixty per cent of the total hardwood stock on hand
is sold, while a year ago only fifty per cent was sold ahead.

More lumber was shipped by association members in May than in an.T

other month covered by our records, while the June reports show but a
slight decrease from the high mark set by the May shipments. A sum-
ming up of reports by the same firms in the corresponding first six months
of this year and last indicate an increase in hemlock cut of eleven
per cent, an increase in hemlock shipments of forty-one per cent, a de-
crease in hardwood cut of thirteen per cent, and an increase in hardwood
shipments of thirty per cent, making up to date this year a decrease in
total cut of two per cent and an increase in total shipments of thirty-
seven per cent over the corresponding period of 1911. There is no doubt
that the total hardwood production in 1912 will be less than in 1911.
and so far as can be determined the same will be true of the hemlock
cut. Hemlock sawing in large volume began earlier this year than last,

but it is not likely to continue as late into the fall as it did in 1911.

In reporting association activities, the report told of various

accomplishments since the last meeting.

In speaking of market conditions Secretary Kellogg said:

Your secretary never has had the pleasure of making a more cheerful
report upon general business conditions than he can do now. While he
has sometimes been accused of being unduly optimistic, be has abundant
justification for a cheerful outlook.

Crops the country over are coming in much better than the spring
reports indicated. Winter wheat is yielding heavily in the regions of

greatest production and the spring wheat outlook is steadily improving.

Other crops are turning out well, and prices for farm products are at the
point which means prosperity for the farmer. There are no severe,

drouths such as prevailed in many sections last year.

Building operations are going ahead on a record-breaking scale, and
foreign trade is exceeding all previous figures. Steel production is at a

high point, with decided advances in prices. Business of all kinds is

active, and upon a sound basis.

There is no over-production of lumber in sight for the balance of 1912.

The lumber situation as regards prices and stocks has more favorable

features than at any other time during the last five years. There is

plenty of noise about politics, but no deterrent effects. The country is

coming to the realization that it is too big to get the colic every four

years, and the business man is looking with confidence to 1913, whether
he be a follower of the Elephant, the Donkey, or the Moose.

M. J. Quinlan reported for the committee on grades and informa

tion. He told of the resignation of Chief-Inspector Lusk, and

stated that his successor had not been appointed. According to

the speaker, statistics would tend to show that low-grade lumber

is not bringing sufficient money at present, this being particularly

true of grain door stock. With abundant crops and scarcity of

low-grade stocks he stated it was his belief that prices would not

be realized in keeping with the actual value of that product.

A general discussion covering other topics of grading and market

conditions then followed, various members contributing their opin-

ions to the talk.

W. 6. Collier, chairman of the railway committee, submitted the

following report:

The matter of a special rate on hemlock is where we left it last year

with the Wisconsin lines ready to make the rate and the Illinois

Central blocking it presumably on account of its large interest in hauling

yellow pine into territory that belongs to the hemlock mills, and unless

some pressure can be brought to bear on that railroad, your committee

thinks the Wisconsin lines will not insist on putting in the special hem-

lock rate for the reason that they do not think they can do so without

the Illinois Central making it uncomfortable for them in other territories.

We are sure, however, that we have good grounds for asking for a

special rate on hemlock from the fact that it is a cheap wood and should

not stand as high a rate as more valuable building woods are made to bear.

Our Michigan friends have been trying to get the Interstate Commerce
Commission to oblige the railroads to establish more accurate means of

weighing cars loaded with lumber, and what they ask for appears reason-

able. They ask that the railroad scales be put in on cement foundations,

built high enough to keep the balance beams out of the water and ice

that may accumulate in the foundation pit; that balance points be kept

sharp and that cars be weighed light before being placed for loading.

Your railroad committee has not been directly identified with this work.

but has done what it could to help. We understand that hearings have

been held and that there is a fair chance of lumber shippers getting some

relief. It goes without saying that in the past with just claims for over-

weight many claims have been made for overweight where no over-

weight existed and that at least a part of these claims have been paid.

The railroads became aware of this and a few years ago adopted a

rule through the Railroad Weighing Association not to allow any claims

for overweight where they have two railroad scale weights regardless of

whether the tare weight of the cars are correct or not. This is mani-

festly unjust and will no doubt be regulated, but it appears that it will

take some time and a good deal of work by someone to have the matter
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adjusted faii-ly to both tbe shippers and cairii'rs. We must not be un-

iiie;asonable in our demands in this matter for while we all know that

usually the railroads are pretty well able to take care of themselves,

we must not forget that railroads have two things to sell, freight and

passenger transportation : that they are as anxious to sell it as we are to

sell lumber and that they know they must do business fairly if they are

to obtain best results.

In regard to milHng-in-transit rates, we wish to report that in accord-

ance with instructions from your railroad committee at the April meeting

we went to Chicago and after conferring with the box shook manufacturers

decided that it was as vitally important to the sawmill industry as it

was to the shook manufacturers that we have an opportunity to present

our case to the Interstate Commerce Commission. We succeeded in

having the case re-opened and a hearing was granted us in Louisville,

Ky., on July 17.

Tour railroad committee took the matter up with the board of directors

of our association and it was thought best to secure the services of

E. L. Ewing of Grand Rapids to represent us at the hearing.
,
We then

tried to interest the members of the association in getting the matter

properly before the commission but with very poor results as many of the

members did not take interest enough in the matter to even answer the

list of questions sent them by Mr. Ewing and would not attend the

meeting. Your secretar.v, A. Holt of Oconto: Mr. McCalm of Tomah and

I were the only members of our associiition present at the hearing-

Mr. Ewing. however, got the principal facts before the commission, will

file a brief, and after the opinion is handed down we hope that your

railroad committee with Mr. Ewing can arrange a conference with the

Carriers TraUlc Committee for our territory and arrive at a basis that

will be within the law and still not raise our rates on logs, cull lumber

and trimmings. If, however, we do not get what belongs to us we will

have to blame no one but ourselves as the matter has not been given

proper attention by the individual members of the association.

The report opened up a general discussion of the merits of tho

case in question, W. A. Holt beina one of the most versatile talkers

along this line. His remarks on the findings of the commission and

its intentions regarding lumber manufacture brought forth a con-

siderable volume of applause. He was listened to with the closest

attention.

One of the strongest features brought out in the discussion was

the fact that lumber interests arc now suti'ering fiom the neglect

of the serious question of transportation as it is brought before

the Interstate Commerce Commii^sion. It is pretty generally eon-

ceded that the railroads have been alive every minute to the possi-

bilities of securing favorable action before the commission by

reason of constant and adequate representation, but that the

lumber interests have been sadly neglected through the fault of

nobody but themselves.

An interesting question -nas raised by George H. Chapman as to

whether or not the shortage of ears would have any influence

on the time limit during which the transit privilege could be en-

joyed. It is a question which is undoubtedly capable of raising

considerable disturbance.

At the close of the discussion, .\. L. Osborn moved that all mem-

bers interested in transit rates, concentration log rates and kindred

topics furnish any information they have to the secretary to be

compiled by him for use by Attorney Ewing in behalf of the mem-

bers who would be benefitted by action in this direction before

the Interstate Commerce Commission. The motion was cai^ied

after which W. A. Holt moved that the secretary compile figures

on the relative proportion of log shipments into mill points com-

pared with lumber shipments out, these figures to be compiled from

actual operations.

The secretary stated that he would include that information iii

the general information submitted to Mr. Ewing.

Secretary Kellogg read the report of Director M. P. McGullough

of the advertising committee, in which it was stated that a

plan had been worked out which has met with general approval

among the membership. All but four members agreed to pay the

assessment of one-half cent a thousand feet of cut necessary to

earrj' on the work, and these four are very shortly to cease opera-

tions. The plan is to begin advertising hemlock in southern Wis-

consin, northern Illinois and Indiana, it being believed that the

majority of hemlock is moved into that territory. While it is

conceded a considerable market exists elsewhere, this territor}'

was selected as having possibilities of the greatest benefit to the

largest number of members. Mediums for advertising have al-

ready been selected and it is planned to start on as extensive a

basis as the funds available will permit.

It was moved and seconded that the report be adopted and

subsequent discussion finally resulted in the committee being au-

thorized to start the campaign.

At the meeting of the board of directors following the general

session, this body authorized the assessment of one-half cent a

thousand feet to carry on the advertising campaign.

In speaking of insurance W. C. Landon, chairman of the insur-

ance committee, expressed considerable doubt as to there being

a sufficient field for the formation of an inter-insurance association.

He averred one hundred risks would be necessary to start the

movement and that it would be difficult to secure this many. He
suggested that present mutual companies could very likely take

care of the field as they have done good work in securing reduc-

tions in rates all along the line.

Following Mr. Landon 's remarks it was moved ami seconded

that the report be accepted and filed, and the committee be dis-

charged with thanks.

W. A. Holt, chairman of the legislative committee, talked prin-

cipally on forest protection. He said there is considerable activity

on the part of lumber manufacturers and timber holders in the

direction of the protection of their propert.y. Two dangers are

from fires in the woods on one hand, and improper legislation on

the other. The speaker told of a recent meeting at Wausau
at which this subject of forest protection was discussed, and of a

later meeting at Oshkosh for the same purpose. A decided lack of

interest marked both gatherings and it was agreed at the Wausau
meeting to send out cards asking for pledges from those willing to

join a forest protection association. Seventeen replies were re-

ceived from these cards representing a total of 379,931 acres.

Adding 128,000 acres represented at the Oshkosh meeting, the total

acreage coming under such an association would be 507,931.

Mr. Holt spoke of the indifference which characterized a number

of the answers and said that a great deal of this indifference and

inactivity is probably due to lack of understanding. The chief

difficulty to be encountered would probably be the fact that the

lands listed are very much scattered. Mr. Holt said the Northern

Forest Fire Protective Association would undertake protection of

the Wisconsin and upper Michigan lands if they were better

grouped, but that it w-ould be impossible to efficiently patrol them
under present conditions.

In speaking of the proposed forest fire legislation Mr. Holt

stated the state legislature is contemplating an oversight of the

lumbermen's real estate with a view of levying a little more in

the waj' of taxes and supporting a considerable number of em-

ployes at the expense of the lumbermen. The purpose of such

legislation would be to protect tlije lumberman's property from fire

whether he desired such protection or not. If a fire patrol as pro-

posed is put into effect, the taxes will be levied not only on

lands which have not been cut-over, but on all wild and unoccupied

areas. He said further any action before the legislature looking

toward the establishment of proper legislation must be backed

up with constructive ideas along new lines which would show that

the lumberman is working in the interest of the public at large.

He said that such action on the part of some associations or

individuals would be necessary to prevent legislation which will

ultimately prove a grave burden to the lumberman. He pleaded

for increased interest in the matter and increased support in the

nature of financial contributions, and the donation of time of the

individuals. It was ordered that the report be accepted and
filed.

R, B. Goodman in talking of the labor situation in the North
said it has assumed serious proportions. He contended that a
possible solution of the difficulty lies in lumbermen adopting the

policy of securing the settlement on cut-over land of men with

families with the idea of establishing them there in ]>ermanent

homes, believing that by this method they will secure a perma-
nent type of labor rather than the transient and inefficient type
usually imported from the largo cities.
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The question has been taken up with the Wisconsin Advance

ment Association and the Commissioner of Immigration at Madi-

son, and it is hoped that aid eventually will come from these direc-

tions. It is anticipated there will be no large influx of ineflSeient

labor, but that the tide of immigrants will be turned in the direc-

tion of the north woods so that efficient woodsmen and millmen

will be plentiful.

Mr. Goodman added there probably will be an increased cost of

logging operations during next winter.

Leonard Bronson, manager of the National Lumber Manufac
turers ' Association, asked for a more general use of the Blue

Book among members of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association, and various members spoke of the

usefulness of this publication.

The following resolution was then submitted on the death of

Eugene Shaw:

The members of the Northern Ikmlook an6 Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association at this, their first meeting since the death on the 6th day of

May of their esteemed associate Eugene Shaw of Eau Claire, Wis., at his

home in that city, hereby give expression to profound sorrow in tlie

great loss sustained by his untimely death.

Mr. Shaw was one of the original members of this association and
has been actively interested in its success from the date of Its organization

and the members feel keenly the vacancy caused by the loss of so valued
an associate: be it tlterefore

Resolved, That in the death of Mr. Shaw this association has lost

one of its most worthy, able and active members, who was admired for

his sterling qualities and .ts an honest, broad-minded man and as a

lumberman w-hose lifelong work represents the best traditions of Wis-
consin's earliest and most representative industry.

That to the family of our late friend Mr. Shaw be extended the con-

dolence and sympathy of all the members of this association, both col-

lectively and individually, who will recall his charms as a genial associate

and his wisdom as a just counsellor and whose kindly personality will

be greatly missed and his loss deeply deplored.

That these resolutions be spread upon the minutes of this association
aud a copy sent to the members of the family.

W. A. Holt moved that a vote of thanks be extended to the

Houghton Club, to the citizens of Houghton and to local members
of the association for the courtesies shown and the hospitality

extended to the visitors.

Adjournment followed.

At a meeting of the board of directors following the regular

meeting of the association, George H. Chapman of Stanley, Wis.,

was elected director to take the place of the late Eugene Shaw
of Eau Claire.

The banquet tendered by local lumber companies to the visitors

at the Houghton Club on the evening of July 24 was a decided

success, and a silent but sumptuous tribute to the ability of the

lumbermen on the copper range to do things up in proper style.

.•Vn elaborate menu was presented, which embodied every calinary

detail contained in the most elaborate banquets served in much
more pretentious quarters.

An enjoyable and instructive automobile ride was tendered to

all the visitors, including the ladies, on July 25. A number of ma-
chines were secured from leading citizens of the town, and aU
those present were taken on a long ride to one of the largest

mines of the Calumet & Hecla Compan^v. Here the visitors were
shown the deepest vertical shaft in the world, which goes down
four thousand feet straight into the ground. The immense ma-

chinery required to haul the great cars of ore from the depths

of the earth to the top of the shaft house was awe-inspiring

to say the least. These machines are capable of lifting the cars

containing tons of ore at a rate of about twentj'-five miles an

hour.

After a visit to the mines the sightseers were entertained at

luncheon at the Calumet Club, after which they returned to

Hnnsihton. a crcat many of them leaving on the afternoon train.

'
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^ Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers Q
Members of the ilichigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

met at the Hotel Cadillac, Detroit, on Wednesday, July 31, for the

regular annual meeting. After the usual formal opening. Secretary

Knox read his report as follows:

Secretary's Report

We have come together today to take part in

the sixth annual meeting of the Miehigau Hard-

wood Manufacturers' Association which was or-

ganized at (Ittawa Beach ,Tuly 13 and 14, 1907.

Since our last meeting we have added to our

list of members the name of Cartier-Holland

Lumber Company, office and mill at Ludington.

You will notice from the stock report we show-

two less members reporting than for the las.

three years. We made every effort to keep the

number up to last year's mark, but there were

just three members who failed to get the infer

mation to us in time to embody in our printed

report, notwithstanding our urging them by let-

ter and wire.

Our treasurer's report shows a balance on

hand which should carry us to the end of the

present year, barring unforeseen expenditures.

.\t our annual meeting a year ago the subject

of forest fire protection was discussed and the

president was authorized to appoint a special

committee to formulate some plan to bring the

stumpage owners of lower Michigan together to

discuss the outline for some sort of organization

to better protect the standing timber from tire.

This committee met in Detroit the following

month, canvassed the situation and decided to

call the timber owners together about the time

of the fall meeting. As many of the members
interested in this .subject were not in attendance

at the fall meeting, the meeting was postponed

imtil the mid-wiuler meeting, when motion was
made and vote taken that the timber owners

L. l:l(lIAl{I)Sn.\, ALI'EXA, MICH., NEWLV
EI.KCTEI) I'ltESIDEXT .MICHIGAN

HARDWOOD MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCI.VnON.

priM e< (1 til cj-iianizc at once with the understanding that those members
interested guarantee this association from any loss due to expense of the

organization. This committee met in Bay City early in February, can-
vassed the situation, looked over list of applications, etc.. and finally

decided to engage Charles F. Ilickok of Grand Marias. Mich., a man of

experience and recommended by Thomas B.

\\'yman. secretar.v of the Northern Forest Pro-

tective Association.

In order to provide means for carrying on the

work of this department, it was estimated that

the expense of the chief warden, one j^tenog-

rapher. expense of office and ten deput,v wardens
would be at)Out $10,000. which meant an expense
of about three and one-halt cents per acre.

However, as more acreage was added ta the
department and the districts laid out, it was
found necessary to add another warden, making
eleven wardens, which will bring the expense a

little higher.

There are now 20G.181 acres enlisted in this

department of the association on which the first

assessment of two cents per acre was levied and
which has netted $."1.923. (52. It will be necessary
to levy an additional assessment at this time to

carry forward the work from about the middle of

.\agust until the end of October, as our net cash
on hand in the forest tire fund of .*52, 379.19 will

not carry us through the month of -Vugust and

enable us to meet the pay roll due September 1.

An additional assessment of one and one-half

cents per acre would net us .$4,442.71, which

would carry on the work to November 1. but if

the chief warden is to be retained to carry on

the work for another year the assessment should

he made two cents per acre in order to give us

funds to pay the necessary expenses.

Our canvass of the members relative to the

vMU-kiug of the new terms of sale hiought out
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the fact that twenly-one members arc applying lliem :
ten members are

not applying them ; eigbt members are applying the old terms on cargo

shipments ; five members are applying the old terms on old contracts
;
ten

cargo shippers are not using them, and fourteen members did not reply

to our inquir.v.

The Pacific coast rate case, which was started under the auspices of

this association, hut for which the association was not responsible except

tor the amount voted to aid the matter, has now reached a point where

we are presenting st.atement of shipments actually made to the Pacific

coast from this territory on which reparation is to be asked for. and we

believe allowed, in excess of the rate oc 80 cents per one hundred pounds.

you will shortly receive blanks for filling in this information and are

requested to let us have date of shipments, car number and initials,

contents of car. weight, originating point, final destination, total charges

collected, together with bill of lading and expense bill, in order that we

may properly protect your interests. li\'ill you kindly see that the

information is given the secretary as soon as possible as the

information must be compiled for the hearing in Chicago about the middle

of September.

You have heard much about milling-in-transit on lumber and other

commodities and the secretary has called attention of the members to

the proposed changes in the tran.sit rules on logs and lumber and is

ilooking for an early promulgation of rules in handling of both logs and

lumber that will be of much importance to the manufacturer of lumber

especially. This is not a movement by the railroads, but has been

brought about by various complaints to the commission of the misuse of

the transit privileges granted the shippers, so that the commission has

decided to take hold of the matter and prescribe methods for their

prevention.

In looking into this subject, the commission's attorney has made the

statement that instead of allowing the special log rates to apply from

originating point in the woods to the manufacturing point and the

regular rate on manufactured product from the manufacturing point to

destination, the two rates were one and should be guarded into the

manufacturing point as well as out of it. and it is likely that some

regulation of this kind will be promulgated which may be of material

«ffect upon the meml)ers of this association, who are depending upon the

railroads for movement of their logs to the manufacturing point.

At our .January meeting the question of proposed changes in the

'hardwood rules of the National Hardwood Lumber .Association was
•discussed and the subject left to the grading rules committee to formulate

such changes and report same to the members at the spring meeting of

the association. The bureau of grades of the Northern Hemlock and

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association also discussed the same subject and

sent a committee which met with us in Detroit. April 18. Our own
committee met a day prior and drafted such rules as they desired. .\t

the meeting on April 18 a few changes in these recommendations were

made and the secretary instructed to present these rules to the chairman

of the grading ruU-s committee of the National Hardwood Lumber
Association, which was done and both the Wisconsin and Michigan

members were invited to meet the grading rules committee of the National

association prior to their presentation for adoption or rejection. The
changes desired in the proposed rules were compromised and presented

to the National association, but were defeated. -\ report from our

chairman of the grading rules committee ou this subject will undoubtedly

ibe made today.

A .vear ago the association secured the services of Charles I. Sweet as

Inspector of hemlock. Mr. Sweet visited the yards of the various

members and endeavored to line up the grades as nearly as possible. It

was thought best to discontinue Mr. Sweet's service which was done

—

a canvass of the members showing that the members shipping by car did

not desire to put their money into the proposition.

The above report is respectfully submittcil.
.1. C. Kno.\, Secretary.

In the absence of the treasurer, the secretary 'was instructed to

read his report, which showed receipts of $4,462.17 and expendi-

tures of $1,856.56, leaving a balance on hand July 15, of $2,605.61.

He then read the statement of the Forest Fire Protective Depart-

ment, which showed receipts from assessments of $5,923.92. The

expenditures to July were $3,544, leaving a balance on hand on

July 22 of $2,379.19.

J. M. Harris of Boyue City, Mich., talked on the recent compen-

sation act passed by the Michigan legislature providing for mutual

liability insurance. Mr. Harris has been employed as a special *

agent and as attorney in connection with liability companies malt-

ing a specialty of casualty risks in northern Michigan. He stated

that the act which goes into effect September 1, removes the

defense assumption of risk, contributory negligence and also the

fellow servant clause. Mr. Harris stated that the law is optional

with employers but that they will be burdened with a greater

liability by not coming under it. He stated further that the

employer not coming under the new law would have as practically

his only defense, proof that the accident was caused entirely

through the liegligeuce of the employe.

Under the new law all accidents must be reported to the

Industrial Board, which fixes upon a suitable settlement. It further

provides that the Circuit Court, upon submission of a certified

claim, may enter .judgment for the amount fixed by the board and

this judgment becomes a lien upon all the property of the employer,

subsidiary only to wages and taxes.

Four plans for the payment of compensation were submitted to

employers for selection as follows:

1 He may carry the risk himself if his financial responsibility is

approved by the board.

2 He may insure in any old-line accident company approved by the

board.

3 He may pay into the state insurance department such premiums as

are fixed for the purpose by the insurance commissioner, and in this case

the state will administer the fund and indemnify accidents to his em-

ployes.

4—He may become a member of a mutual insurance company organized

for this purpose.

The fourth plan was the one chiefly discussed by the speaker.

The mutual companies so organized carry only employers liability

insurance and can be embraced only by such employers as come

under the insurance act recently passed. The employment of five

thousand employes on the regular pay rolls by concerns forming

such a mutual company is necessarj- according to the law and such

concerns must be more or less in the same line of business. In

this particular, Mr. Harris stated, such lines of manufacture

as tanneries, wire fence plants, chemical plants, etc., would be

grouped in a general way with the lumber industry-. A fixed annual

prcmiutti must be provided tor meeting the contingent lialnlities of

such a mutual company.

Mr. Harris said further that individual employes are sub-classed

according to the nature of their labor. Classification under the old

form of casualty insurance would be suitable for this subdivision

of employes.

A sufficient per cent of annual premiums worked out in accord-

ance with the percentage already established by certain under-

writing concerns, will, according to the new act, be set aside

annually for the creation of a reserve fund.

Mr. Harris' paper was followed by a comprehensive line of

questions from members of the association, one of which brought

out the fact that where the new compensation laws are in effect,

the old line companies have doubled and in some instances tripled

their rates.

F. A. Diggins, chairman of the mutual insurance committee,

said that a letter sent out by Secretary Knox asking for the

views of the members had resulted in ten replies, six of which
favored this form of mutual insurance. One opposed the move and
three wished to be shown its possible benefits. Mr. Diggins stated

further, however, that he had interviewed a few of the members
and knew that quite a number were favorable to the project. He
said that he had no definite report to make and finally President

Bigelow referred the matter to the members of the legislative

committee who were instructed to ask the secretary to call a
meeting of that committee at such time and place as seemed best,

in order to give the matter of mutual insurance further discussion.

Leonard Bronson, manager of the National Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association, reviewed various efforts on the part of the

major associations in the country looking to the ultimate realiza-

tion of uniform inspection of hardwoods. He spoke of the motion

at the recent meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association, relative to further action looking to

desired changes in National hardwood rules. Mr. Bronson asked
for the co-operation of the Michigan manufacturers with their

Wisconsin neighbors in this direction.

B. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Wisconsin association, said that

the consensus of opinion among the members of his association was
that the two contributing factors resulting in the rejection of the

proposed changes at the recent meeting of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association were the fact that the proposed changes were
not submitted long enough before the meeting and that the
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voluminous nature of the report on proposed changes really made
the proposition look so imposing that the National people were
afraid to commit themselves by accepting it.

Bruce Odell, chairman of the market conditions comiAittee, then
read his report as follows:

Report of Market Conditions Committee
Your committee finds its task both an easy and a pleasant one at this

time as figures spealj plainer than words and we have thought best to
let the figures in your secretary's stock report do most of the talking.
The information contained in tour pages of this report (the loth. 16th.

17th and ISthi is sufficient to convince both manufacturers and consumers
that without exception conditions as regards northern hardwoods arc
exceptionally good. They are good from the standpoint of both consumer
and manufacturer. There is sufficient stock of each variety of northern
hardwood to be had at reasonable prices, to meet the requirements of

the consumer, and the manufacturer is not confronted with large surplus
stocks that he will have to sacrifice.

The fifteenth page gives the total stocks of all hardwoods, showing
whether located for rail or water shipment. It also shows the amount
sold and the amount unsold. The sixteenth page gives a comparison of

the stocks for the years 1009 to 1012, inclusive, showing the total

stock on hand, the amount sold, and the amount unsold. This page, in

the judgment of your committee, tells about the whole story and tells it

well. While the total stock of all hardwoods is slightly larger than that
of any of the three years previous, the amounts sold are much larger

and the amounts unsold much smaller than in any of the three previous
years, which indicates that more hardwoods are being consumed now and
that there is a good healthy demand for all of them. Beech and birch
are in lightest supply .and strongest demand and if there is a shortage
anywhere it is in these two woods.
The seventeenth page goes more into detail, having separated the

No. 2 common and better from the No. 3 common. From this sheet you
will note a steady increase in the amount of stock on hand in No. 2

common and better maple, but it can not be shown that there is a surplus
as there is very little old stock on hand and the amount unsold is less

than it has been on July 1 of any year since 1907. While there is more
stock on hand, more is being consumed as is shown by the comparatively
small amount remaining unsold. The maple flooring business, the largest

consumer of maple lumber, from the standpoint of prices is in a very
unsatisfactory condition, but from the standpoint of volume of consump-
tion and the amount of business booked for future shipment the outlook

is brighter than for several years, and many maple flooring manufac-
turers are holding for higher prices with many indications that they will

secure at least a part of the advance necessary to make their business

a profitable one.

Page eighteen is devoted exclusively to Xo. 3 common hardwoods,

being a comparison for six years. If any of you doubt the value of

these statistics just a little time and study of this page should convince

you. It speaks eloquently of the tragedies of overstock in the years

190S, 1910 and 1911. and it tells just as plainly what our duty is today.

With a lighter stock than any July 1 since 1007, with one exception, .and

with less than halt the average stock unsold, no one should hesitate to

ask the price for No. 3 common that it should bring with every assurance

that he will get the price it he holds for it.

Your committee has not thought best to recommend or submit for your
consideration a new list of prices, but the reports of members show that

many are obtaining higher prices for several items, notably thick high-

grade maple, beech in nearly all grades, and the higher grades of birch.

This is especially true when the higher grades are sold separately from
the other grades, as many manufacturers believe, and we think correctly,

that if the customer wants firsts and seconds only or high-grade common
and better, and is unwilling to take the lower grades, he should pay at

least SlOO per M more than if he took the stock log run on grade prices.

Owing to the general strength shown in market conditions manufac-
turers should be slow to take on large contracts for future shipment

except at good prices, for the reason that higher prices may be

reasonably expected later on unless some unforeseen condition should

develop that would seriously change general business conditions.

D. H. Day, chairman of the grading rules committee, was pre-

ceded in delivering his report by further remarks by E. S. Kellogg

who again asked for co operation on the part of Michigan manufac-

turers, stating that all Wisconsin concerns feel the need of some

kind of changes in grading rules on hardwood but that they are

not certain which changes would be the wisest.

Following his report, ilr. Day made a motion that was seconded

and carried that the inspection committees of the two northern

associations hold a joint meeting at as early a date as possible to

go thoroughly into every phase of the proposed changes in rules

with instructions to report at the October meetings of both the

associations. Prior to the adoption of this resolution, various

members talked on the question bringing out the fact that

legislation of value to lumber is not possible in all cases. One

member ileplored the tendency to work logs into small stuff and
suggested that a premium should be placed on long, wide boards
by the adoption of such rules as would lead the sawmill men in

this direction.

E. S. Kellogg then told of the publicity campaign as recently
adopted by the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers'
Association, the plan of which is outlined elsewhere in this issue
of Haedwood Eecord in the report of the meeting of that associa-

tion. Mr. Kellogg suggested the advantage cf combining the
two associations for the purpose and his suggestion was heartily
received. President Bigelow suggested that the matter be referred
to the market conditions committee with instructions to report
at the fall meeting.

President Bigelow then appointed a nominating committee as
follows: N. M. Langdon, O. S. Hawes, J. C. Eoss, F. A. Diggins,
W. C. Hull.

Upon the retirement of the nominating committee, H. C. Hickok
reported on the work done by the Forest Fire Protective Depart-
ment of the association.

In answering questions of the association members, Mr. Hickok
stated that he found it extremely difficult to adequately cover the
large area embraced in the department membership. He suggested
that the use of an automobile would be a great asset to him in

his work. Mr. Hickok 's efforts were warmly approved by various

members who have had the opportunity to observe just what he is

doing in the woods. An assessment of two cents per acre was
voted to continue the Forest Protective Department during the
coming year.

The nominating committee then suggested the following officers

for the ensuing year, all of whom were unanimously elected.

President—F. L. Richardson, Alpena.
FiKST ViCE-rEESiDEXT— C. A. Bigelow, Bay City.

Second Vice-Peesidext—D. H. Da.v, Glen Haven.

The present board of directors will continue in office.

T. W. Hanson, following the line of thought as opened by Fire

Warden Hickok 's report, suggested that a motion would be in

order instructing the railroad committee to take up the matter of

getting the railroads in the state of Michigan to install proper

screens in their locomotives, to comply with the state laws. The
motion was supported and carried. Various types of screens were
then exhibited and explained by Mr. Hickok.

A rising vote of thanks to Betiring President C. A. Bigelow for

his work during the past three years was the final business before

adjournment.

During the meeting it was learned that Bruce Odell had received

word of the death of his mother and the esteem and affection with
which he is regarded by the membership were manifest by the

man}- expressions of regret which were evident.

Gulf Port Lumber Shipments
Official statistics of the exports of lumber from southern porta

show that New Orleans, Mobile, Pensacola and Gulfport, despite the

numerous difficulties which have retarded shipments from the Gulf

coast during the greater part of the 3'ear closing June 30, handled

almost half the total. New Orleans jumped from fourth to third

place in the exportation of lumber, Gulfport retained first place,

while Pensacola advanced from third to second. Mobile dropped

from second to fourth place.

Taking the total figures, the comparison is a favorable one for the

export trade. The grand total for the year was valued at $96,782,186,

as compared with $92,225,951 for the preceding year. The four

principal Gulf ports around which centers the greatest interest

—

New Orleans, Mobile, Gulfport and Pensacola—taken collectively,

show a reverse. Gulfport and Mobile show a considerable decrease,

while New Orleans and Pensacola show increases.

New Orleans, individually, while showing a falling off in staves

and log shipments, still holds first place in these specific exports.

The port handled substantially more than half the entire stave

exports for the year.
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Across the Smokies on A Mule
Chicago, Aug. 7, 1912.

Damou and Pythias are sojourning at Camp Gibson. D. and P.

in tliis ease are Chicago professional friends of mine of the

dental variety; that is, they are dentists, with all kinds of

letters hitched to their names, and fancy furniture in their

offices, including "weapons" in large enough variety to break

into a safe or to make s man so mean and miserable that his

wife can't live with him. The doctors brought down their own
tents, cots and blankets. In spite of my injunction that this

plunder was all they needed in addition to my camp equipment,

they brought other things to the extent of about a ton. Such a

collection of paraphernalia in a mountain camp never was before

witnessed. It includes shoe trees, a half dozen varieties of toilet

soap, hot water bags, drugs enough to fit out a first-class

apothecary shop, dust rags, soiled linen bags, sheets, pillow-

cases and embroidered tcwels, jars of marmalade, tins of fancy

tea, boxes of chewing gum and nut meats, candies, cigarettes,

manicure sets and appliances, binoculars, bait for blue fish and
muskellunge, fishing tackle for all sorts of the finny tribe from
a whale to a minnow, cutlasses, knives and an armament that

would fit out a local military company on general training day.

It's a shame to give these fellows away, but one of them is a
married man and his wife did the outfitting for him, and the

other is a professional misogynist. Who put his layout together

the Lord only knows, but certainly it is quite as elaborate as the

other man's. One of the doctors can't go near a trout stream
without slipping off a rock into the deepest hole; and the other

one spends half his time in getting lost within half a mile of

camp, and having desperate hairbreadth adventures in getting

back to the camp fire. However, they are bully good fellows, and
it is a shame to talk aboui them in this fashion. They are really

having the time of their lives, and so are the natives who get a

glimpse of their boudoir tents.

Dr. Damon Cann insists upon having Cross & Blackwell's

marmalade at every meal, an article tabooed at any respectable

woods camp, while Dr. Pythias Wagner is quite amenable to

camp regulations, and will eat trout if they are on the bill of

fare; if not, will get along peaceably with pork and beans. Up
to last week I rather made a nuisance of myself in attempting
to engineer camp cuisine, but now have left the camp in their

CLIXGMAN'S DOJIE FliO.M SII.KKS l!ALl) AT SINSICT
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charge for a couple of weeks. How they are hitting it off with

Avery, the cool'C, I haven 't the least idea. However, Avery is a

diplomat, and" probably still will be holding his job. when I get

back.

I coaxed E. E. Wood of the E. E. Wood Lumber Company of

Baltimore and of the Montvale Lumber Company of Fontana, N.

C, up to camp a few days ago. He arrived there in fair order,

considering that he had encountered a steel car wreck on the

Memphis Special over near Bristol the day before, and had a

bruised knee and a bunch of hand baggage that looked as though

it had been dropped off the roof of the Singer building.

t?rs at Elkmont at six o 'clock in the morning and climbed the
trail up Jake's creek pfist Dripping spring and the length of Miry
ridge, reaehdng Colii spring in good season for a hot midday meal,
which Bud cooked over a hastily constructed camp fire. At three
o'clock we reached Silers Bald, 6,1UU feet above sea level. The
afternoon was perfect, and Mr. Wood and I stayed up on the
rock-strewn bald meadows of the mountain top until sundown,
viewing the glories of Clingman 's Dome, the highest mountain
peak in the region, in the middle distance, and the succession of
wooded valleys and slopes in all directions in both North Carolina
and Tennessee. The grass-covered meadow on the top of Silers

Bald is surrounded by a fringe of stunted and moss-covered
beech and buckeye, but there are surpassing views obtainable

UNCLE QDILI, ROSE R. E. WOOD ON APEX THUNDERHEAD AUNT \ICEY

I suggested to E. E. that we make a hike over the top of the

mountains into North Carolina and down the valley of Eagle

creek, which belongs to his company, and pay a visi/t to his saw-

mill enterprise at Fontana on the Little Tennessee river. Ed.

Ijams of the Elkmont Contracting & Supply Company chartered

a jiair of mules for us from Mat Bradley over Sugarland way,

and Mat and the mules met us down the logging road at Elkmont.

Of course we had to have Bud Lowe go along, and while Bud

never before had been out of the state of Tennessee, he knows

the mountains, the trails, how to build a night's shelter, how to

cook and how to keep a tenderfoot out of trouble every minute

on any sort of an old hike in the Great Smokies.

Mat Bradley went along to watch Bob, the yaller mule, and

Jack, the black one, and to insure his sometime getting them

back to his clearing. The mules were loaded with pokes of oats,

blankets, grub for a week's hike, cooking utensils, saddle pockets

of photographic paraphernalia, and E. E. and myself. When a

mountaineer is in a hurry to go anywhere, he never fools away any

time with live stock. He can reach his destination afoot much

faster, hence there was no offense in asking our attendants to

walk.

We left the Little River Lumber Company's logging headquar-

down the valleys of Forney and Hazel creeks in Swain county,

North Carolina, and over the entire headwaters of the Little river

in Sevier county, Tennessee. To the east could be traced the

tortuous course of the Little Tennessee river, and rising beyond
in monumental masses was the great mountain region of Graham
and Monroe counties. North Carolina. As the night closed down
we walked down below the top a little ways, where Bud had a

hot supper prepared for us over a blazing camp fire, and had
constructed a substantial shake-covered shelter for the night.

Our appetites made short shrift of the steaming bacon and
cornbeef, the hot coffee and the bread and butter, and before

nine o'clock we were all rolled in our blankets and sound asleep.

The next morning opened with a fog which had settled down
over the mountain tops, and a slight drizzle of rain. We had
breakfast bright and early, but it was after nine o'clock before

we resumed our hike. Noon found us again at the sparkling Cold
spring, at the end of Miry ridge, where we encountered two other

parties of wayfarers. One was a duo of moonshine whisky
peddlers, and the second a "hick" from one of the Little Eiver
Lumber Company's camps, who was making the twenty-five mile

hike from camp No. 1.3 across the mountains to Bryson City,

where he had been subpoened as a witness in a murder trial.
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THE HALL CABIN

He was accompanied by his slight, sad-faced "woman," who bore

in her arms a year-old baby. The hick had evidently done busi-

ness with the bootleggers, as he was scarcely able to navigate,

carrying a tiny pasteboard grip which contained the family's

small belongings. He insisted that we' have a drink with him out

of his half depleted quart bottle of "shine," in which he was

accommodated. An exchange of courtesy consisted in tucking a

glass of Armour's bacon into his half empty grip. The encounter

was a pathetic commentary on the life habits of the average

lumber jack of the mountain region.

From Cold spring we made the long hike at right angles with

the Miry ridge trail, across the intervening ten miles to Briar

ridge, and up that formidable rock bristling backbone of the

mountain to Thunderheail, another' point on the state line between

Tennessee and North Carolina, v/hich lies in sheer grandeur at a

height of 6,000 feet above sea level.

Confession is good for the soul, therefore it may be stated that

the fog shut down on us before six o'clock that evening, and in

spite of Bud's woodcraft and knowing-wherehe-is-at every min-

ute, we got lost for fair. Two hours before we had passed the

Hall cabin, a famous landmark on the state line, but exactly where

we were at the moment in question we had but a very indefinite

idea, save to know that we were somewhere on the mountain tops

on the state line between Tennessee and North Carolina, and

probably either in Sevier or Swain count}'. There was a drizzling

rain; the wind was blowing chillily; there was no available shelter

in sight nor no material from which to make one. After finally

locating a tiny spring-fed brook, we hustled to get some hot

supper into us, and to make shift of any sort for a night's camp.

We were on a mountain side at an angle of twenty-five degrees,

with no level space within reach big enough to set a hen to say

nothing about room enough for four men to lie down in comfort.

However, Bud was equal to the occasion, and after felling an

eight-inch beech, he staked a log from it onto the side hill.

Laying some beech brush back of it, we built a camp fire below

it. After darkness shut down on us, we managed to cook the

supper. We lay down in a row, wrapped in our blankets, with

our knees over the log, and our feet to the fire, under the shelter

of a sizable tree.

It was not a remarkably happy night, because lying on one's

back in the brush with the hollow of his knees over a log to

keep from slipping off into the depths of the unknown, with the

chill of fog settled down over him and striking his marrow, does

not contribute to any particular comfort, especially if he

knows that he is lost good and plenty. The faithful mules had to

stand up on the side hill all night, but got their water and oats

all right, and made no particular kick about the situation. Along

about midnight I punched Bud in the ribs, explaining to him it

was devilish cold and getting colder, and suggested that he had

better mend the camp fire, or we might be frozen stiff before

morning. Nothing ever disconcerts Bud, and with cheerful

alacrity, he dug out of his blanket and attempted to add fuel to

the camp fire. In stirring the blaze he loosened the back log,

THE FIRST NIGHT S CAMP AT SILERS MEADOW

QUILL HOSES CABIN ON EAGLE CREEK

and we all sat up in amazement to see the blazing tree trunk play

hop-scotch for a thousand feet or more down the mountain side

before it landed in the creek bottom. In the darkness we had
camped on the very verge of an abyss. However, Bud got the-

fire going again, and we had a fitful sleep until four o'clock, when
we were fully ready to crawl out and partake of hot coffee and
of the various plunder that we had in the way of food.

Loading up the mules again we struck back for the top, and
within thirty minutes landed on the very summit of Thunderhead,
which we easih' recognized. The fog was still with us—it was
shut down tight—and we couldn't see four rods in any direction.

Around us we could see and hear scores of cattle, horses and mules,

feeding on the rich grass, so we simply waited for the fog to rise,

so that we could locate ourselves.

At nine-thirty the wind started up, and in ten minutes the
glories from the mountain top—the wooded ridges and valleys for
miles in all directions—were revealed to us like a gigantic pano-
rama of half the world. Bud picked up the trail promptly and we
started for the head of Eagle creek valley. In the course of an
hour we had our second encounter with humankind during the
hike in the form of a cattle herder, who lives in a shack near the
Hall cabin, another famous landmark shown on the government
maps as being on the state line. Ho very accommodatingly guided
us to the Eagle creek trail, and we struck down that splendid!
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wooded valley, the property of the Montvale Lumber Company,

for seven miles or more, and at one o'clock landed at the cabin

of Quill Eose, famous in mountain history as having been accused

for many years as knowing all about how white corn whisky was

made, but never having had any connection with the enterprise

proven. From previous experience I knew of the hospitality of

both Uncle Quill and Aunt Vicey, his wife, and we were at home
in a minute. Aunt Vicey cooked us a splendid dinner, and after

mounting the mules we hiked three miles farther down through

the splendid virgin timber to the upper end of Mr. Wood's logging

railroad. The boys took the mules back to Uncle Quill's, and the

telephone quickly brought a logging locomotive up the end of the

line, which hauled us down the seven mile run to Fontana, the seat

of the lumber operations of the Montvale Lumber Company.

This Eagle creek and its immediate contiguous Bone valley,

belonging to Mr. Wood's company, is one of the finest hardwood

timbered sections in all the world, and in many respects is without

a peer in timber value, as well as for scenic beauty. The timber

is absolutely virgin, and consists of about thirty per cent poplar,

twenty-five per cent chestnut, twenty-five per cent oak, largely

white oak, and a twenty per cent sprinkling of white pine, yellow

pine, white ash, beech, birch, etc.; hence it is pretty nearly a

poplar, oak and chestnut proposition. The remarkable feature

of the timber is its extreme length of bole, and the fact that it

4
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self of liis talent of breaking door fastenings, to .enjoy a feast

of green '
' roughness.

"

We were all up at four-thirty, and after having had breakfast on

the porch before sun-up, were again in the saddle and started up

the trail for Little Bald and the top of Thunderhead. We left

Uncle Quill's at five forty-five and made a quick trip to the top

ABANDONED STII.L NEAR QUILI. ROSE'S CABIN

and down the other side along Boat mountain over the old Ander-

son road, headed for Townsend. We stopped for an hour at our

last camp to cook dinner, and feed the mules, and lauded at

Townsend at two forty-five that afternoon, having made a twenty-

four mile hike. That was going some for both mules and men.

Mr. Wood had an engagement early the next morning at Bristol,

and caught the evening train to Knoxville. Mat and Bob hustled

the mules into a box car on an lip-the-river logging train, and

we all went back to Elkmont that afternoon, and Bud and I

reached Camp Gibson early the next morning.

It was a great hike, and a wonderful panorama that we saw, but

it is beyond my powers of description to tell the story adequately.

Suffice it to say that it was so alluring that I am going to dupli-

cate the trip within the next few days, on which expedition I

hope to be accompanied by Chief Forester Graves and First Assist-

ant Hall. It must be known that this region is right in the henrt

of the new Appalachian park that the government is acquiring,

and hence the heads of the Forest Service are particularly inter-

ested m the region.******
Dr. Damon Oann sends me a chronicle of camp news. The most

interesting and at the same time pathetic thing that has happened

since I left, is that Ave Cogdill's famous plot hound John, who

was able to lick a bear single handed, has been monkeying around

Ave 's bear traps, and got caught in one of them. The result was

that the poor brute has lost a foreleg. He limped into camp on

three legs at midnight a few nights ago, half starved, and with

everv evidence that he had been in prison in the trap for a week.

The good doctors played the humanitarian act, and dressed his

stump with my best surgeons' bandages, antiseptic powder, perox-

ide of hydrogen and zinc ointment, and fed the poor famished

brute, after which the}' conveyed him back to his owner three

mm.,, j^'-sv'^t



Cross sections of swamp white oak fOii<'>'''"S platanoides) showiui;
tlie effect of rate of growth. The specimen ou the right grew rapidly
and produced a dense, hard and strong wood with few and small pores,
while that on the left grew very slowly and is very porous and light.
Both magnified twenty diameters".

(.'ross sections of hur uuU ((Jucrctis maciutai ija) showing the eft'uct

of rate of growth. The specimen on the left grew slowly and is made
up of large pores and few wood fibers, while the other grew more
rapidly and has smaller pores and a very high proportion of wood fibers

which give weight and strength. Both magnified twenty diameters.
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W^ood Growth and Properties
Other things being equal, the strength of wood varies with the

weight, that is, the heavier the wood the stronger it is. This of

course is true only in case greater weight is due to increase in

the amount of wood substance. A wood heavy with resin or other

infiltrated substance is not necessarily stronger than, perhaps not

as strong as, a lighter specimen free from such materials.

The weight of wood substance is practically the same for all

woods, being a little greater than one and one-half times that of

water. The reason that any wood floats is that the air imprisoned

in its cells and cavities buoys it up. Leaving out of consideration

infiltrated substances, the reason one wood or piece of wood is

heavier than another of equal moisture content is because it con-

tains a greater proportion of wood substances—in other words, is

denser.

It is a matter of common experience that specimens of wood

of the same species and even from the same tree exhibit great

variation in density and consequently in strength and stiffness.

It is not always possible to explain why this is true. In the case

of certain woods, however, there exists a pretty definite relation

between rate of growth and the technical properties, while in

others no such relationship can always be inferred.

Hardwoods may, on a basis of structure, be readily grouped into

two classes, viz., ring-porous and diffuse-porous. As previously

stated in Hardwood Eecoed a tree increases in diameter by the

formation between the old wood and the inner bark of new woody
layers which envelops the entire stem, branches and roots. In

cross section, as on the end of a log, these layers appear as con-

centric zones or rings. Each ring consists of two more or less

readily distinguishable parts, the inner, ca.lled early wood (spring

wood), and the outer, or late wood (summer and autumn wood).

In ring-porous woods such as oak, chestnut, ash, black locust,

catalpa, mulberry and hickory the larger vessels or pores (as they

are called in cross section) become localized in the early wood,

thus forming a region of more or less open and porous tissue,

while the wood fibers preponderate in the late wood, thereby pro-

ducing a much denser layer. It is to these wood fibers that hard-

woods owe their weight and strength while pores (which are es-

sentially holes) are a source of weakness. To quote a British ex-

pert: "From a timber merchant's point of view the question of

growth is an important one and it must be borne in mind that

it is wood and not cavities the user wants—the greater the pro-

portion of jjores the less wood and the less weight and strength."

In good oak these large vessels of the early wood occupy from
six to ten per cent of the volume of the log while in inferior ma-
terial they may make up twenty-five per cent or even more. The
late wood of good oak, except for radial grayish patches of small

pores, is dark-colored and firm and consists of thick-walled fibers

which form one-half or more of the wood. In inferior oak such fiber

areas are much reduced in both quantity and qualit.y. Such varia-

tion is very largely the result of rate of growth.

In diffuse-porous woods the vessels or pores are scattered

throughout the ring instead of collected in the early wood. Ex-

amples of this kind of wood are maple, gum, yellow poplar, buck-

eye, basswood, beech, cottonwood and willow. In such woods, as

well as in conifers or softwoods, there appears to be no definite

relation between rate of growth and the quality of the wood.

In ring-porous woods of good growth it is usually the middle

portion of the ring in which the thick-walled, strength-giving fibers

are most abundant. As the breadth of ring diminishes, this mid-

dle portion is reduced so that very slow growth produces com-

paratively light, porous wood composed mostly of thin-walled ves-

sels and wood parenchyma. Wide-ringed wood is often called

"second-growth" and in the manufacture of articles where
strength is an important consideration such "second-growth"
wood is preferred.

This is particularly the case in the choice of hickory for handles

and spokes. Here not only strength but toughness and resilience

are important. The results of a large number of tests on hickory

by the United States Forest Service show that "the work or

shock-resisting ability is greatest with wide-ringed wood that has

from five to fourteen rings per inch; is fairly constant from

fourteen to thirty-eight rings, and decreases rapidly from thirty-

eight to forty-seven rings. The strength at maximum load is not

so great with the most rapid-growing wood; it is maximum with

from fourteen to twenty rings per inch, and again becomes less

as the wood becomes more closely ringed. The natural deduction

is that wood of first-class mechanical value shows from five to

twenty rings per inch, and that slower growth yields poorer stock.

Thus the inspector or buyer of hickory should discriminate against

timber that has more than twenty rings per inch. Exceptions

—37—
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exist, however, in the case of normal growth upon dry situations,

in which the slow-growing material may be strong and tough.

"

There exists among users of hickory a prejudice against the

heart-wood. Specifications place white hicliory (that is, sap-wood)

in a higher grade than red hickory (that is, heart-wood) on the

belief that any sap-wood is stronger and more resilient than any

heart-wood. In the case of large and old hickory trees the rate

of growth in the sap-wood is very slow, the rings are narrow and,

as has been previously shown, are deficient in wood fibers which

give strength. In such trees the strongest wood is the heart-wood

(provided it is sound) since the tree grew fastest (that is, made
the widest rings) in youth. In young hickory trees of thrifty

growth, however, the best wood is in the sap since the heart is

more likely to be defective from small knots. The results of ex-

haustive tests show conclusively that the change from sap-wood

into heart-wood does not affect either the strength or the tough-

ness of the wood.

There is a prejudice, too, against southern-grown hickory, the

impression being that it is more porous and brashy than hickory

from the North. As a matter of fact the hickory from the South

is mostly large old forest-grown material while that of the North

with which it is compared is largely young "second-growth." If

material produced under similar conditions is compared no dif-

ference will be found.

After a careful study of the chestnut tree by the United States

Forest Service the effect of the rate of growth on the quality of

the wood is summarized as follows: "When the rings are wide,

the transition from spring wood to summer wood is gradual, while

in the narrow rings the spring wood passes into summer wood
abruptly. The width of the spring wood changes but little with

the width of the annual ring, so that the narrowing or broadening

of the annual ring is always at the expense of the summer wood.

The narrow vessels of the summer wood make it richer in wooJ

substance than the spring wood composed of wide vessels. There-

fore, rapid-growing specimens with wide rings have more wood

substance than slow-growing trees with narrow rings. Since the

more wood substance the greater the weight, and the greater the

weight the stronger the wood, trees with wide rings must have

stronger wood than those with narrow rings. This agrees with

the accepted view that sprouts (which always have wide rings)

yield better and stronger wood than seedling chestnuts, which

grow more slowly in diameter. '

'

The effect of rate of growth on the durability of post timbers

has not been definitely determined, but from a large number of

observations made under the direction of the Ohio Agricultural

Experiment Station it would appear that '
' timber that grows

rapidly and in the open is not as good as the same variety that

grows in the woods. This has been observed especially in the reel

cedar, the catalpa, and the locust." For instance, in a considerable

number of fences of catalpa the posts which showed the widest

rings also evidenced the greatest decay. In one case where the

posts were wide-ringed they completely rotted off in eleven years

while in another instance posts with narrow rings had been in

service for thirty-one years and 88.5 per cent were still sound.

In summary, if material is wanted for strength and resilience

the weight of the wood should govern, and this in turn is deter-

mined very largely in ring-porous woods by the width of the

growth rings as seen on cross section. Such material, however, is

more susceptible to atmospheric changes, that is, it will shrink

and swell or "work" more. Hence for interior finish, inside

trim, certain kinds of furniture and for other uses where lightness

and minimum of "working" are preferred to strength, slow-grow-

ing woods are best. For durability in contact with the soil the

slow-growers appear to have the advantage. S. J. E.

'
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/'It The Handle Trade C"
'^

BROOM HANDLE MANUFACTURE IN SAWMILLS

A prominent manufacturer of broom handles was recently

pressed for his opinion as to the advisability of sawmill operators

engaging in the manufacture of broom handles as a side line.

Speaking of this phase of the question the gentleman said:

"I don't want to discourage any one from entering into the

manufacture of broom handles (although I think there are already

enough handle factories in operation) but I would like to impress

on those contemplating entering this line to investigate it care-

fully beforehand, figuring out exactly the product from a thousand

feet of lumber, the cost of manufacturing it, and various other

information necessary. As a rule figures based merely on the

general run of information will show that there is a big profit

available in the manufacture of broom handles, but a different

condition is shown on actual investigation of operations in some
well regulated handle factories. For instance, every 5,000 feet of

lumber sawed up through all the processes up to the time the

handles are bundled into grades, will show that there is a great

difference between actual facts and theoretical figures. There is a

great variation in the way lumber will cut up, and there is also

a variation in the rate of capacity of lathe. It will be found that

the very best grade of maple lumber is necessary to make high-

grade handles, and that high-grade lines are the ones that show the

profit. Handles of inferior quality seldom bring enough to pay
for the lumber. There will also be edgings from the rip saw, cull

handles in the blanks and also finished that are not worth the

value of the timber used. Of course it would be foolish to state

that there is no money in the broom handle business, for if this

were true very few people would be in it. There is a good profit

in this line for concerns that know well how to buy their lumber,
how to work it properly and grade it correctly, and further are
familiar with the best methods of marketing their output. A rep-

utation for specific knowledge of the handle business is a strong

asset to the broom handle manufacturer.

"A sawmill concern of good standing manufacturing consid-

erable maple, say from 5,000 feet up a day, ought to be able

to make broom handles at a profit if it starts out in the right

manner and is willing to learn by experience. Much difficulty is

encountered in the actual manufacture of the handle, as it seems
that the handle lathe is one of the hardest to operate. An inex-

perienced man can never be placed in charge of one of these

machines, for as soon as this happens trouble will result. As long

as a lathe is in perfect order any one can start it and can even
grind and sharpen the knives, but when the knives are out of

the correct shape or the heads are out of center, it is time to call

in the experienced man. In fact experienced handlers of these
lathes occasionally get into trouble and have to send to the factory
for assistance in their adjustment.

"A sawmill man contemplating entering the handle business

should first secure the services of an experienced broom handle
manufacturer, one who is intimately acquainted with the best

methods of manufacture; who knows all about handle lathes and
the grading of handles, and who is also fairly familiar with mar-
ket prices. A great deal of agitation in the market for broom
handles is caused by small mills who make this business a side
line, and who simply turn out the handles on any basis and market
them without any definite idea of their actual value. The reason
for the price cutting, of course, is that they do not know what it

costs them to make a thousand handles. They feel that inasmuch
as they are supplying the material themselves, it is an inexpensive
item, whereas they should consider the cost to themselves exactly
what it would cost any other manufacturer to sell it. At the
end of the year they apparently figure a profit on this basis ana
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are satisfied. Inexperienced men militate against the quality of

the handles and result in a great production of low-grade stock.

It is necessary for every factory to turn out a certain percentage

of low-grade handles—in fact this percentage often runs larger

than is desirable—but the experienced handle manufacturer is con-

stantly trying to cut down his percentage, and to get the price on

these handles to a point where he can realize at least the value

of the lumber contained in them. This effort is rendered, par-

ticularly hard because of the fact that so many low-grade handles

are being constantly put on the market.

"If the firms making broom handles as a side line would keep

a close account on them for a month all through the factory,

charging every legitimate charge against them as they would in

any other line of a well regulated business, and would also keep

a close account of the percentage of each grade when ready for

the market, it is a safe conclusion that the handle market could

be materially strengthened. If it is found that the handles are

not of sufficient quality to bring the right price, then the remedy
is to secure the services of some one who will show the firm how
to manufacture. '

'

"Handle manufacturers report that there should be a brisk

demand for basswood lumber at this time of the year, as the

handle men usually lay in a supply of this wood to manufacture

ceiling handles for winteixand spring delivery. Basswood is well

suited for this purpose on account of its light weight and the

ease with which it is worked, also its ability to stay straight.

However, unless it is well dried it will not go through the lathes.

For this reason the handle men usually buy it early and dry it

themselves.

"It would seem that the big sawmill firms are disposing of all

their maple lumber for flooring stock and other lines, as it is very

diflicult for handle men to buy it at any price. As a consequence

the handle man has to get his supply entirely from the smaller

mills scattered all over the country, and while the price is usually

less, the quality is decidedly inferior. In a great many cases these

small mills ship stock which cannot be used. In some instances

other wood, such as oak, chestnut, poplar and sycamore, is loaded

with the maple. Of course this is an absolute loss to the handle

man. In other instances valuable and more easily marketable
woods, such as cherry and bird'seye maple, are mixed with the

ordinary handle stock.

"The demand for broom handles has been fairly consistent right

along, whereas in former years there was no trade at all during

.Tune, July and a part of August. While the business as a whole
has been rather dull, still this unusual summer demand has brought
up tbe aggregate volume considerably." H. B. A.
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Utilizing Minor Hardwooods
On every logging operation there are almost sure to be certain

trees of so-called inferior kinds. It was formerly the custom to

leave all such in the woods, but with decrease in the supply of the

best grades of timber, utilization lias gradually become more nearly

complete until now no good operator will intentionally leave merchant-

able material of any kind in the woods unless there are good reasons

for doing so. If he is interested in a second cut he may leave trees

of tbe smaller sizes to grow until he returns, but such trees should

be of the better rather than the inferior kinds since they determine

largely what the succeeding young growth shall be.

Under the old conditions, when there was a surfeit of the best

kinds of timber, not only were the poorer species left in the woods

but also many trees of the better kinds which were not of suflBciently

high quality to meet the exacting requirements of the trade. For

example, in northern Michigan the first lumbering operations removed

only the best white pine. Such hemlock as was cut was largely for

the bark alone, and the peeled logs were left to rot. A second

cutting removed such pine as was left, the best of the hemlock, and

the better grade of hardwoods. These lands are now being visited

for a third time and almost everything of merchantable size removed,

irrespective of species. As a result, the lumber yards today contain

a great assortment of species and a much higher proportion of low-

grade lumber than formerly.

This closer utilization is bringing nearer the time when timber-

land owners can afford to consider their holdings a permanent part

of their plant and handle them with a view to continual logging

operations on the same tracts. One hears much of the wasteful

methods of the lumberman, but much of this waste has been un-

avoidable under existing conditions, and it is doubtful if anyone re-

grets it more than the lumberman himself. To remove timber at

an actual loss can scarcely appeal to anyone as good business. As

fast as the condition of the market permitted, the lumberman has

welcomed tbe opportunity to increase the thoroughness of his

utilization.

The time is passing when woods are judged by their names rather

than by their merits. There is not a kind of wood growing but has

its uses, although as yet many of them are imperfectly known. It is

to the interest of everyone that the minor species of the forest should

be employed for such purposes as they are suitable for. In this

way the drain on the supplies of standard woods is reduced and the

latter in turn are kept longer available for the more exacting uses-

to which they alone are entirely fitted.

Take hickory for ah example. For certain purposes this wood has

advantages not possessed by any other timber in the world. Its

combination of strength, toughness, and elasticity, its great resistance

to strains, twists, and shocks, make it the ideal wood for handles,

Ijuggy spokes, shafts, etc. Since for these special uses no substitute

has been found, it is important that the supply of hickory be used

conservatively and not dissipated in other directions where the de-

mands are less exacting and capable of being filled equally well by

less important woods. Any wood suited for highly specialized pur-

poses should not be wasted in common and ordinary places, but re-

served for purposes which no substitute can fill so well.

To quote a government work: "In some parts of Pennsylvania,

hickory goes into mii;es as posts, props, rails, cribs and lagging.

There are perhaps fifty kinds of other trees in that region as good

as hickory for mine timbers, many of them better, for hickory is

not an enduring wood in damp places. In West Virginia, oil-well

derricks are occasionally made, in part, of this wood; while in parts

of Missouri and in other regions where it happens to be convenient,

it is taken for bridges, barn floors, and doors, fences, sheathing,

piling, culverts, cross-ties, ear stock and other similar purposes. In

most instances these uses are unnecessary and wasteful. Such prac-

tice is on a par with a custom, once rather common, of splitting black

walnut for fence rails. The difference is that the owners of black

walnut know better now, while some hickory owners have the lesson

yet to learn."

In spite of the more thorough methods of utilization now in effect

in many parts of the country, there are a number of woods still

considered of too little merit to warrant cutting. It may prove help-

ful to describe some of the minor species of least value and enumer-

ate some of the purposes for which they are now being employed

in some places. The lernoval of such trees from the forest not only

lessens the dram upon the better kinds but leaves the forest in

better condition for later crops of timber.

In certain parts of the South where pine is the principal timber

tree, it is a very common practice to cut only pine and leave all

the hardwoods standing. On the uplands these hardwoods are mostly

oaks of various species but largely of the red oak group, and some

hickorv. In the lowlands and river bottoms there are red gum,-
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blai-k gum, water oak and many other kinds. Suc)i woods are left

because market conditions at present are not .favorable to their ex-

ploitation. Later these lands will be revisited and such material

removed. Even now some of the mills, which in the past have cut

only pine, are putting in equipment for handling the hardwoods.

One of the southern trees Avhich occurs quite commonly and is

little cut is evergreen magnolia (Magtiolia foetida). It grows in

swampy localities along the southern coast and in southern Arkansas.

It seldom exceeds eighty feet in height; has a tall straight trunk

occasionally four feet in diameter and has small spreading branches.

The wood is decidedly varial>le in quality and appearance, often hav-

ing dense streaks which make it rather difficult to manufacture. The

prevailing color of the wood is white, but it is often streaked with

black and occasionally with other colors which undergo change upon

exposure. The wood was formerly used in small quantities for fuel,

but is now being employed as a substitute for holly for backs of

brushes, and for light panels in place of yellow poplar. It is also

useful for boxes, woodenware, ox yokes and general lumber.

Two other southern trees becoming of some importance are buck-

thorn bumelia (Bumelia lycioides) and the chittimwood (Bumclia

Idvuffinosa). Both are rather small trees, particularly the former

which is rarely over six inches in diameter. Both trees produce heavy,

hard to moderately hard, light brown or yellow wood valuable for

saw handles, small cabinet work, box lumber and small fence posts.

Occasionally the wood is large enough for saw timber. It is also

used locally for wedges and for fuel.

One is not likely to consider the small mountain laurel (Kalmia

laiifoUa) of any commercial value, but it finds a place in the manu-

facture of smoking pii'.es. The roots and burls are well suited for thif

purpose and command a price of about twenty-five cents per hundred

pounds at the factory.

Willow is often little thought of for timber, but it has many uses

such as baseball bats, excelsior, meat boxes, office fixtures, pantry

shelves, drawer bottoms, wagon beds, boxes, and crates. In panel

work it is cut into veneer and used as the middle sheets while

cabinet woods are placed on the outside, if intended for display.

A good quality is employed in making artificial limbs, taking the

place to some extent of buckeye which is a favorite wood for that

purpose. Willow grows rapidly in moist situations and soon reaches

jiost size, but is not durable unless creosoted.

Mountain ash (Sarins timericana) is frequently met with in

northern states. It is a small tree rarely over thirty feet high and

one foot in diameter. Tt has light, soft wood good for crates and

small boxes.

Blue beech (Carpinus caroliiiiana) is a small tree very common in

northern and central parts of the United States. The wood is hard

and heavy and well adapted for single trees, small handles, wagon

felloes, levers, and numerous small articles where strength is a re-

quisite. Associated with it is the hornbeam (Ostrya virginiana), also

a small tree with very hard, strong, tough wood. It is used for

axles, levers, wagon tongues and felloes, mallets, handles, wedges,

fence pests and fuel.

The black jack oak (Qnernis mcrilandica) is a particularly brushy

and rough tree, usually of small dimensions. The large number of

knots interfere with the use of this wood, but in spite of this fact

it is utilized to some extent where other woods are scarce. Small

pieces can be cut from it fit for the coarser grades of furniture.

Its other uses are fuel, charcoal, tram ties, and occasionally it is

used for rough construction lumber.

One way in which such woods can be utilized to save better kinds

is in connection with logging operations in the woods. If the tram

ties, skid poles, levers, wedges, boom poles, timbers for temporary

piling, bridges, staging, etc., were, so far as practicable, obtained

from the minor hardwoods which are usually right at hand instead of

using the young growth of more valuable species merely because they

worked a little easier or were a trifle handier, a material saving

would result and the cut-over tract would be left in better condition.

In support of the statement that no tree is without its uses, pro-

vided the.y are sought for, may be cited as an example the yucca of

the Southwest. With a stem structure that of an exaggerateil

cornstalk it bears little resemblance to wood, being mostly fibers

and pith. When cut into strips, it has proved to be well suited for

surgeon afjlints and for wrapping material for bottles.

These are but a few of the more extreme examples one might
enumerate of woods formerly considered useless or of trifling signifi-

cance but are now finding valuable uses, thus avoiding waste. There
are numerous woods, sueh^ as red gum and tupelo, which have been
slow in gaining the favor they deserve, largely because their ex.ict

qualities and merits and the best methods of handling the woods
w'ere not understood. More thought on the part of the owners and
dealers will suggest many uses to whie-h minor hardwoods of all

kinds may be put, thus making the utilization more thorough and the

profits larger. S. J. R.

Imports and Exports for June
Advance sheets of thu monthly summary of commerce and

finance issued by the Department of Commerce and Labor show
that during the month of June this country imported wood and
manufactures of wood aggregating $5,157,211. This is a favorable

comjiarison with the figures of June, 1911, which come to $4,994,534.

Of the cabinet woods, mahogany showed the greatest increase in

value of import, which advanced from $184,923 in June, 1911, to

$280,714 June, 1912. There is a decrease of $100,000 in the

import value of logs and round timber during the year. The value

of pulp woods imported increased by about $150,000, the total

value being $812,940 for June, 1912.

In the manufactures of lumber such as planks, boards and deals

there was a noticeable increase in import value, the total ship-

ments of this stock advancing from $1,516,598 in June, 1911, to

$1,832,966 in June of this year. The value of wood pulp

imported totaled $1,166,075 in June, 1912, a decrease of $110,000

during the year.

The balance of trade as far as wood products are concerned, was
decidedly in favor of the United States during the month of June.

In this period the export value of wood and manufactures of wood
reached $9,340,673, as against $9,856,604 in June, 1911. The total

export value of American logs and round timber during the month
was $465,363, and $480,659 in June, 1911. The value of hewn and
sawed timbers of all kinds decreased from $1,689,131 in June. 1911,

to $1,021,410 in June, 1912. The total value of all kinds of export

lumber, including planks, boards, deals, joists, etc., aggregated $5,036,-

076 during June, 1012, a gratifying increase over 1911 figures, which

were $-1,779,491. These figures include various kinds of wood cut

in different sizes and dimensions. The export value of shingles

was not very large but almost doubled during the year. American
furniture manufacturers sent abroad stock valued at $517,177

during June, 1912, which represents an increase of about $22,000

over June of the preceding year.

Lake Commerce for June
June figures of trade movements on the great lakes show that the

record for June, 1912, is almost thirty-three per cent greater than

June of last year. Lake shipments during the month aggregated

13,731,893 short tons and during the first six months of 1912 ship-

ments reached 27,072,774 short tons. Material increases were
reported on lumber, iron ore, iron manufactures, soft coal and flour.

Domestic lake shipments of lumber on the great lakes during

June, 1912, aggregating 108,882,000 feet, were considered greater in

volume than in June, 1911. The shipments during the present

season of 425,916,000 feet were likewise greater than during the

corresponding period last year. Lumber shipments were mostly

from Lake Michigan and Lake Superior ports.

Shipments of iron ore from Lake Michigan and Lake Superior

ports during June, 1912, amounted to 7,274,732 long tons, which is

an increase of fifty-eight per cent over shipments of June, 1911.

Iron ore shipments since the beginning of the year reached

13,394,964 long tons, an increase of fifty-four and a half per cent

over the corresponding period of 1911.
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iteiis Curly and Wavy Grain in Wood
It is rarely that a log is found in which the fibers run exactly

parallel with the pith go that their course is straight. Farrly straight-

grained pieces are common in small sizes, but in large sticks the

grain exhibits Tarious deviations from straight to wa^'y, curly, or

more intricate ilesigns. Departure from a straight course tends to

SPLIT SURFACE OF A CABINET WOOD SnOWIXft THE WAVE.S
OX RADIAL SECTIOX. NATURAL SIZE

reduce the value of sawed timljer

where strength is essential, inter-

feres with splitting, and makes

planing difEcult.

In cabinet work, interior finish,

paneling and other uses where

beauty of figure or design are

the important considerations, ir-

regularity of grain enhances the

value of wood.

There are two principal kinds

of wavy growth, one in which the

waves occur throughout the tree

and the other only in certain por-

tions, such as near the insertion

of large roots or branches, or in

crotches. Certain species of trees

have wa\'y wood throughout ; in

others occasional trees are found

which show such structure. In such eases no satisfactory explana-

tion has been oifered as to the cause of the peculiar arrangement of

the fibers and other wood elements. Sometimes the waves are large;

again, they may be very small, although in the same specimen there is

usually considerable regularity. Wood with small waves i<; said to be

curly-grained.

Wavy growth near the insertion of large limbs or roots is purely

local and can be satisfactorily explained. Wlien a tree is young

the limbs are small and the roots have not begun to swell much at

the rootstock. With increased growth the branches thicken and usually

tend to form a more acute angle with the stem or trunk. The treo

also becomes more or less swollen or buttressed at the base due to

the necessity for firmer support in the ground. This change in form

of the branches or roots produces a folding of the bark which may

readUy be observed by anyone, especially on trees with smooth bark.

Just beneath the bark is the cambium layer, a region of soft gen-

erative tissue which forms new wood and new bark. It is this layer

that is torn when stripping the bark from a growing stem in the

spring. The pressure of the bark on the cambium causes the new

wood to be moulded to correspond with the corrugations on the inner

surface of the bark. Consequently, as folds develop in the bark as

a result of a shortening process, the wood is modeled accordingly.

This change comes about gradually and if a wavy-grained stump

is split through the middle, it will be found to be straight-grained in

ORTIOX OF THE SAME WOOD SHOWX IX THE FIRST ILLUSTRA-
TIOX, AFTER BEIXG QUARTER-SAWED. NATURAL SIZE.

the interior (which was formed when the tree was young), and from
moderately to decidedly wavy in the exterior. Usually the waves are

in a tangential direction, that is, they run around the tree; but in trees

with very hard bark that tends to retain its shape, the folding may
he in a radial plane. Wavy grain also occurs in the bend of a

crooked tree for the same reason.

'Wavy grain adds to the beauty of any wood in which it occurs,

and in wood otherwise handsome the effect is particularly pleasing.

Thus, in mahogany and black cherry the wood cut from the crotch

of a tree produces veneers of high value for artistic effects. Old

black walnut stumps are highly prized for fancy gun-stocks, and

areas long cut-over are sometimes visited in later years and the

stumps removed for this purpose. Such wood is usually free from
serious decay, but owing to the fact that it seasoned in large pieces

is very likely to be checked in unfortunate places.

Woods in which the waves run in a radial direction, that is,

from the middle of a tree outwards, are in English markets termed

"hazel," as "hazel spruce" or "hazel oak." In satin-wood

(Xaniho:>:yIum from the West Indies and Chloroxylum swietenia from
Ceylon) wavy grain is the normal condition and longitudinal sections

exiiibit alternate bands of lighter and duller luster, according to

the direction in which the fibers are cut. The wood is very hand-

some and is extensively used for the backs of brushes.

Among the native woods it is

very common to find wavy grain

in buckeye, especially the yellow

liuckeye {Aesculus octandra). The

undulations are mostly smalL

Specimens of redwood {Sequoia

sempervirens) are found occa-

sionally with very large, regular

waves. Such wood must be cut

in a radial direction (quarter-

sawed) in order to bring out the

full effect of the grain. Owing

to the varying direction of the

fibers, such wood is hard to sur-

face without nicking or gouging.

An attempt has been made to

improve the appearance of ordi-

narily plain woods by giving

them an artificial wavy grain.

TANGEXTIAL VIEW OF A PIECE OF REDWOOD SHOWIXG WAVY
GROWTH. NATURAL SIZE.

To accomplish this, pieces of veneer one-eighth inch thick are pressed

hydraulically between two slightly undulating iron plates, the undu-

lations fitting into one another. When the wood is planed, imitations

of mottled or of wavy wood are produced which are very satisfactory

as substitutes for the genuine in cheap work. S. J. E.
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Tales of the Trade
THE LETTER THAT HE LOOKED FOR NEVER CAME

M. F. Greene of the Davidson, Hieks & Greene Company, Nash-

ville, Tenn., is noted among his friends as a great "home man,"

being devoted to his family and caring little for clubs or any

species of "high life."

A number of years ago, several Nashville lumbermen were

attending a lumbermen's convention in Cincinnati and on invita-

tion of their hosts attended a dance "Over the Ehine. " One of

the boys was having a pretty good time when his fair partner

asked him for a card and opening his card case the first thing he

came across was one bearing the inscription " M. F. Greene,"

which he immediateh' passed out as his own.

On returning to Nashville he mentioned this to Mr. Greene,

-further stating that she promised to write soon and for months

whenever Mr. Greene's spouse mentioned to him on his return home

at night that she had received a letter that day he was seized

with an acute attack of stage fright, feeling that it would take

all of his previous good habits to square him and even then he had

lingering doubts.

However, he escaped and though he still retains the name of

his persecutor on his list of friends he states that there were times

when he seriously considered dropping the name of a prominent

lumberman from his roll.

AN ORATOR FROM THE BEGINNING

A good many ye^s ago when John W. Love of Love, Boyd &

Co., Nashville, Tenn., was attending high school in his native city,

he made a statement to the professor in whose class he happened

to be at that moment, that he knew the answer to a certain ques-

tion propounded to him hut could not answer it. The professor

came back at him with the statement that we have all heard under

similar circumstances, that if anyone knew anything he could tell

it and immediately asked John if he knew anything about the

game of baseball. The latter replied that he did and was requested

to come to the platform and with chalk and pointer explain to the

class all about the game. He was promised to be given what time

was needed, it being the professor's evident intention to "rattle"

young Johnnie before the girls.

Mr. Love promptly accepted the invitation and started in with

an eloquent preface eulogizing the national pastime and then drew
diagrams, cuts, explanatory lines and figures until the board was
thoroughly covered and finally several hours later closed with a

peroration that is remembered to this Aay by his admiring class-

mates and it was noticed that the same professor never called

upon him again for a like service.

John modestly claims that he never made another speech as

good as that one until he stumped Nashville for Bryan several

years later.

A HOT RIDE

H. C. Newton of the Booraem-Powell Lumber Company, Minne-

apolis, recently related to some of his friends what he claims was
the hottest experience of his life.

While in his teens at his home in "Wisconsin he was out with

a crowd one night coasting on a steep hill, probably a mile in

length, and one of the boys dared him to make the trip, down the

hijl on a big scoop shovel. "Newt" felt that to refuse was to

lose his prestige with a certain girl who was present and he readily

consented to make the trip.

Sitting in the bowl of the shovel and gripping the handle he

was started off with a vigorous shove and states that from the

moment of departure the temperature began to rise rapidly owing
to the friction of the shovel on the glassy surface. He discovered

smoke curling above his shoulders when about half way down but

there was nothing to do but finish the trip, which he did, but

was compelled to let someone else take his girl home as he could

not comfortably sit in the sleigh.

Mr. Newton ate his meals from the mantel piece for a couple
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of weeks and further states that he has always had a fellow feel-

ing for Buster Brown's "Tige" when the latter sat down in the

hot glue.

SOME THINGS "DO MOVE"
S. M. Borgess of the Steele & Hibbard Lumber Company, St.

Louis, on his first trip to Minnc.ipolis several years ago, was sit-

ting in the ofiBce of a customer on one of the upper floors of the

Lumber Exchange. In Minneapolis it is well known that this

building sways so much that pictures on the walls shake visibly

and there are some rooms in which the door knobs have worn
depressions in the plaster from continual swaying back and forth.

On this particular morning the wind was blowing and the build-

ing was on a good old move, and the customer soon noticed a

vague look of amazement and then consternation overspread the

usually calm and placid features of the St. Louis man. He rose,

apologized, and said to his customer that he would have to go to

the hotel, as he was experiencing a dizzy feeling which was not at

all natural to him. The customer, who had been up against the

same experience before, explained the matter and Mr. Borgess

decided to stay, although it was noticed that during the balance of

the interview he sat with a pretty tight grip on both sides of his

chair. He now claims that the Lumber Exchange has no terrors

for him; in fact, many of his best orders come from that building.

THE SAME OLD TROUBLE
E. Payson Smith of the Payson Smith Lumber Company, Min-

neapolis, while visiting in Chicago a few months ago put up at a

leading hotel in the center of the lobby of which was a large

fountain.

While talking to a friend the latter called Mr. Smith's attention

to a particularly attractive member of the fair sex who had just

passed.

Mr. Smith looked around and continued to walk with his friend,

and in a moment was afloat in the fountain. He was rescued with

little difiiculty, owing, no doubt, to his coming from Minneapolis,

which is known as a city of beautiful lakes. It being his morning

custom to run down to the lake near his house, attired in a

bathing suit covered by a bath robe, "Payson" says he really

felt at home.

It has been suggested by close friends who have watched his

career with a great deal of pride and delight that when viewing

the fair sex again he provide himself with a life preserver.

Record Set for Foreign Commerce
The foreign commerce of the United States has just established

a remarkable record for the fiscal year now ended. The total

value of the merchandise entering and leaving the country in

foreign trade aggregates four billion dollars. The value of manu-
factures exported is more than one billion dollars, and the value

of non-dutiable merchandise coming in is a round billion.

The principal articles forming the one billion dollars' worth of

duty free merchandise imported during the fiscal year of 1912 are

foodstuffs and manufactured materials. Of the more than ono
billion dollars' worth exported during the year, those of iron and
steel aggregated about $275,000,000 in value; copper and mineral
oils each more than $100,000,000; leather and manufactures of

leather about $60,000,000, and cotton manufactures about
$50,000,000.

The furniture folks are looking as cheerful as if posing for a
picture of good times ahead. It's a pretty good time to ask for

a fair profit on lumber when you meet them.
The day is right close to us when the thing we called the slab

pile yesterday will help pile up the profits of tomorrow, and to

waste good material even in a slab will be considered sinful.
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The Mail Bag
B 291—In the Market for Hemlock
Xcw Yoi-k, X. Y., July 23.—Editor Hardwood

Eecord : Do you know anyone who would be in

a position to handle an order tor a very large

amount of 1" mill cull hemlock of 6' and S'

length? Co^PANT.

The above correspondent has been siipplieil

with a list of mamit'aeturers of hemlock, and

such readers as l;a-\e this stock to offer and

desire to get in communication with the pros-

pective customer, can have the address by

•writing this office and referring to B 291.

—

Editor.

B 292—Figuring on the Dimension
Business

Ashland City, Tenn., July 29.—Editor Habd-

wooD Record : I have heen thinking of going

into the quarter sawed oak dimension stock

business, making a specialty of short stock, say

from 16" up to 4S" long for table tops, hut from

the correspondence I have had buyers of this

stock do not seem to be willing to pay what it

appears to me it should be worth. It strikes

me that quarter sawed oak 4" to 7" wide, 24"

to 30" long should command $60 a thousand,

and S" and over wide, of the same lengths, .$65 ;

4" to 7" wide, 46" to 42" long, about $65, and
8" and over wide about $70 : while 4" to 7"

wide. 42" to 40" long should be worth $75,

and S" and over wide of the same length, $80 :

all of the above delivered on a 16 cent rate.

Would be glad to have your opinion on the

prices above noted. .

The writer of the above letter has been ad-

vised that the oak of the sizes he names

should logically command the prices he quotes,

and that there would not be very much money

in the quarter sawed dimension oak business

unless he could secure these values.

—

Editor.

B 293—Seeks Information About Lumber
Handling

Camden, X. J.. July 29.—Editor Hardwood
Kecord : Can you give us a list of ten cities

that handle the largest amount of lumber in the

United States, naming them in the order in

which they should ho placed according to the

amount of lumber handled?
H. Humphreys & Co.

The writers of the above letter have been

advised that there are no statistics available

which give with accuracy the quantity of lum-

ber handled in the ten chief cities of the United

States. Chicago is by far the largest consumer

of lumber of any city of the United States,

and most likely New York ranks second with

about half the consumption. The annual con-

sumption of Chicago is approximately 2,000,-

000,000 feet. As a guess the editor would say

that Philadelphia ranks third in the list of

cities.

—

Editor.

B 294—Seaks Information About Relative
Fuel Values

Fort Wayne. Ind., August 2, 1912.—Editor,

Hakdwood Record : We have heen requested to

advise the amount of artificial gas that will be

required to replace the use of wood as fuel in

several instances. On looking up the authorities

to determine the weight of a cord of wood we
find quite a good deal of variation. The wood
in question is referred to by our correspondent

(who is located near Milwaukee) as slab wood.

Having no information here on this subject, we
write to inquire if you can enlighten us as to

the average figure to use for this case.

If you have ever run across figures regarding

the heating value of this class of wood, espe-

cially as regards the amount of coal compared
to the amount of wood required to give the same
heating effect, we would appreciate this informa-

tion also. We have found quite a number of

figures on laboratory experiments, which, of

course, figure out the total or gross heating

value of the wood, but do not take into consider-

ation the fact that there is always a large

amount of moisture present which greatly re-

duces the flame temperature, and requires the

use of a good deal more wood to do the same

.amount of work than would he computed from

the figures given.

We endeavored to obtain this information from

Messrs. Perrine, Armstrong & Co., of this city,

whose plant is adjacent to ours, and they have

referred us to you as an authority on this

subject.

Thanking you in advance for any information

you can give us, we are.

The Westers Gas Con'Strdction Company.

The writer of the above letter has been ad-

vised that the editor is not an authority on

the queries he presents, and he has been re-

ferred for the information to the director of

the government laboratory at Madison, Wis.

—

Editor.

'
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Outing of Philadelphia Wholesalers

Through the kindness of the president. Hor-

ace A. Reeves, Jr., who is a member of the

Philadelphia Cricket Club, arrangements were

made for the regular meeting and summer out-

ing of the Philadelphia Wholesale Lumber Deal-

ers' Association, which was held at the famous
Philadelphia Cricket Club grounds, at St. Mar-

tins, on July 25. As St. Martins is one of the

loveliest spots on the planet, with its suberb roll-

ing scenery, its historical associations, and its

various other salient romantic attractions, and
last but not least contains one of the best golf

courses in the country, the prospect was alluring.

Many of the lumlxn-men are enthusiastic golf

players, and a game under such favorable aus-

pices was soon a projected feature of the outing.

Some of the players left on the 1 :14 p. m. train,

others followed in automobiles. The weather was
perfect and these golf-loving lumbermen played

with a jolly vigor and enthusiasm born of the

true sportsman. No astounding scores were

aimed at, 87 to 89 being about the average, but

there was no lack of technical skill, and the

fun was prodigious.

At the finish of the game the players ad-

journed to the club house, where they were joined

by the less sportive contingent of the members.

At 7 p. m. all gathered in the beautiful banquet

room where a dinner, in which the most epi-

curean taste could find no flaw, was served.

With the coming of the cigars, an attempt was

made to hold the regular business meeting, but as

there was no especial business before the meet-

ing, the last rag of restraint was dropped and

the best entertainment for the evening's enjoy-

ment considered.

A resolution to extend the warmest thanks of

the members of the organization to President

Horace A. Reeves, Jr., to whose kindness they

were indebted for a particularly enjoyable sum-

mer initing. was made and heartily adopted.

Semi-Annual Pennsylvania Fire Insurance

Company

The semi-annual meeting of the Pennsylvania

Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

which was held on July 23. and at which every

director with the exception of L. A. Mansfield of

New Haven. Conn., was present, proved a ban-

ner one. An epitome given of the company's

work during the six months was highly gratify-

ing to all concerned, and it is predicted that the

year's business will top all previous records.

The increase in new business for the first six

months of this year was the largest for any sim-

ilar period in the company's history. The in-

surance in force increased by $1,750,000. making

the total insurance in force at the present time,

over $18,000,000. The premium income likewise

increased about $36,000. making the total pre-

miums in force on June 30. 1912, $397,000. The

losses for the first six months were well within

the average. The company is paying a forty

per cent dividend, and maintains a very high

record for prompt payment and satisfactory ad-

justment of losses. A copy of statement of this

fompany as of date July 1, 1912, is appended

hereto.

CASH ASSETS
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First mortgage loan on real estate.. 3.S00.00

Cash in office „„ i-rJ,
fash in banks on interest t)»,io4.ocs

Premiums due (not over 3 months m
arrears) " 'SSkIo

.\gent's balance. •

p, QTn'24
Interest due and accrued b,jiD.zt

Total cash assets $576,733.42

liabilities

Losses in process of ad- „ „„ ..
justment $ 9,611.o0

Taxes and other bills due
or accrued 898.oo

Inspection charges due
on premiums in course
of collection 2,675.16

I'nearned premiums on
policies in force 198,30o.J.:.

Total liabilities $211,490.25
Xet cash surplus 365,243.17 $o76,733.42

assets as to policy holders

Total admitted cash
assets $376,733.42

Less liabilities, except
unearned premiums.. 13,185.02 „„.,„,„

$ 563,548.40

Contingent assets, 1. e.. extent of ,„„oQiii
power to assess l,18J,SdL41

Making total strength hack of poll-

cies in force as to this date $ l,7o3,3i9.81

Insurance in force *l^'iS2'§?X'?9
Premiums in force 39b,bl0.47

Justin Peters, the genial general manager of

this successful company, and Mrs. Peters are

laking a vacation trip through Xew Brunswick

and Xova Scotia.

New Arkansas Lumber Company

The W. H. Bower Lumber Company is the

name of a new corporation that has recently

built a mill at Brummit, Loneoke county. Ark.,

which has been in operation for about thirty

days. At the head of this institution is W. H.

Bower, the well-known hardwood manufacturer

of Kurtz, Ind., and associated with him are

Claude Grant and his nephews, E. W. Bowers

and W. E. Goss. The mill is of the circular

type and has a capacity of 10,000 feet daily,

and will cut oak, hickory and cypress.

W. H. Bower was in Chicago a few days ago

en route home from a pleasure trip to the North

country.
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Change in Missouri Concern

At a recent meetiug of the stockholders of

the HoUey-Matthews Manufacturing Company

and the Holley-Eaker Lumber Company a deal

was consummated which resulted in the con-

solidation of the two companies. An affidavit

of the dissolution of the Holley-Baker Lumber

Company has been filed with the secretary of

state of Missouri. The style of the reorganized

corporation will be the Baker-Matthews Manufac-

turing Company with main offices at Sikeston.

Mo. The only change in the personnel of the

company is the retirement of IT. G. Holley who

disposed of his holdings in the Holley-Baker

Lumber Company and the IIolley-Matthews

Manufacturing Company.
The stockholders and ofBcers of the Baker-

Matthews Manufacturing Company are C. D.

Matthews. Jr.. president ; H. W. Baker. Sr..

vice-president : W. H. Barnes, secretary : H. W.

Baker. Jr., treasurer and G. M. Cahoon, vice-

president.

The company has remodeled its entire plant

and increased the capacity to take care of its

rapidly growing business. It operates a band

mill and box factory and is extensively engaged

in the manufacture of box shooks and egg cases.

The plant at Sikeston has a capacity of 1.500

cars per annum. W. H. Barnes is manager of

the box shook and egg case end of the business.

The wholesale lumber business of the Holley-

Baker Lumber Company will be continued by

the new concern. A distributing yard is main-

tained at Thebes. 111., where a well assorted

stock of southern hardwoods is carried. The

company also has under contract the output and

is financing the operation of two band mills

in southern Arkansas. At the several yards of

this concern a stock aggregating from 4.500,000

to 5.000,000 feet of hardwoods is on sticks.

W. H. Baker, Jr., is general manager of the

lumber department.

The stockholders of the Holley-Baker Lumber
Company and the IIolley-Matthews Manufac-

turing Company were practically the same, and

(he interests of the two concerns being so

closely allied that in order to handle the in-

creasing business of both companies more sat-

isfactorily, the consolidation was effected. As a

result of the combined organization, a much bet-

ter cfiuipment is insured, and the Baker-Matthews

Manufacturing Company will be better enabled

to take care of its extensive trade in the lumber

and box business.

Impostor Caught

In the last issue of II.^rdwiiod Record there

appeared an account of a clever impostor who
under the assumed name of W. H. Carter, presi-

dent of the VV. H. Carter Lumber Company of

Alabama, passed worthless checks on several

Baltimore lumbermen and men prominent in the

lumber business elsewhere. It is gratifying to

note that this gentleman has been arrested at

Kvansville. Ind.. where he is accused of forging

a bill of lading for two carloads of grain on a

firm in that city. This is the method the so-

called Mr. Carter employed in accomplishing his

ends, and that his method was very successful

is proved by the various attempts he has made
to separate hard-headed lumbermen fnun their

well earned dollars.

A New Thought in Association Worls

Secretary Lewis Ijoster of the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association of the United States

has iust instituted a new idea looking toward

the advancement of the association interests

and the s\ipplying of an accurate and authentic

source of information as to prevailing market
conditions of various woods in various centers.

This will be embodied in his statement of

market conditions which will be issued each

month from the Cincinnati offices of this asso-

ciation. The figures will reflect values as pre-

vailing during the month preceding the issuance

of the report. The first report has been sent

to all members of the association but it is

intended that subsequent reports will he avail-

able onl.v to those members who answer the

request for information as to market prices is-

sued by the secretary. The first edition of this

valuable booklet is not as complete as it is

hoped future editions will be, as a great many
members did not repl.v.

In addition to summarizing market values,

the book contains a list of freight rates to vari-

ous consuming centers based on Cincinnati and

Cairo. The standard grading and dressing rules,

and the sales code of the Hardwood Manufac-

turer's .Association as revised and adopted to

date govern all prices shown in the statement.

Tn figuring delivered prices, the bulletin says

that weights should be used as shown under

each class of material, and that when the cents

in delivered prices are twelve and one-half cents

or under they should be dropped to the lower

iiuarter. When they are over, they should

he raised to the next quarter. The in-

structions further state that cents have

been eliminated on the high and low

prices, which causes the average column to

:ippear in error in some instances: that con-

ditions as shown in the bulletin are based on

actual sales during the month as reported by

the membership, and that basing points—namely,

Cincinnati. Cairo and New Orleans—are used only

as imaginary markets and to refiect the values

as received for different stocks : that members

have reported in some instances the amounts
obtained in their natural markets, and have

then deducted the freight back to their starting

point. The statement is furnished for the pur-

pose of showing the members of the association

the high, low and average prices actually obtained

in sales to the consuming trade, the general

trend of values and an analysis of the market

for the preceding month. In arriving at the

amount shown in the analysis column great

care and study was given to inch stock as

a basis only. The high and low conditions were

eliminated, as they wevo no doubt due in some

instances to abnormal sit\iations. which do not

always reflect true markets as a whole. Ship-

ments of oak, ash and hickory when sent through

either the Cairo or Cincinnati gateway to Chi-

cago and adjacent territory should not show

any variation as to value on account of these

taking the same freight rates. When sent

to points East an average freight differential

of eight cents should be deducted from Cairo

basic value.

The bulletin contains reports on every con-

(civable species and grade of wood as manu-
factuied b.v members of the association. The
following table covering buckeye shows the way
it is gotten up.

CLASS NO. 3

BUCKEYE
Weight per M. Feet. 2.000 Lbs.

F. O. B. Cincinuiti
Basis

c'oiuinon

11 "16" and wider
IIV*"
1%"

1 "14" and wider
l'/*"l
1%"
2

.No.

K
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roi'ost Sovvico. rnitod States Dopai'tment of

Agi-icultui-i\ lias Just issued a Ijnok on the prin-

ciples of handliUK woodlands. This is a semi-
leehnlcal publication which would lie of inflnite

value to the owners of timber lands, in whoso
hands finally the future fate of the forest lies.

It is a first attempt to discuss systematicall.y
silviculture with special reference to American
conditions. This is also published hy John Wiley
& Sons.

Another publication is the pamphlet issued
by the Forest Service on the subject of com-
mercial creosotes, with special reference to the
protection of wood from decay. The contents
include the general requirements of wood-pre-
serving oils, composition and properties of creo-
sotes, quality, prices and consumption.

Building Operations for July
Ofticial reports from some fifty cities through-

out the country, as compiled by The American
Contractor, Chicago, show a gain of nine per
o<nt for ,July as compared with July of the past
year. The first seven months of the year also
show a gain of nine per cent as compared with
the same months of 1911. Gains of over fifty

per cent in July were made in the following
named cities : Atlanta, ST per cent ; Baltimore,
TO : Cedar Rapids, SO ; Des Moines, 396 ; Fort
Wayne, 130 ; Hartford. 53 ; Indianapolis, 124

:

I.os Angeles, 96: Manchester, To; Memphis, 114:
Milwaukee, 221 : Newark, ITT : Paterson, 109 :

Shreveport, 51 : South Bend. 293 : Toledo. 150 :

Worcester, 6T. I'articulars may be found in the
following table:

July, July.
1912. 1911. Percent.

City. Cost. Cost. Gain. Loss.
Atlanta $ 1.039,551 S 554,968 S7
Baltimore 781,909 434,86,'i 79
Birmingham .

.

422,538 294.543 43
Buffalo 1,318.000 1.020.000 IS
Cedar Rapids.. 315,450 175.000 .80

Chicago 10,265,800 11,300,0011 .. 9
Cincinnati .... 971.214 To!i,;;uo 36
Cleveland 1,828,201 j,:;ns,441 .. 23
Columbus 423.883 4S3.-J15 .. i-2

Dallas 347,700 345,300 1

Denver 454.020 503.800 .. 9
Des Moines 458,650 92.340 390
Detroit 2.038.205 1,955.100 4
Duluth 481.015 20S.9.S5 130
Fort Wayne... 218.550 233.175 6
Grand Rapids.. 204.998 324.775 36
Harrisburg .... 161.625 129.550 24
Hartford 015. 5.50 400.410 53
Infilanapolis . . 1.280.512 571. .500 124
Kansas City... 884.390 755.896 17
Los Angeles... 3.585.014 l.,S23.014 !'0

Manchester . .

.

194.248 110.555 75
Memphis 680.629 310,080 114
Milwaukee .... 3.0.53.470 949.459 221
Minneapolis . . 879.965 1.410,070 . . 37
Xashville 138,707 175.500 .. 20
Newark 1,994.230 718.105 177
New Haven.... 374.250 013.580 .. 38
New Orleans... 379.290 509,794 .. 25
Manhattan .. 7.149,339 7.6.50.353 ..

Brooklyn , . . 3.962.534 3.705.250 7
Bronx 3. .591,495 4.121. .5.80 .. 12

New York 14.703,368 15.477.183 .. 5
Oakland 435.617 588.107 .. 25
"Omaha ...:.. 569.329 L234.025 53
Paterson 212.610 101.591 109
Philadelphia . . 3.456.S00 4.289.070 . . 19
Pittsburgh .... 1.186,745 1.011,937 17
Portland 1,499,120 1.375.315 9
Rochester 931,166 741.538 25
St. Paul 889,390 053,751 30
St. Louis 1.724,665 1.363.006 26
San .Antonio... 21.5.695 205.009 5
San Francisco.. 2. 452.725 2.134.479 14
Scranton 124.527 227.505 . . 45
Shreveport ... 119.569 78.738 51
South Bend. .. . 213.798 .54,3.90 293
Spokane 226.125 153.500 47
Toledo 037.980 254.385 150
Wilkes-Barre . 212.603 173,902 22
Worcester ,... 652.192 389,417 67

Total ,$06,255,084 S60.627.478
*Omaha. Julv. 1911. one permit for office build-

ing. .$1,000,000.

Manufactures of Pennsylvania
A recent report issued by the Census Bureau

shows that the lumber and timber products in-

dustry of Pennsylvania, including sawmills, shin-

gle mills, plauinc mills and all plants producing
rough and dressed lumber, shingles. lath, cooper-
age stock, sash, doors and blinds, interior finish

and other mill work, and also wooden packing
box factories, was represented by 1,924 sawmills
and logging plants. 66S independent planing
mills and To box factories in 1909. Although
the industry as ,i whole shows only a slight in-

crease during the decade preceding 1009. there
was a loss in the value of output of sawmills
and lo,gging pl.ints which was more than offset,

howcv< r, by the growth in planing mills and
box factories. With .^5T.454.000 as the total
value of products in all plants 'in 1909, Penn-
sylvania r.inks sixth among the states of the
Union in this industry.

The manuf.Mcture of furniture and r.'frigerators

ranks Iwenty-sixth among the various industries
of Pennsylvania. The value of the output of
furniture and relrigerator factories in the state
increased from .'5IO.0C9.0O0 in l.SOO to $18,952.-
000 in 1009. These figures represented T.T ,ind

7.9 per cent. ves]icctively. of the totals for the
T'nited States.

The True Cork Wood of India
The true cork wood ( Bnmhii.r tniihiharicum) of

India is a member of the same group of plants
(liomhaceae) to which the West Indian cork
woods belong. The balsa (Ochroma lagopus) and
ceiba or silk-cotton tree (Erioileiulron anfracluo-
siitn). so common in the West Indies and in

South America, are the two chief representatives
of this important group of trees which are re-

markahle for the excessive thickness of their
trunks. The most majestic and beautiful trees
that arc known belong in this family, and their
wood is very light and spongy, to which fact the
wood owes its name.

CEIUa 1 i.i.i, i.\ • 1 l;.\

The wood is white when green, but usually
turns dark when seasoned in the log. There is

no distinction between sap-wood and heart-wood.
The \vhite color is retained if the logs are cut
into planks and carefully piled and seasoned.
The wood also retains its whiteness when the
logs are seasoned in fresh water. Cork wood is

coarse grained, weak, brittle, and perishable if

subjected to light and air, but it is improved
and rendered more durable under water. It

seasons very quickly, works easily, and weighs
from twenty-three to twenty-five pounds per
cubic foot.

The wood is used extensively in India for
scabbards, well-curbs, dugouts, water conduits,
troughs, fishing floats, and bridges. It is cut
into planks from which coffins and doors are
made. It is also employed for light packing
boxes, tea boxes, and crates, and could be used
for making fruit and berry boxes. Cork wood
is always selected in certain parts of India for
making troughs in the manufacture of cutch, and
owing to the ease with w'hich it can be worked
it is preferred for making toys, spoons, cups and
drums. The wood is easily reduced to pulp by
a mechanical process, and for this reason is

used extensively in the paper pulp industry.

It is equal to that of poplar and willow used in

this country. It has been said that cork wood
is the best match wood in India and immense

quantities of this wood are used every year for
this purpose.

Both the wood pulp and match industries in
the United States are seeking suitable woods as
substitutes for those woods that are now being
used. White pine is perhaps the best match
wood in the world, but it has become not only
very scarce but expensive. The ceiba tree of the
West Indies, which has wood similar to the cork
wood of India in all essential qualities, could
doubtless be obtained In enormous quantities and
at a comparatively small cost. A number of
closely related trees in tropical America could
be profitably utilized for making paper pulp. The
species of Ochroma, Bombay;, Eriodcnaron, Pach-
ira, and Cavanillesia all belong to this group of
light-wooded trees.

Official Report of National Association
Meeting

The ofticial proceedings of the recent annual
convention of the National Hardwood Lumber
Association has been received recently from the
oftices of that organization. The report includes
the contents usual to such publications, but in
addition embodies inspection rules on quartered
gum, white maple, bridge plank and other woods
not covered by the regular hook of inspection
rules. For this reason it is presumed that
the publication will be of especial interest to a
great many lumbermen.
We are advised that the association has

ordered an unusual supply of the proceedings in
anticipation of the heavy demand. They will be
supplied on request to the as.sociation.

Hickory Bark Borer
In the last issue of American Forestry. E. P.

Felt, state entomologist of New York, says that
the hickory bark borer has already destroyed
thousands of trees in central and eastern New
York. Mr. Felt says that it is extremely im-
portant that all infested hickories should be lo-

ii'ted and the infested bark destroyed before the
end of May. This is particularly true of those
showing particles of brown or white sawdust in
the crevices of the bark, as those trees are more
dangerous to the adjacent growth than others,
which may be plentifully peppered with numer-
ous exit holes. The borings of this pest in the
inner bark, according to the writer, are yery
characteristic, there being longitudinal galleries
one to one-and-a-half inches long, about one-
eighth of an inch in diameter, and with numerous
galleries arising therefrom and spreading out
f;in-shape.

There is only one procedure possible nith in-

fested trees, namely to cut them or such
branches as are infested and burn before the fol-

lowing June In order to prevent the grubs from
maturing and changing into beetles, in which
form the.v spread from tree to tree. It is es-

pecially necessary to locate the hickories which
have died wholly or in part during the last sum-
mer because they contain the living grubs. By
submerging the cut trees in water, and thus
killing the grubs, the wood can be utilized.

Lumber Law Review
The July Issue of the Lumber Law Review

published by the National Lumber Manufacturers'
Credit Corporation reviews sundry interesting

comments on court opinions as handed down
during the month of June, In one instance at-

tention is called to a decision on logs and
logging as handed down by the supreme court of

New Hampshire. In this case the complainants
had an option to purchase from the defendant
all the white pine plank on a certain lot at

the market price when sawed. The complainants
obtained an injunction which was wrongfully
issued restraining the defendants from selling to

any other than themselves. The defendants
therefore sold the plank to the complainants for

$1S a thousand without prejudice to their rights

in the injunction suit. It was held that the

defendant but for the injunction could have sold

the plank to others for $20 a thousand and
that the.v were not bound b.v the option to
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sell to the complainant. They were therefore

entitled to the recovery of damages amounting to

$2 a thousand for the amount cut from the

lot. This represented a difference between what

they received and what they otherwise could

have sold the plank for.

In another instance the Review cites a de-

cision in which an action for damages resulted

in the following decision by the appellate court

of Indiana :

"Where one enters into a special contract to

furnish material to another, and furnishes the

same though not in the time or manner stipu-

lated in the contract, and the other party accepts

and uses it, the latter is liable for the amount

of his hcuefits thereby upon an implied promise

to pay for value received ; that the one furnish-

ing the material can recover for the value of his

material less the damages occasioned by his

failure to complete the contract, but if he

is prevented from completing the contract by

the other party, he may recover for the material

furnished not to exceed contract price."

Lumbermen's News Out

The second number of the Lumbermen's News
published by the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago was

recently received by the fraternity much to their

delight. The issue of July is an even classier

publication than was the first number published

simultaneously with the meeting of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association in June. Besides

containing various subjects of interest and im-

portance to the lumber fraternity, a great deal

of personal and nonsensical comments aimed at

various prominent members of the local trade

is supplied the readers. The Chicago lumber

trade certainly must contain a plentiful supply

of wit judging from the quality of the news.

Biltmore Doings for July

Word from the Biltmore Forest School now well

established in its camp on the property of the Cum-
mer-Diggins Company at Cadillac, Mich., states

that the students are enjoying their opportuni-

ties for observation in the acquisition of valu-

able knowledge. The Cummer-Diggins Company
has furnished a new school building on the

shores of a pretty lake in the vicinity of

Cadillac and in the midst of this company's

large holdings. Suitable tents are located on

the shore. In addition to having an ideal

place for observation the students are provided

with excellent living quarters.

The report reviews the general situation in

Cadillac, telling in some detail of the operation

of the various famous manufacturing concerns in

that home of forest utilization. Considerable in-

terest is shown by Cadillac concerns looking to-

ward the perpetuation of their timber supply, as

the future of the town depends upon the products

of the forest. The method pursued has necessi-

tated extensive increases in railroad transporta-

tion facilities, but has enabled the company to

work up a vast amount of timber w-bich tormerlv

would have been allowed to rot in the woods, if

ihe old policy of cutting had been followed. The
problem of afforesting or reforesting areas ad-

jacent to Cadillac has occupied considerable

thought for some time, and it seems that

the most vital requisition to the successful

accomplishment of this step would be the entire

elimination of the fire danger. There is no

reason why the experiment should not succeed, If

this is accomplished.

Charles F. Hickok, chief fire warden of the

Forest Fire Protective department of the Mich-

igan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, re-

cently visited the camp of the school and gave

the students an interesting outline of the work

in forest fire protection done under his auspices.

Professors Cobb and Allison recently left the

camp after their respective courses in geology

and animal husbandry.

Dr. Herman von Schreuch and R. S. Kellogg

will shortly be with the students lecturing on

their respective subjects, timber impregnation

and statistics.

The school leaves Cadillac on August (J for

its western headquarters on the holdings of

the C. A. Smith Timber Company of Marsh-

field, Ore. En route to the West the students

will visit the National forests and the logging

operations in Idaho and on the Puget Sound.

The address after August IS will be Marshfield.

Ore.

New Defiance Knife Balancing Machine

What is said to be the only machine capable

of securing an absolutely perfect balance to all

classes of knives of every size and shape, revolv-

ing cutters, knife-screws, etc., is known as the

"Defiance" and is manufactured by The Defiance

Machine Works of Defiance. Ohio.

The Icnives could be reduced to the same
specific weight by the aid of a common grocers'

scales, but that would not attain the object.

By the use of the balancing machine the posi-

tion, as well as the amount of excess of weight,

can be ascertained so that while reducing the

knives to the same specific weight they may be

made to agree in their corresponding parts. The
method hitherto used was to reduce pairs or sets

of knives to the same dimensions, and by the

aid of common scales to the same specific weight,

but so great were the differences in the density

of the parts of even the same knife, that a still-

running set of knives is but an accidental

result.

As an example of the operation of this machine

let it be presumed that two knives are intended

to be attached to one cutterhead, rotating at

a high velocity. They must be of the same

its usual quota of pertinent and valuable hints

as to reducing fire risks. The bulletin suggests

the value of preserviu'/ clear spaces and cut-off

walls, contingent to plants, and well-located fire

hydrants and cut-off valves at sufficient dis-

tances from the buildings so that heat will not

prevent their operation during fire.

Speaking of the sprinkling system the bulletin

contends that the presence of automatic sprinkler

s.vstems tends to encourage carelessness through

a false sense of security, and the breaking of

sprinkler pipes during the progress of fires men-
aces the water supply, preventing firemen from
doing effective work.

The bulletin recommends a complete service

ct chemical engines and hand fire-extinguishers,

especially the small kind available for smother-

ing incipient fires. It further recommends spray

nozzles on inside hose to quickly extinguish small

fires and prevent the spreading of embers caused

by too much water force. Trained fire fighting

organizations and messenger corps are emphatic-

ally recommended, and the necessit.v of immedi-
ate inspection as soon as the workmen "knock
off" at night is suggested as a necessity.

The bulletin shows some interesting figures

covering fires in timber and wood-working plants.

It makes the statement that in the United States

and Canada the property loss by fire in May was
.$21,013,950, a jump of five million dollars over

the loss for April, although about the same
figure as for May, 1911. Alore than forty lum-
l>er plants Were visited by fire in May, which
aggregated more than one and one-eighth million

dollars against one and one-half million dollars

for the same month in 1911.

The bulletin emphasizes the fact tliat wet

K.Nll'K BALANCING jIaCIIINK MANUFACTTSltED I'.V TIIK DKFIANCi; MA-
CHINE WORKS OF DEFIANCE, OHIO

specific weight and must agree in their cor-

responding parts. Each knife is placed in suc-

cession on the platform of the balancing machine
with its face toward the end-board, with a

suitable weight at the opposite end of the beam.
If by this test they all appear to be of the same
specific weight, place them each in succession

again with their backs against the end-board.

The.v may still appear to be of the same specific

weight. Place them each in succession, flatwise

on the platform and in as many different posi-

tions as they are capable of being placed in,

noting and reducing by an indefinite number of

trials the edges which are found to be of ex-

cessive weight until they are all reduced to the

same weight in their corresponding parts. They
will also then be of the same specific weight.

The machine is so arranged as to make the

balance very delicate, and also susceptible to

regulation for different weights. In short, the

machine is very efficient and serviceable, and
every knife is guaranteed to be perfectly bal-

anced after leaving It.

Further information regarding this machine
can be obtained by writing The Defiance Ma-
chine Works, Defiance, Ohio.

Lumbermen's Underwriting Bulletin

Bulletin No. 55, issued by the Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance of Kansas City, contains

premises arc the greatest fire retarders. The
invariable rise and fall of the fire loss ratio

with the coming and cessation of rains, proves

the value of keeping the grounds drenched during

dry periods. This should be don'e by turning

the hose on the ground, buildings, particularly

on boiler house walls, roofs, washing out dust

collectors and cleaning dust from framework
where no damage to machinery will result. Par-

ticular attention should be paid to accumulation

of combuslible litter which can not be removed.

It is needless to say that every deposit of grease,

dust or rubbish that does remain increases the

danger of fires and decreases the chances of con-

trolling it.

"Wisconsin Industrial Bulletin

Wisconsin wood-working concerns are inter-

ested in Bulletin No. 3, just issued by the Wis-

consin Industrial Commission, which covers prac-

tically every phase of the new workmen's com-

pensation law which went Into operation last

September. In addition, there is an outline of

every case appealed to the commission for set-

tlement, together with the complete text of the

findings and awards in each case. The section

devoted to interpretations contains also a full

treatise on the manner of computing compensa-

tion under different sets of circumstances. Par-

ticular attention is given by the commission to
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a discussion o£ tlio fact tliat the old line liabil-

ity companies opfniting in Wisconsn, took occa-

sion to fix their rates in combination when the

Wisconsin compensation law went into operation.

The commission says that, as published, these

rates are about twice as high for compensation

as for common law liabilit.y. The commission

lias no authority to fix rates, so this exorbitant

schedule still stands and ought to be an induce-

ment for the manufacturer to get in under the

new Wisconsin compensation act. Wisconsin

employers are advised by the Wisconsin Indus-

trial Commission to form mutual companies,

similar to the one operated at Wausau by sev-

eral of the large lumber interests and similar

to those now successfully operated in Germany.

The commission says :

"The commission does not understand why
employers in this state do not seize the oppor-

tunity to reduce the expense of insurance. Un-

der the m\itual companies of Germany, the ex-

pense of insurance does not exceed fifteen per cent

of the premium, while under the old line com-

panies in this country, the expense of insurance,

together with profils, exceeds sixty per cent of

the premium."

Chinese Blackwood Furniture

A characteristic product of China known round

the world and admired in varying degrees by

foreigners generally is Chinese blackviwod furni-

ture, generally including cabinets, chairs, stools,

stands, pedestals, center and side tables, frames,

and most other drawing-room pieces, elaborately

carved and decorated and manufactured or sup-

posed to be made from a black wood.

This furniture, if real in all respects, is pro-

duced from various dark woods, generally from

Dalbergia latifolia, a hard, heavy, close-grained,

dark-red wood known to the Chinese as "ka-hee"

or "furniture wood," or sometimes as "sun-gee"

or "dark-red wood." When exposed to the air

for a long time this wood turns dark and eventu-

ally becomes black, with more or less red streaks

in the grain corresponding to the amount of

resinous or other natural coloring matter in the

grain. It is imported as logs of as much as

eighteen inches in diameter and up to perhaps

twenty feet in length, but also as tree branches

and smaller pieces, the Chinese affecting pieces

grown crooked for use in natural shape in some

of their furniture. The wood is bought by

weight, an average wholesale consignment costing

three to four laels a picul or about one and one-

half to two cents gold per pound.

The furniture is prominently displayed in

oriental shops all over the world, and is so

especially characteristic of Hongkong and South

China that there is unusual interest in it, and

one of the first visits paid by tourists traveling

in this part of the world is to blackwood shops

and factories. Furniture of this wood is often

referred to in the United States as teak furni-

ture. Blackwood has no relation to teakwood

and is distinctly different from it in nature and

characteristics.

A few years ago there was considerable fraud

in the business and soft light woods stained

black were used in such goods Just as most of

the so-called cherry wood furniture now in .Japan

is soft white wood stained cherry before finish-

ing. The use of poor wood so injured the trade

that the Chinese guild concerned decided to use

only the real blackwood, and this in Hongkong

is characteristic of the trade, though of course

there is still need to guard against inferior

woods.

Practically all this furniture—even planned

table tops and the most intricate and delicate

fittings—is handmade. Furniture is planned in

parts which generally dovetail together in order

to eliminate screws or nails, and the various

parts are shaped for the carver. The latter

squats on the earth floor and works with various

knives, chisels, and other tools of native work-

manship but with no other vise or bench than

liis legs, toes, and the earth floor or, in excep-

tional cases, a log combination of seat and bench.

Workmen in these shops are practically bred to

the business. An apprentice serves three years

with no other pay than his rice. He then earns

perhaps $10 silver or $4.80 gold per month for

several years. A full-fledged carver will ordi-

narily receive $20 silver or $9.60 gold per month.

When carved, the article is usually stained a

uniform black by an alum preparation, then

waxed with a preparation of wood oil and black-

ing and polished, or sometimes finished with a

special preparation of Ningpo varnish. Foreign

oils and varnish are sometimes used for special

purposes, but as a rule only native materials

are employed. Of late a demand has grown for

the furniture in natural dark red of the wood,

furniture nearer real and likely to become mere

popular as it becomes better known. A strong

demand is growing for furniture manufactured

from this wood on plainer lines and to some ex-

tent for settees and chairs in Chinese styles.

The popularity of the furniture on the whole

seems to bo increasing, although there has been

no material change in average volume of ship-

ments. The high cost of this furniture in the

United States by the time freight and duty are

paid seems to be the chief factor against its

more general use.

Late Liverpool Market

The market all round continues exceedingly

firm. Especially is this ,so with the mahogany

position. There have been no public sales dur-

ing the fortnight, and it is not at all likely

that new sales will be held for at least a week.

There is little or no stock in brokers' hands, and

no visible reduction in market values seems

probable for some time to come. Buyers on

the American side are advised to keep stocks

fully up to their requirements as there is a

very strong likelihood of a big advance at the

next sales.

Round ash logs have come forward with

moderate freedom, and though the quality was

far from the best, prices of al>out 2s were readily

paid. -One parcel of 800 logs was sold at 23

pence, which was only coarse brown wood and

which twelve months ago would not have brought

more than 18 or 19 pence. Round hickory logs

also are good. Very few logs have arrived re-

cently and those which have been sold brought

-ood figures. Some very fine wood has been im-

ported this year and shippers have very wisely

refrained from shipping bad wood to this port.

Shippers cannot be too strongly impressed of

the folly in sending bad hickory to this market.

It is not wanted, and shipments of poor quality

will find great diflBculty in covering freight ex-

penses. With ash it is different as there Is a

market for a poorer ash at a lower figure, though

here again prices will be paid for better quality.

Prime whitewood and walnut are exceedingly

scarce in the log, and shipments would find a

very ready sale. Large wood in both woods is

practically non-existant. The few logs which

are visible are of very poor quality. Birch is a

good spot in the market and this year shippers

have very wisely refrained from shipping too

extensively in the hot season. Satin walnut and

aum stocks are going well. A good order has

been placed for % planed satin gum in wide

widths, and it is stated that further orders are

still waiting to be snapped up. Oak is good at

the moment, though shippers must be asked to

put the brakes on round oak shipments, as they

are too heavy at the moment to give confidence

iu the market. Some large orders for dimension

oak have been placed at advanced prices on

large year contracts, though It should be said

that the advances are more than covered by the

advances in freight. -The market, however, has

l)een fairly good for this time of the year, and

with a continuance of these increases iu trade

volume, prices should be raised to a still higher

level.

Timber That Germany Needs

A British contemporary is of the opinion that

certain foreign woods are in constant demand in

Silesia because they do not grow in Germany,
and can not be replaced by domestic woods for

the specific purposes of manufacture. These
woods are hickory, rosewood, mahogany, cedar,

lignum-vitae, teakwood and pine. Hickory, of

course, is indispensable in the manufacture of

carriages; there is no domestic wood for wheel-

wrighting purposes comparable to it in strength

nud elasticity. The prices obtained are limited

1/y the price of the finished wheels that come
from America, but inland waterways enable local

industries to get their wood cheap enough to

lueet this competition.

American walnut is used in large quantities

Iiy manufacturers of furniture and carriages,

while oak furniture is made almost exclusively

I f American lumber since Germany's oak is hard
to obtain for this purpose. Poplar is used for

the blind veneering for which German poplar

does not make a satisfactory substitute.

New Use for Kedwood Sawdust

While the utilization of redwood sawdust does

not intimately concern the manufacturer of hard-

wood lumber, it is interesting to note that a

considerable market for this line of waste is

being found in the West In the packing of Cali-

fornia grapes. It has been demonstrated by a

series of experiments on the part of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture that a filler of redwood saw-

dust will preserve the grapes in a better condi-

tion for cold storage for a longer period than

when packed in ground cork. By picking the

grapes when ripe and packing them in redwood

sawdust, It is now possible to keep them in

excellent condition until January 10, thereby

enabling the growers to take advantage of the

Christmas demand.

One of the specific advantages of using red-

wood sawdust is the fact that it is even more

nearly neutral in odor and flavor than ground

cork and therefore does not impart a taste or

odor to the fruit. So great has the demand for

this product become that some sawmills have

installed special machinery for sifting and pack-

ing.

Most Expensive Wood

The Scientific American avers that cabole

iamsophyJlia cabole, Henriq.) yields the most ex-

pensive wood in the world. Tills is a beautiful

tree belonging to the Mangrove family and is

a native of the west coast of Africa. It is

common on the Island of St. Thomas and is

generally found in low or medium elevated por-

tions. The ideal situation is on the southern

slopes of the mountains where in mature state

it forms large trees. Individual specimens are

found here from 120 to 140 feet high and 47

fect in diameter. The wood is highly esteemed

and is light chestnut-brown with dark streaks.

It is firm and durable and has the appearance of

teak. It is also easily worked and takes a high

polish, and when carefully filled and varnished

presents a beautiful appearance.

The wood is used for high-grade furniture

and objects of luxury, such as fancy doors,

parquetry and interior finish in fine residences,

.Attempts have been made to introduce the wood

in English and German markets, ijut nave failed

im account of its high cost. It brings as much

;is $3, .500 per cubic metre, which means a little

over a cubic yard, on the Island of St. Thomas.

Miscellaneous Notes

The Tri-Citifs Wagon & Buggy Manufacturing

Company has been organized at Florence. Ala.

The Thomas Forman Company, Detroit, Mich.,

recently increased its capital stock to $300,000.

The veneer mills of Camp Brothers, New Ber-

lin, N. Y., recently sustained a $10,000 loss by

fire.

The Alexander Lumber Company recently en-
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tcreri the wholesale lumbi^r business at Birmin.i;-

Iiani, Ala.

The W, W. Wood Company. Itaymond. \A'ash..

has been succeeded by the Western A'eneer &
Basket Company.

The John Deere Wagon Company, Moline. 111.,

has been incorporated with an authorized capital

stock of $500,000.

The Prowse Aeroplane Company. Hopkinsville.

Ky.. has been incorporated with an authorized

capital stock of $23,000.

The Fidelity Lumber Company, Kansas City.

Mo., has been incorporated with an authorized

capital stock of $650,000.

The Newport Lumber & Manufacturing Com-
pany. Newport, N. C. lias been incorporated with

an authorized capital stock of $50,000.

The r.lood Mountain Lumber Company. Dah-
lonegji, <;a.. has been incorporated with a capital

slock of $50,000 to manufacture lumber.

Fire recently destroyed the sawmill and lum-

ber yards of the Augusta Lumber Company,
Augusta, Me., entailing a loss of $150,000.

The American Manufacturing Company, chair

manufacturer of Sheboygan, Wis., recently in-

creased its capital stock from $60,000 to $.'!00.0O(l.

The Kugel Manufacturing Company has been

incorporated at Grand Rapids. Mich., with an
authorized capital stock of $2,500 and will

manufacture furniture.

The Parma Veneer Products Company. Parmo.
Mo., has been organized with W. .1. Coyner.

president : L. E. Wilcox, secretary-treasurer, and
E. Walker, superintendent and general manager.

The lilack & Norton Company. Brinkle.v, Ark.,

lias been incorporated with a capital stock of

$100,000 and will manufacture handles and deal

in timber. The incorporators are J. T. Black.

J. L. Norton and E. G. Norton.

The JIagnolia Pine & Cypress Company.
Savannah, Ga.. has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $1,000,000. The company has
40,000 acres of timber land, but has not as yet

determined plans for its development.

The National Desk Company, manufacturer of

office desks and typewriter cabinets. Herkimer.
N. Y., has recently added to its plant a building

68x40 feet, two stories with concrete floor, foi*

the purpose of operating a rotary veneer plant.

The Milne-Savage Lumber Company is a new
concern which will have headquarters at Boston.
Mass.. in charge of H. A. Savage. The new
company will look after the interests of the

Milne Brothers Company in New England terri-

tory.

The Progressive Lumber Company. Hunting-
ton. W. Va.. has been incorporated with an
authorized capital stock of $25,000 to deal in

lumber and timber products, operate .sawmills,

etc. The incorporators are D. E. Hewitt, H. G.

Sams, Thomas W. Swiger and C. M. Marlett, all

of Huntington.

The White River Lumber Company, with
offices at Des Arc. Ark., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $10,000. The new com-
pany will engage in the timber and lumber
busin,'?ss. The incorporators are Chas. G. C.

Leigh and D. P. Raff of Chicago and C. D.

Rhynes of Arkansas.

The Empire Lumber Company. Birmingham,
Ala., has been Incorporated with a capital stock

of $40,000 to do a general sawmill and whole-
sale lumber business. The officers and incor-

porators include W. C. Hamilton, president :

Eugene Fies, vice-president ; and E. C. Crawford,
secretary and treasurer.

The Pilot Mountain Lumber Company. Port-

land. Me., has been incorporated w'ith a capital

stock of $300,000 to deal in timber, timber lands

and lumber of all kinds. A. F. Jones is presi-

dent of the new company, and T. L. Croteau is

treasurer.

The Opportunity Manufacturing Company,
manufacturer of mission furniture, etc.. at Sag-

inaw, Mich., recently increased its capital stock

from $10,000 to $20,000. The company is at

IHcsent erecting an addition to its factory, 40x00
leet, three stories high, which it expects to have
complete within about four weeks.

The Rich Creek Lumber Company of Charles-

ton, W. Va., has been incorporated wnth an

authorized capital stock of $5,000 to own and
sell timber, manufacture lumber, ties, staves,

etc. The incorporators are T. L. Iverse. C. B.

Uohnert. L. J. Falonc, A. C. Lawrence and
Charles O'Grad.v, all of Charleston.

The American & Guar(*malan Mahogany Com-

pany, Jersey City, N. J., has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $150,000 to deal in lum-
ber, cedar logs, etc. The incorporators are John
Burns, corner Lewis and Seventh streets and
Wm. Kelly, 210 Lewis street. New York City,

N. Y., and Perry Allen, Short Hills, N. J.

A concern composed of O. P. Brewster, form-
erly of the Bluff City Lumber Company, E. H.
EUsberry of the J. W. Sanders Mill, and B. L.
Cutler, formerly of the Imperial Wheel Com-
pany. PiLc Bluff, Ai'k.. are Ijuilding a hardwood
mill at Ilumnoke, Ark. It is hoped by those in-

1 crested in the operation to commence work
about August 15. They have purchased about
fifteen to twcni.v million feet of timber.

H;roiia4i»aiiOT}t;OT«MW!TOit!:it^^

Hardwood ^ews ^otes

CHICAGO

^ Hardwood Recokd is in ncipt of the August
edition of the Red Book published by the Lum-
bi'rmen's Credit Association with offices in the

Transportation building. Chicago.
F. L. Brown, president of the Chicago Lum-

l)ermen's -\ssoclation, who at the last annual
n'.i.etin.g of the Lumber Sales Managers' .Associa-

tion accepted, for a temporary period, the office

of president, has now •resigned and C. L. Harri-
son, sales manager of the Himmelberger-Harri-
son Lumber Company at Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
who was first vice-president, is now the acting
president of this organization. E. H. Klann,
SIR Fisher building, secretary of the Lumber
Sales Managers' Association, announces that the

association is in good working order, and is

tloing effective service for its members.
George McBlair, secretary of the Lumbermen's

Exchange of St. Louis, was in Chicago for
several days during the past week on business in

the interest of St. Louis concerns.

Hakdwood Record is pleased to receive word
from W. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lum-
ber Company of St. Louis that he is now back
at his desk after a severe attack of appendicitis

which necessitated an operation. Mr. Dings was
in the hospital about two weeks, after which he
spent two weeks recuperating at his country
home. He reports business to have been in fine

shape upon his return to the office and states

that there is every appearance that his company
will clean up a profltable line of orders during
the next few months.

Secretary Lewis Doster of the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association of the United States
v.as in the city last Monday in the interest of

iuspection matters. Mr. Doster reports the
affairs of the' association to be in a thriving

condition.

F. E. Jones of the liooley Luniljor Company,
Memphis, Tenu., was one of Chicago's recent
visitors from the South.

Franl\ B. Pryor, assistant sales manager of

the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company of Columbus,
O., spent several days recently with friends in

the local trade and with his local salesmen.

Walter Quick of the Cincinnati firm of Eichey,

Ilalsted & Quick was in town a few days during
the past week on business connected with that
concern.

F. D. Timlin, manager of the Wausau office of

the Wheeler-Timlin Lumber Company, also lo-

cated in Chicago, spent last Monday in this city.

Arthur Jarvis of the Steven & Jarvis Lumber
Company of Eau Claire, Wis., spent Saturday
of last week in Chicago.

J. O. W. Danielson of Daniclson & Pierce,

Rhinelander, Wis., was in the city Friday of

last week.

C. H. Law and Nathan Bradley, secretary and
sales manager respectively of the J. W. Wells
Lumber Company, Menominee. .Mich., recently

spent several days in the city in the interest of
the firm's business.

W. N. Coulson, sales manager of Lee Wilson &
Co., Wilson. Ark., was one of Chicago's dis-

tinguished visitors of late.

B. C. TuUy of the Anderson-Tully Company,
Memphis, Tenn., spent several days of the past
week working up business among the local trade.

R. II. .Jones, secretary of the G. W. Jones
LumUn- Company of Appleton, Wis., stopped oft

at Chicago this week en route from a trip to

Michigan points where he reports he did a very
nice business. A. H. Ruth, Chicago representa-
tive of that company, just returned from a trip
of several days to Illinois points adjacent to

Chicago, bringing with him an excellent line of
orders.

H. F. Below of the VoUmar & Below Company,
whose headquarters are at .M.irshHeUl. Wis., spent
part of the week in town in the iuterest of that
concern.

Lawrence Ford, sales manager of the Good-
lander-Robertson Lumber Company of Memphis,
Tenn.. was in the city last week and reports
that things are shaping up very nicely in the
Memphis territory.

Geo. i). Griffith of Geo. D. Griffith & Co.,

Monadnock block, Chicago, just returned from
an extended trip to European points.

E. II. Klann has decided to give up the man-
agership of the Lumbermen's Club as he has
found that the combination of secretary and
manager of the club, secretary of the Lumber
Sales Managers' Association and hardwood
wholesaler, makes a pretty strong combination
even for a man of his capacity for work.

E. A. Lang, manager of the hardwood de-

partment of the Paepcke-Leicht Lumber Com-
pany of Chicago, has just returned from a
\acation spent in Wisconsin.

E. A. Thornton of the E. A. Thornton Lumber
Company-, Chicago, lias receutly left for a vaca-
tion of several weeks' duration which he will

spend in northern points.

Hakdwood Record acknowledges receipt of an
engraved announcement from Geo. H. Iluganir of
Philadelphia of the advent of a baby boy, George
Henry Huganir, Jr., on July ao, with a total

weight of eleven pounds. Mr. Huganir Is a well-
known I'hiladelphia lumber salesman, but while
he recounts the weight of his heir, he fails to

specify the length and other dimensions. Of
course it goes without saying that the boy
grades as "firsts."

The Southern Pine Company of Savannah,
Ga., of which Wm. B. Stillwell is secretary and
treasurer, announces that it has opened an office

in Jacksonville. Fla., and has extended its

lacilities for both the manufacture and market-
ing of yellow pine. Mr. Stillwell will give the
Jacksonville office a good deal of personal atten-
tion.

Hardwood Record acknowledges a call on
July 29 from J. P. Bartelle of Toledo. O.,
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secretary-treasurer of the Union Association of

I.umber and Sasli and Door Salesmen. Mr. Bar-

telle was en route for an extended trip to the

I'acific coast.

NEW YORK

The Lumlier Insurance Company of New York
lias just been admitted to do business in the

state of Maine. The company is now licensed

to do business in twenty-four states of the

rnion. and practically all of the Canadian
pi-ovinces.

The innual outing of the Building Material
Men's Association of Westchester County, N. Y..

comprising a large majority of the lumber
dealers of the county, took place on July 26.

Eighty-five members, friends, guests, wives and
sweethearts, enjoyed a delightful excursion up
the Hudson. Luncheon was had at Xewburgh.
followed by a trip up Mt. Beacon, and the party
stopped at AYest Point on the way home.
Hugo Forchboimer. exporter of lumber and

timber and well-known in the export trade in

New Orleans and other southern points, has

opened an office at 4,5 Lispenard street, this

city.

The Piano Manufacturing Club of the Borough
of the Bronx held its outing at College Point
on .Tuly 16, with 175 members present. A fine

dam-hake and a general good time was en-

joyed. Among the luml)er trade who attended

were J. H. Campbell and Ben C. Currie of Cur-

rie & Campbell. Philadelphia, Pa. On August 1

the Piano Club went into its new quarters,

occupying the entire floor of the Board of Trade
building.

Creditors of the Mott Haven Lumber Com-
pany, 137th street and Fifth avenue, Manhat-
tan, jhave received a final settlement of fifteen

cents on the dollar. The liabilities of the com-

pany were .$121,128,

C. W. Manning, hardwood lumber wholesaler.

fifi Broad street, left August 1 for a trip to

Kurope in the interest of business. He will

visit Glasgow, Liverpool, London, Hiimburg,

Berlin and other cities where he has built up

a substantial export business. He was accom-

panied by K. Clark Thwing of the Grand Rapids

Yeneer Company and the Grand Rapids Dry Kiln

Company.
George D. Hendrickson has been appointed

trustee of the Charles R. Partridge Lumber Com-
pany of .Jersey City, N. J., which failed some-

time ago. This is a result of a meeting of the

creditors held recently. Mr. Hendrickson suc-

ceeds Wm. R. Barricklo. who was made receiver

at the time the petition was filed. The ap-

praised assets of the bankrupt firm are given as

$20n.421. and the liabilities S43.5.000. The yard

in Newark, which i;(-as in the name of W. H. &
H. M. Partridge, has been turned over volun-

tarily to the receiver. It is reported that a

yard in ,Tersey City, said to be run by the firm

of Cox & Goodfriend, former employers of the

Partridge company, with stock and equipment

appraised at lii3G,459, will he turned o%'er to

the bankrupt estate. Subsequent to this action

Jlr. Hendrickson received an offer from the

committee of creditors to buy in the assets of

the bankrupt concern. The figure placed by

the (ommittee was .llO.l.lS'.On and a meeting of

the creditors has been called to consider it.

BUFFALO

I'.uilding operations in Buffalo have run sov-

enty-six per cent ahead of last year for the first

six months of 1!112, and July has also been a

good building month. The erection of a number
of large office structures has stimulated the

local hardwood demand, and has resulted in

some fair contracts, although they have not all

b<>en taken by local dealers. The mills report

a good demand for doors and interior woodwork

lor dwelling house construction.

The National Lumber Company reports a good
month during July, having sold an unusual
amount of flooring of various sorts, including
oak, maple, beech, birch and yellow pine.

O. E. Y'eager has l-ecome one of the directors
of the Mutual Motor Car Company, which has
just been incorporated with a capital stock of

*125,000. Mr. Yeagor is also Interested in the
Frontier Tiro Company.
The yard of I. N. Stewart & P.ro. was the

scene of an incipient fire on July 2n. It was the
work of an unknown incendiary and was extin-

guished with small loss. Numerous similar fires

have kept the police and firemen bus.v.

G. Ellas & Bro. are rebuilding the sawmill
connected with their door and box factory. A
concrete foundation is i)cing put in to make the

plant more solid.

Scatchord & .Son report that tltev have fin-

ished their sawing at the Memphis mill, and
will now have to move it. as the land has l>een

fold for other purposes. It will probably be set

lip again in the same neighborhood.

The Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company has

been busy receiving lake lumber lately as well

as making fair shipments. Receipts include a

number of cargoes of elm and birch.

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling have a large

assortment of Itimber and are enjoying a good
local trade in mahogany.

Anthon.v ililler's yard stock is being well kept

I'.p by shipments from the other side of the Ohio
river and occasionall.v from Canada. Consider-

ing the season, trade is regarded as fair.

F. T. Sullivan is in Michigan looking after

lumber shipments and is sending forward from
there quite an amount of hardwood stock for

the new yard of Hamilton II. Salmon & Co. here.

PHILADELPHIA

A. .T. Levy, manager of the Forest Lumber
<'ompan.v, says that July proved the best month
the company has ever had, and business alto-

gether has been ver.v good. The company's mill

at Komarocik. Va., is being pushed to full

capacity.

Horace B. France, secretary and treasurer of

llip Monarch Lumber Compan.v and of the Had-
dock-France Lumber Company, reports a brisk

trading so far this summer. A new dry-kiln and
new skidders will soon be in.stalled at the com-
I>anv"s mill at Mt. Sterling N. C.

R. Y. ITor.sburgh of William Whitmer & Sons.

Inc.. will soon join his family, who have been

making a few weeks' sta.v in Boston, and finish

the summer with them at East Hiram, Me.
Samuel B. Vrooman of S. B. Vrooman & Co.,

Ltd.. is summering in the Province of Nova
Scotia.

Ralph Souder of Hallowell & Sender, reports

tbat there is no zest to local buying, but that

the out-of-town trading is better. Mr. Souder is

soending the week end with his family at Bay
Head. N. J.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, recently

booked the following order: Thirty locomotives

for the Southern Railway : ten, for the Central

i'a''ro'id o*" New Jersey : one, for the Mary-

land and Pennsylvania : three, for the Walsh-

Ivahl Construction t^ompany : ten. for the Great

Northern Railroad, and eight for the Virginian

Railway.

PITTSBUROH

.T. J. T,inehan of the Linehan Lumber Com-

pany reports hardwood factories taking much
more stock than last year. All hardwood dealers,

he says, are anticipating a shortage of stocks,

and of cars this fall.

The Hilltop Lumber Company has been formed

nr Greensburg. Pa., by .John W. Cunningham.

Maurice V. Kennie, M.vlo Culler, R. J. Repert.

rnd L. C. Jeffries.

The Duncan Lumber Company is a new con-
cern at Johnstown. Pa. The incorporators of
the new company are Clark J. Duncan, Howard
C. Cook and Dan L. Parsons.

The A. M. Kinney Lumber Company recently
purchased 125 acres of virgin oak timber at
Shippenport, Pa. It is estimated that the tract
will cut 800,000 feet of lumber and Mr. Kinney
will put In a mill Sept. 1 to cut it off.

J. L. and S. A. Kendall of the Kendall Lum-
ber Company have sold their water power rights
and real estate at Koseburg, Ore., to the Douglas
County Water & Light Company for about

.f600,000.

B. W. Cross, Pittsburgh manager of the
Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company, spent two
weeks recently among the mills. He found stocks

low and prices coming up.

.\lbert G. Breitwieser. a well-known lumber
dealer of this city, has filed a petition in bank-
ruptcy. His '.labilities are .'i;l40..S3n.50 and
assets, $150. It is understood that this action

in no wly aft'ects the Breitwieser & Wilson Com-
pany, wholesaler, or the A. G. Breitwieser Lum-
ber Company, retailer.

H. W. Henningcr of the Acorn Lumber Com-
pany, made a very successful two weeks' buying
and selling trip in West Virginia last month.
President H. F. Domhoff of the same company
will visit the Nortlrwest this week on a buying
expedition.

J. N. Woollett, president of the Aberdeen
lAtmber Company, has gone South for his usual

three weeks' August buying trip. He will visit

all the big gum and cottonwood plants while

Rway.
The Sattler-Munsell Lumber Company has

been formed by L. L. Sattler, former president

of the Pittsburgh Wholesale Lumber Dealers' As-

sociation, and A. J. ^Munseli, who was with the

r.dward Hines Lumber Company of Chicago for

eight years. The new company has offices in

the Oliver building.

BOSTON

The Interstate Commerce Comiuission lias sus-

pended the increase in freight rates on lumber

from Louisiana to New York and other northern

points until October 13. pending an investiga-

tion. This increase is a matter of one-half to

two cents per one hundred pounds.

Judge Frederick H. Harford and Daniel P.

I'olib of Portland. Me., have organized a com-

pany under the name of the Harford & Cobb

Company to carp- on a lumber business in South

I'ortland. Me. The company has taken the

wharf formerly occupied by the Yalveline Oil

Company, and has taken the lumber from the

wharf of the Wilson Lumber Company, Portland,

which was recently badly damaged by fire. It is

stated that the company proposes to have direct

shipments of lumber from the South.

The Ray Lumlier Company recently organized

in I'ortland, Me... by Winthrop B. Nye, Franklin,

Mass.. president, and Joseph G. Ray. Franklin.

Mass., treasurer and general manager, will soon

begin exten.sive lumber operations on a large

tract of timber land, which was purchased by

Mr. Ray about four years ago.

The George McQuesten Lumber Company. East

Boston. Mass.. had two fires at its yard during

the month of July. The first caused quite a

heavy loss, but the second resulted in only slight

loss.

K. T. Burrowes. president and general man-
a ji r of the K. T. Burrowes Company, one of

the largest manufacturing concerns in Portland,

Ml'., has retired from the active management of

this business. J. Frederick Cox of Hartford,

Conn., who for twenty-seven years has been con-

nected with the Pope Manufacturing Company of

that city, has been elected president and general

manager to succeed Mr. Burrowes.
I " > S'niem Manufacturing Company of Salem,

N. II., one of the largest wood-working compa-
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nies in that state, has recently secured a hirge

conti-act to furnish the doors, windows and

window frames for the new Boston and Maine
Railroad Company's car shops, which are in

course of construction at Billerica, Mass.

BALTIMORE

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has just

issued notice inviting the co-operation of cham-
bers of commerce, boards of trade and other

commercial organizations to locate new indus-

tries along the line of its road. The industrial

department is under the direction of the gen-

eral freight agent and in charge of John H.
Whittalser, special agent. The department car-

ries an active list of available buildings and
sites, and is prepared to furnish information

to any of them. It has issued a directory which
contains a classified list of commodities, alpha-

betically arranged, and gives the names of ship-

pers and receivers at all points along the sys-

tem cast of Pittsburgh. Special directories of

separate industries have been compiled.

The Kidd & Buckingham Lumber Company
will erect a brick office at Ridgely and Scott

street, and will remove its lumber yard to the
new location.

Holger A. Koppel, hardwood exporter and Dan-
ish vice-consul at this port, who has been on a

trip of two months to Copenhagen, his former
home, and who also paid considerable attention

to business while he was on the other side, re-

turned home today in fine health and spirits.

Joseph T. Lawton of Joseph Thomas & Son,

manufacturers of mill work, states that his firm

is getting more than tlic usual mid-summer num-
ber of orders, and that business has kept up re-

markalily well this year so far.

The Baltimore Sash & Door Company, of which
I. J. Miley is general manager, has erected a

frame office at its factory on South Howard
street and has recently taken possession of same.
The new office is much more convenient than
the old one.

.T. ^IcD. Price, secretary of the National Lum-
ber Exporters' Association, will begin this week
his annual tour around the country to get in

personal touch with the members of the organ-

ization, and confer with them concerning the
aims and purposes of the societj'. He w-ill also

set forth in these conferences the work being
done in behalf of the trade and will proceed to

show how the interests of the exporters have
been promoted in various wa.i s. The activity of

the foreign representative in London. Frank Tif-

fany, will receive special attention, and Mr.
Price expects to convince non-members that It

would be greatly to their l>enefit to join the asso-

ciation. He will discuss with individual ex-

porters matters relating especially to their busi-

ness, and will undertake to straighten out many
details that could be adjusted far less satisfac-

torily by an exchange of letters. Mr. Price will

take in nearly the whole of the country east of

the Mississippi river, but will not sta.v away
from headquarters as long as last year, coming
in to look after the accumulated routine and
making scvei'al other trips to New York, Boston
and other points in the East,

The monthly meeting of the managing com-
mittee of the Baltimore Lumber Exchange was
held yesterdaj- afternoon, but there was little

business to transact and the session was very

brief.

COLUMBUS

Tile report of the state building inspector ni"

rolumI>us shows continued activity in buildin.i;:

operations during the month of .July. Permits

\\-i're issued in July. 1012. to the number of 24(j

as compared with 224 for Jul.v, 1911. The valua-

tion of buildings projected in July. 1912, was
$42.1.88.?, as compared with S4S3,215 in July,

1911. The total nnmlier of permits issued since

the first of the year were 1,647 as compared

with 1,623 for the same period in 1911. The

total valuation of buildings for the seven months
of 1912 is $3,02.3.005 as compared with $2,829,-

236 for the corresponding period of 1911.

.\bout two hundred members and friends of

the Columbus Builders' & Traders' Exchange

held their annual outing at Glenmary park re-

cently. The feature of the day was a Ijall game

between two picked teams which was won by

the team captained by E. K. Hibbs. During the

afternoon a number of races and athletic con-

tests were held.

The Republic Realty Company oi: Youngstown,

O.. has been incorporated with a capital of

.SIO.OOO to deal in lumber and building material.

The incorporators are R. J. Seaman. Ralph W.

Hook. S. P. Williams. N. J. Myers and Ralph

E. Brashear.

The Hamilton West Side Lumber Company of

Hamilton, O., has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $25,000, to deal in lumber. The
incorporators are Frank K. Vaughn, Charles A,

Erwin, Jas. IC, .Tas. W., and William B. Cullen.

H. M. Hayward of the firm of M. A. Hay-

ward & Son, says there is a good demand for all

grades of hardwoods especially hardwood floor-

ing. Stocks are generally light in all sections.

F. B. Pryor of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Com-

pany has returned from a business trip in Chi-

cago, where he visited the Chicago office which

is in charge of G. H. Ostrander. Mr. Pr.vor

says that business in the West is generally good,

and prices are well maintained.

The W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a

good run o£ orders in all varieties of hardwoods

during the month of July. In fact the records

were far ahead of July, 1911. The company

predicts a continuation of the good business dur-

ing August.

BVANSVILLB

V. M. Cutsinger of Y'oung vt Cutsinger is the

proud father of a girl baby born July 24. .Mrs.

Cutsinger is a daughter of the late Henry Maley.

the well-known pioneer lumberman of Indiana.

T. 1. Niehois of th.' Nichols & Cox Lumlu-r

Company, tirand Rapids. Mich., was in the city

visiting the mills last week. The company's

mill recently installed at Metropolis is now in

operation.

Maley & Wrrti. are building a two-room addi-

tion to their office, necessitated to take care of

their increasing business.

The Evansville Manufacturers' Association

recently asked the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion on behalf of the lumber manufacturers here

to suspend the milling-in-transit tariff which thf

Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company issued,

and which went into effect June 16. The com-
plaint stated that the corresponding tarilTs at

Nashvilli' and Jlemphis were suspended, and
Evansville was being discriminated against. An
answer was received stating that rules objected

to in tariffs were being investigated by the com-
mission, and a decision would doubtless he had
in the fall. The tariffs referred to provide tor a

complete dailv report of all shipments in and
out and a time limit of one year for reshipping

i.ud other objectionable features.

INDIANAPOLIS

W. ^\. Knight of the Long-Knight Lumber
comp.-iny has returned from a two weeks' fish-

ing tri]i in Canada.

The Talgc Mahogany Company is running
night anrl da.w and reports that business is ex-

cellent. The company is ntiw receiving fifty

car loads of inahogau.\' logs from Europe.

The engagement of Jliss Helen Miriam Talge.

daughter of Mr. and Jlrs. John H. Talge, to

Paul t^wen Brown has been announced, and the

wedding will take place in October.

A new factory building is being erected for

the National Casket Company at Capitol avenue

and Pratt street. It will he a three story build-

ing, 80x195 feet, of brick construction, and will

cost $40,000.

The South Bend Auto Body Company of South

Bend has been organized and incorporated with

a capitalization of $20,000, and will manufac-

ture automobile bodies. Those interested in the

company are S. W. Nicholson, J. C. Paxson and

V. E. Paxson.

As the result of an informal dinner held in

this city on the evening of July 30. an asso-

ciation of manufacturers of quartered oak veneer

of the United States will be organized. The
dinner was held at the Denison hotel and repre-

sentatives of twenty-five manufacturers, repre-

senting sixty per cent of the quartered oak

veneer manufacturers of the country attended.

.\ committee was appointed to formulate a plan

of organization. Those at the meeting re-

ported that prices are steady and that enough
orders are on hand to keep manufacturers busy
for three months. It was also reported that

there has been no increase in the amount of

stock on hand since Februar.v and that the

amount of stock on liand is not one-fourth what
it was this time last year.

MEMPHIS

Weather conditions in this territory during the

past fortnight have been very favorable for the
production of hardwood lumber, and for the
bringing in of timber. As a result there has
been steady operation on the part of practically

all leading manufacturers here. There i's com-
plaint now and then as to the inability of the

railroads t^i furnisli the cars needed for the

prompt transportation of timber, but this is by
no means a general condition. As a rule, manu-
facturers are well supplied with timber, and in-

dications point to continued operations on a
normal scale.

The supply of lumber is larger now than a
short time ago. However, there has been no
accumulation sufficient to prove a v.'cight on the

market. The amount of stock on sticks has
shown the greatest increase, but this has not

necessarily resulted in a large gain in the

amount of lumber available for immediate ship-

ment. The demand has been reasonably active.

There has been a good run of orders and lum-

ber is being deliven^d with considerable free-

dom to bu.xcrs bolh in this country and in

Europe.

The committee of the National Lumber Ex-

porters .Association, ajipointed for the purpose
of closing contracts with steamship companies
to Antwerp. Rotterdam. Liverpool, London and
other foreign markets has ^arranged rates for

-Antwerp and Rotterdam. The contracts which
have been signed i-eeently represent an advance
of six to seven cents per hundreti pounds be

tween New Orleans and the ports in question.

The rates were so high to Liverpool and Lon-

don that the committee asked to !»> excused

from formulating contracts with the steamship

companies. The members of the committee

deemed it best that the rates in case of these

two points should be made by individual lum-

bermen and lumber firms connected with the

association. Among the members e)f the com-
mittee were F. B. Robertson of the .\ndersou-

Tully Company. George 1 >. Burgess of Russe &
Iturgess. Inc.. Frank F. Fee. Little Rock, and
.1. J. Bruner of the E. Sondheiraer Company.
The committee has asked its discharge b.v the

National Lumber Exporters' A.ssociation, but has

been continued.

The plant of Scateherd & Son, at Menipbis.

v.-ill he moved in the near future as a result of

the sale of the property on which the present

factory is located. Several sites are under con-

sideration but no location has been decided upon
as yet.

The iilant of the McDaniel-Baughman Lumber
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ttompany. at Pine BliiBf, Ark., has been com-
pleted and is in readiness for operation. Thv
company was organized several years ago. How-
ever, tliere has Ijeen considerable delay in getting

the plant ready for operation.

Building operations in Memphis during July

involved a total expenditure of $680,629, as

compared with .$.316,680 for the corresponding

month of last year, an increase of slightly more
than one hundred per cent. This is the best

record made for any month during 1912.

The Sawyer & Austin Lumber Company has

sold 17,000 acres of land in Grant county, Ar-

kansas, to two hundred and fifty German fam-
ilies for a consideration of $150,000. The pur-

chasers are to settle on the property and use it

for cultivation. Land values have very radically

improved throughout Arkansas during the past

few years, and the sale of cut-over timber lands

is proving one of the most profitable sources of

revenue to manufacturers of lumber.

Ellisberry & Brewster of Pine Bluff. Ark.,

have purchased from 0. L. Willis of Little Rock.

3,200 acres of hardwood timber land in Lonoke
county, Arkansas. The property is located not

ver.v far from Kugland, Ark., on the new rail-

road from England to Stuttgart. The new
owners are planning to erect a mill at a point

convenient to this timber and to proceed with

ilje development thereof.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has sus-

pended from August until November 29 the ad-

vance of one to one and one-half cents on lum-

ber rates from points in Arkansas. Louisiana.

Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, and Oklahoma,
to a number of destinations and particularly to

those in the Middle West. The roads in ques-

tion have been making an effort for several

years to put such an advance into effect but the

Interstate Commerce Commission has never given

its approval. Between now and November 29.

there will probably be arguments before the

commission on the part of both the railroads and
the shippers.

Amon.g the most striking exhibits at the head-

quarters of the Memphis Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation is that showing the possibilities of red

gum. Among the products displayed are furni-

ture, ceiling, siding and other interior finish.

The wood takes an exceptionally splendid polish,

and the exhibit brings out this fact in rather

striking manner. The red gum exhibit is not

yet complete. It is understood that a fund of

about $1,000 has been raised for the purpose of

making it as educational and as instructive as

possible.

The Reaves Timber Company has been organ-

ised at Helena, Ark., with a capital stock of

$100,000. It will engage in the sale and manu-
tacture of lumber and will also handle timber

lands. The incorporators are W. D. Reaves, IC.

C. Horner. .1. L. Horner and J. W. Thale.

NASHVILLE

Several of the leading spirits of the Nashville

Lumbermen's Club spent the week end from last

Friday until Monday, at the hospitable summer
home of Vice-President Charles Morford near Mc-
Minnvlllo. They went fully prepared for a fishing

trip and did full .lustice to the hearty hospi-

tality of their generous host. Those who com-
posed the party were : Hamilton Love, Willis

I'arris. T. B. Johnson. T. R. LeSueur, C. M.
Morford, C. E. Hunt, T. A. Washington. J. H.

Haird and S. C. Ewing.
With $50,000 capital, the Bilbrey-Welch Spoke

Company will locate a large factory here as

soon as a proper site has been secured. Nego-

tiations have been in progress through the in-

dustrial bureau here for some time to this end.

J. C, Bilbrey. a man of long experience' in this

business, and Mr. Welch, who is running a fac-

tory at Monterey, will be at the head of the

new enterprise.

The Wilkinson-Matthews Company, with $50,-

Ofo capital, which owns timber interests in

Washington county, will locate a large plant

at Damascus. Va., for the purpose of making
hardwood novelties. J. H. Matthews is presi-

dent of the company and G. M. Warren is secre-

tary.

Fire of unknown origin destroyed the planing

mill and stock of fine lumber of the John Lewis
I'laning Mill Company at Glasgow, Ky., entail-

ing a loss of $15,000, on which there was $9,000

insurance.

By an amendment to its charter, the East
Sparta Saw & Planing Mill Company has

changed its corporate name to the Cumberland
I.umber. Company.

BRISTOL

The I'eter-.Mi
»

"ain l.mulier Company will put

its band mill in Bristol into operation this week.

The company has finished the construction of a

new logging road in the Ilolston mountains and
has available a two and a half .years' cut of

timber. The company purchased a large tract

of timber in Carter county, Tennessee, a few
weeks ago. but will not develop it until t*he

Holston mountain timber supply is exhausted.

The Wilkinson-.Mattbews Lumber Company was
organized here last week by Ellis 11. Wilkinson

of the J. .\. Wilkin.son Lumber Company and

others, with an authorized capital stock of $50,-

1100. The company will at once take over the

plant and business of the Beaver Dam Manu-

facturing Company at Damascus, Va., which in-

cludes a $-10,000 plant. Mr. Wilkinson will give

Ills personal attention to the new business and
will have offices at Damascus, Va.

The Black .Mountain Lumber Company will

soon start its new mill at Bluff City, Tenn.,

eleven miles south of Bristol. The company
owns a large area of timber in the Holston

mountains and is building a logging road to get

out the logs for the new mill.

There were a number of eastern hardwood

buyers on the Bristol market this week. They

left some nice orders tor fall shipment, and

report that the prospects for improvement in

business are now ninih brighter tliau for some

time past.

The Norfolk and Western Railroad has just

purchased a controlling interest in the Vir-

;;inia-Carolina Railroad, heretofore owned by W.

i:. Mingea. This road extends from Abingdon,

Va.. into a rich timber section, and its hard-

wood lumljer tonnage is greater than that of

any road of its size in the South. It will now
be extended eastward to Wilkesboro. N. C,

where it will connect with the Southern, and

westward into the Russell county coal fields.

The J. A. Wilkinson Lumber Company is run-

ning full time and reports a better outlook for

trade during the coming fall and winter. The
company's export business this .year has been

the heaviest in its history.

J. J. linger of this city is now operating a

mill in rnicoi county, Tennessee, where he has

purchased a large area of timber land.

LOVISVILLB

The retail store of the Wood Mosaic Company,
hardwood flooring manufacturer, w'hich was in

operation on Fourth avenue for about a year,

lias been closed, the agency having been trans-

ferred to the Brecher-Buck Company of Louis-

ville.

The sawmill of the North Vernon Lumber
Company in Louisville has been closed. It has

not been announced whether operations will be

resumed later or not. The headquarters of the

(Oinpany are in North Vernon. Ind.

Harry Kline, superintendent of the Louisville

Veneer Mills, and log buyer for the company,

discussed that feature of the business at a recent

meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club. He
believes that prices are too high, and that buyers

are to blame, as they have bid against each
other so regularly that the timberman naturally
takes advantage of their willingness.

A meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club
was held at Devil's Kitchen on the Taylorsville
road, recently, a chicken dinner being dispatched
under the shade of the trees. The Louisville

Boat Club was the scene of last week's meet-
ing. Smith Milton of the Louisville Point Lum-
ber Company arranging lor the meeting there,

as he is one of the pillars of the boat club.

The latter recently opened its cafe, and it did
itself proud for the lumbermen.

Louisville lumbermen have beeu shown forms
of the Southern Weighing & Inspection Bureau
which will be used in case the new milllng-in-

transit regulations devised by the railroads are

made effective. Reports must be made of all

incoming tonnage and all cancellations, and
*redit slips applying on transit movements will be
issued by the bureau, while reshipping certificates

must be filed by shippers to get the refund.

Four different kinds of forms are provided. It

is generally believed that they will go into effect

shortly.

ST. LOUISJ
The report of the St. Louis building commis-

sioner for July shows an increase of $361,599 in

estimated cost of buildings authorized in July

over the same month in 1911. The total esti-

mated cost of new buildings which number 594
permits, and alterations which number 412 per-

mits, is $1,724,665 as compared with $1,363,066

for July, 1911,

The Wilson-Reheis-Rolfes Lumber Company,
with a capital stock of $200,000, filed a petition

for dissolution in the St. Louis Circuit Court on

July 23. The company, according to its petition,

organized in 1906 with the capital stock fully

paid. The signers of the petition aver that the

debts of the corporation are paid.

Guy B. Fulton of the Chas. F. Luehrmann
Hardwood Lumber Company, who has been West
on a vacation, has returned home.

F. C. Harrington, connected with the Thos. E.

Powe Lumber Company, has cause for rejoicing,

as his home was visited by the stork recently,

and a fine boy was left as the result of the

\isit.

W. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber
Company, after being operated on in one of the

local hospitals for appendicitis, has recovered

and is now recuperating at his country home.

Glencoe. near St. Louis. He will remain there

until he is able to get back at work, which will

be in a couple of weeks.

The Western Screen & Door Company filed

articles of incorporation a few days ago, with

a capital stock of $10,000, fifty-seven per cent

of which is paid. The company will manufac-

ture and sell screens, screen doors, sash, etc.

The incorporators are E. N. Meek. M. L. Inglish,

W. H. Freudenburg. Dr. R. O. Butts and E. C.

Snell.

DETROIT

Bert Allan of Allan Bros., dealers in hard-

woods, has returned from a two weeks' vaca-

tion which be spent at Cedar Point. O. Mr.

Allan reports that trade in hardwoods is very

satisfactory.

John I>odge. secretary of the Dwight Lumber
Company, reports that the factory is very busy

turning out oak flooring. He says that in-

creased inquiries and orders are coming in from

the East and that recently the mill has been

running an eiaht-day week, working two nights

a week. Mr. Lodge sa.vs that while the trade

in oak flooring is good, but little is being done

in maple flooring, owing to peculiar market con-

ditions affecting this wood.

The Thomas Forraan Company mill on Kivcr
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liouge is busy and from tUis plant also comes

the report of increased business in the flooring

trade. Several cargoes of hardwood lumber have

been received recently at the Forman docks.

Building permits totaling $2,038,203 were

issued in Petroit during the month of July,

showing a good increase over July. 1911, when
the tigures were $1,954,000. The total number

of new structures is 57:i and of additions, 184.

Schedule of assets and liabilities of the Flint

Body Comi.iany. makers of automobile bodies,

has been filed in Bay City and shows an in-

debtedness of .?04.441.00 and assets of $3T.-

026.19. Of the indebtedness .$52,284. .50 is repre-

sented in unsecured claims

MILWAUKEE

\V. E. Cooper, wholesale lumberman of Mil-

waukee, with L. E. Utter and E. J. Patterson,

has ineoi'poratcd the Middlcton I,umber Com-
pany of Middleton. The articles of incorporation

have been liled, showing a capital of $25,000.

A. M. Sneen, superintendent of the North-

western Lumber Compan.v mill at Stanle.v, has

invented a sliding saw guard which has been

installed in the mill. Mr. Sneen was a visitor

of the Wisconsin State Industrial Commission
safety exhibit at Eau Claire recently, where the

device was approved and a photograph secured

to be made part of the exhibit.

The United Refrigerator Company of Ken-

osha has been obliged to increase its manufac-

turing facilities by adding a large dry-kiln and

another addition to its plant. The present plant

is entirely inadequate to handle the increased

amount of business at this time.

The Roddis Lumber & Veneer Company. Marsh-

field, is erecting a factory addition which will

measure 4SxG0 feet and be three stories high

when completed.

The lumber yard of W. F. Pierstortf & Sons,

at Middleton. is reported to have been sold to

the Otter Lumber Company for a consideration

of approximately $20,000. Mr. Young of Dela-

van will take charge of the activ.? management

for the Otter company.

The Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Company of

Algona is improving its plant to take care of

its increasing business. A modern planer, huilt

li;. the J. A. Fay & Egau Company of Cincin-

nati, will be installed in the new addition to the

plant.

The iihint of the Johnson Creek Lumber Com-
pany at Knowlton. which was recentl.v destroyed

b.%i fire, is being rebuilt. The new mill will be

somewliat smaller than the one destroyed, hav-

ing two planers and one re-saw.

A loss of $10,000 was sustained by the Ken-
field & Lamoreux Compan.v at Washburn, when
fire destroyed the dry-kilns with a large amount
of lumber. The plant will probably be r.'b\iilt.

'
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CHICAGO

Ver.v litt'e change has been noticeable in tile

local market during the last two weeks. There

has been but little slackening in trade that can

be traced to seasonable influences. This is true

in lines of manufacture covering the various

kinds of lumber consumed in the Chicago

market. Continued activity in building opera-

tions is responsible for the consumption of a

large amount of stock through the medium of

sash, doors, blinds, interior finish, etc. This

continued building movement has had a favor-

able effect upon furniture manufacturers. The
piano trade, of course, is going through its dull

season, hut on the whole, the various lines of

manufacture are en,ioying a nice share of trade.

Shipments to the Chicago market have con-

tinued at greater regularity although there is

still a report current that dry stocks in general

arc harder to buy than to sell. Orders are be-

ing refused continuously because of inability to

guarantee delivery on dry lumber. There seems

to be a uniform increase in the amount of stock

fold during the past month as compared to the

month of July, 1911. One large hardwood con-

cern reports that it booked orders one million

feet in excess of July, 1911. Current prices are

showing gratifying strength and while actual

advance has not been gradual, generally speak-

ing, still there is a decided tendency to maintain

the former levels of lumber values. Trade in

Chicago supports the general belief that business

conditions throughout the country are rapidly

returning to a normal state. There continue to

be in evidence a few kickers who for some rea-

son or other are not getting their full quota of

trade and who declare that business is "rotten."

but it may be that their long usage of this

declaration has actually made it chronic with

them and they perhaps have come to believi'

it themselves.

ness being booked. The movem<-nt uf stock is

quite general and the trade fairly well dis-

tributed. Inquiry in the wholesale market is

satisfactory and prices, especially on good lum-

ber, are well maintained. Good, well-manufac-

tured dry stock is scarce and any available sup-

ply for quick shipment is bringing very satis-

factory prices. Local consuming channels seem
to show some improvement and with stocks be-

low normal in both the yards and in the hands
of the local manufacturing trade, a very fair

volume of business is resulting, with good pros-

pects for an active fall trade. Plain and quar-

tered oak are S'trong, and maple, birch, beecn.

ash and chestnut are holding their own. High-

grade poplar is strong and some of the lower

grades are plentiful.

BUFFALO

There is a fair amount of business bt~ing

transacted at the hardwood yards, and trade

generally is running ahead of a year ago. The
shortage of low-grade stocks is one of tlie fea

tures of the situation. I'redictions are that this

will be a very fair year for business. Prices all

along th.? line are holding up well.

Plain oak is about the strongest wood on the

market. Quartered oak is not as strong as plain,

but is showing more firmness than a short time

ago. Birch has shared with maple in strength

and activity, and supplies of each are selling

readily. Ash is stronger than formerly. Elm
IS in fairly good demand, with inch stock very

hard to get. Both cherry and walnut are rather

quiet. Basswood is in better sale.

PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK

The hardwood market at New York shows a

cry fair demand, with a good volume of busi-

It is unequivocally stated in the hardwood
lumber field that July trading lias been un-

usually good, far exceeding expectation in the

eastern terrltor.v. Business in the standard woods
continues satisfactory, and the outlook for fall

trading is promising. At mill ends a gradual

11 suming of normal condilions is noted. The

wholesale consuming industries are still a little

slow in coming into the market, but it is con-

fidently Iwiieved a quickening in buying may be

looked for as the fall season opens.

Plain oak is running well in point of sales,

with stocks scarce, and prices moving upward.

Birch, maple and ash are in good call : poplar

is a little slow. Low grades continue active

aud firm. Cherry holds a fair position. Maple

llooring is a good seller. Basswood is among the

leaders. No change is noticealiie in chestnut and

sound wormy chestnut.

PITTSBURGH

Everything looks better in this market. Whole-

salers are optimistic. General business condi-

tions are fine. Car builders are the busiest they

liavc been since 1900. Factories using hardwoods

are buying more lumber than at any time for

the past five years. Building in the industrial

centers outside of the city is of fair volume and

the yard trade is accordingly better. Hardwood

mills are busy, but are not accumulating stock.

Prices on all hardwoods are advancing. A car

shortage is looked for this fall, and wholesalers

are urging their customers to get their stocks

sliinp.Hl before this takes place.

BOSTON

The market lor hardwood lumber has devel-

..iL'd cousiilerabk' strength during the past two

or three months, and at the present time it is

firmer in .some of its branches than for many
months. Stocks in dc alers' hands have been

materially reduced, and in many cases manufac-

turers of hardwood lumber are offering smaller

lots than usual at this time of the year. Prac-

tically all advici's from manufacturing centers

iudiiaie that hMi-tiwood values are firm with the

tendency toward a higher level. It is believed

hine that prices will advance still liigher should

the demand show any further improvement.

Manufacturing consuuK-rs of hardwoods are

busier and their stocks in reserve are not large.

Plain oak is one of the lirmest wo.ids in the

market at the present time. (Juartered oak has

attracted more aitention, although the demand
is not really active. Maple Mooring has been

in very good demand. The call for black walnut

has been more active this season than for some
time. Offerings ari' small and prices are very

firm. The demand for cypress is of moderate

li.'oportion and prices hold fairly steady.

BALTIMORE

The favorable conditions that have prevailed

in the hardw^ood trade lor some time past re-

main In evidence. All firms here are able to

maintain their record for the volume of business

done. In fact, some of them exceed it, setting

new marks, and giving a touch of exceptional

activity to the movement wliich it does not

usually have in midsummer. It is one of the

iriost remarkable developments of the current

year that the national campaign has so far

exerted no retarding effect upon the trade.

.Neither the political events here nor the strike

troubles in London and elsewhere have thus far

proved really effective in bringing on that state

of stagnation which is often a featui'e of mid-

summer. All mills are running whenever it is

possible to do so, and thus far there has been

no such accumulation of stocks as would sug-

gest the danger of congestion. Manufacturers

can usually find buyers for their output, and

often there is more than one buyer for a par-

ticular lot of lumber. The movement would in

all probability be larger if the offerings were
sufficiently liberal. As it is, manufacturers dis-

pose of their stoclss as fast as these can be

shipped.

.\11 hardwoods commonly usi>d ai'i^ hi very fair
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demand, with some of them so urgput that prices

lule high. This applies especially to oak. which
commands larger returns than at any time In

the history of the trade. The yards show a

disposition to place orders, having had numer-
ous calls of late, and other sources of distribu-

tion are also receptive. Chestnut is about hold-

ing its own, with sound wormy stocks in good
request, and extra wide poplar of good grade

about the only division of the trade that has
not had its proper share in the recovery.

The continuance of labor troubles at the port

of London naturally tends to restrict the foreign

movement, but as if to make up for the em-
bargo there, large quantities of lumber are going

forward to other points. Steamers leaving here

liave heavy shipments of lumber and logs, so

that the average of movement is probably main-

tained. Foreign buyers are more disposed to

meet the terms of the shippers, so that business

in the main is satisfactory. Altogether, the

hardwood situation shows a measure of strength

rnexpected at this time, with t^ie outlook de-

cidedly encouraging.

INDIANAPOLIS

The hardwood business in this market is fair-

ly satisfactory and the situation is practically

the same as it was at this time hist year. No^
big orders are coming in at this time, but trade

is sufficiently heavy to keep the various concerns

moderately busy. Prices remain steady, and
tlier'? are no indications of any immediate change

in quotations. The unusual activity in the

veneer trade is having a beneficial effect on the

hardwood trade. Automobile factories and other

hardwood-using industries are also enjoying a

good trade, and the outlook for the remainder
of the yi-av i< quit'- salisfiK'tnry.

COLUMBUS

The demand for hardwood in Columbus and
central Ohio has been good "during the past fort-

night, and prospects for the future are excellent.

Orders are coming" in well both from retailers

and manufacturing establishments, although the

latter probably show the greater improvement.

Prices are ruling firm and every change is

towards higWr levels.

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Office, Memphis, Tenn.

BLUESTONELAND&
LUMBER COMPANY

.^\ A N I' F A C T U R E R S

West Virginia Hardwoods

SOFT WHITE PINE
OAK POPLAR
CHESTNUT HEMLOCK

BAND SAWED STOCK

Complete Planing Mill Facilities

RIDGWAY, PENNSYLVANIA

Ono of tlio best features of the trade is the
better demand for poplar, especially the wide
sizes. These have heen a sort of drag on the
inarlset, but now factories making automobiles
r.nd carriages are buying better. The demand
for the lower grades of all varieties is good,
;:nd prices are firm. The higher grades are also
moving well. Dry stocks in mill districts are
scarce. Plain and quartered oak is ruling firm
and prices are good. Chestnut is in demand and
IS one of the strongest points in the market.
Ash is stronger than formerly. Basswood is

selling well. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

NASHVILLE

Although there has been a slight slackening
of activity during the past few days the volume
of trade here continues with seasonable de-
ruands. t'nusua! activity started in June and
continued throughout July, making the latter
month unusually good. Plain oak still leads in
activity, and quartered oak is showing an im-
provement. Prevailing prices for plain oak have
increased during the past month. There are
continued good demands for gum. chestnut and
ash. Mahogany is more of a factor than form-
erly, and it is hard to meet the demand. Elm,
basswood and poplar are quiet. Foreign in-

quiries are improving, and a good export trade
is expected this fall. There is much activity
among hardwood flooring manufacturers. Gen-
eral prices on this market are stronger at present
than for some time. Preparations are being
made by the vehicle, automobile, furniture and
hardwood novelty manufacturers for a large fall

trade. Mill work concerns are active. Building
operations are still active and the retail trade is

good.

LOUISVILLE

There is a strong and confident tone to the
hardwood market at present, and there seems to
he every reason why those having lumber should
regard the situation optimistically. Furniture
manufacturers are speeding things up a little

following the generally successful conclusion of
the July exhibits, while other large consuming
interests are also buying more liberally. The
liuilding lioom in this section and other parts of
tlie country is not only sustaining the mahogany
trade, but is giving unusual life to the regular
planing-mill trade. This is helping Louisville,

\,'hich has alwa.\s been noted as a great town for

mixed cars, which are usually required bj- the
planing-mill people. Railroads are trying to get

their equipment in shape so as to be able to have
maximum resources for the fall, as it is now
i-'fnerally conceded that there will be need of
tliem. A prospective car shortage is figured as

one of the unavoidable features of autumn busi-

ness.

Oak of all kinds is good ; plain oak is holding
its own, and quartered oali is showing a marked
increase in strength. Poplar continues good, and
r!Sh and chestnut are moving in increased quan-
tity.

ST. LOUIS

There is a reasonable volume of hardwood
business being done by local yards, although

business is not as good as it might be as many
buyers and dealers are out of town on their

vacations. An Increase in trade is not looked

for until towards the latter part of the month.
The present demand is mostly for plain oak.

There is also a fairly good call for quartered

oak. The demand for red gum is seasonable,

mher items on the list are not showing any
particular betterment. Logging conditions at

the mills are fairly good, but some mills are

short of logs. Local cypress dealers are well

pleased with the volume of business being done,
and report a good outlook for the immediate
future. Crop conditions in this section are
showing up well, and if they are realized, there
will he a splendid call for cypress in the Iowa
and northern Illinois markets. Small orders are
coming in nicely at the present time. The door
and mill-work situation is improving. Orders
for stocks are coming in nicely and in better
volume than has been the case for some time.

BRISTOL

Trade in this market has improved slightly
and prospects are good for continued improve-
msnt. The usual period of summer dullness is
passing, and it is believed that new business will
come in much more rapidly toward September.
Shipments have been a little light of late. Prac-
tically all mills have been busy this summer,
especially the smaller mills. The roads are in
only fair condition, as a result of continued
rains and the country mills are behind with
hauling. The outlook for better prices is said
to be good.

NEW ORLEANS
E>

The local hardwood situation has shown no
change during the past two weeks. On account
of the strike of mill hands which involves nearly
every sawmill in the state, local dealers com-
plain about a difficulty experienced in getting
shipments forward. Many mills are entirely shut
down on account of the strike. While the ex-
port trade is not what can be called dull, there
is little stirring outside of regular shipments.
A brighter outlook for the future, however, is
held by the majority of the exporters and it is
hoped that with the settling of the ocean rate
controversy, things will move forward again.

MILWAUKEE

The only thing that seems to be causing con-
cern to local hardwood wholesalers at the present
time is the scarcity of stocks in nearly all lines.
The amount of hardwood which is arriving from
northern Wisconsin and from the South is hardly
equal to requirements. Wholesalers say that
business this season has not taken the slump
usually experienced at this time of the year, and
that even at this early date, there is plenty of
fall building under way. The local sash and
door trade is buying more readily than is usually
the case at this time of the year, while the furni-
ture and farm implement manufacturers are
making good inquiries and placing some satis-
factory orders. Building operations are active,
as more large buildings are being erected this
season than for several years. This means a
brisk trade in hardwood for finishing purposes.

Birch is strong as a result of the low stocks,
and the demand is good. Oak is firm, and there
is little difficulty experienced in selling the bet-
ter grades of plain and quartered oak. Basswood
is wanted and the available supply of dry stock
is small. Maple is in brisk demand, especially
for flooring purposes.

DETROIT

A. fairly strong demand for hardwoods char-
acterized the local market during the past two
weeks. There was a good demand for oak and
poplar, and walnut and cypress were also fairly

active. Prices showed no startling fluctuations

and were generally satisfactory. The flooring

trade has been exceptionally busy and the out-
put has been confined largely to oak products.
The box and veneer trades also report good
business. Wholesalers and retailers have had
more success of late in getting freight shipments
via railroad lines, the congestion having been
considerably relieved.
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THIS IS OUR RECORD
In Business TA Years

Losses Paid $1,000,000

Savings to Subscribers 500,000

Savings Returned to Subscribers - - - 200,000

Quick Assets Belonging to Subscribers - 650,000

More Cash Assets to each $100 of Out-
standing Liability than the Largest Stock

Companies

Entire Interest Earn-
ings Paid to Suhscrihers

Experience has demonstrated that from one-third to one-half of the cost of

their insurance can be saved to the LUMBERMEN by carrying ALLIANCE
POLICIES. Give us the opportunity to make these substantial savings

for YOU.

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance
U. S. EPPERSON & COMPANY, ATTY. & MGR.

R. A. Long Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will bo inserted In this sec-
tion at the following rates;

For one insertion 20c a line
Fop two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
For four insertions 60c a line

Elgbt words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except the lieadings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tbe order. No
extra cbarges for copies of paper containing "*

the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED
Salesmen on our New Census publications.

Splendid opportunity. Men maliing ?50 to $75
per week. RAND, McNALLY & CO.,

Dept. B., Chicago, 111.

IF YOU WANT
competent employes In any department of the

hardwood business, there is no better way of

securing them than by employing the Classified

Advertisements section of Hardwood Rbcobd,
which reaches woodsmen, sawmill men and sales-

men in all parts of the country.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
for a high-class lumber salesman, a member of

this association, who is especially well equipped
to sell hardwoods, yellow pine and spruce, hav-
ing a large and favorable acquaintance with the
yard and factory trade through the East.

Write Empire State Association of Wholesale
Lumber and Sash & Door Salesmen. Chas. John-
son, Sec'y, 9(5 Kirkland ltd., Rochester, N. Y.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

LOCOMOTIVE FOE SALE.
Narrow or standard gauge from 7 tons to 75

tons rebuilt ready for use ; 140 locomotives in

stock.

SOUTHERN IRON & EQUIPMENT CO..

Atlanta. Ga.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MAEKET FOE

75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will Inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED
Oak bending strips. 73" to 98" long. Large

or small quantities.

DELPHOS BENDING CO., Delphos. Ohio.

TIMBER ESHMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging

conditions. Have a few high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. MCDONALD,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg..

Knoxville. Tenn.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WAiNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton. Ohio.

WANTED—HAEDWOOD LOGS
200.000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50.000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

LOGS FOR SALE

WALNUT LOGS FOE SALE
Approximately 2. .500 black walnut trees run-

ning 12 to 20 inches in diameter, located l^-^

miles from Blencoe. la. For particulars address

E. J. KATES, State House, Lincoln, Nebr.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

ARE YOU INTEEESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own in fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracks of high-class gum and red oak
stumpage., Will sell at price to make the buyer

good money either as an investment or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address in

confldence, "BOX 22." care Hakdwood Record.

FOR SALE—TIMBER.
We bare large tracts of cypress and hardwood

timber located in Louisiana. Will sell at reason-

able price, small cash payment, balance—monthly
as cut ; timber m-:ir trunk line railroad. Good
opportunity for practical manufacturer with
mill. Easy logging proposition. Correspondence
solicited from principals only.

I'OINTE COUPEE LAND & IMPROVEMENT
CO., LTD.,

1017 Hibernia Bank Bldg., New Orleans.

FOR SALE—BY OWNER.
:;G0 acivs virgin northern Michigan hardwood

and hemlock timber land in solid body. Farthest
li.TuI 2 miles to track. Good farm land, level,

heap logging. For full particulars address

BOX 42, Escanaba, Mich.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—WHITE ASH.
1 car 4/4 1st & 2nd.

2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common.
THE CYPRESS LUMBER CO.. Boston. Mass.

BUILT UP WOODS. LET US QUOTE YOU
WISCONSIN CHAIR CO.. Fort Washington, Wis.

OAK, POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods, In all grades and tblck-

nesses, can be readily sold If advertised In the
Wanted and For Sale section of Hardwood Ric-
ORD. If you have a large stock yon want to
s.ii try :{ few lines in this department and
scr what a lot of inquiries they will bring you.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered ; boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,
7 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED
All kinds of hardwoods, log run. Will send

inspectors. GUENTHER LUMBER CO..

Philadelphia. Pa.

WANTED TO BUY
All kinds of hardwood lumber. 1" & thicker:

especially interested in 4/4 & ">/ 4 Plain Red Oak
& Birch. Want a few cars of !)" & wider 4/4 &
5/4 Oak and Birch No. 1 Com. Quote lowest

Iirice delivered f. o. b. Cairo, rate of freight.

.\ddress BOX SO, care HAnowooD Record.

WANTED TO BUY
.% cars 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut.

4 cars 4/4 Is & 2s Sap Gum.
2 cars 4/4 Is & 2s Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4 Is & 2s Red Gum.

nUHLMEIER BROTHERS, Cincinnati, 0.

BUYERS OF HAEDWOODS.
Do you want ta get la touch with the beat

buyers of hardwood lumber? We hare a Hit,

howing the ansual requirement! Id lumber,

dlmensloa stock and veneers and panels of coo-

sumers of those materials tbrongbout tbe United
States and Canada. The service Is free to ad-

vertisers in the Bbcobd. It will Interest yon.

Write us for farther information about oar "Sell-

ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg..

Chicago.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

PERSONS HAVING HEAVY TIMBER
or sunken lo.ss to float write H. G. CADY, 508
So. 5th St., St. Louis, Mo.
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EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go In manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion in town sis thousand, on two rivers and

two railroads. Address

"BOX 72." care Hakdwood Record.

WANTED
To correspond with an experienced hardwood

manufacturer who would like to buy a halt in-

terest in mill and timber in Mississippi, or if

preferred, will sell entire interest.

Property is offered at half its real value. Is

now in operation and making money, .\ddress

ROOM 717, Whitney Bank F.ldg..

New Orleans, La.

MISCELLANEOUS 1
WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any

form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber

the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms of tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are frequent
except where
•ur

Two Piece
Oeometricil
B«rter Coin

la iQnse, then
Imitation Isn't
pooslble.
Sample If you

,

ask for U. |

S. D. CBILDS
4 CO.
Chicago

We also make
Time Ohecke,
BtenollBand
Log Haaunert.

CHICAGO
Oak Timber and Plank. Paving Blocks, Posts

and Yellow Pine

W.'B^CraNe AMD COMPAMY^
iLstabliHhed 1S81

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

Long Distance Phones: CANAL 3190-3191
Office. TardB and Planlne Mill: Mill at

22nd. Sansamon flnd Morean Sta. Falcon. Mlsp

WM. A. EAGER
FISHER BUILDING

Sound Wormy Chestnut
A SPECIALTY

Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. 2204 s. lafun st.

HARDWOODS

Printers to the Lumber Trade
"^'e specialize in special printed forms and
stationery of all kinds for lumbermen. Let
us submit you stationery samples and prices.

Send us your forms for estimate.

SAUL BROS.

626 Federal St., Chicago

FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 nSHER BLDG. CENT. 3825

& VBne«r Oaoge il the »D8wer to k Veaeer Uaer'i

craTing for years. Thii "Walker Brand" Veo-

eer Gaage is a steel gaoge ihat will satiBfy

yoBrwaatfifor all time. You cantdo your-

self a better tarD than to bay one ot

these gauges. It gauges ACCURATELY
leTery thickness from l-*0 inch to ^ inch

INCLUSITE. Wake op to this opporto-

nity. Priceoiily»1.98deliveredbyU. S

fMail. Ordernow, thday. Address—6456
ffoodlawn Ave, Phone Hyde Park SS.

Deft. C .

CHICAGO

Qerlach Modern Machines
Preducc the Cheapest and DesI

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

circular. Band and Cylinder Saws

THE PETER CERIACH CO, Cleveland. 6th City, U.S.A.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—4^x83: inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-

cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,

printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies

made on these tickets arc unalterable. Their use en-

ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinat and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be

attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,

covenience, accuracy, and for systematizinc the inspec-

tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyriehtcd, 1910.

Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

$ 1.00

10.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, each
Aluminum Tally Covers, perdozen
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1,000 10.00

Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets.
per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-

tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 s . Dearborn St., CHICAGO
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The Last Word in saw quality is

ATKINS Silver
Steel SAWS

LOOK FOR THIS TRADE MARK on your Saw and then you will

know that you are using "The Finest on Earth."

Band Saws, Circulars, Cross-cut Saws, Gang Saws. A perfect

Saw for Every Purpose. Machine Knives.

General Selling Agents Covel Filing Room Machinery.
Specify ATKINS through your usual source. If they
won't supply you, write to the nearest address below.

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc., "'L'^i:.=^rl'E^'^'^ Home Office and Factory, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.; Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

BRANCHES: ATLANTA, CHICAGO, MEMPHI.S. MINNEAPOLIS. NEW ORLEANS, NEW TORK CITY, PORTLAND, SAN FRANCISCO,
SEATTLE. VANCOUVER, B. C, SYDNEY, N. S. W.
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RUSSEL LOGGING CARS

70,000 LBS. CAPACITY SKELETON TYPE RUSSEL CAR, EQUIPPED WITH LOADER RAILS AND RUSSEL PATENT DROP STAKES. THIS
C.\R COMPLIES WITH M. C. B. RULES .A.ND S.\FETY APPLIANCE .\CTS.

Years of Hard Service Have Demonstrated Russel Cars to be Supe-
rior in Quality and Construction. Built for any Capacity Desired

RUSSEL WHEEL AND FOUNDRY CO. DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

OULUTH, MINN.

BRANCHES:

80 Church Street, New York

1718 Fisher Building, Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building, Savannah, Ga.

522 South First Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most

promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

(1) The McGiffert is SEU-PROPELUNG. (5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute's notice,

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert

ON THE MAIN TRACK.

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the

McGiffert.

UNDER ITS OWN POWER.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

ber: long or short, heavy or light.

(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

where a train of cars can go: on a

fill, in a cut, or on a side-Iiill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.
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If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in' fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRft QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AQENTS
CRiNE COMPINV - - ILL BRiNCHES

STINDARD EQUIPMENT CO., MOBILE, ALl

ILBINY MILL SUPPLY CO., tLBlNV. Gt.

THE MECHANICAL

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

RUBBER COMPANY
lubber Wsrks)

CHICAGO

t^Moo %^'^\^ (Chicago Rubber W.rks)

Corrugated Joint Fasteners

Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"ADVANCE"

CORRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in Dittereol

Types to Meet

All Conditions

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan
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Machines driven by Westinghouse motors occupy

small floor space and permit maximum production.

Constant Speed
means Maximum
Production
The speed of machines driven from
line shafts is constantly varying.

Every time the load is thrown upon
one machine all the others slow
down.

Every drop in speed means a loss in

production and poorer quality of

work.

When your machines are driven in-

dividually by

Westinghouse Motors

each machine will run at its maxi-
mum capacity and its speed will be
approximately uniform regardless of

the load.

The result is maximum production
and a uniform quality of work.

Thousands of Westinghouse motors
are giving satisfactory service in

wood-working plants.

Their design is the result of the long prac-

tical experience of the Westinghouse Com-
pany in the electric drive of wood-working
plants. They are producing maximum
< lUtput at minimum cost because they were
installed with the assistance of Westing-
house wood-working' experts.

Avail yourself of Westinghouse service. Write
Dept. 38 today for full information on Westing-
house Motors for Wood-working service.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co,

East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sales Offices in 45 American Cities

it^ v^ij'j^viii^s iwf s i

IMPROVED
SINGLE-END
TENONER

-/-"^

The above Tenoner is fitted with Double

Heads and Double Copes for Hardwood
Doors. The Carriage is fitted with Roller

Bearings so as to move accurately and

easily.

SenJ for circular relating to above

and other Woodworking Machines

H. B. Smith Machine Co.

Smithville N. J.

BRANCHES:

New York Chicag'o Atlanta San Francisco
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THE BALDWIN
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

LOGGING LOCOMOTIVES

Locomotives with a radial truck at each end, and separate

tenders, are well adapted to logging service where long hauls

must be made. These engines ride well on rough track, and
can be run backwards into sharp curves and switches without
danger of derailment.

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK, N. Y., Hadson Terminal. CHICAGO, III., RaUway Exchange

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Secnrily Boilding. P0RTL4ND, Ore., Spalding Bld|

Cable Address;—"Baldwin, Philadelphia."

Broom Handle Machinery
Let us tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of (traight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for

Drying and Polish-

ing Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

If VriTT W AWT ^"^ ^^^^ SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
ir IV/U fYi\lli RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,
and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Tally Book Dept.s HardWood l^ecord, Chicago
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CHESTNUT DOOR STOCK VENEERS
WE make a specialty of rotary cut Chestnut Door Stock Veneers for one, two, three and five panel

doors, and are prepared at all times to fill orders promptly. We make it a point never to substi-
tute brown ash when chestnut is ordered.

C We also manufacture door stock veneers in Red.and White Oak, Poplar Cross-banding, Drawer Bottoms
and special dimension Poplar, White Oak Veneers for furniture and piano makers, and other rotary cut
products in Chestnut, Poplar, Red and White Oak not listed above.

C For prices and other information write to

RADFORD PORTSMOUTH VENEER CO., Radford, Virginia

B. C. JARRELL 8i CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Rotary- Cut Gum and Poplar

VENEERS
Well manufactured, thorouiihiy

KILN DRIED and FLAT

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.

VeneerManufacturers Co.
S. E. Cor. May and Fulton St. CHICAGO

VENEERS
FIGURED AND PLAIN WOODS

Circassian, Mahogany, Oviartered Oak, Curly
Birch, Walnut, Bird's-eye Maple, Rosewood,
Gum, Rotary Cut, Yellow Poplar, Red Oak,
White Oak, Pine, Birch, Maple, Walnut, Gum

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and White

Oak and Mahogany
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let us send you Stock Ust FORT WAYNE, IND.

^T HARDWOOD RECORD is a differ-

^H
I

ent kind, and altogether better

^^J.^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hard^vood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR. OAK
SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

%
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

%

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM VENEER Write Us

*- WISCONSIN ^ . €.^>>.^'^^^

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-

ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON TOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

SrCCESSORS TO THE
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

Panels for Cblcago trade carried at 1140 West I.ake Street. Cliicngo telephone Haymarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treaa.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY CUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK

BEECH MAPLE

CURLY BIRCH

BIRCH

BASSWOOD

SPECIALTIES:
DRAWER BOTTOMS BACK PANELS CENTER STOCK

ninii(» rifr uani r
BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK

BIRD S-EYE MAPLE curlv birch bird's-eye maple

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

y eneers and l^anels with a jL\.eputation
"IT/'E manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co, Wausau^ Wis.

BA3SWOOD
in Single Ply Rotary Cut
Stock and Built Up Panels

;?^,Te?HrH^o'L?'o\§:;2fit; CADIUAC veneer company, Cadillac, Mich.

Veneer Panel making is our

specialty, and we claim that

ihe panels we make are

cheaper in the long run for

they

"Will not come
to pieces
after they
are in the

furni-
ture

Do you see the point ?

VENEERED PANELS
WHICH ARE BUILT TO STAY

Are a Specially with Us.

WE can sell you panels in two, three and five-ply, better in

quality than if you make them yourself, and at far lower

/
prices than you can hope to reach without equipment equal

to ours.

Our plant is thoroughly modern in every way, and veneered

panels, being our sole product, it is fair to presume that we can

furnish perfect panels at lowest cost.

Even if you are using single-ply or straight lumber there will be a saving for you if you

adopt our built-up panels.

Made in quarter-sawed oak, quarter-sliced oak, figured mahogany, plain mahogany, red

birch, plain oak, yellow pine, gum, basswood, ash, maple, and elm.

Let us send you samples and prices. t^" Write today.

THE GORHAM BROS. CO., Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

I SIIL1VAN& CO.
>F,C1ALTIES:

Ciav Elm,
Brown Ash

I \CIFIC COAST FIR
ND SPRUCE

2, \ -thur Street

G ELIAS & BRO.

H \RDWOODS
'ine, Yellow Pine,
uce, Hemlock,
Lumber, Timber,
M illwork,

C s. Maple and Oak
Flooring

lOlS ELK STREET

I N STEWART
& BRO.

•^1 ECIAUTIES:

HURRY and OAK
^ 2 ELK STREET

Orson E. Yeager
Specialties:

Oak, Ash
and Poplar

933 Elk Street

HUGH McLEAN
LUMBER CO.

Our Specially:

QUARTERED

WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

Buffalo Hardwood
Lumber Company
Wc W ant to Buy for Cash:

OAK, ASH AND
OTHER HARDWOODS

All Grades and thictncsscs

Will receive and inspect stock at

shii.pine point. Branch yard,

Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, Buffalo

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS

893 Eagle Street

Frank W. Vetter
Dealer in All Kinds ol

Hardwood
Lumber

1142 Seneca Street

Standard Hardwood

Lumber Company

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

The above firms carry large and well

assorted stocks of all kinds and grades

ot I lardwoods, and have every facility

for filling and shipping orders promptly.

1 liLV will be pleased to have your inquiries

~
i:i

|i II '
I

i|

I"
I
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'

I
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Better Glue Joints

With a Big Saving
in Labor, Lumber

and Glue
Stronger glue joints are now being- made
with the Tapering Wedge Dovetail Glue

lint because of the principle on which it is

made. It has all the best features of other

joints with additional points that prove its

superiority. The Taper Wedge Dovetail

Jointed edge is smooth and has twice the wood surface of other joints. The glue is not only

put on the edge of the joint, but the ghie fibers are forced into the pores of the wood, giving a

tight joint all over, producing a glue joint that has unbreakable strength. A big improvement

has been made by jointing lumber automatically on the

LINDERMAN AUTOMATIC
DOVETAIL GLUE JOINTER

SAVES LABOR, LUMBER, GLUE

Tlieie is no ripping or matching when jointing lumber

automatically at one operation. A big percentage of

the lumber is taken direct from the cut-off saw, rough

edge, and built up into panels and sized to exact width;

the edging is used so there is no lumber waste, and two-

thirds of the labor bills is saved.

Several factories save a» ;nuch as 70% of the glue

which they formerly used. The saving is made by aijply-

ing the glue on to the jointed surface by a revolving

brush wheel. To be sure there is no surplus glue used,

a stationary brush scrapes off the surplus into the pans

again, which insures no glue waste. The wide range of

jointing that can be made on the "Linderman" makes

it a very valuable machine to every factory.

New York City

Linderman Machine Co.
Muskegon, Michigan

Woodstock, Ont. Atlanta, Ga.

iiiiiHilillililiilllliHiiiiiiii



Vansant,—Soft

Yellow
f„'r.^L Kitchen 6 popur
Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky Company
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Buliaing

400 Riverside Drive, Newr York W. H. Matthias, Maoagrer.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN—WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

WE OFFER

4 '4 and 5/4 No. 2 ci'iiininn and Ijcttcr

Basswood

4/4 Xo. 2 common and hetter T'l-own

Ash

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y. "^-'-^ -i"/' '^/"^ ^'o- - ^-"'""lon and better

r.ircli. stricth- nnsclcctcd for color

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

4, 4 and 5, 4 No. I and No. 2 common
Flooring- Alaple.

4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4 and 16 4

Firsts and Seconds Maple

YELLOW POrUR
MANUrACTUURS

WATER SEASONED
BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

ALL CRADCS
ROUGH DIffSSCO

QUICK SHIPMENT

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S. A. LUMBER CO



Seventeenth Year, )

Semi-Monthly. fj '^H
/A^ CHICAGO, AUGUST 25, 1912

(Subscription $2.
1 Single Copies, 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANCFACTCREB OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street CHICAGO
Tcl«phoB« Cana* 930

BAND MILUS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

On the Following Stock We Will Make
Special Prices for Prompt Shipment;

nil
I III

,1100 ft. 5/8" Sap
1100 ft. 5/8" No.
,000 ft. 5/8" No.
000 ft. 1" No. 1

1100 ft. 1" No. 2
1100 ft. ly." No.
,000 ft. 2" No. 2
,000 ft. 1%" Is i
,01)0 ft. 1" S. VV.
Chestnut.
,000 ft. 1%" s. w
Chestnut.

Poplar.
1 Com. Poplar.
2 Com. Poplar.
Com. I*oplar.
Com. Poplar.
2 Com. Poplar.
Com. Poplar.
2s Qtd. Poplar.
No. 2 Common

. No. 2 Common

580,000 ft. IVi" S. W. No. 3 Common
Chestnut.

90,000 ft. 2" S. W. No. 2 Common
Chestnut.

GO.OOO ft. 1" Is & 2s Plain Red Oak.
no.OOO ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Plain Ked

Oak.
50,000 ft. ly." No. 2 Com. Plain

Red Oak.
90,000 ft. 2" No. 2 Com. Plain Red

Oak.

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.
70 Kilby St., BOSTON, MASS.

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing:
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO.,

Caas. West Virelnla.

Fifth Ave. BMg.,

NEW YORK

Keys-Walker Lumber Go.
Manufacturers

West Virginia Hardwoods
Soft Yellow Poplar
Oak—Chestnut—Bass—Hemlock, Etc.

Rough or Dressed Write for Prices

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
ED. MAPHET, Pres. and Mgr. JAMES T. SHEA, Vice-Pres. JOHN F. SHEA, Treas.

JMapbct & Sbca Lumber Company
)Maiiufacturcr9 and Wholesalers

We Manufacture:
YELLOW POPLAR, OAK, CHESTNUT

WHITE AND YELLOW PINE
HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING

YARD: Middlebrook Pike and Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

BAND AND CIRCULAR MILLS
EAST TENN. MOUNTAIN
VIRGIN HARDWOOD

STUMPAGE

DO YOU WANT TO
SELL LUMBER

THIS SPACE IS OPEN NOW

WRITE
HARDWOOD RECORD

and learn what we are doing for your competitors with our

advertising and itemized lists of consumers'requirements

PROCTORVENEERpRY£^ FIREPROOF

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
No

Splitting

Nor
Checking

No
Clogging

Nor
Adjusting

Recom-
mended by
all those

who
have tried

it

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY

DEPT.L HANCOCK &. SOMERSET STS. PMILA.PA.
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A Word About Quality

The quality of Mcllvain lumber is the very highest in each grade. When

you order a car of lumber of a certain grade, we don't "fill out" the car with

several pieces of another grade. It's ALL just what you ordered.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT LUMBER ORDER.

Hardwoods a Specialty with us

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Company
1420 Chestnut St., Rhiladelphia, Pennsylvania

Ask us for prices
on the following list of STRICTLY SOFT

YELLOW POPLAR:

1 Car 1" Boxboards, 9 to 12"

2 Cars 1" Selects

2 Cars 1" Clear Saps

6 Cars 1" No. 1 Common
2 Cars 1" No. 2A Common
4 Cars 1J4" No. 1 Common
1 Car 1%" No. 2A Common
1 Car 1^" Clear Saps

4 Cars lYz" No. 1 Common
2 Cars 114" No. 2A Common
1 Car 1^" No. 2B Common
1 Car 2" No. 1 Common
1 Car 2" No. 2A Common
1 Car 2" No. 2B Common

The Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

South Bend, Indiana

H. G. CREITH & GO.

HardwoodLumbor

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, • CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON IPS^

HARDWOOD AND YELLOW PINE LUMBER
In Stock, Ready

To Ship

3 cars 1x6 and wider 1st & 2nd Cottonwood

3 cars 1x9 to 12" Cottonwood Box Boards

4 cars I" No. 1 Common Cottonwood

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Sap Gum

WE make
a s p e-

cialty of Oak
Timber and

Car Stock.

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON YELLOIV PINE TIMBER, FLOORING. CEILING AND FINISHING.

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D C" pv D/^/^l/' Published Semi-annually
r\J_jLy DkJkJi^. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •! lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

tke authority on the lines it covers.

A well organized Collection Departmeot is also operated and the same is oyen to

jou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
e08 So. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO HentlM This Pater.

ESTABLISHED
ll7t

116 Nassau Street
NEW YORK CITY

"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
Through His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical
reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE US PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO
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12,500 Acres Hardwood Timberland in

Arkansas

RAILROAD THROUGH THE CENTER
CLOSE TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Will cut 6,000 feet per acre, 75% o»k, Leveed and drained;

easily and cheaply logged; river gives competing rail rate;

land is in solid body and, as a timber proposition, is among
the best left in Arkansas. The land is good as can be

found and the drainage is causing rapid rise in farm land

values. I own this and will sell right.

JOHN C. SPRY
134 S. La Salle Street, Chicago, 111.

DEALERS IN

uJ q:
5 <

«fl 00 *

X <
a. z
<

<y

Konzen, Stumpf & Schafer Lumber Co.

Blue Island Avenue and Robey St.

HARDWOOD LUMBER, WAGON
AND AUTOMOBILE STOCK

Kiln-dried Lumber a Specialty

VeneerManufacturers Co.
S. E. Cor. May and Fulton St. CHICAGO

VENEERS
FIGURED AND PLAIN WOODS

Circassian, Mahogany, Quartered Oak, Curly

Birch, Walnut, Bird's-eye Maple, Rosewood,
Gum, Rotary Cut, Yellow Poplar, Red Oak,

White Oak, Pine, Birch, Maple, Walnut, Gum

R. DACONllENEERnOR. QACON 11

s. Dest f
CO.ALUE

211-225 North Ann Street

Importers of Logs
Manufacturers of V^eneer

CIRCASSIAN
MAHOGANY
:: WALNUT::

PANELSw^-->:
in stock

and can give immediate ship-
ment, 3 and 5 ply panels in

Birch, Oak, Mahogany

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is th«
best evidence that its manufactm-er has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced d^
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matclied ends and holes tor blind nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tell* all about Bardwood Floorinc
and how to cart for it—alto pricet—and U Ire*.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

^T HARDWOOD RECORD is a ditfer-

^H
I

ent kind, and altogether better

^^J.^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.
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KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cheatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUHRTEREO XHITE OIIK, PUIN DUK. POPUR. WILIIIIT I TEIINESSEE REfl CEDilR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

H. S. lUZNEB,
Pres.

J. M. I^OOAN,
Gen' I Manager

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Pres.

C. B. 8WANN,
Sec'y and Treas.

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

Veneers
"The Very Best"

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

IF I YOU HAVEN'T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK

Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally

Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tallies—a score

of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-
dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD
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NASHVILLE
CELEl^FBi=VTED FOR HIOUBST

A/LAIMXJFV=V.CTURE
TTTPE -riMBER GHOWTM, F"A.ULnnLuESS

-ajVD GOOD CF2.;^DE:S.

If you want to get in touch

with 2000 Live Wire
Buyers of Hardwoods

it will pay you to find out about

the Hardwood Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet

—

" Selling
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1 Car 5/8 Sap Poplar.

2 Cars 5/8 No. 1 Common Poplar.

2 Cars 6/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

5 Cars 5/4 Sound Wormy and No. 2 Common
Chestnut.

3 Cars 4/4 Log Run Basswood.

5 Cars 6/4 Log Run Basswood.

2 Cars 8/4 Log Run Basswood.

Tug River Lumber Company

Rockcastle Lumber Company

C. L. Ritter Lumber Company
Huntington, W. Va.

Manufacturers of Band Sawn Hardwoods. Always have on

our Yards a nice assortment of POPLAR, PLAIN AND
QUARTERED OAK, CHESTNUT, BASSWOOD, BUCKEYE,
MAPLE AND BEECH.

We solicit your inquiries.

w^ You Knew
What our BULLETIN SERVICE rvas doing

for })our competitor in the lumber business, youd

not onl^ want the service yourself, but YOU'D
HAVE IT.

Let Us Tell You About It.

Hardwood Record :: Chicago

YOU GET WHAT YOU BUY

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA

EVERYTHING IN HARDWOODS -STRICTLYSTRAIGHTGRADES

Pcytona Cumber Company
3nr.

WHOLESALE MAUrFACTURERS

HARDWOOD LUMBER
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Yellow Poplar, Basswood, Chestnut, Oak,Ash

BAND MILL AND YARDS,
1st Ave. and 20th to 24th Ste.

10 cars 4/4 Select & No. 1 Com. Poplar (50% Selects,

60% 14' & 16' long).

4 cars 4/4 13" to 17" Poplar Box Boards (75% 14' &
16').

2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 18" to 23" (607o 14'

& 16').

\ car 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 24" & up (60% 14' & 16').

All high-grade band sawn stock. Good widths.

HUTCHINSON LUMBER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

OAK BILLS, CAR STOCK AND SWITCH TIES
All Kinds of Furniture Dimension Stock

Dry Stock

for Quick

Shipment

MILLS: NAUGATUCK, W. VA., AND LOGAN, W. VA.

10
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

al inbothQradeand

^ Measuremeivl '

Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD
ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

STOCK LIST— Dry Lumber on Hand August 1,1912

TELEGRAPH

CODES

UNIVERSAL
HARDWOOD

WESTERN UNION

Cable Address, Lamb

5/8

60,000

3/4
40,000
12,000

4/4
50,000

140,000
60,000
70,000
50,000

20,000
4,000

30,000 20.000
10,000 30,000

120,000 180,000

73,000
100,000
125,000
170,000

70,000
60,000
30,000

L'36,666
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UfLJY NOT9 ^^^^^ ^^^' ^"^ ^®"^ y^"** i^Quici^s

^^n 1^\^ S and orders direct to the producer

We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood
A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK

- 185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA. MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished

banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-

cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our

reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors

solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
JAMES D. LACEY, WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

LARGEST TIMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building, Seattle

1104 Spalding Bldg., Portland
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iKENTUCKY
CENTEK OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

"SOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

dav received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.

Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

Low Prices
to Move Quick
3 cars 6/ 4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Common Plain Red Oak.

1 car 5/4 Firsts and Seconds Plain Red Oak.

2 cars 3/4 Firsts and Seconds Quartered

Red Oak.

1 car 8/4 Firsts and Seconds Quartered

White Oak.

2 cars 6/4 to 12/4 Common Ash.

The above is bone dry, strictly high-grade,

the 6'4 Oak running from 75'c to 90-c

14 and 16 foot lengths, largely 16 foot.

Falls City Lumber Co.
Incor-porated

Keller Building, LOUISVILLE, KV.

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

Oak Flooring

Complete stock of Ys" and 13/16" in all

standard widths

Both Ends and the Middle

Hardwood B,ecord reaches most
everybody who produces mar-

kets and consumes Hardwoods.

Nothing But Hardwoods

ANY REASONABLE OFFER
WILL BUY THE FOLLOWING STOCK:

DRY—IN FINE CONDITION
4,700 feet 3/4" ls-2s Qrtd. White Oak.
15,000 feet 3/4" No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak.
40,000 feet 4/4" No. 2 Com. Qrtd. White Oak.
4,500 feet ZM" No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak.

45,000 feet 4/4" No. 2 Com. Plain Red & White Oak.

16,000 feet 4/4" Hickory, Log Run.
20,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, ls-28 Quartered.
8,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, No. 1 Com. Quartered.
13,000 feet 4/4" Poplar, Com. & Better, 12" & up x 10'.

50,000 feet 5/4" Poplar, ls.2s & No. 1 Com., 7" t* 9".

14,000 feet 4/4" No. 1 Com. Qrtd. Red Oak Strips, 2" & up 12,000 feet 4/4" Ash, ls-2s 6" and up.
12,000 feet 6/4" Hickory, Log Run. [wide. 12,000 feet 6/4" Log Run Ash.

We, of course, have a complete stock of Quartered and Plain Oak, Poplar and Hickory, etc., in all grades
and thicknesses, and will be glad to have your inquiries for anything you may need.

J. V. STIMSON & CO. OWENSBORO, KY.
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In Times of Stress

Business men get the best possible idea as to the value

of their connections.

Anyone can handle ordinary transactions at ordinary

times without serious difficulty.

It is when a hard job has to be taken care of, or a

special order filled, that the advantage of hooking up

with a live bunch is most evident.

Now and then you have some business of a particularly

individual nature, requiring particularly good stock

and particularly good service.

Just to demonstrate that we are capable of handling

your regular trade with neatness and dispatch, try

your special orders on members of

The Louisville Hardwood Club
W. p. Brown & Sons Lumber Co. The Louisville Veneer Mills
Edward L. Davis Lumber Company Louisville Po'int Lumber Company
Booker-Cecil Company Ohio River Sawmill Company
C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company Norman Lumber Company

1
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THE UNQUESTIONED LEADERSHIP
OF THE WORLD-FAMED

Wood-Working Machines
Has brought with it a large amount of comment, distinct

advantages over kindred tools, and an element of extreme
satisfaction to their users.

DEFIANCE machines are here to stay. They have served
our clients in the most reputable manner for over sixty

long years. With daily improvements to increase their effi-

ciency, we see no feasible reason for their inability to serve

many more years of unequaled prestige.

All that time has made possible has been, and always will

be, allotted to their perfection. We aim at all times to

serve you. Your failure to adopt a standardized equip-

ment means a loss of business to both you and us.

If you are not equipped with DEFIANCE machines, it will

pay you to investigate. Our catalog and prices are yours
for the asking.

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS
No. 1 Patent Auto Plow Handle Bender 414 Perry Street Defiance, Ohio
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CINCINNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE. SOUTH

Why Is Cincinnati?
The Leading Veneer Market •

SEE THE ADVERTISERS ON THIS PAGE AND YOU WILL KNOW
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C IN CI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE, SOOTH

KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

For Quick Shipment We Will Make Very Low Price on

5 Cars 5-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

5 Cars 6-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

5 Cars 4-4 No. 2 Common Poplar

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS. V. President

BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE, Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

The Wm. H. Perry
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

1821-23 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

We Can Make You an Attractive Price on
the Following:

153 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" & up—30%
13" & up—dry.

30 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 12", 1 yr.

dry.

45 M ft. 5/4 Is & 2s Northern Maple, 1 yr. dry.

100 M ft. 8/4 S. W. Chestnut, 1 yr. dry.

17 M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 20" to 21",
bone dry.

6M ft. 4/4 Panel Cottonwood, 22" to 26",

bone dry.
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THE EAST
LEADING MANUFACTURCRS AND JOBBERS

W. p. Graig Lumbar Co.

Wholesale Hardwood and Building

Lumber

Empire Building, PITTSBURG, PA.

OAK
BEECHER & BARR

CHESTNUT POPLAR
WHITE PINE, YELLOW PINE AND HEMLOCK

INTERIOR TRIM. HARDWOOD FLOORING.

442 LAND TITLE BLDG. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHAS. K. PARRY & CO.
Hzu-dwood Lumber

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHU, PENNSYLVANIA
8/4 No. 1 common Red Oak
L.oe Run BatiswoudWEWANT ^^^ ^^' ^ ^*>^"^on Red Oak

No. 2 common Red Oak

HARD

MAPLE

When the quality of being hard is re-

quired in Maple, Vermont or Adirondack
stock should be specified. Maple will

not grow harder for us than other
people, but it certainly does grow harder
in this section of the country than else-

where.

JVE CAN MAKE PEOMPT SHIPMENTS.

New York Office
25 West 42nd St.

GEO. WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
SWANTON, VT.

ASH
4/4, 5/4, 6/4,

8/4. 10/4. 12/4
and 14/4.

AMERICAN ,,/rX.a.
LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY jupeio^st ^and

Manufacturers and Wholesaler* ^:^^=z
PITTSBURGH, PA.

MAPLE
4/4, 6/4. 6/4,

8/4, 10/4. 12/4
and 16/4.

TBLLOW
FOPLAB

An eradea and
thicknesses.

HARDWOOD
White and Yellow Pine

We make a sp<=Tlaity of th|r>i<

White Ash. Hard Maple and White
Oak.
Railroad Car and Construction Oak

timbers, long lengths and special
sizes.

Write for jiriree before heavy call
for Spring retiulremenls.

OAK
White and Red,
Quartered and
plain sawed, all

grades and
thicknesses.

CHESTNUT
All grades and
thicknesses.

SPRUCE
All grades and
thicknesses.

JONES HARDWOOD COMPANY
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

HARDWOODS—Poplar and Gum
33 Broad Street, - - BOSTON, MASS.

^"""H^'.Hir""' L'" Gibson Tally Book
when it costs but a dollar, if you want the 7nost conve-
nient and accurate system for tallying lumber.

Hardwood Record :: :: :: Chicago

CHEKKT
50 M ft. 4/4

No. 3
Common

BED OAK
2 Cars
4/4x16"

and wider
Is and lis

WE HAVE IT

W. W. DEMPSEY
Manufacturer and

Wholesaler of

HARDWOODS

CYPRESS
350,000 feet
4/4 Shop &
Better

SPRCCE
4/4 and 8/4
Clear and
Select. 8/4
Box and Mill

Cull

BAND SAWED STOCK
A LINE BRINGS PRICE BY RETURN MAIL
General Offices

Johnstown, Fa.
New York Office

No. 18 Broadway

R.E.Wood Lumber Company
fl Manufacturers of Yellow Poplar. Oak, Chestnut, Hemlock
and White Pine.

^ We own our own stumpage and operate our own mills.

fl Correspondence solicited and inquiries promptly answered.

GENERAL OFFICES:
CONTINENTAL BUILDING. Baltimore, Maryland
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IET us talk to you about the plain
^ and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we make
to-day. Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.

2 cars 4 4 Fas.

Dry Poplar

for

Immediate

Shipment
FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY

4 4 Saps, Selects.

4 '4 No. 1 Common.
6 4 No. 2 Common.
8 '4 Fas.

8 4 Saps, Selects.

8 '4 No. 1 Common.
8 4 No. 2 Common.
10 4 No. 1 Common.

Sales Office
I(>.5: MonadDook Bide.. CHICAGO

.^lain Offife
I'.VDI (AH. KEXTICKY

Poplar! Poplar!! Poplar!!!
WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING BAND SAWN AND EQUAL-

IZED POPLAR LUMBER.
1 Car 1/2 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.

2 Cars 5/8 ls-2s Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.

1 Car 4/4 Clear Sap Strips, 5"x6" wide.

10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.

10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Poplar, 7" to 17" wide.

5 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 18" to 23" wide.

2 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 24" to 37" wide.

5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 10" to 12" wide.

5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 13" to 17" wide.

LET US QUOTE YOU.

Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

FIRE
INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

a. r. PBRBT, HBBSsar.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which begeui operations on January 1,

is equipped throughout with every modem improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.

We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,

moulding, finish, etc.

THE W. G. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
RONTON, OHIO

Watch This Space

OAK FLOORING

Kiln- yf-
Dried ^<

Polished

MARDWOOO LUMBER

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

of HARDWOOD RECORD subscribers atre

owners of steaLin plants. Elghty-nirve per

cent a.re, therefore, buyers of wood-work-
ing maLcl\li\ery. There is little percenta.8e

of w&ste circulation In HARDWOOD
RECORD for moLchinery a.dvertlser9.
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floMWoMRocoM
Publifhed in the Interest of the American Hardwood Forests, the Products tKereof. and Logging, Saw

Mill and Wood-working Machinery, on the 10th and 25th of each Month, by

THE HARDWOOD COMPANY
Henry H. Gibson, President

Burdis Anderson. Sec'y and Treas.

Entire Seventh Floor Ellsworth Building

537 So. Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

:y'-
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General Meu-ket Conditions

It cannot be said that the last fortnight has brought about any

material apparent change in the basis of demand and price. There

is, however, a noticeable improvement in the strengthening of tbi'

spirit of the business world. Trade conditions in all lines are being

constantly reported increasingly active with the resultant effect

that the country in general has at last obtained practically a

normal condition of mind.

The last ten days have brought out government reports and

authoritative reports from private sources which have shown won-

derful prospects for general business prosperity. In the lumber

business various associations have reported optimistically as to

present and future demand and prices. The main reason why there

has not been a more pronounced increase in actual business dur-

ing the past week or two is because the requirements for dry

stock cannot be met by lumber on hand. This is a condition which

is being faced in most of the important hardwood sections of the

country. With continued activity in the building trades and

resultant big demands on the manufacturers of interior finish, there

is also coming a decided improvement in the factory trade.

The requirements of white ash, chestnut, poplar, gum and quar-

tered oak have been so decidedly on the increase during the past

week or ten days that there is no other deduction feasible than

that the factory trade is awakening to the necessity of buying

now. It is common knowledge that their stocks have been prac-

tically nil for a long time and the buyers seemingly have been

affected by two conditions becoming acute in the immediate past.

The first reason for their actively re-entering the hardwood mar-

ket is that they have become convinced of the actual scarce

condition of desirable stock. A few weeks ago they took the

salesman's statement of continued increase in price with a grain of

salt, really believing that by holding out a short time they would

be able to realize more favorable figures, but with the continued

firm condition of general market prices and the continued assurance

that the supply will not be adequate to meet the demand for

several months, they have become thoroughly convinced of the

advisability of buying now.

Another contributing factor is the generally conceded probability

of a serious car shortage with the moving of abnormal crops from

the West. The agitation in this direction has been so insistent and

so general that the astute buyer and shipper has become thor-

oughly imbued with a desire to avoid any unnecessary complica-

tions in future shipments.

It may be that the steadily advancing level of prices on plain oak

has had some effect on the market for quartered oak. At any rate

wholesale distributors of this line of stock report substantial

improvement in its market. While there is apparent no startling

jump in prices there is a more generally desirable demand.

The foreign trade promises to be even brisker than it has been,

as the dock strike in London has been successfully settled and

embargoes on shipments from American ports to London have beei.

lifted. Return to normal shipping conditions will not be accom-

plished for a few weeks at least on account of extreme congestion

in Loudon.

Scottish markets have been somewhat flooded with American

goods on account of the London strike, which resulted in shunting

boats ou up to Scotch jjorts. Basically speaking, however, foreign

markets are in excellent shape and will offer a steady outlet for

large quantities of the better grades of American wood products.

There continues to be an apparent scarcity of timber at southern

mills. There is no immediate prospect that they will be able to

manufacture enough stock to equalize supply and demand for

southern hardwoods. Lumber is of course coming in constantly,

but dry stocks are really no more plentiful than they were early in

the summer. Wholesalers everywhere are exercising considerable

caution in placing orders unless they are absolutely assured of

delivery of shipments.

^ectionallj' there seems to be no particularly favored part of the

country in regard to general lumber trade conditions. In the East

there is reported an optimistic spirit while in the middle west and

southern points an almost universal tone of optimism prevails. The

occasional kickers probably have sold short and want to cover their

sales with profit by maintaining a low level of prices at the mills,

but these instances are rare and have no effect on the general condi-

tion of the trade.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the United States and its possessions,
and Canada, $2.00 the year; in foreign countries, $1.00 extra postage.
In conformity with the rules of the postoffice department, subscrip-

tions are payable in advance, and in default of written orders to the
contrary, are continued at our option.
Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address,

should be sent one week before the date they are to go into elTect.
Both old and new addresses must be given.
Both display and classified advertising rates furnished upon

ipplication.

Advertising copy must be received five days in advance of public**
tion dates-

Telephones:—Harrison 8086-8087-8088,

Advertising Representatives; Jacob Holtzman, 5254 Larchwood Ave-
nue, Philadelphia, Pa. ; E. W. Meeker, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chi-
cago, III.

Entered as second-class matter May 26, 1902, at the postoffice at <rhi-

cago, lU., under act of March 3, 1879,
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Rather Confusing

Simultaneously with the appearance of an article in this issue of

Hardwood Record, showing the inadequacy of concrete for post
construction, there comes to Hardwood Eecord ofBce a printed
circular from the Indiana State Board of Forestry which appar-
ently takes the opposite view of the case and the tone of which
raises quite a little doubt as to whether or not the real principles

of conservation are generally speaking understood at all.

The sentiment of the article in Hardwood Record can be easily

ascertained by reference to the story and by a mere glance at the
posts therein illustrated. It was written with the specific intention
of showing wherein exponents of the various wood substitutes
allow their enthusiasm to get the best of their better judgment and
thereby bring upon themselves a great deal of misbelief and
establish in the public mind a question of whether or not their

articles are as good as they claim.

It is somewhat disconcerting to a lumber trade paper to receive
from an association directly connected with the lumber business a
statement saying that if concrete posts can be installed in the place
of wood posts, they will effect a

great saving of our forests and
will be more economical to th^

consumer. The notice referreil to

is issued by the Indiana State

Forestry Board to its members
with the request that they sub-

mit a report of their experience

and knowledge of the use and

installation of concrete posts.

We have no doubt that the In-

diana Forestry State Board is in-

stigated by a purely unselfish, pub-

lic-spirited motive, but we must

take issue with it on one or t<vo

of the points raised in its circular.

The fundamental reason, accord-

ing to the statement, for the de-

sire to introduce concrete posts,

is that it will result in preserving

the forest growth, and therein i?

where our opinions differ. There

is evidently no consideration given

to the fact that posts commonly
used are made from trees which

are of such a period of develop-

ment that they can be obtained

by frequent thinnings of growing stands of timber, made in accord-

ance with the fundamental principles of forestry. In attempting to

apply conservative forestry to any wooded area a selection of species

and intelligent thinnings are required. This would mean that a large

number of trees suitable for fence posts could thus be utilized, whereas,

were the market filled with concrete posts these trees would go to

waste. The statement also maintains that the introduction of con-

crete posts would mean the abandonment of the planting of catalpa

and locust for post purposes. This is a question of course which has

no particular bearing on the question of conservative forestry.

It is rather staggering to see in an article emanating from a
source of this character the confident statement that concrete fence

jiosts will soon be in general use.

The big questions of conservation, it seems, are lost upon the

average forestry enthusiast. He evidently cannot conceive of the

fact that increased utilization will result in more satisfactory

prices for forest products, which in turn will immediately effect a

keener interest on the part of lumbermen in the perpetuation of

the timber supply. He overlooks the fact that the forests are

merely a crop provided by nature to be harvested and that only

through their being harvested can they be of any economic benefit

to the country. He seemingly has no conception of the fact that

the real interests of conservation could best be served by the

SAND
Large numbers of people have brilliant

qualities; they know a great deal, are well

educated, but they lack sand—staying power.

They can't stand by a proposition and see it

through thick and thin to the end. They lack

that bulldog grit which hangs on until they

triumph or die. They lack the clinging ability

that never lets go, no matter what comes.

They work well when things go smoothly;

they are fair weather sailors, but are terrified

in a storm, paralyzed in an emergency.

Staying power is the final test of ability.

—The Macey Monthly.

creation and maintenance of a broader field of utilization for forest

products. When this is realized the lumberman will be able to

market not only the cream of his crop but also that which is poor in

quality and which he now either wastes entirely or markets at a
loss, depending upon his conception of values. Generally active
interest on the part of the lumbermen can be effected only when
their market has reached this point of development.

To Investigate the Labor Problem

A commission has been created by a recent act of the Senate
in passing the Borah bill for the investigation of the relations

between capital and labor by the federal government. This com-
mission is the direct result of the outrages in Los Angeles in which
the McNamara brothers were concerned. It is created to investi-

gate general conditions of labor, existing relations between em-
ployers and employes; the effect of industrial conditions on public
welfare; conditions of sanitation and safety; methods tried in any
state or foreign country for maintaining mutually satisfactory

relations between employers and employes; methods of avoiding or

adjusting labor disputes; the outlying causes of dissatisfaction in

the industrial situation, and other

features which command the im-

mediate and serious attention of

every citizen interested in the

public welfare.

The commission consists of nine

persons to be appointed by the

President, three of which will be

representatives of capital, three

of labor, while there will be one

settlement worker, one member
of the Senate and one Representa-

tive. It will be given extensive

powers under which it can hold

public hearings, secure the pres-

ence of persons or papers, admin-
ister oaths, summon and compel

the attendance of witnesses and it

is further authorized to employ
suitable assistance in its efforts.

An adequate appropriation is

created for the expenses of trav-

eling and outside investigation.

The ultimate success or failure

of this effort rests entirely upon
the personnel of the committee.

If the persons appointed are high-
class, eflacient and conscientious, the good results should be prolific.
If not, the endeavor to solve these complex social questions wiU
probably meet with a flat failure.

New Orleans a Possible Furniture Center
The city of New Orleans is unusually well located for the direct

importation of mahogany from its various sources of supply. Ttis
city manufactures annually a vast amount of mahogany lumber,
and a considerable quantity of mahogany veneers. Hence it would
appear that furniture and interior finish factories employing
mahogany as the raw material could successfully operate in New
Orleans, but strange to say few are found there. While the
largest manufacturer of mahogany lumber in the world is located
at the gulf metropolis, this concern ships practically its entire
product to points located in various parts of the world. The
amount consumed locally is practically nil, as compared to ship-
ments to outside points. Therefore, residents in New Orleans
desiring high-grade furniture of mahogany must of necessity see

this lumber manufactured at their very door steps, shipped thou-
sands of miles to Chicago, Grand Rapids or other furniture man-
ufacturing points, and there made into the desired article and
reshipped to them. This means, of course, that the ultimate price
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of the finished article must be high enough to cover the cost of

transportation in both directions.

A casual consideration of the question would seem to indicate

that this basis of industrial effort is not economically sound. There

is a constant hue and cry of high prices and high cost of living,

and in the popular mind the tariff is the only contributing factor

to this condition. Here, however, seems to be a very pertinent

reason for excessive cost of one important commodity in a large

and growing territory. It is not contended that New Orleans alone

would offer a sufficient local market to take care of the entire

output of such factories, but it stands to reason that a New,

Orleans manufacturer could turn out furniture and ship to various

points in the South at much less cost than is required in shipping

the lumber to northern points and reshipping finished articles even

as far as the cities midway between the gulf and the lakes. It

may be that this policy of operation is based upon economic laws

which are too obscure and complex to be comprehended by the

layman, but it hardly seems reasonable to suppose this to be a

fact. It is of course easily understood that climatic conditions in

the South where people spend a great deal of their time out of

<ioors, result in more lax attention to the finer details of house

furnishing, but with the remarkable development of the southern

states a higher standard of living is everywhere apparent and

manufacturers of the finer grades of house furnishings and finish

should feel this condition favorably and it seems that the logical

way of meeting it would be to get right down into the country

with their plants.

Continued Complaints

Complaints continue to reach H.\edwood Eecord stating that a

certain element of the hardwood fraternity is still indulging in the

practice of shipping salted grades that bear little comparison to the

qualities of lumber sold. A large number of these complaints are

referred back to the chief associations, with the result that sellers

are usually mulcted for their irregular practices. Nowadays the

wise buyer is getting rather particular from whom he makes

purchases, and is demanding in grade about what he contracts for

on the order slip—still price buyers are in evidence, which helps

along the irregular transactions.

Advanced Tax System
The common methods of taxing timber lands are pretty generally

recognized as militating seriously against the perpetuation of the

timber supply. The usual method is to tax the full value of the

land and timber annually, thus making prohibitive any general

attempt to work timber holdings on a conservative basis. A great

deal of agitation has been maintained by various societies and in-

dividuals interested in securing a reasonable basis of taxation. A
notable case is seen in the state of Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania

Forestry Association is the sponsor for all work of a conservative

nature as applied to the forests in that state. It has taken an

active and broad interest in local problems of forestry, and in

many instances has suggested and carried through plans of a

practical and beneficial nature.

The question of adequate taxation has demanded the attention of

this body for some time, and as a result of serious thought a bill

was recently drafted at its annual meeting, which it is confidently

hoped will be passed by the Pennsylvania legislature at its next

session. The plan is to create what is known as an auxiliary forest

reserve. It will be optional with timber land owners whether or

not they care to come under this heading, but if they do they

secure the benefit of a substantial reduction in tax assessment. It

is provided in the act that a tax not exceeding one dollar per

acre be levied on timber holdings coming under this classification

as long as they remain subject to it. On the other hand, the timber

owners embracing this opportunity are compelled to reciprocate

by maintaining their timber lands on a basis in keeping with

suggestions made by the forestry association. Examinations are

made from time to time, and if any owner embracing the act is

found to be dilatory in his management, he is dropped and is forced

to pay his regular taxes, and in addition to pay the difference

between the special tax and the assessment which would have been

levied during the various years when he had the benefit of the

act. The bill also provides for a conservative cutting at such

time as the timber appears to be ready to cut. Examination is

made by expert foresters who outline a plan of exploitation with a
view of obtaining the best silviculture and economical results.

Arbitration in Business

The question of arbitration as applied to disputes arising between

business houses has commanded the attention of the business world

to a varying degree for sometime. Arbitration as a method of

settling disagreements has probably been brought to the immediate

attention of the public through the international policy. It has,

however, also come into pretty general use in large trade centers,

New York City particularly being conspicuous in its employment
of this method of settlement. The Chamber of Commerce of New
York, through its recently established arbitration committee, is a

moving spirit in this work in the Metropolis, and has already

achieved distinct and praiseworthy results. The policy has saved

disputants a large amount of time, money and effort, and has main-

tained for various houses the continued patronage of customers,

who, had litigation been resorted to in the settlement of disputes,

would probably have withdrawn their business.

The method of the New York committee of arbitration is to ask

for a fee, which is purposely restricted to that of a referee.

Private hearings are provided, and it has been demonstrated that

disputes, which would be protracted for months and even years

in the courts, may be settled within a few hours. The astonishing

amount of time thus saved, and money reserved for the benefits of

the concerns in dispute, are easily apparent. Voluntary arbitration

becomes legal and binding.

An incident is on record wherein two of the largest merchants

of New York selected an arbitrator and submitted their papers.

Before the action could come to an issue the disputants settled

their points of differences themselves. A disagreeable incident was
thus overcome quickly and at practically no expense.

It is estimated that the time and money sunk in litigation

exceed that lost through failures and bad debts. Legal processes

serve not only to tie up capital which might otherwise be liquid

and useful, but further clog the machinery of business generally

and militate against a harmonious co-operative spirit among busi-

ness men.

Socialism and Wages
An editorial writer in the Saturday Evening Post comments

with a delicate show of irony on the question of the relation be-

tween socialism and a wage scale. It seems that a prominent

socialistic publication recently observed that "two thousand dollars

a year and six working hours a day is what socialism offers in

return for your vote." In commenting upon this statement the

Post writer avers that the amount is really not too much, citing as

a necessity for this quadrupling of wage scale, that the price of

gasoline is constantly rising and that automobile tires are subject

to frequent and annoying punctures. It maintains, however, that

to attain this scale a vast reconstruction will be necessary. Ac-

cording to the editorial the yearly output of manufactories is

worth $20,-500,000,000. Of this raw materials consumed cost $12,-

000,000,000 and other expenses approximate $2,000,000,000. This

would leave then a total amount available for wages of $6,500,-

000,000. To divide this among all the individuals interested and

to insure the annual $2,000 wage demanded would mean that twice

this amount would have to be realized from sales to cover the

additional expense.

The editorial concludes in a more serious vein that the real

question is not concerned with collective bargaining or elimination

of capitalists and landlords, for, it contends, if the total share of

landlords and capitalists went to wage earners, the average pay

envelope would be only $16 a week. The real problem for con-

sideration should be the elimination of waste, increased eflSciency

and means to make industries create more wealth to be divided.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

A man once longed for peace complete.

He sought the ocean strand.

Where waves came singing soft and sweet
To the untrodden sand.

But soon they built a little town
Where bands began to play :

And then a tidal wave came down
And washed 'em all away.

He sought the wooded mountain height

To shun the crowds below.

A big hotel soon met his sight

With artificial show;

The Quest

And next an earthquake shook the place

Until the mountain fell;

The devastation left no trace

Of mountain or hotel.

Out there upon the level plain

Where far his gaze might roam
He turned his quest of peace again

And sought to make a home.
But savage huntsmen 'round him crept

Or raised a warrior shout;

And then a cyclone came and swept
The whole collection out.

Aud when the cyclone dropprd the man
He said : "Right here I'll stay.

Here will I strive as best I can
To use what comes my way.

From toil and strife I shall not fleo

Nor shirk the issue grim.

No more will I seek peace," quoth he.

And straightway peace sought him.—Washington Star.

It takes a hustler to distinguish the differ-

ence between an obstacle and a hindrance in

his path.

JOIN THE PROCESSION

Out of the hills: Still a few kickers along the road. They might as well get in line, for no one will take them seriously anyway.

Interested Tbem
"I have here," says the inventor to the capi-

talists, "two plans for radical changes in sleep-

ing cars."

"Yes'/" murmur the capitalists.

"This plan increases the space given to each
passenger and makes the berth much more
comfortable by "

"Can't consider it."

"Well, the second plan makes the car un-

comfortable, but it enables it to carry half as

many more passengers, and "

"Give us the complete details, with estimates

of cost."

—

Life.
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life's Weary Bouud

Nothing to do till tomorrow,
And then all over again

The roar of the spindle and shuttle.

The scrape and the scratch of the pen.

Nothing to do till tomorrow,
-Vnd then the same purpose, same plan.

In the day-after-dayness of living

That conquers the spirit of man.
Nothing to do till tomorrow.
And then all the old worry o'er.

Each day—but for grace of its dreaming

—

The same as the day before I

—

—Baltimore Sun.

Sarah's Squauderiiigs

In Concord, New Hampshire, they tell of an
old chap who made his wife keep a cash ac-

count. Each week he would go over it, growl-
ing and grumbling. On one such occasion he
delivered himself of the following :

"Look here, Sarah, mustard plaster, 30 cents :

three teeth extracted, $2 ! There's S2.50 in one
week spent for your own private pleasure. Do
,vou think I am made of money?"

—

Llppincott's.

There's neither jealousy nor selfishness back
of a friendship that is worth while.

All men who want the earth are not lumber
manufacturers.
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l^ll The ISSationdl Appalachian Park
By Henry H. Gibsox

A law was passed by the Congress of the United States and ap-

proved by the President on March 1, 1911, creating a National Forest

BeseTvatiou Commission, and authorizing the acquisition of lands on

the watersheds of navigable streams, for the purpose of conserving

tlieir navigability. The act under which this commission is enacted is

based on constitutional ground, the power of the federal government

to regulate commerce and protect the navigability of streams. Un-

^.leniably the members of the House and Senate, with notably few ex-

ceptions, did not realize what a great piece of legislation they were

putting on the statute books, and equally certain is the fact that this

law will go down into the history of nations as a monument to Ameri-

can legislative sagacity paralleled only by the Panama Canal, and

possibly not even by this monumental undertaking. Let not Congress

therefore be accused of knowing what it was about, for it didn't;

but the fulfillment of the enactment means the fruition of public

sentiment, originally inspired by Grover Cleveland, and latterly

strongly urged by Theodore Eoosevelt, Gifford Pinchot and other

notable conservationists, looking to the perpetuation of a considerable

portion of the magnificent forests of the eastern section of the United

States, the protection of the sources of many of the great rivers of

the country and the maintenance of the natural beauty of a vast and
salubrious mountain region, convenient of access to the majority of

centers of population.

Under the bill, the Secretary of Agriculture is directed to examine,

locate and recommend to the commission for purchase sufficient lands

as in his judgment may be necessary to the regulation of the flow

of navigable streams, and is authorized to purchase in the name of the

United States such lands as are approved by the National Forest

Reservation Commission, at the price fixed by this body. The com-

mission consists of the Secretaries of War, Interior and Agriculture,

Senators Gallinger of New Hampshire and Smith of Maryland, and

Representatives Hawley of Oregon and Lee of Georgia.

The general purpose of the law is to secure the maintenance of a

perpetual growth of forests on the watersheds of navigable streams

where such growth will materially aid in preventing floods, in im-

proving low waters, in preventing erosion of steep slopes and the

silting up of the river channels, thereby increasing the flow of water

for navigation. While the improvement of the flow of navigable

—25—
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streams is the fumlamental purpose outlined in the enactment, other

benefits incidental in character, but nevertheless important, are being

kept in view by those having the land selections in charge. Among

these are the protection of the soil of steep mountain slopes against

the damage of soil cover, and soil destruction itself caused by forest

fires, and from the disastrous erosion of the soil that follows such

destruction; the preservation of water powers, which like navigation

depend for their value upon the evenness of stream flow ; the preserva-

tion of the purity and regularity of the flow of mountain streams,

with a view to their use for the water supply of towns and cities;

the preservation of the timber supply to meet the needs of the indus-

tries of the country; and the preservation of the beauty and attrac-

tiveness of the uplands of a great and salubrious mountain region,

as recreation and pleasure grounds for the public.

Aside from its application to thn

watersheds of navigable streams, the law

is not restricted to particular regions,

save that lands may be purchased only

in the states whose legislatures have con-

sented to the acquisition of lands by the

United States. The states which have

passed such legislation are Maine, New
Hampshire, Maryland, Virginia, West

Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee,

South Carolina and Georgia.

The sources of navigable streams

which have their origin in the Pacific

coast region are to a large extent already

protected by national forests. Hence

the sections that are naturally being in-

cluded in the new national forests will

be the Appalachian region, and very

likely a section in New England, includ-

ing the White mountains, as for the most

part they are without protection. Be-

cause of their altitude, steepness of slope

and lack of protection, the Appalachians

are in a class by themselves in their need

for the action authorized by this law.

For the fulfillment of this enactment Con-

gress provided a total sum of eleven mil-

lion two hundred thousand dollars, to bo

expended in the greater part at the rate

of two million dollars annually until June

30, 1915.

Location and Desckiption op Southern
Appalachian Eegion

The Southern Appalachian region in-

cludes a small section of central southern

Virginia, the entire eastern line of coun-

ties of Tennessee, approximately two rows

of counties of western North Carolina,

and a considerable section of northern

Georgia and northwestern South Caro-

lina. Generally described it is a range

of mountain country running from north-

east to southwest, about three hundred

miles in length and fifty miles in width. This describes the par-

ticular area under consideration, and in which certain lands have

already been purchased for the new park.

Along the southeastern portion of this southern mountain belt is

the Blue Bidge proper, which, as it crosses into North Carolina, is m

fairly well defined mountain range, standing more than three thousand

feet above the sea, and rising in four peaks to more than five thousand

feet, and in one—The Grandfather—to practically six thousand feet.

Bordering this region on the northwest is a mountain range—The

TJnakas—somewhat higher, and in its southern portion more massive

but less continuous than the Blue Ridge. This region is cut across

by half a dozen rivers, which rise on the Blue Eidge on the east,

flow across this intervening mountain region, and cut through the

LEVI TRENTUAM, MOUNTAINEER FAUMEK, SEVIER
COUNTY, TENNESSEE

Unakas in wild, deep gorges. Between these river gorges the seg-

ments of the Unakas are known by such local names as Iron moun-

tains, Bald mountains, and Great Smoky mountains. In southern

Virginia the Unakas approach the Blue Ridge, and practically merge

with the latter into one irregular mountain range. Further south-

ward the two diverge. The Unaka range has eighteen peaks rising

about five thousand feet, and eight of these above six thousand feet.

Roan mountain, toward its northern end, has an altitude of six

thousand three hundred and thirteen feet, and Mt. Guyot and Cling-

man's Dome, further south in the Great Smokies, reach respective

altitudes of six thousand three hundred and thirty-six feet and six

thousand six hundred and nineteen feet.

Southwest of the Tennessee-North Carolina line, these bordering

mountain chains lose both in elevation and regularity. In northern

Georgia they break up into several minor

ridges, diminishing in size as they ex-

tend southwestward, to widening irregu-

lar valleys.

Standing on the summit of one of

the elevated mountains of this region,

one may see stretching out in all direc-

tions an endless succession of mountain

ridges and peaks. Hundreds of such

vistas, from as many peaks, open out be-

fore the traveler. In every direction

splendid hardwood forests cover and pro-

tect the mountain slopes. All these moun-

tains are more or less irregular both in

their courses and in their elevations.

Most of them have peaks rising from

their tops, and not a few have fairly uni-

form crests. A few are sharp, rugged

and rocky, but most of them have rounded

domes, whose tops are covered only with

grass and rhododendron. Many others,

equally as tall and massive as the Blacks

and the Great Smokies, are heavily forest

covered to their summits.

The haziness of the atmosphere in this

section has found expression in the names
Blue Eidge and Smoky mountains, which

atmospheric condition limits the distance

of distinct vision, but it combines with

the forest cover to soften the details, and

to render the southern Appalachian land-

scape attractive beyond comparison. This

succession of ridges and peaks, seen

through it from an eminence, rising one

above and beyond another for fifty or one

hundred miles, impresses upon the ob-

server in a manner never to be forgotten

the vastness of this region of mountains.

It has forty-six peaks a mile or more
apart, and forty-one miles of dividing

ridges which rise above six thousand feet

;

two hundred and eighty-eight additional

peaks and three hundred miles of divide

rise more than five thousand feet above the sea. They are not only

the greatest masses of mountains east of the Rockies, but are the

highest altitudes covered with hardwood forests in America. This

region in its position, mountain features, forests and climate stands

grandly out as the greatest physiographic feature in the eastern half

of the continent.

Origin op the Movement
In the foregoing is briefed the topographical analysis of the Secre-

tary of Agriculture covering this Appalachian region, based on the

reports of the Geographic Survey and Forest Service, which was trans-

mitted by ex-President Roosevelt in a letter to the Senate and House
of Representatives in December, 1901, when he urged upon Congress

the establishment of a national park in this region. In this letter
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of transmittal Mr. Roosevelt stated that the document involved

the final results of the investigation authorized by a previous Con-

gress, and its conclusions pointed unmistakably to the necessity for

the creation of a national forest service in certain parts of the south-

eastern states. He urged that the report set forth an economic need

of prime importance to the welfare of the South and to the nation as

a whole, and pointed to the necessity of protecting through wise use.

a mountain region the influence of which flowed far beyond its borders,

with the waters of the rivers to which it gave rise. Specifically this

letter recited

:

Among the elevations of the eastern half of the United States the

Southern Appalachians are of paramount interest for geographic, hydro-

graphic and forest reasons, and as a consequence, for economic reasons

as well. These great mountains are old in the history of the continent

which has grown up around ihem. The hardwood forests were born on

their slopes and have spread thence

over ths eastern half of the conti-

nent. More than once in the remote
geologic past they have disappeared

before the sea on the east, south

and west and before the ice on the

north ; but here in this Southern
Appalachian region they have lived

on to the present day.

Under varying conditions of soil,

elevation and climate many of the

Appalachian tree species have devel-

oped. Hence it is that in this region

occur a marvelous variety and rich-

ness of plant growth • * * and

it is the concentration here of sci

many valuable species with such fa-

vorable conditions of growth which
has led forest experts and lumbermen
alike to assert that of all the conti-

nent this region is best suited to the

purpose and plans of a national for-

est reserve in the hardwood region.

The conclusions of the Secretary

of Agriculture are summarized as

follows in his report

:

1. The Southern Appalachian re-

gion embraces the highest peaks and

largest mountain masses east of tli'-

Rockies. It is the greatest physio-

graphic feature of the eastern half

of the continent, and no such lofty

mountains are covered with hard-

wood forests in all North America.

2. Upon these mountains descends

the heaviest rainfall of the United

States, except that of the North Pa-

cific coast. It is often of extreme

violence, as much as eight inches

having fallen in eleven hours, thirty-

one inches in one month and one

hundred and five inches in a year.

3. The soil, once denuded of its

forests and swept by torrential rains,

rapidly loses first its humus, then

its rich upper strata and finally

is washed in enormous volume into

the streams to bury such of the fer-

tile lowlands as are not eroded by
the fioods, to obstruct the rivers,

and to fill up the harbors on the coast. More good soil is now washed
down from these cleared mountain side fields during a single heavy rain

than during the centuries under forest cover.

4. The rivers which originate in the Southern Appalachians flow into

or along the edges of every state from Ohio to the Gulf, and from the

Atlantic to the Mississippi. Along their courses are agricultural, water-

power and navigation interests whose preservation is absolutely essential

to the well-being of the nation.

5. The regulation of the flow of these rivers can be accomplished only

by the conservation of the forests.

6. These are the heaviest and most beautiful hardwood forests of

the continent. In them species from east and west, from north and south

mingle In a growth of unparalleled richness and variety. They contain

many species of the first commercial value, and furnish important supplies

which cannot be obtained from any other region.

7. For economic reasons the preservation of these forests is impera-

tive. Their existence in good condition is essential to the prosperity

of the lowlands through which their waters run. Maintained in produc-

tive condition they will supply indispensable materials which must fail

without them. Their management under practical and conservative fores-

A BEAUTY SPOT AMONG THE BIG TIMBER, EAGLE CREEK, SWAIN
COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA

try will sustain and increase the resources of this region and of the nation
at large

; will serve as an invaluable object lesson in the advantages and
practicability of forest preservation by use and will soon be self-support-
ing from the sale of timber.

8. The agricultural resources of the Southern Appalachian region
must be protected and preserved. To that end the preservation of the
forests is an indispensable condition which will lead no't to the reduction
but to the increase of the yield of agricultural products.

9. The floods in these mountain-born streams, if this forest destruc-
tion continues, will increase in frequency and violence and in the extent
of their damages, both within this region and across the bordering states.
* * • Their continuance means the early destruction of conditions
most valuable to the nation, and which neither skill nor wealth can
restore.

10. The preservation of the forests, of the streams and of the agricul-

tural interests here described can be successfully accomplished only by
the purchase and creation of a national forest reserve. The states of

the Southern Appalachian region own
little or no land, and their revenues
are inadequate to carry out this plan.

Federal action is obviously necessary,
is fully Justified by reason of public
necessity, and may be expected to

have most fortunate results.

It will be noted that this letter

of e.x-President Roosevelt dealt

very largely with forest preser-

vation and conservation, as well

as the effect of rainfall and tor-

rential stream flow in effecting

erosion and river obstruction.

Both the analysis and deductions

were accurate and timely, and
the present legislation doubtless

is largely due to the propaganda

he instituted.

Drainage

It should be noted that the

Southern Appalachian region is

drained by many rivers, most of

which rise in the Blue Ridge and
flow outward from the mountains

in all directions—New river

through the Kanawha into the

Ohio; the Holston, Watauga,
French Broad, Big Pigeon, Little

Tennessee and Hiwassee into the

Tennessee; the Coosa and Etowah
through the Alabama and Chat-

tahoochee into the Gulf; and the

Tallulah, Chatooga, Toxaway, Sa-

luda, First and Second Broad,

Catawba and Yadkin into the

Atlantic through the Savannah,

Santee and Peedee.

The descent of these streams

of necessity is very rapid. They

head at altitudes of from three

thousand to six thousand feet and leave the highlands at one

thousand to two thousand feet. Hence they fall two thousand to

four thousand feet within the mountain region. This mountain

descent is in a great part by cascades, but after the rivers leave

the mountains they are much less rapid. It is estimated that

more than a million horse power could be developed from these

streams in the mountain regions.

Settlement

It should further be recalled that this lower Appalachian region is

so thinly populated and so little known by the public as to be re-

garded as the "unknown land" of the United States. The total

population of this great area is less than three hundred and fifty

thousand, and is made up almost exclusively of a white population

whose forbears emigrated to this section more than a hundred years

ago, and whose descendants have lived here in successive generations
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witli \erv little intermaniage t'l'oir. other parts of tlie eountry. siiiee

that time. It is a peculiar and isolated people and as foreign to the

great mass of American population as the inhabitants of Europe

or Central America. These denizens of the narrow valleys are now-

adays small farmers, although at an early date they were hunters as

well. But more than a hundred years of incessant seeking after wild

animals and birds has nearly exhausted the game from the entire

region, and brook trout and other fish in the streams are on the road

to extinction.

These inhabitants liave |ier-iiliar morals ami strong religious beliefs.

They live in isolation, in poverty and in contentment. They are

hospitable to a marked degree ; their law is Mosaic :

'
' An eye for an

eye, a tooth for a tooth;" they recognize no enactment that pro-

hibits them from making "moonshine" whisky; neither can they

see any. justice in a law that forbids them from killing a human being

who has wronged them.

There are narrow valleys in the Virginias, eastern Tennessee, west-

ern North Carolina, northern South Carolina and Geoi"gia, encom-

passed by mountain ranges, in which nearly every man, woman and

child are related to each other. In the local vernacular thev are

WATERFALL, SEVIER COUNTY. TENNESSEE CASCADE, SEVIER COUNTY, TENTS'ESSEE
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A NIGHT'S SHELTER IN THE MOUNTAINS

"kinfolks", and anyone living even across the next ridge is a

"furiner". This foreigner, should he visit any particular section, is

welcome to the best the rough cabin affords, and he is invariably

invited to "light and rest his hat". At every mountaineer's shaeli

as meal time or night overtakes him, he is tendered the best, and

usually the little, there is in the larder, and the hospitable mountaineer

insists upon his occupying the only bed, while in a corner of the one-

room log cabin, he and his wife sleep on a pallet beside the

open fireplace, and the usual flock of children are bestowed in other

corners of the same room. For their service it is impossible to pay.

SPENCE CABIN, FAMOUS LANDMARK TENNESSEE-NORTH
CAROLINA STATE LINE

The visitor is "the stranger within their gates" and an honored

guest.

One can visit for days with scores of these mountaineers and never

hear a word of profanity and rarely any vulgar conversation. Few
of them smoke, but occasionally one is addicted to chewing tobacco,

and in some sections snuff chewing is a prevalent habit, notably

among the women.

The general area of this Southern Appalachian region involves

approximately five million acres, about one-fourth of which has been

cleared, and is now in various stages of cultivation or abandonment.

CASCADE, WEST BRANCH, EAST FORK, LITTLE RIVER, SETIER
COUNTY, TENNESSEE

LAUREL ENCOMPASSED CREEK BOTTOM, EAST TENNESSEE
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While naturally the soil is very rich, when these mountain sides are

cleared of their covering of timber and shrubs and put under culti-

vation, they wash very rapidly, and while the farmer will have a

splendid crop of corn for two or three years, the torrential rains

soon play havoc with the land and it goes into abandonment, weeds
and brush. Thus for more than a century patches of land have been

successively cleared, cultivated and abandoned, and new limited a^eas

have been subjected to the same process of destruction. These ob-

servations pertain only to the narrow valleys and the hillsides imme
diately surrounding the lower levels of the mountains. Attacks of

this sort on the higher elevations are only isolated.

Natural Resources

The distinctive factors which give essential value to this moun-
tain region are the temperature and the temperate and healthful

climate; grand, picturesque and varied scenery; ample supply of

pure, cool water; abundant water power; soils that are generally

of good physical and chemical composition; a vast extent of forest,

principally consisting of hardwoods (of which perhaps fifty per

cent has been denuded only of its large, mature and highly valuable

woods and on which the young growth has started and is in good
physical condition) and mineral deposits of iron, copper, mica, talc,

gold, corundum, precious stones, kaolin and otlier clays .'ind bniWine;

stone.

The general rock formation is not of volcanic origin but came in

remote ages from an upheaval incident to the shrinkage of the

earth's crust. The strata is very much involved. The rock consists

largely of bastard granite, intermixed with some sandstone, con-

glomerates, shale, slates and quartzites. The antiquity of this forma-

tion is so great that geologists are confused in determining its age.

However, it is definitely known that the Appalachian region is very

old in the earth's history. Within what the geologists regard as a

recent pei'iod of this history, a thick and extensive ice sheet covered

the northern portion of the United States and part of British

America, as it now covers Greenland. The ice gathered slowly,

moved forward, and retreated as glaciers do with changes of climate,

and after a long and varied existence melted away. This geological

history affected the larger portion of the United States but did not

reach the Appalachian region. This section was old in vegetation

when the entire northern portion of the present United States was a

barren waste. For untold centuries a flonderful variety of tree

growth has prevailed in this section, has aged, fallen into decay and

reproduced in kind.

The Forest Service and Geological Survey reports from which the

writer is indebted for some of the data involved in this article, make
register of one hundred and thirty-seven species of trees, many of

which yield lumber and bark, as having their habitat in the lower

TYPICAL WHITE ASH GROWTH. r:AST TENNESSEE
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Appalachians. As a matter of fact it is the richest region in flora

and fauna in the United States, if not in the -vrorld. The tree growth

which ranges here to perfection involves nearly all the varieties grow-

ing in the northern regions of the United States, all those growing in

the southern states, save cypress, and several valuable kinds which

are peculiar to this region in commercial size.

Climate

The climate of this elevated region has been described as being

similar to that of northern Virginia and of southern-central Pennsyl-

vania, with the notable difference that the temperature, especially

on southeastern slopes where it is somewhat regulated by oceanic

air current, is more uniform. In the central and northwestern por-

tions it is more variable. Destructive winds are rare, and much

less frequent than in the northern states.

The temperature from three to five thousand feet altitude usually

ranges in summer between fifty and seventy-five degrees Fahren-

heit, and in winter between ten and forty-five, varying considerably

between the northeastern and southwestern ends, and the northwestern

and southeastern sides of the mountains. The annual precipitation,

according to the United States Weather Bureau, runs from forty to

fifty inches on the northwestern slopes and sixty to seventy inches

on the southeastern slopes. It is probable that near the crests of the

mountains, where no records have been kept, the rainfall is even

TYPICAL CHEERY GROWTH, EAST TENNESSEE

TYPICAL WHITE I'INE GROWTH, NORTH CAROLINA

greater. In some seasons rainless periods occur in spring and fall,

and were it not for the heavy forest cover, complaints pi droughts

would be quite as frequent as they are in other sections. Uusually

the atmosphere is tempered throughout the summer with frequent

showers of short duration. It must be recalled that aU the regions

of the United States between the Ohio river and the Atlantic and

Gulf coasts are affected by the rainfall in these mountains.

Scenery

The scenery of this region is more striking because of its marked

contrast to the surrounding lowlands. From the escarpments of the

highlands may be obtained views of the broad expanse of timber-clad

mountain tops and valleys, and even of the plains beyond. Along the

winding mountain roads and trails are seen cozy coves and moun-

tain sides under indifferent cultivation, but from the summits of the

remoter "balds" may be viewed vast stretches of unbroken, billowy

forest lands. This is not an Alpine region, neither does it rival the

Eocky mountains, the Cascades or the Alps in grandeur, but it has a

peculiar and distinctive scenic attraction. The writer has visited

Yellowstone Park, the Grand Canyon of Arizona and the battlements

of the i?ockies, but for pure air, for sparkling springs, for the

music of running waters, and for picturesque beauty that appeals to

the senses, he gi^'es the palm to the lower Appalachians.

While a few health and pleasure seekers visit these mountains now.
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when the public becomes acquainted with their wonderful attractive-

ness and their economic value as a health and pleasure resort they will

become the camping ground of thousands.

Water Supply

Even from the crests of the ridges, the traveler can hardly go a

quarter of a mile in an undisturbed portion of the forest without

finding a spring of pure, cool water. This water filters through moss
and leaves a short distance, and then follows the clean stony bed of a

brook down the mountain. The springs are generally perpetual

but vary in volume of flow with the rainfal. It is one of the rare

mountain sections whore springs flourish to the very highest summits.

Agriculture

From a local viewpoint agriculture and gi-azing are more or less

successful industries, and substantially are the only ones of the

region. Upon agriculture has depended a century-long livelihood for

the sparse population. Its extension is only limited by the steepness

of the mountain slopes, and their consequent liability to erosion,

the moderate cost of clearing, the distance from market and the

paucity of good roads. The principal crops are corn and grass but

small grains, apples and other fruits of many varieties grow remark-

ably well. 8orglium and sweet potatoes are grown to a limited
extent, while along the southeastern slope of the Blue Ridge fields

of cotton are often seen.

In the lower levels a system of progressive exhaustion and abandon-
ment of the land has led to great and widespread erosion, by which
thousands of acres are now gullied and at the present time are

worthless. It will take scores of years, and perhaps a century, to

rehabilitate these lands. This fact is not true of the general mass
of land that has already been purchased for this park by the

government, and other territory that it has under consideration. In

spite of "fire scalds" on south slopes, and in other exposed sections

where the merchantable timber has been removed on the higher levels,

there is little or no evidence of erosion. Minor growth comes back

quickly, and is followed by a natural re-seeding of the tree growth.

Within a month after a severe forest fire, the entire mountain side

will bloom out in green. It is only where these abortive attempts

at cultivating the soil have prevailed that erosion has transpired

that seriously affects soil values. But, with the encroachment and
extension of agricultural pursuits upon the higher levels, with the

strenuous tree-cutting efforts and careless handling of these forest-

covered areas by lumbermen, and by reason of the great frequency

and intensity of forest fires, the time has now come when serious

erosion wiU take place in the higher levels of the Southern Ap-

palachians, and choas will surely follow in the lower land levels and
streams of a large portion of the United States, unless prompt pre-

vention of the contributing causes are instituted.

The Forest

The original forest of the lower levels of this region, as indicated

by preserved remnants and by the accounts of old settlers and early

explorers, must have been remarkable in the extent, density, size and

quality of its timber trees, as well as for the variety of these species.

Through inaccessibility a large proportion of the higher levels are still

in a virgin state, but they are not as valuable forests as those that

originally obtained at altitudes of from one to three thousand feet.

For example, poplar and oak, perhaps the most valuable woods grow-

ing in this section, "run out" at elevations of about four thousand

feet, and oak notably does not prevail to any considerable extent

above three thousand feet elevation. The chief forest wealth of the

lower Appalachians consists of yellow poplar, red oak (the true

Quercus rubra) and a dozen other varieties of valuable red and white

oak, cherry, a half dozen kinds of hickory, chestnut, white ash,

buckeye, cucumber, sycamore, red and black birch, hard and soft

maple, hemlock, basswood, white walnut and black walnut and the
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silver-bell tree. Among the more scattering but still valuable growths

are white pine, short-leaf rellow pine, the river and paper birches,

sassafras, dogTvood, persimmon, holly, black locust, beech, yellow-

flowered cucumber, red and black gums, sourwood and gopherwood.

The original lower level growth, as well as a large part of it at the

higher altitudes, is magnificent both in size and physics. This is

notably true of the splendid yellow poplar, the red oaks, the chestnut

and the hemlock. Both the white pine and yellow pine growths are of

rather ordinary character from a commercial viewpoint, and produce

very little save good common lumber. The spruce which abounds ou

many of the tops of the mountains is of high value, chiefly on account

of its availability for pulp and paper making purposes. The hemlock

and chestnut oak bark and chestnut wood are of high utility for

chemical purposes, and notably for the production of tannic acid for

tanning purposes, and are very extensively utilized.

It must be borne in mind that the rapid change of altitude in this

region materially alters the complexion of the forest. The oaks, pop-

lar, chestnut and gum forests in their richest growth prevail on the

lower levels, and the lands bearing them have been largely denuded.

Higher up on the slopes still remains a wonderful variety of high

type forest trees, which are constantly increasing in value with the

progressing extinction of American forests. The deep coves of the

higher altitudes stOl contain a comparatively large quantity of

yellow poplar, red birch, cherry, buckeye, basswood, chestnut, soft

maple, silver-bell tree, hemlock, spruce and balsam but the larger

quantity of the oaks, hickories, white pine and yellow pine does not

grow on the higher levels.

A source of income of these native farmers is their live stock which

in numbers is only about equal to the human population. This stock

is allowed to range in the forest, especially on the open flats. (Inci-

dentally a "flat" in the Southern Appalachians is any piece of land

that does not have a slope of more than fifteen degrees.) This live

UPPER WHITEWATER FALLS, OCONEE COUNTY, SOUTH
CAROLINA

MEIGS MOUNTAIN FROM ANDERSONROAD, SEVIER COUNTY.
TENNESSEE

stock is confined largely to cattle, although some sheep and hogs are

raised but the damage to the forest by even this limited number is

very marked, and is second only iu destructive importance to fire.

The stock eats off the young growth, tramples and hardens the soil,

mars bark and roots, and is a positive menace to tree reproduction

over large areas.

A remarkable feature of this forest is its regenerative power, which

is greater than in any other region in the eastern or northern states.

This power of reproduction will enable the judicious forester to secure

a valuable stand with little planting, as thinning alone will in

most cases be sufiicient to insure a new crop. If taken in hand

promptly and this method of sylviculture applied to the remaining

forest it wiU undoubtedly yield handsome returns.

Up to within a few years and even at the present time, choice

timber was girdled and killed to make fields on which to produce corn

costing a dollar a bushel, or to be grazed until worn out and gullied

by erosion.

Roads
As one conceives an industrious people in the greater portion of the

United States, the mountaineers of the lower Appalachians can not

be regarded as particularly diligent. They may be described in

the local vernacular as "triflin". Few work save when necessity

compels them. "Values are graduated to their wants. The moun-

taineer with fair supply of "meat" and a full "poke" of corn

meal in his shack, is not likely to seek employment in the lumber

camp, but with his stock of provisions exhausted he becomes a com-

petent and willing worker until his food is replenished. Then he quits

and goes fishing, hunts "whistling pigs", or sets bear traps. The

women do the most of the cultivating of the com and other field work

on the farm. To illustrate the shiftless habits of the natives, it
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may be noted that the writer knew of a North Carolina farmer

who laboriously felled timber and split rails to fence his corn patch

for three successive years, and during each of the following winters,

rather than go a quarter of a mile to secure dry fuel, burned his

rails for firewood. This incident is typical of the nature and habits

of the Appalachian mountaineer class.

This shiftlessness explains the wretched condition of roads in this

country. They are roads in name only, and were originally trails. If

a tree falls across one of them a new trail is made around it, rather

than resort to the little labor required to chop out the old one. Hence

distances are long in following a road or trail over the mountains.

The soil is well adapted to the making of good roads, and a well

built one lasts with very little repair for all time. Mountain roads

that were substantially built more than a half century ago are still

in a fair state of preservation, and little labor would maintain them

as good highways. The logging railroads built by many lumber-

men through this section will make the base for many equitably

graded, high-class turnpikes, while the lines of branch roads, log

slides and trail roads will make good branch roads. A few logging

railroads have been built in the mountains that are of such a sub-

stantial character and of so much necessity to the transportation

and development of the region, that they should be permanently main-

tained and electric power developed from the streams to operate them.

Details Coxgrkss Did Not Know

To revert to the statement made in the initial paragraph of this

article in which it was suggested that Congress should not be accused

of knowing what it was about in enacting a law that made possible

the Appalachian Park: Here in this region are five million acres of

comparatively low priced mountain land, of which approximately

seventy-five per cent can still be regarded as timbered area, and

fifty per cent essentially virgin. To fulfil the intentions and purposes

of the bill it is not necessary that the government purchase the total

acreage. In fact provision is made in the enactment that resident

land owners shall not be disturbed in their possessions. Further,

there is no provision that the government should purchase land un-

suitable for park or re-forestry purposes.

To practically control the water system of tliis region, to regulate

to a large extent the wasteful cutting of timber, to prevent or con-

trol the spread of forest fires, to make laws and enact them for the

restocking of the forests with game and the streams with fish, would

not necessarily require the government to purchase very much in

excess of two million acres—if the selections are made with good

judgment and discretion ; and amendments to the present bill followed

that would provide for a competent administration of the property;

for fire protection, game protection and against unlawful trespass.

Two million well selected acres covering the larger portion of the

higher altitudes, will include many deep coves, and streams far down

the mountains, and embrace many rich acres of soil adapted only for

timber growing purposes. These two million acres can probably be

purchased for a sum well within the original amount named in the
.

appropriation. How good a bargain the government can strike with

owners is unknown, but it is safe to say that an individual could go

into the market with cash and purchase two million acres of the best

of these lands, suitable for the purposes recognized in the bill, for ani

average price of five dollars per acre or a total sum of ten million

dollars. This price is made possible, when it is understood that the

government accords to vendors the privilege of removing, under

approved cutting regulations, the stand of saw timber now on the

lands that is twelve inches or more in size, according a considerable

time for this removal. Further it conserves to vendors the mineral

rights on the properties. The present salable value of a considerable

portion of these properties is from twenty to thirty dollars per

acre including the timber and minerals.

Present Land Owners' Unenviable Situation

Very largely, the present owners of the usually quite large blocks

of land involved in this proposed park area, are in no enviable po-

sition. The great mass of these lands was purchased for its timber.

Reference has been made in this record, covering the history, character

and habits of the local inhabitants, almost wholly squatter title-

holders. They look witli no friendly eye upon the individual who

"makes title" to the thousand of acres surrounding their little

shack and patch of corn land. For a century they have been accus-

tomed to i-egard the entire mountain country as their own. They

have herded their cattle there; they liave hunted, trapped and fished

to their hearts' content; they have stripped the bark off a poplar

tree worth a hundred dollars to make a shelter for the night; they

have chopped a slab out of a curly ash or figured walnut for a gun

stock. In their minds the mountain forests were noliody's property

QUILL ROSE, NOTED MOUNTAINEER, SWAIN COUNTY,
NORTH CAROLINA
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and belonged to them as much as to anyone. Hence they resent the

incursions of lumbermen, and the attempts to protect the remaining

stand of trees. They set fire to the mountain sides in early spring,

and destroy not only the young growth but injure the mature trees,

for the sake of securing a little early grass to feed their dozen or

or score of half starved cattle; or for revenge for some real or

fancied injury set tires wantonly. They pay no heed to laws for

closed seasons for hunting and fishing. This attitude is brought

about through ignorance rather than an inherent malignant disposi-

tion. Very few can read or write, and school houses are almost

unknown.

It is practically an impossibility for lumbermen to safely practice

re-forestry or forest conservation on this property. Under existing

state of affairs they are only warranted in entering upon their hold-

ings, taking out the most valuable timber quickly, and with as much
profit as possible, and then letting the region become fire-swept and

devastated. Eepeated eit'orts on the part of big broad-gauged and

public spirited business men have been made to lumber their proper-

ties by taking out only the mature trees and leaving the young

growth for future cutting, but their attempts thus far have been

marked by failure. In many instances these lumbermen have also

had iniquitous taxation to fight; local administrations, figuring that

these men were located in this country for only a brief period,

have made them pay smartly for their residence.

Hence, as evidenced by the present situation, there is no hope of

commercial success in re-forestry pursuits in the lower Appalachians

by the individual, but when the government of the United States

steps in and purchases two million acres of it, puts into practice strict

laws governing the setting of fires, strict laws preventing trespass,

makes closed seasons for the protection of game and fish, then there

will come a time when the protection of two million acres of the total

A MOUNTAINEER'S GRIST MILL, SWAIN COUNTY. NORTH CAROLINA

WATER POWER SAWMILL, BLOUNT COUNTY, TENNESSEE

of five million will insure the protection of the entire area. Of neces-

sity fire prevention laws will be enacted that shall apply to the

entire state in which these properties are situated, and the enforce-

ment of this regulation in the government 's park alone wUl secure

fire immunity in the entire region, and fire protection is about all

this section needs to prevent erosion and stream and land destruction.

Pactoks op Timber Growth

Apropos of this park project it is pertinent to analyze the factors

that contribute to tree growth. The essentials to this end are suitable

soil, rainfall and proper latitude or compensating altitude. These

factors, combined with the proximity to market, constitute the basis

for analyzing and determining timber-land values. The evidence pre-

sented in this article points beyond question to the fact that the soil

of the lower Appalachian region is remarkably fertile, and especially

adapted for the gi'owing of the widest variety of forest trees that

exist on the American continent. The data presented shows beyond

peradventure that this region has a heavier rainfull than any other

section of the United States save the Pacific Northwest. Its mean

altitude places it in the same temperate zone as the northern portion

of the United States. Its geographical location is within three hun-

dred mUes of the center of population of this country, and good

markets are close at hand. Considered as a pleasure and health

resort, it is within twenty-four hours rail journey from the principal

cities east of the Mississippi.

The experts of the Forest Service, who for years have made tree

measurements for the purpose of ascertaining the yearly accretion of

tree growth in the forests of the country, generally agree on the

proposition that it is safe to count on an annual accumulation of

wood fiber in growing forests of one hundred feet per acre per

annuui. If this be true of the average forest, and the estimate is

undeniably low, it is very safe to assume that if the mature trees

are carefully taken out of the existing timber area in the lower

Appalachians, an annual accretion of a minimum of two hundred

feet per acre can safely be calculated on.

The history of stumpage values during the last quai'ter of a

century in the United States, makes it equally safe to estimate a

probable increase in the annual value of timber of eight per cent.

Assuming then that the United States in its purchase of these lands

for the Appalachian Park secures only a thousand feet of timber

per acre, when as a matter of fact it will secure three times

that ciuantity, it is a sane proposition to figure that the park purchase

means, outside of the original idea embraced in the bill (the protection

of the streams covering a large area of the country), it will be an

immensely profitable undertaking. Figuring stumpage values at even

five dollars a thousand feet, two hundred feet annual accretion means

twenty per cent annual profit on the cost of the property. Further-

more it is reasonably certain that stumpage, owing to the dimunition

of timber supply, will keep up its record of increased value of eight

per cent annually. ' This makes a total gross profit on the investment
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of twenty-eight per cent per annum, but for the sake of quick figuring,

say it will be only twenty-five per cent per annum, under good

management the government should have an annual gross income

from its ten million dollar investment, of two million five hundred

thousand dollars. This is a sum sufficient to pay for administration,

protection and constant improvement of the property, and leave a

remarkably handsome margin of profit besides. Eecall the fact that

this is outside of the purposes for which the park is being created.

As a business venture it looks like one of the best enterprises

that was ever entered upon by this country. Congress has actually

and unwittingly blundered into a remarkably wise and profitable

piece of legislation.

Lumber Marketing Possihilkies

A recent issue of Hardwood Eecokd contained an interesting dis-

cussion of the place of the wholesaler, which endeavored to prove

that the millman should attend to his knitting and devote his ener-

gies to manufacturing, letting the wholesaler solve his sales prob-

lems, to which he in turn is giving his entire attention. The argu-

ment was logical and in many respects convincing.

As a matter of fact, the wholesaler has been able to maintain a

place in nearly every business chiefly for that reason, as well as the

fact that he is a convenience for the consumer. The middleman is

not being kept alive by the producer and the consumer merely

because they are anxious to increase the sales price or lessen the

profit to the manufacturer. It is only because he is performing

a service which is worth while to everybody concerned that he is

permitted to play a part in the business drama.

If the consumer could get exactly what he wanted as quickly and

as conveniently from the producer, the chances are that the jobber

would cease to be as important as he now is. However, the facts

that he establishes himself in the consuming markets so that users

are closely in touch with him and he with them, and his ability to

draw from many sources so as to be able to supply the needs of the

user more quickly than if the latter were compelled to deal with

each individual millman, and his knowledge of credits, which en-

ables him to sell with less likelihood of loss than if the producer,

attempting long distance analysis of credit ratings, were to handle

the business, are responsible for the wholesaler being in the busi-

ness, and suggest that he will continue for a long time to come.

Probably the biggest single reason for his existence and the

strongest support of his permanence is the financial weakness of

many small concerns which are operating mills. The wholesaler is

frequently big enough to finance such operations, and it would be

folly for the sawmill man to endeavor to go out into the markets

and sell to consumers. He cannot wait to sell; someone must come

to him and buy, so that he may have the necessary resources upon

which to draw in the operation of his plant. In the same category

falls the small mill which does not produce enough lumber of one

dimension or grade to be able to sell in sufficient quantities to

interest the purchaser. The wholesaler buys his entire output,

yarding it and sorting it so as to meet the needs of the market.

This does not mean, however, that the wholesaler is indispensable

to everyone, and that the function of manufacturing should be

divorced from that of selling in every instance. If the producer is

strong enough and big enough to take care of the demands of the

consuming trade, there is no reason why he should not do so. As a

matter of fact that is what is being done, and the mere fact that

the wholesaler is already in the field, prepared to solicit business

of the user and to enable the millman to move his stocks more

quickly, possibly, than he is already doing, is not necessarily a final

argument in deciding a matter of policy.

Such a manufacturer not infrequently must sell at the price paid

by the consumer, and eliminate the margin which goes to the whole-

saler, in order to conduct his business profitably. Having a large

organization, with overhead expenses much greater, proportionately,

than those of the small millman, his lumber must seU at the top

price if he is to pay dividends on his stock. And the wholesaler, on

the other hand, is looking for the cheapest lumber, quite naturally,

inasmuch as only by getting the cheapest can he meet the price of

the manufacturer who sells direct and who has the initial advantage

of having reduced the number of hands involved in the distribution

process. By cheapest one does not necessarOy mean the poorest

lumber, but lowest in price. The little mill, which is paid for its

lumber as soon as it is made, can and does sell at a lower price

than the big fellow, and this is the class from which the wholesaler

must draw, in most cases.

Most of the expenses of the wholesaler are duplicated by the

manufacturer who sells direct. Keeping a man on the road these

days is a pretty expensive proposition, and maintaining a salesman

in every large market, as some of the larger houses have found neces-

sary, amounts to selling through a wholesaler in each market, the

expenses and salary of the direct representative taking the place

of the wholesaler's profit. Those which prefer this method evidently

believe that the expenses of their own men are less than the amount

which would be absorbed by selling through the jobber or the broker.

As pointed out, the wholesaler necessarily looks hard at price,

while the consumer is directly concerned with quality, and can be

won as a permanent customer by the mill which gives him the

kind of lumber he needs. Thus the mill which sells direct

has the opportunity to build up trade of a stable and permanent

nature, which is more desirable than sales to wholesalers, which

almost inevitably must be made on the basis of price.

Getting back to the real question, though, there are many con-

cerns which are neither small enough to be classed with those who
require the services of the wholesaler as a clearing-house through

which to move their product, nor yet are large enough to organ-

ize an efficient sales department, which can study the markets

closely and dispose of the production in the most efficient and eco-

nomical manner. The wholesalers can buy more cheaply than they

are willing to sell, and the larger manufacturer can sell to better

advantage than they can, because he is moving a bigger volume
with a smaller average expense.

A manufacturer whose company is capitalized at $150,000, and
who believes that he falls in between the two classes referred to,

proposed not long ago that a central sales office be created by his

own company and three others in his city. He is producing plain

oak exclusively; another manufacturer specializes in quartered oak;

the third is a large manufacturer of poplar and the other has a mil)

which manufactures gum almost exclusively. Each had a man or

two on the road at intervals, and was trying to reach the con-

suming trade independently. All had found this course expensive,

because of the relatively small output, and difficult, because the

salesmen were trying to cover too large a territory and had in-

adequate knowledge of the consumers' wants.

"Let us get together," he suggested, "and put our sales in the

hands of one man, who shall be selling agent for us all. He will be
on salary, of course, and will sell my plain oak. Smith's quartered.

Brown's poplar, and Jones' gum. He can go into the office of the

consumer and offer him a big block of anything he wants. Unlike
our salesmen, he will not have to confine his efforts to one item,

nor frequently, on account of stocks being low, be unable to fill an
order for anything except his specialty, but he can take care of any
business which offers itself. We will be able to get better results^

because we shall have somebody handling sales who will be studying

selling and sales methods only; and we ought to be able to sell

more cheaply than at present, because we will have one set of
expenses instead of four."
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The idea struck the other manufacturers as being something that

was desirable, if it turned out to be practicable. They have not

yet agreed to go into the plan, and the matter of the division of

expense, the disposition of other kinds of lumber than those listed

as specialties, and other matters of the kind are still under dis-

cussion. The expenses, it has been agreed, must be shared in pro-

portion to sales; smaller lots can be sold by the central organiza-

tion at a charge similar to that of the brokers, and fixed before-

hand, and most of the other details can also be taken care of. The
big question just now is whether it is necessary to merge the
identity of the producers under the name of the sales organization,

or let the selling ofBce represent each individual producer in turn.

The former plan appears to be the more practicable.

G. D. C, Jr.
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Cost Accounting in the Sawmill

Determining the cost of production of a given grade of lumber is

a problem which most sawmill men have given up in disgust. As a

matter of fact, it is an impossible proposition although in practice

it must be treated, for purposes of bookkeeping if for no other

reason. Though the method used be arbitrary, there is need for

hitting upon one which will coincide with the facts as closely as

possible.

There can be little doubt that there are many errors in keeping

track of sawmill expenses and the cost of production of lumber.

In fact, a large concern which operates a sawmill and appears to be

fairly prosperous admits that its books show a loss of something like

$7,500 a year on its manufacturing operations, and that this is made

up for only in the sales department. The figures are gotten by

fixing a scale of prices, adopted several years ago, upon the output

of the mill and comparing the total valuation of the lumber,

appraised in this way, with the cost of production.

The fact that the concern can overcome this sizable sawmill loss

after the lumber reaches the yard suggests that the scale of values

used in appraising the product of the mill may be out of line. And
yet the company believes that the figures are close enough to the

market to warrant their use. If this is correct, the mill is losing

enough money to make investigation of its operations mandatory,

although it is conceded to be well managed and to be operated

efiiciently.

Getting back to first principles, it is obvious that the actual cost

of production of one grade of lumber is the same as that of another.

Thus the only absolutely correct basis upon which to figure cost is

with reference to the log-run production. When it has been deter-

mined what the cost of manufacturing the lumber, log-run, is, a

relation must be established between the values of the various grades

to enable the sums of those values to equal the log-run total.

In other words, as a theoretical proposition, the millman must

value his firsts and seconds. No. 1 common and No. 2 common lum-

ber in such a way that when his production of those grades is

figured at the end of a given period, their total will equal the cost

of operating the mill. They will be a correct analysis of the cost

of production, although, as stated, it can be only theoretical, and

its correctness must depend upon the accuracy of the operator in

fixing his arbitraries. These should be somewhere between the

actual cost of production, on the one hand, and the market value,

on the other, since to go outside of this range will immediately

introduce error. However, if the arbitraries used are consistent, and

the cost of production is greater than the value of the lumber thus

turned out, there is evidently something wrong in the mill.

Another question which must be considered in connection with

production costs is the value of the logs which are used. If the

log buyer is successful in getting the timber at a good price, the

profit shown by the transaction after the logs are delivered and

graded should be credited to the log department and not to the

milf^ and on the other hand a poor lot of logs should go into the

mill at their actual value, even though a higher price was paid for

them. Thus if a lot of logs is bought for a lump sum, they should

be valued before being manufactured as a means of preventing

either the skOl of the buyer or his failure to secure good material

from entering into the apparent results of the operation of the mill.

The production of given lots of logs should be determined, instead

of manufacturing without knowledge as to the origin of the logs

or attempting to check up the results of a given lot. There is a
wide variation between the results of different days' work, some
sawmill owners finding that it varies from as much as $150 loss to

a profit of that amount. It is likely that the large amount of the

variation depends entirely on the variation in the character of the

timber, since the varying efficiency of labor is not likely to make
as much difference as that.

Since there is so great a difference in the kinds of timber, it

seems to be desirable, if not necessary, to number logs and get a

close tab on the results of manufacturing them. Thus if the output
of a given lot turns out to be deficient, there will be a guide as

to purchases to be made in that section in the future, while the

same consideration applies to unusually good results. Certainly

good and bad should not be mingled indiscriminately, the mill-

owner thus depriving himself of the knowledge which may explain

a good day 's run or suggest the reason for a bad one.

A rather effective method of keeping a check on the sawmill is

to pay it for manufacturing the same rate which is paid custom
sawmills. It is assumed that the custom mills are making money,
since they would otherwise not work for the price charged, and the

mill of the owner is compelled to produce on that basis, and make a

profit, or an investigation is undertaken for the purpose of finding

out the reason why. This saves the necessity for much analysis,

since no reference is made to the value of the lumber produced.

The only requirement is that the gross income from the log-run

production shall be sufficient to show a profit on the investment,

depreciation and maintenance expense, plus the cost of operating

the mill. If that is done, the result is satisfactory. If not, the

inevitable leak in the mill is looked for.

It is conceivable that a mill might make a good showing in this

way when it would fail to show a profit where the value of the

lumber produced was figured against the cost of the timber and the

expenses of operating the mill. In fact, the method has so many
advantages that, as a solution of the problem of handling the cost

of production, it is to be recommended, especially for the concern

which does not desire to increase the amount of clerical work which

is necessary for the operation of anything like a real system for

determining this factor.

If one were able to figure averages based on say ten years' experi-

ence and the production of hundreds of hardwood mills, it might

be possible to determine the proportion upon which to base the

arbitrary values given various grades. That is to say, if the actual

results of manufacture were shown, a sufficient quantity being

figured to eliminate unusual cases, it could be told with fair accuracy

how much of each grade a given quantity of logs ought to produce.

Knowing the proportions of each, and the market value of each

grade, the percentage of the total value of the log-run production

to which each grade is entitled might be determined.

Establishing proportions of this kind would be difficult, however,

particularly as the character of timber manufactured is gradually

becoming poorer, so that the proportion of upper grade lumber is

becoming smaller and low-grade stock larger. But at the same time

it would be a valuable aid in determining intrinsic values, compared

with the present method, which consists of using market values as a

base instead of the values established by the cost of production.
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?T# The Steel Car
It is doubtful if any commercial venture of kindred character

has ever proven such a boomerang to all at interest as has the

steel passenger car. The venture has cost the Pullman and other

important companies millions of dollars without compensating

returns. Eailroad officials regard the steel passenger equipment

as a menace to satisfactory passenger earnings, owing to the

increased cost or haulage and the vast amount of damage claims,

incident to steel car wrecks, that they are having to pay. It

seems practically impossible for railroads to get sufficient motive

power ahead of a steel passenger train to meet the schedules that

were reasonably certain when they were hauling the older type of

equipment. Of course, it is well known that there is increasing

danger in mixed haulage of steel equipment and wooden steel-

underframe cars, which has manifested itself repeatedly in sundry

wrecks.

In an article in Harper's Magazine for August by that mas-

terful and interesting English essayist, Arnold Bennett, sundry

references are made to American steel car trains, from which we

excerped:

The cars impressed rather than charmed me. I preferred, and

still prefer, the European variety of Pullman. (Yes, I admit wo
owe it entirely to America!) And then there is a harsh, inhospit-

able qualitv about those all-steel cars. They do not yield. You
think you are touching wood, and your knuckles are abraded. The
imitation of wood is a triumph of mimicry, but by no means a

triumph of artistic propriety. Why should steel be made to look

like wood? * * * Fireproof, you say. But is anything fire-

proof in the United States, except perhaps Tammany Hall? Has
not the blazing of fireproof constructions again and again singed

off the eyebrows of dauntless firemen? My impression is that

"fireproof," in the American tongue, is one of those agreeable but

quite meaningless phrases which adorn the languages of all

nations. » » »

I sat down in my appointed place in the all-steel car, and, turning

over the pages of a weekly paper, saw photographs of actual col-

lisions, showing that in an altercation between trains the steel-and-

wood car could knock the all-steel car into a cocked hat! » * »

The decoration of the all-steel car does not atone for its probable

combustibility and its proved fragility. In particular, the smoking
ears of all the limiteds I intrusted myself to were defiantly and
wilfully ugly. Still, a fine, proud train, handsome in some ways!
And the fraiumen were like admirals, captains, and first officers

pacing bridges; clearlj' they owned the train, and had kindly lent

it to the Pennsylvania railroad. Their demeanor expressed a rare

sense of ownership and also of responsibility. While very polite,

the.v condescended. A strong contrast to the miserable European
"guard."—for all his silver buttons! I adventured into the

observation car, of which institution I had so often

heard Americans speak with pride, and speculated why,
here as in all other cars, the tops of the windows were so low that

it was impossible to see the upper part of the thing observed
(roofs, telegraph wires, tree foliage, hill summits, sky) without
bending the head and cricking the neck. I do not deny that I

was setting a high standard of perfection, but then I had heard
so much all my life about American limiteds!

The limited started with exactitude, and from the observation

car I watched the unrolling of the wondrous Hudson tunnel—one
of the major sights of New Y'ork, and a thing of curious beauty.
* * * The journey passed pleasantly, with no other episode than
that of dinner, which cost a dollar and was wortli just about a

dollar, despite the mutton. * * »

We returned from Washington by a night train; we might have
taken a day train, but it was pointed out to me that I ought to

get into "form" for certain projected long journeys into the West.
At midnight I was brusquely introduced to the American sleeping
car. I confess that I had not imagined anything so appalling as the
confined, stifling, malodorous promiscuity of the American sleeping
car, where men and women are herded together on shelves under
the drastic control of an official aided by negroes. I care not to

dwell on the subject. * » * i have seen European prisons, but
in none that I have seen would such a system be tolerated, even by
hardened warders and governors; and assuredly, if it were, public
opinion would rise in anger and destroy it. I have not been in

Siberian prisons, but I remember reading George Kennan 's de-
scription of their mild horrors, and I am surprised that he should
have put himself to the trouble of such a tedious journey when
he might have discovered far more exciting material on any good
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road around New Y'ork. However, nobody seemed to mind, such is

the force of custom—and I did not mind very much, because my
particular friend, intelligently foreseeing my absurd European prej-

udices, had engaged for us a state room.

This state room, or suite—for it comprised two apartments

—

was a beautiful and aristocratic domain. The bed chamber had
a fan that would work at three speeds like an automobile, and was
an enchanting toy. In short, I could find no fault with the accom-
modation. It was perfect, and would have remained perfect had
the train remained in the station. Unfortunately, the engine
driver had the unhappy idea of removing the train from the station.

He seemed to be an angry engine driver, and his gesture was that

of a man setting his teeth and hissing: "Now, then, come out of

that, you sluggards!" and giving a ferocious tug. There was a
fearful jerk, and in an instant I understood why sleeping berths in

America are always arranged lengthwise with the train. If they
were not, the passengers would spend most of the night in getting

up oif the floor and climbing into bed again. A few hundred yards
out of the station, the engine driver decided to stop, and there

was the same fearful jerk and concussion. Throughout the night
he stopped and he started at frequent intervals, and always with
the fearful jerk. Sometimes he would slow down gently and woo
me into a false tranquility, but only to finish with the same jerk

rendered more shocking by contrast.

The bed chamber was delightful, the lavatory amounted to a

boudoir, the reading lamp left nothing to desire, the ventilation
was a continuous vaudeville entertainment, the watch pocket was
adorable, the mattress was good. Even the roadbed was quite
respectable—not equal to the best I knew, probably, but it had the
great advantage of well-tied rails, so that as the train passed from
one rail length to the next you felt no jar, a bliss utterly unknown
in Europe. The secret of a satisfactory "sleeper," however, does
not lie in the state room, nor in the glittering lavatory, nor in

the lamp, nor in the fan, nor in the watch pocket, nor in the bed,
nor even in the roadbed. It lies in the mannerisms of that brave
fellow out there in front of you on the engine, in the wind and the
rain. But no one in all America seemed to appreciate this deep
truth. For myself, I was inclined to go out to the engine driver
and sa}' to him: "Brother, are you aware—you cannot be—that
the best European trains start with the imperceptible stealthiness
of a bad habit, so that it is impossible to distinguish motion from
immobility, and come to rest with the softness of doves settling on
the shoulders of a young girl?" * * if the fault is not the
engine driver's, then are the brakes to blame? Inconceivable!
* * * All American engine drivers are alike; and I never slept a
full hour in any American "sleeper," what with stops, starts,

hootings, tollings. whizxings round sharp corners, listening to the
passage of freight trains, and listening to haughty conductor-
admirals who quarreled at length with newly-arrived voyagers at
2 or 3 a. m. ! I do not criticize, I state. I also blame myself.
There are those who could sleep. But not everybody could sleep.
Well and heartily do I remember the moment when another friend
of mine, in the midst of an interminable scolding that was being
given by a nasal-voiced conductor to a passenger just before the
dawn, exposed his head and remarked: "Has it occurred to you
that this is a sleeping car?" In the swift silence the whirring of
my private fan could be heard,

I arrived in New York from Washington, as I arrived at all my
destinations after a night journey, in a state of enfeebled submis-
siveness, and I retired to bed in a hotel. And for several hours the
hotel itself would stop and start with a jerk and whiz round
corners.

For many years I had dreamed of traveling by the great, the
unique, the world-renowned New Y'ork-Chicago train; indeed, it

would not be a gross exaggeration to say that I came to America
in order to take that train; and at length time brought my dream
true. I boarded the thing in New York, this especial product of
the twentieth century, and yet another thrilling moment in my life
came and went! I boarded it with pride; everybody boarded it

with pride; and in every eye was the gleam: "This is the train
of trains, and I have my state room on it." Perhaps I was ever
so slightly disappointed with the dimensions and appointments of
the state room—I may have been expecting a whole car to myself—but the general self-conscious smartness of the train reassured
me. I wandered into the observation car, and saw my particular
friend proudly employ the train telephone to inform his office that
he had caught the train. I saw also the free supply of newspapers,
the library of books, the typewriting machine, and the stenog-
rapher by its side—all as promised. And I knew that at the other
end of the train was a dining car, a smoking car, and a barber shop.
I picked up the advertising literature scattered about bv a thought-
ful company, and learned therefrom that this train" was not a
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mere experiment: it -rras the finished fruit of many experiments,

and that while offering the conveniences of a hotel or a club, it

did with regularity what it undertook to do in the way of speed

and promptness. The pamphlet made good reading! * * *

I noted that it pleased the company to run two other very impor-

tant trains out of the terminus simultaneously with the unique

train. Bravado, possibly; but bravado which invited the respect of

all those who admire enterprise! I anticipated with pleasure the

noble spectacle of these three trains sailing forth together on three

parallel tracks; which pleasure was denied me. We for Chicago

started last; we started indeed, according to my poor European

watch, from fifteen to thirty seconds late! * * * No matter!

I would not stickle for seconds: particularly as at Chicago, by the

terms of a contract which no company in Europe would have had

the grace to sign, I was to receive, for any unthinkable lateness,

compensation at the rate of one cent for every thirty-six seconds!

Within a quarter of an hour it became evident that that train

had at least one great quality—^it moved. As, in the deepening

dusk, we swung along the banks of the glorious Hudson, veiled

now in the vaporous mysteries following a red sunset, I was obliged

to admit with increasing enthusiasm that that train did move.

Even the persecutors of Galileo would never have had the audacity

to deny that that train moved. And one felt, comfortably, that the

whole company, with all the company's resources, was watching

over its flying pet, giving it the supreme right of wa}' and urging

it forward by hearty good-will. One felt also that the moment had
come for testing the ameuities of the hotel and the club.

"Tea, please," I said, jauntily, confidently, as we entered the

spotless and appetizing restaurant car.

The extremely polite and kind captain of the car was obviously

taken aback. But he instinctively grasped that the reputation of

the train hung in the balance, and he regained his self-possession.

"Tea?" His questioning inflection delicately hinted: "Try not

to be too eccentric."
"Tea."
"Here?"
"Here."
"I can serve it here, of course," said the captain, persuasively.

"But if you don"t mind I should .prefer to serve it in your state

room.

"

We reluctantly consented. The tea was well made and well

served.

In an instant, as it seemed, we were crossing a dark river, on

which reposed several immense, niany-storied river steamers, bril-

liantly lit. I had often seen illustrations of these craft, but never
before the reality. A fine sight—and it made me think of Mark
Twain's incomparable masterpiece, "Life on the Mississippi,"

for which I would sacrifice the entire works of Thackeray and
George Eliot. We ran into a big town, full of electric signs, and
stopped. Albany! One minute late! I descended to watch the

romantic business of changing engines. I felt sure that changing
the horses of a fashionable mail coach would be as nothing to this.

The first engine had already disappeared. The new one rolled tre-

mendous and overpowering toward me; its wheels rose above my
head, and the driver glanced down at me as from a bedroom win-

dow. I was sensible of all the mystery and force of the somber
monster; I felt the mystery of the unknown railway station and
of the strange illuminated city beyond. And I had a corner in

my mind for the thought: "Somewhere near me Broadway actu-

ally ends." Then, while dark men under the ray of a lantern

fumbled with the gigantic couplings, I said to myself that if I

did not get back to my car I should probably be left behind.

I regained my state room, and waited, watch in hand, for the jerk

of restarting. I waited half an hour. Some mishap with the
couplings! We left Albany thirty-three minutes late. Habitues
of the train affected nonchalance. One of them offered to bet

me that "she would make it up." The admirals and captains

avoided our gaze.
We dined, a la carte; the first time I had ever dined a la carte

on any train. An excellent dinner, well and sympathetically
served. The mutton was impeccable. And in another instant, as

it seemed, we were running, "n'ith no visible flags, through an
important and showy street of a large town, and surface cars were
crossing one another behind us. I had never before seen an express
train let loose in the middle of an unprotected town, and I was nai'f

enough to be startled. But a huge electric sign—"Syracuse bids
you welcome"—trauquilized me. We briefly halted, and drew
awa.v from the allurement of those bright streets into the deep,

perilous shade of the open country.

I went to bed. The night difl:ered little from other nights spent
in American sleeping cars, and I therefore will not describe it in

detail. To do so might amount to a solecism. * * *

Eemembering in my extreme prostration that I was in a hotel

and club, and not in an experiment, I rang the bell, and a smiling
negro presented himself. It was only a quarter to seven in Toledo,
but I was sustained in my demeanor by the fact that it was
a quarter to ^ight in New York.

"Will you bring me some tea, please?"
He was sympathetic, but he said flatly I couldn 't have tea, nor

anything, and that nobody could have anything at all for an hour
and a half, as there would be no restaurant car till Elkhart, and
Elkhart was quite ninety miles off. He added that an engine had
Ijroken down at Cleveland.

I lay in collapse for over an hour, and then, summoning my man-
hood, arose. On the previous evening the hot-water tap of my
toilet had yielded only cold water. Not wishing to appear hyper-
critical, I had said nothing, but I had thought. I now casually
turned on the cold-water tap and was scalded by nearly-boiling
water. The hot-water tap still yielded cold water. Lest I should
be accused of inventing this caprice of plumbing in a hotel and
club, I give the name of the car. It was appropriately styled
"Watertown" (compartment E).

In the corridor an admiral, audaciously interrogated, admitted
that the train was at that moment two hours and ton minutes late.

As for Elkhart, it seemed to be still about ninety minutes away. I

went into the observation saloon to cheer myself up by observing,
and was struck b3' a chill, and by the chilly, pinched demeanor
of sundry other passengers, and by the apologetic faces of certain
captains. Already in my state room my senses had suspected a
chill; but I had refused to believe my senses. I knew and had
known all my life that American trains were too hot, and I had
put down the supposed chill to a psychological delusion. It was,
however, no delusion. As we swept through a snowy landscape the
apologetic captains announced sadly that the engine was not
sparing enough steam to heat the whole of the train. We put on
overcoats and stamped our feet.

The train was now full of ravening passengers. And as Elkhart
with infinite shyness'approached, the ravening passengers formed in
files in the corridors, and their dignity was jerked about by the
speed of the icy train, and they waited and waited, like mendicants
at the kitchen entrance of a big restaurant. And at long last, when
we had ceased to credit that any such place as Elkhart existed,
Elkhart arrived. Two restaurant cars were coupled on, and, as it

were, instantly put to the sack by an infuriated soldiery. The
food was excellent, and newspapers were distributed with much
generosity, but some passengers, including ladies, had to stand for
another twenty minutes famished at the door of the first car, be-
cause the breakfasting accommodation of this particular hotel and
club was not designed on the same scale as its bedroom accomoda-
tion. We reached Chicago one hundred and ten minutes late. And
to compensate me for the lateness, and for the refrigeration, and
for the starvation, and for being forced to eat my breakfast hur-
riedly under the appealing, reproachful gaze of famishing men and
women, an oSicial at the La Salle station was good enough to offer

me a couple of dollars. I accepted them. * » »

An unfortunate accident, you say. It would be more proper to
say a series of accidents. I think "the greatest train in the
world" is entitled to one accident, but not to several. And when,
in addition to being a train, it happens to be a hotel and club, and
not an experiment, I think that a system under which a serious
breakdown anywhere between Syracuse and Elkhart (about three-
quarters of the entire journey) is necessarily followed by starvation
—I think that such a system ought to be altered—bj'" Americans.
In Europe it would be allowed to continue indefinitely.
Beyond question my experience of American trains led me to the

general conclusion that the best of them were excellent. Never-
theless, I saw nothing in the organization of either comfort, luxury,
or safety to justify the strange belief of Americans that railroad
traveling in the United States is superior to railroad traveling in

Europe. Merely from habit, I prefer European trains on the
whole. It is perhaps also merely from habit that Americans
prefer American trains.

A Big Job
The Forest Service has undertaken a big contract in starting to

raise a grove of redwood in the Tahoe National Forest in California.

The planting site is about thirty-four miles northwest of the most
northern existing grove of redwood. It is on a moist flat not far

from Nevada City, about 27,000 feet above sea level. The first

seeding was done in the fall of 1910 with successful results, and

last fall an additional area was seeded.

The flourishing condition of the young seedlings gives reason to

anticipate a future growth of Bigtrees at this point. With the

protection of the forests from fire, there seems to be no reason

why the Bigtrees should disappear, even though scientists regard

them as survivors of a past age, botanically speaking. Even with

the success of the seed planting assured, the trees that have been

cut can never be reproduced as they were in some instances four

or five thousand .vears old.
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The Inadequacy of Concrete

In connection with this article are shown

speak for themselves. Without any detailed

five illustrations which

explanation they would

serve very well to

illustrate the im-

practicability o f

ideas which so often

is apparent on the

part of those per-

sons expounding the

high qualities of

wood substitutes.

Hardwood Record

has from time to

time pointed out

various instances in

which substitute

materials of various

kinds have proven

themselves in every

way inadequate. In

steel car construc-

'tion, i n fireproof

building construc-

tion, in the man-

ufacture of office

furniture, interior trim and in

numerous and varied other lines

of manufacture substitutes have

gained considerable headway.

While of course it is true that in

many instances substitutes for

wood of certain characters are

better adapted for specific pur-

poses, the perpetrators of sub-

stitutes have made grave errors

in endeavoring to cover too broad

a field.

The use of concrete construc-

tion of various kinds has com-

manded universal attention only

during the last few years. Con-

crete as a material for under-

ground work and ordinary rough

heavy construction, such as

foundations and retaining walls,
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ifreight cars. This, however, was but one contributing feature.

It will be seen that the fence is very close to the elevated tracks.

A remarkable vibration was noticed with the passing of every

elevated train, and it required only that a small crack be started

by a wagon backing into the post in order that further deteriora-

tion should result from this vibration.

While the very principle of using concrete in this position reflects

seriously on the judgment of the architect specifying it and shows

that the wisdom of its use is very often subject to doubt, there

are other contributing causes to the failure of the posts. In

picture No. 4 the reinforcing used can be fairly well seen. It

would appear that anyone with good judgment would have specified

four or five steel rods of probably half an inch in diameter for

posts of this size. Instead four narrow strips of steel, about a

sixteenth of an inch in thickness and not more than half an inch

in width, were placed in the posts. This reinforcing was evidently

rusty before its installation. It hardly seems that any architect

of experience in concrete work would permit of such a decidedly

flimsy method of reinforcing when it is a known fact that rein-

forcement in concrete work supplies a large percentage of its

strength.

Picture No. 2 shows very plainly the way in which the fracture

followed down along the reinforcing. The vertical crack is seen

directly behind one of the reinforcing bands. In picture 3 the way
in which the jiosts were fractured is plainly seen. At the bottom

there will be noticed a three-inch plank coming out beyond the

Tnain bulkhead and against which the posts were set. With the

long leverage above this plank it can be very clearly understood

that it would require but a slight jar against the post to fracture

such a rigid material as concrete. That is exactly what happened,

and practically every post in the fence at a distance of a couple

•of hundred yards is broken at the same point. Is there any doubt

as to how wooden posts would have performed under similar con-

ditions? It will also be seen from the various pictures that all

the posts are broken off at the top of the main bulkhead. Of

course with the fracture at the bottom the posts naturally leaned

•over against the boards, and a slight pressure at the top was all

that was necessary to make the second break.

An examination of the concrete itself revealed the fact that

its ingredients were very poorly mixed and apparently entirely

out of proportion. With concrete of this sort to deal with,

a small fracture is all that is necessary to start deterioration.

Picture No. 1 shows one of the posts slightly bent over against

a telegraph pole. It is evident from this picture that very little

bending was necessary to fracture the post originally, as there

was not more than three-quarters of an inch of space originally

between the iron rail at the top, and the telegraph pole. The

fracture in the concrete post is very evident—another proof of the

non-resilient qualities of concrete and its uselessness for such pur-

poses.

Picture No. 5 illustrates comprehensively the way in which the

entire fence leaned over against the bulkhead.

A more striking contradiction of the claims made by those in-

terested in the advancement of the cause of concrete could not be

found than this series of photographs. In talking with teamsters

who have been driving on the roadway next to the fence, they

laughed at the ease with which the posts were cracked, and ex-

pressed their contempt for the idea of placing concrete posts in such

an exposed position.

It needs no argument to show that wooden posts under these

conditions would have sufficient elasticity to retain their position

and to resist the shook received from wagons backing into them.

It would require a great deal more force than could be admin-

istered by a team backing up under ordinary conditions to crack

a locust, chestnut, catalpa or any other ordinary fence post of a

size corresponding to the size of the concrete post installed. These

were approximately 3"x5" and of a rather odd shape. The cost of

installing them, figuring in the steel work and the accessories

necessary to hang the fence, was considerably in excess of what

ordinary wooden posts would have cost under the same condi-

tions.

This article is not designed to prove that concrete is a worthless

building material. It has been claimed by its exponents that it is

adapted to any use in building. It has been touted as a universal

substitute for wood under any and all conditions and their declara-

tions have gained a wide attention. However, fortunately the

very grossness of their exaggerations is reacting against them and

in no instance has it been more favorable to wood than in this case.

"
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Hardwood in the Retail Yard
There is much more hardwood handled through the retail yard

DOW than there used to be, and there may be considerably more if

manufacturers of hardwood will study the trade and cater to it.

This applies not merely to the woods used for siding and outside,

trim, such as poplar and gum in the South and basswood in the

North, but to hardwood for interior trim and for planing mill

work. More of the latter has been used, partly because- the major-

ity of retail yard men have put in planing mill equipment, and

partly because the public is calling for hardwood. The point has

been reached in the retail lumber business where practically every

man in it finds it necessary to operate some planing mill machinery.

While visiting a newly equipped small planing mill and stock

shed recently, the writer noticed that about a fourth of the planing

mill stock shed was given over to storing hardwoods for mill use.

That particular retailer was decidedly progressive and knew the

full possibilities of his business for he had all the hardwood sorted

for widths and lengths. The stock consisted mostly of oak, the

mill being located in the South. A northern mill would probably

have been stocked up on birch. The advantage in this method of

storing is obvious—if a board of given size is required no piles

need be torn down and built up again, for it can be gotten at once

and without trouble. Further, the lumber is kiln-dried and ready

for use when it is put in.

When the retailer was asked about this feature, and if he were

able to buy that oak direct from the mill kiln-dried and ready for

use, he said he could not but that he had bought the stock and

shipped it to a neighbor in town who owned a dry-kiln, and had it

dried before putting it in stock. He explained further that he

didn 't know where to get stock kiln-dried at the mill, and that he

did not feel justified in maintaining a kiln himself, as his concern

doe.s only a limited amount of work. His plan is to buy all the

material he can use already worked to shape, and simply do the

odd and special work in the mill, which is small compared to his

retail yard and the amount of retail business done.

To properly take eare of this kind of trade, the millman making

oak in the South should not only be equipped to kiln-dry the

lumber, but he might go further and fare better by putting in a

machine or two so as to make oak casing and base to popular

patterns and get retailers to carry it in stock the same as they do

pine, and as they are beginning to do in birch. Then if the millman

wants to work some of his low-grade oak into flooring, it gives

him a chance to drive a trade in mixed cars to the retailer, prob-

ably consisting of some dry stock to be carried rough for his own

millwork, some dressed casing and base, and some flooring. There

is a good field here—a field that may not look big in individual

cases, but which collectively is very desirable. It is a market from

which the oak millman can get more trade if he will go after it

right. Trying right in this case ''sounds like" dry-kilns and a

planer at the hardwood mill, a thing that many in the trade have

probably been avoiding too long.
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The True Mora of British Guiana
There are several tropical American woods comnionly knowu as

mora, but the one to which attention will be called here is the ma-

jestic mora of British Guiana. Botanists call it Dimorphandra mora

(Benth) and place it within the same group of plants as our black

locust. The mora has been called most appropriately the king of the

forest, as it forms a gigantic timber tree often growing to the

height of from one hundred and thirty to one hundred and fifty feet

and attains a trunk diameter of from eight to ten feet. It sometimes

reaches a height of nearly two hundred feet, but when it is as large

as this the tree generally has a hollow trunk at the base. The trunks

are branchless frequently nearly to the top; logs three to four feet

square and nearly one hundred feet long are obtainable exclusive

of sap-wood. Chief among the trees which in height and circum-

ference vie with mora are the greenheart {Nectandra rodite—Schomb)

and the West Indian locust (Hymemea courbaril—Linn). The latter

is a tree which grows to an enormous size, frequently attaining a

height of from sixty to eighty feet to the first branches and with a

diameter of from eight to ten feet.

The mora is remarkable not only for its height, but also for its

tabular buttresses which are of an enormous size. In this respect

the tree resembles the common silk-cotton tree or ceiba (Eriodendron

anfraciuomm—D. C), of the West Indies. These buttresses or ex-

crescences are sometimes so completely decayed in very old and over-

matured trees as to represent wooden caverns upward of sixteen feet

high and sufficiently large in other dimensions to house fifteen per-

sons without exposing them to the influences of the weather. Although

the mora is interesting at all periods of the year, it presents the most

pleasing appearance during the time it is in fiower; the beautiful

dark green leaves contrast very strikingly with the snowy Avhite blos-

soms. It would be impossible to pass the tree in the forest without

admiration, even if it had no other qualification to recommend itself.

The trunk is usually very rugged and clothed with epiphytes, charac-

ters quite common in the tropical forests. The bark is about a quar-

ter of an inch thick, very even and uniform throughout, of a dull-

brown color, with occasional patches of white epidermis.

The mora is found growing gregariously in rather swampy ground

in British Guiana and in the islands of Trinidad. It is one of the

few trees of the tropical forests which grow together in large masses

almost to the exclusion of every other kind. The mora is said to at-

tain its best development and to grow more abundantly along the

Barima river than in any other part of British Guiana. It is also

abundant in several other localities, particularly along the Moraballi

creek, Essequebo river, the Issoorooroo creek and upper Pomeroon

river. There are three varieties of mora, known as the red mora,

white mora and the morabucquia. The first two grow in swamps

and near the rivers and creeks. Both are very durable woods and

are probably of the same species. Morabucquia on the contrary

grows in high situations in clayey, rocky soil, and is not a durable

wood. It is not likely that true mora will be confounded with mora-

bucquia, which is a somewhat similar wood, but in the forest the

latter can easily be distinguished by its red and leathery bark.

Morabucquia is an entirely different species and has not been de-

scribed botanieally.

The wood is of a chestnut brown or red color, hard, heavy, tough,

strong, and generally straight in the grain, but occasionally has a

twist or waviness in the fiber, which imparts to the logs possessing

it a beautifully figured appearance, giving them much additional

value. It is a handsome wood, but is somewhat marred by long lines

of a whitish secretion contained in the rather large pores. As it

takes a good polish, it is sometimes utilized as a substitute for rose-

wood or for the darker grades of true mahogany in cabinet-making,

and is employed extensively for many purposes in the arts. It is ex-

ceedingly tough and close-grained, and is now being imported into

England and occasionally into this country in considerable quantities

for use in ship and boat building. The imports of this wood into Eng-
land from British Guiana are increasing considerably. One of the most
valuable properties is its nonliability to splinter, even rivaling oak
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in this respect, being, in fact, one of the toughest woods known. Its

outstanding merits are remarkable durability, a particularly high

breaking strain, exceptional strength, an average specific gravity of

about .915 (about fifty-seven pounds per cubic foot), and a prac-

tically unlimited power of resisting the action of water. Mora con-

tains an oily or glutinous substance in its pores, which is probably

conducive to its durability. It is considered by the most competent

judges to be superior, in some properties, to oak and African teak

{Oldfieldia africana—B. & H.) and to vie in every respect with

Indian teak {Tectonia grandis).

It splits fairly evenly, saws with considerable diflSculty, planes

very well and smoothly, but slowly. It is hard to turn, and will not

cut to a smooth surface. The chisel has to te held in a position so

that it scrapes instead of cuts in order to produce a smooth surface;

the wood will then turn to a quite smooth and shiny finish. It polishes

very well and without trouble, on account of the closeness of its grain.

It is so uncommonly close-grained that it scarcely gives room for a

nail when driven into it. A number of writers ascribe to this wood

unstinted praise and various reports commend it for its qualities, the

chief of which are resisting dry rot and not splintering when used iu

war vessels.

Mora has won for itself, by its exceptionally fine qualities, special

distinction in many building circles, notably in the sphere of naval

and marine construction. It is used largely for various engineering

and constructional purposes in harbor works, railway trestles, buUd-

ing, etc. It has proved a most suitable wood for the manufacture of

railway carriages, wagon work and heavy construction generally. This

good, sound, serviceable wood is used also for inside joiner's work

and for fine types of furniture and cabinet work, especially when

figured. Its chief use in England has been for beams, keelsons, en-

gine-bearers, and planking in shipbuilding. A full grown tree will

furnish logs of from thirty to forty, or even fifty feet in length, and

from twelve to twenty-four inches square taken from the main stem

:

while the other parts would cut into the most choice and valuable

pieces in request for naval architecture; such, for instance, as keels,

stcmposts, iloors, cribs, beams, knees, breasts, backs, etc.

Material Used in Barge Construction

Interesting oljscrvations btiscd on systematic iuvostigatious are sub-

mitted in the August issue of American Forestry by A. E. Hageboeck,

in charge of the creosoting operations at the United States engineer's

otEce at Rock Island, 111. This office has been investigating for some

little time the durability of various kinds of wood used in the con-

struction of government and other barges for river work. The state-

ment of Mr. Hageboeck asserts that the decaying starts when there is

an excess of moisture together with air and heat and that in ninety

per cent of cases, deterioration begins in the ends of the timber.

In other words, the decaying progresses at the same rate as wood ab-

sorbs moisture through the ends. Inasmuch as a good pressure treat-

ment of creosote successfully plugs the ends of timbers, the article

avers that the good effect of this kind of treatment should be very

apparent. A rigid investigation of the changing conditions of barges

constructed of creosoted timber demonstrates that the additional

cost of this process is infinitesimal as compared to the saving in the

cost of repairs and the resulting increase in length of life.

The article in question also treats of the inroads steel construction

has made in barge building, most notably in the construction of model-

shaped steamboat hulls. Creosoted timber in this type of construction

is not practicable because of the fact that a great deal of cutting is

necessary in framing, which results in exposed ends. While wliite

oak was formerly used almost exclusively in this foi'm of construc-

tion, steel is rapidly taking its jilace. Inasmuch as it has been found

practical to frame and then creosote timbers in transit for the con-

struction of scow-sliaped barges, it is likely that tlie use of such woods

as fir and pine will be continued for this purpose, as the cost is

very much less than steel.
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Worth of Lumber Traffic Expert
At a recent heai'ing of the Interstate Commerce Commission, held

for the purpose of securing data as to the regulations for the mill-

ing-in-transit of logs, a traffic official of a leading railroad testified

that lumbermen were extremely careless in the use of the. transit

privilege. He instanced the fact that frequently expense bills on

inbound shipments of logs, issued after the date of shipment of the

outbound tonnage, were presented and the refund on the log move-

ment claimed. Other cases were cited to prove the contention that

lumbermen knew too little about the regulations which control their

traffic.

At the same hearing it was apparent that the railroad men were

more than a match for the lumbermen, as far as testifying and

developing evidence were concerned. This was nothing unusual, for

the business men apparently expected to be put at a disadvantage

by the more expert representatives of the carriers. The only inter-

ests which made a reasonably good showing were those which were

represented by a traffic expert, who is devoting all of his time

to the study of traffic matters, and who proved that he was as

familiar as were the railroad men with the questions which were

under discussion.

The developments at this hearing were typical. Every time there

is occasion for the shipper to cross swords and exchange thrusts

with the railroads, the latter, by their thorough knowledge of every

point pertaining to the subject, make a better showing, as a rule,

than the shippers. The former are business men, who know the

lumber business thoroughly, but know little about the railroad busi-

ness. Yet the railroad men, on the other hand, appear to have

acquired not only thorough knowledge of their own business, but

also familiarity with the details of the lumber trade as well.

The situation suggests and proves that the position of traffic

manager is getting to be of greater and greater importance. Not
every concern has the volume of business necessary for the support

of a man doing nothing except looking after traffic. On the other

hand there are many who could afford to create such an office, but

instead rel.y on their shipping clerks to give them all the informa-

tion which they receive as to the handling of their goods by the

railroads.

The shipping clerk usually has had little or no experience. His

knowledge of fundamental conditions is slight, and his conception of

the relation of rates to each other is vague. He is young, as a rule,

and though he gradually acquires familiarity with certain details

pertaining to tfce handling of traffic, he is seldom able to advise his

house with relation to the broader questions such as the principles

governing milling-in-transit.

In the hearing which was referred to, the lumber intei'ests did

not make nearl.y so good a showing as they might have done, and it

is criticising nobody to say that a better impression would have

been made if the lumber interests had been represented by more

trained traffic men, instead of only by those actively engaged in

the manufacturing and selling of lumber, who of course were not

thoroughly informed as to the questions involved in the subject under

consideration. They had a general idea of what was going to

happen, but the impression was given that had they been more

familiar with all the details, their defense would have been more

of a unit and more impressive as an argument against the claims

of the railroads.

Traffic managers have made good in the lumber business for

houses which employ them. They are worth while not only in cases

where expert testimony has to be presented before a tribunal such

as the Interstate Commerce Commission, but can more than earn

their pay by seeing that every movement is properly routed and gets

the lowest possible rate. The subject of rates in itself is a highly

technical one, and onl.v the man who has been accustomed to

handling tariffs and who knows the methods necessary to get at

the facts, can always be sure that his firm is getting the benefit of

the best possible method of handling the shipment.

The traffic manager of a large company operating several saw-
mills saved $500 not a great while ago because he succeeded in

proving to the satisfaction of the claim department of the railroad

that some supplies for a logging road which the company had
installed were shipped under the wrong classification, and carried

a higher rate than they should have done. The haul was a long
one and the tonnage involved was considerable, so that securing
the correction turned out to have been a big piece of work. Affairs

of this sort are turning up all the time, but it takes expert knowl-
edge to get at the facts and secure the proper adjustment.

In most cases, such an error on the part of the carrier would not
have been noted by the shipper, who would have paid the freight

bill and forgotten all about it. In this case all that was necessary

was to bring the proper proof before the claim department of the

carrier, and though it took a certain amount of red tape to get

everything in proper shape, the expenditure of time and effort

appeared to have been well worth while, especially as the claim

was paid without even the necessity of litigation, although it was
of course necessary to secure the approval of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission upon the refund in order to prevent it from tak-

ing the form of the prohibited rebate.

A matter which indicates how necessary traffic managers are

becoming in many lines of business is the work of the Uniform
Gassification Committee, which has been laboring for several years

in an endeavor to fix upon the proper classification of all commodi-
ties, so that every section of the country will be using regulations

similar to those in other sections. The concern which has a traffic

manager who has studied the subject is able to profit by his knowl-

edge, since it may put before the committee in proper form and

with all necessary detail the facts regarding the need for a change

in the classification of the commodities in which it is interested.

A box manufacturer, for example, found that the minimum carload

weight prescribed for a certain type of package was too high, since

it was a physical impossibility to load the average car with enough

boxes to get the minimum. There was a rather nice question

involved, of course, whether to secure a change in the minimum,

which might be accompanied by an increase in the rate, in order to

make up for the reduced revenue, or to allow the matter to rest in

stattis qi(0. After consulting with the carriers and showing them

that their revenues would not be seriously affected, since most of

the movements were short enough not to involve a very great charge,

the facts were put before the committee, and there is every reason

to believe that the change in the minimum carload weight will be

made effective.

The veneer manufacturers have long suffered because of varia-

tions and inconsistencies in the classification of veneers, and they

have put some information before the committee looking to straight-

ening out this situation, which is an important one. Those in this

business, who have had to rely upon their own investigations, and

who have been compelled to spend a lot of time and effort getting

the facts together, have admitted that they could have used expert

assistance to advantage. The fact that the veneer men have been

puzzled by the situation is no reflection upon them, and the data

which they have developed has been correct and of great value;

but the point is that a veneer manufacturer cannot possibly be as

familiar with matters of traffic as he is with manufacturing condi-

tions, and that transferring that work to men trained and qualified

for it is a logical procedure.

The carriers themselves are training most of those who are

taking positions as traffic managers of industrial concerns. This is

quite as it should be, although it suggests that the railroads are

likely iu the days to come to be hoisted a good many times with

their own petards. In one lumber office, where the head of the

company believes in getting his men from the railroads, there are

four, all holding responsible positions, who have gi-aduated from

the traffic dej)artments of railroads. Their knowledge of rates has

—43—
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not prevented them from advancing to other posts, and in fact in the

sales department their ability to determine quickly whether the

outposts could be moved back and the territory in which the firm

was doing business expanded, has proven to be a live asset.

There is one point about having a traific manager which should

not be overlooked. He can get things from the railroad which the

average business man often is unable to secure. He knows the

law, the provisions of the tariffs and his legal limitations, and he

uses diplomacy wherever possible. The irritated shipper who finds

himself ensnared in a tangle of traffic regulations is likely to lose

his temper and curse the carriers for all he is worth, all of which

helps to make the railroads and their representatives perfectly

willing to "hand it to" the shipper whenever they get a chance.

The ability to get things by skill instead of by force comes with

expert and inside information, and that is what the traffic manager

possesses. G- D- C, Jr.
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Modern Office Methods
Just as conditions in other lines have affected methods of marketing

goods, so have they affected methods of the wholesale marketing of

lumber, and quite pronounced differences are evident in the methods

of newer concerns as compared with those of the older ones. Pro-

gressive concerns in all lines are meeting conditions—not waiting

for conditions to revert back to the old basis. In lumber wholesaling

there is, however, still an element which has not recognized the per-

manent character of the recent changes in business conditions and it

would seem that continued ignoring of that change will eventually

result in its getting behind in the procession and in its being super-

seded by the younger, more up-to-date concerns. The question of

service, for example, is one which is gaining more consideration con-

stantly, and today it is the most important selling point, outside of

price, in marketing.

The modern wholesale concern is recognizing that large and sumptu-

ous quarters and a big corps of office help are not required. The

number of clerks per office is constantly diminishing. Bookkeepers

are using adding machines, and a great deal of their work is done on

special long-carriage typewriters. This position calls for a book-

keeper and typist combined, and there are more applicants for this

position than there are for stenographers. Business is being done in

a smaller, more compact space, thus eliminating '
' lost-motion '

'
; more

careful investigation of claims and credit, and scientific, specific atten-

tion is given to inquiries.

A lumber sales manage!', to hold his position today in a progressive

concern, must know every detail of manufacturing lumber; have spe-

cific facts about the length, width, condition of stock, time of de-

livery, as well as know what is the best finish to use on a certain kind

of lumber; how the lumber should be kiln-dried to give the best results

and furthermore, he ought to know how different grades will cut up

for the customer's specific requirements.

The wholesaler of today does his business with the smallest help

possible, but this help is trained for economic handling and methods.

A small office, nicely furnished, suffices the wholesaler's needs and

means small expense. Small expense, in turn, means larger profits

in proportion and when necessary, business can be handled on a small

margin. The big office holders with large expense can never do this.

In dull times the smaller office can keep all of its force—the business

is not disorganized by having to let one or two clerks go to save

expense.

An average progressive wholesaling concern today would perhaps

consist of two partners and two trained typists. One of the latter

would take care of the books, get out the invoices and in general look

out for the mill end of the business and that division of the corre-

spondence. The other would work on sales letters and customers

'

correspondence in general, as well as have charge of the order book,

acknowledgments, etc. Sub-dividing the business in this way makes

specialists, and the office can be left without the principals for days

and yet run along as though they were there. Under this arrange-

ment, of course, it is necessary that the assistants be capable of

grasping all the details of the business and that special efforts be

made to make them conversant with those details.

Tho principals can thus devote their time to visiting the mills or

working at the sales end. This brings up another point pertinent

to any sales system—a customer would often rather do business with

one of the principals in person than through a representative, espe-

cially if he is personally acquainted with the principal. Where the

personal element enters into the transaction, the customer feels that

his orders will be looked after better than if placed through a sales-

man. While this attitude may usually not be justified, it is certainly

a real condition.

"

Producers of lumber without representatives recognize the value of

progressive middlemen and let them handle all the stock they want.

A salesman who had been selling for a western mill recently left its

employ, saying that the members of the firm were too old-fashioned in

their ways and not a bit progressive. In telling of their methods,

he said, "They take orders, acknowledge and fill them when they

please and generally want me to sell but one item. Last week I

chased through three states trying to sell No. 2 common poplar.

Naturally I had a big expense bill and they kicked about that.

Wouldn't fill any other orders until I had sold that item. When I

ask them to confirm quotations, they write back and say, 'Confirm

them yourself—we haven 't time. '
" A concern like that has no right

to have a representative unless it takes the trouble to learn modern

business methods. It would market its stock to a much better advan-

tage through a live wholesale concern that will keep it on the jump.

A salesman working with a house like that endangers his own reputa-

tion and will gradually lose all his trade.

A progressive wholesale house, that recently started in a big eastern

market, has worked the question of management up to a high state

of efficiency. There are two partners and two trained typists—one

for the sales end and the other for the mill end of the business. Each

principal and each stenographer is alloted a definite part of the

work of the office and has a regular time for each task. In the

morning the mail is sorted into five divisions as follows:

1—Mill letters answering on stock asked for and invoices.

2—Stock lists and mill letters lor further consideration.

3—Customers' letters that can be .inswered without reference to any-

thing else and also customers' inquiries.

4—Customers' letters for further consideration.

5—Settlements to mills, settlements from customers and corai)laints,

etc.

The time and work are so proportioned to each individual that

there will be no wasted time or effort. Each typist runs two dictation

books—called respectively book 1 and book 2—the first for important

mail to go out that day, and the second for the unimportant work to

be done in spare time. Thus the typists always have something to do.

In case the sales typist has completely finished her work, she always

has in hand a list of stock with prices. She then takes out the '
' classi-

fied buyers of each wood" and offers the stock by letter to that list.

The mill typist naturally has plenty to do with the bookkeeping,

collections, writing out inquiries to the mills, etc.

With changing conditions the schedule, of course, is varied. If

sales are falling off, one partner is out all the time and the mill

typist, after her work is finished, works under the direction of the

sales typist on letters and offerings to the trade as well as following

up former quotations and working in this way to bring up the sales

to normal or better again. .Just the reverse applies if orders are

good and shipments poor or stock scarce. Of course the schedule

may vary a little according to business conditions, but in general it

is followed out as outlined. The writer fancies he hears disapproval
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on all sides to a system of this kind. Some will say that '
' j'ou 'd get

in a rut trying to follow it out.
'

' Eemember that when you make

a specialty of a thing, you can do it just so much better than a man
who does things in an ordinary way. A specialist can work with twice

the speed. Progressive wholesalers and their assistants are sales

specialists.

If a concern appreciates good work and good, faithful service- it

should appreciate it in a monetary way—not by empty praise. If

your assistants satisfy you with their work, reward them for their

«fforts. Work with them and they will work with you. The writer

believes in a profit-sharing basis and practices it in his own office.

There will come a time when this system will be in universal practice

e\erywhere—in offices as well as in factories.

The writer has observed that more salesmen want to work on a
commission basis than ever before. This can be explained in only

one way. The men of this class are hard workers and realize that

they can make more in this way than by working on a salary. Whole-
salers would rather have a man sell on this basis because the more
the men sell, the more stock is moved at a fixed charge per car.

Furthermore, they have to pay a man only for actual sales.

Any real salesman is glad to work on this basis—you can teU

him at a glance. In fact the best way to tell a good salesman is to

ask him if he will work on commissions. If he refuses, he is not

nuieli good. H. E. S.
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The Railroads Fear Car Shortage

That the quantity of traffic being moved by railroads today is

enormous, and that railroad facilities will be taxed to the utmost

this fall, was the recent statement emanating officially from the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

This system has instructed all of its freight solicitors to urge

shippers to assist the railroads in their efforts to prevent any car

shortage. The importance of prompt loading and unloading of cars

is being impressed upon shippers, who are also being asked to

co-operate with the railroads to prevent any congestion of traffic.

All the large systems, in pursuance of their usual policy in such

cases, of taking early steps to preclude, if possible, any likelihood

of a car shortage, are advising their patrons to have freight ready

for loading when cars are placed on sidings, and are urging them

to load all cars as near to capacity as practicable, in order to get

the greatest possible service out of each car used.

The jjrediction of a heavy fall traffic is especially interesting at

this time, following, "as it does, a statement just issued by W. A.

Garrett, chairman of the Association of Western Railways, in which

he makes an appeal to industrial traffic managers and commercial

organizations. Mr. Garrett says:

"The time is here for the railways and shippers of the United

States to begin active and energetic preparations to prevent a car

shortage. The indications are that if they do not begin such prep-

arations at once they wall be confronted next October with the

worst situation that has existed since October, 1907, just before

the panic. No railway man or shipper needs to be told what that

situation was. Eailway facilities were inadequate to move the

business. Yards and terminals were congested, and heavy loss to

the railways, the shippers, and the public resulted.

"Conditions that are likely to cause a heavy demand for and a

rapid reduction in the supply of cars exist. The amount of traffic

handled varies greatly during different parts of the year. During

about four months, beginning around October 1, there are apt to

be shortages. This is owing chiefly to the fact that that is the sea-

son of heaviest crop movement. Now, the crop prospects in the

West this year are unusually good. That helps to make the pros-

pect of a car shortage unusually bad.

"If the bad situation now threatening is to be averted, the

managers of the railroads must have the hearty support and co-

operation of the shippers and consignees of the country. The ship-

pers and consignees can give such support and co-operation in at

least two ways:

"By moving all lumber, coal, cement, and other freight that they

<:an within the next few weeks, instead of delaying and throwing

it aU on the railways when they are staggering under the crop

movement. The commercial organizations of the cities and towns

can help greatly by urging their members to move all goods as

early as possible.
'

' Shippers and consignees can greatly help themselves, the rail-

ways and all other shippers and consignees, by loading and un-

loading all cars delivered to them as expeditiously as practicable.

Every time the loading or unloading of a car is needlessly delayed,

the available supply of cars is needlessly reduced; and no shipper

has any right to complain that he is not furnished enough cars, if

he is by his own acts needlessly and wrongfully reducing the avail-

able supply of cars. Commercial organizations cannot render a

better service to their members than by urging on them the need

for prompt loading and unloading. Cars are furnished for trans-

portation, not for storage; and every one used for storage reduces

the number available for transportation.
'

' Shippers can help greatly by loading all cars to as near their

capacity as practicable. The more freight there is loaded in each

the less cars will be required to move all of the freight. There has

been a great deal of talk in recent years about the need for

better co-operation between railways and shippers. Here is a mat-

ter regarding which they can heartily and energetically co-operate

to the very great gain of both."

In opening his circular Mr. Garrett reviews freight ear condi-

tions for the several years past from which figures he dra-ws his

conclusions as to next fall. According to these figures there was
a decline in available cars amounting to 208,098 between July

15 and August 15, 1908. During this period in the folloTnng

year there was a reduction in cars available of 248,7.5.5. The fol-

lowing year, however, this figure was reduced to 142,125. On July

19 there was a net surplus of 149,072 cars which by October 25

had been reduced to 128,650 cars. It will be seen, therefore, from

these figures that during the four years the net available car

supply was reduced between the third week in July and the third

week in October by figures varying from 128,540 to 248,755 in

the different years. From these figures Mr. Garrett makes the

startling deduction that by the third week in October the reduc-

tion in the available cars will be so great as to leave practically

no equipment to move merchandise.

As proof of the feasibility of his contention, he submits the

statement that on July IS of this year there were only 68,922

cars available. When the fact is added to this that there is every

indication that the demand for railway equipment during the next

few weeks will be as great, if not considerably in excess of the

same period during the four preceding years, it is a simple matter

to sense the ultimate result.

The suggestions contained in the appeal quoted above are given

Ijy Mr. Garrett as a spur to shippers to realize the actual condition

and plan their shipments accordingly.

A flat log rate would be welcome to the sawmill men if it did

not mean an increase, but that is just what the railroads intend

it to mean if they are called upon to make it, and the indica-

tions are they may be called on.

If the railroads want to treat something else than oak and use

it for ties, why not sappy gum timber? It should certainly come

cheaper and last as long as hickory, and besides, the hickory is

needed for other things.
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Xylology—A l^ew Profession

"Expert advice by amateurs" has never tended to benefit the

practical element of any line of trade, nor to give to the general

public an accurate and authoritative knowledge of any question of

importance to any business. Scientific journals sometimes seize

upon items which have gained but little recognition, and much

less actual commercial headway, and so discuss these questions as

to make it appear that they have commanded the attention of the

entirety of the trade to which they are connected. A recent

article in the Scientific American Supplement, summarized and

discussed in a recent issue of the Literary Digest, talks of a

question which undoubtedly will in the future command the earnest

consideration of the lumber trade. The article, however, appears

in error in that it tends to give the impression that the subject,

namely, "xylology" discussed under the caption "Xylology—

A

New Profession" is already in practical use in the furtherance of

the interest of the lumber trade as a whole. Xylology is, briefly,

the science of wood structure and the identification of woods

through cellular characteristics. It will be conceded by many
liunbermen conversant with actual timber and market condition's

that ultimately the study of the minute cell structure of the various

woods with a view of determining their similarity to other impor-

tant species nearly exhausted will be of great importance—but

that the timber industry as a whole has been influenced to any

extent by the findings of xylologists is open to grave doubt.

The article seems based upon rather superficial knowledge of

actual conditions in the lumber business, and makes some asser-

tions which would be rather diflScult to substantiate. For instance,

in speaking of cabinet and construction timbers, it says that some

species formerly employed are now becoming scarce, or practically

exhausted, citing black walnut, yellow poplar, red gum, black

cherry, white pine and hemlock as coming under this category. It

says that these woods are now practically extinct and suitable

substitutes are being found, the idea being that the xylolo-

gists' investigations have already identified suitable species which

by virtue of sufiicient quantity, accessibility and physical qualities

will take the place of these "practically exhausted" species. The

absurdity of this condition is manifest.

Further, in speaking of the species individually, it maintains that

hemlock was formerly cut for its bark for making tannic extract, but

that it is now so scarce that the tannin now used must be obtained

from other sources. We wonder if this is true.

Obviously the article lays too much stress upon the question of

substitution of species. It does not recognize the fact that new
species have come into use, such as red gum for instance, rather

by virtue of their own good qualities than because of the fact that

they were displacing some rapidly disappearing species.

In speaking of mahogany the article makes the erroneous asser-

tion that the only "true" mahogany in the West Indies and

Central America is growing scarcer every year, and that wood users

are eager to secure a substitute. It further maintains that twenty-

five different kinds of wood have been sold as mahogany in the

last two decades, and that the purchaser of these woods is often

under the impression that he is getting "the only true" mahogany,

when he is really paying for much inferior wood. The actual facts

of the case are that the only true mahogany does not grow in the

West Indies or Central America, but grows in Mexico, and is known
botanically as Sweitenia mahoga/nii, yet it is a pretty generally

accepted fact that various wood species closely akin in structural

qualities to the true mahogany are marketed as such. The chief

distinction is not in the wood qualities but in the botanical fea-

tures, which have no bearing upon its actual value. Therefore,

while there is substitution of species in this direction, it is pretty

generally known and is not done with any intention of defrauding

the ultimate consumer. For all practical purposes he gets just as

good an article from Africa, Honduras, the West Indies and other

sections as he does from the forests of Mexico.

The real purpose of the study, and the one to which it seems the

article should have confined its attention, is the finding of new and
unknown woods with properties and structural characters similar

or nearly similar to those employed by well-known species. The
writer maintains that superficial examinations of woods and even

physical tests are not sufficient to determine the adaptability of

species for certain uses. It is the contention that a minute exam-

ination and record of cell structure is necessary to this end.

In closing, the article acknowledges that the study is in its

infancy, which is certainly a fact. "But," it says, "its impor-

tance is surely and steadily gaining the attention of lumber dealers

and men at the head of wood-working industries." It further

avers that the necessity for such work is being felt wherever

lumber is now being bought and sold, and the range of its useful-

ness is growing remarkably. If this statement could be made to

apply to the future, substituting "will be" for "is being," it

would be more nearly correct. The question is undoubtedly one

which will be of distinct importance in the future, but one which

so far cannot of necessity command any great amount of attention

from lumber producers or consumers.

Northern Association Statistics-^July

A bulletin under date of August 16 issued from the oflSce of the

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association at

Wausau, Wis., gives comparative cuts and shipments for July, 1911,

and July, 1912. The reports are based upon information coming

from fifty-seven members. The total cut of hardwoods for July,

1911, was 16,411,000 feet. The total amount of hardwoods shipped

during the same period was 17,263,000 feet. Figures for July, 1912,

however, show an even more remarkable excess of shipments over

cut. The total of all hardwoods sawed into lumber during July,

1912, was 13,645,000 feet, while at the same time shipments were

made aggregating 21,731,000 feet.

The total cut of hemlock for July, 1911, was 43,351,000 feet

compared to shipments of 32,248,000 feet. There was thus recorded

a considerable excess of cut over shipments. Figures for July of

this year, however, show a favorable reversion of the situation,

there being a cut of 39,095,000 feet and shipments of 43,873,000

feet.

Of the various important hardwoods cut by the members of the

association only one species experienced an excess of cut over ship-

ments during the month. There were 1,900,000 feet of elm cut

during July against shipments of 1,705,000 feet.

The figures for birch showed the most marked excess of ship-

ments over cut. Hemlock and all the hardwoods but elm and

maple experienced a larger cut during July, 1911, than during the

past July. There was an increase in cut of maple during the year

of approximately one million feet. On the other hand shipments

in general were considerably larger in July, 1912, than July the

previous year. This is true in all woods but elm, in which the

quantity shipped was practically the same.

Summarizing, the report says there was a decrease in hemlock

cut of ten per cent; increase in hemlock shipments of thirty-six

per cent; decrease in hardwood cut of seventeen per cent; increase

in hardwood shipments, twenty-six per cent; decrease in total of cut

of twelve per cent, and an increase in total shipments of thirty-two

per cent.

Comparative figures as to the cut and shipments for the first

seven months of this year compared with the same period last

year show there was an increase in the hemlock cut during this time

of six per cent. The figures in hemlock shipments during these

seven months aggregate forty-seven per cent over last year. The
hardwood cut dropped off thirteen per cent over the previous

seven months, while hardwood shipments increased thirty per cent

during the same period. There was a total loss in cut of three

per cent, while on the other hand, the increase in total shipments

was thirty-six per cent.
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^ews Miscellany

Memphis Statistics for 1911
The Lumbermen's Club of Memphis through

its committee on statistics has issued a state-

ment showing the total amount of hardwood
lumber handled by Memphis concerns during
1911. The detailed report shown gives a total

of 594.341.764 feet with an approximate value
of $14,805,364.

Total Ft. Total Value
Amount of lumber manu-

factured in Memphis. .110,363,102 ?3,312,883
Amount of lumber manu-

factured b.v Memphis
firms outside of Mem-
phis 116.516.719 2,917,815

Amount of lumber han-
dled through Memphis
yards not included in
amount manufactured 110,868.040 3,401,928

Amount of lumber han-
dled by Memphis firms
on direct shipment
from mills and yards
outside of Meinphis
not included in amount
manufactured 135,990,068 2,990,287

Amount of veneers under
Vi inch thick manufac-
tured in Memphis 80.309,605 803,769

Amount of veneers under
% inch thick handled
through Memphis 600,860 12,892

Amount of lumber and
veneer exported from
Memphis 17,219,514 689,876

Amount of lumber and
veneer exported from
outside points 22,473,856 675,814

Total handled by
Memphis firms 594,341,764 $14,805,364

Amount of logs received
in Memphis by rail and
river 114,717,120 2,532,677

Amount of lumber on
hand in Memphis Jan.
1. 1912 71,818,267 2,531,689

Amount of lumber on
hand outside of Mem-
phis Jan. 1, 1912 50,556,086 1,408,913

Amount of logs and bolts
received at Memphis
and manufactured into
hoops, hearting and
other cooperage stock 17,724,618 221,075

Amount of logs and rough
material received at
Memphis and manufac-
tured into vehicle and
implement stock, turned
work and pump rods. . 6,249,438 184,976

Amount of lumber con-
sumed by furniture fac-
tories, coffin factories,
box factories, planing
mills, flooring factories,
etc.. in Memphis 57.260,930 1,215,481

In addition to the report on actual lumber
handled, there is given a summary of inbound

and outbound movements of logs, lumber and
other products as follows :

Cars.
Lumber received at Memphis in 1911 . , . .17,959
Bolts received at Memphis in 1911 1,675
Squares received at Memphis in 1911... 15
Lumber received at Memphis in 1911 ... .10.367
Lumber shipped from Memphis, 1911. .. .11,533

Total 41,549

Formosa Timber Project

The exploitation of the Mount Arisan forests

on the Island of Formosa, as spoken of previ-

ously in this publication, is progressing. The
mountain railway for getting out the logs is

three-quarters completed, and about twenty-five

miles are operating. It is hoped that by the

end of this year the entire railway, forty-one

miles long, will be finished, and that the Amer-
ican sawmill to be erected at Kagi, the terminus
of the lower line, may be ready for working the

first shipment of logs.

The government at Formosa appropriated

$2,000,000 in gold for the project, and as a high

value has been placed on the different wood
species to be cut, large returns are expected.

The greatest source of profit, it is anticipated,

will be from the export trade which the govern-
ment intends to closely develop. The forest

area of Arisan comprises 27,200 acres ranging in

altitude from 1,800 to 9,000 feet. There are
fifty-one species of trees of scientific and com-
mercial importance found on the island, the
most important including the Benihi ; the taiwan-
sugi ; the shonambokii : the shima-momi : the
ramdai-cedar : the camphor tree and the oaks.

The first mentioned tree is valuable for all

building purposes and is used extensively. The
largest tree of this species is reported to have
a trunk twenty-four feet in diameter. The
second species resembles the Japanese cedar. It

has unusual height and s.vmmetrical beauty.

One of these trees is said to have a height of

190 feet. The third mentioned tree is valuable

but becoming rare. It has a light ocher-colored

wood which renders it particularly pleasing for

interior finish. It is susceptible to a good
polish.

The oaks are very numerous and form the

largest forest at lower elevation than the coni-

fers, more especially in the South.

While the camphor tree was formerly very
common throughout the lower forest zone, it is

now comparatively rare owing to its exploitation

by camphor gatherers.

An interesting tree on the island is the

Randia cedar known as the Cunninghamia-Koni-
ski. This is an endemic species and is known
only on Mount Randal. There are only five

trees which are the only representatives of this

species in the world. The tree is named after

an eminent Japanese botanist.

Coming Box Meeting

At the meeting of the National Association of

Eos Manufacturers which will take place at

the Hotel Pontchartrain, Detroit, August 28 to

30, important questions having a distinct bear-

ing on all box manufacturers in the country

will be submitted to the members.

There seems to be a pretty general sentiment

in favor of crystallizing the discussion which

has marked the meetings for several years past

in some active effort to take advantage of

the suggestions enumerated in such discussions.

It is pretty generally conceded that the box

business has attained such a position that the

box manufacturers should not be afraid to go

ahead with the various corrective ideas which

have been in mind for years past, and it may
be that some attempt will be made to get

definite action on the work of the National

Classification Committee of Lumber and Box

Interests in the United States. This question

has received such wide discussion heretofore

that it appears that the only thing to be done

now is to crystallize the sentiment into a uni-

versal demand for action.

The question of cost accounting in box manu-

facture will also come In for considerable dis-

cussion. This is a topic which has interested the

box manufacturers and manufacturers of lumber

and various other forest products, but which

has never gone beyond the stage of a general

discussion. Let us hope that the addresses

which will be delivered before the meeting will

have the effect of convincing the box manufac-

turers present of the necessity of some concertive

and definite action.

New Concern Active

The recently incorporated Kentucky-Indiana

Hardwood Company, which has Just been started

at Louisville, Ky., by Owensboro interests, ad-

vises that it has a good start in its new location

and is getting in a considerable stock of hard-

wood lumber. However, suflScient orders have
already been booked to take care of all the stock
the company has been able to get on the yards.

G. E. Bowman is president and treasurer of
the new company while Herbert Bowman is sec-
retary and vice-president. In addition to these
gentlemen, others of wide reputation in the lum-
ber business are connected with the Kentucky-In-
diana Hardwood Company. The Bowmans are
well and widely known in southern hardwood
circles, Herbert Bowman having previously been
employed by the T. B. Stone Lumber Company of
Cincinnati, for which concern he served as south-
ern buyer.

The National Chamber of Commerce
The National Hardwood Lumber Association

of Chicago, with 800 members ; the National
Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association of New
York, with 425 members : and the West Coast
Lumber Manufacturers' Association of the state
of Washington, with 129 members have now
been elected to membership in the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States of America.

Recent advices indicate that the Tight Barrel
Stave Manufacturers' Association of Chicago,
which includes in Its membership seventy-four
individuals, was accepted to membership. The
acceptance of this organization puts the city

of Chicago in the lead with a total mem-
bership of sixteen organizations as against New
York which has a membership of fifteen.

The advices also state that the total individual
membership of the organization increased during
the week prior to August 14 by 4,587, the largest

organization Joining during that period excepting
the Chamber of Commerce of San Francisco
with 3,220.

Though the chamber was organized as re-

cently as April 22, more than 77,000 business
men of the nation are now affiliated with It

through 102 different organizations covering
29 individual states and the Hawaiian Islands.

The Chamber of Commerce of Alexandria, Va.,

with 52 members, is the smallest local organiza-
tion that has so far Joined : the Chamber of Com-
merce of Boston, Mass., with 4,S09 members, is

the greatest. The National Association of Glue
,Tnd Gelatin Manufacturers of New York, with
36 members, is the smallest national body that
has so far become afflliated. The next in size

is the United States Potters' Association with
56 members.
The detail work of the national chamber is

being carried on by the following men : general

secretary, Elliott H. Goodwin, formerly secre-

tary of the National Civil Service Reform
League ; field secretary, Edward F. Trefz, for-

merly advertising counselor to the Painted Dis-

play Advertising Association of the United

States ; assistant secretary, D. A. Skinner, for-

merly assistant chief of the Bureau of Man-
ufacturers, Department of Commerce and Labor :

chief of editorial division and editor of "The
Nation's Business", G. Grosvenor Dawe. for-

merly managing director of the Southern Com-
mercial Congress.

Veteran Lumberman Dies

Thomas W. Riley, one of the pioneer lumber-

men of Washington, D. C, died yesterday at

his residence, 1000 F street, S. E., of an attack

of heart disease. For many years "Tom" Riley,

as he came to be generally known, was one of

the most picturesque characters of the National

Capital. Though eighty-nine years old, he car-

ried himself with the erectness of a soldier.

He was born in Accomac county, Virginia, Feb.

5, 1821, and was taken to Washington by his

parents when two years old. His father went

into the lumber and coal business, and the son

followed him, with the exception of a short

period, when he drove a stage coach. For a

long time he carried on business at the Eleventh

street wharf. Ten years ago he retired, being

succeeded by his son, WilUam W. Riley,
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Canadiaia Importation of Mahogany

The enormous increase in building operations

throughout Canada has resulted in an increase

in imports into the Dominion of products which

fifteen or twenty years ago had hardly obtained

commercial status.

Mahogany is one article of import which half

a century ago was practically unknown in the

Dominion. The chief reason for this is that

during the early stages of development of

Canadian towns, various public buildings and

the homes were erected on a somewhat cheap

scale. Mahogany had always been considered a

luxurv, but its use has become increasingly evi-

dent and now most of the large banking and

commercial offices are finished and furnished with

this wood.

Canadian firms are rapidly getting into the

constmction of railway cars, and while the

Dominion contains a vast wooded area, none of

the tree species represented are suitable for high-

grade cabinet and interior finish work. Ma-

hogany here has come into considerable prom-

inence. Automobile factories opening up during

the last five years in the Dominion, have also

taken a considerable quantity of mahogany.

Perhaps the most important contributing fac-

tor is seen in the rapidly growing per capita

wealth of the Canadians. They are able to pay

for lu:£uries and don't hesitate to do so. Ma-

hogany furniture is very common in Canadian

homes.
Canada imported during the fiscal year ending

March 31, 1912, a total of 2,696,555 feet of

mahogany valued at $314,409. The balk of this

came from the United States free of duty. There

are also considerable imports of mahogany veneer

which has the same classification as oak. rose-

wood, cedar and walnut veneer. These woods

pay seven and one-half per cent ad valorem under

the present tariff. The imports of veneer of these

species during the same period were valued at

§251,522. All of the latter came from the

United States.

Oak Veneer Men Organize

Quartered oak manufacturers held an informal

dinner at the Dennison hotel at Indianapolis a

lew weeks ago and steps were there taken looking

toward the formation of an association of quar-

tered oak interests. Sixty per cent of all of

the quartered oak manufacturers of the United

States were present, aggregating representatives

of some twenty-five concerns. The meeting went

so far as to appoint a special committee with

instructions to draw up a draft of the proposed

organization.

It is believed that this question will be ratified

by a future meeting of the same concerns, which

will be held within a few weeks.

There has not been any formal organization

of quartered oak veneer concerns, although these

manufacturers have been in the habit of meeting

two or three times a year for Informal business

discussions. The benefit of these informal gath-

erings has been so apparent that the sentiment

in favor of a permanent organization has been

given serious consideration of late.

The discussion of stock conditions at the din-

ner brought out the fact that stocks on hand

have not increased since the month of February,

and that at this time last year the manufac-

turers had four times as much unsold stock

on their hands as at present. It was the

consensus of opinion that there were enough

orders booked to keep the mills going for three

months ahead without additional orders. Steady

prices were also reported.

New Kansas City Concern

The Pelican Lumber Company has recently

gone Into the lumber business in Kansas City,

Mo.
This concern owns 10,000 acres of stumpage

running principally to cypress and red gum,

with a considerable per cent of yellow pine.

The timber is in Morehouse Parish, La., close

to 'the Arkansas line. It contains an estimated

stand of 100,000,000 feet, some of it riinnins

as high as 50,000 feet per acre. The company

also has on this tract an up-to-date sawmill

equipped with various appurtenances necessary

for lumber manufacture. It is expected that

the mill will begin operations by Sept. 15.

The personnel of the new concern consists

of H. H. Hutchinson, president. J. A. Hilliard.

vice-president, and B. B. Davenport, secretary

and treasurer. All these men have been prom-

inently and successfully Identified with the lum-

ber business in various capacities for years.

A High-Class Catalogue

The Hauchett Swage Works, Big Rapids

Mich., has just issued catalogue No. 4 telling of

its high-grade line of automatic filing room

machinery, saw fitting tools and knife grinders.

This concern has made a reputation for the

manufacture of this line of products, and its

goods are found all over the lumber manufac-

turing sections of the country.

The catalogue is of an unusually attractive de-

sign, the company having spared no expense in

getting it up. It contains a complete descrip-

St. Louis Lumhermen to Complain

.\ bill of complaint will shortly be filed with

the Interstate Commerce Commission at the in-

stigation of several prominent lumbermen of

St. Louis. The complaint has to do with the

Central Commerce Association lines, the Cotton

Belt, the Iron Mountain. Frisco and the Vicks-

burg, Shreveport and Pacific lines. The subject

of complaint is alleged unjust and discriminat-

ing rates, as recently advanced, from Ohio and
Mississippi river crossings to Canadian points.

These rates will become effective Sept. 1, and
the complaint asks for the maintenance of the

old rates.

Apparently the lumbermen have a strong

point in the fact that the proposed advanced

rates will exceed the sixth class rate now in

effect. Official classification has designated the

latter as the maximum rate that can be charged.

From published announcements by the roads In

question, it is said that the advance will range

from one to seven cents a hundred. The rea-

sons submitted by the roads for the Increase is

ihat Canadian lines are asking the excess arbi-

trary out of the rate from Ohio and Mississippi

river crossings.

ATTRACTIVE CATALOGUE COVER

tion of the various machines offered for sale

by the Hanchett works, each illustrated with

the highest type of cut, showing in detail its

mechanism. In addition suggestions for order-

ing the various articles are enclosed, and also

a telegraphic code particularly adapted to the

Hanchett line. A. feature of the catalogue is

a suggestion that through its extensive sales

force the Hanchett company can place sawmill

men in touch with high-class filers and other

employes of filing rooms.

Altogether the book is of merit and should

be in use by every saw filer in the country.

Supreme Court Favors Shippers

The Alpena Shippers' Association has won a

protracted legal contest against the Detroit

and Mackinac Railroad Companies, the United

States Supreme court having handed down a

decision favoring the shippers. Specifically th»

decision of Associate Justice Day of the court

denies the application of the carriers for a writ

of error and appeal from its bond for $10,000.

A similar decision was rendered by the Su-

preme court of Michigan from which judgment
was appealed. The decision of the Michigan
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court was also in conformity with the order

of the Michigan Railway Commission, which
body demanded that the railroad in question

effect a reduction in rates on saw logs.

F. W. Gilchrist of the Churchill Lumber Com-
pany and the Island Mill Lumber Company of

Alpena were responsible for the original com-
plaint which dates back to 1909 and which
Involves an estimated sum of .$100,000.

The point in dispute has been a rate of $3
per thousand feet on logs from points south of

Millersburg to Alpena and .$3.25 per thousand
feet from points north of Millersburg to Alpena.
Millersburg is only thirty-sis miles north of

Alpena.

The Michigan Railway Commission ruled that

the Alpena shippers must pay $1 for a haul of

ten miles or less, $1.33 for ten to twenty
miles. $1.67 for twenty to thirty miles. $2 for

thirty to fifty miles and $2.33 for fifty to

eighty miles. The average haul runs between
thirty and fifty miles from Alpena. This results

in an average saving of $1 a thousand, which
should be effected by the now rule.

Recent Ohio Organization

The hardwood trade in Ohio has recently been

augmented by the incorporation of the Harlan
Hardwood Lumber Company at Middleton, O.

This concern recently purchased a considerable

amount of stumpage in Morgan county, Kentucky.
and already has erected a seven-foot band mill

for the purpose ol: manufacturing this timber.

The principals of the new company are E. I.

Harlan, a Middletown man, and Walter S. Har-
lan, an attorney of Hamilton, O.

B. O. Slater will have active charge of the

company's sawmill operations. Mr. Slater has
had a great many years' experience in the manu-
facture of southern hardwoods, having been
located previously in Tennessee, Louisiana and
Alabama. Immediately prior to his accepting

his present position, he resigned from his con-

nection with the A. M. Lewin Lumber Company
of Cincinnati.

No effort nor money will be spared in equipping
the sawmill plant of the uew company, which
will be able to take care of any line of business
embracing its specialties—quartered-sawed white
oak, oak dimension stock, poplar, chestnut and
oak lath. It is cvpected that the stock will be

sold directly from the mill, which will be located

at Wells, Ky., as well as from the office at Mid-
dletown. The Harlan company has announced
that for the present it should be addressed at

Malone. Morgan county. Ky.

When completed, the main office will be located

at Logan street and the Big Four R. R. in

Middletown.

National Association Report for July

Secretary F. F. Fish of the National Hard-
wood Lumber Association has issued the regular

monthly report of inspections covering the month
of July. There was an increase of 2,660,323

feet inspected over June, the total for July being

15,909,500 feet. This represents the largest

inspection record in the history of the associa-

tion. The former high record was established

in October, 1911, the figures for that month
being 763,025 feet below July.

The report states that the increased demand
for national inspection has resulted in the con-

sideration of an increased inspection force. In-

spectors will be placed at Memphis, New Orleans,

Philadelphia, Minneapolis and Detroit. Detailed

notice of these appointments will be issued to

all members as soon as the applicants have been

selected.

In speaking of inspection affairs it is noted
that J. J. Miller has been transferred to Toronto.

Ont., where he can be addressed care of general

delivery. C. H. Maddox has been appointed
inspector in charge of the Savannah, Ga., dis-

trict where he can be reached also care general

delivery.

The inspection rules book containing the new

inspection rules adopted at the last annual
meeting will be ready for distribution in Sep-

tember.

The report also states that five new appli-

cants for membership to the association have
been received since July 20.

Change of Office

The Madera Company of Illinois, exclusive

selling agent of the Madera Company, Ltd.,

with mills at El Paso. Tex., and Pierson and
Madera. Mex., has recentl.v moved its Chicago
offices from 501 McCormick building, to El

Paso. Tex. It is expected that better service

can be rendered the trade by having a sales

office in immediate touch with the manufac-
turing departments.

G. J. M. Porter, assistant secretary, and his

office force have already taken up the work
actively from El Paso.

Ewing & Gilliland Move Mill

It is announced from Nashville, Tenn.. that

Ewing & Gilliland, who have for a long time been

closely identified with the hardwood manufactur-

ing and wholesale business in Nashville, are

moving their sawmill to Clarksville, Tenn. These
gentlemen own a considerable tract of high-

grade hardwood stumpage in the vicinity of that

place.

The main office of Ewing & Gilliland will be

maintained in Nashville as will also the com-
pany's yard. The lumber and logs for whole-

saling and the sawmill, respectively, will be
bought from the Nashville office as heretofore.

\ brand new sawmill outfit of the Sinker-

Davis seven-foot band type with a daily capac-

ity of 25.000 feet of hardwood will be installed.

The auxiliary machinery as formerly operated in

the Nashville mill, will be tised in the new plant.

The location of the new mill at Clarksville is

on Water street on the bank of the Cumberland
viver. Switching tracks to the Louisville &
Nashville and the Tennessee Central Railroad

lines can bo installed conveniently. In addi-

tion, the mill is well Incited for shipping by
water.

Philadelphians Organize Golf Club

-V large number of the Philadelphia lumber-
men who are ardent and enthusiastic golf play-

ers, have organized a clult. to be known as the

Pbiladeliihia Lumbermen's Golf Club. A meeting
was held at the beautiful Wliitemarsh Country
Club grounds on Aug. 13. Edward F. TIenson

was made temporary fbairman. and the follow-

ing officers were elected for the first year :

President. Frank Buck : vice-president. Eugene
. W. Fry : secretary and treasurer. Ben C. Currie.

Executive committee : .T. W. Turnbull. ,T. B.

:\rcFarland. .Tr.. R. Wyatt Wistar. William T.

Belts, and Ralph Souder.

A tournament which had been previously ar-

ranged and which was to be a contest for three

prizes, began with lively vigor and good na-

tured rivalry, and some creditable scores were
made. The result was a tie between Horace W.
Smedley and J. B. McFarland. .Tr.. for low gross.

Mr. Smedley won the first prize. Watson B.

^lalone cnrriod off the second and ilorris C.

Burton was Ihe winner of the third. At the

close of the day a sumpluons dinner was served

at the clubhouse.

New Hoo-Hoo Headquarters

A lease was recentl.v closed by the manager
of the Wright building. St. Louis. Mo., for offices

to accommodate the new- headquarters of the

Hoo-Hoo. After Sept. 9. the organization will

he located in that building. The suite consists

of four rooms. The Wright building is known
as the Lumberman's building in St. Louis, for

the reason that it houses the offices of a great

many lumber concerns.

It is expected that the new offices of the

IIoo-Hon will be visited by a great many mem-
bers, as St. Louis is an important and central

market which is visited frequently by the trade.

Moves Office to Chicago

The Morriss Lumber Company of St. Louis, for-

merly located in the Wright building in that city,

recently moved its entire office equipment and

force to the People's Gas building in Chicago.

This move had been in contemplation for some
time and was made because of the fact that by

moving to this city the concern would be more
closely in touch with the J. O. Nessen Lumber
Company. J. O. Nessen is the principal financial

backer of the Morriss company. The change

really means that the J. O. Nessen Lumber Com-
pany will consolidate its southern business with

that of the Morriss Lumber Company, the opera-

tion of which will be handled by Mr. Morriss.

Jlr. Nessen will thus be enabled to concentrate

his time and attention upon the northern busi-

ness of the concern.

The Morriss Lumber Company began business

on May 1, 1911, Mr. Morriss having been con-

nected prior to that time with the Van Cleave

Lumber Company. The officers of the concern

are R. M. Morris, president, J. O. Nessen, treas-

urer, and S. N. Norton, secretary. The company

has planned to maintain the office in St. Louis^

where F. E. Myer and Wm. Sleumer will be

located. The company will have an Indianapolis-

office in charge of A. E. Lumpkin.

Munising Company Reorganizes

The Great Lakes Veneer Company of Munis-

ing, Mich., which was obliged to discontinue its

operations about a year ago for want of logs^

has been reorganized as the Munising Veneer

Company, with the following officers : Wm. G.

Mather. Cleveland, O., president; Wm. Chandler,

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., vice-president ; Sherman

T. Handy, Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.. secretar.v.

The officers, with W. P. Belden, Ishpeming,

Mich.. C. V. R. Townsend, Negaunee, Mich., and

Burdis Anderson, Chicago, 111., form the board

of directors. All Indebtedness of the Great

Lakes Veneer Company will be paid in full.

The new company will have ample capital, and

it is anticipated that the reorganization will

insure an abundant supply of logs.

Forestry Association Meeting

One of the most important actions taken by

the directors of the American Forestry Associa-

tion, which held its quarterly meeting in the

White mountains on July 17, 18 and 19, was the

passage ol a resolution protesting vigorously

against the proposed amendment to the agri-

cultural appropriation bill, soon to be acted

upon by the Senate, which provides that all

lands in the national forests, "suitable and fit"

for agriculture, must be classified and listed for

settlement whether it is wise or unwise to

remove them from public control. This resolu-

tion has been .sent to each member of the Senate

with a request for his careful attention.

The directors, with a number of guests, includ-

ing state foresters, forestry instructors, state

officials, timberland owners, paper and pulp

company officials and a number of other promi-

nent men, gathered at Plymouth, N. H., on the

morning of July 17 and. through arrangements

by Col. W. R. Brown of the Berlin Mills Com-

pany, journeyed to North Woodstock in auto-

mobiles. The afternoon was spent in looking

over the Lost River reserve, recently acquired

by the Society for the Protection of New Hamp-
shire Forests. Tlio members of the party

climbed down the course of the Lost river for

some distance among the mammoth boulders,

into the caves they form, and viewed, with

wonder and delight, the remarkable scenic effects

caused by some remote convulsion of nature.

Here is a spot, which, when the road to it is

improved, will become the mecca of almost

every sight-seeing party going into the White

mountains.

There followed in the evening, at the Deer

Park hotel, a meeting participated in by the

directors of the association, and under the aus-

pices of the Society for the Protection of the-
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New Hampshire Forests. Some three hundred
deeply interested people attended, many of them
of national prominence.

W. R. Brown, president of the New Hamp-
shire Forestry Commission, told about the prog-

ress of forestry in New Hampshire during the

year. A paper by Montgomery Rollins, on the

acquisition of Lost River, was read ; E. E. Wood-
bury, an orator of North Woodstock, told of the

towns interested in the Lost River, and then
there were talks by Dr. Finley, ex-Governors
Quimby and Woodruff, Dr. Drinker, Dr. B. E. Fer-

now of Toronto, P. S. Ridsdale, executive secre-

tary of the American Forestry Association, and
others.

The following day the entire party Journeyed

by automobile to Bretton Woods, where Thursday
and Friday were spent in viewing the Crawford
Notch reserves, and at several important meet-

ings discussing forest problems and conditions of

the day. The directors of the American Forestry
Association held their sessions at the Mt. Wash-
ington hotel and the other meetings were at the

Mount Pleasant and the Crawford House.
In the evening of July 18 H. S. Bristol,

superintendent of woodlands, for the Delaware &
Hudson Railroad Company, spoke on problems of

forestry as they relate to the railway ; Prof.

Walter Mulford of Cornell discussed the pros-

pects of forestry as a profession ; Prof. W. C.

O'Kane of the New Hampshire State College

spoke on the present status and prospects of the

gypsy moth and the brown tail moth in the

state : George H. Wirt, chief forest inspector of

Pennsylvania, gave an illustrated lecture on the
management of state forests in Pennsylvania.

At the annual meeting of the Society for the
Protection of New Hampshire Forests held on
the morning of July 19, reports were made on
the gratifying progress of the society's work in
the past year. In addition, Herbert Welsh of

Philadelphia, spoke about the progress upon the
Sunapee Forest Reservation, and Harris A. Reyn-
olds, secretary of the Massachusetts Forestry
Association, told how he is organizing branch
associations in that state.

The ever interesting and vital question of the
taxation of forests was discussed at the conclud-
ing meeting of the conference on Friday after-

noon. Dr. B. E. Fernow spoke on the principles
underlying the taxation of forests ; Prof. F. R.
Fairchild of Yale, discussed the taxation of for-

ests in America and abroad, and Prof. Charles
J. Bullock of Harvard, gave his ideas on prac-
tical plans for taxation in New Hampshire and
Massachusetts. The other foresters and lum-
bermen present joined in the discussion, which,
while it resulted in the enlightenment and in-

struction as to ways and means, of all who were
present, did not reach any definite conclusion
as to the best way to overcome existing diffi-

culties.

In the evening at the Crawford House, Philip

W. Ayres, forester of the Society tor the Pro-
tection of New Hampshire forests, gave an Illus-

trated address on the forests of the White
mountains.

Wants Maple Dimension

A concern located in New York City writes
Hardwood Record office asking to be supplied
with the names of manufacturers of maple dimen-
sion stock. Hardwood Record has supplied such
information as is available and if any other
concern desires to be put in touch with this

party it is only necessary for it to address a
letter to this office making that request.

Indiana Lumberman Married

Word has been received from Crawfordsvllle,

Ind., that Henry LeRoy Burkholder of Craw-
fordsvllle was married to Miss Olive Llsse at

the home of the bride in Coushatta, La,, on
Wednesday morning, Aug. 21.

Mr. Burkholder Is the son of Samuel Burk-
holder of Crawfordsvllle, who is not only well

known locally but is prominent in Indiana lum-
bering circles, and is an active exponent of the

application of conservative forestry ideas in th«

state. Mr. Burkholder, Jr., has made his home
at Homer, La., during the last year where hi.

has been employed in the lumter business. The
couple will be at home in that place after

Sept. 21.

To Manufacture Hardwoods

The Yellow Poplar Lumber Company of Coal
Grove, O., announces that it has purchased exten-

sive timber areas on which grow oak, chestnut
and basswood and that in addition to its enor-

mous output of poplar, which has been the bulk

of this company's manufacture, it will saw these

woods. The concern is making a specialty now
of quartered white oak for which it has a splen-

did source of supply of virgin white oak timber.

The company will specialize from now on in

white oak as well as poplar.

Woods to te Exhibited

A feature of the Western North Carolina Fair
which is scheduled for Oct. 8 to 11 at Asheville,

N. C, will be an extensive exhibit of forest

products as submitted by manufacturers from
various parts of the state.

It is hoped that the exhibit will contain a

collection of various important commercial trees

from North Carolina in the form of lumber.
An effort is being made to have manufacturers
lay aside unusually good specimens of their

products for exhibition purposes. They are

requested to consider such qualities as width,

figure and clearness.

A prize will be offered for the best individual

exhibit of plain and figured stock, both for

the best single board and the best collection.

This plan is more or less of an innovation,

and if carried out on a more extensive basis

in other localities, it should go a long ways
toward correcting the abuses which are constant-

ly burdening the lumber trade.

Ties Scarce in Australia

The state of New South Wales, Australia,

through its Department of Works recently is-

sued a requisition for a large supply of railway
ties to be used in connection with an extension

of the railroad line between Wagga and Tum-
barumba. Over seventy thousand ties will be

required, and in spite of the fact that this has
been given wide publicity, no offer has as yet
been received to supply them.

This would seemingly indicate that the local

supply of hardwood is getting low. Hardwood
ties running into the hundreds of thousands
have annually been exported from New South
Wales to other states, and the question of

where to secure a sufficient quantity to meet
local demand is puzzling the officials. This
condition prevails in spite of the fact that

reforestation and conservative cutting are thor-

oughly carried on in the state. The lack of

bids on the tie order seems more surprising in

view of the fact that the line is owned and
operated by the state government.

New Virginia Development
The Tyco River Development Company is the

style of a new corporation just organized at

Lynchburg, Va. The concern is capitalized at

$300,000 and was organized for the purpose of

developing an area of approximately 10,000 acres
of timber holdings, consisting mainly of high-

grade hardwood. The new concern will immedi-
ately install mills and all accessory machinery
for the manufacture of its timber,

Philadelphia Concern Completes Improve-

ments

It is announced in Philadelphia that the Had-
dock-France Lumber Company has now completed
all improvements which have been going on at
Mt, Sterling, N. C. The additions will increase
considerably the capacity of the company's mill

at that point. In addition to the plant equip-

ment, the company has purchased steam skid-

ders and also erected two dry-kilns. The old

method of conveying the lumber from the Mt.

Sterling mill to the Tennessee and North Caro-

lina Railway, two and a halt miles away, was by
an inclined railway. It is hoped, however, that

in the near future a spur line will be con-

structed, bringing the railroad much nearer the

mill. The benefit of this improvement is

apparent.

The mill at present is cutting hemlock, poplar,

chestnut and basswood from its own timber,

which is of high quality. The company reports

that piano manufacturers are taking a great

deal of chestnut.

Liunhermen's Underwriting Alliance Shows

Good Record

The semi-annual statement covering the first

six months of the year, as submitted by the

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance of Kansas
City, Mo., calls attention to a very favorable

showing made during this period. Losses ag-

gregating but $61,085.11, a little over one-fifth

of the earned premiums were recorded. After

returning to subscribers savings amounting to

$94,541,16. the surplus and re-insurance re-

serve was increased from $607,386.67 on Jan-

uary 9, 1912, to $674,148.29, July 9, 1912.

Adjustment expenses during the six months
mentioned were $288.63. For the fiscal year of

1911 they were less than a half of one per cent

of the yearly premium deposited.

Bulletin No. 56, issued by the Alliance, under
the same date as its statement, says that the

general flre loss ratio of the United States and
Canada showed a downward tendency in June,

the total amounting to a little more than $16,-

000,000 for the month. This is the lowest

monthly record for the year, and is more than

four million dollars below June, 1911, and May,

1912.

"This docs not apply, however, to lumber prop-

erty losses, as the losses in lumber manufac-

turing plants during June aggregated $2,512,000,

more than double the total for May, and nearly

an eighth of the loss for the entire country.

The unusual early heat and drought in the

Northwest and in Canada brought many heavy

losses in these sections.

The chief hazards of the late summer and
fall are dry weather and labor shortage. Elec-

trical storms are also frequent during this

period. As a remedy against the first evil, premises

should be plentifully sprinkled, thus robbing

sparks of their power to do mischief. Of course
' close watching by night watchmen will very

materially help to keep down the fire hazard.

The question of depleted forces is a serious one,

particularly in the South where it will probably

continue until the cane and cotton crops have

been gathered. With shortened help, the first

necessity is to so divide the responsibility that

each department will co-operate, thus minimizing

the chances of fire starting. The constant

danger of fires at quitting time has lead a

number of companies to detain one man after

all the others have gone to make a thorough

inspection of the entire premises. This has

jirovcn extremely advantageous. Of course the

question of cleanliness and the absence of saw-

dust and refuse of various kinds, as usual com-

mands a considerable portion of the bulletin.

The absence of any material of this nature

would be a very successful preventative of in-

cipient blazes.

Such other suggestions as drilled flre depart-

ments are also contained in the bulletin, and
the methods and accomplishments of various

large concerns operating on this basis are given.

Hydrants and the proper form of nozzle are also

spoken of. Speaking of the nozzle, one of the

inspectors for the Alliance says that the spray
nozzle has decided advantages over the ordinary
nozzle throwing a solid stream. The advantage
of this type of nozzle is particularly evident in

putting out incipient blazes as it does not
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scatter the lire. It is recommended that all

inside hydrants have spray nozzles.

In closing the bulletin gives a list of July

lumber property fires, showing various causes,

estimate of loss, etc.

Southern Loggers to Meet

The Southern Logging Superintendent's As-

sociation will hold its regular annual conven-

tion at the Hotel Grunewald. Xew Orleans, La.,

on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 23,

24 and 25.

The association was organized in September,

1910, and bas a membership consisting of log-

ging superintendents whose employers have seen

the value to their operations of such meetings

of practical men to discuss every phase of the

logging business from a worliing standpoint.

The discussion includes new methods, devices

and improvements, and in many instances has

resulted in considerable saving to logging opera-

tions by reason of the employment of ideas

gotten at the meetings.

Fancy Designs in Oriental Furniture

The manufacturer of oriental tealswood and
Japwood furniture emplo.vs various and intricate

artistic designs in making up these articles.

The lotus and iris are popular designs for ladies'

dressing-tables and in such articles the handles

are often formed by part of the hand-carved

flower itself. Japanese owls with ivory eyes,

the famous Ho-wo bird, the carved Greelj key

border, dragons, jloud effects and similar intri-

cate and mysterious designs are favorably con-

sidered by usejs of these expensive articles.

In teakwood, the curio cabinet is the popular

piece. In this line filigree work is often in-

dulged in by the most patient of the carvers.

Detailed patterns are worked out in these in-

stances which have remarkable effect upon the

soft tones of the woods. From the size and
general design of the cabinets they would easily

take the place of the usual china closet.

Lacquer finish is often employed in the manu-
facture of teakwood goods, although the regular

finish seems to be more generaU.v preferred.

Stands of teakwood are often found with porce-

lain tops and inlaid designs. The effect of this

combination is remarkable. Turkey supplies

numerous beautiful taborcts made from Damas-
cus wood. They are both inlaid with mother-

of-pearl and plain. These and many other de-

signs and ideas of house finishing are carried

by the Orientals in such a way that many of

the articles can be easily harmonized with more
apparently modern pieces of furniture.

A Growing Business

A prominent, but not often heard of industry

in Memphis, Tenn., is the manufacture of boat

oars. Recently there was shipped from that

city three carloads of oars which were con-

signed to the East coast of Africa. This ship-

ment was but one of many which are made
annually from the same source. One of the

Memphis concerns manufacturing these articles

has a contract with the British navy whereby

it makes practically all of the oars used by

the British government. The ash growing in

the vicinity of Memphis has proven particularly

well adapted to oar manufacture.

Why the Locust Leaves are Dying

Communication from the Forest Service, deal-

ing with the question of the disease which is

affecting the leaves of the yellow and black

locust, tell of the cause of the drying up and

early death of this foliage.

The condition is caused by the locust leaf

beetle, and is most apparent in Virginia, Mary-

land, Pennsylvania. Ohio and West Virginia. A
comprehensive study of its work has been car-

ried on by the Forest Service for the past twenty

years. Observations have shown that the drying

up of the locust leaves has occurred every sum-

mer. There does not seem to be any permanent

detrimental effect from the ravages of the inseci

as the trees usually come out green the following
spring.

The beetle is yellowish in color and flat, and
spends the winter among the leaves and litter

on the surface of the ground. In early May
it attains wings, thus flying to the leaves on
which it deposits its eggs. In a very short
time these eggs hatch and the larvae coming
from them feed upon the upper and lower
layers of the leaves, causing the injuries which
soon become apparent. When these larvae have
finally attained the adult stage, they feed on
the leaf itself, consuming everything but the
veining.

Civilized Alaska

The popular conception of Alaska is that that
country is a vast wilderness practically without
development. That it enjoys many of the lux-

uries in common use in the United States is

evident from occasional communications. One
of the most recent incidents tending to prove
the advanced state of development is brought
to notice by the Knox Automobile Company of

Springfield, Mass. This concern has recently

furnished a two-ton truck for operation on a

stage line which formerly required from 350
to 500 horses to operate. It is believed that

better and more economical service can be se-

cured by motor trucks. The route runs from
the northern terminus of the White-Pass &
Yukon Railroad to Dawson bearing and during

the closed season it follows along the Yukon
river. The roughness of the route combined

with many steep grades calls for a vehicle of

great strength and power, but so far the auto

truck has stood up under the service remarkably

well.

Spanish Box Business

A report from a consul at Barcelona, Spain,

states that millions of wooden boxes are used

every year in the export of fruit and vegetables

from ports in the Barcelona district. The re-

port further says that some of these boxes are

received in pieces and put together locally while

others are made in local factories.

Notice is contained in the report that a New
I'ork concern has opened a branch in Barcelona,

and has acquired the right to manufacture and

sell in Spain boxes made under the patent

held by the American company. It is claimed

that these boxes will effect a material reduc-

tion in the quantity of wood used, and also a

reduction in the weight of the container, and

that an increase of strength will also be at-

tained.

The capital of the company is $90,000. No
comment is made on the nature of the box re-

ferred to, but it presumably is a wooden box

of some patent design.

The Coming Toledo Concatenation

It is announced in Toledo that a concatena-

tion will be held on Sept. 9, at which time

applicants from Toledo and Northwestern Ohio

will be initiated in to Hoo-Hoo.

Judging from the number of kittens the con-

catenation will be one of the largest ever held

in Toledo. An elaborate program has been ar-

ranged and the concatenation will embody var-

ious original and interesting features.

Yew Timber in Favor

According to a London contemporary, the de-

mand for the timber of the yew is so great that

the call exceeds the visible supply of this wood.

The article states that large consumers are

sending long distances for supplies of even

small trees in small numbers. The yew trees

are aln-ays scarce, but in many instances, owing

to lack of information, owners of these trees

have not been able to find a market for them,

and have used them for firewood.

Yew wood is very heavy and beautifully

srained and colored. It is of a pleasing pink

shade, and is largely used for veneering pur-

poses. It is turned into bowls, dishes, ex-

(>ensive toys and various household utensils.

Tlie wood has unusual lasting qualities, and is

particularly close grained and susceptible of

a high polish. The tree is of slow growth
w'herever planted, but observations seem to

l:ave proven that it attains its best propor-

tions on chalk.

Fumed Oak Is Popular
The American standard of fumed oak furni-

ture is conspicuous in all show-rooms and exhi-

bitions this season. There is no question hut
that it holds the most popular position of all

furniture made of oak. While early English

and old English oak are still somewhat in evi-

dence, and while there are still a comparatively
few samples of natural finished oak, the fumed
finish is gaining in popular favor constantly.

Golden oak seemingly has seen its best days and
is usually found now only in the cheaper lines.

A furniture journal avers that there are two
extremes offered in finishes, namely, the light

enamels ranging from gray to white, and dark
finishes. In the latter case one manufacturer
has attempted to market lacquered stuff. It

seems there is a tendency towards a reaction

from such extremes in finishes.

The same writer is of the opinion that reac-

tion against the darker colors has also made
itself manifest on the Continent, and states

that while manufacturers there are not attempt-

ing to do away with the soft shading which
can only be secured through the fuming process,

the color of the natural wood is now being more
nearly preserved than was once the case.

Meeting of Canadian Foresters

The fourteenth annual meeting of the Cana-
dian Forestry Association will take place at

Victoria, B. C, Sept. 4, 5 and 6. Sir Richard
McBride, premier of the province, and the Hon.
W. R. Ross, minister of lands, will both deliver

addresses before the delegates. It is expected

that a general discussion and the various ad-

dresses will cover all questions of national scope,

of interest to Canadian foresters. The usual

entertainment features will also be provided for

the visiting foresters and their wives and fam-

ilies. Judging from the program and prepara-

tions the meeting should be a distinct benefit

to those attending.

Hardwood Flooring Requirements

A requisition has recently been sent out

by the Western Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany of East Pittsburgh, in which it states its

intention of purchasing 53,000 feet of 1%" x 4",

SIS tongued and grooved to 1%" x 3%" No. 1

end matched hard maple flooring. The flooring

must be inspected according to the rules of

the National Hardwood Lumber Assocation, al-

though the company makes the exception that

if possible seventy-five per cent must be over

8 feet and the balance not under 3 feet. It

has also suggested that if concerns can not

quote on the length specified, they can quote

on standard lengths. Delivery is desired at

the Western works between Dec. 1 and Dec.

15, 1912.

Season's Effect on Durability

.\ccording to the Scientific American, timber

cut in spring or in summer is not as durable

as that cut in winter, when the life processes

of trees are less active. Scientific investigations

sustain this statement. The durability depends

not only upon the greater or less density but

also upon the presence of certain chemical con-

stituents in the wood. Thus a large proportion

of resinous matter increases the durability, while

the presence of easily soluble carbohydrates di-

minishes it considerably.

During the growing season the wood of trees

contains sulphuric acid and potassium, both of

which are solvents of carbohydrates, starch,

resins and gums : they are known to soften also

the ligneous tissue to a considerable degree.

During the summer months the wood of living
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trees contain eight times as much sulphuric acid

and five times as much potassium as it does
during the winter months. The presence of these

two chemical substances during the growing sea-

son constitutes the chief factor in dissolving

the natural preservatives within the wood and
in preparing the wood for the different kinds

of wood-destroying fungi, such as polyporous and
agaricus. The fungi can thus penetrate more
quietly and easily into the interior of the wood
when these wood gums are already partly dis-

solved and available for their own Immediate
use.

From this standpoint is seems that the best

time to cut down the tree is in the winter, when
sulphuric acid and potassium are present to a
much smaller degree, and the fungi will not be

assisted in dissolving the natural preservatives

in the wood. The amount of wood gum is always
less and more easily soluble in sapwood than in

heartwood.

Delay in Timber Workers' Trial

Word comes from Calcasieu Parish. La., that

the trial of the timber workers held for various

charges in connection with the recent atrocities

at Grabow will not take place before Novem-
ber. It seems that the Supreme court has ruled

that the district judge can not call a session to

try felony cases during vacation time. The
next term of the court will be in November.
and in the meantime the public sentiment
against the men in jail will probably have time

to cool off somewhat, and they will have a

better opportunity of preparing their eases with
a much better chance of escaping from just

punishment for their atrocious crime.

Miscellaneous Notes

The ShuU I-^urniture Manufacturing Company
has been incorporated in Philadelphia with a
capital stock of $25,000.

The Grand Rapids Lumber Company, Grand
Rapids, Jlich., has increased its capital stock

from $250,000 fo $500,000.

The Talbot Furniture Company, Nashville,

Tenn., has been incorporated with an author-
ized capital stock of $25,000.

The West P.iauch Table Company, Watson-
town, Pa., has been Incorporated with an au-
thorized capital stock .of $50,000.

The Thurston Timber Land Company, Estes
Mills, Me., has been incorporated with an au-
thorized capital stock of $125,000.
The KuUon Street Furniture Company, Grand

Rapids, Mich., has been incorporated with an
authorized capital stock of $500,000.

G. N. Johnson & Sons of Le Rayville, Pa.,

have been succeeded by the Le Rayville Furni-
ture & Toy Manufacturing Company.

Fire recently destroyed mill No. 2 of the

W. M. White Company, Boyne City, Mich., en-

tailing a loss estimated at $50,000, partially

covered by insurance.

J. C. Campbell of Marion. Va., is planning
the erection of a big sawmill at Black Moun-
tain, N. C, which mill will have a daily ca-

pacity of 100,000 feet.

The Century Cabinet Company recently
started business at Ft. Plain, N. Y., with $100,-

000 capital. This company will manufacture
furniture and cabinets.

The Gulf Pulp Wood Company, Apalachicola,
Fla., has been Incorporated with a capital stock
of $100,000. The new company will manu-
tacture pulp wood, lumber, etc.

The Sterling Manufacturing Company, manu-
facturer of agricultural implements Indian-
apolis, Ind., has been incorporated with an
authorized capital stock of $100,000.
The Thompson Parlor Furniture Company,

Marietta, O., has recently started operations in

that place for the manufacture of furniture.

The concern has a capital of $10,000.

The Northern Veneer Company, Houlton, Me.,

has been Incorporated with a capital stock of

$25,000. W. H. Traftou of Caribow is presi-

dent and treasurer of the new company.

W. K. Miller & Sons, Madison. Ind., have
been Incorporated with a capital stock of $30,-

ooo. The directors of the new company are
W. H. Dean and L. and Earl K. Miller.

The Denman Lumber Company, Pittsburg.

Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $7,500. The incorporators are T. L. Den-
man, R. F. Lindsay and E. S. Lilienstern.

The E. L. Wooley Lumber Company, Sham-
rock, Tex., has been incorporated with a capi-

tal stock of $20,000. The incorporators are
E. L. Wooley, A. J. Laycock, J. T. Close and
others.

The Kimball Lumber Manufacturing Com-
pany, manufacturer of hardwood and cypress
lumber, St. Louis, Mo., contemplates the erec-

tion of a planing mill, flooring mill, dry kilns,

etc., at Lanark, Ark

The Hammond Lumber Company, McAIlen,
Tex., has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $20,000. The incorporators are H. M. Ham-
mond and H. L. Givens of McAllen and F. E.

Hammond of San Antonio, Tex.

Floyd, Day & Co., Jackson, Ky., recently

took over the extensive tract of poplar stump-
age in Letches county, Kentucky. This con-

corn will Immediately begin the erection of a
modern sawmill to exploit the timber.

Stockholders of the Michigan Oak Flooring
& Interior Finish Company, Pontiac, Mich., re-

cently petitioned the circuit court for a re-

ceiver. The assets of the company are placed

at $16,000, outstanding debts, $7,500 and stock

$23,000.

The West Virginia School Furniture Company
of Huntington, W. Va., has begun the installa-

tion of a new power planf which will contain
a considerable quantity of new wood-working
machinery and will be supplemented by a new
dry-kiln.

The Cadillac Veneer Company, Cadillac, Mich.,

has made repairs and improvements tending

to increase the capacity of its plant. Among
other changes has been the Installation of a

new planer which will increase the output of

the factory.

It is announced from Oconto, Wis., that both
the Holt Lumber Company and the Oconto
Lumber Company have ceased nigbt operations

which they have been carrying on for four

months, and will confine their work to day
shifts entirely.

The Bowies Lumber Company, New Orleans,

La., recently purchased the properties of the

J. C. Reeves Cypress Lumber Company, includ-

ing a single band sawmill and 18,000 acres of

cypress land estimated to contain 120,000,000
feet of cypress timber.

The Standard Red Cedar Chest Company,
AltaVista, Va., has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $10,000 to $25,000. The officers

of the new company are J. E. Lane, president

;

E. H. Lane, vice-president, and P. F. Hardison,

secretary and treasurer.

Hyatt Brothers is the style of a new lumber
< ompany of recent origin at Cumberland, Md.
W. H. Hyatt and J. B. Hyatt are the princi-

pals of the new company which is organized
to do a general wholesale business and has of-

fices in the Cobb building.

Jas. E'. Stark & Co. of Memphis. Tenn., re-

cently closed with W. R. Burton & Co. of that
city for a considerable area of virgin timber
in Lee county, Arkansas. The timber is located
in the St. Francis valley and contains trees of

unusual size and quality.

The Hawthorne Lumber & Supply Company,
Hawthorne, N. J., has been incorporated with
a capital stock of $25,000 and will do a gen-
eral lumber and wood-turning business. The
incorporators are H. G. Booth. J. W. Booth,
C. Auerbach and F. M. Auerbach.

The Myakka Land Company of Warren, Pa.,

has been incorporated with an authorized capi-

tal stock of $20,000 for the purpose of dealing
in timber and manufacturing lumber in the
state of Florida. The incorporators are F. P.

Hue, G. H. Duham, W. N. Lindsoy and A. J.

Hazeltine, all of Warren, I'a.

The Lake Independence Lumber Company is

the style of the concern which recently pur-

chased the holdings and the sawmill equipment
plant of the Northern Lumber Company, Mar-
quette, Mich. It is understood that the new
concern is controlled by the Brunswick-Balke-
Collander Company, and that its operation will

be largely in the interest of that concern.

The King Lumber & Cedar Company is the

title of a newly organized company at Escanaba,

Mich., of which W. H. King is the head and
A. F. Aley superintendent. The company has

purchased a large tract of timber In Luce coun-

ty, and active lumbering operations have been

commenced. The company has timber in sight

to continue operations for eight years.

The St. Joseph Furniture & Manufacturing

Company, St. Joseph, JIo., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $60,000. The principal

stockholders are Howard C. Varner and Paul

Shwlerchinski. The new company will occupy

the building on South Ninth street formerly

occupied by the Talge Lounge Company, which
has removed to Omaha, Neb. It is announced

that the new concern will be open for business

about the middle of September.

The John R. Davis Lumber Company of

Phillips, Wis., has been transferred to Kneeland
*; McClurg of Milwaukee. The Milwaukee firm

has purchased all the timber lands and the

entire plant and equipment of the Davis Com-
pany. Arrangements have bcuu made with the

Michigan Trust Company for all bonds neces-

sary to finance the new proposition. The suc-

cessful sale of these bonds will probably result

in an increase in the equipment at Phillips

through the addition of a new sawmill.

Charles A. Phelps of Grand Rapids, Mich., re-

cently sold for the Huron Bay Lumber Company
12,000 acres of timber lands in Baraga county to

the Marshall Butters Lumber Company of L'Anse,

Mich. The Marshall Butters Lumber Company
was recently organized and capitalized for

$1,500,000, and in addition to the Huron Bay
lands has purchased tracts from the Silver

River and L'Anse Lumber companies totaling

about 31,000 acres with a total stumpage esti-

mated at 350.000,000 feet of mixed hardwoods.
The company will build a mill capable of cut-

ting 30,000,000 feet of lumber annually, and is

also considering the erection of an iron furnace

and chemical works.
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Hardwood 'News Notes

CHICAGO

Hardwood Record office was recently visited

by Turner R. Clendinen, formerly of the Mis-
souri Land & ^ianufacturing Company of .\tchi-

son, Kan. Mr. Clendinen is now of the Turner.
Day & WoolwortU Company.

J. S. Stearns, of the Stearns Salt & Lumber
Company of Ludingfon. Mich., stopped In Chi-
cago on Aug. 16 while passing through on a
business trip.
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M. L. P»aKe of the Galloway & Pease Com-
paoj' of Saginaw, Mich., spent several days
with the local trade last weeh.

W. M. Hopkins of the Theodore Fathauer Com-
pan.v has just returned from an extended trip

ro the Pacific coast. Paul C. Smith, superin-

tendent for the Fathauer plant in Arkansas,
was a recent Chicago visitor.

E. E. Taenzer. formerly of the Darnell-Taen-

zer Lnmber Company of Memphis. Tenn., but

now in business for himself In that city, spent

several days of last week with the local trade.

H. C. Miller of the Hardwood Mills Lumber
Company has just returned from a vacation of

several weeks' duration which he spent in Wis-
consin.

P. J. Attley of the Ross-Attley Lumber Com-
pany of Helena. Ark., has just been blessed with

a new son.

A. J. Tipler. manager for the Forest City

Manufacturing Company and the G. W. Jones

Lumber Company's plant at Forest City, Ark..

spent several days last week in Chicago.

A. H. Ruth, Chicago manager for the G. W.
Jones Lumber Company, whose headquarters are

at Appleton. Wis., has just left for a week's

trip in Wisconsin. Mr. Kuth will spend several

days at the northern mills and then will devote

the rest of the week to Appleton.

K. E. Thompson of the Thompson Hardwood
Lumber Company of Cincinnati, O.. was in the

city a few days last week.

A. W. Lucas of the Lucas Land & Lumber
Company of Paducah, Ky.. spent a few days in

Chicago last week on a hurried business trip

through this territory.

Frank F. Fish, secretary of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association with offices in

Chicago, has been on a trip through Canadian

points for several weeks. Mr. Fish's journey

is in the interest of the association.

A. C. Lindermau of the Lindermau Machine
Company of Muskegon, Mich., spent a short

time in Chicago last week, accompanied by the

company's Canadian manager. Frank C. Chester.

J. R. Young of the Lumbermen's Underwrit-

ing Alliance of Kansas City. Mo., stopped off

in Chicago last week for a day on his way to

northern Minnesota points.

H. F. Weiss, assistant director of the Forest

Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., stopped

off in the city last week on his return from
an extensive trip which took him through the

western states.

Owen M. Bruner of the Owen M. Bruner

Company of Philadelphia. Pa., paid the city a

short visit the early part of last week en

route to the Pacific coast. This firm is one of

the big concerns of Philadelphia.

NEW YORK

A special meeting of the creditors of the

Chas. R. Partridge Lumber Company of Jersey

City. N. J., which was recently petitioned in

bankruptcy, was held before lieferee Geo. R.

Beach in Jersey City on Aug. 12. One of the

objects of the meeting was to consider a hid

received by the trustees from a committee of

creditors of .$105,187.00 for all the assets of

the company. At the meeting, however, two
additional bids of similar character were pre-

sented, amounting to $110,000 and $112,500,

respectively. R. W. Higbie, chairman of the

committee of lumber creditors, presented a report

containing a suggestion that the meeting be

adjourned for ten days, and that unless a bid

of at least .$125,000 was received, the assets

bi? sold at public auction. The suggestion on
vote was lost, but the referee decided to adjourn

the meeting one week, at which time he decided

he would accept the highest bid rendered up to

that time. The total assets are estimated at

$269,421.29. against which there is a mortgage
of $44,000, leaving net $225,421.29.

S. E. Slaymnker & Co., selling agents for
the West Virginia Pulp & Paper Company's
lumber department of Cass. W. Va.. have just
closed a deal with Dickey & Campbell of Black
Mountain. X. C. for their entire cut of

spruce to he manufactured by them at their

new plant at that place. Messrs. Slaymaker
& Co. will distribute these products together
with the West Virginia Pulp & Paper Com-
pany stocks. The Dickey & Campbell operation
will cut 25,000,000 feet a year through a fine

modern sawmill at Black Mountain from the
large holdings of the company of the famous
smoky mountain range spruce. Messrs. Slay-

maker & Co. are also handling the output of

hemlock manufactured by the Honaker Dumber
Company. Honaker. Va., amounting to 75.000
feet.

J. W. Hubbard of the Rice & Lockwood Lum-
ber Company, Springfield, Mass.. and 1 Madison
avenue, passed through here Aug. 10 on a trip

to the North Carolina mills with which his

company is connected.

A. L. Stone of the Nicola, Stone & Myers
Company. Cleveland. O., arrived in port during
the fortnight after a pleasure trip of several

weeks abroad.

P. J. Feitner of the Hoban-Hunter-Feitner
Company, with wholesale cypress yards at Chap-
man's Dock, Brooklyn, returned last week from
a trip to all the leading cypress manufacturing
points in the Gulf states. His company has its

usual large supply of cypress in excellent shape
for the fall market.

The Provincial Lumber Company. Ltd.. is the

name of a new company recently organized in

this city to conduct a general wholesale business,

with oflices at 71 Beaver street. Manhattan. The
company will be under the management of Geo.

E. Deming. for many years identified with the

w^holesale trade of the district. Other officers

of the company are Geo. McKean. a large lumber
operator of St. Johns. N. B.. and Wm. E. Gold-

ing of St. Johns. N. B.

The West Farms Lumber Company has been

incorporated to operate at 174th street and
West Farms road. Borough of Bronx, to succeed

to the business of the ilott Haven Lumber
Company previously carried on at that point.

The corporation is capitalized at $10,000.

BUFFALO

The state college of forestry at Syracuse is

about to buy a few acres of waste land in

soutUwestern New York, probably in Chau-
tauqua county, to show what may be accom-

plished in forestry. Other similar tracts will

be bought in different parts of the state. This

work is in line with the program of the State

Conservation Commission, which has done" much
to encourage reforesting waste lands.

W. H. Sullivan is here from Bogalusa. La., the

guest of his brother, F. M. Sullivan. He re-

ports that the big Louisiana mill of the Great

Southern Lumber company is crowded with

orders.

F. T. Sullivan has been making an eastern

trip for a week or two in the interest of Ham-
ilton H. Salmon & Co.. whose yard here he has

now fitted up with a good stock of hardwoods.

George Miller of O. E. Xeager's staSf. is tak-

ing a vacation in Canada, expecting to do a

little automobiliug while away. The new office

at the Yeager yard looks very much improved

since the recent fire.

G. Ellas & Bro. were successful competitors

for furnishing timber and planking for the

western division of the state canals.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company
will be settled in its new office on Baitz avenue

the latter part of this month, the work of

erection having taken much of the past few
weeks.

The Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company is

bringing forward large shipments of dry oak,

and states that trade, while not brisk, is coming
along in a steady and satisfactory manner.

Horace C. Mills of the firm of Taylor &
Crate, has been taking a brief vacation, spend-

ing several weeks in the neighlwrhood of Que-
bee.

Anthony Miller reports a very fair trade at

his big Eagle street yard. He has a large

assortment of stock there, much of it having
been brought in recently from the South and
Canada.

PHILADELPHIA

The J. S. Kent Company reports a liberal

trading for the season of the year, with the

outlook encouraging. Arthur W. Kent, secre-

tary and treasurer, has gone to Buffalo, where

his family has been spending the summer, for a

two weeks" vacation. Thomas B. Hoffman of

the hardwood department is in West Virginia

looking for stock.

J. Randall Williams. Jr., of J. Randall Will-

iams & Co.. was elected a member of the board

of directors of the Philadelphia Wholesale Lum-
ber Dealers' Association, to succeed Charles J.

Coppock, who has resigned and gone South.

As usual Schofield Brothers make no complaint

of a lag in business, inquiries coming in freely.

The family of John H. Schofield is summering

at Ocean City. N. J. ; Robert W. Schofield is at

Chelsea. N. J., and Frank E. Schofield and bride

are at Kennebunk. Me.

Charles K. Parry of Charles K. Parry & Co..

says summer trading has given satisfaction.

Frank T. Rnmbarger has been engaged by them

as salesman to cover part of Philadelphia and

eastern Pennsylvania.

David J. Scott of West Chester. Pa., father-

in-law of Robert G. Kay, the popular lumberman

and president of the Kay Lumber Company, died

on Aug. 6. The deceased was eighty-five years

old.

Ben C. Currio of Currie & Campbell makes no

complain of relaxed business. J. H. Campbell is

at the mill in West Virginia battling for stock.

John Halfpenny is now established in the

large oflices of the Berwind Lumber Company,

whose output he also handles.

C. B. Farr, vice-president of the Central Penn-

sylvania Lumber Company. Williamsport, Pa.,

died Aug. 18. He was sixty-six years old.

The New York Hardwood & Tie Company of

America. Wilmington. Del., was incorporated un-

der Delaware laws, -Vug. 12. with a capital

stock of $100,000.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has booked an

order for ten locomotives for the Chicago &
Western Indiana Railroad. Among the recent

scattered orders received are two for the Mis-

sissippi & North Arkansas Railroad, one for the

Escanaba & Lake Superior Railroad, and one for

the Gray Lumber Company.

PITTSBURQH

J. N. Woollett, president of the Aberdeen

Lumber Company, is on his annual three weeks'

buying trip in the South and Southwest. His

orders and advance prospects are good, and he

will need a lot of cottonwood and gum this

fall to supply his trade.

The Duquesne Lumber Company is making

a heavy cut at its new mill at Braemer, Tenn.

Sales Manager G. C. Adams has just gone down
to the plant to look over operations.

C. W. Cantrell. city sales manager of the

Germain Company, is getting some splendid

business this month from the railroad and car
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fompanlps. He thinks the outlook for fall

trade Is exceptionally good.

The Greensburg Swing Company has bought

the old factory of the Parr Wagon Works at

Greensburg, Pa., and will remodel the plant at

once to give it a capacity of 30.000 swings a

year. It will add a linn of porch furniture

to its manufacture this fall.

E. V. Babcock of E. V. Babcock & Co., is

devoting much time this summer to his splen-

did country estate, "Vosemary," near Valencia,

Pa. He has it stocked with thoroughbred Hol-

stein-Friesans. the best poultry to be found,

and fine horses and is making good headway

In the cultivation of alfalfa as well as raising

banner Pennsylvania crops.

The Pittsburg Hardwood Door Company,

which is now located in its new plant at

Thirteenth and Pike streets, is carrying the

largest assortment of hardwood doors to be

found east of Chicago. In spite of the fact

that Pittsburgh building has been very slow

all summer, its general business has been good

and it notes a steady gain in optimism among
lumber buyers.

The Acorn Lumber Company, which is han-

dling a large amount of hardwood this year,

reports prospects fine. Its president, H. F.

Domhoff, is in the Northwest on a buying ex-

pedition. H. W. Henninger of the firm re-

cently made a very successful trip among the

mills and plants of West Virginia.

The Union Lumber Company, which started

In business a few months ago at 510 Federal

street, is getting under fine headway. It wMll

make a specialty of mahogany. W'alnut, cherry

and other fine woods for furniture and cabinet

makers.

Lumber Company of Norfolk, with an office in

Baltimoi-e, filed a personal petition in bank-

ruptcy in the T'nited States court at Norfolk,

Va.. on Aug. 10. He placed his liabilities at

.fl49,553.10 and his assets at $134,499.40.

The hardwood firm of Richard P. Baer & Co.

on Nov. 1 will move its offices from the Keyser

building to the eleventh floor of the tower of

the Maryland Casualty Company's building,

Baltimore street and Guilford avenue. The
new location will afford nearly double the floor

space, and will have a private corridor, besides

various other conveniences.

Baltimore lumbermen are greatly interested

in the recent action of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, suspending increases in freight

rates from states east of the Mississippi river

and south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers to

Washington, Baltimore and other points in the

North and East. The increases ranged from

one to two cents per one hundred pounds, vary-

ing with the kind of lumber and the length of

the haul. The matter will come up for a hear-

ing some time In the near future.

MEMPHIS

BOSTON

The plant of E. II. Mahoney & Co.. chair manu-
facturers, Gardner, Mass., was recently damaged
by a fire which started in the paint shop. The
loss is estimated at about $5,000.

Joseph Moore of the Bridgeiyort Wood Finish-

ing Company, who has been in the New York
office of this company, will in the future be

located at the Houston, Tex., office of the com-
pany.

Riccio & Cross is the name of a new firm

formed in Bristol. Conn., for the purpose of

carrying on a wood-turning business.

The cooperage .shop of Thomas E. McKay, On-
set, Mass., has been destro.ved by fire. A large

stock of barrels was burned.

The building going on in Boston at the present
time is of good size. There are several large

office buildings in process of construction, which
will call for considerable interior hardwood
finish.

BALTIMORE

Because of unforeseen delay Secretary J. McD.
Price of the National Lumber Exporters' Asso-
ciation, did not get away on his annual trip

to members of the organization and lumber ex-

porters generally until August 13. Various addi-

tions to the membership are expected as a
result of the trip.

Thomas J. Shryock & Co., well known whole-
salers and manufacturers of white pine and
hardwood, with yards and office at Thames and
Philpot streets, has been incorporated under
the laws of Delaware with a capital stock of

?200,000. Gen. Thomas J. Shryock is president
of the company. George F. M. Hauck. vice-pres-

ident and general manager, M. C. Skinner, sec-

retary, and John E. Reese, treasurer. In addi-

tion to these officers, the board of directors

includes George R. Willis, a prominent attorney
here. There will be no change in location or
in methods, the business going on exactly as In

the past.

G. S. Briggs, president of the G. S. Briggs

COLUMBUS

The Louisiana Cooperage & Land Company of

Toledo, O., has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000 to do a general cooperage busi-

ness. The incorporators are S. P. Shelb.v, Charles

S. Shelb.v. John Peach, Lawrence T. Conway and

J. Y. Todd.

H. E. Wentz. formerly connected with the

W. M. Ritter Lumber Company and also the

John R. Gobey Lumber Company of Columbus,
has taken the position as representative for the
William Buchnn.'in Manufacturing & Wholesal-
ing Company of Texarkana. .\rk. Mr. Wentz
will travel in Ohio and make his headquarters
in (^olumbvis.

R. W. Horton, sales manager of the central

division of the W. M. Ritter Luml)er Company,
says trade in all lines of hardwoods has been

extremely active during the past two weeks.

There has been a great Improvement in the lower
grades of stocks. Dry stocks are still light,

although the mills are working on full time.

Stocks in the hands of retailers are also light.

R. W. Ilorton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber
Company has returned from a business trip in

western Pennsylvania.

L. B. Schneider, sales manager for the John R.

Gobey Lumber Company, says the hardwood mar-
ket is active and prices are well maintained.
The demand is increasing right along, and he
looks for higlier prices in the near future.

TOLEDO

Robert G. Foster, who for the past forty

years has been superintendent of the Toledo
Bending Works, died recently at his home in

this cit.v, aged seventy-two years. He is sur-

vived by an adopted daughter, Mrs. Bernice
Chilcote, and a sister who lives in New Hamp-
shire.

A large quantity of valuable hardwood lumber
was destroyed when the Gottshall Manufacturing
Company's heading, hoop and stave plant was
burned Aug. 7. The main portion of the yards
was saved, but the loss amounted to about

$17,000, partially covered by insurance.

R. G. Ewing, local real estate broker, has
been asked by C. M. Buford of the Missouri

Senate, to assist in the location of heirs to a
tract of unimproved timber lands In Reynolds
county, Missouri. The property awaits declara-

tion of ownership by Channing White or his

heirs and is worth approximately $50,000. The
heirs were thought to be located at Toledo but
have not yet been found. The last heard of

Channing White was in 1860 when he gave
Toledo, O., as his place of residence.

The weather in this territory recently has been

reasonably favorable, although there are com-

plaints from some parts of Arkansas, especially

from the eastern section, regarding the excessive

precipitation. The operator of one of the largest

plants in eastern Arkansas stated today that con-

ditions had not been favorable in that section

for logging operations. He said that his own
firm was well supplied with timber because it

always kept a big stock on hand. He pointed

out. however, that some of the other operators

of sawmill plants had not been so fortunate

as they were meeting with considerable difficult.v

in securing all the timber needed.

The rainfall In Mississippi and western Ten-

nessee has not been as heavy as In eastern Ar-

kansas, and reports received from sawmill op-

erators here are to the effect that there Is con-

siderable supply of timber on hand. There is a

steadiness about operations which is resulting In

a large output of lumber. The fact remains,

however, that with the demand so good, there is

no particular accumulation. The amount of dry

stock, as has l>een the case for a long time, is

relatively small, being particularly so in refer-

ence to Cottonwood, gum. ash and plain oak.

It may not be true that all of the lumber

firms In Memphis have shown such a big increase

in their business, but one prominent company

says that its shijiments durlns July were more

than dijuble the corresponding mouth last year,

and its buslne.ss thus far during August has

shown quite as large a proportionate increase.

Tliere is scarcely a firm engaged in the hardwood

business here which is not shipping a great deal

more lumber than last year, and altogether the

outlook is regarded as quite encouraging. The
presidential election and other political condi-

tions, have had no depressing effect so far. and

developments up to this time have borne out

the view of Memphis lumbermen to the effect

that this will be a good year regardless of the

threatened change in national administration.

Everything is assuming shapi' for the building

of another bridge across the Mississippi river

at Memphis by the Rock Island System to cost

approximately $4,500,000. The amended bill

which was before Congress during the past wi'ek

has now become a law, and every obstacle which

was in the way of the new structure has l)een

removed. Therefore, it is expected that the

work will be commenced at an early date. The
bridge will have a way for Wiigons and pedes-

trians, and two steam railroad tracks. In addi-

tion to an expenditure of about $4,500,000 for

the bridge and approaches thereto, the Rock

Island System will spend about $2,000,000 in

building new terminals at this point.

George L. Green has purchased $10,000 worth

of hardwood timber along Black river near New-
port. Ark. The buyer of this himl.>er recently

purchased the hardwood mill of D. P. Whisnant
and 2.000 acres of hardwood timberland lying

close by. The new owner's intention is to make
extensive improvements in the plant and resume

operations as soon as these are completed.

Tbe Southern Hardwood Lumber Company, a

Tennessee corporation, has opened offices in Ar-

kansas. The headquarters are at Marked Tree

and S. P. Thompson is named as agent.

A rather unique shipment was made from
Memphis some davs ago. It included about three

cars of boat oars to be used on the coast of

.\frlca. Several such shipments are made from

.Memphis every year. The firm which manufac-
tures lhe.se oars has an international reputation

and, In addition to shipping to Africa, It manu-
factures practically all of the oars used by the

British navy.

The .\shley. Drew & Northern Railway Com-
pan.v, which has a capital stock of $600,000, has
been chartered under the laws of Arkansas. This

is in effect a change of the name of the Crossett,

Monticello & Northern Railroad Company, which
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was incorporated sometime ago. The latter road

was backed largely by lumber interests and the

same is true of the new company. The road will

run from Crossett to Monticello. There are

prominent hardwood firms at both Crossett and
Camden and there is a splendid timber section

which will be developed by means of the new
line.

The Scott County Land & Lumber Company
has filed articles of incorporation at Waldron,

Ark. The company has a capital stock of $20,000

and will engage in the handling of timber lands

and in the manufacture of lumber. W. F.

Inghram, J. S. Hill and others are the incorpo-

rators.

The Ransom Hardwood Lumber Company has

started up its big sawmill in Arkansas. This

company recently bought the mill operated by

the Hempstead County Hardwood Lumber Com-

pany and has made extensive improvements on

same during the past six months. It has also

built a line of railway five miles in length for

the development of its extensive timber land

holdings.

J. W. Thompson of the J. W. Thompson Hard-

wood Company. Chicago, spent the weekend with

his family here.

BRISTOL

The Tyro Development Company, recently

organized at Lynchburg, Va., with a capital

stock of $300,000 by K. G. Leftwich and asso-

ciates of that city, is preparing to install a

large mill in Nelson county, Virginia, on the

Tyro river, where it has purchased an area

of about 10,000 feet of high-grade hardwood

timber.

The Paxton Lumber Company of this city

reports business moving along well. The com-

pany has a larger output of stock since it put

Into operation its new mill at Charleston,

W. Va., which is cutting a large amount of

high-grade hardwood timber.

The Peter-McCain Lumber Company is about

ready to start its band mill in Bristol, which

has been idle about eighteen months, having

secured several years cut of timber. The com-

pany is now finishing up the work of building

a logging road in the Holston mountains to 'get

out the timber. When this timber is exhausted

it will begin the cutting of its new tract in

Carter county, Tennessee, purchased from the

Bradley interests of Bay City, Mich.

The Tennessee Lumber & Manufacturing Com-

pany of Pottsville, Pa., has closed down its

band mill at Sutherland, Tenn., having finished

the cutting of its timber in Johnson county.

The company has a large amount of stock on

hand in this section, and may purchase other

timber and continue its operations in this ter-

ritory.

LOUISVILLE

Leroy Olcott, who has been in the Memphis

office of the Robe Lake Lumber Company, has

been added to the Louisville staff of the W.

P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company.
The Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Company is

now running its yard at Twenty-third and

Standard avenue. The yard occupies an entire

block, and is in charge of Herbert Bauman. The

company has had good success thus far this

season.

The mills of the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Com-

pany have been running day and night for

several weeks, owing to the heavy demand for

mahogany lumber, which seems to be consider-

ably greater than the available supply. The

demand for veneers is not so good, officers of

the company report.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has sus-

pended until Feb. 27, 1913, the Louisville &
Nashville tariff instituting new regulations for

the milling in transit of logs at Louisville,

Nashville and Memphis. The tariff was orig-

inally suspended until Aug. 27 on complaint of

Nashville lumbermen.
Harry E. Kline, superintendent of the Louis-

ville Veneer Mills, and Miss Alice S. Napper
of this city, were married in Louisville Aug.
17. and are now on a wedding trip which will

be concluded about Sept. 1.

ST. LOUIS

Owing to the falling off of the revenue from
inspections, due to the rainy weather, during
the summer, and labor troubles, which curtailed

the receipts of hardwood lumber at this point,

an assessment has been levied on the members
of the Lumbermen's Exchange to supply funds
for immediate inspection expenses. As soon as
business assumes its normal proportions, the
receipts from inspection will take care of the

running expenses.

J. S. Garetson of the Garetson-Gearson Lum-
ber Company has returned from a trip to the

mills of the company in the South. He will

leave in a few days to join his family on the

Pacific coast.

Charles E. Thomas of the Thomas & Proetz

Lumber Company, who is away on his vacation,

which he is spending on the Atlantic coast,

will return home about Sept. 1.

MILWAUKEE

One of the largest deals that has been made
in Wisconsin lumber circles for several years
was consummated when Senator A. W. San-
born, receiver for the John R. Davis Lumber
Company of Phillips, received formal notifica-

tion that a deal had been closed for taking
up the option on the timber and plant of the

Phillips concern by the Kneeland & McCIurg
Lumber Company of Milwaukee. A trust com-
pany from Detroit is to sell bonds to finance

the affairs, which, if successful, will mean a
new sawmill at Phillips for the manufacture
of lumber. The John E. Davis Lumber Com-
I)any is the million dollar lumber company that

went into the hands of receivers last fall with
liabilities to the amount of $750,000. Under
the present deal the secured creditors will be

paid one hundred cents on the dollar, and the

unsecured fifty cents on the dollar.

The Wausaukee office of the J. W. Wells
Lumber Company and the Wi.sconsin-Northwest-

ern railway has been moved to the company's
camp on the above named railroad. Louis R.

Fehl is in charge of the office, camp, railroad

books and the store.

The Mortenson Lumber Company of Wausau
has resumed operations at its sawmill. The
mill w'as closed down during the recent fioods,

which carried many logs down the stream when
the booms broke. After the logs on hand have

been sawed, work will be started in bringing

back the logs swept away.

Two concerns of Oshkosh have filed papers of

dissolution with the secretary of state, follow-

ing the decision of the stockholders to disband.

They are the Radford Millwork Company, of

which C. W. Radford was the president; and

the Jewell Company, of which Charles Nevitt

was president.

The Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Company of

Algoma is preparing to erect a concrete addi-

tion to its plant. A warehouse addition will

also be constructed.

The Johnson Creek Lumber Company, which
has a sawmill near Knowlton, has sold 1.500.-

000 feet of lumber to the John G. Lockhard
Lumber Company of Sheboygan, the considera-

tion being $25,000. One million feet of the

amount is hemlock.

A meeting was held recently at Grand Rapids
by manufacturers of hubs of the state of Michi-

gan. The association is known as the Wis-
consin Hub Manufacturers' Association, and
the purpose of the meeting was to get the man-
ufacturers together and get acquainted. A
delegate was elected to attend the National

Hardwood Lumber Association meeting to be

held in Louisville, Ky., in September. Fred
Schnable, Sr., was elected to this position.

The annual meeting of the Northwestern
Manufacturing Company of Fort Atkinson was
held recently at which L. B. Royce was elected

president. A new dry-kiln and an addition to

the bending room will be erected soon.

Tlie work of erecting the new sawmill for

the Heineman Lumber Company, near Merrill,

has been started. When completed it will have

a capacity between 100.000 and 123.000 feet in

ten hours and the saws will be able to cut up
to forty-foot lengths.

Frederick Miller, who with his brother was
proprietor of the Miller Sash & Door Factory

at Marinette, died at the Menominee River hos-

pital following the amputation of his leg.

Henry Bradley, formerly an extensive holder

in the Bradley Lumber Company at Tomahawk,
died recently at his summer home, Meredith,

N. H. He was a former Milwaukee man, but

took up his residence at Bangor, Me., about

fifteen years ago. Mr. Bradley was fifty years

of age.

GRAND RAPIDS

On Saturday. Aug. 31, the third annual picnic

of the local Lumbermen's Association will be

held at Lake Harbor. Mich. The frolic will

begin with the departure of the special inter-

urban cars at 8 :30 a. m., over the Muskegon
road, and will continue throughout the day and

evening. Steamers will be in waiting at Mona
lake to convey the party to Lake Harbor. Meals

will be served at the hotel and a fine program

of sports is being arranged.

The New Hotel Pantlind Building Company
has been formed, with Clay H. Hollister as

president and with leading manufacturers,

bankers and business men as directors. A new
fireproof building, costing over $1,000,000, will

be built on the site of the old Pantlind, occupy-

ing probably the entire block bounded by Mon-

roe, Pearl, Campau and Lyon streets. The
hotel is needed especially during the furniture

seasons.

The Hart Cedar & Lumber Company has com-

pleted a narrow gauge logging road about

twelve miles long from Camp Houk to Hart.

Buckley & Douglas of Manistee have bought

the State Lumber Company's plant, which they

have been operating under lease for the past

two years. They have timber enough to last

their two mills about eight years longer.

V^v(^^^)^^^^^^;^^^vj^^^J^^;,^^vJ^^;^^

The Hardwood Market

CHICAOO

The lumber business iu Chicago at present

seems to reflect the general trend of business

in the country at large, as the Chicago mar-

ket covers such a varied and extensive field

that it is more or less a thermometer of general

lumber conditions. It cannot be said that there

has been any remarkable change one way or

the other during the last fortnight. There Is,

however, a more noticeable scarcity in some
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iint'ii of stock, notably plain oak. ash, birch

and certain grades of cottonwood.

The pleasing feature of the local market is

ihc growing tendency of the factory trade to

^et bark into the market. Several concerns

report having marketed fairly large orders

at a material advance without any great dif-

ficulty. This increased activity on the part

of factory buyers is. of course, partly due to

the fact that their stocks had gotten to the

diminishing point, but it is also due to a gen-

eral improvement of tht- furniture, piano and
other factory business. Yard trade is gratify-

ingly active, which activity is stimulated by

the unusual building operations going on in

the city.

There is no question but that the pleasing

demand now evident locally will continue

throughout the summer and that all trade will

be brisk as to the number of orders, and prices

lirm.

There is no comijlaint whatever on the local

market outside of a few straggling kickers who
will always be found. The statement is fre-

c|uently reiterated by the local lumbermen that

the chief difficulty right now is in buying and
shippins.

PITTSBVRQH

NEW YORK

Tin- hardwood market at New York shows
a fair volume of business being booked, con-

sidering the season. Good lumber continues

scarce, and prices firm, while the lower grades

appear to be enjoying a fair call all along the

line. Stocks of good lumber are not over-

plentiful at mill points, while supplies in the

hands of local buyers gennrally, and notably the

local manufacturing trade, are not at all plenti

ful. This of itself will create a firm fail market.

with every likelihood of higher prices.

BUFFALO

The hardwood ti-adc runs along steadily, the

chief features being the strength to prices

and the lack of stock. Lumber offerings an-

numerous enough, but in some kinds of stock

the supply shows a marked deficiency. Tb<'

lower grades have been pretty well picked up
here, and the supply is much less than usual.

The largest trade continues to be in plain

oak. with stocks running about as short as

ihi'y have been. llirch continues in good de-

mand. Elm is a ready seller, while ash has a

larger sale than a short time ago. Other woods
are fairly active, with the exception of cherry

and walnut, which havi- bei-n quiet.

PHILADELPHIA

'lYade reports all agree that considering the

season of the year business has been well sus-

tained. Tonditious at mill ends, however, are

still far from normal, and with the increased
flemand for material, especially dry stock, it

will be months before the orders can be supplied.

Tli'-re is an increasing activity among the

whfdesale consumers, and calls for stuff from
tin- railroads are more frequent. There is prom-
ise of a good fall and winter trading, but. as

enormous crops are predicted a car shortage is

feared when their transportation begins, and an
upward movement in prices is expected.

Hardwoods show no material change in posi-

tion during the fortni)j:ht. Oak of all kinds,

espicially quartered oak. is scarce, with prices

well maintained. There is a steady call for

chestnut, with satisfactory prices. Ash holds a

good position and poplar has not changed during
the fortnight. Cypress continues active with

the market growing stronger. Beech, bin-h and
<herry find ready sale, with prices firm.

The liardwood trade is very encouraging in

this locality, and everything points to a big

'fall trade. The business has not come in the

way of a boom, but inquiries, requisitions and
orders have been coming in steadily since last

May. There Rcems to be a determined effort

on the part of business men to show politi

eians that business is going ahead this year

in spite of all presidential uncertainties. Rail-

roads are ordering largely and bid fair to stay

in the market all fall. Hardwood using fac-

tories have never placed contracts earlier or

made larger ones. All recognize the extreme

shortage of hardwood stocks at the mills, and
fear that prices which have been going up little

by little will go still higher after September
15 because of this shortage and the certainty

of a big car famine.

BOSTON

The g^-neral tone of the market for hardwood
lumber is very firm with a tendency toward a

higher level. Practically all reports from manu-
facturing centers indicate small stocks of dry

lumber. Prices are firm and even better prices

are expected- when the fall demand begins.

Interior house finish manufacturers are doing a

very good business. Veneers are in very good
call. One dealer says he expects a much larger

call for veneers this fall, due to the higher prices

of lumber.

The market for quartered oak is firmer than

it has been for several months. There is quite

a range of prices quoted for inch stock due to

the difference in quality. Plain oak has been

soiling freely, although during the past week or

ten days dealers have not spoken of the demand
in quit'- as favorable terms as previously. Maple
is very well held with a fairly active demand.

White ash keeps in fair call. Whitewood is

well held but the demand is not active. Cypress

has been selling in a moderate way.

BALTIMORE

All accounts rogardlng the liaithvood business

are still to the eflfect tliat the volume of busi-

ness is expanding. Local firms are running
ahead of the corresponding montbs of last

year, and each successive month shows an im-

provement over the preceding one. This result

is apparently not attained by price concessions,

but solely by reason of the fact that the re

fiuirements of the trade are on the .increase.

So far the presidential election year has proved

a great surprise. Previous experience had led

the trade to expect a contraction in activity

and a narrowing of wants, with its accompani-

ment of lower prices and increased competi-

tion. Instead, developments quite the contrary

have talien place.

Manufacturers are increasing their produc-

tion. So far they have been able to dispose of

their output easily enough, the demand keeping

up with the ability of the mills to furnish

stociis. The trend of prices all along the line

is upward rather than in the opposite direction,

and hi>re and there a stiffening in quotations

has taken place within the last two weeks.

The apprehension of some of the exporters

that there would be a marked slump in the

foreign demand has not been realized. Instead,

there has been some improvement, which sug-

gests gratifying probabilities for the future.

Yards at home are buying with greater freedom,

and the tendency among consumers is to place

orders in larger volume.

Oak remains at what may \v called record

figures, with the offerings of desirable stocks

not in excess of the demand. It is much the

same with most of the other woods, except as

to prices, which in the main are moderate, con-

sidering the increased cost of production. Extra
wide high-grade poplar is almost alone in the

absence of a rise commensurate with quality,

the needs of the trade for this kind of lumber
being evidently much curtailed. Sound wormy
chestnut is in excellent shape, and the cjills for

stocks have been so numerous that accumula-

tions at the mills are fairly well disposed of.

According to the latest advices from London,

the dock workers' strike there has been called

off, and the better feeling caused thereby has

been reflected in the lifting of the embargo on
lumber shipments at Norfolk and Baltimore for

London. The situation, therefore, is certain to

improve steadily, and the foreign movement is

likely to be materially augmented, though gome
diversion from other ports may take place.

Shipments from Baltimore are going forward

with a large measure of dispatch and the out-

look for a good export business is decidedly

encouraging.

COLUMBUS

strength has been the chief feature of the

hardwood trade in central Ohio during the past

fortnight. There has been a .good demand from

both manufacturing I'Stablishments and retailers,

and the volume of business has been good. Prices

are ruling lirm and there is no tendency to

decrease prices in order to force the market.

There has been a good demand for the lower

grades of all varieties of hardwoods, with no
accumulation of stocks. Building operations are

still active. Dry stocks in the bands of mill

owners are light, and the same is true of stocks

in the hands of dealers. Collections are reported

somewhat better.

Quartered oak is lirmer and the volume of

business is increasing. There is a good demand
for plain oak and prices are strong. Chestnut

is in fair demand and this wood is one of the

strongest points in the market. Ash is growing

stronger and basswood is moving well. Poplar is

gaining in strength, especially in th'- wide

sizes. Other hardwoods are unchangeil

TOLEDO

The loc.al hardwiicKl market is about normal

for this season of ilie year. There is a fair

demand from the l)iiilding trades from al' por-

tions of the country and retail men are en-

.ioying a splendid call for flooring and finish.

There has never been a time when there has

been such a spurt to the building business in

this city as at present. Local dealers have

iH'en buying all the available dry stocks, con-

sequently stocks are in fair shape, and not

muih depleted notwitlistanding the heavy drain

upon local resources. Factory orders are not

very strong .iust at present. The usual summer
htisincss is being done with vehicle concerns

but furniture factories are running a trifle low.

Taken altogether, howevi'r, the situation is

highly satisfactory and lumbi.nncn feel they have

no cause for (.omplaint.

MEMPHIS

The hardwijcMl market e.iutinues in a very

bealtliy i>osition. Although there has recently

liien a lonsiderable increase in the amount of

lumber being put on sticks, shipments have been

much heavier than the average at this date

for the past few yi'ars and the process of accu-

mulation has been particularly slow. This applies

with greater force to plain oak. cottonwood, gum
and ash than to the other principal items han-

dle.l here. The demand f<u- these has been par-

ticularly good and it has been rather difficult

inv buyers to secure their full requirements. Cot-
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tonwood and sum aii' eujoyiuii m wiilir illstribu-

tion now than for some time and oflFt-rincs aro

by no moans fre"\ Rnx manufacturing plants
arc doing a Iars>' Inisincss. and it is notable that

they are not havinj; any too easy sailing because
of the actual scarcity of cottonwood in the lower
grades and the relative lightness of supply of

those grades of gum used in box manufacture.
I'lain oalc has been rather scarce for a long

while and the relations between supply and de-

mand continue somewhat strained. There has
been some increase recently in the demand for

iiuartered oak and prices are a shade firmer.

The higher grades of cottonwood and gum are

not quite so active as is the case with the lower

grades, and cottonwood box boards are reported

more quiet than usual. Ash is being shipped

green in many instances, which is convincing

proof of the demand therefor as well as the

scarcity thereof. The cypress market continues

steadj' but the lower grades are in relatively

better demand than the higher. Altogether lum-

ber interests here are inclined to take an
ttptimistic view of the outb'ok.

BRISTOL

Business is uiuviug along well, and pros-

pects are good for fall and winter business.

.Mthough August is generally a dull month,

a fair volume of business has been done by

the lumbermen of this territory. Considerable

new business has been booked at fair prices

and the general feeling is that September will

be one of the best months of thr- present j'ear.

Practically all mills are running atid the yards

as a rule ari- well snpplieri with stock to meet

orders.

LOUISVILLE

Conditions in this market have improved no-

ticeably during the fortnight. Much of the I)«t-

terment is believed to be due to the recognition

on the part of consumers and others that luni

bcr stocks are not over-plentiful and that with

a car shortage in prospect for tliis fall, stocking

up right now is the best plan that can be

adopted. As heretofore, consumers have had

light stocks on their yards, and though they

have been rather uncertain about business on

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers of

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Gum

SPECIALTIES

Main Ollice, Memphis, Tenn.

BLUFSTONELAND&
LUMBER COMPANY

MANUFACTURE R S

West Virginia Hardwoods

SOFT WHITE PINE
OAK POPLAR
CHESTNUT HEMLOCK

BAND SAWED STOCK

Complete Planing Mill Facilities

RIDGWAY. PENNSYLVANIA

account of political and other conditions, there

Is now- a more hopeful attitude in evidence.

This is giving the necessary foundation of con-

fidence for the purchasing of supplies. Kurnl-
ture manufacturers, farm implement concerns
and the railroads are doing much buying, and
the outlook in practically all lines has improved.

Quartered oak and plain oak are selling well,

the supply of plain oak being somewhat larger

than it has been. Chestnut is doing better, and
poplar is also showing Increased strength.

Prices are holding up. and any change during
the next six or eight weeks should be upward.

NEW ORLEANS

The local hardwood trade is active, particu-

larly in the lower grades. Stocks are unusually
low and badly broken, and the majority of deal-

ers have a number of orders on hand. As a

result of this shortage, prices have materially
advanced.

The export trade during the past two weeks
reflects the influence of approaching conditions
which are calculated to hamper .shippers, and
the large movement indicates a clearing up of

contracts and the preparation for changed con-

ditions. So far as the future is concerned, the
rate situation has become lixed at a basis which,
while tending to exert a depressing effect on
shipments for the immediate future, affords a
reasonable basis of liguring on business to come.
However, the general feeling is one of optimism,
the apparent strength of the demand abroad
affording a reasonabli' assurance of a healthy
trade.

The stave market rem.ains practically un-
changed. While it is not up to the mark of

former years, the demand abroad continues
strong and steady, even in the face of advanc-
ing prices, and a satisfactory demand prevails

in practically' all quarters.

ST. LOUISJ
Although the vacation period continues to

alTect the hardwood uiarket. there are still

indications of an Improvement in business. The
demand for all items on the hardwood list is

holding up, but the call for plain red oak Is

decidedly the best. The demand for quartered
red oak is showing an improvement. Red gum
and cottonwood are holding up nicely, and wide
poplar and thick ash are active. Cypress hold-

ers in this market report a fair volume of trade,

f'onsiderable activity Is being shown in the

sash and door trade.

MILWAUKEE

Building operations in Milwaukee are un-

usually extensive for this season of the year,

and the lumber business in all lines Is natur-

ally good as a result. Indications are that

the early fall rush is beginning to make Itself

felt even at this early date.

The hardwood business is holding up remark-

ably well and all upper grade stuff is holding

firm. Lower grades aro in brisk demand, as

a result of the general shortage in stocks.

Birch, maple and basswood are In leading de-

mand among northern woods, while plain red

and quartered white and red oak among south-

ern stocks seem to be in the lead. Shipments

of both northern and southern stocks are ex-

ceptionally light and deliveries on orders are

delayed as a result. The yard trade .seems to

be showing considerable improvement.

MINNEAPOLIS

tlnu owing to the great (h'luand for both hem-
lock and hardwond gi-ain door boards In im-
mense (puinntles which will be needed by rail-

roads in moving the tremendous grain crop
this fall. riain red and white oak are luild-

Ing firm In the higher -jradi's. although .No. 1

common and low-grades have not developed
much strength. First and second birch is Urm
wliile Nos. 1 and 2 common are going at about
ordinary prices. Factories are busy and there
is no lieavy stock of lumber in tin- yards.

The early part of August developed brisk

business conditions, especially in low-grade

.stock. Basswood, hemlock and maple have held

LIVERPOOL

The market has taken a brisk turn in view
of the improved trade conditions. The fairly
heavy arrivals have been favorably ri'celvcd

and a good margin of profit has ruled. The
niahog.'iny iiosillon still keeps exceedingly firm,
and prices at the three sales Just concluded
have all reached a very high averagi'. In fact
lecord values were reached all along the line.

Bound American ash is exceedingly scarce
.lust at the present time, especially with the
large wood. FIr.st growth logs are in keen
demand and though only Inferior wooil has ar-

rived, It has brought very high figures.

Poplar is exceedingly ki'eii in value, espe-
cially logs ot good diameter and length, which
are very scarce. Prices are firm and very
keen competition is anticipatMrl for future ar-

rivals.

Itonud hickory logs are active and advances
have been made since the beginning of the
year. Lumber stocks are scarce especially In
wide poplar. Oak is good and there are some
good ln<|u!rles on the market for l'^. % and %
ln<'h plain and quartered slocks, which must be
whiti' and prime. Some good orders have also
been placed for oak dimension stock, while
wagon specifications arc active. Birch Is ar-

riving freely and good prices are being paid for
same.

OLASaOW

The annual hollilays In this market an- now
over and business has just gotten started. Qow-
t ver, conditions prevailing at present tend toward
a particularly good liusiness during this half

of the year. Although the London dock strike

collapsed some time ago, it was only receutlj^

that it finally terminated, and hopes are now
entertained for a lengthy peace. The effects of

the strike were distinctly felt In the Scotch
market because liners which had part shipments
for Clasgow were held up In London and conse-

quently could not finish discharging to enable

them to leave port.

The steampship Valetta recently arrived In

port with the usual miscellaneous cargo, consist-

ing chiefly of poplar boards, oak logs, oak planks

and various lots of oak boards. This shipment
lias sold very well. The oak boards have sold

exceptionally well and prices obtained have been

quite satisfactory. It Is beginning to be felt

here that if consignments are kept in moderate
compass the market will be well In hand. Prices

now being obtained are slightly In advance of

those received for the past cargo. In a good
many cases shippers are mixing the grades to

suit the old prices but this Is a very short-

sighted policy and it Is well known here that

such salting of grades is not appreciated even

at the lower values.

The demand for quartered oak l)oard3 Is fair

for prime quality. The demand for hazel pine

(sap gum) Is very brisk with prices at a high

level, while the demand for satin walnut (red

gum) Is low and prices show no signs of advance-

ment. Prime qualities of cottonwood are In good

lequeat. Present quotations arc rather lower

than some time ago. Buyers here cannot ac-

count for this condition unless it la becaase

of a slight overproduction In the States.
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WHY?
WHY DO more than 320 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $26,000,000 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fourteenth year.

BECAUSE $728,910.41 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $756,787.21 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,012,427.96 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative
Haffy Ranklll CEi. CO.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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FOE SALE OR EXCHANGE
All or any part of 200 shares

7% Preferred Stock of

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER COMPANY.
This issue is Preferred both as to assets and

dividends. Condition, Jan"y, 1912.

Assets.
Notes due from Employees. $ 5S.267.85
Mdse. Inventory 1/1/'12.. 340,865.90
Stock in other Corporations 145,183.33
Certificate of Deposits 30,000.00

Cash and Bank Balance.. 5,358.02

Notes Receivable 10,659,48

Accounts Receivable, Good. 78,165.46
Ac'ts Receivable. Doubtful. 4,461.62

Bldgs., Mchy., Equip., etc. 210,864.39

Due from Employees, Exp.
a/cs., etc 618.83

Fire Loss a/c, etc 26,614.55

Liabilities.

Capital stock. Preferred.. $ 99,900.00

Capital stock. Common... 486,100.00
Notes Payable 80,000.00

Vouchers Payable, Mdse.. 10,441.33

Freight Suspense 5,184.37

Due to Stockholders, un-

paid dividends 67,107.53
Miscl. a/cs. due Employes 208.01

Undivided Profits 142,785.86
Profit & Loss 19,332.33

$911,059.43 $911,059.43
Price Par—$100.00 per Share.

For further particulars address,

C. F. Korn, Pres. Winton Savings Bk.,

Cincinnati, 0.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw
aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on vrater-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy
and for systematizing the inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms of tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Gerlach Modern Machines
Produce the Cheapest und Besi

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular, Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERLACH C0„ aeveland. 6th City, U.S.A.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar* freqaent
except where
oar

Two Piece
Oeometrical
Barter Coin

Is In use, then
Imitation isn't
poesible.
Sample If you
ask for It.

S. D. CHILDS
C CO.
Chicago

W« also make
Tin*Oh«cke,
Stanellg and
L«VHamzm«n.

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 nSHER BLDG. CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank. Paving Blocks, Posts
and Yellow Pine

W. B. CraNe aMd Company*
Kstabiished 1881

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

Long Distance Phones: CANAL 3190-3191
Office, Tarda and Planing Mill: Mill at

22nd. Sangamon and Morgan Sts. Falcon. Miss

WM. A. EAGER
FISHER BUILDING

Sound Wormy Chestnut
A SPECIALTY

Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. 2204 s. Lafim st.

HARDWOODS
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CMICACO

Printers to the Lumber Trade
We speciaiize in special printed forms and
stationery of all kinds for lumbermen. Let
us submit you stationery samples and prices.
Send us your forms for estimate.

SAUL BROS.
626 Federal St., Chicago

A Veneer Gaage ! the knswer to a Veneer User'i

ctftTiDg for years. Thii "Walker Brand" Veo-
eer Qaage is a steel gaa^ that will satiafr

yomrwantsfor all time. Too can'tdo your-
self a better tarn bhan to bay one of

theflegaagos. It gangeB ACCURATELY
eTeryttuck-nesBfrom 1-40 inch to ^inch
INCLUSIVE. Wake ap to this opportu-
nity. Priceonlyll 98 delivered by U. S.

iMail. Order now, tDday. Address—64K6
Woodlawn Ave. Phone Hyde Park 88.

15T
CHIC.IGO

Q9%
Pure SILICA
OR SILEX FOR WOOD FILLERS

UNIFORMLY GROUND
SEND FOR SAMPLE

TAMMS SILICA CO., 19 So, Sth Aye., Chicafo

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This ihree-tKrow lally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—44x8^ inches in size.

Folds compactly lo less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coal pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covenience, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyrighted, 1910
Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

$ 1.00

10.00

Aluminum Tally Covers, each
Aluminum Tally Covers, per dozen
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1,000 10.00
Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S.Dearborn St., CHICAGO
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THE FIUNG
ROOM

Are you after results?

Do you want to in-

HANCHETT 218 BAND SHARPENER—Back View

(Solid— Rigid—Free from Vibration)

crease your earnings:

No matter what your

present equipment may be

you can not saw good

lumber and a lot of it un-

less your saws are kept

sharp and m good condi-

tion. To have good sharp

free cutting saw teeth a

minimum saw kerf at a

maximum speed requires thoroughly modern saw fitting tools.

Remember, we have equipped a majority of the largest modern saw mills

including the U. S. and Japanese Governments. There is a reason why

these Governments specified Hanchett Filing Room Machinery.

Ask for Catalog No. II, Just Out. 104 Pages

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS, Big Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.

Hanchett Swage Works, Big Rapids, Mich.

Please send me ]^our catalog and a I oz. bottle of Brazing Fluid, free of all expense to me.

Employed fcjj ^ . .

Equipment needed in filing room

Name. State -City-
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mMMm
DOUBLE

THE CAPACITY OF YOUR

DRY KILN

If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

SIMONDS
SAWS

This illustration suggests just four of the kinds

of Saws which may interest you. Our factories

manufacture ever}'^ kind of a Saw used around

a wood-working plant or sawmill.

Our aim has always been to supply Saws and

Wood-working Machine Knives that will give

the maximum service and at the same time do

the finest kind of work with the least amount

of care. Obtaining these results is the work

of experience — and we have been doing it

eighty years.

Simonds Manufacturing Company
Fitchburg, Mass.
New York City
Portland, Ore.

Vancouver, B. C.

Chicago, 111.

New Orleans, La.
San Francisco, Cal.

Lockport, N. T.

Montreal, Que.
Seattle, Wash.
London, Eng.
St. John, N. B.
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Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

CLYDE

OULUTH, MINN.

BRANCHES:

so Church Street, New York

1718 Fisher Building. Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building, Savannah. Ga.

522 South First Avenue. Seattle. Wash.

Read These Reasons Carefully!

-—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most
promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

(1) The McGiffert is SELF-PROPELLING. (5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute's notice,

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert

ON THE MAIN TRACK.

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the

McGiffert.

UNDER ITS OWN POWER.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

ber: long or short, heavy or light.

(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

where a train of cars can go: on a

fill, in a cut, or on a side-I\ill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.

Corrugated Joint Fasteners
Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"ADVANCE"

CeRRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in DiUerent

Types to Meet

All CondUions

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

1
I

ll^ \

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Reoommeniled for hard service
and guaranteed to ds the work

SELLING A&ENTS
CRANE COMPINV - - ALL BRANCHES

STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ALA

ALBANY MILL SUPPLY CO., ALBANY, GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W*rks)

CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study

of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and

an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM VENEER

Write Us ^,

^ WISCONSIN ^ ^ ^#
A^^"

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-

ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON TOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

SUCCESSORS TO THE
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

ranels for Chicago trade carried at 1140 West Lake Street. ChieaKo telephone llayniarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.
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Veneers and l^anels with a i\,eputation
XT rE manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and live-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co, Wausau, Wis.

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered

and Plain Red and White
Oak and Mahogany

Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let u« .end you stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

Ct^JaA^ , (^Vty^^ X?<V>^<<g -»- * Q^
J^xaA*r>-JC/^f)-^^^^^*-^

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM. POPLAR. OAK

SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

KANSAS CITY. MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,

just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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M I C H I Q A N
FAMOUS FOR HARD MAPLE, AND GREY ELM

"Ideal Rock Maple Flooring
99 Steel

Burn-
ished

is the flooring that is manufactured expressly to supply the demand for the best. It is

made by modem machinery from carefully-selected stock and eTery precaution is taken

throughout our entire system to make it fulfill in every particular its name-—"'r»l?Ai

ROUGH OR FINISHED LUMBER—ALL KINDS

•IDEAL."

Send Us Your Inquiries

The I. Stephenson Company WELLS, MICHIGAN

Von Platen Lumber Co.
Iron Mountain, Michigan

Manufacturers of

BIROHBASSWOOD
ELMMAPLE

We Solicit Your Inquiries

SHIPMENTS VIA C. & N. W—C, M. & ST. P.- -W. & M.

SAILING, HANSON GO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Michigan Hardwoods

GRAYLING, MICHIGAN

TIMBER LANDS
3,600 Acres, Clay County, North Carolina

THE CHOICEST SMALL
TRACT IN THE SOUTH

Virgin Oak, Poplar and Chestnut. Title perfect.
Ten miles from railroad. Near Murphy Branch
of Southern.

VERY REASONABLE
PRICE IF TAKEN QUICKLY

THOMAS FORMAN COMPANY
DETROIT

FELGER LUMBER & TIMBER CO.
531 Michigan Trust Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Stock listed below is all one year dry and choice,

make low prices until it is moved.
Can ship mixed cars

Wi

80000 4/4 Plain Red Oak 1 Oom.
24000 S/4 Plain Red Oak Is & 2s.

28000 8/4 Plain Red Oak 1 Oom. A
Better.

72000 4/4 PI. White Oak Is * 2s.

143000 4/4 PI. White Oak 1 Oom.
47000 6/4 PI. White Oak 1 Com. *

Better.
28000 4/4 Qtd. WtalU Oak la A 2a.
4700* 4/4 QU. White Oak 1 Oca.
12««* (/4 Wklte Aak la A 2a.
13008 10/4 Wkl<e Aak la * 2a.

24000 16/4 White Ash la t 2a.
70000 4/4 Cottonwood la t 2b.

110000 4/4 Cottonwood 1 CeM.
20000 8/4 Cottonwood Lo« Kna.

112000 4/4 C7Preas Shop A Better.
28000 5/4 O^preaa Sbo» t Better.
48000 e/4 Cjpreaa Sbep * BetUr.
SIOOO 8/4 C7preaa She* Ic Better.
26000 4/4 Oum la A 2a Red.
27000 4/4 Gum la t 2s Sap.
26000 4/4 Onaa Bexbeards IS'-IT*.
38000 6/4 Oum Lot Rna.
20000 0/4 OUBi Lot Suf

"Chief Brand"
Maple and Beech Flooring

in f, f and 13-16 and 1 1-16 inch Maple
in ail standard widths and grades, will

commend itself to you and your trade
on its merits alone

WRITE US, WE CAN INTEREST YOU

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.
GRAYLING. MICHIGAN

I XL ROCK MAPLE
FLOORINGBirch and

Selected Red Birch

''The Standard" of Excellence

_ WisconsinLand& Lumber
'^t^^^ Company HermansTille, Michigan

BIRCH, ASH, ELM, BASSWOOD AND HEMLOCK LUMBER
Basswood Siding, Ceiling, and Moulding
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

iM

11'

I

i

Standard Hardwood

Lumber Company

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS

893 Eagle Street

Frank W. Vetter
Dealer in All Kinds of

Hardwood
Lumber

1142 Seneca Street

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST FIR
AND SPRUCE

a Arthur Street

ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Pine, Yellow Pine,
Spruce, Hemlock,

Fir, Lumber, Timber,
Millwork,

Boxes, Maple and Oak
Flooring

955-lOlS ELK STREET

I. N. STEWART
& BRO.

SPECIALTIES:

CHERRY and OAK
892 ELK STREET

Orson E. Yeager
specialties:

Oak, Ash
and Poplar

932 Elk street

HUGH McLEAN
LUMBER CO.

Our Specialty;

QUARTERED

WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

'\

I I

Buffalo Hardwood
Lumber Company
We \\'anl to Buy for Cash:

OAK, ASH AND
OTHER HARDWOODS

All grades and thicknesses.

Will receive and inspect slock at

shipping point. Branch yard,

Memphis, Tenn.
940 Seneca Street, Buffalo

The above firms carry large and well

assorted stocks of all kinds and grades

of Hardwoods, and have every facility

for filling and shipping orders promptly.

They will be pleased to have your inquiries
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Company

'^ M — - ^. Manufacturers OId-Fashion«dVansant, soft

"^^u Kitclneii 6 ^^"popiar
Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Buildint
400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN - WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

WE OFFER

4 '4 and 5/4 No. 2 ccimmdii and l)etter

Basswood

4 4 Xo. 2 common and better Brown

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH. ^^^'

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y. V4 and 5/4 No. 2 common and lictter

^ Birch, strictly uuselectcd for color

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES — BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

4 4 and 5/4 No. 1 and No. 2 conmion
Flooring Maple.

4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4 and 16/4
Firsts and Seconds Maple

YELLOW POPLAR
MINUFACTURERS OF BIKD SAWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

\ in both Grade ami

,

Measurpmenl

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO



Seventeenth Year, f

Semi-Monthl7. f CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 10, 1912 r Subscription (2.
ISinsle Copies, 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANUFACTCBER OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street CHICAGO
Telephone Canal 9S»

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER&CO.

Representlnff
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LITUBER CO.,

Cass. West TIrslnla.

Fifth Are. BMe.,
NEW YORK

The Burning Question of Fire Insurance
15 BEST ANSWERED BY THE ECONOMICAL AND RELIABLE TRADE MUTUALS

INDIANA LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Indianapolis, Ind.

LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Mansfield, Ohio

THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Boston, Mass.

PENN. LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Philadelphia, Pa.

CENTRAL MANFRS. MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Van Wert, Ohio

Average rate off dividend to Policy Holders, now 36%

dl^P^f^'; !

Combined Clii(-aj>:o

Sales Office for

AVII..SOX & COCHKAX
(;. w. sras coMi-AXY

.MARK H. BROWX
LI MBER COJirAXV

HOWE H MBER CO.

^^! hJlW:

NOT INCORPORATED^

20 W. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
SPECIAL ITEMS FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

INDIANA WHITE OAK
40.000 ft. 12/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

o.l.OOO ft. 10/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak. bone dry.

00.000 ft. 8/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak. bone dry.

20.000 ft. 12/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

We have

100.000 ft. 2x6 & wider
Sound Com. White Oak.

SOFT ELM
3 cars 8/4 Common and

Better Soft Elm.
2 cars 12/4 Common and

Better Soft Elm.
50.000 ft. 5/4 Log Run Soft
Elm.

good assortment of band sawn Cottonwood, Ash, Cypress, Sap Gum and
plain and quartered Red Gum. ^^ire or write

for prices for prompt shipment

65.000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak, bonp dry.

150.000 ft. 4/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

85.000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common
Plain White Oak. bone dry.

15.000 ft. 10/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

^ ll
DAILY CAPACITY
Red Gum, 50,000 ft.

Cypress, 30,000 ft.

Oak, 40,000 ft.

Ash, 20,000 ft.

Cottonwood, 30,000

Mi^ceUaneous.
15,000 ft.

mmm.
Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Indianapolis, Indiana

HARDWOODS
OAK ASH GUM CYPRESS
1 Car 2" No. 2 Common Walnut. 1 Car 5/4 No. 1 Common Walnut.
1 Car 5/4 Common Walnut. • 1 Car 2" 1st and 2d8 Plam Red Oak.

40,000 ft. .African Mahogany, 1
" to 2".

PROCTOR yENEERDRYEJ^ fireproof

No
Splitting

Nor
Checking

No
Clogging

Nor
Adjusting

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS

Recom-
mended by
all those
who

have tried

it

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEP'T. L HANCOCK St SOMERSET STS. PHILA OA.
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You Get What You Order

and Get it When Promised

from Mcllvain. Service is the keystone on which our busi-

ness is built. Numerous yards right in the heart of the

best lumber districts and a large working force enable us to

make prompt deliveries. And you get exactly what you
order—we don't "fill out" cars with another grade, except at

your request. Hardwood is a specialty with us.

Are you receiving "Mcllvain's Lumber News" regularly? Your name should be on our tree list

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut St. Philadelphia

^Si^^s>6SS^<if^^^»==^Bki

IET US talk to you about the plain

I and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we

make to-day.

Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.

H. C. GREITH & GO.

HmrdwoodLumber

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOR. HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

Michigan Hardwoods
MANUFACTURED BY

GDBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
CADILLAC, MICH. August 14th, 1912

DRY STOCK LIST

4/4 Ash No. 2 Common & Better (part dry) ISM
4/4 Basswood No. 1 Common 300 M
4/4 Cherry No. 3 Common & Better 9 M
4/4 Cadillac Gray Elm is & 2s 50 M
4/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2s (14 in. and wider). IS }A

6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2s 50 M
4/4 Cadillac Gray Elm No. 1 Common 40 M
6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm, No. 1 and 2 Common 20 M
5/4 Hard Maple Step, Is & 2s ISM
6/4 Hard Maple Step is & 2s 27 M
8/4 Rock Elm No. 3 Common . . 25 M
4/4 Hard Maple No. 3 Common 50M
"It is not what lumber costs you, so much as what you

can get out of it, that decides its value for your work."

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

W. D. YOUIVG & CO.
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FLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,

Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

MILLS

:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

HARDWOOD AND YELLOW PINE LUMBER
In Stock, Ready

To Ship

3 cars 1x6 and wider 1st & 2nd Cottonwood

3 cars 1x9 to 12" Cottonwood Box Boards

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Cottonwood

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Sap Gum

WE make
a s p e-

cialty of Oak
Timber and

Car Stock.

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON YELLOW FINE TIMBER, FLOORING, CEILING AND FINISHING.

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wllce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is th«
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our poUshed surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for bUnd nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tell* all about Bardwood Floorint
and how to care for it—<tlto prices—and 1* fret.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

ppp\ DOr^l^ Published Semi-annually
^l-^LJ n>\J\Jr\, in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •f lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as
the authority on the lines it covers.
A well organized Collection Department is also operated and the same is opeo to

you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
608 So. Dearborn St.

riiicAco Mentltn This Payer,

ESTABLISHED
1S7>

116 Nassau Street
NEW VORK CITY
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HUDDLESTON= MARSH LUMBER COMPANY
(Successors In Chicago to OTIS MANUFACTURING CO.)

CAN SHIP THE DAY YOUR ORDER IS RECEIVED ANY-

THING YOU WANT IN

SAWED MAHOGANY
VENEER, Figured and Plain, 1/20", I/8", 3/16", 1/4".

LUMBER, 3/8" to 4" Is and 2s, No. 1 Common and Shorts.

Mexican—African—Cuban
2256-2266 Lumber Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

liilliilWiiiiiill

MitiiHiMi

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher tuilding, ...
PHONE HARRISON 1984

CHICAGO

Hardwood Timber

For Sale

—

a Bargain
Our estimates show that we have in a solid

body about 150,000,000 feet of hardwood timber.
50% White Oak, 25% Red Oak, 15% Red Gum,
10% Ash and Elm.

Reliable and responsible parties offer to con-
tract and deliver logs from the same to mill to be
located in Arkansas City, Ark., for $5.00 per
thousand feet. Timber commences one mile from
Arkansas City. Lowest freight rates can be se-

cured by railroad on account of Mississippi river
competition, making freights SI to $1.50 cheaper
than from interior location.

No overflow on land. Land drained so that
logging can be carried on the year around.
We offer this timber for sale in a solid body,

or will divide, at a price that is profitable.

Full particulars furnished. Apply to the owner.

JOHN C. SPRY
1230 Corn Exchange Bank Building

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

IF YOU HAVENT SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK
Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally Tickets for triplicate,

duplicate or single tallies— a score of forms to choose from. They are the

latest and best. Endorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTEREO WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LOMBER
BAND MIL1.S AT VESTAU A SUBURB OK KNOXVIL.1.K. SOUTHERN AND J^OUIS Vll^J^E <Si NASHVILLE RAILKOAC

H. S. SnZNEB,
Pre«.

J. M. LOGAN,
Gen' I Manager

C. C. CANNON,
Vloe-Pre«.

C. B. SWANN,
Sec'y and Treas.

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:
Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHBR. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

Ven eer

s

"The Very Best''

KNOXVILLE VENEER CO., P. B. RAYMOND, Pres.
KNOXVILLE. TENN.

YOU HAVEN'T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK
Let us send you one on approval, w^ith samples of Tally
Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tallies—a score
of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-
dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

WOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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WE MANUFACTURE AND
DEAL IN

TIES, HARDWOOD LUMBER
AND TIMBER

We want to buy a large

amount of 4/4, 8'—8'6"
Oak from Tie Sides

Hill Bros. Tie & Lumber Company
Charleston, W. Va.

OAK TIMBERS YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER

DOCK, CAR AND VESSEL OAK
Oak Timbers for all Purposes a Specialty

Write us for prices

THE PARKERSBURG MILL CO.
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Have to moye at once

Two Cars 6/4 No. 3 Common Dry Ash

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

5 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds Quartered Poplar

5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Quartered Poplar

1 car 5 4 Ists and 2nds Poplar

3 cars 5 4 No. 1 Common Poplar

2 cars 5/4 No. 2 Common Poplar

4 cars 6/4 No. 1 Common Poplsu*

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Common Poplar

1 car 6/4 No. 4 Common Poplar

The above stock from our West Virginia Mills.

185,000 ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Louisiana band sawn White Oak, one year old

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region where

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST sables

niedi\in\ for ha-rdwood Iximber.

DRV STOOK
1 car 10. 12 & 16/4 C & B Plain

OAK.
.? cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Plain OAK.
2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Plain OAK.
1 car 4/4 Is & 2s POPLAR.
1 car 4/4 Sap POPLAR.
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. POPLAR.

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. POPLAR.
3 cars 4/4 Log Run B-\SSWOOD.
2 cars 4/4 Log Run BUCKEYE.
1 car S/4 Log Run MAPLE.
1 car 4/4 No. 1 C & B MAPLE.
1 car 5/4 C & B CHESTNUT.

Send Us Vouir Inauit-ies

RICHMOIND, VIRGIINIA
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ARKANSAS
SOFT YELLOW CYPRESS

250,000 FEET
4-4 in. Ists & 2nds 5-4 in. Ists & 2nds 8-4 in. Ists & 2nds

4-4 in. Selects 5-4 in. Selects 8-4 in. Selects

4-4 in. No. 1 Shop 5-4 in. No. 1 Shop 8-4 in. No. 1 Shop

BAND SAWN—TRIMMED GOOD WIDTHS AND
LENGTHS—STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS

PAEPCKE LEICHT LUMBER COMPANY,
GENERAL
OFFICES, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand September 1, 1912

3/8
FAS Quartered White Oak
No. 1 Coniiuon Quartered White Oak
No. 2 Conimnn Quartered White Oak
No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak Stripe. 2^-5^
No. 1 C. & B. Qrtd. White Oak Strips, SV^-SVa
FAS Plain Wliite Oak .10,000

FAS Plain White Oak, 12" and up
No. I Coninion Plain White Oak
FAS Plain Red Oak
No. 1 t'oninion Plain Red Oak
FAS Red Gum 230,000
FAS Quartered Red Gum
FAS Circassian Red Gum
No. 1 Common Red Gum 60,000
'FAS Sap Gum, 18" and up
FAS Sap Gum 50.000
No. 1 Common Sap Gum
No. 2 Common Sap Gum 40,000
(lominon and Better Ash
Shop and Better Cypress
No. 1 Common Cypress
Iaik Run Kim
Common and Better Tupelo '.

1 i
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THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
SOME HIGH CLASS STOCK

5 cars 4 4 No. 2 Common & Better Soft Grey Elm
3 cars 6 4 No. 2 Common & Better Soft Grey Elm
2 cars 10 4 No. 2 Common & Better Soft Grey Elm
1 car 12 4 No. 2 Common & Better Soft Grey Elm

THE LOWER PENINSULA VARIETY
Write for Special Prices

THE STEARNS SALT & LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers

LUDINCTON, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

UfLIY NOT9 ^^^^^ ^^^' ^"^ ^^"^ ^^^^ inquiries

•^ ill i^\^ I S and orders direct to tlie producer

We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood
A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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Wood-Working Machines For Those Who Discriminate
BEAR THE IMPRINT OF THE WORD

ON THE ORIGINAL CASTING
It means we defy any wood-working machine
on the market today to produce results with

as high a character as those produced on our
tools.

We have always aimed to give the trade the

best we, or any one else, could produce, and
the future for DEFIANCE buyers contains
even a higher expectation.

An initial order will prove our claim.

Write us for catalog and prices.

The Defiance Machine Works,
414 Perry Street, Deiiance, Ohio

2i" Hiindle Lathe

Band Saw Filing and Setting: Machine

Cup Wlieel Knife and Bar Grinder

GREEN RIVER
LUMBER CO.

"After all, it's the timber that

courits. If you haven't quality tim-

ber, all other things will avail but

little in the production of really

good lumber."—
We manufacture from such

timber exclusively, — our stock

shows it.

It's up to you to let us prove

it. Stock list and prices to be had
for the asking.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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OUR NAME
GUARANTEES the quality of our

PLAIN RED and WHITE OAK, QUAR-
TERED WHITE OAK, ASH,

And Other Hardwoods
Our special attention to MIXED CARS mean* ECONOMICAL

BUYING for you

John M. Woods & Co.
Ualn Office ud DistribatlsK Yard, EAST CAKBRIDQE, UA88.

\VUOLES.\LE YARD, MEMFHI8, TENN.

IMPROVED WHITE SAW SWAGES
Will make your saws last longer,

make better lumber and please your
filer — it's a money saving proposition

for you. Better consider it. They
don't cost much and
last a long time.

Catslo; if you want It

Phoenix
Mfg. Co.

Eau Claire,

Wli.
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KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL SAIFS OFFICE: FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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IKENTUCKY
CEWTE,R OF FINEST TYPE OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

"SOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.

Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

Low Prices
to Move Quick

15 cars 6 4 No. 3 Com. and

Better Red and Sap Gum

15 cars 8 4 No. 3 Com. and

Better Red and Sap Gum

1 car 4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 Com.
Basswood

1 car 3 4 Com. and Better Plain

Red Oak

Wrife Us If Interested

Ralls City Lumber Co.
Incor-poratecl

Keller Building, LOUISVILLE, KY.

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK .... KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

^g»Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %' and 13/16" in all

standard widths

Both Ends and the Middle

Hardavood Record reaches most
everybody who produces mar-

kets and consumes Hardwoods.

Nothing But Hardwoods

ANY REASONABLE OFFER
WILL BUY THE FOLLOWING STOCK:

DRY—IN FINE CONDITION
QCABTEKED WHITE OAK.

5.830' 3/4" ls-2s.
10.500' .1/4" ls-i;s.

10,800' 6/4" ls-2s.
8.000' 3/4" No. 1 Com.

20.000' 4/4" No. 1 Com.. 10" & up
57,000' 3/4" No. 1 Com.
4,080' B/4" No. 1 Com.
0,700' 4/4" Clear Strips. 5" and

5%".

11,'J70' 4/4" Clear Strips. Sap no
defect, 2" to 4".

27.000' 4/4" No. 1 Common Strips.
2" & up.

4."i.000' 4/4" No. 2 Common.
."V.SOO' 0/4" No. 2 Common.

PL.iUJ RED OAK
2.200' 2%" Com. & Better.
7.200' 3" Com. & Better.
1.700' 4" Com. & Better.

i.-i.OOO' 4/4" No. 1 Com.
21.U0O' 4/4" No. 2 Com. Red and

White.
QUARTERED RED OAK

21.000' 4/4" ls-28 6" & 7" wide.
1.5.000' 4/4" Clear Strips. Sap no

defect. 2'/>" & up.
10,300' 6/4" No. 1 Com.

ASH
18,000' 4/4" ls-2s 6" & up.

I'L.AIX roi'L.^R
5.000' 4/4" ls-2s Yellow. T" & up
8,600' 4/4" Box Boards. 13" to

17".

."(..".OO' 6/4' ls-2s Yellow. 7" & up
.itP.OOO' 6/4" No. 1 Common.
12,01)0' 4/4" Clear Strips.
21.000' 6/4" Clear Strips.

QFARTERED POPL.4R.
JS.nOO' 4/4" ls-2s.
S.OOO' 4/4" No. 1 Common.

We, of course, have a complete stock of Quartered and Plain Oak, Poplar and Hickory, etc., in all grades
and thicknesses, and will be glad to have your inquiries for anything you may need.

J. V. STIMSON & CO. OWENSBORO, KY.
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Three Square Meals a Day

If it were possible for 90,000,000 people to quit eating

three square meals a day, wearing clothes, riding in street

cars and using houses and furniture, it would be possible

for business to experience at times absolute paralysis.

As it is, with the not merely potential, but actual and

unavoidable consumption of commodities of all kinds by

a nation which has made consuming a fine art, business

has got to go ahead, and cant help going forward unless

it falls over its own feet.

Lumber is going to continue being used. This fall is

going to be a good time to move it. If you need anything

in the line of hardwoods, including mahogany and

veneers, get in touch with the market where optimism is

the only sentiment allowed. You'll find there are reasons

back of it, too.

The Louisville Hardwood Club

NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL COMPANY
C. C. MENGEL & BRO. CO.

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

BOOKER-CECIL COMPANY
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YOU pay a little more for our hardwood lumber than you do for many
Others, but it's worth 77iuch more.

With our modern and first-class equipment and expert operatives, we couldn't make bad lumber if we tried

to, because the quality and sise of our virgin tough mountain white ash, red birch, yellow poplar, buckeye, maple,

red oak, cherry and basswood, averaging less than three logs to the thousand, and 95 per cent sixteen feet, is the

best type of hardwood timber growth in the United States, and shows a larger percentage of firsts.

If you are a discriminating buyer let 's get acquainted.

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY, Townsend, Tenn.

2 cars 4/4 Fas.

Dry Poplar

for

Immediate

Shipment
FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY

4/4 Saps, Selects.

4/4 No. 1 Common.
6/4 No. 2 Common.
8/4 Fas.

8/4 Saps, Selects.

8/4 No. 1 Common.
8/4 No. 2 Common.
10^4 No. 1 Common.

Sales Omee
1319 lisher Bldg., CHICA<iO

Main Offlfe
PADUCAH, KENTICKY

FREIGHT OVERCHARGES
We specialize on LUMBER TRAFFIC.

Analyze freight accounts.

Collect past and prevent future overcharges.
Furnish small manufacturers and dealers with same

service obtained by large companies main-
taining traffic departments.

Give the large manufacturer a check on his traffic.

Best of references from lumbermen everywhere.
Cost Is based on results.

Write for particulars and terms.

The American Freight Audit & Storage Co.
Incorporated

Rooms 57-8, 39 West Adams St. Chicago

FIRE

INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

F. PKBBY, Manaser.

Poplar! Poplar!! Poplar!!!
WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING BAND SAWN AND EQUAL-

IZED POPLAR LUMBER.
1 Car 1/2 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
2 Cars 5/8 ls-2s Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
1 Car 4/4 Clear Sap Strips, S"x6" wide.

10 Cars 4/4 is-2s Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Poplar, 7" to 17" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 18" to 23" wide.
2 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 24" to 3 7" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 10" to 12" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 13" to 17" wide.

LET US QUOTE YOU.

Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried v«T.

Polished

HARDWOOD LUMBER

Hoiiow

Backed
and

Bundled

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which begiui operations on January 1,
!s equipped throughout with every modem improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.
We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,

moulding, finish, etc.

THE W. G. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers oi

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
RONTON, OHIO

' Watch This Space
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Editorial Comment
General Market Conditions

Reflections in market reports from all the leading hardwood

centers of the country, in this issue, indicate an unusually strong

demand for hardwoods of nearly every variety. Plain oak still

remains especially short in supply, and values are ranging higher

than ever before in the history of the wood. The stocks of desir-

able quarter-sawed oak are also being reduced very materially,

and prices are stiffening.

High-grade, wide poplar is about the only item in the entire

list that is not in active demand, and even it is selling in fair

volume at reasonably satisfactory prices. There is a veritable

boom in the price of high-grade, tough white ash, and holders of

this stock are able to get about any reasonable price they care to

ask for it.

All the northern woods are in short supply and are eagerly

sought.

The mahogany people are having a genuine boom in veneer and

solid wood, some dealers reporting they are from ninety days to

six months behind their orders. The fancy veneer business in all

branches of wood is in good shape, and trade is remarkably active.

There is a good call for quarter-sawed oak veneers, but prices are

still ranging very low. In fact, but few manufacturers of sawed

veneer are able to make much profit at log values now prevailing.

Generally the panel business is excellent. There seems to be an

increased call from the furniture and interior finish trade for

lumber, veneers and panels, and a good many buyers are trying

to crowd their orders to get stock into their plants previous to the

absolutely certain car shortage that will obtain within the next

few weeks.

The jobbing element the country over is generally not in very

good shape to take care of business offered. There seems to be

more demand for lumber than there is supply, and many buyers

are making purchases direct from manufacturers, in the belief there

is more certainty of their orders being executed.

This is certainly a hardwood manufacturers' year. The general

tendency of the market apparently discloses a growing disposition on

the part of the manufacturers to take advantage of sales direct to the

consumer without calling upon the middlemen to assist in handling

the products.

The Railroads and the Tie Business

The handling of tie business by the average railroad traversing

sections of the country where tie timber grows is certainly open

to criticism. Primarily there seems to be a manifest fear on the

part of such railroad authorities that their sources of supply for

ties are speedily going to be exhausted. With this idea in view,

they refuse to make a rate for the shipment of ties under which

any producer of them can exist, and they permit but few ties to

be sold and shipped off the line of their own roads. Again, they

usually "farm out" their tie contracts to some metropolitan tie

man who "works" the native tie producer to the limit.

It is the policy of this gentry to know to a nicety the exact price

at which a tie-hewer can produce ties, and at the same time get

three meals a day and enough ragged clothes with which to cover

himself. No stumpage' value for the material is ever dreamed of

in the tie-buyers ' calculations. Once this minimum price is fig-

ured to a nicety, it is the price that is paid the tie man for pro-

ducing and delivering ties to the right-of-way of the railroad on

which he operates. Naturally this condition, while manifestly

profitable to the wholesale tie man, holds down the output very

closely to the actual requirements of the railroad.

That this system is a very silly one is manifest, because not

one stick of timber in a hundred that is suitable for the making

of ties goes into tie production. On the contrary, the small timber

left after the saw timber is taken out of the holdings is girdled,

felled and destroyed by fire.

There is a great deal of talk about the immediate tie shortage

that confronts the railroads of this country. As a matter of fact,

there is more available tie material in existence at the present

time, and for future generations, than the railroads can possibly

use, if they will use common sense in the handling of their tie

purchases and shipments, and arrange to conserve the tie material

along their lines, rather than farm out the business in the way they

do, and not permit tie makers to receive a decent price for their

labor and raw material.

As a specific example: If a reasonably just tie tariff were put

into effect on the Illinois Central railroad, there would be ties

piled at shipping points for hundreds of miles along this line, which

would not only supply the total wants of this company, but render

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the United States ami its possessions,

and Caiuida, $-.00 the year; in foreign countries, $1.00 extra postage.

In conformity with the rules of the postofRce' department, subscrip-

tions are payable in advance and in default of written orders to the

contrary, are continued at our option.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address, should
he sent one week before the date they are to go into effect. Both old

and new addresses must be given.

Both display and classified advertising rates furnished upon

^^Ad'verUsi'ng copy must be received five days in advance of publica-

tion dates.
Telephones;—Harrison S0S6-S0S7-8O8S.

.

Henry H. Gibson, Editor; Hu Maxwell and Edwm W. Meeker, Asso-

*^'Entered as'second-class matter May 26, 1902, at the postotBce at Chi-

cago. 111., under act of March 3, 1S79.
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it possible for many other railroads that do not penetrate timber-

growing sections to have an ample supply at reasonable prices.

It is also thoroughly believable that the Illinois Central Company

itself would be able to secure its ties at much less cost than it

does at the present time. This company is referred to simply as

a concrete example, as there are scores of other railroads which

pursue exactly the same tactics in the tie business as does this one.

Warning Against Fakes
Consul Arthur J. Clare of Bluefields, Nicaragua, warns Amer-

icans against fake companies selling stock in banana plantations

in that country. He says there is much valuable unplanted banana

land there, and many good plantations, and money can be made

in the business; but the fake companies have nothing better than

an option on the land. They have planted no bananas and have

made no improvements. Some of them do not even have options

on land, and the person who buys stock is simply fleeced out of

his money. '
' The pity of it is,

'

'

the

by the government so far, including a number of important virgin

tracts, is .$5.60 per acre.

Much credit should be accorded the Commission and Forest Ser-

vice notably Chief Forester Graces and Assistant Wm. L. Hall,

for the careful, painstaking and intelligent work they are doing

in making the selections and purchases of land.

Buckeye for Core and Cross-Banding
The favorite material for core and cross-banding stock for

veneer purposes is poplar. It is a wood that has become scare

and the log prices range high. At the average rotary veneer

plant poplar logs are probably worth an average of fifty dollars

a thousand. When this stock is cut into core and cross-banding,

it is very difficult for the veneer producer, at the price which

he obtains for the material, to secure a new dollar for an old one.

It is suggested alike to veneer producers, panel makers and the

trade buying these materials that a most excellent

substitute for poplar is buck-
consuming

says Counsel Clare, "that

widows and orphans are usu-

ally the greatest sufferers by

these fake companies. The ob-

ject of this report is to warn the

American public against invest-

ing in the stock of any banana

companies on this coast without

properly investigating such com-

panies.

"

Banana companies are not the

only fakes pretending to deal

in the natural resources of the

Latin-American countries south

of us. There are unquestionably

good investments to be made in

that direction, but it may gen-

erally be accepted as a fact that

it is no place for the small in-

vestor, and that the large in-

vestor will investigate before he

parts with much money. Some
of the properties usually offered

for sale are tracts of timber

which, if they exist at all, are

inaccessible; pineapple lands in

remote islands or valleys; mines and minerals either mythical or

inaccessible; and sugar lands four times as remote and not half

as good as those to be had in the United States.

Appalachian National Forest

In last issue of Hardwood Kecord appeared the first succinct and

authoritative account that has been prepared covering the history,

purposes and possibilities of the newly created Appalachian iSa-

tional Forest. The story has been prepared by the editor of this

publication, who has a deep interest in assisting in forwarding to

a successful consummation this most important work. From the

fact that he has either resided in, camped on or traveled this

region for nearly a quarter of a centurj', his description, analysis

and deductions covering this great enterprise can be regarded

as the result of careful study and mature thought. His belief

that the enterprise is of more far-reaching value and importance

than the Pamana Canal is well founded.

Up to date the Appalachian Forest Commission has secured

approximately 270,000 acres of land for this national forest park,

and more than a million acres are under examination and con-

sideration. The purchases up to this time involve 70,000 acres

in Virginia, 70,000 acres in Tennessee, 60,000 acres in North

Carolina and 30,000 acres in Georgia. On the whole timber owners

in the territory involved in the proposed area are recognizing the

immense value of the enterprise to the public, and are exercising

remarkable willingness to dispose of their semi-denuded tracts

to the government at moderate prices. The average price paid

To Hardwood Dimension

Stocic Producers

HARDWOOD RECORD has been requested by several

leading hardwood dimension stock producers to issue a

call for a conference of those interested in this line of

production, to be held at Chicago early in October.

Those inspiring this movement think a meeting of this

sort would be eminently desirable, as It would contribute

to an exchange of information on the subject of costs;

would gain for the participants a better knowledge of

hardwood dimension values; and would aid In putting this

product on a much better profit footing than obtains at

the present time.

This publication will take pleasure in arranging for such

a conference, and issue a call for this meeting, if at least

a dozen dimension stock producers authorize it. All such

interested will kindly address HARDWOOD RECORD,
giving their Ideas on the subject of the desirability of

such a conference.

Chicago, 111. HENRY H. GIBSON, Editor.
September 10, 1912.

eye. It is not generally known
that buckeye exists in any con-

siderable quantity in the United

States, but it does, since the

buckeye timber in at least a

dozen counties of eastern Ten-

nessee and western North Caro-

lina ranges well up to five per

cent of the total stand of the

timber in this region. In fact,

there are hundreds of millions

of feet of excellent buckeye

available for veneer purposes in

this section, and buckeye tim-

lier is being sold at about one-

third of the price demanded for

poplar. The physics of buckeye

are such that it is in every way
equal in value to poplar for the

purposes named.

Philippine Timber Con-

cessions

Consul General George E. An-

derson of Hongkong announces

that important American lumber interests are arranging for timber

concessions in the Philippines, with the object of importing lumber

into the United States. During the past three years the develop-

ment of lumbering in those islands has been rapid, but thus far

the shipments to this country have not been large.

The department of the United States Forest Service, which has

charge of the government forests on the islands, has done much
during the past two or three years to make known the timber

resources of that region. Samples of many of the most promising

woods have been distributed among interested parties in the

United States, accompanied by descriptive circulars, which give

information concerning available supplies and the regions where
found. Most of the species are tropical hardwoods, many of them
very heavy, and some rich in color, and possess good grain and
figure. The amount of timber that may be drawn from the Phil-

lippines is large, and much of it will naturally seek a market in

the United States.

A complete set of samples of commercial Philippine woods is on

file at the office of Hardwood Becokd, where the woods may be

examined by anyone interested.

Erroneous Information

Articles continue to go the rounds of newspapers predicting a

lumber famine in a few years. This is not a new story. It turns

up at pretty regular intervals. Of course, there is not as much
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timber in this country as there was some years or some genera-

tions ago; but no timber famine is imminent. There will be plenty

of lumber of many kinds for a long time to come. The people are

using more than formerly, but they are wasting less. Acre for

acre, the supply goes farther. Species which were once untouched

now find ready markets. Forest waste is smaller, sawmill scraps

are used, and by the practice of economy, lumber goes much far-

ther than formerly, and anything approaching a timber famine in

the near future is not visible at this time.

Progress in Fighting Chestnut Disease

The Pennsylvania Chestnut Tree Blight Commission has made
considerable headway in its efforts to cheek the spread of the

chestnut tree blight, according to reports on the work done sub-

mitted at the recent meeting of the commission in Philadelphia.

Eeferring to the report of the general manager, every county of

Pennsylvania will within a few weeks contain active agents in

the employ of the commission. It is a gratifying fact that only a

portion of the $275,000 appropriated by the state for the work will

be used. An interesting feature of the work of the commission

is the determination of practicable uses to which to put the dead

chestnut trees. It has been found that they are useful for tele-

graph poles, ties, house props, tannic acid and for various other

purposes. The Pennsylvania railroad has aided the cause by sub-

mitting a special schedule under which it will haul the dead

chestnut trees at half the price of sound timber.

It has been determined that one type of fungus is harmless

while the other is the one which causes such extensive destruc-

tion. "With the discovery of a reliable means for distinguishing

between the two, the work of the commission will be considerably

lightened.

Methods of combating the disease other than cutting down the

trees are being tried out, although nothing definite has yet been

learned. A rigid inspection of all nursery stock before shipment

has had a favorable influence in checking the spread of infection.

Another possible cause for the spread of the disease is seen in

insects. Special investigators are at work endeavoring to deter-

mine whether or not anything is to be feared from this direction.

One original and effective metlioil of combating the disease has

a character analagous to the methods used in fighting forest fires.

When the range of an infected area is determined the workers go

some little distance ahead in the path of its progress and infect

the trees with the fungi. The deadened area which results checks

the progress of the main body of the blight.

News Advertising for Lumber
Hardwood Eecobd has contended in commenting upon various

proposed methods of exploiting products of the forest in competi-

tion with various recognized substitutes that the most valuable

form of publicity would come through the news columns of the

daily press and periodical publications. Some little objection to

this idea was encountered in which the chief argument seemed

to be that it would be impossible to secure space of this character.

Hakdwood Eecord contended on the contrary that the average

publisher of any kind of a periodical or daily paper is always

looking for news which is news, and if he could combine a good

news story with a boost for the lumber trade, he would have no

scruples about doing so.

This contention has been substantiated quite recently in two

striking instances. The first is seen in the Saturday Evening Post

of recent date. While the article is not directly in the interests

of the practical lumber business, it concerns an organization closely

affiliated with it, namely, the Forest Service. This branch of the

government, by reason of its close interest in products of the

forest has met with the same biased and unreasoning opposition

and prejudice with which the lumber trade has had to contend.

It has until now never been given an opportunity of raising its

voice in protest against such sentiment. Henry Solon Graves, chief

of the Forest Service, however, takes a decided issue with the

opponents of the National Forest plan in an article entitled

"Farms in the National Forest." The policy of reserving forested
areas for the government has been fought on the basis of the
contention that it would eliminate the settlement of vast areas
suitable for farming. Mr. Graves analyzes the question authorita-
tively and in such a convincing manner that his story will

command the attention and respect of anyone who reads it.

The second instance of the successful acquisition of news space is

from the daily press. The Daily Picayune of New Orleans of
Sunday, August 11, contains a lengthy and detailed discourse on
mahogany, treating the subject from the woods to the ultimate
consumption of this wood in the manufacture of furniture. While
the article was evidently written by a newspaper representative,
and necessarily contains a few slight errors, it goes a long way
toward giving the consumer an accurate knowledge of the raw
material going into a great deal of his furniture. The success with
which mahogany manufacturers have been marketing their pro-
duction in the place of quartered oak of late has been attributed
to advertising. This contention certainly seems founded on facts
when the force and wide influence of the article in question is

considered. But the real point is this. The way has been opened
for extensive exploitation of forest products through such mediums
as here recited. It does not seem an insurmountable task to secure
similar publicity for various other products of the woods, which of
necessity must be advertised to the consumer to secure their per-

petual consumption.

Holding Down Lumber Fire Risks
The Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance of Kansas City, Mo.,

has forwarded a letter to all mill owners allied with it in its insur
ance plan, which contains exceptionally good advice. The letter

notes the exceptionally low loss ratio on alliance plants for the first

eight months of 1912, and the consequent large saving on insurance
premiums. This must be very gratifying to those who carry policies

in this association. It solicits help in maintaining this record, and
asks for the co-operation on the part of mill managers to this end.
The letter states that in checking up and correcting defects re-

ported by field men, pointing out faults is only the first step and
does not remove the danger. Hazard exists until the mill man-
ager's part is done. While it is doubtless annoying to a busy man-
ager to be asked to investigate and correct hazardous tendencies, it

takes less time and expense than it does to recuperate from a fire.

The letter suggests sending the company's insurance bulletins to

foreman, and insists that they be read and analyzed. Extra copies

of these bulletins, regularly issued by the company, will be supplied

to all mill owners on request.

The Alliance in its bulletin of a corresponding date notes that

plants insured under its policies have experienced during the year

thirty-five fires up to the close of August. Nine of these fires

occurred on Monday morning; four on Sunday morning or Sunday
night; three during off-hours on Saturday. Hence, almost fifty per

cent of the fires occurred at the week-end, and a large portion after

midnight Saturday. The comparatively small portion of fires dur-

ing the first half of the week, while mills are cleanest, demonstrates

the value of thorough nightly clean-ups. The fact that more fires

occur on the nights claimed the world over for recreation, indicates

that even watchmen are not proof against the general holiday laxity.

The Alliance urges that the clock records for Saturday and Sun-

day nights be checked with especial care, and that managers satisfy

themselves that the watchmen 's habits are not such as to render

them unfit custodians of the property they are paid to safeguard.

There is small doubt that at least one of the most costly sawmill

fires of last year came from the pipe or cigarette of an employe.

Smoking should be just as rigorously prohibited in a sawmill in

non-working hours as during the time that the mill is in operation.

The monthly circulars of the Lumbermen 's Underwriting Alliance

should be secured by every mill owner, whether he be a participant

in alliance insurance or not, as they contain a vast fund of infor-

mation covering origin of fires, and make suggestions for plans to

safeguard valuable properties.



We are all of us acquainted

With the different types of men
Who with goods galore to sell us

Oft invade our private den.

Each with method quite peculiar

Seeks our orders to obtain

And to make a good impression

So he may come back again.

First we see the open jollier,

Who proceeds at once to tell

Without doubt we are the smartest men
On Earth, in Heaven or Hell.

And he thoroughly disgusts us,

'Till we oust him from our den

With a standing invitation

Never to return again.

The Lumber Salesman

Next old Pussyfoot comes sliding in.

With caution and great care,

And begins his little speechlet.

E'en before we know he's there.

He is quiet, smooth and oily,

Most persuasive of all men.
And we thank our stars when rid of him,

And murmur "Ne'er again."

Then the man with golden dollars.

Taken freely from his hoard,

All tacked on face and edges

Of each and every board.

His gilt edge stock, good widths and ^engths,

No six-foot, eight or ten.

Is so fine that we're suspicious.

(But he's sure to come again.)

LOOK OUT!

,. ..1

Once more a salesman enters.

But he never told the truth

In descriptions of his stock to you
In all his life, forsooth.

The stock he's shipped has never

Up to specifications been.

And you vow he'll never get you
On his order book again.

But here's the boy you want to see

!

His word's as good as gold,

And you can trust his statements
He has proven oft of old.

His word's as good as any bond,

He stands a man with men :

And you're glad to give him orders.

And you bid him "Come again.''

The Hardwood Man—A (air stock, good demand and satisfactory prices—but this cloud worries me.

Awful!

Mrs. Hornbeak (in the midst of her reading)—
My goodness! What's this country coming to?

Here Is an article headed "A Bartender to Every
Two School Teachers."

Farmer Hornbeak—By hickory ! How them
professor to drink.

—

Puck.

Al-ways Accommodating
"Miss Upperten, are you engaged to be married

to the Duke de Dedbroke?"

"No ; but here's a photograph of mine which

you may publish, anyhow."
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The Literal Truth
A Kansas editor announced he would try for

one week to print the truth, and he is still in

the hospital. He didn't get by the first day.

The following item appeared in Monday's issue,

and now the boys are selling out the paper. This
is what he said :

"Married, Miss Sylva Rhode to James Can-
naham, last Sunday evening, at the Baptist
church. The bride was an ordinary town girl

who didn't know any more than a rabbit about
cooking, and never helped her mother three

days in her life. She is not a beauty, by any

means, and has a gait like a duck. The groom
is an up-to-date has-been loafer, living off the

old folks all his life, and don't amount to shucks

nohow. They will have a hard life while they

live together."

—

Sacred Heart J}evieic.

An Object of Admiration

"What makes you admire that man so much?"
"Why, don't you know him?" resj)onded the

timorous pedestrian. "He's the policeman who
stands at the corner where the automobiles are

thickest and never gets run over."

—

Washington
Star.
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American Forest Trees
NINETY-SEVENTH PAPER

BED HAW
Crataegus coccinea—Linn.

The range of red or scarlet haw extends from New Foundland

westward through southern Canada to the eastern base of the

Rocky mountains, thence south to Texas and Florida. It covers one-

half of the United States. In the northern part of its range the

red haw is confined to the slopes of low hills and along water

courses, but south in the Appalachian mountains it grows at an

elevation of several thousand feet.

It has various names in different

regions. It is called scarlet haw

in New Hampshire, Massachusetts,

New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, North Carolina, South Caro-

lina, Mississippi, Arkansas, Mis-

souri, Illinois, Nebraska, Iowa and

Minnesota; red haw in Ehode

Island, New York, West Virginia,

South Carolina, Georgia, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Missouri,

Illinois, Nebraska, Ohio, Iowa, Min-

nesota and South Dakota; white

thorn in Vermont, Rhode Island,

Delaware, Mississippi, Iowa, Illi-

nois, Kansas, Minnesota and On-

tario; scarlet thorn in Vermont,

Massachusetts, Ehode Island, New
Jersey, Delaware and Ontario;

scarlet thorn in Vermont, Massa-

chusetts, Ehode Island, New Jer-

sey, Delaware and Ontario; scarlet-

fruited thorn in Michigan and Min-

nesota; red thorn in Kentucky;

hawthorn in Pennsylvania and

Iowa; thorn in Vermont, New York,

Kentucky and Montana; thorn bush

in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania;

thorn apple in Vermont and Mon-

tana; thorn apple tree in Minne-

sota; thorn plum in Maine, Ver-

mont and New York; haw bush in

Montana; scarlet thorn haw in

Florida; hedge thorn in Montana;

and red thorn bush in Kentucky

and Indiana. The fact is worthy

of note that it is well known and

is clearly recognized in every re-

gion where it grows, though various

names are given it.

The red haw never reaches large

size. In rare cases it may attain a

height of thirty feet and a diame-

ter of ten inches, but it is usually

less than half that size. Where it

grows in the open it develops a

crown. The branches are armed

with chestnut-brown thorns from an

inch to an inch and a half in length. The fruit is of little value

because of its small size, though its mild, acid flavor is not un-

pleasant. The bright scarlet color of the fruit gives name to the

tree. It ripens late in September or in October, and at that time

the tree presents a beautiful appearance. The branches frequently

remain laden with fruit after the leaves have fallen.

The accompanying illustration shows a red haw tree on Thunder-

head mountain near the boundary line between Tennessee and

North Carolina.

TYPICAL GROWTH RED HAW. EASTERN TENNESSEE-
WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA.

The wood of red haw is of a high character and but for its

scarcity would have wide commercial use. It is among the heaviest
woods of this country. A cubic foot of it, thoroughly seasoned,
weighs 53.71 pounds. The tree is of slow growth and therefore the
annual rings are narrow, and the wood is dense. There is little

iiifference in the appearance of the heart-wood and the sap. The
former is brown tinged with red,

and the latter is a little lighter in

color. The evenness and uniform-

ity of the rings of yearly growth
make the wood susceptible to a high
polish. The medullary rays—that

is, the streaks of lighter-colored

wood radiating from the center out-

ward—are very obscure in red haw,
and for that reason the appearance

of the wood is much the same, irre-

spective of the direction in which
it is cut. In that respect it is simi-

lar to the wood of most members of

the thorn family—usually being too

small to be quarter-sawed. How-
ever, even if the trees were large

enough, quarter-sawing would bring

out but little figure.

Eed haw is a lathe wood. It is

well suited to some other purposes,

and has been used for engraving

blocks, small wedges, and rulers,

but the best results come from the

lathe. If it is thoroughly seasoned

it is not liable to crack or check,

though cut thin in such articles as

goblets and napkin rings. The
turner sometimes objects to the

wood because of its hardness and

the rapidity with which it dulls

tools. This drawback, however, is

compensated for by the smoothness

and fine polish which may be given

to the finished article. Red haw
checker pieces have been compared

with ebony for wearing quality. In

color, of course, the ebony is more

handsome, and on that account is

generally preferred.

Perhaps the most extensive use

of red haw is in the manufacture

of canes. Most of the species of

thorn are suitable for that purpose

on account of their weight, strength

and hardness. Eed haw is not spe-

cially preferred, but is used with

others.

Red haw runs into many forms

and varieties, differing in shape and size of leaves and fruits.

Some of the characteristics which are prominent in one variety or

form may be inconspicuous in another. Because of this fact,

identification is not always easy. There are at least ten well-

known forms or varieties of red haw in the United States. As a

source of wood supply, the tree will never be important; but as an

adornment to the landscape it will always be valuable, and at the

same time will fill a minor place in the country's list of commer-

cial woods.

—25—
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Heat Conductivity of Wood
It is a well-known fact that dry wood is a very poor conductor

of heat. This is well illustrated in the employment of wood for

mjitches and as handles for utensils and tools subjected to rather

high temperatures. Sawdust makes an excellent insulator against

changes in temperature. The same is true also of charcoal, which

is often used within the walls of ice chests, refrigerators, and

about pipes and tubing where a non-conductor of heat is required.

A light, porous wood is a considerably poorer conductor of heat

than one that is dense, due to the greater amount of dead air

imprisoned in its cavities and to the less continuity of wood sub-

stance. Increase in the moisture content of wood is accompanied

by increase in conductivity. If the heat is great enough, a portion

of the contained water is converted into steam, which forces its

way through the wood, thereby raising the

temperature more quickly.

It has been found by experiment that woods

are least conductive in a radial direction and

highest longitudinally. Tests can readily be

made by taking small boards of uniform di-

mensions, boring a hole through the center

of each for the introduction of a small steam

pipe or of a metal rod so arranged that it can

be heated. If the block is coated with a thin

layer of paratfine or wax the relative con-

ductivity of the wood may be observed from

the manner in which the paraffine or wax

melts. Instead of melting uniformly in a

circle with the pipe or rod as the center, the

actual shape of the melted portion is that of

an ellipse with its longest axis in the direc-

tion of the wood fibers, that is, longitudinally.

The ratio of the longest and shortest axes

of the ellipse thus formed varies widely with

different woods. In lignum-vitje, black locust,

and Osage orange, for example, the ratio is

about 1.25 to 1 ; in oak, ash, maple and beech,

about 1.50 to 1 ; while in basswood, poplar,

magnolia and buckeye it is about l.SO to 1.

Thus the denser the wood the more nearly

does the shape of the ellipse approximate

that of a circle, or in other words, the more

nearly uniform is its conductivity of heat in all directions. Con-

versely, the lighter and less dense the wood the greater the con-

ductivity in longitudinal direction in proportion to that of the

radial and tangential.

The question of the heat conductive power of wood is of im-

portance in determining the principles involved in kiln-drying

lumber. This very extonsi%'e business has developed along various^

lines and is largely based upon rough empirical data. Too often

a person successful in handling one class of material feels that

he has the key to the entire situation. As a result, there are

many types of kilns and divergent views as to the best methods

of conditioning wood by artificial heat.

It is well known that different kinds of wood and different

sizes of material require different treatment in order to secure

the best results. Undoubtedly the question of conductivity is

involved, though to just what extent is not yet fully known. In

large timbers considerable time is required to allow the heat to

penetrate to the interior. This is necessary if drying is to proceed

uniformly. If the outside dries too rapidly, a shell is formed

which is a much poorer conductor of heat than the interior, and

serves as an insulator against further entrance of heat. This dry

shell also resists the transpiration of the interior moisture and

retards the drying operation, besides causing severe strains in

the fibers.

One advantage of beginning the drying of lumber in a moist

atmosphere is that the interior of the green lumber is heated with-

out superficial drying taking place. If dry heat is applied, vapor-

ization begins at once from the surface of the lumber, and the

heat energy is utilized in this manner, instead of being first

conducted to the interior of the wood, as is necessary if the drying

is to proceed uniformly.

In certain processes in the preservative treatment of timber

products penetration is secured by varying the temperatures of

the interior and exterior of the timbers. Thus when a stick of

wood is heated the air within it expands and a portion escapes.

If it is cooled by placing in a cold liquid, the air condenses and,

mowing to the unequal pressures within and without, the liquid

is forced in to take the place of the expelled air. The question

of conductivity is involved in determining the length of time a

timber should be exposed to external heat in

order to obtain the proper temperature in-

side. This will vary according to the size

and shape of the material, the density of the

wood, and the water content.

The Forest Service has for several years

been conducting investigations of the prin-

ciples of drying lumber. A bulletin now in

press gives the results of a large number of

determinations of the specific heat of differ-

ent woods. By specific heat is meant the

ratio of the quantity of heat required to raise

a body one degree in temperature to the

quantity required to raise an equal weight of

water one degree. The specific heat of wood

is a measure of its heat capacity or the

amount of heat it will absorb or give out

in passing through a certain range of temper-

ature. It was found that the specific heat

of all woods is approximately the same, with-

out regard to species, and that the mean value

between freezing and boiling temperature is

0.3,27. S. J. K.

LEAF PRINT OF RED HAW
(See page 25.)

Increase in Per Diem Charge
At a recent meeting of the American Kail-

way Association it was voted that after Janu

an- 1 a per diem charge of freight cars coming

under the jurisdiction of other roads than those which own the cars

shall be increased from thirty and thirty-five cents to one rate of

forty-five cents.

The question before the vote caused somewhat heated arguments,

but was finally carried by a vote of 179 against 162. A most

significant fact and one which has most interesting bearing on

present traffic conditions is seen in the association records, which

reveal that the roads voting for the increase hold an aggregate

of 1,708,001 freight cars, whereas the roads representing the losing

side have an aggregate holding of only 638,885 cars.

The significance of this condition lies in the possible effect it

will have in stimulating the roads to more general car building.

A prominent railway publication says that it is common knowl-

edge that the lines having insufficient freight equipment are often

more willing to pay the additional small per diem charge than to

make such expenditures for new rolling stock. Whether or not

the new ruling will have the desired effect depends upon whether

the new rate is sufficient to prove more expensive to insufficiently

equipped roads than the actual building of increased equipment

of their own.

While the wood-workers in the larger cities often can buy electric

power cheaper than they can operate power plants, the sawmill man
in the country town often can reverse the order and produce elec-

tricity for the town, thus finding a better use for his surplus fuel

than the waste burner.
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Should W^hke and Red Oak he Mixed
A furniture manufacturer recently addressed this inquiry to

an expert on finishing:

'

' We are troubled at present with red oak mixed in our cases

with white oak. Would you kindly give a suggestion as to how
to treat the red oak to match the white, making them uniform in

color?

'

This inquiry suggests that mixing red oak and white oak by
the lumberman is a plan which is short-sighted, to say the least.

Since it provides a hard problem for the manufacturer in putting

his goods on the market, the latter is sure to remember the lum-

berman who sold him the material and to put a little red mark
opposite his name under the heading, "People From Whom Not
to Buy."

Of course, from the standpoint of wood experts, there is red

oak which is so close to white that there is comparatively little

difference between the two varieties. It is undoubtedly true that

some individual boards furnish a hard study even for the experi-

enced lumberman, and can hardly be properly designated without

close inspection. On the other hand, however, there is red oak

which is plainly red oak and which has no real warrant in being

in a pile of white. Where the plank is what might be called a

"line board," there is justification for putting it with white oak,

and thus giving the lumberman the benefit of the doubt; but to

mix red oak with white as a matter of intent is to do the pur-

chaser a wrong and to do the lumberman himself a wrong which

is seldom made up for by the difference in the selling price of

the two varieties.

The trouble comes in quartered oak principally, as there is not

much marking between plain red and white as to price, and conse-

quently, by an interesting coincidence, there is less diflSculty in

distinguishing between a red oak and a white oak board. The
fact that it is the high-priced stock which is made the medium
for this form of "salting," to use a rather harsh expression,

makes the situation all the worse, since the purchaser, who has

a right to expect to get exactly what the order calls for, is thus,

in some cases, compelled to use material which is not adapted

to his needs, and which is bound to result in dissatisfaction.

As a matter of fact, it would be better, as far as the user is

concerned, to receive a car load containing only red oak rather

than one made up of white oak with a considerable percentage of

red oak mixed in. The latter is present in just sufficient quantity

to cause trouble in finishing, and is not a large enough factor to

give a chance for uniformity in making up the finished product.

A case made exclusively of red oak would make an appearance

several times as attractive as one containing a mixture of white

and red.

Xot only is there a difference in color, which requires a special

treatment as to finish, as suggested by the inquiry noted above,

but the texture of the wood is different. Bed oak tends to

develop a "fuzz" which makes finishing difficult. That, at any

rate, is the experience of many consumers. It seems to be con-

ceded that the wood does not hold its finish after being put in

the hands of the ultimate consumer as well as white oak, thus

making another argument in favor of the use of the latter material.

It might be said that the purchaser of the lumber should have

sufficiently expert handlers to be able to pick out the red oak

from the white, and to pile the former separately so as not to

run the risk of having the two come together in the same case.

In practice this is not usually the situation, and anyway it would

be bad policy for the lumberman to announce a principle of selling

which involves a "Caveat emptor" attitude on the part of the

purchaser. This is not necessary in most instances, and the con-

sumer can usually rely on getting what he ordered. It is the

exceptional lumberman who attempts to take advantage of lack

of sufficient technical knowledge on the part of the purchaser to

be able to distinguish between two varieties of wood as closely

associated as white oak and red.

There is, it is true, some ground for the statement that the

consumer of lumber who attempts to buy quartered white oak
and pay red oak prices for it may hardly be surprised to find

that he has received just about what the price paid would justify

him in expecting to get. The '
' cheap buyer, '

' who constantly

hammers at the price, is constantly getting his deserts in this way,
either in a poorer grade or a cheaper variety, as in the case of

quartered oak; but this is yielding the field to the buyer, instead

of standing by one 's guns and insisting on educating the consumers

of lumber as to the factors involved.

Merely to take the attitude that the consumer is going to get

his lumber somewhere, and at the price he insists on paying, does

not entirelj' justify the shipper in taking the order on those

conditions and then filling it in such a manner as to allow himself

a profit. It is done frequently, of course, and there is mnch
justification for it from a practical standpoint. It would be far

better, however, if the consumer were to be informed about the

facts, so that lumbermen who desire to seU goods on the highest

possible plane may do so. The majority of those in the business

do not care to admit that the code of ethics used in the lumber

field will not bear scrutiny, and is not comparable to that which

prevails in other lines of business.

A case was developed not long ago by a veneer manufacturer,

who is regarded everywhere as a gentleman of unusually strong

scruples, as far as doing the right thing in business is concerned.

He found that he had lost the business of a certain consumer of

importance, and made an investigation. He discovered without

much trouble that the competitor who had landed the order was

delivering a veneer which was considerably thinner than the- stock

which he had been selling. Thereupon he agreed to reduce his

price to meet that of the competing concern, having decided

to fight the devil with fire.

"I realize that I did not do exactly the right thing," said this

manufacturer, "yet I was confronted with one of two alternatives,

either asserting that my competitor was not delivering the goods

according to specifications, or saying nothing and losing the busi-

ness. The course I chose involved repetition of the plan used by

the other fellow, and while I acknowledge that two wrongs do

not make a right, I realized that the consumer would probably

have been offended if I had told him the facts, and would have

asserted promptly that he knew enough to protect himself. Besides,

the thinner stock seemed to be giving satisfaction, so why not

give him the material he could use and permit him to save the

difference in the price? The reasoning is specious, yet I feel

that it establishes justification for the course I am pursiiing.

Obviously, if the customer discovers that I am delivering veneers

which are thinner than provided for in the order, it will be no

excuse for me to be able to say that the other fellow was doing

it. I do not feel that my position, as a salesman, is strong

enough to permit me to expose my competitor, and that I must

follow in his footsteps if I am to maintain my business relations

with my customer."

This is the situation, probably, with which many a lumberman

is confronted when a furniture manufacturer tries to buy quar-

tered white oak for less than what it is worth. As suggested, however,

the better plan would be to educate the buyer to the fact that

variations in prices are based on intrinsic values and that the

man who wants quality must pay a quality price. Besides, there

is always the possibility that the consumer can use red oak to as

good advantage as white, in which event it would be practicable

to offer to supply quartered red; which could be done, of course,

at a low enough price to satisfy the demands of the purchaser.

G. D. C, Jk.
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Natural Durahility of Wood
Durability is a measure of the time during wliich wood remains

sound. There are many different factors affecting the durability

so that in order to compare different woods in this respect it is

necessary to know just what is embraced in the term. The period

of soundness is commonly spoken of as the life of a material.

As a rule, when durability is considered it is with reference to

the decay-resisting powers of a wood when in contact with the

ground. Decay or rot is the decomposition of wood due to the

action of fungi and, to a slight extent, bacteria. Fungi are low

forms of plants belonging to the toadstool family. Some of them
produce the shelf-like punks so common on old stumps and logs.

These punks are the fruiting bodies of the fungus.

There are a great many different kinds of these fungi. Some
tittaek green trees, sometimes killing them or making them hollow,

or, as in the case of pecky cypress, filling the wood with galleries

like those of boring insects. A much larger number work only in

dead wood. Fungi are spread in two ways—by the tiny dust-like

seeds (more correctly spores) and by transfer of parts of the

living plant itself. Perhaps everyone has squeezed a puffball

(which is the fruit of a certain fungus) and observed the issuing

"smoke." This "smoke" is in reality composed of thousands of

spores, each too small to be seen with the naked eye, but under

proper conditions capable of germinating and producing a new
plant. Similar spores are produced by other fungi and are shed

from the gills of a toadstool or from the underside of a shelf

punk. They are scattered far and wide by the wind and other

agencies, which explains why they are so widely distributed.

When a spore finds lodgment in a place where conditions are

favorable, it begins to grow. Slender, thread-like structures

(mycelium) are produced, which ramify through the wood in search

of food which they find in the cell contents or more often in the

cell walls. When the desired elements are dissolved out of the

walls the eventual product is a rotten, moist, pale or dark brown
substance crumbling readily under the slightest pressure.

In order for any fungus to develop, it is necessary that the

conditions of heat, moisture and air be favorable. The most
conducive temperatures lie between 60 and 100 degrees Fahrenheit,

though some growth may take place beyond these limits. It fol-

lows that a wood will not rot if its temperature is kept high

enough or low enough. Frozen wood will last indefinitely.

The presence of moisture is absolutely essential to rot produc-

tion. Wood containing not more than ten per cent of moisture is

imnunie from decay ;ip most fungi require .a larger amount than

this for their development. In very humid climates wood is much
more liable to decay than in drier regions. Wood has the power
of absorbing water from tlie air, the amount depending upon the

humidity, so that to preserve wood it is not sufficient that it may
have been dried—it must be maintained in tliat condition. Even
"dry rot" will not attack dry timber. This fungus grows in

humid places where the air is stagnant, so that a free circulation

of air under a house is usually sufficient to prevent or check the

destructive action.

In addition to favorable temperature and sufficient moisture,

fungi require oxygen (air). If any one of these factors is absent,

the fungi cannot live. .lust as a wood, that is kept at a sufficiently

high or sufficiently low temperature or in a thoroughly dry condi-

tion, will never rot, so will the same effect be secured by
excluding oxygen. Thus wood buried in wet clay, in peat bogs,

or even immersed in water may last for centuries. Specimens of

wood in almost perfect condition have been taken from beneath

glacial deposits where they must have lain for thousands of years.

Peat possesses a remarkable antiseptic property. Large trunks

of trees in bogs are often so perfectly preserved that they are

used as timber (e. g., bog-oak o'f Ireland and white cedar of New
Jersey), and stumps similarly preserved are found with the roots

firmly fixed in the under soil as if they had grown there before

the bog accumulated. That wood should be durable under such
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conditions is not remarkable, since even human bodies may like-

wise be preserved. For instance, in 1747 in an English bog the

body of a woman was found, with skin, nails, and hair almost

perfect and with sandals on her feet. In Ireland, under eleven

feet of peat, the body of a man was found clothed in coarse

hair-cloth'.

It is very evident then that durability is a relative term.

Material which may be used as furniture and last indefinitely

will, if brought in contact with the soil, rot in a very short time.

Woods which may be employed for posts and poles in an arid or

semi-arid country are wholly unsuited for such purposes in humid

climates. Timbers which can be used in exposed places in very

cold climates would be extremely short-lived in the tropics.

Moreover, the life of a post or pole may be materially affected by

the character of the soil in which it is set.

It is a well-recognized fact that the sap-wood of no species of

timber is as durable under exposure as is the heart-wood. It is

evident, therefore, that in the change from sap to heart the wood
undergoes some process which makes it more resistant to fungous

action. It is well-known, too, that the variability in the decay- J
resisting properties of the heart-wood of different species is very

great. To what are these differences due ?

To understand what happens it is necessary to consider the

nature of heart-wood and sap-wood. The outer layers of growth

of a tree, especially one of considerable size, contain the only

living elements of the wood and make up the sap-wood. It is

through these layers that the sap finds its way from the roots to

the leaves, taking its downward course through the inner bark.

There is usually a sharp line of demarcation between the living

elements of the sap-wood and the dead elements of the heart,

though the vigor of the living cells wanes as their distance from

the bark increases.

When wood is first formed it is almost if not entirely colorless.

After a year or two it usually becomes yellowish and still later

when changed into heart-wood a decided deepening of the color

results. There are numerous partial exceptions to this rule—for

example, spruce, fir, hemlock, alder, holly and buckeye. The -

thickness of sap-wood varies widely in different species, in dif- |
fereut individuals, in different portions of a single tree, and even

on diffcrejit radii of any ]iarticular section. Thin sap-wood is

characteristic of many woods, such as catalpa, Osage orange,

sassafras, chestnut, mulberry, Kentucky coffee tree and red cedar,

while in others, for example hickory, maple, ash, hackliciry and

beech, thick sap-wood is the rule.

In the same species there generally exists a constant relation

between the size of the crown of the tree and the cross-sectional

area of the sap-wood of "the stem. Eapid-growers and trees in the

open (second growth) have a larger proportion of sap-wood than

those of the same species growing in less open stanils. In the

latter ease the number of rings of growth in the sap-wood is

greater. Some species, like black walnut and persimmon, are at

first very slow in forming heart-wood, but in later life the sa]i-wood

becomes comparatively thin.

These features are important in understanding the different

behavior of woods of the same species. For instance, the heart-

wood of old walnut makes a lasting post, while a post from a

young tree will rot very quickly. The same contrast obtains

between the heart of old pine and the sappy second growth. On
the other hand, a wood like Osage orange seldom has over two
or three growth rings of sap-wood even in young shoots. The
writer knows of a ease in Indiana where a stick of Osage orange

not over two inches in diameter was split into four pieces and
these stakes stuck into the ground about a small red cedar. They
remained there for seventeen years and when removed were not

'iompletely rotted off.

Change from sap-wood to heart-wood is not accompanied by
increase of wood substance, as some people are inclined to believe.
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What iloes happen is the depositiou of varying amounts of resins,

tannin, pigments, gums and other substances. The resin or pitch

of pine and other softwood trees becomes oxidized into rosin,

which is extremely durable. Most of these substances are in the

cell walls, but some of them may fill up the cavities as well. It

is to these that heart-wood owes its greater ability to resist decay,

for they protect it for a time at least against the attacks of fungi.

Later, as the substances leach out or are chemically changed, the

wood slowly rots.

It is generally true that depth of color is a safe guide to the

durabilit}' of wood. Thus the dark heart-wood of red cedar,

mesquite, redwood, Osage orange, black locust, mulberry, and

lignum-vitsB is very resistant to decay, while that of willow, bass-

wood, buckeye, gum, tupelo, maple, ash, and cottonwood is perish-

able. In some instances, however, as in northern white cedar,

sassafras, Lawson 's cypress, and yellow cedar, the infiltrated sub-

stances tend to prevent decay without greatly deepening the color

of the heart-wood. The fatty stumps and knots of pine trees

remain in the woods for years after every other trace of the tree

has disappeared. The natives esteem old snags of this kind for

gate posts and the knots for fuel. In fact in certain portions of

the South fat pine or lightwood is largely relied upon for lighting

the humble cabins of the mountaineers.

There are other forms of life besides fungi and bacteria which

affect the durability of wood. Piling and wharf timbers and wood

kept under water at shipping points aie subject to the attacks

of certain animals, principal of which are the teredos. These are

mollusks which live only in salt water and bore not only the sap-

wood but also the heart-wood of nearly every kind of timber.

Ships, the bottoms of which are not covered with copper, suffer

greatly from teredos. The question of protecting such timbers

by thorough impregnation with creosote, studding with nails, and

covering with different compositions is still demanding much

attention and forms the subject of numerous experiments.

Poles and posts are subject to attacks of insects and borers

which may prove more serious than fungi. In fact, the two are

often closely associated. The presence of bark offers a good place

for the hiding and development of insects and adds greatly to the

danger of attack, llanufactured articles may be entirely destroyed

bj' the larvEe of powder-post beetles which honeyeoml) tie wood
and reduce it to powder. In tropical countries the danger from
ants is one of the most serious to which wooden straiSSfeTes are

subjected, but in temperate regions this trouble is small.

In many uses of wood abrasion and wear of different kinds are

of more significance than damage from any other source. For

instance, chestnut is rated as a durable timber and is much cut

for railroad ties. On the Pennsylvania railroad such ties are

confined to the sidings on the main lines and to unimportant

branches. Local conditions affect the general policy. For example,

on the Pittsburgh division it is necessary to import white oak

ties from West Virginia and Kentucky, since that species is not

produced in sufficient quantity along the division. Chestnut is

used along the west-bound freight tracks because tli«5f<siipply is

abundant and also because that track carries empties mostly. On
the main line the high-speed traflic would cut out a chestnut tie

in one year. In stone ballast and under lighter traffic such a tie

will last about four years. As ordinarily used such ties are in

cinder ballast and last from ten to twenty years. Last spring

there were removed from the Tongascootae branch chestnut ties

that had been there for eighteen years. A few on the Delaware

division have lasted twent.y-eight years.

Knowledge of the factors affecting durability is essential if

one would secure the longest life of material. It emphasizes the

importance of keeping material dry; it points the way to artificial

durability by the use of oils, paints, and preservatives for exclud-

ing moisture, closing up entrances for disease spores, or poisoning

the food supply for destructive forms of life. It is not always

sufficient that artificial means be employed for preserving wood

from natural enemies, for it must be protected from jiiechanical

wear as well. It would be poor business, for instance, to creosote

a tie to make it immune from rot for twenty years and then from

lack of tie plates, or screw spikes, or proper ballast, or because

subjected to too severe conditions, have it worn out in a fraction

of that time.

In conclusion, it might be addeil that there is no '

' wood

eternal. '

'

S. .J. R.
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Crahivood and Its Uses

t'rabwood (Carapa guiancnMs-Aubl.) is a large tree found in

Trinidad, Colombia, Venezuela, the Guianas, and Brazil. It is

commonly known as carapa, or, by corruption, crapaud or crappo,

andiroba, angiroba, and nandiroba. This tree is confined chiefly

to the dense forests along the rivers, where its timber is obtain-

able in sticks up to fifty feet in length and from fifteen to twenty

inches square. It grows very abundantly along the Demerara

river in British Guiana, and accordingly is often called Demerara

mahogany in this country. In the English markets it is known

chiefly as erabwood. Its principal place of export is Georgetown,

British Guiana.

In grain, strength, color, and specific gravity, the wood appears

to be intermediate between Spanish cedar {Cedrela odorata-Linn.)

and mahogany (Swietenia mahogoni-Ja.eq.) . In general appear-

ance it reminds one somewhat of an open-grained grade of ma-

hogany and at times is sold and even placed on the large markets

for that wood. Cedar, however, is a much lighter wood, its

specific gravity being AH, erabwood showing .689, while true

mahogany is sometimes as high as .806. Crabwood is not very

strong, but is quite tough, moderately heavy, durable, and has a

pleasant brown color, rather dark, with a grain somewhat more

open than that of genuine mahogany. It is said to warp, check

and often twist in seasoning. These defects are usually observed

and not being characteristic of true mahogany, the purchaser's

suspicion is at once aroused, and upon inquiry is informed that

his Demerara mahogany is not mahogany at all, but is crabwood.

The pith rays of crabwood are quite numerous, but very narrow,

so that the wood when quarter-sawed does not show any very

remarkable figure and probably is quite as handsome flat-sawed

as quarter-sawed; in the opinion of some it is handsomer. The

wood has another advantage over a number of mahogany sub-

stitutes, which adds to its value, in that it is easily worked.

This qualit}', combined with its rather pleasing color, ought to

commend it for inside finish as well as for cabinet-making. It

has been used quite extensively for that purpose in England for

a good many years, and just now when the favorite woods are

rather costly, crabwood should make a valuable addition to the

list of inside finishing woods of the better class.

While crabwood is generally recognized among furniture men

as an inferior grade of cabinet wood, it is nevertheless employed

for making the less expensive furniture. AlthougK its natural

color is quite pleasing, it is usually stained and darkened more

or less so that one can not deny that it makes pretty fancy

looking furniture. It is a good serviceable wood and deserves to

be placed on the market under its own name instead of being

palmed oft" as mahogany. Crabwood possesses many really good

qualities and it may be recommended not only to the cabinet

maker but also to the builder of small means, who wishes a

substantial hardwood for interior finish. The wood has an ex-

tensive use in the region where it grows. It is sawn into scantling,

boards, and planks, and is split into shingles and staves. Its chief

native use is for beams, rafters, and for furniture. C. D. M.
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Within the last few years the chestnut trees in the eastern

portion of the United States have been attacked by a previously

unknown disease which threatens the extinction of the species

throughout the entire range. The disease is a blight caused by a

parasitic fungus which kills the tree by girdling it at various

points. Trees of all ages and conditions are attacked without

discrimination, and when once infected, a tree never recovers. It

takes from three months to as many years to kill a tree, according

to the size of the specimen and the point of attack.

The value of the standing chestnut timber in the United States

is estimated to be upward of $400,000,000. The species is widely

distributed throughout the east-central part, reaching its greatest

age and maximum size in the southern Appalachians. In southerit

New England and eastern Pennsylvania it comprises a very large

proportion of the forest, but is for the most part young timber

of sprout origin. It is in the latter regions that the disease is

now at its worst. It is estimated that at least $25,000,000 worth

of timber has been killed; of this amount $10,000,000 is Pennsyl-

vania's share. The disease is spreading rapidly and appears to

be making its way into the highly valuable forests of the South.

The seriousness of the situation is just beginning to be publicly

appreciated. The disease appeared so suddenly and spread so

rapidly and disastrously that it has been hard to realize the

enormity of the impending calamity. No similar case is known
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to science, and there is a difference of opinion among cx|ierts as

to the most advisable course to pursue. Pennsylvania is making

a determined effort to control the situation, but in spite of all

that has so far been done, the disease is spreading rapidly west-

ward into the more valuable timber.

There are two distinct jjroblems involved. One is concerned

with a study of the disease and methods for its control. The

other is with the utilization of the killed or infected timber in

order to prevent a total loss. It is with the latter phase of the

question that this article is concerned.

Chestnut is a valuable timber and its merits have long been

recognized. As a tree for woodlots it had no superior, for it

reproduces readily by means of sprouts, grows very rapidly, and

attains a merchantable size in a comparatively short time. It

makes a beautiful shade tree, and its edible nuts are of great

economic value. The heart-wood is quite durable in contact with

the soil, and as the sap-wood, even in young trees, is very thin,

small timber has a value for fence posts, poles and ties. The wood

is quite rich in tannin, which is largely responsible for its durabil-

ity, and within the last decade has made the wood a very important

source of tannin extract. In fact, the list of uses to which the

wood is put is very long, and under ordinary circumstances there

would be no difficulty in disposing of the material.

The trouble comes when an exceptionally large amount of timber
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for which the trade is not prepared is forced on the market.

Much of it is young and such as would ordinarily be cut only

into cordwood, if at all, for which the market at best is not good.

Moreover there is a feeling rather widely disseminated that blight-

killed wood is inferior to wood that has not been attacked. Plenty

of jobbing sawmill men are anxious to make it appear that the

value of the material is lessened, in order to beat down the price

as low as possible.

It is the opinion of all who are fully acquainted with the facts

that the blight itself does not affect the properties of the wood.

In other words, blight-killed timber is just as strong, durable and

of as high tannin content as similar timber not attacked. It is

interesting to note that railroad com-

panies and other large users of the

wood do not discriminate against

trees killed by blight.

The efl'ect of the disease is to girdle

the tiee and kill it in the same way

that girdling with an ax or tire would

act. If dead trees are allowed to

stand, however, deterioration from

secondary causes will set in. Chestnut

is very subject to attacks from worms

and borers, and the presence of bark

on the tree affords ideal conditions

for their development. The condi-

tions are also favorable for the

growth of rot-producing fungi, since

the bark retains a large amount of

moisture and retards the drying of the

wood. When the tree finally dries

out it will be so seriously season-

checked that its value for sawed lum-

ber is very materially reduced. There

appears, however, to be no sound rea-

son for believing that these condi-

tions are aggravated by the blight.

Chestnut lumber has long been a

staple at all lumber yards in the re-

gion of its growth. Over half a bil-

lion feet are annually manufactured

into lumber, lath and shingles. The

wood is light, weighing about twenty-

eight [lounds per cubic foot and hav-

ing nn average specific gravity of

0.45. It is flexible and elastic, espe-

cially in young timber, but is not

strong. It is fitted for general di-

mension work and construction where

great strength is not a requisite. It

has no silver grain like the oak, with

which it is closely kin, but if properly

sawed (i. e., cut tangentically) so as

to expose the alternating layers

of porous and dense portions of

the annual rings of growth, a very pleasing grain is secured.

The finished lumber bears a general resemblance to ash, though

darker in color and coarser. It has considerable value for interior

finish, either in natural color or stained.

It is also suited for cabinet work, though for this, as for interior

finish, only sound material can be employed. It is the standard

wood for the manufacture of incubators. It makes good counters,

shelves and store fixtures. In parquet flooring there are few

woods as good for the core or backing, the grade commonly used

being sound wormy.

For furniture, chestnut is employed both as outside material

and as hidden frames. In the one case only the best grade is

suitable; in the other almost all grades can be employed. The

wood is not strong enough for the more exacting purposes, but

is suitable for mission furniture, Morris chairs, couch frames.

r)ISTUILU"TII.)X Ol"" THE CIIEST.NIT B.VKK iJlSE.^.Sli

Horizontal linos indicate approximate distribution of uninfected

chestnut : dots indicate isolated infected spots ; the heavier lines

in various directions indicate varying degrees of infection eulminat-

in;; in an area about Xew York City in which all chestnut trees

•kP' dead.

pedestals, stands, tables, pianos and organs.

The box and crate making industry is one of .high importance

in every state, and the supply of suitable material is becoming
more and more restricted, particularly in the region where the

blight is now at its worst. This affords an avenue for the disposal

of a large amount of chestnut wood of all sizes, for it is well

adapted for crates and all but the highest grades of boxes. The
wood does not split badh' in nailing, and holds nails firmly. Wher-
ever damp wood comes in contact with nails or iron of any kind,

it will stain blue-black, due to the action of the tannic acid on

the metal.

Other uses are lath, shingles, caskets, casket cases, eofiins,

molding, picture frames, refrigerators,

cold storage doors, stair work, base

boards, china closets, panels, ceilings,

sash, casing, flooring, mantels, wash-

boards, scrubbing-brush backs, canal-

boat hatches, and parts of vehicles.

For not all of these purposes is it

equally suited, of course, but the list

gives a fair idea of the range of uses

of the wood, and will serve to suggest

many more to which in the present

emergency it can be put. Every ef-

fort should be made to salvage blight-

killed chestnut wherever possible, thus

preventing waste of good material.

The other kinds will keep for later use.

Chestnut has long been used for

ties by eastern railroads. The annual

consumption has been between seven

and eight million ties. The wood is

too soft to withstand the wear of

heavy traffie, but will do for siding,

especially if in mixture with oak.

Just now the eastern tie market is

rather glutted, and the price has

fallen, but there seems no reason why
the middle western roads should not

stock up with the material. Chestnut

is well adapted for electric lines where

the traffic is not as heavy as on the

steam lines. Already about eighteen

per cenf of the ties used by such

roads are of this wood, and this

amount should be materially iucreased.

The use of chestnut for telegraph

and telephone poles fell oft" consider-

ably from 1907 to 1908, but since the

latter date has again increased. Up-

ward of 4,000,000 poles of all kinds

are purchased annually, and of this

number nearly 700,000 are chestnut.

Cedars of various kinds make tlie best

pole timbers, but chestnut is good.

When grown in dense forests the trees are tall and straight and

with comparatively little taper. One objection to its use is the

danger of attack near the ground by the telephone-pole borer.

This, however, can be effectively guarded against by open-tank

treatment of the butts of the poles with creosote. Even without

the treatment the life of the pole is long enough to warrant its

use.

As a stave wood for slack cooperage, chestnut now ranks fifth

in this country. In 1910, 90,475,000 slack staves were made of

this wood, a decrease of nearly 3,000,000 from 1909, but a decided

increase over the years preceding. In 1910 nearly a million sets

of slack heading were manufactured from chestnut, a material

advance over other years. The employment of chestnut for this

purpose opens up a good field for a lot of blight-killed material.

Chestnut wood (not the bark) is used largely in the manufacture
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of tannin extract, which is sold both in the liquiil and solid form.

Some tanning establishments purchase the extract while others

make their own directly from the wood. The quantity of extract

from chestnut equals nearly half the total used in the United

States from all sources, and is approached by only one other, viz.,

quebracho, from South America.

There is a decided disinclination to use second-growth chestnut

for extract, for the reason that it contains less tannin than the

mature timber. The southern-grown wood is best because much

of it is very old. Some tests of the tannin content show for

southern material: old chestnut timber, twelve per cent; second-

growth, seven per cent; for northern grown: old timber, seven per

cent; second-growth, three-four per cent. It appears to be a

curious fact that the tannin content of the old chestnut timber

of the South is increased by the riddling of the wood by borers.

This may possibly be due to the admission of air and the more

complete oxidation of the tannin-bearing or tannin-producing

elements.

It is claimed by some manufacturers that chestnut wood from

limy soils IS much richer in tannin than that from soils deficient

in lime. "This difference is so marked that even the workmen in

the leach house at extract plants can tell when wood from a lime

shale or limestone region is being leacheil, simply by the unusual

increase in the strength of the liquors obtained from such wood."

(Benson.)

The tannic acid market ajipears at present to be rather over-

stocked than otherwise, so that it probably will not pay under

present conditions to encourage new industries in this business in

the North. The cost of a plant is rather high, averaging about

$1,000 per cord daily capacity. With a supply of material limited

to a few years, the outlook is hardly favorable to the establishment

of new plants. Increasing the capacity of present plants and

extending the field from which timber is obtained will accomplish

much the same result.

Much of the dead and dying timber is so far from a market

that it will not pay to cut it. To overcome in part this handicap,

the Pennsylvania Eailroad Company has made a special local

freight tariff on blighted chestnut cordwood in carloads to and

from practically all points on its line in the state of Pennsylvania.

The rates are about half the regular charges and do not apply to

interstate traffic. The rules require that with the forwarding of

the first shipment, the shipper file with the agent a certificate

from an inspector of the Chestnut Tree Blight Commission to the

effect that the wood is from infected trees and is entitled to be

shipped as blighted chestnut wooil. .\s a result a large amount

of material which otherwise would have been a total loss has

been placed within reach of a market.

For distillation purposes chestnut, though used to some extent,

is not particularly adapted. The Forest Products Laboratory at

Madison, Wis., has made some tests of the value of the wood for

alcohol and acetic acid. The results show a yield of about fifty

per cent as much wood alcohol and less than seventy per cent as

much acetic acid as is obtained from ordinary beech, birch and

maple. Upon this basis it would hardly pay to use chestnut for

distillation so long as there is an abundant supply of the better

woods at hand.

The employment of chestnut for paper pulp is one of its most

recent uses, and while as yet it is not very extensive, it bids

fair to increase very rapidly. The wood is hardly ideal for

pulp on account of the numerous large vessels and the dark color,

and not many years ago would not have been considered a moment

for this purpose. With improved methods of manufacture and

decrease in supply of the most desirable woods, the number of

pulp materials is becoming quite large. Chestnut fibers vary in

length from 0.80 to 1.45 millimeters, being about the same as

basswood and some of the cottonwoods, though considerably

shorter than red gum and yellow poplar.

It has been found that a high grade of pulp can be made from

the chestnut chips after the tannic acid has been extracted.

Ever since the making of extract from chestnut no use has been

found for the chips, which have been thrown away as waste.

Now they are being thoroughly dried, and can be bleached as

easily as poplar and red gum. In such plants the pulp has now

become the important product and the extract the by-product.

The use of chestnut for pulp opens up a new means of utilizing

blight-killed material, much of which is too small for any other

purpose except for fuel. As the firewood market is already glutted,

it is important to encourage other means of utilization.

Special studies of the wood-using industries of Pennsylvania and

New York are now being made by agents of the United States

Forest Service in co-operation with the state officials. Consider-

able attention is being devoted to the chestnut situation, and the

field will be thoroughly canvassed for ideas concerning the best

means of salvaging blight-killed material. S. .1. R.

A Panel Man's Argument

One of the good arguments which the panel manufacturer has in

favor of his business and of the furniture manufacturer buying

panels alread.y made for as much of his work as possible, is that it

insures time for the material to dry out or season between the time

it is made and the time of the finnishing in the factory. The fur-

niture man can, of course, make up his panels ahead of time and

let them season, but too often he does not, and unquestionably

much of the fault that develops in veneered furniture is due to its

having been finished off before the panels were thoroughly dry after

the gluing up. Moreover the same trouble is found in solid furni-

ture—that is, there are many instances of the finished article prov-

ing a disappointment because the lumber was not thoroughly sea-

soned when used and finished off. Because of troubles like this,

the panel man argues that the furniture man can get better results,

and often save money at the same time, by getting his panels from

one specializing in panel manufacture, instead of making them him-

self. There are other arguments, too, such as the economy in manu-

facture and the high degree of perfection in work obtained through

specializing, but the one that is the subject of this discourse is

that which has to do with insuring dryness of stock when it is

used.

The wise panel man not only figures on his panels drying out

thoroughly before the furniture man uses and finishes them, but he

also looks in the other direction and seeks for assured drj'ness in

his own raw material. He carries a big stock of lumber ahead for

core work, to insure thorough seasoning. Where possible he also

makes up enough core bodies in advance so that they will have

time to dry out after gluing up before putting on the face veneer.

Or, if he makes a core of built-up veneer, this should really be thor-

oughly dried out before the face veneer is put on. The moisture

resulting from gluing the face stock on should have time to dry

out before the panel is used, which it presumably does between the

panel plant and the furniture factory.

A lesson for both the panel man and the furniture manufacturer

in this argument is that they should carry a good stock of raw
materia! ahead. That is the one thing that makes possible thorough

dryness, and prepares stock for working. When there was no car

shortage and lumber was easy to get promptly, there was a natural

disposition on the part of both panel men and furniture manufac-

turers to run with lighter stocks—to follow a sort of hand-to-mouth

policy—because by doing so they could operate with much less cap-

ital and could save money ordinarily tied up in a big stock of raw
material. The truth of the matter is that if there is any force in

this panel-man 's argument, it applies just as strongly to the raw
material end as to the panels them.selves. There should not only

be plenty of lumber on hand, but a lot of it should be kept dried

ahead and tempering in proper sheds to get out of it the moisture that

comes and goes with the weather. Or, to put it another way:
this argument means that the maker of furniture and the maker
of panels should carry ahead much larger stocks of raw material,

both lumber and veneer, than they ordinarily do, if they want to

insure quality in their finished product.
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The Hardwoods of Canada ¥OL

The Canadian goverumeut printing bureau at Ottawa recentlv

published statistics shoeing the uses of wood by manufacturers in

the several provinces of that country for the year 1910. Softwoods

constituted the bulk of the material used, but enough hardwoods
were emplo.yed to make the report of interest to the hardwood
people of the United States, whose dealings with Canada are

increasing. That country is already drawing supplies of hardwood
from south of the international boundary, and according to the

report just issued, the amounts must increase from year to year.

The total lumber cut in Canada in 1910 was 4,901,649,000 feet, in

addition to square timber, lath, and shingles. Of that amount
279,433,000 feet were hardwoods. This was not enough to meet
the demands of the hardwood users, chiefly those engaged in manu-
facturing cars, furniture, agricultural implements, and vehicles, and
the deficiency was largely made up by importations from the United

States.

Eighteen hardwoods were used by car builders, fourteen of which

were wholly or in part imported from the United States. The
leading woods were oak, maple, and birch, aggregating 46,000,000

feet. Practically all of the oak came from the United States, and

the average price delivered at the Canadian factories was $41.56.

while the small quantity of Canadian oak used cost $69.10. The
difference in price is sufficient to favor imports. The higher cost

of Canadian oak is not due to better grades, but to scarcity. The
oak in that country is so scattered that it cannot be handled in

large quantities. The average oak mill cuts only 22,000 feet of it

a year, and almost the whole supply comes from the one province,

Ontario. Formerly much oak grew there, but the lands on which

it grew have been cleared for farms. Detached woodlots now fur-

nish most of the oak that reaches market, and the supply dimin-

ishes year by year. Three species constitute the bulk of the oak

timber of Can.ida—white oak (Quercus aVba), red oak {Quercus rubra),

and bur oak (Quercus mncrocarpa). The best of the white and red

oak grows in Ontario, and the bur oak in Manitoba.

The oak which Canada imports from the United States comes

principally from two regions, "West Virginia and Arkansas. Oak
and longleaf pine make up nine-tenths of the car timbers imported

from the United States by Canadians. Car manufacturers in that

country have attempted to substitute sugar maple and yellow and

sweet birch for oak, but the efforts have not been whollv successful.

Birch and maple lack the beauty which gives oak its principal value
as a ear finish material, and for the manufacture of furnituie.

All the chestnut used by Canadian furniture manufacturers is

imported from the United States; also all the red gum, yellow
poplar, and most of the cherry. The use of red gum is increasing
there. Native grown cherry is virtually extinct north of the Cana-
dian boundary, and the United States is the only source of supply.

The manufacturers of agricultural implements and vehicles in

Canada demanded 76,474,000 feet of lumber in 1910, at an average
cost at the factory of $32.86 a thousand. The imports, which were
almost wholly from the United States, amounted to 26,510,000 feet,
half of which was oak and hickory. Sixteen other hardwoods and
three or four softwoods supplied the remainder of the imports.
About a million feet each of cottonwood and red gum were in-

cluded. Seven-eighths of the hickory used by the Canadian imple-
ment and vehicle makers grows in the United States.

The report comments as follows on the woods which the Canadian
manufacturers use:

"It has been shown throughout the preceding table and discus-

sion that Canadian manufacturers are now using inferior woods, or
are importing their timber at a high cost, which places them at
such a disadvantage that it is with difficulty that they compete
with the United States manufacturers of furniture, vehicle parts,

and hardwood goods. The timber imported is coming from a com-
paratively small area of virgin forest in the Mibsissippi valley and
Appalachian mountain region of the United States, subject to the
whole demand of the United States. As the supply of hardwoods
is reduced in the United States, the grades used by the Canadian
manufactures must be lowered and the price greatly increased,

unless steps are taken to produce in Canada the woods used for

manufacturing purposes. Canada is yearly growing more dependent
upon foreign countries for her supplies of grades of timber used by
manufacturers. '

'

The report was compiled by H. E. McMillan of the Canadian
Forest Bureau, and covers all industries in the provinces which
use wood as a raw material.

The total amount of wood used annually for manufacturing pur-

poses by the whole dominion of Canada is less than one-fourth of

the quantity used yearly by manufacturers in the state of Illinois.
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Improvements that Failed

There 's many a slip twixt the cup and the lip, and there 's

many a brilliant plan which has not produced the results which

were counted upon. This attempt at philosophy is the result of

a recent trip up the Kentucky river, and the observation of the

rapid decadence of the once great sawmill industry along that

beautiful stream. The business is literally "falling to pieces, and

the prospects are not bright for a revival of the trade. Yet the

very thing which has made it impossible to operate mills success-

fully on that river was originally counted upon to give permanence

to the trade.

Reference is made to the locking and damming of the river.

"When the government first took the project in hand, it was re-

ceived with great enthusiasm, and sawmill operators and log men
thought that the construction of such a system, which would

result in the stream being navigable throughout the year, would

be not only a boon to the business, but would enable it to be con-

tinued upon a profitable basis much longer than would be the case

without such assistance. The work has proceeded now until the

canalization of the river has been practically completed, and only

the mills far up the stream are out of the zone in which the

locks are used.

"While the locks and dams have been of a certain advantage to

ordinary commercial traffic—which, however, is of minor import-

ance along the river and probably will never reach large propor-

tions, except possibly in the lower sections of the stream—they

have made the operation of sawmills almost out of the question.

The reason is simple. Instead of being able to boom the logs,

and handle them with little or no labor and expense, it is now
necessary to construct rafts, and to tow the logs slowly and care-

fully along the stream, taking them through the locks piecemeal

and consuming weeks to do what was formerly accomplished in a

few days.

The expense involved in the operation is relatively tremendous,

and the cost of the logs to the sawmill man, in addition to the

stumpage value, has advanced to a marked extent. The number
of men required to handle the rafts, together with the expense of

towing, has been so great as to make handling the logs on the

river an operation requiring a considerable amount of capital,

compared with the old plan, and has reduced the margin of profit

of the business to the vanishing point.

—33—
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Of course, it is true also that the supply of timber along the

Kentucky river has been greatly reduced, and that this would

ultimately have had the effect now noted in the breaking down
of the business. But that the result has been recorded sooner

than would have been the case without the locks and dams no one

familiar with the conditions appears to doubt.

Here again, incidentally, is an example of the short space of

years required to consume what newspaper writers formerly re-

ferred to as "inexhaustible supplies of timber." The Kentucky
river territory was once the greatest producer of poplar and oak

timber in the country, taking the quality of the timber, as well

as the size of the supply, into account. But its prestige in this

respect, while not altogether vanished, is small compared with

that of the palmy days of the Kentucky river trade, which were

all too few years ago. It is a repetition of the story of the Michi-

gan white pine forests, which were cut out by the sawmill men
in what seemed to be an incredibly short time.

One who is making a trip either by rail or water up the Ken-

tucky river will be repaid by the marvelous scenery along that

stream, which has been rightly described as the Hudson of the

West. The steep banks of the river form at once magnificent

scenic effects and ideal locations for mills, since the latter could

easily be placed at a point which placed them out of danger of

overflow, yet allowed them to remain close enough to normal

stages to handle logs without difficulty.

These advantages did not seem to be sufficient to overbalance

the difficulties which began to attend the handling of their log

supplies by the sawmill men when the locks and dams were put

into use. Strict regulations were made by the government for

the handling of the rafts, and though the system had apparently

been constructed for the benefit of that trade, principally, it soon

became apparent that, paraphrasing the Biblical reference to the

Sabbath, the logs had been made for the locks, and not the locks

for the logs. The regulations had more to do with taking care of

the canals than assisting in facilitating the handling of the timber

supply.

The consequence is that Valley View, Ford, Irvine and other

points along the river where numerous mills formerly flourished

have been extirpated, practically, as far as having a place in the

lumber trade is concerned. It is true that isolated mills such as

that of Mowbray & Robinson, located across the river from Irvine,

have been running without interruption, and appear to have com-

paratively little difficulty in getting supplies of logs sufficient to

keep them going without cessation; but the fact that the other

mills are out of business ma}' help to explain the improvement

in the situation of those which remain, while the greater financial

strength of such concerns as that mentioned probably results in

more efficient operation and enables them to be run on a smaller

margin of profit than the average mill-owner was compelled to

secure.

The mills which have been closed are in many cases tumbling

down from disuse. In most of them the machinery stands idle

and rusting, and those who have been endeavoring to market their

old equipment have found that there is little demand for it

except as junk. The rapid deterioration in the value of machinery,

and particularly sawmill equipment, once the plant goes out of

business, suggests that in the operation of such a plant too small

a charge is made for depreciation; for unless the mill-owner is

able to move his machinery to a more favorable point and resume

operations, closing down makes the equipment almost a total loss.

It seems logical that in figuring the cost of operation a sufficient

charge should be made against the cost of the machinery to

enable it to be charged off entirely by the time that the mill has

exhausted the stand of timber at that point.

A rather pathetic feature of the situation is the migration of

the men who formerly worked in the sawmills, and who have
realized that the day of that trade is over, and that they must

find other means of livelihood. One frequently stumbles across a

family or two, floating down stream in some ancient shant.y-boat,

and waiting until they reach a point which seems to offer some

chance for employment. "We worked in the mills, but they are

gone now," is the usual terse yet lucid explanation.

The mills which remain on the Kentucky river are sawing a

greater proportion of oak than ever before. ITornierly most of the

logs which came down were poijlar, but it has been found possible,

in most cases, to raft out oak logs if only one out of every four

or five logs is poplar. While the rafts ride rather deep in the

water, few have been reported lost on account of the greater

weight, and this plan is enabling timber to be handled which

under the old system might have remained unavailable. And of

course the rafting system has been a benefit as far as enabling

oak to be handled, for under the boom^ system only poplar and

other lighter woods could be taken care of.

The floating sawmill, which used to flourish along the Ohio

river, and is now less in evidence there, may be found on the

Kentucky. There is still a scattering supply of timber which

enables the owner of the mill to keep busy, and there is enough

demand for lumber, chiefly for building purposes, to provide a

market for the' output. In contrast with the floating mill of the

larger river, the production of which was barged to some central

point for yarding and seasoning, the marine millman of the Ken-

tucky does not attempt to hold his lumber, but sells it practicallj'

as he makes it, most of it, as suggested, going into bill stock. The

territory along most of the river is rich agriculturally, and ma-

terial for tobacco barns is in good demand. That class of trade,

as well as the regular run of small building requirements, suffices

to give the floating mill a chance to survive.

It must be remembered that while most of the mills along the

main body of the Kentucky river have been forced to the wall,

plants located farther upstream, though not out of the lock-and-

dam territory, are so much closer to the source of supplies that

they are able to maintain themselves. Heidelberg has a mill of

large proportions, which was recently rebuilt after a fire, indicat-

ing that there is still plenty of timber to be had for its operations.

But the Kentucky river territorj', as a whole, has passed into

history as a sawmill center of importance.

Grouping Ties for Creosoting
According to tlic Knihvay and Engineering Review, it is becom-

ing increasingly evident that in impregnating hardwood ties with

creosote, one of the most important essential requirements is that

the ties be groujied according to their hardness, species, the ratio

between heart-wood and sap-wood and other factors which deter-

mine the extent to which they are susceptible to penetration.

There is an extreme variability of penetration in different groups

of ties, and it stands to reason therefore that in the work of

creosoting a great deal of time is wasted in continuing the process

on such ties as are easily impregnated when thev are mixed with

species less easily penetrated. It seems to be a pretty general

consensus of o])inion among timber preservative experts that it is

necessary to trcyt the ties to the limit of their absorption.

While various characteristics should necessarily be considered in

grouping, it seems to be the pretty general custom to group only

according to species. After a wood is thoroughly dried it is cer-

tainly more susceptible of penetration than a wood which has been

but superficially seasoned and therefore, the second wood should be

given longer treatment than the first. Instead, however, as stated

the general practice is to separate merely the various kinds of trees

botanicall.y. The question of the ratio between sap-wood and
heart-wood has not commanded the attention it merits. No one

seems to have been capable so far of assorting timbers of the same
species equally seasoned and having similar proportions of heart-

wood and sap-wood, as to density of ring growth or physical

characteristics of the wood affecting the penetrability.

According to one authority, the only practical method of group-

ing would be according to degree of seasoning, and he argues
further that this would require artificial seasoning in all cases.

This practice is somewhat common abroad, in addition to which the

European railroad companies air-season tlieir ties much longer

before treatment than in America.
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American White Oak of Quality

For more than two deftules the Yellow Poplar Lumber

Company, with pi'im-ipal offiee and seat of manufacturing

operations in Coal Grove. Ohio, has been engaged in the

extensive produetion of poplar lumber. Its souree of

supply of timber has lain in the upper Big Sandy river,

whieli for a eonsiderable jiortion of its course divides

Kentucky from West Virginia.

During the last few years tln^

company has operated on

branches of tliis stream in

Dickinson and Buchanan conn-

ties, in extreme western Vir-

ginia.

The character of the poplar

hiniber that has been produced

by this house is too well known
to need particular comment,

save that it is of the highest

type of yellow poplar which

has ever been i)roduced in the

country. Such has been the

reputation of the yellow pop-

lar lumber product of the com-

pany that its output has stood

for the very highest standard

of this Avood.

The Yellow Poplar Lumber
Company for years has pursued

the manufacture of lumber on

somewhat exceptional lines. In

its tindjer purchases it has

always sought only the choicest

virgin timber olitainable, and it

has absorbed to a very eon-

siderable extent all of the tim-

ber of this character in the

upper reaches of the Big Sandy
river, flowing out of Virginia.

It primarily bought yellow pop-

lar, but incident to its timlier

purchases, secured and still

holds a very large and import

ant acreage of land, from

which it has removed the larger

portion of the poplar, leaving

a heavy stand of oak on the

properties for future opera-

tions. This land shows some-

thing like forty-tive hundred feet per acre, consisting

largely of white oak.

For the tirst time in the company's history, this year

sees it entering the field of white oak lumber production,

and it has reduced its poplar output to about twenty

per cent of its annual cutting of thirty to fory million

feet, the other eighty per cent being largely oak.

"While the extremely high character of the oak of

TYPICAL WHITE OAK GROWTH
YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER COMPANY'S

HOLDINGS IN VIRGINIA.

Dirkinsou and Buchanan counties, Virginia, has for

years been recognized by timber experts, it was not until

actual logging and lumbering operations of this timber

had been under way for some time that its surpassing

texture, figure, moderate weight and general high cinal-

ity have become fully recognized. The majority of

the growth is straight white

oak, Qucrciis alba, and it has

been found that the soil that

produced the surpassing yel-

low poplar of this region is also

equally prodigal in the build-

ing of a forest of oak, the like

of which exists in few places

in the world. The soil,

till' latitude and compensating

altitude, and the rainfall have

all contributed to the making
of a magnificent forest of ma-

tui'e, generally medium sized,

and high-class timber that

means to the ultimate consumer

of oak a renaissance of an out-

put of quartered and plain oak

lumber that is equal in every

respect to the original virgin

growth of this wood that pre-

vailed in earlier times in In-

diana, Ohio and southern

^Michigan.

On this page is pictured an

ordinary specimen of this white

oak tree growth as it obtains in

the region named, and it will

be necessary only to refer to

the succeeding pages in this

issue of Hardwood Record, in

which are pictured six typical

varieties of figure in quarter-

sawed stock produced by the

Yellow Poplar Lumber Com-

pany, to convince the most dis-

criminating buyer that there

exists today in this region no

inconsiderable quantity of oak

that is worthy of attention.

The specimens of wood from

which these sections were

photographed are typical of the entire quarter-sawed oak

output of the Yellow Poplar Lumber Company. This

company is devoting the same efficient and painstaking

care in the accurate production and assorting of oak

lumber that it has built its reputation on for years past

in the manufacture of poplar. Hence, it is certain fror^

now forward for many years it will be an important fac-

tor in high-class oak lumber manufacture and sale. i
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The compaay has installed new and improved ma-

chinei'y in its big manufacturing plant at Coal Grove,

Ohio, and is producing an output of which quarter-sawed

stock is an important specialty, that will be a revelation

to both the domestic and foreign, buyer whose require-

ments are for the highest type of oak that is produced,

as it practically is a duplicate of the highly-prized Aus-

trian oak, which in Europe commands prices above most

cabinet woods.

A part of the company's new equipment is a specially

built horizontal band resaw, built by the Filer & Stowell

Company of Milwaukee, AVis., inade especially for the

reduction of quartered flitches into lumber. While the

larger logs are generally cut to quarter-sawed stock on

one of the two big bands, the quartered sections from

the smaller logs are handled by this new quarter-sawing

horizontal rig.

It may be said in advancf that the perfection of manu-

facture for which the Yellow Poplar Lumber Company

is famous is in no wise impaired by this innovation, as it

is not producing saw culls, but is making lumber of abso-

lute uniformity of thickness, and with a development of

an alluring figure, as shown in the illustrations, that will

be a delight to every discriminating buj'er.

In lengths, the company is turning out a large per-

centage of sixteen-feet stock, with a mininmm of shorter

lengths, and is also making a small percentage of eighteen

and twenty feet stock. As surprising as it may seem,

this quarter-sawed product out of medium to large sized

logs is averaging in width better than eight and a half

inches.

The company contemplates still further improvements

in its manufacturing facilities. It already has in stock

nearly three million feet of this Virginia oak lumber, of

which the larger percentage is quarter-sawed.

Of course, it must not for a moment be thought that

the Yellow Poplar Lumber Company is out of the yellow

poplar business, because it will have from tAventy to

twenty-five per cent of its total output in high-class vir-

gin yellow poplar for some years, but it is "in" the

white oak trade with a large output for many years in

the future.

The company is supjilenuniting its big splash dam at

the head of the Breaks of the Sandy with smaller dams

on the minor streams, and its oak is of such lightness of

weight that it is enabled to raft the logs from floating

water in the upper river below Elkhorn City with abso-

lute safety to its Coal Grove plant on the Ohio river,

below the mouth of the Big Sandy river. As a matter of

fact, in its log rafting of the current year its losses were

only about five per cent, which is a better showing than

it has ever before found possible in floating poplar

exclusively and is evidence of the complete uumner in

which it has mastered the problems of lumbering.

The company will be pleased to send specimens of its

oak lumber to interested buyers on request, which speci-

mens will show even more clearly than even the repro-

ductions in this issue of H.\rdwood Record, the splendid

texture, light weight, surpassing figure, fine milling quali-

ties and general high character of the product which is

going to market in such large quantities from this

region.
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BLAZE FIGURE, ESTEEMED BY INTERIOR FINISH TRADE

Specimen actual size and natural color, quarter-sawed oak Product Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, Coal Grove, Ohio
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HERRING BONE FIGURE, EMPLOYED TO IMITATE ENGLISH OAK

Specimen actual size and natural color, quarter-sawed oak. Product Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, Coal Grove, Ohio
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ZEBRA FIGURE. IN HIGH DEMAND IN FURNITURE TRADE

Specimen .ctual size and natural color, quarter-sawed oak. Product Yellow Poplar Lumbar Company. Coal Grove, Ohio
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MOONSHINE FLAKE FIGURE, ESPECIALLY PRIZED BY CAR BUILDING TRADE

Specimen actual size and natural color, quarter-sawed oak. Product Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, Coal Grove, Ohio
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LARGE FLAKE, IN DEMAND BY PIANO TRADE

Specimen actual size and natural color, quarter-sawed oak. Product Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, Coal Grove, Oh.o
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SPLASH FIGURE, EQUALLY HIGHLY ESTEEMED BY THE PIANO TRADE

Specimen actual size and natural color, quarter-sawed oak. Product Yellow Poplar Lumber Company. Coal Grove, Oh.o
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Evolution in Lumber Seasoning

Previous articles have appeared in Hardwood Becord during

the last two years telling of the success that has attended the

far from new, but thoroughly efficient steaming-wood-under-pres-

sure system to prepare lumber taken directly from the saw for

prompt seasoning. This has been rendered possible In- the pat-

ented apparatus manufactured and sold by The Kraetzer Company

of Chicago, and built for it by the AUis-Chalmers Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis.

The claims of the manufacturer of the apparatus are that its

use renders the lumber treated susceptible of being thoroughly

air-dried in the open in less than, one-half the time ordinarily

required for air-drying, or that it can be kiln-dried in an ordinary

kiln in much less than one-half the time usually necessary to thor-

oughly dry air-dried stock; that it prevents staining and case-

hardening, and minimizes checking, end-splitting and other sea-

soning defects; that it renders the color of the lumber more uni-

form, and materially improves its milling qualities; that lumber

treated through this apparatus will dry absolutely straight, and

to materially less weight than air-dried stock; and that shrinkage

is materially reduced, often to less than fifty per cent of ordinarily

treated air or kiln-dried lumber.

One picture used in connection with this article shows the

apparatus together with its steam fittings; a second one is a

general view of the equipment and storage tracks recently in-

stalled by the Eennett Hardwood Lumber Company at its Mem-
phis, Tenn., plant; a third picture shows a view of the equipment,

with a truck-load of lumber on the transfer track ready to be

shoved into the cylinder; and a fourth picture a left-hand and

nearer view of the steaming cylinder and a truck-load of lumber.

This commercialized apparatus has been employed for several

years by the John Schroeder Lumber Company at Milwaukee,

Wis.; for some months past by Busse & Burgess, Inc., Memphis,

Tenn., and by the Santee River Cypress Lumber Company at

Ferguson, S. C, and recent installations have been made at the

oak sawmill and flooring plant of the Forman-Earle Company at

Heidelberg, Ky., and at the big gum and oak sawmill institution

of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company at Charleston, Miss. Several

other equipments have been sold to various other institutions

during the last few weeks.

The complete system involves an abandonment of the lumber

yard per xe, and in its stead storage tracks are employed, on

which are wheeled the truck loads of lumber, which dry out in

shipping condition in from fifteen to thirty days after steaming.

To obtain the highest efiiciency, the trucks are loaded at the sort-

ing chains, and then shoved out on a transfer track to the pre-

parator; steamed under moderate pressure for from five to thirty

minutes, depending on the kind of lumber and its thickness;

removed from the cylinder, and shoved out onto storage tracks,

from the farther end of which the dry stock is loaded directly

into cars.

The manufacturers of this apparatus estimate that from the

fact that lumber manufacturers by the use of this equipment

can do the same volume of business on less than one-half their

present iuvestment in stock; that the economy in labor cost is

material; that the saving in degrade is no inconsiderable factor;

that there is a material economy in interest, taxes and insurance;

rliat the process materially lightens the weight and decreases the

shrirkage of lumber, and that altogether there is a total saving,

between the sawmill and the car, of between three and four

dollars a thousand feet. If this proves true, and there is no

good reason to doubt the accuracy of the estimate, the system

means not only a revolution of lumber drying methods, but a gain

in practical efficiency in lumber production that spells more for

economy than even the band-saw does over the circular.

One of these apparatus is capable of handling up to one hun-

dred thousand feet output daily. As an average three charges
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of about thirty-five hundred feet are made hourly. The system

works with equal effieieucy on gum, oak, chestnut and all other

varieties of hardwoods, as well as on white pine, sugar pine,

yellow pine, cypress, California white and sugar pine, and ail

other soft woods. It has proven especially efficacious in the han-

dling of both red and sap gum, and white and red oak, as well

as majde, birch and other northern hardwoods.

These preparators have an interior diameter of l()'(5".\17'lj". At

the back end is riveted a sheet steel dished head, and on the

front is secured a cast iron flange nearly 12 feet in diameter, to

which is fitted the Kraetzer patent .ioint, with a combined sheet

steel head and door. The shell is made of %" flange steel, in

:iccord:ince with manufacturers' standard specifieations.

At the friint end of the shell a east iron ring it fitted, provided

with all necessary pipe flanges. On the interior at the bottom of

the shell are two steel rails running the full length of the cylinder,

usually with a four-foot gauge. The shell is designed for a work-

ing pressure of forty jiounds, and is provided with proper supports

running the entire length underneath the rails. The cylinder is

mounted on a concrete or brick foundation. On the front end of the

shell is fitted a flange which consists of a cast iron ring riveted to it.

The inside face of one-half of this ring is grooved, and fitted with an

asbestos gasket, % im'h by I',-., inches. The other half is an exten-

sion flange fitting over a corresponding projection on the other half

of the shell. The door ring, which makes the steam-tight joint,

is made of cast iron without grooves. The door is guided at the

top by a wrought iron bracket, and is sujiported on two cast

steel brackets, provided with cast iron roller-bearing wheels, which

run on a section of steel rail, supported on a concrete foundation.

On one side of the door ring is fastened a east iron bracket, ami

on the door a lug, which is fitted with a swing eye-bolt and hand

wheel. This eye-bolt holds the door in its correct position on the

vertical joint. The door, which weighs about 12,000 pounds, can be

opened and closed by one man. The total weight of the apparatus

is 24,000 pounds.

The quantity of steam required to load the cylinder two to

three times an hour is very moderate, anil usually lumber manu-

facturers have sufficient surplus steam in their boiler jilants to

suppl.v the necessary amount without the use of a supplemental

boiler.

Further particulars covering the cost of the preparator, and the

necessary transfer and storage tracks, trucks, etc., can be secured

by addressing The Kraetzer Company, iiST South Dearborn street,

Chicago.

KKiirr-lIANIl VIF.W I'ULF.MiATOI; WFIII IKFCK LOAD OF LUMBER
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Forest School Michigan College

The forestry students of the llichigau Agricultural College at

East Lansing this year conducted their summer school on the hold-

ings of the Boyne City Lumber Company, at Vanderbilt, Otsego

county, in the northern part of the southern peninsula of Michigan.

The Boyne City Lumber Company is allied with the W. H. White
Company of Boyne City.

Forestry is one of the five technical courses given at the Michi-

gan Agricultural College, and is in charge of J. Fred Baker. Gen-

eral scientific work is carried on during the first two years, and
constitutes a splendid basis for the subsequent work in forestry.

Among the matters given attention in the college course are farm

crops, animal husbandry, soils, horticulture, chemistry, bacteriology,

entomology, geology, drawing, zoology, advanced mathematics, and

modern language. The relationship of these to forestry is well

understood.

The college has twentj'-nine acres of forest nursery, where many
practical problems are worked out, and the students are made
familiar with the work which they may be called upon to do

later in the practice of their profession. This nursery is regarded

as a very important part of the field laboratory. Hundreds of

thousands of young trees of various species are here produced in

seed beds, and after they attain sufficient size are transplanted

into rows, where they are further cared for. Conifers and broad

leaf trees are included, but by far the largest number is made up

of conifers. The species thus experimented with are those of

proved value as forest trees in the soil and climate of Michigan.

In addition to this tract de\oted to nursery work, there are 135

acres of timberland which is cared for as a woodlot. The nursery

supplies stock to those who desire to plant woodlots and shelter

belts, and many thousand trees have been planted from the stock

thus supplied.

The summer term of the school is included in the work between
the sophomore and junior years. The students go into the field

equipped to carry on the work in the most efficient manner. It

is not a pleasure trip or a summer outing, though by close attention

to work they find it possible to devote some time to recreation and
pleasure, and thus make an outing of the serious business in hand.

Though the sun rises early at Vanderbilt, Mich., in summer, it

does not find the students asleep in their unguarded tents. They
rise with the lark; that is, in ample time to make all preparations

for a five o'clock breakfast. They work on the lumberman's
schedule, which consists of long hours six days in the week. They
are seated at the breakfast table at five o'clock. Thirty minutes

later they are assembled at some convenient place to listen to a

lecture which forms part of the regular course. Study and work
go hand in hand, but the morning lecture is cut down to one hour.

When the camp clock marks 6:30 a. m., the students shoulder their

tools, implements, and appliances and go forth to tackle the field

work. That continues five hours—until interrupted by the "all-

softening, 'erpoweriug knell, the tocsin of the soul—the dinner

bell." One hour is devoted to the noon meal, and the field work

is again taken up and is continued for four hours. At 4:30 the day's

work ends, and recreation begins.

The recreation consists in swimming, shooting and fishing, and

occupies an hour or an hour and a half, as at six o'clock conies

the call to supper. '

The field technical work is usually carried on in four courses.

The first two weeks are spent in civil engineering, which consists

STUDENTS AT DINNER IN THE WOODS WITH LOGGING CREW STUDENTS AT PRACTICAL WORK OF LOG MENSURATION
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in the use of the transit, the traverse board, and reconnaissance

work.

Forest entomology is studied during one week, and personal

acquaintance is made with beetles and other borers and leaf eaters

which have been previously studied in text-books. The injuries

to dead and dying timber through insect attack are carefully

examined, because one of the problems of forestry is to find ways

to utilize timber killed from any cause. Fire and insects are the

chief agents in this destructive work. Where it is practicable to

study their methods of attack and devastation in the woods and

in a natural way, it is done; but this is not always possible. Ar-

rangements are made to carry on the stud.y under artificial condi-

tions, as the next best method.

Forest mensuration is an important branch of the work. The

theory is mastered in the school room, and methods are made
familiar, so that when the student takes up the practical end

of the work in the woods, he is not handicapped by lack of knowl-

edge of how it ought to be done. He simply puts into practice

what he had previously learned as a theory. The first few days

are spent in following the choppers, and measuring the trees as

they are felled. That is comparatively easy. The next step con-

sists in estimating the contents of standing trees. To do this

quickly and accurately, a good deal of judgment, based on experi-

ence, is necessary.

The standing trees

are first measured

or estimated. Then

the same trees are

cut down, accurate-

ly measured, and

the result is com-

pared with the first

estimate. An expe-

r i e n c e d cruiser

learns, by close at-

tention and long

experience, to esti-

mate the contents

of a standing tree

v e r y accurately,

without putting
line or calipers on

it, but the forestry

student in his sum-

mer cours;e in the

woods is taking his

first lessons.

After the work

of estimating and

measuring single
trees has been com-

pleted in the field,

plot or tract, esti-

mating and meas-

uring are taken uji.

This is simply an enlargement of the single tree method. Usually a

ten-acre tract is made the basis of this work, and the timber on the

tract is subsequently cut, and actual measurements of each and every

tree are checked up to correct the measurements made while the timber

was standing.

The equipment of the summer camp is made as practical as

possible. The students live in tents. They pitch them, take them

down, fit them for occupancy. Board is usually supplied at the

logging camp cook shanty, but while taking measurements in the

field, following the loggers, the students generally eat their dinners

with the logging crews.

The study of the maintenance of men and horses in the woods

is a part of the forestry course. The practical side of it is mas-

tered by experience. Men are sent out with horses and packs,

and learn to make a camp at night, provide cots of "spruce

MAKING AN ESTIMATE OF TIMBER IN A
STANDING HE.MLOCK TKEE

feathers," in the absence of anything better, make trails where

needed, see to it that the packhorses are cared for and that the

loads are adjusted in the proper way, and that overloading is not

done. The equipment carried by camping parties depends, of

course, upon the nature of the work in which they are engaged;

but in all cases it is made as nearly as possible like that which

they will need in real forestry practice.

An important feature of the instruction in the summer school in

the woods relates to the sanitary arrangements of the lumber

camp. The tents of the students stand for the cabins and shanties

of real lumber life. They are kept clean, and at night are lighteil.

The yards are likewise looked after, and accumulation of rubbish

in front of, between, and behind the tents is not permitted. A
yard man is generally assigned the duty of raking the yards and

other vacant spaces in the vicinity of the tents, sweeping the tents,

keeping the kerosene lamps filled and in order, and the waterpails

replenished from the nearest spring.

The Michigan Agricultural College is backing a movement to

interest the farmers of that state in planting trees. A specialty

will be made of sample lots of five acres or less. An association

will be formed to do the planting and create sentiment among the

people. One of the first pieces of missionary work to be under-

taken will be in the direction of educating farmers to the fact that

forest growth, partic-

ularly young growti',

is injured by the

browsing of live

stock. The plan of the

work includes the

leasing of a few

acres at certain

centers, and mak-

ing it a sample plot

where planting and

care of trees may
be observed. The
farmer who fur-

nishes the land will

join in a contract

that he will protect

the land, but will

not interfere with

it for a specified

term of years. At

the end of that

period the land,

with all the trees

which have been

planted on it, re

verts to him. It

would be difficult

to find a region

which is more suited

to tree planting than

Michigan.
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Distinguished Visitors

Members of the International Congress of Chambers of Commerce
will visit Chicago on October 4, and will remain until October 7.

Delegates composing this congress come from Austria, Prance, Ger-

many, Great Britain, the Scandinavian countries, and the United
States. The fifth session of the congress will be held in Boston,

September 24-28. This will be the first session in this country. The
four former sessions were held in Europe. The delegates will visit

a number of American cities, and a fund of .$2.5,000 has been raised

by Chicago as a contribution toward the exiienses of the tour. Chi

cago will be represented in the congress when it meets for the session

in Boston.
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"JUST LIKE THE OLD MAN"
A few evenings ago Hendrik Booraem of the Booraem-Powell

Lumber Company of Minneapolis was sitting with his wife and
seventeen months old boy on the front porch of his home when a
terrific outcry from the younger child caused both parents to rush
into the house. In his haste Mr. Booraem left several cigars on
the floor and upon his return he found that Hendrik, Jr., had
chewed one up entirely and had bitten several large hunks from
two more and the porch was pretty well covered with "chewed
up and spit out" tobacco. The boy was not affected in the least

and is fully expected to be a "chip off the old block," though
intimate friends are still hoping for the best.

OBEYED ORDERS
W. H. Sill of the Minneapolis Lumber Company, owner of a fine

farm, officer in Hennepin Avenue Methodist Church of Minne-
apolis, president of the Northwestern Hardwood Lumbermen's
Association and a director of the National Hardwood Lumber
Association, recently hired a new man of all work on his farm.
A few mornings ago the man brought Mr. Sill to the Cedar

avenue car line in his buggy and having some milk to deliver

followed the car for several blocks down Cedar avenue. Owing
to some unforeseen cause the car was delayed and the man caught
up with same. AVill called to him, "John, stop at the grocery

and take home a double loaf of bread and feed the chickens."
In the afternoon Mrs. Sill 'phoned her husband to bring home

some bread, as the man had not done so. Mr. Sill "called him''
for the omission when he returned home and was informed that

he had bought the double loaf and fed it to three hundreil

chickens.

Sill is now afraiil that if he tells his new prize to "get a pail

of water and go to bed" he will find him in soak the next morning.

NOTHING SO FUNNY AS THE TRUTH

The average business man handling considerable correspondence

runs across many humorous things in his letters and a few items

are given below, all being actual occurrences:

1.

Several years ago the Payson Smith Lumlier Company of Minne-

apolis sent out a circular letter which was quite original in that

printed diagonally across the sheet in very large heavy black

letters was the question, "Have you seen Lee Arthur?" and in

smaller tj'pe a few facts were given and the statement that if the

enclosed postal was returned requesting it, Mr. Arthur, the Chicago

manager for the concern, would be glad to call.

"Lee," who is now vice-president of the same concern, states

that one card came back with no signature, but bearing a Rock-

ford, 111., postmark, stating, "Ha must ba helluv a fellar. " Lee

didn't call!

2.

The Webster-Whipple Lumber Company of Minneapolis recentl}'

sent out a letter telling of the good quality of some of its hard-

woods and wound up by asking if it might quote. The letter

was returned by a Sheboygan, Wis., concern with the notation at

the bottom, "Yes, nobody's looking."

3.

John B. Ransom & Co., of Nashville, Tenn., received a letter

from one of their country millmen, which was closed with

"Yours affectionately." This speaks pretty well for his past

dealings with said concern, as some millmen do not feel that way
toward their connections.

4.

One of the managers of the American Lumber & Manufacturing

Company of Pittsburgh at one time dictated a letter in which

he used the expression, "We will let you in on the ground floor."

The letter was returned to him by his fair stenographer contain-

ing the statement, "We will get you down on the barn floor."

Several years ago an eastern concern was passing through the
distressing period of the absence of its regular stenographer on
her annual vacation, and was being inflicted with "supply." A
letter was dictated containing the following: "Send us one car
load of barn boards." The order went out, "Send us one cart
load of barn doors."

6.

A. S. Bliss of the A. S. Bliss Lumber Company of Minneapolis
gave one of his stenographers a telegram, and upon it being re-
turned to him for O. K., she paused at the door and asked, "Shall
I send it by mail?" Mr. Bliss was too stunned to make any
reply but "No, send it by freight."

7.

A member of the staff of the Kirk-Christv Companv, formerly
in business at Cleveland, O., in the extreme goodness o"f his heart
had promised a customer of his, the purchasing agent of a large
Ohio corporation and whom we will call "Jones" (though that
was not his name) to try to secure a ticket for Mrs. Jones for
a trip up the lakes. The writer was convulsed on looking through
the letter book one day to come across this gem: "Dear Mr.
Jones: I have not had time to see you in some time but can
assure you that I have been trying for some time to get a birth
for Mrs. Jones, but up to the present time have been unable to
do so.

"

8.

"A few days ago," said a hardwood man, "I was looking over
some mail about to go out and discovered a letter which was
intended for "Murphy & Diggins, at Cadillac," but the girl had
addressed it to "Muphy & Giggins." I saved that concern some
mortification by making the proper change.

9.

A dealer in ties and piling contributes the following: "Several
years ago I ordered a car of ties shipped as follows: Ship to
John Jones, Minnesota Transfer, Minn., via St. Louis, Wabash,
la. Central and M. & St. L. Rys. " Imagine my' surprise at
receiving a letter a few days later addressed as follows: "John
Jones, Minneapolis, Minn." and lower-on the envelope the further
address: Miflnesota Transfer, via St. Louis, Wabash, la. Central
and M. & St. L. Rys." I got it all right!

OLD SAYINGS IN NEW FORM
"It is the chestnut board that catches the worm."
"The bottom of the pile gathers the moss."
"High freight rates are the root of all evil."

"Fine large piles of low-grade lumber make fine bank accounts."
"Fools made contracts to sell low-grade lumber early in the

year and wise men bought it."

"Fools rushed in and sold their lumber early while wise men
feared to do so and are now making the mazuma.

"

"A car of lumber short in measure and poor in gi-ade is an
abomination to the customer, but a full scale and fine stock is

his delight."

"Moving lumber gathers no rot."

"Firsts and seconds and culls pile together, the sawmill is the
maker of them all."

ORIGIN OF THE USE OF MAHOGANY
The first allusion to mahoganj', on record, occurred in the writ-

ings of Cortez in 1521 to 15-10. Mention in his record is made of

the use of mahogany in the building of ships for his further

voyages of discovery after the conquest of Mexico. Sir Walter
Raleigh also used mahogany in repairing his ships in the West
Indies. Mahogany from Jamaica was first known as cedar. It was
used in paneling and in the floors of the state drawing rooms, and
the chamber suite of Queen Ann during her first visit to Notting-

ham. It was even then celebrated for its hardness and beauty.

-53-
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Mahogany was made in styles antedating Chippendale's "Direct-

ory" published in 1752. The origin of the name mahogany is

obscure, although possibly it is a corruption of an Indian name.

As now spelled it was probably first seen in Byron 's
'

' Beppo '

' in

which he refers to the Turk of the color of mahogany.

SOME RAILWAY RITUALISM
"If you want something to write about," said a well-known

veneer manufacturer who modestly requests that his name be with-

held, "here is an example of arbitrariness in railroads, that should

be interesting." Reaching up over his desk he took down an

expense bill that he had had framed as a curio, and displayed it.

The expense bill was for one cent and had been receipted. That

part of it looked all right except that it seemed to be grinding

down to government fineness to get a balance to the books, but

that was not all for there is a story with it.

This man had shipped a carload of veneer to a customer and

prepaid the freight. The original expense bill was $63.41, which

was paid and duly receipted for by the receiving road. This

road had to divide the haul and the receipts with a forwarding

road, and evidently the division was intended to be equal, but the

last odd cent could not be divided in actual money, so the original

road took $31.71 cents and forwarded $31.70 to the next road.

When this road came to strike a balance it found itself out half

a cent, and as it couldn't get half a cent in money it presented

an expense bill for one cent.

The most significant part of the story is the indication that the

railroads themselves know that they are difficult to colle(;t claims

from. Hence this road, instead of making a claim on the original

road for the cent, made the bill and claim to the receiver of the

veneer, and it was forwarded by him to the shipper, who now has

it hanging in a frame over his desk.

APHORISMS OF THE TRADE
Birch interior trim in stock patterns is getting to be quite a

feature in the stock of lumber retailers located quite a distance

south of where this stock originates.

Not only the hickory stock, but all kinds of wagon wood is scarce

and in demand.

Sweetening a grade ma.y not be quite so bad as salting it, but

any departure from a uniform system of grading is disorganizing

and to be regretted.

One of the unanswered questions of the day is why the trade is

calling for thick mahogany more than for veneer on the one hand,

and for quartered oak in thin or in veneer form more than in

standard thickness of lumber on the other. And, just to mix it a

little more, there has been a pretty good call for three-inch quar-

tered oak.

A good dry-kiln and a few special machines might help the saw-

mill in the woods make more money out of its hardwood.

The furniture trade ought to be ripe for heavy stock buying this

fall, for trade looks good, and stocks in hand are small.

Double-shift running of the hardwood sawmill is not the most

desirable thing by any means, but there has been a fair share of

night running lately, and perhaps it is better to make two shifts

of it than to rush logs through recklessly.

There is an abundance of presidential timber, but the offerings

for the season are not likely to help the lumber business 'till after

a certain Tuesda}- in November.

Take a tap-line railroad, a bone of contention, a lawsuit and a

case before the Interstate Commerce Commission and guess the

result.

The really up-to-date woodworking institution is generally the

one built by a man who has made enough money with an old patch-

work plant to humor his notions a little in building a new one.

Too much hickory is going into the export trade for the satisfac-

tion of the domestic consumers. But, if the export trade pays the

best price for it, what are you. going to do about it?

The automobile spoke man is leading the hickory handle man a

merry chase in the woods these days, in consequence of which the

price of hickory is growing faster than the trees.

To cut only ten thousand feet a day on a twenty thousand

capacity hardwood sawmill may seem like going slow, but it is

really good sense, for it reduces the butchering and waste.

There are many people to whom the tall and uncut looks mighty

good these days, and they are going to it wherever it can be

found.

By getting funny with both their grades and their prices, the

cypress people have lost their grip on a lot of siding trade that

they had captured from the poplar folks—and th(\y '11 find it hard

to get back.

'
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Veneer Flitches

"I don't see why,'' said a veneer manufacturer, "the average

miUman would not rather cut his good oak logs into flitches, make

a quick turn of his money and get more out of them than he can

by cutting them all into lumber and bill stuff." This remark was

part of a discussion about veneer and the supply of quartered oak

flitches, and was evidently brought out by the fact that the

veneer man was experiencing some trouble in getting enough

flitches to supply his needs. Some millmen who could have got-

ten a fair percentage of flitches by taking a little trouble and

pains had not taken to the idea as readily as he thought they

might. And it is more than likely that they were overlooking a

chance to get more out of their timber.

There has been an excellent demand for quartered oak veneer

this year, and meantime there has also been more call than suppl.v

of oak lumber, with the result that many veneer men who were

offered more flitches than they could use last year, have been go-

ing hungry for them this year. Meantime the millmen have had

a lively enough call for lumber from other sources so that they

have not hearkened as readily as they might to the call for veneer

flitches. And, to further complicate matters, there is a good call

also for thick quartered oak lumber.

The veneer manufacturer discussing the subject said that the

only answer he could find for the millmen 's lack of attention

to the opportunities in veneer flitches is that a man being accus-

tomed to see a certain quantity of timber going through his mill

each day hates to see the daily mill capacity reduced by the more

tedious work of quartering. He might also have added that the

men running the mill like to slab, roll and work in regular rythm,

and as a rule dislike to take the pains and detail necessary to

quarter and flitch the best logs as they come along.

There is no question but that veneer flitches are good things for

the millman cutting oak to give attention to these days. There

is a ready market for them at good prices. The price of good
flitches put a value to good oak logs converted into them that the

millman will not likely be able to realize any other way, and cer-

tainly not without quartering. To make flitches is as easy as mak-

ing thick quartered lumber. Moreover, while the millman generally

has to take time to dry his lumber before marketing, he ships the

veneer flitches green and thus gets a quicker return than he can get

for anything else except special orders for timbers.

Just how long the market for oak veneer flitches may hold as

good as it is now, no man can tell. It will take some time to

well stock all the veneer mills, and meantime there is a lively

call for oak veneer. The millman has an excellent opportunity

at the present time for cutting oak to get more out of his timber

by converting logs that are good enough into veneer flitches.
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B 296—Seeks Oak Parquet Blocks
New York, N. Y., Sept. 3.— Kilitor Hardwood

Record : We would thank you to mail us a list

of the names o£ firms manulacturing 5/lG" oak
parquet blocks. The material we want is to be
paper or canvas backed. ,

The above inquiry is from a large Metro-

politan flooring institution. Anyone produc-

ing parquet blocks, interested in the inquiry,

can have the address by writing this office and
referring to B 296.

—

Editor.

B 297—Wants Ugnum-Vitas

Detroit. Mich., Sept. :;.— Editor Hardwood
Record : Can you suggest a place where we
can get a piece of clear lignum vitte of short

length, -x-i inches in size? Company.

The above inquirer has been advised that

lignum-vitae is not produced in dimension

sizes, but the lumber is cut in various thick-

nesses from the small logs, of this wood, from

which a 2x4 section could be ripped, and that

this stock may be secured from C. L. Willey,

Eobey street and Blue Island avenue, Chi-

cago, or probably froui The Martin-Barriss

Company, Cleveland, O., at approximately

three-and-a-half cents per pound.

—

Editor.

B 298—Concrete vs. Wood Fence Posts

Indianapolis, liid., Atiu. 27.— Editor Hard-
wood Record ; I wish to acknowledge receipt

of the copy of Hardwood Record containing an
article on the inadequacy of concrete posts. We
have just recently sent out a bulletin asking

for information from persons who have had ex-

perience with concrete fence posts, and will say

that we have received many replies, and every-

one has said the concrete post was satisfactory.

Everyone praised its use.

I have observed them in use in many places

throughout the state, and in all cases they

have proven satisfactory, except in a few in-

iustances where they were not properly made.

I might refer you to K. 1. Brown, Fort Wayne,
Ind., who is purchasing agent for the Pennsyl-

vania railroad lines west of Pittsburgh. He in-

forms me the Pennsylvania Company has not set

wood posts for the past two years. I know also

where concrete telephone poles are in use and
are satisfactory.

It is our purpose to gather all the informa-

tion we can on tliis subject in order to form an
mipartial judgment on the subject.

Charles C. Deam, Sec'y,

State Board of Forestry.

The following letter has been forwarded to

Mr. Deam:
There is no question concerning the ade-

quacy of concrete fence posts when they are

constructed by experts, but there is a serious

deficiency manifested in many quarters with

this installation when it is done by farmers

and other people equally inexperienced in

handling this material.

About the only criticism I should care to

make on your enthusiasm on concrete fence

posts would be that naturally you would get

into trouble with Sam Burkholder, that dean

of Indiana lumbermen, who is president of

your board, in trying to supplant good black

locust, chestnut or even oak fence posts with

concrete. It would almost appeal to me that

a state board of forestry should try to edu-

cate the farmer and other wood-lot owners

into growing timber suitable for fence posts,

and not try to lead them astray into w'ild

goose chases for wood substitutes.

—

Editor.

B 299—Desires "American Forest Trees"
Articles

Forest Service, Washington, D. C, Aug. 26.

—

Editor Hardwood Record ; Please advise if it

is possible for me to secure a reprint of the
series of papers entitled American Forest Trees
which have appeared in Haisdwood Record dur-

ing the last seven years. W. H. Lamr.
The writer of the above letter has been

advised that the series of articles entitled
'

' American Forest Trees '

' are now being

revised and put into form for book publica-

tion. The book will probably appear about

.Ian. 1 next in an elaborate volume, which

will cover every type of commercial tree

growing in the United States, and the text

will involve not only the range of growth and

botany of the various specimens, but also a

description of the physics of the several

woods and their present and prospective

utility.

The work is to be illustrated by consider-

ably more than one hundred halftone illustra-

tions made from photographs of virgin forest

tree t.ypes, many other pictures of leaf forms,

etc., and will be handsomely printed on plate

paper.

—

Editor.

B 300—Has Photograpli of Wrecked Steel

Freight Car
Chichester, N. Y.. Aug. 21.— ICditor Hardwood

Record : I have some good photographs of

wrecked steel freight cars. Do you think you
could use any of them in Hardwood Record!
If so, kindly let me know. J. Bei.mo.nte.

The writer of the above letter has been ad-

vised that wrecked steel freight cars are no

curiosity. All one has to do to see hundreds

of them is to visit the cripple tracks of any

railroad in America which has ever bought

any of these cars.

—

Editor.

B 301—Measurement of Thin Lumber
Cincinnati. O.. .\ug. 21.—Editor Hardwood

Record : We have an inquiry regarding face

measure of lumber thinner than one inch. The
firm inquiring states that one of its customers
sent an order for % inch lumber, which was in

answer to quotations made by them on face
mea.sure. After the car was loaded and en
route, the party cancelled the order, claiming
that he intended to pay for the stock on the
actual contents— in other words, %-lnch lum-
ber.

Would like to have you advise if you know
of any court decision in this matter and oblige.

H. G. Hoover, Assistant Secretary.

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association.

The writer has been advised that Hard-

wood Record has no record of any legal de-

cision, but ohe custom of the trade estab-

lished for many years is that all lumber less

than one inch in thickness shall be measured

and tallied on a face measurement basis.

This is the universal custom of the trade, and

as such would carry extreme weight in any

case that was presented at court.

—

Editor.

B 302—Liverpool String vs. Hoppus Meas-

urement
Kansas City, Mo.. Aug. l.S.— Editor Hard-

wood Record : Will you kindly explain to me
the difference between Liverpool string measure
and Hoppus string measure? These systems of

log measurement are supposed to be employed
in the Liverpool market. .

Through the courtesy of Hardwood Eec-

ORD's Liverpool representative, the above in-

quirer has been advised that both the Liver-

pool string measure and Hoppus string meas-

ure use the divisor 144. The divisor 113,

although mathematically correct, is not com-

mercially used anywhere in the United King-

dom.

The difference between Hoppus and Liver-

pool string measure is that Hoppus employs

quarter inches in girth, half feet in length,

and inches in the cubical contents ; whereas

Liverpool string measure allows only inches

and half-inches in the quarter girth, no half

feet in lengths and only feet and half feet in

the cubical contents. That is to say a log

measuring 14%" girth would be called 14%"

by Liverpool string measure, and measuring

14' 11" in length would be called 14' 0", and

a log with a contents of 14' 9" would be

called 141/2' cube.

—

Editor.

i
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'News Miscellany

Meeting of Exporters
Export lumbermen of Memphis held a meeting

Sept. 6 to take action in regard to the roads

west of the Mississippi river refusing to issue

through bills of lading. Many of the lumber-

men are of the opinion that if these rules be-

i ome effective permanently it will eliminate them
Irom the export business. While the roads east

of the river have not as yet taken action in re-

gard, to the matter, it is understood that they

will follow the actions of the western roads.

It was voted at the meeting that the matter

be made a subject of formal complaint before the

Interstate Commerce Commission. The com-

plaint will be filed through the Lumbermen's

Trafhc Bureau of Memphis, a new traflic bureau

consisting of practically every big lumherman in

Memiihis and vicinity.

John It. Walker, well-known attorney and rate

expert at Washington, will present the ease be-

fore the commission. J. H. Townsend, formerly

traffic manager of the Lumbermen's Bureau at

Washington, has been retained to take charge of

the new organization.

Forest Students Tour the West
The students of the Biltmore Forest School

recently made an extensive tour through the

Korth and the West for the purpose of observ-

ing the actual working of mill, factory and log-

ging operations. The principal places visited

were the centers of large works. The tour be-

gan at Cadillac, Mich., where the plants of the

Cummer-Diggins Company and of Cobbs &

Mitchell, Inc., were visited, also the works of

the Cadillac Veneer Company, Cadillac Handle

Company and Cadillac Chair Company. Lectures

were there delivered to the students by Dr.

Hermann von Schrenk, K. S. Kellogg, Dr. C. A.
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Sohenok and Dr. H. D. House. The class then
proceeded over the Northern Pacific railroad to

Portland, Ore., stopping en route in Idaho to

visit the St. Joe National Forest and the Mil-

waukee Lumber Company's white pine manufac-
tiu-ing- plant at St. Marios. The next stop in

the western pilgrimage was at Seattle, where
a number of large factories, mills and other

plants were studied, among them being those

of the Pacific Creosoting Compan.v. Seattle

Cedar Luml)er Manufacturing Compan.v. Pacific

Coast Pipe Company and the lialcora sawmills.

The United States Forest Service's testing sta-

tion is located at this place, as is also the For-

estry Building, donated to the university after

the Seattle fair about three years ago. Opera-
tions which proved of great interest were in-

spected at the Merrill & Ring Logging Com-
pany's plant near Lake Martha, some fifteen

miles from Seattle, where logs are handled b.v

(he latest and most impi'oved machinery, and
where horses are largely dispensed with, steam
engines doing the work, A short time was
spent at the St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber Com-
pany's door, veneer and column factory at Ta-
coma, and also the sawmill owned by this com-
pany on the slopes of Mt. Tacoma. The west-

ern tour of the students will extend to other

important lumber regions where various prac-

tical problems will be studied.

Annual Outing Grand Rapids Lumbermen
The Grand Rapids Lumbermen's .\ssociati':m

held its fourth annual outing Saturday, Aug. 31,

at Lake Harbor. Mich., six miles south of Mus-
kegon on Mona Lake. It was a da,v of pleasure

—business was thrown aside to make room for

golf, baseball, and various kinds of field sports,

among which foot races were a prominent fea-

ture. Two special cars over the Muskegon Inter-

urban line carried the visitors out in the morn-
ing and back in the evening. Many of the lum-
bermen were accompanied by their families. The
committee on arrangements saw to it that the

day was filled with good things from start to

finish. The festivities were brought to a close

with a dinner at the Lake Harbor hotel, and a

poem by Douglas Malloch.

A Million Dollar Lumber Company
Anliinuiccnii'ut lias been m.-uli- of the organiza-

tinn of the Marshall-Butters Lumber Company,

a million-dollar corporation, which will operate

at L'Anse, Jlich., cutting liar<lwoods and hem-
lock. Marshall Butters of I^udingtou is presi-

dent, Robert Butters of Ludington secretary-

treasurer, Charles Phelps of Grand Rapids vice-

president, C. Vf. Gates of Wells. ,Iohn O. Maxey
of L'Anse, Charles Liken of Sebewaing and
Thomas Tracy of L'Anse, directors. The mill

which the company will build is to have a .yearly

capacity of from 30,000,0110 to ,50,000,000 feet

of lumber and will employ ,500 men. The com-
pany will build a railroad to tap its lumber
holdings wliich are estimated to contain iJ.'ii';'.-

000.000 feet.

New Issue National Hardwood Lumber
Association Rule Books

Frank V. Fish, secretary-treasurer of the
National Hardwood Lumber A.ssociation. Chi-

I ago, reports that an order for 25,000 copies of

the new rules, showdng the additions made at

the convention in June, is now in the hands of

the printer and will be ready for distribtition

not later than Sept. 15. The work of getting

these new rules into the hands of the trade

has been unavoidably delayed, but all orders now
on file will be filled about the middle of thi.s

month and all members will receive ten copi-^s.

to which they entitled.

Death of 'Walter H. Bell

^^'alter n. Uell. who claimed his home in

Chicago, but who for the last quarter of a

century has been engaged in exploiting lands

in southern Mexican properties, and who from
long residence was supposed to be immune from
fever, died about a month ago in that country.

Several years ago he exploited the property

that was later taken over by the International

Lumber & Development Comi)any of Philadel-

phia, in which Markley & Miller figured so prom-
inently. This deal invohed 5erious complications

with Markley & Miller, which were recited some
fivi' or six years ago in H.vrdwood Recobp.

\

Tragic End of Daniel Ct. Emery
Daniel G. Emery, the ekh'st and only sur-

viving son of the late George D. K'mery of Bos-

ton. Mass., committed suicide at his home at

Portage 'Lake, Me., Sept. G, by means of a pi,'«tol

shot. The final extinction of the male end of the

Kmery family is very tragical. The late George
ri. p^iuery died from overwork and worry incident

to the rreraendous strain involved in his Cen-
tral American and South American mahogany
and cedar exploitation enterprises, and the se-

rious legal complications that arose in connec-
tion therewith. The -estate still has a largo claim
against the Republic of Nicaragua, ivbich is

pending_ in the courts.

The younger son died shortly after bis lather,

a few years ago, of disease contracted in the
tropics. The property left Daniel G. Emery
b.^ his father was held in trust for him. He was
divorced from his first wife, who remarried and
with her two children lives in India. Two years
ago young Erai ry married a nurse in Boston
and went to Maine to reside. His wife, also
was a victim of the tragedy, she having been
str.angled to death, possibly by Mr. Emery,

Daniel G. Emery was well known in Chicago,
having resided here several years as a represen-
tative of his late father in sundry gypsum prop-
erties In the 'West. He was a man probably
about fifty years old.

Death of Henry A. Batchelor

Henry A. Batchelor, who for more than fort.v

years was a prominent lumberman of Michigan,
died at his liome at Saginaw Aug. 21, 1912. He
was born at Port .Huron, where his father car-

ried on a lumber business at an early day. He
thus grew up in the lumber business and ac-

C|uircd a practical knowledge of its various fea-

tures. He located at Bay City, Mich., in 1S7"
and remained a year in the employ of David
Whitney of Detroit, with whom ho subsequently
formed a co-partnership in a sawmill at Mel-

bourne. That mill was operated until 1.S04 and
cut 450,000,000 feet of lumber. The mill burned,

and two years later Mr. Batchelor, in connection

witli K, G. I'eters of Manistee, Mich., ptu'chased

a large body of cypress timber and a sawmill in

Florida. This mill was operated at I'anasoft'kee

under the title of the Batchelor Cypress Lum-
ber Company. In 1!I04 the Wylie & Buell Lum-
ber Company, of which Mr. Batchelor was presi-

dent, acquired the Ilall mill at Bay City and
began operations upon a tract of land contain-

ing about 17."i.ooo.000 feet of timbc-r. tributary

to the Mackinaw division of the Michigan Con
tral railroad. The next year this company sold

its interest in the Hall mill and the Batchelor

'limber Company took over the sawmill of the

MEMBERS OF BUFFALO (N. Y.) LUMBER EXCHANGE AT ANNUAL OUTING AT CRYSTAL BEACH, ONT„ SEPT. 14, liH:j
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(Jalf Liimb.n- Cumijany at West IJranfli. Jlr.

Batcliplor acquired intorests in other operations,
cni of wliich was at Nasbville, Teun., where a
large oal; llooring plant is operatecl under the
n;ime of the Tennessee Oal< Flooring Coinpan.v,
under the management of liis son, II. A. Batch-
elor. Jr.

In Decpnibor, l.SOO, Mr. Hatcheior was mar-
ried 10 Aliss Agnes liardie of Toledo, who, willi

two sons and two daughters, survives him.

Joins Hardwood Record Staff

It is a pleasure to announce that Hu Maxwell,
for many years expert in the United States For-
est Service, has joined the staff of this publica-
tion, as associate editor, having resigned from
his governmental position. Mr. Maxwell has a
thorough acquaintance with the forest area of
practically every part of the North American con-
tinent, lie has been a wide traveler, is an ex-

pert student of the forest and forest affairs, and
has a vast deal of practical knowledge pertaining
to every phase of the industry, and notably to

hardwood timber growth and lumber production.

He is the author of several books which are
regarded as authorities on wood, and his specialty
lies in the handling of topics pertaining to scien-

tific wood utilization.

H. H. Gibson continues as editor of IIardwoop
liKcnRD, as will also Edwin \V. Meeker, as asso-
<-i;ile editor.

street. The organization of the company has
not been entirely completed. It is known, how-
ever, that George P. Rinn will be president. Be-
sides Messrs. Greble and Kinn, the other prin-
cipal incorporator of the new company is J. L.
Sine. The company will make a specialty of
southern hardwood lumber. Mr. Groble has been
prominently identified with the hardwood lum-
ber trade of Memphis for a number of years and
has been very active in club and association
work. This is the first venture on his own ac-

count and ills many friends here and elsewhere
wish him umpialified success.

Will Erect a Large Mill
It is reported from New Orleans that the

Bowie Lumber Compan.v will erect a large c.vpress

sawmill on the Mississippi river at St. James,
and that the three mills which it owns on the

Southern Pacific railroad will be dismantled.
The coni|iany recently purchased the plant of the

J. C. Rives Cypress Lumber Company of St.

James at a cost of .$1,000,000. The Bowie Lum-
ber Company owns the Lafouch & Northwestern
railroad, twenty miles long, which reaches the

timber holdings. The St. James mill has a rail-

road twelve miles long which approaches within
three miles of the Bowie road. They will he

linked together, completing the chain of forty

miles. The St. James mill is about thirty miles

above New Orleans. Ocean going steamers can
land at the company's wharf.

New Oak Flooring Plant
The Forman-Earle Company, an allied con-

cern of the Thomas Forman Company, well-

known oak and maple flooring manufacturer
of Detroit, Mich., is building, in connection
with its sawmill at Heidelberg, Ky., a medium
.sized oak flooring plant. This company is also
installing a Kraetzer preparator, a steam cylin-

der apparatus designed tor steaming lumber un-
der pressure to insure its prompt and accurate
drying.

When the company's flooring plant is com-
pleted, which will be about Jan. 1, it will prob-
ably discontinue the manufacture of oak floor-

ing at its Detroit plant, and ship a considerable
portion of its product from Heidelberg to De-
troit for distribution.

Home from Europe
C. L. Wiile.v. the foremost fancy veneer and

mahogany magnate of the country, returned
from a three months' European trip on Sunday,
on which trip he was accompanied by his wife.

Mr. and Mrs. Willey employed their automobile,

wliich they keep in London, for a ver.v com.:)re-

hensive tour of Great Britain and the Continent

;

in fact the onl.v railroad journey they had on thc>

entire tour was from Chicago to New York and
return.

Incidentally, Mr. Willey has visited every
Englisli and Continental market where fancy
wood could be obtained, and has made unusu-

HU MAXWELL, CHICAGO. P. B. RAYMOND. K.No.WlLLE. TENN. C. L. WILLEV, CIIICA(;0.

New Plant at Merrill

The new sawmill aud lumber reduction plant

of the Heineman Luml:«er Company at Merrill,

AVis., is nearing completion. It is said to be

one of the most modern and finest plants that

has ever been erected in that state. The com-
pany has froiu fifteen to twenty years of timber

behind this plant, and soon will again become a

large factor in Wisconsin hardwood and hemlock
production.

New Chicago Hardwood House
The Greblo-Sine Lumber Company will be for-

mally launched within the next few days. The
papers have alread.v been prepared and applica-

tion for a charter under the laws of Illinois ha.-

been made. The company is to have a capital

stock of $50,000, of which .$25,000 has already

been paid. The headquarters of the firm will be

in Chicago, and W. H. Greble, formerly with the

Three States Lumber Company of Memphis, but

more lately with the Gayoso Lumber Company,
will be general manager. For the present at

hast his offices will he at 430 North Main

Progressive Knoxville Veneer House
P. B. Raymond, the veteran and well-known

veneer manufacturer, who for many years had
the seat of his operations at Indianapolis but

who latterly has been operating a fine plant at

Knoxville, Tenn., under the title of the Knox-
ville Veneer Company, has increased the capital

stock of that institution to a total of $50,000,

and has sold a considerable block of the stock

to C. F. Spence and James L. Getaz of Knox-
ville. Mr. Spence is the postmaster of that

city. Mr. Getaz is a well-known and prosper-

ous contractor.

Mr. Raymond will continue as president of

the institution, which will be operated under

his direction, and should be one of the most
successful veneer operations in the L^nited

States.

The source of the timber supply of this plant

in both domestic figured and plain woods en-

tering into veneer production, is probably the

best in the country, and with Mr. Raymond's
superior talent as a veneer producer this com-

pany should go forward to a large success.

ally heav.v purchases of finely figured mahog-
any, f'nglish oak, English walnut, Circassian

and several other varieties of extremely attrac-

tive figured woods. The stock is now arriving

at the big Chicago plant at Robey street and

Blue Island avenue at the rate of three or four

cars daily. The log yard is piled mountain-

high with splendid logs.

During Mr. Willey's absence. Manager Clar-

ence lugalls has entirely rebuilt Mr. Willey's

general oflices. which now present a very at-

tractive appearance. At the right of the en-

trance is Mr. Ingalls' private ofHce ; at the left

is the estimating aud stenographers' rooms, and

immediately in the rear a general record room,

in which opens the vault and in which also is

the in.stitution's telephone switchboard and at-

tendant. This room opens into Mr. Willey's

private sanctum. Back of those rooms is the

general accounting department, storage rooms

and an oBice for the u.se of traveling salesmen.

New Pittsburgh Hardwood House
A very promising new hardwood concern in

Pittsburgh is the Mutual Lumber Company.
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which has opened offices in the new First Na-

tional Banls slcyscraper. The mainstays of the

company are M. Riely. president, and H. E. Ast.

vice-president. Both of these men are veteran

lumbermen who have been for years with the

.\merican Lumber & Manufacturing Company of

this city. Mr. Riely has had charge of the

American traJBc and railroad sales department

since 1900 and Mr. Ast was for the past six

years manager of the hardwood department.

The new company will malse a strong bid for

straight out hardwood business and for the first

few months will confine its energies to hard-

woods almost entirely.

Both Mr. Riely and Mr. Ast have a very large

acquaintance among lumbermen and millmen.

The former will be office manager, while the

latter will lools after the outside sales worli

and will do most of the hardwood buying. The

company starts off with splendid assets in the

way of a long experience and loyal friends. The

position which Mr. Ast held at the American

has been filled by Robert Brown, a former De-

troit lumberman who has been with the Ameri-

can the past year.

Completion of New Hardwcod Mill

The II. n. Ilitt L«ml>er Company, Decatur.

Ala., announces the completion of its new 50,000

feet daily capacity band mill at Decatur. This

installation makes three band mills the company

is now operating, which have a total daily out-

put of 120,000 feet. The timber of this company

is exclusively of the high-class Tennessee River

valley variety, which is said to be second to none

in softness of texture and good color. The lum-

ber of this company is carefully manufactured

and graded.

The new mill is a 12-inch. 10-foot AUis-Chal-

mers band, and is up-to-date in every particular,

being equipped with chain log-haul-up, shot-gun

feed, steam set-works, steam nigger, band resaw.

live rolls, etc. The power is supplied by two

engines of 4.50 H. P. and 250 H. P., respectively.

The mill was started the last week in August

and has thus far given entire satisfaction.

A VENEER KNIFE OE SIZE AND QUALITY

Some Veneer Knife

E. C. .\tkins & Co. have just shipped from

their Lancaster knife factory a very remarkable

veneer knife, a picture of which we are pleased

to show herewith.

We have not the exact dimensions of the

knife, but you can see for yourself that it is

"some knife."

This was ordered for a special slicing ma-

chine, and the great accuracy required in order

to grind them straight and true, to temper them

properly and to finish them so as to give results,

proves the splendid facilities which the Atkins

company enjoys.

Knives of this size are very rare, and we
understand that only about twelve of them are

consumed in the United States in any one year.

Building Operations for August

Building statistics for August, as compiled by

The American Contractor, Chicago, from forty-

four leading building centers throughout the

country, show a decline of fourteen per cent as

compared with the same monih of the past year.

This was caused by builders at Chicago taking

out permits during August, 1911, for skyscrap-

ers and extensions to some already built, because

a height limit was established to take effect on

Sept. 1. These permits amounted to nearly .1>20,-

000,000. Under normal conditions the gain in

the cities listed would be about fifteen per cent.

Despite this skyscraper boom the past eight

months scored an increase of nearly six per cent

over the same months of the past year. The

cities which gained an increase of more than

Hlty per cent for August, 1912, are: Baltimore,

6-1 per cent: Dallas, 208: Manchester, 296: Mem-
phis, 160; Norfolk, 88: New York City, 54: Oak-

land. 70; Richmond, 80; Seranton, 73; Shrevc-

port, 448. and Wilkes Barre, 153. The particu-

lars will be found in the following table ;

.\ngust. .\usvist.

1912. 1011. I'er Cent.

City Cost. Cost. GainLoss
.\tl.ili'ta $ 47.S.l.'iO .? G51.717 .. 26
I'.iiltimore 694.:iU4 420.S.S4 64 .

.

Itiiffalo 900.000 793.000 LS

Cedar Rapiils 201.000 185.000 S ..

•ChicaKO ...' 8,436.100 26.200,500 .. 67
Cincinnati 1.61S.3S5 1.420.125 IS .

.

Columbus 389.830 535,036 . . 26
Dallas 623.09S 202.172 208 ..

Des Moines 79.475 154,000 . . 4S

Detroit 2.407..505 1.60S..'i75 49 ..

Duluth 207.788 27S.910 . . 25
r,rnn,\ Raplrls 200.514 145.550 37 ..

H;arisburg 77.725 120.575 .. 35
ir^irtford 514.030 530.095 .. 2
Iii.linnapolis 888,670 642.488 38 ..

Ivnisas City 1.016.150 877.170 15 ..

.Mi.n.hestcr 741,712 189.816 296 ..

^Icmi.bis 1,101.505 422,.8.',0 160 ..

Milwaukee 1.026,300 1,027.608 .. ..

Minneapolis 1,050.815 1,042. .800 .. ..

.NasliTille 146.660 159,706 . . 8

.Newark 901.069 1.377.710 . . 34
New Haven 292.735 84:1,005 . . 65
.\ew Orleans 284.636 267.665 6 ..

Norfolk 492.276 261.3.S0 88 .
.

Manhattan 13,253,067 6.547.885 102 . .

Brooklyn 2,475,650 2.978,780 .. 16
Bronx . 2,300,687 2. 143,275 7 . .

Ni-w York 18,029,294 11,689.940 54
~

Oiikland 1,267,779 744.533 70 . .

( iin^iha 474,137 404.325 17 . .

PatiTson 135.503 145.177 .. 6
Philadelphia 3,445,935 4.660,185 .. 26
I'ittshurgh 1,170,434 1,138.531 3 ..

I'ortland 1.094.509 1.733.325 .. 36
Kichmontl 413.035 228.889 SO . .

llorhester 1,005,320 849,770 18 ..

St. I'aul... 618.774 797.116 .. 22
St Louis 1,671.951 1,631,519 2 ..

Siilt Lake City 398.835 354,900 12 ..

Snanton 185.810 107.092 73 ..

Slu-eveport 425.888 77.658 448 ..

Toledo 334.985 574,588 .. 41
WilkesBarre 235.670 92.950 153 ..

Worcester 588.408 549. .838 7 ..

Total $56,358,616 .$66,178,933 .. 14
*Chica?ro issued nearly $20,000,000 for skyscrapers.

.\iigiist, 1911. herfiro restrictions wore enforced Sept. 1.

Liquidation of Hardwood Lumber Company
Owing to ill health and inability to carry on

the details of the business of the Hardwood
Lumber Company of Cincinnali. O., .1. II. P.

Smith, presidi nt and larger owner of that enter-

prise, has deemed it wise to liquidate the affairs

of the company. Mr. Smith has been suffering

from a severe case of neuritis for the past six

months, and has been practically incapacitated

from attending to his business.

The affairs of the comjinny has been placed

in the hands of E. V. Babcock of Pittsburg,

It. B. Burns of Charleston, W. Va. and Fred

W. Mowbray of Cincinnati, as trustees to wind

up the business.

The assets of the institution, consisting of

good accounts receivable, cash on hand and lum-

ber, are amply sufficient to enable the trustees

to pay all the liabilities in full and turn over

to Mr. Smith and his associates a handsome
surplus.

The many friends of Mr. Smith in the trade

will regret the misfortune that has overtaken

him, and which makes it necessary that he

shall liquidate his profitable and growing busi-

ness.

A Handsome Speeder
Superintendent .1. P. Murphy of the Little

River Lumber Company and the Little River

Railroad, Townsend, Tenn., is the proud posses-

sor of a new automobile speeder, which he em-

ploys in getting over the fifty or more miles of

this railroad.

sri'"r -Muiii'iiYs ALTo.\ii)i;ii.L si'iii:i)i;R

Mr. Murphy removed the running gear and
[•ut a set of railroad trucks with suitable brake

equipment on a new "20" Ford automobile, and

now has the handsomest speeder in the coun-

try. He says he Is using this machine every

day, and it is giving entire satisfaction. He
believes he made no mistake in rigging it up,

as it is Infiniti'Iy superior to any standard motor

(ar made.

It must lie mentioned that the curves of the

Little River Railroad range up to thirty-six de

gi-ees, and in the mountain section go up to a

grade of nearly seven per cent. The car easily

makes tlilrty miles an hour.

The accompanying picture shows Mr. Mur-

phy at the "trigger" of the machine, and the

liack sent occupied by Herbert B. Nields. chief

salesman of thj Little River Lumber Company.

Miscellaneous Notes.

The Sycamore Wagon Company at Delvalb, III ,

has been succeeded by the DeKalb Wagon Com
pany.

The Parma Veneer Products Company, rarnni.

Mo., has boen incorporated with a capital of

?;2S,000.

The McLean Hardwood Company of New York,

N. Y'., has incorporated with a capital of

$300,000.

The Otwell Wagon & Novelty Works at Otwell,

III,, have recently inccuporaled with an author-

ized capital of .SI.OOO,

The llamillon Vehicle Company at Hamilton,

O., has been incorporated with a $,10,000 author-

ized capita!,

A receiver has been applied for l)y the ,\meri-

can Carving and Manufacturing Company at

Grand Rapids. Mich,

An increase in capital from $03,500 to $72,

000 has been made by the Southern Ilhuois l.um

her Company of Springfield, III,

The Chelsea Manufacturing Company, with a

capital of $5,000, has been incorporated at

Chelsea, Vt., to manufacture handles.

The Independ.nl Lumber Company of Fre-

mont. Ala., with headquarters at Indianapolis,

Ind.. was adjudged bankrupt on Aug. 22.

A cyclone which struck Hirchwood, Wis., .\ug.
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27 damaged the property of the Ahnapee Veneer
& Seating Company at that point to the extent

of $1,000.

Middletown, O., will soon have an additional

manufacturing plant in Ihe Harland Hardwood
Lumber Company, which is beiug organized at

that point.

A new automobile manufacturing plant has

been incorporated at South Bend, Ind.. with a

capital stock of .$20,000, by S. W. Nicholson.

J, C. Paxson and V. E. I'axson. The company
i& located in the Manufacturers' Plant and Power
Company's buildings.

The Jesse French & Sons Piano Company has

recently succeeded the Krell-French Piano Com-
pany at Newcastle, Ind.

The Independent Lumber Company, Lafayette,

Ind., has been incorporated for .$15,000 wilb

J. C. Frey. E. S. Frey and Kussell K. Bedgood

as directors.

The French Broad Manufacturing Company of

Barnard, N. C, has been succeeded by the

French Broad Handle Company, which has been

incorporated at $23,000.

The Northern Veneer Company has been or-

ganized at Houlton, Me., with a capital of $25,-

000. W. H. Trafton of Caribou, is president

and treasurer of the concern.

Fire in the dry kilns ot the Simonson Broth-

ers' Manufacturing Company at Nashville, Tenn.,

destroyed 35,000 feet of hardwood. The loss

incurred is estimated at .$5,000.

Improvements will be made in the plant of

the Wilkinson-Matthews Company at Damascus,

Va., and the company will manufacture plain

and quartered oak table tops with chestnut

cores.

The firm of Mendel & Co., Cincinnati, O., has

consolidated with Drucker & Co., which concern

has been incorporated as the Mendel-Drucker

Trunk Company with an authorized capital of

$325,000.

The Southern Manufacturing Company, Gads-

den, Ala., has increased its capital from $15.-

000 to $75,000, as lias also the Evansville Desk

Company, Evansville, Ind., its capitalization now

being $30,000.

The Veneer Pail and Machine Company.

Omaha, Neb., has been organized with a capital

stock of $150,000, and will build a factory for

the mannfacture of pails, tubs, veneer barrels,

veneers, etc.

The Sterling Lumber Company of Pine Bluff,

Ark., has been incorporated with a capital of

$10,000, all ot which has been subscribed for.

J. H. Allen, W. J. Lockwood and M. F. Ruther-

ford are the incorporators.

The Buckley and Douglas Lumber Company,

Manistee, Mich., consummated a deal on Aug.

15 whereby it becomes the owner of the State

Lumber Company, whose mill it has been oper-

ating for the past two years.

It is announced that the Great Eastern Lum-

ber Company of Savannah. Ga., which was or-

ganized in June last with a capital stock of

$1,000,000, will erect mills, dry-kilns and con-

struct a railroad on its property.

H. M. Teichman, E. J. Cowan and H. D.

Cowan are directors of the -(Vestern Art Cabinet

Manufacturing Company, which filed incorpora-

tion papers on Aug. 15, and will operate at Los

Angeles, Cal. The capital stock is $3,000.

The American Woodenware Company has been

incorporated at Manistee, Mich., and is manu-

facturing kitchen woodenware and woodenware

specialties. The machinery used in this com-

pany's plant is up-to-date and first-class in every

respect.

A fire which destroyed the plant of the Lucas

Land & Lumber Company at Paducah, Ky.,

caused a damage approximating $65,000, but

fortunately the company carried insurance of

$34,000, and will rebuild. The mill was one of

the oldest in Paducah.

The Webster Basket Company has recently

been incorporated at Webster, N. Y., with a

capital of $50,000, for the manufacture of bas-

kets, crates, etc. The incorporators are G. Kit-

telberger, B. Kittelberger aud E. Kittelberger.

The Boraer-Banks Company, an affiliated con-

cern of the Bomer-Ferguson Lumber Company of

lake Arthur, La., will erect a big hardwood mill

near Lottie, La. The Lake Arthur concern has
an excellent band mill at that point, cutting

4U,000 feet of cypress daily.

It is announced that the plant of the National

Lumber Company, recently destroyed by fire at

Winnfield, Tenn., will be rebuilt but at some
other point in the hardwood lumber belt of

Tennessee. The headquarters of this concern

are located at Louisville, Ky.

A new veneer manufacturing concern at Bir-

mingham, Ala., is the Birmingham Box and
Veneer Works, capitalized at $16,000. G. T.

Douglass is president ; S. F. Cornelius, vice-

president : J. N. Cornelius, secretary and treas-

urer, and W. B. Douglas, general manager.

Among the new tie manufacturing concerns

are the Clinchfleld Tie and Lumber Company at

Wytheville, Va., with a capital of $30,000, and

the Smalley Tie and Timber Company of West
Lminence, Mo., capitalized at $50,000 by J. B.

White, H. H. Smalley and C. C. Shcppard.

The Bonner Furniture Manufacturing Com-
pany, Nashville, Tenn., recently incorporated at

$bU,OOU, will erect a factory at this point. A
building lias been leased by the company in which

motor-driven machinery will be installed. T. F.

Bonner is president and general manager.

George K. Green of Newark, Ark., has pur-

chased hardwood limber along the Black river

for $10,000. Ue recently secured the hardwood

mill of D. P. Whisnant on this river, together

with 2,200 acres of timber land adjoining it.

Extensive Improvements will be made in the

plant.

The Byrd-Matthews Lumber Company has

been capitalized at $1,000,000 at Gainesville,

Ga., and is controlled by Chicago capitalists.

The company has plans for developing 80,000

acres of timber land, building mills, etc. Its

land is estimated to cut SOO.OOO.OOO feet of

lumber.

The holdings of the United Logging Company,

Escanaba, Mich., have been sold to the Kim-

herly Clark Company of Menasha, Wis., and the

Beaver Timber Company, a newly organized con-

cern, which is composed of the Menasha Wooden-

ware Company aud the Escanaba Manufacturing

Company.
The Wm. C. Baik-y Lumber Company, Min-

neapolis, Minn., has moved from 600 Central

avenue to Fifteenth avenue, N. E., and Central

avenue, and large sheds have been erected at

its new location. The company expects to still

further enlarge its yard capacity by securing

additional land within a short time.

C. M. Carrier of Buffalo, N. Y., as presideut

tind J. H. Hancock of Punta Gorda, Fla., as

treasurer, together with other men from these

two cities, have organized the Punta Gorda Lum-

ber Company with a capital stock of $1,000,000.

Extensive tracts of timber in De Soto county

will be developed and big sawmills will be con-

structed.

The Ruthbell Lumber Company has been

formed at Elkins, W. Va., to own and develop
timber lands in Preston county and to manu-
facture lumber. The capital stock is $130,000.
and the incorporators are R. Chaffey, Charles
S. Robb, D. F. Strock and R. Darden of Eikins,
and Merritt Wilson of Wildell, W. Va.

A new incorporation at Hagerstown, Md., is

the Oak Hill Lumber Company, succeeding the
D. L. Dewey Lumber Company, which company
will soon install about a thousand feet of rail-

road siding. Solomon George, Charles S. Lane,
D. L. Dewey of Hagerstown ; W. H. Hyatt of

New York City, and S. S. Steele, Elkins, W. Va.,

are the incorporators.

The lumber industry in Servia is not expand-
ing as rapidly as in some other parts of the

world. Nevertheless a consular report states

that two new sawmills started operations in

that country during the past year. Their com-
bined yearly output will be about thirty mil-

lion feet board measure, worth a little under
twenty-three dollars a thousand.

A new organization has been formed at Wa-
loga, W. Va., known as the Watoga Lumber
Company to operate sawmills in Pocahontas

county, W. Va. It has a capital stock of $75,

000. The incorporators are Rodgers K. Foster,

Clarence L. Peaslee, Henry C. Parsons and
Charles E. Krape of Williamsport, Pa., and
Henry Gilmer of Lewisburg, W. Va.

Among recent incorporations are the following

concerns : The McDavid Veneer Company at

Brewton, Ala., with a capital of $6,000 ; the

Southern Hardwood Lumber Company, Little

Rock, Ark., capitalized at $5,000 ; the Rusk Box
& Furniture Company at Hawkins, Wis., with an

authorized capital stock of $20,000.

The Haddock-France Lumber Company, Har-

rison building, Philadelphia, Pa., has completed

improvements to its mill at Mt. Sterling, N. C,

including the installation of dry-kilns, steam-

skidding appliances, and various other acces-

sories. The company specializes in basswood,

chestnut, largely to the piano trade, hemlock and

poplar lumber. This company's product is sold

in Philadelphia by the Monarch Lumber Com-

pany.
The new plant of the recently organized and

incorporated firm. The Cook & Duncan Com-

pany, Ltd., at Meadowvale, Pa., will have a

daily capacity of 20,000 feet. The company

just completed a logging road into a tract of

timber, which it owns, involving more than five

million feet of hardwoods. The Cook & Dun-

can Company, Ltd., is capitalized at $60,000

and is composed of H. C. Cook of Johnstown,

J. C. Duncan of Windber and D. L. Parsons of

Johnstown.
The Hardwood-Forest Company with offices

at 410 Godchaux building. New Orleans, La.,

has recently been organized to do a general

business in hardwood logs of all kinds and hard-

wood specialties. In addition it will manufac-

ture under contract handle billets and other

specialties at various points in the southern

states where it has mill connections. Ladson L.

Boone, Jr., is general manager of the company,

and associated with him are E. F. and J. M.

RoUosson.

Hardwood News Notes

CHICAQO

W. S. Trainer of the Trainer Brothers Lum-

ber Company is back in town from a two weeks'

sojourn at French Lick Springs, Ind.

The Faust Brothers Lumber Company, whose

headquarters are in Paducah, Ky., has moved its

Chicago offices from the Monadnock building tj)

1319 Fisher building; telephone Harrison 4657.

W. B. Morgan of the Anderson-TuUy Company,

Memphis, Tenn., spent several days in Chicago

last week.

'S. B. Anderson of the Anderson-TuUy Com-

pany, Memphis, spent a few days in Chicago

recently, but is putting in most of his time

during the hot weather at Michigan resorts.

Max L, Pease of the Galloway-Pease Company,

Poplar Bluff, Mo., has been dividing his time
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din-ing the last month between South Haven.

Mich., where his family has been spending

the summer, and visiting the Chicago trade.

J. S. Houston of J. S. Houston & Co., Chi-

cago, and of the Memphis Veneer and Lumber

Company of Memphis, Tenn., is dividing his time

between the Memphis plant and the Chicago

office.

T. S. Estabrook of the Estabrook-Skeele Lum-

ber Company is in northern Wisconsin trying

to unload a severe attack of hay fever, and in-

cidentally duplicate Ed. Skeele's prowess in

Ashing.

John C. Spry, the well-known timber operator

of the Corn Exchange Bank building. Chicago,

presents to prospective timber investors or saw-

mill operators a very alluring piece of Arkansas

timber in the advertising columns of this issue

of H.iBDWOOD Record. Mr. Spry has owned

this timber for some years and it has been very

carefully and intelligently cruised. Those in a

position to know allege it is one of the best, if

not the best, oak proposition in the entire Mis-

sissippi valley.

Acknowledgment is made of the receipt of a

handsomely framed show-card from the Maple

Flooring Manufacturers' Association, whose

headquarters are in Chicago, showing pictures of

maple, beech and birch forest trees in halftone,

and illustrations of specimens of flooring made

from these three woods, together with a de-

scription of the distinct characteristics of floor-

ing made from each of the varieties.

Clint Crane, the big sawmill man of Cincin-

nati, O., spent several days last week visiting

his old home in Peru, Ind., and dropped into

Chicago for a day.

W. E. DeLaney, president of The Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association, and manager of The

Kentucky Lumber Company with headquarters

at Cincinnati, was a Chicago visitor Sept. 6.

Frank F. Fish, secretary of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association, this city, who

has been away on a two weeks' eastern business

trip, returned to his office a few days ago and

reports business conditions in that section of

the country as very good.

Fred W. Mowbray of Mowbray & Robinson,

Cincinnati, O., dropped into Chicago on Sept.

6 for a tew days' visit to his local customers.

Among the Chicago visitors during the last

week of August was Charles A. Phelps of the

Hackley - Phelps - Bonnell Company of Grand

Rapids, Mich., who was on his way to Detroit.

W. H. Russe of Russe & Burgess, Inc., Mem-

phis, Tenn., returned from a two months'

European trip last week.

W. E. Johns of the Johns-Mowbray-Xelson

Company of Cincinnati, O., was a recent Chicago

visitor.

Lawrence Ford of the Goodlander-Robertson

Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn., together

with a few of his friends, has been motoring

through Michigan, but is now back at his desk.

E. E. Goodlander. president of the Goodlander-

Robertson Lumber Company, Jlemphis, Tenn., is

en.ioying a visit in the West.

James F. McSweyn, manager o£ the Memphis

Saw Mill Company. Memphis, Tenn., was in

Chicago on Sept. 3, and called on the local

trade.

J. S. Stearns, the well-known lumber opera-

tor who resides at Ludlngton. Mich., spent a

few days in Chicago recently.

George D. Burgess of Russe & Burgess, Inc.,

Memphis, Tenn., accompanied by his wife, ar-

rived in Chicago Sunday morning for a little

period of rest and recreation. W. H. Russe of

this house has just returned from Europe,

which enabled Mr. Burgess to get away from

the Memphis office.

J. A. Lamb, manager of the dimension plant

of the Larkin Company at Memphis, was a Chi-

cago visitor the first of this week.

J. A. Gillette of Gillette Brothers, Memphis,

is spending several days in Chicago at the pres-

ent time.

NEW YORK -

H. Isaacsen, 561 First street, Brooklyn, eastern

sales representative of the Yellow Poplar Lum-

ber Company, Coal Grove, O.. has just returned

from a visit to the mills of the company which he

reports is in fine shape on its usual choice stock

of .vellow poplar. In addition to this, as has

already been announced, the company is now
manufacturing some very choice oak, chestnut

and basswood, making a specialty of quarter-

sawed white oak.

The Virginia-Carolina Lumber Company,

Lynchburg, Va., has just appointed Robert W.

Brownson as manager of its New York sales

office just opened at 1 Madison avenue. Mr.

Brownson has been connected with the local

wholesale trade for a great many years and will

look after the interest of the company in the

Metropolitan district. The company is a large

manufacturer of oak, poplar, chestnut, cypress,

red gum, white pine, short and long leaf yellow

pine.

H. D. Billmeyer of Cumberland. Md., was in

town during the fortnight in the interest of

business, which he reported has materially im-

proved in his specialty, which is heavy hard-

wood ship and dock timber. He looks for sub-

stantial business this fall and winter.

P. J. Feitner of the Hoban-Hunter-Feitner

Company, large wholesale cypress house of

Brooklyn, returned last week from a lengthy

tour of the cypress mills in the gulf states,

where his company has large interests and rela-

tions. He found conditions in the cypress trade

improving, with stocks well held, inquiries more

plentiful and prospects bright for an active

fall trade. His company is carrying a big sup-

ply of cypress on hand at its Brooklyn yards for

(|Uick shipment to the trade. In addition to this

it is maintaining large facilities at mill points

for car shipments.

E. L. Edwards, prominent hardwood manu-

facturer of Dayton and Cincinnati, O., spent the

greater part of the fortnight in town on business

and pleasure.

Secretary E. F. Perry of the National Whole-

sale Lumber Dealers' Association, arrived home

on Aug. 23. from a pleasure trip of several

weeks abroad.

Charles F. Fischer of the Chas. F. Fischer

Lumber Company, wholesale hardwoods, 1038

Park avenue, Manhattan, is just back from a

trip West and a visit to Nelson H. Walcott of

Providence, R. I., at Lake Quonachontaug, R. I.

R. H. Downman, the distinguished cypress

manufacturer of New Orleans, La., passed

through the city during the fortnight en route

lo join his family on the Massachusetts coast.

Charles M. Hamlin, secretary of the Hamlin

Lumber Company, white pine and hardwood

house, 29 Broadway, New York, has been spend-

ing several weeks in the hardwood districts of

the South on a buying tour.

Arthur Bailey, formerly of the New York

Dimension Supply Company, and Milton JIay.

formerly of the Albert Haas Lumber Company of

Atlanta, Ga., and later manager of the northern

branch of the English Lumber Company of New
York, are continuing the business that Milton

May established in New York under the firm name

of Arthur Bailey & Co., at No. 1 Madison avenue.

This house specializes in poplar, red gum and

other hardwoods and in dimension stock.

BUFFALO

John F. Knox, R. D. McLean, A. W. Kreinheder.

W. P. Belts and E. J. Sturm.

Frank A. Beyer, who has been serving as

county treasurer on the Republican ticket during

the past term, and who was elected largely

through the efforts of the lumbermen, has been

nominated by the party as county clerk. With

a three-cornered fight on in local politics this

fall, the situation promises to be interesting.

G. Ellas has returned from an eastern business

trip. The concrete work on the improvement to

the sawmill of G. Ellas & Bro.. which recently

underwent repairs, is now completed.

J. D. McCallum of the Hugh McLean Lumber
Company has returned from a short trip to his

former home in Canada. The company looks for

an increased scarcity of cars during this month.

0. E. Yeager states that the hardwood trade

shows a slight improvement. He is planning to

attend the meeting of the International Chamber
of Commerce in Boston late this month.

1. N. Stewart has returned from a vacation of

two weeks in Canada, during which he covered

a good deal of ground by automobile. He states

that the demand for hardwoods is increasing.

B. E. Darling of Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling,

left late last month for the Southwest to pur-

chase lumber. The yard is handling a fair

amount of hardwoods, and reports gum as quite

strong and active.

A. Miller states that the car shortage seems to

have started earlier than usual this year. Ordi-

narily he looks for trouble of the kind in October

and November, but it is from four to six weeks

ahead of time.

The Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company finds

an excellent demand for birch. It has unloaded

two barge loads of it within the past week and

is also shipping it from the Adirondacks.

A. W. Kreinheder will act as referee of the

annual reliability run of the Buffalo Automobile

Club to be held four days this month. He says

it will be the best automobile test the club has

yet held.

Nelson S. Taylor of Taylor & Crate, has lately

been making a yachting trip on Lake Erie, as the

guest of Buffalo friends. He recently returned

from an automobile tour through New England.

F. M. Sullivan has been spending much time

at Wanakah, on the Lake Shore, recently, where

his family has been this summer.

J. N. Scatcherd is back from a vacation trip

to East River. Conn., his former summer homo.

He has also been visiting his large farm in the

neighborhood of London, Ont.

The most important social event the lumber-

men have participated in for some time was the

second outing of The Buffalo Lumber Exchange,

held on Sept. 4 at the Buffalo Canoe Club. The

trip was made by Crystal Beach steamer. The

day's programme included baseball, tennis, row-

ing, canoeing and other sports. Luncheon and

dinner were served at the clubhouse. The com-

mittee in charge of the outing was as follows :

PHILADELPHIA

W. J. Mingus of Mingus & Rutter, says busi-

ness is too good. This statement is not so

cryptic as it would seem when he explains that

it is easy enough to sell goods these days,

but quite another thing to get them, as stocks

of all standard woods are scarce, and high in

price. He anticipates good trading for the fall

and winter season.

Mrs. Sarah I. Tennant. mother and partner

of J. C. Tennant of the Summit Lumber Com-

pany, after an illness of about nine days, died

at her summer home at Harvey's Lake, Pa., on

Aug. 18. It is understood that the death of

Mrs. Tennant will not affect the finances of the

Summit Lumber Company. Mr. Tennant, who
has recently returned from a business trip

through the coal region, reports conditions there

much improved since the settlement of the

strike, and outlook for winter trading promising.

It is the pronouncement of W. J. Glantz,

Philadelphia representative of the Kendall Lum-

ber Company, who recenlly made a tour of east-

ern Pennsylvania and Maryland, that trading all

along the line is good, and that the prevail-

ing optimistic feeling can but augur an opulent

fall and winter business.

W. A. Jackson of the Jackson-Wyatt Lumber

Company, reports easy selling, but difficult ship-
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ping o£ goods. Prices ai-e up and stocks down,
but the compan.r liopes soon to make a connec-
tion that will place it in a position to meet all

comers.

From the Philadelphia oflBce of the W. M.
Kitter Lumber Compan.v comes the report that
the summer trading so far has exceeded that of
the same period of last year, and prospects are
strong for a good fall and winter business.

A. J. Williams, eastern representative, who has
been sizing up stock condition at the company's
mills, paid a visit to the main office at Co-
lumbus, O.

J. H. Harding of Harding-Flnley Lumber Com-
pany, reports increasing export business, with
satisfactory prices. He says he finds foreign
trading more remunerative at this time than
home trading.

I. W. Warner, formerly of the Coppock-Warner
Lumber Company, has recently been secured by
Mr. Hf rding to cover New York state, where,
as it is Mr. Warner's old camping ground, he is

cne of the best known and best liked salesmen
in the field.

With "a bullet hole in his brain. John J.

Perry, a wealthy lumberman, and head of Hous-
ton, Perry & Co., Inc., Seaford. Del., was found
in an unconscious condition in his automobile
along an isolated road near the outskirts of

Seaford, Aug. 22. He never regained conscious-

ness. Mr. Perry was fifty years old and had
been engaged in the lumber business for the
past thirty years, having operated factories in

Delaware, Virginia and North Carolina.

PITTSBURGH

B. W. Cross, who h.indles the Pittsburgh af-

fairs of the Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company,
has returned from a two weeks' vacation in the

East and reports factory prospects especially

good in hardwood.
J. N. Woollett, president of the Aberdeen Lum-

ber Company, is back from a trip to the South
and Southwest, where he secured some nice con-

tracts for gum and Cottonwood. He anticipates

a heavy trade in both these lines this fall.

The Union Lumber Company of the north side

is making good headway for a new concern and
during the past month has had some excellent

trade with the railroads and big manufacturin.g

concerns in this district. President William
Hunter is optimistic about the future of the

lumber business in this city and believes that

fine hardwoods will have a ready sale this fall.

The Duquesne Lumber Company is now cut-

ting 70.000 feet a day at its new plant at

Braemar. which is one of the finest equipped

operations in the South. President A. Rex.

I^lynn has made several trips to the plant this

summer and is well satisfied with the outlook.

Sales Manager G. C. Adams is spending this

week with the eastern trade.

The Linehan Lumber Company reports a much
better midsummer trade than usual. All pros-

pects. Mr. Linehan reports, are favorable for a

good business this fall.

President H. F. DomhofE of the Acorn Lumber
Company is making frequent trips to the North-

west in search of stock. The company's hard-

wood business is very flourishing and Mr. Dom-
hoff looks for a big trade in the next few months.

E. V. Babcock of the Babcoek lumber interests,

who is Pittsburgh's biggest councilman, is run-

ning an interesting alfalfa raising race this

summer with two of his colleagues, Councilmen

J. P. Kerr and William Hoeveler. Each council-

man has a fine farm near Pittsburgh and in the

spring staked off a two-acre field for alfalfa on
which each is betting heavily.

On Sept. 10 the Pittsburgh Chamber of Com-
merce will start on a special trade expedition in

the "Made in Pittsburgh" train. All the lum-

ber, steel, paint, etc., used in the cars were
secured in Pittsburgh and every business con-

cern that is represented on the train will have

samples of its product.

BOSTON3
The American Woodworking Company, Bethel.

Me., has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $50,000. The incorporators are Frank L.
Wilson and Ralph L. Wilson of Berlin, N. H.
Lumber dealers In this section of the coun-

try have been warned during the past few
weeks of a possible car shortage. Shippers In
the South and West have been writing dealers
pointing out the fact that the crop movement
would start in soon and at that time it would
be difficult to get cars for lumber shipments.
Some dealers have ordered in quite large lots
of lumber for customers and on their own ac-
count and state that these shipments are meet-
ing with delay already. The eastern traffic
managers dt the railroads are urging prompt
unloading which, if the request is complied with,
will help matters out somewhat.
The W. A. Cairns Woodworking Company.

East Hartford, Conn., has been incorporated
with a capital stock of S25,000. The incor-
porators are William A. Cairns and Herman
A. Kapsceske of East Hartford and Henry J.
Cairns of Hartford, Conn.

Several wood-working companies in East Bos-
ton met with a loss by fire last week. Among
those damaged were the plants of the Federal
Building Finishing Compan.v. A. Johnson. H. O.
Ackerly and William Joyce. The damage caused
by the fire is reported not to have exceeded
$20,000.

The Ashburnham Manufacturing Company,
Ashburnham. Mass., has been purchased by W.
A. & H. M. Curtis of Westminster, who will

operate this chair plant under the name of the
Curtis Chair Company. The plant was for-

merly owned by the late Charles Griffin of
Keene, N. H. The new concern will manufac-
ture chairs and stools and will make a spe-
cialty of porch furniture.

BALTIMORE

Secretary J. MiD. Price of the National Lum-
ber Exporters' Association interrupted his annual
swing to visit members of the organization long
enouuli to return to his office and take up a
matter of importance affecting shippers to for-

eign parts. This was a question of freight rates
over the Louisville & Nashville Railroad to New
Orleans, which have been imder controversy
for some time past. The New Orleans exporters,

through the National Lumber Exporters' Asso-
ciation, had asked for some concessions, con-

tending that the shippers were being discrim-

inated against, but the railroad rejected all sug-

gestion of compromise. Consequently there was
talk of bringing the matter before the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Mr. Price did what he
could at this time, and then resumed his trip,

this time going South, where he planned to dis-

cuss with exporters questions of rate, dock rules,

the situation abroad and various other points

of special interest to those engaged in the for-

eign trade.

Richard P. Baer of Richard P. Baer & Co.,

returned last week from a ten daj's' automobile
trip to Boston, Marblehead and other localities

in New England and New York state. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Baer and combined busi-

ness with recreation, seeing a number of his

customers and picking up diverse orders. He
reports that business was eminently satisfactory

and that the requirements of buyers were on the
increase.

H. L. Boroman, sales manager of the R. E.

Wood Lumber Company, spent several weeks in

Virginia after leaving the hospital at Baltimore,

where he was treated for an attack of malaria.

A curly maple, one of the biggest trees in that

section of North Carolina, was purchased re-

cently for S20. The cost of having it cut. sawed
into sections and transported about thirty-five

miles to a railroad amounted to not less than
$400. The tree yielded some 16.000 feet of
lumber which was brought to Baltimore to be
manufactured into veneer.

COLUMBUS

The Oak Wood Lumber Company of Marietta.
O.. has been incorporated with a capital of
SoO.OOO to hold timber lands and operate a saw-
mill. The incorporators are W. J. Schaufer,
C. H. Holden, W. J. Crom, J. C. West and Rob-
ert M. Noll.

The Leet Lumber Company of Oakhill. O., has
been incorporated with a capital of ?10,000, to
deal in lumber and building materials. The in-
corporators are Philip Leet, George W. Small,
Albert Graf. Ernest H. Hammers and Arch H
Smith.

F. B. Pryor of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Com-
pany, reports a good demand for all grades of
hardwoods, and the records of the company show
quite an improvement over the corresponding
period in 1911. The usual midseason slump is
absent this year and business is running along
steadily. There is an especially good demand
for the lower grades of certain woods. Mr.
Pryor says that car shortage is interfering with
shipments. Collections are improving.

L. B. Schneider, manager of sales for John R.
Gobey & Co., reports a good demand for all hard-
woods with prices inclined to stiffen. Mr.
Schneider is of the opinion that prices are bound
to go higher from now on.

The General Lumber Company reports a good
demand for all kinds of hardwoods from manu-
facturing establishments. Factories engaged in
making implements, vehicles and automobiles are
in the market for more stocks.

W. L. Whitacre of the W. L. Whitacre Com-
pany says trade in hardwoods is holding up ex-
tremely well and prices are stiCf in every
direction.

The Imperial Lumber Company reports a
strong market in hardwoods with prices show-
ing a tendency to advance.
Demand for wide sizes of poplar has Improved

considerably in this territory and stocks in" that
line, which accumulated for some time, are now
being moved.

INDIANAPOLIS

F. M. Bachmann, hardwood manufacturer, and
Mrs. Bachmann have returned from the Massa-
chusetts Coast, where they spent the summer.
W. W. Knight of the Long-Knight Lumber

Company, has returned from Minocqua, Wis.,
where he spent several weeks.

Scott P. Matthews recently returned from
an extensive trip through Michigan.

C. S. Corse, formerly engaged in the hardwood
business in this city, died in Chicago Aug. 28.
He was fifty-seven years old.

The Turn Turtle Wagon Company has filed

notice of dissolution with the Indiana secretary
of state, preparatory to winding up its affairs.

J. V. Stimson, hardwood lumberman of Hunt-
ingburg, is a director and heavy stockholder in
the reorganized Mais Motor Truck Company of
this city which has been incorporated with an
authorized capitalization of $1,000,000.

Showers Brothers of Bloomington have let

contracts for an addition to their factory, to
cost $210,000. The company's sawmill was de-
stroyed by fire on Aug. 30, with a loss of
$15,000 on which there was only $6,000 insur-

ance.

Building permits issued in the city during
August amounted to $788,670 as compared with
$642,488 in August. 1911. For the first eight

months of this year the aggregate permits were
about $1,000,000 higher than for the correspond-

ing period of last year.

The Indianapolis Trade Association, Sept. 17
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to 19, will make a trade extension trip through

central Illinois, visiting about thirty cities and
towns. About twenty lumber concerns, including

several hardwood companies, are members of

the association.

MEMPHIS

The weather in this territory has been hot

and dry during the past fortnight, and most of

(he mills have made very satisfactory progress

in the production of hardwood lumber. There

has not been enough rain to interfere with

work in the woods and as a general proposi-

tion the statement may be ventured that the

manufacturers of lumber are fairly well supplied

with timber. Cutting of timber in the woods is

becoming quite active and will be rapidly pushed

between now and winter in order that a large

enough stock of logs may be prepared to meet

the requirements of the trade. There is a dis-

position on the part of lumber interests here

to believe that there will be a good business

this fall and winter, and preparations are being

made accordingly.

The railroads are confronted with enormous

volume of traffic and it is anticipated by lum-

ber interests that the former will be in the

market on a somewhat liberal scale for new

equipment. The railroads have not been very

heavy bu.vers of cars or other rolling stock

since 1907. They would therefore be under the

necessity of buying pretty freely even if a large

volume of traffic were not promised. With crops

so large and the general movement of traffic

so heavy, it is regarded as practically certain

that more orders will be placed for cars and

other equipment during the next three or four

months than during any similar period since

the panic year.

A. W. Barrack, president of the East Arkan-

sas Lumber Company, with headquarters at

raragould. has sold his interest in that Arm to

A. Treischman and has retired therefrom. Mr.

Trieschman has been elected president. J. W.
Treischman of Lake Frovidence, La., is vice-

president and general manager. L. M. Hawkins,

who has been general manager, will give his at

tentiou in future to the yard business.

Lumbermen here who own timber lands in

Mississippi are very much pleased with the

decision handed down by Chancellor Lyell, hold-

ing unconstitutional the law passed by the last

Legislature, taxing all timber land holdings m
excess of 1,000 acres, belonging to any indi-

vidual, firm or corporation, twenty cents per

acre. His decision was based largely upon the

theory that the law is in the nature of class

legislation. Tractically every firm here owning

timber lands in Mississippi has more than one

thousand acres and the taxes thereon would

have been quite a heavy burden. It is antici-

pated that this case will be appealed to the

Supreme Court, but the decision is so clear cut

and so forceful that it is believed it will not

be changed by the higher body.

While the shortage of ears which is threat-

ened has not yet become very acute, as far as

Memphis proper is concerned, it may be noted

that lumber shippers and shippers of every other

commodity are anticipating that there will be

serious congestion in the near future. There

are already numerous complaints from points in

Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi. This is

particularly true with respect to non-competi-

tive points. The railroads are slow in furnish-

ing equipment and they are not moving loaded

cars promptly. At Memphis where there are so

many lines and where the competition is so keen

the congestion has not affected shippers very

much. However, it may be observed that the

ccnpestion may be expected to extend to points

as big as Memphis. The railroads have in-

creased their equipment to some extent during

the past year, but they have followed their re-

trenchment policy so long that they are not in

shape for handling anything In excess of norma!

traffic. The railroad commissions of the sev-

eral states have taken up the matter with the

railroads and have likewise urged shippers to

load and unload cars as promptly as possible in

order that congestion may be prevented.

The Lumbermen's Club of Memphis, which is

composed of practically all of the leading lum-

bermen of this city and section, is preparing a

complaint to be tiled with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in connection with inbound

aud outbound rates which have been found, upon
checking, to be out of line and to put Memphis at

a disadvantage with other competitive points.

The bureau has only recently been organized

but it was stipulated at the time that the move-

ment was launched, looking to the establish-

ment of such a bureau, that its principal func-

tion would be to check rates and to take steps

to see that they were equalized in such man-

ner as to insure shippers at Memphis that they

would be on a competitive basis with Cairo, St.

Louis and other points.

The Sterling Lumber Company, Pine Bluff,

Ark., has been incorporated under the laws of

that state. The capital stock Is .$10,000. J. H.

Allen, W. J. Lockwood, and M. V. Rutherford

are the incorporators.

Dispatches received here from Washington

are to the effect that the Interstate Commerce
Commission has suspended the proposed advance

of from one to six cents per hundred pounds

from points in the South to Canada. The ad-

vance was to have become effective Sept. 1, but

has been held up until Dec. 30. An advance of

one and one-third to two and one-half cents

from transfer points on the Ohio river to Cana-

dian destinations has also been held up. It is

stated in the dispatches received here that this

suspension affects practically every railroad of

any importance in the South.

The branch plant of the Imperial Wheel Com-

pany, Pine Bluff, Ark., will begin operations

within the next few days. A considerable supply

of rough timber has already been delivered at

the plant and will be fashioned into automobile

and carriage spokes. The plant has been idle

for some time.

Some of the members of the Business Men's

Club have launched a movement looking to the

consolidation of several business organizations

here, including the Lumbermen's Club of Mem-

phis. Those mentioned are the Memphis Lum-

bermen's Club, the Memphis Manufacturers' As-

sociation, and the Memphis Freight Bureau. AH
of the organizations which are interested in the

consolidation have membership in the Business

Men's Club. So far the subject has been dis-

cussed only in an indirect manner and no

definite statement can be made as to the prob-

able outcome. There is likelihood that the Mem-
phis Lumbermen's Club, the Memphis Freight

Bureau, and the Memphis Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation may join hands in the formation of a

traffic bureau, but it is regarded as extremely

doubtful if the Lumbermen's Club will consent

to the loss of its identity. It has been one of

the most active business bodies in this part of

the country and has succeeded in accomplish

ing wonderful results for the lumber fraternity

at this point. It has even figured in matters of

icationai scope and is recognized as one of the

most successful organizations of its kind in ex-

istence. As President Frank B. Robertson is

out of the city at present, it is therefore im-

possible to secure any statement from him as

to the probable attitude in connection with the

proposed consolidation.

Owing to the fact that all of the assistant

secretaries of the Memphis Builders' Exchange

have yielded to the wiles of Dan Cupid and
have therefore made it necessary for the man-

agement of this organization to furnish new
assistant secretaries, the following resolutions

have been adopted by that body

:

"Know ye by these presents that the afore-

said cuss by the name of Daniel Cupid Is here-

with and forever ruled off, black-listed, barred.

posted and forbidden to again have access to

the floor or office of the Memphis Builders'

Exchange.
"And whereas two perfectly satisfactory and

very pretty assistant secretaries have suc-

cumbed to the wiles of the above mentioned
rascal, D. Cupid, be it known that

"Any member who in the future shall give

chocolates or any candy or any confection or

taffy whatsoever to the assistant secretary of

this Memphis Builders' Exchange on any two
consecutive days shall be summarily ducked in

Wolf river;

"And further be it understood that this Mem-
phis Builders' Exchange is a strictly business

organization sometimes, and not a matrimonial

bureau."

L
NASHVILLE

Lumbermen in this territory are wondering

just what proportions the threatened car short-

age will assume, as already more or less com-

plaint is being heard. The Tennessee State

Railroad Commission has recently sent out a

circular letter to shippers, urging their co-

operation with the railroads to the end that

equipment may be loaded and unloaded as soon

as possible in order to prevent if possible the

threatened shortage.

Members of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club

have accepted another invitation to Camp Lively

near McMinnville, which invitation was extended

at a recent club meeting by Charles Morford.

The time for this second trip is the last of

September.

A former Nashville lumberman, A. H. Card,

who is now with the Cumberland Valley Lumber
Company of Cincinnati, 0., was a visitor to

Nashville last week.

A rather large timl)er deal has just been

closed through Nashville agents by which 12,000

acres of timber and coal land in Franklin County

have been sold to J. W. Gascho of Indiana. H.

M. Templeton, who formerly owned the land,

received in payment four big farms and notes

aggregating ,$6,000. It is understood that Mr.

Gascho will install several big mills on the

tract to work up the timber. Considerable oak,

hickory and poplar are on the property.

Ewing & Gilliland, who for years have been

doing an extensive hardwood manufacturing busi-

ness in this territory with mills at Nashville,

will establish a plant at Clarksville, Tenn., where

they have considerable hardwood stumpage. The
main offices of the company will remain at Nash-

ville although the company will operate yards at

Clarksville in connection with its mill. The
company has recently installed a new band mill

with a daily capacity of 20,000 feet.

Fire of unknown origin destroyed the plant of

The Lucas Land & Lumber Company near Pa-

ducah, Ky., on the night of Aug. 28, entailing a

loss of between $40,000 and $50,000. It Is

understood the company will rebuild at once.

BRISTOL

O. II. Vial and associates are going forward

with the development of a large tract of timber

which they recently purchased near Waynesville.

N. C. Mr. Vial was a visitor here last week

and reports that things are moving along nicely.

Work is going forward on the twenty-mile line

of railroad and a large mill is to be built at

Waynesville, where a twenty-acre site has been

secured.

Buyers on the local market were more numer-

ous last week than for some time. They left

some large orders with local wholesalers and

manufacturers and report that prospects are good

for better business at an early date.

The Tyro River Development Company, re-

cently organized at Lynchburg, Va., with a capi-

tal stock of $.100,000, Is going forward with

plans for the construction of a large and modern
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lumber plant in Nelson county, Virginia, where
it has acquired a large area of hardwood timber
land.

The J. A. Wilkinson Lumber Company reports

business somewhat better and a brighter outlook
lor trade during the remainder of the year.

The Interstate Commerce Commission is ex-

pected to shortly render a decision in the case
of the allied hardwood interests of Bristol against
the Norfolk & Western, Southern & Virginia &
Southwestern railways, inyolving the milling-in-

transit charge in Bristol. Local lumbermen
maintain that the rate charged here is excessive,

and are seeking to get an order reducing it.

The Black Mountain Land Company has com-
pleted and put into operation its new mill at

Bluff City, Tcnn., eleven miles south of Bristol.

The plant is now running full time and is stocked
with logs.

The Peter-McCain Lumber Company is about
ready to resume operation of its large band mill

in this city, having purchased timber and built a

new railroad farther back into the Holston moun-
tains, twenty miles east of Bristol.

LOUISVILLE

The Louisville Hardwood Club was magnifi-

cently entertained at its meeting Sept. 3 at Nitta
Yuma, the country home of 1'. G. Booker of the

Booker-Cecil Company. Nitta Yuma, In addi-

tion to being an unusually beautiful place, has a
reputation for the production of delicacies ap-

pealing to every palate, and this was more than
sustained by the dinner prepared for the lumber-

men. Mr. Booker made an ideal host, a feature

of the evening being the introduction of his son,

Harry Bingham Booker, seven months of age.

Local hardwood men have received notice of

the decision of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to suspend advances in rates on lumber
from the South and Ohio river crossings to

Canada until Dec. 30. The matter had been

under consideration by the local members of the

trade, no action having been taken regarding it.

It is believed if the advances are not more than
one or two cents a hundred and do not interfere

with the present adjustment of rates, it would
be unobjectionable, for the most part. .

The Norman Lumt>er Company will install a

soda-dipping plant at its mill at Holly Ridge,

La. It will be used in handling its gum luml>er.

C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company is continuing

to run its mahogany mill day and night, and
reports the demand heavy and prices advancing.

Interior finish manufacturers are the leading

buyers, with furniture makers also calling for

supplies.

W. P. Brown, the retired head of the W. P.

Brown & Sons Lumber Company, was in Louis-

ville last week, looking hale and hearty. Mr.

Brown is still keeping in touch with business,

although no longer actively engaged in it.

Smith Milton of the Louisville Point Lumber
Company, has returned from a ten-day tour of

Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky, which he took in,

company with his wife.

Paducah lumbermen have begun aggressive

work in the direction of having their rates

changed, as they assert that they are out of

line with other Ohio river cities. A traffic man-
ager will be employed to handle the case.

ST. LOUISJ
The report of the local building commissioner

for August shows an increase of $40,432 in

the estimated cost of buildings for which per-

mits were issued in August of last year. With
alterations, the total for August, 1912, is

Sl,671,951 as compared with $1,631,519 for

August of last year.

According to the August report of the Mer-

chants Exchange of St. Louis, the total num-

ber of cars received in St. Louis by rail during

August this year was 18,114 cars as compared

with 14,857 cars received during last August,
an increase of 3.257 cars. There were 13,305
cars shipped by rail during the same period, as
compared with 10,576 cars last year, an in-

crease of 2,723 cars. There were no receipts
or shipments by river.

The first meeting of the Lumbermen's Club of
St. Louis, after the summer vacation, will take
place at Sunset Inn, St. Louis county, on the
afternoon and evening of Tuesday, Sept. 10.

There will probably be no business transacted.
The ladies will take part in the meeting and
it promises to be a most enjoyable affair. The
members and the ladies will go out to the inn
early in the afternoon. Dinner will be served,
and during the evening there will be music and
other entertaining features.

E. W. Blumfr, sales manager of the Loth-
man Cypress Company, is back from a business
trip through the East. While absent he visited

Pittsburgh, Philadelphia. Baltimore, New YorK.
etc., and reports the cypress situation satis-

factory in the cities he visited. He returned
liome with a nice bunch of orders to substan-

tiate what he said. He states that orders ate

coming in nicely for cypress, and the question
of price is not mentioned in tlie orders. Those
liuying arc more interested in the quick ship-

ment of their orders than in what they have to

pay for them.

Business at the Chas. F. Luehrmann Hard-
wood Lumber Company is quite satisfactory,

according to E. H. Luehrmann. Orders, he says,

pre coming in in good numbers. Prices are sec-

ondary consideration, but quick shipments are

requested. The outlook for a good fall trade

is most satisfactory.

S. L. Culler, who recently had charge of the

Hunker-Culler Company's office at St. Louis, has

gone to Bunker, where the headquarters of the

selling department will hereafter be located.

Charles F. Querl. 72 years old. for more than

fifty years connected with the lumber industry

in St. Louis, recently died of heart disease at

the home of his brother in Hollywood, Cal.,

where he was on a short visit. The body was
brought to St. Louis tor interment.

Mr. Querl began his career in the employ of

Alexander Riddle and later with Bryan Brothers.

He succeeded them in business and in 1868 be-

came associated with A. H. Schnelle. A few

years later he took over the entire business

i:nder the name of the Charles F. Querl Lum-

ber Company.

MILWAUKEE

Two representatives of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture, Earl H. Frothingham

and W. B. Barnes of the Forest Service, have

been in this state gathering data on Wisconsin

hardwood, birch, etc., to be used for wood bulle-

tins to be issued soon. While in this state, they

visited Secretary R. S. Kellogg of the Northern

Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion at Wausau.
T. Stephen Starr, for twenty years connected

with the N. Ludington Company of Marinette,

Wis., recently died at the Menominee River

hospital from cancer of the stomach.

During a recent windstorm, which passed over

the section of the state in the vicinity of Birch-

wood, the Ahnapee Veneer and Seating Company
suffered a loss of $1,000 on its plant.

Aside from the many wood products produced
in Sheboygan is a new line added to the prod-

ucts of the Sheboygan Box and Specialty Co.,

in shape of wooden shoes. This company now
occupies the vacated Miller piano factory build-

ing on North Eighth street near the Eighth
street bridge.

One of the largest rafts of logs ever brought

into the ba.v at Washburn is one received by the

Stearns Lumber Company from the Bad Kiver

region. It contains about 4,500,000 feet of

logs.

The Kimberly-Clark Company of Menasha has

closed negotiations with the United Logging

Company of Escunaba by which the former con-

cern gets possession of the holdings in the

Watersmeet district. The United Logging Com-
pany also sold to the newly organized Beaver

Timber Company, composed of the Menasha
Woodenware Company and the Eseanaba Manu-
facturing Company, the property on the Beaver

branch.

The Phoenix Manufacturing Company, of Kau
Claire, has received an order for an entire log-

ging outfit from the Travaruaktiebolaget Kemi
of Uleaborg, Finland, Russia. The outfit in-

cludes a big steam hauling engine, logging sleds,

snowplows, road-making machines, automatic

trip pockets, etc., making about four carloads

and involving several thousand dollars. The

Eau Claire Company has also received an order

for a 100-horsepower steam log hauler from the

T. D. Kellogg Lumber and Manufacturing Com-

pany of .\ntigo.

Following the purchase of the John R. Davis

Lumber Company, Phillips, Wis., by the Knee-

land-McClurg Lumber Company of Milwaukee,

the last named concern has increased its capital

stock from $50,000 to $1,400,000. The purchase

of the Phillips concern involved the mills and

other property including 56,000 acres of timber-

land. The new firm will manufacture about

50,000,000 feet of lumber a year.

The twenty-eighth annual camping and fishing

trip of the well-known lumberman and senator,

Isaac Stephenson, was made during the last four

days of August. Thirty-two were in the party.

The trip was made by boat, train, automobile and

on foot, and extended to Wells, where an elab-

orate dinner was given at the I. Stephenson

Company's big boarding house. The big lumber

mills, chemical plant, charcoal and iron furnace

and other plants of the Stephenson company

were visited under the Senator's guidance.

According to State Forester Edward M. Grif-

fith, the state board of forestry has just added

30,000 acres in Vilas and Oneida counties to

the state forest reserve. The state now has

500,000 acres which at a conservative estimate

is valued at $5,000,000. There are hundreds of

small lakes in this region, sites on which the

state leases as summer homes or huuting shacks,

and many hundred miles of roads and trails

have been constructed. In order to prevent for-

est fires, forest guards are constantly on duty.

It is planned to establish a large game preserve

to be stocked with elk, deer, moose, beaver, etc.

After several years these animals will be allowed

to scatter throughout the entire region under pro-

tection, but in order to allow them to propagate

they will be kept on a 5,000 acre tract enclosed

by a strong wire fence. This reserve is to

become for Wisconsin what the Adirondacks are

to New Y'ork.

St<);;.;}tj^|aSiKTOi;:TOM'JtlMi^^

The Hardwood Market

CHICAGO

The local hardwood trade is unusually good

in volume, and transactions are being carried

on at a very satisfactory range of values. A
good many purchases are being made by rail-

road and other' corporations. Stock of many
varieties is very short, and jobbers are having

diflJculty in carrying on nearly as much
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volume of business as they could were stocks

available on a more liberal basis. Everything

points to a prosperous local trade for fall, and

it is anticipated lumber will be in more ample

supply, and hence available later in the season.

Plain oak is especially short in this market

aud is demanding a high range of values.

NEW YORK

The local lumber market shows a considerable

improvement, particularly in the wholesale

branch. Prices on good hardwood lumber and
on the better grades of lumber are very fair

with an upward tendency. Available supplies at

mill points are limited. These facts, plus the

car shortage which is already imminent, assure

a very firm fall market which will be pretty

much in the hands of the seller. It is certainly

no time to sacrifice stocks, particularly in the

good grades, and manufacturers and wholesalers

who are in possession of any amount of good
lumber should secure full returns as against

making an.y concessions.

The consuming trade is also picking up in

some channels and while there is not the normal
\-oIume of consumption, neither is there a nor-

mal supply of lumber. Hence, such trade as is

being enjoyed and will undoubtedly be forth-

coming in the fall trade, should give satisfac-

tory returns to the sellers of lumber.

BUFFALO

The hardwood trade has been a little stronger
at some of the yards recently, but as a general
thing it is not brisk. However, with the return
of bu.vers from vacations, better conditions are

looked for this month. Prices generally hold
firm.

JIuch of the activity is in plain oak. and yards
which have this slock have no difficulty in dis-

posing of it. Firsts and seconds are getting
very scarce. Some dealers report a fair demand
for poplar, except in the wide stock which has
been a slow mover for a long time at former
prices. Low-grade holds very firm. Birch is in

excellent demand, and maple sells well also.

Ash and chestnut are in fairly active demand.

PHILADELPHIA

The July and August trading in the hardwood
field, which generally is of a comparatively mea-
ger showing, has exceeded the usual reckoning,
and there is strong indication of a magnified
business in the fall. The wholesale consumer
shows more zeal in buying and the railroads are
in the market for a larger supply than for some
time. If the volume of hardwood moved does
not prove a record breaker, it is more owing
to the inability to obtain the goods than to the
lack of demand. The man who has not wisely
filled his yard with desired stock for winter
consumption, will beyond a doubt have a hard
row to hoe in the near future, as he will not
only have the depleted pile at the mill to con-
tend with, but an inconvenient car shortage
also.

Although there is no important change in the
respective positions of the hardwoods during the
last fortnight, it is generally stated that in all
standard woods there is a shortage, and the low
grades are practically cleaned up. Chestnut is

showing new life, sound wormy chestnut moves
forward

: ash is gaining
; poplar holds steady

;

cypress finds a regular market, and beech and
birch are strong. 'Oak keeps the front rank, and
quartered oak is moving up. Prices all along
the line are well sustained.

PITTSBURGH

not hesitating to pay the prices asked for first-

class dry lumber. Available stocks in sight are

so low that they realize in order to keep up
their plants they must get their orders in early.

Shed stocks are also being bought more freely

by the yards as considerable late summer and
fall building is starting. Inquiries from the

railroads are heavy. The railroads have bought
more lumber the past few months than they have
in any similar period for five years. White oak
people have shared very largely in this trade.

Throughout the hardwood list there is a very
firm tendonc.v in prices, and likewise a very
healthy tone in the market. The worst that is

feared for the market this fall is that it will be

impossible to get shipments with anything like

promptness when the fall crop movement begins.

BOSTON

There has been a firmer tone in the market
for hardwood lumber since the first of the month.
Buyers are home from their vacations and are

showing more interest in the market as the fall

demand is starting up. All reports from manu-
facturers of hardwood lumber show that stocks

of dry lumber of good grades are not large and
most holders are firmer in their views than
they have been for months. Stocks in the bands
of retail merchants are not large. Many of the

retailers, instead of buying right along, have

held off using their stock on hand until now
when they often find themselves short of the

proper stock. Dealers state that the car short-

age is beginning to make itself felt now. Buy-

ers are being urged to place orders for prompt
shipment.

The market for plain oak is very firm and

offerings are small. Buyers have been willing

to pay top asking prices where they are sure

that they are getting the quality they pay for.

Quartered oak has been selling in larger lots

and prices are well held. Stocks are not large.

Of late there has been a rather light call for

chestnut in this market, and elm has been sell-

ing slowly. Brown ash has attracted but a small

volume of new business.

BALTIMORE

have been unable to make contracts for the next
season on a satisfactory basis and are entering
into any temporary arrangement possible. This
keeps the trade in a state of uncertainty and
may interfere with the movement. Much encour-
agement is found by exporters in the slow but
stead.v improvement in the domestic situation.

With the demand at home growing constantly,

there will be less lumber available for export
and any prospect of congestion on the other side

of the Atlantic will be dissipated.

The time has come when purchasing agents,
especially of good hardwood using plants, are

While no marked change is reported in the

hardwood trade, the situation is favorable. Such

gains as bad been made are retained, and the

movement of stocks continues sufficiently active

to take up the lumber turned out by the mills.

The mills appear to be increasing their output

but all troublesome accumulations are being

avoided, and there is no sagging in the quota-

tions. The trend of values continues upward,

though no really decided advances have been

recorded in the last two weeks. Hardwood men
here state that orders are coming in with con-

siderable freedom and that they are able to show
increases in the volume of their business. There

is every indication also that the movement will

keep up. All hardwoods are in demand, and the

stocks in the yards are by no means excessive.

Apparently the needs of consumers have ex-

ceeded the expectations of the yards, the latter

being drawn away from their policy of conserva-

tion aud induced to let out.

Perhaps the most uncertain factor is the

export trade. Some of the exporters are getting

advices from Liverpool that heavy shipments of

oak planks have resulted in pressure upon prices

there, these advices being accompanied by warn-
ings that unless there is a curtailment of for-

wardings. a material decline may be expected.

Other foreign markets, however, appear to show
a touch of firmness, the quotations being well

sustained and the receipts finding prompt dis-

tribution. The indications are that the foreign

receipts will be able to absorb all the lumber
forwarded. One troublesome development is the
upward tendency of freight rates. Exporters

COLUMBUS

The demand for all varieties and grades of

hardwoods in central Ohio has been strong dur-
ing the past fortnight. The volume of business
transacted has been good and decidedly larger
than usual for this time of the year. The
movement is somewhat interfered with by the
car shortage, which is expected to grow worse
as the season advances.

One of the best features of the trade is the
good demand for the lower grades, especially

chestnut and oak. There has been no accumu-
lation of stocks in any grade and in most sec-

tions there is a scarcity in dry stocks. The
tone of the market is satisfactory in every
respect and every change in quotations has been
toward higher levels. Prices are ruling firm in

every particular and lumbermen are united in

the opinion that prices will go higher without
exception. Building operations are still active

and this affords a market for considerable hard-
woods. Trade in yards is good and the retailer

is still following the plan of buying only in small
quantities, which keeps his stocks at a low point.

Factories are buying better now and in larger

lots. There is considerable prosperity shown in

the implement, vehicle and furniture manufac-
turing lines.

Oak is good in ever.y respect and there is a

better demand tor quartered. Red and white
plain oak is moving well and prices are strong.

Poplar is also strong and there Is a good de-

mand for the wide sizes. Chestnut is one of

the strongest points in the market. Ash Is

moving better and other hardwoods are un-
changed.

INDIANAPOLIS

There has been a good hardwood trade In

Indianapolis and vicinity during the last two
weeks. Prices continue steady and the demand
is quite brisk. It is reported that dealers are
taking advantage of an opportunity to replenish

their stocks before the expected car shortage
begins.

The automobile manufacturers during the 1912
season bad the best business in their history,

and are planning to build a largely increased

number of cars during the season just starting.

This fact and the healthy condition of other
industries using hardwoods give hardwood manu-
facturers and dealers considerable encouragement.

TOLEDO

The demand is entirely ahead of the normal
for this season of the year, and prices are

higher than they have been for years past. No
materials are dragging on the market. Toledo

is in the midst of the heaviest building opera-

tions ever known in its history, and the class

of the buildings being erected are of a high

order. The heavy local demand as well as that

irom the immediate out-lying territory has cut

down supplies very materially and local stocks

are extremely low. Dealers have been able to

supply all demands but stocks in the Toledo

.vards are very low. Despite this fact, however,

buying is light as local dealers are loathe to tie

up their money in heavy stocks, especially at

the present high prices. Many have decided to
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maintain a hand-to-mouth policy until they are
compelled to purchase or until prices go'down.

Red and white plain oak in the better grades
is in great demand at very Hrm prices. Quar-
tered oak is being quoted at about $80 and is in
heavy demand. Red gum, since the recent ad-
vance, is quoted at the highest price ever
reached in Toledo. The demand from furniture
factories has strengthened greatly within the
past few weeks. Local planing mills are run-
ning full time and up ^0 capacity.

NASHVILLE

Demand for hardwoods is very good, being
above the average for the past two weeks. In
fact, Nashville lumbermen claim that the volume
of business for August is far in excess of the
business transacted during the same month in

many years. This is due in a measure to the
fact that stocks had been reduced by reason of

the long rainy spell in June and July and when
the roads began to dry oyt, the lumber in the
woods began to move to shipping points. Stocks
are still rather low, but few orders have to be

returned for lack of stock, as the larger firms

always carry good assortments in their yards.

Ash has been in better demand for the past
two weeks. A good demand is also reported
for plain oak, while a rather heavy trade is

noted on quartered oak. Sound wormy chestnut
and poplar are moving readily while hickory
is a little quiet. Taken as a whole the lumber
market is in good shape and dealers are looking
for still bigger business.

LOUISVILLE

Business during the past two weeks has been
excellent, and hardwood men are entering the
fall with more optimistic expressions as to the

trade outlook than they have used for a long
while. In fact, it is freely stated that business
is better than it has been since the panic. The
demand for lumber is present, and that shows
that there is a solid foundation on which to

build. Southern mills have not been producing
during the summer, reports from the flooded

district indicating that plants which were put
out of commission in the spring have not re-

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers oi

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Oliice, Memphis, Tenn.

BLUESTONELAND&
LUMBER COMPANY

MANUFACTURE R S

West Virginia Hardwoods

SOFT WHITE PINE
OAK POPLAR
CHESTNUT HEMLOCK

BAND SAWED STOCK

Complete Planing Mill Facilities

RIDGWAY, PENNSYLVANIA

sumcTj, for tlfe^ most part. "Thus, if fall trade
develops as it is expected to do, the chances
favor a shortage of lumber in some cases and a
shortage of cars with which to move it, in oth-
ers. These are two factors which must be taken
into account, and while there are some lumber-
men who would prefer to continue doing busi-

ness under comfortable conditions at present
prices, the facts of the situation seem to justify
the prediction that prices are due to rise.

Quartered oak, which has been regarded as
plentiful, is no longer in excessive supply, and
some grades are getting scarce. Large handlers
of the commodity say that they are getting short
on certain items. Plain oak is no more plenti-

ful than it has been, and poplar is holding its

own as to demand, all grades moving well, but
the extremes. No. 3 common and firsts and sec-

onds, moving best. Chestnut and ash are selling

well, Cottonwood and gum are active and ma-
hogany is booming. Trade in all lines is satis-

factory.

for birch, maple and plain and quartered oak.

Birch stocks are especially light with first and
second stuff holding firm. Basswood is moving
well. Building operations are remarkably active.

BRISTOL

Bristol lumbermen report that trade has
slightly improved this month and indications are

that business will continue to grow better dur-

ing the fall months. All mills are busy and
the lumbermen in this section are going ahead
with operations. There is still a slight scarcity

of hardwood stocks, and some of the mills are

over-sold. Recent shipments have been of a
larger volume.

ST. LOUIS

As the season advances the demand for hard-
wood is becoming better and there is now quite

a good call. With the demand increasing, there

is naturally a better movement of stock from the

local yards and there is also quite a degree of

activity being shown in hurrying in shipments
from the South, the dealers fearing a serious car

shortage. The mills are helping as much as

Ihey possibly can and are getting out orders

and shipping them as fast as they can.

The local prospects for fall business

are quite satisfactory and it looks at- the pres-

ent time as if there will be an unusually good

demand for hardwood lumber, owing to the in-

crease in building operations.

The principal demand now is for plain oak.

There is also quite a good call for quartered

white and red oak. Red and sap gum, espe-

cially the former, are in good request and the

same conditions hold good for thick ash, wide

poplar and Cottonwood. St. Louis handlers of

cypress report a steady call for this item with

some nice sized orders being booked. They are

looking for plenty of business later on. The

sash and door trade is fairly good and the pros-

pects quite bright. Special work continues active

and estimators are hard at work. Quick delivery

is being asked in most cases where orders are

placed.

MILWAUKEE

Fears of a possible car shortage this fall, as

a result of the bumper crops which are being

harvested in tlie Northwest, have arous(^d retail-

ers to the fact that now is the time to order

their lumber stocks. Wholesalers say that de-

maud from the yards is growing steadily with

the possible car shortage and the favorable fall

building prospects as leading factors.

General business is taking on new life as a

result of the crop outlook and this is being re-

flected on the lumber trade. There seems to be

no doubt but that the regular tall revival has

struck the hardwood market. Business is espe-

cially brisk in all lower grade stuff, due to the

shortage in upper grades. The sash and door

factories are buying well and are in the market

LIVERPOOL

Business has been rather quiet during the

past week, but prices have kept wonderfully
firm. This increase in values, however, barely

covers the increased cost of freight. The mar-

gin of profit on stocks already in stock at Liver-

pool has been very poor for some months past.

The mahogany position is very firm and stocks

sold at the last sales have been cleared almost

entirely. The advice to buyers on the American

side of the .\tlantic is to keep their stocks well

in advance of their requirements. A few ship-

ments of round ash logs have come forward and

have sold well at firm prices. There is prac-

tically no stock now at any of the brokers' yards

and every shipment is going promptly into con-

sumption.

Round hickory logs are again exceedingly firm

.'.nd practically every available log is wanted

by consumers here. A few panels have been

yarded, but this was done because buyers here

"would not face the high prices shippers were

demanding. Shippers are wise in taking a firm

attitude as the prices in the coming autumn will

be exceedingly strong. Birch logs have been

imported fairly freely and have sold very well,

as also have canary whitewood logs (poplar).

The cheaper stocks of lumber have been in much

inquiry and some large orders for sap gum

stocks, especially for wide widths, are being

placed before brokers. Holders of stocks on

your side in %" and 1" should be able to obtain

good orders just at the present time at fairly

remunerative prices. In fact, there is quite a

strong advance in all the cheaper kinds of hard-

woods, caused by the necessity of finding cheaper

woods owing to the advances in lumber values.

OLASaOW

Conditions in this market have been improving

very slowly since the holidays. Prices have been

firm until now when oak boards and planks are

easing. Two steamers have arrived within three

days of one another from Baltimore and New-

port News, each containing the usual large as-

sortment of American hardwoods, particularly

oak boards and planks, a large part of which

are on consignment. It has been pointed out

before that if consignments were in moderate

compass, the market would respond to the in-

creased prices being asked. However, consign-

ments have been made indiscriminately, much to

the detriment of both shippers and brokers.

Buyers are being pressed to go to the quay to

examine the oak, and being fully aware of the

easing of prices are taking full advantage of

the fact. Quite a number of inquiries are in the

market for prime quartered oak boards but buy-

ers seem to be disinclined to place orders owing

to the high prices being demanded by shippers.

The high rate of freight is causing much diffl-

culty. and there is no doubt that the freight

question is affecting the whole market and caus-

ing prices to fluctuate considerably.

There is a good demand for genuine black wal-

nut, but the logs which have arrived here from

the States recently are of rather poor quality

and of small dimensions. Buyers, of course, do

not want such stock, preferring the larger sized

logs for practical purposes.

Honduras mahogany is being inquired for but

the prices asked are too high and as a result

buyers are compelled to turn to lower grade

wood such as African and Gaboon.

The demand for Louisiana red cypress is good

and buyers are finding it very difficult to get

shipments forward. Prices on this commodity

are advancing.
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TfflS IS OUR RECORD
In Business 7X Years

Losses Paid $1,000,000

Savings to Subscribers 500,000

Savings Returned to Subscribers - - - 200,000

Quick Assets Belonging to Subscribers - 650,000

More Cash Assets to each $100 of Out-
standing Liability than the Largest Stock

Companies

Entire Interest Earn-
ings Paid to Subscribers

Experience has demonstrated that from one-third to one-half of the cost of

their insurance can be saved to the LUMBERMEN by carrying ALLIANCE
POLICIES. Give us the opportunity to make these substantial savings

for YOU.

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance
U. S. EPPERSON & COMPANY, ATTY. & MGR.

R. A. Long Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will bf inserted In this sec-
tion at tbe following rates;

Fop one insertion 20c a line
For two Insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
Fop four insertions 60c a line

Eight words of ordinary length niakeone lint.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing"
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED
Salesmen on our New Census publications.

Splendid opportunity. Men mailing $50 to $75

per weeli. RAND, McNALLY & CO.,

Dept. B., Chicago, 111.

IF YOU WANT
competent employes In any department of th»

hardwood business, there is no better way *t

Becuring them than by employing the Classlflei

advertisements section of Habdwood Rbcobd,

(pblch reaches woodsmen, sawmill men and sales-

men in all parts of the country.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED J
SUPERINTENDENT

of wooden toy and novelt.v factory wishes to

make a change. Will only consider responsible

position. Will furnish best reference. Address

"BOX 90," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYIilENT WANTED
for a high-class lumber salesman, a member of

this association, who is especially well equipped

to sell hardwoods, yellow pine and spruce, hav-

ing a large and favorable acquaintance with the

yard and factory trade through the East.

Write Empire State Association of Wholesale

Lumber and Sash & Door Salesmen. Cbas. John-

son, Sec'y, 96 KIrkland Rd., Rochester, N. Y.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MABKET FOE

75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will Inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

Buffalo, N. T.

TIMDER ESnMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging

conditions. Have a few high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

Enoxville, Tenn.

I
LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZBLL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY. 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own in fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracks of high-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer
good money either as an investment or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address In

confidence, "BOX 22," care Hardwood Rbcobd.

A BARGAIN
t>ur ostimutes show tliar wt^ have in a solid

body about 150,000.000 feet of hardwood timber.

50% White Oak. 259i Rod Oak. l.j^c Red Gum,
10% Ash and Elm.

Reliable and responsible parties offer to con-

tract and deliver logs from the same to mill to

be located in -Vrkansas City. Ark., for .$5 per
thousand feet. Timber comm<'nces one mile from
Arkansas City. Lowest freight rates can bo se-

cured by railroad on account of Mississippi River

cumpetition. making freights .$1 to .*1.50 cheaper
than from interior location.

No overflow on land. Land drained so that

logging can be carried on tbe .year around.

We offer this timber for sale in a solid body,

or will divide, at a price that is profitable.

Full particulars furnished. -4pply to the

owner, JOHN C. SPRY.
1230 Corn Exchange Br.nk I!1<Il-.. Cliiiai;... Ill,

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
4 cars 4/4 1st & 2nd Red Gum 12' long.

5 cars 4/4 1st & 2nd Sap Gum 12' long.

F. O. B. cars Drew, Miss.

1 car 7/4 No. 1 common Red Oak.

F. O. B. cars Frankfort, Ky.
1 car 6/4 No. 1 common & Better Hard Maple.

F. O. B. cars Cleveland, O.

THE FRANK SPANGLER CO.. Toledo, 0.

BXnLT UP WOODS. LET US QUOTE YOU
WISCONSIN CHAIR CO.. Port Washington, Wis.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered ; boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.

LUMBER WANTED
|

CANADIAN COMMISSION
l.iuiibor traveler wishes to get lists from manu-

facturers who are in a position to fill orders.

Address "BOX 02," care Hakdwood Record.

WANTED
Three to four oars Hard Maple 5/4", 6 4",

S/4", 10/4", 12/4". 14/4" and 16/4" log run
stock, M. C. out. Also Maple Squares 4", 5" and
6" in No. 1 common and better grade. All lum-
ber must be at least shipping dry. Inspection
and cash on loading same.

HAWTHORNE LBR. & SUPPLY CO.,

Hawthorne, N. J.

TIES WANTED
6"x8"—8' Oak and Chestnut.

P. J. CANNON, Columbus, 0.

WANTED—FOR CASH—MILL INSPEC-
TION

1. 1%, 2%, SVa. 4 and 4%" Ash, 2, 2%, 3 and
4" Hickory. All grades, green or dry.

C. C. SHAFEE, South Bend, Ind.

WANTED TO BUY
3"x5"— 5' Oak Mine Ties.

P. K. CANNON, Columbus, Ohio.

WANTED^TO BUY
All kinds of hardwood lumber, 1" & thicker;

especially interested in 4/4 & 5/4 Plain Red Oak
& Birch. Want a few cars of 9" & wider 4/4 &
5/4 Oak and Birch No. 1 Com. Quote lowest
price delivered f. o. b. Cairo, rate of freight.

Address "BOX 80." care Hardwood Record.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

PERSONS HAVING HEAVY TIMBER
or sunken logs to float write H. G. CADY, 508
So. 5th St., St. Louis, Mo.

ATTENTION OF TIMBER HOLDERS
A large lumber consuming plant using Oak,

Poplar, Chestnut and Ash with ample financial

resources will associate Itself with you in the
development of your holdings. Address

"BOX 86," care Hardwood Record.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go In manufacturing business. Have
weli-equlpped hardwood factory suitable tor

making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion In town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care Habdwood Rkcobd.

FOR SALE—BAND MILL AND TIMBER
Biggest bargain on the market, 8 ft. Filer &

Stowell Band Mill complete in every detail, with
Planing Mill. Railroad and Logging Equipment

;

40,000,000 ft. fine hardwood stumpage and as

much more to be had. Quick buyers can have it

at one-third original cost. No commission or

middlemen. Write for particulars.

SAVANNAH VALLEY LUMBER CO. (Owners),
Augusta. Ga.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
toot band mill, carriage, odger, trimmer,

filing room equipment, 2 boilers, engine, etc.,

complete.
1—18 ton 42" gauge Shay locomotive.

12—Skeleton logging cars, 42" gauge.
2—24 ft. flat cars. 42" gauge.

All the above In first-class condition.

THE PRENDERGAST COMPANY, Marlon, O.
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FOE SALE
150 H. P. 17"x4i:" Brown engine. 14 ft. fl.v

wheel, 25" face, estimated weight 21,500 lbs.

Cost $2,000.00 complete with 24" belt. Price
.$600.00.

150 H. P. 16x20 Straight line Woodbury en-

gine, center crank. Two 80" fly wheels, 15" face.

Cost $1,500.00 complete with two belts. Esti-

mated weight 18,800 lbs. Price $500.00
We have for immediate sale the two engines

described, in good condition and ready for imme-
diate service.

THE STUDEBAKEE CORPORATION.
Purchase Department.

South Bend. Indiana.

MISCELLANEOUS
OAK, POPLAK, ASH

and all other hardwoods, In all grades and tblck-

aesses, can be readily sold If adTcrtlsed In tbe

Wanted and For Sale section of Rasdwoov Ric
OBD. If jou haTe a large stock jou want to

sell try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you.

BinrEBS OF HABDWOODS.
D* TOU want t« eet In t«uch with the beat

buyers of hardwood lumber? We hare a Hit,

•bowing the tuBual requirements In Inmber,
dimension stock and veneers and panels af con-

sumers of those materials throughout the United
States and Canada. The serrlce Is freo to ad-

rertlsers In the Ricoso. It will Interest yon.
Write ns for fnrther Information abont oar "Sell-

lag Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

For sale by HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 S. Dearborn .St., Chicago, III.

50 CENTS E.\rH.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS |
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

MICHIGAN. GRAND RAPIDS: Stow & Davis Furniture Company ;
tables

:

Georee A Davis, buyer; 40.000 feet 4/4 basswood ; 15.000 feet 4/4 red

bU-eh: 30.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy chestnut; 30.000 feet 4/4 cuil gray

eim- 30.000 feet ,4/4 and 8/4 mabogany ; 15.000 feet 4/4 and 6/4 haid

maole- 20.000 feet 5/4 and 6/4 soft maple; 25.000 feet 4/4 plain red oak;

75 000 feet 4/4 plain white oak: 200.000 feet 4/4 quartered white oak;

'^O'OOO feet 4/4 poplar; 50.000 feet red gum. all thicknesses. Dimension

stock : Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock : Buyers of o-ply

quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

HARDWOOD neCORD CHICAGO

Specimen of one of the thousands vf patented tabbed Index cards
Involved in Hardwood Record's ropyrigbteU Information Service, show-
ing annnal requirements for I^nmber. Dimension Stock, Veneers and
Faiiela employed by wholesalers and hard-
wood manufa^^turingr coDHttmers throughout
the United States and Canada.

lilustration of Oak Cabinet in which this
Information Service is filed.

ILLINOIS

Key

\
1
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THE RUSSliL COMBli\I:D SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe
service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of any
machine's efficiency, next to a per-

sonal trial, is the expression of those
who have used them.

We shall be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the

operators who will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder

and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-

struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the

operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.

Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most

promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

DULUTM, MINH.

BRANCHES:

so Church Street. New Tork

1718 Fisher Building. Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston. Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building. Savannah, Ga,

522 South First Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

(1) The McGiffert is SELF-PROPELUNG. (5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute's notice,

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH UNDER ITS OWN POWER.
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

ber: long or short, heavy or light.(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert

ON THE MAIN TRACK.

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the

McGiffert.

(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

where a train of cars can go: on a

fill, in a cut, or on a side-hill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.
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THE FACTORY BEHIND THE SAW
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ITS CROSS CUT SAW TIME
Place Your Orders Now Delivery When Ready

In these days of fierce competition—prices low—cost high—you've got to watch expenses if vou expect to

make money. Is this right?

One way to do this is to buy Saws which will increase vour
output and decrease the cost of upkeep. Have vou tried ours'

ATKINS ^^11 SAWS
SILVEB STEEL Is as fine as the steel which is used in high-class SEGMENT GROUND—An exclusive process whereby the blades are
razors. It cuts faster, because it receives a sharper cutting edge. It ground thinnest on the center of the back The blade clears itself
holds its edge because it is verj- tough and hard but not brittle. and requires but little set. Makes them run free and casv and cut
That a one way they save. very fast.

Big operators tell us that they can cut 25% more timber with
less cost for refitting. We believe their statements are correct.

Whether you need Band Saws, Circular Saws, Cross-cut Saws, or a Perfect Saw for .4ny Purpose
specify ATKINS SILVER STEEL from your regular source. See that our name is plainly marked upon the bkufe. Then it's
genuine. If you cannot get the Saws you want in this way, write to the nearest address below.

TRY ATKINS MACHINE KNIVES BUY ATKINS SAW FITTING TOOLS
General Agents Covel Filing Room Machinery, Exclusive Agents Gebott's Brazine

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc., ^'^^'^^^'^ Home Office and Factory, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Branclu-s: .\ilaiua, »-hi(;iso. -Momphis. .Alinn-jai-olis. New Orleans. X..-\\ York CUv. rurtland. San Fraiulsi.i. SeaUit. \'ain.ouvt-r. li. C.

Canadian Factory—Hamilton, Out.
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Wesiinghouse Service
for Wood- Working
Machine Users

HE Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
Tfacturing Company is vitally interested

in having all users of wood-working
machines, driven by Westinghouse
motors, obtain from them the great-

est possible production and consequently the
lowest cost per unit.

Individual motor driven machines properly applied,
and used in accordance with the purpose of their de-
sign, do show a large increase in production and a finer

qualit}^ of work as compared with machines driven by
other means. If you are not obtaining such results,

your machines can be arranged to obtain them, and we
shall be glad to co-operate with you to this end.

The Westinghouse Company maintains a corps of

experts who are thoroughly familiar with the results

that should be obtained from motor driven machines,
and their services are at your disposal. Therefore if

you desire to have existing equipments investigated, or
if you wish to know the possibilities that may be real-

ized from machines which are not now motor driven, we
shall be glad to make the investigations for you.

This is part of the service which the \\'estinghouse
Company renders its customers.

Address Correspondence to Department 3

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sales Offices in 45 American cities
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Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten

hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-

tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

THE BALDWIN
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

LOGGING LOCOMOTIVES

Locomotives with a radial truck at each end, and separate

tenders, are well adapted to logging service where long hauls

must be made. These engines ride well on rough track, and
can be run backwards Into sharp curves and switches without

danger of derailment.

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK, N.Y.,Had9aii Terminal.

ST. LOUIS. Mo., Secnrily Baildins.

CBICAGO, III., Railway Exchange

PORTLA^D, Ore., Spalding BIdg

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia."

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to da the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRANE COMPINV • ALL BRANCHES

STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ALA

ALBANY MILL SUPPLV CO.. ALBANY, GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W*rks)

CHICAGO

Corrugated Joint Fasteners
Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"iDVUNGE"

CORRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in DiflerenI

Types lo Meet

All Conditions

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

jSa^-'-'

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan
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If you attempt to dry two-inch oak
in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

SMITHVI LaJ^e r^ I

k k h k .1

IMPROVED
DOUBLE-END
TENONER

This Heavy Tenoner is intended for

Heavy Work and Hard Woods, and is es-

pecially well adapted for Interior Finish.

The cut shows a machine that will work

as short as 4j^^", as long as 120"x48" wide

and 4^^" thick, and was made for G. W.
Smith & Co. of Philadelphia.

^^
J Special Circulars on Application

H. B. Smith Machine Co.

ii^/j SmithviUe, N. J., U. S. A.!i

S^lBRAIVCHBS: J ^B

New York Chicago Atlanta San Francisco
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M I C H I a A N
FAMOUS FOR HARD MAPLE. AND GREY ELM

"Ideal
99 Steel

Burn-
ished

Rock Maple Flooring
i* the flooring that if manufactured expressly to supply the demand (or the best. It

made by modem machinery from carefully-selected stock and every precaution is taken

throughout our entire system to make it fulfill in every particular its name-—"'ni'Ai

ROUGH OR FINISHED LUMBER—ALL KINDS

'IDEAL.'

Send Us Your Inquiries

The I. Stephenson Company WELLS, MICHIGAN

I XL ROCK MAPLE
SelecfaS'^RediBirch FLOORING

"The Standard"" of Excellence

WisconsinLand& Lumber
C/OmpSiny Hermansrille, Michigan

BIRCH, ASH, ELM, BASSWOOD AND HEMLOCK LUMBER
Basswood Siding, Ceiling, and Moulding

Von Platen Lumber Co.
Iron Mountain, Michigan

Manufacturers of

BIRCHBASSWOOD
ELMMAPLE

We Solicit Your Inquiriet

SHIPMENTS VIA C. & N. W—C, M. & ST. P.—W. & M.

FELGER LUMBER & TIMBER CO'
531 Michigan Trust Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Stock listed below is all one year dry and choice. Wil

make low prices until It is moved.
Can ship mixed cars

80000 4/4 Plain R«d Oat t Oom.
24000 6/4 Plain Bed Oak Is A 2a.

28000 8/4 Plain Red Oak 1 Com. ft

Better.

T2000 4/4 PI. White Oak Is ft 28.

143000 4/4 PI. Whits Oak 1 Oom.
47000 t/4 PI. Whits Oak 1 Ck>m. ft

Better.
28000 4/4 Qt*. White Oak Is ft 2s.
47000 4/4 Qtd. White Oak 1 Oom.
12e«« (/4 Wklte Ask la ft 2b.

13000 l*/4 Whl'e Ask Is ft 2a.

24000 16/4 White Ash Is ft 2s.

70UU0 4/4 Cottonwood Is ft 2s.

110000 4/4 Cottonwood 1 Cesi.
20000 8/4 Cottonwood Lof Bna.
112000 4/4 CTpreaa Shop ft Better.
26000 6/4 Cjpreaa Sbo» ft Better
48000 8/4 Cypress Shep ft Better.
31000 8/4 CTprsss She* ft Better.
26000 4/4 Oom la ft 2b Red.
27000 4/4 Gam Is ft 2b Bap.
25000 4/4 Qnsi Bexbeards 1S*-1T*.
38000 5/4 Gam Loj Rn».
20000 «/4 Gum Lof Rar

SAILING, HANSON GO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Michigan Hardwoods

GRAYLING, MICHIGAN

"Chief Brand"
Maple and Beech Flooring

in J, f and 13-16 and 1 1-16 inch Maple
in all standard widths and grades, will

commend itself to you and your trade
on its merits alone

WRITE US, WE CAN INTEREST YOU

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.
GRAYLING. MICHIGAN

TIMBER LANDS
3,600 Acres, Clay County, North Carolina

THE CHOICEST SMALL
TRACT IN THE SOUTH

Virgin Oak, Poplar and Chestnut. Title perfect.

Ten miles from railroad. Near Murphy Branch
of Southern.

VERY REASONABLE
PRICE IF TAKEN QUICKLY

THOMAS FORMAN COMPANY
DETROIT
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CHESTNUT DOOR STOCK VENEERS
WE make a specialty of rotary cut Chestnut Door Stock Veneers for one, two, three and five panel

doors, and are prepared at all times to fill orders promptly. We make it a point never to substi-
tute brown ash when chestnut is ordered.

C We also manufacture door stock veneers in Red and White Oak, Poplar Cross-banding, Drawer Bottoms
and special dimension Poplar, White Oak Veneers for furniture and piano makers, and other rotary cut
products in Chestnut, Poplar, Red and White Oak not listed above.

C For prices and other information write to

RADFORD PORTSMOUTH VENEER CO., Radford, Virginia

B. C. JARRELL 6i CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Rotary-Cut Gum and Poplar

VENEERS
Well manufactured, thoroughly

KILN DRIED and FLAT

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR. OAK
SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

We Have Doubled Our

Business and Capacity

in the Last Year

There Must Be a Reason for It

r.et us have your inquiries when in the market

for the followingf woods

:

MAHOGANY YELLOW POPLAR
CIRCASSIAN PINE
CURLY BIRCH R.C. Red & Wh. Oak
WALNUT BUTTS R. C. Birch

And Quarter Sawn or Sliced OAK

Veneer Manufacturers Company
Fulton and May Streets, Chicago, 111.

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered

and Plain Red and White
Oak and Mahogany

Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let us send you Stock LUt FORT WAYNE, IND.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quiirter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined 'With the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM VENEER *

"' "v#
-WISCONSIN ^/^

^

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-
ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.
LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.
SllfCESSORS TO THE

WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.
ranels for Chicaei> trade t-arried at 1140 West l-ake Street. Ciiicneo telephone Maymarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY CUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK

BEECH MAPLE

CURLY BIRCH

BIRCH

BASSWOOD
BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE

SPECIALTIES:
DRAWER BOTTOMS BACK PANELS CENTER STOCK
BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK

CURLV BIRCH BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

eputationy eneers and l^anels with a R
VyE manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our
satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co, Wausau, Wis.

Veneer Panel making is our
specialty, and we claim that

the panels we make are
cheaper in the long run for

they

Will not come
to pieces
after they
ire in 1

'

furni-
ture

Do you see the point ?

Have you figured the exact cost of making

VENEERED PANELS
In two, three, and five ply?

If you have, compare your figures with the prices that our special

panel making equipment enables us to quote you, and you will find a

good margin of saving in your favor.

Add to this the fact that by using the very best materials and
workmanship we secure built-up panels which will not come to pieces

after being set in furniture.

We supply panels in Quarter-sliced Oak, Quarter-sawed Oak, Figured Mahogany,
Plain Mahogany, Red Birch, Gum, Basswood, Yellow Pine, Oak, Ash, Maple and Elm.

Special equipment and expert handling tell the story.

Unless you have so large a plant that you can afford to carry an equipment like

ours, you cannot expect to get your cost down anywhere near our prices.

Prompt shipment is our motto.

THE GORHAM BROS. CO., Mt. Pleasant, Mich.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,

just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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INDIANA
WHERE THE. BEST HAR.DWOODS GROW

ANY WOOD
ANY THICKNESS

MAINUHACTURERS
OF'

VEINEERS
Mixed Car Shipments in Rotary,

Sliced, Sawed Veneers, any
wood, any thickness.

Plain woods—All kinds

Domestic Figured Woods—All kinds

Circassian Walnut and Mahogany
Quartered White Oak, Red Oak, Sycamore,

Figured Gum, Magnolia

QUALITY AND PROMPT SHIPMENT
Place your orders with us and
get Satisfaction and Service.

Same Attention to Small Orders as Large

WRITE US

Adams & Raymond Veneer Co.

Established 1867

Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.
WE VVAINT YOUR ORDERS
YOU WAINT OUR VEINEERS

"Three Mills in Indiana" Used to Be the

Slogan. Now There's Only One Left, but It's

The Largest Band Mill in Indiana

"From Toothpicks to

Timbers 60 Feet Long"

PERRINE-ARMSTRONG COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

D. B. MacLaren Lumber Co.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Evansville, Ind.

5 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Qusiftced White Oak
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Plain Red Oak
2 cars 4/4 No. 2 common Plain Red Oak
1 car 4/4 No. 1 common Poplar
1 car 4/4 Nos. 1 and 2 Red Gum

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA. MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished
banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-

cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our
reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors
solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
JAMES D. LACEY, WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

LARGEST TIMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building, Seattle

1104 Spalding Bldg., Portland
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THE SOUTH
PROMINENT SOUTHERN N A N V F A C T V R E

S

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.

1002-1005 Times Bidg., ST. LOUIS

Hanafactnrers of and Dealers ia

ASH, OAK. GUM I IliiDCDAND CYPRESS LUIIIDCll
YARD TRADE A SPECIALTY

A FEW ITEMS OF DRY STOCK
We Want lo Move

2 cars 4/4 1st & 2nds Cypress.
2 cars 4/4 select Cypress.
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 Shop Cypress.
1 car 2" Ists & 2nds Cypress.
1 car 2" Select Cypress.
1 car 4/4 Ists & 2nds Cotton-

wood.
5 cars 3" mixed oak Crossing

Plank.

10 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Common Ash.
2 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds .A.sh.

1 car 2" Ists & 2nds Ash.
2 cars 4/4 18" & wider Panel

Cettonwood.
8/4 to 16/4 No. 1 Common and

better Plain Red and White
Oak.

BAKER-MATTHEWS MFC. CO.
SIKESTON, MO.

WRITE US FOR PRICES

C. M. JENNINGS. Pre., and Trtai. A. C. BERTHOLD. V. Prei. C. P. SHEHAN. Stc.

BERTHOLD & JENNINGS LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers and Dealer;* in

OAK, GUM, CYPRESS, Etc.
We make a specialty of Railroad Material, such as
Car Stock, Bridge Plank, Switch Ties, Red Oak,
White Oak, Yellow Pine and Cypress Piling. Write
us for prices.

Lumbermen's Buiiaing ST. LOUIS, MO.

WE announce the completion of our new 50,000 feet
capacity Band Mill at Decatur. This makes three
band mills we are now operating, with a daily

output of 120,000 feet.

Our timber is exclusively the finest Tennessee River
Valley stock, which is second to none in softness, texture
and color.

Our lumber is carefully manufactured, carefully graded
and will please.

Let us put you on our mailing list for .Monthly Stock
and Price Lists.

H. H. HITT LUMBER COMPANY
DECATUR, the|hhh| brand ALABAMA

Himmelberger-Harrison
Lumber Co.

Specialists
Red Cum

Mills at

Morehouse, Mo.
Sales Offices

Cape Girardeau, Mo.

U.S.A.Frank Purcell ^^"^^^'*'

Exporter of Black Woljiut Logs

MARK

FIGURED WALNUT IN LONG WOOD
AND STUMPS

of HARDWOOD RECORD subscribers are
owners of stea.m plants. EigKty-nirve per

cent a.re. therefore, buyers of wood-work-
ing ma^chinery. There is little percenta.ge

of waLSte circulation in HARDWOOD
RECORD for ma.chinery a.dvertis©rs.

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co.
Fisher, Louisiana

Diamond Brand

OAK FLOORING
A GUARANTEE OF PERFECTION
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Buffalo Hardwood
Lumber Company

\\> Want to Buy tor Cash:

OAK, ASH AND
OTHER HARDWOODS

AH grades and thicknesses.

Will receive and inspect stock at

shipping point. Branch yard,

Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, Buffalo

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm,
Brown Ash

PACIFIC COAST FIR
AND SPRUCE

2 Arthur Street

Anthony Miller

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS

893 Eagle Street

Standard Rardwood

Lumber Company

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

Orson E. Yeager
Specialties:

Oak, Ash
and Poplar

932 Elk Street

G. ELIAS & BRO.
HARDWOODS

White Pine, Yellow Pine,
Spf-uce, Hemlock,

Fir, Lumber, Timber,
Millwork,

Boxes. Maple and Oak
Flooring

955-1015 ELK STREET \\

HUGH McLEAN
LUMBER CO.

Our Specialt'S':

QIARTERED

WHITE OAK
940 Elk Street

I. N. STEWART
& BRO.

SPECIALTIES:

CHERRY and OAK
892 ELK STREET

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks

of all kinds and grades of Hardwoods, and have every

facility for filling and shipping orders prompth

rhey will be pleased to have your inquiries



^^ T - ^^ Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant, soft

in Wide stock, ^ ^i» » ^^^^ i»^i<^^ ^^i ^ lOplar
5-8 and 4-4

in Wide :

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

Kitchen & Yellow

Company
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Building

400 Riverside Drive, New York W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESIMEN-WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

WE OFFER

4/4 and 5/4 No. 2 common and better

Basswood

4/4 No. 2 common and better Brown
Ash

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y. > V4 and 5/4 No. 2 common and better

Birch, strictly unselected for color

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

4/4 and 5/4 No. 1 and No. 2 common
Flooring Maple.

4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4 and 16/4
Firsts and Seconds Maple

YELLOW POPLAR
MANUFACTURERS OF BAMD SAWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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(Single Copies. 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANUFACTUBEB OP

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY AND YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street CHICAGO
Telephone Cuial SSO

BAND MIUJS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representlnff
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO.,

Cass. West Virginia.

Fifth Ave. BIdg.,

NEW YORK

80,
'i5

I-O
140
(III,

On the Following St

Special Prices for
,000 ft. 5/8" Sap Poplar.
000 ft. 5/8" No. 1 Com. Poplar.
,000 ft. 5/8" No. 2 Com. Poplar.
,000 ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Poplar.
(100 ft. 1" No. 2 Com. Poplar.
000 ft. 1%" No. 2 Com. Poplar.
000 ft. 2" No. 2 Com. Poplar.
,000 ft. 1>4" Is & 28 Qtd. Poplar.
,000 ft. 1" S. W. No. 2 Common
Cliestnut.
,000 ft. 1V4" S. W. No. 2 Common
Chestnut.

ock We Will Make
Prompt Shipment;
580,000 ft. ly^" S. W. No. 2 Common

Chestnut.
90,000 ft. 2" S. \V. No. 2 Common

Cliestnut.
60,000 ft. 1" Is & 2s Plain Red Oak.

210.000 ft. 1" No. 1 Com. Plain Red
Oak.

50,000 ft. ly." No. 2 Com. Plain
Red Oak.

90,000 ft. 2" No. 2 Com. Plain Red
Oak.

THE ATLANTIC LUMBER CO.
70 Kilby St., BOSTON, MASS.

Keys-Walker Lumber Co.
Manufacturers

West Virginia Hardwoods
Soft Yellow Poplar
Oak—Chestnut—Bass—Hemlock, Etc.
Rough or Dressed Write for Prices

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

ICHABOD T. WILLIAMS & SONS
Foreign and Domestic Woods
in Logs, Lumber and Veneers

11th Ave. and 25th Street

NEW YORK
910 So. Michigan Avenue

CHICAGO

DO YOU WANT TO
SELL LUMBER

THIS SPACE IS OPEN NOW
WRITE

HARDWOOD RECORD
and learn what we are doing for your competitors with our

advertising and itemized lists ofconsumers'requirements

PROCTOR yENEERDRY^J^ fireproof

No
Splitting

Nor
Checking

No
Clogging

Nor
AdJDsting

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS

Recom-
mended by
all those

who
have tried

'

it

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY C0MP4NY
DEPT.L MANCOCK St SOMERSET STS. PMILA PA.

THnHnHnHnnnnnnnnnnnni ii ii ii ii n ii n ii w »

»

n » » »

»

> " ^ " ^ " " " " " " "

"

ADVERTISERS- CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
N Nil II II II II II

I

II II II II I II II II II II II nil II II II nil II iiiiii II n 111 II II II II II II II II II II II
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No "Filled-Out^' Cars
—Except by Request

Your order on Mcllvain is carried out to the
letter. When you specify a certain grade of lum-
ber, you get just that grade. We mix cars only
when so ordered.

Hardwood is a specialty with us. If you are
not receiving "Mcllvain's Lumber News" regu-
larly each month, will you kindly notify us?

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

IET US talk to you about the plain

I and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we

make to-day.

Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.

H. G. CREITH & CO.

HardwoodLumber

Write us

for Anything

in Hardwoods

COLUMBUS OHIO
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Michigan Hardwoods
MANUFACTURED BY

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.

CADILLAC, MICH. September 13th, 1912

DRY STOCK LIST

4/4 Ash No. 2 Common & Better 20 M
4/4 Basswood No. l Common 100 .M

4/4 Cherry No. 3 Common & Better 9 M
4/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2s 50 .M

4/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2s (14 in. and wider). IS .M

6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm Is & 2s 50 .M

4/4 Cadillac Gray Elm No. 1 Common 50 .M

6/4 Cadillac Gray Elm, No. 1 and 2 Common IS .M

5/4 Hard .Maple Step, is & 2s 2S .M

6/4 Hard Maple Step is & 2s 25 M
8/4 Rock Elm No. 3 Common 22 M

"It is not what lumber costs you, so much as what you

can get out of it, that decides its value for your work."

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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HARDWOOD AND YELLOW PINE LUMBER
In Stock, Ready

To Ship

3 cars 1x6 and wider 1st & 2nd Cottonwood

3 cars 1x9 to 12" Cot^tonwood Box Boards

4 cars I" No. 1 Common Cottonwood

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Sap Gum

W!E make
a sp e-

cialty of Oak
Timber and
Car Stock.

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON YELLOW PINE TIMBER, FLOORING, CEILING AND FINISHING.

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA. MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished
banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-

cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our
reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors
solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
JAMES D. LACEY, WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony BIdg., Chicago

LARGEST TrMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building. Seattle

1104 Spalding Bldg., Portland
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Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northo'n Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1084

S <
Ci =1:

o
(/> 00
111 ->

X <
a. z
<

<^:7

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

R P Pi ROOl^ Published Semi-annually
IXILiLJ Dv^V-ZIx. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers »{ lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-
ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.

A well omoized Collection Department is also operated aad the same is open to

you. Write for terms.

ESTABLISHED
ItTtLumbermen's Credit Assn.,

608 So. Dearborn St.
Hntl» nil Ptptr.

It6 Nassau Street
NEW YORK CITY

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" Is th*
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced dW
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, witk
matched ends and holes for bUnd nailing—you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing.

Our Booklet tclU atl about harawova t woung
and how to cart f*^ '*—o^" prioe»^-<m<j i* ft*-

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO. ILL.

Hardwood Timber

For Sale a Bargalin

Our estimates show that we have in a solid

body about 150,000,000 feet of hardwood timber.

507o White Oak, 25% Red Oak, 15% Red Gum,
10% Ash and Elm.

Reliable and responsible parties offer to con-

tract and deliver logs from the same to mill to be

located in Arkansas City, Ark., for $5.00 per

thousand feet. Timber commences one mile from
Arkansas City. Lowest freight rates can be se-

cured by railroad on account of Mississippi river

competition, making freights $1 to $1.50 cheaper

than from interior location.

No overflow on land. Land drained so that

logging can be carried on the year around.

We offer this timber for sale in a solid body,

or will divide, at a price that is profitable.

Full particulars furnished. Apply to the owner.

JOHN C. SPRY
1230 Corn Exchamge Bank Building

CHICAGO, ILUNOIS
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VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE DAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAMD tAlLLH AT VESTAU A SUBURB OF KMOXVILi^E. SOUTHEKN AND L/OU1SVI1.1.E & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

H. B. SnZNEB,
Pres.

3. M. LOGAN,
Gen'l Maoacer

C. C. CANNON,
VIce-Prea.

C. B. SWANN.
Bec'y and Treas.

LOCAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

ED. MAPHET, Pres. and Mgr. JAMES T. SHEA, Vice-PreB.

JOHN F. SHEA, Treas.

JNlaphct it Sbca Lumber Co.
]Manufacturcr8 and ^boUeaters

OrnCE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Tard: Aliddlebrook Pilie and Lonsdale Car Line

KNoxviLLe, cejNfr^.

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR, OAK, CHESTNUT,
WHITE AND YELLOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCUL.4B MILLS—EAST TENN. MOUNTAIN
VIRGIN HARDWOOD STUMl'AGE

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

B

fl
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NASHVILLE
CE.UE.^-RJVT'E.rt FOR MIOHEST TTTPE TIIVIBER GROWTH. KA.tri.;rLBSSR/LAPOXJHWCTURE .AJVD GOOD GR^VDES.

If you want to get in touch

with 2000 Live Wire
Buyers of Hardwoods

it will pay you to find out about

the Hardwood Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet

—

"Se//ing Lumber fip Mail"

It will prove a revelation to you.

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bulletin Dept.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO

WE ARE OVERSTOCKED and will

name very attractive prices on a few

cars of each of the following items:

4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 23 Poplar.

4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.

IH", l'/»" and 2V2" No. 1 Common Poplar.

4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar in widtha of 12 to 17", IS to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4 X 13 to 17" Poplar Box Boards.
4/4 Is & 2s Easswood or Linn—very fine.

3/8, 4/4, 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is & 2s Qtd. W. Oak.
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is & 2s Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
6/4 and 10/4 Is & 2s Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4. 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 Is & 2s Chestnut, also 5, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.

IF YOU BUY LUMBER
Naturally you want only well manufactured stock, clean_

grades and prompt service. We can give you all three.

We have a well assorted stock of Plain and
Quartered Red and White Oak, Poplar, Ash,

Chestnut, Hickory and Aromatic Tennessee
Red Cedar, practically all of which is our

own manufacture.

LOVE, BOYD & CO., Nashville, Tenn.

Cherokee Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of all the lumber we sell.

Let us quote you some attractive prices

on quartered white oak and poplar.

Any grades and thicknesses,

NASHVILLE, TENN.

OThe Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by.

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.

Tennessee Hardwoods

Tennessee Hardwood
Lumijer Co.

West Nashville
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
^^^^^

5l\ in bothGrade and

Measurement '

Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand September 1, 1912

TELEGRAPH
CODES

UNIVERSAL
HARDWOOD

WESTERN UNION

Cable Address, Lamb

3/8 1/2 5/8
FAS Quartered White Oak 60,000

No. 1 Common Qaartered White Oalt 12,000

No. 3 Common Quartered White Oak 5,000

No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak Strips, 2V4-5%
No. 1 C. * B. Qrtd. White Oak Strips, iVz-^V-
FAS Plain White Oak 30,000 100,000 20,000

FAS Plain White Oak, 12" and up
No. 1 Common Plain White Oak
FAS Plain Red Oak ?9'S52
No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak _•„•«• AAA -•-V.-AAA .J5'222
FAS Red Gum 220,000 160,000 110,000

FAS Quartered Red Gum
FAS Circassian Red Gum
No. 1 Common Red Gum 60,000 20,000 130,000

FAS Sap Gum, 18" and up
FAS Sap Gum 50,000 30.000 40,000

N.. 1 Common Sap Gum 60.000
No. 2 Common Sap Gum 40,000 35,000
Common a»d Better Ash i

.

.

Shop and Better Cypress
No. 1 Common Cypress
Log Rnn Elm
Common and Better Tupelo

S/4 4/4
40,000 50,000
12,000 140,000

60,000
30,000

7,000
20,000
4,000

50,606
5,000

200,000

90,000
100,000

4,000

20,000

'

5,666

170,000 50,000

12,000
10,000

40,000
20,000

100,000

60,000 300,000
16.000

50,000

200,000

30,000

6/4
7,000

18,000
60,000

3,000
20,000

40,000

8/4 10/4 12/4

12,000 3,000

10,000 9,000

1,000
60,000
3,000
1,000

20,000

60,000
20,000
30,000

16/4

3,000

1,000

cult LCMBEB CONTAINS ALI, WTDE STOCK PRODUCED IN MANUFACTURING AND WILL BIN OVER 50% OF 14 AND 1« FT.

LENGTHS. WE ALSO MANUFACTURE OAK TIMBERS AND BRIDGE PLANK — FACILITIES FOR KD.N DR^TNG AND DRESSING

7X
LJ A L. I N

LUDINGTON
HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

We INow^ Mave an Excellent Assortment of

4-4 BASSWOOD
On Hand for Immediate Shipment

Write Us for Prices

CTPii
q\ salt & LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.
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lAf14Y NOT9 ^^^^^ ^^> ^"' ^^"^ y^"** inquiries
^^ "^ '^^^ and orders direct to the producer

We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood
A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.

A Prominent Veneer Man says:

^ "I believe your new service shovs^ing the exact require-

ments of the Veneer and Panel Trade to be highly accu-

rate, and a necessary part of the office equipment of any

progressive veneer or panel factory."

flThe same information would cost you thousands of

dollars. The cost of our service is a small fraction of that.

^[ Ask your competitor to tell you how it has helped him,

and then write us for details.

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO. ILL.
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WEST VIRGINIA
WHERE THE BEST HARDWOODS GROW

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

2 cars 5-4 Log Run Basswood
3 cars 6-4 Log Run Elm (Southern)

Pcvtona Cumber Company
3lnr.

WHOI.ESAI.E MANUFACTURERS

HARDWOOD LUMBER
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Yellow Poplar, Basswood, Chestnut, Oak,Ash

BA^a> MILL AND YARDS,
1st Ave. and 20th to 24tli Sts.

10 cars 4/4 Select & No. 1 Com. Poplar (50% Selects,

60% 14' & 16' long).

4 cars 4/4 13" to 17" Poplar Box Boards (75% 14' &
16').

2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 18" to 23" (60% 14'

& 16').

X car 4/4 No. 1 Panel Poplar, 24" & up (60% 14' & 16').

All high-grade band sawn stock. Good widths.

HUTCHINSON LUMBER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

OAK BILLS, CAR STOCK AND SWITCH TIES
All Kinds of Furniture Dimension Stock

Dry Stock

for Quick

Shipment

MILLS: NAUGATUCK, W. VA., AND LOGAN, W. VA.

10
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Three Square Meals a Day

If it were possible for 90,000,000 people to quit eating

three square meals a day, wearing clothes, riding in street

cars and using houses and furniture, it would be possible

for business to experience at times absolute paralysis.

As it is, with the not merely potential, but actual and

unavoidable cdnsumption of commodities of all kinds by

a nation which has made consuming a fine art, business

has got to go ahead, and can't help going forward unless

it falls over its own feet.

Lumber is going to continue being used. This fall is

going to be a good time to move it. If you need anything

in the line of hardwoods, including mahogany and

veneers, get in touch with the market where optimism is

the only sentiment allowed. You'll find there are reasons

back of it, too.

The Louisville Hardwood Club

NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL COMPANY

C. C. MENGEL & BRO. CO.

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

BOOKER-CECIL COMPANY
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Wood-Working Machines For Those Who Discriminate

^mym

S4" Handle Lathe

BEAR THE IMPRINT OF THE WORD

ON THE ORIGINAL CASTING
It means we defy any wood-working machine
on the market today to produce results with
as high a character as those produced on our
tools.

We have always aimed to give the trade the
best we, or any one else, could produce, and
the future for DEFIANCE buyers contains
even a higher expectation.

An initial order will prove our claim.

Write us for catalog and prices.

The Defiance Machine Worics,
41 4 Perry street, Defiance, Ohio

VatfOt \ arieti' loathe

Band Saw Filing and Setting Machine

Cup Wheel Knife and Bar Grinder

IF VAIT WAIVTT the best system of accurately tallying and
ir lUU VYAlll RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,

and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue .showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Talli; Book Dept., HardWood Hecord, Chicago
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WM. WHITMER CBl SONS
mCORPOKAXED

Manufacturers and Whole-

salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Cia,

We Can"

HARDWOODS
West Virginia Spruce and Hemlock
Long and Short Leaf Pine Virsinia Framing

Franklin Bank Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA
HARDWOODS

Oliver Building PITTSBURG. PA.

CHAS. K. PARRY & CO.
Hardwood Lumber

LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHL\, PENNSYLVANIA

WCWAMT ^/^ ^o* 1 common Red Oak 8/4 No. 1 common Red Oak
ifLllAIII 4/4 No. 2 common Red Oak Log: Run Basswood

CHARLES HOLYOKE
141 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

HARDWOODS

JONES HARDWOOD COMPANY
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

HARDWOODS—Poplar and Gum
33 Broad Street, - BOSTON, MASS.

H. D. WICjCjIN BOSTON, MASS.
MANUFACTURER HARDWOOD LUMBER

CircuIaV'Sawed Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Basswood, Maple
Mill at Stone Coal Junction, West Virginia

WM. E. LITCHFIELD
MASON BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.

Specialist in Hardwoods
Manufacturers are requested to supply lists of stock for sale

jj_.p-pj:„|. 5 carB 4/4 No. 1 Common Tellovr Poplar

^, . 4 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Oak
Ollipment dry—Cooa lengrths and widths

J. S. KENT CO., PHILADELPHIA
C

Saw Mills Designed and Built
Plans and epeciflcations prepared. Construction supervised.
First class heavy millwright work. Entire plants surveyed. Ma-
chinery for complete mills. Fire loss adjustments. Practical
sawmill engineer. Can save you money. Highest testimonials.

C. M. STEINMETZ, P. O. Box 83, Washington, D. C.

PALMER &, PARKER
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THE EAST
LEADING MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

W. p. Craig Lumber Go.

Wholesale Hardwood and Building

Lumber

Empire Building, PITTSBURG, PA.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & NIXON
REAL ESTATE TRUST BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
NICE FLAKY STUFF

Wo Vnniir l-Ioor '" 1" yo""" orders tor all kinds of HAKD-
»»*5 ivnuwr nuiv woods, white pine, yellow pine,
SPRUCE, hemlock, CYPRESS, HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Oive us a trial.

THOMAS E. COALE LUMBER COMPANY
FRANKUN BANK BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OAK
BEECHER & BARR

CHESTNUT POPLAR
WHITE PINE, YELLOW PINE AND HEMLOCK

INTERIOR TRIM. HARDWOOD FLOORING.

442 LAND TITLE BLDG. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HARDWOOD RECORD
Not only the ONLY HARDWOOD PAPER
but the BEST LUMBER PAPER published

HARD

MAPLE

When the quality of being hard is re-
quired in Maple, Vermont or Adirondack
stoclc should be specified. Maple will

not grow harder for us than other
people, but it certainly does grow harder
in this section of the country than else-

where.

WE CAN MAKE PBOMPT SHIPMENTS.

New York OffiM
2S West 42lld St.

GEO. WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
SWANTON, VT.

ASH
4/4, 5/4. 6/4,

8/4. 10/4. 12/4
and 14/4.

AMERICAN POPLAR

LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY n:t/ef^ lu'^n^
2nds.)

MAPLE
4/4, 5/4. 6/4.

8/4. 10/«. 12/4
and 16/4.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

PITTSBURGH, PA.

HARDWOOD
White and Yellow Pine tuickne'sses.

OAK
White and Red.
Quartered and
plain sawed, all

r a d e s and

YELLOW
POPLAR

All grades and
thicknesses.

We make a specialty of thick
White Ash, Hard Maple and Whits
Oak.
Railroad Car and Construction Oak

timbers, long lengths and special
sizes.

CHESTNUT
All grades and
thicknesses.

SPRUCE
Write for prices before heavy call All grades and

for Spring requirements. thlcknessea

CHERRY
50 M ft. 4/4

No. 3
Common

RED OAK
2 Cars

4/4x16"
and wider
Is and 2s

WE HAVE IT

W. W. DEMPSEY
Manufacturer and
Wholesaler of

HARDWOODS

CYPRESS
350.000 feet
4/4 Shop &
Better

SPRUCE
4/4 and 8/4
Clear and
Select. 8/4
Box and Mill

Cull

BAND SAWED STOCK
LINE BRINGS PRICE BY RETURN MAIL

General OfSces
Johnstown, Fa.

ITew Toric Office
No. 18 Broadway

R.E.Wood Lumber Company
fl Manufacturers of Yellow Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Hemlock
and White Pine.

^ We own our own stumpage and operate our own mills.

^ Correspondence solicited and inquiries promptly answered.

GENERAL OFFICES:
CXtNTlNENTAL BUILDING. Baltimore, Maryland
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YOU pay a little more for our hardwood lumber than you do for many

others, but it's worth much more.

With our modern and first-class equipment and expert operatives, we couldn't make bad lumber if we tried

to, because the quality and size of our virgin tough mountain white ash, red birch, yellow poplar, buckeye, maple,

red oak, cherry and basswood, averaging less than three logs to the thousand, and 95 per cent sixteen feet, is the

best type of hardwood timber growth in the United States, and shows a larger percentage of firsts.

If you are a discriminating buyer let's get acquainted.

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY,

2 cars 4/4 Fas.

Dry Poplar

for

Immediate

Shipment
FAUST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY

2

3

3

1

2

5

4

2

4/4 Saps, Selects.

4/4 No. 1 Common.

6/4 No. 2 Common.

8/4 Fas.

8/4 Saps, Selects.

8/4 No. 1 Common.

8/4 No. 2 Common.

10/4 No. 1 Common.

Sales Office
1319 Fisher Bldg., CHICAGO

Main Office
PADCCAH, KENTUCKY

Townsend, Tenn.

FREIGHT OVERCHARGES
\Ne specialize on LUIVIBER TRAFFIC.

Analyze freight accounts.

Collect past and prevent future overcharges.

Furnish small manufacturers and dealers w/lth same
service obtained by large companies main-

taining traffic departments.
Give the large manufacturer a check on his traffic.

Best of references from lumbermen everywhere.
Cost Is based on results.

Write for particulars and terms.

The American Freight Audit & Storage Co.
Incorporated

Rooms 57-8, 39 West Adams St. Chicago

FIRE
INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

K, r. PKRBT. Uanmcer.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

rtftPDWOOO LUMBER

& MFC. CO.
5A RDIS
-^ MIS5 -

-

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

Poplar! Poplar!! Poplar!!!
WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING BAND SAWN AND EQUAL-

IZED POPLAR LUMBER.
1 Car 1/2 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
2 Cars 5/8 is-2s Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
1 Car 4/4 Clear Sap Strips, 5"x6" wide.

10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Clear Saps, 6" and up wide.
10 Cars 4/4 1S-2S Poplar, 7" to 17" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 18" to 23" wide.
2 Cars 4/4 Panel and No. 1 Poplar, 24" to 3 7" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 10" to 12" wide.
5 Cars 4/4 Box Boards Poplar, 13" to 17" wide.

LET US QUOTE YOU.

Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our extensive new sheds are now completely stocked with

an exhaustive line of rough and finished poplar.

Our big, new mill, which began operations on January 1,

is equipped throughout with every modem improvement
for the scientific production of finished lumber.

We specialize in poplar, drop siding, bevel siding,

moulding, finish, etc,

THE W. G. WARD LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers of

POPLAR AND HARDWOODS
RONTON, OHIO

. Watch This Space
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Editorial Comment
General Market Conditions

It is apparent iu all hardwood centers that there is more difficulty

in filling orders at present than in securing new business. Stocks

in both northern and southern producing points have as yet had no

opportunity of accumulating, with the result there seems to be about

a level between the incoming dry stocks and actual requirements for

immediate shipment. Apparently every important consuming center

in the country also has experienced a distinct difficulty in securing

sufficient ears for shipments. The result of this condition is too

manifest to require comment.

The general activity in buying, which is apparent at present from

all localities, may no doubt be attributed to the season of the year.

With the holiday demand for various household articles, such as fur-

niture, tables, pianos, organs, etc., but three months away, buyers are

following the regular custom of laying in sufficient extra stock to take

care of such increased demands on their plants. This condition is

further augmented by the decided short stock which has been main-

tained among the consumers' yards for several years.

Large buyers have been more or less skeptical of the widely

annouuccd shortage of dry stock, and until very recently have hesi-

tated about placing big orders, believing that there would be a

break in prices and that the advanced condition of the market was

more or less of an inflation. Tliis idea seemingly has been connected

with a resulting advantage to sales.

Handlers of such woods as go into the manufacture of pianos are

reporting a much brisker demand for their products, which of course

would indicate a healthy condition in the piano trade. Furniture

manufacturers are in very fair shape.

There has been of late also a noticeable improvement in the demand

for panel poplar, with a resulting slight increase in values. Prices

for this stock, of course, are not even approximating the high market

which they reached before the break, but it is doubtful if this con-

dition will be desirable.

An encouraging tone is also noted from the producers of quartered

oak. Actual sales above standard price quotations are frequent in

this item, and in some sections an actual scarcity in quartered oak is

reported. This is undoubtedly traceable to some extent to the high

value obtained for mahogany. There seems to be a see-saw action

between these two woods, which tends to keep one and then the other

in the limelight. It is doubtful, however, if the actual popular

demand for quartered oak is much stronger. Plain oak, of course,

continues to be a highly prized and not easily secuied item, demand-

ing a strong level of prices.

In the northern woods the gratifying volume of hardwood flooring

sales is taking care of a large amount of maple, beech and birch.

While reports from salesmen calling on the yard trade indicate that

large yard concerns are buying generously, it is possible that this

stimulation in the yard demand is caused partly by the usual desire

of the yard man to get as much of a stock in pile as possible before

the cold and inclement weather and snows, which makt his operations

more expensive. The question of team hauling opens up another con-

dition which has some bearing on present increased demand. Where

hauling is necessary, the yard men prefer to have their stuff come in

before the winter snow makes this operation doubly expensive.

Reports from southern manufacturers demonstrate that No. 1

common quartered oak is a strong item. Oak car material has shown

decidedly increased strength, due to large purchases by the railroads.

An average advance of two dollars is noted.

Chestnut enjoys a healthy condition, and there is every reason to

believe that there will be a large movemeut of this stock in the near

future.

Bed gum box boards are moving fast, and in firsts and seconds an

advance of one dollar is noted. Quarter-sawed red gum enjoys an

advance in price in firsts and seconds of one-dollar-and-a-half, and one

dollar in common.

Ash, especially in thick stock, is decidedly stronger, while cotton-

wood is moving in good quantities.

The general report from southern operators in particular is that

all hardwoods are in excellent condition, and that if the demand con-

tinues as at present, most of the millinen will start the winter months

with badly broken stocks.

It is reported from export points along the gulf that a large

amount of all kinds of lumber is awaiting shipment abroad. In pine

alone some 1,500 cars are held up awaiting shipping space.

Taken as a whole the trade exhibits a gratifying condition at

present, and there seems to be every evidence that firm trade charac-

terized by continued firm prices will prevail for an indefinite period.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In tile fniteii State.s .Tmi its possessions,
and Canada, $2.0U tlie year; in foreign countries, $1.UU e.xtra postage.

In conformity with the rules of the postofRce department, subscrip-
tions are payable in advance and in default of written orders to the
contrary, are continued at our uiition.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address, should
be sent one week before tlu- date they are to go into effect. Both old
and new atidresses must be given.

Both display and classified adverti.sing rates furnished upon
application.
Advertising copy must be received five days in advance of publica-

tion dates.
Telephones:—Harrison S0Sfi-.S0S7-S0SS.
Henry H. Gibson, Editor; Hu Maxwell and Edwin W. MeeRer, Asso-

ciate I'^ditors.

Entered as second-class matter May 21!, 1902, at the postoHice at Chi-
cago. III., iHider act of March o, 1S79.
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The Car Shortage

statistics auil official statements are not necessary to demonstrate

conclusively the increasing imminence of an actual shortage of freight

cars. The most striking evidence is obtained by a perusal of the

market reports coming from the various hardwood centers of the

country, as published in this issue of Hardwood Kecord: Corre-

spondents almost unanimously include in their reports the assertion

that the chief difficulty encountered by their respective communities

is in making deliveries. While in some cases this is ascribed to the

general shortage of stock, in the majority of reports is the statement

that great difficulty is already felt in getting enough cars to carry

the stuff. Quite evidently car shortage is no more an anticipated

condition but an actuality.

Aside from the annual autumn strain upon the car supply due to

the movement of the grain crops, generally improved business condi-

tions resulting in largely increased shipments of all kinds of mer-

chandise have been a potent

these one hundred and seven cars, but that he had filled his re-

quirements until December, after which he expected his wants

would be small. He had ordered enough extra to make up for

possible non-deliveries.

The impending car shortage will undoubtedly pile up consider-

able stock at mills, and with this accumulation in sight, sawmill

men will have to guard against the inclination to cut prices, as

they are liable to imagine that it means a decrease in consump-

tion.

It is a fact that the millman generally has not taken into con-

sideration the fact that the extra profits accruing to the manu-

facturers through increased prices have come out of the whole-

saler's pocket, as he has not as yet been able to raise prices to the

consumer commensurate with the level which he has to pay the

millman.

It seems to be the general opinion that wood goods and iron

will not stand any further advance until December, inasmuch as

a fair profit is being realized

factor. With this in mind and

also considering the enormous

prospective yield of all kinds of

crops, the railroads are making

herculean eft'orts to take care of

it as far as possible. All shops

are working full time on repairs

and on new rolling stock, and in

addition necessary repairs along

the rights of way are being

rushed, when possible, in order

to avoid tying up traffic when

the big rush is on.

On the other hand, the ship-

pers generally are doing their

part to help matters by prompt

loading and unloading and by

putting on each car its maxi-

mum load where possible. While

no amount of effort will act

ually insure car supply equal

to the demand, continued co-

operation between the railroads

and the shippers will do a great

deal to assuage the inconven-

ience and loss resulting from

excessive short.igc of rolling sto<'k.

Some Thoughts on Present Conditions

The average lumljcrii;an has been so jubilant over the increas-

ing signs of returning prosperity that it has usually not occurred

to him to compare actual conditions and the probable causes

thereof. That trade is getting back to a normal condition is true be-

yond any shadow of a doubt, but nevertheless the lumber fra-

ternity should not look with too great a degree of satisfaction

upon what appears to be the basic cause for this change in con-

ditions. For instance, the' general increase in price is generally

conceded to be due to increase in consumption.

A prominent wholsaler in commenting on this condition says

that producers overlook the fact in their analysis of the situation

that a considerable percentage of the short supply of hardwoods
came through the fact that the Mississippi floods shut down
many mills for months, and crippled some so that they will prob-

ably never start again—this with the best producing period at

hand. He further is of the opinion that there are many speculative

orders put out for both yellow pine and hardwoods. Buyers
seem to believe that a fair percentage of Inills, on an advancing
market, will repudiate orders, and they therefore double their

original orders so as to cover their requirements. One large

buyer recently had on file one hundred and seven cars unship-

ped, which he classified as "those that never came." This buyer
stated that he did not expect to receive more than one-third of

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL

THE BROWNLEE-KELLY CO.
Successors to BROWNLEE & COMPANY

WHOLESALE LUMBER

Detroit, Michigan, Sept. 13, 1912.

Hardwood Record, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: Referring to your letter of Sept. 4th, re-

garding lignum-vitae. We wish to say that you deliv-

ered the goods in this case as you always seem to do

when any difficult matters, with reference to hardwood

lumber, are referred to you.

We located our requirements thru the information you

gave us, and wish to extend our hearty thanl<s.

Yours very truly,

THE BROWNLEE-KELLY CO,
AVEB MH.

from both industries to the

manufacturers. It seems rea-

sonable to allow the dealer and

consumer to get lined up on the

present base of sawmill prices.

It has been estimated that

twenty per cent of the re-

cent advance in lumber comes

through short stock resulting

from the floods, and fifteen per

cent through speculative buy-

ing. The balance, sixty-five per

cent, is probably due to a

healthy increase in demand.

While the average manufac-

turer is probably now realizing

a fair profit on his investment,

it behooves him to let the im-

provement in market conditions

be a healthy one rather than an

inflated jump in prices, as any

pronounced change in business

conditions other than that along

natural lines will surely sooner

or later result in a correspond-

ing hardship to him.

The High Cost of Living

Some satisfaction can be derived from a detailed report just com-

piled by the Federal Bureau of Labor covering the cost of living

during the last ten years from the fact that the all-important item

of smoked bacon has actually decreased in price by the astounding

amount of one-tenth of one per cent. It is a known fact that bacon

is about the most substantial of any of the meats consumed by the

general public, and in view of the conditions disclosed, it would appear

to be a pretty good idea for the long-suffering public to become con-

sumers conclusively of this article of food.

That some such course is necessary is shown by further figures in

the report which covers thirty-two states, in which it is seen that

sixteen important articles of food as well as coal, comprising about

two-thirds of the workingman 's needs, have risen in value very mate-

rially. On June 15, 1912, fourteen out of fifteen articles of food

were higher than the year before, and ten had advnnced in the last

ten years more than fifty per cent over the average retail price for

the ten-year period of 1890 to 1899. The rise in meat values in a

great many eases has been so marked that in several instances meat

merchants have actually suspended business because of their inability

to buy at a price which would enable them to sell within the means of

the consumer. The price of meat has no direct bearing upon the lum-

ber business unless it be that loggers in the South employing oxen in

their operations might consider the meat consuming market as a possi-

ble source of revenue. However, any marked increase in a national
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commodity is of interest to lumbermen as individuals, and might have

some indirect bearing upon tlie actual retail value of their own
products.

The South Awakens
The first copy of a monthly bulletin published by the Southern

Commercial Congress for the purpose of stimulating a more general

interest in the unsurpassed natural facilities offered by the southern

states has recently been received.

The character of the comment which it contains brings to mind an

interview with a prominent lumberman who is interested in southern

operations and who malfes periodic tours of southern points. This

gentleman speaks enthusiastically of the remarkable development of

the South in its industrial, business and agricultural enterprises and
asserts that each year he is greeted with new evidence of its awaken-

ing. There is no question but that this vastly important section of

the XJrited States has entered definitely and firmly upon a new era in

industrial progress. Its cities exhibit a rapidly modernizing exterior;

its commercial bodies and commercial houses are alligning themselves

with the most progressive and modern institutions of the North; its

ports are engaged in the constant rivalry for supremacy which results

in a continually- advanced standard. In short, the splendid oppor-

tunities which, have for so long lain dormant have come into the light

of day with the result , that the whole country is quivering with the

excitement of development.

While northern money and enterprise are undoubtedly largely

responsible for the awakening, we can look in the future for southern

blood to carry on the work. With the advent of a new generation, the

old prejudices and sentiments are disappearing. With the hardships

and injustices wrought by the Civil war removed from their immediate

scope of observation, the modern southerners are showing an increased

tendency to eliminate from their minds the useless and bitter reflec-

tions of their woes and to concentrate on questions concerning a

living and vital present rather than a dead past. If this tendency can

but bring about the shattering of the old "Solid South" tradition

it will have lifted one of the most Serious stumbling blocks from the

path of southern progress.

Shipping Jamaican Hardwoods
A timber agent from New York recently purchased at two

points in Jamaica, considerable quantities of mahogany and ce-

dar trees. Two shipments of this timber have already been made
and it is planned to maice further shipments to a New York con-

cern. While the total amount is probably not large, it is of con-

siderable significance in that' it is the beginning of an exporta-

tion of valuable Jamaican hardwoods into the United States.

While lumber has never been an article of export In Jamaica,

there have for several years been shipments of hardwood tim-

ber from Kingston, which went chiefly to European ports. It is

probable, in view of the recent shipments from Port Antonio,

that the volume of this export will increase, esjjecially as there is

a body of about thirty-five thousand acres of forest land in the

parish. The government has already taken steps to open up this

timber by building roads through it to make it accessible.

The Island of Jamaica includes some four or five hundred

thousand acres of forest, not including scrub lands. In this area

is found a considerable variety of hardwood trees, although

not much of it is heavily timbered. A recent bulletin on the

commercial trees of Jamaica showed that there are forty-six va-

rieties suitable for cabinet work; thirty-five for house work and

furniture; thirty-five for general purposes, and many more for

such uses as turnery, carriage and wagon work, posts, shingles,

piles, railway ties, millwork and cooperage.

The most valuable of the cabinet and furniture hardwoods in

the order of their local use are the West India or Spanish cedar,

mahogany, Mahoe, satinwood. Blue Mountain yacca, rosewood

and yellow sander.

There are no sawmills in Jamaica. Probably the only sort of

mill that could be operated to advantage would be a portable

outfit, which could be easily transported from place to place.

As there are no large bodies of well timbered lands on the islands,

and as much of the timber is of small to medium size and is found
on the sides of the mountains, it would be difficult to find a loca-

tion for a mill to operate. Therefore as labor is cheap and abun-
dant, the most practical method has been to manufacture lumber
from the native timber by hand. The logs are rolled upon a
frame work considerably higher than a man's head. One man
stands below and the other above, and they operate a long rip

saw. After ripping off slabs on two sides, they line the log with
a cord dipped in a chalk or charcoal solution.

There are many dewellings and other buildings, particularly in

the interior of the islands, which have been built only of this hand-

sawn lumber.

Lumber Conditions in Liverpool
It is reported by a large lumber merchant at Liverpool that

recently mahogany sales held in that city were attended by a

number of representatives of large concerns. The bidding at

these sales was unusually keen owing to the heavy demand, and

as a consequence prices were even higher than at the last two
sales. There apparently is no immediate prospect of heavier im-

ports, and even if such supply should come forward there seem

to be more than enough orders to be filled to at least maintain

present prices.

In American hardwoods there seems to be an excess of supply

over demand for ash logs, while for ash lumber the market is

quiet with not much inquiry. Satisfactory prices for black wal-

nut logs are the result of a good demand for prime stock, and

the market for black walnut lumber is unchanged. Continued

weak values are maintained owing to labor troubles in the cabi-

net making trade.

There is apparently little change in the market for elm and

hickory logs, while the demand for round oak and hewn coffin

logs is fair. It is reported that the arrivals of oak boards have

been heavy and a consequent weakening in values is apparent.

Prime poplar logs of large size and good length are inquired

for, while poplar lumber, both planed and unplaned, is in mod-

erate request with a dull market. Buyers it seems are not dis-

posed to pay the high prices asked by shippers.

The demand for red gum lumber seems to be quiet, with un-

changed prices.

The Panama Canal and Hardwoods
The ultimate completion of the Panama Canal has been discussed

from every conceivable angle with a view of arriving at some definite

basis on which its possible benefit to various industries of this country

will be felt.

There has been no claim that the opening of the canal will have

anv appreciable effect upon the consumption of hardwood lumber in

the eastern states, but it is a fact that the development of new steam-

ship lines in anticipation of the opening of the isthmus route will

call for and in fact, are calling for a large amount of hardwood

stock of various kinds.

Investigation has shown that practically all of the shipyards in

the United States are actually at work, either completing or beginning

ships designed for this purpose. Hardwood in ship construction is a

very important factor and it can be easily conceived that with the

construction of a large number of new ships for the Panama trade,

considerable increase will be felt for the demand of hardwood stocks

which go into this type of construction.

Reports based on actual observation show that practically every

shipyard on both our coasts is now pressed to the limit with orders,

and that there is every prospect of large increases in such orders as

the time for the opening of the canal approaches.

Forty-six freight and passenger steamers designed for ocean travel

are in the course of construction in the various shipyards along the

Atlantic coast. One large yard in New York has now on its books

orders for crafts aggregating $25,000,000 in value. The result of this

unusual call for sea going vessels has resulted in turning considerable

quantities of orders for coastwise trade to yards on the Great Lakes.

As a result shipbuilding the country over is in an excellent shape.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

THEY'RE AS HUSKY AS THEY LOOK
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Relation of High Prices and Profits
High prices are usually regarded by the business man, and es-

pecially by the lumberman, as a consummation devoutly to be wished.
A casual consideration of the average merchant's desire for higher-
selling values would lead us to believe that he is heading blindly
for that goal rather than allowing for other economic facts and
striving to maintain a logical balance between cost of production
and selling price, and thus insuring a fair profit, which is, of course,
the reason for his being in business. There is, however, as between
cost of production and selling price, a question of which is the cause
and which the effect. If a constant revolution of these factors, one
around the other tan lead to a generally higher cost of living, it is

logical to suppose that a revolution in the reverse direction will

have the opposite effect.

In treating with present conditions, however, it might be reasoned,

without violation of logical rules, that when the price of lumber
goes up, it necessarily helps the sawmill man, who is regarded as

the houn' dawg of the trade, and as having worked harder and
made, less than anybody else in the business. It would seem, in

view of the narrow margin of profit on which he is operating,

that an advance in prices is his only salvation, and that every effort

should be made toward bringing about this condition.

Assuming that all other factors in the equation retained their

former values, this would indeed be correct, but when selling prices

change, nothing else, generally speaking, remains in statu qno. (Saw-
mill operators often say that log prices move in only one direction—up-

ward—but this is the lone exception to the rule that all factors

contributing to the cost of production are affected by a change

in selling quotations.) Certainly when advances are made in lumber

prices the tendency is for other values to increase either in direct

proportion or to still greater degree.

Ever since the trade began to get over the jianic of 1907-1908

there has been a gradual movement of prices iip the scale, and

hardwood lumber is now selling at levels which are below the

liigh mark of 1907, but are pretty nearly equal to the figures of

1906,, an unusually prosperous year. Questions directed to the

owners of sawmills and intended to determine whether or not

this restoration of normal values has helped theif condition, have

not developed a declaration of a marked improvement. On the

other hand, conditions are perhaps worse, as far as profits are

concerned, although it is more comfortable to do business at present

because the demand is better, the advanced prices being in most

oases merely a signal that consumption has increased and that

more lumber is being used.

"As far as I am concerned," said the owner of a large mill in

the Ohio valley hardwood belt, "I would prefer to do business at

relatively low, instead of relatively high prices. When lumber

prices advance, the first man to profit is the log owner. He hears

about the improvement a little sooner than anybody else, apparently,

and does not pass by an opportunity to take advantage of his

information. "When prices are down, usually because of slow trade,

the demand for logs falls off, and it is usually possible to get them

under those conditions at something like a fair price. The change

in the situation is of course in response to the general law of

supply and demand, but illustrates the fact that when we get more

for our lumber it involves paying more for our raw material.

"The high cost of living, which men in every line of business

are familiar with, is the universal result of the combined price

advances of all commodities, lumber included. It would certainly

be a great disadvantage to have to sell lumber cheap as long as

•everything else is quoted at high prices, but it would be a better

condition all around if commodity prices generally were lower.

"The increased expenses of living become marked when commodity

values, including lumber, advance, and it is necessary to pay laborers

more money in order to enable them to subsist. Feed prices usually

go up; traveling expenses become higher with the increase in

quotations on food at hotels, livery hire, etc. It costs more to

buy lumber for these reasons, so that in the end the producer finds

that though he may be handling more money, he is, if anything,
making less than he did before."

In the rehandling branches of the lumber trade high prices are
no advantage except as they indicate improved business. And
active business, at average prices, is better than business carried on
at high prices. For one thing, it takes more money to engage in
and conduct a business when values are above normal than other-
wise. Since profits per thousand feet seldom advance greatly, the
result is that net earnings on the capital invested are likely to
fall during a period of high prices.

Another thing in connection with this condition is that consumption
is likely to be reduced when prices go up. In the first place,
substitution of cheaper materials is at once suggested. Poplar just
now is reported to be a slow seller, particularly in the upper
grades. Poplar has been the victim of high prices to a considerable
extent. The automobile boom shoved the values up, and consumption
m that direction increased so enormously as to cause other materials
to be used in place of poplar in many lines. Now that the con-
sumption of poplar in the automobile industry has decreased to a
marked extent, substitutes are in general use, although recently
there is an apparent strengthening in the demand for panel poplar.

Take mahogany, which is an excellent example of the effect of
high prices. Just at present mahogany lumber is selling as high
as sixteen cents a foot at the mill, which is $160 a thousand. That
is about as high as even the manufacturers care to see it go. Yet
it was only a short time ago that an oflBcial of a large mahogany
manufacturing company admitted that the concern has a narrower
profit to work on now than it did when mahogany was selling around
$120 to $130 per thousand feet.

"We are paying more for logs," he said. "There is a scarcity

of log supplies, which has meant a large increase in the initial

expense. In addition to this, freight rates for ocean hauls have
gone up rapidly, and we must now pay more for the transportation of
our logs than formerly. Thus when the material reaches the mill

it represents a much larger investment than it did before the
advance arrived. There is an exceptionally good demand from cer-

tain classes of trade, it is true, and this has helped to stimulate prices

and keep them up; but the advance is not merely the result of
increased demand, but is the composite effect of increased producing
cost coupled with broadening consumption. '

'

The rise in mahogany values is encouraging substitution, of
course, and the improvement in the condition of quartered oak is

believed by many to be partially due to the desire of consumers to

get a cheaper material than mahogany. The interior finish business

has been affected adversely, it has been said, by the mahogany
vogue, and it is reasonable to believe that if mahogany prices remain
as high as they are at present, quartered oak will have an excellent

chance to come back into more general use in the construction field.

Those who are interested in fighting the substitution of other

materials for wood should remember that when the cost of making
a mahogany filing cabinet, for instance, gets somewhere in the

neighborhood of the figure for producing one of steel, finished to

resemble mahogany, there is created a big selling force in favor

of the latter.

If high prices merely signaled increased demand and more busi-

ness, they might be welcomed without reserve; but often 'the shoe is

on the other foot, and they are the result of decreased supply. The
effect is as Hkely to be produced by one cause as by the other.

The flood in southern sawmill sections this spring was a- big
factor in reducing the available supply of oak and other hardwood
lumber. The result was seen in a big advance on plain oak, which is

still selling at high prices as a result of this diminution of the

supply. But this didn 't help the lumber trade as a whole ; on the

other hand, many concerns who were unable to supply their cus-

tomers' requirements in this line at standard prices lost money
meeting their contracts in this connection.

When high prices on lumber are posted in company with advances

—23—
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of other commodities, like iron, beef, cotton, etc., it is another

way of saying that money is cheaper; its buying power has been

reduced, and its value is expressed in a smaller number of units

of the various articles of commerce. Looked at from this stand-

point, it is easy to realize that when quartered oak which has

been 'selUng at $70 moves up to $75, the individual handler who

bought at a favorable price may profit, but the trade as a whole will

probably not, if the advance is part of the general upward movement

of prices.

As stated above, it would be an impossible and intolerable condition

for values in other lines to advance and lumber prices to remain

stationary, and this is not likely to happen. For lumber to be

involved in such a general movement, however, does not necessarily

mean great prosperity. G. D. C, Jr.

The Principal Shuttlewoods

The commercial range of dogwood and persimmon very nearly

coincide, though the botanical range of dogwood extends beyond

the borders of persimmon on all sides except the eastern, and

there both reach the Atlantic ocean. The supplies which go to

the shuttle factories come from North Carolina, Tennessee and

Arkansas, and in smaller quantities from the country immediately

north and south of those three states. Tennessee appears from

available statistics to be the largest producer of those woods for

shuttles. Last year the output there was 1,705,000 feet, board

measure, of dogwood, worth $22 a thousand at the factory which

makes the rough
blocks. The output

of persimmon was

665,000 feet, worth

$27 a thousand at

the block mills. Sta-

tistics of the produc-

tion of those woods

for the whole coun-

try are not suffi-

ciently complete for

determining what
the total output is,

ibut probably one-

fifth of all comes

from Tennessee. In

North Carolina,which

is probably second

i n quantity, the
yearly production is

about 600,000 feet

of dogwood, costing

$15 a thousand, and

150,000 feet of per-

simmon at $20.

Persimmon is lum-

bered like most other

woods, the trees be-

ing large enough to

make logs of good shape. Dogwood, on the other hand, is taken from
the forest in another way. The trees are small, and a dogwood saw-

log is never seen. The sliuttle material is measured by the cord, and

in reducing to board feet, the ratio of two cords to one thousand feet

is considered an average.

In some instances dogwood is procured by men who make it a

business to cut the stock in the woods and deliver it to the

purchasers, but that is not the usual procedure. It is cut almost

entirely by negroes in the South who secure a tree here and there

as they occur in the woods. The negoes have learned that a stick

of dogwood large enough for a shuttleblock has a value, and when
they run across such a stick in course of their peregrinations

about the country, they cut it and carry it home. The next time

they drive to the village with a load of farm produce, they throw
the dogwood stick into the wagon and take it along. They are

always able to sell it at a fair price to some dealer who knows its

value. It is seldom that a whole wagon load of such sticks goes

to the village at a time. When the village dealer has a sufficient

THE MUST N(.ii;Tiii;i;r,Y guhvi; of persimmhn .\i:ai; .m;\v iia\ i:n. (jij.n.v.

quantity for a consignment, he ships his dogwood to the block mill.

The cutting in this manner extends as far south as Florida, and
some very good dogwood grows in the compact sandy soils of the

northern part of that state. The wood attains sufficient size for

shuttles and some of it is cut, as far west as Texas, and northward

and eastward to Missouri, Kentucky, West. Virginia and Virginia.

The claim that persimmon is the better of the two woods for

shuttles does not seem to be borne out by the fact that, so far as

available statistics show, there is more dogwood than persimmon
worked into shuttles, although dogwood is more difficult to procure on

account of its

smaller size.

Tlie search for
shuttlewoods has
been little less active

5n this country than

the search for suita-

ble lead pencil
woods. Numerous
tests have been made
of woods from all

parts of the country

which have been

thought to be prom-

ising material. The
requirements are ex-

acting, and nothing

short of actual trial

will determine
whether a certain

wood will answer.

There are harder,

heavier and stronger

woods than either

dogwood or persim-

mon, but some essen-

tial property is lack-

ing in nearly every

one of them. Some

are too soft, and wear out quickly; others are brittle and break in

a short time, still others split, and splinters develop which render the

shuttle useless.

Two thousand hours of actual work is one of the tests which

a shuttle must stand. If it does that, it will pass, but few are

the woods which will do it. The treatment is rough. The shuttles

are worked in pairs. They are thrown back and forth by machin-

ery, by sharp blows from pieces of hickory wood called "picker-

sticks." The best shuttlewood in the world, as far as known, is

Turkish boxwood, but that is too costly for use by shuttlemakers.

After years of experimenting, dogwood and persimmon have been

declared to be the best material obtainable for this purpose.

The sap-wood only is used. Dogwood has little heart-wood, and

consequently there is little waste, except that which is cut away

in shaping tBe shuttle. It amounts to more than one-half of the

rough stick. With persimmon the case is different. The heart-

wood amounts to a considerable part of the tree, particularly if the

tree is large, and formerly the heart-wood was thrown away by
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the manufacturers of shuttleblocks. They are now learning better.
The makers of parquet flooring are glad to get the dark-colored
heart-wood of persimmon to work in with their maple, oak and other
whiter woods.

An average shuttleblock is about seventeen inches long and two

and a half inches square. The finished shuttle is usually tipped
with steel. Metal has been tried for the entire shuttle, but it has
"been pronounced unsatisfactory. If a steel shuttle is made light
enough for service, it is liable to buckle under the blows of The
pickersticks.

^ml!>tOTaitviWimj>^liltroy;il;)MiTOiOTi^^

Discrepancies in Car Weights
At the meeting before Commissioner Prouty of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission in St. Paul on September 13, a great many irregu-

larities in the weighing of freight and freight cars by carriers was
shown. The Grand Rapids Lumbermen 's Association is responsible

for the instigation of this investigation, which began several weeks

ago. The work, however, has broadened beyond the limits of lumber

shipments and now embraces shipments of all kinds of merchandise.

The St. Paul hearing was called for the specific purpose of

accurately checking the ratio between the tare weight of cars as they

are stenciled and their actual weight. The methods in vogue of

weighing carload freight also received some attention. It was a

remarkable fact that only one shipper appeared on the stand, and

Ills testimony was devoted chiefly to the ef-

fects that weather has ou actual weight of

cars. Most of the witnesses were either rep-

resentatives of railroads or of the Western

Weighing Association.

Commissioner Staples had the stand during

the morning session and testified according to

the work of the Jlinnesota Commission, which

has had jurisdiction over freight weighing in

tbe state of Minnesota since the legislature

of 1907, and also has supervised railroad

scales. Commissioner Staples reported that

the commission has weighed 10,967 cars, of

which only 506 had the Correct stenciled weight

on them ; 6,254 cars i\eighed in excess of the

-stenciled figures and 4,207 cars weighed less,

according to the witness. The overweight on

cars ranged from 20 to 12,000 pounds, while

the figures showed that 261 cars belonging to

one road had an aggregate overweight of 143,-

700 pounds. The logical inference is that

shippers pay a great many thousands of dol-

lars overcharges. The witness testified that

he has found hearty co-operation from the rail-

roads in his efiiorts to correct stenciled

weights, and to repair and standardize scales.

A considerable amount of information was

brought out liecause of the fact that while

the investigation was carried on according to regular form, anyone

present wag allowed to ask questions.

In his testimony Commissioner Staples read some statistics cover-

ing the work during the five years of the commission's activities in

the super\-ision of track scales. He gave the number of scales owned

by his road; the number of changes made and the result of such

changes. In one instance a short weight of 18,100 pounds was found

in a track scale, owing to binding. This is liable to cause, according

to the speaker, either over-weight or under-weight ; in running the

car on the scales the impact might readily drive the platform down

so that it would not return, or the binding might be so great as to

prevent the platform from responding to the full weight of the car.

It was suggested by the examiner that it would be wise to notify

shipper immediatel.y after a car is weighed in order that he might

enter any claim which he had while the carload was intact. This

suggestion met with approval, and Mr. Staples further suggested that

the original tare weight of cars should be determined and stenciled

on the ear under the supervision of the public service. He further

suggested that these stenciled weights should be corrected at frequent
intervals by means of oflScial scales inspected at various points.

P. P. Eainor of the Western Railway AVeighing Association was
led to testify that his association has been a profitable organization
from the railroad standpoint. The point was raised that inasmuch as
the association was really favorable to the railroads it would seem
reasonable that they should weigh all merchandise. The witness
answered this, however, by stating that this would be impossible
owing to the probabilities of its congested traflSe. The witness further
stated that with modern coupling devices, the frequent practice of
weighing cars uncoupled, and while in motion, is sufficiently accurate.

J. S. Foster of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul road testified

tor his road. He stated that ou the division

of that system under his jurisdiction are em-
ployed five scale inspectors. These inspectors
ai-e instructed to test scales every ninety days,
and in Minneapolis they are further assisted

by the state commission with its test car.

Mr. Foster testified that the practice of his

road is to weigh cars without uncoupling, but
that they are brought to a standstill on the
scale. All ears are reweighed and restenciled

after they come from the repair shop. Mr.
Foster stated that in his opiniou the weighing
of cars while in motion is inaccurate.

Regarding stencil weight on cars, the St.

Paul road reweighs all cars every two years,

and if there' is a variation iu the stencil

weight of five hundred pounds they are re-

stenciled.

C. M. Boyce of the Western Weighing Asso-

ciation stated that an industrial scale is usu-

ally more accurate than railroad scales, inas-

much as they are more frequently inspected.

Track scale service in Minnesota, according to

the speaker, was better than that in almost

any other state in the Union, because of the

rERSIMMoN- TREE IX THE OHIO VALLEY; "^'"^^ °^ ^^^ Minnesota State Commission.

DIAMETER SIXTEEN INCHES -^- W. Trenholm, general manager of the

(See page 24) Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
Railway, testified that out of 5,598 reweighed ears ou his road in the

last two years there was an aggregate weight of 1,181,260 pounds over

the stencil weight, and 1,836,619 pounds less than stencil weight. Cor-

rections in increase in weight ran from 20 to 490 pounds, and in de-

crease from 40 to 2,200 pounds. This witness also highly endorsed

the Minnesota commission.

Mr. Trenholm stated that wherever cars of lumber passed over two

sets of scales they are cheek-weighed, and if there is a variation of

one thousand pounds they are weighed a third time.

There is something materially wrong with the saw that needs water

while at work. To free the teeth of gum or resin three drops of

turpentine or paraflBn are of more use than three gallons of water.

Some operators use water' to prevent the heating of saws while at

work. Where such makeshift methods are practiced it simply indicates

the defective condition of the tools and a deplorable lack of effi-

ciency on the part of the saw trimmer.
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Utilization of Hardwoods

The one-piece meat block is by no means going ont of nse, but tlie

built-up substitute is taking its place. With the change in style has

come also a change in the wood most frequently used. The block has

a place in every shop where meat is cut and sold, and the implements

which accompany it as accessories are the saw for cutting the large

bones, the knife for slicing and parting, the cleaver for the heavy

hacking, and a stiff metal brush for cleaning purposes. Other tools

ahd appliances belong with the meat block, but most of them are

of metal. The skewer is of wood, and is a small peg employed in

pinning together the rolled roast to make it ready for the oven. The

block on which the meat is cut is the piece of massive woodenware

under immediate consideration. It is a rather large affair, ranging

in size from two to four feet in diameter.

It was formerly made of sycamore abnost exclusively in the region

where that wood was obtainable, that is, in the eastern half of the

United States. The blocks could be and were .shipped to all parts

of the country. In California the butchers secured blocks from the

species of sycamore which grows in the southern half of that state,

and in Arizona and New Mexico a third species of sycamore supplied

a rather small demand. The two western species are smaller than

that which grows east of the Eocky mountains, and wliich reaches

its highest development in the Ohio valley.

The use of sycamore wherever it was possible to procure it was

so nearly universal as to suggest strong reasons for preferring that

wood. Some of the preference may have been due to custom, but

sycamore was best in a number of ways. It belongs in the class

of so-called sanitary woods, that is, it contains no offensive odors,

stain nor taste. Fresh meat is not injured by contact with it.

Further, it is easy to keep clean. The impact of the cleaver, and

the scraping of the scrub brush do not "broom" it—make a soft,

pulpy mass of the surface. The fibers of sycamore are interlaced,

rendering the wood very difficult to split, particularly after seasoning

has taken jjlace. This adds to the value of the block made of the

wood.

These blocks are one-piece. They are bolts sawed from the trunk

of the tree. Little other manufactir ig is necessary to make them

ready for use. If the bolt is of i,.^j)er length it is stood on end

and is ready. That was formerly the way they were made. In early

times it was customary for meat cutters to go into the woods with

ax and saw and cut their own blocks. Now the process is a little

different. Sycamore of proper size is not as plentiful as formerly,

and the butcher might have to go a long way to find a tree. Conse-

quently, the blocks are cut and prepared by people in that business,

and butchers buy them. Finishing touches are now bestowed upon

them which were once not thought necessary. The rough block is

placed in a lathe and it is given symmetrical form, and perhaps the

turner's chisels and gouges cut a few ornamental rings, ridges and

bands round the block to give it a manufactured appearance. It

was once not unusual to see sycamore meat blocks from which the

bark had never been removed.

The sycamore block now stands on stout legs. The old method was

to cut the block of such length that it did not need legs.

One of the reasons back of the selection of this wood for solid

blocks is its slight tendency to check in process of seasoning. That

is important from the sanitary viewpoint, because a meat block with

cracks soon becomes decidedly undesirable.

In recent years built-up butcher blocks have been crowding the

solid sycamore from many shops; but the latter has not yet been

dislodged entirely. Complete statistics showing numbers of each

kind in use in this country do not exist; but the situation in Illinois

is probably a guide to the whole country. Sycamore in that state

is still far in the lead, in quantity of wood used. Most of it is in

solid blocks, as formerly, although seme of it is manufactured into

built-up kinds. In the year 1910 Illinois manufacturers used 1,600.000
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MANUTACTUEE OF MEAT BLOCKS

feet of sycamore and 700,000 feet of sugar maple for blocks and

meat-cutting tables. The sycamore cost an average of $12.19 a

thousand at the factory, and the maple $22.11. The low cost of the

sycamore was chiefly due to the form in which the factory received

it. It was bought in the log, and the price was for log measurement.

The logs were sawed into proper lengths, and the blocks were finished

in the lathe.

Most of the built-up blocks are of sugar maple, and they agree

in size with the sycamore solid blocks. After wood of proper grade

has been selected, the most important step in the manufacturing is

the seasoning. When maple has been seasoned it possesses in a high

decree the faculty of staying seasoned, that is, il is not inclined to

absorb moisture from the air. This is important, because the air in

a meat shop, owing to the presence of refrigerators and ice boxes,

is usually very damp. A wood which takes up this moisture readily

is not suitable for a meat block.

In addition to maple's low hygroscopic (moisture-absorbing) prop-

erty, it is very hard. It resists the hacking and scrubbing to which

it is constantly subjected. It is a suitable wood because it is easily

kept in a sanitary condition. Impurities do not soak into it. The

immediate surface only needs to be cleansed. Maple is white; it

looks well, and that has a good deal to do with making it popular.

The one-piece maple block is sometimes used, or has been used, in

the same way as sycamore; but that is not the usual style. A maple

bolt large enough for a block is somewhat difficult to procure, in

the first place, and in the second place it can hardly be seasoned with-

out developing cracks and checks. The block constructed of many
pieces may cost more, but if of maple it is worth more than if solid.

The maple intended for the meat block factory is cut in dimen-

sions several inches each way. After a long period of air-drying, the

dimension stock, either in lengths of several feet, or cut to the

required size, goes to the kiln to complete the seasoning process, and

remains until it is bone dry. The period rei|uired to complete the

seasoning process in the kiln varies with tlie degree of heat; but

some insist that best results attend a nuidcrate temperature and a

longer period.

The pieces are dressed to fit together so perfectly that the joints are

scarcely discernible. The contact surfaces are then covered with

a specially-prepared glue, and when the necessary pieces for the

block have been placed in form, they are subjected to enormous com-

pression, which sets the glue in the joints. Thus from many pieces a

single block is made. The adhesion is so powerful that it is not

possible to split apart the individual pieces. However, to be doubly

secure, iron bands are often used.

The solid meat block is circular in form; the built-up article is

frequently square. If it is of the latter form, the component blocks

are reinforced with bolts from side to side instead of bands that

encircle the round blocks.

There is apparently no search for other woods from which to

manufacture this necessary piece of butcher shop furniture. Large

sj'camores are scarcer than they used to be, but the low price paid

for logs of suitable size in Illinois does not indicate that they are

hard to find in adequate numbers to satisfy the demand. It is not

Jtnown that any other w-ood has been satisfactorily substituted for

sycamore for the old-fashioned solid meat block, but doubtless others

liave been occasionally used. Black gum (Nyssa sylvaiica) has been

suggested as a likely substitute, but trees of proper size are not

plentiful. The wood is as hard to split as sycamore, but trials only

can determine whether it will answer in other respects.

Some other hardwoods may do as well for built-up blocks as

maple, but the latter is satisfactory, and is as low in price as any
other that could meet the requirements, and there is no active demand
for substitutes.
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mm Prhna Vera and Its Uses imnH'iini

Prima vera {Tahebuia donnell-smithii—Eose)is an important tim-

ber tree growing throughout the southern states of Mexico and is

quite common as far south as Peru. The wood is imported into the

United States as Mexican, Peruvian, or white mahogany. It is also

called jenicero or genesero, but its principal trade name is prima

vera. The tree attains a height of from sixty to ninety feet and

upward to four feet in diameter. It often has a clear trunk of from

thirty to forty feet. The trunks are usually cut into logs twelve

feet in length, which are rarely four feet in diameter. Unlike most

of its associates in the forest, this tree sheds its leaves regularly

every year, and the flowers are produced in great abundance, appear-

ing before the leaves in early spring. Its profuse delicate yellow

flowers stand out against the sky like golden clouds and render

it one of the most beautiful trees in the American tropics.

The wood of a number of the other species of this genus, and cer-

tain closely related genera like Tecoma, Godmannia and Tabehuice-

montana, is sometimes called roble, which is the Spanish name for

oak in Latin America. It is so named because prima vera is as

durable as oak and is, therefore, often used in place of it. The

wood is moderately heavy, having a specific gravity of .454, or about

twenty-eight pounds per cubic foot. The heart-wood is light yellow

or often almost white, turning somewhat darker upon exposure,

rather soft, and not very strong, but is tough and more or less fine

grained, dries without checking, and is very durable in contact with

the soil.

The sap-wood is very thin, white, and is comparatively durable in

contact with the soil. The durability of this wood renders it one

of the most favorite woods in Mexico for construction purposes. It

is also used to some extent for railway ties. Its most important use,

however, at the present time is for furniture and interior finish. It

is particularly adapted for furniture, not only on account of its

fine and pleasing grain, but because it takes and retains a beautiful

polish wlien properly filled and finished. It takes mahogany stain,

as well as any wood now used as a substitute for mahogany.

WTiile prima vera has no well-defined annual rings of growth like

those found in the oaks and chestnut, there are obvious zones or

bands of pores in transverse section which separate the growth layers.

These pores are somewhat more numerous than in true mahogany,

but they are on an average smaller in diameter and invariably filled

with a grayish coloring matter called tyloses by botanists. The pith

rays are very numerous, but so narrow that it requires a pocket lens

maguifying from four to six diameters to see them. These rays add

no attractive figure to wood when quarter-sawed. The wood possesses

a figure, however, that when properly stained makes it difiicult some-

times to distinguish it from true mahogan>^. The figure arises from

the fact that it presents the fibers obliquely on the surface in alter-

nate longitudinal streaks about one-half inch wide, which gives it a

mottled or clouded effect. These streaks give rise to a variety of

lights and shades as the observer shifts his place, but is seen to best

advantage in quarter-sawed boards. It is on this account that

furniture manufacturers can so successfully imitate mahogany by

the use of this wood when stained and polished.

The wood has been used extensively in making furniture for a

good many years. In fact, prima vera was shipped into this country

a long time before the tree was described botanically in 1S92 by

Dr. J. N. Rose of the National Museum. However, more than

ordinary interest had attached itself to this tree long before he

described it, because of the commercial importance of the wood it

yields. It is held of more value in the United States than in the

lumber markets in England. Even in this country it is not appre-

ciated as much as it deserves, for it is seen too often in the cheaper

styles of furniture. Prima vera presents a better appearance under

poor finish than do a good many higher priced woods under the same

treatment.

Prima vera is imported chiefly from Manzanillo in the State of

Colima on the west coast of Mexico. The majority of the logs

shipped into this country, are cut into veneer iu San Francisco and

Cincinnati. C. D. M.
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Save Your Sawdust

In a business office in Baltimore, ranged along on shelves like

similar containers used for displaying color samples by chemical or

paint manufacturers, were rows of glass jars, stoppered and standing

mouth downward aud rounded ends up. All were filled with some

sort of powdered or fine, soft, fluffy material in a variety of colors

or tints ; there were reds of diiferent shades, and browns, and yellows

;

there was one lemon colered, and there were white and black; bur

these were not chemicals—they were all sawdust samples, shown in

the office of a wholesale dealer in and manufacturer of sawdust.

In these finer forms sawdust is made of perhaps fifty different

woods, and in varying degrees of fineness, to be used for a wide

variety of purposes. Sawdust in all its forms, coarse and fine, has

many uses, and common sawdust is sold in enormous quantities.

The sawdust familiar to everybody is that which is gathered from

lumber mills and mills in which lumber is re-sawed in manufacturing.

This common sawdust is used extensively on fioors to take up damp-

ness in sweeping. It is used also for packing bottled goods and for

bedding horses, and in ice houses. Some sawdusts are screened at

the mills to remove chips and sticks.

Sawdust combined with oil is put in packages for use in sweeping

carpets, in place of the old time scattered tea leaves. Sawdust from

various non-rcsinous woods is used in great quantities in the smoking

of meats, and sawdust in the form of pulp is used in the manufac-

ture of dynamite. Sawdust of various kinds and colors is now used,

combined with cement, in making floors, especially in hospitals.

Such floors, made with the material in a plastic condition, can be

laid in a single piece, without cracks or joints, aud so made germ

proof, and they are more silent and easier to the tread than tile.

Among the better kinds of sawdust some are used for curious com-

mon purposes as, for instance, one of the uses for Spanish cedar

sawdust, which is very light, is for packing even cheap chemicals

contained in glass shipped over long distances, and where weight

would count in the freight cost.

Freight rates must be taken into consideration in bringing the

common sorts of sawdust into the city for sale; yellow pine sawdust,

for example, cannot be brought profitably from a distance of more

than a hundred miles. There are fine sawdusts that are brought from

various more or less distant points, but most of these may be gath-

ered here. From the city's many mills and factories, sawdust is

gathered in great quantities of the commoner or more familiar kinds

of lumber, as hemlock, pine, and spruce, cedar, hickory, maple, yellow

pine, and so on; and there are few woods that have been brought

into use in the world anywhere but what also are sawed here in

cabinet work and in various other forms of production.

Manufactured sawdust is made, not by sawing up lumber expressly

for that purpose, but by the treatment of sawdust gathered from

the various factories in which the woods were sawed. Some of these

sawdusts may be originally very fine, as those cut by fine toothed

saws in cutting veneers from fine woods, but all are subjected to

treatment.

jn a factory of his own the sawdust manufacturer grinds these

sawdusts into fine powders, or powders of coarser grain or into a
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fine feathery pulp. All these manufactured sawdusts, varied as

they may be in their tints, are produced and sold in their natural

colors, as they appeared in the various attractive forms in which

they were seen in the sample jars in the manufacturer 's office.

Some of the uses of these various manufactured sawdusts are trade

secrets with their several users.

Manufactured satinwood sawdust is used in the preparation of

pastel boards for drawing purposes. Sawdust of briar wood is

reworked for more special uses. Lignum-vitte sawdust is put to

some chemical uses.

The heaviest sawdust is that of ebony. This sawdust is black in

color, though even in the ebony sawdust there are traces of tiny white

fibres. The ebony is not a large tree and its wood is not black

throughout; its sap-wood is white, and it is particles of this sap-wood

that appear in the sawdust, mingled in the sawing. To the eye,

except on close inspection, ebony sawdust appears black.

The whitest of all sawdusts is that of holly, which is manufac-

tured into a very fine pulp form. Holly sawdust is used for floor

material and also in the manufacture of some grades of wall paper.

There is a manufactured sawdust called lemon sawdust, which is

not made from the wood of the lemon tree, but which is in tint of a

clear bright lemon color. This sawdust is used for the same pur-

poses as satinwood. Manufactured rosewood sawdust is of limited

use. Various mahogany sawdusts, including white, are used more

extensively for various purposes. Sawdust of vermilion, which is a

bright red mahogany from the East Indies, is used in making com-

position floors, sometimes for color squares, in cases where such

floors are not laid in a continuous unbroken piece.

One dealer in Baltimore, who in a separate factory building manu-

factures all the various kinds of sawdusts of fine woods, has now in

stock in one big warehouse 130,000 four-bushel bags of sawdust of

the various ordinary kinds, veritable piled up mountains of sawdust,

while under contiguous sheds there are hills of loose sawdust to be

seen, including one of fragrant cedar. In a spacious loft of the

warehouse there was spread out on the smooth floor over one broad

expanse to a depth of about six inches fine maple sawdust, tons of it,

drying. Sawdust for some uses must be air-dried before shipment;

if it were shipped damp it would oxidize and turn black. In another

section of this loft was spread out for drying a similar broad

expanse of boxwood sawdust.
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W^oods Used in Saw Handles
Although one is not apt to think of the apple tree as a source of

timber, .'is a matter of fact at least 2,000,000 board feet of apple

lumber is manufactured annually into saw handles. This, too, is

about the only important use to which it is put, though small amounts

are made into smoking pipes, and miscellaneous articles of turnery.

The wood was formerly used for shuttles and gave excellent satisfac-

tion, but has been entirely superseded by persimmon and dogwood.

As a fuel wood apple has few superiors.

Apple wood is usually the product of old orchards which are

removed on account of age. Owing to the inroads of pests of various

kinds during the last few years, a comparatively large amount of

apple timber has been offered for sale, especially in the Middle West,

where old trees are being replaced by new. The supply of this tim-

ber comes from Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Ponu-

sylvania. New York, Delaware, New Jersey and Maryland.

Small lots are occasionally imported from Canada. It is inter-

esting to note that when the collectors inspected the shipments they

assessed it as "cabinet wood not further manufactured than by

sawing. '

' The importers were dissatisfied with this classification

and succeeded in convincing the collectors that apple wood is never

used for cabinet making purposes, but almost exclusively for saw

handles. The Board of General Appraisers sustained the importers'

contention and the wood enters as plain lumber.

Apple lumber is sawed from butts which run two feet or more in

length, occasionally reaching eight feet long. Bolts less than thirteen

inches in diameter are ordinarily not used, "for the reason," as a

manufacturer explains it, "if the butt is smaller than that the wood
is worthless for making saw handles, since a certain width clear of

heart is required."

Sometimes logs are shipped to the factories and sawed there.

More often the manufacturer buys the material sawed into lumber

from 6 to 6^^ inches wide and 1% to 1ft inches thick. The length

of piece required for a saw handle is nine inches.

When the timber is first cut it has a reddish yellow color. It is

customary to subject it to a steaming process, which reddens and

deepens the color and renders it more uniform. To secure the best

results the steaming must be done after the timber is cut and before

the sap is dried out. This is accomplished by placing the green

wood in a tightly closed box or room and subjecting it to the action

of live steam for a period varying from thirty-six to seventy-two

hours, depending on the length of time the timber has been cut; the

greener the material the less time required in the steam box to get

good results. After steaming, the lumber is piled in the open and

air-seasoned for from two to three years. Before being used it is

thoroughly kiln-dried.

Following is a brief description of the processes of manufacture
of Disston handsaw handles: "The thoroughly seasoned lumber is

planed down to an even thickness and then sawed into small pieces,

generally of such size that fwo handles may be nmde from each of

them. The markers then trace the shape of the handles with lead

pencils around sheet steel ]iatterns. They are then cut out by the

band saws, after which a hole is bored in the center through which

the jig saw- enters and cuts out the center piece. They are now sent

to the ' nosing ' machine, where the nose is shaped. ' Jimping ' is the

next operation. In this the roughly cut handles are brought into

contact with swiftly revolving cutters, and the edges are rounded.

The handles now pass on to the filers, who work them into the finished

shape. This is followed by sand-papering on belt machines. The
next step is varnishing, after which comes 'slitting,' at it is termed,

or the process of sawing the slot in the handle in wnicn tne blade

rests. In connection with this operation the handles are bored and
countersunk for the bolts or screws. If the handle is to be carved

that work is now done, after which it is taken to the polishing room.
Apple wood, being hard, of very fine and uniform texture, capable

of receiving a high polish though of little natural lustre, is very

well adapted for handsaw handles. The deep, uniform color makes
it attractive and the trade has become so used to the wood for the

better grades of handles that none other is considered satisfactory.

The price of the material is so high, however, that for the cheaper

saws beech is a common substitute. W'hat beech lacks in natural

beauty and high polish is offset for general utility by its greater

strength, toughness and vitality. Other woods used for handsaw
handles are black cherry, red gum and maple and, where specially

ordered, black walnut and mahogany. Handles for long or cross-cut

saws are made principally of beech and maple, though some few
are of hickory.

In a government report on the wood-using industries of Michigan,

it stated that 50,000 board feet of apple wood is used annually for

handles. "The only wood in the whole industry (handle) costing an
average of $50 a thousand feet was apple, obtained in old orchards

where the trees are no longer profitable for fruit. Apple wood is

peculiarly fitted for saw handles and most of it is put to that use.

Black cherry is employed for the same purpose, but in Michigan
it costs $14 a thousand feet board measure and is much cheaper than
apple wood. " S.J. R.
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In Far-'Off Alaska
In connection with a recent consular report drawing attention to

the lumbering of Alaska, some interesting facts are recalled as to

the forests of that great peninsula.

The annual lumber-cut of the coast forests of Alaska, it is stated,

is about 27,000,000 board feet. This consists wholly of spruce, since

hemlock is little used. There are about twenty-five sawmills on

the coast, at Cordova, Juneau, Katalla, Ketchikan, Petersburg, Sew-

ard, Sitka, Yaldez, and Wrangell, as well as other points. Most of

them are rather crude in character and of small capacity. Perhaps

more than one-third of the output is used for salmon-eases, and

much of the best lumber goes into them.

The southern and southeastern coast of Alaska has a much greater

timber supply than there is any reason to think will be needed

locally for a long time to come. The total stumpage is large, much
of it overmature, and the proportion of hemlock too great. The

timber should be cut and utilized as soon as possible and the spruce,

which is more valuable than the hemlock, should be given an oppor-

tunity to increase. Under present conditions, with the well-known

ability of the hemlock to reproduce under shade and upon decaying

logs and debris, it has an advantage over the spruce.

The Alaskan coast forests do not contain t^imber of either as high

quality or as great variety as grows in Oregon and Washington, and

there is little likelihood that lumber from this coast will compete

largely in the general market with lumber from those states. In

fact, some lumber used in southeastern Alaska is imported from the

Pacific coast states; but good management on the part of the Alas-

kan mills should enable them to supply the home demand for common

kinds of this lumber. "While Alaska may eventually export consid-

erable material of this sort, it must continue to import timber like

Douglas fir for heavy construction work. Utilization for other pur-

poses than lumber should be encouraged. The most promising of

these is pulp. Both the spruce and hemlock are undoubtedly good

pulp-woods, and, taken together, they comprise almost the entire

forest.

In rhat connection, interest attaches to these Alaskan forests, as

the traveler sees them. Behind Seward the mountains wear such

forests, and a picturesque trail leads through cleared land, still cov-

ered with logs and stumps. The wild currant is prolific here, so is

the fire-weed, while ferns are ubiquitous. One plucks the ripe cur-

rants eagerly as he makes his advance.

Then he comos to the jungle of foiest. Numbers of large, while

tree-trunks are on every side. Nothing poisonous grows in Alaska

and so one can venture in without fear. Behind, there towers the

tall, forest-covered mountain, with the trees rising to a greener area

above, whjeh indicates the pampas. Ripe hucideberries fringe the

way, and of these, as of the currants, folks make jelly here. The

Solomon-seal, too, appears, and its berries are ripe in August. Logs

lie helterskelter where not covered by fern, and give a woodsy

smell to the place.

"Where one gets well into the woods, it is a comfort to know there

are no snakes on the peninsula, for this seems just the place for

them. Huge moss bunches' hang on the boughs, a green velvety

cover, in long trailing festoons, adding beauty to the forest. The

foot sinks deep into mossy beds. Eight beside it are other ferns;

more wild currants overhang the mossy logs.

Sometimes one gets into deep cedary tangles and the way grows
steep. There, in particular, the ferns are beautiful. Now and then

a log is found, set to mark some claim. Sometimes the sun is seen

peering through above or between the trees, and mountains are seen

across the vallej-. One 's heart beats fast as he climbs this typical

Alaskan trail, so soft underfoot, thanks to the pine needles. There's

a handy rock on which to rest, and on this ihe traveler puts the

date of his coming. A waterfall pours down near by. It is soon to

be harnessed for its power. The climb was hard, and 3'ou are glad

of this chance to rest.

"i'ou have a splendid idea of what it means to "mush" to the

timber camps of Alaska. At your feet, not only the currants and

fern, but a wild strawberry grows, and the moss is thicker than ever.

You are warm from the climb, but this was as naught to what is to

follow. A terrific ascent in the forest leads on to the timber line.

Then there comes a tall pampas above—but that is a tale in itself.

Felix J. Koch.

Dagame of Commerce
Dagame {Cahjcophyllum candidissmum—D. C) is a tropical Amer-

ican wood that has recently gained commercial importance in this

country. It is the product of a middle-sized tree of from forty to

sixty feet in height and from twelve to eighteen inches in diameter

at the base. The trunk is often from thirty to thirty-five feet to

the first branches and is usually more or less furrowed. It is cov-

ered with a reddish and very thin bark, which scales off in long

strips or in thin flakes. Dagame is a native of the West Indies,

Central America and the northern part of South America. In Cuba

it is generally known under the name of dagame; in Central America

it is called salamo; in Costa Eica it is known as the madronos, and in

Panama the name alazano is given to it. The wood is of a light-

brownish yellow color, very hard, heavy (about fifty pounds per

cubic foot), very strong, tough, elastic, and exceedingly close and

fine-grained. It works fairly well and takes an excellent polish.

After the wood is thoroughly seasoned it will warp and shrink very

little, and is said to be very durable in contact with the soil.

The wood has recently been shipped into this country in the form

of spars and is entered under the name of dagame spars, which are

used in the manufacture of fishing-rods, and will probably take the

place of tonquin wood {Dipieryx odorata—"Willd.) and wallaba

{Eperua falcata—Aubl.), both of which are from British Guiana and

are coarser grained than the dagame. It is used for all purposes

for which the true lancewood or yaya (Guatteria virgata—Dun.) Is

now employed, and is frequently referred to in the trade as West

Indian dagame or lancewood. The yariyari {Duguetia quitarensis—
Benth.) found in British Guiana has latterly been introduced into

the English markets as a substitute for dagame and the true trop-

ical American lancewood, but this wood can be distinguished very

readily from dagame and true lancewood by its numerous ladder-

like cross-bars of soft tissue between the pith rays which are very

fine. C. D. M.
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About the Humble Bung
Consider the bung.

The bung is the blushing violet of the wood specialty field.

Modest, unobtrusive, it performs its work, and it is seldom that

the calcium light is thrown in its direction, or that industry stops

to give to it the meed of praise which it deserves. But regarded as

a commercial proposition, the bung is some product. Like the pin,

nobody knows what becomes of it, and yet it takes millions to supply

the demand.

A lot of time and thought are spent on devising the best plans of

making tight barrels. Manufacturers of machinery for making

staves and barrels have worn permanent corrugations in their lofty

brows figuring out new ideas, and incidentally providing a round

hole for the bung to stop. Few of them, however, have ever thought

much about the bung itself. It has been taken for granted.

Every little barrel has a bung-hole all its own, and consequently

needs a bung to stop it, once the package is used for the purpose

intended. But this is not all. The barrel frequently lasts for many
successive uses, and each of these require a new bung. Thus the

whisky barrel, that aristocrat of the tight package field, can be

utilized but once by the distiller, but after it passes from that indus-

try it goes to the vinegar, pickle or oil handler, and requires

a brand new bung in order to carry out its work in the new field

to which it is introduced.

The beer-keg, as most lumbermen know, is a busy little worker,

lasting for a couple of years or more, with reeoopering, and after

the thirsty consumer has emptied it each time, back it goes to the

brewery—but minus its bung. Therefore the brewer is a regular

customer of the bung manufacturer, and the quotations on bungs,

f. o. b. the Braiihaus, as we of the Vaterland have it, are studied

just as carefully as the stove founder looks at pig iron prices.

The bung is one of the most versatile members of the forest

products family. Instead of being exclusive and snobbish, as for in-

stance, the whisky stave is, and insisting that only one wood is

good enough for use in its production, the bvng embraces them all

with a wide and inclusive affection that bars the gates to no wood

that has enough clear material to fill the bung-hole in a tight

and workman-like manner. In fact, while the bung is usually

made of poplar, it is not unusual to find oak, gum, cedar and even

pine figuring in its manufacture. Poplar, however, is the fatlier

of the bung, and Mr. Poplar Bung is the most important member
of the Bung family circle. Oak Bung is a rather sizable youth, but

Gum Bung and his little brothers are merely small shavers who

are given a place at the second .table and not allowed around

when company is present. That, however, doesn 't affect the truth

of the statement that bung manufacture permits the use of a wide

variety of woods.

It is rather surprising to the uninitiated to learn that the bung
requires a pretty good grade of lumber. At first blush it would

seem that the bung producer would make money by buying up low-

grade material, working up the good and throwing away the rest,

since a bung of standard dimensions is li^ inches across the top

and is one inch in height, so that not a great deal of material is

required to make it. The bung factory manager has evidently learned

by experience that the losses through waste, as well as the expenses

of handling and inspection, are so great as to justify him in speci-

fying a rather good grade, and consequently the bung gets No. 1

and No. 2 poplar, for instance, and correspondingly good quality

in oak, gum and other woods which are used in this business.

The board which goes into the bung factory must be clear, and

must be without sap stains or worm-holes. Poplar is easier to get

in what might be called the "bung grade," and this may account

for its precedence in the matter of consumption. It must be a lot

of satisfaction to the kings of the poplar forests as they expand to

magnificent height and develop trunks which are round and plump

and straight, to realize that their choicest boards, next the heart,

may one day find their way into that most exclusive of manufac-

turing plants, the bung factory.
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While the bung itself is a hail-fellow-well-met, those who are inter-

ested in him are not of that type. They require that the lumber

which is seeking preferment in the choice business of bung manu-

facture must stand more rigid inspection than almost any otlier class

of material, and the board which crosses the factory threshold has

been given, in effect, a passport to the 400 of Bungdom.

In the same connection it should be noted that the factory processes

of bung production are not generally known, for most of them are

controlled by secret devices which their properietors are not desirous

of making public. In fact, it is said by some that one of the largest

bung plants in the country, which has made millions for its owners.

is not only closed to visitors, but is not even viewed by employes

who are not needed in the operation of the machinery. The latter

is specially designed for the purpose, but it is said that it has not

been patented because of the fear that others might adapt the idea

and thus get in a jjosition to utilize similar machinery. As the field

is necessarily a limited one, these precautions are worth using.

The standard bung, as stated, is llJxl inch in dimensions. There

are a great many bigger bungs made, however, some huge casks

requiring bungs that have a longitudinal diameter of four inches.

As a rule though, inch lumber is the thickness usually bought, while

two, three and four inch stock is purchased in smaller quantities for

the purpose of taking care of special orders for the more important

and heavyweight members of the Bung domicile.

It is a little puzzling to figure just how many bungs are produced.

If one were to base an estimate upon the requirements of new bar-

rels alone, the figures would not be impressive. There were 355,000,-

000 tight barrel staves made in 1910, and assuming that the average

requirements per barrel involved 20 staves, this meant that not quite

18,000,000 barrels were made. In the same year 26,000,000 sets of

heading were manufactured, indicating that the barrel production

was somewhere between the two figures just noted.

These figures cover new barrels only, while millions of old barrels

are constantly requiring reinforcements in the way of additional

bung supplies. The beer trade alone must be an enormous consumer

of bungs, while the various classes of trade which use and re-use their

packages are proportionately larger consumers than those which use

a barrel but once, as in the whisky distilling business. In the re-

handling and rectifying of whisky, of course, the barrel may see

additional service, so that in this trade alone there are a lot more
bungs needed than the known ])roduction of whisky packages would

suggest.

With this in mind the estimated production of a large bung
factory in an Ohio valley city is easier to understand. It is said

to consume close to 10,000,000 feet of lumber a year, most of it

poplar and oak. Figuring on the basis of the standard bung dimen-

sions, there would be a production of thirty bungs per foot, allowing

for waste. On this basis the production would amount to 360,000,000

bungs a year—a truly amazing total, which makes the modest bung
a commercial factor of more than ordinary importance. These figures

may be out of line somewhat, but inasmuch as they are based on the

operations of but one plant, they show pretty plainly that the bung
business, taken as a whole, and considering that it is based on the

requirements of so insignificant a thing as a barrel-hole, is some
business.

Milton, the blind poet, wrnte something in his later years which

pointed the thought that inactivity does not necessarily mean idle-

ness. He realized that the fallow mind may conceive and create

some great production which would have been impossible had the

ordinary affairs of life engrossed it. He felt, therefore, that he

might truly say of himself,

"They also serve who only stand and wait."

The lumber poet may disdain composing a sonnet addressed to

the bung; yet it is deserving of some such treatment, and of having

its virtues handed down to posterity in enduring fashion. While
the bung plays a minor and inconspicuous part, unaggressive, yet

steadfast and efiicient, it bears out the truth of the Miltonic declara-
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tion that service is not a matter of active effort, but may consist

of calm and patient bearing of the load. The bung, especially in

its relation to the booze-barrel, holds many a load in place, so that

the quality of its service and its intimate bearing on the needs of
mankind are undisputed.

Consider the buug.
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Important Brazilian ^A/^oods

An increasing demand for Brazilian woods on the North American
market calls for a complete knowledge of their trade names. Dealers

import logs of a certain kind into this country under a given trade

name, and if the wood is regarded favorably among wood users,

other shipments of the same kind will be made under its original

name. If the wood is plentiful and easily accessible but does not

possess the qualities that are most desired, further imports will be

made under an entirely different name. Sometimes the commercial

names of such woods are English translations of the Spanish or

Portuguese local names, though more often the unfamiliar Indian

names are chosen.

The important trees of Brazil have a wide distribution, often

extending over an area in which a great many different dialects are

spoken. The best known trees from Brazil are those that yield

tiniber, resins, dye stuffs, rubber, nuts or fruit. Among those

may be mentioned crabwood {Carapa guianensis Sweet.), arnotta

(Bixa orcUana Linn.), divi-divi (Cacsalpina coriaria Willd.), brazil

nut tree (BerthoUettia excelsa Benth.), avaeate {Persea gratissima

Gartn.), sweet sop {Anona squamosa Linn.), etc. All of these have

a host of names in the different provinces, as well as on the market.

Only the very well established and most useful kinds adhere to one

trade name, as in the ease of the rosewood (Machaerium sp.).

"With woods of this kind, however, a number of other and often

inferior species are being cut and placed on the market as such.

This complicates trade nomenclature to such an extent that dealers

cannot always be definitely sure as to the kind they are getting

when they order a particular wood by its common name. Jacaranda,

for instance, is a name applied to the wood of no less than four

grnerically different trees, and about twelve different species of

woods are cut and sold as the only genuine rosewood.

It is interesting to observe the meaning of certain prefixes and

suiBxes that are so frequently emploj-ed in building up the local or

trade names of Brazilian trees. Such aflSses often appear in a

great many different forms in spelling and in meaning. For instance,

the word uba (meaning tree) is often spelled iba, hyba, ira, neba,

yba, igba, and ygba. Forms of this affix are found in bicuiba,

bicuhyba, and bocuuba. The etymology of a good many plant names

is, however, so obscured that it is almost impossible to determine

the words from which they are derived. Chrysopliyllum cyphloeum

Eied. is called huranhem, which is a word derived from umira

(umbira, ybira), another word meaning tree, and from eem, sweet,

a property of the bark. A species of Zanilwxylum is known as

tembetaru, which is a word composed of three other words. The

tree has very hard, sharp thorns, used by the Indians for piercing

holes through ear lobes and lips. The name is, therefore, derived from

tembe, meaning lip, ita, stone or hard, and u, a contraction of uba,

tree. Tabebuia. a generic name of a bignonaceous tree, is derived

from tacyba, ants, iba, Iree, and bubuy, to float, on account of the

lightness of the wood, in which ants are found. Sapicaja {Lecytliis

sp.) comes from sapia, an egg, and acaja, a forest tree (Spondias

I'enulosa Mart.), with edible berries, which is to represent a bird's

nest with eggs.

A collection of these common names affords more than usual

interest, and importers of lumber may find invaluable assistance

in a well selected list of commercial or trade names of some of

the important timber trees of Brazil. A short list of scientfic

names of important Brazilian trees with their corresponding ver-

nacular or trade names is given below:

Botanical Names Trade Names
Anda brasiUenais Anda. And.n-acu

Andira rosea Andura babajari, pobura, angotim lusit, andira,

and ibiaiariba.

Araucaria bramliensis
Astroniiim Jraxinijolium
Attalea humilis

Avicennia nitida

BartJiolletia excelsa
Bixa orcllana

Bowdichia virgilioides

Brosimum auileiii

Bn/sonima veriascijolia

Cacsalpina coriaria

Caesalpinia echinata

Carapa gujanensis
Cariiocar hutyrosum
Caryocar glahrum
Cassia bra-siliana

Chrysopliyllum cainito

Chrysohalanus icaco

Copaifcra publiflora

Crescentia cujete
Diptcrix odorata
Dipterix pteropus
Feuillea trilobata

Ocnipa brasiliensis

Gua::uma tilmifolia

Hiira brasiliensis

Ilymenaea courharil

Ilex paraguariensis
Lucuina caimito
Lucuma lasiocarpa

Lucuina mammosa
Machaerium firmum
Machaerium incorruptible

Machaerium scleroxylon

Melanoxylon brauna

Miscolobium violaceum

Peltogyne guarabu
Pcrsea gratissima

riatoniainsignis

Pothoinorphc sidaefolia

Bhizophora mangle

Spondias tuberosa

Trichilia catigoa

Wullschlagelia sp.

Xylopia frutescens

Curl, curi uva.
Uba-tan. yva-taa, Iba-tan, goncalo alex.

-\naja-mirim.

Sereiba-tinga, mangue branco, cereibuna, cerel-

tinga.

Nha, nia, castanho do maranhoa.
Rocu, urucu.

Sapupira, Sepibira, Sepepira, sebipira, sebupira,
sepepera, sucopira, sucupira, cebipira.

Paida, snake-wood, leopard, letter-wood.

Mureci. murici. hoyrizi, murusi, mureclguacu.
Divi divi, libi, dibi.

Araboutan, pao-Brazilian Lusit, Lima, Nicar-

agua, Pernambuco-wood, Bresil de St. Mar-
tha.

Carapa orcara po, Y-andiroba, crabwood.
Piquia, piqui, pikl, piquihy, tatajuba.

Tatayonba.
Genelma, jeneuna.

Guapeva, caymito.

Abajeru, goajeru, goajuru.

.Vrrate, amnrauthe, bois violet.

Choite, culeyba. cuegyba. cuyete.

Cumaru, cumbai-u, cumbary, niob.

Baru, cumbaru.
Nhandiroba.

Genipapo, janipabo, jenipapo.

Ibixuma, mutamba. motamba.
Assacu, ouassacu, oassacu.

Simiri, courbaril. algarrobo.

Congouha, mate.

Abiu, abi, abi-iba.

Abiu-rana.

Palata.

Jacaranda piranga. jacaranda roxa.

Jacaranda-una, jacaranda preto.

Jacaranda-tan.

Parova una. parovuna, brahuna, guarauna.
barahuna, parova-una, parova preta.

Cobiuna, caviuna, caa-bi-una.

Guarabu, gurabu.

Abacate, abacati, avaeate, avagate.

Bacoropary, bacuri in Para, ibacurupari.

Aguaxima.
Apareiba, mangle vermelho, guaparaiba,
mangue vermelho in Brazil.

Ambu, imbu. umbu.
Caa-tigua.

Agapurana, acapu-rana.

Pegrecou, pinduiba, embira, imbira.

C. D. M.

Grand Scenery Made Accessible

It is estimated that half a million people go into the national

forests yearly for recreation purposes, and an enormous increase

in the number is looked for in the future. The national forests are

principally among the wildest and most picturesque mountain

ranges, where attractions are many. The government is yearly

adding hundreds of miles of trails to facilitate the administration

of the property, and these paths increase the accessibility of the

most attractive regions. Tourists are finding this out, and are

making pleasure grounds of many remote districts where formerly

no one except the hunter and the prospector went. The rules to

be observed by tourists and campers in the national forests are

few and simple and in no way interfere with the freedom and

enjoyment of the visitors. Many of the grandest mountains, lakes,

and rivers of the country are thus being brought within reach of

those who are eager to enjoy them, and they will soon understand

why it is that they should fall in line with those who "see America

first."
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Adopting Insurance Methods
Lumber and life insurance are not very closely related, strictly

speaking, but both of them are regarded by members of those

callings as unusually hard selling jiropositions, statements which

as a rule are capable of demonstration. It is for that reason that

the recent assertion of a large life insurance agency manager,

made in the presence of a member of the hardwood trade, attracted

attention.

"My best customers are the people already on my books,"

said the life insurance man. "You might think that once a man
had purchased insurance protection, he would be permanently out

of the market, at least for a long time to come. But, as a matter

of fact, we get a large proportion of our 'new business' from our

old policyholders, both directly and by means of leads to prospects

secured from the people we are already serving."

The hardwood man had to admit that he had no definite system

for producing additional business from old customers, although

they were regularly solicited, eitlier by mail or through salesmen.

And as a matter of fact, he confessed, not a very impressive

proportion of his trade was developed from those who had been

buying previously, so that it required constant effort in the way
of digging up new sources of custom in order to keep the volume

of business up to the mark.

"Your plan is a good one," he conceded, "and I think I'll

see how it can be worked in our business. '

'

He returned to his office, studied the proposition carefully and

then began the institution of a new system, designed simply for

the convenience of the selling department, and intended to give

information which had not been provided previously.

Every customer who has dealings with that concern is now
made the subject of a card in an index system. It has nothing

to do with the bookkeeping or accounting department, but is used

exclusively for selling purposes. The record shows the amount of

lumber purchased, with the kind and price; the features of the

shipment, if any; the treatment of the shipment by the customer,

and whether there was any complaint as to the grade or the

delivery. In other words, each transaction is skeletonized, so

that at any time in the future it is possible to run through the

cards and see how business with each customer has been running.

It was pretty hard to dig up much information as to business

more than six or eight months old—that is to say, in building the

index scheme entirely afresh. The ledgers and the correspondence

files had to be gone through to get all the facts. After the selling

file began to assume age and volume, however, it was easy to

maintain, and was of constantly increasing value.

The system was indexed in three ways: first as to the names

of customers; next as to their location, and third as to the nature

of the purchases. In the latter division the "mixed car" file

proved particularly valuable, as reference to it enabled the con-

cern to move a lot of odds and ends of stock which were not

available for carload business. For example, the dealer found

that he had a lot of stock of that kind on his hands, some oak,

some ash, some poplar and some chestnut, and while there was a

good deal of it in the aggregate, it was badly broken as to

dimensions, grades and lengths.

He referred to his "mixed car" file, which, as might have

been expected, consisted largely of planing-mill owners, who usu-

ally require a variegated shipment. By writing a dozen individual

and personal letters to people of this kind, who had bought lumber
previously and had been satisfied with it, and explaining that

the stock on hand was practically identical with the lumber
shipped previously, he was able to get several handsome orders

and to clean up his broken stocks in rapid-fire order. Furthermore,

he had the satisfaction of knowing that the lumber was well sold,

that it went to people who needed it, and that he would not have

to hold it in his yard awaiting sufficient receipts of the same kind

to make up sufficient quantities to sell in carload lots.

In this connection it is probably true that the average hardwood
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man is inclined to neglect the planing mill proprietor, chiefly be-

cause the latter buys only small lots of any one kind of lumber.

His business in the aggregate is heavy, and even though he may
be cutting up more pine and other soft woods than he does oak,

his acquaintance is worth cultivating, and his business worth

going after, particularly when, as suggested, his plant may be

the outlet for stock which could hardly be handled to advantage

in any other way.

The advantage of the index developed frequently when a car

was rejected for one reason or another. Ordinarily a dealer resorts

to his memory to locate someone who is likely to be in the market

for lumber of that character, or else refers to some business

directory for suggestions. Most of the names secured in the

latter are usually of people who are comjjarative strangers, in a

business sense. Thus the advantage of being able to look up in

the house file the names of actual customers who were close at

hand, and could take over the lumber without much difficulty, was

considerable.

The dealer who used the plan said that he often found frank-

ness to be the best possible plan in getting rid of a car which

had been turned down.

"Frequently," he explained, "I do not even have to call in

a salesman, who may be busy several hundred miles away, to

move the car. I have often, after consulting the file, done a little

long distance telephoning, talking with people with whom I had

done business before. I have explained the delivery of the car,

and have frankly stated that the customer to whom it was billed

had not been able to use it.

" 'Now, I can let you have this lumber at a low price in order

to avoid the expense of shipping it to some other point,' I suggest.

'If you can use it, it's a bargain.'

"And usually I land the order, giving the customer a concession

in the price, and at the same time time saving mone.y which would

have been spent in railroad fare and hotel bills, car service

charges and other expenses which accrue when you have a high-

priced road man fooling around with a rejected car and trying

to find a buyer for it."

A feature which this concern work'fed out to advantage was the

matter of freight charges, as well as the freight rate, applying on

a given shipment. Thus, when a customer was offered another

chance to buy, it was not with the statement, '

' This car will cost

you $30 a thousand, f. o. b. our station," but, "We can deliver

you this lumber at $38 a thousand," or whatever the freight rate

happened to show was the correct price. "While variations in

weight caused the estimates to alter, one way or the other, in

a few instances, it was not sufficient to affect the sale, and the

buyer appreciated the convenience of iiurchasing the stock -on a

delivered price. He wasn't put to the mental discomfort of having

to figure the rate for himself, and he knew immediately whether

the delivered price was one that would make the purchase worth

while. This may seem a microscopic point, but it is just another

one of those little sales helps which combine to land business.

One of the big things to be considered in operating a system

of this kind is that while staple items are comparatively easy to

sell, trouble comes in getting rid of the odd assortments. The
expense of doing business is reduced if these special lots, for

which there is a consumer somewhere but not everywhere, can

be moved expeditiously. This means, then, that the man who
can use a certain kind of lumber must be located, and that he

must be kept in touch with. If the lumberman goes to him each'

time with an offering of stock which the consumer can use, and
which the lumberman knows he can use, from past experience,

there ought not to be much friction generated in accomplishing

a sale. Both people concerned are benefited; whereas if the lum-

berman adopts either of the alternatives of allowing the odd stufif

to pile up on the yard or attempting to sell it to the general
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trade, without discrimination, it is a moral certainty that he is

not going to make much money out of the lumber.

The plan involves study of the stock on the yard just as closely

as it requires study of the requirements of the purchaser and the

experience of the concern with each customer. Frequent inven-

tories and careful analysis of the trend of trade as disclosed by
the stock-sheets help immensely in suggesting along what lines

effort should be concentrated. As one lumberman said not long
ago, "Unless you do something of that kind, your salesmen will

insist on deluging you with orders for {he things you haven't
got." Watching the yard and selecting the probable buyers for

each class of liunber you have on hand—instead of for just any
lumber at all—will conserve sales effort and assure profits.

G. D. C, Jr.
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The Handle Trade
WITH THE HANDLE MANUTACTUEERS

Good men are essential in all lines of wood work, but it has always

seemed to me that in the handle industry, especially the broom handle

line, the hardest of all positions to fill and keep filled is that of

inspector. Lathe operators are hard to get also, but if you have one

good operator you can get along with mere feeders on the rest of

the lathes, and let the good man take care of and keep up the other

lathes. Not so with the inspection room. There the inspector is

practically alone at his rack, and it is impossible for any one else

to keep track of him and correct his mistakes, without a system of

double inspection, which is out of the question. One would naturally

suppose that a man who had made brooms for a number of years,

and was familiar with the use of the different grades of handles,

would be the proper man for this jiosition, but such is not the case.

The most unsatisfactory man «liom I ever tried out at the inspec-

tion rack was an old broom maker. The dilBculty lies in the tact

that most broom men, while they will insist that the grades of

handles must be perfect, will take the No. 1 handles, that allow of a

slight defect that will be covered up by the broom and the label,

and use them, instead of the extra handles, on their best grade of

brooms. They do the same with the No. 2 grade, as some of them

can be covered up also. In fact the average broom man, when mak-

ing brooms, will look only at defects that cannot be covered up.

Yfet when he buys these handles they must be perfectly graded. Xow
if this man accepts a position as inspector in a handle factory he

would want to grade the handles as they are really used, and if he

did the manufacturer would not be able to sell them, unless on the

basis of a lower grade. xV first-class handle grader will not only

watch his stock for little defects, but will also test every handle for

strength and will straighten every one that is the least bit crooked

—

and that means practically all of them, as it seems almost impossible

to rip up lumber, either dry or green, that it will not spring some

afterwards, and the lathes will follow the curve of the square. This

means that the handle, when finished, will show a slight curve. It

is the duty of a good inspector to get this curve out and to see that

the bundler ties the handles up in such a way that they will remain

straight.

To be a good inspector a man should first serve a few years in

the factory and know just how the handles are made, and then he

should work at the bundler 's rack for a year or so. By close watch-

ing of the different grades of handles that are being bundled he

will gradually become acquainted with what the different grades

mean and what should go into them, and will soon be able to help

his inspector a great deal by throwing back such defective handles

as may slip by. No man is perfect, and handles will get into the

wrong grades, even with the best inspectors on the job.

The inspector must be a man who is cool-headed and quick to

decide, for when he has from a thousand to fifteen hundred handles

passing through his hands every hour and must look at every handle

he has no time to deliberate but must decide the instant he touches

a handle what gi-ade it is to go into. In fact he should be so trained

that his hands will throw the handles into the proper tills while he

is looking at the next one. His is one of the most responsible posi-

tions in the factory, as his is the chance to make or break the

owner. The handles must go out properly graded or the office will

hear of it very soon from the broom men. If he grades too closely

with the low grades then there will be too many culls, and the profit

will suffer. I have known of eases where the inspector was practically

lietneen the devil and the deep sea; the sales manager demanded
that he give low grades to help the sales while the superintendent

Avould demand that he make more of the high grades and not so

many culls.

The wisest thing that a factory owner can do is to secure a good
inspector; be sure that he imderstands his calling, and then give

him a free hand. He has enough troubles of his own without being

told how he ought to grade the handles, possibly by those whose
chief interest is to make a big showing regardless of final results.

There is no doubt in my mind, and it has been proven by years of

exjierienee, that it pays best to do honest grading, and keep the

grades up to the standard you have set. Then your trade will know
just what to expect and will know that every order for a certain

grade of handles will be filled with just exactly the same stock as

former orders. This is really the good will of the handle business,

and the whole thing rests with the inspector at his sorting rack.
w * *

Handle machinery, both of the broom handle and of the hickory

handle line, is run at high speed, and too often the smaller manu-
facturer attempts to save money by using as low a grade of oil and

grease as he can buy. This is a great mistake. In the first place

a great deal more oil of the cheaper kind is required than of the

better grade, and in the long run the cheaper costs the most. The
cheaper oU also is the cause of hot bearings and sprung shafts.

When machinery runs at as high a speed as it does in the wood-

working lines it is to the handle man's advantage to help it all he

can by reducing the friction of the bearings by proper oiling.

Two years ago I mentioned in the Hakdwood Record that we were

trying out two patent loose pulleys to take the place of the common
kind that had been causing so much trouble. Now I would advise

every factory owner and superintendent who has been having trouble

of this kind, and they all do, to do as we have done—throw away the

common loose pulleys and install the best patent pulley for this

purpose that he can get. They cost quite a bit in the start, but

save considerable in the long run. Our pulleys have been running

for nearly two years. They are oiled once a month and have never

caused us any trouble. We are replacing every loose pulley in oi0

factory with the better kind.

* * *

Sometimes the owner of a factory seems to forget that his employes

are just as human as he, and expects them to do work that he him-

self is not able or willing to do. The golden rule is a good one to

follow in factory work. Besides, it pays a good dividend, and that is

what we are all working for. If a man needs censure, give it to

him, but when you find one of your employes who is devoting himself

to your interest and working to make you a profit, don't think that

it is beneath your dignity to notice him and give him a little praise.

He is as good a man as you are, and while I do not exactly approve

of making intimate friends with our employes, yet I don 't think that

to ignore them is the right thing to do. Don't expect a man to spend

every minute of the day at his own particular job, and never look

up or speak to one of his fellow employes. If you have a factory
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where the men are that way then you don 't have men in your employ

—they are machines and partly slaves. When men are that way they

will not get out as much work as in a shop where some liberty is

allowed, and where the foreman will not set a man at, a task that

the man knows he thinks is beneath him, or at one that the foreman

cannot do. If the employe knows that the foreman can do the work

in as good or less time than any other man, he will as a rule have

ambition enough to equal if not better that time.—H. B. A.
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Are Lumhermen Helped ?

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1911, the U. S. Forest Service

sold 830,000,000 feet of timber.

Announcements through the newspapers and in other ways are

made from time to time that the government is offering or will soon

offer for sale large bodies of timber. The question is frequently

asked whether such sales are calculated to help the lumberman. The

question is a reasonable one. The man who owns timberlands which

are so situated that what timber the government sells competes with

what he has for sale, may incline to the belief that his business is

not helped. It is not, however, a matter which can be discussed and

decided from a strictly local standpoint.

When the Forest Service sells a large quantity of standing timber,

it does something more than seU it at an agreed price, and relinquish

all interest in it and authority over it. It regulates the manner of

cutting and removing. It keeps the land, and cares for it. The sale

does not include everything that grows on the ground, but only the

timber that is merchantable, and enough other material for the con-

struction of necessary roads, bridges, skidways, and similar appur-

tenances. The contract requires the buyer to cut low stumps, by

which process the tract yields more lumber. The felling must be done

carefully, in order that breakage of trunks and the destruction of

small timber may be reduced to a minimum. The limbs and tops must

be disposed of in a way to lessen fire danger as much as possible.

When the tract has thus been lumbered, it has not been skinned and

devastated, but it has a stand of small trees left, with the ground

cleaned, and with all conditions favorable for the growth of young

timber. Fire protection is provided as far as possible, and the process

of producing another crop of timber is fully under way.

Is that worth anything to the lumbermen of the United States?

It is an example of what can be done on a large scale. It is practical

conservation. The way of carrying it out is shown. If the govern-

ment can do it successfully, and good' results are seen to be certain,

private operators may be induced to do likewise. Examples on a large

scale are needed to convince timber owners that conservative lumber-

ing is profitable. Examples on a small scale do not seem to carry

conviction to the lumberman that low stumps, brush piling, the pro-

tection of small growth, and economy in skidways, bridges, chutes, and

swamping work, will pay. Many honestly believe that an experiment

in a small way is no proof that success will attend the same methods

when practiced on a large scale. During the fiscal year ending June

30, 1911, as stated above, the Forest Service sold 830,000,000 feet of

timber. The lumbering of this will be on a scale large enough to fur-

nish practical examples that should be of value to lumbermen in the

whole country. There has been abundance of theory in this country

as to how to practice forestry on a large scale in lumber operations;

and now the country is about to witness the theories put to the test.

The sales made thus far have all been made in the West.

The government is taking up a new line of forestry in the Appala-

chian region from Maine to Georgia. It is new only in the sense

that it has not been done in the United States before. The problems

are different from those to be worked out in the West, where the

timber is mature and ready for sale. Ultimately the western problems

will be present in the Appalachians, but not now. Denuded or partly

denuded tracts on steep mountains and about the sources of rivers

are being acquired by the Forest Service. Already 270,000 acres have

been bought, and much more will probably be purchased in the near

future. It is not expected that the government will soon offer timber

for sale in that region. The announced reason for taking up forestry

there is that the navigable streams which have their sources in the

mountains need protection, and to that end forests must be looked

after.

The reason is doubtless sufficient, but what good will the lumber-

man get out of it? While the sources of the rivers are receiving

protection, will any direct or indirect beneficial results accrue to pri-

vate timber holders and land owners in that part of the country or

elsewhere ?

The question is best answered by considering what it is that the

government is undertaking. That country is chiefly a hardwood

region, though large quantities of pine, spruce, and hemlock are

found in certain parts of it. It is a land of mountains. The slopes

are steep, and the soil is usually a thin layer over the rocks beneath.

Fires are so destructive when they follow lumbermen that extensive

tracts become so barren in a few years that the growth of a future

forest is impossible.

The government is buying its lands in patches, the strategic points,

as it were. It proposes to keep down forest fires as a first measure.

That will, ill a majority of cases, be sufficient to reclothe the partly

denuded tracts with forests, for most of the trees will come back if

given a chance.

Past experience has shown that private holders of timber do not,

and generally cannot, protect their property against forest fires.

Organizations for doing it are not in existence. The owner of tim-

ber has felt discouraged, and in order to make the most out of what

he had and while he had it, he has cut the best of his timber, and let

fire take what was left. Under the circumstances it has not seemed

possible to do otherwise. Year by year the denuded areas have

enlarged, and erosion of soil has increased in geometrical ratio. A
large part of the finest hardwood region in this country is threatened

with destruction.

The Forest Service is now taking a hand. It will fight fire scien-

tifically with carefully-enforced rules to lessen the starting of fires;

lookout stations for quickly discovering those which get under way;
fire lanes to facilitate the heading off of fires before they go far;

and the employment of trained men to patrol the woods in times of

danger and be ever ready to act instantly.

In addition to suppressing fires, trees will be planted on such vacant

areas as do not reforest themselves naturally.

The carrying out of this policy will help the timber owners and

lumbermen in the region both directly and indirectly. The actual

protection of their holdings will be important. The government

reservations scattered among the mountains will become '
' islands

of safety," as it were. Timber holders in the vicinity of each will

be safer, because fires will be fewer there. This in itself will amount

to a great deal, but the example which all may see will be worth more.

If the government can successfully fight forest fires, and can reclothe

vacant areas, the owners of private lands in the vicinity will be

encouraged to try similar methods. A concrete, practical demonstra-

tion is what is wanted. The Appalachian region is so valuable for

timber that any method of conserving what is now on the ground

and making more grow will be welcomed by lumbermen. The job

is too big for an individual or a company, but the Forest Service is

undertaking it.

The naval stores industry is a great thing in the South, but it has

been destructive of timber. The cutting of deep boxes in the trees

to collect the resin weakens the trunks and they are thrown by storms,

causing immense loss of valuable timber. If not blown down, the

accumulation of resin in and about the boxes or notches makes the

trees a prey to fire, and the loss of timber on that account has been
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very great. The Forest Service conducted experiments by which it

was shown possible to draw the resin from the pines without laying

them liable to destruction. This has been a direct, positive help to

lumbermen. Large quantities of pine go into lumber which would

be going up in smoke; or, thrown by wind, would be destroyed by
boring insects, if more consers-ative methods of turpentining had not

been demonstrated by the government.

There is a branch of Forest Service work now being carried on

which gets into the closest touch with lumbermen and the manufac-

turers of wood commodities. It deals directly with uses and mate-

rials, and has no theories to work out. The work has been done, or

is under way, in every state. It is generally carried out in co-opera-

tion with the state. It is a study of the factories which use wood.

The purpose is to show what the best uses are for each of the com-

mercial species of the country. The amounts of the individual woods
used in the various industries of each state are ascertained. This infor-

mation is valuable, because it shows what species are becoming scarce

and in what region the supply is most abundant or scarcest, and how
the cost of the same wood ranges in the different parts of the country.

Careful attention is given to the question of substituting one wood
for another. If one is scarce and costly, perhaps another that is

abundant and cheap will answer. New species, or those not hitherto

much used, are investigated. In many instances they have been found

entirely satisfactoi'y where those more expensive had been employed.

The practical value of the work consists in bringing to the atten-

tion of lumbermen and wood-workers all available information con-

cerning every wood in the country, that has been found fit for any-

thing. This knowledge can be and is being applied by owners of

timber who have kinds which were formerly unsalable. The buyer

of lumber makes use of the information also. He learns of species

which will answer seme purpose of his, and do it as well as another

wood for which he has been paying more. The result is more com-

plete utilization. More kinds are employed; and they are used to

better advantage.

The same series of work includes an investigation of waste, and

seeks remedies. In numerous instances manufacturers have learned

from published reports how to make money from their scrap heaps.

Yet the Forest Service is not making these experiments—the manu-

facturers are doing that. The government simply collects the results

of the experiments, trials, and attempts, and if anything is found

which promises to be useful, it is embodied in the published report of

wood-using industries in that state, and every manufacturer of wood
products, every seller of lumber or owner of timber in the country is

welcome to any of the information which he wants. Many of them

are using it to their proiit.

The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., is conducting

numerous experiments for the purpose of discovering new uses of

wood, or improvements in old uses. It is studying preservation of

timber by chemical or mechanical treatment to make wood last longer

in positions where it is likely to decay, notably as railroad ties, mine

timbers, fence posts, paving blocks, and telephone poles. It is test-

ing timbers to determine their strength and their power of resistance

to strain and mechanical wear. This is for the benefit of budders

who employ wood as framework. The seasoning of wood is being

investigated for the benefit of' sawmill men, and of factories which

use large quantities of lumber. Tests are carried on for the purpose

of discovering new sources of pulp, species never tried before. This

information should benefit the owners of timber which is not in

immediate demand for sawmill products, particularly timber that

would go into low class lumber or into the waste heap.

Work which the laboratory is doing is of a kind which the indi-

vidual lumberman or wood-worker could not well do for himself. The

experiments and tests must be on too large a scale for the individual

to carry through. The apparatus with which the laboratory is equipped

is expensive, and specially trained engineers are required for the

technical work.

The processes are necessarily slow. There is no guess work about

them, but conclusions are reached, point by point. For example, time

is required to test the value of a process for prevention of decay.

The thing cannot be thought out, but must be tried out. The treated

timbers must be submitted to the test of time. A mode of treat-
ment for cross-ties or mine timbers cannot be known to have value
until it is shown by trial that it will make wood last longer.

There has always been a lack of trustworthy data in this country
on the mechanical properties of timber—its strength, hardness,
elasticity, weight, and lasting properties—and the laboratory is work-
ing to supply what is lacking. The principal, practical results of its

work will be to devise ways to make woods last longer; to determine
what species will best fulfill requirements demanded by builders and
engineers; to save waste in the woods and at the mill by converting
it into salable by-products; to test wood-working machines to deter-
mine which kinds are most efficient and economical.

Time is required in reaching reliable results, and during the three
years the laboratory has been in operation it has made rapid progress
toward that end.

New York Shows Building Gain
The general impression of active building felt liy the visitor to

New York is substantiated by figures recently published covering the
building operations in that city for August, 1912, and comparing
them with August, 1911.

During this period there has been an actual gain of over one-hundred
per cent in the amount of new operations. The total value of all

new operations during the month of August, 1912, is $13,253,057.
These figures cover only the Island of Manhattan or New York proper.
Gains are also shown in the Bronx, while greater New York col-

lectively shows a gain of seven per cent.

Considering the various boroughs making up the greater city
building operations for August, 1912, increased over operations during
that month in 1911 by fifty-four per cent and represented a total cost
this year of $18,029,294. The total gain in buUding in the city for the
period from January 1 to September 1, as compared with that period
of last year, was twentj-four per cent.

Suspension of Through Rate Advances
Proposed advances in rates from southern points to points in On-

tario and Quebec, which were to have become effective on September
1, have been suspended until December 30 by the Interstate Commerce
Commission with a view of enabling it to examine the claims of both
sides. The suspension is a direct result of a written protest emanat-
ing from St. Louis shippers.

In the formal protest the shippers stated their case as follows:
That said defendants are common carriers engaged in the transportation

of passengers and property from rjoints in tlie states of Arkansas
Louisiana. Mississippi, Texas, Georgia, Florida. Ohio. Indiana, Illinois
and Missouri, to points in the Dominion of Canada, nnd as such common
cai-rici-s are subject to the act to regulate commerce, approved February 4,
1S.S7, and acts since enacted which are amendatory thereof or supple-
mentary thereto.

That tbe complainant maintains and operates a general selling office in
St. Louis in the state of Missouri, and is int»resfed in mills located in the
various southern states mentioned, and is the shipper of lumber and other
forest products from these states to various points in the Dominion oi
Canada over the lines of the defendants.

That the defendants in their supplements and other tariffs hiive served
notice to the complainants that on and after September 1, 1912, the rates
on lumber and other forest products from all Ohio and Jlississippi river
crossings to points in the Dominion of Canada will be changed—most
instanc's increased one cent per hundred, and in some instances increased
seven cents per hundred.

That the defendants, by issuing the supplements mentioned, have ex-
ceeded in some cases the rates on lumber and other forest products from
Ohio and Mississippi river crossings that are now published in their
various issues covering the sixth class rates, and which have always been
be d nnd maintained as the maximum rates on lumber: that heretofore the
rate frrni Cairo to Toronto has been nineteen cents, and which is the
sixth-class rate in the class tariffs. The new supplements, effective Sep-
tember 1, have exceeded the class rate and are published at twenty
cents.

That the defendants, in committee tariff, issued by Eugene Morris
131B. Supplement 11. I. C. C. No. 281, have printed rates to Canadian
points and have indicated them by a character sign as a reduction, while
in reality the rates as are published by them are an advance.

That the complainants maintain the rates as are shown in the tariffs
above referred to are unreasonable, discriminatory and uniust : by reason
of the fact that they exceed the present rates now in effect, and that
furtlier. the railroad companies in the United States are not eomnlaining
as to the revenue, neither have they registered a complaint that the
rates as carried are not remunerative, but that in view of the attitude
assumed by the Canadian lines in regard to the divisions of revenue, the
roads in the United States are forced to make this advance in tbe rates
in order to comply with the demands of the Canadian lines, and that the
entire advance is not based with a view of advancing rates, but with a
vie"- of nHi'i^ring an arbitrary division demanded by the Canadian roads.

The statement also enumerated exactly the advanced rates com-

plained of.
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Forest Injury by Lightning CrSt
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A bulletin has Ijeen issued from the government printing office at

Washington dealing with the injury to standing timber by lightning.

It was written by Fred S. Plummer, geographer in the Department

of Agriculture, and it brings together data of a most interesting

nature. Figures are compiled from various sources, but chiefly from

special investigations carried on to determine the frequency of forest

fires caused by lightning; the comparative number of trees struck,

and the extent of the damage done.

The importance of the part played by lightning is indicated by the

fact that in the longleaf pine belt of the South alone thirty thousand

trees a year are .struck. The woods are not often set on fire in that

region by lightning, because the heavy rains which nearly always

accompany electrical storms put out the incipient fires. Still, many

trees are set on fire. It is declared that of all portions of the United

States, lightning is most frequent in Illinois and Florida.

There are certain lightning zones in elevated regions. The sum-

mits of high mountains are often above the lightning area, and suffer

little, while lower down the sides and in the valleys below, the electric

storms are much more severe.

A special investigation covered about two hundred million acres of

national forests, and extended over about fcrur years. This region

lies chiefly in the Far West. The number of trees struck was, by

actual count, 76,301. About one in fifty was set on fire. It is stated

that lightning is fourfold more frequent east of the Eocky Mountains

than west of that range, but no count or estimate is made of the

number of trees struck in the East, except for the southern pine belt,

and in small areas of Minnesota and Michigan.

The wooCls may be set on fire by lightning anywhere, but it occurs

more frequently in the West than in the East because the climate of

the West is dryer.

The investigation shows that in the national forests in six years

2,957 forest fires have been caused by lightning. Sometimes a tree

is ignited, and the fire spreads from that to the leaves and other

ground litter. In such a ease, the fixe might not appear for several

hours, or even days, after the storm had passed. In the majority of

cases where the exact process was discovered, it was found that the

lightning did not set a tree on fire, but ran down the trunk and ignited

the humus at the base.

That lightning is amply able to do this is shown by the effect of a

stroke that enters the ground. It frequently develops enough heat to

melt the sand and fuse it into a core from a half inch to six inches

in diameter. This fused mass may extend twenty-five feet into the

earth, in the form of a hollow tube, vitrified or glassy on the inside

and coarse-grained or half used on the outside. These lightning-

formed bodies have long been known, and ignorant people supposed

they were the real thunderbolts that had struck there and lodged in

the ground. The}' are called also thunder stones, storm stones, Thor 's

bolts, ceraunia, and fulgurite.

Lightning occasionally strikes the ground directly, but no instance

has been reported where a woods fire was started without the lightning

having first come in contact with a tree trunk.

The common superstition or belief that some kinds of trees are more

liable to be struck than others, and that some are never struck, is

found to have no foundation, as any tree that is in the lightning's

path will be struck. The species appears to make no difference what-

ever. Circumstances do make a difference. Tall trees, isolated trees,

those on high ground, those deeply rooted in damp soils, and those

thoroughly soaked by rain, are more likely to be struck. The shape of

the tree's branches and its spread of roots seem .to have something

to do with its liability to be struck. It depends upon whether or not

the tree is a good or poor conductor of electricity at the moment.

It is shown that a tree may be dry and thus a poor conductor, but

a dashing rain will wet it and its liability to be struck by lightning

is greatly increased.

Lightning occasionally strikes twice in the same place, which is

contrary to the popular belief. Seven or eight strikes in the same

place are known.
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It is usually taken for granted that when a tree is struck, the

lightning runs from the top downward. That is the usual manner,

but the reverse sometimes occurs. Mr. Plummer says

:

'
' A flash of lightning striking upward through the tree from its

base acts as an explosive. The trees may be torn into small frag-

ments, and cases have been recorded where these appeared like a piece

of hemp. If the upward flash is less violent, the tree may be split

radially. The tops of trees have been torn off while the lower parts

remained uninjured. On the other hand, the lower portion of a tree

has been demolished, while the upper part fell to the ground intact."

The reason why lightning tears a furrow in the side of a tree trunk

or splits the tree into fragments has not been determined. The gen-

eral belief is that the passage of the current through the wood gen-

erates sufficient superheated steam, from the water in the wood, to

cause an explosion, and that the tearing and rending is really the

work of steam. Another view is that the lightning forces its way
through the wood, much as a bullet would do, and ruptures the wood

iu the same way.

Microscopic e.Kamination does not show that the passage of light-

ning through wood, even when it is sufficiently violent to tear the

wood to pieces, produces any effect upon the wood colls and other

delicate elements in the immediate vicinity.

Aside from the injury done by forest fires started by lightning, the

damage done to individual trees is no small item when the whole

country is considered. Some trees are struck lightly and little injury

follows, but usually the tree is so damaged that it soon ceases to be

valuable for lumber. On some of the western mountains—particularly

on the volcanic circular flats of the San Francisco mountains—nearly

one-half of the mature trees have been killed or injured by lightning.

In the eastern hardwood forests it is a common thing for trees to be

killed outright, while many others are wounded beyond recovery. No
protection of forest trees against lightning is possible.

Construction in Russia
A report from United States consul at Moscow, Kussia, shows that

building operations during 1911 were fully up to the expected figures

in that country. A great number of new buildings were erected in

the various distHcts and many old ones enlarged to meet the increased

requirements of municipalities, and for industrial and transportation

concerns. Lack of labor and material was felt in construction work,

this being particularly true of cement and brick, which showed a con-

stant rise in price. The adoption of so-called fireproof buildings in

villages was one of the chief contributing factors to this condition.

In fact, the excessive rise in price of building materials has resulted

in a serious consideration on the part of municipalities looking toward

the manufacture of their own raw materials. In addition there has

been wide agitation looking toward the abolition of duty on cement,

and the reduction of freight rates generally.

In the city of Moscow various types of buildings were erected, and in

the summer of 1911 more than three hundred thousand five and seven

story residences were built. About three hundred million bricks

were manufactured in this district.

Similar reports emanate from various other prominent cities of the

Empire, all of which show a continued increase in building constnic-

tion caused by the establishment of numbers of industrial and busi-

ness operations, which called for increased housing facilities and in-

creased facilities for manufacture.

Another cause for renewed activity in building operations is the

increase in town population, and a consequent growing demand for

lodgings. An abundant harvest during the last two years, coupled

with the extensive renewal of construction work by the railroads,

has been one responsible factor in influencing city building.

The fact that the unusual activity in building operations is evident

in all sections of the Russian Empire is fairly conclusive proof that

Eussia has entered upon a new era in prosperity as such pronounced

activity can only result from genei'ally improved conditions among
the individuals who make up the population of that vast country.
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W^orkmen's Compensation BeneficialH
In an article on Workmen's Compensation, the Manufacturers'

News of Chicago says that when the principles of workmen's com-

pensation laws are thoroughly understood in America—as they are

in Europe—their practical effect known, their scope and operation

determined, it will be found that they have contributed much to the

sum total of industrial and public good. Every '
' humanizing move-

ment" and each systematic effort to advance industrial progress has

been received with skepticism, subjected to severe criticism and
marked hostility. Time and practical experience have, however, uni-

formally turned skeptics into friends and critics into champions; all

opposition and hostility have soon been swept away, and the world

wondered how and why former conditions were ever tolerated.

If one-half of the energy that is now being exerted to nullify the

Illinois workmen 's compensation act and resist its operations were

put forth to effectuate its purposes, the state of Illinois would make
unprecedented progress within twenty-four hours, and industrial

strife, turmoil and discord would soon be practically eliminated.

Such action would serve as a signal for intelligent co-operation and
the state, the employer, the employe and the public would all swim
with the tide in the same channel.

Industrial progress requires the "human touch" between the

employer and the employe, who are a reciprocal asset to each other.

The principles of workmen 's compensation supply this human touch.

It is estimated that in the United States industry kills between

thirty and fifty thousand persons each year, cripples five hundred

thousand and otherwise injures two millions. While this grim cata-

logue of dead and injured indicates the magnitude of our country's

industries, still, its unheeded consequences reflect a shadow that

gravely warns us of our neglect in caring for the injured and the

dependents of the dead. Whether this enormous human sacrifice is

due to the fault of the employer or the employe, or merely incidental

to industry, is immaterial, as it is now uniformly recognized and

admitted that compensation should be made therefor and charged

to production.

The Illinois workmen's compensation act embodies the funda-

mental principles of workmen 's compensation laws and will, in a

great measure, fulfill its purpose. The problem presented by the

enactment of this law' is easily solved. The solution is:

First—n^rapioyors accept the law and see that its provisions are carried

out in detail.

Second—Employers unite in groups in accordance with their business

identity and adopt a plan of inter-insurance which will effectuate the full

purposes of the law and provide insurance for each other at cost.

Third— Every member of each group uniformly add the cost of insur-

ance to the cost of production.

Every workmen 's compensation enactment was designed and passed

with these ends in view.

The chief purposes of the Illinois workmen 's compensation act are

to prevent injuries, promptly pay compensation and further the

interests of both the employer and the employe, which, in my judg-

ment, can best be accomplished through a state board or commission

with full power and authority to administer every feature of this

law. With the law properly administered, it will not only be accept-

able but desirable to the employer, the employe and the public.

There should also be an amendment requiring insurance companies

to make full report to this board or commission of all compensation

settlements made by such companies, the board or commission possess-

ing power to review all such settlements.

Workmen's compensation laws have elsewhere resulted in the con-

servation of business stability, greater prosperity, improved standards

of living, fewer injuries, harmonious relations between employer and

employe, prevention of poverty resulting from injuries and a higher

average of society. All labor has been thereby elevated and per-

formed with a feeling of self-security, so that the employe puts forth

his best efforts for his employer. It is a notable fact that no state or

nation which has enacted workmen 's compensation laws has ever dis-

carded them, and what is true elsewhere will be found true in Illinois.

There are but three authorized systems of insurance adaptable to

workmen's compensation laws:

1. Inter-insurance.

2. Compulsory or elective insurance under state administration.
3. State insurance.

Through each the end sought by compensation legislation is attained
at the actual expense of the hazard.

Inter-insurance embodies all systems of self, reciprocal and mutual
insurance. By an inter-insurers' agreement the liability of each sub-
scriber is limited and any objectionable features that might follow
the original plan of mutual insurance eliminated. This insurance
equitably distributes the liability of the employer, effectuates the full

purposes of the law, insures the prompt payment of compensation
and secures every benefit to the employer. Inter-insurance is con-

ducted through an inter-insurers' exchange under the supervision of
an advisory committee, and, in Illinois, must be authorized by and
meet with the approval of the state insurance superintendent.

Compulsory or elective insurance under state administration con-
sists of a system of insurance incorporated with the workmen's com-
pensation act, which system is founded upon the same plan and basic
principles as that of inter-insurance, but administered by a depart-
ment of the state, such as a board of awards, industrial insurance
commission, etc., instead of an inter-insurers' exchange.

State insurance is a system of insurance provided at public expense,

supported by some established method of taxation, which is conducted
under state administration.

The true purpose of compensation insurance is to pay compensa-
tion for every legitimate claim. All insurance companies organized
upon a profit-sharing basis, whereby the defeat of compensation inures

to the profit of the stockholders, or its methods bring about inhar-

monious relations between employer and employe, or disturbs plant
discipline, can find no quarters in the field of compensation insurance,

as the operation of such companies is contrary to the fundamental
principles of workmen's compensation laws. Hence, stock liability

and casualty insurance companies have been driven from this field

of insurance in foreign countries and have been condemned by the

official report of every compensation commission of our own country.

Since the passage of the Illinois workmen's compensation act the

Illinois legislature has amended the general insurance laws of the
state for the purpose of providing a system of inter-insurance which
is adaptable to this act. Under this law all inter-insurers must be
authorized to engage in business by the insurance superintendent and
the business is conducted subject to the continuous supervision of the

Illinois Department of Insurance.

Threatened Strike of New York Piano Makers
The continued agitation on the part of the local division of the

Piano, Organ & Musical Instrument Makers' International Union with
the view of obtaining increased wages and other favorable concessions,

led to the calling of a meeting in that city on September 17. The re-

sult of the meeting was an ultimatum issued to the piano makers, giv-

ing them a period of ten days in which to meet the demands of the

workers for a fifteen per cent increase in wages. Failing in obtaining

this concession, it was decided that the piano makers will go on strike

which will result in the closing down of factories throughout New
York City and northern New Jersey. With a view of preparing for

the anticipated fight, a committee of one hundred men was appointed,

who, in case of a strike, are to personally make the rounds of the

piano factories and call out in person all employes of those plants,

and an effort will be made to interest non-union men as well as those

of the union in this struggle.

It was brought out at the meeting that there has been no sub-

stantial raise in the wages of piano makers for ten years, which

condition forms the basis for the demand. The possibilities in the

piauo trade in New York and contingent territory are viewed seriously

by the local lumber fraternity inasmuch as such a condition would

work a decided hardship on it.
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Forest Influence on Streamflow

The influence of forests on streamflow is a question which

comes up for discussion periodically. A flood which attracts unu-

sual attention is generally taken as a text by writers who hold

that the forest's influence is predominant; but replies are always

ready by those who believe that the part performed by forests in

streamflow control has been given undue prominence. It is not

impossible that the advocates who are found on the pro and con

sides of the controversy will finally get together. They are not

hopelessly divided into two camjis. There is much common

ground on which they can meet and stand, and they are begin-

ning to find that ground. The men who have honestly investi-

gated this question, and are still investigating, want the truth

and nothing more. If they disagree, it is an honest disagree-

ment, and there is a difference of opinion only because the mean-

ing to be deduced from tacts is not interpreted in the same way.

An editorial in the August Century Magazine used the lower

Mississippi flood of last spring as a text for a discourse on the

danger from deforestation at the headwaters of remote tributaries

of that stream, particularly the rivers of West Virginia. That

editorial having come to the attention of a renowned expert on

such matters, he wrote to Hardwood Record that he could not

subscribe to the conclusion that the flood in the Mississippi was

caused by changed forest conditions on head streams of that

river. He believes the cause is not adequate to produce the ef-

fects, and he calls attention to historical and the more remote

geological evidence that Mississippi floods were as great in

early historical and in prehistorieal times as at present. In other

words, great floods occurred in that large river before forests

on its headwaters were disturbed by man, and therefore the con-

clusion that recent deforestation is the cause of recent high tide

in the Father of Waters is not logical.

Thus far there is a difference between the conclusions of the

advocates of the two theories. One asserts that there is a posi-

tive relation between forest-destruction oh the upper tributaries

and floods in the trunk stream; the other holds that such a rela-

tion is not proved, and probably does not exist. Beyond that

point it does not appear there is much difference between the

views held by the two parties to the controversy. They seem

to agree that forests influence the runoff locally, that is, in small

creeks and rivers. The expert in question says: "Proper en-

gineering at the headwaters of Alpine streams in Switzerland,

France, and Italy lessened the damage by torrents. The influence

is local in its effect, I believe. I have seen it, but to infer that

this local influence is a national influence would be futile."

Four years ago the United States Forest Service published

data compiled from records of the War Department, the Weather

Bureau, and the Geological Survey, which covered a number of

rivers, the largest of which was the Ohio at Wheeling, W. Va.

Exact records were quoted showing the numbers and stages of

high water in the several streams as far in the past as records

go. Some of the records went back fifty years. The showing

was that in ' all the streams on whose headwaters deforestation

had been active during the recorded periods, floods had increased

in frequency. It was not shown that they had increased in

volume, nor was the contrary shown.

These records probably sustain the contention that the influence

is local; yet it must be admitted that the locality which feels the

influence is tolerably large when streams like the Ohio at Wheeling,

the Monongahela at Greensburg, the Kanawha at Oharleston, and the

Potomac at Harper's Ferry show unmistakably that they are respond-

ing to changing influence.

Our expert holds, as Colonel Chittenden held in the famous re-

port which he published some years ago, that spasmodic floods

which go out of tributary streams, dissipate themselves in the

main river, one coming as the other is going, and do not produce

a cumulative effect. Evidence to the contrary has not been
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educed; yet it will be admitted as a theoretical possibility that

a large number of tributary streams might happen to coincide

in their flood periods, with disastrous results in the lower river.

However, the calculus of probabilities shows that such a thing

could not occur often.

Prehistoric evidence of flood conditions is interesting, but not

much to the point in the present controversy. The critic referred

to is unquestionably within prehistoric evidence when he says

that long before the forests were disturbed by man the lower

Mississippi floods were as great as, if not greater than they are

now. Evidence of the same kind shows with no less certainty

that at the time the glacial ice sheet was retreating from

northern Ohio and Pennsylvania, the upper Ohio river carried

probably ten times as much water as at present and had a smaller

water shed, and further that there was perhaps not an acre of

forest in the whole region. But that evidence is prehistoric, and

throws no light on the extent to which changing forest condi-

tions are now affecting the floods in large rivers.

More Favorable Publicity

There have appeared in H.\rdwood Record from time to time

editorials expressing the opinion that the best kind of advertising the

lumber industry could get in defense of its position as opposed to sub-

stitutes for wood, is news space in the daily press and periodicals.

The contention that this space is available for the right kind of mat-

ter has been substantiated in a number of cases.

The Joliet, Illinois, Herald of recent date contains a full column

story of the condition of the hardwood business, which is written in

such an authoritative manner that evidently it emanated from someone

who is connected with the hardwood business. The article is headed

"A Bright Outlook for Hardwoods," and goes on to outline the

conditions in various parts of the country, suggesting that the supply

and demand as to hardwoods have become almost on a parity. In

other words, according to the article, there is such an even b^jlance

between the two that any slight change in either, one way or another,

immediately affects the general market price.

The demand as outlined by the publication is the largest which

has prevailed for years, due to requirements of new industries.

Railroad Elarnings Not Excessive

With the insistent reports of a serious car sliortage throughout the

country and the unparalleled amount o^ traffic carried "tiy the

railroads, the report of the Bureau of Railway Economics giving the

statistics of expenses and revenues for the fiscal year 1912 does not

seem consistent. The reported gain of 2 per cent a mile in gross

operating revenue is scarcely worthy of consideration. Furthermore,

when coupled with actual increase of 1 per cent in operating ex-

penses it results in an actual decrease of 1.5 per cent in net operating

revenue. This, outside operations and taxes will reduce to a loss of

3.2 per cent in the net operating income. It appears from the report

that the slight gain made in operating revenues was due entirely to

the freight account, as passenger business fell oft" 1.2 per cent between

the fiscal year 1911 and 1912.

The increase in expenses is divided between traflic, transportation

and maintenance of equipment, the latter item showing a gain of 2.3

per cent per mile.

With this increase during the year, the item of maintenance of

equipment still takes the same proportion, namely, 15.2 per cent of the

total operating revenue that it did for the fiscal year 1911.

It is conceded that the outlook v/ith the present rising rate of rail-

way traffic depends entirely upon maintenance of a reasonable level

of expense. With continued increase in taxes and the increase in cost

of other items, such as maintenance of equipment, the problem of

maintaining cost of operation low enough so that the net yield will be

commensurate with indicated prosperity will be exceedingly difficult.
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The Gmseng Trade
China controls the ginseng market; in fact, it is the ultimate

market for the world's product of this aromatic root. A recent

report by United States Counsel C. L. L. Williams of Swatow,
China, gives much interesting information concerning this com-
modity. Formerly the principal supply came from the American
woods where ginseng (commonly called' "sang") grows wild;

and much still comes from that source, though of late years

efforts, more or less successful, have been made to cultivate the

plant in this country. It demands forest conditions—that is, suit-

able soil and subdued light, and persons who undertake to cultivate

the plant must provide those conditions artificially. It might be
thought a simple thing to do, yet those who grow ginseng under

lattice or other improvlzed shade have difficulty in selling their

roots as a wild product. Local buyers soon become sufficiently

expert to tell the difference. The ginseng may be planted in the

forest, and it will grow abundantly, but poachers are forever on

the lookout, and a patch which has been watched with care for

years is apt to disappear in a night. For that reason, the success-

ful cultivation of ginseng under genuine forest conditions is diffi-

cult in most parts of this country.

Consul Williams' account of the purchase of the commodit.y

in China, and of what constitutes good and poor qualities, will

interest a good many dwellers in the hardwood regions of the

United States. "Long-stemmed, smooth-skinned, light-colored roots

are regarded as low grade," says the report. "Stout, heavy,

dark-colored roots, well marked with fine rings, are considered

the best. It is said that bifurcated roots, bearing a fanciful

resemblance to the human form, are highly esteemed." The
best in the Chinese market sells for about seven times as much

as the cheapest, and the current quotation for the cheapest is

$5.76 a pound. Twelve grades or classes of roots are recognized
by Chinese dealers. Size and shape are the controlling factors
in grading, the larger the better, other things being equal. Less
than twenty roots to the pound constitute the highest grade.

Chinese dealers skillfully change the shape of roots by manipu-
lation. A long, slender root, which is of low grade, is softened
by dampness, and then is pressed endwise and is made shorter.
The doctoring does not stop- at that. The fine lines which run
round the high-grade roots near the top are produced artificially

on low-grade stock by wrapping them with small wire and letting
them remain thus for a few hours. No ginseng imported into
China from the United States is sold to the ultimate consumer
in the form in which it reaches China. The roots are trimmed of
all rootlets, are clarified, manipulated and reshaped, and as a
final process they are subjected to sulphur fumes by which the
highly-prized flavor is given. Many of the users suppose that the
taste of sulphur belongs naturally to ginseng.

"Wild ginseng," says Mr. Williams, "is theortically held to

be best, but very little genuine wUd ginseng is marketed. The
good grades generally consist of what is known to the trade as
transplanted ginseng, that which is found wild and transplanted
and cultivated." That description may hold for some countries,

but hardly for the article that comes from the eastern part of
the United States. Some is collected in its wild state and goes
to market without transplanting, and that which is supplied from
culivated plots is generally grown from the seeds without trans-

planting, or, at least, the transplanting is only from one part of

a plot to another.
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Divisions of Veneer Making
As compared to sawmilling there are certain divisions in veneer

manufacturing that seem peculiar; they are a little difficult to

account for at first and are open to some debate as to their real

merits. The sawmilling industr}' divides itself between the coni-

fers and what are termed the hardwoods, but not as between the

producers of high-grade lumber and common stock. Each mill

figures on cleaning up the tree of whatever class of timber being

cut, and makes all the different grades from clear stock down. In

the veneer industry, however, there is a more or less distinct

dividing line between the makers of fine veneer for face work and

the makers of common stock for box shooks, built-up lumber,

drawer bottoms, etc. One works for quality and the other works

for quantity and economy in production. Of course the plants

cutting fine veneer make some common and cull stock, and have

backs and fillers as well as faces, just as the mill cutting pine

may cut some hardwood to clean up its stumpage, but it is an

incident—the main object is the fine face stock. The other division

works up some fine timber, and at times turns it into face stock,

thus raising a question as to the advisability of such a division.

It is seldom that face stock from a plant cutting mainly plain

veneer will compare in quality with that of the plant making face

stock a specialty.

One of the best practical veneer men in the country recently

gave a pointed reminder of this division in the veneer industry

while giving counsel to a furniture man who contemplated putting

in a panel plant. He advised him to buy his face veneer from

one source and his fillers and other plain stock from another. In

explanation of this, he pointed out that the men making plain

veneer down in the woods could supply it at a lower price than

the makers of fine face veneer. The face veneer man has his

machines and his men attuned to the quality idea as a dominant

factor in the business; consequently it costs him more to cut the

stock. Furthermore, as a rule he buys only high-grade, expensive
logs for this work. And so, with unusually high prevailing log %'alues,

he is not in it when it comes to competitive prices with the man
making the plain, comm.on veneer used for box shooks and for

making plain built-up panels.

This gives us a line of division in veneer making that is dif-

ferent from that found in sawmilling, and also distinct from the

natural lines of division that come from the different methods
of making veneer. Veneer is made by three general methods;
rotary cutting, slicing and sawing. The sawing and slicing gen-

erally divides the work of making quartered veneer, the class that

is cut for special figure, and the rotary machine is used for the

plain cut veneer, both the common and the fine face stock. How-
ever, there is quite a difference in the details of operation between
the plant making rotary-cut face veneer and the one making box
shooks and what is termed common stock.

There is room for argument as to whether it is advisable to buy
the common, cheaply cut veneer for making fillers for fine face

work, rather than pay a higher price for well cut common veneer.

There is also room to question the wisdom of cheap cutting

instead of good cutting on the part of the maker of common veneer.

He might get enough more out of the stock by taking the same
pains with the cutting as the maker of face veneer to more than

cover the extra cost, and might then cut a fair percentage of face

stock from the cream of his timber. If in the course of time

this is found to be the right idea, and there should be a general

following of it, the line of division spoken of above would be

wiped out. As it stands today, however, there is a peculiar

division in the veneer making industry that is perhaps worthy of

special study. J. C. T.
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The Mail Bag

B 303—Wants Information

Louisville. Ky., Sept. 13.— Editor nABDWOOD
Record : We wish to know if you know what

the law is in the diffei-ent states governing the

purchase of lumber, as to whether or not the

party who orders a car of lumber of certain

grades and description has a right upon receipt

of the same to proceed to measure and inspect

and receive that part of it that is up' to the

requirements of the order and hold the remainder

subject to the order of the shipper, or subject

to reinspection by an authorized inspector of

whichever association rules govern the purchase.

We think there was a case decided in the Chi-

cago courts, the case being some Cincinnati firm

versus the Chicago Car Lumber Company, and

that the court held in this case that the buyer

had the right to use that part of the lumber

that met the requirements of the order and hold

the remainder subject to reinspection or the

order of the shipper.

This matter is one in which we think all lum-

bermen in the country are very much interested.

Any informal ion that you can give us will be

very greatly appreciated.
Company.

The above concern has been written as fol-

lows:

I don't believe there is any enactment in

any state governing the point you raise. The

general custom of tlie trade is that consignee

must receive the shipment as an entirety, or

reject it as an entirety, and this has been the

general practice as laid down by a number of

association rules.

However, in the case of the appeal made

some years ago between members of the Hard-

wood Manufacturers ' Association and members

of some eastern associations, a rule was inter-

jected whereliy the consignee had tlie right

to sort out lumber that failed to reach stand-

ard grade and hold it subject to the order of

the shipper.

If my recollection serve me right, the orig-

inal decision in favor of the Chicago Car

Lumber Company in the case you note was

subsequently reversed. However, it has been

clearly decided several times that a consignee

has the right to transport lumber from the

railroad car to his usual place of business for

inspection before he accepts or rejects, and

that in event that he rejects the shipment he

ha3 a claim against the lumber company for

the drayage charges. It was so decided in

a case of this sort before Judge Hunt in Cin-

cinnati in 1884.—Editor.

B 305—Hardwoods on West Coast of South

America

San Francisco, Cal„ Sept. 3.—Editor Oard-

wooD Record : Kindly advise us it you know

of any hardwood either for interior finish or

hardwood used for strength such as wagon work,

that might be found on the west ccast of South

America. We know that you have a fund of

information along these lines and assure you we

will appreciate any references that you might

give us. We have particular reference at this

time to Colombia, Ecuador, I'eru and Chili.

& CO.

The following reply has been sent to the

above correspondent:

There has never been much shipment of

timber from the west coast of South America,

Init a number of species grow back from the

tour thousand mile stretch of coast, which are

reported to be valuable.

In the South a number of beeches grow.

Some of them near the straits, and on Terre

del Fuego, are evergreen. The beech has

been investigated with a view to developing

the resources for cross-ties. The wood is

strong and hard, and doubtless is suitable

for flooring and for certain classes of interior

finish and furniture, but I do not know that

it has ever been so used in this country.

An acacia tree (Acacia Cavenia) is a very

hard wood, and is of much importance in

southern Chili. It might be valuable for the

manufacture of farm implements and ve-

hicles, but probably bas never been imported

into the United States for that purpose.

A species of oak, which is commonly known

simply as Chilean oak, is very hard and dura-

ble and the tree attains large size. I do

not know how the figure of the wood com-

pares with oaks of this country, but the tim-

ber is said to be valuable and abundant.

The alerce, a species of cedar, is one of the

largest trees and indigenous to the western

coast of South America; and a large and

sliapely tree (Araucaria Jmbricata) locally

called pine, is reported valuable for many pur-

poses.

North of Chili the timber within reach of

the Pacific coast is scarce because much of

the coast is rainless; but over the mountains,

in the sources of the rivers which flow to

the Atlantic ocean and the Caribbean sea,

tliere are valuable forests of many kinds of

hardwood, including the so-called Columbian

mahogany.

You probably are well acquainted with the

wood known commercially as prima vera or

white mahogany {Tahebiiia donnellsmithii)

.

This has been imported into San Francisco

for a long time. Do not know that any is

cut in South America. The supply in the

past has come principally from southwestern

Mexico and tlie western coast of Central

America.

—

Editor.

B 306—N. H. L. A. Report

The following letter from Charles H. Bar-

naby, together with attached report, received

through the office of Secretary Frank F. Fish

of the National Hardwood Lumber Association

is self explanatory.

We enclose statement of the inspection bureau

lor the month of August, 1912, and invite your

careful attention to the figures presented in

this statement.

The total for August, 1912, is 18,041,552 feet,

r.n increase of 2.132,052 feet over July, 1912.

and therefore the largest month by more than

two million feet in the record of the inspection

department. This volume of work was accom-

plished with earnings of the inspectors slightly

in excess of the actual expense.

The combined inspections lor the first three

months of the new fiscal year (June, July and

August, 1912) amount to 47,200,229 leet, which

is an increase of 10,379,524 leet over the same

months of 1911. We believe this important in-

crease will be gratilying to our membership and

that it is additional evidence that the Inspec-

tion Bureau is making substantial and perma-

nent progress.

Since our August letter, James Faske has

been appointed inspector with headquarters at

Dermott, Ark., and assistant inspectors have

been engaged at Detroit, St. Louis aud Memphis,

to meet the increased demand lor the official

certificate, and we shall station a man at Little

Rock, Ark., about Oct. 1.

Since Aug. 15, sixteen new applications for

membership have been received, bringing the

total since the June convention to thirty-four.

Yours very truly.

Chas. H. Barnaby. President.

Frank F. Fish. Secretary-Treasurer.

Salaried Inspectors

Feet

Frank R. Buck, Chicago, 111.. 357.880
John J. Lorden. Chicago. 111.. 300.4oO

J. J. Shepard. Milwaukee. Wis. 229.03.

W E Robinson. St. Louis, Mo. 1)2 1,440
Ed. Horn, St. Louis. Mo ^•;*'''*§2

W 11 Beckner, Bristol, Tenn. 29o,4o8

U. E. Gray, Chattanooga,
Tenn 24.i,isi

W T. North, Memphis, Tenn. 270,488

A. K. Baker, Memphis, Tenn. 293,046 .

<) L Faust. Memphis, Tenn. 2o9,612

J. Lee Brannon. Nashville,
Tenn -

'
0,000

W. J. Mcisride, Cairo, III 221,128

C. E. McSmith, New Orleans,
T

jj
2.5n,4ol

J. i,. Benson. .Uexandria, La. 4U>.i>70
( C Ferguson. Louisville. Ky. 4x2. 7.U)

II. W. Miller. Cincinnati. O.. •'''J4.1tJ4

D E. Buchanan. Cincinnati. O. 322,198

II. II. Roberts, Huntington,
^\ Va J4J,9od

Jos. Patterson. New York City 358,831

J. J. Miller. Toronto, out... l-ij.5S2

J L Stewart, Buffalo, N. Y.. 225,683

II. F. Thompson, Philadelphia,
j»a 2o ( ,338

W li. Long, Pittsburg. Pa. . . 272,0B1

(Jeo R. Dunn. Boston. Mass. 2uo,482

A. <;. Langeluttig, Baltimore, „,„ _„
MU 313,458

T A. Hall, Detroit. Mich 459,597

N W Rice, Detroit. Mich... llO.olO

Ed. Borgeson, Minneapolis,
^

Minn 66a,oj^

n. N. House, Minneapolis,
Minn 235,;>i3

II. A. Hoover, Chief Inspector 191,779
^ ^^^ ^^^

Fee Inspectors

Chas. Christiansen, Manistee,
Mich 1,.S7S„549

P. Collier. Boyne City, Mich. 1, 181,3al
J S. Coman, Menominee,
Mich 328,419

W. M. Clemens, Trout Lake,
Mich 1,035,586

J. M, Gillett. Traverse City,
Mich 356,515

Warde L. llagadorn, Cheboy-
gau, Mich. 1,190,057

Grant Harrison, Petoskey,
Mich 945,255

^\",ich'-
".°"!';...':':"':*.°.°: 120,295

'lS".*.''l'!":."'"''f'':"i.047,98i
Scott & RieckhoBE. Ludington,

Mich 341,023
Walter Tillitson, Grand „ „ „„„

Rapids. Mich 710,832
W. S. Calkins, Shawano, Wis. 18,olb

9,160,3(9

18,04L552

B 304—Wants Birch Boot Lasts and Boot

Trees

London, E. C, Eng., Sept. 4.—Editor Habiv

wooD Record : We have considerable inquiries

from various Iriends lor teak or birch blocks

sawn out roughly in small pieces. These blocks

are used in this country lor making boot lasts

and boot trees, but so far we have been unable

to lind anybody who manulactures this class of

material, although there is a big business being

done.
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If you can put us in touch with the viglir

people, we shall again be extremely obliged to
your good selves-

COMPAXT.

The above inquirer has been referred to a

prominent manufacturer of boot lasts and
boot trees. Any reader having this material

to offer and desiring to be placed in com-

munication with the prospective customer, can

have the address by writing this office and
referring to B 304.

—

Editor.

B 307

—

The Natural DurabUity of Wood
HARU^vooD Eecord is recently in receipt of

the following letter from a subscriber.

Aurora, Ind.. Sept. 18.—Editor HARr>wooD
Record : We notice in your September 10 issue

under the head of "Natural Durability of Wood,"
an article we have read with a great deal of

interest. The writer speaks of the heart-wood
of timbers being entirely separate from the sap-

wood, in this particular that the sap is onl.v

in the sap-wood part of the tree during the time
that it is up in the tree from the roots. That
being the case perhaps he would tell us why
hickory, particularly the heart, will check so

much more easily cut at the season of the year

when the sap is up, say from January to Au-
gust, according to the climate.

We wpuld be glad to hear from you on this

subject, if possible. .

The following answer was given to this

communication:

We believe if you will read again the arti-

cle referred to, you will see that the author

thereof did not mean to say that "the sap is

only in the sap-wood part of the tree during

the time it is up in the tree from the roots. '

'

As a matter of fact, there is sap or water in

the sap-wood and also in the heart-wood at

all seasons; but it is more active during the

growing season. The wood of a green tree

is about as heavy in winter as summer, which

would not be the case if the sap or water

were absent in winter, since most green trees

are nearly one-third water.

The causes of wood checking are somewhat

complicated, and probably no single explana-

tion will answer in all cases ; but primarily,

cheeking is due to drying, and it may be that

hickory checks worse in summer than in

winter because it is warmer then, and the

wood dries faster.

—

Editor.

B 308

—

Wants Ash and Hickory Export

Logs

A prominent London concern writes as fol-

lows:

Perhaps you can assist us in our quest for

veliab'e shippers of ash and hickory logs. We
have a good market in this country for the

jjoods in question and have room on our books

for two or three shippers. We will esteem it

a favor if you will give us the names of any

shippers with whom we might make a business

arrangement. .

This concern has been supplied with the

names of exporters of such stock. Those

wishing the name of this concern can have it

by writing H.iRDWOOD Eecord and referring

to B 308.

—

Editor.

SgatiatMrotliTOiTOMMJiTO^

"News Miscellany

Meeting of Cincinnati Club

The first fall meeting of the Lumbermen's
Club of Cincinnati took place at the German
garden called "Heidelberg," in the Kentucky
Highlands near the city on Sept. 10. This was
the first meeting of the club since June and was
attended by some fift.v lumbermen, who journeyed

to the park in special street cars.

The usual good things to eat were provided,

and every effort was made to banish from the

minds of those present thoughts of the swelter-

ing heat.

Vice-President J. S. Zqller presided in place

of President Charles F. SWiols. The first im-

portant business before thfr uieoting was the

report of the committee «ppoinrr<l to take up
the question of the proposed increase in freight

rates from the southern territory to Canadian

points.

A letter from the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission was read, in which it is stated that

the increase as announced by railroads

which was to have become eBfective Sept. 1,

had been postponed until Dec. 30 in order that

the commission might have an opportunity of

fully looking into the equity of the proposed ad-

vance.

The unanimous opinion of the club members
was that some action should be taken to defi-

nitely prevent increased rates from Ohio river

crossings to Canadian points, as well as on lum-

ber coming directly through from southern points.

Considerable feeling w-as expressed over the fact

that while the southern rates had been sus-

pended, the increased rates from Ohio river

crossings have been in continuance for several

months.
It was moved that the chair appoint a com-

mittee to investigate the condition thoroughly

with a view of relieving the Cincinnati territory

of the evident discrimination against it. S. W.
Ivichey, Emil Thoman and Ralph McCracken
were appointed on the committee.

Communication from the Lakes to the Gulf

Deep Waterways Congress announced the date

of the convention to be held at Little Rock, Ark.,

and asked the Lumbermen's Club of Cincinnati

to have delegates on hand at that meeting.

As a result of a canvass of the political senti-

ment among the members it developed that there

were eighteen Wilson men present : thirteen for

Roosevelt ; ten for Taft and one follower of

Debs.

National Conservation Congress Meeting

Beginning Oct. 1. the National Conservation

Congress will convene for four days at Indian-

apolis, Ind. Governor Woodrow Wilson will ad-

dress the meeting of Oct. 3 at the State Fair

Coliseum, which has a seating capacity of 20.000.

It is expected that President Taft and Colonel

Roosevelt will be in attendance at some time

during the convention. Dr. Harvey W. Wiley is

announced as speaker at the first night's meet-

ing. Another prominent figure who will be

present is Prof. Irving Fisher of Yale. The lum-

ber industry will be represented by Hon. J. B.

White of Kansas City, who is president of the

congress.

Coming Deep Waterways Convention

There is every indication that the meeting of

the Lakes to the Gulf Deep Waterways conven-

tion held Sept. 2-t. 25 and 26 at Little Rock,

Ark., will be marked by a record attendance.

Secretary Lovelace claims that four thousand

delegates have already signified their intention

of being present. Cities and sections from all

over the affected districts are sending in lists

of delegates, which in some instances run into

hundreds. There is a probability that both
Colonel Roosevelt and Governor Wilson will be
ir attendance at the meeting, in which case it

will be marked by a greater degree of interest
than were these eminent characters not present.
In addition to these distinguished citizens, other
n.en of prominence throughout the country have
signified their intention of attending. Among
them will be Governor Colquitt of Texas and
Governor Deneen of Illinois, both of whom have
been strong advocates of the deep waterways
system from its incipiency.

The largest number of delegates from any
one point will probably come from St. Louis,
from which city it is planned to send a total of
five hundred. All arrangements are being made
to facilitate the work of the convention, and
to take care of a vast amount of clerical and
stenographic work attached to it.

Letters have been and are continuing to be
sent out to all commercial organizations, mayors,
governors and others likely to be interested. Re-
ports continue to come in from various sections
contiguous to the Mississippi valley that they are
actively at work appointing delegates who will
assuredly be on hand.

Manufacturers' Meeting Postponed

The meeting of the executive committee of the
Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the
tnited States, which was to have convened a
week ago in Cincinnati, was postponed on ac-

count of the fact that several members of the
committee had not yet returned to their offices

from their summer vacations. The time of meet-
ing was put two weeks ahead.

Fiber Box Manufacturers to Have Hearing

On Oct. 3 manufacturers of fiber containers
will have a hearing before the Uniform Classi-

fication Committee, at which time they will en-

ter objections to various shipping requirements
as covering fiber boxes. Some of the questions
have been brought up at previous meetings, but
will be reopened for discussion.

The fiber box people contend that present in-

spection of their containers is much too tech-

nical. For instance, they are endeavoring to

secure the removal of the requirements by which
they must place metal strips as cross-reinforcing

on their packages, which strips they contend

are unnecessary. If this demand is granted

the producer, it is contended by the user that

with the removal of such reinforcing it will be

easily possible to penetrate the fiber container,

remove some of the contents and reseal it with-

out leaving any evidence. Thus it would seem
that the fiber box people are working against

their own interests.

The meeting should be interesting to wooden
box manufacturers.

Golf Tournament in Philadelphia

One needed only to attend the meeting and
tournament of the recently organized Philadel-

phia Lumbermen's Golf Club, held at the St.

Davids Golf Club grounds on Sept. 12. to he

assured of its howling success as a social and

recreative experiment. A handicap game had
been arranged in which twenty-eight golfers in

groups of two two-somes and six four-somes

participated. The eighteen hole course proved

unexpectedly one of the most difficult

grounds to play on. consequently the scores

were not startling, but the contest was spirited

throughout and the interest and fun prodigious.

Thomas N. Nixon. J. Anderson Ross. W. H.

Fritz and Joseph W. Janney tied for low gross

net. but as Mr. Janney had already won one

prize, and no pla.ver could receive mo'-e than

one. his name was withdrawn from the tie.

The matching of coins was resorted to, resulting

in first prize, a handsome scarf-pin. poing to

^Ir. Nixon, and second prize, a fine driver, to

Mr. Fritz. Joseph W. Janney and Morris C.

Burton won each an iron club for the best

four-some ball net.
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After a sumptuous dinner tbe meeting' was

called to order by President Frank Bucli. Only
routine business was transacted. Ben C. Currip,

secretary and treasurer, in reading the minutes
of the previous meeting, alluded to the short

addresses made by the officers, also to a notable

one by Eli B. Ilallowell. Mr. Currio then pro-

ceeded to read an absurdly concocted humorous
address purporting to have been delivered by
the said Hallowell, which brought forth roars

of laughter, as his hearers all knew Mr. Hallo-

well never uttered a word when called upon by
the president. After a vote of thanks had
been extended to W. H. Fritz and the St.

Davids Golf Club for the use of the cour.se.

President Buck wound up the meeting with an
impromptu address, in which he dwelt en-

thusiastisally upon the brilliant outlook for the

club.

Plans are being arranged for another tourna-
ment to be played at the Huntingdon Valley Golf
grounds some time between the first and tenth
of October. On this occasion the players will be
the guests of E. F. Henson.

Freight Expert Addresses Mississippi

Association

The recent meeting of the Mississippi Pine
Association was favored with an address by
W. D. Owen of the American Freight Audit &
Storage Company of Chicago. This concern has
opened up a new thought in auditing freighL
accounts with a view to saving its clients a
great many dollars in overcharges.

The gist of Mr. Owen's talk rs an outline
of the work of his concern, in which he not only
showed the possibilities and benefits to lumber
shippers, but cited concrete instances in which
considerable money has been saved to shippers
themselves. According to Mr. Owen the sav-
ings have averaged from one hundred dollars as
the minimum up to six hundred or seven hun-
dred dollars. It was conceded by the members
of the association that according to the terms
of concern's contracts, it had to make recoveries
in order to live.

The reason for the existence of such a con-
cern is from the fact that while the average
shipper is fairly familiar with transportatiou
problems, he may not have the detailed knowl-
edee of frei<Tht rates and en routing, which the
expert possesses who has made it his business.
This company is located at 39 West Adams
street.

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Cut Sta-
tistics

Secretary R. S. Kellogg of the Northern Hem-
lock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association
has just Issued from his Wausau office a state-

ment of cut and shipments of the association
members for August, llill and 1012, and for
the eight months from January to September
of the two years. E'ach statement is compiled
from the reports of fifty-nine firms, and the sum-
mary shows that there was a decrease in hard-
wood cut in August, 1912, as compared with
that of August, 1911, of eighteen per cent, and
an increase in hardwood shipments for the same
period of twenty-nine per qent ; a decrease in

hemlock cut of thirty-three per cent, and an
increase in hemlock shipments of seventeen per
cent. The total decrease therefore in cut was
twenty-two per cent, wtiile there was an increase

in total shipments of twenty-one per cent.

The report shows that in August, 1011. there

were 60.3.TC.0OI) feet of hemlock cut as against
46,4.52.000 feet in August, 1912. On the other
hand the shipments in August, 1911, amounted
to only 30.925.000 feet, slightly more than one-

half the cut, while in 1012 they aggregated
46,GS7,000 feet, slightly in excess of the total

cut.

There was more maple cut In both years than
any other hardwood, the total being 4,372.000

feet for August, 1911, and 4.289,000 feet for

August, 1912. Figures for shipments, however.

.show that there was an increase for that period
of almost 3.000,000 feet.

Next to maple, birch showed the largest cut
and shipments. There were 3,529.000 feet of

the birch cut in August, 1911, and 3.410.000

feet in August, 1912. Shipments during August
of last year were .5,897,000 feet against 9,233,-

OCO for August, 1912.

Basswood and cak were the only hardwoods
which showed any falling off in shipments, the

decrease in both cases being slight.

Figures for the first eight months of the year

show that there is a decrease in hemlock cut

of one per cent, and an increase in hemlock
shipments of thirt.v-six per cent. The decrease

in hardwood cut during this period was four-

tten per cent, while hardwood shipments in-

creased twenty-nine per cent. Thus the total

decrease in cut up to Sept. 1 was seven per

cent, and the total increased shipments thirty-

four per cent.

Milwaukee Loses an Old Lumberman
The deatli of George J. Forster. secretary of

the Forster Lumber Company of Milwaukee.
Wis., was announced on Sept. IS. Mr. Forster

has been in poor health for a couple of years

and recently returned from a tour of European
health resorts where he made an effort to re-

gain his lost health. On coming back to Mil-

v.'aukee in Jul.y, however, he continued to grow
worse and was constantly failing until his

death.

Mr. Forster was a native of Milwaukee, hav-

ing been born there .Tan. 3, 1861. Aside from
a stay of eleven years in Mnnising. Mich., he

has spent his entire life in that city.

J. W. Thompson Returns to Memphis

Not many months ago it was announced that

.T. W. Thompson of the J. W. Thompson Hard-
wood Company had moved from Memphis. Tenn.,

to offices in Chicago. Mr. Thompson recently

concluded to transport his operations from here

back to Memphis, and is now occupying new
offices in the Porter building. Before his re-

moval to Chicago Air. Thompson had been for a

long time a resident of Memphis, where he has a

host of friends both in the lumber business in

that city and in its general society. The busi-

ness will be carried on along the same lines as

have characterized his operations in Chicago.

Handle Company Busy

The Sperry Manufacturing Company of New
Haven, Conn., one of the largest manufacturers
of hardwood handles in the country, reports that

it can not get enough extra help to keep up with
its orders, and that it is now nearly three

months beliind. Tliis condition is due both to a

scarcity of labor and to the unusually brisk

condition of the handle industry.

Foreign orders are taking up a large portion of

the factory's facilities. Australia. South Africji

and South America are the destinations of many
of the large orders of hardwood handles shipped

ttom the Sperry plant.

Large Concsrn Liquidates

The United States courts of Abingdon, Va.,

and Greeneville, Tenn.. were last week in recei])t

of voluntary and involuntary petitions in bank-
ruptcy against the J. A. Wilkinson Lumber Co.,

Inc. of Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
The involuntary petition was against Mr. Wil-

kinson individually, he having done a large

business both under the style J. A. Wilkinson
Lumber Co., Inc., and under his own name.
Ihe failure was not altogether unexpected on
the part of the local lumbermen inasmuch as
numerous rumors of pending insolvency had been
connected with Mr. Wilkinson for some time.

At a meeting of the creditors which will lie held
at an early date, trustees will be appointed to

look after their interests. It is estimated that
the net liability will approximate .$150,000. The
aggregate assets of both the Wilkinson corpora-

tion and Mr. Wilkinson personally are in the

neighborhood of $213,000, which sum, of course,

v,ill be greatly reduced by having the assets

disposed of through auction.

Mr. Wilkinson went to Bristol originally from
Meadow View, Va., and started business with
considerable actual cash assets. The loss of tbe

Bristol plant by fire about five years ago
occasioned a cash loss of $75,000. Price &
Pierce, Ltd., of London, England, then backed
him in rebuilding his present plant along the

right-of-way of the Southern Railroad. The in-

vestment in the factory site was $10,000 but
construction had scarcely b'-?gun on the plant

when he was offered $20,000 by that railroad.

A loss of over $50,000 sustained last year on
account of shrinkage of export stock in stor-

age, coupled with a loss of $20,000 resulting

from the failure of a Trenton concern, are direct

causes of the financial difficulties of Mr. Wil-

kinson.

The statement of the affairs of the Wilkinson
corporation showed the liabilities as $73,494.56

ii. which are included secured claims to the ex-

tent of $42,245.87 and unsecured claims for

.f;;0,990.S0. About $20,000 of the latter is due
holders of the Chas. R. Partridge Company's
paper, tlie failure of which concern contributed

til the Wilkinson bankruptcy and on which Mr.

Wilkinson's endorsement w'as put. The assets

aggregate $49,007.70 including $15,000 in stock.

$15,000 in machinery and tools, $3,000 bills and
notes, $4,728.57 wholesale accounts and $5,401.77

retail accounts.

A New Book on Forestry

Those who own woodlands or who are in any
way cfincerned with timber or tree planting,

will read with interest a new book from the pen

of Herman II. Clapman of the Yale Forest

School. It is a book for the busy man, (or it is

short and to the point. It may be read in two
hours, and it would be difficult to find another

publication which will give so much practical

information on the siib,ject of forestry in so

sliort a time. It touches and disposes of the

principal points only : elaborate discussions and
demonstrations are not undertaken. It deals

no further with botany than is necessary to show
conditions under which trees will reproduce,

grow, and produce timber. Plain directions are

given for taking care of the forest, both while

it is growing and during the process of cutting.

The injury done liy fires is pointed out, and
methods of preventing and extinguishing them
are outlined. Soils are briefly discussed and
ways of caring for them are suggested. A de-

cided stand is taken that forests exercise n

controlling influence upon stream flow, as well

as in protecting the soil from washing, but the

author does not believe that trees have much
to do with a country's climate. Questions like

that, however, are not discussed at length, pref-

erence being given to topics of more immediate

interest to the man who is concerned with mak-

ing money out of his limber. The book is from

the press of the American Lumberman, 431 S.

Dearborn street, Chicago.

Philadelphian Talks on Conditions

J. Gibson Mcllvain, ,lr., of .T. Gibson Mc-
Ilvain & Co., extensive hardwood house of Phila-

delphia, lias just rc-turned from a visit to their

lumber yard in Nashville, Tenn.. the WoodclilT

Lumber Company operation at Monterey, Tenn.,

Ihe Lovelady Lumber Company operation at

.lasper, Va., and other operations. He says stocks

are very scarce, particularly in oak, and be

looks for an advance of five dollars a thousand
on No. 1 common quartered oak, and one to ten

dollars a thousand on one and two iiuartered

oak within a very sliort time. Quartered oak has
become so scarce within the past few weeks
that he says it is bound to adviince in price.

Business conditions, as he sees them, he says

were never in a better shape than today. The
only thing he can see that is likely to mar a
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groat era of prosperity in this country would be

some special damaging act on the part of the

coming administration. Mr. Mcllvaln makes sev-

eral trips through the South every year and he
says on every visit he notices a marked im-

provement in the conditions of the South. It is

growing, progressing and building up at a rapid

rate.

Mr. Mcllvain states that the WoodcliEE Lum-
ber Company is now manufacturing as fine a

stock of quartered oak, poplar and chestnut, to-

gether with such plain oak as there is to be

found. E. S. West will shortly take charge of

the sales for this company. He will be located

at the mill near Monterey. Parties going to

visit the plant can get off at Woodcliff station,

three miles west of Monterey, where they will

be received and taken care of.

Occupies New Offices

The Heinemau r,uml>or Company moved into

its new office building at Merrill, Wis., last

week. This concern was formerly located in the

Citizens National Bank building at that place,

but now occupies a building of its own in con-

nection with its mill. The new building is very

convenient, commodious and is strictly modern iu

every particular. In addition to the general

office, each department is amply provided for.

Steam heat, electric lights, etc., have been in-

stalled in the building, and the rooms will

he finished in maple and tastefully furnished.

Nothing has been omitted which would add to

the attractiveness of the company's new quarters.

Valuable Catalogue

An attractive and valuabe catalogue has been

issued by the Clyde Iron Works of Duluth, Minn.,

illustrating hoisting engines and suspension cable-

ways. This apparatus is of especial interest to

lumbermen who are carrying on operations in

rough country where it is necessary to transport

logs or other heavy material across ravines,

rivers or other obstructions where roadways

would be dilBeult and expensive. The cable-

ways are also used for storing logs where, for

lack of space, it is necessary to pile them high.

This machinery is constructed to be operated

by steam or electricity, and the towers on which

the cables run are of three patterns, stationary,

-semi-portable, and portable. The catalogue,

which is designated as "Catalogue E," describes

many other kinds of hoisting and transporting

machinery, suitable tor various purposes. If any

lumber manufacturer has failed to receive a

copy of this work, he should apply for one at

once to the Clyde Iron Works, Uuluth, Minn.

Bureaus Consolidated

The Bureau of Manufactures and the Bureau

of Statistics, of the Department of Commerce and

Labor, have been consolidated into one office,

known as the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce, with headquarters at Washington,

D. C. The consolidation of the two bureaus,

whose work was somewhat similar, is in con-

formity with the policy of concentration and

economy recently recommended to the various

governmental bureaus and departments.

Failure of Baltimore Concern

It was announced on Sept. 11 that Mann &

I'arker, a prominent hardwood house of Balti-

more, Md., went into bankruptcy individually

and as a firm. The firm consisted of Stephen S.

Mann and Frank E. Parker. The case was be-

fore the United States district court with W, E
Me.vers as referee in bankruptcy. There were three

petitioners in the proceedings, namely the Fields

Lumber Company, the American Lumber Com-

pany and the American Ice Company, with respec-

tive claims of $4,004.55, .$1,273.71 and .$13.65.

No inkling of the condition of the firm had

been reported until a short time ago when
Bradstreet's report showed that it was in pre-

carious shape. This concern has been operating

in Baltimore for the past ten years, and both

principals are widely known in the hardwood
business.

The responsibility for the financial difficulty

of Mann & Parker rests with an investment they
made in a South Carolina sawmill operation.

The mill unfortunately was consumed by fire

some time ago, and in view of debts incurred at

the time the operation was taken over, it has
never been rebuilt.

New Grand Rapids Plant Progressing

Word comes from Grand liapids, .Mich., that

the work on the new building of the Rice
Veneer and Lumber Company, located at that
place, is progressing rapidly, and that it is ex-

pected the company will occupy the plant by
November. The building will be two stories high

with a basement, and will be of fireproof con-

struction throughout. In excavating it was
found necessary to go twenty feet below the sur-

face of made land in order to get a suitable

foundation.

Horizontal Band Eesawing Attachment

Wm. B. Mershon & Co., Saginaw, Mich., have
recently added to their already extensive line

of special tools for use with thin saw blades, a

horizontal band resawing attachment for use

in connection with planers and matchers.

NEW HORIZONTAL BAND RESAWING AT-
TACHMENT

As is shown in the accompanying cut, this

attachment can be applied to any standard

planer or matcher. The installation of the re-

saw involves no serious difficulties as it is a

self-contained machine mounted on a substantial

base. It does not extend below the floor line.

The band wheels are protected by a metal

guard and wire screen. A sawdust hood and
collar is also furnished so that connection can

most conveniently be made with the blow-pipe

system at very little expense.

One of the most important mechanical im-

provements made available by this new resaw

is the use of rotary saw guides or crowding

wheels mounted on ball-bearings, and positively

supporting the short cutting section of the saw
Wade. This not only insures accurac.v, but

makes possible a very much faster feed than

could otherwise be maintained.

The band wheels tilt for bevel siding and may
be raised or lowered in order to center or saw

stock off from center, as may be desired. A
novel straining device has been applied to this

machine, consisting of a nest of special coil

springs by means of which a constant cushion

is provided under the main bearing. This de-

vice also provides for accurately weighing and

instantly reading the amount of strain in pounds
that is being carried by the saw at any time.

This new application of the band resaw to

planing mill service has attracted very wide at-

tention, and owing to the fact that it can be
used with any planer or matcher is proving a
great convenience. It has been found also to
involve a considerable amount of economy as it

not only saves labor but makes it possible to

use planers or matchers already installed to bet-

ter advantage than heretofore.

The Timber Wealth of Brazil

A recent issue of the London Times contained
a long article on the vegetable wealth of Brazil.

It gives a partial list of the timber trees of the
country, showing numerous species, many of

which are valuable on account of beauty and
strength. The aggregate area of the three

states, Amazonas, Para, and Matto Grosso, is

1,427,745 square miles, and this vast tract is

practically one continuous forest. At the Chi-

cago Exposition the state of Amazonas alone

exhibited 441 kinds of woods, while an in-

complete index for the whole of Brazil, published

by Andre and .lose Rebougas, in 1.S7S, gives no
less than 22,000 specimens, including ornamental
plants, ferns, etc. Not a dozen Brazilian woods
are know'n in Europe, and not even the fringe of

tills immense wealth has been touched, for the

reason that rubber, in its many forms— seringa,

caucho, manicoba, taparu, etc.—has hitherto ab-

.sorbed ail the attention of capitalists. If not all

the available labor. Rosewood and a few others

are exported abroad, and a fair quantity of

native timber generally is consumed in Brazil,

mainly as fuel : but the backwardness of the in-

dustr.y is indicated by the fact that the country

imports a large amount of foreign pine annually,

while the pine forests of the state of Parana
could supply the w'orld with this much-needed
lumber. Besides the states already mentioned
in this connection, those of Espirito Santo, Rio

de Janeiro, and Minas Geracs, constituting what
may be called the central zone, are especially

rich in woods unrivaled for strength, or beauty,

or durability.

To Increase State Keserve

The state of Wisconsin is planning to pur-

chase 36,000 acres of cut-over land in addition

tc its forest reserve. The recent purchase of

land in Oneida and Vilas counties from the

Land Log & Lumber Company of Milwaukee

added some 20,000 acres. The remaining IG.OOO

acres will be taken on at the consummation of a

sale on the part of the H. W. Wright Lumber
Company of Merrill, which concern will transfer

tliat much cut-over land to the state. The
first 20,000 acres were cut over nearly twenty

years ago and negotiations for their purchase

have been going on for about a year.

Forestry in North Carolina

The North Carolina Geological and Economic
Survey last spring sent its forester, .7. S.

Holmes, to Europe to study forestry methods
there for the express purpose of applying the

knowledge thus gained to improve conditions

in North Carolina. Mr. Holmes is writing brief

bulletins which are being published at the

state's expense, and distributed among the

people. Such methods as are used in foreign

countries, which seem applicable to conditions

in North Carolina, are described and the good

results obtained are pointed out. Mr. Holmes
has found two kinds of work carried on in for-

eign countries which he believes can be profit-

ably undertaken in his state. One is the fixing

of sand dunes on the southwestern coast of

France, for a distance of 170 miles, along the

Bay of Biscay. A century ago that region was
almost a desert, owing to the cutting of the

forests and the drifting of sand. By planting

trees and sowing coarse grass the moving sand

has been stopped, and the region is again pros-

perous and fertile.

Mr. Holmes sees a very similar problem to
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be solved on the Carolina coast wbere the tim-

ber has been cut and the sand is beginning to

drift. He believes that the same treatment

will produce results similar to those in France,

and that the problem may be attacked and
solved before the desert conditions have become
disastrous.

Conditions in the mountains of Switzerland

Impressed Mr. Holmes with the belief that the

mountains of western North Carolina could

profit by the lessons which have been so thor-

oughly learned in Europe. The similarity be-

tween some of the mountains of Switzerland

and those of North Carolina is declared to be

very striking, except that the Swiss mountain.s

are under intense cultivation, the arable land

in pasture and farm crops, and the rough, steep

land in timber. There is not an idle acre, and
every rod is profitable. That condition, of

course, does not now prevail among the moun-
taips of western North Carolina, but Mr.

Holmes, who knows every mile of the region,

sees no reason why the southern Appalachians

may not equal the Swiss Alps in scenic beauty

and commercial wealth. However, while fires

and other destructive agencies are at work, that

can never be. Furthermore, nothing is being

done to build, restore, and beautify.

Prominent Machinery Man Dies

Anthony Schnier of the Smith. Myers & Schnier

Company, Cincinnati, O.. died in that city on
Sept. 7 at the age of eighty-one. Mr. Schnier

was president of this concern which is one of tli'.-

most widely known sawmill machinery maiin-

lacturers in the countr.v. Mr. Schnier personally

and his concern, in a business way, were stroni;

tactors in Cincinnati social and business affairs.

The deceased was born in Germany in 1830 and
came to America iu 1.S45. His inclination and
opportunities soon connected him in a line which
he had since followed and the present firm was
established as a partnership in 1832 with the
style Smitli. Myers and Schnier. The concern
immediately began the construction of sawmill
machinery of various types and in 1801 was in-

corporated.

Orangewood in Demand
Some of the old orange groves in the San

Gabriel valley, California, are being cut down lo

make room for buildings where new towns and
additions to old ones are laid out. The trunks
and larger branches are cut in cordwood lengths,

and the wood finds ready sale at $22 a cord,

which amounts to about $44 a thousand feet,

board measure. The orangewood is bought by
manufacturers of novelties. It is specially prized
l)y the makers of manicure sets. Some of the
small articles in this class are among the highest
priced commodities made of wood. A small stick

for dressing the finger nails is an example. This
article sells for fifty cents or more, and fifty

thousand of them may be made from a thousand
feet of good orange lumber, California is not alone
in supplying orangewood to manufacturers.
A considerable quantity comes from Florida. It

is said that many of the orange trees which were
damaged by the phenomenal freeze eighteen years
ago in northern Florida, have been cut and
shipped to I'alestine, where the wood is worked
into souvenirs to be sold to tourists in the Holy
Land, who are frequently assured that the
wood grew on "the mountains round about
Jerusalem."

Canadian Railway Ties
Hewed railroad ties continue to predominate

over all others in Canada, according to the latest

statistics. Twelve years ago seventy per cent of

all the ties were hewn, and that was exactly the
ratio in 1910. A hewed tie costs about three
cents more than a tie made in a sawmill, but
railroads continue to pay the difference, because
the former is considered superior. Oak ties cost
more in Canada than auy other species, and
spruce and white pine ties are cheapest. Other
species which occupy Important places in the tie

business are Douglas fir, hemlock, northern white

cedar and jack pine. The treatment of ties to

prevent decay is on the increase in Canada.

The Larch Saw Fly

It is reported in Minnesota that the larch saw
fly is injuring tamar.ick trees in that state. The
damage is not yet great but fear is expressed

that the worst is to come. The pest came orig-

inally from Europe, and has been active for some
years in the tamarack forests of Maine and Que-

bec. In some localities it has done considerable

damage. It has been suggested that it might be

curbed by importing a parasite from Europe
which has served to keep the fly in control in

that country. The lumbermen of Minnesota view
the matter with considerable apprehension be-

cause that state has large amounts of tamarack
in its forests.

New Grand Eapids Corporation

The Dennis-Canadian Lumber Company has
been incorporated in Grand Rapids, Mich., with a

capital stock of from $400,000 to $.500,000. This
concern is considered one of the largest lumber
manufacturing and jobbing houses in the city.

It is headed by A. L. Dennis, who is also head oi"

the .V. L. Dennis Salt & Lumber Company of

(he same place and the persomiel of the new
concern will be identical with' that of the old

Grand Rapids concern.

The formation of the new company has been

the result of imminent cutting off of the timber

supply of the A. L. Dennis Salt & Lumber Com-
pany, the new concern having an option on
143.000 acres of timber in Ontario. This runs

largely to hardwoods with a smaller percentage

of hemlock and pine. Mills will be erected to

exploit the new timber.

It is planned to continue the sales otfice and
head otBce in Grand Rapids, in which place prac-

tically all of the capital has been raised.

Memphis Lumberman Is Inventor

J. P. Sullivan in the wholesale hardwood busi-

ri(ss in Memphis, Tenn., just obtained patents

on a device for the prevention of sap stain in

lumber. Mr. Sullivan's application for patent
was submitted by his attorney some time ago
and after consideration, his request was duly

cuJuplied with. The idea involved in the ma-
(_hine is that the creation of an electric current

of a certain voltage will decompose and destroy

the fungus which produces the stain in lumber.

'J"he basis on which the idea is carried out is

that tannic acid and the alkali in the lumber
have a tendency to combine and to thus create

the fungus growth which has caused so much
trouble. It has been demonstrated that a high

voltage current will completely remove the possi-

bility of combination.

Mr. Sullivan's machine provides for the lumber
being run through it after leaving the trimmer.

In addition the contrivance will be so established

as to make it possible to treat standing timber in

the same way. It is expected that the machines
will he in operation In the Memphis territory iu

the near future.

Greenheart 'Wood for Panama
The man who has bi'en accustomed to tish with

a high-priced greenheart rod so strong and tough
that it will land a shark, is apt to imagine that

the wood is preeminently a fishlngrod material.

Tile United States government is putting this

wood to more serious use at Panama, where
140,000 feet of it will go into sills and other

parts of the lock gates of the canal. The wood's
great value Is due to its phenomenal resistance

to decay, its enormous strength which enables

it to sustain loads and resist Jars which would
shatter most woods which are usually regarded
as strong ; and the extreme hardness that makes
it possible for it to endure wear and tear of time
and of the elements for long periods. One of the

requirements of the wood to be used in the canal
gates at Panama is that it must be immune
to attacks of the teredo. This marine borer

quickly riddles most woods left within its reach
in brackish waters of the tropics ; but It is

claimed that greenheart, either because of its

hardness or on account of some material in the
wood, is immune from the attacks of that de-
structive animal.

New Concern in Cincinnati

The Anchor Lumber Company is the style of a
new wholesale hardwood concern which has
recently been Incorporated at Columbus, O., to
do business in Cincinnati, with headquarters in
the latter city. This concern is capitalized at
$25,000 and will he made up of C. \V. Sprinkler
and E. F. 'n'illiams, both formerly connected
with The Hardwood Lumber Company, which re-

cently suspended operations in Cincinnati. Mr.
Sprinkler was vice-president of The Hardwood
Lumber Company and .Mr. Williams, secretary.
With them are associated E'. Hirschauer and
E. 11. Roskrodt.

Will Test Cross-Tie Woods
The proposed railroad from Panama to Chiri-

qui, a distance of two hundred miles, will af-
ford an opportunity to test a number of tropical
woods for cross-ties. About 500,000 ties will be
used in the building of the road, and it is pro-
posed to utilize a number of the most promis-
ing hardwoods in the region. An important
thing to look out for Is a wood which, when laid
in the track, will not be speedily eaten up by
voracious tro[)ical ants.

Unfounded Prophecy
Forest Bureau Inspector of Minnesota Arthur

F. Oppel is credited in the newspapers with the
prophecy that within ten years Cottonwood will
become one of the leading species used for lum-
ber purposes. This result, he thiuks, will be
brought about through a recently discovered
treating process for Cottonwood. Without de-
tracting anything from the good name and excel-
lent qualities of Cottonwood, doubt may be ex-
pressed as to the correctness of the prophecy.
This wood is not a new source of lumber. In
fact, the available .supply is known to be on the
decline. No treating process can add to the
supply until trees can be planted and grown to
comnierclal size, and that will take a long time.
No large amount of young cottonwood is coming
on. It has not been much planted in recent
jears because the object loimble habits of its

bloom and its roots have put it out of repute
as a shade tree and windbreak. Successful
treatment of young Cottonwood posts to hinder
decay would doubtless cause more of tliem to
bi' used for that purpose : but that prospect is

hardly suflicient to warrant the prophecy that
cottonwood "promises within ten years to become
one of the leading species used for lumber pur-
poses."

Black Italian Poplar

The black poplar (populus nigra) w-hlch is a
native of Italy, now grows so widely In the
United Slates that it may be considered as a
naturalized species. The most common form in

this country is the Lombardy poplar. Few trees
are more easily recognized b.v their shape. It

grows very tall and the limbs He almost flat

against the trunk, forming very acute angles
with It. A tree seventy-five feet high may have
a spread of branches not much exceeding ten
feet. It has been much planted In this country
for ornamental purposes, but on account of its

slim, splndlellke crown, it is not worth much
for shade or as a windbreak.

It Is peculiar in another way. "While Its

branches are of the narrowest expansion among
hardwoods, its roots spread far and wide. Few
trees send their roots farther. For that reason,

it is often considered a nuisance. The roots In-

sinuate themselves with cellars, cisterns, and
sewer pipes, causing no end of trouble.

The wood Is valuable for certain purposes,
though It seldom if ever goes under its own
name in this country. It Is cut locally, and
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since most of the trees are young and limby,

the lumber is full of knots. It passes as cotton-

wood where it is given a name. Most of it

finds its way to box factories, or is used for

rough lumber. In years to come, when the

trees are larger, and new growth of wood has
covered the early knots, the lumber will have
a wider range of uses. There apepars to be

no reason why it may not become as valuable

as the same wood in Europe, when it has ac-

quired the requisite age. Recent sales in Eng-
land were made at $60 a thousand. The
London Timber News in discussing a sale of

this wood said : "The trees were exceptionall.v

pice and clean, and averaged seventy cubic feet

each. It is seldom that so valuable a lot of

poplar Is to be seen, and the merchant who
bought it told us that it was required for special

work at the docks. For railway brakes it is an
invaluable wood, and as it teases rather than

splits is frequently employed in the making
of carts and barrows for the conveyance of

stones or other commodities that are apt to

hit hard in loading. In the manufacture of

cheap packing-cases poplar wood is also largely

employed, and vast quantities of it are used in

the making of soap boxes and other cases where

lightness takes precedence of lasting properties."

Regarding the Ten-Hour Law in Mississippi

The Mississippi Lumber Company of that

state recently received a valuable verdict from

Judge Buckley in the circuit court at Quitman.

Miss., in which the concern was vindicated of

its charge of having violated the ten-hour law.

The court banded down the decision in- which

the law was pronounced inconsistent and iu

violation of both state and federal constitutions.

While this is the second severe reverse the

defenders of the law have received, it is antici-

pated that they will carry the case to the su-

preme court of the state.

A British View

The London Timber Kews of Sept. 14 takes a

rather discouraging view of American efforts to

sell lumber directly to English consumers. It

says :

"A representative of the Bureau of Manufac-

tures, Department of Commerce and Labor, of

the United States, has been in this country on

a mission, of which part was to study the condi-

tions of the English cabinet manufacturing trade

from the viewpoint of the American producer of

hardwoods. The question as to the possibility of

direct trading between English consumer and

American producer was, doubtless, the principal

object of investigation. What conclusions were

derived as a result of these inquiries we do not

know, but we feel confident that the knowledge

gained will banish any idea that may be enter-

tained among the lumber manufacturers in the

United States as to the feasibility of any scheme

of such direct trading. No doubt the possibilities

of such methods would appeal to lumbermen in

America ignorant of the organization of the

manufacturing furniture business here. In

America the conditions are very dissimilar ; the

business there is in fewer hands, operations

are on a much wider scale, and material can be

bought by the large factory men iu huge quan-

tities.

"These conditions enable the producer to sell

economically to the manufacturer, whereas in

this country the difficulties in the way of such

a trading are insuperable. Here business would

be impossible without the distributing firms, and

to this conclusion we are certain the bureau's

official will agree."

Tennessee to Conserve Its Forests

The Nashville board of trade at a recent meet-

ing went so far In the direction of conserving

the Tennessee forests as to appoint a committee

to investigate measures for such an object. The

committee is headed by C. M. Morford, promi-

nent in a local lumber fraternity, and is com-

prised primarily of Nashville lumbermen.

The Nashville board of trade and the local

lumbermen's club will co-operate in the effort

to conserve the forest resources of the state, and
il is hoped that sufficient information and data
will have been obtained by the next meeting
of the state legislature to ask for an appropria-

tion for this purpose.

One of the main objects of the committee is

to secure a general enforcement of state laws
covering forests, which it is claimed are equally

as efficient as those of any other state in the
iL'nion.

One of the most practical provisions, which
an eifort will be made to enforce, is that de-

manding that railroads provide their locomo-

tives with spark arresters to mln:m:ze the dan-

ger of forest fires, and also that they be re-

quired by law to keep the right of way one
hundred feet wide clear of combustible mate-
rial.

It is anticipated that an appeal will be made
by the committee to reforest lands.

"The Profession of Forestry"

One of the newest publications of the Forest

Service is a bulletin under the above caption

by Chief Forester Henry S. Graves. The bulletin

outlines the remarkable development of forestry

in the United States as compared with its mucli

slower development in foreign countries, al-

though, of course, it is recognized that the

profession has actually advanced further abroad

than here.

It takes up the various phases of the life of

the forester, describing the profession as a vo-

cation : giving a summary of the requisites of

the profession and the necessary training.

The field of work is outlined under four

headings, namely, government work, state work,

private work and research work. Under the

head of government work is outlined the adminis-

tration and protection of the national forests;

investigation and co-operation, and how the

force is recruited.

Will Propagate Black Locust

The Indiana State Forester, at Indianapolis,

has taken up the work of propagating black

locust from seeds grown in that state. Collec-

tions will be made from healthy young trees In

various localities. It is believed that trees thus

grown will resist attacks of borers better than

t-tock shipped from nurseries in this country and

in Europe. Trees growing wild in Indiana are

said to be comparatively immune to the attacks

ol borers. The value of locust for fence posts

is well known. The wood resists decay so well

that it stands at the head of post timbers in this

country. It grows rapidly, and the tree is of

good shape when produced in tolerably dense

stands.

A Gratifying List of Customers

The remarkable growth of the dry-kiln de-

partment of the Grand Rapids Veneer Works of

Grand Rapids, Mich., is best indicated by a short

summary of the actual work installed recently

by that company. The following are names of

concerns prominent in the lumber field, which

have during the past few months purchased dry-

kilns from this progressive concern ;

Henry Shenk Company, Erie. Pa. ; Mersman
Brothers Brandts Company. Celina, O. ; Interior

Woodwork Company, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Kindel
Bed Companv. Grand Rapids, Mich. ; United
Refrigerator & Ice Machine Company. Kenosha,
Wis Day Lumber Company, Seattle, Wash. ;

Duluth S'how Case Company, Duluth, Minn. ;

5 N. Brown & Co., Dayton. O. ; Youngsville
Manufacturing Company, Youngsville, Pa. ;

JIassev-Harris Company, Brandtford, Ont. ;

Woodstock Woodworking Company, Woodstock,
N B. ; Western Steel Car & Foundry Company,
Hegewisch, 111. : Colter & Company, Bucyrus, O.

;

Canada Furniture Manufacturers, Ltd., Berlin

and Woodstock, Ont. ; Binghamtpn Lounge Com-
pany, Binghamton. N. Y. : Pressed Steel Car
Company, "McKees Rocks, Pa. ; Sporleder Manu-
facturing Company, Wauwatosa. Wis. ; Schwager
6 Nettleton Mills, Seattle, Wash. : W. S. Milne,

Cleveland, Tenn. : Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc., Cadil-

lac, Mich. ; Y'cllow Poplar Lumber Company,
Coal Grove, O. : Appalachian Furniture Com
pany, Bluefleld, W. Va. ; Gall Lumber Company,

Toronto. Ont. ; Hammond Lumber Company,
Hammond, La. : G. R. Refrigerator Company,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Building Material Advance
The advance in the cost of building material

is not confined to this country alone. An ex-

haustive consular report from Russia, contain-

ing a summary of conditions in several of the

principal cities of that country, shows that in-

crease in cost is almost everywhere observable.

In a number of large towns the authorities have

undertaken to manufacture material, particularly

brick and cement, because the sharp advances iu

cost in the open market have embarrassed opera-

tions under way. One of the causes assigned

for this increase in Russia is the tendency of

country people to move to cities, and the con-

sequent need of additional houses and factories.

Another cause is stated to be the increase of

available capital which is seeking investment in

cities. Though more building material is manu-

factured than ever before, it is not sufficient to

meet the increasing demand. In Moscow, for

example, 3,000 buildings were erected last sum-

mer: and though 300.000,000 bricks were manu-

factured in that district, being an increase of

forty per cent, the price advanced.

Miscellaneous Notes

The Queens Lake Lumber Company at New
Memphis, 111., has dissolved.

The Grobhiser Cabinet Makers Company has

reduced its capital to $150,000.

The Cadillac Handle Company is building a

factory at Harbor Springs, Mich.

The E. C. Ganahl Lumber Company at Mobile,

Ala., is closing out its business there.

The Harris Player Piano Company has been

incorporated at Binghamton, N. Y., with a $75,-

000 capital.

The Illinois Cabinet Company at Rockford,

111., has increased its capital stock from $100,-

000 to $200,000.

The Louisiana Logging Company has been

incorporated at Louisville, Ky., with a capital

stock of $50,000.

The name of the Standard Lumber Company

at Montgomery, Ala., has been changed to the

Atlas Lumber Company.
The Aberdeen Furniture Manufacturing Com-

pany has been incorporated at Aberdeen, Wash.,

with a capital of $75,000.

The Thomas R. Riley Lumber Company has

been incorporated at Winston-Salem, N. C, with

a capital stock of $75,000.

A new incorporation at Binghamton, N. Y.,

is the Binghamton Box & Veneer Company, with

an authorized capital of $16,000.

W. II. Cook & Co. have commenced operating

their sawmill and veneering plant located on

North Detroit street, Warsaw, Ind.

Roy Patton, William F. Netling and Ignatz

Herz are the incorporators of the 'Roy Patton

Lumber Company at Jackson, Ky., with a cap-

ital of $25,000.

The Memphis Coffin Company is enlarging its

already big wood-working factory at Memphis,

Tenn., and has increased its capital stock from

$30,000 to $230,000.

The Swartzwelder Lumber Company, Hudson,

W. Va., has purchased timberland containing

two million feet of timber, and will install a

sawmill for its development.

The big planing and wood turning mill of the

Robinson Lumber Company at South Brand,

Mich., was destroyed by fire on Sept. 10. The

loss is estimated at $50,000.

The large veneer factory, mills, dr.y-kilns and

drying sheds of the Niagara Veneer and Basket

Company at Perry Sound, Ontario, Canada, were

destroyed by fire on Sept. 11.

The Irving Park Furniture Company has been

formed at Chicago by Johann Waage, Frank H.

Culver and John .4. Brown, and will manufac-

ture and deal in lurniture and other household

goods.

The Meyer Brothers Furniture Company has

been organized at Cincinnati, O., with a capital
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of $15,000. the principals beinj; John C. Meyer,

J. M. Meyer, Wm. L. StrotUfang and W. K.

Thomson.
A new lumljer concern at Churubusco. Ind.. is

the Spangler and Grouleff Lumber Company.
with a capital stock of $10,000. The directors

are William F. Spangler, Rachel Spangler and
Albert Grouletf.

The Kiscr-Clement Manufacturing Company
has been incorporated at Greensboro. N. C. with

a capital of .flOO.OOO. by Claude Kiser. W. L.

Clement and O. N. Kiser. The company will

manufacture lumber and furniture.

E. W. Forstbauer. D. II. TurnbuII and W. E.

Zweigle are the directors in the newly formed

Four-in-One Manufacturing Company located at

Mishawaka. Ind.. with a capital of $"..500. This

new concern will manufacture ladders.

The National Handle Company will improve

its plant at Blythevillc, Ark., to the extent that

when completed it will be one of the largest

handle factories in the state. The buildings

will be constructed of reinforced concrete.

Another incorporation is that of the National

Pole Company of Escanaba, Mich, with a capital

of $1,000,000. of which $100,000 is represented

by property in V.'isconsin. Clark Kirkpatrick of

Park Falls, Wis., is among the interested parties

in this concern.

On Sept. 1,") fire destroyed the plant of Hart-

man, Schloss & Co., located at 167 North Ann
street, Chicago, 111. This concern manufactured

picture frame mouldings. The loss upon the

building is reported as ,$20,000, and a like

amount upon its contents.

Joseph T. McGowin, Mobile, Ala., is reported

to have purchased 11,000 acres of timberland

estimated to contain 60.000,000 feet of cypress

and hardwood timber, and 70,000,000 feet of

long leaf pine. The property includes a mill

with a daily capacity of 50,000 feet of lumber.

Articles of incorporation have been tiled at

Frankfort. Ky., for the Kentucky River Railroad

and Lumber Company, with a capitalization of

$100,000. The company is to construct a rail-

road from Stafford Station, on the Big Sandy

division of the Chesapealie & Ohio to Lick

Fork, Ky.

The W. E. Terry Lumber Company of Gales-

burg. 111., was Incorporated on Sept. 12 with a

capital stock of $o0,00U. The company is the

same as that which operated a business in this

city for some years under that name. The in-

corporators are : W. E. Terry, Jr., J. D. Welsh

and F. ,0. McFarland.
The Carter Lumber Company of Cairo, 111.,

ha.s, built two mills near Ra.vsville, La., to manu-

facture wagon and dimension stock. The south-

ern buying office of the concern has been moved

to Ra.vsville. and is in charge of C. C. Carter as

manager. M. S. tarter is manager of the main

office at Cairo, 111. The output of the mills will

be shipped to the latter point, where it is manu-
factured into finished condition.
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Hardwood 'News ISfotes

CHICAGO

Edward C. Mershon of Wni. B. .Mershon & Co..

S.aginaw. Mich., called at Hardwood Record
offices on Sept. 18, on his way to the South.

Mr. Mershon has just returned from a trip to

Russia and is now planning to visit southern

mill points.

R. T. Cooper, sales manager for the Memphis
Saw Mill Company, Mempliis, Tenn., was in

town a few days a week ago.

R. L. Rhymes of the R. L. Rhymes Company.
which concern is located at Mempliis, Tenn.,

spent several days of last week with the local

trade.

L. Wheeler of .T. W. Wheeler & Co., Madison,

Ark., has been in the city for several days in

conference with members of the local trade,

and with his customers,

J. T. Phillips, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Diamond Lumber Company, located

at Green Bay, Wis., spent Thursday of last week
in the city on matters in connection with the

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association.

J. C. Knox, secretary of the Michigan Hard-

wood Manufacturers' Association, with headciuai-

ters at Cadillac, Mich., was in the cily Wednes-

day and Thursday of last week. Mr. Knox came
to Chicago to attend the meeting of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission with reference to

the hardwood rate to the I'aciflc coast.

W. L. Saunders, general manager of the Cum-
mer-Diggins Company, Cadillac, Mich., was in

town with Mr. Knox of that place. Thursday

and Friday of last week, also in the interests

of the hardwood rate to the Pacific coast.

Herman H. Hettler of Chicago, head of the

Herman II. Hettler Lumber Company, is spend-

ing a couple of weeks at the northern operations

of that concern in the Georgian Bay district.

A. T. Goldsmith, general manager of the Rad-

ford-Portsmouth Veneer Company, Radford, Va.,

was in town most of last week soliciting trade.

Mr. Goldsmith is now spending several days in

the Wisconsin valley, and reports that trade has

hcen good with him throughout the entire east-

ern and middle west territory.

E. A. Thornton, president of the E. A. Thorn-
ton Lumber Company, with oflices in the Cham-
ber of Commerce. Chicago, returned the middle

of last week from a northern buying trip.

Frank Robinson of the Anderson-Tully Com-
pany, Memphis, Tenn.. spent last week in this

cily on business.

It is announced by the Farson & Sons Com-
pany, bankers of Chicago, that the entire issue

of six hundred tliousand dollars of bonds on the

John R. Davis Lumber Company, Phillips, Wis.,

plant has been retired.

Henry Ballou of Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc.,

Cadillac, Mich., spent a few days last week in

(Chicago on business connected with the Mitchell

interests.

R. L. Stearns of the Stearns Coal and Lum-
ber Company, Stearns, Ky., was one of the re-

cent distinguished visitors in the hardwood
trade.

R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Northern Hem-
lock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,

Wausau, \\'is., spent a few days in Chicago last

week.

The September edition of the Lumber Law
Review, published monthly by the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Corporation of St.

Louis, was recently received. In it are noted

a number of cases in which decisions have been

iianded down to the interest of the lumber trade.

A feature of this bulletin is a list of fourteen

questions and answers as shown on the back
page and covering the fundamental business

laws of the state of Nebraska.

The Mechanic, an interesting little .journal

covering machinery and wood workers, issued by

ll-.e H. B. Smith Machine Company of Smith-

ville, N. J., has just arrived at this office.

The book is interesting as usual and contains

considerable instructive information.

Walter Muller of T. F. Miiller & Sons, Ham-
burg. Germany, has been in Chicago for several

days this week. He is making an extended tour

through the States, looking over hardwood con-

dUions. Mr. Miiller states tliat aside from the

seriousness of the ocean freight rate question,

conditions abroad are extremely favorable.

NEW YORK

J. S. Richards of the Peale-Coryell Lumber
Company, Fifth Avenue building, selling agents

for the Wm. Whitmer & Sons operations, re-

turned during the fortnight from a special trip

with Mr. Wliitmer inspecting the big operations

of the Whitmer interests in North Carolina.

New plants are being built at I'resmont and
Sunburst, N. C, which will soon be operating

on some of the choicest virgin spruce and
hardwood in the country, and give the Whitmer
interests an annual output of over 200,000,000
feet.

Among the recent arrivals from European
pleasure trips were Lewis Dill of Lewis Dill

& Co., Baltimore. Md.. and Secretary E. F.

Perry of the National Wholesale Lumber Deal-

ers' Association, New York City.

E. C. Mershon, band resaw expert of Saginaw,
ilich., arrived here on Sept. 6 after a lengthy
pleasure trip through Europe. After spending
a day or two in town, Mr. Mershon returned to

Saginaw.
F. R. Seeley, general manager of the H. H.

Hitt Lumber Company, Decatur, Ala., hardwood
manufacturer, was in town during the fort-

night in the interest of business.

The Madison Lumber Company has been or-

ganized here to conduct a lumber and storage
business at 137th street and Madison avenue,
]\Ianliattan, by 11. J. Smith, formerly secretary

of Konkle «Sc Co., of this city.

J. Edward Piftinger. associated formerly with
Watsori & I'ittinger, has engaged in the whole-
sale lumber business at 547 Lincoln place,

Brooklyn.

The annual dinner and meeting of the Lum-
bermen's Club of Newark, which was scheduled
to take place on Sept. 10, has been postponed
until Oct. 8.

There will be a special meeting of the exec-

utive committee of the National Wholesale
Lumber Dealers* Association at headquarters, 06
Broadway, on Oct. 2. Tlie routine work of the

several departments of the organization will be

reviewed and special matters will be considered.

Tile Mosaic End-up Wood Company has been

incorporated in this city to manufacture Mosaic
wood flooring. The capital stock is $150,000,

and the incorporators are I. D. Brokaw, J. K.

Joyce of New York City, and M. J. Kenny of

Summit, N. J.

Tile Mills Lumber Company, whicli was or-

ganized a few months ago witli headquarters at

IS Broadwa.v. has closed ovit at that location and
esfablished headquarters at Meredith, N. H., at

which point the shipping operations are cen-

tered, W. R. Creed & Co., 1 Madison avenue,

will act as selling agents for the Mills Lumber
Company.

PITTSBUROH

I'ittsliurgli feels good in general over its

hardwood business this fall. Nearly every con-

cern has gotten to the jioint where it is in a

large measure selecting its customers. Whole-
salers are able to name their own quotations on
stocks which are wanted most. White oak is

the l)est seller in the market. No trouble is

found to get a premium on good stock for

reasonabl.v early delivery, as both the railroads

and the coal companies arc taking large amounts
of this lumber. Furniture factories are buy-
ing aetivel>, chiefly of maple, bc'ech and chest-

nut. Beech is a favorite wood this fall owing
to the fact that it is being used quite largel.v

as a cheap substitute. The chestnut trade is

good. The range of hardwood prices tlirough-

out the list is considerably higher than last

spring and the bulk of buying orders is increas-

ing right along.

I. F. B.ilsley, for the past few years sales

manager of the Palmer & Semans Lumber Com-
pany, has started in business for himself at
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6121 Jenkins Arcade buildins. He has not

fully completed his arrangements, but will have

an interesting announcement to make shortly.

His chief line will be hardwoods and everybody

knows that I. V. is "wise" to every feature in

the hardwood business.

The Mutual Lumber Company, which was
formed recently, is getting well started in the

First National Bank building, and bids fair to

have a pretty good run of hardwood trade right

off the reel. H. E. Ast of this company has

been in West Virginia and Kentucky for ten

days and reports everything in hardwood stocks

short in those states.

The Johnston-Davies Lumber Company, which

makes a specialty of Washington county white

oak, has more inquiries for railroad and mining

material than it can fill. It has moved its

offices from the fifth floor of the Union Na-

tionU Bank building to the thirteenth floor.

The Kendall Lumber Company is rushing

operations at all its mills. President J. L.

Kendall reports a fine trade in all kinds of lum-

ber, especially with the railroad and coal com-

panies. His company is fortunate in having

some big annual orders from leading railroad

systems which constitute a large part of its de-

liveries this year.

The West Virginia Lumber Company has been

manufacturing barges all summer for the Mo-

nongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke Com-

pany at its big plant in northern Pennsylvania.

It floated down a number of these last week.

Its mill is unusually busy and President W. W.

Dickey believes that good business will con-

tinue.

Robert Brown, hardwood manager of the

American Lumber & Manufacturing Company,
reports that their trade in oak, maple and beech

is strictly lirst class. He says railroad requisi-

tions are unusually large and the companies are

evidently getting down to a low point in their

supplies of good lumber as they are using every

means to get quick deliveries.

The Berry Company of Oil City, Pa., has

bought 500 acres of timber on the Fisher Farm
near Seneca. Pa., and will put in two sawmills

at once. The timber is mostly oak and chestnut,

and a large quantity of ties and mine posts will

be taken out at once.

The Pittsburgh Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

Association has resumed its weekly meetings at

the Union Club. President Louis Germain, Jr.,

announces that so far nothing special has been

taken up at these meetings, but very shortly,

when all the wholesalers shall have returned

from their vacations, an interesting series of

speakers will be put on.

BUFFALO

The fourth annual gymkhana of the Automo-

bile Club of Buffalo was held at the clubhouse

at Clarence, near the city, on Sept. 21. The
program included many sports and contests,

in which prizes were offered. Music and dancing

added to the pleasure of the day. The com-

mittee in charge included C. Walter Betts,

chairman ; O, E. Yeager, A. W. Kreinheder, J.

B. Wall and I. K. Stewart.

Affairs of the Jamestown Panel & Veneer

Company have been closed up by the sale of

the manufacturing plant to Caflisch Brothers of

Union City, Pa., for ,$47,000. The matter has

been in the bankruptcy court and in the hands

of receivi-rs for the past two years. Stock-

holders of the company will get nothing, while

creditors will realize but little, the sale bring-

ing in only enough to pay the mortgages and

legal fees.

J. B. Wall of the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber
Company has gone to Michigan on a business

trip. The yard is handling an unusually large

supply of birch at present.

H. A. Stewart of I. N. Stewart & Bro. has been

spending most of the month in Charleston, W.

Va., shipping out lumber. He reports business

somewhat unsettled in that state by the coal

strike.

Anthony Miller has been getting in some good-

sized stocks of hardwoods of late, including

maple, ash and basswood, figuring on getting

in good supplies before car shortage becomes
pronounced.

B. E. Darling of Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling
has returned from a buying trip in the South
and has picked up a good assortment of lumber
at various mills in several states.

J. D. McCallum is back at his desk with the

Hugh McLean Lumber Company after a honey-

moon trip spent chiefly at Lake George, which
he recommends to all fellow lumbermen as a

most attractive spot.

The F. W. Vetter yard is moving quite a
little hardwood lumber of nearly every sort and
is gradually lowering its stocks, though it will

take some months to close it all out.

G. Elias & Bro. state that the hardwood
trade is very fair at present and that supplies

are coming in at present all-rail and will con-

tinue to do so during the remainder of the year.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company's
receipts from the South are large at present

and the new yard is getting well supplied with
an assortment of oak, chestnut and other lum-
ber.

At the office of T. Sullivan & Co., it is stated

that hardwood prices are growing firmer and
that the outlook for business this fall appears
to be very encouraging.

H. H. Salmon & Co. are contemplating ship-

ping considerable maple, beech and birch to

Canada by lake, instead of by rail, and Manager
F. T. Sullivan is pleased with an experiment
already made in that line.

BOSTON

R. V. Bell, representing C. F. McGee, a dealer

in hardwood lumber. Pinkney, Tenn., was a re-

cent visitor in Boston and the New England
trade.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has sus-

pended the proposed increases in transportation

rates on lumber, ranging from one to six cents

per hundred pounds from points in the South to

New England and Canadian points from Sept. 1

to Dec. 30.

The George W. Robbins & Sons Company has

been organized in Springfield, Mass., to carry on
a lumber business.

Frank E. Meigs of Burlington, Vt., has re-

moved his wood-working business to new quar-

ters on the corner of Church and Maple streets

in that city.

The Hills Chair-Couch Manufacturing Com-
pany, Boston, has been incorporated with a capi-

tal stock of .$100,000 by John C. Hills, R. Henry
Mills. Aubrey F. Hills, Fremont L. Pugsley and
John B. Maynard.

Harry F. Baker of the H. E. Baker Company,
Boston, died Sept. 15 as the result of a severe

accident caused by the overturning of his auto-

mobile. Mr. Baker was a young man and had

started in business for himself only a few

months ago. He was one of the most popular

salesmen in the Boston trade. At the meeting

of the Massachusetts Wholesale Lumber Associa-

tion held in Boston Sept. IS resolutions on his

dtath were adopted.

PHILADELPHIA

F. S. Diebold, president of the Forest Lum-
ber Company, who recently returned from Konna-

rock, Va., says the company's mill there is

worked to full capacity. Orders are increasing

and everything points to good fall and winter

trading.

J. W. Floyd of the Floyd-Olmstead Company
reports unrelased business. Orders are liberal

and the house is fortunate in being able to

ship the goods.

T. N. Nixon of Wistar, Underbill & Nixon,
who has been obliged to spend the greater part

of his time in New York state, has removed
to New York City, where he will make his head-
quarters.

The business of the John J. Rumbarger Lum-
ber Company will hereafter be conducted from
the olBces of the Daniel Buck Estate, 1505
North Fifth street, instead of in the Perry
building.

Charles K. Parry of Charles K. Parry & Co,

says business is unequaled for this time of the

year. Nearly all the mills in which he is in-

terested are shipping stock as fast as it is

ready. The mill of the Carolina Spruce Com-
pany, at Pensacola, N. C, has already piled up
a large stock of excellent hardwoods. The rail-

road connection which will greatly facilitate

business has not as yet been completed.

W. S. W. Kirby of the Kirby and Hawkins
Company says orders from the railroad companies
have increased of late, and the outlook is prom-
ising.

William P. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer &
Son reports a copious trading right along. He
is about to make a trip to the yard at Marion,

N. C. to size up the stock situation there.

Hugh Mcllvain of J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.,

extensive hardwood handlers of this city, with
his family, is making an extensive tour of

Europe.

BALTIMORE

Richard P. Bacr & Co. will get into their new
offices in the Maryland Casualty building, Balti-

more street and Guilford avenue, sooner than
they had expected. They now think the middle
of next month will see them installed there.

They will occupy the eleventh floor and will

have about twice the present space, larger quar-

ters having become necessary because of an in-

crease in the force. M. S. Baer, one of the

Urm, has just returned from a vacation to At-

lantic City, where he spent ten days or two
weeks. A. O. Thayer, manager of the firm's

mill at Mobile, is here to discuss with members
of the flrm the details of a new plant to be

erected near Merrill, Miss. The firm has had
a circular mill there, but it has not been in

operation for several years. The new plant is

to be a hand mill of large capacity. James
Baer, of the flrm, has been looking after opera-

tions at Mobile in the absence of Mr. Thayer.

The firm is doing a rushing business, an increase

having been noted for every month this year,

over the corresponding periods of 1011.

Considerable surprise was occasioned in the

hardwood trade here by the announcement on

Sept. 10 that Stephen S. Mann and Frank A.

Parker, individually and as members of the firm

of Mann & Parker, had been adjudicated bank-

rupts the day before by Willis E. Myers, referee

in bankruptcy, in the United States court here.

The two lumbermen consented to the adjudica-

tion. Proceedings to have them thrown into in-

solvency were instituted by the Old Field? Lum-
ber Company, with a claim of ,$4,604.55, and

the American Lumber Company, with a claim of

.$1,273.71. Since then John Schilpp, a Balti-

more attorney, has been appointed receiver, and

he is now engaged in straightening out affairs.

The flrm has been located at 32 South street

for several years, and its troubles are attributed

chiefly to losses incurred in operating a mill

in South Carolina. The wholesale business, it

is said, has always been profitable. No state-

ment of assets and liabilities has yet been pre-

pared, but it is current report that the liabili-

ties will amount to about $65,000.

Rumors in circulation for some months that

the J. X. 'Wilkinson Lumber Company of Bristol,

Tenn., was in difficulties were verifled this week,

when news was received here that the company

had suspended. Its troubles, according to re-

port, date back several years, when its big mill

was destroyed by fire, the loss being estimated
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at $75,000. The schedule Is said to show liabili-

ties of $70,000, with assets of $45,000. An
effort will be made, it is said, to enlist new
capital and resume operations, the Bristol plant

being one of the largest and best-equipped in

that' section. Mr. Wilkinson is widely known,

being one of the most prominent members of the

National Lumber Exporters' Association, and

having also helped to organize the Wagon Oak
Plank Exporters' Association. He has taken an

active interest in all movements to promote the

welfare of the export business.

Among the visiting lumbermen here last week
was W. H. Boiling of Galax, Va., who has un-

der consideration a large development in Marlon

county. South Carolina. It is stated that Mr.

Boiling contemplates the erection ot a mill there

and the acquisition of about 20,000,000 feet of

poplar and other timber.

Fire destroyed the big plant of the Stewart

Vehicle Company at Martinsburg, W. Va., Sept.

16, together with 700 vehicles in various stages

of completion. The loss is estimated at $1*5,-

000, with insurance of $107,000. The plant

was burned down about two years ago and re-

built, but remained incomplete in some of its

departments.

The Pioneer Hardwood Flooring Company has

been organized here with a capital stock of

$25,000 and is about completing the equipment

of a mill at President and Fleet streets. Wal-

ter T. Startzman is president of the company,

John Ryan, vice-president and treasurer, and

Felippe A. Broadbent, secretary. These three

are also the incorporators of the company, which

expects to begin operations in the next few

days. Mr. Broadbent is at the head of the

laantel company which hears his name, and is

located in the same neighborhood.

K. E. Wood, president of the R. E. Wood
Lumber Company, is home for a few days, hav-

ing returned from Rift, W. Va., where the com-

pany conducts a milling operation. He will go

to Fontana, N. C, at the end of the present

week, being accompanied by H. L. Bowman,
sales manager.
Among the visiting lumbermen here during

the last week or ten days were F. X. Diebold

of the Forest Lumber Company, Pittsburgh ; I.

Whaley of the Whaley-Warren Lumber Company,
Bristol, Tenn. ; .T. Rappe Myers of Ellis & Myers,

Salem, Va., and Robert C. Lieb of the Laurel

River Logging Company, Stackhouse, N. C. All

of them reported that business is decidedly

active.

About the only business considered at the

quarterly meeting of the Baltimore Lumber Ex-

change, held on Sept. 9 at the Merchants' Club,

was the report of a committee of which W. M.
Burgan was chairman, on the lumber rate from

Norfolk to Baltimore. The Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company now makes a rate of eight cents,

while the charge of the Baltimore & Ohio rail-

road for the same service is twelve cents. Ef-

forts have been made at diUercnt times by Indi-

vidual Arms to secure an equalization of the

rate, but always without success, and the mat-

ter was placed in charge of the committee. This

latter reported that it had been unable to do

anything and there was no prospect of favorable

action, the Baltimore & Ohio pointing out that

the route over its line was circuitous and that

shipmeuls had ta pass over another road, which
made the service exceptionally expensive. A
fine luncheon followed the meeting, which was
largely attentled.

000 as compared with 262 permits and a valua-

tion of $535,000 in August, 1911.

Richard P. Baer & Co., Baltimore, Md., manu-
facturers of hardwood lumber, will soon open

a branch in Columbus in charge of C. E. Wil-

liamson. Mr. Williamson has been on the

ground for some time looking the situation over

for the company. He has established his ofBce

in the Dennison hotel, but will secure a down-
town OfBce in the near future.

The Oak Wood Lumber Company of Marietta,

O., has been incorporated with a capital of

$50,000 to deal In timberlands and operate a

sawmill. The incorporators are W. T. Schnauter,

C. H. Holden, W. J. Cram, J. C. West and Robert

M. Noll.

H. D. Brashear of the H. D. Brashear Lumber
Company has returned from a buying trip In the

southern markets.

The Bloomville Lumber Company of Bloom-
vllle, O., has been incorporated with a capital

of $5,000 to do a general lumber business. The
incorporators are John R. Gobey, H. C. Creith,

R. S. Miller, Charles J. Cummins and L. B.

Schneider.

.. A new lumber company recently Incorporated

to do a general wholesale hardwood lumber

business In Cincinnati is the Anchor Lumber
Company, with a capital stock of $25,000. It

will be under the active management of C. W.
Sprinkle and E. F. Williams, both of whom
were formerly connected with the hardwood lum-

ber trade of this city.

M. A. Hayward of AI. A. Ilayward & Sons

has returned from Detroit where he found a good

market. He says that the demand is good for

all grades of hardwoods, especially hardwood
flooring. Stocks are light and prices are firm

in all grades.

W. M. Ritter of the W. M. Ritter Lumber
Company has returned from his annual vacation

trip in the White mountains. He contemplates

a trip to London and Liverpool some time in

October to look after his foreign interests at

those points.

F. B. Pryor of the W. M. Ritter Lumber
Company reports an excellent trade In hard-

woods in all sectfons of the country. He says

there is a good demand for the lower grades,

especially chestnut and oak. Poplar is selling

better, automobile concerns buying panel sizes

more liberally.

W. L. Whitacre of the W. L. Whitacre Lum-
ber Company says that prices in hardwoods are

firm and that the tendency of the market is to

advance. He predicts a good trade during the

fall and winter.

L. B. Schneider of John R. Gobey & Co. says

that prices are advancing and that the volume
of trade is satisfactory. There Is a good de-

mand for all varieties of hardwoods. Stocks

are generally scarce. The company Is having
trouble in all orders because It is impossible to

make deliveries promptly.

COLUMBUS

There was a decrease in the valuation of

buildings erected during 1912. Building permits

Issued for the first six months numbered 1869

as compared with 1885 in the corresponding

period in 1911. The valuations for 1012 were

$3,414,000 as compared with $3,364,000 for

1911. During the month of August, 1912, 222
permits were issued with a valuation of $389,-

INDIANAPOUS

giving his liabilities at approximately $64,000
and his assets at about $4,200. He was formerly
identified with a lumber company now in bank-

ruptcy and most of his liabilities consist ot

notes indorsed for the company.
The Hoosler Veneer Company, which recently

succeeded the Advance Veneer & Lumber Com-
pany, is erecting a new one story warehouse at

Its plant In Brightwood, at a cost of $5,000.

W. W. Knigat of the Luny-Knight Lumber
Company has returned from New York City.

The St. John Lumber Company of Muncie has
filed notice with the secretary of state of an
increase In capital stock from $150,000 to $350,-

000.

Showers Brothers, furniture manufacturers at

Bloomington, have increased their preferred

stock from $800,000 to $1,050,000. An addition

that will cost $200,000 and will double the ca-

pacily of the plant and a new sawmill are to

lie erected at once.

The state board of forestry has decided to

plant at the state forestry reservation at Henry-
vllle fifty acres in red oak, white oak, sycamore,

catalpa and black locust. The work is to be done
this fall.

John E. Donahue, a lumber manufacturer of

South Bend, has filed a voluntary petition in

bankruptcy In the federal court In this city.

NASHVILLE

The Lumbermen's Club of Nashville has de-

claed to take no further steps in the milling-in-

translt case now before the Interstate Commerce
Commission Tintil that body takes some action

oi" issues an order. The commission now has
the club's complaint.

The machinery for the Bonner Furniture Com-
pany's plant is being installed and General Man-
ager T. F. Bonner says he expects to begin opera-

tions about Oct. 1 with one hundred operatives.

The plant will be operated by electricity.

McEwen Ransom, a prominent local lumber-

man, has returned from a summer vacation spent

in Colorado.

J. B. Ransom & Co., through the H. A. Pride

Manufacturing Company, have just completed

and installed handsome new solid mahogany
furniture in the Tennessee supreme court room.

The mahogany logs were exported from Cuba by

the lumber company and sawed into lumber

which the manufacturing company finished.

The Smokey Lumber Company of Knox county

has been granted a charter by the secretary of

state. The company is capitalized at $5,000

with the following incorporators : J. F. Holt,

Russell Harrison, P. E. Templeton, L. C. Hardl-

son and H. H. Clement.

Charles Wood of Birmingham, England, a

manufacturer of interior wood finish and mould-

ings, and Frederick HooCon of C. Noel Legh &
Co., Liverpool, England, were visitors in this

city last week. They are on a tour of the

hardwood sections of the United States and

came to Nashville from New York, visiting

jiolnts in West Virginia and eastern Kentucky

in route. While In the city both gentlemen

said that business in all lines in England was
improving.

LOUISVILLE

Charles H. Barnaby, president ot the National

Hardwood Lumber A.ssoclation, was in Louisville

last week. He and Mrs. Barnaby, who is a

former Louisville girl, attended the races at

Douglas Park as the guest of T. M. Brown of

the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company. Mr.

Brown Is a director of the National association.

The Louisiana Logging Company has been or-

ganized In Louisville by Henry Koehler and

others. It will operate a logging proposition

near Monroe, La. The same parties are inter-

ested in the Hardwood Manufacturing Company
at Monroe.

A good deal of criticism directed at Rule 19,

proposed by the American Railway Association,

has been heard from local shippers, and (he rule

has been discussed and disapproved by the

Louisville Hardwood Club. It provides that a

shipper specify destination and routing of each

car he applies for, and that cars delivered shall

be handled according to those specifications. It

is Intended to result In equipment being sent

back to the road owning it as soon as possi-

ble, but it is believed that It would result in

increasing the severity of car shortages. The
Sonlliern and the Louisville & Nashville have

thus far refused to adopt the rule.

The mahogany mill of C. C. Mengel & Bro.

Company, which has been running day and night

for several months. Is still putting in all the

time there is. Even at this rate no surplus

stock is accumulating, the brisk demand serving

to keep the yard cleared even of green lum-
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ber. The price of mahogany has continued to

advance, but consumers apparently are willing

to pay the present top-notch prices.

There is a decided scarcity of labor in Louis-

ville, and lumbermen are complaining of not

being able to get enough men to ship as rapidly

as they would like. Big construction jobs of

various kinds in Louisville are responsible for

the scarcity. Cars are beginning to be less

plentiful, and it looks as though the oft-pre-

<\icted shortage of railway equipment will soon

be realized.

ST. LOUIS1
Thp Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis held its

first fall meeting, after an interval of a number
of months, on Sept. 10, at Sunset Inn, a short

distance from the city. Dinner was served at 7

o'clock on the terrace on the second floor of

the Inn. About one hundred member^ and their

ladies participated. During the dinner music
was furnished by an orchestra.

After the dinner I'resident Rolfes called on
ff. E. Barns. .Tames E. Gatewood and P. F.

Cook for short talks. Following this the

members of the club passed a resolution to

make an effort to bring the next meeting of the

Ivational Federation of Ketail Merchants to St.

Louis.

After the meeting was over, the members re-

joined the ladies. At about ten o'clock the re-

turn home was made. AH those present ex-

liressed themselves as having enjoyed one of

the best meetings the club had ever held.

T. A. Pyle, who has been with the Northern

Lumber Manufacturing Compan.v. Bachelor. La.,

for the past couple of years, has been appointed

inspector of the Lumbermen's Exchange, of St.

Louis and entered on his duties on Sept. 3. Mr.

Pyle has been busy since his coming, owing to

the increasing amount of inspection that is he-

ing done, since the busy season started.

Little ten months old Josephine Paston Powe,
daughter of Thomas E. Powe, president of the

Thos. E. Powe Lumber Company, and also presi-

dent of the Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis,

broke ground for a beautiful home in the West
End, which will be given to her when it is com-

pleted, by her grandfather. The ceremony of

ground breaking trok place at seven o'clock on

the morning of Sept. 3.

R. F. Krebs of the Krebs-Scheve Lumber Com-
pany left on Sept. 9 for a three weeks' selling

trip through the North and Northwest.

F. H. Smith of the F. H. Smith Company and

Jos. A. Hafner. manager of the hardwood de-

partment of the Ilafner Manufacturing Com-
pany, with their wives, returned home from

Minnesota recently. They have been away fov

the past month hunting and fishing in that

state.

Charles D. Boynton, president of the Boynton

Land & Lumber Company. Boynton, Ark., died

in St. Louis from complications growing out of

an attack cf pneumonia, two years ^go. His

serious sickness had been of three weeks' dura-

tion.

MILWAUKEE

The Galesville Lumber Company has been

formed at Galesville with a capital of ifS.j.OOO

by L. E. TJtter, R, E. James and Jessie Reid.

The Rhinelander Woodenware Company has

been incorporated with $10,000 capital to manu-

facture broom handles and other woodenware

articles.

The Rice Lake Lumber Company has finished

its season's cut and has closed down for the

winter. It has not yet been decided whether

the company will do any logging this winter

or run its hardwood mill. The closing down of

the mill is not looked at favorably by Rice Lake

residents, as their main supply of fuel is mill-

wood from this mill.

The Phoenix Manufacturing Company of Eau
Claire, will manufacture turret lathes at its

plant, which are the invention of a Madlsou
mechanical enginer. The lathe has been highly
recommended by various mechanical engineers
throughout the country.

George J. Forster. secretary of the Forster
Lumber Company of Milwaukee, died at his

home recently as a result of a protracted illness

that began two years ago. Mr. Forster was
born in Milwaukee in 1861. For a good many
years he was connected with various lumber
companies and had an active interest in the
Forster Lumber Company until some months
ago, when he was taken quite seriously ill.

The sale of the assets of the defunct Antigo
Lumber Company was confirmed by Judge
Geiger of the federal court. The lumber com-
pany went into bankruptcy last November on
an involuntary petition filed against it by the

Antigo Hoop & Stave Co., and other creditors.

The sale was made to Clarence J. Selle for $73.-

000. The company scheduled liabilities at $144,-

826 and assets at $198,742.40.

The State Railway Commission has issued an
order requiring the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway to refund an overcharge on shipments
of fence posts and poles to the Torrey Cedar
Company of Clintonville. The rates from Gallo-

way to Clintonville have been ordered reduced

by the commission from five and one-half to

four cents per hundred pounds.

DETROIT

Secretary John Lodge of the Dwight Lumber
Company reports that the hardwood flooring

industry in Detroit is in better condition at the
present time than it has been for months past.

Mr. Lodge says that the Dwight company has a
strong demand from the eastern section of the

country, inquiries and orders be:ng received

from points as far distant as Portland, Me. The
liwight factory is running practically an eight-

Uay week, working Saturday afternoons and con-

siderable overtime.

The Lumber Bowling League will open up for

the winter season with games between eight

teams, representing that many lumber compa-

nies, on Oct. 2. The E. W. Leech team, which
the past two or three seasons has occupied the

cellar position in the percentage column most of

the time, including the finish of tlie seasons,

expects to cut considerable figure in the race

this season.

The Webster & McCausey Lumber Company has
taken over the business of the Card Lumber &
Manufacturing Company, which had yards at
Third and Greenwood avenues. H. A. Webster,
for thirteen years manager of the H. P. Webster
Lumber Company, Eaton Kapids. Mich., is the
head of the new company. Associated with
him are his brother. Clyde I. Webster, and Joseph
W. and T. J. W. McCausey.

"Conditions in the Detroit hardwood market
at the present time are very fair and a good
volume of business is being done." said J. M.
Clifford, who has the largest hardwood lumber
yard in Detroit. "Great trouble has been experi-

enced right along, however, in the delivery of

stocks, due to the freight congestion on the

railroads. This congestion still exists and is

bound to grow worse with the approach of colder

weather. Considering this great handicap which
has been keenly felt by all dealers conditions are

encouraging. There has been an especially good
demand for maple and ash and I believe that

frrices will advance. The price on four quartered

7>lain oak will advance $2 a thousand within

thirty days. The automobile manufacturers and
automobile body companies are buying freelj',

their demand being mostly for ash and maple."

H. F. Below, of Marshfield. Wis., a member
of the firm of Vollmar & Below Company, vis-

ited the Detroit oifice of the company during
the past week.

H. W. Harding, of the II. W. Harding Lumber
Company, says that freight conditions show con-

siderable improvement. The railroads have in

seme instances increased their terminal facilities

in Detroit and south from this city to Wyan-
dotte, a distance of about twelve miles. Mr.

Harding says that there has been a good de-

mand at his yards for Nos. 1 and 2 oak, poplar,

birch and hemlock. He says that the auto body

companies have been big buyers of hardwoods
during the past month.
Wm, W. Kelly of the Brownlee-Kelly Company

reports that his yard has been busy and that

there has been a good demand for soft maple.

He,.says that his company has experienced con-

side"rahle':trouble with shipments of stock he-

cause of the freight congestion on the railroads.

'George I. McClure. large operator in hardwoods
with offices at 724 Chamber of Commerce, de-

clares that conditions in the Detroit hardwood

market are excellent. He says orders have been

coming in at such a lively rate that he now has

orders enough to keep him busy until Jan. 1.

Prices, he says, are holding steady on most all

£rades and are very satisfactory.

'
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The Hardwood Market

CHICAGO

Continued activity of purchases with a con-

stant strengthening of price values, combined
with considerable ditEculty in delivering stoqk,

characterizes the local market at present. Pr;

tically every class of the hardwood consitmi:

industry is showing an improved condition. The
majority of orders are for immediate deliver.v,

which would indicate a certain amount of uneasi-

ni ss on the part of the buyers as to their

deliveries, and would indicate also that they

have allowed stocks to get to such a low point

that they are actually afraid of a scarcity of

l.avdwood lumber in their own yards.

Building trades and allied industries such as

interior finish plants, flooring factories, sash,

door and blind houses, are working to capacit.v.

with few exceptions. As a consequence there is

t. strong call for birch, beech and maple for

flooring, while a material strengthening has

been noted in the demand for quartered oak and

other hardwoods.

Plain oak continues to be scarce, with good

prices. AH low grades of lumber are moving

r:ipidly and demanding good prices. On the

whole, it is not a question at present of mak-

ing sales, but rather of securing deliveries on

time.

Board of trade reports of lumber receipts iu

Chicago during the week ending with Sept. 14

!«t»*w\d that 67.157,000 feet of lunlber came

into tl^city dating that time as compared with

51.539iPW) ifeet for that week last year. Ship-

ments on the other hand lor the same week are

21,093,000 feet, which is 3.827.000 feet in excess

of the corresponding week of 1911.

NEW YORK

The hardwood market at New York reveals

a good volume of business in the wholesale

trade. Short stocks of good lumber and car

shortage are handicapping trade to a considera-

ble extent and orders are somewhat delayed

in execution on this account. Prices are hold-
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ing very flnu, inquiry is quite general, and in-

dications point to a strong marlset for the bal-

ance of the year. Plain and quartered oak Is

firm and in good call. Poplar, ash, birch and

maple are moving freely, and thick maple is in

scarce supply. Quite an improvement is noted

in the export trade. Hardwood flooring is also

In good shape and considerable business is being

booked. With supplies not over plentiful in

the bands of buyers, indications point to a con-

tinued strong market for some time to come.

BUFFALO

Trade in hardwoods is picking up and has

lately shown quite an improvement. While

there is not any heavy activity, dealers state

that conditions are satisfactory. The BufEalo

yards have a fine assortment of hardwoods on

band. In fact, the statement is made on good

authority that they are maintaining the largest

and most complete assortment of hardwood lum-

ber to be found in any market in the world.

Stocks total about 100.000,000 feet.

The demand is extending over more sorts of

lumber than a short time ago. The leaders are

about the same, plain oak, birch and maple being

called for most generously, but other lines are

getting a fair amount of inquiry. For Instance,

brown ash has been getting a larger call, while

poplar is taking a higher place in the list at

firmer quotations. Gum is more in use in this

section than formerly and certain yards have a

good trade in it. Basswood has begun to show

quite an additional amount of activity.

PHILADELPHIA

There is no (omplaint of diminished activity

in the hardwood market during the last fort-

night, but the buyer who postponed the replen-

ishing of his stock pile for protection against

an imminent car shortage is very much handi-

capped at the various shipping points. The
wholesalers to a man report excellent trading,

and a strong optimism prevails as to the out-

look. The leading retail hardwood men state

that July shows the best month's trading in

years. August has fallen off somewhat. I'rices

all along the line are well sustained. A more
vigorous buying among the wholesale consumers
is noticeable, and railroads are placing more
inquiries for equipment supplies. Box factories

continue active, and the demand for low-grade

and crating lumber is strong. Interior finish

concerns are busy. Oak continues a leader, with
scarcity in dry stock. Ash is running well :

chestnut is strong: sound wormy chestnut is

moving up in prici^ : basswood is gaining
;
poplar

holds firm, and gum is more plentiful, but price

keeps up.

BOSTON

All reports relative to the condition of tlio

market for hardwood lumber indicate firmness

on the part of llie manufacturers. The move-

ment of lumber is not as free as it should be,

due to the shortage of cars both in the Middl"

West and the South. The demand for the most
part is very good and a few dealers claim to

have received a larger volume of business than

the.v anticipated a few w-eeks ago. While the

demand is for practically all grades, the feature

of the demand has been for the lower grades

which are being used as substitutes for the bet-

ter grades wherever this is possible. High
prices have brought about the better call for th-

poorer selections. The fact that the higher

grades are not moving as freely as the lower

grades does not appear to make any difference

in the stren.'th of the better selections. Holders

feel confident that there will be demand enough

to absorb practically all of the offerings of dry

lumber at full asking prices. Building opera-

tions in this section are large and the outlook

favors continued good business from this branch

of the industr.v.

The demand for plain oak is good at firm

prices. Quartered oak is considerably more

active than a short time ago, and the market

is firmer. Brown ash has been selling fairly

well. Chestnut is firm with a fairly active de-

mand. Cypress is holding its own, although de-

mand is not as active as some expected at this

time.

BALTIMORE

There is no cessation in the strength of prac-

tically the entire list of hardwoods. All of

them are in good demand, some even being in

very urgent "call. The tendency of the quota-

tions is upward, nothing having occurred to

modify the encouraging aspect of the outlook.

This applies especially to oak, which is sought

in quantities the mills are unable to supply.

It has been suggested from time to time that

the foreign markets were being congested and

that a material decline, with widespread unset-

tlement, might be looked for, but so far these

expectations have not been realized, and just now
it looks as if such a result would be altogether

prevented, as the domestic demand is apparently

on the increase and a material curtailment

of the foreign movement may be looked for. The

yards are placing orders with comparative free-

dom and generally are doing a bigger business

than ever before. The furniture factories and

other consumers are also in the market to an

extent which promises well for the future. There

is every indication that the mills will find ready

takers for all the lumber they can turn out.

Chestnut holds the gains it has made, sound

wormy stocks continuing in very strong request

at figures which are attractive to the producers.

Other grades are sufliciently active to prevent

large accumulations. Ash and other woods are

al.so holding their own, with poplar in nowise

weakened. The extra wide stocks of fine quality

are not bringing as much as they should, con-

sidering tlie limited quantity of such stocks, hut

as these constitute a relatively small proportion

of the business, the weakness in such sloi'ks

does not greatly affect the situation. I'oplar

has been going forward in considerable quanti-

ties to foreign markets. The tact seems to he

that the foreign demand is better than was sup-

posed, with the future decidedly promising in

the absence of retarding factors.

The one real complication that presents itself

al this time is the increase in the ocean freight

rates already made and in prospect. Exporters

find it impossible to close contracts with the

steamship companies for next year, and they

are in the dark as to what the rates will be.

Of course, under these circumstances it is out

of the question to enter into arrangements with

foreign hu.vers for future requircmc>nts. and busi-

ness is thus halted. The current rates are higher

aud there are indications of anothr'r advance.

COLUMBUS

The hardwood trade in. central Ohio during

the past two weeks has been active. There

has been a good demand for every variety and

'size of lumber, and as a result dry stocks are

generally light. Prices have been well main-

tained and every change has been toward higher

levels. Manufacturing establishments are buy-

ing better now. Factories engaged in making

furniture, implements and vehicles are in the

market for a large supply of hardwoods and the

movement of all grades is good. In fact there is

no accumulation of stocks in any grade or

variety. Collections are reported as better in

most sections.

One of the chief features of the market is

the car shortage, which is constantly growing

worse in all parts of the country, especially in

the South. This has the effect of delaying
shipments and a number of the manufacturers
have had considerable trouble. Dealers in plac-

ing their orders are asking for prompt delivery

in every case that is possible.

Quartered oak has been selling well at prices

firm. Plain oak is also in good demand and
both white and red are moving well. Poplar
is getting stronger, especially in the wider sizes,

and prices are firm. Automobile factories are

buying panel sizes more liberally. Chestnut is

one of the strongest points in the market and
tliere is an especial good demand for sound
wormy. Ash is stronger and the same is true

of basswood. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

TOLEDO

The hardwood market continues firm, both as

to demand and prices. Plain and quartered
oak are leaders, being used largely by the build-

ing trades and furniture factories. There is »

strong call for birch for interior finish, and
furniture concerns are using large quantities of

red guifi. Ued gum is in especial demand by
chair concerns. Poplar as usual is In good de-

mand and there is a great scarcity of dry stocks

in wide stuff. Following the scarcity comes the

imtural sequence—high pi-ice. Cypress, which
can be had in much larger qiuintities and is

cheaper, is fast finding a ready market as a
{iubstitute for poplar. Cypress is also largely

used here in substitution for white pine.

While the traffic situation has not specially

touched local lumbermen as yet, it is the subject

of grave alarm. Coal dealers are complaining
of an extreme shortage of cars in every sectiou

and shipments are very slow. Grain dealers are

having similar trouble and elevators are bulging

with crops wliich cannot be moved because cars

cannot be secured. The Toledo Chamber of Com-
luerce is busy sending out literature urging the

immediate releasement of cars sent to local

shippers. Most of the railroads liave ordered

new equipment hut much of this is still in the

factories under coustru<-ti<ui.

INDIANAPOLIS

There has been nothing unusual in the local

hardwood situation during the last two weeks.

Prices have remained steady and the volume of

trade has been about normal. Thus far the

(luestion of car shortage has not seriousl.v af-

fected the hardwood business in this immediate
locality.

Hardwood manufacturers and wholesalers rc-

l>ort that inquiries are coming in a little more
liberally from dealers whose stocks are badly

depleted. Some good sales are expected within

the next few weeks and the fall and early win-

ter business should be good, if car shortage

does not cut loo great a figure.

NASHVILLE

The lumber trade has maintained a satisfac-

tory volume for the pa5t two weeks and dealers

report an active demand on practically all hard-

woods, plain oak being the best seller, although

an improvement in the demand for poplar, ash,

hickory and chestnut has been noted. Slocks

are moderate and prices rtile steady. Farmers
have laid by their crops and as a result are

baving more time to haul logs to country sta-

tions, receipts at these points showing consid-

erable increase in the number of logs during

the past two weeks. Lumbermen are looking

forward to a splendid business and report that

the heavy August trade has shown no diminu-

tion during the present month. Uafher heavy

sliipments of mahogany logs en route to various

lioinis from the coast towns, particularly gulf

ports, have been oliserved in the local railroad

yards during the past two weeks and more or
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less of this lumber has been bought in Nash-
ville.

LOVISVILLB

Business continues active with hardwood con-
cerns in this market. With plenty of iuquiries.
stocks fairly well filled, and prices satisfactory,
conditions generally may be said to be pleas-
ing. At the same time there is plenty of evi-
dence indicating that conditions will be less
comfortable in a short time, and that vrith cars
harder to get, and customers pressing harder for
deliveries, the life of the lumberman will not
be a bed of roses. Tolitical conditions have
had remarkably little effect thus far, and since
August turned out to be the best summer month
in years, and September is rounding out a top-
notch trade period, those who have insisted that
all that was necessary to get rid of the national
election bugaboo was to get rid of It, are hav-
ing th:ir ideas nicely verified.

There is a good demand for oak of all kinds,
car stock being especially active. Quartered
oak is selling well, and plain oak, as heretofore,
is scarce and high. Poplar is hardly as brisk
as it has been, firsts and seconds having been
slower during the past two weeks than for
some time, though the common grades continue
to sell with less effort. Cottonwood, chestnut,

gum and ash are in good demand, and hickory
is selling as well as usual.

ST. LOUIS

The hardwood situation has improved consid-

erably during the past couple or weeks, and
quite an activity is now being experienced in

the market. The hardwood consuming industries,

such as the furniture and implement factories,

are taking most of the woods on the list. Quar-
tered oak is in excellent demand. Ash is also

being called for quite liberally and leads in the

items in request. There is a steady demand for

gum. Cottonwood and poplar. Cypress is hav-

ing a steady call and some good sized orders

have recently been placed. Stocks here are quite

large and well assorted and for this reason a

big fall and winter business is anticipated. The
sash and door people are fairly busy. Con-
siderable special work is being done, and the

outlook is most encouraging.

THREE STATES LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers oi

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
Cottonwood and Red Cum

SPECIALTIES

Main Office, Memphis, Tenn.

BLUESTONELAND&
LUMBER COMPANY

MANUFACTURER S

West Virginia Hardwoods

SOFT WHITE PINE
OAK POPLAR
CHESTNUT HEMLOCK

BAND SAWED STOCK

Complete Planing Mill Facilities

RIDGWAY, PENNSYLVANIA

NEW ORLEANS
u-

Hardwood prices on nearly all the grades
have advanced somewhat in the past two weeks.
The demand for all varieties is strong, and there
is a scarcity in the lower grades. Some mills
in the outlying sections of the state are run-
ning night and day in an efifort to keep up with
the demand. Factory trade, too, is exceptionally
active.

In exports, the Sailing off is noticeable. New
business is practically at a standstill, and the
shippers seem to be unable to make any deliv-
ered prices on goods wanted abroad. Lumber
is increasing in value too fast to permit any
substantial volume of trading as long as there
is enough left of the stocks that were brought
at lower prices and at lower ocean rates to keep
going.

The cargo business seems to be in a better
way than the parcel trade, notwithstanding the
charter rate situation which would naturally
seem to affect it more seriously. While the high
rates are limiting trade to a considerable extent,
it is still a fact that shortage of vessels is the
principal diiBcult.v.

MILWAUKEE

Business in the hardwood market is increas-
ing steadily, and wholesale lumbermen are pre-
dicting that trade vi;ill be unusually brisk this
fall. The shortage in stocks is still causing no
little concern and wholesalers say that it is

almost impossible to secure prompt shipment
from either the northern or the southern mills.

The heavy grain movement from the Northwest
is resulting in a car famine in some sections of
the state and is adding to the troubles of the
lumber shipper.

The demand from the local factory trade is

being well maintained. Sash and door concerns
are bu.ving at a much better rate than at this
time a year ago. Stocks on hand at these
plants are unusually light. Furniture manu-
facturers are meeting with the usual active fall

business and are placing some good orders. The
bumper crops all over the Northwest have re-

sulted in genuine activity in the farm imple-
ment field and implement plants here, at Racine,
Kenosha, Janesville, Beaver Dam, Horicou and
other points about Wisconsin are buying stocks
at a brisk rate.

All the northern hardwoods are strong, with
birch and maple in the lead. Low-grade bass-
wood is in brisk demand. In fact, low-grade
stocks in all lines are wanted, as a result of
the shortage of dry stocks in upper grades. Firsts
and seconds plain oak and quartered white oak
are wanted. Maple flooring is moving briskly.

DETROIT

Very fair conditions have existed in the local

hardwood market during the past two weeks.
While some dealers complain that trade was
rather quiei, others are more satisfied and de-

clare that they are enjoying a very fair volume
of business. Prices are very satisfactory and
there are indications of an advance in the near
future. There has been a good demand for
maple, ash and oak. Automobile factories and
auto body companies placed good sized requisi-

tions for maple, ash. poplar, walnut and ma-
I'cgany. But little call was noticed for poplar
outside of the demand from automobile com-
pany sources.

The hardwood flooring industry is in a boom-
ing condition, many of the factories working
overtime to fill orders. The eastern demand in

this trade has shown a very healthy increase.

The freight condition has been relieved to some
extent. Fear is expressed among dealers, however,
that unless railroad facilities and terminals in De-
troit are improved before winter, intolerable

shipping conditions will again prevail.

LIVERPOOL

Shipments have come forward in fairly good
quantities but prices have been maintained at
high levels—in fact, they have been based on
a higher level than previously. Round ash in
particular is very good at present. Several
good orders are waiting to be placed, but they
cannot be placed until fresh arrivals come for-
ward. The position can readily be understood
that shippers can adopt a very firm attitude to
advantage. Several good orders have been
placed for prime white ash planks. Shippers
should be careful not to offer stock which can-
not be guaranteed white in color.

Hickory logs have arrived in good quantities
and fair prices have been realized for all quali-
ties of goods which have arrived.
The mahogany position is exceedingly firm,

quite the firmest spot on the market. Those
readers who followed the advice given in this
section some weeks back will be feeling very
pleased when they read the results of the auc-
tion figures at the last three sales. The stock
was completely cleaned out, and with the in-
creasing freight charges from the west coast
of Africa to this port, prices will probably go
even higher. Shippers from Africa seem very
loath to ship even at present prices, as the in-
creased charge for freight leaves very small
margin. Some very fine figured logs were in the
recent sales, which are making their way to
the States, and which from an inspection seem
to be excellent purchases. Poplar stocks are
very low and there is a big inquiry for
%"xlSx23 panel and No. 1 stocks. Wagon oak
specifications are being heavily imported but
the bulk of those now landing are old orders
which have been overdue for delivery. Prices
all round keep exceedingly firm.

OLASaOW

The timber trade in this section still con-
tinues on modern lines and prices are satis-
factory. The shipbuilding industry is in a
very brisk condition and still further improve-
ments are looked for. Contracts being placed
just now are taken on conditions that delivery
is to be given within the next three years.
Bos and packing case makers are busy and the
limited supplies of spruce coming in are readily
taken up at highest prices which have been
paid within the last ten years. Some large
parcels of spruce have arrived but these are
all on contracts made some time ago. Cabinet
makers are exceptionally busy.

For a long time a great many merchants
have been pursuing a policy of the utmost cau-
tion in buying, restricting their purchases in the
main to immediate requirements only. They
have followed this course in the belief that a
set-back in values was inevitable but are now
realizing the fallacy of this contention.

With even higher values threatening they are
evincing more disposition to increase their stock
to a normal level. The demand for pitch pine
logs and timber and large sized walnut logs is

good. Small grown walnut wood should not be
shipped as there is a sufficient quantity on the
market to satisfy immediate wants. It is ex-

pected that the high level of prices will be kept
up as long as the freight rates continue as
they are at the present time.

The supply of oak logs has been limited for

some time and consequently the few which have
arrived have been sold readily at enhanced prices.

This applies to northern wood only as very
unremunerative prices can be obtained by ship-

pers for the southern variety. Oak boards con-

tinue in satisfactory demand although prices

are not up to the standard. The demand for

oak planks is brisk and recent arrivals have
been quickly disposed of at good prices.
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WHY?
TXT HY DO more than 320 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-
""

turers exchange nearly $26,000,000 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fourteenth year.

BECAUSE $728,910.41 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $756,787.21 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,012,427.96 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative Harry Rankill ^ CO.
HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will be Inserted In this sec-
tion at tbe following rates:

For one insertion 20c a line
For two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
Fop four insertions ...60c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing*
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED
A practical buyer and inspector for wagon

stock with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn. Ad-
dress "BOX 96," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED
Salesmen on our New Census publications.

Splendid opportunity. Men making $50 to $75
per week. HAND, McNALLY & CO.,

Dept. B., Chicago, 111.

WELL-KNOWN CHICAGO WHOLESALER
handling Southern Hardwoods wants experienced

salesman with established trade in Indiana,

Michigan and Illinois. State experience, salary

expected and when you can commence. Refer-

ences required. Address
"BOX 97," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—POSITION
As traveling salesman for wholesale lumber firm
on salary or commission. Several years" experi-
ence in lumber business. Would accept position
as office manager or head bookkeeper. First class
reference. Address,

"BOX 99." care Hardwood Record.

POSITION WANTED
A man 48 years old, of excellent habits and a

first-class lumberman would like a position of

any kind. Road ,iob preferred. References given

and required. Address
"BOX 9.5," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
for a high-class lumber salesman, a member of

this association, who Is especially well equipped

to sell hardwoods, yellow pine and spruce, hav-

ing a large and favorable acquaintance with the

yard and factory trade through the East.

Write Empire State Association of Wholesale

Lumber and Sash & Door Salesmen. Chas. John-

son, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland Rd., Rochester, N. Y.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

WANTED—WAGON STOCK
Wagon tongues, reaches, bolsters, hickory di-

mension stock for buggy and wagon work. In-

spection at mill points.

J. A. BROWNE & CO., INC.,

North Manchester, Ind.

I AM rn THE MARKET FOR

75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will Inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

Bniralo, N. Y.

TIHDER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging

conditions. Have a few high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. MCDONALD,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

KnoxviUe, Tenn.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WAiNtTT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs..

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robej St., Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FOR SALE
9,000 acres virgin hardwood timber Northern

Georgia. Fine yellow poplar, oak, chestnut,

white pine and other hardwoods. For price and
full particulars apply to the owners,

DAWSON LAND & LUMBER COMPANY,
Huntington, W. Va.

ARE TOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own in fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracks of blgh-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer

good money either as an Investment or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address In

confidence, "BOX 22," care Habdwood Rbcobd.

HICKORY TIMBER FOR SALE
We own sixteen million feet of Saliue River

bottom hickory timber in Arkansas. We are not

cutting hickory. It is all extra quality, large

aud remarkabl.v free from shakes and defects.

Will sell ten dollars per thousand, one-half cash,

balance as timber is cut, but all to be paid in

five years. Can be logged for .^6 per thousand,

and we will contract to log and deliver at mill

on railroad for $7.50 per thousand. We have
forty-acre cruise and good titles and abstracts.

TRIANGLE LUMBER COMPANY, Clio, Ark.

A BARGAIN
Our estimates show that wo have in a solid

body about 150,000,000 feet of hardwood timber.

50% White Oak, 25% Red Oak, 15% Red Gum,
10% Ash and Elm.

Reliable and responsible parties offer to con-

tract and deliver logs from the same to mill to

be located in Arkansas City, Ark., for $5 per

thousand feet. Timber commences one mile from
Arkansas City. Lowest freight rates can be se-

cured by railroad on account of Mississippi River
competition, making freights $1 to $1.50 cheaper
than from interior location.

No overflow on land. Land drained so that
logging can be carried on the year around.

We offer this timber for sale in a solid body,

or will divide, at a price that is profitable.

Full particulars furnished. Apply to the

owner, JOHN C. SPRY,
1230 Corn Exchange Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUILT UP WOODS. LET US QUOTE YOU
WISCONSIN CHAIR CO., Port Washington, Wis,

FOR SALE
4 cars %x5" No. 1 common poplar bevel sid-

ing, good grade and lengths. Well manu-
factured. Quick shipment.

SWANN-DAY LUMBER CO.
Sales Office—Cincinnati, O.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered ; boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.

I
LUMBER WANTED

|

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.
D« you want to get la t*uch with tbe best

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

•bowing the anaual requirements In lumber,

dimension stock and veneers aad panels of cob-

turners of those materials throughout tbe United
States and Canada. The service is free t« ad-

vertisers In the Recobd. It will Interest yon.

Write us f*r further Information abcnt ear "Sell-

ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

WANTED
Three to four cars Hard Maple 5/4", 6/4",

8/4", 10/4", 12/4", 14/4" and 16/4" log run
stock, M. C. out. Also Maple Squares 4", 5" and
6" In No. 1 common and better grade. All lum-
ber must be at least shipping dry. Inspection

and cash on loading same.
HAWTHORNE LBR. & SUPPLY CO.,

Hawthorne, N. J.

WANTED—FOR CASH—MILL INSPEC-
TION

1. IM.', 2%, SVa, 4 and 4'/^" Ash, 2, 2^4, 3 and
4" Hickory. Ail grades, green or dry.

C. C. SHAFER, South Bend, Ind.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE
One band mill, anil about one hundred million

feet of hardwood stumpage. Very easy terms.

Address owner, P. O. BOX "K," Pensacola, Fla.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
tor man to go in manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and

two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care Haddwood Recobd.

FOR SALE—BAND MILL AND TIMBER
Biggest bargain on tbe market, 8 ft. Filer &

Stowell Band Mill complete in every detail, with

Planing Mill, Railroad and Logging Equipment:
40,000,000 ft. flue hardwood stumpage and as

much more to be had. Quick buyers can have It

at one-third original cost. No commission or

middlemen. Write for particulars.

SAVANNAH VALLEY LUMBER CO. (Owners),
Augusta, Ga.
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IIACHINERY FOR SALE n
FOE SAiE

6 foot band mill, carriage, edger, trimmer,

filing room equipment, 2 boilers, engine, etc.,

complete.
1—18 ton 42" gauge Shay locomotive.

12—Skeleton logging cars, 42" gauge.
2—24 ft. flat cars, 42" gauge.

All the above in first-class condition.

THE PEENDERGAST COMPANY. Marion, O.

I MISCELLANEOUS I

OAK, POPIiAK, ASH
and all other bardwoods. In all grades and thick-

nesses, can be readily sold If advertised In the

Wanted and For Sale section of Habdwood Ric-

OBD. If yoD have a large stock yon want to

sell try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you.

BAUGHMAN'S BUYEE AND SELLEE
The twelfth edition of the handy book for

lumbermen just out, revised, improved. See the

new side tables, the metric system, tapering tim-

ber, to figure narrow flooring, moulding, box

work, etc. Five sections, each indexed and a

separate work. Every page worth the price of

the book. The book that talks to lumbermen.

Not millions, but more than seventy-five thou-

sand copies have been sold to lumbermen. Bound
in red flexible cover, $2.50 per copy prepaid.

Orders filled day received. Address

H. R. A. BAUGHMAN. Indianapolis, Ind.

For sale by HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Dl.

50 OPNTS FACH.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are freqnent
except where
«iir

Two Piece
Oeometrical
Bu-ler Coin

lelQUse, then
Imitation isn't
possible.
Sample if you
ask for It.

S. D. CBILDS
^ CO.
c'hicaio

We alao make
Time OlieckB,
BteDOlli mnA

CHICAGO
McParland Hardwood

Lumber Co. 2204 s. lafun st.

HARDWOODS
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CMICACO

E. H. KLANN
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 nSHER BLDG. CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank. Pavlne Blocks, Postt
and Yellow Pine

W. B.CraNe aNd Company*
Knlablished 1881

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

I.onB Distance Phones: CANAL 3190-3191

Office, Tarda and Planlnc Mill

;

Mill at

22nd, Saneamon and Morean Sts. Falcon, Miss

Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

Printers to the Lumber Trade
We specialize In special printed forms and
stationery of all kinds for lumbermen. Let
us submit you stationery samples and prices.

Send us your forms for estimate.

SAUL BROS.

626 Federal St., Chicago

& VeD««r Gaage it the ftOBwer to ft TeD«er V»« r'l

cr»Tinefory«ar«. Thii "W»lkerBrand" Vco-

ecr Oftofe is & sterl eaag* that will satisfy

year wants for all time. You can't do your-

self ft better taro than to bay one of

these paugeB- It gaugei ACOURATKLT
i«Tery thicknessfrom 1-40 inch to ?ii inch
IFCLUSIVE. Wake up tothis opporta-

Dity. Priceonly 11.98 delivered by U S

iMail. Ordernow, today. Addrese—6456
ffoodlawo At«. Phone Hyde Park SS.

De»t. C

SILICAPure
OR SILEX FOR WOOD FILLERS

UNIFORMLY GROUND
SEND FOR S.\MPLE

TAMMS SILICA CO., 19 So. 5th Ave., Chicago

Qerlach Modern Machines
Produt* the Ch*«pest and Besl

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOCKS

circular. Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERIACH CO- Cleveland. 6«i City, U.S.A.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—44x8f inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and Ris side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-

cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate desiened to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durabilityi

covenience, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyrishted, 1910.

Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

$ 1.00

10.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, each
Aluminum Tally Covers, per dozen
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (slock form)

per 1,000 10.00

Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,
per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-

tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S.Dearborn St., CHICAGO
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

MICHIGAN. GRAND RAPIDS: Stow & Davis Furniture Company
George A Davis, buyer: 40,000 feet 4/4 basswood ; 15,000 feet 4/4 red

bU°b? 30 000 feet 4/4 sound wormy chestnut ; 30,000 feet 4/4 cull gray

elm : 30.000 feet 4/4 and 8/4 mahogany : 15,000 feet 4/4 and 6/4 haid

maple: 20.000 feet 5/4 and 6/4 soft maple; 25.000 feet 4/4 Pjaln red oak,

75 000 feet 4/4 plain white oak : 200.000 feet 4/4 quartered wh te oak

:

20 000 feet 4/4 poplar; 50.000 feet red gum. all thfcknesses. Dimension

stock: Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock: Buyers of 5ply

quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

ROWOOO HECOBD CHICAGO

Specimen of one of the thouBands mt patented tabbed index cards
Involved in Hardwood Kecord'H cop.vrighted Infurnialitrn Service, sllow-
ing annual requirements for Lumber, Diuiension Stock, Veneers and
I'anela employed )>.v wholesalers and hard-
wood manufacturing consumers throughout
the United States and Canada.

Illustration of Oak Cabinet In which this
Information Service is filed.

ILLINOIS

Key

A.

1
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THE FILING

ROOM
Are you after results?

Do you want to in-

crease your earnings?

No matter what your

present equipment may be

you can not saw good

lumber and a lot of it un-

less your saws are kept

sharp and in good condi-

tion. To have good sharp

free cutting saw teeth a

minimum saw kerf at a

maximum speed requires thoroughly modern saw fitting tools.

Remember, we have equipped a majority of the largest modern saw mills

including the U. S. and Japanese Governments. There is a reason why

these Governments specified Hanchett Filing Room Machinery.

Ask for Catalog No. 11, Just Out. 104 Pages

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS, Big Rapids, Mich., U.S. A.

HANCHETT 218 BAND SHARPENER—Back View

(Solid—Rigid—Free from Vibration)

Hanchett Swage Works, Big Rapids, Mich.

Please send me your catalog and a 1 oz. bottle of Brazing Fluid, free of all expense to me.

Employed by-

Equipment needed in filing room.

Name .Stale. -City.
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If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The

lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Corrugated Joint Fasteners
Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"iDViHCE"

CORRUeHTED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in DiHerenl

Types to Meet

All Cooditioiis

Specially suitable for

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, coffins,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRIME COMPANY - «LL BRtNCHES

STlKDtRD EOUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ILt

ILBINV MILL SUPPLY CO., ILBINV, Gt.

THE MECHANICAL

m«9^^7r^B^H> RUBBER COMPANY
., ^"'CAco ,o«^«'^ -'

(Chicago Rubber W.rk.)

307 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO
ESTABLISHED 1882

"KWNWEUP^
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Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-PropelHng Loader

CLYDE
It^^^^S
DULUTH, HINN.

BRANCHES:

so Church Street, New York

1718 Fisher Building, Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building, Savannah, Ga.

622 South First Avenue, Seattle, Wash.

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most
promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

(1) The McGiffert !s SELF-PROPELUNG.

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert

ON THE MAIN TRACK.

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the

McGiffert.

(5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new

loading point at a minute's notice,

UNDER ITS OWN POWER.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

ber: long or short, heavy or light.

(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

where a train of cars can go: on a

fill, in a cut, or on a side-Iiill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.

BUTTING SAW
J-or

Flooring Feretories

For cutting out defects and making square and
smooth ends for end=matching machines. Used by
the largest producers. Write for particulars and prices.

Man\ifact\jred by

Cak.dillak.c Machine Co.
CADILLAC. MICH.

11

MERSHON BAKD-RESAWS
CfiA Specialty, Not a Side Issue."

Wm. B. Mershon & Co., ^^'tf:tT^'
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INDIANA
WHEKE THE, BEST HAR.DWOODS GROW

ANY WOOD
ANY THICKNESS

MANUFACTURERS
OF-

VEINEERS
Mixed Car Shipments in Rotary,

Sliced, Sawed Veneers, any
wood, any thickness.

Plain woods—All kinds

Domestic Figured Woods—All kinds

Circassian Walnut and Mahogany-
Quartered White Oak, Red Oak, Sycamore,

Figured Gum, Magnolia

QUALITY AND PROMPT SHIPMENT
Place your orders with us and
get Satisfaction and Service.

Same Attention to Small Orders as Large

WRITE US

Adams & Raymond Veneer Co.
Established 1867

Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A..

WE WAINT VOUR ORDERS
YOU WAINX OUR VEINEERS

D. B. MacLaren Lumber Co.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Evansville, Ind.

5 cars 4/4 No. i common Qu^rtced White 0»k
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 common Plain Red Oak
2 cars 4/4 No. 2 common Plain Red Oak
1 car 4/4 No. 1 common Poplar
1 car 4/4 Nos. 1 and 2 Red Gum

"Three Mills in Indiana" Used to Be the

Slogan. Now There's Only One Left, but It's

The Largest Band Mill in Indiana

"From Toothpicks to

Timbers 60 Feet Long"

PERRINE-ARMSTRONG COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

ANY REASONABLE OFFER
WILL BUY THE FOLLOWING STOCK:

DRY—IN FINE CONDITION
QCABTBRED WHITE OAK.

5.830' 3/4" ls-2s.
10,500' 5/4" ls-2s.
10,800' 6/4" ls-2s.
8,000' 3/4" No. 1 Com.

20,000' 4/4" No. 1 Com., 10" & up
57,000' 5/4" No. 1 Com.
4,080' 6/4" No. 1 Com.
9,700' 4/4" Clear Strips, 5" and

5%".

11.970' 4/4" Clear Strips, Sap no
defect, 2" to 4".

27,000' 4/4" No. 1 Common Strips,
2" & up.

45.000' 4/4" No. 2 Common.
5.390' 5/4" No. 2 Common.

PI..4IN RED OAK
2,200' 214" Com. & Better.
7,200' 3" Com. & Better.
1,700' 4" Com. & Better.

45.000' 4/4" No. 1 Com.
21.000' 4/4" No. 2 Com. Red and

White.
QUARTERED RED OAK

21,000' 4/4" ls-2s 6" & 7" wide.
16,000' 4/4" Clear Strips, Sap no

defect, 2%" & up.
10,300' 6/4" No. 1 Com.

ASH
18.000' 4/4" ls-2s 6" & up.

PI..4IN POPLAR
5,000' 4/4" ls-2s Yellow, 7" & up
8,600' 4/4" Box Boards, 13" to

17".
8.500' 6/4' ls-2s Yellow, 7" & up

30.000' 6/4" No. 1 Common.
12,000' 4/4" Clear Strips.
21,000' 6/4" Clear Strips.

QUARTERED POPLAR.
] 6,900' 4/4" ls-2s.
8,000' 4/4" No. 1 Common.

We, of course, have a complete stock of Quartered and Plain Oak, Poplar and Hickory, etc., in all grades
and thicknesses, and will be glad to have your inquiries for anything you may need.

J. V. STIMSON & CO. OWENSBORO, KY.

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK
Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally Tickets for triplicate,

duplicate or single tallies—a score of forms to choose from. They are the

latest and best. Endorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS
B. C. JARRELL & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Rotary Cut Gum and Poplar

VENEERS
Well manufactured, thoroughly

KILN DRIED and FLAT

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
Through His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical
reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE us PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR. OAK
SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and White

Oak and Mahogany
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let u, .end you stock U.t FORT WAYNE, IND.

KANSAS CITY, MO. HELENA, ARK.

VENEERS
PENROD WALNUT & VENEER COMPANY

General Offices, KANSAS CITY, MO.

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on results.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers

of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study

of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM VENEER" '^?

WISCONSIN «

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-

ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON TOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

SDCCE8SORS TO THE
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

Panels for Chlcaeo trade carried at 1140 West Lake Street. Chicago telepliane Uaymarlcet S027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ROTARY GUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK

BEECH MAPLE

CURLY BIRCH

BIRCH

BASSWOOD

SPECIALTIES:
DRAWER BOTTOMS BACK PANELS CENTER STOCK
BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK

BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE curly birch bird's-eye maple

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the product,
and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and economies
which it is impossible to secure elsewhere.

While we do not buy or sell for our own account, we always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut an^ Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from which
advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

y eneers and 1^artels with a Jty^eputation
"IT/"E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau^ Wis.

"SOVEMANCO. 55

We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 2(st and Standard. LOUISVILLE. KV. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,

just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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THE SOUTH
PROMINENT SOUTHERN M A N V F A C T V R E

S

DRV STOCK
1 car 10. 12 & 16/4 C & B Plain

OAK.
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Plain OAK.
2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Plain OAK.
1 car 4/4 Is & 2s POPL.\R.
1 car 4/4 Sap POPI-AR.
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. POPLAR.

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 Com. POPLAR.
3 cars 4/4 Log Run BASSWOOD.
2 cars 4/4 Log Run BUCKEYE.
1 car 8/4 Log Run MAPLE.
1 car 4/4 No. 1 C & B MAPLE.
1 car 5/4 C & B CHESTNUT.

Send Us Your- Inquiries

2^oice number Co^ajnt.
RICHMOIND, VIRGIINIA

OAK TIMBERS YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER
DOCK, CAR AND VESSEL OAK

Oak Timbers for all Purposes a Specialty

Write us for prices

THE PARKERSBURG MILL CO.
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

Have to move at once

Two Cars 6/4 No. 3 Common Dry Ash

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

<^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %" and 13716" in all

standard widths

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.

1002-1006 Times BIdg., ST. LOUIS

Hanafactarer. of and Dealers In

ASH, OAK, GUM I IIMDCDAND CYPRESS LUmDCIi
YARD TRADE A SPECIALTY

A FEW ITEMS OF DRY STOCK
We Want io Move

2 cars 4/4 Ist & 2nds Cypress.
2 cars 4/4 select Cypress.
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 Shop Cypress.
1 car 2" Ists & 2nds Cypress.
1 car 2" Select Cypress.
1 car 4/4 Ists & 2nds Cotton-

wood.
5 cars 3* mixed oak Crossing

Plank.

10 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Common Ash.
2 cars 4/4 Ists & 2nds Ash.
1 car 2" Ists & 2nds Ash.
2 cars 4/4 18" & wider Panel

Cottonwood.
8/4 to 16/4 No. 1 Common and

better Plain Red and White
Oak.

BAKER. MATTHEWS MFC. CO.
SIKESTON, MO.

WRITE US F'OR f>rice;s

DRY HARDWOODS ARE we are running three

^ 1 ILiLi VIliKl iSUAKUti the hope of accumu-

lating some small surplus dry lumber.

We don't want to disappoint you; therefore please antici-

pate your requirements as far ahead as possible for

Tennessee Valley Hardwoods
THE JHHHJ BRAND

H. H. HITT LUMBER COMPANY, Decatur, Ala.

U. S. A.Frank Purcell ^^"^^^'**'

Exporter of Black Woliiut Logs

MARK

FIGURED W^ALNUT IN LONG WOOD
AND STUMPS

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co.
Fisher, Louisiana

Diamond Brand

OAK FLOORING
A GUARANTEE OF PERFECTION
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CJ
r.'BUFFALO

The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East i

I. N. Stewart & Bro.
Specialties

Cherry and Oak
ft 892 Elk Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO.
We want to boy for cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All KratUs and thicknesses.

AVill receive and inspect stock at shippiner point.
Hrancit yard, Memphis. Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPliCIALTIE.S:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

'II
|i

.11

'
I

f^

ORSON E. YEAGER
SPKtlAI.TIKS:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Vansant, ~—Soft
Yellow

in Wide Stock, ^ «fci» •» '^^^ ^^^^^ '^ ^ lOplaF
Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

•
' Kitchen 6

Company
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Buildint

601 W. 115th Street, New York City W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN-WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO.. COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

WE OFFER

4/4 and 5/4 No. 2 common and better

Basswood

4/4 No. 2 common and better Brown

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH. ^^^

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y. 4/4 and 5/4 No. 2 common and better

Birch, strictly iinselected for color

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

4y'4 and 5/4 No. 1 and No. 2 common
Flooring Maple.

4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4 and 16/4
Firsts and Seconds Maple

YELLOW POPLAR
MANUFACTURERS DF BIND SAWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO.



Seventeenth Year, )

Semi-Monthly. f CHICAGO, OCTOBER 10, 1912 [Subscription $2.
iSlngle Copies, 10 Cents.

LARGEST VENEER PLANT IN THE WORLD

C. L. WILLEY
MANtTFACTUBEB OF

MAHOGANY, VENEER
HARDWOOD LUMBER
OFFICE, FACTORY A>.'D YARDS:

2558 South Robey Street
Telephone Canal 9S0

BAND MILLS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

CHICAGO

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S.E.SLAYMAKER & CO.

Reprpsentlni:
WEST VntGIXlA SPRITE LUMBER CO..

Cass. West Virsinla.

Fifth ATe. BMg.,

NEW YORK

The Burning Question of Fire insurance
IS BEST ANSWERED BY THE ECONOMICAL AND RELIABLE TRADE MUTUALS

INDIANA LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Indianapolis, Ind.

LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Mansfield, Ohio

THE LUMBER MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Boston, Mass.

PENN. LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. of Philadelphia, Pa.

CENTRAL MANFRS. MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. of Van Wert, Ohio

Average rate of dividend to Policy Holders, now 36%

mE^m
('imibined tliicaEo

Sales OHioe for

MII.SOX & COCHRAN
fi. W. SIM.S COMP.4XY

:mark h. brown
I.IMBER COWl'ANY

IIOWK LI MUKK (().

my>Mmi

liOLlDW/^liARimD IPBEPLG.
NOT INCORPORATED

20 W. Jackson Blvd.. CHICAGO
SPECIAL ITEMS FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

INDIANA WHITE OAK
4U.UU0 ft. 12/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

."jo.OOO ft. 10/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oali, bone drv.

60.000 ft. S/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak. bone dry.

20.000 ft. 12/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak. bone dry.

TV'e have a good assortment
plain and

fo

65.000 ft. 8/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak. bonp dry.

150,000 ft. 4/4 1st and 2nd
Plain White Oak, bone dry,

35,000 ft. 4/4 No. I Common
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

15.000 ft. 10/4 No. 1 Com.
Plain White Oak, bone dry.

100.000 ft. 2x6 & wider
Sound Com. White Oak.

SOl-T ELM
3 cars 8/4 Common and

Better Soft Elm.
2 cars 12/4 Common and

Better Soft Elm.
50.000 ft. 5/4 Log Run Soft
Elm.

of band sawn Cottonwood. Ash, Cypress, Sap Gum and
quartered Red Gum. Wire or write

r prioes for prompt shipment

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
Long-Knight Lumber Co. proctorYENBERPRYERn.™

Indianapolis, Indiana

HARDWOODS
OAK ASH GUM CYPRESS
1 Car 2" No. 2 Common Walnut. 1 Car 5/4 No. 1 Common Walnut.
1 Car 5/4 Common Walnut. 1 Car 2" 1st and 2d8 jClain Red Oak.

40,000 ft. African Mahoeany, 1" to 2".

No
Splitting:

Nor
Checking:

No
Clogging

Nor
Adjusting

mended by
all those

who
have tried

it

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEP'T.L HANCOCK 8.. SOMERSET STS. PMILA OA.

I II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II n II II II III! M II II II II II II II M II II li N II II II II

ADVERTISERS- CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
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Construction Oak
For Car Building, Bridge Building, Boat Building, etc.

Send us your specitication and let

us submit a bid on your requirements

Some SPECIALS for Immediate Delivery
MAHOGANY—Thoroughly dry stock;

especially fine in figure and texture—

^

to 5 in. thick.

MAPLE—Hard and Soft—band sawn

—

Dry stock almost all widths and lengths.

CHESTNUT—4/4 to 3 in. thick—the se-

lect of West Virginia and Tennessee
stocks. Special grades for veneering.

CHERRY—Band sawn—one to five in.

thick. West Virginia and Penn. stocks.

''Everything In Lumber jy

J. Gibson McIlvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

'
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PLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

MILLS:
BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN

GENERAL SALES OFFICE
1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

HARDWOOD AND YELLOW PINE LUMBER
In Stock, Ready

To Ship

3 cars 1x6 and wider 1st & 2nd Cottonwood

3 cars 1x9 to 12" Cottonwood Box Boards

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Cottonwood

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Sap Gum

WE make
a s p e-

cialty of Oak
Timber and

Car Stock.

WRITE US FOR PRICES ON YELLOW PINE TIMBER, FLOORING, CEILING AND FINISHING.

SCHULTZ, HOLLOWAY CO., 343 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

IF YOU HAVENT SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK

Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally

Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tallies—a score

of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-
dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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KNOXVIUUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Chestnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LOMBER
BAND MILLS AT VBSTAU A SUBURB OF KNOXVILl^E. SOUTHERN AND L,OL'lSVILl^E & NASHVILl^E RAILROAD

S. MIZNEB,
Pres.

a. M. LOOAM,
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON,
Vice-Pres.

C. B. SWANN.
Sec'y and Treaa.

LOGAN-MAPHET
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:
Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

ED. MAPHET, Pres. and Mgr.

JAMES T. SHEA, Vice-Pres.

JOHN F. SHEA, Treas.

IVIapbct& SheaLumber Co,

jVIanuf acturcrs
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING

Yard: Middlebrook Pike and
Lonsdale Car Line

K^foxv^LLe, ce]srN.

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCULAR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STUMPAGE

"THE VERY BEST"
Veneers in Any Wood

ASH, GUM
CHESTNUT

WHITE OAK
RED OAK

PINE, POPLAR
WALNUT

Knoxville Veneer Co.
p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ffi^^^^^^M
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NASHVILLECE^US^F&ArrBO for HIOHBST type TIIVIBER OROWTH,
]VWAI>fUF!V*.CTUl*E -?vivD GOOD ci%^^de:s.

KA.in.;rL,E!ss

If you want to get in touch

with 2000 Live Wire
Buyers of Hardwoods

it will pay you to find out about
the Hardwood Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet

—

"Selling Lumber By Mail"

It will prove a revelation to you.

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bulletin Dept.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO

IF YOU BUY LUMBER
Naturally you want only well manufactured stock, clean

grades and prompt service. We can give you all three.

We have a well assorted stock of Plain and
Quartered Red and White Oak, Poplar, Ash,
Chestnut, Hickory and Aromatic Tennessee
Red Cedar, practically all of which is our
own manufacture.

LOVE, BOYD & CO, Nashville, Tenn.

ImJ-

^1 The Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.

^E ARE OVERSTOCKED and will

name very attractive prices on a few
cars of each of the following items:

4/4, 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2s Poplar.
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.
1^". IMi" and 2W No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar in widths of 12 to 17". IS to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4x13 to 17" Poplar Box Boards.
4/4 Is & 2s Easswood or Linn—very fine.

3/8. 4/4, 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is & 2s Qtd. W. Oak.
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is & 2s Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
6/4 and 10/4 Is & 2s Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 Is & 2s Chestnut, also 5, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

John B. Ransom & Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.

Cherokee Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of all the lumber we sell.

Let us quote you some attractive prices

on quartered white oak and poplar.

Any grades and thicknesses.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

Tennessee Hardwoods

Tennessee Hardwood
Lumber Co.

West Nashville
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ARKANSAS
SOFT YELLOW CYPRESS

250,000 FEET
4-4 in. Ists & 2nds 5-4 in. Ists & 2nds 8-4 in. Ists & 2nds

4-4 in. Selects 5-4 in. Selects 8-4 in. Selects

4-4 in. No. 1 Shop 5-4 in. No. 1 Shop 8-4 in. No. 1 Shop

BAND SAWN—TRIMMED GOOD WIDTHS AND
LENGTHS—STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS

PAEPGKE LEIGHT LUMBER COMPANY,
GENERAL
OFFICES, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

al in both Grade and

Measurement

Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand October 1, 1912

3/8
8.000

1/2 5/8
60,000
12,0<)0 ..!...
5,000

3U.U00 130,000 140,000

40,000
20,000
15,000

FAS Quartered White Oak, 6" and up
No. 1 C'oniniun Quartered AVhite Oak, 4" and U|i

No. 2 Comiiion Quartered White Oak
FAS Plain White Oik, 6' and up
FAS Plain While Oak, 13 " and up
No. 1 Common Plain White Oak, 4" and up 18,000
FAS Plain Ked Oak, B" and up
No. 1 Common Plain Ked Oak, 4" and up
FAS Ked Gum 200,000 150,000 110,000
FAS Quartered Red Oum
FAS Circassian Red (Jum
No. 1 Common Red Gum 60,000 20,000 130,000
FAS Sap Gum, 18 " and up
F.AS Sap Gum. Keg. W. & L 50,000 40,000 20.000

No. 1 Common Sap Gum . 60,000
No. 2 Common Sap Gum 50,000 35,000 25,000
Shop and Better Cvpress
No. 1 Common C.vpress

I.off Run Kim
Common and Better Tupelo

3/4
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7XA L. I N
LUDINGTON
HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

We INow Have an Excellent Assortment of

4-4 BASSWOOD
On Hand for Immediate Shipment

Write Us for Prices

crkeSTEARN S
SALT & LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.

MlUY NOT? ^^^^'^ ^^> ^"^ ^^"^ y^"*^ inquiries

^" n 1^ \^ I S and orders direct to the producer

We Have Four Band Mills Sawing Hardwood
A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:

75,000 FT. 12/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM
50,000 FT. 6/4 LOG RUN SOUTHERN ELM

220,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
90,000 FT. 5/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
87,000 FT. 6/4 NO. 1 COMMON PLAIN RED OAK
185,000 FT. 4/4 NO. 1 COMMON QTD. WHITE OAK

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON -TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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WEST VIRGINIA
WHERE THE BEST HARDWOODS GROW

|si,W«««*- 'i^wwww^siss^^*^ ^

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

2 cars 6/4" Log Run Beech. 50,000 ft.

30,000 ft. 5 4" No. 2 Common West Va. Poplar. 75,000 ft.

150,000 ft. 4 4" No. 1 Common & Selects W. Va. 30,000 ft.

Yellow Poplar. 50,000 ft.

20,000 ft. 8/4" Log Run Hickory. 40,000 ft.

22,000 ft. 4/4" Ists & 2nds W. Va. Qtd. White Oak. 10,000 ft.

36,000 ft. 6/4" No. 1 Common & Better Chestnut. 25,000 ft.

15,000 ft. 4/4" No. 2 Common Basswood. 8,000 ft.

15,000 ft. 5/4" Log Run Basswood. 8,000 ft.

100,000 ft. 4/4" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 3,000 ft.

4 4" No. 1 Common Sap Gum.
4 4" Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
4 4" No. 1 Common Red Gum.
4 4" Selects & Better Cypress.
4 4" No. 1 Common & Shop Cypress.
4/4" No. 2 Common & Shop Cypress.
8/4" No. 2 Common & Pecky Cypress.
3/4" Log Run Quartered White Oak.
4 4" Log Run Quartered White Oak.
4/4" No. 2 Common Qtd. White Oak.

Pcytona Cumber Contpaity
3(nr.

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS

HARDWOOD LUMBER
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Yellow Poplar, Basswood, Chestnut, Oak,Ash

BAND MILL AND YARDS,
1st Ave. and 20tk to 24tli Sts.

10 cars 4/4 Select & No. 1 Com. Poplar (50% Selects,

60% 14' & 16' long).

4 cars 4/4 13" to 17" Poplar Box Boards (75% 14' &
16').

2 cars 4/4 No. i Panel Poplar, 18" to 23" (60% 14'

& 16').

1 car 4/4 No. i Panel Poplar, 24" & up (60% 14' & 16').

All high-grade band sawn stock. Good widths.

WE MANUFACTURE AND
DEAL IN

TIES, HARDWOOD LUMBER
AND TIMBER

We want to buy a large

amount of 4/4, 8'—8'6"
Oak from Tie Sides

HiU Bros. Tie & Lumber Company
Charleston, W. Va.

HUTCHINSON LUMBER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

OAK BILLS, CAR STOCK AND SWITCH TIES
All Kinds of Furniture Dimension Stock

Dtj Stock

for Quick

Skipment

10
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Louisville for Quartered Oak
Quartered white oak is the aristocrat in the hardwood

line, and has first place among our domestic woods. Unex-
celled in cabinet work, it is versatile enough to lend itself to

a variety of other uses, and in any line where strength, figure

or finish is required white oak, quartered or plain, is called

upon.

The revival of quartered oak is one of the big trade move-
ments of the fall. The demand is better than it has been

for a long time, as everybody knows. Likewise, everybody

has been cutting plain oak this summer on account of the

high prices at which that commodity is selling. Thus the

trade is facing a strong, if not unprecedented, demand for

quartered oak, coupled with a small supply due to the pre-

ponderance of plain oak production, not to mention the gen-

eral reduction caused by the floods in the lower Mississippi

Valley.

If you have begun to realize that you are going to need

a lot of qviartered oak to take care of your wants during the

next six months, and have appreciated the difficulty of getting

good lumber, made from choice logs, at the right price, then

you are interested in what Louisville has to ofifer. This town

has always been famous for its quartered oak, and it is now
ready to make good its ancient reputation in this regard.

Get in touch with us by mental telepathy—or Western Union.

The Louisville Hardwood Club

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL COMPANY

C. C. MENGEL & BRO. CO.

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY

BOOKER-CECIL COMPANY

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.
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Wood-Working Machines For Those Who Discriminate
BEAR THE IMPRINT OF THE WORD

ON THE ORIGINAL CASTING
It means we defy any wood-working machine
on the market today to produce results with
as high a character as those produced on our
tools.

We have always aimed to give the trade the

best we, or any one else, could produce, and
the future for DEFIANCE buyers contains
even a higher expectation.

An initial order will prove our claim.

Write us for catalog and prices.

The Defiance Machine Works,
414 Perry Street, Defiance, Ohio

^'^^''^S^S^^^

llnnil Saw Filing and Setting >Iarhine

24' Handle T.atiie

^- —»k'.*1-

JCl

Patent Variety l.athe C'lip Wheel Knife an«l Bar Grinder

117 VniT W A liTT '^^^ ^^^'^ SYSTEM of accurately tallying and
ir lUU VYAlll RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN
II

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,
and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Tallt; Boo/c Dept., HardWood 'Rjecord, Chicago
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YOU pay a little more for our hardwood lumber than you do for many

others, but it's worth iniich more.

With our modern and first-class equipment and expert operatives, we couldn't make bad lumber if we tried

to, because the quality and size of our virgin tough mountain white ash, red birch, yellow poplar, buckeye, maple,

red oak, cherry and basswood, averaging less than three logs to the thousand, and 95 per cent sixteen feet, is the

best type of hardwood timber growth in the United States, and shows a larger percentage of Ursls.

If you are a discriminating buyer let's get acquainted.

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY, Townsend, Tenn.

Dry Poplar

for

Immediate

Shipment
FAOST BROTHERS LUMBER COMPANY

cars 4/4 Fas.
"

4/4 Saps, Selects.
"

4/4 No. 1 Common.
"

6/4 No. 2 Common.
"

8/4 Fas.
"

8/4 Saps, Selects.
"

8/4 No. 1 Common.
"

8/4 No. 2 Common.
"

10/4 No. 1 Common.

Sales Office
1319 Fisher Bldg., CHICAGO

Main Office
PADCCAH, KENTUCKY

FREIGHT OVERCHARGES
WE SPECIALIZE ON LUMBER TRAFFIC

We represent nearly every member of The Mississippi Pine
Association

Our overcharge claims for one company, $6,000.00

Let us analyze your freight accounts
Collect past and prevent future overcharges

Best references from Lumbermen from
Canada to Mexico

COST BASED ON RESULTS
Write for particulars and terms.

The American Freight Audit & Storage Co.
I nc4»rporated

Rooms 55-8, 39 West Adams St. Chicago
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Published in ihe Interest of the American Hardwood Forests, the Products thereof, and Logging, Saw
Mill and Wood-working Machinery, on the 10th and 25lh of each Monih, by

THE HARDWOOD COMPANY
Henry H. Gibson, President

Burdis Anderson, Sec*y and Treas.

Entire Seventh Floor Ellsworth Building

537 So. Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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Editorial Comment
General Market Conditions

Strength in buying marks the entire hardwood situation the country

over at the present time, and applies almost universally to every vari-

ety of hardwoods. The scarcest and consequently the strongest item

in the market is plain white oak in all grades; No. 2 is apparently

just as scarce and relatively as high as No. 1 common and firsts and

seconds. Following this, plain red oak is nearly as scarce, but is more

plentiful than white.

Within the last few months white ash has had a phenomenal rise in

demand and consequent value, and the black ash of the North is fol-

lowing a good second. But few manufacturers have well-balanced

stocks at the present time, the majority of them having only badly

broken stocks, which in many instances are down to very recent sawing.

The absolute paucity of stock in the hands of northern manufac-

turers, as well as in the South, is reflected by the comparatively few

salesmen on the road engaged in marketing lumber. The majority

are employed in visiting sawmill districts in an attempt to make pur-

chases to take care of exigent orders.

While comparatively scarce, and in no surplus, perhaps the easiest

items of lumber to acquire at the present time are poplar, basswood

and buckeye.

There seems to be a little dimunition in the strength of red and sap

gum, but still there is very little dry and desirable stock that can be

had right now.

Perhaps the longest item in the woods that are handled by the hard-

wood trade is cypress, which seems to be in ample supply at all manu-

facturing centers.

Quartered white oak has again come into its own, and there is an

excellent trade for it the country over, at prices that are showing a

fair margin of profit to the producers.

There are some remarkable features pertaining to the present rather

extraordinary demand for hardwoods, one being the spread of values

shown in quotations by various manufacturing and jobbing houses.

During the last fortnight Hardwood Record has seen quotations on

firsts and seconds quarter-sawed white oak showing a variation of

trwelve dollars a thousand, and in plain sawed firsts and seconds oak a

variation of six dollars a thousand. To be sure some of this variation

may be accounted for by a difference in quality, but it would seem

unquestionable that some houses are either asking too much for their '''^'^

product, or others are giving away a handsome margin of profit. In

this connection it may be noted that a good many office jobbers who
make sales and depend upon supplying lumber with subsequent pur-

chases in the open market, are having a good deal of difficulty in fill-

ing their orders. On the contrary, hardwood merchants in various

trade centers, who carry an ample stock of lumber and have made ad-

vance contracts for future supplies, are in common with manufacturers

securing the large bulk of going business.

These are strenuous times for the scalping element, because it is

with the utmost difficulty that they are able to practice old-time

methods of first selling lumber and then buying stock to fit the price.

Latterly this element is exercising more caution in its sales, and is not

the menace to price conditions that it formerly was.

There never was a time in the history of the trade when a thorough

knowledge of sources of supply was so valuable an asset to the job-

bing trade as it is at the present moment. The "wise" jobber is

still able to make purchases of a satisfactory character, on which he

can make a good profit turn. On the whole, it is pretty tough sliding

for the element of the trade that depends on the open market for a

source of supply to take care of current orders.

While a good many manufacturers are making an attempt to cut

out the intermediary and sell their stock direct to the wholesale con

suming element, another and important faction in the trade deems it

economy to market its holdings through competent jobbing houses.

This is especially so in the East, where very few jobbers complain of

inability to secure stock from manufacturers to take care of current

needs. Generally speaking, the eastern jobber is so much more famil-

iar with the specific requirements of his customers than the remote

manufacturer as to make it difficult for even the most competent

southern and western sawmill man to break into the consuming trade

of the East with very much suocess. Hence it is that a large portion

of the lumber marketed in this part of the countiy is handled through

the medium of the competent jobbing element.

Wiseacres in the trade predict that the supply of lumber will within

a short time more than counterbalance the demand, and that there will

be a marked decline in some of the rather high values placed on some

items at present. Undeniably there is an extraordinary attempt being

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS: In the United States and its possessions,

and Canada, $2.00 the year; in foreign countries, $1.00 extra postage.

In conformity with the rules of the postofTice department, subscrip-
tions are payable in advance and in default of written orders to the
contrary, are continued at our option.

Instructions for renewal, discontinuance, or change of address, should
l)e Bent one week before the date they are to go into effect. Hoth old
and new addresses must be given.

Both display and classified advertising rates furnished upon
application. , , ,.

Advertising copy must be received five days in advance of publica-

tion dates.
Telephones:—Harrison S086-S0S7-S0S8. _
Henry H. Gibson, Editor; Hu Maxwell and Edwin W. Meeker, Asso-

ciate Editors. „ ,,. ,

Entered as second-cla.ss matter May 2(j, 1902, at the postofnce at f hi-

cago. 111., under act of M.irch 3, 1S7!l.
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made by manufticturers to nm tlieir plants to capacity, luit with the

longer hauling distances and growing scarcity of timber, compara-

tively few are able to accomplish this result. For example, it is doubt-

ful if the Memphis district will produce as large a quantity of lum-

ber this year as it did last. Every sawmill man in that region is

liaving difficulty in securing a prompt movement of his logs to the

mill, and very few are able to run to anywhere near full capacity.

The car shortage, which is just in its inception, may cause quite an

accumulation of stock at both northern and southern sawmill points,

but undeniably advance orders will clean this stock up very closely

with the growing plentifulness of cars after the crop and cotton move-

ment has been taken care of.

The mahogany and other foreign wood situation never was as strong

in the history of the trade. Many manufacturers of these woods are

sold up months in advance, and all are getting a substantial advance

over prices of a few mouths ago. There is an undeniable shortage in

mahogany logs, and an increasing demand for the lumber, owing to

the almost parity of prices be-

tween mahogany aud the higher

grades of American grown hard

woods.

The veneer and panel business

is very active, and producers of

sliced stock, notably in mahog-

any, are making very handsome

profits. There is no marked in

crease in the prices achieved for

rotary cut and .sawed stock, al

though there is a considerable

strengthening of the situation.

Sawed oak veneers are still be

ing sold, considering log and

labor cost, at very much less than

they should be in comparison with

the values attained by lumber

products.

There seems to be an increas-

ing call for wagon Woodstock,

with more satisfactory values be-

ing obtained.

The handle business, both in

hickory handles and broom han-

dles, is in better shape than for

ai long time, but still this output

is being marketed at a pretty

close margin of profit.

There is a growing demand and an increasing output in dimension

stock, which is now being sold on a basis that leaves a little profit for

the producer. However, dimension stock values are still ranging ten

to twenty-five per cent lower than they should in comparison with

lumber prices. Doubtless, with a better knowledge of the require-

ments demanded by remanufacturers in dimension stock, and the

more careful making and sea.soning of this material, better prices can

shortly be secured. Tliere should be a co-i)])erative movement between

the furniture, flooring, interior finish and other trades which employ

dimension stock, and manufacturers of this material, to secure .'i

higher-class and more satisfactory product, for which renumufactunMs

can afford to pay a better price.

The Issues of the Campaign
The national campaign for the election of the president of th','

United States for the next four years, a large number of senators

;uid representatives, and various state and county officers, will be

held on November 5 next. The campaign thus far has been a mucli

less disturber of business tlmn any previous one in the history ot

the country. .\s a matter of fact, the business public has really

gone on doing business regardless of what might be the outcome

of the general jelection, and there has been a remarkable freedom

from hesitancy in purchase or general investment incident to the

i-ampaign.

The general indifference to result on the part of the average

individual is remarkable, and there has been comparatively so

little discussion of the jilatforms of the three leading candidates

for the presidency as to warrant the belief that there is almost a

]iaucity of knowledge on thfe part of the average man on the

subject.

Hakdwood Eecord has no desire to take any sides hi the

issues of this campaign, or to boost or deprecate the election of

any particular candidate, but perhaps it may be pertinent to repro

duce in this connection a brief analysis just published by William

De Witt Hyde, president of Bowdoin College, in which he epito

mixes both the personnel of the various candidates and what each

one stands for as recited in the various platforms:

CANDIDATES

Shall we have for president a judge?

Or a scholar?

Or a prophet?

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL

MAXi:F.\CTt;RERS OF

HARDWOODS AND TENNESSEE YELLOW POPLAR

Townsend, Tenn.,

Record.

Sept. 16. 1912.

Editor Hardwood
Chicago, in.

Dear Sir;

I want to compliment you on the last issue of Hard-

wood Record. It is surely a dandy. You certainly did

yourself proud, in my judgment, in this issue. I read it

yesterday as diligently as I usually apply myself to my
Bible and prayer book on the Sabbath day.

Please send a copy of this issue,

with my compliments.
Very truly yours,

W. B. TOWNSEND,
President and General Manager.

Sliall we have for vice-presi

dent a reactionary?

Or a moderate?
<1r a reformer?

TERM OP OFFICE

Shall we have two terms, with
the first a steam roller for the

second?
Or, more fearful of evU than

hopeful of good, a single term?
Or as many terms as the peo

pie's need of leadership de
mands?

THE TARIFF

Shall we have a tariff whicli

forces the consumer to pay on
whatever manufacturers see fit to

produce the difference in cost of

production here and abroad, ap
proximated by a scientific tariff

board
;

plus a reasonable profit

determined by the manufacturers
themselves?
Or a tariff reduced steadily

downwards towards a system of

Just charges rather than govern
mental patronage, beginning witli

tlie schedules which have most
obviously been used to kill com
petition and keep prices heri-

above prices of the same articles

sold abroad?
Or shall we have a tariff recom

mended by a tariff commission
with power to inquire into costs

of production, conditions of labcr and wages, and cost of protec-
tion to the consumer; administered with an eye to the workman's
pay envelope as well as to the employer's pocket: and with the
presumption in favor of the consuming jiublie wherever cost to
consumer exceeds benefit to the producing class?

CONTROL OF CORrOKATIONS
Shall we have attempted restoration of competition by enfori r

ment of existing and supplementary law; with possibly ,i trad>
commission of very limited authority, and voluntary incorporation
under a federal incorporation law?
Or shall we rely largely on state remedies for national evils,

enforced by vigorous prosecutions under existing and supple
mentary federal law; and valution, supervision, and rate rogula
tions of railways, express companies, telegraph and telephone lines
by the Interstate Commerce Commission; with prohibition from
engaging in business which brings them into competition with their
shippers and patrons, and from overissue of stocks and bonds?
Or shall we have national regulation of interstate corporations

by a strong federal administrative commission, which shall main
tain permanent active sujiervision to enforce complete publicity of
such corporate transactions as are of public interest, .and prevent
unfair competition, false capitalization, special privileges, swin
dling prospectuses, with a view to security of investment and
equality of opportunity for all; and, where necessary, rogulatorv
control over the conrlitions that create or determine monopolT
prices?

I^ABOR
Shall we regard the hard conditions of labor as mainly inevit

able results of natural and moral causes; their substantial ini

provement by legislation a "Socialistic dream"; iraiting for
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remedies to filter down through the employers' prosperity or work
out through agencies and laws already provided?
Or shall we recognize that we are in a new age. where life is

hard and opportunity embarrassed because privilege and private
advantage have interlaced their subtle threads throughout ouv
present law; create a department of labor; provide employes' com-
pensation; liniit injunctions in labor disputes to cases in which
they would be issued if no industrial dispute were involved; and
uphold the right of wage earners to organize to improve wages
and conditions of labor?
Or shall the government directly protect the worker from acci-

dent, occupational disease, child labor, and labor of women at
night; provide minimum safety and health standards, a minimum
wage for women, and a living wage in all industrial operations;
one day of rest in seven for all workers and an eight-hour shift in

lontinuous industries; all under the control of a Department of
Labor with a seat in the cabinet?

THE CONSTITUTION AND THE COURTS

Shall the constitution and the courts and the self-imposed limita
tions they embody be left as they are; and the complete inde
penJence of .iudges be maintained; with simpler methods of remov
ing derelict judges and reform of judicial procedure?
Or shall we have substantially the same things with a tendency

toward states' rights in their interpretation?
Or shall there be easier and more expeditious methods of amend

ing the constitution; more effective national jurisdiction over those
problems which have expanded beyond the reach of the indi-

vidual states: restriction of courts as to leave the people ulti-

mate authority on questions of social welfare; recall, after due
deliberation and review by the United States Supreme Court, of
decisions on certain constitutional questions?

THE MACHINERY OP ELECTIONS

Shall we h.nve the old system, modified by publicity of contribu
tions and prohibition of contributions from corporations?
Or publicity before as well as after elections; prohibition of

contributions beyond a reasonable maximum from individuals as
well as from corporations; presidential primaries and direct elec

tion of United States senators?
Or strict limitation of campaign contributions and expenditures,

with detailed publicity before and after primaries and elections;
registration of lobbyists; publicity of committee hearings, and a
record of all votes in committee; prohibition of federal appointee:;
from holding office or taking jiart in political conventions; direct

election of t'nited States senators; direct primaries for nomination
of states and national officers; nation-wide preferential primaries
for candidates for the presidency; with the initiative, referendum,
and recall as a last resort in rare and extreme cases where other
wise the people would be misrepresented; and equal suffrage for
men and women?
Of course, the platforms and speeches of candidates contain

other topics—civil service, pensions, parcels post, navy, merchant
marine, conservation, internal improvements, health, immigration.
the Philippines, banking and currency reform; but on these points
the promises of the parties are so nearly alike, or else so indefi

nite, as to present oo clear-cut issues.

The election will turn on the candidates, the term of office,

and the five great issues—the tariff, the control of corporations,
labor, the constitution and the courts, and the machinery of elec-

tions. In most general terms, the single issue is—whether we shall

have mainly the old things in the old ways.
Or most of the old things and the few new things the old ways

slowly and slightly changed permit.
Or several new things in the new ways that are necessary to

secure them.

Test of Workmen's Compensation Law
The Illinois ilaiiutactiirtTs ' A.ssoeiatiou commenced suit uu Sep-

tember 23 in the circuit court of Cook county to test the con-

stitutionality of the Workmen's Compensation Act. It is believed

that the hearing in this case will be completed in October so that

an appeal may lie taken to the Supreme court at its December

term by the defeated party. Technically, the purpose of this bill

is to enjoin State's Attorney Wayman from enforcing the penal

clause of the law against manufacturers who refuse to follow its

proTisions and pay the compensation required, and who have not

filed notice of their intention to remain outside the act. In

this way it is expected that the whole question of this act can be

determined sooner and to much more effect than if the ordinary

cause were pursued of waiting until a law case arose, involving

the injury of a workman under the act. The attack on the con-

stitutionality of the law is made on three principal grounds.

Rnrt. that the act forces the employer to pay .-onijiensatioi!

where he is Jiot technically involved, and to an employe who
may have been injured by reason of his own negligence. Second,

it is contended that the act is an illegal restriction on the rights

of the employer and employe to enter into contracts between
themselves. Third, that, contrary to the constitution of Illinois,

the bill for this act, with all its amendments, was not printed

before its final passage.

Hardwood Stocks Low
A general investigation of hardwood conditions by the Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association of the United States resulted in the

jiublication of a summary by it, about the end of last month, in

which the conditions as found were set forth in a concise manner.

The report maintains that never in the last twenty-five years

has there been less No. 1 common or better in ash, oak, elm, hick-

ory, chestnut, maple and red gum. For the same period there is no

record of any lower stocks of No. 2 common and poorer in beech,

birch, poplar, basswood, buckeye and sap gum; in fact. No. 3 com-

mon grades are practically non-existent in these woods and in one

or two of them No. 4 common has been taken up entirely.

The demand for Cottonwood has been an exceptionally bright

spot on the market, and reports from the manufacturers of this

class of stock indicate that there is a continued large demand for

all grades of their lumber.

Thick ash is another extremely scarce stock, while chestnut,

which has been a weak item for the last five years, shows a slight

degree of strength.

Panama Dues and British Shipping
The Panama canal bill which recently became a statute has

called for such a varied expression of opinion that it is most diffi-

cult to arrive at an exact understanding of whether or not it is

actually an encroachment upon the rights of foreign countries

shipping through the canal. Opinions are constantly being either

solicited, or offered without solicitation, some of which contain

good logic, while others are based upon mere personal prejudice,

one way or the other.

A British lumber journal, in a recent issue, publishes a letter

from a Scotchman interested in prospective trading in the canal,

who owns both English and American ships. Using his figures as

they apply to the lumber business as a criterion from which to

judge the possible effect of the free toll clause on other shipments,

it would not appear that this clause will have any disastrous effect

upon foreign commerce.

The gentleman in question bases his argument upon equal value

of timber in .British Columbia and Puget Sound, which would mean

that the only questions for consideration in shipping lumber from

those two points would be those of transportation, tolls and duty.

The writer uses for his argument an example of a 9,000 ton tramp

steamer which would cost to build about $360,000 more in America

than in England. Considering again that American labor is much

more expensive than British labor, it would cost annually about

.$17,000 more to operate an American than a British steamer. To

this must be added the insurance, interest and depreciation on the

excess cost of American construction and operation, which would

amount to about $55,000. The interest charge against the Amer-

ican ship for one voyage then is a round sum of about $19,000 for

the trip from British Columbia to eastern ports. Further, consider-

ing that the vessel would carry four million superficial feet, freight

charge of about $30,000 must be made on this basis, and therefore

the total cost to the charterer, if the merchandise is carried on

an American steamer, would be about $48,000. On the other hand,

allowing the British steamer the same rate and superficial feet,

allowing $1.00 per net ton canal tolls, and an import duty of $1.25

jier thousand superficial feet, the British charge would be approii

mately $39,000. Thus these figures would indicate a difference in

favor of carrying cargo on British ships of about $10,000. These

figures may, like many others, work better on paper than in prac

tice, but they are worthy of consideration.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

THE KING OF HARDWOODS
People who know it

all usually have a lot

to learn.

AHmony is the post-

graduate fee in the

course of love.

A mule may be all

right as a riding ani-

mal, but he doesn't

look it.

The pull that keeps

:i man out of jail will

not yank him into

heaven.

It is difficult to con-
vince a self-made man
that he has cheated
himself.

Some men never
• luarrel with their

wives because it costs

too much to make up.

One might argue
that the naughty fish

that bite on Sunday
deserve to be caught.

Many a man is cred-

ited with good judg-
ment who is merely a
fool for luck.

If men and women
thought twice before
marrying there would
be fewer divorces.

And the more a
woman runs after a
man the more he
would probably run
:ifter her if she didn't.

Every time an ego-
tistical bachelor shows
up in society he im-
agines that nearly all

the pretty young ma-
trons regret their

haste.

We all have troubles
and burdens to bear,

but smiles help us to

bear them, while
brooding adds to our
burdens.

Do the best you can.
Help what you can.
and what you can't
help learn to endure
philosophically.

Throw rocks at the

world and the world
will throw back rocks

at you.

A man who wears
side whiskers is either

a philanthropist or a

four-flusher.

The man who loves

his wife, his children,

his friends, who smiles

and is kind will make
a good angel when the

time comes.

Every great business
started in a basement
or a garret.

When a woman
really has more sense

than a man she uses

some of the sense to

conceal the fact from
him.
The remark of a

fool often discounts

the unspoken thoughts
of a wise man.

Sorrow ever knocks
at our door, but if

.Toy is playing the fid-

dle she won't come in.

The poor man
dances the double

shuffle, glad he is

alive. The rich man
has the rheumatism
because he doesn't

exercise.

"Is your wife enter-

taining this season,"

asked Grizzly Pete.

"Not very," growled
Webb Grubb.

A malicious truth

may do more harm
than an innocent lie.

When a woman
doesn't have hor say it

is because she is dumb.
The less a man has

to fuss about the easier

it is for him to grum
ble.

It is far easier to

accumulate a past than

to use it in your busi

ness.

Hard luck is a ma
chine for testing your

friends ; U separates

the wheat from thi-

chaff.

If you would criti

cise your boss get fully

a mile away from
I'verybody, then whis

pi-r to yourself

Back on His Job

This Story Is Always Good
The young man was convalescing from

typhoid fever, and was very hungry. The
doctor promised him that he should have
something to eat on the following day. The
patient knew he would not be allowed to eat
all he would like to, but hoped for a plate of

good, steaming food.

The next day when the nurse brought in a
spoonful of tapioca pudding, she said:

"Here is your dinner. The doctor says that

everything else you do must be in the same
proportion. "
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Shortly after the nurse had a call from the

sick-room of the young man.
"Nurse," he said, "I want something to read.

Won't you please bring me a postage stamp?"
—Harper's Bazar.

An Artful Approach
"Son, why don't you play circus? It's great

fun. First you make a sawdust ring."

"Where'll I get any sawdust, dad?"
"Here's the saw. Just saw some of that

cord wood into stove lengths. You can have
all the sawdust you make."—Louisville Cou-
lier-Journal.

Life Eternal

The elm lives for 200 years, the linden for

300, the oak lives for 500 years—

"

"And the chestnut," interrupted the other

halt of the sketch, "lives forever."—Kansas
City Journal.

Literally True
Father—"My daughter tells me you have all

kinds of money."

Suitor—"Yes, sir."

Father—"May I ask what your business Is?"

Suitor—"I'm a coin collector."—Judge.



Utilization of Hardwoods
ARTICLE SIXTY-TWO

THE MANUFACTURE OF WOODEN PIPE
The aggregate length of wooden pipe doing service in this small to be bored again,

country exceeds two thousand miles. The business of manufac-

turing it is not new. Neither is its use restricted to any geo-

graphical region of the country, nor is the material drawn exclu-

sively from any one class of woods. Such pipe is in use from New
England to California, and it is manufactured in many places

and of numerous woods. There are various patterns and many
methods of making it. The sizes are many and the uses to which
it is put are more. Its manufacture constitutes a rather impor-

tant industry, though the factories which produce it are widely

scattered.

Wooden pipe has been made in this country during such a long

period that the beginning is lost among the unrecorded activities

of early Kew England and Kew York. It was the first sewer

pipe and water mains the people had. One of the first important

events in its history seemed to be the ringing of its death knell

in 1805 when the discovery was made that iron pipe could take the

place of wood as water mains. It turned out, however, that the

event did not prove to he the death knell of wooden pipe. More
is in use in this country now than when the first piece of iron pipe

was laid.

That important event occurred in Philadelphia. It is said to

have been the first iron water main in the world. At any rate,

London had none at that time. The Eomans, with all their elab-

orate systems of municipal water works, never had iron pipes,

but they used miles of lead pipe, some of it large enough for a

man to crawl through.

The early wooden pipes were all bored. Augers which were
usually two and a half inches in diameter, and with shanks ten

feet long, were the only tools, except an ax for cutting the logs in

the forest. Trunks of about the proper size were selected, and
many of them went into the mains with the bark still on and the

knots trimmed none too closely. They were eight to ten feet

long.

The boring was hand done, and by main strength. It was a

slow, laborious process. Half an hour was required for boring a

hole lengthwise through an eight-foot log. The boring of a few

logs was no serious matter, but to make enough pipe in that way
to equip the water works of a city was a large undertal<ing. It is

said that Detroit, Mich., had 200 miles of hand bored pipe in the

ground at one time. Various other towns in Michigan, New York,

Pennsylvania and eastward were large users during long periods,

and no man came to the front with a machine to bore the logs,

until comparatively recent times. It took four thousand years

to invent a sawmill to be run by water, after the practical applica-

tion of water power for pumping purposes was discovered. It

looked as if it might take that long to invent as simple a thing

as a boring machine, but finally the discovery was made.

For a good while the auger itself underwent little improvement.

It was operated by machinery, but it wasted all the wood it cut

from the log. That, however, was not a matter of concern at first,

for trees were plentiful, and the waste cuttings of the auger were not

seriously considered. The principal waste was due to the fact that

only logs of a certain size could be used. If a large pipe was wanted,

a large hole was bored through a large log.

In 1S60 an auger was invented by A. Wyckoflf of Elmira, N. Y.,

which changed the method of making wooden pipe. The machine

eut out a core instead of removing the log's interior as chips and

shavings, as old style augers had done. The largest machine

removed a core seventeen inches in diameter. The largest pipe,

therefore, had a bore of seventeen inches, but pipes that large

were not often made. The first core taken out was bored again,

making a pipe of thirteen-inch size. A third core of nine inches

"was cut out, and a fourth of five inches. The last core was too

These sizes were not always made.
The largest was seldom used, and many smaller than five inches

were made. It was found desirable to make the shell of the

pipe two inches or more in thickness.

Pipes of that kind are much used now. The old style hoUow
log was not reinforced with metal bands. It was made large

enough to stand the pressure; but the two-inch shell of the pipe

which came in later was not strong enough where the pressure

was high, and it was reinforced with bands of brass or iron. After
it was thus banded it was coated on the outside with tar and
other mixtures, boiling hot. The purpose was to keep dampness
away from the metal rather than to protect the wood. When the

bands were exposed to air and water they quickly oxidized, and
the pipe was liable to split under the pressure of the water within.

The banded pipe was supposed to stand a pressure of 150 or 200

pounds per square inch of inner surface. If the pressure exceeds

this the pipe may split without breaking the bands, and close

agair. w-hen the excessive pressure is relieved. This has been
known to occur in water mains when the sudden stopping of the

fiow from a hj'drant has caused a ram. Few pipes, even of iron,

can successfully resist under such circumstances.

It is remarkable that wooden pipe of that kind will resist

freezing which is suflScient to burst iron pipe. It is not because

the wooden pipe is stronger, but it yields to the pressure and
allows the expansion of the ice within.

Pipe made of staves and banded with metal or wrapped witii

wire is now much nsed in this country. It is manufactured in

sizes impossible with bored pipe. Lines miles in length are in

some instances from five to seven feet in diameter. Such are used

in irrigation works and as outfall sewers, and for other indus-

trial purposes. Those of small and medium sizes are factory

i:'ade, the same as the bored pipe, but the large ones are built in

place, the staves having been made by pattern in the factory.

Aside from irrigation, water systems and sewering, wooden
pipes have a wide range of uses. Large steam plants employ the

pipe for insulation purposes, it being a poor conductor of heat.

It is extensively employed in mining operations, both in carry-

ing water to mines and in leading the waste away. The discharge

from mines is nearly always strong in sulphur and other minerals.

Some of these produce effects so injurious when in contact with
iron that pipes of that metal are quickly rendered useless. The
effect on wood is small or negligible.

Glue factories frequently carry their liquids in wooden pipes
from vat to vat and from building to building. Tlie same is

true of breweries and distilleries. Wood imparts little stain or

taste to liquids which flow through the pipes, while iron may be
injurious. Bleacheries use dyes and chemicals which must be
kept free from iron rust, and wooden pipes often lead the mate-
rials into and from the various vats and tanks.

Pulp mills use wooden pipes for a similar reason. Certain chem-
icals speedily destroy metal, and the life of an iron pipe in some
localities is too short to make the use of the metal profitable.

Fish hatcheries want water kept pure and some of them ac-

complish that purpose by leading the water through wood.
The brine at salt works is kept free from the stain of iron

rust by conducting the liquid through wooden pipes.

Experience has shown that an iron pipe will carry less water than

one of wood, when size and pressure are the same. It is because the

friction of the flowing water is greater along the iron than the wooden
surface. This is true when both pipes are new, and the difference in

flow increases with age. The discharge through the iron pipe de-

creases, but it increases through the wood. The reason is evident.

The longer time iron is used, the more it corrodes, the rougher the

inner surface becomes and the smaller the opening. The effect of

use is the opposite for the wooden pipe. The bore enlarges by wear,
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and the surface becomes smoother, thereby decreasing friction and

increasing the flow of the liquid. A difference as higli as twenty per

cent in favor of wood has been measured.

The flow of water through a wooden pipe preserves it from decay,

provided the pipe is kept full and the water under some pressure.

Experience has repeatedly shown this. Woods which ordinarily decay

quickly in damp localities, give good service as water pipes. The

red alder of the Pacific coast rots so speedily when exposed on the

ground, in damp woods, that a log will be absolutely worthless in a

few months. Yet it will last years in active service as a water pipe.

Basswood and sycamore are both quick-decaying species when exposed

to dampness, but when made into pipe they last a long time. Other

woods show similar results.

The wood is preserved by being kept constantly saturated with

water. The pressure in the pipe forces the fluid into the cells of the

wood. Fungus, which is the cause of decay, cannot force an entrance

into the wood tissues under such circumstances.

Instances are known of large pipes which were kept only partly full

of water. The lower part was wet, but the part above the level of

the flowing water within was only moderately damp. The upper part

rotted, while the lower part remained sound.

The amount of water which will seep through the pores of wood,

when the shell of the pipe is two inches or more in thickness, is sur-

prising. Engineers who plan irrigation projects in which large pipes

carry the water, must make allowance for wastage wliich cannot be

seen. "Water constantly evaporates from the surface of pipe where it

is exposed to the air. In long lines in which large pipe is used, the

waste by seepage may amount to lialf a pint a day for every square

foot of inner surface of pipe.

Attempts have been made to stop this leakage by painting the

inner surface of the pipe with water-proof preparations. It has Bot

been found difficult to stop the seepage, but the consequences are fatal

to the pipe. As soon as the inner surface is painted, the pipe begins

to dry, and when it reaches a state of moderate dampness, decay sets

in. This furnishes additional evidence that the presence of large

quantities of water in wood acts as a preservative.

The maker of wooden pipe has nearly as wide a range of material

to choose from as the manufacturer of most other wooden commodi-

ties. Except that the wood must be sound, there appear to be no

restrictions on the kinds which may be used. Hardwoods and soft-

woods serve alike, but the latter have been more extensively employed

liecause they are easier to work, and the trunks are of shapes and

sizes which lend themselves more readily to the purpose. Among the

species listed in the industry are white pine, jack pine, tamarack, red

cedar, northern white cedar, southern white cedar, scrub pine, longleaf

pine, cypress, western white pine, Douglas fir, redwood, red alder,

white alder, basswood, yellow poplar, cucumber tree, sycamore, cotton-

wood, ash, chestnut, and river birch.

The wooden pump is closely related to the wooden pipe of the

bored pattern. The stock is selected as free from defects as possible,

and is bored thj-ough the center from end to end. The length is sel-

dom less than twenty feet, while a joint of pipe is not often that

long. The wood for pumps is selected with care, and the range of

species from which to make choice is not large. Yellow poplar, bass-

wood and cucumber are the most important, and the first is employed

(iftriior than tlic others.
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The Handle Trade
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STICK TO SPECIFICATIONS

When a firm contracts to buy or sell a certain amount of any-

thing, be it lumber or handles, it is usually specified just what

it shall be. It is supposed to be to the firm's interest to see

that the specifications are lived up to, and yet it is surprising

how often these are neglected, sometimes no attention being paid

to them at all. A well-known handle manufacturer buys a great

deal of lumber for his handles, and as every handle man knows,

it takes a certain size of lumber or squares to turn out a certain

sized handle. Not long ago he received a sample bundle of

squares from a lumber firm with prices, delivered to his mill.

They were all nice maple squares, well made, correct size, and

dry. A car of these was ordered to be shipped exactly like sam-

ples. In due time the car arrived and on opening it up, it was

seen that the stock were nothing like the sample, and the firm

was so notified. It insisted that the car be unloaded and the

stock inspected as there could be only very few squares that

were not up to specifications. The specifications called for

squares 1 l/16"xl 1/16". In sorting this car, a gage set to one

inch was used, and out of the forty thousand squares in this

car, only six thousand were found up to size.

What would you do with a case of this kindf The handle

man can use the six thousand, and can possibly get something

out of half of the remainder, but not near what he would get

for regular handles. The rest of the car is merely edgings, some

not over one-half inch thick. Why will firms do such things?

It is almost unbelievable. The handle man referred to wants

all of this kind of stock he can get, and is willing to give ;i

price for it that will well pay the millman for getting it out

but the stock must be made right. Suppose he sold a broom maker a

car of extra No. 1 parlor handles and when he loaded it, put in only a

few thousand of this grade and made up the rest of the car with low

grades. Would he get any more of his trade? I should say not. He

would have to take back the car he had sent and might have to pay

some damages besides.

HANDLE TRADE CONDITIONS
As every one connected with the broom handle trade knows, the

fall trade depends a great deal on the incoming broom corn crop.

This is a crop on which it is very hard to get a correct line at any

time. At the present writing broom, corn is being harvested in

the western states and some little of it is coming into market;

most of the growers, however, seem to be holding their crop for

higher prices. Some corn has been bought with prices ranging

from $60 jut ton up to $100, depending on the quality. The con-

tinued wet weather all summer caused the brush to have a bad

appearance, it is claimed, and this will be used to keep the price

at as low a level as possible.

This condition of affairs is keeping the broom men on edge and

they are not buying any more stock of any kind than they have

to. Many of them will lay in a largo stock of corn if the price

goes to where they think it will pay them to invest. In that

case they will buy handles only for present needs; but if they

thought the price of corn would remain steady, most of them

would stock up on handles. There is no doubt in any one 's mind

that the price of broom handles will advance at least ten per cent

on all grades the first of the year, and some grades—the extra

No. 1 Misses in particular—will advance fifteen per cent. This

is in order to keep pace with the increasing cost of production.

Lumber is costing more every year, labor keeps advancing all

the time, and even the little supplies are on the upward climb,

and handles will have to come to it also.

Owing to the fact that many owners of timberland have been

compelled to cut their timber too early, because of taxation, news

comes from Harrisburg that bills for the establishment of

auxiliary forest reserves under supervision of the State Forestry

Department have been discussed at a conference on forestry,

conservation and timberland. Laws have been drafted after a

careful study of timber taxation laws of the other states, and

will be presented to the next session of the legislature by the

State Forestry Department.



The Electric Power Game
There are a great iiianv people counet'ted with the hardwood

industry who can afford to consider the question of electric power
iin a commercial basis, and it is possible that but few lumbprmeu
are in this business because the idea has not received general con-

sideration. The possibilities lie especially with those miljmon in

the country who might furnish both light and jjower in their com-

munities, and thus use up their waste pile in making steam—and

money—instead of running a waste burner, at some expense, to keep

it out of the way. The electric power game is a good subject for

anyone to give some thought to, whether he is' a hardwood millmau

in the country or a furniture manufacturer or other user of hard-

wood in some city or town, for the electric habit is spreading and is

now encompassing more things than have been dreamed of by the

layman.

The electric po\\cr people in the cities have been making strong

bids for the privilege of driving wood-working plants, and many sucii

plants are using electric power today, even thotigh they may have

waste enough to make their own steam. If the power requirements

arc light, the saving in night watchmen, insurance and power plant

maintenance amounts to more than the advantages of utilizing waste

for fuel, and, besides, the waste can generally be disposed of to

some advantage. The electric people are turning to steam turbines

to help out, too, and they have reached a point in efficiency that

enables tJiem at times to actually figure below a man's own power

production with waste for fuel.

One element that is playing strongly into the hands of the power

companies in larger cities is the tenement factory building idea—i. e.,

the building of big structures in the heart of towns to be occupied

by a number of manufacturers. These structures are of fireproof

construction and are equipped with heat, light and power appliances.

"With this advantage the power companies get the support of the

smaller power users without much effort, and they are actually

securing the business of established plants running as high as oOD

horse power. The smaller the power requirement, the better are

the chances for the electric man to supply it to the advantage of

both, and 500 horse power is about the maximum of power require-

ment that the writer has found in eases of wood-working institutions

discontinuing their own in favor of outside "juice." Some who

have their own power and use electric transmission also have outside

connection and arrangements to buy power now and then when they

are called on, from any cause, to shut down their own power plants.

This epens up the possibility of the millman turning power pro-

ducer himself. Recently a hardwood millman was talking about the

work of one of his plants in a small country town, and mentioned

incidentally that it lighted the town. He was asked if it made a

profit from this lighting end of tlie business, and after considering
for a while he replied that it did when the mill was run steadily and
had plenty of waste for fuel, but that when it had to sluit down for
a whde and then had to rustle for fuel it just about came out even.

The first idea suggesting itself at that statement was that the
man had figured unnecessarily low in bidding for the lighting eon-
tract. It would seem that any other concern undertaking the same
work—an independent power company—would have to rustle for fuel,

and that the millman should have figured from a basis that includeil

a charge for fuel equivalent to what some other concern would have
to pay for it. This logic, though, is not complete, for the man put-
ting in an electric power plant would likely have figm-ed ou and
secured enough greater efliciency than the millman, to wipe out this

advantage in fuel. In other words, the average sawmill power plant
cannot compare with the commercial power plant when it comes to higli

efficiency, and the millman who would take up the production of power
for those about him should first look to his power plant, studying
the design of commercial plants, and add to his own every practical
point that pron\ises to help. With a more efficient plant he can have
more power for the same fuel, and often get a profit, where with the
average sawmill equipment he would only be breaking even. This
would put him in line to compete successfully against any independent
power proposition that involved buying fuel.

Lighting the town is only the beginning of even the domestic
requirements for electricity now. Electric power is becoming a great
factor in the home in the country town; it has no gas competition
for heating irons and for cooking, and it should be more satisfactory
than the gasoline engine for running the pumps so widely used for
the individual water system. In fact, the application of electric

power is everywhere spreading out into new fields. The big power
companies in the cities are encouraging the use of electric trucks as
well as autos, and are getting people into the habit of charging them
at home and buying current for this just as they do for lights and
other home needs. If this works out as they hope it will in the

larger cities, it is only a matter of time until it will find its way
into the country towns; and the more active the country spirit is,

the shorter will be that time.

This is the place where the millman may often take a hand to

advantage; he may get into the electric power business and make
something out of it as well as out of his lumber. It will help him
out in his o^vn business in many ways. It is an idea worth thinking

about and looking into, not in a slipshod or haphazard way, but
deeply and thoroughly, bearing in mind the methods of the big
power concerns as examples. J. C. T.
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Spring and Summer Wood
The terms spring wood and summer wood have been used more

by wood technologists than by lumbermen and the consumers of

lumber; yet all persons familiar with the appearance and character

of wood know the difference between the two. They may not know

the names, but they are acquainted with the two kinds of wood.

As the names imply, the spring wood is the growth in the first

part of the season, the summer wood is the later seasoned growth.

The trunk of a tree is made up of rings which are usually so

distinct that they can be seen at a glance. Take white oak as

a familiar example. Few species show the rings more clearly

Their boundaries are distinct. One ring ends sharply where

another begins.

The ring as a whole represents the growth of one year. That

fact is well understood by all persons in any way familiar with

trees or lumber. The ring is produced by the growth of about

six months, in the climate of the United States. The growing

season is a little longer in the extreme South and a little shorter
in the North; but in all parts of this country there is a definite

growing season and a season of rest.

In April or May, in the principal hardwood regions of the
United States, the tree begins to grow. A thin layer of wood, very
soft and colorless at first, forms under the bark. The increase
is quite rapid during the first weeks of warm weather, but as the
season advances, the growth becomes slower, and in August or

September it ceases. The tree's yearly ring is completed in si.x

months, a little more or less.

Take the sample of oak referred to and examine the ring care-

fully. The unaided eye can at onee detect a difference in the
appearance of the first part and the second part—the inner and
outer halves—of the ring; but a magnifying glass, such as can
be carried in the pocket, will greatly assist in the examination.
The ring is made up of wood of two colors. The inner part.
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nearest the heart of the tree, is light, the outer part darker. The

light in color is the spring wood, the darker is the summer wood.

The naked eye is usually able to detect minute holes in the

wood of white oak. They look as though made with the point

of a pin. They are in the cross section; that is, the end of the

stick. Though they are visible without a lens, it is better to

examine them with a glass. A good spectacle lens will answer in

the absence of a tetter one. Thus magnified, the holes, which are

called pores, show quite distinctly in white oak. It will be

noticed at once that practically all of them are located in the

spring wood, which is the inner half of the ring. That part is

seen to be a mass of pores. They are almost as numerous as

.ells in honeycomb. Thus the spring wood of white oak, when

moderately magnified, is found to consist of pores, with woody

substance intervening. To the naked eye it looks like a light

.olored band forming the inner half of the ring.

Outside of the porous part the summer wood begins. The

unaided eye sees it as .a dark band. The lens shows that pores

are lacking. It seems to be solid wood. It is true that it eon-

tains pores, but they are very small. It should be borne in mind,

however, that the bands of spring and summer wood which com-

pose the annual ring are distinguished primarily by their differ-

ence in color, not by the abundance or scarcity of visible pores.

In white oak, and in most of the other oaks, it happens that the

light colored spring wood contains most of the pores, but that

rule does not hold for all woods. The dark color is an inherent

quality, and it exists without much regard to the arrangement of

pores. In fact, it is characteristic of soft woods as well as hard-

woods, and the former have no pores.

The question will naturally be asked, "Is the study of spring

and summer wood of any practical advantage to the busy wood

worker, or is it a frul which is interesting only because it is

curioust"
It is of practical advantage. The proportion between the spring

and summer wood determines, to a large degree, the strength oi

timber. Summer wood is strong, spring wood weak. The former

is heavy, the latter light. The comparative quantity of the two

lands determines the color of the wood to a considerable degree,

but it does not do it absolutely. If there is a large proportionate

amount of dark summer wood, the general tone of the lumber

will be dark; while much light-colored spring wood gives a light

color to the lumber.

"White oak contain.'^ wide bands of dense, strong, dark-colored

summer wood, hence the limber is heavy, strong and dark. Com-

pare it for strength, color and weight with white pine and

spruce, which contain comparatively little summer wood, or with

basswood, cottonwood and buckeye, and a good idea can be had

of the practical part performed by spring and summer wood in

wood-using industries. White oak's chief value is in its strength

and beauty. As already stated, the strength is in the summer

wood; but the element of beauty is valuable also, and white oak

has it.

It is the contrast between the different colors appearing in a

piece of white oak which makes it valuable for furniture making,

cabinet work and interior house finish. The contrast is due largly

but not wholly to the arrangement of the two colors of wood in

the annual rings. The medullary rays produce the bright silvery

ur golden patches brought out by quarter-sawing. They have

nothing to do with the spring and summer wood, except that they

occur alike. They will not be further considered here. Aside

from the medullar}' rays, oak has a pleasing figure. It is made
up of light and dark bands, at times very prominent, and again

obscure. They are the principal beauty of oak which has not been

quarter-sawed. The figure is produced by the rings of growth,

and the rings are visible because of the contrast between the light

and dark colored woods which they contain.

White oak has been taken as an example because the two kinds

of wood are strongly contrasted in its annual rings. There are,

however, other species in which the contrast is nearly or quite as

pronounced. Among these are ash, sassafras, hickory and chest-

nut as well as most of the other oaks. The southern yelloTT pine?

also exhibit the contrast in a high degree.

In these species and in others like them, the summer wood's

darker color is prominent when the wood is polished. The finisher

understands how to accentuate the contrast by the use of "fillers.'

'

These are stains which are rubbed into the wood. It frequently

happens that the spring wood is very porous while the summer

growth is dense. By rubbing stains into the porous wood it may

be made darker than the dense summer bands into which the

stains do not penetrate readily. By that means the finisher may
greatly alter the appearance of a wood. lie takes advantage of

the difference in the texture of the spring and summer wood to

do it. Nature created a contrast there, but the workman mar

add to, take from and otherwise change it.

The person who takes up the study of the arrangement of the

spring and summer woods in different species will find a good many
surprises. He will do well to begin with oak for the contrast is

strong there. Before the examination has gone far it will be

discovered that the annual rings would be invisible but for the

contrast between spring and summer wood. The contrast is all

there is to distinguish one annual ring from another. Take some

tropical wood where there is no change from spring to summer,

or from summer to autumn, and the yearly rings are invisible.

Some woods do nearly all their growing early in the season,

and the band of summer wood is very narrow. It may resemble

a line no wider than a mark by a sharp-pointed pencil. In others

the change from early to late growth is so gradual that no precise

point can be selected for the ending of spring wood and the

Ijeginning of the summer growth. Cottonwood, white iiine, dog-

wood and many others arc of this kind. The annual ring is none

the less clearly delimited by the sharp contrast—a fine, dark line

in many cases, where the summer wood of one year meets the

spring wood of the year following. Maple and spruce belong iu

this class. The wood in them which is actually dark in color

forms a band so narrow that it resembles a hair line. The con-

trast between a wood like that and white oak, sassafras, ash,

locust, catalpa and walnut is very marked. The dark summer
wood band of one may be twenty times as broad as of another.

Some woods are naturally so dark in all parts, exce|)t the sap,

that it might seem that contrast between early and late seasoned

growths would be lost. Such is not the case. The divisions

separating the annual tings are very sharp, but they are often

mere lines, with little breadth. The line, however, what there is

of it, is dark summer wood. Among species which exhibit that

arrangement are apple and pear, the redwood and the "big tree"

of California, black cherry, manzanita and many more.

The practical wood-^Yorker has learned by experience how to bring

nut the best points in the wood with which he is familiar. He knows

how to develop contrasts to enhance beauty. He does it largely

by selecting species whose spring and summer woods suit his

purpose. The field is not yet fully covered. New species are coming
into use. Formerly a couple dozen species constituted the wood-

worker's stock in trade. Now a hundred will not com|ilcte the list.

AVhen a workman begins to experiment with a new wood, or

when an apprentice takes up the work to learn it, it is a gr?at

help to know as much as possible about the material. The study

of the construction of the annual ring is a good place to begin.

Therein lie the wood's color, hardness, strength and weight, and
a great deal can be found out by observation before actual experi-

ments in the use of the wood begin. A pocket lens, costing from
twenty-five cents to a dollar, will go a long way toward supply-

ing the needed apparatus. It will give a preliminary insight into

the structure of wood which can be constantly turned to practical

account.

The Interstate Commerce Commission will hear the case of the

Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association against the Trans-

Continental Freight Bureau in Chicago on January 8. This hearing

is the culmination of protracted efforts on the part of the Michigan
hardwood trade to obtain an equitable adjustment of rates to the

Pacific coast.
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A Near--Dimension Stock Incident
A sawmill was cutting veueer flitches wlienever suitable timber was

secured, and was making some quartered oak lumber as an iueideut

thereto. Sometimes when the grain was not running straight the

sawyer would have one end of a flitch blocked out considerably in

eilging to get straighter grain in the veneer, and this would make a

tapering, triangular piece. Often in the final running of a flitch

the sawyer would chalk it for cross cutting, maybe two or three feet

from one end, and at times both ends. Quite a large pile of these

ends hail accumulated, running in length from two to nearly four

feet, in thickness from two .to four inches, and in width from six to

fwefve inches.

''What do you do with those short ends from the flitches?" was
:i.sked of the millmaii.

"1 am just wanting to know what to do with them," the iiiillmau

replied. "When they are four feet or longer I can put them back

on the carriage and run them into short lumber, but below four feet

rhey are too short to handle on the mill, and I don't know just what

to do with them. "

It was then suggested to him that they were good material for

making small dimension stock for the furniture trade, but the idea

di(Jn 't sound good to him because he' had never found it was possible

to realize a good enough price, for such stock to make its manufacture

worth while.

The same mill was working out and trimming up the boards 'ami

triangular pieces incident to sawing the flitches, and from these

there were a lot of edgings and end trimmings that went over to

the cross-cut saw and from there down to the woodpile. These and

the ends made enough good quai'tered oak to have started a fair

assortment of small dimension stock, and, besides, the process of
sawing other oak logs yielded plrin oak trimmings that could certainly
be used in the same work.

The shorts from the flitches could have been worked into barrel
heading by the addition of a special short log mill for that work.
But it does not seem good policy to use them for that purpose when
there is just as much need for shorts and dimension stock in the
furniture trade as there is for heading in the barrel business.

If was enough to make one feel a bit peevish to see those shorts
in fine, thick quartered oak. with only a knot here and there to mar
the perfection, which could easily be worked out in reducing to small
dimensions. When one considers that those needing such thick stock
as barber chair arms can get it only by gluing up several thicknesses
of one-inch short lumber, the claim that there is nothing in the small
dimension stock business seems inconsistent. If there is not it is a
fault of the trade some way, somewhere; a lack of getting together
and getting at the business as it should be. There is a use for every
good piece of oak from the size of a man's finger and a foot long,
up, and there certainly should be good use for the thick quartered
ends from veneer flitches that range from two to three feet in length.
To see stock of this kind going to waste is one of the strongest argu-
ments in favor of having the makers and users of hardwood dimen
sion stock get together and have "an understanding, and build up
a larger trade in this line of wood products that will benefit both the
producer and the user.

_ Good hardwood timber is too valuable to
waste in this way, especially since there is a need for all of it and it

is merely a matter of getting at that need in the riglit way.

J. C. T.
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What Is Padouk?
Padouk is a name applied to two Indian trees. One is I'lcrocari>us

ihittiergioides, which is also called Tenasscrim mahogany, vermilion

wood, or Andaman redwood; the other is Pierocarpus infUeus, known

. also as Burmese rosewood and Indian or Philippine mahogany. The

latter has a more extensive distribution and is found throughout the

East Indies and particularly in the Philippine Islands, where it is

called nara.

Pterocarpvs dalbergioides is a large and handsome tree and a

native chiefly of the Andaman Islands, where it attains immense

sizee. Trees of the largest size abound in the forests of British

Barma. It often grows to a height of from eighty to one hundred

twenty-five feet, with a clear length of from twenty to fifty feet,

and a diameter of from three to five feet. Like the true mahogany,

the trunk of this tree is frequently much buttressed, especially when

growing in damp localities or on low-lying ground. The wood in

India is prized beyond all others for a good many purposes and is

held in liigh esteem in England and the United States, where lar;;?

<|uantities are consumed for all purposes for which mahogany is

generally available. The wood is dark red, often beautifully varie-

gated, grading from deep crimson, through cherry red, dull red, pink

and reddish brown to brown. It is very hard, heavy (about sixty

l)0unds per cubic foot), slightly aromatic, somewhat coarse, but very

ilose-grained. It works fairly well and requires about two years to

season thoroughly. It does not warp and crack, and takes a very

beautiful polish. While the wood is often sold and used in place of

true mahogany, it is considerably heavier and has a darker red color,

which fades upon exposure to the light and aii-. True mahogany, on

the eontrary, becomes darker and more beautiful with age. There

should be no difliculty even for the layman to distinguish the true

mahogany from the padouk or Tenasserim mahogany by the fact

that the latter is heavier and has numerous faint, narrow lines of

softer tissue visible under a hand lens on a smooth transverse section

•f Hhe wood.

The wood of the root is also beautifully variegated, close-grained,

and is extensively used in Burnra for making expensive furniture and
for musical instruments.

Pterocarpns indicvs is a tree which grows principally in the Maia>
Archipelago, in China, the Moluccas and Philippine Islands, and
doubtless is a source of Burma or true padouk. A few writers on
Indian woods claim that all of the so-called padouk is produced by
Pterocarpus d^beit/ioidcs, but the best authorities now apply the

name Andaman redwood to the latter tree, and the name padouk to

Pterocarpus indicus. At any rate, it is known that the latter grows
in the territory where padouk is exploited, and it is more than likely

that both species are cut indiscriminately. Pterocarpus iiidicus is a

handsome, fast-growing tree which produces very fine timber. It

varies in color from nearly white to deep red, resembling that of

Andaman redwood. The tree attains its best development in the

Philippine Islands, where the wood is exploited and sometimes sold

as Philippine mahogany. Like that of the Andaman redwood, it is

very durable and is highly prized as a construction timber. It is

employed extensively in the manufacture of all kinds of furniture.

Excepting in color, this wood does not differ from that of Andaman
redwood. L. L. D.

About half a million dollars' worth of cork paper is required every

year to tip cigarettes. The highest grade is sliced very thin—one-

five-hundredth of an inch—and the sheets glued to a thin paper

backing. These long ribbons are cut into smaller ones, one-half inch

wide, and placed in cigarette tipping machines which have a capacity

of sixty thousand cigarettes a day. About fifteen million cigarettes

are tipped in the United States daily, or upward of five billion a year.

The cork paper required for this purpose would, if spread out, cover

about six hundred acres. Efforts are being made to use thin veneers

of spruce and other fine-textured woods in place of cork, but witli

little success, as the materi.Tl is too stiiT.

—»r—
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The Commercial Spruces

Seven species of spruce grow in the United States, all of which

are valuable when obtainable in commercial quantities. The spruce

lumber in the markets is supplied principally by three species, red,

black, and Sitka, with considerable additions from two others, the

white and the Engelmann spruces. The blue and the weeping

spruces have not yet made important contributions to the country's

forest products.

altitudes of from 5,000 to 11,500 feet. The best trees are from

one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet high and four and five

feet in diameter; but the average size is much smaller. One of

the objectionable features of lumber cut from this species is the

multitude of small knots. Occasionally clear lumber may be had

from old trees, and it compares favorably with the best spruce of

the country.

TVriC.^r- FOREST GKOWTII HED SPRUCE

The weeping spruce (Picea hrcin rUina) is very local. It grows

on the Siskiyou mountains of northern California and southern

Oregon.

Blue spruce (Picea pumyana) has a wider range, but the quality

is not large. It is found in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, at alti-

tudes of 6,500 to 10,000 feet above sea level. This is often seen

in cultivation, and is easily recognized by its blue foliage. Four

varieties have been developed by cultivation.

Kngelmann spruce (Picea engelmarmi) is coming into commer-

cial importance. It is a western mountain tree, also, ranging from

British Columbia to Arizona and New Mexifn. and growing at

—28—

TYl-ICAL FOREST GROWTH BL.\CK SPRUCE

The commercial spruces are usually considered to be the red, black,

white, and Sitka.

White spruce (Picca <anodensis) is the least important of the

four from the lumberman's standpoint, yet its wide range and its

ability to endure the bleak climate of the far North, make it

a valuable wood. It extends from Labrador to Bering Strait, and is

found almost to the shores of the Arctic Ocean. The southern

limit of its range passes through Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

New York, Micliigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Dakota, Mon

tana, and British Columbia. Attempts to grow it for ornivmentai

purposes in warm climates generally fail, as it thrives only in colrl
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regioiiB. The logs go to sawmills iii small numbers iu the uorthein

tier of states, and the lumber is of good quality. Trees are from

forty-five to one hundred and twenty feet in height, and from

one to three feet in diameter. The wood is light, soft, compact, and

satiny. The sap-wood and heart are hardly distinguishable. The

lumber goes to market as black spruce in Canada and northern

United States: In Alaska it is sold under its own name. Except

in southern Alaska, it is the principal native softwood in that

territory. In the United States more white spruce is manufac-

tured into pulp than into lumber.

Sitka spruce (Picea .sitchensis) ranges from southern Alaska to

Mendocino county, California. It is often called tideland spruce

from its habit of keeping close to the sea. That is true in the

northern part of its range, but in the South it is found farther

,back. It grows in a belt about fifty miles wide and 1,500 miles

:long, a slender ribbon along the Pacific coast where the fogs and

ocean winds create the moist, warm environment suited to its

development. Sitka spruce is the largest spruce in America. Trees

are usually one hundred feet high and three or four feet in diam-

eter; but some are fifteen feet in diameter, and two hundred feet

high. Its base is swelled by large buttresses, and stumps are often

cut high to avoid the enlarged butts. Two or three thousand feet

of good lumber may be left in the stump of a single tree.

Sitka spruce lumber is appearing in all the principal eastern

markets, and is largely exported to many foreign ports. It is

usually known in the market as western spruce. That distinguishes

it from the eastern and northeastern species, but not from the

Engelmann spruce which is beginning to appear in the markets

as a competitor.

Black Spruce (Picca mariana) approaches, but does not reach the

northern limits of white spruce. It extends from Labrador to

Alaska. It passes beyond the southern border of white spruce and

forms valuable forests in Michigan, Wisconsin, aid Minnesota, as

well as in the New England states and in the northern portion of the

Appalachain mountain ranges. In the- eastern mountains it is not

so valuable, being smaller. It is there largely confined to cold,

sphagnum swamps. It is not easy to name an average size for this

tree, because it varies greatly in different localities. Sometimes the

mature black spruce is only twenty or thirty feet high and from,

six to twelve inches in diameter. In other localities it attains a

diameter of three feet and a height of one hundred feet or more.

Red spruce {Picea niicTis) is the important source of spruce lum-

ber in West Virginia, eastern Tennessee, and North Carolina. It

is also found farther north. It is usually a tree from seventy to

eighty feet high and from one and a half to three in diameter.

It grows as' far north as Prince Edward's Island. In culti-

vation it grows more slowly than any other spruce. Black and red

spruce intermingle in parts of these ranges, and they are so nearly

alike that botanists have not always been in accord as to the exact

separation of the species. It was formerly held by some that black

spruce was the prevailing species in the spruce lumber output

south, of New York; but the latest view now seems to be that red

spruce furnishes practically all of the lumber of that region.

The character of spruce wood is much the same, no matter what

species it is. There is much more difference in weight, Strength,

hardness, and color between different trees of the same species,

when grown under extreme conditions, than between the woods of

different species under normal conditions. The average spruce lumber

is therefore, dependable. Whether it comes from the Sitka species

that grows in the fogs of Puget Sound, the white spruce on the

shore of Lake Superior, the black spruce of northern Maine, or the

red species on high mountains in North Carolina, the lumber will

sustain the high character of the spruce family.

Pines vary in the weight of wood more than two to one for

different species; spruces only about thirty-three per cent. The

following weights of spruce per cubic foot are for oven-dry speci-

mens: Eed spruce, 28.57; black, 28; Sitka, 26.72; white, 25.25; blue.

23.31; Engelmann, 21.49.

Spruce is usually rated as the strongest for its weight of the com

mercial woods of this country. In actual strength it surpasses some

—29—
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Builders of aern-

whieh are nearly twice as heavy. Thus, to a oertaiii extent, it is

.in exception to the general law of timber physics that the strength

of woods are proportioned to their dry weight.

planes in this coun-

try and elsewhere

s e. 1 e c t spruce for

frames and propel-

lers, because ex-

treme lightness and

great strength are

demanded. For the

same reason it is

hearly always used

for canoe i^addles.

^nd frequently for

oars, ladders, flag-

staffs, vaulting
poles, and decking

for light boats.

As material for

sounding boards of

musical instruments,

spruce has no equal,

not even a competi-

tor. Its extraordi-

narily high qualities

for that exacting

use are due to the

mechanical s t r u c-

ture of the wood.

Its fibres are long, even, regular. It is a homogeneous wood, alike

in all its parts. The continuity of its fibres is not broken up by

r.LACK SPRUCE LOGS, SIIOWIXG CHAEACTEEISTIC FORM OF TRUNK

bands and streaks of hard and soft, or dense and porous wood.

Its finely balanced elements take up and intensify vibrations set

in motion by the strings of musical instruments. Age and long use

improve the reso-

nant qualities of

this extremely re

sponsive and sensi-

tive wood. The
spruce which has

served for a hun-

dred years in a high

class violin is worth

more than its

weight in gold. Like

the finest wines, it

grows richer with

age.

American spruce

supplies the sound

ing boards of th(^

world 's pianos.
Spruce has been
]ilanted and lum-

bered in Europe for

generations; b u t

when the piano

manufacturer on the

other side of the

water wants the

best material on

earth for sounding boards, he sends to America for it and he buys

Ihe Sitka, the red, the black, or the white. They are all alike in one

LARGE .SITKA SPRUCE TREE AND i?TUJIP. OREGON
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particular, that they produce sounding boards as nearly perfect as

have ever been fashioned by man. It equips the whole stringed band

with sounding boards, zithers, harps, mandolins, or guitars. Its scope

is not entirely encompassed even then, but it magnifies the deepest

tones of large organs when used as pipes in those instruments.

Spruce ordinarily has no figure. Xobody buys it for its variety

of shade and tint, or for bird's-eye effect, or curly design, or feather

grain. It is the plainest wood in the world, and that is exactly

wherein one of its chief values as lumber lies. It affords a per

petual example of how a wood can be plain without a suggestion of

dullness and monotor%'. It is uniform in color, clean in appearance,

pleasing in its plainness, in good taste, and always reliable. Door

makers buy it for this reason, and it is widely used for frames, ami

intericu- finish, where a wood that will hold its shape is wanted.

Immense quantities are used in box making. The white color

recommends it for that use, because it shows clearly the printing

and stenciling which shippers place on their boxes. It is a clean

wood, and imparts no stain or odor to the contents of boxes. For
the same reason it is employed in some kinds of cooperage, such as

butter tubs, churns, and other receptacles for food products. The
list of its uses is long and varied, and shows how wide the demand
is. It goes to foreign countries from both the Atlantic and Pacific

coasts, and the domestic trade reaches every important market in

this country. It is a wood which has a place of its own, and it

is not generally regai-ded as a competitor of others, or as gaining

its grounii by crowding other woods out.

\vi:iBgiiiaima6taim!>STOiiMfc<!i^iaij:Hi)i<a

Japanese Oak Abroad
fnBfinfin'i

Oak lumber has always been more conspicuous as a standard for

lioat aud house building and interior finish purposes in England proh

ably than any other species of wood. Historical references to sliiji

and house construction would tend to convey the impression that oak

was practically the only wood considered in building houses for tiie

"old inhabitants of the islands, and the ships in which they have navi-

gated the seas. The Timber News of Liverpool says that formerly

the supply of oak was secured entirely on the islands themselves, but

of late years the United Kingdom has been forced to draw its supply

from Austria and Russia, where a very suitable substitute for tli.-

English oak is found. The latest arrival in the British local marker,

is Japanese oak, which has gained considerable favor there by reason

of its qualities, and which is destined to be an important tinilxi

species of the islands.

The American oak is not considered as an active competitor of tin-

old English and Austrian oaks on account of the fact that they are

considered only in connection with the highest class of wainscoting

and paneling work, and it is pretty generally considered that their

character and figure render them peculiarly suited to this line of

manufacture.

The real reason for the shipment of Japanese oak on the British

soil is the unusual increase in the value of Austrian and Eussiau

products. The cost of Austrian oak is now about double what it was

fifteen years ago.

Japanese oak was first used on the Continent about 1906, but shiji

meuts at that time evidently came from ine.xperienced lumbermen wlm

liad not been able or had not taken the trouble to submit the best

available samples of their product. As a consequence the character

of the first few shipments was poorly considered by Continental and

British buyers, and a serious sentiment against Japanese oak sprang

up in those markets. However, the good qualities of the wood were

recognized by a few experts who maintained the courage of their

convictions and continued shipping cargoes to the British market.

One concern abroad bought a large steamer cargo of Japanese oak in

September of last year. This cargo showed a surprisingly improved

grading, and the result was that buyers were enthusiastic over its

(juality. The reason for this increase in popularity is the better gradi'

obtained by a stricter attention to detail in logging and manufacture.

The wood is now felled at the proper time of the year aud every

important point of operation is carefully observed in Japan. The

felling of the trees in the woods should commence about the middle or

end of October, according to the weather. If in September it is

still warm, the felling is postponed so as to prevent the sap renuiining

in the ties and spoiling the color of the wood.

The Japanese oak trees are always found on top of or on the high

slopes of hills and mountains. They are felled by hand and after

felling are hewn in squares. They are then cut into lengths where

the first branch appears. The only reason for squaring the logs is to

facilitate hauling them to various railway points.

It has been found that the only feasible time of hauling these logs

to transportation is in mid-winter when snow covers the ground. A

liard path is beaten in tlie snow prior to hauling, and the square tim-

bers are then puUed by means of one or two horses twenty or thirty

miles to the railroad .station. The horses are hooked to them by

means of a spike fastened to the end of the log, to which a rope is

attached.

The loading onto the steamer is accomplished by means of cooley

labor, each cooley being armed with a eant-hook which he uses nith-

lessh' on the log. As a result there has been considerable protest at

the senseless marking which occurs from such handling. There has

been some elfort made to secure the logs without these holes, but on

account of an emphatic protest from the coolies against working with-

out the hooks they continue in use.

When the logs have been inspected they are placed near the shore

and when the steamer arrives are thrown into the sea. There are

never more logs in the water, however, than can be loaded in a single

day. Thus they are submerged only a few hours in the salt water.

A German newspaper, commenting on Japanese oak as compared

with the Hungarian or Slavonian oak, says it is of fine growth, mild

and of a nice color, which corresponds with the requirements of the

western European furniture trade. It is successfully used in bank

fittings, cabinet work, and interior decorations, and high-class cabinet

work in shipbuilding. The Japanese oak billet shows a large per-

centage of mottled figure. The mottle has the largest spread across

tlie board and if it is required for center-matching to make a wide

panel, it gives an effect hard to find in any other oak. Hence it is

particularly well adapted for wainscoting. When finished in the nat-

ural color, the adaptability of this wood to staining is easily seen.

The quality is mild and soft, with an even texture which is evidenced

in the heart side as well as the sap side. The wood, therefore, is

worked with ease. There is also a quality to this oak which makes it

possible to cut and dry wide boards without any danger of serious

cracks. It would seem that Japanese oak has a promising future in

the foreign market.

The Japanese oak is finding its way to the Pacific coast of the

United States, where its use for cabinet work, furniture, interior finish,

and boat building amounts to about 200,000 feet a year. It is often

called Siberian oak, and the commercial supply comes from Siberia

as well as Japan. The cost of the plain oak when it reaches the

Pacific coast factories ranges from $60 to $90 a thousand, while the

quarter-sawed is listed at $115. It generally arrives at Portland,

Seattle, and San Francisco in the log, and the sawing is done at the

factorv which uses it.
'

Some of those inland waterway appropriations have been used to

poor advantage as far as the lumber fraternity is concerned.

The public does not care half as much about tariff matters as the

politician persuades himself that it does,

There 's a buzzing around the furniture factories that souiids like

a call for more of both lumber and veneer.

Poor sawing is one form of wasting timber that is preventable,

therefore should not be tolerated.
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The Fuel Value of Wood
Wood is by far the most widely used fuel. In the country and in

the newer or less accessible towns it usually provides the only source

of heat. Of the twenty billion cubic feet of forest material con-

sumed annually in this country, fire wood demands one-third and

comprises one-fifth of the total valuation. The principles governing

the fuel value of wood and the methods of determining it should

prove of interest. They are of value, for instance, in determining

the relative eflBciency and costs of different fuel for home or factory

use.

There are various ways of determining the heating or calorifie

power of wood. One is by burning equal quantities under a boiler and

noting the amount of steam produced. While this may seem the most

practical method and the one which would naturally first suggest

itself, there is always the danger that the results will not prove of

general application. For a given problem, however, they give the

best satisfaction.

A common laboratory method of determining the calorific power of

combustibles consists in burning a very carefully ^^•eighed quantity

of the substance enclosed in a small metallic vessel which could be

immersed in a receptacle containing a weighed quantity of water,

suitably protected against radiation by a jacket of non-conducting

material. The inner vessel containing the substance to be tested is

provided with an inlet tube for the purpose of supplying sufficient

quantity of pure oxygen, and an outlet pipe coiled through the water

forming an exit for the products of combustion. Ignition is best

effected by means of an electric spark. The rise in temperature of

the water gives a measure of the heating value of the substance under

test since different materials will raise the temperature of the water

different amounts, depending on their fuel values. Such an instru-

ment is called a calorimeter.

Heat ia measured in units. The British thermal unit (B. T. U.)

commonly used in England and this country is the quantity of heat

necessary to raise the temperature of one pound of water one degree

Fahrenheit. In Europe, where the metric system is in common use,

the heat unit is the calorie, and is the quantity of heat necessary to

raise the temperature of one kilogram of water one degree centi-

grade. Thus the calorie is equal to nearly four (3.968) British ther-

mal units.

If the chemical composition of a combustible is known the theoret-

ical calorific power can be computed. In 100 pounds of absolutely

dry wood, the composition is approximately as follows:

Carbon 49 pounds
Oxygen 44 pounds
Hydrogen pounds
Ash 1 pound

This holds fairly constant for all species regardless of weight, ex-

cept as modified by infiltrated substances such as gums, pigments,

resins, tannin, etc.

As a result of experiment it is known how many thermal units are

evolved for every pound of hydrogen and every pound of carbon con-

sumed. If a substance contained only carbon and hydrogen it would

simply be necessary to find the calorific value of each and add to-

gether. Wood, however, contains oxygen and it has a greater affinity

for the hydrogen than it does for the carbon, so, instead of carbon

dioxide (CO.^) being formed, the result is water (II.O). The combi-

nation is in the proportion of 8 to 1 by weight, that is, 8 pounds of

oxygen combine with one pound of hydrogen, forming 9 pounds of

water. Dividing the quantity of oxygen present by 8 will give the

hydrogen necessary to satisfy it, the remainder being left available

for fuel.

The amount of water contained in fuel wood is an important con-

sideration since the heat required to evaporate it is lost for other

purposes. The water in green wood often makes up h,alf of the total

weight, especially in sap-wood. After such wood is thoroughly air-

seasoned there would remain about 20 per cent of water. If kiln-

dried, from '2 to 5 per cent of water would remain in the wood, and

if exposed to the air this would be increased by absorption (hygro-

scopically) from 10 to 15 per cent, depeading upon the humidity.
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A lunidred weight of wood as sold on the market contains about

25 pounds of water, 74 pounds of wood substance and 1 pound of

ashes. These 74 pounds are made up of 37 pounds of carbon, 4.4

pounds of hydrogen and 32 pounds of oxygen. The oxygen combines

with the hydrogen as above stated in the proportion of 8 to 1, pro-

ducing 36 pounds of water and leaving four-tenths of a pound of

hydrogen to produce heat. The total amount of water to be evap-

orated becomes 25 plus 36, or 61 pounds; the amount of wood sub-

stance left available for heat production is 37.4 pounds out of the

original 100 pounds.

To raise a pound of water from the temperature of the air, say 70

degrees P., to the boiling point (212 degrees F.) will require 142 heat

units, a heat unit being the amount of heat required to raise a pound

of water one degree in temperature. To convert this into steam will

require 966 heat units more (the latent heat of steam), making a

total of 1,108 for each pound of water. This does not take into

account the heat required to raise the steam to the temperature of

the flue gases.

It is evident theu that the greater the amount of water present the

more the heat available for other purposes is cut down. Thus only

about one-half of the weight of the wood substance is heat producing

while every pound of water combined in the wood requires 1,108 units

of heat to evaporate it, and this diminishes the value of the wood as

fuel. Hence, under the most favorable circumstances, the heating

efficiency of wood, with 25 per cent moisture, will be less by one-

fourth of 1,10S units, or 277 units, than that of dry wood. If the

percentage of water content is 20 instead of 25 the reduction would

be one-fifth of 1,108, or 221.6, and so on.

In the ordinary stove or other small apparatus the evil effect of

moisture in the wood is very much increased since combustion is ma-

terially interfered with. Unsound wood has a reduced heating ability,

as a portion of the cell walls is removed by decay.

The heating power or fuel value of wood bears a direct ratio to

the specific gravity of the dry material. By specific gravity is meant

the ratio of the weight of a given volume of wood to that of an equal

volume of water. Water weighs a little over 62 pounds per cubic foot

and wood, weighing 31 pounds per cubic foot when perfectly dry, is

said to have a specific gravity of .50, and so on for other weights.

Tho specific gravity of wood substance itself, that is tho actual

material of the cell and fiber walls, is about 1.6 ; that is, is more than

half again as heavy as water. This is true whether the wood in ques-

tion is white pine, Cottonwood, hickory, or ash. The reason that dry

woods of equal volume may show great disparity in weight is due to

the relative amounts of wood substance and air in them. A heavy

wood is dense and has few and small cavities, or else such as did exist

have become filled up with gums and resins. A light wood, on the

other hand, has a large proportion of its volume made up of cavities

and spaces which in a dry condition are without weight. The rea-

son any wood floats in water is because of the buoyancy of the im-

prisoned air; when this is replaced by water the wood becomes

waterlogged and sinks.

Theoretically equal weights of wood substance will give the same

amount of heat regardless of the species. In other words a hundred

pounds of absolutely dry cottonwood should furnish as much heat as

a hundred pounds of hickory. In reality the varying forms of tissue

found in the different species, the addition of resin, gums, tannin,

oils and pigments as well as the water present in varying amounts

causes different woods to have different heating values. The pres-

ence of rosin in wood increases the heating power materially, the

results of numerous tests showing a difference ranging up to 12 per

cent or more.

In the practical use of wood for fuel one is not so much interested

in the fact that thoroughly lignified tissue has the same heating value

for all species of trees as he is in knowing the unifonnity and dura-

tion of the heat produced. Softwoods give a quicker fire and more

flame than hardwoods and for that account have a special advantage

for kindling purposes. The denser and non-resinous hardwoods, which
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l.urn more slowly, furivish a good bed of live eoals and exceed the

former by from 25 to 30 per cent in production of heat with ordinary
appliances.

. The amount of heat -nhieh escapes up the chimney with different

• onditions of draught varies greatly. Carbon often escapes uncon-

sumed in the fonu of smoke. Pine, although capable of yielding

more heat than oak, may in practice yield less, the smoke of oak
being almost entirely consumed, Trhile in pine a portion of the carbon
and hydrogen may escape in the smoke. In burning fat pine under
a boiler the flashy nature of the heat causes serious contraction and
expansion of the flues and other parts, which renders its use for such

purpose undesirable in spite of the total large amount of heat it is

capable of producing.

Suppose it is desired to know the comparative heating values of

wood and coal. To solve such a problem accurately it is necessary to

have at hand definite information as to the kind and weight of wood
and the percentage of moisture contained; also the kind of coal with

which its efficiency as a fuel is to be compared. The weight of dry

wood is subject to great variation not only in different species but

also in different pieces of the same species. Any figure given must
be approximate averages only.

Table of Weights of Kiln-Dried Wood.
1. Very heavy: Wt. per eu. f t. Wt. per cord.

Hickory, oak. black locust, blue beech,
hackberry and white ash 42-48 lbs. 3200-4000 lbs.

2. Heavy :

' Elm. cherry, birch, maple, beech, wal-
nut, best of longleaf pine and tam-
arack 36-42 lbs. 2800 3200 lbs.

3. Medium :

Southern pine, tamarack, Douglas fir,

western hemlock, red gum, red maple,
sycamore, sassafras 30-3G lbs. 2400-2800 lbs.

4. Light:
Norway pine, western yellow pine, red

cedar, cypress, redwood, basswood... 24-30 lbs. 2000-2400 lbs.
a. Very light

:

White pine, spruce, fir. white cedar,
Cottonwood 18-24 lbs. lDOO-2000 lbs.

The preceding table gives weights of dry wood only. Before apply-

ing them the water content must be added to comply with the actual

conditions. It must also be remembered that there are many factors

affecting the solid contents of a cord, such as the length, diameter,

smoothness, straightness, and method of piling of the sticks, so that

the 128 cubic feet by outside measurement rarely contain more than

90 cubic feet of wood, and sometimes as low as 50.

The amount of heat a pound of average dry wood will furnish

under good conditions is not less than 8,000 thermal units. A poand

of good bituminous coal will furnish about 14,000 units, making the

drj- wood about 57 per cent as efficient as the coal. If the wood
contains 25 per cent moisture the comparative efficiency of the wood

would be the ratio of 7,723 (8,000— 277, as previously stated) to

14,000, or about 55 per cent. For any other moisture content the

calculation can be readily made as stated above.

With comparative values on the basis of equal weights, and knowing

the average weight of a cord, it is very easy to calculate the com-

parative efficiency of a cord of wood and a ton of coal. Thus, if the

weight of a cord of wood at 25 per cent moisture is 2,500 pounds,

nearly a cord and a half will be required to equal a ton of coal. In-

stead of using the figures given in the table, it would be much better

to measure and weigh several average cords of the actual material to

be tested. The amount of moisture can be determined by comparing

weights of samples of the wood before and after thorough drying in

a kiln.

It might prove interesting to compare these results with those ob-

tained by actual boiler tests. On logging engines a ton of good

grade bituminous coal is considered equivalent to a cord and a half

of air dry oak or two cords of softwood. Two and a half cords of

pine knots (about 125 cubic feet) are considered to furnish about

the same amount of steam as one ton of southern soft coal. For gen-

eral calculations for stationary engines one ton of coal is considered

equivalent to two cords of wood, or one pound of coal to two and a

quarter pounds of wood. Wood requires about one-third more grate

surface and two-thirds more cubical space than coal for generating

an equal amount of steam. It will be seen that these figures give

comparatively lower values for wood as fuel, which is probably due

to the fact that it is not the actual heat producing power of the

fuels that is compared but the efficiency of the apparatus for utilizing

this heat.

The best all-round fuel wood in this country is hickory, and in the

eastern markets it is especially in demand for burning in open fires.

The retail .price of seasoned hickory of good quality is $11 per cord
iu New Haven, Conn. The price there for mixed hardwoods cut into

stove lengths and delivered is from $8 to $9 per cord. These prices

are out of proportion to the heating value of wood as compared to

coal, but wood is desirable for fires of short duration in the late

spring and early fall when the mornings and evenings may be too
chilly for comfort, before the regular heating apparatus has been
started. There is no real substitute for wood in fire places and
grates.

Chestnut, butternut, and to some extent tamarack and spruce are

in ill favor for open fires owing to their crackling and emission of

sparks. Many woods are diflScult to split and therefore hard to sea-

son, reducing their desirability for fuel. When old elms are removed
from the parks and city streets in the East there is little demand for

the material for fuel because it is so tough to split; the sawmill
owners object to it because of the danger to their machinery from
hidden pieces of iron and other foreign substances. In parts of the

South pine knots and old snags of trees rich in rosin are in great
demand for kindling purposes and not infrequently are relied on to

furnish light as well. Birch contains a peculiar substance known as

betulin which adds to its heating power.

In the southern part of Arizona, where there is little utilization of
timber except for fuel, a strong prejudice exists against the use of
certain woods for this purpose. Arizona while oak is held to be a
very inferior fuel wood as compared to the local black oak. Some
tests made by the IT. S. Forest Service showed that for average sam-
ples the heating value in the black oak is only about ten per cent

greater than that in the white oak. The greatest difference in heat-

ing value in the two oaks occurs in the bark, that of black oak being
about twenty-eight per cent higher than that of the white. The ash
from an average butt cut sample was about twice as much in the white
as in the black.

In Douglas fir and western yellow pine the bark has a higher heat-

ing value than the other parts of the tree. In the Northwest Douglas
fir bark is often a principal source of fuel in firing donkey engines.

The bark of the shagbark hickories has a high fuel value, burning
with intense heat but with much crackling. In many woods, particu-

larly the cedars, the bark has a comparatively low fuel value and
leaves a large proportion of ash.

Root wood is usually considered of little use for fuel. It is inter-

esting to note, however, that the roots of mesquite are capable of pro-

ducing more heat than the average butt cut, and it is a common cie-

tom to dig them up for fire wood. "Very often mesquite roots are so

much more developed than the rest of the tree that the name '
' under-

ground forests" has been applied to stands of the timber in semi-arid

regions.

It is unusual to find woods which have their value for fuel affected

by the odor they give off. In the Southwest there are a few; for ex-

ample, the horse bean and the palo verde, which emit very penetrat-

ing, disagreeable fumes when burned, thus reducing materially their

desirability for fuel even in a region where wood is scarce.

S. J. K.

How Ties Should Be Laid
If two railroad ties are made from the same log, which side should

be placed on the ground, the tangential or outer side of the growth
rings, or the radial or heart side? The latter appears to be the

common practice, but there is good reason for believing that the life

of a tie can be increased by laying it differently.

The presence of season checks in wood allows water to penetrate

it and facilitates the entrance of rot-producing fungi. Wood shrinks

in a tangential directiou twice as much as it does radially, and as a

result splits from the outside of a log inward. If the tie is placed

with the heart side down these splits remain exposed to the rains and

invite disease, while if reversed the water would drain off readily and

the season checks would partially close up.
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iSfational Conservation Congress

Tlic chief topic for cousideration before the session of the

National Conservation Congress at Indianapolis, on October 1, 2, 3

and 4, was the conservation of life and human resources. The policy

of the Congress has always been to provide a special topic at each

session, although the general theme of conservation of the whole

resources of the country is carried out at more detailed meetings.

It was provided at this year's session to give particular attention

next year to the question of the prevention of tire waste and bene-

ficial results of good roads.

A very fair percentage of the 4,641 delegates named for this

congress, from all over this country and Canada, was in attendance.

A considerable body of luniberuien and foresters were in attendance ,

as well as on the speaker's program, which evidenced the general

endorsement of the conservation principles by these branches of the

national government and the nation's business.

Th3 various sessions of the Congress were held at the Murat Thea-

tre, the German House, Tomlinson Hall, the Claypool Hotel, and at

the Fair Grounds Coliseum.

Ex-Vice-President Charles W. Fairbanks of Indianapolis opened

the Tuesday morning session with an address of welcome on behalf

of the state, while Eichard Lieber addressed the delegates on behalf

of the city. The commercial organizations of Indianapolis were

represented on t)ie platform by W. T. Miller.

President White included responses to these addresses of welcome

in his address, following the reading of which he read a message

from President Taft, in which the chief executive regretted his in-

ability to attend the Congress, and extended his cordial good wishes

and hearty support of the purpose and methods of the National

Conservation Congress. President 'White's address in part follows:

We waste In production as well as in consumption. In agriculture wc
will say that we will make the soil produce so many bushels per acre per

man. The man will be flnst in his wise application of labor and methods

and of means to an end. The "limits of subsistence" under what political

economists used to call their "law of diminishing returns" has no tear

for the conservationist. The developing of human intelligence is enlarg-

ing the production of the soil. Irrigation, where possible, and where

impossible, the science of what is called dry farming, brings increasing

results. Old farms in Europe produce more than they did 300 years ago.

and this will prove true with us, and there will be no starvation tor the

human race because of increasing population.

We will protect our watersheds by growing forests, and learn to con-

trol our floods, prevent soil erosion, and store the water, and convert

its power into electricity, and from electricity produce light, heat and

power in undiminishing ijuantity forever. In nearly every state there is

daily flowing to waste power enough, it arrested and utilised on its way
to the sea, to turn every wheel of industry and to move the traffic of

commerce, and furnish light and heat for every city. It is said that the

wheel does not turn with water that is passed, but other wheels farther

down the stream do, and the power is used again and again aud finally

pumped back by the sun to the mountains and plains to forever repeat

the process of service to mankind. New discoveries are being made, and

the use for by-products is being multiplied so that they are often found to

be of greater use than the product from which they are derived. We must

protect our forests by preventing forest fires. Government and state

appropriations must be made sufHeient for this purpose. In the report

of the Conservation Commission to the rresidenl, it is stated that fifty

million acres are burned over annually, and since 1S70 there has been

lost each year an average of fifty lives and fifty million dollars' worth

of timber. The lumbermen's interests are to prevent Ures and to stop

waste ; and they are anxious to co-operate with the slate and with asso-

ciations for this purpose, and are already doing so in many places. The
true, saving features of forestry are Ix'coming better understood, and
better applied ; and we will save our forests, and will grow trees, wher-

ever necessary and profitable, the same as any other crop ; and there

will be no timber famine in the near or distant future. Our foresters

are studying the experience of France, .\ustria, Italy and Switzerland,

coupled with our own experience, and we are making successful progress.

In Kansas five years ago, according to I'resident Waters of the State

.Vgricultural College, there was only one school that taught agriculture.

-Now nearly five hundred high schools and more than six thousand rural

schools are teaching the principles ot agriculture, forestry and domestic

science.

May this congress, which now begins the work of its program prove to

be another step in advance of its predecessors in the labor of love and
of progressive activities. The work in this vineyard is for both men and
women ; for him with one talent as well as for him with ten talents.

—34—

Conservation should be taught in our .schools and preached in oui

churches. It is a call of aud for all the people.

And in the language of the official call, the objects of this congres.'.

are defined to be. "To provide for discussion of the resources of the
United States as the foundation for the prosperity of the people ; to fur-

nish definite information concerning the resources and their development.
use and preservation, and to afford an agency through which the people
of the country may frame policies and principles affecting the conserva-
tion and utilization of their resources, and to be put into effect by their
represeutatives in state and federal government."

President Taft's official representative. Secretary Stimson, was
summoned from Fort Yellowstone to be in attendance. His address

followed that of President Wbite, and reviewed the conservation

policy adhered to by President Taft, touching j)articularly upon the

feature dealing with water power grants. Ex-President Roosevelt

was named by the speaker as the originator of the effort to make
the gianting of water power rights a public benefit.

Regarding the recently decided case concerning the Cunningham
coal claims in Alaska, Secretary Stimson said of Secretary of the

Interior Fisher:

Of course, the main work which the federal goveruraeut performs in

regard to consei-vation is doue through the Department of the Interior.

Incidentally, the trust of all indications of the interest with which the
I'resident regards the conservation of the natural resources of this coun-
try lies in the character atid attainments, of the man who he has placed
at the head of that department in order to conserve them—Walter L.

Fisher.

You will, all of you, remember how his thorough investigation and
clear-cut decision of the famous Cunningham claims has settled and dis-

posed ot in the interest ot the jieoplo one of the most bitter controTersies

of our cause. You are also undoubtedly familiar with the careful in-

vestigation which he made last year into the very complicated and serious

problems of conservation which confront the country in Alaska, and
with the luminous address with wliich he reported his conclusions and
pointed out a solution of these questions.

Though the work ot his department in investigating and conserving in

llie publi.^ interest, the water power sites which remain on our public

lands, and our remaining beds of coal and phosphate, have not attraeteii

so much attention as his work in these former more controverted matters,

yi't there is. I think, a very general and well founded feeling that the

interests of the people of the United- States are being thoroughly pro-

tected by the .Secretary of the Interior in accordance with the most in-

telligent and thorough views of conservation.

E. T. Allen, forester of the Western Forestry and Conservation

Association, followed Secretary Stimson. Mr. Allen said in part:

What our forests need most is more patrolmen, more trails and tele-

phones, more funds and organization to marshal the fire-fighting crews
when required, better fire laws and courts that will enforce them, public

appreciation that forest fire departments are as necessary as city fire

departments, more consideration for life and property by the fool that is

careless with match and spark, realization by more lumbermen that it

pays in more ways than one to do their part, state officials who will

handle state laws intelligently, tax laws that will permit good privat<'

management, consumers who will take closely utilized products, and a

few other things need specific study and action.

Professor G. E. Condra of Lincoln, Neb., reviewed the work of the

states in connection with national conservation. Some of tlie chief

results have been accomplished in the way of building .ind main-

taining good roads, and further, according to the speaker, the active

interest of the states has resulted in many eases in the complete

removal of the question of conservation from politics. The intimate

and local interest made possible through the activity of the states

in conservation questions has led to the alignment of such questions

with educational institutions. The speaker further touched upon the

public movement looking to the elimination of fraud and the cutting

down of extravagant expenditures in the public service, and told

many other ways in which the evidence of the spirit of conservation

is making itself manifest thro-aghout the country.

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley spoke Tuesday evening on the "Conservation

of Man." His address followed a reception at the Claypool Hotel

by the officers of the Congress and the local board of managers,

tendered to the delegates and visitors.

Melville W. Mix of the Dodge Manufacturing Company of Mish-

awaka, Ind., president also of the Manuf.acturers' Bureau of Indiana,

addressed a sectional meeting at the German House on Wednesdav
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afternoon. The special topic before this meeting was the prevention

of accidents in industrial plants. The main suggestion was looking

toward a uniform standard of protection" methods for the benefit of

workers in these lines, and uiso an efficient form of factory instruc

tions which will be standard throughout the country. Appropriations

to secure the services of competent men to carry out these policies

ivere urged.

The chief speaker at the Thursday- morning session was Major

A. C. Griggs of Tacoma, Wash., whose subject was '
' The Lumber-

man 's Viewpoint." In touching upon the forest reserve policy of

the Forest Service, Major Griggs said that in view of the worthless

timber tracts, scrip liad been issued to modify settlements or original

grantees for which some of the choice timber of the country had
already been exchanged. He gave his views on the interests which
have attacked the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, and
maintained that the most important principles of conservation have
always occupied an important part in discussions at the various meet-
ings of his association. The fact that so much standing timber is

represented in his association membership resulted in the original

development in forest conservation and in forest fire protection

measures.

Major Griggs deplored the inability of the sawmill man to market
the entire output of his mill, but stated that such a move would be

impossible until the conservation of the lower grades and waste had
become a paying proposition. He stated that the western operators
had recently made an attempt to induce the consuming trade to

utilize odd lengths and widths in order to prevent a certain amount
of waste at the planing mills, but that their efforts had been
unavailing.

Mr. Griggs further touched upon the subject of the workmen's
compensation law, reciting the successful operation of the Wash-
ington state laws on this question, and strongly urging it as a
national policy.

Governor Wilson of New Jersey and Governor Hadley of Mis-

souri were the principal speakers of the Thursday afternoon session in

the Coliseum at the fair grounds.

Among the speakers at the session on Friday morning were A. B.
Farquhar of York, Pa., who talked on "The Conservation of Human
Life"; Dr. Livingston Farrand of New York, on "The Problem
of Tuberculosis"; Dr. W. C. Mendenhall of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, who spoke on "Water As a Natural Resource," and
R. M. Easley of the National Civic Federation of New York, who
talked on '

' Conservation Civics. '

'

The addresses on Friday afternoon were devoted principally to

agriculture, W. I. Moore, chief of the United States Weather Bureau,
being the presiding officer.

'C'go»:ac>s;:;5tai^:o^XKaiWi'wsty^^ i.^w^jswiyisty'

The Y.M.C.A.—A New Industrial Asset
The old hard-fisted. man-luiniliiii>; "driver.'' the type not very

long ago considered pre-eminently qualified as a handler of work-

men in any line of industry, is being rapidly supplanted by younger

men who have not necessarily won their positions through sheer

force of brawn but have exhibited a certain amount of superior in-

telligence and personality and have been able to hold and work

their men because of these traits. This evolution has not been so

much the result of any conscious movement in this direction as of

a general awakening to the importance of the human element in

business and industry. In keeping with this new thought is a more

direct effort looking toward a general co-operation between em-

ployer and employe and toward a raising of the moral, mental and

physical standard of the working body of the countr}-. The In-

dustrial Department of the Young Men's Christian Association has

been doing great work in installing branches in connection with in-

dustrial enterprises of various sorts, and one of the latest fields

it has entered is the sawmill and logging camp.

The success of these individual branches is absolutely assured at

the offset. The association has a highly efficient organization backed

in this particular department by some of the industrial leaders of

the country. Trained salaried secretaries are provided in each case

and the failure of a branch after it is once established is prac-

tically an impossibility.

Granting this, the success of the movement as a whole depends

upon the general recognition by those in charge of industrial opera-

tions of the benefits resulting from such a movement as a business

asset. While theoretically the ethical advantages might be claimed

as sufficient justification of its general support, practically speaking

the business man must be appi-oaehed as upon any other business

proposition. Will his support of the plan return to him a cash

dividend?

The best answer to this question, regarding the lumber business

at least, is the statement that the Yellow Pine Manufacturers'

Association and the Pacific Coast Logging Congress in their re-

cent meetings both gave serious and definite indorsement of the

movement and further, that some of the biggest sawmills repre-

senting every department of logging and lumbering in this coun-

try have already installed branches, erected buildings and hired

secretaries at their own expense. In every case there have followed

noticeably increased co-operation and sympathy between employer

and employe, and a higher level of morality and mental and phy-

sical development. The direct result has been increased efficiency

from which follow naturally greater production per capita, less

cost per unit of production and finally the sought-after increased
dividend.

In lumber manufacture labor represents two-thirds of the cost
of production. An efficient, well kept machine will turn out more
work than a slovenly one. So wUl an efficient, contented crew
turn out more per man than a dissatisfied, ignorant and poorly
trained one. To be contented a laborer must first have sufficient

mental development to appreciate favorable conditions. He must
then be considered as a normal human being and provided with
normal recreations which will fill his spare time, keep him from
idling, and .away from the "gin mill," and thus give him the oppor-
tunity and incentive for further .improvement. As he improves as a
man he acquires more ambition ; he saves money instead of '

' blow-
ing" it and he is constantly striving for advancement. This na-
turally results in less transient labor so that the employer not
only realizes from the increased efficiency of the individual but of
the men as a working unit because, with an unchanging personnel

the unit will be more highly trained.

Thus it would seem that improving the minds, the morals and
the bodies of the laboring man returns a financial dividend. The
Industrial Y. M. C. A. has shown that it can accomplish this im-

provement. Therefore it should be considered a business asset

by the business man. In addition by instilling coutentment it will

serve as a shield against the alarming development of the Social-

istic movement that has caused so much uneasiness to woods and
mill superintendents of late.

A Mirror in a Sawmill
Coming across a big cheval glass in a sawmiU is rather a startling

experience, but such a mirror was encountered by a Hakdwood
Record representative at the double band mill of E. J. Darnell,

Inc., at Memphis, Tenn., a few days ago, and the innovation is said

to have been transplanted from an Arkansas sawmill.

This mirror is located at the tail-end of the log-deck, and nearly

opposite the rear of the carriage, and is so placed that the sawyer

can catch the reflection of the rear end of a log on the carriage.

This device enables him to turn his log to the best advantage, as

he has the opportunity of seeing both ends of the log at the same

time. Apparently it is a particularly valuable frill in mills where

liigh-class logs are being sawed.
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The Mail Dag
B 309—Wants Source of Supply for Hickory

and Ash

I'ortlana, Ore. Sept. 23.—Editor Haedwood
ItEcOED : We wish to get in touch with manu-
facturers who can furnish us with bicliory and

ash lumber. If you can help u.s in this matter

you will very much oblige.

Company.

The above inquirer has been supplied with

a list of both as)i and hickory manufacturers.

Aoy reader desiring to get in touch with this

concern can liare the address by writing this

office and referring to B 309.

—

Editor.

B 310—Hickory Squares Desired

Newark, Ohio, Sept. 23.—Editor Hardwood
Record : We are in the market for from three

to Ave hundred thousand hickory squares, one

inch scant square by forty-six inches long. Do
you know of anyone handling such stock? If so,

kindly advise us.

Company.

The above correspondent has been advised

that the stock he seeks is a pretty difficult

thing to locate. However, we have supplied

this company with a list of manufacturers of

hickory dimension, and anyone having the

stock to offer and desiring to get in communi-

cation with this prospective buyer can have

the address by referring to B 310, in care of

this office.

—

Editor.

B 311—Want White Pine Squares

Burlington, Vt.. Sept. 27.—Editor Hardwood
Kecord : We use white pine in .squares of 1 Vs

inches and 1% inches in lengths, from 2 feet up-

ward, and would be glad to have any information

regarding this sort of stock.

Company.

Hardwood Record will take pleasure in

giving any manufacturer of the above stock,

the address of this correspondent, upon ap-

plication and reference to B 311.

—

Editor.

B 312—In the Market for Boxwood

South Bend, Ind., Sept. 27.—Editor Hardwood
Record : Will you kindly advise me where I

can secure dry boxwood, suitable for the manu-
facture of pocket rules?

Any information which you may be able to

give me in this respect will be very much appre-

ciated.

The above party has been given the names

of C. L. Willey, Chicago, as the chief handler

of boxwood in the West, and Ichabod T.

Williams & Sons, New York, as the leading

eastern handler of this stock. Any others

having this material to offer can have the

address of the correspondent by addressing

this office and referring to B 312.—Editor.

B 313—Who Has Gum, Elm or Yellow Pine

Panels to Offer?

Baltimore, Md., Sept. 2S.—Editor Hardwood
Record : I shall want about 500 pieces of cheap

lumber, cither gum, yellow pine or elm. three-

ply box-couch bottoms, total % Inch thick, 30.

Inches wide, 6 feet long, and also another size 27

inches wide, 6 feet long. Also want several hun-

dred pieces of three-ply elm suitable for morris

chair seats about Vi inch thick, size about

20x20.

I am very much in need of these goods and
any information I can get from you as to who
makes same, and prices, I will appreciate it very

much. .

The above party is a manufacturer of fur-

niture and has been given a list of sources of

supply for the material he seeks. Any others

wishing to quote him can have his address

by communicating with this office and refer-

ring to B 313.

—

Editor.

B 314—Seeks Southern Soft Elm
Janesville, Wis., Sept. 24.—Editor Hardwood

Record : We are desirous of obtaining southern

soft elm. If you can put us in touch with any-

one who has a good stock of southern soft elm
we would appreciate it.

& Co.

A list of producers of southern elm has

been sent to the above manufacturer of cigar

box lumber. However, Hardwood Record

will be pleased to supply the address of this

concern to anyone having the stock to offer,

upon application to this office and referring

to B 314.—Editor.

B 315—Kegarding Standing Merchantable

Hardwood Timber

Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 2G.—Editor Hardwood
Record : A lumberman of this city gave me
your name as one who could tell me authorita-

tively the per cent of merchantable hardwood
timber contained in the Appalachian section in

this territor.v, in comparison to all hardwood
timber now standing.

If you have any information along this line

in the way of statistics, I would appreciate a

prompt answer, as I am to read a paper in New
York next month speaking of the resources of our
mountain territory and this is an important fact

for me to obtain. .

The above correspondent has been advised

the query presented regarding the percentage

of merchantable hardwood timber contained

in the Appalachian region as compared with

the total hardwoods now standing in the

United States is absolutely an unknown quan-

tity, and there is no way of arriving at tho

facts from information available.

However, as a guess, should estimate that

the lower Allegheny, Blue Ridge and Southern

Appalachian hardwood timber area constitutes

approximately twenty-five per cent of the total

stand of the United States. This may vary

five or even ten per cent one way or the other,

but would warrant it as good a guess as any-

thing we have in the way of statistics.—
Editor.

B 316—Wants Hardwood Table Tops

New York, N. Y., Sept. 28.—Editor Hardwood
Record : Kindly advise us if you know of any
mills which turn out hardwood table tops made
of 4/4 lumber, glued-up to finish 13/16 thick.

Stock would have to be thoroughly kiln-dried be-

fore gluing up and D2S, some of it to be frazed.

Wo are particularly interested in such tops

made of oak, chestnut, poplar and basswood.
Any information that you can give us will be

greatly appreciated. .

The writer of the above inquiry has been

given a list of manufacturers of table tops.

Anyone desiring to be placed in touch with

the prospective purchaser of this stock cau

have the address by writing this office and

referring to B 316.

—

Editor.

B 317—Seeks Wooden Spools and Handles

Red Wing. Minn., Sept. 30.—Editor Hardwood
Record : We are in the market for a quantity

of round wooden spools ; also handles for an
iron crank. Would you kindly let us know the

names of some manufacturers of these things?
We presume it would be those in the wood nov-

elty business, but you would know better than we.

Thanking you in advance for this information,

we remain,

Maxlfacturing Company.

The above concern has been given the names

of several manufacturers of the material re-

quired. Those wishing to communicate with

the inquirer can have the address by writing

this office and referring to B 317.

—

Editor.

B 318—Seeks Four-Four Plain Oak

London, E. C, Sept. 20.—Editor Hardwood

Record: We will appreciate it very much if

you will send us a list of West Virginia, Ken-

tucky and south W«st Virginia manuiacturers of

plain white oak. who have baud mills, as we are

desirous of contracting for 2,000,000 or 3,000,-

000 feet 1-inch firsts and seconds, and No. 1 and

No. 2 common plain white oak. The writer will

be coming to the states the last of the year and

wishes to place this contract wliile there.

The above inquiry is from a foremost

handler of American hardwoods in Great

Britain, and has been supplied with a list

of leading producers of white oak in the

territory named. Any others interested in

the inquiry can have the address on appli-

cation by referring to B 318.

—

Editor.

B319—Seeks Hickory Spokes

Antwerp, Belgium, Sept. 27.—Editor Hard-

wood Record : I would thank you to mail me

a list of firms manufacturing 2x2-22" hickory

spokes for wheels. The material I require must

be flrst-class. .

A list of a few manufacturers of hickory

spokes has been supplied this inquirer, who
is a leading Antwerp importer of American

wood goods. Any others interested in the

inquiry can have the address on application

by referring to B 319.

—

Editor.

B320—Has Sawdust to Market

New Philadelphia, O., Oct. 5.—Editor Hard-
wood Record: In your last issue we noted

an article regarding the use of sawdust for

various purposes. Can you put us in touch

with some of these who are In the market

for hard maple sawdust? We make a large

amount of this material, and as we have no

use for It for steaming purposes, we would

like to find a market for it.

Thanking you in advance for any informa-

tion you may be able to give us In this re-

gard, we remain,

——— Company.

Anyone interested in securing sawdust

from a central location can have the ad-

dress of the producer of this material by
writing this office and referring to B 320.

—

Editor.
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Fall Meeting of Northern Manufacturers

Secretary R. S. Kellogg of the Northern Hem-
lock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

announces from his Wausau office that the date

of the regular quarterly fall meeting of the

association has been set for Oct. 22. The meet-

ing will be called to order at the Hotel Pfister

at Milwaukee at 10 a. m. on that date.

The program includes reports and discussions

upon production and shipments of October, 1911
and 1912, dry stock on hand October, 1911 and
1912, log input 1012 to 1913, labor supply,

lumber advertising, inspection rules, market con-

ditions and traffic matters. The association ex-

tends an invitation to non-members to attend

the session.

Change of Headquarters

George C. Brown & Co., manufacturers and
wholesalers of hardwood lumber, announce that

their headquarters will be changed from Mem-
phis, Tenn., to Proctor, Ark., the change to take

, effect Oct. 15.

Proctor is only an hour's ride from Memphis
on the C, K. I. & P. Ry., being less than twenty
miles in actual distance and being connected

with Memphis by an excellent telegraph, rail-

road and mail service. The model now mill of

this company is located at Proctor.

The change of location follows a recent large

purchase of timber by George C. Brown & Co.

in addition to the company's present holdings in

the St. Francis Basin. Ark. The offices will be

in connection with the band mill at Proctor,

which will enable the members of the firm to be

in closer touch with the operations.

Should Effect Kate Reduction

The Interstate Commerce Commission in ses-

sion at "SVashington on Oct. 7 began preparations

of ways and means to separate railroads from
actual business connection with steamship lines.

This, if carried out successfully will be of ex-

treme importance to the middle western states

and if the eventual order of the commission re-

quires the railroads operating vessels on the

Great Lakes to divest themselves of their water
line ownership, competition will again be re-

stored and lower rates will probably result.

According to the present law, if a railroad re-

duces rates as a direct result of water competi-

tion, the elimination of such competition will

not be sufficient justification for again raising

rates, therefore, with the control of the steam-

ship lines and their water competition removed
from the control of the railroads they will not

be able to boost rates without showing just

cause.

According to law now on the books, the rail-

roads are given two years in which to adapt
themselves to its provisions and to apply for

permission to retain the steamship lines. If the

commission finds that such lines are being oper-

ated solely in the interest of the public welfare

this permission will be granted. The new law
makes specific provision that no railroad line

shall own steamboats operating through the

Panama Canal.

Meeting Philadelphia Lurabennen's

Exchange
The regular monthly meeting of the Lumber-

men's Exchange preceded by a luncheon, was
held October 3, President William T. Betts in

the chair. A detailed report of the work done

at the convention of the Atlantic Deep Water-

ways Association, held at New London, Conn.,

Sept. 4, 5 and 6, was read by Thomas B. Ham-
mer, acting chairman of the committee repre-

senting the exchange at the convention. A
communication from the Atlantic Deep Water-

ways Association was received and turned over

to the committee on legislation, to be acted

upon at the next meeting of the exchange.
Samuel B. Vrooman and Thomas B. Hammer

were appointed extra members of the committee
representing the exchange, for the entertainment
of the foreign members at the biennial meeting
of the International Congress of Chambers of

Commerce, who will soon visit Philadelphia.

Grand Bapids Lumbermen Meet
The Grand Rapids Lumbermen's Association

hold its first meeting of the fall season on the

evening of Sept. 27. at Plainfield, Mich., nine

miles from Grand Rapids. The trip to and
from the place of meeting was made by automo-
bile. Twenty-six lumbermen were present. After

an enjoyable reception, they sat down to a no
less enjoyable chicken supper, prepared espe-

cially for the occasion by Bert McCaulcy.
The business session followed, and was opened

by an inaugural address by President W. E. Cox.

Various committee reports were made, other

matters before the meeting were satisfactorily

settled, and plans were rounded out for the sea-

son's work. All indications pointed to a ban-

ner year for the association. One of the impor-

tant features of the meeting was the organiza-

tion of a publicity department which will take

up the business of advertising to the world the

advantages of Grand Rapids, and the energy and
oflncicncy of its industries, particularly its lum-

ber industries.

Baltimore Hardwood Firm Fails

The schedule of assets and liabilitios of the

hardwood firm of Mann & Parker, Baltimore,
Md., which with its own consent went into bank-
ruptcy on Sept. in the United States court,

has been filed. The firm went into bankruptcy
ou petition of the Old Fields Lumber Company
and the American Lumber Company of Balti-

more. The total liabilities are given at $123,-

281.43, and the assets at $146,068.11. This
shows a margin of over $23,000 of assets over

liabilitios, but the assets include "bills, notes

and other securities" aggregating $31,823.81

"which ought to be paid by other parties there-

to," and "unliquidated claims" of $94,100.4!).

These two items constitute the assets, except

about twenty thousand dollars. If they are

deducted in whole or in large part, the showing
for the creditors is not very encouraging. The
opinion in the trade is that little will be real-

ized for the creditors. John G. Schilp has been

.appointed receiver, and is reported as saying

that there will be no reorganization.

Deep 'Waterways Convention

The seventh annual convention of the Lakes
to the Gulf Deep Waterways Association,

which was held at Little Rock, Ark., on Sept.

24, 25 and 26, was attended by about 2,000

delegates.

The convention was addressed by a number
of persons prominent in national affairs.

among whom was Colonel Roosevelt who
talked on 'Wednesday. Mr. Roosevelt's views,

which have been reported in detail in the daily

papers, were that work should begin immedi-
ately upon the construction of a wide and deep

channel through the Mississippi, this work to

be carried on by the national government,

which should also construct levees and similar

necessary work.
In the enforced absence of President 'William

K. Kavanaugh. of St. Louis, Col. E. S. Con-

way, of Chicago, presided at the opening ses-

sion. He ordered President Kavanaugh's

speech read. This address declared that the

ciuestion of deep waterways in the Mississippi

was of as great importance to the country as

the Panama canal. One important paragraph
of the address referred to the relation between
river regulation and rate regulation for general
transportation. The speaker contended that
river regulation is a direct price regulator.
He went on further saying, "Thus we reach
the very depths of the problem of the cost of
living. Our consulting engineer, Lyman E.
Cooley, says that a twenty-four foot channel
can be had from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to
the Gulf of Mexico, 3,300 miles, for less than
the cost of the Panama canal." Ships could
then sail down the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
tlnough the Great Lakes by way of Chicago,
and down the Mississippi river, passing New
Orleans to the Gulf of Mexico.
At the election, on Wednesday, the following

officers were elected: President, 'W. K.
Kavanaugh, St. Louis, Mo.; vice-president, E.
.S. Conway, Chicago, 111.; treasurer, Edwin S.

Monroe, Joliet, 111.; secretary, T. H. Lovelace.
St. Louis, Mo.
A board of governors was chosen of one

member from each state directly interested in

the Mississippi project.

Mayor C. E. Taylor, of Little Rock, and
Governor George Donaghey, of Arkansas, wel-
comed the delegates to the city on the first

day.

The discussions during the three days cov-

eted every phase of the question and gave the

delegates an opportunity to hear many notable

men express their opinions.

Big Fire at Pine Bluff

The Bluff City Lumber Company of Pine
Bluff, Ark., lost its plant by fire on Sept. 30,

and sustained a loss of approximately $25,000.

The fire occurred in the early morning hours
before daybreak and was e.xtremely spectacu-
lar, attracting a large crowd. Its spread was
so rapid that the fire department was help-

less as far as checking it was concerned, cen-

tering its efforts to confining it to the Bluff

City plant.

National Hardwood Lumber Directory

The hardwood lumber directory for buyers
and sellers, published by the National Hard-
wood Lumber Association, recently came from
the press. The book is larger and more com-
prehensive than previous issues on account of

the increase in membership, which the asso-

ciation has enjoyed during the past year. It

contains a list of the membership to date and
also, according to usual form, a summary of the

aims, benefits and achievements of the organi-

zation. In the back part of the booklet is

included a fac-simile of bonded certificate and
rules covering the ways and means of obtain-

ing national inspection. It is expected that

10,000 copies of the directory will be mailed to

hardwood buyers and sellers throughout the

rnited States and Canada.

A Profitable Investment in Timber
A profit of $816,000 is the record established

by George W. Vanderbilt by the sale of his

68,000 acres of mountain forest land near

Asheville, N. C.

Not only has Mr. "Vanderbilt made this

amount on an investment of $136,000 in twenty

years but in addition he still retains all the

land and timber under fourteen inches in di-

ameter. The original purchase cost Mr. Van-
derbilt two dollars an acre including the prop-

erty and all the timber on it, and he now
sells the matured timber only for twelve dol-

lars an acre.

Overton W. Price, formerly assistant tc

Chief Forester Pinchot, now has charge or

Mr. Vanderbilt's forest interests and has ar-

ranged that the purchasers will have twenty

years in which to cut off the 250,000,000 feet

of hprdwood and that cutting shall be done

along modern lines with a view of preserving

the forest growth to as great an extent as

possible. The timber will be hauled to a mill-
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nhich will be erected at the Pisgah Forest
station.

The purchasers of this timber area are
Louis Carr and W. F. Decker. Mr, Carr was
formerly a West Virginia lumberman but is

now located at Forney, N. C. He has been
connected with several large lumber enter-
prises in the state and is now operating at
Forney as the Norwood Lumber Company.
The sale disposes of only the wild forest sec-
tion of the famous Biltmore estate. Mr. Van-
derbilt retaining some 1.5,000 acres adjacent
to his magnificent residence at Biltmore. The
Biltmore officials state that they have had
hydraulic engineers at work for some time,
estimating the possible amount of water power
available on the estate with a view to estab-
lishing extensive water power operations.

Pittsburgh Concern Changes Management
Since the recent personal bankruptcy of A.

G. Breitwieser, former president of the Breit-
wieser-Wilson Lumber Company, of Pitts-
burgh, there has arisen no little misunder-
standing antong the trade, which in some

W. \V. WILSON. I'RESIDENT WESTEIIN I.UM-
BEK COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.

cases has not been just to the remaining
members of the former company. To do
away with any false impression which the
trade may have gotten relative to the Breit-
v'ieser-Wilson Lumber Company, William W.
Wilson, Jr., of the former concern reorganized
under the name of the Western Lumber Com-
pany, of which William W. Wilson, Jr., is

president and W. J. Harrington, secretary
and treasurer. A. G. Breitwieser, of the
lormer concern, has severed all connections
with the lumber business and has nothing in

any way to do with the new organization.
The change introduces into the firm new and
aggressive individuals, and puts it on a more
desirable financial standing.

The company has taken on the services of

W. G. Brown, who has a wide reputation in
the Pittsburgh district. He will be In charge
of the city sales and will handle the manu-
facturing and mill trade.

The head of the Western Lumber Company
has for years been closely identified with the
lumber business. Ho began his career with
Perais & Vosburgh. It is generally conceded
il-.at the personal energy and ability of Mr.
Wilson are responsible for keeping the Ereit-
viie.ser-Wilson Lumber Company out of finan-
1 al lifflculty connected with Mr. Breitwieser's
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per.sonal transactions. The company is in e.v-

•ellent financial condition and is doing business
to the limit of its capacity. The active man-
agement of the concern will still be retained
by Mr. Wilson, and with the influx of new
blood into the personnel of the firm, its de-
velopment should be rapid and uninterrupted.

Buyers of Veneers and Panels
H.VRDWOOI) Rkcokd has just issued Bulletin

No. 4 involving a continuation of its list of
the annual requirements of users, in the
United States and Canada, of sawed, sliced
and rotary cut veneers and panels. This in-
formation is collected, collated and printed in
bulletin form for the benefit of its veneer and
panel advertising clients. Any others inter-
ested in this service, which is proving in-
valuable to the trade, can get full information
concerning it on application.

As is well known, for years this publication
has issued a similar series of documents, at
all times kept up-to-date, covering the annual
requirements of wholesale consumers of hard-
wood lumber of all varieties. This information
recites quantity, kinds, thicknesses, etc.. cm-
ployed by the majority of users throughout
this country and Canada.

Balsley & Mc'Cracken Company Organizes

in Pittsburgh.
I. F. Balsley, veteran hardwood man who

until recently was sales manager of the
Palmer & Semans Lumber Company, and D.
M. McCracken, who was for five years with
the H. K. Porter Locomotive Company of
Pittsburgh and then four years with the
Hrenstein-Arthur Koppel Company, have
formed the Balsley & JlcCracken Company of
Pittsburgh. The company's offices will be
maintained in the First National Bank build-
ing. The object of the organization is to
sr< cialize in hardwoods in which line both
members of the firm are ably qualified. Both
are men who have a wide acquaintance among
the trade and their new venture will un-
doubtedly be welcomed by a good many
friends.

Veteran Lumberman Celebrates Golden

Anniversary
A little history of the veteran Imuborman

Godfrey Stringer, who is celebrating the golden
anniversary of his connection with tlio Daniel
Itiick Estate, will he interesting lo many of the
<ild time lumliormen who are still in the harness.
-Mr. Stringer came to Pliiladel|Miia in the spring
of 1SI!2 to seek employment, and was at once
successful in securing a position with Daniel
Buck, then operating a small yard of which Mr.
Stringer was given charge. As the rapid growth
"f tlie business soon necessitated the securing
of larger quarters, tiie large yard at Fifth and
Jefferson streets, where the business Is now cur-
ried on by the Estate of Daniel Buck, was ao-
i|Uired, with Air. Stringer as superintendent, and
in this capacity he bus just •onipleteil his Hfli-

eth consecutive year.

Mr. Stringer enjoys excellent health and from
all appearances has many years of active life be-
fore him. He can recount many interesting and
amusing facts concerning the lumber business
when the value of good lumber was not appre-
ciated as at the present date. He states that he
has diligently kept track of the rapid changes
in business methods. He has always adapted
himself wisely to the times He can be found
at his post at early morn, supervising every de-
tail of the work in the yard, and his continued
vigilance and energetic appliance of his experi-
ence to the business have in a large measure
contributed to the success of this weii Known
firm. The lumber trade congratulates Mr. Strin-
ger, as also the Estate of Daniel Buck, on a
business association of such length as tn hp dis-

tinctly compllmentaiy t.> the man and the linn.

Proposed Advances of Southern Bates
It is pretty definitely rumored in southern

shipping points that the southern railroads
throughout the entire lumber shipping territory
are contemplating a radical increase in rates,
beginning with Jan. 1, 1913.

This increase is the result of several years'
attempt to boost freight rates in this territory.
the Interstate Commerce Commission having
prevented such advances two years ago at
which time it was specified that the railroads
should not make any increase for two years.
Serious changes are contemplated, particularly
in the Memphis territory. The rate advances
contemplated by the railroads would not
merely mean an increase of shipping cost but
would so disarrange present business condi-
tions in that section as to throw out of gear
entirely relations between the various branches
of the lumber business. For instance, it has
always been known that a special rate in
favor of gum and cottonwood was installed
when these woods first began to be given at-
tention In order to stimulate their use and

I. E. BALSLEY, BALSLEY & McCUACKEN
COMPANY, I'lTTSBURGH, PA.

thus increase freight tonnage over the lines
in that territory. This has not only resulted
in a vastly iticrea.sed use of the better grades
of these woods, but has also enabled the lower
grades to compete successfully with pine for
certain purposes for which the latter woods
have been used entirely. It is now proposed
to put these three woods on a parity inas-
much as it is considered that cottonwood and
gum have already attained a sufficiently
strong position to hold their own without fui -

ther assistance.

It is probable that a general advance of
one cent on the higher rates will be attempted
while the favored commodities will be raised
to an equal basis. This will mean that the in-
crease on these favored commodities will be
much greater than on the other lines. Thus
it can be seen that there is a grave possibility
of the contemplated increases disorganizing
present methods of conducting the lumber
business in that territory.

A protest will be instituted by the various
interests affected, particularly the Lumber-
men's Traffic Bureau of Memphis. It is prob-
able that the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion will hear the arguments of both sides and
will grant a further stay to rate advances.
Failure to do this will result seriously to
Memphis and other lumber centers.
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Death of Christian F. Liebke

Christian F. Liebko. president of tlje C. F.

Liebke Hardwooil Mill & Lumber Company, died

in St. Louis. Sept. 30. of acute nephritis. He
was ill only eight days. He was seventy-six

years old and was one of the pioneer lumber

dealers in Missouri, having entered the lumber

Imsiness in IS.^8.

TllK L.VIE (' F l.lKHKi;. ST. LOUIS. MO.

He was born near lierlin, Germany. Aug. i:;.

ISaO, and came to St. Louis when a boy. He
was educated in the public schools of St. Loui.s
and married Miss Marv Uuth Yore on Oct !,">

1S73.

When fourteen years old, Mr. Liebke was en-
gaged in the furniture business. Later he went
ro San Francisco, Cal.. and engaged in various
occupations. In l.S,j6 ho returned to St. Louis
and again entered the furniture business. H',-

entered the mill and lumber business in 183^*

and in 18S6 became the sole owner of the com-
pany with which be was connected until his
death.

He was a pioneer in barging on the Missouri
liver. In 1804 he brought out logs at great haz-
ard, because no insurance company would take
the risk. He was one of th? first to load barges
with logs by derricks on the lower ^lississippi

river, and to have them towed to St. Louis. In
rjO.j-6 he was the president of the Lumber-
men's Kxchange of St. Louis, and was also a

member of the Mercantile Club. lie is survived
by three sons and one daughter.

A Lumberman's Handbook

H. R. A. Baughman. of Indianapolis, Intf.

,

lias just issued a new edition of his "Buyer .t

.Seller*', which is a handy book containing .a

vast amount of information of value and in-

terest to lumbermen, carpenters and builders.

.Many new ideas made it necessary to change
1 he style of the book and as a result it is

considerably more comprehensive than pre-

\'ious issues. This is the twelfth edition.

In rewriting the text all articles were put

ay far as possible in a rational order. Each
table win give a greater range of sizes than
the tables in former issues. This publication

lirst came out twenty-flve years ago. and while

each year it has undergone extensiv^e revision,

the changes this year are much broader than

ever before. The book contains tables for

•very size and dimension of lumber, gives in-

formation as to lumber weights, figuring

tapering lumber, length of rafters, how to fig-

ure flooring, siding, shingles, etc. In fact,

practically everything necessary for lumber-

men to know in connection with the mechan-

iearHetails of the business is shown in the

book.

Important Mississippi Timber Purchase

T. J. Spragins & Son are reported to have

closed a deal whereby the Honochitto Lumber
Company of Bude, Miss., will dispose of all of

its hardwood timber situated on its holdings

at Franklin and Amite counties, Mississippi.

There is an estimated stand of 100.000,000

feet of hardwood on the 100.000 acres of prop-

erty owned by this company. Most of this

timber runs to white oak and poplar. The
hardwood will be cut in the woods with the

pine, but will be delivered separately to Bude
to which point the mill will be moved from

Fenwiek. its present location.

Exports and Imports of Lumber for July

The monthly summary of Commerce and

Finance, issued by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce at Washington, shows
that the total import value of all woods and
manufactures of wood in July, 1912, was
sr., 992,621 as compared with $4,900,897, the total

value for July, 1911.

The total value of pulp woods imported dur-

ing this period in 1912 was $898,636, which is

:in increase of about $150,000 during the year.

1 'abinet woods valued at $119,319 were brought

into this country from abroad during the past

.luly. Such manufactures of lumber as boards,

planks, deals and other sawn stuff to the

\alue of $2,666,653 were imported during July,

1912. The import value of these commodities

lii July, 1911, was $1,597,341. The import value

of furniture increased during the year by

ybout $14,000. but aggregated only $54,347 in

July of this year.

to $41,100 in July. 1912. Figures are not

available for the export of railway ties in

1911, but in July. 1912, 514,889 ties, valued at

$216,002, were shipped from this country. The
export value of furniture during tlie same
period increased from $401,062 to $524,379.

Such exports as wood pulp, woodenware, trim,

mouldings and house finishings; hogsheads

and empty barrels: sash, doors and blinds;

.shingles, headings and boxes, all show grati-

fying increases in export value. The only

important commodity which showed any

marked decrease was staves, the export value

c.r which tell oft from $747,597 in July. 1911.

;o $650,080 in July, 1912.

A Valuable Catalogue

The Philadelphia Textile Machinery Com-
pany has issued a catalogue in neat booklet

form whicli contains a treatise on the sub-

ject of veneer drying, dedicated to the veneer

industry of the world. It deals objectively

with the "Proctor System" drying machinery,

which is manufactured by this concern; giv-

ing photos and important details of the sys-

tem, and incidently quoting the opinions and

approval of some of the leading houses in the

veneer trade who have employed the Proctor

system in their extensive plants. The coni-

1 any will forward a copy of this catalogue on

request to any veneer manufacturer. If he

If! sufficiently interested, and none of the

houses mentioned now using the process are

convenient for investigation, other names will

be cheerfully furnished and expert men, em-

I
ioyed for the purpose, will accompany any-

i.ne interested to some convenient point where

the dryer may be seen turning out all kinds

of veneer.

I'lllL.MiKl.l 1[|.\ TE.XTILi: VE.NEEIt lUtYElt IN Col USi: OF Co.NSTlirCTlON

The total export value of all wood and

manufactures of wood increased from $8,100.-

S60 in July. 1911, to $10,215,464 in July. 1912.

The total export value of all round timber

this year was $462,600 as against $316,421 in

July, 1911.

Hewn and sawed timbers valued at $1,119,-

712 were exported in July, 1912, as compared

with export value for this stock of $l,037,52i.'

in July, 1911. There was an increase in the

export value of all lumber, including boards,

planks and deals in cypress, gum. oak. pine,

poplar, redwood and spruce from $4,092,413 in

.Tuly, 1911, to $5,274,790 in July, 1912. To this

is added an export in joists and scantling-;

which decreased from $60,906 in July, 1911

As the drying process in the veneer manu-

facturing industry is most important, this

catalogue must unquestionably prove a valu-

able piece of literature for all those connected

with this line of business. Among the many
concerns listed as using the latest type Proc-

tor veneer dryer are the Kiel Wooden Ware

Company, Mellon, W'is.; Virginia Veneer and

Panel Company, Norfolk, Va.; C. L. Willey.

Memphis, Tenn.; Standard Veneer Company.

Stockholme, Me.; Blair Veneer Manufacturing

Company, North Troy, Vt.; Tennessee River

Veneer Company, Sheffield, Ala.; Buffalo

Veneer Company, Buffalo, N. Y.; Mengel Box

Company, Hickman, Ky., and others in ever>

section of the country.
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Ocean Bate Situation

A member of the Lumbermen's Association
of New Orleans read a paper at a recent
meeting of the association, giving an analysis
of the ocean rate situation and the causes of
high freight rates. In his analysis the
speaker referred to the ocean freight market
and the transportation of forest prodiiacs,

stating that while ocean freights affect the
export business, the export business does not
correspondingly affect ocean freight rates.

He further contended that the main factors
contributing toward higher or lower rates are
shipments of grain or fodder from all over
the world. In this country the most influ-

ential factor is the movement of corn.

The last decade has shown unusually low
rates for ocean freightage,* but as is usually
the case, an extreme in one direction will

ultimately lead to an extreme in the other.
The reswing from the low to the high side
of freights commenced in 1911, when with the
destruction of fodder crops in Kurope, there
was a great demand for American agricul-
tural products. This was immedialuiy fol-

lowed by world-wide improvement in trade,
and in consequence a general incease in
freight shipments. With this condition con-
tinuing in force, it is evident that there has
been and will continue to be a vast increase
in the demand for ocean freight carriers.

Other direct contributing factors to the
scarcity of bottoms and to advanced freight
rates are the low standard of equipment
which the freight lines have maintained for
several years on account of poor business
and also the fact that the cost of oper-
ating the steamers has increased materially,
due to an actual increase in the cost of labor
and supplies. Therefore, with normal condi-
tions contributing to increased ocean rates
and reports of abnormal crops comiTig from
all sections of the country, the result is in-
evitable.

The growing demand of new industries
and the increased services required by old
trades have absorbed large numbers of steam-
ers, and consequently fewer vessels are now
open for employment than has ever been
reported.

MisceUaneous Notes

The Grayling Lumber Company commenced
operating its new mill at Arkansas City, Sept.
21.

The Herkimer Furniture Company has been
incorporated at Herkimer, N. Y., its capital
stock being $50,000.

The Hill Mining and Lumber Company,
Lynchburg, Va,, was recently incorporated
with a capital of $50,000.

An increase in capital stock from .$150,000

to $350,000 has been made by the St. John
Lumber Company, Muncie, Ind.

The Williams Brothers Company, large
manufacturer of last blocks at Cadillac, Mich.,
has increased its capital to $100,000.

The sawmill of the Richmond Cedar Works
at Holly, Va., was recently destroyed by fire,

the loss being estimated at $100,000.

W. H. Cook & Co. have recently commenced
business at Warsaw, III. They will manu-
facture veneers and operate a sawmill.

The Webster Basket Company has been in-

corporated at Webster, N. Y., with a capital

of $50,000, to manufacture baskets, crates, etc.

The C. F. Thauwald Company, manufacturer
of mantels at Cincinnati, O., has begun the

manufacture of high-grade bedroom furniture.

The Northern Forest Products Company has
been incorporated with an authorized capital

of $50,000, to engage in business at Duluth,
Minn.

The Burkwunkle-Hendershot Company is a
newly incorporated concern at Louisville, Ky.,

to manufacture woodenware. It is capitalized
at $4,000.

The George Webster Lumber Company an-
nounces that its accounting and general offices

have been moved from Swanton, Vt., to 21

Besse place, Springfield, Mass.
W. H. Traftus, president of the Northern

Veneer Company, Washburn, Maine, advises his

concern has its mill well under way, and will

be ready to operate early next year, when it will

manufacture birch veneers for all purposes.
Harry E. Daugherty, Thompson B. Ashby

and Fred F. Ashby are the directors of the
newly organized Wabash Veneer Company at
Indianapolis, Ind., with a capital of $30,000.

The King Furniture and Manufacturing
Company has been incorporated at Warren,
O., with a capital of $10,000. George Bunting,
W. O. Ormsby, A. C. Burnett, F. C. McMahon
and A. E. Wonders are the incorporators.
Among the recent Arkansas incorporations

are the Morton Mercantile and Handle Com-
pany at Morton, with an authorized capital

of $10,000, and the Pine Bluff Spoke Company,
Pine Bluff, with a capitalization of $30,000.

A new incorporation at Dayton, O., is the
Dayton Lumber Company, with a capital

stock of $20,000, the incorporators being J. S.

Halen, C. J. Simonton, J. A. Cling, Charles
Linquist, Charles V. Lundberg and C. O. John-
son.

The Ahnapee Veneer and Seating Company,
manufacturer of built-up panels and veneers
at Algoma, Wis., is erecting a two-story con-
crete factory and office addition to its plant,

which will probably be ready for occupancy
by Dec. 1.

The Allen & Higgins Lumber Company,
formerly of Spear & Howard streets, San
Francisco, announces that it has removed its

offices and yards to 423-439 Sixth street, that

city. This concern deals in hardwood lumber
and veneers.

A new corporation at Sanford, Me., is the

Northern Maine Lumber Company, with a
capitalization of $10,000. Moses S. Moulton of

Sanford is president, and George W. Hanson
of Sanford, treasurer. The company will deal

in timberlands, timber, logs and lumber.
The Kentucky Coal and Lumber Company,

Lexington, Ky., lias filed articles of incorpora-

tion, witli a capital of $500,000. The incorpora-

tors are: George W. Reese, Charles S. Long,
A. P. Stephens, Alice Jenkins, J. J. Dougherty
of Johnstown, Pa., and T. T. Forman of Lex-
ington.

An American Consulate report from a Rus-
sian district states that in 1910 walnut logs

valued at $26,815 were exported . fron« that
country while the export value of the same
commodity in 1911 was $87,000. Russia ex-
ported wood pulp valued at $408,026 In 1910
and $311,407 in 1911.

The Smoky Mountain Lumber Company,
Knoxville, Tenn., has been incorporated with
a capital of $5,000. by J. T. Holt, Paul E
Templeton, L. C. Harrison, Russell Harrison
and H. H. Clements. The company has pur-
chased sawmills and also has 8,000 acres of

hardwood timber in Sevier county, Tenn.
Ties, lumber and timber will be manufac-

tured by the newly organized Covington Tie
and Lumber Company of Covington, Va. The
incorporators of the cohipany are J. F. Green-
lee, R. Wilton and W. C. Greenlee of Charles-
ton: J. S. Riffle of Poca, W. Va., and A. W.
Riffle of Leon, W. Va. The capital of the
company is $5,000.

On Sept. 1, E. V. Babcock & Co., Pittsburgh.
Pa., was merged with the Babcock Lumber
Company, a corporation composed of the four
Babcock brothers as stockholders. This
change was made so as to give O. H. Babcock
and C. L. Babcock a financial interest in the
selling end of their business. There is no
change, however, in the location or business
of the company.

The Lake Charles Veneer Company has been
organized and incorporated with a capital of

'

$10,000. It will manufacture veneer boxes.

crates, etc., as well as handle a furniture

stock at Lake Charles, La. The incorjjorators

are S. H. Spangler. F. W. Wilcox and J. B
Kent, Jr. S. H. Spangler is president of the

company, F. "W. Wilcox, vice-president and
Mr. Kent, secretary.

Henry J. Lutcher, millionaire lumberman of

Orange, Tex., died of paralysis on Oct. 2. Mr
Lutcher was president of the Lutcher and
Moore Lumber Company of Orange; president

of the Lutcher and Moore Cypress Lumber
Company, Lutcher, La., and president of the

Lutcher, Stark and Brown Real Estate Com-
pany of Orange, Tex. Mr. Lutcher was widely
known in the lumber trade.

Mrs. Gertrude E. Cottle, wife of E. W. Cot-
tle, president of the Curtis & Pope Lumber
Company of Boston, Mass., and daughter of

Benj. F. Cobb, formerly editor of The Lumber
Review, died recently at the Cottle summer
home at Harvard, Mass. Mrs. Cottle was a
faithful worker in the Second Congregational
Church of Dorchester, Mass., and took active

part in club and social circles, and was an
accomplished musician.
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Hardwood ISfews ^otes

CHICAGO

Walter 11. Crim of C. M. Crim & Son, Salem,

Ind., mnnufnc'turcrs of Indiana hardwood lumber,

called at n.4nDwoon Kecoud offices on Oct. 9.

Mr. Crim was returning from a two weeks' vaca-

tictn.

It is announced from the offices of The Ma-
dera Company, El Paso, Tex., that W. M
riatt has been appointed assistant sales

manager and will be located at El Paso.

The September issue of the Lumbermen's
News, issued monthly by the Lumbermen's
Association of Chicago, looks even better than
previous Issues. This is a pamphlet started

four months ago in the interest of the local

trade. It contains four pages of suggestions
and personals devoted to Chicago lumber busi-

ness.

,1. G. Marsh of the Huddleston-Marsh Lum-
ber Company, Chicago, recently returned from

:i week's trip to New York where he piclied

uj) some nice Circassian walnut logs. Mr
Marsh reports that conditions with his com-
pany, which deals in lumber and veneers of

foreign woods, are very gratifying.

Osgood & Richardson, one of the most
recent additions to the wholesale hardwood
trade of this city, have recently moved their

offices to room 925 Peoples Gas building.

Wm. C. Schreiber & Co. are well established

in their new yard and offices in the twenty-
second street district of Chicago, where Mr
Schreiber has established a wholesale yard

and storage business.

.V. E. Gorham of the Gorham Brothers Com-
jiany, Mt. Pleasant, Mich., was in Chicago
September 25. Mr. Gorham had made a trip

lo Milwaukee to witness the auto races in

that city. He stated that the panel plants are

loaded with orders.

W. n Reeves of the W. n. Reeves Lumber
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<Joiiipany of Helena, Ark., spent Saturday of

last week in this city and favored Haiujwood
ItECORD with a call.

The entertainment committee of the Chi-

cago Lumbermen's Club has provided for an

elaborate entertainment on the evening of

Oct. 12, to be staged in the club rooms.

Everything possible has been done to make
the affair enjoyable and to bring out a large

attendance.
Hardwood Recced is just in receipt of the

September issue of Mcllvain's Lumber News
published by J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co., of

Philadelphia.

L. H. Wheeler of the Wheeler-Timlin Lum-
ijer Company of Chicago and Wausau, Wis.,

leturned early last week from a two weeks'

business trip in the North.

T. G. Jones, manager of the Minneapolis

branch of the G. W. Jones Lumber Company,
.^ppleton, Wis., was in Chicago during the

liasi week in conference with A. H. Ruth of

the local office.

G. von Platen of Grand Rapids, Mich., spent

Oct. 3 in this city on business.

O. P. Kurd, Jr., of Cairo. III., was in town
(in Oct. 5 in conference with his local selling

' representative, J. S. Hurd.

W. B. Burke, sales manager of the Lamb-
Fish Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss.,

spent last week in Chicago.

Park Richmond of Park Richmond & Co..

this city, has returned from a trip to southern

mill points, where he had great difficulty in

securing any reasonable amount of dry hard-

wood lumber.

R. H. Edwards of the Edwards-Fair Lumber
Company, Lansing, Ark., spent a few days last

week in the local trade.

H. F. Below of Vollmar & Below Company.
Marshfield, Wis., passed through Chicago on
Tuesday on his way to Detroit.

F. M. Baker of the Hardwood Mills Lumber
Company, this city, is on an extended buying
trip to southern points. H. C. Miller of the

same company is scouring northern mill

toints for hardwood stocks.

J. H. Mingea of the Faust Brothers Lumber
Company, is another member of the local trade

who has just completed a trip to southern

mills, where he took up considerable quanti-

ties of hardwoods for his concern.

MiW YORK

The plant of the C. II. Partridge Lumbur Com-
liuuy, Jersey City, X. J., has been sold to the

Interstate Lumber Company for .$126,150. The
deal Includes twenty-five lots and other property

with stock, fixtures, lumber on hand and stock

tarried by W. H. & M. H. I'artridge and the

(ieorge J. Kummeric Lumber Company, Brooklyn,

allied concerns.

C. W. Manning, wholesale hardwoods, 66 Broad

street, returned during the fortnight from a

European business trip.

E. W. Hill, for many years identified with the

hardwood inspection work of the Metropolitan

district, has opened an office for specializing in

that class of work at 2101 Church avenue,

Brooklyn.

George Walker, formerly of the wholesale hard-

wood house of Gouvcrneur E. Smith & Co., has

opened an office in the Marbridgc building, Man-

hattan, and will conduct a wholesale business on

his own account.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has

heen filed against the William A. Balianee Com-

pany, lumber dealer, 122 Wallabout street, by

the Tide Water Lumber Company, the White.

Potter & Paige Manufacturing Company and J.

Gibson Mcllvain & Co., who allege they are

iTcditors with respective debts of $1,740, $1,697

and J21S on notes.

On Sept. 21, at Craigston. Windham. Mass..

Miss Ellen Bradshaw of Brookline, Mass., was

united in marriage to Julian Rice, head of the

New York office of the Rice & Lockwood Lum-

ber Company, Springfield, Mass. Miss Bradshaw

is the daughter of Mrs. Charles Bradshaw. After

an extended honeymoon Mr. and Mrs. Rice will

take up their residence at 454 Riverside drive.

New York.

Harold Weston, prominent lumberman of Jack-

sonville, Fla., arrived here last week from a

lengthy so.iourn in &irope. He was accompanied

by Mrs. Weston.

Wm. Schuette & Co., prominent wholesale

house, 1 Madison avenue, removed on Oct. 1 to

a handsome suite of offices at 220 Fifth avenue,

corner of Twenty-sixth street.

W. J. Eckeman of the M. B. Fariin Lumber

Company. Cincinnati, O.. spent several days in

town during the fortnight enroute to Europe lor a

business and pleasure trip. He sailed from here

on Sept. 26 via the Hamburg-American line and

will be gone several weeks, during which he will

visit the leading lumber markets in England

and the Continent.

W. H. Partridge, formerly of W. II. & M. H.

Partridge, Newark, N. J., who recently became

involved in the financial difficulties of the Charles

R. Partridge Lumber Company, has leased the

premises formerly occupied by the Cabot Manu-

facturing Company, 1416-1428 Adams street, Ho-

boken, N. J., including considerable yard space

and complete mill plant. Mr. Partridge will con

duct a general liardwood business at that point.

Hamilton Love, of Love, Boyd & Co., wholesale

hardwoods, Nashville. Tenn., spent several days

in town during the fortnight.

D. D. Nellis of John M. Woods & Co., Mem-

phis, Tenn., spent several days in town during

the fortnight in the interest of business.

Sam E. Barr, wholesale hardwoods, 1 Madison

avenue, is on a business trip to Middle West

hardwood points picking up stock for his local

trade.

The executive committee of the National

Wholesale Lumber Dealers" Association held an

important meeting at headquarters, 66 Broadway.

Manhattan, on Oct. 2. Routine matters were

discussed and plans mapped out lor fall work.

There was a lull attendance of the committee.

BOSTON

There has been a moderate volume of new-

business reported in the market for hardwood

lumber during the past two weeks. Prices

throughout the market are very firmly held with

the tendency toward a higher level, especially

for lumber sold for anything like prompt deliv-

ery. The car shortage is making itself felt and

.some manufacturers write that it is impossible to

get cars to make shipments on time. Large

manufacturing plants which are consumers of

hardwood lumber are carrying fair sized stocks

in some instances, but in the majority of cases

they are good weekly bu.vers. The demand for

veneers is moderately active and manufacturers

anticipate a good fall business. One of the

strongest features of the hardwood market is

plain oak in thick stock. Offerings of this class

of lumber have been very small with demand
good. Quartered oak has also been attracting

more attention, and buyers have been willing to

place more liiwral orders. The demand in this

market for brown ash is fairly good, but chest-

nut and elm move rather slowly.

Arthur M. Moore was united in marriage

Wednesday evening, Oct. 9, to Miss Sarah Ray-

mond Pendergrace, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Edward II. Pendergrace, of Wakefield, Mass. Mr.

Moore is well known in the Boston lumber trade

through his long connection with William E.

Litchfield. Mr. Moore has been in Mr. Litch-

field's employ lor the past fourteen years and

for the past four years has been assistant secrc-

tarv and treasurer of the Massachusetts Whole-

sale Lumber Dealers' Association. Mr. and .Mrs

Moore will reside in Melrose Highlands.

The plant of the Central Lumber & Supply

Company, New Bedford, Mass., which was recent-

ly damaged b.v fire, will be rebuilt.

The United States Clothespin Company, Mont-

pelier, Vt., has purchased the equipment and

.good-will of C. C. Putnam & Son of Putnamville,

who also are manufacturers of clothespins.

The building in Bradford, Vt., occupied by

Church & Hooker, veneer manufacturers, was re-

cently badly damaged by fire, causing a loss esti-

mated at about $20,000.

The Springfield Manufacturing Company,
manufacturer of portable houses, Springfield.

Mass.. will remove Its business to Keene, N. H,

The company was formerly known as the Spring-

field Portable House Construction Company.
The Decatur & Caddick Lumber Company is

the name of a new concern to start in business

in the Charlestown district, Boston. Both

Messrs. Decatur and Caddick were lormerl.v with

the Clark & Smith Company, hardwood lumber

dealer, which concern has been liquidating its

business.

John M. Woods of John M. Woods & Co., Cam
liridge, hardwood lumber dealers, has been at-

tending the lourth National Conservation Con-

gress in Indianapolis as a delegate from the Na-

tional Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association

and the National Hardwood Lumber Association.

D. A. Webster and O. S. Webster will open a

wholesale lumber office in Springfield, Mass.. as

.-i branch of the firm of George Webster & Sons,

lumber dealers of Swanton, Vt.

BUFFALO

About lour hundred foreign visitors, delegates

to the International Chambers of Commerce meet-

ing at Boston, were eutertained in this city on

October 1, being taken to the Country Club and

various local Industrial plants, and later given

a banquet at the Lafayette hotel. The visitors

were leading business men of over forty different

countries. The hardwood men took a prominent

part in the entertainment, which proved highly

satisfactory.

Several thousand leet ol birch and maple lum-

ber were destroyed by a fire at the plant of the

Buffalo Maple Flooring Company on October 1.

The loss is estimated at .$3,000. A stock of

300.000 feet ol flooring escaped the flames.

W. Clyde Sykes, son ol President W. L. Sykes

ol the Emporium Lumber Company, was mar-

ried at Syracuse on October 1 to Miss Marion I

Chappell o'f that city. Jlembers of both families

and a few friends were present. Mr. Sykes is

connected with the company's operations in the

Adirondacks and after December 1 will make his

home at Conifer, a new town which the company

has been building in that section. He has had

charge of the company's operations there for

some months, spending but little time In Buffalo.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company has

about completed and is now occupying its oand-

some new office on Baitz avenue. The office room

is very commodious and upstairs will be rooms

for a caretaker and a dining-room tor employes.

Hugh McLean has gone to the South, where he

will inspect the company's mill. R. D. McLean

has Just returned from an extended visit to the

South.

H. A. Stewart has returned from a business

trip to Charleston. W. Va.. where he looked after

the shipping of a good stock of lumber. The

yard reports a better demand for hardwoods, in-

cluding chestnut.

Anthony Miller finds the trade in hardwoods

picking up. The chief drawback at present is the

scarcity of cars. Tliere is also a lack of labor ia

the local market.

F. M. Sullivan has been keeping In mind the

opening of the hunting season here .and in Can-

ada, and has been out once or twice so far in

the hope ol finding a plentiful supply ol pheas

ants, in which he was rewarded.
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J. K. Wall of the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber

<.'ompany recently left for a two weeks' trip

through the South. He expects to buy a good
stock of hardwood lumber before returning.

B. E. Darling of Blakeslee. Perrin & Darling

has recently been on a business trip to Ohio, look-

ing after the purchase of lumber.

The National Lumber Company has been get-

ting in stocks of maple and oak. It reports that

business last month was very good, with a fair

prospect that the present month will be good
also.

PHILADELPHIA

The pronouncement of J. W. Turnbull of the

.1. W, Turnbull Lumber Company is that busi-

ness is swin;;ing around to ''xcellent shape. The
ear shortage only is giving trouble, even sec-

tions never before inconvenienced are feeling it.

This concern has recently contracted to handle
the output of the Bristol I'oor & Lumber Com-
pany, Bristol. Tenn.

Charles ]•". Kreamer, manager of Kreamer &
tjo., has just returned from a trip through east-

ern I'ennsylvania where he bagged some desira-

ble orders. He says business is picking up ail

along the line, and the outlook is promising. He
is about to make a tour of the southern lumber
camps as far as Tennessee, and will visit all

the mills with which he is connected, to size up
stock conditions. The bouse has engaged W. J.

Ivreamer, formerly superintendent of the logging

department of the Dare Lumber Company, Eliza-

beth City, N. C, as salesman to cover part of

.\ew Jersey and New England territory.

Kobert W. Tunis of the Tunis-Cockcy Lumber
Compan.v says business is rnuning along smooth-
ly. Some excellent hardwood has been secured,

tile shipping of which, however, is considerably
delayed at this time by the lack of cars. ,J. H.
T. Cockey has for several weeks been scouring
the hardwood centres for desirable stock. The
company has secured an up-to-date lumberman
who will devote his whole time in the South to

huylng hardwoods.

Arthur W. Kent, secretary and treasurer of

the J. S. Kent Company, says his firm has no
trouble in selling lumber at this time ; the diffi-

culty lies in getting the stuff. It is sold up on
some lines. I'rices are firm and inclined to go
higher..

Henry A. liussell of Howes & liussell. reports
-iteady trading, with a favorable outlook. The
Birch River Lumber Company, Birch Kiver, \V.

Va., owned and controlled by this tirm. is about
ready to commence manufacturing. (Jpcrations

will be under the personal superintendence of

.Joseph r. Dunwoody, the wdl-knowu lumberman
of I'hiladelpbla.

John L. Ituiubarger of the John L. Uumbarger
Lumber Company, reports excellent business. He
says his company is having the best trading it

has ever had.

Daniel B. Curll is pleased over aiuiile fall

trading and satisfactory outlook. He recently
returned from a trip through the Cumberland
valley district and Baltimore, with a bonk full

of orders. He reports that things are looking
tip ail along the line. Mr. Curll recently ac-

quired a large block of excellent hickory, in

which he is specializing.

Samuel B. Vrooman of Samuel B. Vrooman
tk, Co., Ltd., has returned from his summer trip

to Nova Scotia and the Thousand Islands, look-

ing the picture of health.

Among the recent visitors to the trade, and
incidentally to the Lumbermen's Exchange rooms,
were : W. H. Stevenson of Stevenson-Sperring &
Co., Lockhaveii. I>a., and George F. Ale.vander.

treasurer and manager of the United Lumber
Company, Springfield, Mass. W. L. Jack, treas-

urer of the Weston Lumber Company, Weston,
W. Va., was the guest of George G. liarr of

Beecher & Barr, at the Lumbermen's ICxchange
monthly luncheon.

The big lumber steamer, John A. Hooper, was
launched at Wilmington, Del., Sept. 21. Tbe
\-essel is for the California lumber trade.

The business existing between Charles P.

Maule and the estate of Henry Maule, under the

firm name of "Charles P. Maule," has been dis-

solved by limitation on Sept. 22, the capital

contributed by said estate of Henry Maule hav-
ing been withdrawn. The business will be con-

tinued by Charles P. Maule individually.

The Pacific Luml)er and Commercial Company
was recently incorporated under Delaware laws,

with a capital stock of .$.500,000.

The ^ladelva Land & Lumber Company was
incorporated by Kobert J. Clendaniel, 1-^liendale,

Del. It is capitalized at .$50,000.

The Hadentine Lumber Company was re-

cently incorporated under New .Jersey laws.

Harry It. Humphreys. Wilfred B. Wolcott, Clin-

ton I. Evans. Camden. N. J., are the incorpo-

rators.

PITTSBURGH

The Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company is get-

ling some good shipments out of Kentucky. It

took wisdom from its West Virginia delays and
placed some of its orders in Kentucky, where
the car shortage is not so bad at present.

The Mutual Lumber Company, organized re-

cently by M. Riely and H. E. Ast, old veterans
of the American Lumber & Manufacturing Com-
pany, is getting started in fine shape at its office

in the First National Bank sky-scraper. Mr.
.\st has been at the mills a good deal lately, and
is making excellent connections.

The West Peun Lumber Company finds that
yard sales are getting larger. Poplar and oak
are splendid sellers, Mr. Erving says. He
iloesn't belieT* that polities is going to affect

the situation but a very little if any this fall.

C. F. Keasey Lumber Company of West Win-
field, Pa., has bought a tract of white oak near
Mars, Pa., on the Baltimore & Ohio, and will

cut it off shortly for piling.

'The McDonald Lumber Company is cut out
near Sheffield. Pa., on the Baltimore & Ohio,

and has a fine lot of birch and maple timber
almost dry enough for shipment, -\nother opera-
lion is contemplated by this company.

George Camp, Pittsburgh manager of the
Camp Manufacturing Company, is happy over
the present situation and prospects for future
business. He is one of the lucky fellows who
did not overload himself with orders last spring
at low figures.

The Kendall Lumber Company is arranging to

start cutting its big oak tract of 22,000 acres
of timber on the Cheat river in West Virginia.

This will be made ver.v accessible by the new
railroad which is now being built up tbe Cheat
river valley.

The Xewell Brothers Lumber Company, which
was in business several years ago in the Empire
building in this city, discontinued its office here
a few months ago and is now bankrupt. Its

assets are about ¥72,000 and liabilities $200,000.
The company had an operation in West Vir-

ginia.

Joseph J. Linehau reports business very satis-

factory from the hardwood trade. He believes

that prospects are excellent for fall and winter
business. Prices are on a more satisfactory

level and may go higher.

The A. M. Kinney Lumber Company recently

bought another tract of oak and hardwood in

western I'ennsylvania which it expects to cut
off in the near future.

BALTIMORE

pany is Walter T. Startzman, vice-president and
treasurer, John Kyan, and secretary, F. A. Broad
bent. S. D. Riles will superintend the mill,

which, when in full running order, wUl have
seven Berlin No. S7 tongue and groove planers.

Only oak flooring will be turned out. The ma
chinery is being driven by electricity, a 70 horse
power motor having Ijeen installed. The power
is generated at the factory of the Felippc A.

Broadbent Mantel Company, a short distance
away, of which Felippe A. Broadbent is president

The Champion Lumber Company, which some
time ago purchased the mill and timber holdings.

together with all other assets of the Pigeon River

Lumber Company, along the Pigeon river iu

North Carolina, has decided to erect a large mill

at Sunburst, on the tract. The plant is to be

of large capacity, and will furnish much traffic

for the road being extended to Canton, N. C, on

which work is rapidly progressing. The plant

at Mt. Stirling has been improved and enlargetl

and the output materially increased. Charles I.

.Iain<-s, one of the chief owners of the stock

holders in the Pigeon Kiver Lumber Company,
is largely interested in the Champion company.

Among those at the concatenation of Hoo-Hoo
held at the Hotel Monticello, Norfolk, Va., on

.Sept. 19, was E. Stringer Boggess of Clarksburg.

Va., who took a prominent part in the proceed

iugs. .\nother was Harvey M. Dickson, president

of the Dickson Lumber Company of Norfolk and

president of the National Lumber Exporters' As-

sociation. Mr. Dickson acted as foastmaster at

tbe dinnei- that followed the ceremony of initial

ing nine candidates, the event proving very en

joyable. Dan Richardson of Menominee, Mich.,

was also one of the guests.

S. Kobb Eccles, well-known Baltimore tam-

berman, has been appointed vicegerent snark for

this jurisdiction for another year and will en

deavor to arrange a concatenation about the time

nf tbe annual meeting of the Baltimore Lumber
Exchange in December. He was reluctant to

retain the honor, but the Snark of the Dniverse

would not take no for an answer.

J. McD. Price, secretary of the National Lum
her Exporters' Association, recently returned

from an extended trip to members of the organ!

zation In tbe South, and to confer with exporters

generally.

The hardwood business is in such good shape

at the present time that Kiihard I". Baer & Co.

feel encouraged to take under consideration the

fitting up of a mill in Mississippi. They have

another plant in operation near Mobile, Ala. The

output of this mill has been augmented of late,

but additional productive facilities are needed,

and In the near future the Jlississlppi operation

will be undertaken. Albert O. Thayer, the mill

manager at Mobile, who has been on a vacation

Irlp north, has returni-d to bis field of activity

and will take up tbe matter of the new mill.

Vessels arriving here from Liverpool have

brought to this port in the last few weeks some

thirty large African mahogany logs for the

Williamson Veneer Company at Highlandtown.

The logs are finely figured and will be worked at

the factory of the company. Another large con

signment is on the way aboard the Templomore.

which is expected to get In next week.

COLUMBUS

The Pioneer Hardwood Flooring Company has
been organized here with a capital stock of

.$25,000, and has commenced operations in a

factory on the southwest corner of Fleet and
President streets. The president of the com-

A fire iu Columbus damaged tne plan': of lii'

Scioto Box Company, Ir.iated on West B 'oao

street, to the amount of several thousand dol-

lars. Damage was also done to several other

plants in that vicinity. S. D. Morgan of the Im-

perial Lumber Company is president of the

Scioto Box Company.
Efforts are being made by interested parties

in the C. T. Nelson Column Company to bring

about a reorganization of the concern and tak^'

it out of the hands of Receiver Gerhart. It is

said that the plans are progressing satisfactorily

and definite announcement will be made soon
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H. C. Creith of H. C. Creith & Co. has
returned from a visit to the markets In northern
Ohio and Michigan recently.

.1. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company
reports a good demand for all grades of hard-
woods. He says stocks are scarce and that the
<ar shortage is having a serious effect. Sir. Ford
lannot see any hope for improvement In the fu-
ture supply of cars.

M. A. Haywarrt of II. A. Ilayward & Son says
londitions in the hardwood trade are better
than cTcr. Stocks are pretty . scarce and oak
flooring especially is in good demand. There is

a good sale of all varieties and grades of hard-
woods and prices are ruling high.

W. L. Whittacre of the Whittacre Lumber Com-
pany was called out of tnnn early in October on
.-< business trip.

L. B. Schneider, sales manager of John R.
Oobey & Co., reports unchanged conditions In the
liardwood trade. He says prices are ruling high
and dry stocks are scarce in every locality. The
worst feature of the trade is the lack of ears.

F. B. Pryor of the W. Jf. Kitter Lumber Com-
pany says trade in hardwoods is very good in
rvory locality. The car situation is unchanged
and there is little hope for improvement. The
worst situation is on the C. & O. Lines, where
lars are very scarce and the lower grades are
moving good. There is no accumulation of
stocks in any of the grades. Retailers are In-

sisting on prompt deliverance if possible. The
manufacturing people are buying better, especially
those engaged in the automobile, implement and
vehicle business.

W. M. Ritter of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Com-
pany has returned from a ten days' inspection
trip to the markets in Xorth and South Carolina.

.1. W. Mayhew of the W. M. liitter Lumber
Company left for a two weeks' vacation trip

about the first of October to his old home in Coal
Grove, Ohio.

A. C. Davis of the A. C. Davis Lumber Com-
pany reports better foreign conditions In hard-
woods with a good demand for all varieties. He
says stocks are scarce in every location.

Sales Manager Buskirk of the General Lumber
Company says trade in hardwoods is ver.v strong
and factories are buying more liberally. The
company sells almost exclusively to the factory
trade. Mr. Buskirk says prices are ruling firm

in every grade.

The Powell & Rowe Lumber Company reports

a good demand in hardwoods from every portion

of the territory covered by that concern.

INDIANAPOLIS

W. W. Knight of the Long-Knight Lumber
Company, has returned from New York.
Assets of the Planett Lumber t& Manufac-

turing Company, Laporte, will be sold on
Oct. 15 by the Security Trust Company,
trustee, Indianapolis.

The sawmill, planing mill and other prop-
erty of the Beatty & Doan Company at
Ossian, was destroyed by fire on Oct. 3, with
a loss of $25,000, on which there was $11,000
insurance.

Building permits issued in the city during
September amounted to $1,000,540, as com-
pared with $750,280 in the corresponding
month of 1911.

Harry B. Daugherty. Thompson B. Ashby
and Fred F. Ashby have organized the Wsl-
basli Veneer Company in this city, which
has been incorporated with an authorized
capitalization of $30,000. A new plant is be-
ing erected by the company at Massachu-
setts avenue and Adams street.

The Eaglesfield-Stewart Company, which
manufactures parquetry and hardwood floor-
ing, has occupied its new three-story brick
plant, 80 by 235 feet, at 920 Dorman street.
It has sold its old plant at Dorman and
Pratt streets.

"With an authorized capitalization of $5,000
the Sanders Cabinet Company has been or-
ganized and incorporated in this city to manu-
facture ofhce furniture and fixtures. Those
interested in the company are E. W. Zaiser.
P. E. Brown and T. Sanders.

Miss Helen Miriam Talge, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Talge, and Paul Owen
Brown were married at the home of the
bride's parents in Morton place on the eve-
ning of Oct. 3. Mr. and Mrs. Brown have
gone away on a wedding trip. They will
make their home in Chicago.

Local lumbermen gave a dinner at the
Columbia Club on the evening of Oct. 4 in
honor of Capt. John B. White, a lumberman
of Kansas City, and the retiring president
of the National Conservation Congress. The
guests included lumbermen and foresters who
attended the congress and lumbermen of the
city and state. Joseph G. Brannum of this
city was toastmaster. There were informal
speeches by Captain White. C. H. Barnaby of
Greencastle. president of the National Hard-
wood Lumber Association; E. G. Griggs.
Tacoma. Wash., president of the National
Lumber Manufacturers' Association; E. T.
Allen, Portland, Ore., forester of the Western
Forestry and Conservation Association; Dr.
Herman von Schrenk of St. Louis, and John
M. Woods of Snmerville, Mas.=.

MEMPHIS

Business conditions here are very wliolesom.'.
This fact finds striking reflection in the bank
clearings for September, which were more than
.$3,000,000 in excess of the corresponding month
last year, which up to that time held the record
lor that particular month. All lines of business
made substantial contributions to this splendid
showing. The lumbermen in particular helped
along, as they did a larger business than they
had done for the corresponding month for sev-
eral years.

Weather conditions in this section recently
have been well nigh perfect for logging work,
which has made very satisfactory progress. The
amount of timber gotten out during the past
four or five months has been unusually large
and there is a plentiful supply in the woods. It
is pointed out by some members of the trade
that the log supply is above normal. Although
this may be true, the fact remains, however,
that the cut of southern hardwoods from Jan. 1
to the present time has been below rather than
above normal. This is due in a large measure
to the interruption growing out of the excessive
rains during the spring and the overflow of the
Mississippi river. Logging operations were prac-
tically suspended for about three or four months
and the amount of hardwood lumber produced
during that time was exceedingly small.

There is a rather full supply of southern
hardwoods on hand at the moment, but no ex-
cess. Most members of the trade here are able
to sell what they have to offer, and are finding
very good prices therefor. The statement has
been made by some interests that they were ex-
pecting lower prices on the theory of adequate
timber supply and rather larger stocks in the
hands of consumers and distributors. This view,
however, is not shared generally by manufac-
turers for the reason that they do not lay any
particular emphasis upon the large amount of
timber brought out and for the additional rea-
son that they expect a large demand for lumber.
The experience of southern manufacturers dur-
ing the past few years has been that the cut of
hardwood lumber during the winter months has
not been heavy and it is pointed out that if his-
tory should repeat Itself this season, the pres-
ent rather full supply of southern hardwoods
might be changed to somewhat restricted oJCer-
Ings. There is no disposition whatever on the
part of hardwood lumbermen here to shade prices

m order to move lumber. On the contrary, prcttv
full values are demanded for what Is sold The
transportation problem in its various phases Is
givmg lumbermen a great deal of trouble. The
railroads are not able to furnish anvthin.' like
the number of cars needed for the prompt han-
dlmg of lumber shipments. The scarcity of cars
IS also affecting the movement of logs to thi*
centre and may prove a rather .serious factor in
the direction of curtailing production. Members
of the trade here have been finding increasin-
difliculty In securing cars during the past fort-
night and indications are that conditions will
become rather worse than better In this respect
The movement of cotton is just beginning to get
under way and every day means an Increase in
the amount of equipment needed to handle cot-
ton shipments. The railroads have always
whether Intentionally or not, given cotton ship-
pers the preference over shippers of lumber and
logs, and the situation this season promises an
unusual amount of trouble. Even where empty
cars are furnished it is difllcult to get these
moved after they have been loaded, and quite as
diflicult to get them through to destination as
to get them moved at all. The lumbermen are
holding conferences with the representatives of
the traffic departments of the various railroads
every day in the hope of being able to secure
enough equipment to partially handle the busi-
ness. Conditions arc a great deal wor.se at out-
lying points where there Is no competition than
at Memphis proper.

Exporters are having all sorts of trouble this
season. They are confronted with the probable
withdrawal of through bills of lading on export
shipments on the part of the eastern roads The
western roads have announced their intention of
withdrawing such bills of lading by Oct 15 it
was thought at one time that the exporter^,
through their committee appointed for that pur-
pose, would appeal to the Interstate Commerce
Commission against this withdrawal of through
bills of lading. It is pointed out, however bv
a prominent oflJcial of the Lumbermen's Club
that the Interstate Commerce Commission has
never required the railroads to file anv tariffs
on export shipments, with the result that if the
present regime ;s suspended there will be no
tariff governing the movement of export traflic
The exporters have, therefore, come to the con-
clusion that about the only thing they can do
IS to appeal to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission on the ground of alleged discrimination
in favor of cotton and other c-sports as against
themselves. Through bills of lading are issued
on cotton shipments and the exporters do not
see why it would be just for the railroads to
withdraw through bills on lumber and allow a
continuance of such bills on cotton and other
ireight. The withdrawal of such bills will make
the handling of export shipments of lumber a
very serious matter and will embarrass some
(u-ms in the financing of their business because
of making it impossible for them to realize on
the face of drafts on export shipments until
such shipments have been placed on board the
steamships and a "master's bill" is held there-
for.

Another feature of the export situation is to
be found in the requirements on the part of the
railroads that exporters name the date of the
sailing of vessels by which shipment is to be
made to Europe or other foreign countries. This
is an entirely new requirement and is one which
is giving lumber exporters here considerable
trouble. A prominent exporter said recently that,
owing to his inability to name the date of sail-
ing of the vessel which he intended to use. It
had been necessary for him to unload several
cars of stock which had been prepared for ex-
port. The exporters are protesting against this
condition and one of the forwarding agents at
New Orleans, representing exporters here and
elsewhere in the South, has written to the Illi-
nois Central Railroad Company, stating that, in
the event of losses growing out of the delays
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incident to the requirements of those roads,

suits would be brought against the railroad com-

panies themselves.

On top of all of the foregoing troubles the

lumbermen are threatened with an advance of

from two to six cents per hundred pounds on

northbound shipments of lumber as well as an

advance of about two cents per hundred pounds

on shipments to ship side to New Orleans and

other ports. This Is a result of an effort on the

part of the railroad companies to bring about

uniformity of rates as between hardwood and

yellow pine shipments. It is certain that this

proposed advance will be vigorously contested.

This, so far as the lumbermen here are con-

cerned, will be handled before the Interstate

Commerce Commission by the Lumbermen's Traf-

fic Bureau, which was recently organized here.

Announcement is made that the last spike has

been driven in the new link of the Iron Moun-

tain between Memphis and Marianna, Ark,,

known as the Memphis-Marianua cut-off. It will

be necessary to ballast the road before it can

be used, however, and the cut-off will not be

available before Dec, 1, This cut-off reduces

the distance between Memphis and New Orleans

over the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern,

28.3 miles, and gives that road a splendid line

for export shipments. It is regarded as the most

important piece of railroad work undertaken in

the Memphis territory foi\ some months.

The new mill of the Grayling Lumber Com
pany at Arkansas City. Ark,, which has been in

process of construction during the past few

months, has been completed and placed in op-

eration. The mill is equipped with a double

band saw and is capable of cutting 100,000 feet

of hardwood lumber every twelve hours. The

company is giving employment to about four

hundred men. It has purchased a railroad which

it is using in handling Its timber and it is like-

wise making use of the Iron Mountain for that

purpose.

C. K. Tew and F. Cason are interested in a

company which has made plans for the building

of a plant at IMne Bluff', Ark., to manufacture

a new jjateuted collapsible crate. These gentle-

men have obtained the American rights of this

patent.

The chair plant at West Helena, Ark., which

was closed down some time ago for repairs, has

resumed operations. It has a full crew of one

hundred men at work. Peter Shaw is the new
superintendent in charge. lie was formerly con-

nected with the Haywood-Wakefleld Chair Com-
pany of Chicago and will seek to materially in-

crease the output of the plant.

W. IS. Barksdale, who has been proraiuently

identified with the hardwood trade of Memphis
for a number of years but who is now spending

a considerable portion of his time on his orange

ranch at Fresno, Cal,, has just returned from a

visit to the latter.

R. J. Loekwood, secretary of the Memphis
Hardwood Flooring Company, has gone to the

Pacific coast In the interest of his firm.

F. M. Baker, representing the Hardwood Mills

Lumber Company of Chicago, is in Memphis.

John Pernod of Kansas City, who is inter-

ested in a number of hardwood enterprises in

the South, has been spending some days in Mem-
phis as the guest of E. T, Bennett of the Ben-

nett Hardwood Lumber Company. Mr, Penrod

has been playing golf over the local links and

was very much elated early this week by virtue

of his victory over .Judge Prouty, of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. Mr. Penrod has

been playing golf for a number of years but it

would be rather hard on Judge Prouty to say

too much about the game of the former.

NASHVILLE

in the suburbs, where considerable building has

been in progress.

I.oiiging operations are now in progress on

the Cumberland river and its tributaries. Lic-

berman, Loveman .t O'Brien state that they havi'

contracted for between i3,000,000 and 0,000,000

feet of timber in the river territory, and that

advices received indicate large logging operations

this year.

There has been a brisk demand for walnut.

Kcpresentatlves of foreign companies have been

in this section, and have been buying all desira-

ble walnut available at attractive prices. Mc-

Cowan & Co., of Salem, Ind., have established

yards here to buy walnut exclusively.

The Nashville Hardwood Flooring Company is

making plans to increase its dry-kiln facilities

from 700,000 to 900,000 feet. This company has

recently had a number of export orders for floor-

ing, as well as a brisk domestic trade.

John W. Love of New York was in Nashville

recently. Mr. Love has charge of the New York

offices of Love, Boyd & Co.

The plant of the Jackson Lumber Company
at Jackson, Teun,, was recently damaged by fire,

causing a loss estimated at about .$ao,000. llie

plant is owned by Evansville men, and was in-

sured. It is understood that steps will be taken

at once to replace the damaged building and

machinery.

Local lumber shippers are beginning to feel

the effect of the car shortage, which has been

gradually increasing throughout this section.

Many hundreds of cars are needed now in Nash-

ville in all lines of business, and the outlook

si'cMiis to be for a further shortage.

band mill at Waynesville, for the development
of a large area of hardwood timber near that

city. A new line of railroad is being built

BRISTOL

Building permits at Nashville for September

amounted to If84,144.73, against iflll,207.55 for

the corresponding month of last year. The offi-

cial list does not include important operations

Irving Whaley of the Whaley-Warr.u Lumber
Company, who was appointed trustee for the

creditors of the J. A. Wilkinson Lumber Com-

pany, Inc., and those of J. A, Wilkinson indl

vidually, at the first meeting since the filing of

bankruptcy petitions, which was held in Bristol

last week, is now engaged in making an ap-

praisement of the property. The business will

be wound up under the direction of the cred-

itors. Another meeting will be held here Oct,

H, in the office of Ucferee in Bankruptcy II. II.

Shellon, at which time J. A. Wilkinson will be

further examined.

Work Is soon to begin on the extension of the

Virginia-Carolina railroad from Its present ter-

minus in Johnson county, Tennessee, to Wlles-

boro, N. C. The extension will penetrate a rich

timber section and will result in the installation

of a number of new mills.

Mr, Griffin of Pierce & Pierce, Ltd., London,

England, is in the city arranging to take up ex-

port lumber contracts made by Mr. Wilkinson,

with small mills in this territory, to the extent

of $300,000. He will have the stock taken up

and paid for as loaded.

The Peter-McCain Lumber Company has put

its band mill in Bristol in operation and is now
uperating this mill and its planing mill full time.

Bristol hardwood lumbermen report more ac-

tivity in business than for some time. Most of

the mills are running and are behind with or-

ilers. The roads are in fair condition and there

Is considerable hauling from the small mills in

this territory.

The Tyro Iliver Development Company is go-

ing forward with plans for the Installation of a

large mill in Nelson county, Virginia, where it

has purchased a large area of hardwood timber
land.

Fred K. Paxton has returned from Charleston,

W. Va., where he has been looking after the es-

tablishment and operation of the Paxton Lum-
lirr Company's new mill near that city, which is

now running and cutting on a large new tract

of hardwood timber recently acquired.

O. II. Vial of Waynesville, N. C, formerly of

Llizahethtou, Tcnn., was a visitor here last

week. He is engaged in the installation of a

LOUISVILLE

J. F. Barton, state forester of Kentucky, ad-

dressed the members of the Louisville Hard-
wood Club and their guests on Oct. 8 on the sub-

ject of "Forestry." Mr. Barton, who recently

took charge of the newly organized work in this

state, showed plainly that the lumberman and
the forester may work hand in hand, since the
efforts of both are to make the woods as profit-

able as possible. He was well received and his

conference w-ith the lumber manufacturers in

the club proved mutually profitable.

Ed S. Shippen. president of the Louisville

Point Lumber Company, is considering locating

a sawmill in the South and has been inspecting

timber tracts in that section of late. Exact plans

for the new operation have not yet been made.

Wagon manufacturers have announced to the

vehicle trade that prices are to be advanced
Jan. 1. This is the first increase in a good

luany years, demand heretofore not having justi-

fied the step. Business has improved to a marked
extent, however, and in view of the increased cost

of materials the wagon men believe that they

will be able to get the higher figures which are

to be quoted.

Lumbermen took part in a trip of the Trans-

portation Club around the city last Tuesday, the

occasion being the second of a series of excur-

sions to local industrial plants. The views of

new terminal construction work by the railroads

were particularly illuminating.

The state insurance board of Kentucky, which

was created by the legislature last winter, has

begun its work by cutting dwelling rates twenty-

five per cent. Mercantile and special hazards will

now be taken up. Sawmill men and planlng-mill

operators are uncertain as to whether they will

get a decrease, as the insurance men have claimed

that this line has been unprofitable, but they

would welcome any action which would reduce

the heavy burden of Insurance expense. In this

connection they have expressed interest in the

plans for liability insurance through a mutual

company being organized in Chicago. Details of

the project have not been received, but it is

hoped that the organization will operate all over

the country.

Th.' car situation is getting more acute. 'While

the shortage of equipment is not so great in

Louisville as to cause serious discomfort, it is

hard to get cars at mill points, and this is result-

ing first in delay and next In cars being piled

onto local .switches "all ia a bunch," This has

resulted in difficulty in handling and excessive

car service bills.

ST. LOUIS

\V. W, Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber
I'oiiipany was in Kansas City recently, where

he obtaiueil some good orders for his house. He
says conilitions at the mills are all right in every

way but in the car shortage. Tliat is very bad

and Is greatly handicapping shipments.

i:. W, Blunter, sales manager of the Lothman
Cypress Company, recently returned from an ex-

li'uded trip through the North. Conditions in

that territory are satisfactory, be says. Orders

are pbntiful and good prices can be obtained

for prompt sbipmeuts. lie looks for a big fall

trade in this market from the northern section.

.Mr. Hlumer was able to obtain a good volume of

business.

Frederick Ilooton, a lumber exporter from

London, England, was a recent visitor in this

city. From what he says, England is beginning

to look to other countries than the United States

to supply the English market. He says he found

that nearly all the lumber cut and grown In this

<-r.iiulry is nredcd for home use. England re-
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cently opened up a large source of supply in

Japan, where hardwoods and lumber used for

ordinary purposes are grown.

Quite a good run of business is reported by

the Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Com-

pany. Choice red gum is in especially good de-

mand. The calls for red and white oak are also

increasing.

Thos. E. Powe of the Thos. E. Powe Lumber

Company is now located in his new lumber yard

and finds everything quite satisfactory. The

shipping facilities are much better than from the

old yard. He reports quite a good trade on

nearly every item on the hardwood list.

A decreaise of $243,232 from the record of

September, 1911, in building operations in St.

Louis was shown by September, 1912. The

total work authorized in September, 1911, was

.1:1,490.990. That in September, 1912, was $1.-

248,763. The number of permits issued was

forty-two smaller than for the corresponding

month in 1911.

Receipts of lumber during Septemlwr were

10,347 ears by rail and 206,000 feet by rivoi-.

Iteceipts for September last year were 13,43."'

ciCrs by rail and 193,000 feet by river, or 2,912

,ars more by rail and 13,000 feet more by river

in 1912 than in 1911. Shipments by rail dur-

ing September this year were 11,168 cars and

.-p6,000 feet by river. Shipments during Septem-

l)(>r last year were 11,224 cars and 21.5.000 feet,

showing an increase of 940 cars, but a fallins

off of 59,000 feet.

William F. Gocssling. fifty-three years old,

president and founder of the William F. Goes-

sling Eox Manufacturing Company, died last

week. He was a native of St. Louis and had

been in business twenty-five years. He is sur-

vived by his widow and three children.

ferson has received word that its chair ware-

house at Sioux City, la., was destroyed by fire

and the building and contents are a total loss.

It will be rebuilt immediately.

MILWAUKEE

The will of the late George .1. Foster, secretary

of the Foster Lumber Company, Milwaukee, has

been filed for probate. Mr. Foster left an estate

consisting of personal property worth $20,000

and real estate valued at $60,000. He made pro-

visions in his will for many of his relatives, be-

sides his wife. Several charity gilts of $1,000

were made to local Institutions.

The work of recovering the logs swept down-

stream during the July floods has been started by

the various northern lumber companies. The

Jacob Mortenson Lumber Company of Wausau

will return the majority of its logs to its own

mill, but many will be floated to Stevens Point

as they cannot be recovered. The John Weeks

Lumber Company of the latter city has purciias. .1

most of the logs which have Iwen swept down

below Uothscbild. The Barker & Stewart Lum-

ber Company and the Alexander Stewart Lumber

Company have also sold most of their stray logs.

The Peshtigo Lumber Company has purchased

a tract of timber containing from eight to ten

million feet from Nadeau P.rothers, Nadeau, Mieh.

Joseph Jacques has the logging contract, which

will cover three or four years' work. The tim-

ber will be sawed and shipped to Peshtigo by

The Kneeland-MeClurg Lumber Co. of Phil-

lips has started building operations on its new

sawmill. It will measure 74 by 2.52 feet and be

erected on a concrete foundation laid over a year

a-o The capacity will be 100.000 feet in ten

hours All the machinery has been ordered.

The Tomahawk Lumber Company is having an

individual power plant installed for its planing

mill, which has heretofore been run with power

from the sawmill.
. .

Steps are already under way for organizing a

corporation to take over the property of the de-

funct Antigo Lumber Company, which has re-

cently been acquired by Edward P. Faust and

others It is expected that the mill will be run

this winter, using logs purchased from other

companies. , t *

The Wisconsin Manufacturing Company of Jef-

DETROIT

Frederick Messenger Sibley, president of the

F. M. Sibley Lumber Comp.iny, died in Harper

hospital, this city, last week after a ten weeks'

illness from a complication of diseases. He was

sixt.v-three years of age. He is survived by the

widow and one son, Frederic M. Sibley, treasurer

of the Sibley Lumber Company, and one daughter,

Mrs. M.adge Sibley Hoobler of New York City.

Mr. Sibley was interested in many business inter-

ests in Detroit and Michigan and was a member

of a number of societies, including the Masons,

which order took charge of the funeral.

Earl Leech, son of E. W. Leech, the well-known

hardwood dealer, was seriously injured in an

accident in which one of his companions was

instantly killed and the other probably fatally

injured. The injured men were rushed to a hos-

pital, where it was found that Leech will recover.

The lumber bowling league season opened last

week with games between eight teams repre-

senting local lumber yards. The E. W. Leech

team, which has always had the undermost posi-

tion In the percentage table, surprised everyone

by beating the Keel-Butcher Lumber Company's

team three straight games and taking undisputed

possession of first position. The Leech boys de-

clare that they are going to hang on to the lead.

Among the out-of-town visitors to the Detroit

market the past week were Mr. Gotshall of the

(iotsball .Manufacturing Company, Toledo, O. :

C. E. Sprinkle, Anchor Lumber Company, Cin-

einnati, O. ; Joseph and Edward Stemmelen.

Louisville, Ky. ; Mr. Itobinson, Falls City Lum-

ber Company, Louisville, Ky., and Mr. Merrill of

the Long-Knight Lumber Company, Indianapolis.

Ind. Messrs. Stemmelen have recently started in

the business under the firm name of Stemmelen

Lumber Company.
Arguments on the application of the Detroit

& Mackinac railroad for an interlocutory injunc-

tion to restrain the Michigan Railroad Commis-

sion from enforcing its order for uniform log

rates were heard by Federal Judges Knappeu.

Denison and Tuttle, who will give their decision

later. The suit, brought by the railroad against

the Churchill Lumber Company and Frank Gil-

christ, a prominent lumberman of Alpena, is

regarded as very important as it will determine

the right of the commission to Inquire into

freight rates. The case is an outgrowth of the

condition which permits the Alpena lumbermen

to ship by water or rail, the former being

cheaper, placing, it is alleged, the inland lumber

dealers at a disadvantage. The railroad officials

say that to protect their business they fixed the

rates so that they could compete with the Alpena

shippers who used the boats. The commission

ordered the railroad to make its rates uniform,

but this it refused to do. The state supreme

court sustained the commission. The inland

shippers are backing the railroad, declaring that

they will be driven out of business unless they

are put in a position to compete with the Alpena

shippers.

Attorney Frank II. Watson, appointed by tb.-

government to conduct the suit against the De-

troit and Michigan lumber dealers who are

charged with violation of the Sherman anti-trust

law. says that he does not believe that testi-

mony -will be taken in petroit much before the

first' of the year. He says that he expects that

the government will finish the taking of deposi-

tions and testimony in the northwestern case---

before taking up the Michigan cases. He says,

however, that he has all the data and evidence"

ready and is prepared to go ahead with the trial

of the cases at any time.

George I. McClure, largo dealer in hard-

woods who has offices in the Chamber of Com-

merce building, is to have a lumber yard of his

own. He has purchased a piece of land about

400 by 350 feet at Plumer and Clark avenues

.ind the yard is now being put into shape. It

will contain four tracks. Mr. McClure is also

having an office building erected. The yard will

soon be ready and Mr. McClure will be ready to

fill orders promptly from his own stock.

The flooring mills of the Dwight Lumber Com-

pany and the Thomas Forman Company are still

very busy and considerable overtime is being

put in to keep up with orders.
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The Hardwood Market

CHICAGO

The feature of the local market is the

continual wrangling for oak, particularly

quartered white oak. Red gum, which was

reported as being rather long at southern

points, seems to have continued, however, on

a strong basis during the last week or ten

days.

There seems to be no chance of any lines

of stock attaining such a position that the

price will slump. In fact, wholesalers an.l

particularly those operating in the Chicago

territory have called their salesmen in in a

great many cases, and in some cases have

sent them to the mill points to dig up stocks

if possible.

Reports from Chicago men. at the present

time in southern and iiorthern mill territories

show that great difliculty is being met with

in picking up suflScient quantities of any kind

of dry stock of the better or the lower

grades.

There is an unquestioned improvement in

all the wood-consuming lines, although the

building situation is a little quiet compared

to what it was during the summer months.

This, however, is not based upon any funda-

mental reason, but is a mere coincidence.

The box people continue to take whatever

nt any kind of low grade hardwoods, suit-

al.le for box making, is offered 'them, and In fact

are looking to other sources tor an adequate

supply of raw material.

There is no question but that the scarcity

of lumber naturally following high prices

will prevail throughout the -svinter, and prob-

ably well along in the spring. This is a situ-

ation which is apparent all over the country,

and there is no indication of relief from

scarce stocks, either in the North or the-

South.

NEW YORK

The hardwood market at New York shows a

v.ry fair demand and available supplies of dry.

well manufactured lumber are readily disposed of

at firm prices. The volume of business is not

as large as usual, but with stocks not over-

plentiful at shipping points the aggregate de-

mand is sufficient to keep the market exceedingly

firm with an upward tendency. Oak is very firm

and in good demand with stock scarce. Maple,

birch beech, ash and chestnut are moving freely

with supplies not ovcrplentiful. Oak and maple

flooring are in fair call and considerable busi-

ness is being booked. Stocks are still below

normal in the hands of the yards, with the local-
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manufacturing trade still buying from hand to

mouth. This condition in Itself is bound to

create a fair amount of immediate demand tor

the balance of the year.

BUFFALO

There is a greater amount of activity in the

hardwood trade this month than last, according

to a general report of dealers, and a satisfac-

tory amount of lumber is moving. It includes

almost all sorts of hardwoods in a pretty liberal

quantity. Yards are beginning to add to their

stoclfs liberally in order to be prepared for the

trade of late fall and winter, and a large amount

of actiyity is displayed in getting lumber in

shape for business during the balance of the

year. Politics plays no perceptible part in re-

ducing the amount of inquiry for lumber.

The sale of chestnut and ash is larger than for

some time. Both woods hold firm in price, as do

most other varieties, and the tone of the mar-

ket is strong. Plain oalr is, as usual, in com-

paratively large request and continues to hold

the lead in sales, while quartered is not active

and has not been so for some time. Birch and

maple are strong and additions are being made

to the supplies at a number of yards. Poplar

is a shade stronger than it w-as.

PHILADELPHIA

Compared with the u.sual supine trading of

the presidential year, trading in lumber at this

time may be said to Ix' aggressive. In hard-

woods it has been especially active during the

last fortnight, and a record month in point of

sales for this time of the year is predicted. The

only serious complaint is the car shortage. Buy-

ers returning from the southern lumber camps

testify to a growing pile in many yards, but the

stuff is sold ahead and only waiting for avail-

able cars to move. The lumber situation is a

lieculiar one at this time, but obviously an en-

couraging one, as the demand is strong and the

man has only to have the stock on hand with a

surety of prompt delivery to get the order. Rail-

road buying continues active, and the wholesale

consuming industries show more lite as the fall

season advances. P.ox makers are busy and

scurrying around for low-grade hardwood. Red

and white oak still leads the market. Quartered

oak is very scarce and prices climbing. Ash is

in good demand. Cliestnut is growing stronger,

and sound wormy stock is more in demand. No
change is noticeable in poplar ; low-grade, how-
• ver, shows activity. There is a strong call for

liccch and birch, while cypress remains steady.

The veneer situation is much improved.

PITTSBUROH

Things are moving along very satisfactory

in the hardwood business here. Yards are great-

ly increasing their stock. Purchasing agents.

l)efore placing more orders, are inclined to wait

until they can get in what tliey ordered several

months ago. This is not an easy proposition.

<'ars are short and lumber is scarce. Millmeu

have the situation practically in their own
hands. Wholesalers are doing their best to

hurry forward shipments but the wet summer
and the scarcity of labor and teams at the

country hardwood mills are big drawbacks.

White oak is the best seller in the market.

There is also a tine demand for furniture and
vehicle manufactm-ing hardwoods.

BALTIMORE

There have liecn no developments in the hard-

wood trade of the last two weeks which would
warrant any modification of the favorable re-

ports made concerning the state of business. The
demand for stocks of all kinds is still very

active : in fact, the movement seems to be on the

increase, while the range of prices is either firm

or perhaps a shade higher. Here and there ad-

vances have been noted and it cannot be said

that any decline has taken place, if the Liver-

pool situation with regard to oak planks Is ex-

cepted. Owing to the heavy smpments to that

port there appears to be some unsettlement, but

the foreign trade in general and with regard

to all other stocks is stated to be satisfactory.

The chief trouble about the foreign trade, of

course, is the rapid advances in ocean freight

rates. The rate to Rotterdam, for instance, has

advanced from IS to 30 cents during the present

year, and the ideas of the foreign buyers will

have to move up accordingly. Naturally, the

buyers are reluctant about doing this and some
holding back is the result. The trade, however,

appears to hold out nothing of a disquieting

nature, and a large movement is in progress in

spite of the retarding factors. One reason for

this is the steady expansion in the domestic

business. Most of the firms here report that

they are doing a larger business than ever before

and the outlook is sufliciently encouraging to

add to the capacity of plants and to erect new
mills. Everything seems to favor an augmented
production. Poplar, chestnut and. other woods
are holding their own or are stronger. Chestnut

is being called for in sufiicient volume to keep

down stocks at the mills, many of which have

hardly an adequate selection. Even sound wormy
is well distributed, while the other grades never

were offered in quantities to suggest congestion.

Good dry oak is eagerly sought. There is an ex-

cellent demand for cypress, with the offerings not

at all free, and with some stocks so scarce as to

indicate a positive famine. The car sliortage is

lieing felt in some directions, especially along the

Chesapeake & Ohio railroad, where millmen are

ohliL'cil to wait for weeks to get otT shipments.

COLUMBUS

Trade in all hardwoods in Columbus and cen-

tral Ohio has Iwen active during the past fort-

night. There has been a good demand for all

varieties and with dry stocks ruling scarcer, quo-

tations have been strong in every particular.

There is no tendency to reduce quotations in the

least, but every cliango has been toward higher

levels. Lumbermen predict still higher prices in

the very near future.

The worse feature of the trade is the lack of

cars, which is causing serious trouble among ship-

pers. Prompt deliveries are now almost impos-

sible and transit stocks are in good demand.
Whenever a manufacturer or jobber can gtiarantee

prompt delivery he can get almost any price

within reason for his stocks.

Another feature of the trade is the good de-

mand for the lower grades, especially in oak
and chestnut. In fact, all grades are moving
well and tliere is no accumulation of stocks

in any place. Dry stocks are generally short and
mills are working to manufacture more. Col-

lections are better. Both plain and quartered

oak is in good demand and prices arc strong.

Poplar is stronger and there is a good sale for

the wide sizes. Ash is better and the volume of

business is larger. Chestnut is one of the strong

points in the market and sound wormy is moving
well. Basswood Is active and other hardwoods
are unchanged.

INDIANAPOLIS

The car shortage has become a little more
pronounced in this locality in the last two
weeks, although it lias not yet assumed alarm-
ing proportions. It has a tendency, however,
tt) induce dealers to place orders a little more
freely and to keep prices of all grades of
hardwoods stiff.

There has been a good demand for the
different grades of hardwoods in the last fort-

night, particularly for the various gra^ee of
oak. Manufacturing plants using hardwoods
are running at normal capacity and ther*
appears to be no reason to anticipate any
inactivity in trade in the near future.

NASHVILLE

Conditions in the hardwood market at Nash
vllle continue strong. There is an actlre de
mand for hardwoods. Some dealers find It diffi

cult to secure supplies of popular woods. Plain
oak is the leading seller, the stocks not being
large enough to supply the demand. There i8 a
scarcity of ash also. Poplar is quiet, thoDgh
some of the manufacturers report that there is

decided improvement in this line. The demand
for low grades for manufacturing boxes Is unu-
sually brisk. Box manufacturers are having
some difiiculty in securing adequate supplies of

the cheap grades.

BRISTOL

Hardwood lumbermen of Bristol and this sec-

tion report that business is in a better condi-

tion and that there is more life to the hardwood
market than for some time. There is a decided
scarcity of stocks, and in many cases the mills

have oversold. The demand for stocks Is brisk

and it is believed that the next few weeks will

see a more upward tendency to prices. Lumber-
men here are very much encouraged by the state

of trade and the outlook for business. The
scarcity of stock is chiefly on the higher grades
of hardwoods. Planing mills and wood-working
plants of this section are in some cases running
overtime.

LOUISVILLE

Business is well up to the standard, accord-
ing to the general opinion among hardwood
manufacturers and dealers. Trade is all that

could be asked for, considering the condition of

stocks and the political situation, although this

is having little or no effect, consuming manufac-
turers believing that results of the election will

not bo felt for several months after November,
if then. The demand is splendid, coming from
all lines and embracing practically everything on
the stock list. While stocks are in fair shape

tlie.v are not as large as they were a year ago.

In some respects this is a good thing, meaning
that surplus holdings have been disposed of.

For instance, quartered oak is probably in smaller

supply than the present demand justifies, while

twelve months ago it was top heavy. Plain oak.

hickor.v and other items, which have been the

subjects of heavy demand during the summer
and fall, are badly broken and wholesalers are

having some difficulty, on account of the lack

of cars at mill points, in getting stocks to replace

those which have been moved to consumers. The
demand for quartered oak is exceptionally good

and is likely to continue strong. Poplar Is sell-

ing well in lower grades, thin poplar moving
well, while good thick stock is rather slow. Cot-

tonwood and gum are selling briskly and chestnut

is in good demand from the panel-makers. Prices

generally are strong, and the logic of the situa-

tion suggests a gradual but steady advance dur-

ing the next few months, as the demand reaches

its height and the narrow limits of the supply

become evident.

ST. LOUIS3
The hardwood dealers here report quite a

satisfactory trade. Not only is business excel-

lent, but prices obtained are high. The only

cause for complaint is the shortage of cars. The
demand for plain oak at the present time is

good. The call for red and white quartered oak
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is improving. Thick ash is becoming scarce.

The request for Cottonwood is much better than
it has been. Poplar is in fairly good demand,
especially selects, common and wide widths.

The cypress trade is improving constantly. The
i*ar shortage is preventing shipments to the city

and owing to the good supply of cypress on hand
in this market, the local dealers are being great-

ly beneflted. There is a fairly good volume of

trade being done by the sash and door people,

especially in mixed car lots, but carload lots of

stock sizes are not coming in as well as they

should at this time of the year. Orders for spe-

cial work are coming in nicely.

NEW ORLEANS

The hardwood business of New Orleans has
kept cp in volume, and the movement is increas-

LUMBER
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TfflS IS OUR RECORD
In Business 7X Years

Losses Paid $1,000,000

Savings to Subscribers 500,000

Savings Returned to Subscribers - - - 200,000

Quick Assets Belonging to Subscribers - 650,000

More Cash Assets to each $100 of Out-
standing Liahihty than the Largest Stock

Companies

Entire Interest Earn-
ings Paid to Suhscrihers

Experience has demonstrated that from one-third to one-half of the cost of

their insurance can be saved to the LUMBERMEN by carrying ALLIANCE
POLICIES. Give us the opportunity to make these substantial savings

for YOU.

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance
U. S. EPPERSON & COMPANY, ATTY. & MGR.

R. A. Long Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

AdvertisemeDts will bp Inserted in this sec-

tion at tbe folluwlng rates:

Forone insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a line

For three insertions 50c a line

Fop four insertions 60c a line

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.

Heading counts as two lines.

No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remitlances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing*
tbe advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED H
WANTED—PI.ANING MILL FOREMAN
Must be competont to estimate work, bill our

work, and superinteud factory. Address

"BOX 105," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED
A practical buyer and inspector for wagon

stock with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn. Ad-
dress "BOX 96," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED
Salesmen on our New Census publications.

Splendid opportunity. Men mailing ?50 to $75
per week. R.\ND, McNALLY & CO.,

Dept. B., Chicago, 111.

WANTED—INSPECTOR AND BUYER
tor Hardwood ro.nd job. One thoroughly familiar

with Oak and Poplar, and able to get the grade

National rules. None but first-class men wanted.

State age, salary expected, who you are now
working for, and who you have worked for in

the past. Address "BOX 106." care Hardwood
Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED ]
POSITION WANTED

A man 48 years old, of excellent habits and a

lirst-class lumberman would like a position of

any kind. Road job preferred. References given

and required. Address
"BOX 0'>," care Hardwood Record.

HARDWOOD SALESMAN AND BUYER
young man with ten years' experience selling

and buying hardwoods, desires to connect with

large manufacturer in sales department or in

buying department of some eastern wholesale

concern, desiring steady mill connections. Famil-

iar with Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and New York
consuming trade, and mills in W. Va., Kentucky,

Tenn., Ark. and Miss. Address

"BOX 107," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
tor a bigb-class lumber salesman, a member of

this association, who Is especially well equipped

t»o sell hardwoods, yellow pine and spruce, hav-

ing a large and favorable acquaintance with the

yard and factory trade through the East.

Write Empire State Association of Wholesale

Lumber and Sash & Door Salesmen. Chas. Jobn-

son, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland Rd., Rochester, N. T.

WAGON STOCK WAYFED

WANTED—WAGON STOCK
Wagon tongues, reaches, bolsters, hickory di-

mension stock for buggy and wagon work. In-

spection at mill points.

.1. A. BROWNE & CO.. INC.,

North Manchester, Ind.

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR

75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will Inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

BnlTalo, N. T.

IIUBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging

conditions. Have a few high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

Tiios. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

Knoxville. Tenn.

LAGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs. 10" and up

In diameter. 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at
shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200.000 ft. 2S" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

TIMBER LANDS.
Virgin Oak, Poplar and Chestnut. 3,000 acres.

Clay County, North Carolina. Now owned by
us. Titles perfect. Other timber adjacent. 10

miles from a railroad. Near Murphy branch
of Southern. Now operating at Heidelberg. Ken-

tucky, and do not need above tract. A low

price for a quick sale. I'lease write us quickly.

THOMAS FORMAN COMI'ANY, Detroit, Mich.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own in fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracks of high-class gum and red oak

stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer

good money either as an Investment or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address In

confidence, "BOX 22," care Hardwood Recoed.

HICKORY TIMBER FOR SALE
We own sixteen million feet of Saline River

bottom hickory timber in Arkansas. We are not

cutting hickory. It is all extra quality, large

and remarkably free from shakes and defects.

Will sell ten dollars per thousand, one-half cash,

balance as timber is cut, but all to be paid in

five years. Can be logged for $6 per thousand,

and we will contract to log and deliver at mill

on railroad for $7.50 per thousand. We have

forty-acre cruise and good titles and abstracts.

TRIANGLE LUMBER COMPANY, Clio, Ark.

35,000,000 FEET VIRGIN HARDWOOD
In solid body on Trunk Line Railroad, Vi BeM
Grade White and Red Oak, .$70,000.00. HALL-
BERTRAND LAND COMPANY, Timber Lands.
Ho\iston, Texas. -

FOR SALE—CHEAP TO CLOSE AN
ESTATE.

Several thousand acres of Hemlock and Hard-
wood timber in northern Wisconsin. Large or

small tracts. N. E.MERSON, 802 Met. Life

Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

FOR SALE—4000 ACRES OF HIGH
GRADE

Virgin Timber in Louisiana, nicely blocked, 4

miles from railroad, and fronting for several

miles large navigable river to Mississippi and
New Orleans. Conservatively estimated to cut

12 million feet Rosemary Pine, 4 million feet

forked-leaf White Oak, 4 million feet Red Oak.

and 4 million feet Poplar, Ash and Hickory.
Direct from owners.

Price for quick sale .$8.00 per acre cash for

timber and land, exclusive mineral rights.

The greatest bargain ever offered for mill oper-

ators as well as for investors.

For plat and particulars, address

THE MOLARD LAND CO., Alexandria, La.

LUMBER FOR SALE

THICK POPLAR FOR SALE
'', to '.} months on sticks, 2V2 and 4" Poplar,

common and better. Write for prices.

C. M. CRIM & SON, Salem, Ind.

FOR SALE
4 cars Hx5" No. 1 common poplar bevel sid-

ing, good grade and lengths. Well manu-
factured. Quick shipment.

SWANN-DAY LUMBER CO.
Sales Offlci—Cincinnati, O.

LUMBER FOR SALE.
4 cars 4/4, Ists and 2nds bone dry Sycamore,

standard widths and lengths.

2 cars 4/4x13" and up dry plain Ists and 2nd!

Red Oak. 50% 14 and 16 feet.

•J cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Red Gum, bone dry.

W. D. REEVES LBR. CO., Helena, Ark.

FOR SALE—BAY POPLAR
At our Ayden Mill, freight rate to

Norfolk, Va 8c

Baltimore 15c

Philadelphia 16c

New York City 20c

Boston 23c

We offer 400 M feet 1x0" and wider Bay
Poplar, thoroughly bone dry and straight, good

widths and lengths, beautiful stock, piled for

Ists and 2nds, but will likely down grade in

shipping about 20% No. 1 common. This stock

is cut heavy and most of it would dress two

sides 1" thick. For quick shipment will quote

special prices.

AMERICAN LBR. & MFG. CO., Pittsburgh, Pa

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED "]

WANTED—DIMENSION STOCK
Oak, plain and quartered ; boards and squares.

Also dogwood and persimmon.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.,

7 East 42d St., New York, N. T.

GLUED-UP POPLAR OR BASSWOOD
Dimension Stock to finish 7/8"xl9"x3G" In car-

load lots. Will furnish specifications upon re-

quest. ARTHUR BAILEY & CO., No. 1 Madison

I Ave., New Y'ork, N. Y.
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WANTED—SMALL DIMENSIONS
NVo are always in the market for short di-

iiipnsions in Oak Squares : also 11/4, 4/4, 5/4 and
G/4 Quartered White Oak Ifl to 24" long; also

Plain Oak IxJ and wider, 112 to 54" long. We
also handle the standard length hardwoods.
What have you to offer for cash? Best of hank
roferenoe.

FURNITURE & CHAIR STOCK Co..

51.50 Chestnut St.. I'hiladi'lphia. I'a

I
LUMBER WANTED

|

BUYERS OF HABDWOODS.
Do 70U want to get IB tauch wltk the best

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

•bowing the anaual reqalrement* In lamber,

dlmcnsloB st*ck and Tcneen aad panels of con
•umers of tkose materials throughout the United

States and Canada. The serrlce is free to ad
rertlsers In the RicoSD. It will Interest yon
Write us far further Information aboat oar "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE

One band mill, and about one hundred million

feet of hardwood stumpage. Very easy terms.

.Address owner. I*. O. BOX "K." Pensacola, Fla.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go In manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care II.vrdwoud Recced.

VENEER PLANT FOR SALE
To close out our A'cneur IMant at this place

we are ottering the entire plant, having a daily

cutting capacity of 20.000 feet of logs into Bas-
ket and Crate stock.

Machinery lists on appUcatiou. consisting of

lathes, jointers, planers, re-saws, hamper, crate,

butter-dish machinery and patents.

BRIDGEPORT WOODEXWARE MFG. CO.,

Bridgeport, .\h\.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE—VENEER SLICER
Latest design and new. length of knife 10 ft.

Will sell at a great bargain and guarantee to be

as represented. Perfect shear draw cut.

Address "BOX 101," care IIardwoop Record.

FOR SALE
Rim Bending Outfit consisting of Defiance

12" Bender, Whitney Double Surfacer, Rip Saw,
Double Cut-oBE Saw, Jointer, etc., good as new,
:i t a bargain.

.TACOB HAISn COMPANY, DeKalb, 111.

FOR SALE
Philadelphia Veneer Dryer, nearly new, used

six months. At a great sacrifice. Engine and
all complete. Address

"BOX 103," care Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE
G foot band mill, carriage, edger, trimmer,

filing room equipment, 2 boilers, engine, etc,

complete.
1—18 ton 42" gauge Shay locomotive.

12—Skeleton logging cars, 42" gauge.
2—24 ft. flat cars. 42" gauge.

.\11 the .above in first-class condition.

THE PRENDERGAST COMPANY. Marion, O.

FOR SALE—COMPLETE BAND MILL
Consisting of the following :

7' Smith, Myers & Schnicr. Climax Band Mill.

i Block heavy Prescott Carriage, new. 5 trucks
with track cleaners.

1 Steam Feed shotgun .S"x30'. with Prescott

double valves.

1 Wickos 3-Saw Gang Edger.

1 Wickos 2-saw Trimmer.
I Swinging cut-o£E saw.

1 Chandler-Taylor engine. 14x18.
1 Boiler, 16'x60", 52 4" Flues.

1 Boiler. 14'x4.S", 40 31/2" Flues.

1 Overhead log turner, bull wheel.
1 Cook, 4x24 deep well Pump.
1 Steel tank, 2,000 gals, capacity.

1 Machine for grinding mill wheels.

Complete Filing Room machinery, all neces-

sary Belts. Pulleys, Shafting. Chains, Cant
Hooks, Saws, etc., together with

1 Electric Light Plant, Triumph DjTiamo, 50
light capacity.

1 Crab for moving logs.

1 Log Car.

27 Lumber Buggies.

SCATCHERD & SON,
Memphis, Tenn., or Buffalo, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS

OAK, POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods, In all grades and thick

nesses, can be readily sold If advertised In the

Wanted and For Sale section of Habdwood Rbc-

ORD. If you have a large stock you want to

sell try a few lines in this department and

see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you.

BAUGHMAN'S BUYER AND SELLER
The twelfth edition of the handy book for

lumbermen just out, revised, improved. See the
new side tables, the metric system, tapering tim-

ber, to figure narrow flooring, moulding, box
work, etc. Five sections, each indexed and a
separate work. Every page worth the price of

the book. The book that talks to lumbermen.
Not millions, but more than seventy-five thou-
sand copies have been sold to lumbermen. Bound
in red flexible cover, §2.50 per copy prepaid.

Orders filled day received. Address
H. R. A. BAUGHMAN, Indianapolis. Ind.

CHICAGO
Telephone Canal 1688

CHAS. DARLING & CO.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
22nd Street and Center Avenue

CHICAGO

McParland Hardwood
Lumber Co. 2204 s. LafUn si

HARDWOODS
FRED D. SMITH
HARDWOOD LUMBER

1337-1343 North Branch St. CMICACO

E. H. KLANN
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-
press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. CENT. 3825

Oak Timber and Plank, Paving Blocks. Posh
and Yellow Pine

W. B. CraNe aMd COMPANY'
tntablished 1881

*"

HARDWOOD LUMBER, TIMBER and TIES
CHICAGO

Long Distance Phones: CANAL 3190-3191
Office, Tarda and Planing Mill: Mill at

22nd, Sangamon and Morgan Sta. Falcon, Mlaa.

Printers to the Lumber Trade
We specialize in special printed forms and
stationery of all kinds for lumbermen. Let
us submit you stationery samples and prices.
Send us your forms for estimate.

SAUL BROS.
626 federal St., Chicago

A Veneer Oauge ii the Answer to & Veoeer User's
r&TiDg for years. Thii "Walker Brand "Ven-
itrGiuge is » steel gauge that will eatisfr
roar wantafor all time. Tou CBo'tdoyoar-

eetf ft bett«r tarn than to haj one of
these gaages. It gaageg ACOURATELT
•rerj thickness from l-40iDohto ^inch
INCLUSIVE. Wake up to this opportu-
nity. Priceonlyll 98 delivered by U. S.
Mail. Order DOW, today. Addrees—6456
fToodlawD Atc. Phone Hyde Park 88.

De»t. C

SILICAPure
OR SILEX FOR WOOD FILLERS

UNIFORMLY GROUND
SEND FOR SAMPLE

TAMMS SILICA CO., 19 So, 5th Ave., Chicago

Qerlacri Modern Machines
Product (he Chcipcsl and Desi

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOCKS

Circular, Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERIACH CO, Cleveland, 6lh City, U.S.A,
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

jT\.-jT\ <^7V

MICHIGAN GRAND RAPIDS: Stow & Davis Furniture Company ;
tables

:

George A DaTls, buyer: 40,000 feet 4/4 basswood : 13.000 feet 4/4 red

birch • 30.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy chestnut :^30.p00 feet 4/4 cull gray

elm- 30.000 feet .4/4 and 8/4 mahogany; 15.000 feet 4/4 and 6/4 haid

maole; 20.000 feet 5/4 and 6/4 soft maple; 25.000 feet 4/4 plain red oak:

75 000 feet 4/4 plain white oak : 200,000 feet 4/4 quartered white oak ;

"0 000 feet 4/4 poplar; 50.000 feet red gum. all thfcknesses. Dimension

stock : Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock : Buyers of 5-ply

quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

ARDwooo necofto

Speeimen of one of the thouBands *i patented tabbed index cards
involved in Hardwood Record's <-opyrighted Information Service, shofv-
in% aimual requirements for Lnmber, Dimension Stocli, Veneers and
I'anels employed b.v wholesalers and hard-
wood manufa«turiDgr consumers throughout
the United Stares and Canada.

Iliustraliou uf Oali Cabinet in which this
Information Service is tiled.

ILLINOIS

Key
1
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Corrugated Joint Fasteners
Can be quickly and

cheaply driven with

"iDViNCE"

CORRUGATED

JOINT FASTENER

MACHINE

Made in DUtereni

Types lo Meet

All Coaditions

Specially suitable tor

manufacturers of

sash, doors, blinds,

screens, cofBns,

furniture, plumbers'

wood-work, porch

columns, boxes,

refrigerators, etc.

Write for bulletins

and prices.

Manufactured only

by

Saranac Machine Co., St. Joseph, Michigan

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

i^-^^^^>'

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPANy - ILL BRANCHES

STINDIRD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE, ILl

ILBiN* MILL SUPPLY CO.. ALBANY. GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Wsrks)

CHICAGO

SIMONDS
SAWS

This illustration suggests just four of the kinds

of Saws which may interest you. Our factories

manufacture every kind of a Saw used around

a wood-working' plant or sawmill.

?i'

^^^-

,^ONO^^^

'Jur aim has always been to supply Saws and

Wood-working Machine Knives that will give

the maximum service and at the same time do

the finest kind of work with the least amount
of care. Obtaining these results is the work
of experience — and we have been doing it

eighty years.

Simonds Manufacturing Company
Fitchburg, Mass.
New York City
Portland, Ore.
Vancouver, B. C.

Chicago, 111.

New Orleans, La.
San Francisco, Cal.

Lockport, N. T.

Montreal, Que.
Seattle, 'Wash.
London, Eng.
St. John, N. B.
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HERE YOU ARE
just what you need tor that new equipment. Don't delay longer. Send your order today.

Specify Atkins Silver Steel and get results.

ATKINS ^lll SAWS
Cheapest in the Long Run. Less filing—less re-fitting—least cost for upkeep. Used in ilic

biggest operations everywhere. Try them once and you'll use them too.

Order from your usual source. .Tiist specify ATKIXS

—

tliat's nil.

Jf tlioy wou"t sujiiily you. write to the nearest address below.

BAND SAWS, CIRCULARS, GANG, CROSS CUT SAWS
A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose

E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc., ^Ia'^'^'^eVi'^^^ Home Office and Factory, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Branches: Atlanta. Chicago, Memphis, Minneapolis. New Orleans, New York City, Portland, San Francisco. Seattle, Vancouver, B.

Sydney, N. S. W.
Canadian Factory—Hamilton. Ont. .Maehin^ Knifi> Factory*—Lancaster. N. T.
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RUSSEL LOGGING CARS

70,000 .BS. CAP.CITV -^E'''=-r.9f,TYPB^P..|SE..C.^n,^ EQUIPPED WI^ p,,,,, ,,oP STAKES. THIS

Years of Hard Service Have Demonstrated Russel Cars to be Supe-
rior in Quality and Construction. Built for any Capacity Desired

RUSSEL WHEEL AND FOUNDRY CO. DETROIT. MICHIGAN

Seven Reasons for Buying the

McGiffert Self-Propelling Loader

DULUTH, MINN.

BRANCHES:

80 Church Street-. New Tork'

1718 Flaher Building. Chicago

1315 Carter Building, Houston, Tex.

421 Carondelet Street, New Orleans

Germanic Bank Building, Savannah, Ga.

522 South First Avenue, Seattle, Wash

Read These Reasons Carefully!

—Each has a vital economic or utili-

tarian motive behind it.

—Your logging can be done most
promptly and at least expense ONLY
with a loader incorporating each of

these seven points:

(1) The McGiffert is SELF-PROPELUNG.

(2) The McGiffert is POWERFUL ENOUGH
TO SWITCH LOADS.

(3) Empties pass through the McGiffert

ON THE MAIN TRACK.

(4) No spur track or spuds needed for the

McGiffert.

(5) The McGiffert can be moved to a new
loading point at a minute's notice,

UNDER ITS OWN POWER.

(6) The McGiffert handles all kinds of tim-

ber: long or short, heavy or light.

(7) The McGiffert can be operated any-

where a train of cars can go: on a

fill, in a cut, or on a side-lriill.

For a complete illustrated description of the McGiffert send for CATALOGUE No. 1.
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Broom Handle Machinery
Let us tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of straight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for

[Drying and Polish-

ing Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

THE BALDWIN
LOCOMOTIVE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of

LOGGING LOCOMOTIVES

Locomotives with a radial truck at each end. and separate
tenders, are well adapted to logging service where long hauls
must be made. These engines ride well on rough track, and
can be run backwards into sharp curves and switches without
danger of derailment.

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK, N. v., Hudson Terminal. CHICAGO, III., RaUway Exchange

ST. LOUIS, IHo., Sernrily BQilding. P0RTL4^D, Ore., Spalding BIdg

Cable Address:— "Baldwin. Philadelphia."

IMPROVED WHITE SAW SWAGES
Will make your saws last longer,
make better lumber and please your
filer - it's a money saving proposition

for you. Better consider if. They
don*t cost much and
last a long time.

Catalo;!f yon want It

Phoenix
Mfg. Co.

Eau Claire,

Wii.

of HARDWOOD RECORD subscribers a.re

o^vners of stesLin plants. Eighty-nine per

cent a.re, therefore, buyers of wood-work-
ing maLchlnery. There is little percenta.ge

of waiste circulation in HARDWOOD
RECORD for moLchinery SLdver

t

isers.

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwooj lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation. „

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on rcsulls.
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)AMl
DOUBLE

THE CAPACITY OF YOUR

DRY KILN

If you attempt to dry two-inch oak

in your kiln in fourteen days the re-

sult will probably resemble the above

illustration.

The lower picture is from a photo-

graph of two-inch oak dried by the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works Process

in fourteen days, and every plank as

sound as the sample.

The absence of checks is not the

only saving due to this process. The
lumber is straight, soft and free from

sap or acids.

For a small sum of money your old

kilns can be converted to G. R. V. W.
Process Kilns, with a guarantee to

give the results above described.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

~ OF _ SMIT HVUJI-E fM^^ WV i. L b h. I

Xo. 402-C, Showing a Number of Uneven Pieces Being
Worked at the Same Time.

Smith

Triple Drum
Sander

Produces better work and 200 to 600
per cent more of it than is possible on
the best roller feeding' machine.

The endless-bed is faced with rubber,

enablinji the machine to work, material

of slightly varying thicknesses at the

same time, and for the full width of the

drum.

Other distinctive features are:

Polishing Drums are placed over the

work.

Self-lubricating bearings.

Dust-proof working parts.

Simple sturdy construction.

Made in three sizes. Write for descrip-

tive circulars and prices.

Smith of Smithville
H. B SMITH MACHINE COMPANY, SMITHVILLE, N. J.

OFFICES
New York Chicago Atlanta San Francisco
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ANY REASONABLE OFFER
WILL BUY THE FOLLOWING STOCK:

DRY—IN FINE CONDITION
QCARTERED WHITE OAK.

5,830' 3/4" ls-2s.
10.500' 5/4" ls-2e.
10.800' 6/4" ls-2s.
8.000' 3/4" No. 1 Com.

20,000' 4/4" No. 1 Com., 10" & up
57,000' 5/4" No. 1 Com.
4,080' 6/4" No. 1 Com.
9,700' 4/4" Clear Strips, 0" anJ

5%".

11,970' 4/4" Clear Strips, Sap no
defect, 2" to 4".

27,000' 4/4" No. 1 Common Strips.
2" & up.

46,000' 4/4" No. 2 Common.
5.390' 5/4" No. 2 Common.

PLATN RED OAK
2,200' 2%" Com. & Better.
7,200' 3" Com, & Better.
1,700' 4" Com. & Better.

45,000' 4/4" No. 1 Com.
21,000' 4/4" No. 2 Com. Red a

White.
QUARTERED RED OAK

21, 000' 4/4" ls-2s 6" & 7" wide.
15,000' 4/4" Clear Strips. Sap

defect. 2%" & up.
10,300' 6/4" No. 1 Com.

ASH
18,000' 4/4" ls-2s 6" & up.

" & up
13" to

PL.^IN POPLAR
.'..noO' 4/4" ls-2s Yellow,
8,600' 4/4" Bo.x Boards,

17".
8,500' 6/4' ls-2s Yellow, 7" & up

30,000' 6/4" No. 1 Common.
12,000' 4/4" Clear Strips.
21,000' 6/4" Clear Strips.

QUARTERED POPLAR.
JC.900' 4/4" ls-2s.
8,000' 4/4" No. 1 Common.

W.e, of course, have a complete stock of Quartered and Plain Oak, Poplar and Hickory, etc., in all grades
and thicknesses, and will be glad to have j'our inquiries for anything you may need.

J. V. STIMSON & CO. OWENSBORO, KY.

D. B. MacLaren Lumber Co.

HARDWOOD LUMBER
Evansville, Ind.

5 cars 4/4 No. l common Quartered White Oak
4 cars 4/4 No. l common Plain Red Oak
2 cars 4/4 No. 2 common Plain Red Oak
1 car 4/4 No. i common Poplar
1 car 4/4 Nos. i and 2 Red Gum

"Three Mills in Indiana" Used to Be the

Slogan. Now There's Only One Left, but It's

The Largest Band Mill in Indiana

"From Toothpicks to

Timbers 60 Feet Long"

PERRINE-ARMSTRONG COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1880

TIMBER
WE OFFER TRACTS OF VIRGIN TIMBER IN LOUISI-
ANA. MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA. ALABAMA AND ALSO ON

PACIFIC COAST
We employ a larger force of expert timber cruisers than any other firm in the world. We have furnished
banks and trust companies with reports on timber tracts upon which millions of dollars of timber certifi-
cates or bonds have been issued. We furnish detailed estimates which enable the buyer to verify our
reports at very little expense and without loss of valuable time. Correspondence with bona fide investors
solicited.

JAMES D. LACEY & CO.
JAMES D. LACEY, WOOD BEAL, VICTOR THRANE

1211 Whitney Central Building,

New Orleans

1215 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago

LARGEST TIMBER DEALERS
IN THE WORLD

1009 White Building, Seattle

1104 Spalding Bldg., Portland
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WISCONSIN
WHERE THE FINEST NORTHERN HARDWOODS GROW

WE MANUFACTURE MICHIGAN
HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK.
MILLS ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN; STOCK

BAND SAWN

Have in Shipping

BIRCH: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4

ASH: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
ELM: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
BASSWOOD: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4

to 12/4

WE are well equipped for manufacturing

special sizes, wagon stock, skids, ties, etc.

THE C. A. GOODYEAR LUMBER COMPANY
Office and Mill

TOMAH, WISCONSIN
Logging Camp

BLUE BILL, MICHIGAN

We want to move the

following air-seasoned stock
5 cars 6, 4" No. 2 Com. & Better Birch
3 cars 5 4" No. 2 Com. & Better Birch
1 car 8 4" No. 2 Com. & Better Birch
1 car 8/4" No. 1 Com. & Better Birch
3 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Birch
2 cars 4/4" No. 2 Com. Birch

OELHAFEN LUMBER CO.
TOMAHAWK, WISCONSIN

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles and Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and

White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

A FEW ITEMS IN DRY HARDWOOD
for prompt shipment

1 car 5/4 1st & 2nd White Ash
1 car 6/4 Ist & 2nd Red Birch
1 car 6/4 Common Plain Birch
2 cars 4/4 Common Plain Birch
6 cars 4/4 Common Red Birch

1 car 8/4 Log Bun Soft Maple
4/4 Common & Better Hard

Maple
4/4 No. 3 Common Hard Maple
6/4 Log Run Hard Maple

Our new stock is now fairly dry
SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

ARPIN HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
Grand Rapids, Wis., Atlanta, Wis.,

Saw mills and planing mill at Atlanta, Wis.

Brown Bros. Lumber Go.
and^whoiesailrs Rhinelandcr, Wis.
1 " No. 1 Com. & Btr. Hard Maple
1^" No. 2 Com. & Btr. Hard Maple
1^" No. 2 Com. & Btr. Hard Maple or* stock

2 " No. 2 Com. & Btr. Hard Maple indcin

1%" No. 2 & Btr. Soft Elm
1^" No. 2 & Btr. Rock Elm

MAKE
PROMPT

SHIPMENT

GET OUR PRICES ON
1 car 1" No. 1 Common & Btr. Red Birch.

10 cars 1" No. 2 Common & Btr. Plain Birch.

5 cars 1" No. 1 and No. 2 Common Plain Birch.
2 cars 1%" No. 2 Common & Btr. Plain Birch.
2 cars 1^" No. 2 Common Plain Birch.

Can ship in straight or
mixed cars with other lumber

ROBBINS LUMBER COMPANY
Rhinelander, Wisconsin

The Tegge Lumb
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VENEERS AND PANELS
A. IN Y 'WOOD
A.INV THICKNESS

IVIAINUHAOTURERS
OP

VBINBERS
Mixed Car Shipments in Rotary,

Sliced, Sawed Veneers, any
wood, any thickness.

Plain woods—All kinds
Domestic Figured Woods—All kinds
Circassian Walnut and Mahogany

Quartered White Oak, Red Oak, Sycamore,
Figured Gum, Magnolia

QUALITY AND PROMPT SHIPMENT
Place your orders with us and
get Satisfaction and Service.

Same Attention to Small Orders as Large

WRITE US

Adams & Raymond Veneer Co.
Established 1867

Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A..

WE WAINT YOUR ORDERS
YOU WAINT OUR VEINEERS

We Have Made a Success

of the Veneer Business

—

Why?
Because no permanent money-making

proposition can be one-sided and

we are benefiting our customers

Let us have your inquiries when in the market
for the following woods

:

MAHOGANY
CIRCASSIAN
CURLY BIRCH
WALNUT BUTTS

YELLOW POPLAR
PINE
R.C.Red&Wh.Oak
R. C. Birch

AndQUARTERED OAK, Sawn and Sliced

Veneer Manufacturers Company
Fulton and May Streets, Chicago, III.

FRANKLY You must be able to manufacture your veneered

panels at far less cost than the average furniture

manufacturer can, if we fail to supply you with them cheaper than you

can produce them.

The making of

VENEERED PANELS

Veneer Panel making is our

specialty, and we claim that

the panels we make are

cheaper in ihe long run for

they

Will not c
to pieces
after they
are in the

furni-
ture

Do you see the point ?

is a specialty with us. We furnish 2, 3 and 5 ply in quartered-sawed

oak, quarter-sliced oak, figured mahogany, plain mahogany, red birch,

plain oak, yellow pine, gum, basswood, ash, maple or elm, and if you will tell us your needs,

whatever they may be, in panels, we will submit samples to you and quote prices that will

bear out our statement, that you can obtain from us better panels at less cost than in manu-

facturing them yourself.

THE GORHAM BROTHERS COMPANY
MT. PLEASANT, MICH.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

KIEL WOODEN WARE CO.
WHEN IN THE MARKET FOR ROTARY CUT

%

BIRCH
BASSWOOD
OAK
ASH
ELM VENEER

«

v#
*- WISCONSIN ^ ^ ^<^>^"

NEW NAME
NEW PLANT
NEW LOCATION

OLD ONLY IN

SKILL and

EXPERIENCE

VENEERS AND PANELS
C Our splendid new plant and equipment, combined with our years of experi-

ence, enables us to serve the trade with a better product and with unusual
promptness.

C We can supply you with better panels at a less price than you can produce
yourself.

C We specialize in auto dashes, panels, tops and bent work of all kinds.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
THE WISCONSIN SEATING COMPANY, NEW LONDON, WIS.

SUCCESSORS TO THE
WISCONSIN LUMBER & VENEER CO., PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

Panels for Cblcaeo trade carried at 1140 West Lake Street. ChicaEo telepbone Uaymarket 3027.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY CUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK

BEECH MAPLE

CURLY BIRCH

BIRCH

BASSWOOD
SPECIALTIES:

DRAWER BOTTOMS BACK PANELS CENTER STOCK

ninnic FVP uam p BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK
BIRD S-EYE MAPLE curlv birch bird'S-eye maple

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.
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Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the product,
and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and economies
which it is impossible to secure elsewhere.

While we do not buy or sell for our own account, we always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from which
advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

CHESTNUT DOOR STOCK VENEERS
WE make a specialty of rotary cut Chestnut Door Stock Veneers for one, two, three and five panel

doors, and are prepared at all times to fill orders promptly. We make it a point never to substi-

tute brown ash when chestnut is ordered.

C We also manufacture door stock veneers in Red and White Oak, Poplar Cross-banding, Drawer Bottoms
and special dimension Poplar, White Oak Veneers for furniture and piano makers, and other rotary cut

products in Chestnut, Poplar, Red and White Oak not listed above.

C For prices and other information write to

RADFORD PORTSMOUTH VENEER CO., Radford, Virginia

y eneers and l^anels with a Jxeputadon
WE manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co, Wausau, Wis.

"SOVEMANCO. 55

We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

dav received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.

Office, 2(st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KV. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOR HARD M A F I. £, AND GREY ELM

"Ideal
99 Steel

Burn-
ished Rock Maple Flooring

is the Booring that is manufactured expressly to supply the demand for the best. It is

made by modem machinery from carefully-selected stock and erery precaution is taken

throughout our entire system to make it fulfill in every piuticular its name—"IDEAL."

ROUGH OR FINISHED LUMBER—ALL KINDS

Send Us Tour Inquiries

The I. Stephenson Company WELLS, MICHIGAN

CCi 199Chief Brand'
Maple and Beech Flooring

in I, I and 13-16 and 1 1-16 inch Maple"

in all standard widths and grades, will

commend itself to you and your trade

on its merits alone

WRITE US, WE CAN INTEREST YOU

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.
GRAYLING. MICHIGAN

I XL ROCK MAPLE
FLOORINGBirch and

Selected Red Birch

"The Standard" of Excellence

WisconsinLand& Lumber
C^OmpSiny HermansviUe, Michigan

BIRCH, ASH, ELM, BASSWOOD AND HEMLOCK LUMBER
Basswood Siding, Ceiling, and Moulding

SAILING, HANSON CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Michigan Hardwoods

GRAYLING, MICHIGAN

Ists & 2nds 4/4 1 75,000
MICHIGAN 5/4. 195,000
MAPLE 8/4 150,000

10/4 75,000

For shipnifMit from our i^/T" jU,UUw
Detroit Yard during .g/^ M 000October and November. 1 <->/ T ' iw.vjvjw

PLEASE WRITE I'S QUICKLY FOR I'RICES

THOMAS FORMAN COMPANY
DETROIT

Von Platen Lumber Co.
Iron Mountain, Michigan

Manufacturers of

BIRCHBASSWOOD
ELMMAPLE

We Solicit Your Inquiries

SHIPMENTS VIA C. & N. W.—C, M. & ST. P.- -W. & M.

S. L. EASTMAN FLOORING CO.
SAGINAW BRAND

MAPLE FLOORING
SAGINAW, MICH.

HARDWOOD RECORD'S
strongest circulation is in the reg:ion where things are made
of wood—WISCONSIN, MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, IN-
DIANA, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA. NEW YORK
and the East.

IT'S the BEST SALES MEDIUM for HARDWOOD LUMBER
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Hugh McLean Lumber Go.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

I. N. Stewart & Bro.
Specialties

Cherry and Oak
892 Elk Street

!

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO. [

Wv want to buy for cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
AH }i:railcs and thicknesses.

Will receive and inspect stock at sliipping: point. *"

Uraiich >artl, Mcnipliis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar

932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY
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Tight Fitting Taper Wedge Dovetail Joint

—

How it is Made

"B
ETTER joints cannot be

made" is what several man-
ufacturers say who are using
the new "Linderman" Automatic
Dovetail Glue Jointer making
the Tight Fitting- Taper Wedge Dovetail Lock
Joint. There is no opening- in the joint made with

the new forming cutters. Every part of the joint

is a tight fit wlien it is wedged together. The
entire jointed surface of Ijoth pieces of the lumber brought

together witli a perfectly smooth edge. The glue fibres

are forced into the pores of the wood, getting an anchorage

which makes a perpetually self-clamped, indestructible

glue joint.

You can improve your glue jointing by using the Taper

Wedge Dovetail Lock Joint.

There are a great many large furniture factories using

the "Linderman" on high-grade solid furniture.

Jointing costs have been reduced 65 to 85 per cent in

many furniture factories.

Jointing lumber into panels and sizing them to width

without lumber waste on the "Linderman" is a big advan-

tage over clamping lumber together.

Find out what the new "Linderman" is really accom-

plishing in factories making your line of work and the

advantages and saving it would make }-ou.

Linderman Machine Co.

New York City

MUSKEGON, MICH.
Atlanta, Ga.

Four Head Cutters, ground on the outside, makes a
perfectly smooth doretail jointed edge

'Linderman" Automatic Dovetail Glue Jointer, whii;b

joints panels at one automatic operation

Wooastock, Ont.

/V'TOM/vric ^wmmJMEi)^hrJ§§



^K g ^^ _ ^^ ^^ Manufacturers 01d>FashionedVansant, Soft

Yellow
f';raett. Kitchen €5 popiar
Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky Company
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran CHICAGO OFFICE, Steger Bulldint

601 W. 115th Street, New York City W. H. Matthias, Manager.

FLOORING
OAK BEECH MAPLE

KILN DRIED END MATCHED
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER OR INQUIRY TO OUR SALESMEN-WE WILL PAY THE CHARGES

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

WE OFFER

4/4 and 5/4 No. 2 common and better

Basswood

4/4 \o. 2 commnn and better Brown
Ash

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y. V4 and 5/4 No. 2 common and better

Birch, strictly imselected for color

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

4/4 and 5/4 No. 1 and No. 2 common
•Flooring Maple.

4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4 and 16/4
Firsts and Seconds Maple

YELLOW POPLAR
MINUFACTURERS OF BIND SIWCO

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

ill inbothOradeand

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO











New York Botanical Garden Libran

3 5185 00256 2930
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